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A billion packages in 10 years: 

that’s the record of the aerosol industry, 

built on the power of convenience 
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Non-Skid Coatir spray set-up at Liebmann Breweries Ir 

Special shields keep the spray off the cans themselves 

an invisible non-skid coating 
Attractive gloss-inked cases and bags as well as those with plain smooth 

finishes have one disadvantage: Surfaces are slick. Stacks of them tend to slip during 
shipping and handling. This, however, can be prevented. Simply. Inexpensively. 

With National's RESYN® 32-4150. A synthetic resin emulsion that cries 

to an invisible non-skid coating. 

RESYN 32-4150 imparts an exceptionally high coefficient of friction to container 

surfaces. An instant drying spray coat—on one side only—is all that’s needed 
to prevent slippage. In no way dulls glossy sales messages. Colorless. Odorless. 

RESYN 32-4150 can be spray coated on cases and bags during manufacture 
or as they pass into delivery conveyors after filling. Write for 

complete information including equipment and operational suggestions. 

‘ 
RESYNS® tonal ADHESIVES 

NATIONAL STARCH PRODUCTS INC. 

270 Madison Avenue, New York 16 * 3641 So. Washtenaw Avenue, Chicago 32 ° 735 Battery Street, San Francisco 11 



Tailor-made carton service /)\ Gair 

Aerie, 
a 

Gair's uniquely constructed gift-package mer- 
chandiser for Mission-Pak Cheese! Economical 
folding boxboard, book-designed os a multiple: 
package. Distinctively beautiful foil-laminated 
inner packs protect freshness and flavor. 

Gair has a proven flair for creating cartons that sell. Gair Service 

is also a proven asset to satisfied customers everywhere. Discover 
how your product can be even more of a prize in a package by Gair— 

call your Gair representative or write Gair, today. 

® 

GAITR creative engineering in packaging 

BOXBOARD AND FOLDING CARTON DIVISION OF CONTINENTAL © CAN COMPANY 

530 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 
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The non-commercial look 
Trend toward packaging for the table calls for new thinking about the identity problem 

Breakthrough in food aerosols? 
Heublein’s pressure-packed barbecue sauce overcomes aeration problem, may presage a flood of food aerosols. 

Aluminum cans for Kraft 
Drawn economically at new U.S, plant, they're colorful, functional and expendable. 

Aerosols 
Supplier Industry Survey. Pushbutton packages enter an era of vast expansion 

Friendly face for popcorn 
Betty Zane’s cheerful new can design stems from consumer research 

Design Histories 

Packaging Pageant 

Libby’s evolving labels 
Here’s how the world’s most diversified food line (2.000 packages) is kept up to date } } | 

Ideas from italy 
Art, ingenuity and a spirit of adventure produce beautiful, versatile packages 

Display gallery 

Prize-winning fibre boxes 
Award winners in 16 classes illustrate latest trend- and developments 

Enter: fluorocarbon film 
Packagers begin to use this fantastically resistant thermoplastie. once considered tox 

Economical one-shot syringe 
Hess & Clark’s throw-away polyethylene dispenser package brings costs to a new low 

Production methods 

Automatic blister sealing 
Masonite’ new installation saves labor and materials, doubles production of pegboard packages 

An acre of efficiency 
Aven Products” Morton Grove plant turns out 135 items on 25 lines on one open fleor 

Polyester film for caulker 
Great strength and heat seal enable new film to replace caulking gun as sealing-compound dispenser 

imbedded thermoform 
New skin-packaging technique enhances product display in hang-up card. 

Self-metering carton 
Folding bex that dispenses a measured amount on ¢ ich pour makes its debut 

Technical 
| The Mopern Packacixe General 

} j 4 

An improved laboratory heat sealer Mphabetical Index for Volume 
Film-testing instrument simulates actual sealing ce: } 0, providing complete refer 
By KU Ninnemann. lence to contents of all issues from 

7 . } September, 1956. through Nugust. 

Halogen-vapor transmission i S00Y <0 new aestlehle tenn of 
Performance of barrier materials against chlorine, rodine | 

hy Morris R. Rogers. Elizabeth Pillion. Arthur VM. Aaplar | charge to subseribers, but will be 
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375 Madison Ave. New York 22 
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REDINGTON Type 23 

handles first step in packaging operation— 

cartoning individual electron tubes. Opera- 
tors place tubes into article conveyor pockets; 
the machine feeds a filat-stacked carton from 

its magazine, forms it, imprints tube designa- 
tion on end panel, inserts a tube and tucks in 

end-fiaps to close the carton, which it then 

discharges into the REDINGTON Type 74. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

of the complete REDINGTON line—44 

pages of data, fully illustrated. 

F. B. REDINGTON CO., 
3010 ST. CHARLES ROAD, BELLWOOD, ILLINOIS 

Chicage Phone: AUstin 7-4200..Verona, New Jersey: CEnter 9-4608 

REDINGTON Type 74 “MULTIPACKER”’ 
group-packages the sales unit by feeding a 
fiat-stacked sleeve from its magazine, form- 
ing it, and inserting the proper number of 

cartoned tubes. It discharges the loaded 
sleeves onto the take-away belt. 

“Whole-Job” REDINGTON packaging line cartons single 

items, then Group-Packs them... automatically 

Fast, efficient package production with a minimum of labor cost—that 

is what General Electric Company gets in their Owensboro, Kentucky, 

plant with this integrated REDINGTON line. The REDINGTON Type 

23, which cartons single electron tubes, teams up with REDINGTON 

Type 74 “MULTIPACKER”, which packages the cartoned tubes five at 

a time in a ‘‘mother” sleeve. Just one operator keeps carton and sleeve 

magazines filled; every other step in the entire operation is automatic. 

These REDINGTONS can be easily adaptable to varying sizes ot products 

and sleeves, so there need be no protracted down-time periods to eat 

into volume and add costs. Imprinting product designation permits 

lower carton inventories. And the packages pour out in a steady flow at 

high speed—REDINGTON lines like this one can produce 360 or more 

individual packages a minute. 

If you have a problem of group-packaging, check with us on how a similar 

set-up Can improve your production and lower your packaging costs. 

Or if you carton any solid or semi-solid object—tubes, bottles, etc.—either 

singly or in multiples; REDINGTON’s exceptionally broad line of 

expertly engineered, sturdily built automatic equipment can provide you 

with a profitable answer. Let us put our six decades of specialized expe- 

rience to work for you—write us about your packaging problem today. 

AUTOMATIC MACHINES for 
CARTONING 

WRAPPING * SPECIAL PACKAGING 
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The big one is on the way 

Ss ometime this month our bindery will start mailing to each Mopern Pack 

AGING subscriber his 13th issue of the year—the new 826-page Encyclopedia 

Issue, designed to serve as a reference and source book throughout 1958. 

Please be patient. The issue represents 12 months of work by our editorial. 

art and production staffs, and it can’t be bound and mailed overnight. Nor 

will the postman drop everything to haul this 544-lb. burden to you. 

But do post an alert in your own mail room. These hefty. handsome volume-~ 

have a way of going straight to the president's office and staving there 

which is flattering to us, but not helpful to people down the line. 

It's true that this big volume, with its stitched binding and hard covers 

(more brilliantly colorful than ever this year). doesn’t look much like a maga- 

zine and we don't blame the mail boy for treating it with respect. So maybe 

it's wise to tip him off that this is a work book that needs to be seen, just 

like every other issue of Mopern Packacinc, by everyone concerned with 

package planning, purchase, production and promotion. 

We've tried to help this idea along by inserting in the volume. just inside 

the cover, a routing slip with one feature which we consider of key impor- 

tance —and this is the key to the difference between this and regular issues 

We suggest that the Encyclopedia Issue be circulated immediately to all 

interested persons, so that they may familiarize themselves with the contents 

of the new edition. But we provide on the routing slip a notice that this 

volume will be kept “on permanent file in * and we urge that 

this be filled in at the start of the routing procedure, so that all will know. 

For this is the difference: Regular issues of the magazine bring you spot 

information on developments from month to month. The Encyclopedia Issue 

represents the accumulated knowledge of packaging—sifted, sorted and 

arranged for quick reference. In the Encyclopedia Issue, the spot develop- 

ments of the previous 12 months are carefully evaluated, related to the 

prior art and projected according to their likely importance in the coming 

12 months. It is, therefore, a year-long reference issue—not for occasional 

study, but for daily consultation on every packaging question as it comes up. 

The 125-page Buyers’ Directory section alone is an almost indispensable 

reference, for it is the only directory that lists and classifies (with addresses ) 

every known supplier to this $16-billion industry, identifies trade names and 

cross references both editorial and advertising information in some 400 

different categories. 

And although advertising is not our department, we might point out that 

advertisers in this annual issue are encouraged to prepare their copy on the 

same basis as the editorial contents—for complete, year-round, factual infor- 

mation. Nearly 350 suppliers, including every major company, are repre- 

sented in the informational advertising pages of the Encyclopedia Issue of 

1958, which will soon —we hope—reach your desk 

Vie Chit 
14% All rights 1 ‘ its prrighted 7 by Modern Pa gin t} 

served, including the right to reproduce + bo or portion thereof in 

mv form. The name Modern Packaging is registered in the U.S. Patent 

(thee. Printed in U.S.A. by Hildreth P ’ Bristol, Conn. Member 

Audit Bureau of Cireulations. Member, Associated Business Publications 
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The successful introduction of a new drugs pr 

vitally important to Abbott Laboratories 

why Dobeckmun Durafilm was. selected 

DAYALETS Durafilm’s moisture protectio 

transparency delivers these potent new multivit 

to the medical profession in perfect condition 

Dobeckmun Durafilm offers 

special advantages in 

the precision with which 

it can be engineered for each 

product’s needs and in 

its outstanding performance 

on packaging machinery. 

For small hardware, 

industrial and electrical parts 

Durafilm provides instant 

identification, durable 

toughness, protection from 

rust and corrosion. 

For foods and liquids... 

for countless drug products, 

this lamination or extrusion 

of plastic films ensures 

meticulous protection and 

extra selling power. 

It is moisture proof, 

heat sealing and of 

sparkling transparency 

and can be vividly printed 

to carry your brand name 

and sales message 

direct to consumers. 

The Dobeckmun Company, 
A Division of The Dow Chemical Company 

Cleveland 1, Ohio ¢ Berkeley 10, California 

Offices in most principal cities 
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afely in Harcord canisters! 
This mailing container for Reader's Digest Book Club selections, is a fully- 

which quickly and easily cuts through the package. The outer plies 

NEW, STRING-OPENING SELF-MAILER 

sealed carton employing a unique string opening device, 
of board are not cut or scored during manufacture, thus providing full strength protection during shipment 

Providing protection against the rigors of the 

rails and the road is only half the job 

of industrial packaging. The other equally 

important half is suiting the container to the 

particular properties of the product. 

Important shippers have discovered that 

paper canisters are the feasible, low-fare 

answer even for fragile contents. They know, 

mancens helse American Cyonemid too, that the HARCORD close-knit, creative 
hota down breakage and handling costs organization can do a more individual 
in the shipment of samples, both liquid : . +s i i fe 

and solid. These sturdy, tailor-made : job in tailoring the shipping shape 

shipping canisters provide a cushion- 
ing berth for glass containers. 

to precise requirements. 

you sell it better, you say it best in Paper Canisters by 

ELECTRO-PAK is the name for this 4 A te Cc oO te D 
ship-and-sell canister used by the Arcos 

Corporation to package welding rods. HARCORD MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
The sturdy, moisture-proof HARCORD ¥ . 

125 Monitor St., Dept. MP-11, Jersey City 4, N. J. cylinder is the quickest, most economi- 

cal way to protect these electrodes. —> New York Telephone: BArclay 7-5685 — *Patent Pending 

MODEKN PACKAGING 



Only Machine that Automatically Tapes 
Over 2000 New or Re-use Cartons Per Hour 

.»-and reduces labor costs as much as 80%, too! 

Only the WAGNER W-2@ 
Can Guarantee Performance Like That 
And look at just a few of the 3. Exclusive wipe down and com- 

other features built into every pression assembly. 

Wagner M20 4. Rugged construction assures 

1. Adjusts to any carton size in a many years of trouble-free service. 

matter of seconds, not minutes. ; 
It will pay you well to get complete 

2. Proper tape length cut automati- information about the most modern 

cally, assures neat cartons every time. taping machine on the market today. 

MAIL COUPON 

wagner E74 FULL INFORMATION 
TAPING 

M. Ze ] MACHINE 

WAGNER IRON WORKS 
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

Please send complete information about the 
Wagner M-20 Taping Machine 

NAME 
WAGNER IRON WORKS 
1905 South Ist Street ADDRESS 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin city aS i 
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These 1%-oz. packets of Tide’s “\washday miracle” just fit 

South American housewives’ needs. For packaging these small 

quantities at high speeds, Procter & Gamble uses Riegel’s economical, 

heat-sealing Pouch paper...to protect against moisture, mildew, 

and the scuffs of overseas travel...to keep that shining “sel! from the 

shelf.” It’s another proof that protected by Riegel means more: 

Ti j : Product protection always, plus flexible packaging materials that are 

] e ... tailored to run at high speed on automatic machines 

... made to your own specifications, printed, waxed, coated, 

has a reason eee and laminated combinations of all types 

... packaging materials that are made right, run right, and 

priced right 

Hundreds of today’s best-sellers benefit from Riegel’s uniformly 

effective system of product protection. You can, too. 

Write Riegel Paper Corporation, 260 Madison Avenue, New York 16. 

el 
PROTECTIVE PACKAGING MATERIALS 

Tide export packages are 

protected by special Riegel 

lacquer-coated pouch paper, 

tailor-made to heat-seal at 

high speed on Transwrap 

machines 
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ENGINEERING 
PRODUCT RESEARCH 

SALES SERVICE | (RRs 
res ye THEY’RE ALL PART OF 

QUALITY CONTROL 

..and Quality Control at NATIONAL CAN 

doesn’t stop at our plant — it safeguards your 

product throughout its shelf life! It is our 

interest in YOUR manufacturing and processing 

that sparks “Quality Control” throughout 

every department at NATIONAL CAN. Why 

not let us survey your needs — you'll see 

CLOSING how much more you get from 

MACHINERY NATIONAL CAN. 

DESIGN S RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 

NATIONAL CAN 
Oe © Rn, Se © es) ee | 
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Ketchup takes a giant step 

In stride with the trend to large, economy sizes, 

this popular ketchup is now available in a “family 

size” 20-oz. bottle. 

The new size gains in brand identity by dupli- 

cating the design of the familiar 14-0z. package 

WATCH ARMSTRONG CIRCLE 

But now customers have two sizes to choose from. 

They use more .. . buy more. And grocers have a 

chance for the bigger sale. 

Talk with your Armstrong man about your next 

package. Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 

Aymstrong PACKAGING 
THEATRE EVERY OTHER WEDNESDAY EVENING ON C8BS-TYV 



No. 32 diam: 234” x 5%” deep No. 10 diam: 3%” x 1's” deep No. 12 diam: 37h,” x 24%” deep No. 15 diam: 3%” x 1%" deep No. 210 diam: 3'%«” x 1%” deep 
(Plastic Snap-on Cover) No. 211 (with Polyethylene Lid 

looking for a box that’s round? 

No. 42F diam: 3'%s” x 2%” deep No. 415 diam: 37%,” x 3%,” deep No. 420 diam: 3'%s” x 2%” deep No. 425 diam: 37%” x 3%” deep No. 72 diam: 3%” x 2%" deep 
No. 21F diam: 3's” x i%” deep Rigid translucent with clear lid) No. 421 (with Polyethylene Lid (Polyethylene Lid only 

TRI-STATE is your source for 

ip, pa 

No. 52 diam: 4%” x "Xs" deep No. 190 diam: 5%” x 5%” deep No. 56 diam: 4%” x %” deep No. 170 diam: 6” x 1” deep No. 175 diam: 6” x 1%” deep 

the world’s largest assortment of 

No. 180 diam: 6” x 24” deep No. 240 diam: 8” x 3” deep No. 24 2%” x 4%” x "Xe" deep No. 84 2%” x 4%” x 1%” deep No. C40 diam: 3%” x 2'%«” deep 

No. 250 diam: 10” x 3%” deep No. 54 2%” x 4%” x %” deep 

Rigid Plastic Boxes...all shapes and sizes 

No. C50 diam: 3'%.” x 5%” deep No. €70 diam: 4%” x 5%” deep No. C189 diam: 7'%«” x 7%” deep No. 09 diam: 3%” x 3%” deep No. 02 1%” x 1'4,” deep 

TRI-STATE PLASTIC MOLDING CO iencerson 6, ky., vattey 6-061 
Chicago: 209 S. State Street, Harrison 7-3630 
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REYNOLDS WRAP 
ALUMINUM PACKAGING 

Sawyer Biscuit Co., Chicago—Division of 

United Biscuit Co. of America — has a new 

“inside story” of quality protection for 

Sawyer’s Saltines. And the carton tells that 

story on all sides! It tells how the 4 foil 

inner packs capture oven freshness... 

seal in the flavor... keep these crackers 
MORE AND MORE WOMEN KNOW 

AND LOOK FOR THIS SEAL! 

Science backs these claims. Aluminum foil . Earlier surveys showed 7 out of 
10...now its 8 out of 10 women 

identify this Seal. And 6 out of 
10 prefer products that carry it. 

affect products made with shortening. Powerfully promoted by national 

, : : : magazines, network TV, news- 
This superior protection — which also papers, spectaculars. Put this 

safeguards against transfer of odors and proved sales tool to work for you! 

“crisp to the last bite’’. 

protects against moisture that can make 

crackers soggy... against light rays that can 

exposure to air — may be important to 

your product. In addition, the eye- " QUALITY 

appealing gleam of aluminum is a sure PROTECTED WITH 

sales booster. Let us show you. 

Call the nearest Reynolds sales office 7 ALUMINUM 

or write to Reynolds Metals Company, PACKAGING 

General Sales Office, Louisville 1, Kentucky. 

Watch Reynolds all-family television show “Disneyland”, ABC-TV. 

REYNOLDS 38 ALUMINUM 
MODERN PACKAGING 
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cheesecake 
Some men just know how to relax. Take Bob Gibbs, for instance. 

All day long, he’s out at his new, fully automatic injection mold- 

ing plant down here in Henderson. But, come evening, you'll 

find him at home settling back by the big picture window to gaze 

at the blue grass and river boats paddling down the Ohio. A little 

and Bob Kentucky refreshment, a light snack of cheeses... 

is really living. 

But, even when Bob relaxes he thinks packaging. A new 

cheese calls for a new plastic container. And it’s a rare day when 

futomation makes Gibbs rigid plastics cost less 

after hours 
Bob doesn’t come up with a brand new method of sealing in 

freshness and flavor with an innovation in automatically molded 

plastic packages. We're not ashamed to remind you: the first 

crystal-clear rigid plastic cheesebox was a product of Gibbs 

injection molding imagination. 

This is one of many reasons why keen-minded manufacturers 

come to Gibbs for the solution to their plastic packaging prob- 

lems. Got a packaging bottleneck? Check with Bob Gibbs, he 

may not have all the answers — but he sure has a lot of them. 

| fF RS Automatic Moulding Corporation 

Henderson, Kentucky 



STEIGERWALD 
SENSI-STICK 

LABELS 
Pressure Sensitive 

PERMANENT 
OR 

REMOVABLE 

Easy to Apply... Sure to Stick! 

Gone is the glue pot! Gone is water! Steigerwald Sensi- 

Stick pressure sensitive labels eliminate forever old-fash- 

ioned start-up and clean-up labeling machine jobs 

Sensi-Stick simplifies labeling to a 1, 2—pick and stick 

quick way—Individual labels or Dispenser automatically 

feeds individual labels on a tape ready for rapid application. 

Economical — Faster 

Better for all surfaces 

Steigerwald Sensi-Stick labels hold securely on all surfaces 

won't buckle, curl or rub off even where others fail and 

nothing else will hold—choice of permanent or easy-to- 

take-off, surface safe adhesives 

Beautiful designs is Pa 
Reproduce your present label just as it is on Sensi-Stick or ‘Liabelsmiths 

consider a new design with a choice of gold or silver foil; 

embossed ; lustrous papers and sparkling inks to add an 
extra note of quality to your product. Use Sensi-Stick to 

Show you the way to the world’s fastest hand labeling 
operation. 

A.M. STEIGERWALD CO. 

910 W. Van Buren Street 

Chicago 7, Illinois 

TAylor 9-5400 



Label inventories 
lowered—with the Tickometer 

Label shortages can stop a production line or slow 

deliveries, so you play safe and order enough. Labels fill up 

stockrooms, steal storage space. Changes in package content 

or product specifications make labels obsolete ... Hundreds 

of companies have found imprinting with the Tickometer 

lowers label inventories, prevents waste and reduces label costs. 

e Keep on hand only basic label forms and 

sizes. With the Tickometer you can imprint 

designations as needed... type, grade, weight, 

size, color, date, code, etc. Labels can be 

prepared for daily production, batch limits or 

special assortments— with consequent saving of 

inventory, printing costs, and wasted labels. 
e The Tickometer prints up to 1000 pieces per 

minute, can produce a iot of labels in a hurry. 

Printing surface up to 2°16 by 'sinches, with close 

register on most weights and finishes of paper 

or light card stock. Takes sizes as small as 1 by 2 

inches, up to 15 by 15 inches, according to the 

model. It feeds and stacks automatically, and 

counts so accurately banks use it tocountcurrency! 
Makes a predetermined count, records part or 

full totals, with optional consecutive numbering. 

e The Tickometer has many other applica- 

tions; can be used to mark, endorse, stamp, 

sign, or cancel checks, cards, coupons, 

tickets, tags, sales slips, forms, etc. . . . 
With amazing time savings over hand- 

stamping. It can be rented or bought. 
There are 302 PB service points, includ- 

ing 107 branch offices, coast to coast. 

Call the nearest PB office for demonstration. 
Or send coupon for free illustrated 

booklet, and user case studies. 

° PitNeyY-Bowes, INc. 

Pitney-Bowes 4835 Walnut Street, ea 
. ae 2 : BS ye SES RI 

: So ag . . § , - 

: g ae 

Stamford, Conn. 

Send Tickometer booklet and case studies 

Imprinting & Counting Machine Name 

Made by the originator of the postage meter... 
» - ro ’ P Jupoe 

branch offices in 107 cities in U.S. and Canada Address 

NOVEMBER 1957 



almost every packaged poultry product... 

has more glittering display value ... 

greater heat-and-serve consumer convenience ... 

when it's in a proven-by-sales package by... 

The Pus Conbeinar 

EKCO-ALCOA CONTAINERS &«. 
Wheeling, lilinois 

® 

EKCO is the registered trademark of Ekco Products Company. ALCOA is the registered trademark of Aluminum Company of America. 

The corporate name and combination mark, EKCO-ALCOA, is used under license to the manufacturer by each of these companies. 
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Pfizer 
4 PHARMACEUTICALS 

A great name gets great protection 

wih laminated PLIOFILM 
Pfizer Laboratories and Roerig, Divisions of Chas. Pfizer & Co., 

Inc., of Brooklyn, N. Y¥, put up many of their pharmaceuticals in 

strips of film laminated to PLIOFILM—for positive heat-sealing and 

lasting keeping qualities. 

TABLETS AND CAPSULES are sealed into a “cocoon” of lami- 

nated PLIOFILM—heat-sealed to a bonded weld that never forgets 

its mission to protect! 

Best thing about foolproof welding of pharmaceuticals in PLIOFILM 

houses is the tremendous machine efficiency of the film on auto- 

matic packaging equipment—and the extremely wide range of 

temperatures in which it will seal. 

Add to this the absence of pinholes, the moistureproofness, the 

low cost—and you have a good picture of why it pays to laminate 

with PLIOFILM! Better check into the full facts by writing: 

The Goodyear Packaging Engineer, Packaging Films Dept. 
K-6418, Akron 16, Ohio 

NOVEMBER 1957 

Good things are better in 

Phe 
le 

GOOD ’-YEAR 

Pliofilm, a rubber hydrochloride— 

T.M. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 
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Look at the way aerosol sales 
have been skyrocketing: 

1 

4 

— | 

interested? 

Call GENERAL today! 



PACKAGING 
can start sales 

skyrocketing 

for you! 

If you've had your eye on aerosols, you've seen sales skyrocket from 40 million 

units in 1951 to 320 million units in 1956... taking a dominant position 

in sales of hair lacquers, insecticides, shaving lathers, room deodorants 

and many other products. 

Here's how you can get into this dynamic, high profit field practically 

overnight—and without heavy capital investment! 

If your product can be sprayed, brushed on, dusted or daubed, it’s a likely 

candidate for aerosol packaging. General Chemical will help you develop a 

formulation with the right pressures and compatibilities for your product 

and container. No cost or obligation! And there are many capable contract 

fillers throughout the country who will put up your product in aerosol form 

for test marketing, and handle full commercial production, too. You do not 

have to invest in plant, special equipment or personnel to get into aerosols! 

Po arrange for a special presentation, write or call “Genetron” Department, 

General Chemical Division, Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation, 

10 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

} . | Attea 

aerosol propellants prapetiant 
Pee 

Call on General for: 

Free fact-packed tech- A complete aerosol Data on many prom- Field assistance with 
nical manuals, mar- research and devel- ising new types of propellant storage, 
ket information opment laboratory aerosols handling 

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION : Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation 

40 Rector Street, N. Y. 6, N. Y. 



USE THIS COUPON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

A37 Swift & Company 
Adhesive Products Department 
Chicago 9, Ill. 

Yes! I am interested in breaking the speed barrier and 
would like further information on Swift’s new high 
speed resins 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

For many packaging operations, Swift & 

Company now offers high speed resin ad- 
hesives that may help you break the speed 
barrier. The best way to find out is with a 
test on your own line. Ask your nearby Swift 

adhesives specialist for further information or 

use the coupon at the left. 

7o Sowe Gout Sudustiy ettbe 

with these ADHESIVE PRODUCTS 

Resins and Rubbers in Emulsion or Solvent 

Industrial Bonding Compounds 

Dry, Liquid and Flexible Animal Glues 

Liquid Dextrin Adhesives 
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For Frozen Food Packaging... 

Look to FIBREBOARD FIRST 

Every day more and more famous names in Frozen Foods go to 

market protected by Fibreboard cartons and cases. In fact 

Fibreboard has grown along with the Industry, advancing in 

research, in creative designing, in improved techniques for 

the protection and merchandising of ever-new products 

Our sales representative will show you examples, for fruits 

vegetables, fish, meat, and heat-and-serve frozen items 

t | If we don’t already make what you need — we create 

Folding Cartons Shipping Cases Many Styles 

Consumer and Institutional Sizes Or Special -Made-to-Order 

Plain or Printed Letterpress Lithography Rotogravure Flexography 

Lk > 
FIBREBOARD 
Paper Products Corporation 

Head office: San Francisco 

Service offices, West: Billings, Boise, Denver, Fresno, Los Angeles, Missoula, 

Oakland, Omaha, Phoenix, Portiand, Sacramento, Salem, Salinas, 

Sait Lake City, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, Seattie, Stockton, Yakima. 

East: Allentown, Baltimore, Chicago, Lancaster, New York, Philadelphia, Salisbury. 



“SCOTCH” Brand Tape 
—clear as glass! 

“Scorcu” Brand Transparent Cellophane ‘Tape is one of seven different 
cellophane tapes in the “Scorcn” Brand family that stick at a feather 
touch! 

There are “Scorcu” Brand Cellophane Tapes for sealing, holding, 
splicing, mending, decorating, coding and identifying. Some are de- 

signed for heavy-duty sealing. One is used for opaquing, stripping or 
edging photographic negatives. Another holds rivets in place for 
riveting. 

All of these tapes use the finest pressure-sensitive adhesive 
pletely transparent, compounded from prime quality rubber. Each is 
specially surface treated to provide easy, trouble-free unwind, regardless 

of temperature changes. 
You're certain of top quality with “Scorcn” Brand—just as you're 

certain of getting the right tape for your particular need. So always 
specify ““Scorcn”” Brand—and stick with it! 

com- 

CELLOPHANE TAPES... some of the over 300 pressure-sensitive tapes for 

industry, trademarked... Sc Reg. U.S. Pat. ie H 

nis inane G , 

BRAND 

Look what you 

can do with it! 

SEAL practically anything from telescope 
boxes to slip-cover tubes with the right 
combination of “‘Scorcu” Brand Cello- 
phane Tape and dispenser. Tape applica- 
tion is quick, easy. Protects contents, 

BUNDLE together combination deals, 
premiums and packages—almost any 
shape with “‘Scotcn” Brand Cellophane 
Tape. Saves the cost of special containers, 
doesn’t hide merchandise or label. 

TRAP rivets in position for riveting with 
a “‘Scotcn” Brand Cellophane Tape that 
has adhesive only along the edges. Thus, 
tape forms a pocket over rivets without 
actually sticking to the rivets themselves. 

CELLOPHANE TAPES 

LEARN about other ‘“Scorcn’’ Brand 
Cellophane Tapes in this free folder. Gives 
specifications, illustrates tapes and dis- 

pensers. Write on your letterhead to 3M, 

Dept. EA-117, St. Paul 6, Minnesota. 

aoOUCT o, 
¢ 

The term “Scotcn” is a vegistered trademark of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul 6, Minn. Export Sales ED 

Office: 99 Park Ave.,-New York 16, N.Y. In Canada: P.O. Box 757, London, Ontario 
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4 Ready for cartons, completely crimped trays are discharged onto 

packaging line — with never a costly bottleneck to slow production. Direction 

of conveyor flow can be adjusted to fit most efficiently with individual pro- 

duction line requirements. 

26 

5. Accurately positioned product 
message is controlled by electric eye 

—assuring squared-up placement of 

printing every time. 
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another new packaging development from 
Kaiser Aluminum .. . 

saves you over $5000 for every million trays! 

Meet the Foilcrimp* Top Sheeter designed for 
Kaiser Aluminum by Scandia! In one quick, sure 
cycle it covers with foil—then neatly crimps—each 
rectangular container on your line. Speeds produc- 

tion to up to 60 rectangular containers per minute. 
Saves up to 85% in labor over old-fashioned hand 
crimping methods. See how it works...to lower 
your production costs...increase your sales! 

1. Roll-fed cover stock is applied automatically 

to tray —saving up to 25% in material costs over slow, 

costly individual sheets and slip-sheets. Depending on 

production speed, one roll lasts from 2 to 22 hours of 

continuous operation. 

2. Foil is combed down snugly to adjust to varia- 

tions in product height without damaging or disturbing 

product position in the tray. 

3. Nylon rollers neatly crimp each covered tray as 

it emerges—first the longer sides and then each end. 

Here are sanitary, tight-fitting, uniform closures that 

will stay closed throughout all freezing, packaging and 

distributing operations. Machine is adaptable for use 

with almost any rectangular container. 

GENERAL SALES OFFICE 

Chicago —919 N. Michigan Ave. 

SALES OFFICES 

Oakland — 1924 Broadway 

Los Angeles — 900 Wilshire Blvd. 

Va New York—620 Fifth Avenue 

Chicago— 360 N. Michigan Ave. 

\ ALUMINUIYV 

For complete information call your nearest 
Foil & Container Division representative. MOhawk 4-6900 

CRestview 1-2211 

MAdison 6-4801 

PLaza 9-1100 

DEarborn 2-5080 

JUniper 4-7193 

WaAinut 7-8728 

TRinity 3-8000 

KAISER 
Louisville — Zone 2, 310 Liberty St. Bldg. 

Minneapolis — Zone 16, 3033 Excelsior Blvd. 

Detroit— Zone 2, 1414 Fisher Bldg. 

FOIL & CONTAINER DIVISION 

*Reg. Trade Mark 

PLANTS 

Los Angeles— 1345 S. Herbert Ave. 

Wanatah, Indiana—P-. O. Box 323 

ANgelus 9-0491 

Wanatah 1-2515 
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AIM FOR CUSTOMER IMPACT 
VER MISS WITH RIDGELO COATINGS 

Empression impact is paramount in modern marketing... for the average person 

is now subject to over 200 “selling pitches” every day! The superb surfaces of 
Ridgelo clay coated products are perfect backgrounds for high-impact words and 

pictures. Made in a wide variety of finishes and base stocks, their primary useage 

in folding cartons fans out to embrace myriad other purposes. 
Whatever the useage, Ridgelo brings to it a quality, a uniformity, and a big 

selling “plus” in appearance. No other mill in America matches the scope of 
Ridgelo’s coating equipment, none is superior in experience and technical skills 

That is why independent converters —free to buy wherever they please —so 

consistently recommend Ridgelo © 

R | d ¢ ‘@) We'll Help Solve Your Packaging Problems! 
‘CLAY (COATED Simply Ask for Free Advice 

aT OFF “90 ULTRAGLOSS 75 BRUSH FINISH + CUSTOM COATED 
BOXBOARDS 

+d STANDARD COATED + METALLIC COATED + POLYETHYLENE COATED 

A CUSTOM COATING SERVICE 
FOR PACKAGERS LOWE PAPER COMPANY - Ridgefield, N. J. 

An Independent Mill—Serving Industry Since 1906 

Rofresentatives * Detroit—Joseph P. Giroux «+ Los Angeles-Norman A Buist « Philadelphia—Philip Rudolph & Son, inc. « St. Louis A. E. Kellogg 
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Here’s a BASIC CONTAINER 

so good it gives new “sell” to your product ! 

Its many sales-making features offer proved consumer appeal ! 

Canco invented this well-known can 

for the vacuum-packing of coffee. Now 

it’s also used to package candy, cook- 

ies, powdered milk, peanuts, medicinal 

tablets, cocktail snacks and other items. 

Perhaps your product could benefit 

from this can’s many special features. 

Consider them: 

It is airtight; can be vacuum-packed, 

gas-packed, or used without special 

treatment. It packs and stacks readily, 

is a snap to price-mark, is strong and 

durable, has a reclosable lid. 

> tear strip Its new “‘self-tracking’ 

winds smoothly, never “spirals,” makes 

opening much easier. Serving or meas- 

uring is easy, too, because of the can’s 

full opening. 

The broad shape of this container 

allows a big, eye-catching label. What’s 

more, you'll be amazed at the variety 

and quality of lithography Canco offers 

—including sparkling metallic effects. 

Your Canco representative will 

gladly show you samples and tell you 

more about this adaptable container. 

ae AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
NEW YORK + CHICAGO + SAN FRANCISCO 
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MIM WETS 
Pas MISCUIS nth once Mana 

“laven aet* * 

tee 

pack it with sell in SARAN WRAP 

e Proud of your product? Then give it the sell it deserves .. . in 
Your packaging packaging that underscores its quality. Protect it . . . show it off 

in crystal-clear Saran Wrap*. 

Here is the flexible packaging that is setting new standards of 
“y hi protection. And it’s providing that sparkling look of freshness . . . 

s owmdans ig the look that tempts shoppers and clinches sales. Saran Wrap is 

satin soft, yet tough enough to keep your packages in excellent 
e shape even on self-service counters. 

begi ms at Dow Switch now! Begin with a call on Dow Packaging Service to help 
you plan the sell in your package. And be sure to identify your 
packages with the Saran Wrap hallmark of protection. 

*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company 
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pack it with sell in STYRON 

Some products naturally call for rigid containers. If yours do... The Dow Chemical Company does not fabricate finished packages, 
it’s time vou called for Stvron®. but rather is a raw material supplier to leading manufacturers. 

Plastic containers made of Styron are lifting hundreds of fine 
products out of the humdrum and right into America’s shopping 
bags. Whether you package fishing lures or pharmaceuticals, let 
Dow Packaging Service help you find the plastic container that you CAN DEPEND ON 
can pack your product with sell. 

Opaque, crystal clear, gorgeous colors . . . standard or novelty 
shapes and sizes .. . imprinted or ready for your label. They're 
all yours to choose from in plastic containers made of Styron. 
Write today to THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, 

Packaging Service PS1516E. 



Exclusive vacuum prin- 

ciple delivers fast, pre- 

cision labeling. Uniform 

label pick-up, precise 

label placement, com- 
plete elimination of ex- 

cess glue. 

Applies labels to re- 

cessed, paneled, convex 

or concave surfaces. 

Handles foil, varnished 

or embossed labels. Can 

be used with nearly all 

types of products or 

containers. 

Simple, low-cost change 

parts; 15 minute change- 

over. Ask for details, 

proof, demonstration. 

ADAPTABILITY. Fits any standard pro- 
duction line. 

SPEED. Smaller work often permits 
two-at-a-time feeding. 

PERFECT REGISTER. Positive delivery of 
label from hopper to container. 

POSITIVE GLUE CONTROL. Twin rollers 
for uniform glue distribution. 

NEW JERSEY MACH 

PONY 
LABELRITE 

OPERATING ADVANTAGES 

OVER-ALL OR STENCIL GLUING. Over-all 

gluing standard; strip or pattern 
when desired. 

LOW OPERATING COST. Ne inspection 
and wiping, faster feeding without 
fatigue. 

QUICK CHANGE-OVER. Operator can 
easily make her own change-over. 

Economical semi-automatic labeling 
for short runs and frequent job changes 

ngs. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

SELF-CLEANING FEATURE. Quick, simple; 
takes less time from productive 
hours. 

VERSATILE. Works with amazing 
variety of sizes, shapes, materials, 
objects. 

PREVENTS EXCESSIVE ADHESIVE. Positive 
control of glue film, no wiping of 
containers. 

INE 
| O N a me a ee oe oe ae 

AUTOMATIC LABELING PACKAGING * PAPER BOX MACHINERY * MAKERS OF THE PONY LABELRITE 

FACTORY SALES AND SERVICE BRANCHES: 

CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, LOS ANGELES GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT: 1500 WILLOW AVENUE, HOBOKEN, N. J. 
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Here’s why more smart packagers 

are specifying tough, brilliantly clear 

windows of MYLAR 

No other film offers you the amazing strength plus tear- and 
puncture-resistance of Du Pont “Mylar’’* polyester film. To 

window carton users this means... 

MINIMUM BREAKAGE— both in shipping and at point-of-sale. 

With “Mylar”, your window cartons keep their attractive, 
fresh appearance under all kinds of heavy handling. 

And because “Mylar” is the most stable of all transparent 

packaging films. . 

YOUR CARTONS will not warp in storage due to window 

shrinkage. You can safely order the most economical quantities. 

Specify windows of “Mylar” on your next carton order. For 

the full story, call your carton supplier or Du Pont represent- 

ative. Or, mail the coupon. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co, 

(Ine.), Film Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

STRENGTH of “Mylar” is highlight- 
ed by this Swingline Stapler package 

Window breakage on heavy hard- 

ware packages is kept to a minimum SALES INCREASED for J. Halpern 

by tough “Mylar”, Co., Pittsburgh, when a window box 

replaced an opaque carton. Of win- 

dow materials tested only “‘Mylar’” 
was strong enough to stand the 

weight of the pistols. 

806. u. 5. pat.off 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER UVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

LARGER WINDOWS for Philadelphia's Frankford Candy Co. 
packages are made possible by “Mylar”. Frankford uses almost 

10 million cartons a year—reports definite savings since adopt- 

ing ““Mylar’’ in all of them. 

E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Film Dept., 

Room MP-11, Nemours Bidg., Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

DU PONT Please send me information on packaging uses of “Mylar” polyester film. 

MYLAR TE 
Firm 

POLYESTER FILM 
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make a LOCAG? “ys 
get NATIONAL service 

Why be dependent on limited facilities, or be exposed to an impersonal point-of-view, when ordering corrugated containers? 

Instead, call the local office of National Container —there are 63, you know—and get the prompt, personal service of local men, 

backed by the vast resources, full facilities and complete know-how of one of the world’s largest container manufacturers! 

Perhaps you already know our local representatives as friends. If not, it pays to make friends with them—for they pro- 

vide everything you should get from a container manufacturer: design service, top quality, high-speed delivery and low cost. 

NATIONAL CONTAINER CORPORATION 
NEW YORK OFFICE: 405 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

CORRUGATED PAPER CONVERTING PLANTS « Atlanta, Ga. « Aurora, Ind. ¢ Bradford, Pa 

Bristol (Phila.), Pa. « Chicago, I!l. ¢ Dallas, Texas « Detroit, Mich. « Jacksonville, Fla. « Long 

Island City, N. Y. « Los Angeles, Calif. « Madison (St. Louis), Ill. ¢ Memphis, Tenn. ¢ Miami, 

Fla. ¢ Milwaukee, Wisc. « Newark, N. J. « Oakland, Calif. ¢ Salisbury, N.C. ¢ St. Paul, Minn 
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Aluminum-can developments are coming thick and fast. Reynolds 

got the jump on competitors by announcing a multi-million-can deal with 

Esso Standard Oil Co. (p. 232, this issue) by which three-piece cans 

will be fabricated from Reynolds sheet by American and Crown can 

companies. Now comes Continental Can Co. with announcement (p. 241, 

this issue) that it is immediately marketing aluminum cans in conven- 

tional three-piece and drawn styles, and will be out next year with cans 

formed by impact extrusion. And Kaiser hits a 10-strike with disclosure 

(See “Aluminum Cans for Kraft,” p. 119, this issue) that its new draw- 

ing process will supply millions of aluminum cans to Kraft Foods Co. 

first use in the food field. 

The Esso deal, calling for at least 35 million motor-oil cans in the 

next year, astonished most packagers, who wondered how Esso could 

justify the obviously higher cost. Here is the story: Esso is paying 

exactly the same price for these aluminum cans as for steel. The alumi- 

num sheet is costing the can companies no more than tinplate. Reynolds 

Metals is setting up and will operate the salvage system in filling sta- 

tions and will pay Esso dealers the scrap price for aluminum recovered. 

Reynolds is the only company that stands to-lose by the deal and it is 

taking that risk to get aluminum cans started. Theoretically, 100°) of 

the aluminum going into cans (at 26 cents per pound—nearly three 

times as much as blackplate) can be recovered and re-used many times. 

Top secrecy surrounded development of Bristol-Myers’ polyethylene 

package for Ipana Plus. (See “Squeeze-Bottle Toothpaste,” Oct., p. 114.) 

Planning meetings—involving product formulation, development and 

testing of a specially lined bottle, a whole new production line and big- 

scale merchandising and promotion—were held secretly in plants at night. 

Test marketing was ruled out because it would tip off competitors; in- 

stead, the package was confidentially tested in homes of selected families. 

Result: B-M scored a clean hit with the first basically new packaging 

idea since toothpaste was invented. 

Business barometers: National income rose in June to $28 billion— 

5.5% above the year-ago figure and the largest year-to-year gain of any 

month so far this year; for the first half, national income is up 4.8%. 

Personal income in Aug., °57, was $1 billion higher than in August of 

last year. Dividend payments in the first eight months were 4% higher 

than in last year. /ndividual savings in the first half of 1957 totaled up 

to the biggest semi-annual increase since the war: a rise of $8 billion. 

July retail sales were up 10° over 1956. 

What’s become of the paperboard’s industry's worries about over- 
capacity? Production of 300,659 tons in the week ended Sept. 28 was the 

second-highest weekly figure in history, exceeded by a bare 200 tons dur- 

ing the inventory-building period of early 1956. Production for the three- 

week period ending Sept. 28 broke all records. New orders are running 

above a year ago and are increasing. Mill rate is 98% of capacity. 

Why is there talk about contraction of spending for new plants and 

equipment? According to the latest estimate by the Dept. of Commerce, 

capital outlays for new plants and equipmeht are expected to establish 

a record total of $37 billion for 1957, or 6% above the record $35.1 

billion spent for this purpose last year. 

Watch developments in fluorocarbon plastics—once considered too 

expensive for commercial packaging use. The first large-scale application 

of Kel-F film, a fluorocarbon plastic, is detailed in this issue (see “Enter: 
Fluorocarbon Film,” p. 158). Now DuPont announces plans to manufac- 

ture film from Teflon, a perfluorocarbon resin, [Continued on page 36] 
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adding this to its line of cellophane, polyester and acetate films for 

packaging. Fluorocarbons stand at the top of the list in resistance to 

heat and corrosive chemicals; also tops in price, their cost is coming 
down through processing improvements. 

Supermarket selling seems to be moving in two directions at once. 

On the West Coast, Speedee Marts of San Diego pushes a midget type of 

store just 60 ft. wide and 40 ft. deep, stocking 3.000 carefully selected. 

fast-selling items, with brand choice strictly limited. On the other hand. 

Grand Union announces a new concept of mammoth “one-stop shopping 

centers” applying supermarket low-cost principles to appliances, wearing 

apparel, home furnishings, sporting goods, cameras, as well as the usual 

supermarket non-food departments. At the same time. Grand Union con- 

cedes that it is also experimenting with midget stores. 

Non-foods, says Progressive Grocer, are uppermost in the minds of 

many food retailers today. The question appears to be: which non-foods 

should I handle? Rack jobbers say phonograph records are doing well; 

also slips and bras among soft goods. Other favored categories: health 

and beauty aids, toys, housewares, children’s games and books. 

Big packagers are spending advertising money aggressively. According 

to figures compiled by the Publishers Information Bureau for the first 

half of 1957, Procter & Gamble, with an outlay of $2915 million, took 

first place over General Motors for the first time in two years. Colgate- 

Palmolive ranked third at $15 million. Biggest jumps in the rankings 

were registered by two big packagers—Lever Bros., which moved from 

No. 12 last year ($7.9 million) to No. 7 this year ($11 million) and 

Bristol-Myers, which finished 14th in 1956 ($7 million) and rose to 

ninth this year with $9.9 million. 

Even more money is being spent for packaging in the food field today 

than for advertising and promotion, according to W alter Bruce of Ameri- 

can Can Co. He points to a recent survey of 98 food and grocery firms 

showing that the companies spent 6° for advertising and promotien 

and 10% for packaging. Even the largest food companies spending mil- 

lions for advertising sell so many packages that the ad cost per carton is 

only a fraction of a cent. 

From Washington comes word that the Food & Drug Administration 

has renewed its interest in problems of deceptive packaging—particularly 

the question of slack filling. Currently, FDA is reported to be looking 

over the packaging of cookies. Next will come other categories of food, 

drug and cosmetic packaging. to see if there are practices which should 

be corrected under the law. 

What’s happening in glassine? Qutstanding feature of the July 

census report on converted flexible packaging products was the con- 

tra-seasonal increase in shipments of glassine products—up 21° over a 

year ago. Over all, the value of converted flexible packaging products 

shipped, adjusted for number of working days, was 3° higher in July 

than in the same month of 1956. 

Hang tags are gaining wider use on food packages, says Food Field 

Reporter. One thing in favor of the hang tag on food items is that it may 

be removed before it becomes soiled and kept for future reference for 

menu suggestions, recipes and information on re-ordering. 

Near the top of packaging success stories is that of Jell-O. (See 

“Jell-O,” Packaging’s Hall of Fame, MP, Dec., ’50, p. 88.) When Jell-O 

was first made in 1897 by the Genessee Pure Food Co., sales were so slow 

that its inventor offered to sell the product for $35, but found no takers. 

A package put it over and recently Jell-O celebrated its 60th birthday 

by turning out its 8,250,000,000th package. 

Background 

packaging 

[Continued from page 
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Dispensing Problems? 

Wheeling Can Help Find the Solution 
Origination of economical and pragtical plastics fitments to simplify consumer use of 

many products is an asset of Wheeljng packaging engineers which may be used profit- 

ably for products which you manufacture. 

Illustrated are some examples of products for which Wheeling plastics fitments have been 

devised. These include: No-Drip Pouring Rings, Shaker and Sifter Tops in a variety of 

sizes and colors, Polyethylene Eye Cups in White and colors, and One-Piece Unbreak- 

able Plastic Applicators plain white and colored. 

A consultation with a Wheeling representative to discuss dispensing problems connected 

with any of your products may prove mutually profitable. It can be arranged at your 

convenience without obligation. 

WHEELING STAMPING CO. WHEELING, W. VA. 

Consult Your Classified ‘Phone Directory for Sales and Service in These Leading Cities: 

New York * Boston * Philadelphia * Chicago * Cleveland * Cincinnati * St. Louis * Minneapolis * Los Angeles 

* Aluminum, Tin and Lead Collapsible Tubes * Molded Caps for Tubes and Bottles * Plastics Specialties 
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WITH LYNCH 

Is ao LESS 
You'll see some rea/ manpower savings with Lynch ROBO-WRAP|! One operator 

and Robo-Wrap can form, fill, and seal 60, 120, 240 pillow-packages a minute. 

Exclusive hand-over-hand action does the job faster - 

than any other machine. Robo-Wrap changes pack- 

age size quickly; takes cellophane, polyethelene, saran, 

plyafilm, mylar, foil and laminates; handles solids, 

liquids, powders, and granules easily; keeps | 

them clean. New booklet gives full facts on 

low maintenance and simple integration 

with existing equipment. Write for it today. 
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36,000 PIECES A DAY 
WITH A 

(JEO] vove- «© CARTONER 
stantial : lower carton costs, lower labor costs, faster, neater Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., manufacturers of BRYLCREEM, 

have found that the CECO Model 40 is a great time-saver 

...a great money saver. Its low initial cost, versatility and 

ease of operation are unmatched by any other horizontal 

loading machine. 

AUTOMATIC OPERATION 

With the Model 40 handling the cartons automatically from 

hoppering through closing, with the product inserted man- 

ually, Brylcreem cartons 36,000 tubes a day with only one 

operator. Other users report production up to 40,000 car- 

tons a day per machine. 

CUTS PACKAGING COSTS 

The savings effected by the use of the Model 40 can be sub- 

cartoning. In addition, the Model 40 can handle a wide 

range of carton sizes ... providing a minimum investment in 

machinery for packagers using various carton sizes. 

Get the full details today. Write for brochure. 

The ( ‘ECO Model 40, like all CECO Glue Se alers and 

Cartoners, is a self-contained unit, mounted on casters for 

easy portability. Models are available to tuck both ends, or 

glue seal both ends, or tuck one end and glue seal the other. 

It can be used as a set-up machine to close one end only. It 

automatically produces clean, square, strong cartons at low- 

est cost. 

CONTAINER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
MEMBER, PACKAGING MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE 

ae 

78-88 LOCUST AVENUE, BLOOMFIELD 3, N. J. 
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SURE 
The firm is a leading hardware maker. The product, 

in this case, is a small level. Mostly it’s sold self-service. 

It’s likely to get considerable handling between carding 

and cash register. 

The company cards with Bostitch staples. Carding 

with staples is fast—faster than other methods. So ii costs 

less. And Bostitch staples give a firm grip—yet hold the 

product gently. And Bostitch staples permit maximum 

product visibility—enhance product appeal and mer- 

chandising of all kinds of carded products. 

Find out what carding with Bostitch staples can do 

for your products. Call your nearest Bostitch Economy 

Man who is listed under Bostitch in your telephone direc- 

tory. Or send the coupon. 

NOVEMBER 1987 

Hardware manufacturer cards items 

with staples...finds staples fast, sure 

Fasten it better and faster with 

med tiins 
Bostitch, 491 Briggs Drive 
East Greenwich, Rhode Island 

Please send me information on ways stapling will 
improve my carding 

| want to card 

(product) 

| now card with 

(fastening method) 

Nome 

Company 

Address 





Leading brands of 

appliances 

are protected by 

Mead container board 
Appliance manufacturers can’t afford to 

take chances on damage to their products through 

shipment. So leading appliance makers insist 

on shipping cartons made of top quality container 

board...the kind The Mead Corporation makes. 

Mead made certain of this extra quality by being 

first in its industry to establish a manufacturing 

process quality control system for its virgin 

kraft liners and Chestnut semi-chem corrugating 

medium. Backed by elaborate testing equipment, 

this process control starts in Mead’s vast 

timberlands, follows through all the manufacturing 

steps in Mead’s seven large board mills and 

finally ends when the board is ready for 

converting into strong containers. 

THE MEAD CORPORATION Sales Offices: Mead Board Sales, Inc. 
Cincinnati « Chicago « Detroit « Boston + Newark, N.J.* Lynchburg, Va. 

container 
board 



BAGS 
made on modern 

POTDEVIN MACHINES 

Are you reaching for new markets? 

Are you able to supply MODERN 

BAGS — Bags that are tailor-made 

for today’s packaging needs and 

modern marketing methods? 

At POTDEVIN there’s a revolution 

going on in bag making machines... 

new styles...new designs...new 

production speeds...new materials. 

You should be part of this upheaval because you 

will be competing with these modern 

POTDEVIN MACHINES. Visit our plant to see 

some of this new equipment or let us quote 

on your bag machine needs. 

POTDEVIN MACHINE CO. 
244 North Street Teterboro, N. J. 

Designers and manufacturers of equipment for Bag Making, 
Printing, Coating, Laminating, Gluing and Labeling. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Success Story 

Hundreds of products, from bingo chips to face 

creams, have moved on to. the best-seller lists 

when packaged in Clearsite plastic containers. 

Cost is low because the chances are that 

among the wide variety of containers now be- 

ing produced, there is one that will fit your 

need exactly —without mold cost... 

Clearsite transparent plastic containers are 

shatter-proof—weigh about one-fifth as much 

as glass. Breakage and shipping costs are kept 

at a minimum. 

Crystal-clear or jewel-like colors—Clear- 

site plastic containers are easily multi-color 

printed with your trademark or label. 

Write for free samples and descriptive literature to Department A 

Clearsite Plastic Vials and po ye Selh i 

CELLUPLASTIC corporation 

AN D EXECUTIVE OFFICES  NEWAR K, NE WwW JERSEY 



Mosstype Ouality Atds for Flexographic Printers 

“D-MOUNT”” 
Rubber Plate Cylinder . 

meres: 

Patented 

You get better printing quality when you use light- 

weight “D-MOUNT” Rubber Plate Cylinders because 

they exert less rotational force on the press... minimize 

whipping and deflection at high speeds. And users 

everywhere report that “D-MOUNTS” are more accu- 

rate, retain their concentricity better than all other 

types of cylinders. In addition to their quality features 

“D-MOUNTS"” cost far less than conventional shafted 

cylinders . . . take up less space in the plant. . . are 

easier to handle too. 

Get the facts now write for illustrated ““‘D-MOUNT 

Bulletin and details of our trial plan 

V/EW“MASTER MAG” ’ 
Pattern Engravings 
The answer to cleaner-printing, 
longer-lasting rubber plates 

ae: 

Magnified cross sec- 
tion of “MASTER 
MAG" engraving 

Now flexographic printers everywhere can be as- 
sured of rubber plates that print sharper, last longer, 
require fewer wash-ups on the press by using new 
MOSSTYPE “MASTER MAG” PATTERN EN- 
GRAVINGS. 

Made by a new process, “MASTER MAG” EN- 
GRAVINGS are the finest originals made anywhere — 
the kind of flawless patterns you need for molding flaw- 
less rubber plates. They are cleaner and deeper than 
ordinary etchings...with smooth uniform bottoms... 
are free of the ragged shoulders and undercuts that 
cause troublesome ink traps. They enable you to get 
finer reproduction of both line and screened areas, and 

because they have better dimensional stability — pro- 
duce rubber plates that hold to closer register. Made 
with accurate scribe lines for easier mounting of plates 
molded from them. 

Try “MASTER MAG” PATTERN ENGRAV- 
INGS and see the difference. They cost no more than 
ordinary engravings... yet pay extra dividends in finer 
printing and troublefree plate performance. 

MASTER MAG’ 
Patterns are made in 
the largest plant any- 
where devoted exclu- 

sively to rubber plate 
pattern engraving 
production 

Write for FREE “MASTER MAG’ Sample pattern and full details 

NM oO — S * V ed an 150 Franklin Turnpike, Waldwick, N. J. 

Makers of... 

« MOLDED RUBBER PRINTING PLATES 

MOSSTYPE, “MASTER MAG" ¢ CONTINUOUS ROLLERS 
‘*D-MOUNT"’ 

ore registered trademarks 

MODERN PACKAGING 



FROM LOW COST 

HIGH SPEED 
MACHINES 

© good 
geasons 

Now, you can have a fast, efficient packaging 
line with built-in versatility to meet changing 

market requirements. The Bartelt machine 

can produce a variety of sizes and combinations 

of packages such as those shown on the right. 

Pouches can be made from whatever heat sealable 

materials your product requires. Cartons can be 

filled with the desired number of pouches and 

with premium items. Write for new literature 

describing these latest advancements 

in automatic packaging. 

TO COMPLETE + 

PACKAGING LINES 
ae me 

Fr resting hes 

oe 
rane 
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PACKOMATIC FULLY-AUTOMATIC BALE SEALER 

For virtually every product—bulk or pre-packaged—the multi-ply kraft paper 
bale offers a sa‘c ana economics: shipping medium. The Packomatic Fully- 
Automatic Bale Sealer—wiit «pseds up to 1000 per hour—seals securely and 
adds time-and-labor savings. Designed originally to handle and seal bales up 
to 100 lbs. weight, this machine can be customized to practically any bale size 
and production requirement. Let one of our sales engineers explain how your 
product can be shipped in bales—faster, for less. 

J. L. FERGUSON CO. Joliet 3, Il. 

New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Boston, Tampa, Baltimore, Portland, Denver, 

Les Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, New Orleans, Louisville, Kansas City 

and All Principal Canadian Cities. 

PACKOMATIC machines include the Bale Sealer — Cose Sealers — Opener- 

Loaders — Case Imprinters — Telescoping Volumetric Filler —- Packer-Gluers 

Units available, semi-automatic or fully-automatic depending on your needs 

Six $-qt. cans or gallon cans 
in 2044" x 13%" x 9' 9,4" case 

and 201/," x 13%" x 8/4," case 

Twelve 46 oz. cans Twenty-four cartons 
in 21° 2 13° x 74" case in 121)" x 10%" x 8'/," case in 20° x 14%" x 8%” case 

“stuck” with 

old-fashioned 

sealing methods’? 

T.M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off 

equipment feeds, forms, positions, loads, seals, 

and imprints shipping containers automatically 

The fully-automatic Bale Sealer is one of many Packo- 
matic machines designed to handle your shipper- 
packing requirements—more economically and at a 
speed to match any production line. However you ship 
—in multi-ply paper bags or in corrugated shipping 
containers—whether you're packing cans, cartons or 
bulk material, there’s a Packomatic ready to do your 
kind of job. Today, Packomatics are opening corrugated 
flats, positioning and loading containers, sealing and 
imprinting—fully automatically. Other models can do 
any of these operations singly as a complement to your 
present line. Investigate the Packomatic method of cut- 
ting costs and boosting production in your plant. 

4 

os A 

+g 

Sixty cigarette cartons 
King Size: 17%” x 11'/." x 22” Eighteen 7 & 8 o:. cartons 
Regular: 14'¥,," x 11'/,” x 22” 

TYPICAL CASE LOADING PATTERNS FOR CANS AND CARTONS 

Six No. 10 cans Twenty-four 12 oz. cans 
in 22'/,4” 1 17%" x 74” case in 16%" = 10'9,4" « 594" case 

Thirty 1 Ib. cartons 
in 16/4” x 105,54” x 7%," case 

Dine eee 

qo ae 
Forty-eight cartons Twenty-four cartons 
in 22%" x 23'/.” x 15%" case in 19/2” x 10%" x 7” case 



“There are many tasty ways to prepare cranberries for 

serving. But. when it comes to preparing cranberries 

for selling, there's only one sure method—the full visi- 

bility of a sparkling transparent window,” says sales- 

minded Clyde McGrew, Vice President of the National 

Cranberry Association. 

“That's why the growing trend is to packaging fresh 

cranberries in window boxes. About 50% of all fresh 

cranberries went to market this way last year. And 

the fact that these packages are suitable for home 

freezing, as is, makes them even more popular with 

the consumer.” 

An acetate window box can make any product more 

appealing—and especially when the window is spar- 

packaging films 

Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Division, 

744 Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J. 

Canadian Affiliate: Canadian Chemical Co., Limited, 
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver. 

Export Sales: Amcel Co., Inc., and Pan Amcel Co., Inc., 
180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 

NOVEMBER 1957 

idow Boxes 
esh Cranber ES 
00K GOOD 

= all year ‘round 

kling Celanese acetate. Celanese acetate stays flat, 

resists wrinkles. Acetate breathes-—-expels unwanted 

moisture. It retains its sparkling transparency, full 

selling impact, its crisp new look. 

Economy ... acceptability . . . non-aging character- 

istics—you can’t find a better packaging material— 

a material that moves merchandise, sells everything 

from cranberries to floor coverings, from lingerie to 

orchids. Send for an interesting brochure which shows 

how top companies sell their products with acetate 

window boxes. Use the coupon below. Celanese® 

os 

Sales Department, Celanese Corporation of America 

Plastics Division, Dept. 208-K, 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J. 

Please send me brochure containing Celanese acetate case 

histories. 

Nake 

Title____ <x  - 

Address_ 

City Zone. 
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FOR REAL RUGGED DUTY WITH PRECISION 

NEW AND IMPROVED 

3OQO 
For producing high quality, low cost Cello bags around the clock, Simplex’s rugged, precision- 

engineered model 300 has no equal. It offers you: Low initial cost; simplified, automatic 

operation; continuous high speed production; quick change-over for long or short runs, 

minimum maintenance. 

Heat-and-Giue Seal Bags with Non-Blocking Fold-Over Bottom 

This reliable high performance machine delivers 175 to 300 strong sift-tight Cello bags per 

minute—flat or gusset—with single or double wall. Infinite adjustment of bag lengths from 

4” to 18", and from 2” to 12” in width. Send for sample bag — see the difference model 300 - 

makes. 

° = 

it’s Great for K-film, too 

for details on Simplex equipment write to 

FMC PACKAGING MACHINERY DIVISION 

Foreign Sales: FMC Export Dept., P.O. Box 760, San Jose 6, Calif. 534-23rd AVENUE 

(Cable Address: FOODMACHIN) OAKLAND 6, CALIF, 

MODERN PACKAGING 



melamels 

excellent 

coat with 

POLYETHYLENE RESIN 

Polyethylene because of its low cost, high water Petrothene paper coating resins have these 

vapor resistance, and excellent heat sealing proper- advantages over many other polyethylenes... 

ties, is becoming more and more popular for mois- 

ture barrier applications. It coats practically / HIGHER PRODUCTION RATES 

everything used for flexible packaging of industrial 

or consumer items. It adheres tightly to papers, 

fabrics, films and foils. It adds strength, too. 

J EXCELLENT ADHESION 

/ NO ODOR 

Want to learn more about Petrothene? Mail the coupon below. 

USTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 
Division of National Distillers and Chemical Corporation 

99 Park Avenue, New York 16,N. Y. 

‘} would like more information on PETROTHENE 

Polyethylene. 
NAME. 

My application is 

——————— 

TITLE. EE 

Please [] send literature COMPANY 

C1 ask a technical representative to call. 





meolamels 

excellent 

Polyethylen
e coating 

finish may 
be dull or 

have a high gloss, 

whichever 
is pre- 

ae 
barrier 

characteris
tics Ore 

the same 
with either 

finish. 

Polyethylene because of its low cost, high water 

vapor resistance, and excellent heat sealing proper- 

ties, is becoming more and more popular for mois- 

ture barrier applications. It coats practically 

everything used for flexible packaging of industrial 

or consumer items. It adheres tightly to papers, 

fabrics, films and foils. It adds strength, too. 

coat with 

POLYETHYLENE RESIN. 

‘ Details on Back 

Petrothene paper coating resins have these 

advantages over many other polyethylenes... 

JY HIGHER PRODUCTION RATES 

J EXCELLENT ADHESION 

/ NO ODOR 

Want to learn more about Petrothene? Mail the coupon below. 

USTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 
Division of National Distillers and Chemical Corporation 

99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N.Y. 

} would like more information on PETROTHENE 

Polyethylene. 
NAME. 

TITLE 
My application is 

Please [] send literature 

(1 ask a technical representative to call. 

COMPANY. 

ADDRESS 



... but SAFE in an container! 
@ As your product goes out the shipping room door, you lose all direct control 

over its condition. The shipping container becomes its sole defender against the 

many hazards it must endure until it reaches its destination. An Inland container, 

carefully engineered and made of quality materials will deliver your product in 

the condition your customers expect to receive it. That's why we say “Inland 

Boxes Build Good Will.” 

If we're not already serving you, call or write today. An experienced Inland 
Package Engineer is always at your service. 

INLAND CONTAINER CORPORATION 
on et ere PF. eek o Ee 6 Se te: ey a, ee. 

MILLS: Macon, Georgia; Rome, Georgia. 

PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES: Indianapolis, Indiana; Middletown, Ohio; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 

Evansville, Indiana; Detroit, Michigan; Macon, Georgia; Erie, Pennsylvania; Ashtabula, Ohio; 

Orlando, Florida; Rome, Georgia; Biglerville, Pennsylvania; Dallas, Texas. 

OTHER SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

MODERN PACKAGING 



THE-LATEST 8.0. TAMPERPROOF SEAL 
* SECURO SEAL 

BEFORE 

FIXING 

UNIQUE DESIGN OF SECURITY BAND 

BRINGS ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES 
Hundreds of firms have proved the effectiveness of the R.O. 
Pilferproof Bottle Closure, and now here is the SecuRO 
Seal to give even greater security as well as the following 
advantages. 
1 The SecuRO Seal has a right-hand thread and the Security 
Band a left hand thread making it easy to break the perforated 
portion. 
2 The Security Band can be readily unscrewed and disposed 
of without cutting. 

ik SECURO SEAL a 3 The SecuRO Seal is 100°;, tamperproof. 
| FIXED $ TAMPER- . 4 The SecuRO Seal has a greatly enhanced appearance. 
| PROOF...READY A The SecuRO Seal can be applied by any R.O. Sealing Machine 
ic 1 tS suitably adapted. A small change in the glass finish will be 

y, FOR TRANS! by =: necessary but this can easily be effected. 

The tell-tale ‘click’. When the 

SecuRO Seal is unscrewed, cap and 

Security Band part company with 

an unmistakable ‘click’ to assure 

the customer that he has received 

the contents intact and undiluted. 

te 

* SECHRO SEAL BROKEN But instead of Band dropping down 

neck of bottle, it remains on thread 

By THE CONSUMER and may be removed by unscrewing ! 

METAL GLOSURES LTD 
WEST BROMWICH - STAFFORDSHIRE - ENGLAND 

LONDON OFFICE: 40 BROOK STREET, LONDON, W.! 
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THE MACHINE YOU'VE WAITED FOR — 
BY THE MASTER MANUFACTURER 
OF SUCCESSFUL BAGMAKERS! 

WELDMAS TER’ 
POLYETHYLENE SIDE-SEAM BAGS WITH LIP 

WIDE 

A PRACTICAL 
WORKING WIDTH 
FOR DOUBLING 

YOUR PRODUCTION 

COMPLETELY 
ELIMINATES 
‘DOWN TIME’ 

‘WELDMASTER’ CUTS IN ‘THIN 
AIR’ WITHOUT SEALING ROLL- 

ERS THEREBY COMPLETELY 
ELIMINATING RESIDUAL POLY 

DEPOSITS. 

THE ULTIMATE IN SMOOTH, 

SIMPLE OPERATION WITH A 

BARE MINIMUM OF MAINTE- 
NANCE COST! 

MAXIMUM SPEEDS OBTAIN- 
ABLE ON BOTH SINGLE AND 

DOUBLE OPERATION 

HANDLES FLAT SHEETING, 
PRE-FOLDED SHEETING AND 

TUBING 

‘WELDMASTER’ is the evolution of Roto’s constant re- 

search toward the simplest method of producing 

side-seam lip bags of singularly high quality, individually 

or in pairs. 

The excellence of design means less maintenance, less 

‘down time’, more working width and more 

production — all compelling reasons why this new per- 

former takes its place in Roto Bag’s solid 

cast of successful bagmaking equipment —all past- 

masters of polyethylene! 

For full information regarding literature and demonstrations, write: 

ROTO BAG MACHINE CORP 

(Ol @) 7+ % Ay +\ Omete)-)-1e)-)- Gale). 
120 East 13th Street, New York aoe. ¥ 

W. CANADA: indust’! P’k’g installations, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. 

E. CANADA: Package Equipment Service, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 

AGENTS MEXICO: Agencia Comercial Anahuac, S.A., Mexico 1, D.F. 

NORTHWEST U.S.: Duncan Equipment Co., Seattle, Wash. 

OVERSEAS: C & A Holweg, S.A., Strasbourg, France 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Planned Pesfaging 
MOVES | MERCHANDISE 

Fl 

FLANNEL! PACK AVING 

% Our PLANNED PACKAGING 
combines research, development, de- 

sign, testing, board manufacture, 

finished production, and package line 

engineering in the facilities of ten 

strategically located plants. 

"THE colortul carton that jogs memory end ates buying 

impulses is an active member of the 

retail sales promotion team. For maximum 

it combines attractive styling, fine quality : 

and brilliant printing. These are me 

recognized features of our PLANNED 

THE OHIO BOXBOARD COMPANY 

General Offices RITTMAN, OHIO 

PLANTS 

The Ohio Boxboard Company, Rittman, Ohio 

Empire Box Corporation, South Bend, Indiana 

The General Carton Company, Cleveland, Ohio 

The Norwalk Paper Box Company, Norwalk, Ohio 

The Ohio Boxboard Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvonia 

Western Containers, Inc., Lockport, New York 

Fairbanks Containers, Inc., Middletown, Ohio 

Champion Containers, Inc., Plymouth, Michigan 

The Ohio Boxboard Company, Youngstown, Ohio 

The Ohio Boxboord Company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 



table 

retracts 

almost 

ee” ie 1 

Only this new Bliss Duplex Slitter 
can save you 

You can slash hours off every cutter regrind with 

this new slitter. That's because the first table re- 

tracts almost two feet—lets you get right in at 

the cutters. Simply attach the motor-driven 

grinder, then sharpen the cutters in place. 

This accessibility also simplifies set-ups and 

changeovers. And making things even easier is 

the exclusive design of the bearing housings— 

they're quickly removed, easily replaced. The 

so much time 
side and back gages, too, are easy to reach and 

adjust, speeding up the entire process. 

In short, Bliss’ new duplex slitter cuts the 

heart out of downtime. It saves hours every time 

you sharpen or set cutters. Whether you slit body 

blanks or trim and square tinplate, you'll like 

the accuracy and speed of this most modern of 

slitters. For complete information write for a 

copy of our new slitter catalog. 

100 years of making metal work for mankind 

sjupete 
SINCE 1857 

E.W. BLISS COMPANY 

Executive Offices, Canton, Ohio 

PRESSES + ROLLING MILLS + MILL ROLLS + CAN MACHINERY «+ DIE SETS + ORDNANCE 



For 

exquisite 

tube designs 

ALCOA’S 

BEAUTY 

SALON... 

Alcoa’s collapsible tube decoration line creates the 

superb design your product must have to do 

its best. A touch of colorful splendor here, a wisp of 

muted elegance there ...and the expert precision 

lithography at Alcoa® has encased your tube-clad 

merchandise in the most glamorous of raiment. Alcoa tube 

decoration quality is the sort that provides you with 

maximum merchandising assistance from initial impulse 

purchase to repeat sale. Alcoa gladly will assist ycu in Street Address 

designing an appealing original decoration for your product City and State___ 

... or will reproduce your own design faithfully. 

Alumi c y of America P 

1711-L Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

We are interested in packaging _____in Alcoa 

Tubes. Please have an Alcoa salesman contact us. 

Nome___ 

Firm 

eeeeeeeeeeeeeesee 

accona § Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value 
COLLAPSIBLE TUBES 

eeeeeereeeeee 
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FAST! 

KLEEN-STIK Labels go on fos? and easy 
No messy give, water, or heot — just 
peel off backing and press in place 

Let KHLEEN-STiht’ 
feather your sales nest with 
high-flying, high-selling displays! 
Sing your selling song with labels of moistureless, self-sticking 

KLEEN-STIK—and watch sales wing your way. You'll see 

why KLEEN-STIK P.O.P. Labels will sell your product better! 

So neat... so convenient... they cost /ess to apply, 

yet attract more attention to sell more goods. 

LONG-LASTING! 

KLEEN-STIK won't curl or “pop off’ — 
sticks tight, sfoys pu? until purposely re- 
moved. 

ANY SIZE! 

From mammoth to midget size, KLEEN. 
STIK meets today’s need for o modern 
label that sticks on hard-to-lobe! surfaces, 
including plastic films 

COLORFUL! 
Print by any conventional method . . . in 
ony number of colors. For extra eye im- 

pact, there are Fluorescent and Foil 
KLEEN-STIK- stocks 

RESISTS MOISTURE! 

KLEEN-STIK is designed to stick in most 
ony climatic di ed, re- 
gordiess of temperature or humidity. 

WE DO NO PRINTING—but versatile KLEEN-STIK Labels are available from 
your regular Label Printer in roll-dispensed or individual split-back types. 

eee eee 

KLEEN-S TI Products, Inc. 
7300 WEST WILSON AVENUE 

—_—— ee ~ eee eee 

* CHICAGO 31, ILLINOIS 
° ° oa ee . as 

Pioneers in Pressurc-Sensitives for Advertising and Labeling & 

60 

Ta recei 

KLEEN-STIK Labels, write on your 

ve outstanding samples o essful 

ele Miclelen’ 
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AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE CONTAINER WHEN 

MARYLAND GLASS TAKES OVER YOUR DESIGN PROBLEM 

When you drop a packaging problem in our lap, the 

STOCK DESIGNS end result is more than a glass container. It is an 

i iieliiies idea .. . born of restless imagination, shaped by 

blue or flint skilled hands, backed by years of sound experience. 
poo Our creative staff gives you a selling package that 

statins became | packs well, ships well and pushes your product on the 

for immediate shelf. For a successful solution to your design 

a. : problem, contact MARYLAND GLass Corp., 2147-53 
3 Wicomico St., Baltimore 30, Md. gecececeecesscesese 

PACK TO ATTRACT IN 

BLUE OR FLINT 

JARS AND BOTTLES 



FOR AUTOMATIC WRAPPING... 

MENTHOLATUM 
USES INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY MG 

One of the world’s most widely used wrapping papers. 

ECONOMY MG is rugged, tough. Like International's 

unbleached Gator-Hide it is especially made to 

o take all automatic wrapping operations . . . quality 

BconomyY : 
— controlled from forest to finished product 

in ceeds ‘wraps If you have a problem in automatic wrapping, call us. 

a world of 

products’’ 

Evternational ¥ » DET cvsvve 
SOUTHERN KRAFT DIVISION 

220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Rovner Meanhinenfobeitinnt 
» er Cm vesvatalt 

SUSTARD OFS PRTRNTES ret 

n 1885 the First 

HESSER PACKAGING MACHINE 
was built—since ther 

more than 

Ge f f ma and 1 reign 

PATENTS 
ve 1 granted 

This figure speaks for itself 

and most effectively demonstrates the ntinuous 

development of HESSER designs, based on year: 

of thorough experience in the packaging field 

f you have a packaging problem 

Geveke & Co., Inc. New York 

Packaging Equipment Willowdale/Ontario 

James C. Hale & Co. San Francisco 
Los Angeles 

Edward A. Wagner Dallas/Texas 

Agencia Comercial Anahuac Mexico City 

FR.HESSER 
MASCHINENFABRIK-AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT STUTTGART- BAD CANNSTATT founded 1861. 



3M Chemicals opening new worlds of use for film 

A radically new solution to pharmaceutical 

packaging 

Now film can compete with any 
packaging material and win 

especially on tough pharmaceutical 

packaging jobs. 

The reason? A totally new, virtually 
indestructible type of packaging mate- 

rial . . . films made of KEL-F® tri- 
fluorochloroethylene polymer. 

There is no other film that comes close 

to offering the unique combination of 
exceptional properties listed on the 
right. KEL-F films do. Think of them 
in terms of your products! 

With KEL-F films, packaging oppor- 

tunities for chemicals, ethical drugs 

and surgical supplies, or any valuable 
or delicate merchandise, are unlimited. 

problems... KEL-F* films 
un plasticized, 

Check these unique features 

against your most exacting needs! 

e Exceptional chemical inertness 
eliminating contamination of contents 
or corrosion of package, even by the 
strongest acids or alkalis. 

e Grade 500 incorporates unusual 
radiation resistance will withstand 
sterilization up to 25 megareps before 
becoming brittle. 

e Complete impermeability—zero 
moisture absorption, zero moisture 
vapor passage. 

e Extraordinary anti-sticking prop- 
erties —package drains thoroughly. 

e Extreme clarity —complete and last- 
ing visibility of contents. 

e Non-brittle —will not shatter. 

plasticized and radiant-resistanit grades 

e High tensile strength—assuring full 
protection of contents. 

e Complete resistance to age, fungus 
and decay. 

e Can be heat sealed, radio frequency 
sealed and vacuum formed. 

e Extremely flexible -retains high 
pliability over temperature range 
from —65°F. to +350°F. 

e Excellent electrical properties. 

e Light weight—minimizes package 
size and weight. 

Investigate film made of KEL-F tri- 
fluorochloroethylene polymer (a 3M 
chemical product) by leading film 
manufacturers! Contact Jersey City 
Chemical Division, Chemical Products 
Group, 3M Company, Dept. WA97, 
St. Paul 6, Minnesota. 

Jersey City Chemical Division « Chemical Products Group 

MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

St. Paul 6, Minnesota 

MODERN PAC 



for that look of golden elegante... 
BBD “GOLD-TONE” FLEXOGRAPHIC INKS 

All the richness 
and beauty of 
regular gold inks 
...With none of 
their drawbacks 

Lower cost 
“GOLD-TONE” inks cost 
only half as much as reg- 
ular gold bronze inks 

Better press 
performance 
... fewer washups needed, 
less wear on plates 
and rollers 

Non-tarnishing 
... will not discolor 
with age 

Lower viscosity 
..» prints cleaner, 
sharper --lays more 
uniformly 

Ready-mixed 
...just stir and use-- 
does not tend to sepa- 
rate, like gold bronze 
inks 

Wide shade range 
.». from pale to rich, 
including copper tones 

No longer need gold be a production problem to the flexographic printer nor a 

budget problem to the flexible packaging user. Now, with new BBD “GOLD- Manufacturing plants in 

PHILADELPHIA - CHICAGO 
you print red, blue and other conventional colors. You can use “GOLD-TONE” CAMBRIDGE, MASS. + MONROE, LA. 

inks for reverse printing on all types of moistureproof cellophane ...use them SAN LEANDRO, CAL. 
just like any other fine BBD alcohol-type flexographic ink to get better results at » dena 
lower cost than is possible with old-fashioned gold bronze inks. We'll be glad Sun Chemical Corporation 

to furnish full details about new “GOLD-TONE” inks together with sample prints oh ails dies 

showing various shades. Contact your nearest BBD office or write, on your busi- . 

ness letterhead, to Bensing Bros. and Deeney, 3301 Hunting Park Avenue, Phila- ae... SO 

delphia, 29, Pa. weeks 6 <3. wna 
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“How'd those last five loads 

of J&L drums come in, Joe?” 

“Checked ’em all with the drop 
light, Boss. Clean as a whistle... 

never saw a better lining job.” 

J&Lspecialists, backed up by 

modern research, are ready 
to consult on your toughest 

packaging problems. 

J&L, an integrated steel 
producer, controls container 

quality from start to finish. 

J&L steel containers provide 
engineered packaging for de- 

pendable transportation and 

safe storage. 

Precise fabrication and cor- 

rect specification of fittings 

and closures. 

Prompt dependable delivery 

from nine plants. 

Call your nearest J&L Con- 
tainer Division office for rec- 
ommendations on your pack- 

aging problems. Or write 
direct to the Container 

Division, 405 Lexington 

Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. 

STEEL -.-.-a great name in steel 
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GLASTACK .. a Spectacular New “Controlled Tack” SUPER-GLUE 

ELI LALLY & COMPANY of Indianapolis protects label and carton seals, on their ILETIN (Insulin, Lilly) 
package, against moisture and refrigeration, with GLASTACK “Controlled Tack"’» SUPER-GLUE. 

Tests Show 2'/2 Times Greater Humidity Resistance! 
GLASTACK ... Paisley’s new Resin- 

Dextrine SUPER-GLUE brings you the 

most remarkable development in the 
history of packaging adhesion! Scien- 

tific laboratory tests show GLASTACK 
sealed packages give two and one-half 
times more protection against moisture 

as compared with ordinary Dextrine 

Glues. Uniform humidity resistance is 

assured through rigid checks. 

Now, this ONE SUPER-GLUE per- 

forms at top efficiency in various types 
of sealing equipment, for a big variety 
of Sealing operations. Its ‘Controlled 

Tack” gives better adhesion at high 

speeds on a wider variety of paper and 

paperboard stocks. 

GLASTACK SUPER-GLUE gives new 
economies, too. You use less Glue. Its 
greater strength permits thinner films. 

You get greater coverage. And, there's 

little waste, because of improved 

machine performance. 

Be first to improve production... 

to offer better, more beautiful, more 

dependable packages. Let us trial-ship 

5 gallons at the 55 gallon drum 
price. Order today, and send for the 

GLASTACK Laboratory Report. 

PAISLEY PRODUCTS, INC. A MORNINGSTAR, NICOL, INC. SUBSIDIARY 

by Paisley Brings New Efficiency at High Speeds for Eli Lilly & Co. 

PONY LABELRITE Machine labels ILETIN 
vials at top speed and efficiency with 
GLASTACK humidity resistant 
SUPER-GLUE. 

JONES CARTON SEALER scals ILETIN 
cartons instantly, with GLASTACK 
high tack SUPER-GLUE. 

GLASTACK 
NEW RESIN-DEXTRINE SUPER-GLUE 

SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES 

1 

2 

3. 
4 

HIGH HUMIDITY RESISTANCE 

CONTROLLED HIGH TACK 

GREATER COVERAGE 

STRONGER ADHESION 

CLEAN MACHINING 

NON-CRYSTALLIZING 

WIDE RANGE OF PAPERS 
HANDLED 

. 

co “men 

aN ® 

ADHESIVES se#re* 
Wis 

630 W. 51st St., New York 19 © 1770 Canalport Ave., Chicago 16 

Headquarters for Glues, Pastes, Resin Emulsions, Latex Cements 

& Related Chemical Products. Plants: New York @ Chicago @ St. 

Lovis @ Los Angeles @ San Francisco. Offices in all principal cities. 

In Canada: Morningstar-Paisley of Canada Ltd., Toronto, 

. IMPROVED PRODUCTION 
RECORDS 

MODERN PACKAGING 



@ note the high gloss of PAPER LACQUERS 

,.@ . ‘Made with EASTMAN HALF-SECOND BUTYRATE 
6 +. . . 

® ‘Biatt-secona eButyrate offers aftnese advantages: 
s 

-@ 
®. 

Hfgnh: Gioss : . Good Adhesion Non-Yellowing 

. High Blecking Temperature ° Water-Repelient Easy to Apply 

Excellieft Scuff Resistance Water White 

®Ask your paper coater orlacquer supplier for details or write us @r full information. 

EASTPAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, gNC., KINGSPORT, TENNESSEE 

; subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company 





Use Anchorglass containers 

sealed with Anchor* caps 

. . - because they protect the contents 

\* important reason why consumers prefer the glass 

package is because the purity, strength and other 

qualities of the contents are fully protected. High in 

chemical durability, the glass container is inert to most 

products. . cannot change them in any way. Moreover, . NC HOR 

housewives recognize it as the most sanitary package. > 

It can be resealed tightly...unused contents are safely = 

stored and protected indefinitely. Move more of your OCKI NG 

products and give them dependable protection in glass 

. in Anchorglass, sealed with dependable Anchor GLASS CORPORATION 

metal or molded closures. Lancaster, Ohio 



Only Du Pont 

offers you 

ear 

100% TRANSPARENCY 

Nothing sells your product like the sight 
of the product itself. Crystal-clear Du Pont 

cellophane lets a/l the appeal of your 

products show through while its spar- 

kling crispness attracts shoppers 

A WORLD OF KNOW-HOW 

At the new Du 

Laboratory near Wilmington you will find 

Pont Customer Service 

equipment which can duplicate operations 

performed in users’ and converters’ plants. 

Here, « ellophane is tested by technical ex- 

perts for every performan e characteristic. 

The result is constant improvement of 

Du Pont cellophane and development of 

new types to give you better packaging. 

CORRECT PROTECTION 

There's a tvpe of Du Pont cellophane 

specifically designed to meet the protec- 

tron requirements of your produc - 

Du Pont cellophane films offer you an 

unmatched range of protection, 

a ress oe 

SUPERIOR PRINTABILITY 

Whether printed by flexography, gravure 

or letterpress, sparkling Du Pont cello- 
phane offers sharp definition with ex- 

tremely high gloss for the perfect pack 

ige combination of transparency and color. 



cellophane 

so many advantages 

HIGH-SPEED EFFICIENCY 

Du Pont cellophane helps keep packag- 

ing costs low... operations smooth. It is 

static-free ... has just the right amount 

of rigidity and slickness to speed through 
today’s fastest packaging machinery. 

...and only Du Pont offers you 

WIDE HEAT-SEALING RANGE 

Cellophane has the widest heat-sealing 

range of all transparent packaging ma- 
terials. This unique property of cello- 

phane eliminates the need for costly, 
close attention to heater-element controls. 

, \ af 

OVER 100 VARIETIES 

Only Du Pont offers you so many cello- 

phane films. Specify Du Pont cellophane 

by code designation. That way you are 

sure to get the transparent packaging film 
which most exactly meets your needs. 

this experience and service in cellophane 

D. Pont has 33 years’ experience in the development 

. . backed by the most 

extensive laboratory facilities to be found anywhere. 

and production of cellophane . 

On the laboratory staff are some of the country’s lead- 

ing packaging experts, who are engaged in a permanent 

research program. Various products and various types of 

cellophane are tested under actual field conditions to 

develop even better packaging materials for you. 

U PONT 
cellophane 

BETTER 

NOVEMBER 1957 

THINGS 

THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Take advantage of this experience and service now, 
by calling in your Du Pont Representative or Author- 

ized Converter of Du Pont films. He'll be glad to help 

you select the cellophane best suited to your product 

needs. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Film 

Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 

FOR BETTER LIVING 

..- leading the packaging field for 33 years 

. . - designed for the needs of the future 

73 



SHEET PLASTIC 
FABRICATING EQUIPMENT 

SAVE LABOR! SAVE MATERIAL! Taber equipment is so 

NEW 30” THERMATIC 
FOLDER, MODEL 178 

A dual purpose machine; 
makes U-type, 180° folds 
similar to the “Model 103 
Thermofolder’?. but has a 
longer blade permitting the 
folding of material up to 30” 
in width. Requires small 
amount of compressed air. 
Can be set up and used as a 
creaser by changing the 

blade and moving a toggle 

switch to the “off” position 
which renders the actuated 
power pinch-bar inoperative. 

18” THERMOFOLDER, 
MODEL 103 

Forms U-type, 180° folds, 
with sides tight together or 
opening up to *\;,". Provides 
controlled folding cycle that 
enables average operator to 
produce 700 or more folds 
per hour on material .005” 
#0 .015” thickness up to 18” 
wide. 

precisely engineered that rejects are 
reduced to the bare minimum .. . thus 
saving you countless dollars in wasted 
materials. In addition, the higher produc- 
tion speeds and many exclusive auto- 
matic features of Taber equipment 

creates substantial savings in labor. So 
... STOP and THINK! Don’t you owe 
it to yourself to get all the facts on 
Taber before you buy? 

CONTINUOUS TYPE 
FOLDER, MODEL 172 

Designed to make double-fold card protectors 
and wallet inserts up to 3” wide and 12” in 
length. Capacity — .003” to .010” transparent 
thermoplastic roll material. Features adjustable 
electric cut-off for automatic operation. 

Write for 

Illustrated Literature m 

TABER INSTRUMENT 

CORPORATION 
SECTION 12 

111 GOUNDRY ST. © N. TONAWANDA, N. Y. 

Taber also produces: 

8” Thermatic Drawpress, Model 146 

8” Thermatic Cylinder Beader, Model 147 

84 Auto-Size Cylinder Fabricator, Model 138 

Plastic Forming & Drawing Press 
30” Thermocreaser Nahr 

Single Straight Edger 



Make her 

| Eager to Buy” 
with FOIL LABELS! 

E.. appeal means stimulated sales! That's 

why you put first things first when you pack- 

age with boldly-colored, sharply-printed Ro- 

togravure Packaging foil heat seal labels and 

wraps. 

Rich-looking Rotogravure foil labels arouse 

housewives’ curiosities, whet their appetites, 

raise their eagerness toe the buying pitch! 

Result: your sales volume starts climbing to 

new and record levels! 

Check these 6 big features of 

Rotogravure foil heat-seal labeis: 

Lower Production Costs—through fast, sim- 

ple, accurate heat-sealing 

More Brilliant Colors 

Precise Registration on Containers or Wraps 

Firm, Neat Anchoring of Corners, Dye-Cut 

Edges 

Smooth, Unwrinkled Bonding 

No Smears or Smudges on Containers or 

Wraps 

For complete service, Rotogravure produces 

heat seal labels on foil and paper. Overwraps 

are run on foil, paper and laminated stock. 
Jobs ean be run in up to six colors. And to 

NOVEMBER 1957 

help design your sales-sparking labels and 

wraps, you can call on our expert Design 

Division. 

NO MINIMUM RUNS 

A highly unusual feature of our service 

is our policy of no “minimum run” re- 

quirements. We look on each job as a 

challenging merchandising project—not 

just another production order. We be- 

lieve this is sound business because this 

is the way our business has grown. 

See the striking look of Rotogravure cost- 
cutting, sales-boosting labels for yourself! 

For a packet of samples just write or wire. 

(Or ask any question you may have.) 

Offices in principal cities 

Rotogravure 

Packaging INC 
ADDISON, ILLINOIS 

Telephone: TERRACE 4-7040 



ANY-DIRECTION VENT—even sprays up- 
ward, for under side of foliage. Preformed 
in just the right size; no danger of user 

punching hole too large or too small for 

proper use. 

CLOG-PROOF FEED — Scientifically per- 

forated underside of plug permits powder 

to pass through... prevents lumps from 

clogging discharge vent. 

EASY-FILL TOP—Loarge 1%’ friction plug. 

* WAX- COATED INNER TUBE— Special wox 

gives moisture protection ond smoother pump- 

ing action. 

SPECIAL FELT INNER VALVE — Allows 

easy passage of air during pumping action, 

yet effectively seals in powder. 

PATENTED BELLOWS VALVE — Positive 

operation—opens on back stroke to admit 

air into pumping chamber; closes on forward 

stroke, for efficient pumping action. 

..and for added ammunition..these COMPANION PACKAGES by R.C. 

For refill, or for related use, R. C. Cans offer many 

extra features: paraffin coating, special moisture proof 

laminations, and a wide variety of tops (with or without 

identations for sifting). 

CAN COMPANY 
MAIN OFFICE 9430 Page Bivd., St. Louis 14, Mo. and Factory 

Branch Factories: Arlington, Tex.; Rittman, O.; Turner, Kans. 
W. L. BENNETT, 126 S. Third St., Minneapolis 1, Minnesota @ CAN SUPPLY COMPANY, 1006 W. Washington Bivd., Los Angeles 15, California 

C. EF. DOBSON, 1003 Carondelet Bidg., New Orleans 12, Louisiana @ L. C. MORRIS CO., P. O. Box 8042 Station F, 1156 Dalon Drive, N. E., Atlanta 

6, Georgia @ S. W. SCOTT & SON, 608 McCall Bidg., Memphis 3, Tennessee @ R. C. CAN COMPANY, 225 W. 34th Street, New York City, N. Y 
PALMER SUPPLIES CO., OF FLORIDA, Palmer Building, 209-211 E. Robinson, Orlando, Florida @ JOE ROVIN, R. C. CAN COMPANY, 4806 W. Chicago 

Ave., Chicago 51, Illinois @ R. C. CAN COMPANY, 12530 Yukon, Hawthorne, California @ J. H. MACKENSEN, Bay Pines Trailer Park, 10005 Bay Pines 

Bivd., St. Petersburg, Florida @ ALLIED CAN & CONTAINER CO., 9 Sandsburg Ave., Carnegie, Pennsylvania © LARKIN C, SMITH, JR., 614 West Kings- 

highway, San Antonio, Texos @ JOHN C. HEIM, 1500 East 77th Street, (Mail Address P. O. Box 6043) Indianapolis 20, Indiana @ HARRIS CONTAINERS, 

A. J. HARRIS, 307 East Fourth Stree-—Room 426, Cincinnati 2, Ohio 





High in quality... 

production 

to meet your need 

Set-up boxes in a wide range, 

made for Cosmetic & Drug Trade 

throughout the United States 

Inquiries also invited from 

box users in other lines 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Hf Another product of PeRmacet-|EpAce's inc. New Brunswick, N.J. 

a Gofmron «lofmron company 
. 

/ Tapes + Adhesives « Electronic 

and Chemical Materials 



Women like dainty things. More to 
the point, they reach for them in the 

This frilly, lacy package gives 
our ‘Day of the Week’ panties added 
sales appeal. Our hats are off to 
Wrapture Incorporated for their 
beautiful design, print and produc- 
tion job. And to VISKING for the 

durable VISQUEEN film that protects 
and sells 7 

sfore 

George Gold— President 
Nantucket Mills Inc., New York City 

information request tag 

Md LU 
Trade Mark 

clip this tag 7 H-11 

attach to letterhead, mail. 

in packaging begins with the film 
VISQUEEN film's superior uniformity permits use of thinner, more economical 
gauges. The margin of safety is built in—and greater. Absence of thin spots 
eliminates breakage, down-time. More production per hour of labor; higher 
machine speeds result. 

VISQUEEN film is ageless. Will not deteriorate or dry out. Does not become 
brittle. Can be had in gauges less than one mil. VISQUEEN film needs no special 
grade for summer and winter. Yield per pound of film is higher. Economy is 
only one reason why leading packagers and package makers prefer VISQUEEN 
film. Others: Greater stiffness and body make fabrication easier. Superior 
uniformity gives better machinability. Greater clarity makes packaged 
merchandise more salable. Longer experience and greater research facilities of 
VISKING technicians assures higher quality—and quality cuts packaging costs. 

Write us, or mail the information request tag for details. 

VISQUEEN /i/m is all polyethylene, but not all polyethylene film is VISQUEEN. Only 
VISQUEEN film has the benefit of research and resources of VISKING COMPANY. 

PLASTICS DIVISION 

VISKING COMPANY Division of 
P.O. Box 1410 Terre Haute, Indiana 

In Canada: Visking Limited 
Lindsay, Ontario 

ei ite), | Corporation 
for Veizile) a 
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complete‘ 
FLEXO INK SERVICE 

LINE OF FLEXO INKS 
IPI continues to pace the package printing ink field with such great new 
flexo inks as Flexogem and Flexotuf multi-purpose flexo inks, special 
heat-resistant inks and fast-drying water-base inks such as Aqualox. We 
invite you to try them. 

NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
New IPI flexo inks are available in printing centers from coast to coast— 
wherever you find an IPI branch office and service station. Wherever you 
are located, you will always find IPI flexo inks readily available. 

TESTING FACILITIES 
IPI flexo inks are always thoroughly tested on the press before they are 
released—in Interchemical’s central laboratory headquarters, in IPI labs 
and factories. Tests for color uniformity, performance standards, tough- 
ness and durability assure uniform quality in every batch. 

SERVICE FACILITIES 
IPI branches and service stations are staffed by local technicians who have 
grown up in your vicinity and who know local printing problems. When 
you need flexo inks, turn to the people who know packaging inks best — IPI 
ink men. Priced competitively, IPI inks give best results. Try them today. 

IPI, IC, Flexogem, Flexotuf and Aqualox are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION DIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK S36. N.Y. 
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Just grip —bend —snap! Kimble COLOR-BREAK Ampuls are ready 

ise. No filing, sawing, scoring. Kimble Multiple Dose Containers 

iN ble Svringe Cartridges lable in wide range of « cities 

Your injectables deserve 

Kimble-quality packaging protection... 

P ERFECT CONTAINER protection 1S 

an absolute “must” for serums 

drugs and other life-saving solu- 

tions 

When you package in famous 

Kimble containers, vou can be sure 

that your parenterals will maintain 

utmost purity consistent potency 

KIMBLE LABORATORY GLASSWARE 

AN (i) PRODUCT 

For Kimble containers cannot con- 

taminate or alter the effectiveness 

of their contents. Here’s why: 

To assure top-quality protec- 

tion, Kimble Neutraglas bottles, 

svringe cartridges and COLOR 

BREAK® Ampuls are made of a 

special-formula borosilicate glass 

GENERAL OFFICES + 

which has the highest resistance 

to chemical attack of any known 

“workable” glass. 

For detailed information, sizes 

and prices of Kimble’s complete 

family of containers, write Kimble 

Glass Company, subsidiary of 

Owens-Illinois, Toledo 1, Ohfo. 

Owens-ILLInNoIs 
FOLEDO 1, OHIO 

MODERN PACKAGING 



WRITE 
for your copy 
of our latest 

PACKAGING 
BROCHURE! 

NOVEMBER 1957 

-SEE CLEVELAND CONTAINER 
FOR YOUR PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS 

Made of high quality fibreboard providing rigidity and strength for your 

individual requirements, Cleveland Containers are made in a wide range of 

shapes and sizes, spirally wound or convolute. 

With bright metal ends and colorful labels, they present an outstanding, 

compelling “sales force” for your product. Closures can be furnished in 

plug, sifter, dredge wheel and pouring spout types. Slip covers may be fibre 

or metal, embossed with trade mark or other identification. 

weet 

Liners may be moisture and grease resistant 
ee ' } ILLUSTRATED are 5 

and anticorrosive ... can be furnished in 
examples of parchment, glassine, aluminum foil, duplex 

CONVOLUTE CONTAINERS kraft, cellulose acetate, polyethylene, etc. 
‘ Let us explain 

. , 4 their advantages 
Containers play an important part in sell- 

ing your products. CLEVELAND — 

CONTAINERS are made to order for 

your particular requirements. 

Why pay more? For quality products ...call CLEVELAND! 

THE 
SALES OFFICES: 

AND NEW YORK CITY 
SALES OFFICES WASHINGTON, D. C. 
CLEVELAND ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
DETROIT COMPANY ® WEST HARTFORD, 
CHICAGO CONN. 

MEMPHIS 6201 BARBERTON AVE., CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
LOS ANGELES 

PLYMOUTH, WIS. « ALL-FIBRE CANS * COMBINATION METAL 
JAMESBURG, N. J AND PAPER CANS « SPIRALLY WOUND 

OGDENSBURG, N.Y. TUBES AND CORES FOR ALL PURPOSES 

7 CLEVELAND CONTAINER CANADA, LTD ABRASIVE ‘ 
DIVISION Plants & Sales Offices: Sales Office: 

CLEVELAND TORONTO AND PRESCOTT, ONT MONTREAL 



FLEXIBILITY 
1. Can your present press han- 

dle any type of work, avoiding 

the need for a number of differ- 

ent models to meet require- 

ments? 

2. Is your present press so con- 

structed that maximum pres- 

sures to print board and diffi- 

cult materials be obtained with- 

out damaging your drives and 

shafts? 

3. Can you print cellophane anc 
films at 0 Ibs. kiss impression? 

4. Can you obtain and return to 

these pressures automatically 

.. without going from one col- 

or station to another and doing 

it manually? 

5. Can you lift your impression 
without loss of web tension? 

6. Can you adjust your press to 
run its full size range without 

the aid of extra-equipment-size 

feed and pull cylinders or 

change gears? 

7. Can your doctor blade pres- 
sure setting be pneumatically 

controlled for more uniform 

color reproduction and longer 

engraved cylinder life ... and 

instantly adjustable for cylin- 

der size and angle of wipe? 

8. Can you see what pressures 

you are printing with so they 

can be recorded for future ref- 

erences? 

9. Can you web your press from 
the floor, without using a step 
ladder or some trick gimmick? 

10. Do you have fully auto- 
matic tension control, to avoid 
having to rely on brake tension 

or friction devices? 

11. Can you purchase inter- 

changeable spare equipment 

for your press? 

12. Will your press have sub- 

stantial resale value after twen- 
ty years of operation? 

Does your present equipment make the grade? 

See how it rates with the requirements that are ‘‘musts’’ 

in modern gravure printing. 

i 
a ey 

iz 
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Champlain manufactures a complete line of rotogravure, flexography, ro- 
tary letterpress and allied equipment for packaging and specialty printing. 

13. Does your press have dy- 

namically-balanced, light-alloy 

idler rollers to reduce web 

drag? 

14. Does your press have ample 

reserve power capacity to han- 

dle the increased loads of addi- 
tional color units or fabricating 

equipment you may require in 

the future? 

15. Can any or all of your units 
be used for back printing with- 

out the aid of turning bars? 

16. Is all of your equipment 

wired to meet the local Under- 

writer's Code (explosion 

proof) ? 

17. Can you quickly and easily 

withdraw the engraving cylin- 

der assembly to the operator's 

side of the press? 

18. Is your inking system fully 

enclosed ... out of the work- 

ing area yet easily accessible 

readily removable for 

wash-up equipped with 
secondary ink bath? 

PRODUCTION 

19. Do you have the shortest 
possible web leads? (Long web 

leads add to your waste and 

disturb tension, causing loss of 

register. ) 

20. Do you have the maximum 
amount of web under the dry- 

ers so that most of your web is 

not dead? 

21. Can your pressman register 
the printing units from a single 

central control panel? 

22. Does your press deliver 
face-up, so that sheeter and die 

cutting operations can be done 

inline without turning the web? 

23. Are all your normal press 
operations automatic or push- 

button controlled, thereby elim- 
inating the necessity for an ex- 
perienced pressman to “judge” 
the adjustments. 

@ +969 

SERVICE 
TI 

24. Are local service offices 
readily available to provide 

maintenance and spare parts 
for your impression system 

equipment? 

25. Are factory-trained service- 
men available to aid you in in- 

stallation, maintenance, and 
technical problems? 

SUPPLIER RELATIONS 

26. Do you think your present 
presses are engineered with 

your needs in mind rather than 

engineered to increase the man- 
ufacturer’s margin? 

27. In your experience, have 
you found that your supplier 

did not forget you after he had 
completed the sale? 

28. Would you want more of his 
equipment? 

29. Can he supply you with a 
full line of converting equip- 

ment, thereby avoiding a 

“pieced-together” press to do 

your inline work? 

30. Does your supplier have a 

solid background of experience 

in building this type of equip- 

ment? 

31. Does your present supplier 
furnish al/ the main press com- 

ponents and manufacture a 
complete line of auxiliary 

equipment, eliminating divided 
responsibility? 

IN BUYING EQUIPMENT 

32. If you had it to do again, 

If you can answer 

ques 

would it now be your opinion 
that a stripped press, lacking in 

automatic and centralized con- 

trol features, would result in 
higher operating cost? 

YES 
must 

to all these 

tions, you own or plan 

to purchase 

CHAMPLAIN GRAVURE 

PRESS EQUIPMENT 

Write today for your copy of “Rotogravure and 

Rotogravure Ink.” It's a 122 page textbook on 
the subject. Champlain Company, Inc., 88 Llewellyn 

Avenue, 
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 

Bloomfield, N. J. Chicago Office: 520 
iil. In Europe: 

Bebst-Champlain, Prilly-Lavsanne, Switzerland. 
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JusterBoard 
ENDOWS YOUR PACKAGE 

WITH AN ELEGANCE 

MAGNETIC TO THE EYE 

CARESSING TO THE TOUCH 

he ice-smooth surface of LusterBoard will dress 

uur product with brilhance and distinction 

(sloss ink f anv hue, metallic inks of anv colo: 
: he , 

ow available, bond quickly and mautifulls 

| with | uISLE rBoard to produce the dee D. milhant. 

‘ ‘ ‘ 
CrIMmMaANncCHt smcens Vou want 

Halftones repraduce on this st ice With eratify- 

r fidelity 

Smoothly-rounded folded ges and embossing 

three-dimensional effeet are accomplished 

and perfectly. exactly as vou would wish. 

lniportant lac- 

m advisedly, 

Surpasses — thi 

Hoxhboards two 

ment this to 

sefore you tackle another boxboard packaging 

job, get in touch with LusterBoard head- 

quarters: §. D. Warren Company, 89 Broad Street, 

Boston 1, Mas isetts. Our phone number here 

is HUbbard 2-5490. No obligation. 

Stewarts Private Blend Coffee Co., Chicago, Ill., have 

selected 16 point LusterBoard for their new flip-top box 

used in packaging tea bags. The carton is manufactured 

by Ace Folding Box Corporation of Middlebury, Indiana. 

Warren's 

Printing Papers 

Stewarts 
VA 

Stewarts 
PRIVATE BLEND 

16 
TEA BAGS 

ORANGE PEKOE ANDO PEKOE 

With that Rich Dagjeeling favor 

‘Lift here and note 
the clean white back. 

WARREN'S JusterBoard 
NOVEMBER 1957 
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How CAVEPCO helps ThA Hug 

and the brist sell the brush... 

PLAXALL INC. capitalizes on CAMPCO 
butyrate for unique packaging technique 

The package that invites product inspection sells best 

partic ularly if it also assures immaculate display Example 

lek Hughes’ (a Johnson & Johnson Company) new hair 

brush line. Bidding for buying action, each brush displays 

nice ly on counters, In mere handise ri ks or on walls vet 

permits full slide-out examination by the buver 

Phanks to uniformity of Campco butyrate which, though 

essentially rigid mia be fle xed under pressure the pac k- 

age 1S 

contour dome is pressure formed at speeds of up to 90 per 

minute 

vhich turns the edges to produce the slide tracks 

Because of the extreme pliability of Campco butyrate 

the S¢ packages can be deep-formed patterned and hole 

produced in an automatic continuous process. The 

It is then fed into the spec ial ‘Slideplax” machine 

EXTREME COMPATIBILITY of Campco butyrate means package won't 
discolor products made of other plastic materials. Flexibility permits 
pattern embossing, deep-shovider hole-punching. Note excellent 
optical clority of the package. 

punched without shattering, cracking or flaking. Next time 

you want finger-tip sales appeal for your product, remem- 

ber, it pays to use Campco sheet and film. Write today 

for details. While we do no custom fabricating we can 

recommend a source of fabrication in vour area and can 

supply product design help 

(CAMPCO sheet and film 
n of Chicago Molded Products Corp. 

2708 Normandy Avenue, Chicago 35, Illinois 

STYRENE © ACETATE © POLYETHYLENE @¢ RIGID POLYETHYLENE 

BUTYRATE © COPOLYMER STYRENE 
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For new high gloss at 

new high press speeds on: 

7 

MYLAR New higher press speeds « Extra high gloss 
TREATED POLYETHYLENE 

. 

SARAN 

COATED CELLOPHANES 
° Over 2 full years of commercial testing have gone into the 

Excellent printability « High block resistance 

Superior moisture resistance « Resists foaming 

TREATED proving of remarkably versatile Flexotuf. These new inks 

ALUMINUM FOIL combine features never before present in the ordinary run 

e of Flexo inks. They offer almost unbelievable block and 

MOST GRADES OF moisture resistance, as well as exceptional gloss; rich 
MOISTURE PROOF 

CELLOPHANES 
° appeal.” Many of our customers report that with these 

colors never before possible give a new dimension to “eye 

ACETATE new inks they turned out the finest jobs ever produced in 

. their plants. What’s more, Flexotuf replaces the several 

POLYSTYRENE inks previously needed for this type of package printing, 

o hence, tie up less money in inventories. See for yourself 

why Flexotuf is revolutionary! Call IPI now! 

IPI, IC and Flexotuf are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION DIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y. 
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Flat wrinkle free sheets 
with this exclusive feature of 

BECK Automatic 

ROLL SHEET CUTTER... 

Cuts any material 

from rolls 

PAPER 

CELLOPHANE 

FOILS 

ACETATE 

PROCESSED 

FABRICS 

The exclusive Beck Curl Remover will remove the curl whether the 

web is fed from the top or bottom of the parent roll. This, combined 

with the exclusive feed rolls assures you that sheets will always be 

flat and wrinkle free from the beginning to the end of every roll. Write 

for full details. 

CHARLES BECK HPNE CORPORATION 
20 CHURCH ROAD KING OF PRUSSIA, PA. 

AUTOMATIC ROLL SHEET CUTTER © RAZOR BLADE SLITTER AND REWINDER 

SHEAR-CUT SLITTER * SHEETER-PRINTER FOR SAMPLE BOOKS 

ENGRAVED ROLL PRINTER *© CAN IMPRINTER © SET-UP BOX LIDDER 

GRAEBER MACHINE DIVISION 

UNIVERSAL TAG STRINGING MACHINE * TAG LOOPING MACHINE 

TAG WIRING MACHINE 

MODERN PACKAGING 



PROTECTS 

MERCHANDISE 
& 

STIMULATES 

CUSTOMER INTEREST 

AND CONFIDENCE 
& 

SIMPLIFIES DEALER 

OPERATIONS 

E 

Vacuum-forming with acetate starts a 3-point program 

rolling for Holley Carburetor and Dealers 
Another first for Holley Carburetor—the 
first vacuum-formed package for auto- 
motive parts—a unique package that 
not only protects delicate Contact Set 
units, but also facilitates their merchan- 

dising, builds customer interest and con- 
fidence. 

Celanese acetate plays an important 
role in the success of this 3-point pack- 

aging-merchandising operation: 

1. Its unusual toughness protects the 
part.from abusive handling, dependably 
seals out harmful dust, grease, and other 
contaminants. 

2. And because Celanese acetate prints 
clearly, it makes possible the identifica- 
tion of each package with its part num- 

ber. This makes inventory-taking easier, 
eliminates many stocking problems. 

3. Acetate’s sparkling transparency at- 
tracts the customer, stimulates his inter- 
est, and the completely visible Trade- 
mark on the part tells the customer that 
it’s a genuine Holley— it builds customer 
confidence! 

With all these advantages, it's no wonder dealers are so enthusiastic 

about this new package, and that Holley has slated vacuum-forming with 
acetate for its other Ignition Parts, Condensers, Rotors and Carburetor 

Parts. Have you considered all the advantages of Celanese acetate? 

Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Division, Dept. 108-K, 744 
Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J. Canadian affiliate: Canadian Chemical Co., 

Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver. Caicneset 

& 
PLASTICS 

dt Amce 

Fabricated by Holley Plastics 

Company, Van Dyke, Michigan, 

sole distributor of Holley-Mayflower 

Electronic Sealing Machines. 
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Dripless 
Bottle 

sca bf 
BREEZE 

SWEET- HOLLAND 

Gherkins-Pickles 

Cash in on your bottle neck... 

Profit from the sales appeal, 

protection offered by 

CEL-O-SEAL bands offer glass packers: 

EYE-CATCHING BRAND IMPACT 

DISTINCTIVE PACKAGE PERSONALITY 

ASSURANCE OF “SEALED-IN" QUALITY 

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY, MERCHANDISING TIE-INS 

CONSUMER AND RETAILER ACCEPTANCE 

MODERN PACK AGING 
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"© subs ramiede oo” , Om my . Los ANORs 

tone 

4 Veo-Crest. § 
VEGETABLE JUIG® 

COCKTAIL 

Sexton 

\ 
Sexton 

design flexibility and product 

More and more glass packers are finding that one of the most 

effective ways to meet modern marketing demands is to ob- 

tain extra impact, extra sales appeal right at the top of the 

bottle where they can’t be missed! Du Pont ‘‘Cel-O-Seal”’ 

cellulose bands offer such competitive advantages by turn- 

ing the bottle neck into a distinctive, informative feature of 

every package. Custom-designed to meet individual sales 

needs, these protective neckband seals spark sales by per- 

sonalizing every package, spotlighting major sales points, 

merchandising special promotions . . . without waste of shelf 
' 

space 

CEL-O-SEAL bands can become an effective selling feature in your 

packaging program. For information on how these colorful neck 
bands can help you, write: E [. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 
Cel-O-Seal” Section, 10414- A Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. 

BETTER 
CEL-O-SEAL cellulose bands are also sold by Armstrong Cork Co., 

Lancaster, Pa. (Bands may be hand- or machine applied.) 
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DU PONT 

CEL-O-SEAL 
> UU & PAT QEe 

BANDS 

THINGS FOR 

» THROUGH 

BETTER LIVING 
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New, self-opening style “Ship-Shape” Bag by Equitable offers 

great savings if used in place of costlier boxes or cartons. 

It makes an ideal master container for many packaged 

products . . . or a sturdy shipper for non-packaged items. 

This square-shaped, heavy-duty bag loads quickly, seals 

easily, stacks neatly. 

Save 3 ways 
with Equitable’s new 

box-like ““SHIP-SHAPE”’ bag 
TRADE MARA 

@ Save on CONTAINER costs! 
7 Paper bags are the most economical packages 

of all. Sturdy “Ship-Shape”’ Bags cost way less 

than boxes and cartons. 

@ Save on STORAGE costs! 
Compact “‘Ship-Space” Bags take but a fraction 

f of the valuable space needed for bulkier con- 

tainers. 

&) Save on SHIPPING costs! 

Being lighter in weight, heavy-duty “Ship-Shape” 

<P Bags will help slash your freight bills greatly. 

C€© 
CHECK THESE SPECIFICATIONS: 

e Wide range of sizes... up to 17” wide, 

12” deep, 38” long 

e Available in one, two and three-ply construction 

e Made of standard kraft or special protective papers 

e Attractively printed in one to four colors 

See if YOU can save with Equitable’s new “SHIP-SHAPE” Bag... 
ea — 

sé ! 
‘ : 

, For bexed cookies, cereals, For rolled paper products, 

paper napkins, shirts, bolts of textiles, round pack- 

sweaters, toys, etc. ages of cleansers, salt, etc. 

Write today for samples and full details! 

94 

St 5 
For nen-packaged workwear, 

sugar, coffee, charcoal, dog snow-suits, towels, maga- 

food, chemicals, etc. zines, paper-bound books, etc, 

UITABLE 
PAPER BAG CO., INC. 

45-50 Van Dam Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y. Tel.: STillwell 6-0620 
Paper Mills & Southern Bag Plant: Orange, Texas 

MODERN PACKAGING 



NO cardboard box hides the beauty of these new Martex 
Towel Gift Sets. Martex takes the jackets off. Re- 

places them with sparkling clear clopane. Now the Gift 
Sets are completely visible; and they have complete pro- 
tection, as well! For clopane’s remarkable tear strength 
and toughness assures long shelf life . . . it offers lasting 
protection against water, moisture, air or changes in 

atmospheric conditions. 

Encourages impulse buying 

“clopane allows our Gift Sets to be seen at their very 
best,” Mr. W. D. Hartman, Martex Vice-President in 

\/ 

things : look better far longer in 

sparkling clear film 
clopane is the lowest cost, crystal-clear, 

lightweight, extruded viny! film. 

For still lower cost packaging investigate 
Clopay’s polyethylene films today! 

charge of sales says. “It encourages impulse buying 
without permitting the merchandise to become soiled or 

shopworn. It gives us a stunning display as well as a 
lovely package. clopane is extremely satisfactory.” 

Available in sheets or rolls 

You, too, will find clopane one of the most useful clear 
films ever developed. clopane gives you freedom of 

choice. It is not restricted in width by machinery require- 
ments. ... clopane is available up to 108 inch widths in 
sheets or rolls . . . interleaved if you wish. Also available 
in endless, seamless tubes from 2” to 54” in width. 

= | pa 
s 

: 

Pad 
: 
is 

For details, write, wire, or phone 

Plastic Film Division * Clopay Corporation 

Clopay Square, Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

Clopay Corporation, Dept. 101 
Plastic Film Division 

Clopay Square, Cincinnati 14, Ohio 
Gentlemen: 

Please send me FREE copy of “clopane Facts,” 
and FREE samples. 

Company 

Address -: 

Copyright 1957 Clopay Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio 
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Modern House Fittings Outdoor Containers & Packaging 

Symbols of your potential 

through Tupper Corporation 
@ Whatever your custom needs in plastics manufacturing, call on 

Tupper’s wide experience and modern manufacturing facilities. Our 

large, up-to-date plants, equipped with the best production machin- 

ery, are available for materials, injection molding, extruding, vacuum 

forming, blow molding—and other advanced processes. 

The Tupper Engineering Department has developed the greatest 

number of patents in the industry for polyethylene seals, closures, and 

dispensers--and other items in other plastics. This know-how can be 

tapped by you toplace your plastic products in a position of leadership. 

Tupper seals and other Tupper products are protected agaiist 

unauthorized manufacture by about 150 U. S. and foreign patents and 

patents applied for, plus numerous trademarks and copyrights. 

~ Tupper / 
i kee arin oe ale Rt a ln 2 al id i oat Ga Re 6 ea a 

Lh _ [UPPER CORPORATION 
Manvfactorers of: CONSUMER, INDUSTRIAL, 

PACKAGING and SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS 
Factories, Laboratories and Sales Offices: 

Messachusetts, Rhode Island, Florida, Montreal, New York 

Address correspondence to: 

Dept. MP-11 Dept. MP-11 

oe Tupper Corporation or Tupper Corporation 

De-5<Vemras seatertatle Woonsocket, R. |. 225 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 



Do you really love me 

Cocktails, candlelight and courtship are one thing. 

Feee The breakfast table, hair up in curlers and 

marriage can be quite another. As different 

for instance as buying packaging boards in a 

competitive and a seller’s market. 

Myself We produce bleached boards and sell them 

under a plan unique in our industry. We actually 

reserve machine time for each regular customer. 

The board produced (to customer specification) 

= in that time belongs to him in all kinds of markets. 

cd With integration of mill and converter very 

much in vogue, Crossett, as an independent mill, 

GENERAL SALES OFFICE is without ties of any kind except those 

CROSSETT. ARKANSAS of loyalty to regular customers. 

BALTIMORE OFFICE May we tell you more about it and present 
lor, D. Q. Hodge 

ie ' i samples of our boards‘ 414 St. Paul St 
» 

DALLAS OFFICE 

H. E. Manner 

409 Ouklawn Ave 

CHICAGO OFFICE 

lL. J. Walker, DD. W. Schwier 

100 West Washington CROSSETT 
IT. 

CINCINNATI OFFICE 

RK. J. Lantry, J. T Allen ? 

Syrerr ae PAPER MILLS 

a Division of The Crossett Company 

Crossett, Arkansas 
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FIVE PILLARS 

OF SUCCESS 

A business dedicated to these five principles is, most certainly, built upon a very solid foundation 

The success that has followed Ivers-Lee, however, was by no means automatic. Managerial! 

imagination, alertness and understanding of changing times were and are necessary components 

Faith was the cotalyst that hastened the reaction of all these ingredients . 

faith that our clients have always had in us—the faith we had and hove in them 

and their futures—the faith we had in our suppliers 

All of these, blended in the right proportions, have resulted in an ‘'Integrity, Creativeness, 

Quality, Capacity and Service’’ unparalleled in the Unit-Packaging field 

Ivers-Lee is the creator and Controct Packager of 

Super-Sealtite, the Catchcover, the Tab Pok and ao 

thousend ond one other unusual packages for sampling 

and distributing single or multiple doses of tablets, 

capsules, powders, creams ond liquid Dropettes. 

I Integrity II Creativeness III Quality IV Capacity V Service 
Beaten 4 
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~ extensive lab tests prove 
the ink is right 

You obtain the result of the most expert ink research available when GPI laboratories 
make their recommendations. GPI has complete facilities for development, formulating, 
color matching, and for testing printability and proper adaptability of ink to the surface 
being printed. Furthermore, this technical know-how is combined with strictest raw 

material and manufacturing quality control, utilizing fadeometers, inkometers, vis- 

cometers, grind gauges, rub testers, electric mullers, and other instruments necessary 
in the consistent control of printing inks. 

Laboratory service like this benefits you directly in fewer ink problems, corresponding 

lower costs, and superior reproduction. For complete information and samples, write 
to GPI today. 

Seven Famous Brands—American + Eagle + Fuchs & Lang « Kelly * Morrill » Chemical Color & Supply Inks * Sigmund Uliman 

BRANCHES: Chicago * Cincinnati + Cleveland + E. Rutherford, N. J. + Ft. Worth « 
Kalamczoo + Kansas City + L. |. City + Los Angeles - Milwaukee > N. Bergen, N. J. 
* Norwood, Mass. + Philadelphia + Portland, Ore. + San Francisco + Seattle + 
St. Lowis + St. Pavl + Canada: London + Montreal + Toronto + Tacuba, Mexico 

e 2 

General Printing Ink Company DIVISIONS OF SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

HORN (paints, maintenance and construction materials, industrial coatings) ° 
A DIVISION OF WARWICK (textile and industrial chemicals) * WARWICK WAX (refiners of 

specialty waxes) * RUTHERFORD (lithographic equipment) » SUN SUPPLY (litho- 
graphic supplies) + GENERAL PRINTING INK (Sigmund Uliman + Fuchs & Lang + 
Eagle * American + Kelly * Chemical Color & Supply Inks) * MORRILL (news inks) 

Sun Chemical Corporation  ficectecunicat propucts (coatings & plastics) * PIGMENTS DIVISION 
(pigments for points, plastics, printing inks of all kinds) » OVERSEAS DIVISION 

0G Steast 6 40D Avenue export) + A. C. HORN COMPANY, LIMITED (Canada) + GENERAL PRINTING INK 
Long Island City 1, N. Y. CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED + FUCHS & LANG de MEXICO, S. A. de C. V. 
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Improved resistance to oils, 
grease, chemicals 

Dramatic improvement for polyethylene 

packaging with saran resins 

Saran is the synonym for protective packaging! And saran 

resins will coat your polyethylene materials with this added 
protection . . . and save you time and money in the coating 
ope ration 

\ thin coating of saran resins reduces gas permeability and 

clarity. It 

greases, acids and many organic liquids and vapors. It helps 

Improves adds outstanding resistance to oils 

polyethylene meet the needs of a wide variety of new 

applications. 

But there’s more to coating with saran resins coating than 
product benefits. They are adaptable to commonly used 

equipment. A new saran resin is soluble in acetone, releas- 

ing solvent at lower temperature. Drving requirements are 

. costs are less. lowered .. . coating cycle is speeded up 

For other packaging films, for paper, too . . . it will pay you 
to get the technical data on saran resins from Dow. Write 
today to THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, 
Plastics Sales Department 1879]. 

YOU CAN DEPEND ON 

MODEKN PACKAGING 
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Eastex’s new solid bleached sulfate coated board 
for paraffined cartons jand frozen food containers 

This quality folding boxboard was especially 

developed to meet the industry’s need for an improved 

paperboard with outstanding printing, folding and 
waxing characteristics . . . to satisfy ever-increasing 
demands of man and machine. 

Texcote is new enough to embody the most recent 

technical developments . . . yet, old enough to be proven 
on presses and production lines. A quality package 

deserves a quality board . . . specify Texcote. 

Among the other products produced by Eastex are 
bleached and semi-bleached Fourdrinier boards 
for manufacturing: pails, plates, trays, liquid-tight 

containers, milk cartons, milk-bottle hoods, tags, drinking 
cups, bakery packages, file folders, and tabulating cards. 

Also, many miscellaneous grades for special end-uses. 

TF AST TEXAS Piped Pipe Company 
General Sales Office Eastern Sales Office Midwest Sales Office Western Sales Offices 

P. 0. Box 816, 122 East 42nd St., 1003 Builders Bidg., 1151 South Broadway, 210 California Street, 
Silsbee, Texas New York City, N.Y Chicago, Ill Los Angeles, Calif. Saii Francisco, Calif. 
Telephone—EVergreen 5-3711  Telephone—OxXford 7-2980  Telephone—RAndolph 6-1068  Telephone—Richmond 7-6126 Telephone—SUtter 1-6123 





1. Both samples shown are of the 
same paper. Piece at left has the 
new SILICONE COATING. Other 
sample is untreated. Pressure- 
sensitive tape is pressed firmly 
on each. 

20 

. When lifted, the tape applied to 
silicone coated paper flicks free 
without clinging. Tape applied to 
untreated paper sticks tight. Make 
your own test. 

ALL STICKY PRODUCTS 
Silicones Don’t Contaminate — 
Industrial products, such as rubber and 
asphalt, are not contaminated in the 
least by the new SILICONE COATING. 
Nor are consumer goods, such as 
candy and sweet rolls, affected by the 
“food grade” coating specified for 
food packaging or wrapping. 

Costs No More —For most appli- 
cations, the cost of a Dow Corning 
SILICONE COATING is comparable 
to conventional non-adhesive coatings. 
And, because SILICONE COATING 
adds such little weight, freight costs 
are less than those for conventionally 
coated papers. 

No Undesirable Effect on Paper 
. . Dow Corning’s new SILICONE 

COATING is colorless, odorless, and 
in no woy alters the body or physical 
strength of paper or paperboard. 

Permanent — The SILICONE 
COATING is there to stay and it 
doesn’t come off or deteriorate. You 
can store silicone coated papers 
indefinitely . . . or even re-use them. 

Coating Doesn’t Migrate— 
SILICONE COATING remains on the 
surface to which it’s applied . . 
won't transfer through to the other 
surface, or to the product, even under 
heat and pressure 

Water Repellent — The Dow Corn- 
ing SILICONE COATING is inherently 
water-repellent and imparts this char- 
acteristic to any paper or board to 
which it’s applied. 

Free Samples For full information, samples of silicone coated 

papers, and a list of suppliers, WRITE DEPT. 7323 

Dow Corning CORPORATION 
MIDLAND. MICHIGAN 

ATLANTA BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND DALLAS DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D.C. 

CANADA: COW CORNING SILICONES LTD , TORONTO GREAT BRITAIN: MIDLAND SILICONES LTO LONDON FRANCE: ST GOBAIN, PARIS 
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FISHER’S FOILS LIMITED, EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, 
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IC* PAPER COATINGS Span Every Requirement... 

CONTAINERS will not stip EVEN ON INCLINE 

NOVEMBER 1957 

with 

New Non-Slip 

Emulsion 
for higher, safer stacking 

Enjoy new safety in handling and stacking—with 

IC-101 non-slip emulsion! A thin coating sprayed 

on heavy Kraft bags, boxes, or cartons lets you 
stack higher safely . . . minimizes breakage, 

handling time, and accidents. They actually clutch 

each other . . . providing maximum protection 
from spills in warehousing and shipping. Consider 

the special importance of this emulsion on cartons 

containing bottles or other glassware. 

In addition to its excellent non-slip qualities, 

enjoy these other big advantages of IC-101: 

Contains no organic solvents 

Thins with tap water 

Retains good adhesion—even after repeated 
rubbing 

Reduces ink smudge for neater, cleaner 

packaging 

Sheets can be sprayed in open air easily —with- 

out special booths or ventilation equipment 

Can be used in a web operation without loss of 
speed or at the delivery end of a printer-slotter 

For all the facts on IC-101, contact your IC Paper 

Coatings Specialist or write for the new IC Paper 
Coating Bulletin. 

Interchemical 
CORPORATION 

Finishes Division 
Headquarters Office: 224 McWhorter St., Newark 5, N.J. 

Factories: Chicago, Ill. ¢ Cincinnati, Ohio * Elizabeth, N.J. « 
Los Angeles, Calif. © Newark, N.J. «© Mexico City, Mex. In 
Canada this product is made by Aulcraft Paints Limited, 
Toronto, Ontario and sold under its trademark. */C is a 
trademark of Interchemical Corporation. 



Containers that sell 

med mmm ORO Ree Ie TROT. acmmacacdancn 

High selling power and ease in use are typical of the lithographed metal 

containers produced by J. L. Clark...containers that inspire repeat 

business. Here, complete service is available to you—engineering for 

structural design, the Impulse Design Studio for creative artwork. Here 

is craftsmanship in lithography, in flawless fabrication. Complete infor- 

mation is available in our full color booklet, “Merchandising Magic.” 
Write for your copy today. J. L. Clark Manufacturing Co., Rockford, 
Illinois; Liberty Division Plant and Sales, Lancaster, Pa.; New York 

Sales Office, Chrysler Bldg., New York 17, N. Y. 

Lithographed Metal Containets J.L. CLARK 
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From bins to Hermetet... 

... the Greatest Advancement in Packaging. Hermetet is one of the 

century’s most exciting package developments. An internally lined carton 

—it is infinitely variable to fit various product requirements involving 

moisture, grease, odor, light and leakage. Hermetet is designed for completely 

automatic and semi-automatic packaging operations. It packs, seals, preserves, and 

delivers better. Call or write today for complete details on Hermetet, Department 916. 

Many great products reach the consumer in ‘Cartons by Gardner” ... Yours can, too! 
’ 

THE GARDNER BOARD AND CARTON CO. 
Middietown, Ohio 

Ke gp Manufacturers of Folding Cartons and Boxboards 
GAROMER 
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Bapec needs the touch of talent” 

Siiic is talent, above all, that transforms paper 
Mito a masterpiece—wherher the work of a 

eet Renaissance master, or of modern-day 2 

’ who convert paper for commercial uses 

ASH A 
nafins 

NASHUA PACKAGING TALENTS AVAILABLE TO YOU... Creative Design * Paper Chemistry * Package Engineering 
Coordinated Packaging * Quality Production + Procurement Versatility . . . Nashua Corporation, Nashua, N. H. 
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Featured in this issue... 

Packaging for the table 

Whether it be baked beans, borscht or vitamin pills, more and more products these days 
come in packages designed to go directly from store shelf to dining table. The accent is on 
packages that combine convenience and attractiveness, with brand names and selling copy 
played down or confined to removable labels, outer wrappings or cartons. This “non- 
commercial look” has a definitely commercial objective: The package that comes out of 
the cupboard and stays in plain sight is apt to be emptied and replaced a good deal faster. 
In this survey of an important trend in package design, you’ll find examples of how com- 
panies in various fields are solving the problems that go with packaging for the table. 

Don’t miss ‘‘The Non-Commercial Look,"’ p. 

The food-aeroso!l barrier: Is it broken ? 

Andersen Foods thinks so as it introduces a pressure-packed barbecue sauce, backed by 
intensive test marketing, that may become the first really successful food aerosol other 
than whipped toppings. Called Sizi-Spray, it utilizes a new, non-aerated means of pressure 
dispensing that could have application to a wide variety of foods, such as syrup, cooking 
oils, salad dressings, meat tenderizers and cake frostings. Developed after years of re- 
search, the new package reportedly surmounts the formidable problems that have frus- 
trated the advance of pressurized foods for more than a decade. The eyes of every food 
processor are on this company’s package. If successful, it undoubtedly will skyrocket the 

volume of pressure-packed foods. Read ‘‘Breakthrough in Food Aerosols?"’ p. 

Aluminum cans mark a milestone 

In the first big-volume use of aluminum cans by a major U. S. food manufacturer, Kraft 
Foods is packaging its line of grated cheeses in seamless aluminum cans. First order is for 
5% million units. The containers, produced economically enough to be used once and 
thrown away, are formed on a German-made machine that deep draws cans from alumi- 
num disks in just one pass rather than three to five passes normally required. Kraft believes 
that this fast, economical process, combined with the inherent advantages of aluminum, 
makes the metal commercially feasible for use in volume packaging. The company already 
is casting about for other applications. Turn io “Aluminum Cans for Kraft,” p. 119 

Should you move fast or slow on label changes? 

Libby, McNeill & Libby’s vast array of products and package 
billion labels a year. The company believes it has best solved 
evolutionary rather than revolutionary changes. Continual i 
formats, use of several different designers all are part of Libby’s program of gradual 
packaging modifications. Why and how the program operates is told in this story. 

Read “Libby's Evolving Labels," p. 144 

Coming: a billion aerosol packages every year 

That’s as many containers as have been produced in the first 10 years of pressurized dis- 
pensers—and it’s by no means the ultimate goal. For aerosol spray packages not only 



provide vital customer convenience, they can actually create whole new markets (witness 
hair sprays). As success follows success and as new developments crop up to widen 
aerosol-packaging applications, an increasing variety of products is becoming available 
in spray containers. In 1956 alone, some 100 different types of product were produced 
in 380 million aerosol packages—320 million of which were non-foods. To find out all 
you need to know of what’s what in aerosols today, and what’s coming tomorrow, 

Read this month's Supplier industry Survey, ‘‘Aerosols,"' p. 

Fewer hands make light work 

Masonite Corp. pulls the switch on an adage and satisfies increased demand for pegboard 
packaging by installing an electronic blister-pack heat sealer that turns out twice as many 
carded bubble packages and is vastly more efficient than former hand operation. Item: 
New operation chops in half packaging-material costs because mechanical sealing elimi- 
nates the former need for wide overlaps all around. Now labor costs are way down and 
packaging-material economies are plowed back into improved package appearance by 
investing these savings in two-color cards that replace staid one-coior printing. 

See ‘‘ Automatic Blister Sealing,’’ p. 

Built-in flexibility on the packaging floor 

Can you mix “apples and oranges” in the packaging room? Avon Products says you can— 
and proves it at its giant new plant in suburban Chicago where 135 different cosmetics 
products are being packaged in metal, glass, plastic, paperboard and film. On one wide- 
open floor a dozen different packaging operations have been engineered into 25 lines 
operated by an employee force of more than 200 which can be moved when needed to 
any line or to the laboratories’ own bottle silk-screening department. This super-efficient 
set-up makes for flexibility and versatility, so necessary to packaging operations today. 

Don't bypass ‘'An Acre of Efficiency,"’ p. 

Polyester film flexes its muscles 

In one of the first applications of a new brand of heat-seal-coated polyester film, Johnson’s 
Products Co. comes up with a double-coated, 242-mil-film tube package that takes the 
place of a caulking gun in dispensing sealing compound. Said to fill the bill as an inex- 
pensive package with which users can accurately control the amount of squeeze-out, it 
ies ts Gaanealiatly Gadement to farina and endlen. The film is heat sealable on both 
sides, so it is easily formed into tubular shape. And strength of seal equals that of the film 
itself, which means do-it-yourselfers can’t get sticky caulking compound on their hands. 

More details in ‘Polyester Film for Caulker,"' p. 

Fluorocarbon film makes its bow in packaging 

Debut of a fluorocarbon film pouch as a sturdy, flexible, unbreakable package for sterile 
surgical sutures demonstrates the fantastic properties of the only transparent film so far 
known to withstand the prolonged high temperatures necessary for surgical sterilization 
while at the same time offering the necessary impermeability to formaldehyde, water and 
alcohol. Once considered too costly for packaging use, the performance of this material 
as a thin-gauge film calls for re-evaluation of this plastic in the pharmaceutical and sur- 

gical-supply industry. See ‘‘Enter: Fiuorocarbon Film," p. 

A carton that pours just half a cupful every time 

Way detergent hits the market garbed in a self-metering carton that dispenses with each 
pour just enough of the product for a sink full of dishes. For laundry, the bigger the load 
the more times you pour. The self-measuring meter is incorporated in a one-piece carton 
by means of an integral, die-cut, scored section which is folded and glued inside the car- 
ton. In operation it provides a loading chamber, a valve through which contents flow 
into the chamber when the carton is tipped and a discharge chute through which the 
metered portion of detergent flows out. Metered carton is said to be functional for a 
wide range of granular and dry, powdery products. And the meter, of course, can be 
designed to dispense a product in either smaller or larger quantities. 

Read ‘‘Self-Metering Carton," p. 162 
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The 

non-commercial 

look 

A concept in package design seems to be taking 

hold that is absolutely contrary to long-accepted 

marketing practice. It might be dubbed the “non 

commercial look.” 

To give the consumer the ultimate in attractive 

containers that can go right from store shelf to 

dining table without transfer to other cooking ot 

serving dish. some manufacturers seem to be making 

a deliberate attempt to play down brand name and 

other selling copy-—-even to eliminate it entirely in 

some instances, 

Sometimes the objective is achieved simply hy 

using more decorative and less commercial-looking 

labeling. More often. however, it is being attained 

by the use of removable labels, outer wrappings o1 

cartons which make the brand stand out sharply on 

store shelf, but are meant to be removed once the 

package arrives in the home. The package that goes 

As seen on the table, no trademarks show on these packag 

Each is designed so that selling copy on labels, tags, overwraps 

and caps is removed when package goes into use in the home. 

Photo illustrates packages for Hudson napkins, Crisco, Diamond 

Crystal salt, Upjohn’s Unicaps, Big Top peanut butter, Gristede 

private-brand mustard, Rexall Table Sweet, a sugar substitute. 

> > 

i 



to the table thus may be attractive, in good design 

taste, completely void of commercialism. 

I'wo valid reasons are responsible for the trend: 

1. Eagerness of busy American housewives for 

prepared foods in packages that do away with pots 

and pans and—in this new extension of the trend 

even with dinner plates and dishes. 

2. Progress of the design profession and the con- 

tainer-manufacturing industries in making available 

mass-produced, throwaway containers attractive 

enough for the modern housewife to accept in table 

settings. 

Typical examples are the now-familiar Kraft 

Party Snack cheeses in their colorful aluminum-foil 

cups’ and General Foods Good Seasons salad dress- 

ing bottle, both carrying no trade identity except 

what is seen on the lids. The Party Snacks packages 

have by now become as familiar to the cocktail tray 

as the martini pitcher and—-even though the identi- 

fying lid is removed——no one needs to be told that 

these are Kraft cheeses. 

The increasing popularity of prepared frozen 

i t ‘ ‘ 4 

While not a package in itself, General Foods 

Good Seasons shaker-serving bottle is an integral 

part of salad-dressing kit designed to take the 

product right to the table. Various salad-seasoning 

mixes come in laminated foil envelope ‘ 

Colorful aluminum foil cups for Kraft Party 
a Snack cheeses put on party manners simply by 

removing lids carrying brand and product identity 
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foods in aluminum trays and pans is continually en- 

couraging more of this technique. With electronic 

cooking as a near-future possibility, food packagers 

and designers are predicting that even more- 

attractive containers will be needed to enable these 

foods to go from store shelf to dining table in their 

packages. Glass, ceramics, foil and paper will be 

called upon to transmit microwave energy so that 

foods packaged in these materials may be cooked 

electronically within a matter of seconds. 

Container manufacturers already are working to 

provide aluminum containers with color decoration 

that will withstand high heat. And it is not at all 

unlikely that economical molded as well as flexible 

(polyester) plastic containers that will withstand 

cooking temperatures will be economically feasible 

in the not-too-distant future. 

Historically, the makers of glass containers were 

among the first to recognize the possibilities of 

straight-to-the-table packaging. Of recent vears 

Eat it from the package! 

syrups, honey, jams and jellies, cheese spreads, 

salad oils, vinegar, prepared mustards and other 

food specialties have been appearing in decorative, 

special-mold, minimum-labeled glass containers not 

only attractive for serving as they are, but often 

prized for their after-uses. Today the list is growing 

to include many more of these packages for such 

items as soya. cocktail and barbecue sauces. 

The number of brands of frozen shrimp cocktail 

on the market in stemware glass packages ready to 

serve simply by removing trademarked lids is an 

indication of the trend. 

Rokeach Borscht literally started a decanter boom 

in borscht’ that has spread to practically all brands. 

Dessert toppings of fruit and chocolate sauce are 

popular items in designed-for-the-table glass con- 

tainers. And several packers of olives, pickles and 

grated cheese have broken away from traditional 

Mopexn Packacinc, Sept., 

Frozen pies and dinners in aluminum containers do away 

with pots and pans, dishes and dishwashing. General Foods pro- 

motes aluminum packages as serving dishes in smart photographs 

of attractive table arrangements. Trade identity is not sacrificed. 

[his is played up on outer wrap, discarded prior to cooking. 
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Aesthetic carafe bottle for Rexall Table 
Sweet, a liquid sugar substitute, carries an easily 

removable label that reads: “Keep this gracefu 

serving bottle on your table.” 

PHOTO COURTESY OWENS-ILLINOTS 

<I 

—— 

a - RAKED BEAYS 

~~ 

Glass bean-pot packages go right from store 

to oven to table. Burbank Canning Co. is market 

ing its Brown Crock Brick Oven Beans with Pork 

in three different sizes—all reproductions of old 

fashioned pottery containers 

bottle shapes to offer squat jars simulating hand- 

blown design, attractive and convenient for serving 

the contents. 

Replicas of old-fashioned earthenware pots are 

being reproduced in ovenproof glass as efficient heat- 

and-eat packages for baked beans. In addition to its 

regular canned baked beans, Burnham & Morrill Co. 

is promoting more extensively than ever today in 

point-of-sale displays its B & M Brick Oven baked 

heans in glass bean pots that look exactly like old- 

fashioned pottery bean pots. The glass containers 

are much more efficient from a production and pro- 

tective standpoint than former earthenware counter- 

parts. On the West Coast, Burbank Canning Co., 

Burbank, Calif., has just introduced an individual 

7-oz., single-service bean-pot package as a compan- 

ion package to its 28-0z. and 14-0z. Sunday Supper 

Pack jars of Brown Crock Brick Oven Baked Beans 

with Pork. All three jars are oven glassware de- 

signed for serving at the table. 

Even pharmaceutical houses, strangely enough, 

have discovered the merchandising advantages of 

suitable-for-the-table packages. 

The idea is highly applicable to daily vitamins, 

artificial sweeteners and other products of the drug 

industries which families customarily consume with 

meals. By now, no less than three drug companies 

Upjohn, Lederle and Miles Laboratories—have 

introduced vitamins in various styles of attractive 

apothecary jars with a minimum of trade identifi- 

cation. encouraging the placing of these dietary 

supplements right on the breakfast table. 

Rexall Drug Co, is putting out a liquid sweetener 

called “Table Sweet.” a sugar substitute for reducing 

or diabetic diets, in a 5-in.-high, special-mold bottle 

with white color-applied bottom half to simulate the 

raflia wrapping on coffee carafes. The decorative 

bottle itself carries no trade identification of any 

kind. All this is relegated to a double-fold hang-tag, 

which also carries directions for use and suggests, 

“Keep this eraceful serving bottle for use on your 

table.” 

Abbott Laboratories is reportedly coming out 

with its Sucaryvl Sweetener in a decorative bottle 

with drip pouring cap for use at the table. Abbott 

is expected to be out soon with a modern squat, 

hour-glass-shaped bottle for a whole line of vitamins. 

Sometimes these table packages lead a double life. 

In the Pittsburgh area. the H. W. Given Co. (H. F. 

Botsford Div.), Carnegie. Pa., is now market testing 

Tweeds Mustard gift packaged in fine-blown, hand- 

painted glass containers that first carry mustard to 

the table and later serve as salt and pepper shakers. 

Che shakers themselves carry no trade identity. Sell- 

ing data are printed on a wrap-around paperboard 

sleeve which holds the two containers and promotes 

the fine glass with its 22-carat gold decoration as a 

luxury item selling for 49 cents. In its promotion, 

the company points out that gift shops sell the same 

containers empty for 79 cents; thus the purchaser of 

the gift-packaged mustard gets a bargain. 

Aluminum-foil containers for frozen meat pies, 

frozen dinners and other heat-and-eat foods not only 

free the housewife from cleaning pots and pans, but 

if they can carry the hot food right to the table 

place-setting, also eliminates the use of plates and 

dishes. Leading packagers in this field, such as 

Swanson and General Foods, are now heavily pro- 

moting these aluminum packages as serving dishes 

by featuring them in smart photographs of attractive 

table arrangements. 

Of course, the producers of such prepared frozen 

foods do not have to sacrifice trade identity in the 

store, as they can play this up all they want on the 
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outer carton or wrap that the consumer discards. 

\s competition in this field grows keener, how- 

ever. there are indications that efforts are being 

made to step up the appearance of the containers 

and also get some kind of subtle brand identity that 

diners may recognize. Armour’s Pan O’ Gold frozen 

frying chicker is already out in an aluminum tray 

that is gold colored, promoted to double as frying 

pan and serving tray. All actual brand identification 

and cooking instructions are on a printed paper- 

hoard lid that is removed before placing the pan 

in the oven, but the golden tray is distinctive. 

Trade reports indicate that more of such packag- 

ing is on the way. One converter is working on de- 

signs that eliminate the jagged edges on formed 

aluminum containers to make them look more like 

silver serving dishes. This firm is also developing 

“bhakeable inks” to withstand higher cooking tem- 

peratures and colorful coatings that can be used 

without imparting a chemical taste to the packaged 

products. The containers will be similar to present 

heat-and-eat travs, but neater and more colorful. 

Beyond home-use packaging considerations, it is 

believed more decorative foil containers will be de- 

manded for institutional feeding operations and 

meal serving on airlines. They are being considered 

also for use in vending machines that dispense hot 
foods. Thomas A. Bucklev. vice president in charge 

of sales and marketing of the Vendo Co., envisions 

smart throw-away containers more closély resem- 

bling conventional tableware for this purpose in the 

future. Thin, vacuum-formed plastic dishes might 

be a possibility. if a resin sufficiently heat resistant 

ean be used, 

Stamped heavy aluminum foil dishes in the shapes 

of clam and scallop shells have been suggested to 

package individual servings of frozen pre-cooked 

PHOTO COURTESY HAZEL-ATLAS GLASS 

Shrimp cocktail, complete with sauce, is ready 

to serve simply by removing the lithographed 

metal cap from the decorative glass container. 
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deviled crab and a number of other seafood items. 

The basic principle of the non-commercial pack- 

ave, valued for its good looks during its’ service in 

the home, is also beginning to be widely applied to 

conventional package forms. 

One producer is marketing shortening in color- 

fully designed cans with no permanent trade identifi- 

cation: brand and product information are confined 

to removable paper labels which the housewife is 

urged to remove in order to have a container that 

will be aesthetically pleasing on the kitchen counter 

or range. The White King Soap Co. has brought out 

a household cleanser in decorator cans to match 

kitchen decor: the consumer has her choice of pink, 

vellow or turquoise. Here again, the only selling 

information appears on tear-off labels. Of course, 

Cameo started the dressing of kitchen cleanser sev- 

eral years ago with its molded plastic slip-cover can 

sold as a deal with the regular can it was intended 

to conceal. 

Paper packaging. too. can be given a non-com- 

mercial look. Table-size salt containers now being 

put out by Diamond Crystal Salt Co. are covered 

with woodgrain paper with no trade data. They carry 

only the letter “S” for salt. Two of these, along with 

a wooden empty one bearing the letter “P” for 

pepper are cellophane wrapped as a selling unit. 

Diamond Crystal identification and selling copy are 

printed on the cellophane, thrown away when the 

package is opened. 

Morton's table salters also minimize trade iden- 

tity. The tiny blue shakers show only a reproduction 

of the “When it rains, it pours” little girl trademark 
and the words. “Morton Iodized Salt.” in very small 

type. 

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp. packages its luxury 
=] paper damask dinner [Continued on page 252) 

Double-life packages for Tweed’s Mustard first 

carry mustard to table and later serve as salt and 

pepper shakers. Containers carry no trade identity. 

All printing is on paperboard boot which pro- 

motes the hand-painted, 22-carat-gold decorated 

glass. Boot by Container Corp. of America. 



Streamlined cylindrical shape of package per- 

mits cans to be interlocked and stacked in dis- 

plays. Eye-catching label is paper-backed gold 

foil, silk screened in eight colors, predominantly 

brown and pink. It achieves a “food look.” 

Breakthrough 
on the West Coast last month of a 

new brand of barbecue sauce carries more than pass- 

ing interest. “Sizl-Spray” may be the first really 

successful food aerosol (other than the familiar 

whipped toppings) because it is the first to hit the 

market using newly discovered means of pressure 

dispensing foods in non-aerated form. Now, for the 

first time, the full story can be told. 

Introduced by Andersen Foods of Menlo Park, 

Calif.. a division of Heublein, Inc., the Sizl-Spray 

can incorporates an ingenious combination of spe- 

cial valve and applicator designs, gas mixtures 

and product preparation. The package is being 
studied with intense interest by dozens of other food 

processors who have long wanted push-button pack- 

ages if only their product could be expelled in solid, 

rather than foamy, form. 

For more than a decade, the record of pressurized 

foods has been one of frustration and disappoint- 

ment—-with the notable exception of whipped cream 

and other foamed toppings, which ran up sales of 

60,000,000 units last year out of a total aerosol 

market of 380,000,000 cans. * 

It remained for Andersen’s package, produced on 

the specially designed facilities of a Southern Calli- 

fornia contract packager and backed by years of 

research by a major can company, to solve the prob- 

lems of non-foamy dispensing and to come up with 

an aerosol sauce that many experts rate as having 

a better than even chance of success. It may be the 

breakthrough that will lead to a flood of food prod- 

ucts dispensed from pressurized containers. 

The problems were formidable: 

> First, compressed, refrigerant-type “liquid” pro- 

pellents are not accepted for food use by the Food 

& Drug Administration. This restricts the packers 

to compressed gases, such as nitrogen, carbon di- 

oxide and nitrous oxide—propellents that previously 

held a reputation for diminishing rapidly as the 
container was emptied, often leaving as much as 

one-third of the product behind. 

>» Next, consumer reaction to foam-type products 

except whipped cream— has always been negative, so 

wet-spray and solid-stream patterns had to be de- 

vised. These are very hard to control and necessi- 

tated the design of special applicators and gas 

mixtures and pressures. 

At the start. Heublein was just looking for some 

* swe Aerosols Su r Industry Survey, p. 122, this issue, 
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in food aerosols ? 
Heublein’s pressure-packed barbecue sauce I I 

may really open the vast food field to push-button packaging, 

because it overcomes the problem of aeration 

new products. First move in this direction was the 

purchase, one year ago, of Andersen Foods Co., a 

California packer of specialty soups. 

With a plant available, the next logical step was 

a series of new cooking sauces to complement the 

company’s already successful “A-1” condiment. In 

this day of outdoor cookery, no product fits the 

market more aptly than a good barbecue sauce. 

However, regional flavor preferences and a welter 

of local brand names have historically prevented 
any one company from gaining dominance in this 

market. Heublein decided that what was needed to 

turn the trick was a packaging innovation of star- 

tling novelty. And so the idea for a pressure can 

was born. Here is the inside story on how the tech- 

nical roadblocks were broken: 

One of the biggest factors in pressure dispensing 

is viscosity. Many of the foods that show the biggest 
promise for aerosol packing-—-ard barebcue sauce 

is one of them—-are highly viscous. A closely re- 

lated point is particle size. The semi-liquid food 

must be fine enough to pass through a tiny appli- 

cator nozzle without clogging. 

Thus, Heublein’s first job was to formulate its 
sauce with light consistency and to find a way of 

reducing the normal pulp content. The exact pro- 

cedure for the latter is still a tightly guarded secret, 

hut can be broadly described as an homogenization 

to reduce particle size. 

The next step was to select the propellent. With a 

wet-spray pattern, which covers a 4-in. circle at a 

distance of 12 to 18 in., propellent action is pri- 

marily limited to pushing down on the product from 

the headspace, thus forcing it up the dip tube and 

out of the applicator nozzle. Low solubility in the 

gases is a definite asset, since it prevents gas loss 

during dispensing. But gas mixtures vary widely in 

their solubility in different foods. Also, carbon di- 
oxide creates a slightly acid taste in the product; 

nitrous oxide, a sweetish taste. 

After much experimentation, a mixture of these 

two propellents was picked that cancelled out the 
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objectionable flavor changes and had the right solu- 

bility. It does have some solubility in the sauce. 

And as the product is dispensed, some of the dis- 

solved gas leaves the solution for the headspace, 

creating a new equilibrium pressure. Of course. 

there is some loss with the dispensed product, but 

it is so slight that less than 5% of the product is left 

in the can. Residual pressure is about 25 psig. The 

charging pressure and shaking cycle are very im- 

portant factors in controlling gas solubility and thus 

minimizing product waste. 

A special, molded polyethylene actuator, with an 

insert containing spiral grooves, serves to spin the 

sauce just before it reaches the orifice. Centrifugal 

action of the spinning liquid, plus some break-up 

Non-foamy spray pattern from Sizl-Spray aero- 

sol illustrates wholly new technique for dispensing 

viscous foods. Double cap (lower right) insures 

tight closure when container is not is use. 



from the slight evaporation of propellent. opens the 

stream into a conical, easily controlled spray pattern. 

Both the actuator and the nylon valve have self 

cleaning openings that minimize the chance of clog 

ging by food particles. Other than this feature, 

though, the valve is standard. The polyethylene dip 

tube is curved and reaches into one corner of the 

can to minimize product residue. A dot of paint o1 

SAACRARS COVEEESY PRECISION VALE 

Cross-section view of new food 

aerosol shows design features that make 

it work. Bent dip tube keeps product 

residue at a minimum. Two-piece actua 

tor has spiral grooves which serve t 

break up the product strean 

the valve rim indicates the side to which the tube is 

bent and a note on the label advises the user to twist 

the actuator in this direction. 

Two other factors requiring special attention dur- 

ing the formulation and design stages were chemical 

and bacteriological stability of the product. 

There is definite evidence that foods under pres- 

-ure are more corrosive than the same foods pret hed 

at normal atmospheric pressure. However, at this 

time. not enough facts have been gathered to formu 

late definite conclusions on packaging specifications 

and shelf life. Therefore, each product has to be 

tested individually. 

With regard to the second point, low pl foods 

~uch as barbec ue sauce, can be 

~erved if filled hot into the cans (195 to 200 deg. FL). 

While these problems were being solved. a de 

successfully pre 

signer was picked to tackle the surface appearanc: 

of the package. 

From dozens of color combinations and basi: 

designs. Heublein picked a high-style combination 

featuring pink and dark brown, with a keystone 

front panel bounded on both sides by stylized bai 

becue chefs. Informative labeling on the ean is in 

black. 

lo mask the characteristic aerosol shape and also 

to vive a sense of bulk, a full-width cylindrical metal 

cap was chosen. Colored solid brown, with a white. 

convex center spot for price marking, this cap gives 

sanitary protection for the valve and permits stack- 

ing the cans for display. Diameter of this closure 

is such that it fits just within the outer can rim. A 

second, smaller, inner cap, attached to the outer 

closure, covers the valve rim and helps give the 

cover a tight friction fit. 

Rather than start directly with a lithographed 

can, which would pretty well freeze the design, 

Heublein is using an applied label—silk screening 

the design in eight colors on paper-backed, gold- 

colored foil. 

The cost of this spare-no-expense poli« y comes 

high, but at least gives the company time to decide 

-uch ticklish questions as whether or not the “Sizl” 

should have another “z.” and whether the phrase 

“Charged with harmless gas (nitrous oxide and 

earbon dioxide)” merely raises an unpleasant and 

unnecessary question in the public mind. 

At present. the pa kage contains 9 oz. of produc a 

packed in a standard, 12-0z., 211 x 413, domed 

aerosol can. [t carries a suggested retail price of 89 

cents. Market research by the company indicates 

that the average price for {Continued on page 238 | 

Supplies and services: (stom loading of aerosols 

by Western Filling Corp., 6423 Bandini Blvd., Los 

ingeles 22. Aerosol can by Continental Can Co., 100 

Fk. 42 St.. New York. Overcap by Sterling Seal Co.. 

krie. Pa. Actuator molded by Calmar Co., 6800 Me 

Kinley Ave., Los Angeles 1. Valve by Precision Valve 

Corp., 700 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers 3, N. Y. Label 

and cap design by Koodin-Lapow Associates, 250 W., 

9” St., New York. Can filler by Hope Machine Co., 

O100 State Rd., Philadelphia 14, Pa. Gassing machines 

and shakers by Alpha Engineering & Machine Works, 

lac. GOO W. Central Rd., Mt. Prospect, 1 
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All-aluminum cans for Kraft grated cheese. produced with thin-gauge seamless bodies by 

drawing from sheet, are economical enough to be expendable 

table. Kraft, first in the food industry to adopt the aluminum can, has ordered 5'. 

. attractive enough to be used on the 

million of these 

Aluminum cans for Kraft 

First big-scale production from new U.S. plant 

drawing cans from aluminum disks goes to Kraft Foods to provide 

a colorful. functional, expendable shaker for grated cheese 

| milestone has been reached in alumi- 

num's big push for a share of the can market with 

the adoption by Kraft Foods of seamless aluminum 

cans for its line of grated cheeses. 

The company’s initial order of 545 million units 

marks the first big-volume use of aluminum cans in 

the U.S. food industry. 

It also marks the first commercial production 

from large-scale deep-drawing equipment specially 

developed for the economical use of aluminum in 

cans. Kraft’s cheese containers, the result of lengthy 

research and development by one of the major 

aluminum companies—which has now set up full- 

scale can-production facilities in Indiana—are 

drawn in just one pass through a two-station Ger- 

man machine. Such cans previously required as 

many as five passes through forming machinery. 

Faster, more economical can production thus is be- 

lieved to put aluminum on a more solid competitive 

footing with steel. 

Kraft’s decision to package in aluminum has 

further significance in that it represents the first 
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test of aluminum cans in volume on a straight. one- 

time cost basis without a salvage factor. Earlier. 

Esso Standard Oil Co. announced that it will use at 

least 35 million aluminum cans for motor oil (see 

“Aluminum Moves into Oil-Can Business.” page 

232. this issue). These will be made exactly like steel 

cans by the two can companies and the metal will be 

salvaged and melted down for re-use. 

The new thin-wall Kraft cheese cans are drawn 

from aluminum disks into two sizes. each with a 

body-wall thickness of 0.009 in. and internal diam- 

eter of 1.890 in. With the special drawing technique 

used by the aluminum company, can heights can be 

obtained up to four times the diameter. The smaller 

can is 3%. in. high and contains 11% oz. of Kraft 

Grated Parmesan Cheese or 2 oz. of Kraft Grated 

\merican. The larger can, 511% in. tall, holds 3 oz 

of Parmesan. A two-piece swivel shaker top is 

crimped onto the can with [Continued on page 254] 

Supplies and services: Cans developed and pro- 

duced by Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., 1924 

Broadway, Oakland 12, Calif. 



Automatic 

blister 

Vasonite doubles production of 

thermoformed carded packages 

for metal pegboard fixtures 

with machine installation 

that saves labor and materials 

improved appearance is assured by more uniform, se- 

curely 

sealer 

lulose 

coated 

UJ... of carded, thermoformed blister packages, 

faced with the necessity of speeding up production. 

may find special interest in the experience of the 

Masonite Co, in packaging metal fixtures for peg- 

boards. 

At its Bellwood, Ill., plant, Masonite has adopted 

a mechanized procedure, using a high-speed blister- 

pack sealer that reportedly has (1) nearly doubled 

production, (2) reduced labor costs and (3) effected 

packaging-material savings that permit two-color in- 

stead of one-color printing for the cards. 

The pegboard fixtures are assembled in units and 

packaged in a cellulose acetate butyrate blister 

honded to a 4-by-5-in. merchandising card which 

is coated with an extruded thin laver of the same 

material. 

When the company introduced a blister pack some 

\ears ago. it was assembled entirely by hand. This 

was before the unprecedented demand for pegboards 

and fixtures that has grown with their popularity 

for store display and home use as wallboards, shelf 

brackets and easels. Today, with pegboards appear- 

ing everywhere, Masonite’s big problem is to keep 

production and packaging of fixtures ahead of de- 

mand. And one way was to get away from inefficient 

hand packaging. 
Until a few months ago the individual package 

sealed package on new electronic heat produced 
Pac kage s, from 

acetate butyrate blister bonded to a 4-by-5-in. card, 

emerging chute, are comprised of 

sith an extruded thin laver of the e material sam 

components fixtures, card and transparent plastic 

blister 

manual procedure. 

were brought together by a completely 

ven sealing of the blister to the card surface 

was a hand operation. The blister was fitted in place 

and held by a lip of the card. Sealing was effected 

by pressing the flange of the blister against a 

pressure-sensitive coating on the card with a hand 

roller, Depending as it did on variable hand pres- 

sure. the seal sometimes was not hermetically sound. 

ly 

W to 400 doz. finished packages by this system. 

1 an &-hr. day, six women and one man produced 

~ 

Such production was adequate, but in anticipation 

of the constantly increasing demand that appeared 

inevitable, Masonite decided to mechanize its pack- 

iging operation. 

Introduction of one mechanical element into the 
packaging line doubled production, eliminated one 

employee and produced a much more effectively 

sealed and attractively displayed package. The fact 

that only one step in the packaging procedure re- 

sponded so successfully to automation also means 

that the company has found the key to increasing 

production as it is needed. 

\ high-speed electronic blister-pack sealer in- 

stalled to perform the final sealing operation elimi- 

nates the hand roller. An operator simply places 
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the plastic bubble in one of six receptacles on the 

machine’s revolving table top. As the table top re- 

volves, receptacles enter the electrode housing in a 

-teady progression, Once in the housing. bubble and 

hutyrate-coated cards are placed in a press between 

two electrodes. current Radio-frequency passes 

through the two layers of plastic. fusing them in 

« hermetic seal. Up to 25 packages per minute can 

he produced on the machine. which can be changed 

over in a matter of minutes to handle a wide variety 

of sizes up to a maximum of 6 by 9 in. 

Formerly, four employees counted fixtures, one 

folded the card and inserted the bubble. and a sixth 

did the sealing. The seventh placed 12 finished units 

in standard chipboard cartons. 

The new installation requires one less person. 

since one operator alone can insert card and blister 

in the machine that completes the package. Produc- 

tion is now rated at approximately 700 doz. a day. 

The most important direct saving attributable to 

the sealer. according to manager Donald Siwicki, 

has been in the cost of the ecard and bubble. This 

cost, he says, is only half what it was with the old 

hand-sealed cards because mechanical sealing elimi- 

nates the need of wide overlaps all around, using 
more material. 

Another advantage is improved package appear- 

ance. One-color-printed cards were used with the old 

sealing system. The savings in material costs have 

heen invested in stepped-up, two-color cards for the 

new packages. 
Taking all the economic advantages into con- 
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Sealing machine (in back- 

ground) eliminates former hand 

folding and insertion of bubble 

in card, as well as sealing with 

Workers in fore 

drop fixtures in pre- 

hand roller 

ground 

formed blisters. Machine operator 

places filled blisters in receptacles 

on turntable, positions card on 

top. In machine, blister and cellu 

lose-acetate-butyrate-coated — card 

are bonded together Completed 

packages are packed in shipping 

cartons by opérator who also sup- 

plies line with components. 

Close-up of machine shows detail of control 
panel and revolving table with six receptacles. 

Speed is rated at 25 per minute. Change-over for 

<ize reportedly takes only a matter of minutes. 

sideration, Masonite expects the machine to pay for 

itself in its first year of operation. 

Supplies and services: Blister-pack heat sealer by 

Erdco Engineering Corp., Official & Westgate Sts., 

{ddison, Ill. Blisters Plastofilm, Inc., 

Wheaton, Ill., from plastic sheet (Eastman’s cellulose 

acetate butyrate) supplied by Campco Div. of Chicago 

Molded Products Co., 2717 N. Normandy Ave., Chi- 
cago. Display card by Franklin Folding Box Co., 1914 

W. 14 St., Chicago 8. 

made by 



VEY OF A SUPPLYING INDUSTRY 
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HOW AEROSOLS HAVE GROWN 
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Production «of non-food aerosols last year reached 320 million 

units, in an industry which started only 10 years before. Food 

rosols now re ady for big new growth added 60 million units 

last year. Photo shows a typical refrigerated loading line for non 

food aerosols, Fluorinated hydrocarbon propellent, a liquid under 

refrigeration, provides the pressure that makes aerosols efficient 

MILLIONS OF UNITS 
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Pushbutton cans and bottles. one of the major postwar developments 

in convenience packaging, are already close 

to half-a-billion units a year 

3 ressurized dispensing packages. familiarly 

Known as aerosols, are among the most complex and 

Iso one of the fastest growing of the newer tvpes 

ol prac kages, 

\erosols 

expendable form are just 10 years old. 

in their popular and practical low 

pressure, 

During that time spectacular advances have been 

duced. but 380 million of these were accounted 

Well over ia billion aerosols have heen pro 

for in the single year 1956. 

Specifically, there were 320) million non-food 

aerosols produced in) 1956, according to. statistics 

compiled by the Chemical Specialties Mfrs. Assn., 

trade group of the aerosol industry. Food aerosols. 

which started with whipped cream in 1948, totaled 

an estimated 60 million units last year. Further- 

more, it is believed the aerosol total. food and non- 

food, will near the half-billion mark this vear and 

may easily pass a billion units annually early in 

the 1960s, 

The value of aerosol containers, valves and pro- 

pellents produced last year reached an estimated 

$56 million. Non-foods were $5! million for con- 

tainers. valves and propellents; food aerosols (al- 

most entirely for whipped toppings) were $5 mil- 

lion. Another SLO million were probably spent for 

custom loading and filling. 

In their impact on marketing and their spread 

over many product fields, aerosols have been spec- 

tacular. Some LOO different types of products and 

many hundreds of brands are now packaged in aero- 

sols. Of these, hair lacquers, at 80 million units in 

1956: whipped toppings (60 million) ; insecticides 

52 million): shaving lathers (42 million); room 

deodorants (35 million); paints and other coatings 

(23 million). and fragrances (9 million) are the 

major non-food product categories at the present 

time. 

Just how volatile the aerosol can be saleswise is 

indicated by the fact that aerosol shaves jumped 

from nothing in 1950 to 42 million units in 1954 

and in doing so wrested almost half of the total dol- 
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and poised for big expansion 

lar market away from the older, well-advertised 

creams and soaps. 

Hair sprays present an even more spectacular 

ascent. This product probably wouldn't exist if it 

were not for the aerosol principle. The question 

here was not one of sharing an existing market, but 

of creating an entirely new market. This is what 

happened: In 1953 production of aerosol hair sprays 

reached 16 million units. far more than double the 

previous year's output. In 1954, the total again more 

than doubled. In the following year, hair sprays 

increasing variety of aerosol containers is 

illustrated by this group (from left to right): all- 

vlass, steel can, molded melamine, molded nylon, 

vinyl-coated glass and aluminum can. 
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Research has licked technical problems that once seemed insurmountable. Here a 

strobe camera records spray pattern of a test container against 

captured the No. 2 spot in the aerosol field with a 

total of nearly 59 million units. And last year they 

skyrocketed to 80 million units and first place. 

Success stories like this have caused many a 

product, manufacturer to give careful study to the 

role an aerosol might play in his own packaging- 

merchandising future. There are more aerosol sur- 

prises in store. Some of them will shake existing 

markets and some may create new ones, seemingly 

overnight. 

The aerosol’s success has come despite relatively 

high cost. The average non-food aerosol costs at 

least 20 cents as a package. (Containers average 

about 4 cents: valves. 4 cents: propellent, 7 to 10 

cents, and loading 3 to 5 cents.) Food aerosols are 

said to average about 12 cents, the lower cost being 

due to the fact that inexpensive compressed gases 

carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, nitrogen, or a com- 

bination of these-—are used instead of the more- 

costly liquefied fluorinated hydrocarbon propellents 

required for most non-food aerosols. 

The liquefied propellent is preferred in most ap- 

plications because it provides a steady, uniform 

pressure as long as one drop of liquid propellent is 

available for vaporization inside the package. It is 
like a coiled steel spring, always able to supply 

pressure until the last particle of product is dis- 

pensed. The liquefied gases, on the other hand, are 

not only more expensive, hut lack some of the 

grid lines 

properties that make compressed gases more readily 

acceptable for products taken internally, which ac- 

counts for the dominance of the latter product in the 

food-aerosol field. 

Despite its cost. -roughly two to four times as 

much as a non-pressurized can or bottle — Americans 

love the aerosol because of its convenience. It ap- 

peals to our basic fondness for efficiency: it gets 

the job done better. faster and frequently more 

economically, because many products in atomized 

form will go much further. 

The aerosol, because it has built-in muscles, is 

essentially part of the same movement that saw the 

end of scrub boards, Saturday bake days and shav- 

ing mugs. The “working package.” which seeks to 

bring automation into the home, is one of the major 

influences in today’s packaging-merchandising 

scheme and the aerosol is certainly one of the most 

successful examples of taking the work out of the 

product before it leaves the factory. 

THE INDUSTRY 

Aerosol packages draw cob see PaNY fields that 

the term “industry” applies only in a very broad 

sense. There are 15 container suppliers. Three major 

producers manufacture beer-style aerosol cans. A 
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number of companies produce glass aerosol con- 

tainers, but only two firms supply vinyl-coated glass 

aerosols, Aluminum containers are used to a small 

extent, as are molded melamine and nylon con- 

tainers. High-pressure all-steel containers are pro- 

duced for industrial, agricultural and institutional 

aerosols. Three companies produce the refrigerant- 

type fluorocarbon propellents used in most non-food 

aerosols and a fourth producer is entering the field. 

There are some 20 suppliers of valves, but three 

or four companies probably produce 9047 of the 

valves. There is a tendency to specialization in the 

types of valves and new valves, particularly meter- 

ing and special-purpose types, are being developed. 

The loading and filling of aerosols is a field to 

itself, requiring an immense amount of know-how 

and relatively complex, expensive equipment. There 

are two major loading systems: one called “cold 

fill” (generally faster) and the other known a 

. pressure fill” (best suited for cold-sensitive prod- 

ucts and smaller volumes). Some 15 companies are 

the principal suppliers of aerosol loading. sealing 

and testing equipment, 

Phere are 65 or more custom loaders in the United 

States. Some 35 of these are in the East, 20 in the 

Midwest. five on the West Coast and five in the 

Big new field for aerosols is in pharmaceuticals, where 

the opportunity to apply treatment without touching in- 

jured or ailing tissues has obvious advantages. Typical of 

dozens of products now on the market are these three: a 

liquid surgical dressing, a topical anaesthetic, an analgesic 

South. These loaders range in size from small up 

to those with 120-unit-per-minute lines capable of 
producing a hundred million aerosols per year. 

The custom loaders (and this at best is only a 

guesstimate) probably produce about three-fifths of 

the aerosols. or about 230 million of the food and 

non-food units turned out last year, leaving about 
150 million units produced by the product mar- 

keter on in-plant or captive lines. Aerosol loading 

in the product marketer’s plant is economical 

only when he has large and sustained volume. 

\mong the outstanding operations of this type are 

lines installed by Bridgeport Brass, Colgate, Men- 

nen, American Home Products, Stanley Home Prod- 

ucts, Rexall, Revlon, Reddi-W ip and Carter Products. 

\ final segment of the aerosol-supplying industry 
includes suppliers of laboratory equipment, con- 

sultants. and development and testing laboratories. 

THE PACKAGE 

By accepted definition, an aerosol container is a 

gastight package equipped with a valve and pres- 

surized for dispensing a product with a propellent 

gas. Usually a dip tube and overcap are included. 

\s previously indicated, the container may be steel 

aluminum, glass, vinyl-coated glass, melamine or 

nylon. The steel beer-stvle can is the dominant pack- 

age form because of its strength, economy and gen- 

eral suitability. The 6-0z. and 12-0z. sizes predomi- 

nate: they are used in about equal numbers. 

However. the 6-0z. size appears to be growing fast- 

Height of glamour, and illustrating the possibilities 

in decoration of glass aerosols, is this $18 package of Royal 

Gem fragrance by Count Dorelis, New York. Basic plastic- 

coated glass container is sheathed in black suede cloth and 

laced with gold-plated braided metal studded with rhine- 
stones. Gems also decorate the gold-plated dispensing top. 
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er. Also, there is increasing interest in “slim Jim” 

and other large, 16-0z. sizes. Smaller sizes of from 

quarter-ounce to four ounce are, of course, im- 

portant in the cologne-perfume area. 

Only 15 million of the aerosols produced in 1956 

Almost al! the 

rest were steel, general-line cans. Nevertheless, glass 

were glass or vinyl-coated glass. 

scored a 50° gain last vear and its eminent suita- 

bility for personal products, pharmaceuticals and 

certain foods makes it a likely candidate for even 

CONTAINERS COLRTESY ALUMINIUM, Lip 

Europe leads U.S. in use of aluminum aero- 

sols. Five labeled cans shown are typical of Euro- 

pean products; in rear are two unlabeled samples 

showing range of sizes and finishes available in 

drawn or extruded aluminum cans. 

more impressive growth in these fast-growing aero- 

sol fields. 

Actually, the pioneering work that made the glass 
and coated-glass containers practical for aerosols 

was as important as any development that has taken 

place since the introduction of the beer-type can. 

The potential of the aerosol for personal products 

and pharmaceuticals demanded a container with the 

inertness and moldability of glass. The development 
of glass aerosols was a real “breakthrough,” the im- 

portance of which has yet to be fully realized. 

There are four different types of aerosols from 

a product-dispensing point of view: fine mist, wet 

spray, foams or emulsions, and powders. These vari- 
ations are achieved by tailoring the propellent, the 

active ingredient and the valve to produce the de- 

sired spray. Usually all these factors must be modi- 

fied to produce the desired result. 

Karly in the development of the aerosol. today’s 

leaders learned to tailor products to the aerosol 

system and not vice-versa. A case in point is paints. 

Paints have been manufactured in this country since 

Colonial times and the industry had long = since 

solved many of its production and merchandising 

problems. The aerosol was immediately recognized 

as a promising package, but conventional paints 

just wouldn't work in aerosols. As a result, the in- 

dustry practically had to start all over again and 

reformulate its aerosol products. Today aerosol 

paints, impressively enough, account for an esti 

mated one-tenth of the total retail value of all non 

food aerasols. 

\erosols are also classified according to pressure. 

The ultra-low pressure group involves pressures 

of less than 25 Ibs. and these containers are not 

subject. generally speaking. to ICC regulations. 

Pressures under 18 lbs. are employed for uncoated 

glass. 

Most aerosols produced fall in the so-called low- 

pressure group: pressures here are between 25 and 

10 Ibs. psig at 70 deg. F. 

type metal can may be used. 

and, accordingly. the beer- 

Products with a dispensing pressure from 40 to 60 

psig at 70 deg. F. fall in the medium-pressure group 

and must be packed in a specially designed metal 

container. Pressures above 60 lbs. are in the high- 

pressure category and call for a heavy steel con- 

tainer. 

Thanks in part to the low pressures generally used 

and to careful selection of containers and protective 

coatings according to the nature of the product 

and its use, the early fear that an aerosol could be 

a dangerous thing in the hands of a consumer has 
largely disappeared. A pressure of 30 to 40 Ibs. 

per square inch is, of course, a considerable force. 

but aerosols using that kind of pressure are so con 

structed that, while they may rupture under certain 
conditions, they will not shatter and send particles 

flying. 
Incidence of faulty operation, manifested mainly 

by leakers, clogging valves and incomplete dis- 

charge. has now decreased close to the vanishing 
point, due to better materials and better techniques 

in aerosol production. 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Since 1947, when the low-pressure “beer can” 

started the real aerosol boom, there have been these 

major advances in aerosol packaging as reported in 

MopERN PACKAGING: 

> Emulsion system developed for shave foams. 
9 > Three-phase system [Continued on page 235 
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Friendly face for popcorn 

Festive cotors. cheerful new can design for Betty Zane are results 

of consumer research that showed 

popeorn ts a fun product enjoyed by the entre family group 

Distinctive colors and design 0! 

new Betty Zane popeorn cans are geared 

for greater sales impact and brand identity 

supermarkets, Guarantee of quality is 

merchandised on the can in three pla 

Note convenient price spot 

A happy design for a happy product describes 

in a nutshell the packaging-merchandising thinking 

employed in a redesign program that is beginning 

lo put more pop! in the popcorn sales of Betty Zane 

Corn Products, Inc... Marion. Ohio. 

This Midwest company had gone through two 

previous package redesigns since its first can of 

popeorn crossed the counter more than 20 years 

ago. But still it was feeling the pinch of competitors’ 

efforts for consumer attention —-particularly since 

the swing to self-service selling. 

Betty Zane President Mary kh. 

was time to battle for a bigger share of the market. 

Birch decided it 

With its advertising agency, the company pondered 

the alternatives. A drastic change in packaging was 

regarded as potentially harmful to brand identity. 

On the other hand, current can design and. colors 

weren't doing the appeal job demanded of packages 

on SRO store shelves. 

On this basis, the company decided on meaningful 

package redesign. The clue came from the innate 

qualities of the product itself. which translate some- 

thing like this: Popcorn usually is bought for happy 

family occasions; therefore, bright. festive colors 

and design would attract attention in the store and 

would help associate Betty Zane with the friendly 

\merican pastime of popping and eating popcorn. 

\s the first step, a basic new design was created 

for the company’s metal cans. The brand name, 

Betty Zane, is lithographed in bold lower-case 
lettering on the front of the new can. Above the 
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Previous designs were quaint by today’s 

standards. The first two Betty Zane cans had 

wrap-around paper labels. Can at right was first 

redesigned for self-selection merchandising. 

name is a cartoon representation of a cheerful pio- 

(The 

original Betty Zane was a heroine of the early Mid- 

neer housewife wielding a flintlock rifle. 

west, so the little cartoon figure is calculated to 

cement brand recall.) The back of the can contains 

directions for popping. 

With design worked up. [Continued on page 254 

Supplies and services: Cans by The Heekin Can 

Co... 429 New St... Cincinnati 2. Ohio. 



Polyethylene pack keeps flints on tap 

\ one-piece, injection-molded polyethylene dispenser. slotted 

to hold five extra-length Ronson lighter flints, suggests an 

ingenious way to handle difheult tiny objects. Designed for 

easy, one-at-a-time dispensing. the pocket-size flint) holder 

also provides a means for users to keep tabs on the tiny, 

often elusive cigarette-lighter accessories. The dispenser, 

which is shaped like a cigarette lighter, has a recessed bay, 

flanged to keep the flints securely in place. Removal of one 

flint at a time is effected simply by bending the flexible 

holder outward and applying finger pressure to the back of 

the slotted bay. The remaining supply of flint. remains in 

place. Ronson’s flint dispenser is colored blue. with molded- 

in lettering hot stamped in white. The flints are loaded 

mechanically on specially designed machinery. To promote 

impulse sales, the company provides dealers with a counter 

display containing two dozen dispensers. 

Supplies and services: /)ispenser mol: 
Ox Inc. 115° Fourth fie.. New Dori Ls 

Co... 2 Canal St., Passaic, N\A 

7 Design Histories 

Cereal cartons open easily, close tightly 

Wrapless. “flip-top.” reclosable cartons that combine in- 

creased product protection with greater marketing advan- 

tages keynote a complete package-redesign program 

launched by General Foods for its Post breakfast cereals. In 

Post’s new look, package contents are given extra protection 

by the adoption of roll-closure waxed-paper and foil-combi- 

nation inner bags that permit easy pouring and can be 

closed tightly to protect the remaining. unused portion 

from: humidity. 

The cartons, which may be opened in a jiffy by thumbnail 

pressure around a perforated top strip, are being introduced 

in two types: patent-coated printed cartons and printed wax- 

laminated cartons for products requiring extra protection 

These innovations, says GF. simplify packaging operations 

and upgrade consumer convenience. And the new. gaily 

colored, wrapless cartons permit the use of package eut-outs 

as premium devices for children. 

} Supplies and services: /o//. 

Vetals Co... 2500 S. Third St.. Louisville ], Ky 

losure toil bags hy Reynolds 
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Design solution for merged lines 

When two well-known competitors merge to form one com 

pany, which brand name should get the emphasis on package 

labels? This question was resolved by the creation of an 

entirely new brand name when the Dieks-Pontius Co. and 

the Armstrong Co.. makers of putties and caulking com 

pounds, merged to form Dicks-Armstrong-Pontius Co. The 

new brand name, DAP. incorporates the initials of both 

firms. The company’s line of containers (including collapsi 

ble tubes, metal cartridges, lithographed cans and cans with 

paper labels) features the brand name against a distinetive 

putty knife design carried over from a former Dicks-Pontius 
, CAULKING 

package. | compound 

For added brand identity, a red-white-and-black color 

scheme has been adopted for the company more than 110 

different products 
ture breed of 

Supplies and services: Jesign by VIE Design Studios, Y« 

ow Springs, Ohie. Lithographed cans by American Can Co., 100 

Park Ave., New York 17. Paper labels by Albany Press Labe 

Printers, Inc. 5TAS W. Grand, Chicago. 

Design Hist 

British version of an American design 

American techniques in package design and_ point-of-sale 

display are being adopted with success by English packagers, 

as shown by this new entry for Ever-Ready Razor Products. 

London, The polystyrene case. with clear top and red base 

(for added gift appeal). is patterned after a U. S. model. 

\ modern design, metallic-color trademark, incorporating 

company logotype in two overlapping hexagons, appears on 

folding cartons, coated-stock sleeve bands and risers on let- 

terpress-printed wire counter displays. Sides of the razor 

cartons are printed in charcoal gray to contrast: with trade- 

mark labels. 

The company’s redesign program was adopted to spot- 

light a new, “natural angle” design for its razor. 

Supplies and services: /’a age design by Design Research 

Unit, 97 Park St.. London. Lithographed cartons and bands by 

flired Eva & Sons, Wythenshawe, Manchester, Eng., and Tillot 

sons, Ltd. Commercial Rd., Liverpool. Razor case by Lustroid, Ltd., 

Raynes Park, London, using British Resin Products’ polystyrene. 

Dispenser racks by Trapinex, Ltd., Brixton, London. 
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it’s imports in gift wraps, too 

Not to be outshone by domestic whiskeys in glamorous gilt 

trappings, White Horse Scotch Whisky arrives for this year’s 

holiday season from White Horse Distillers, Ltd., Glasgow 

Scotland, in a de luxe pre-wrapped gift package, the first of 

the imports in this form, according to Browne Vintners Co., 

exclusive American distributor. 

Another innovation is the use of a year-round display 

carton with corrugated inserts, replacing the familiar pro- 

tective molded-pulp containers in which this brand had been 

shipped for so long. Front and back panels of the carton are 

dark blue with gold accents, emphasizing the White Horse 

trademark. The gift wrap is embossed, paper-backed, gold- 

colored foil, A) wrap-around label with Christmasy theme 

printed in blue, white and orange completes the package. 

This label, which carries brand name and promotional copy, 

strips off easily, leaving an attractive gift-wrapped package 

without a single word of identifying copy. For year-round 

sales, the dealer merely removes label and overwrap to reveal 

White Horse's new display carton, The gift-wrapped bottles 

of liquor are shipped 12 to the case 

Design Histories 

After 71 years, a new J&J package 

\dopted originally to introduce an improved sterile bandage 

a new white-and-gold design theme has been extended to the 

full line of bandage packages produced by Johnson & John 

son, New Brunswick, N.J. The move marks the first major 

departure from J&J’s familiar dark-blue design, which has 

identified the company’s products since 1886, The new pack 

ages retain strong identity with the old by keeping the com 

pany logotype in the same seript and placing the Red Cross 

trademark against a white background as before. But the 

new cartons introduce several self-service selling features: 

The gold-and-white color scheme is aimed for greater eve 

appeal to stand out among competitors on supermarket 

she Ives. 

The regular J & J bandage package is slightly larger than 

the old one. to make it more appealing to consumers and 

to reduce the possibilities ot pilferage. 

Supplies and services: Pachage design by Donald Deskey 
Associates, 630 Filth Ave., New York. Cartons by Coates Board & 

Carton Co.. Inc... 70 Outwater Lane, Garfield, N.J. 
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Fine design for institutional packages 

More and more, food manufacturers are coming to realize the 

advantages of supplying their institutional products in pack- 

ages that incorporate all the modern design and convenience 

features they insist on for packages geared to attract house- 

wives. A good example is the redesign program for institu- 

tional baking mixes recently completed by General Mills’ 

Institutional Products Div. For the first time, these packages 

carry the official General Mills brand name. on a modern 

gray-and-red carton that replaces the old paper sack. Con- 

structed to provide improved product protection and shelf- 

life stability, the packages are produced on newly designed 

equipment. The diamond motif used on consumer packages 

is carried over to the institutional carton, as are such fea- 

tures as an easy-to-open tear-off top, printed baking hints. 

recipes and directional copy. A total of 28 baking mixes are 

available in the new packages. Shipping cases of six pack- 

ages of cake mix are patterned after consumer cases. 

Supplies and services: Corigated shipping cases by Hinde 

& Dauch, W7 Decatur a Sandusky, Ohio. 

Design Histories ~ 

Dole labels get fresh, new look 

New label design that gives more prominence to the brand 

name and increases the appetite appeal of product vignettes 

is aimed at improving the self-service salespower of Dole 

Hawaiian Pineapple Co.'s packaging. The company’s new 

labeling, to be adapted to its entire line, retains the familiar 

blue background and the “Dole” brand name in bright red. 

But the brand name has been moved to the top of the label 

against a white background, for better visibility. A crown 

design over the “O” adds distinction. Full-color product vig- 

nettes on the face of the label are designed for more realistic 

third-dimensional appeal, with cuts of the fruit displayed 

against the face of a halved pineapple. 

Colorful recipe panels, showing vignettes of the dishes that 

can be made with pineapple, appear on the back of the ean. 

Supplies and services: Design by Frank Gianninoto & 

Associates, Inc., 133 E. 54 St., New York. Paper labels by Hon- 

olulu Paper Co., Ltd., Honolulu, Hawaii. Cans by American Can 

Co., 100 Park Ave.. New York 17. 
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Wide-open packaging room has four 

packaging areas and 12 types of pack 

iging are carried out on its 25 diflerent 

lines. Avon’s more than 200 girls can be 

shifted from line to line as needed. The 

iir-conditioned room has recessed ceil 

ing lights for better illumination 

Modern exterior of Avon's new 
Morton Grove packaging piant suggests 

the “design for efficiency” of the pack- 
aging lines inside. Manufacturing and 

sales operations are headquartered here. 

{von Products’ new Morton Grove plant 

is geared to handle the problems of 

an industry that lives on packaging change; 

135 products 

pour from 25 up-to-the-minute lines 

ne marketing programs in the highly 

competitive, fast-moving cosmetics industry rely 

heavily on packaging—packaging that is subject to 

overnight change to spruce up old products or to 

high style the introduction of new items. 

Obviously, such packaging turnover demands ver- 
satility on the packaging floor. That’s why the 

flexible packaging operations of Avon Products’ 

spick-and-span new Morton Grove Laboratories in 

suburban Chicago are of interest to any packager 

who must combine adaptability with efficiency. 

\von’s newest plant, its third in the U. S., is an 

arresting showplace that combines modern design 

with modern packaging methodology. In full opera- 

tion since July. it furnishes the company’s house-to- 



Mid- 

west with 135 different products. Production must 

house distribuior-saleswomen throughout the 

run six to eight weeks ahead of anticipated sales, 

\ multitude of packages -ranging from small dram- 

count bottles to metal tubes. cellophane pouches and 

fancy fibre canisters--are produced on 25 straight 

line packaging lines. Each line is geared to serve 

several different product masters. 

The 409-by-LO0-ft. 

nearly an acre, has four chief packaging areas that 

packaging room. covering 

further subdivided into 12 types of packaging 

In addition. Avon's Morton Grove Labo- 

ire 

operations, 

ratories do their own silk screening of bottles. 

Fluidity of the packaging department operations 

is reflected in the employee force of approximately 

00. some 2O0 to 240 of whom are prac ker operators 

ind inter hangeable on all packaging lines and in 

the silk-screening department. 

Treating the varied packaging operations as a 

single manufacturing function is further suggested 

hy the fact that one crew of eight machine attendants 

services the entire pac kaging floor; one large excess 

equipment bay just off the floor is used to store 

temporarily special filling heads and labelers, and a 

long carry-off belt runs under the floor below all 

lines for efficient disposal of paperboard waste. 

The packaging room is located between two huge 

warehousing areas: one for incoming supplies and 

storage. the other for finished-product warehousing 

and order assembly. Nearly 2.000 different items of 

packaging supply are warehoused on the incoming 

side to meet Avon's constantly changing packaging 

Giant packaging room (19 by 100 ft.) is designed for maximum efficiency, rapid switching 

of personnel from line to line. This simplified drawing shows how Avon's 25 packaging lines are 

divided into four chief areas. Dotted line indicates a constantly moving conveyor belt which car 

ries combustible waste from the packaging lines under the floor to boiler room for disposal. 
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requirements. Above the packaging room is the 

manufacturing area that feeds most products to 

the packaging lines by gravity flow. 

The four main packaging areas, indistinguishable 

by any physical separation, consist of set work, 

liquids, creams and powders. 

Set work 

Set-work operations have four lines. Two of these 

are 60-ft. conveyor belts Gn which sets of Avon cos- 

meties are assembled by hand and by semi-automatic 

Avon's business is 

often 

procedures. Because much of 

derived from gift-set) sales. four sets are 

being assembled on these two continuous belts to 

meet Christmas-rush needs. Packages from other 

lines may be fed directly to these assembly belts. 

\ third line for filling smail liquids by hand is 

used primarily for bottles with a capacity of less 

than one ounce. Although it is possible to fill such 

i = 
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small bottles automatically. Avon finds hand filling 

more efficient due to machine time requirements. 

Most such bottles go into sets and are not cartoned. 

lhe fourth line in this area is for filling, capping. 

labeling and cartoning nail polish on automatic and 

semi-automatic equipment. 

Liquids 

The second major packaging area is the liquids 

department. divided into low-viscosity and high- 

viscosity products. 

Low-viscosity products (such as Perfume De- 

\fter-Shave Skin 

are produced on three high-speed automatic lines, 

odorant. Lotion or Freshener } 

each equipped with a capper adaptable to a wide 

variety of cap shapes and sizes. The same advanced 

type of machine* is used in Avon’s Eastern plant, at 

Mopers Pack acine 
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Silk-screening department, which is |o- 
cated off the packaging floor, labels 25,000 bottles 

a day. Girl operators print one, two or three colors 

on bottles, which are then conveyed through a 

drying oven located behind the wall at right 

Suffern, \. Y. After bottles are air blown and 

vacuum cleaned, filled, capped and labeled, fully 

automatic or semi-automatic cartoning machinery 

completes the packages at the ends of these lines. 

Three lines incorporating. 10-head fillers package 

such high-viscosity products as bath oil and hand 

lotion. These also are used to fill low-viscosity prod- 

ucts into difhicult-to-fill bottles of special design or 

high centers of gravity which can’t be efficiently run 

on the three high-speed lines normally used for such 

products, 

Semi-automatic labeling usually 1s performed on 

these slower-running lines (30 to 40 packages a 

minute}, so operators can keep pace Ww ith line speed, 

The great variety in label design or placement on the 

bottles often dictates the use of a jig and semi- 

automatic labeler. 

An auxiliary hand-filling line also is being run 

in the liquid department. 

Creams 

The cream-packaging department at Avon’s new 

plant can handle four different types of cream prod- 

ucts. 

One line is used for filling and capping plastic 

bottles. 

tubes. has four filling-crimping stations along a con- 

Another line, used for collapsible metal 

veyor belt to package as many different products. 

Automatic cartoning equipment at the end of the belt 

will handle one product, though hand cartoning is 

used concurrently for some tube output. 

Two lines are devoted to cold filling such products 

as cream sachet into jars and bottles. As is true on 

all other lines, these lines can accommodate several 

different products. 

The fourth type of cream packaging is the hot- 

fill line, the only one that isn’t straight flow. Stand- 

ard equipment is integrated into this production 

unit to send hot-filled jars through a 38-ft. enclosed 

cooling chamber before “backtracking” the jars to 

the front of the line prior to capping. labeling and 

cartoning. 

The hot-fill line is a good example of the pack- 

aging flexibility that has been engineered into 

Avon’s laboratories. When additional cold-fill cream 

capacity is needed, a simple conveyor by-pass con- 

verts it to straight-line cold filling, thus eliminating 

the sending of jars through the cooling hood. 

Powders 

The pow ders department consists of six lines. Two 

are interchangeable between metal cans and fibre 

canisters. two are used for glassware containers and 

two produce paper or cellophane flexible pouches 

(used primarily for sampling purposes}. 

Auxiliary facilities 

Running lengthwise under the packaging-room 

floor is a constantly moving conveyor belt that 

carries off combustible waste that accumulates on 

the lines. Each line has a trap door and a chute 

directly above the belt. The boiler room is located 

at one end of the room so that corrugated shippers. 

paperboard dividers and wasted cartons can be 

burned as they come off the belt. 

To service its 50.000 sales representatives in the 

Midwest, Avon’s Morton Grove plant must produce 

approximately half a million salable package unit- 

a week and must run its packaging department to 

meet these order requirements, 

For most of Avon's many cosmetic products there 

are seven or eight different shades or fragrances. 

Lach variation, of course, involves its own require- 

ments on the packaging line. Of the 135 products 

turned out at the Morton | Continued on page 242 | 

Supplies and services: \fujor packaging equip 

ment from the The Max Ams 

Machine Co., Scofield Ave., Bridgeport 5, Conn, Arenco 

Machine Co., Inc., 25 W143 St... New York 36. Biner 

Ellison Machinery Co., 1101 N. Main St... Los Angeles 

12. Elein Mie. Co.. 200 Brook St.. Elgin, Ul. Island 

Equipment Corp. 27-01 Bridge Plaza, N., Long 1s- 

land City 1, N.Y. R. A. Jones & Co., Inc., Box 485, 

Cincinnati 1, Ohio, Lamson Corp., Lamson St.. Syracuse 

1, N.Y. New Jersey Machine Corp. 16 St. & Willow 

fee.. Hoboken, N. J. Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd., 65 

Vewport Ave., North Quincy 71, Mass. Stokes & Smith 

Co., Sub. Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., 4942 

fve.. Philadelphia 24 

following companies 

Summerdale 
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Liquids department accommodates low-viscosity and Automatic labeling and cartoning at end of 

high-viscosity products. Here, the high-speed line is packaging high-speed liquids line are adaptable to many 

a low-viscosity liquid. Empty bottles are air blown and different. packages. Liquid-packaging depart- 

vacuum cleaned at the beginning of the line (left), move ment also has three 10-head filler lines for high- 

through fillers to automatic capper at right. Special fillers and viscosity products and difficult-to-fill bottles. 

labels not needed in this operation are stored within easy 

reach in excess-equipment bay (right background). 

Creams department ha. four collapsible- Powders department consists of six lines—two for metal 

metal-tube lines that feed into this central conveyor. cans and fibre canisters, two for glassware containers and two 

An automatic eartoner at end of line can handle for paper or cellophane flexible pouches. Packaging opera- 

output of two fillers, but hand cartoning (see right) tions here can be fully automatic or semi-automatic. 
] ise is used. mainly for low-preduction items. This 

department also has a hot-fill line and two cold-fill 

lines for packaging creams in glass containers, as 

well as a line for filling plasth bottles. 

Pouch forming and filling operation Sets department is made up of four line:—two gift-set as- 

in Avon's powder department is shown in sembly belts (in foreground), a small-bottle hand-filling line 

this close-up. Flexible paper or cellophane and a nail-polish bottle line. A long conveyor belt located under 

pouches are used mostly as free samples. the packaging-room floor is used to carry off waste paper. 



Polyester film 

for caulker 

1 new, double-coated, 24%-mil film demonstrates its great strength 

and strong heat seal by serving 

in place of a caulking gun to dispense Johnson's sealing compound 

F... things are more irritating to the do-it-your- 

selfer than sticky, caulking compound. A recently 

marketed tube pack of this product, that acts as its 

own dispensing gun and eliminates any further para- 

phernalia, not only shows how to lick this problem, 

but also demonstrates dramatically the great 

strength of polyester film. The package is one of 

the first applications of a new brand of polyester 

film, the second such material to reach the market. 

The film is coated for heat sealing on both sides and 

the package is the product of four years of develop- 

ment. 

Developed and marketed by Johnson’s Products 

Co., San Francisco, the specially shaped pack ha- 

all the properties needed, both to protect the product 

and add utility in its use. Ingenious methods were 

devised by Johnson to make, fill and seal the con- 

tainers. 

The packaging material is extraordinarily tough 

and resists flexing and abrasion. The film is heat 

sealable on both sides, which permits it to be easily 

formed in the tubular shape. Strength of the seal 

equals that of the film itself. Very inert, the material 

also has low gas and water-vapor transmission rates 

and excellent resistance to the oils used in sealing 

compounds. essential properties for a prodact that 

MODERN PACKAGING 



tends to harden on exposure to the atmosphere. 

According to Jack Johnson, company president, 

the film fills his need for a durable, inexpensive 

package with which the user can accurately control 

the contents as it is squeezed out. 

\t Johnson, equipment to form the “Handi- 

~penser” package Was both specially designed and 

dapted from standard machines. 

Printed roll film (246 mil) is first curled into 

tubular form over a tapered mandrel on a modified. 

standard bag-making machine. then sealed down the 

center seam. Patented feature of the container. a 

15-deg. foldover at one end of the tube that forms 

i funnel, is added in a second, special sealing step. 

billing 

utilizing one of two different types of units. One. 

is presently a semi-manual operation, 

a metering filler, charges tubes with a pre-measured 

quantity of caulker. The second unit. found best 

because of its ability to handle highly viscous prod 

ucts. is a sausage stuffer. 

Final sealing of the tube bottom also is aceom- 

plished by one of two different Ly pes of equipment. 

Modified bag maker turns out the polyester tubes 

Special 45-deg. fold and seal that forms funnel-shaped tip 

{ tube is applied at the near end of the machine. 

The first seals and deposits the tubes on a belt in 

a semi-automatic manner. The second is a special 

hand unit, operating at 50 psi. and 285 deg. F.. that 

folds, turns and seals the package. 

The funnel design. savs Johnson, controls dis- 

pensing of the product “to the drop.” And even 

when the tip is snipped off, for use, the compound 

near the end doesn’t dry out. because the film’s 

cling prevents much air from entering. 

Because of these features, Johnson looks to a 

much wider application of polyester film packages 

in Various forms) for other semi-solid products in 

the chemical and food fields. A manufacturer of 

pat pigments and bases is reported to be starting 

production of these products in pouches made from 

the same type of film. 

Supplies and services: “Scotchpak” brand heat- 

sealable polyester film by Minnesota Mining & Mfg. 

Co., 900 Fauquier St., St. Paul 6, Minn. Modified bag 

maker by Simplex Packaging Machinery Co., 534 

3 Ave., Oakland 6, Calif, Carton by Premier Paper 

Box Co., 677 N. Point St., San Francisco 11. 

Details of printed design on the film show up 

in this close-up of roll feed on tube maker. 

PHOTOS COURTESY MINNESOTA MINING 

Over-all view of the packaging line reveals 

adapted sausage stuffer (left, front) and two 

metering fillers (rear). Semi-automatic bottom 

sealer is at right rear, special sealer is in center. 

Finished tubes pass to case-up via conveyor belt. 



1 By folding down the tront panel and 

tipping back the cover, corrugated ship- 

ping cases are converted to counter dis- 

plays for Hutchens Industries’ individu- 

ally boxed Co-Op oil filter cartridges. 

Back riser. printed in red and blue, 

carries promotional copy and is die cut 

to receive a cut-away model of the 

product, which is included in the ship 

per. Front panel features a price spot. 

Shipper-display. Hinde & Dauch, San- 

dusky. Ohio 

Pretzels in bags that bear the brewery’s 

trademark are distributed as give-aways 

by Falstaff Brewing Co. St. Louis 

Made by Rold Gold. the pretzels are 

packaged in) white-printed aluminum 

foil laminated bags for distribution dur- 

ing tours of the brewery and to organi 

zations that order Falstaff beer for their 

parties. Bag. Milprint. Ine.. Milwaukee 

Wis. 

Po promote Christmas sales, MacGregor 

Co., Cincinnati. is offering golf balls in 

-ix- and 12-ball) octagonal containers 

imported from Belgium, in addition to 

its twe- and three-unit  cellophane- 

wrapped trays. The metal containers 

lithographed = with colorful — golfing 

scenes, are packaged in lock-type cor 

rugated boxes of bleached white kraft 

printed in three different two-color com- 

binations, Corrugated boxes, The Mead 

Corp.. Jackson Box Div... Cincinnati, 

Ohio. Golf-ball travs, C. W. Zumbiel 

sa. Cincinnati. Rotogravure printed 

cellophane wrap, Continental Can Co 

Shellmar-Betner Div.. New York 

Paper-doll cut outs are printed on cat 

tons for Lentheric’s new line of Tweedie 

toiletries, aimed for the 4to-1l-year-old 

market. A counter display in pink, blue 

and gray contains all seven products in 

the line. Cartons and display. Donrico 

Inc... New York. 

An irregular “diamond-shaped” carton 

functions both as an eye-catching pack- 

age and as an integral unit of mass 

display for Inland Glass Work-’ Golden 

Triangle carafé. Three of the lock-top 

folding boxes, which conform to the 

carafé’s shape, can be arranged to form 

a triangular display, as shown. Con- 

trasting-color panels (maroon, black 

and white backgrounds) add to display 

effectiveness. Carton. Stone Container 

Corp. Chicago. 
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6 Damiano Ravioli Co.. Miami, Fla.. adds 

an extra dimension of convenience by 

equipping the aluminum containers for 

its line of five heat-and-serve frozen 

Italian-food products with the new tear- 

strip lids. The tabbed strip pulls off 

easily, facilitating removal of the lid. 

Aluminum-foil container, Revnolds Met- 

als Co.. Louisville. Kv. 

Further trend to multipack- for frozen 

foods is indicated by this three-ean car- 

rier recently adopted for frozen orange- 

juice concentrate by Salada-Shirriff- 

Horsey, Ltd., Plant City, Fla. Billboard 

effect of the design is geared to extend 

brand identity. Carrier, Container Corp 

of America, Chicago. Design. Jim Nash 

Associates. Inc.. New York 

Waxed overwraps of Daniel & Dumas 

Seafoods’ Kaptain Krusty frozen-shrimp 

packages feature a white triangle cal- 

culated to lead shoppers’ eyes from the 

trade character to appetizing product 

vignettes—thus pointing up brand iden- 

tity while creating impulse sales. The 

wrap. with sea-blue background, also 

contains directions and recipes. Over- 

wrap. Crown Zellerbach Corp... Western- 

Waxide Div., San Francisco 

Die-cut, pop-up figures that front a 

Currier & Ives winter scene add a three- 

dimensional look of elegance to Prince 

Matchabelli’'s “Collector's Item” gift 

box of perfume and purse dispenser. A 

green velour lining and covering is 

aimed for extra distinction. Box, 

Warner Bros. Co., Bridgeport. Conn. 

Cover print, Karl Koehler Associates. 

Coopersburg, Pa. 

Shelled) pecans in waxed-paper-over- 

wrapped frozen-food cartons that can 

be sold unrefrigerated during peak sell- 

ing seasons have been introduced by 

Southwestern Nut Co., Gordon, Tex. 

The cartons, said to offer display and 

handling advantages, keep contents 

fresh for long periods during refrigera- 

tion. Overwraps are printed with realis- 

tic-color vignettes. Wrap, Pollock Paper 

Corp., Dallas, Tex. 

Reduced packaging costs, a more com- 

pact display unit, increased product 

protection and greater eye appeal are 

the reported advantages of a package 

and display redesign program under- 

FANCY SHELLED taken by Merck & Co. for its Fruit- 
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Freeze, a home-canning product dis- 

tributed through supermarkets. The 

product now comes in screw-top litho- 

graphed metal cans, with product iden- 

tity enhanced by a red apple silhouette 

as the main design element against a 

white background. Display cartons. die 

cut from a single sheet of coated stock, 

carry out can design. Design. Peter 

Schladermundt Associates, New York 

Cans. J. L. Clark Mfg. Co., Rockford 

Ill. Display cartons. Wilkata Folding 

Box Co., Kearny, N.J 

RCA’s components division reports long 

storage life. packaging economies and 

instant product identification as the 

benefits of packaging small parts in 

combination polvethylene-and-polvestet 

film pouches. The pouches are heat 

sealed on a machine that alse prints 

the part code number on the transpar- 

ent side. The opaque side, containing 

brand name and promotional copy, is 

gravure printed in two colors. Pouch, 

Continental Can Co., Shellmar-Betner 

Div... New York. using DuPont's Mylar. 

Machine, Pak-Rapid, Ine.. West Con 

shohocken, Pa. with a Markem printer 

An egg-crate partition folding carton 

that combines product protection with 

full visibility is being used by North- 

wood Fruit, Ine... Beulah. Mich.. to mat 

ket apples. The box. with purple as the 

background color, contains 12 apples 

each in its own cell. A cellulose acetate 

window protects the apples from exces 

sive handling while keeping them = in 

full view of shoppers. Carton, Suther 

land Paper Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

\ successfully engineered tapered cat 

ton, with amusing pop-up flap that “ani 

mates” a trick-or-treat package of Bar 

ton’s confections, has possibilities for 

other seasonal promotions. Its grease 

proof white solid sulphite board re 

quires no liner. Pop-up flap can be 

punched for hanging if desired. Carton, 

Nimrow Paper Products Co. Ine.. Nim 

row Folding Boxes Div.. Elizabeth, NJ 

\ 3-lb. canned ham that requires no 

refrigeration has been introduced by 

P. Brennan Co., Chicago. The no-refrig 

eration feature of the Lee brand pack 

reportedly offers savings in shipping 

costs. The ham-shaped can is attrac- 

tively lithographed for retail display. 

Can, American Can Co.. New York. 
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16 Singer sewing-machine oil is introduced 

in transparent tubes designed for quick, 

easy dispensing. The tubes (including 

nozzle) are cellulose acetate butyrate, 

with polyethylene closures. Tubes, Cel- 

luplastic Corp., Newark, N.J., using 

l'ennessee Eastman’s cellulose acetate 

butyrate. Nozzles and closures. Owens 

Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio. Fabri 

cation and filling, Panef Mfg. Co., Mil- 

waukee, Wis 

Designed for ease in carrying large-size 

multiwall bags, a built-in handle has 

heen incorporated in Loew's Kitty Litter 

bag. Reportedly, the handle can be 

adapted to packages of up to 50 Ibs 

Bag, St. Regis Paper Co.. New York. 

lo strengthen brand identity. famils 

design has been adopted for the dairy 

line produced by Martin Century 

Farms, Lansdale, Pa. Mint-green verti 

cal stripes and a Colonial theme con- 

-titutethe basic design, with contrasting 

decorator colors to distinguish pred 

its. Design, Mel Richman Design As 

ociates, Philadelphia. Milk cartons, 

International Paper .Co.. New York. 

(;lass milk containers, Owens-Illinois 

(,lass Co., Toledo, Ohio. Butter cartons. 

(,ordon Cartons Ine... Baltimore. Md 

| 

Chicago. Margarine cartons. The Butler 

ye cartons, Self-Locking Carton Co 

Paper Products Co., Toledo. Ice-cream 

cartons, Edwin J. Schoettle Co.. Toledo. 

Designed for convenient opening is 

Schering Corp.’s tamperproof fibre ship- 

ping canister for individual bottles of 

Meticorten tablets. One tug on a tear 

string separates the top and bottem 

sections of the telescoping container. 

Ihe canister’s inner wall and outer 

neck are aluminum-foil lined. Container 

Hareord Mfg. Co.. Jersey City, N. J 

Suggestive of a ball-point pen is Fab- 

ron’s Tipette nail-polish applicator. The 

gold-toned aluminum barrel has a 

built-in brush that protrudes from the 

nozzle when the container is angled 

downward to dispense enough polish on 

the brush to paint one fingernail. The 

package-applicator reportedly contains 

sufficient polish for 40 manicures. Its 

molded urea cap is color keyed to iden- 

tify the line’s 12 shades. Applicator. Met- 

al Fabrications, Inc., Waterbury, Conn. 

Closure, Castle Plastics, Inc. New York. 

using American Cyanamid’s Beetle. 
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Two thousand packages. 

requiring 1% billion labels per year. 

can't be changed over night: 

here’s how the world’s most diversified food line 

is kept up to date 

rN 
Reach at store should be inspired, according to Libby’s packaging theory, by fame 

of the brand name, product identification, color and appetite 

r... current annual label requirement of Libby 

MeNeil & Libby 

sified packer of canned and frozen foods—-is ap 

.790.000,000 labels. identifying some 

probably the world’s most diver- 

proximately 

70 million cases containing more than 200 food 

products ranging from apricot nectar to Vienna 

sausage. 

Variations of product and package size create a 

range of packages unofficially estimated at more 

than 2.000. 

Stock of a single major line, in warehouses and 

on dealers’ shelves, may at a single moment amount 

to 4,000,000 cases. 

that Libby Small wonder follows a policy of 

ippeal 

making 

revolutionary, and using many designers, not one. 

evolutionary label changes, rather than 

Under Libby's continuous packaging program, cur- 

rent label emphasis is being placed on sparkling 

new back panels and increased product identity, 

both aimed at making the consumer reach twice: 

at the store shelf and at the kitchen shelf. 

Libby is constantly market testing and experi- 

menting with new label ideas. As each individual 

supply of labels is exhausted, Libby determines 

whether a minor or major redesign job is called for 

before new labels are ordered. 

Libby draws upon the creativity of many design- 

ers to improve progressively its labels for juices, 
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evolving labels 

Reach in kitchen jis as important 

as reach at store shelf, Libby feels, if 

sales are to be maintained by turnover 

ind repeat purchases. Stimulating back 

panels are a means to this end 

Current labels show various phases of 

evolutionary change. Here are single-illustrated 

back panels (tangerine juice and Spanish 

rice) ; double-illustrated back panels (pears) ; 

wrap-around label (pineapple juice). Also to 

be noted are animated figures (on Chinook sal- 

mon and pineapple-grapefruit drink); back- 

panel premium offer (tomato juice), and vari- 

ations of front-panel treatment. Prominent 

brand and product names, triangle motif and 

white background are hallmarks of all labels. 
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fruits, vegetables, canned meats. salmon, baby 

foods, pickles and olives and frozen foods. Unlike 

most packagers, it does not tie itself to any one 

design organization. One reason for this is that 

a sweeping new company design might require 

at least a year to convert all Libby labels; in the 

middle of such a program the marketing picture 

for a certain line might call for revision. However, 
Libby invited ideas from a number of designers 

while seeking new layouts for specific items. 

Designers must work within a basic framework. 

Libby is a “white house.” using labels that have 

a dominantly white background, red script logo 

and blue triangle trademark. 

Changes in basic principle apply throughout the 

line. Recently, Libby has heavied up its logo. 

dropped its slogan “100 famous foods” (having 

passed the mark some time ago), used the blue 

triangle as a frame for the color vignettes of the 

food product and added “red dot” information 

which highlights product and container contents. 

It has always stressed four elements on its labels: 

(1) brand identification through the Libby logo 

and triangle. (2) product identification. (3) color 

appeal and (4) appetite appeal. 

Recently. it has given greater attention to product 
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Frozen-food labels indicate trend of Libby 

“Cut green beans” are now made un 

by actually cutting the beans illu- 

Mixed garden vegetables are now shown in 

their packaged state, rather than as whole pre 

ucts which looked much like other<. In both case- 

ind product names are strengthened 

better back-panel treatment. 

Both design elements are aimed at making the 

identification and 

consumer reach twice, not ence. As Libby sees it, it 

is important to make the store sale. but just as im- 

portant to move the product off the kitchen shelf. 

Both are necessary for repeat sales and increased 

business, 

For better store movement Libby has reduced 

slightly the size of the logo and expanded the 

product name on both the front and back panels 

(for easy legibility no matter how the can is faced). 

In today’s self-selection marketing, Libby is striving 

to make it easy for the woman shopper to select the 

Libby 

vision, 

food she wants, without requiring 20/20 

For more effective appearance in the kitchen, 

Libby has glamorized the label’s back panel. Pre- 

viously this area had been a catch-all for copy to 

meet legal requirements, plus a serving suggestion. 

Sometimes it merely repeated the design of the front 

panel, 

The new back panels give the serving suggestion, 

but the main emphasis is on unique kitchen-tested 

recipes, illustrated with four-color pictures. Libby 

feels that a photo of the interesting new dish in an 

appropriate table setting helps quicken desire to 

try the product. 

These illustrated back panels often are tied in 

with national advertising and, as in advertising, 
the illustrations (and recipes ) are periodically 

changed to deliver a new message or to show a new 

taste-tempting illustration, 

Phe company currently is using three basic label 

designs on canned foods: 

1. Single illustration on back panel. Some labels 

are carrying one four-color illustration accom- 

panied by one or two serving suggestions. This is 

especially true of the Canadian labels, which must 

be bilingual. 

2. Double illustration with reverse band. Where- 

ever possible, Libby is using two four-color illus- 

trations which are held together in a layout by a 

large reverse band that contains logo and product 

name, 

>» Continuous wrap-around. On such products as 

pineapple juice, a design that runs continuously 

around the label is preferred. 

\ fourth type of label, for frozen-food cartons, 

las its own special set of requirements, since these 

hoxes are usually displayed with the top panel 

toward the consumer. 

There are variations, of course, within each of 
these basic patterns. These result from particular 

product requirements. new ideas Libby wants to 

test or new concepts suggested by a designer. 

One alternative is to change the color of the 

Libby 

instance, all look virtually the same. By using differ- 

blue triangle. Illustrated ripe olives. for 

ent colors in the triangle and changing the artwork 

as much as possible from style to style, dealers find 

Libby ripe olives easier to stack in proper rows 

and buyers find varieties easier to select. 

Some product names are run in reverse at the 

triangles base, though there is an increasing ten- 

dency to move this important identification up 

under the logo in bold, legible type. 

Another label variation is the introduction of an 

animated character next to the vignette to help 

convey more quickly the product image and its 
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origin. A} Hawaiian hula dancer 

juice and a Spanish dancer for Spanish rice are 

examples of this technique. 

In one instance Libby has changed the purpose 

of the back panel, 

on the market will help promote Libby’s premium 

fomato-juice labels now going 

offer of four initialed “slimdown” juice glasses for 

a dollar and two labels. 

Frozen foods run into a set of problems differing 

from those of the canned lines. With its increasing 

varieties and combinations ot frozen vegetables, 

Libby found that its packages for French-style green 

looked 

that mixed garden vegetables’ labels 

beans and cut green beans, for example, 

much the same; 

were similar to those for peas and carrots, 

To clear up the confusion between such packages. 

Libby increased the size of the product name and 

changed the 

showed a section of one bean cut into pieces. For 

artwork. For cut green beans, it 

mixed garden vegetables, it dec ided representa- 

tion of the food in the carton would be better than 

picturing the vegetables as they are picked from 

the garden. 

Much has been 

Libby labels 

parent lacquer has replaced varnish that sometimes 

accomplished toward making 

“cleaner” in appearance. Clear, trans- 

imparted a yellow cast to the predominantly white 

background. White is traditionally Libby’s 

color” and it is particularly important not to have 

“house 

a white that looks faded and old when it reaches 

the store shelf. For its frozen foods the company has 

switched from a creamy white to a blue-white label 

stock. The Libby label is never finished: 

constant state of review and improvement. 

it is ina 

The con- 

tinuing evolution is constantly bringing out new 

ideas whose marketing success may influence the 

whole vast line of Libby produc ts. 

Origin of the triangle motif traces back at least 

to the early 1900s, as indicated by this salesman’s 

book in which the early, tapered metal can was 

shown still with a paper overwrap. 

_ 4 
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HASH 

1940 
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1945 
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AS 4 

Lily M Nels bibty 
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rer) 

1950 

Lf 
CORNED BEEF HASH “Has ag 

CORNEDBEEF $6 cOpNep BEEF 

1957 

Libby evolution is well illustrated by this 30. 

year sequence of labels for corned beef hash. 

Note that triangle motif and brand-name logotype 

have never been lost, but product illustration 

and identification have constantly been improved. 



Color background, printed on inside sur- 
face of back flaps of folder, aids third-dimen- 

sional effect of drills, which, imbedded in sheet 

of butyrate, stand out in contrasting natural 

color. Screen pattern in plastic adds sparkle. 

imbedded thermoform 

New technique in skin packaging using a wire screen in drau 

gives pleasing texture to plastic and displays 

drills against color background in stapled, hang-up window card 

A new hang-up folder that employs a technique 

of imbedded thermoforming offers, literally, a new 

wrinkle in skin packaging. Ideally suited for low- 

production items, it can be used as well on high- 

quantity runs. The new package uses economical, 

non-coated board stock. runs copy on both front 

and back, and could be used to hold inserts or cou- 

pons in the package. 

The Continental Drill Corp., Chicago, is using 

this new type of package to launch a special offer of 

25 sets of high-speed twist drills. Each package 

holds two drills, the pair being offered at a discount. 

The retailer gets packages which are pre-priced, 

can be hung from self-service racks, discourage pil- 

ferage and reduce retailer handling through mul- 

tiple-item selling. 

In spite of the fact that the packages were intro- 

duced this summer prior to the big October Na- 

tional Hardware Show, trade reaction has been 

termed excellent by Continental and business was 
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brisk during the traditionally slow summer months. 

The 25 different sets come in just three basic 

package sizes. The package consists of a folder 

with die-cut window and an acetate butyrate sheet 
in which the two drills are imbedded. After the 

plastic sheet is placed in the folder, automatically 

positioned by the window. the two back flaps are 

folded shut and the unit is fastened with a staple 

below the window and a metal hang-up eyelet at 

the top, both fastenings holding the folder shut. 

\t the contract-packager’s plant, drills are placed 

in a multiple-cavity layout with metal open-mesh 

screen openings that are the same size as the fold- 

ers die-cut window. A large sheet of acetate buty- 
rate is placed over this form. the sheet heated and 

a vacuum pulled from the bottom through the screen 

openings, This draws the plastic around the drills 

and imbeds them into the sheet. A 10-mil sheet is 

used for the two larger sizes and a Tlo-mil sheet 

for the smallest folder. 

The sheet, which may hold two or three dozen 

sets of drills, is cut apart and the individual rec- 

tangles of imbedded drills are ready for insertion 

in the folders. 

The screening on the thermoforming equipment 

produces a patterned background for the die-cut 

window area that sparkles and adds to the sales 

impact of the package. For packages that hold 

narrow-diameter drills. a block insert is used on the 

thermoforming press to raise the drill to a height 

that will give a proper draw around the product. 

The two-color folders are ordered and printed (in 

Continental’s own plant) in bulk quantities for the 

three basic sizes and then six pieces of specific in- 

formation for each set are imprinted according to 

Continental’s marketing needs. While most skin 

packages require about a 30-pt. board, these fold- 
ers can use 15-pt. stock. 

Sell copy runs around the front die-cut window 

and promotional copy is printed on the back flaps. 

On the inside surface of the back of the folder, 

two color blocks are printed, one on each flap, so 

that when the flaps are closed a color background 

will appear behind the die-cut window and trans- 

parent acetate butyrate. This gives the screened 

portion of the thermoformed sheet the appearance 

of being colored, except for the product housings, 

and sets off the drills to better advantage. 

Since the thermoformed sheet is not sealed to 

the board stock, it is possible to insert an instruc- 

tion sheet or coupon behind it, 

Since no spec ial board is required for imbedded 

thermoforming, low-production quantities as well 
as high-production orders can be run economically. 

Before high production can hecome feasible. equip- 

ment must be developed to load and close the 

folders. This is now in the planning stage. 

Services and supplies: Puchage design and con 

struction, thermoforming and assembly by the United 

States Packaging Co. 69 E. 75 St., Chicago 19. Art- 

work and copy by Dave Pinchot Davco Co., 153 Huron 

St... Chicago 10 

Components of folder pack, shown after disassembly. 

Drills are imbedded in butyrate sheet (upper right), 

drawn through a wire screen. Sheet is simply placed in 

card by hand, positioned by die-cut window, flaps folded 

back and held by staple at bottom and hang-up eyelet at 

top. Note that smaller drill is raised by a block in form. 

Three sizes of card hold 25 different sets of drills. 

Back of card is used fer promotional copy. 



CARTON BY BUGNONE IMBALLAGCIO CLOSURE BY INDUSTRIA CONTENITORI SPECIALI 

Resealable closure of new design permits packaging 

of liquids in flexible plastic film for recurrent nse and elimi 

nates need for rigidity in blown polyethylene bottles. 
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Mouth-watering reality «{f fine color reproduc- Foil-bodied cans with paperboard-laminate stiffening 

tion displays fruit cake on paperboard-foil laminate and metal ends offer wide range of size, shape, thickness, 

carton that protects it from heat and light for export interior coatit for packagit ls and other product 

T.. current renaissance of Italian influence in de 

sign fields ranging from high-fashion dresses and 

interior decoration to styling of automobiles and 

office equipment is having its effect in packaging 

ideas from too. Today's Italian pac kages show the sort of 

originality that ought to be stimulating to American 

designers. 

i TA iv The Italian touch may be seen in fine design and 

printing. and in constructions and techniques to 

produce packages with unusual attractiveness and 

versatility, Some examples may be found among 

packages selected for “Oscar dell Imballaggio L957” 

Vative art and ingenuity awards at the Oth Italian Packaging Exhibition in 

combined with willingness Padua, 
Resealable flexible plastic packages. Prod- 

to try out new materials, ucts such as sun-tan lotion or mustard are now be 

ing packaged in Italy in flexible plastic film tubes 

constructions and techniques or pouches for recurrent as well as for single-dose 

are giving Italian packages oo wore he ie eet 9 wre 
able airtight closure system for such containers, The 

exceptional beauty and versatility molded plastic closure is designed to fit tightly into / | v 
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CAN BY OMLUS 5§.R.L. 

>», 
~~ 

TRAY BY NOBILI S.R.L. 

Stacked trays with interlock- at the top and the 

ing corner tubes resist toppling. 

Crossprece supports tray above. 

, 

Wing-top cap supplies lever- 

ive needed to close squeeze tube 

tightly and alse to open it top of the can for 

the spec ially shaped but flexible orifice of a bottle- 

shaped container blow molded of polyethylene plas- 

tic or ota tube or pouch formed of vinyl plastic 

film. 

Since the closure does not depend on pressure 

between relatively rigid neck and cap threads, as do 

most conventional screw-on closures, the thickness 

of a blown polyethylene bottle can be reduced to the 

point where it collapses when empty. A container of 

given volume can be made with as much as 75°% 

less resins using this closure, it is said. and the 

production job is simplified. 

Beautiful printing plus protection and con- 

venience. Bakers of fruit cake and similar foods 

laden with fats and sweets may find the protection 

and display value of a new package for Motta’s rich 

raisin bread highly interesting. Made of a paper- 

board-paper-aluminum-foil laminate, the carton in- 

sulates the cake from heat and light that tend to 

cause decomposition. An exceptionally fine full- 

color reproduction on the carton front shows the 
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No opener is needed for metal can 

with tabbed collar crimped over flanges 

Upward tug on tab opens collar 

which peels off to permit lifting off 

recess 

TRAY BY COMPAGNIA ITALIANA NEST-PACK 5.P.A. 

Celled tray of molded plastic protects 

fruits or vegetables inside shipping case 

of the can 

to contents 

loaf in near-life size, cut open to reveal its enticing 

texture and content. A convenient carry-home han- 

dle stitched at the base with cord holds the carton 

tightly closed until the knot at one end has been 

snipped and the stitching removed by simply pull- 

ing the cord across the package. This lightweight 

container is delivered flat for automatic packaging 

of the raisin-bread loaves. 

Cellular plastic fruit trays. American fruit 

and vegetable shippers seeking ways to reduce 

losses due to damage in transit may be interested 

in new multi-cell polyvinyl chloride plastic trays for 

use as inserts in conventional wood or corrugated 

shipping containers. Cells of the trays are molded in 

various sizes for different products and are arranged 

for maximum utilization of space. The trays are said 

to be non-flammable and to withstand -refrigera- 

tion temperatures. 

Foil-bodied cans. The possibility of cutting 

packaging costs by adopting metal-topped cans 

made of paperboard- [Continued on page 253] 

Brilliant design and fine printing give coffee 

bag eye appeal and recognition value. Enlarged re- 

productions of coffee beans appear three dimensional, 
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Subtle suggestion 

A floor display that simulates a Pennsylvania Dutch kitchen 

pantry has been adopted by Lily-Tulip Cup Corp., New 

York. The unit is designed to increase impulse sales by 

suggesting to shoppers the use of paper cups and dishes at 

meals and snacks all year long, rather than just during the 

summertime picnic season, 

Made of corrugated board, the “Paperware Pantry” is 

printed with a pineboard design and has red and blue dec 

orative accents to establish the Pennsylvania Dutch motif. 

The company name appears on the front and sides of the 

display base and on a valance that projects from the back 

riser. The 28-in.-wide unit displays a total of 120 packages 

on its three shelves. A companion refill contains 48 addi- 

tional packages of the company’s paperware products in a 

variety of colorful designs. The individual boxes displayed 

in the unit contain higher counts than the previously used 

cellophane-wrapped packages. 

The unit, made by Lily-Tulip, doubles as a shipper for 

the products it displays. It is designed to be set up quickly 

in the store and is compact enough to provide dealers with 

maneuverability in locating the display. 

Display Gallery 

Economical elegance for liquor display stand 

A counter-display unit that has the look of luxury, but re- 

portedly was produced at low cost, is being used to showcase 

the fruit-lavored brandies marketed by the Arrow Liquors 

Corp.. Detroit. 

The display has a pre-printed, vacuum-formed vinyl base. 

with two depressions to receive bottles with different-shaped 

bottoms. Elastic cords fastened behind the depressions are 

looped over the necks of the bottles to make them pilfer- 

proof. An oval-shaped vinyl sign in white, green and gold 

that hangs from a brass wire arch contains brand name, 

promotional copy and a color reproduction of the fruit (in 

this case, a blackberry). The arch is secured through holes 

at the back of the display base. The display’s low cost, says 

the company, is due to low-tooling costs for the molds, pre- 

printed sheets, high-speed forming and savings in down time 

for changing molds 

Supplies and services: ))isp/iu\) by Majestic Creations, Ine 

37-03 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y., using Emhart’s forming Taste the Real Fruit 
machinery. Vir hy Vivon Nitration Works, Nixon, NJ 
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Ribbons in blisters 

In broadening its selling policy to include self-service units 

in stationery stores, American Ribbon & Carbon Co. had to 

develop new types of packaging and merchandising for its 

line of Kagle Brand typewriter ribbons. The company vacu- 

um forms its packages. each containing one spooled ribbon, 

of transparent vinyl, heat sealed to a 3-by-5-in. card. Die-cut 

holes secure the cards to a revolving wire rack that displays 

more than a gross of assorted-sized ribbons in one square 

foot of counter space. A promotional sign fixed to the top of 

the rack may be changed to point up different or seasonal 

selling appeals. 

Vacuum-formed packaging keeps the ribbons in a fresh. 

usable condition for long periods, And in addition to stepping 

up impulse sales, the carded packages are reported to cost no 

more than the company’s former conventional typewriter- 

ribbon packages. 

De aler reaction to the new vacuum formed packages is 

reported by the company as excellent 

Supplies and services: /’rinted cards by Great Lakes Press 

Corp... 445 Central Ave... Rochester. N.) - Display rac kes by Vetaline 

Products Co 101 N. Feltus St.. S t/ {mboy, NJ 

Fen, 

Display Gallery 

More display mileage for the shipping container 

Manufacturers who do not want to invest in a vast number 

of separate store displays might take note of the versatile 

surface design that converts corrugated shippers into modular 

floor stands for Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., Oak- 

land, Calif. 

With good results, apparently, these poster-sided shipping 

containers have aided Kaiser, a relative newcomer to the 

household aluminum-foil field, to move successfully into a 

highly competitive market at low cost for display. 

Front and side panels of the boxes feature the company’s 

name and large illustrations showing uses of aluminum foil. 

Side-panel illustrations are diagonal in design, so that a box 

can be cut and folded along the diagonal to form an attrac- 

tive display stand, alone or in combination with other ship- 

ping boxes. The folded-back front panel serves as a platform 

for individual boxes of ioil. 

Supplies and services: Design by Richard E. Paige, Inc., 
114 E 32 St.. New York 16. Shipping cartons by Longview Fibre 

Co., Longview, Wash. 
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Prize-winning fibre boxes 

O. these pages are pictured the 16 

hrst-prize winners selected from more than 

350 entries in the Fibre Box Assn.’s fourth 

annual competition held recently in Wash- 

ington, D.C. Separated into LO) end-use 

classifications and six specialty classifica- 

tions, these products represent a review of 

outstanding recent developments in’ ship 

ping containers and other uses of corru 

vated and solid fibreboard. 

\ rundown of the award winners indi 

Surface design & printing cates that manufacturers are developing 

many new applications of corrugated to 

bulk packages and high-density products. 

\nother trend is evidenced by the large 

number of entries in the “surface design 

and printing” class, which points up the 

strides being taken in applying the graphic 

arts to corrugated, 

Entries in the competition were sub- 

mitted by association member box manu 

facturers to a panel of six judges, which 

Bulk packs presented first, second and honorable- 

mention awards in each of the 16 classes 

First-prizé winners in each class follow: 

| Surface design and printing: Ship- Commas as an Eieiend 

ping container for an automatic washer, 

made by Gaylord Container Corp.. Div. of 

Crown Zellerbach Corp. St. Louis, for 

Maytag Co.. Newton, Towa. 

Bulk packs: Teles ope box for aircraft 

propeller blades, made by St. Regis Con 

tainer Co., Div. of St. Regis Paper Co., New 

Carry-home packs York. for Aluminum Co. of America, Pitts 

burgh. 

t Carry-home packs: Carry-home pack 4 Y ccegye: 

for toy bowling - Sah roe nine pins, made by National 

Container Corp., Long Island City. N. Y.. Floor stands & displays 

for Transogram Co., New York. 

Distinetive features: Liquor display 

stand, made by Gibraltar Corrugated Papert 

Co.. Inc.. North Bergen. N.J.. for Seagram 

Distillers Co.. New York. 

Inner packing and inner contain- 

ers: Shipper display for outboard motor, 

made by Northwestern Corrugated Box 

Co.. Minneapolis, Minn., for Scott-Atwater 

Mig. Co. of the same city. 

Distinctive features Corrugated or solid fibreboard: A Furniture & house furnishings 
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Vanufacturers’ fourth annual awards for achievement 

in 16 classes of use illustrate 

trends and developments in the field of today’s shipping containers 

multicolored tire display made by The Ohio 

Boxboard Co.. Rittman, Ohio. for Firestone 

lire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio. 

Floor stands and displays: A floor: 

display for light bulbs. made by Hankins 

Container Co.. Cleveland. Ohio. for General 

Klectrie Co., of the same ‘city. 

Furniture and house furnishings: 

Shipper for breakfront cabinets. made by 

Container Corp. of America. Chicago, for 

Saginaw Furniture Shop. Chicago. Meat, poultry & eggs 

Large appliances: Shipping container 

for self-propelled rotary lawn mower. made 

by International Paper Co.. Container Div.. 

St. Louis. Mo. for Hummer Mig. Co. 

Springfield. HI. 

Small appliances: Shipping container 

for electric ice crushers, made by Hinde 

& Dauch Paper Co., Sandusky. Ohio, for 

Waverly Products Co., Kansas City. Mo. 

High-density products: Shipping con- 

tainer for one-cylinder gas engines. made 

hy National Container Corp... Milwaukee. 

Wis.. for Clinton Machine Co.. Maquoketa. Fresh fruits & vegetables 

Small appliances 

lowa. 

Textiles and wearing apparel: Gar- 

inent shipper, made by Interstate Container 

Corp.. Glendale. N.Y.. for MeGregor-Doni- 

ver, iit e9 New Y ork. 

Meat, poultry and eggs: Container 

for packing, freezing and shipping turkeys. 

made by Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp.. 

New York. for Priebe Pietrus Poultry Co.. 

Raeford. N.C. 

Fresh fruits and vegetables: Self- 

locking container for cucumbers. made by 

Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp.. New York. 

for Troy H. Cribb & Sons. Spartanburg. 

re 

Other food products: Container for 

packing and shipping frozen fish fillets. 

made by Container Corp. of America, Chi- 
cago. for British Columbia Packers. Ltd.. 

Vancouver. B.C.. Canada. 

Other products: Combination shipper- 

display. carry-home and storage box for 
home movie cameras, made by Containet Other products 

Corp. of America, Chicago. for Bell & 

Textiles & wearing apparel Howell Co.. Lincolnwood, II. 
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Owens-ILLINOIS ASSURES 

You A COMPLETE 

PACKAGING APPROACH 

Co-ordinated Research 
Pure research into fabrication of glass, 
packaging research into processing and 
handling methods in customer plants, 
market research into consumer attitudes, 
All add up to greater packaging value. 

The Right Container 
There’s an O-I container to meet your 

special needs: Duraglas containers; 
Libbey Safedge packing tumblers or 
premiums; Kimble Ampuls and Vials; 
and a variety of plastic containers. 

Needed Fitments 
O-I specialists are keenly aware of sales 
benefits derived from plastic shaker and 
pour-out fitments which are not “gadg- 

ets” but which increase consumer satis- 
faction with your product 

Engineered Design 

At Owens-Illinois, your package’s three 
needs are taken into account: 1) Con- 
siderations of its function in the retail 

store, 2) its operating efficiency, and 
3) its consumer utility, 

The Right Closure 
Through long and continuing research 
O-I has developed the most advanced 
metal and plastic closures. Helping you 
choose the right closure is another func- 
tion of O-I’s packaging service. 

Merchandising Cartons 
Modern cartons are developed only 
through systematic consideration of 
their opportunity to serve you in the 
retail store and warehouse . . . as well as 
on your own filling line and in transit. 
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Duraglas barrel jars are available in 8, 16, 32 and 64 oz. and 1 gallon capacities. 

Pickle-barrel goodness shows... 

and sells in Duraglas containers 

The old time pickle-barrel had a big marketing 
advantage: customers could select the pickles of 
their choice . . . those with the most eye-appeal. 

Duraglas containers give your pickles this same 
advantage of eye-appeal, while assuring complete 
protection to the product. The wide mouth per- 
mits easy removal of the contents, and the tight- 
sealing closure prevents leakage or contamination. 

Whatever your packaging needs, there is a Duraglas 
container to meet your specific requirements. Call 
the nearest Owens-Illinois office for details on the 
complete Owens-Illinois packaging service—the 
right Duraglas container, fitment, and closure . . . 
attractive, eye-catching label designs ... and sturdy 
cartons imprinted with your sales message. 

Call today! Why not now? 

DURAGLAS CONTAINERS Owens-ILLINoISs 

AN @ PRODUCT GENERAL OFFICES + TOLEDO 1, OHIO 



Optically clear film gives complete visibility 

to contents. No danger that suture may be cut 

when opening the package. Extruded tube is heat 

sealed at both ends. Characteristics of material as 

sure a strong bond, tensile strength of 4,500 1 

00 p.s.i. and impact strength of 3.6 Ibs. Paper 

label inside identifies contents 

} he superlative properties of fluorocarbon plastics 

far beyond anything ordinarily used in this field 

in resistance to heat and chemicals—-have long in- 

trigued pac kagers who have looked upon these high- 

cost plastics as a luxury they could not afford. Now 

one of these plastics, in film form, has made its pack- 

aging debut in an application where the life-and- 

death nature of the product makes cost a relatively 

minor matter and the performance, as well as the 

cost picture. has proved to be such that the plastic 

is due for re-evaluation in dozens of high-require- 

ment packaging situations. 

Specifically, surgical sutures manufactured by 

J. A. Deknatel & Son, Inc.. of Queens Village, N. Y., 

are now being supplied to hospitals in individual 

sterile packages of transparent fluorocarbon film 

which readily withstand heat sterilization. No 

other type of plastic now commercially available, 

it is believed, will resist such high temperatures and 

at the same time offer the degree of impermeability 

(to formaldehyde, as well as water and alcohol) 

required in this application, 

Pharmaceutical and surgical-supply firms have 

long sought an unbreakable. flexible, transparent 

film that would give unquestionable performance 

under conventional heat-sterilization — techniques. 

This may he the answer. 

Another producer of sutures is using a similar 

package. made of the same type film. which is steri- 

Although highly 

satisfactory, this is less of a challenge to the plastic 

lized by a radiation technique 

material. 

The Deknatel pac kave consists of an extruded 

film, heat sealed at both ends, made of a halogenated 

(Kel-F) 

identified as a polymer of  trifluoro- 

fluorocarbon thermoplastic which is 

chemically 

chloroethy lene. 

The package replaces an individual glass tube 

which had to be broken open in the operating room, 

presenting obvious hazards. 

Small size and light weight «|! filin pack 

ize make for economies in storage and shipping 

Thirty-six of the plastic-packed sutures Cright) 

weigh half the amount of the same number of 

comparable wlass packages, can be -hipped in 

sealed glass jars approximately half the size 

r ie 
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Surgical sutures are now being heat sterilized 

film 
Iwo factors have contributed to unexpected 

economy, other than that due to eliminating break- 

ive. Which makes the new prac kage feasible costwise 

to Deknatel 

1. New formulations of the basic plastic have 

heen developed which make it extrudable in’ thin 

in tubes of the fantastically resistant thermoplastic that once 

was considered too costly for packaging use 

of this material for hot-processed foods are within 

the realm of possibility, depending on economics. 

the makers of the material say. 

Advantages of the new suture package are con- 

venience and safety. In the operating room, it is 

necessary only to snip one end of the transparent 

cauge. On this basis the new packages presently cost 

Deknatel more than glass. but are still within prac 

tical manufacturing means. 

», Smaller size and lighter weight of the film 

package make for space and weight economies in 

storage and shipping. 

Fluorocarbon plastic is now being widely con- 

sidered in the pharmaceutical industry for the pack- 

aging of one-shot doses of parenteral solutions, anti- 

biotics and single-shot syringes. Its ability to with- 

stand elevated temperatures (continuous heat at 350 

deg. F. 

in this field. but suggests future possibilities for 

or more} increases its potentials not only 

plastic bottles. vacuum-formed containers and films. 

as well as low-cost polyethylene bottles with fluoro- 

carbon liners. Even rigid plastic containers molded 

Safe and convenient 

Suture slips out by itself, ready to use when 

the cut package is inverted. There is no need for 

the use of fingers or forceps. 

Cutting requires no special care. There are no 

slivers of glass to cling to the suture, gloves or linen. 



Packaging procedure 

3-in. lengths, suitable for each individual 

pac kage, are cut from 4-ft.-long tubes 

In metal holders, 

sealed 

pl we in 

ross one end 

metal baskets fo 

lO cut lengths 

multaneously 

! anster to 

suture 

are 

rea 

heat 
dv to 

autoclave 

Heat sterilization j- possible due to 

of fluorocarbon to withstand heat well above a 

cepted sterilization temperatures 

continuous heat <0) deg or 

Film will 

more 

ability 

~tamne 

stittire pride kage with surgi al sClssors and mvert the 

pack to have the suture slip out by itself. ready for 

use. No fingers or forceps are used. There is no 

danger that slivers of glass will cling to the suture. 

There are no damaged gloves or linen, no lost 

sutures through container breakage and no trouble 

some rolling of the suture tubes in a tray. 

The fluorocarbon plastic was accepted alter a 

study of the chemical and physical properties of 

dozens of transparent plastic materials and com 

binations., Its selection is based on the following 

pore Hhiises 

> The material is optically clear so that package 

contents may be seen at all times. Opaque flexible 

materials, no matter how protective, have a disad- 

Vantage in that the suture may be cut when opening 

the pra kage, 

> The fluorocarbon plastic has a tensile strength of 

1.500 to 5.700 p.s.i. and an impact strength of 3.6 

lbs. Its inherent heat-sealing property assures a 

strong bond. In its advertising, Deknatel directs 

users to squeeze the packages “with all the strength 

in your fingers” to demonstrate that the seal will 

not break. 

> The impermeability of the container material to 

alcohol and formaldehyde permits the use of time 

tested sterilizing solutions for the “canning” of the 

sutures, (Polyester film is being used successfully 

for suture packaging, but with a canning solution 

other than formaldehyde. } 

Although for competitive reasons. Deknatel has 

not made complete disclosure of production details, 

packaging procedures, in general. are as follows: 

The °),-in.-diameter extruded tubing is received 

in lengths about 4 ft. long. These are cut into short 

lengths of about 3 in., suitable for each individual 

suture pac kage. Ten short lengths are plac ed in spe- 

cially constructed metal holders in which all 10 are 

heat sealed simultaneously across one end. These 

holders, containing 10 tubes sealed at one end. are 

fitted into metal baskets for easy transfer into and 

out of the autoclave for sterilization. After steriliza- 

tion. the tubes are transferred to the filling and 

sealing room, where the packages are completed. 

For dry sterile silk sutures. the packages are filled 

and sealed without aleohol prior to sterilization. 

Silk sutures will withstand heat sterilization in the 

package. 

Designated quantities of the individual finished 

plastic packages for both [Continued on page 241) 

Supplies and services: “Kv/-f 270)" resin by Min- 

nesota Mining & Mig. Co.. Jersey City Chemical Div., 

Chemical Products Group, St. Paul 6, Minn. Tubing 

extruded by Sanford Plastics Co.. 22 Ravine Dr.. 

Vatawan, N. J. Sentinel heat sealer by Packaging In 

dustries, Ltd. 151 Pine St., Montclair, N. J 
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another 

pre stige 

product 

packaged 

" ae] 

CR 

One of a family of 

Nestle® Colorinse® Boxes 

manufactured for 

The Nestle-LeMur Company, Inc. 

F N. Burt ¢ 



Even a child can pour detergent from new 

Way self-metering 

washer. Afte 1 few shakes of the package. al 

carton without overloading the 

vou need to do is pour. Just the right’ pre 

measured amount comes out: then the flaw st p= 

Just tip the carton upside down once and its ready 

for a second pour if desired, The contents won't 

spill if the packa Is clrop ped 

i 
g 

' 

One-piece blank, specially designed, incor 

porates the meter. White area of the flat: blank 

becomes the meter device when it is folded and 

glued in proper position inside the container 

Cross-section view with product visible 

through acetate wall in special demonstration car- 

ton shows how the metering device functions. The 

detergent powder flows by gravity into loading 

chamber (a) through valve (b). From loader, 

material flows to discharge chute (e), 

VIODERN PACKAGING 



carton 

Folding box that dispenses a measured amount of contents 

and shuts itself eff on each pour 

makes tts market debut as a package for new Way detergent 

A he long-discussed patented self-metering carton 

with a built-in device that “pours stops 

measures by itself has reached the market this 

month as the package for a detergent called “Way.” 

Phe new product, being introduced in selected 

supermarkets in the New York metropolitan area, 

vives consumers their first chance to buy and try 

the convenience of a carton that dispenses its con- 

tents automatically in measured quantities simply 

by tipping the carton and pouring. The market trial 

should give the makers of a wide variety of free- 

flowing dry products a good opportunity to observe 
the consumer acceptance of this new convenience 

leature. 

Packaged on high-speed cartoning equipment, 

Way also demonstrates how the metered carton may 

be handled on existing cartoning lines with only 

slight modifications. 

The self-measuring carton, as it has reached the 

market for Way, is comprised entirely of a one- 

piece blank in which the meter is incorporated by 

means of an integral die-cut and scored section ex- 

tending inside beyond the normal glue-seam side of 

the blank. This section, when folded and glued in- 

side the carton, provides (a) a loading chamber, 

(bh) a valve through which the contents flow by 

gravity into the loading chamber and in metered 

portion to (ce) a discharge chute from whence it 

pours out the top opening in the usual way. 

The carton is made, in the supplier’s plant, on 

conventional folding-box-making machinery that re- 

quires only an extra pre-fold section to form and 

glue the metered section. The finished blanks are 

delivered knocked down to a contract packager who 

is filling Way on a standard, continuous-motion 

carton forming, filling and sealing machine with 

only the addition of an air-jet attachment to blow 

the valve in place as the formed and bottom-sealed 

cartons move toward the fillers. 

The splashy blue, red and yellow carton for Way 

is crowded with copy and illustrations to promote 

the advantages of the metered feature and to direct 

NOVEMBER 

the consumer how to use the new carton. The 

marketers of Way, however. also are promoting its 

convenience extensively with demonstrators in the 

stores where it is being sold. And they expect to 

find out a great deal about the kind of package 

directions needed to assure proper operation of the 

package in the home. 

The Way carton is designed to dispense the de- 

tergent in measured quantities of 45 gms. (about 

half a cup), an amount adequate for a full load of 
dishes with one pour and for washing machine with 

one, two or more pours. A printed guarantee, based 

on the results of independent laboratory tests, 
( promises 95.8 accuracy from first to last pour. 

The carton copy calls attention to other advan- 

95.8% accuracy from first to last pour is 

promised by a printed guarantee on the package. 

This guarantee is based on the results of inde- 

pendent laboratory tests. Photo shows lab tech- 

nician checking 45-gm. pours from Way carton. 
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Air-jet attachment to blow valve in place 

before the fill is the only modification necessary 

on a standard constant-motion carton-flling ma 

chine to handle the metered cartons 

PHOTO COLRTEST NEW HAVEN BOARD & CARTON CO 

Carton making is done on standard folding- 

box-making equipment to which only an extra 

pre-fold section is added to form and glue the 

meter inside the earton blank. This view shows 
! | 

th meter by ny broken is well a- the final fold 

tages of the pat kage in reducing waste, preventing 

spilling and eliminating the use of extra measuring 

cups for accurate portions. 

Developers of the carton point out that the meter 

feature will function with a wide range of granu- 

lar and dry powdery products, such as baby cereals, 

dessert mixes. dried milk. soluble coffee. 

salt. fertilizers and chemicals. They believe it has 

s o¢r ¥ ugar. 

possibilities for extending the use of folding cartons 

VODERN PACKAGING 

to a number of products now liquid form, such 

as bleach, that could be introduced in dry, concen 

trated form. The metered carton, however, is not 

recommended for anv products that have a tendency 

to cake or bridge. such as flour or ready-to-eat 

cereals, 

The self-measuring cartons can be designed to 

dispense quantities from a teaspoonful to a cupful, 

down to the last pour. Size or capacity of an exist- 

ing package need not be changed to incorporate the 

inasmuch as the meter meter. say the developers. 

displaces negligible cubic volume in’ any carton 

filled by weight with granular products usually sub- 

ject to settling. 

When related to the lower- aliper board that ap- 

parently can be used with the metered carton with- 

out sacrificing strength, the cost reportedly averages 
about 15 to 20% more than regular cartons, plus a 

Ye royalty on the packaging materials cost’ paid 

by the packer on an individual brand-use basis to 

the licenser. On this basis. cost is estimated at about 
) 1 to 14 cent more per |Continued on page 253 | 

Supplies and services: S///-measuring carton avail- 

able under license from U.S. Metered Container Corp., 

927 Madison Ave., New York 22. “Way” carton pro 

duced by New Haven Board & Carton Co., 259 East 

St... New Haven & Conn., for U.S. Metered Container 

Tru-Line Die Co., 460 

Contract manufacturing and 

Corp. Experimental dies by 

Broome St., New York. 

packaging of the synthetic detergent by Ultra Chemi- 

cal Works, Inc., Wood & Shady Sts., Paterson, N. J 

Cartoning machine by Stokes & Smith Co., Sub. Food 

Machinery & Chemical Corp., 4942 Summerdale Ave 

Philadelphia 24, Pa. Graphic design by Ken Saco, 185 

Vadison Ave., New York 16. Laboratory tests by Con- 

tainer Laboratories, Inc.. 45 BE. 22 St... New York 10 

Sell-out was reported the first) day 

new detergent in metered carton wa- 

introduced in New York supermarket. 



How 3 types of packaging 

use BAKELITE Brand 

Plastics to 

Deliver 
products 
actory-lresh 

Polyethylene bottle. Many storage 
batteries are now shipped dry. The elec- 

trolyte is packaged separately in poly- 

ethylene bottles and added when the battery 

is sold—factory fresh. Light vet sturdy, this 

safe, convenient bottle is blow-molded by Plax 

Corporation from BakeLrre Brand Polyethyl- 

ene. It is inert to chemicals—remains tough and 

flexible, and provides “no-return” convenience. 

Polyethylene bottles can be molded in a vari- 

ety of colors and shapes. Sizes have reached as 

high as 13 gallons. Their low cost, light weight, 

and customer acceptance assure sales success 

for liquids and powders in consumer and in- 

dustrial markets. 

(continued 



Deliver products factory-lresh 
continued from preceding page) 

2DWARE CONVENIENCE 

ef Skin packaging” 

helped double sales 

aa in self-service selling 

That's the report of a leading hardware distrib 

utor to Wessel Hardware Corp., who manufac 

ture and package these items. A protective 

covering of crystal-clear Krene Cast Vinyl Film 

(made by Bakelite Company ) gives hardware 

added glamour and convenience for a standout 

display. At the same time the items are pro 

tected from soiling, handling, moisture. and 

corrosion. Since KRENE is so strong and tough 

the packages have a long storage and shelf lite 

the film keeps its gloss and clarity, won't dry 

out and crack. “Skin packaging” with Kreni 

Film is ideal for all sorts of odd-shaped. difficult- 

to-package products. Why not put it to work 

on vour problem packages? 

Skin Packaging with KRENE Cast Vinyl Film is as easy as A. B. C. 

es 
~> ¥ 

“Skin Packaging” starts with hard- After film is positioned and heated, ‘ All items are packaged at once. 
ware items laid on card coated with vacuum pulls it snugly against card and “Film protects and promotes for 
BakeLite Vinyl Resin. hardware. self-service sales. 



e8 In polyethylene-coated 
packages ‘Sour whole line 

showed sales increases” 

That's the experience of G. N. Stevens, of Empire 

State Nut Co.. Albany, N.Y. They package thei 

peanuts and salted nuts in bags made of cellophane 

that features a protective coating of Baketrre Brand 

Polvethvlenc. “We would definitely recommend 

these bags he continues, “because of their clarity 

‘and durability, and the long shelf life they give our 

whole line of products.” The polyethylene lining 

Imparts no taste or odor, is resistant to oils and 

salt. and heat-seals to an airtight, moisture-proot 

closure. Find out how a coating of Bakeire Brand 

Polvethvlene on pape film. or foil makes a better 

package for liquids, solids, or powders 

ASK YOUR SUPPLIER ABOUT PACKAGING MADE WITH 

BAKEL 
BRAND 

PLASTICS@®)) 
\ 

Or, write to Bakelite Company for the names of suppliers who offer their 

clients distinguished service in plastic packaging. 

BAKELITE COMPANY, Division of Union Carbide Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. 

The terms BAKELITE, Krene, and Union Cansive and the Trefoil Svmbol are registered trade-marks of UCC, 



Bread Wrappers by Milprint, Inc. and The Specialty Papers Company 

They stay luxury loaves...in ALCOA WRAP 

Alcoa® Wrap Aluminum Foil seals 

in just-baked flavor and rich vitamin 

content of best fine specialty breads 

assures oven-freshness for wider 

distribution and longer shelf-life 

reseals tight to protect freshness, 

after opening 

And sparkling, colorful Alcoa 

Wrap grabs more customer atten- 

168 

tion, does it quicker. . . boosts “*pick- 

me-up,”’ impulse sales. 

CALL YOUR CONVERTER Alcoa 

doesn’t make packages, but teams 

America’s top converters. Get 

top facili- 

with 

with 

today’s finest packaging 

ties, research, and service 

Alcoa Wrap. 

as NOW 

al your onoc 
~~ — 
\ Fac? folt 
4 num 

j au! 

ay) NEW! 
“ALCOA THEATRE” 

w Exciting Adventure 
. Alternate Monday Evenings 

Youre always ahead with Alcoa 

. greatest name in aluminum 
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Economical 

one-shot 

syringe 

Idea.of making the applicator 

a throw-away package ts 

brought to a new low-cost level 

with an all-polyethylene syringe 

used for bovine mastitis ointment 

3 rotective packaging with the added attractions 

of economy. safety, convenience and re-use— these 

are the reasons for the adoption by Hess & Clark. 

Ine.. Ashland. Ohio. of a disposable, single-dose 

s\ringe used as the ‘pac kage for Dr. Hess Pen-FZ. 

a veterinary ointment for the treatment of mastitis 

In cows, 

Throw-away syringes aren't new to the -pharma- 

veutical industry.” but the Dr. Hess single-dose 

syringe represents an economical advance in that it 

is molded entirely of One material—a low-density. 

white, opaque polyethylene. The package was chosen 

primarily because it offers greater convenience and 

safety in use than did previous multiplé-dose, metal- 

applicator packages. 

There are two safety features of the new package. 

the company points out. First, the single-dose syr- 

inge eliminates the possibility of spreading mastitis 

to healthy. cows. Second, its semi-rigid applicator 

tip minimizes the chances of injuring the animal 

during-injection of the Pen-FX ointment into its 

‘teat canal. 

Although the syringe package is made economi- 

cally enough to be thrown away after one use. its 

re-use possibilities are many. After thorough rins 

ing: the syringe can be adapted to all sorts of jobs 

around the farm, such as oiling electric motors and 

small parts, putting grease on gears and _ shafts. 

squirting liquids into tight places. 

Sor Disposable Injettables Movers Packacince, Jan 3, 4 

NOVEMBER 19 

Single— 

dose 

di SPosable — 

Wing, z + Dae 
\ 

7 Ren FL 

Convenient unit is marketed in toothbrush-size carton that carries 

directions for use. Display gets product out front on dealer counters. 

Chemical inertness of the polyethylene means 

there’s no danger of contaminating chemical re- 

action occurring to harm the sensitive veterinary 

drug while it remains within the protective syringe 

package. 

The syringe is closed with a friction cap that 

fits over its needle-like applicator tip. It is loaded 

by conventional tube-filling methods. However. the 

plunger that activates the syringe is inserted manu- 

ally to insure that all air is expelled from the con- 

tainer. A rubber gasket on the plunger assures a 

tight seal. 

According to the company. the polyethylene syr- 

inge is activated more easily than other types of 

applicators, giving dairymer an especially efficient 

veterinary instrument. 

The Pen-FZ syringe is marketed in a toothbrush- 

size folding carton. On its yellow surface the prod- 

uct name stands out in bold black letters: the com- 

pany trademark, in red and black. White panels 

carry promotional copy and directions for use. A 

riser on the counter-display carton shows a line il- 

lustration of the syringe and calls attention to its 

single-dose feature. 

Supplies and services: Puchkage design by Smith, 

Scherr & McDermott, 47 S. Portage Path, Akron 3, 

Ohio. Syringe molded by Shirk & Swift, Inc., Mon- 

rovia, Calif., using Eastman’s Tenite polyethylene. 

Unit and display cartons by Crook Paper Box Co., 

110 E. 10 Ave., North Kansas City 16, Mo. 



New Mexican 77r/-Sure Plant 
brings Tri-Sure service to Mexico 
and Central America 

New Tri-Sure Plant at Avenida No. 1 y Calle Piramide, Naucalpan, E. de Mexico, Mexico 

Another link in the international chain of plants that comprises 

‘**Tri-Sure* the World Over,’’ this modern new factory near Mexico 

City is producing Tri-Sure Seals, Plugs, Flanges, Nozzles and Caps— 

which give the contents of drums and pails positive protection from 

leakage, seepage and contamination. 

The plant is strategically located to serve customers in Mexico and 

Central America, and to provide prompt sales-engineering service. 

The newest of ten Tri-Sure plants, offices and affiliates, the Tri-Sure 

Mexican plant plays the important role of bringing to Latin American 

industry the protection of Tri-Sure Closures—the world’s most widely 

tested, approved and used sealing device for steel shipping containers. 

*The “‘Tri-Sure’’ Trademark is a mark of reliability backed by over 35 years serving industry. 

AMERICAN FLANGE & MANUFACTURING CO. INC., 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N. 

CHICAGO, ILL. - LINDEN, N. J. - NILES, OHIO 

Tri-Sure Products Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada 
Tri-Sure S/A Industria e Comercio, San Paulo, Brazil 

American Flange & Manufacturing Co. Inc., Villawood, N. S. W., Australia 
Compania Mexicana Tri-Sure S/A, Naucalpan, E. de Mexico, Mexico 

B. Van Leer N. V., Stadhouderskade 6, Amsterdam, Holland 
Van Leer industries, Ltd., Seymour House, 17 Waterloo Place, Pall Mali S. W. 1, London, England 

Quality always ? ee 
Protection Tris (Sure 

for ry 

Quality CP for every drum you ship 
Products 

CLOSURES 
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Methods 

Engineering 

Testing 

An improved 

laboratory heat sealer 

Sensitive instrument developed ‘for film testing 

is capable of simulating the full range of sealing conditions 

encountered on high-speed machines 

i. development work on the heat-sealing charac- 

teristics of cellophane in this laboratory, the esti- 

mate of sealability is based on the measurement of 

the force required to peel apart the layers forming 

the seal. 

It was frequently difficult to evaluate results of 

experiments, however, because test seals were fabri- 

cated at optimum conditions, the high sealing tem- 

perature and pressure and the long dwell time being 

carefully selected to give maximum seal strength. 

These conditions are unrealistic in terms of modern 

packaging techniques, since machines normally 
operate at speeds in excess of 100 units per minute 

(newer models are capable of operating at 300 to 

100 units per minute). 

It soon became evident that the success of any 

work concerned with improving the heat-sealing 

characteristics of cellophane would depend to a 

great extent on the development of a more sensitive 

heat-seal test.. 

The need also was present for a more discrimina- 
ting procedure in connection with the improvement 

of the heat sealability of polyethylene film. In this 
case it was again possible to obtain very adequate 

heat seals in the laboratory at optimum conditions 
of temperature, dwell time and pressure, but these 

were not necessarily normal conditions and proba- 

*Analytical and 

| ical Cory Packaging Laboratories, 

Testing Group Leader, Film Division, Olin Mathieson 

New Haven, Conn, 
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By K. W. Ninnemann* 

bly would be encountered infrequently in actual 

packaging operations. 

At first glance it would appear that there should 

be no serious difficulties in obtaining satisfactory 

heat seals when using heat-sealable packaging ma- 
terials. But a closer examination of many packaging 

Figure 1. Heat sealer and control cabinet. Heat 

seals can be fabricated in the laboratory under 

closely controlled conditions of sealing tempera- 

ture, dwell time and pressure. 



LOCATOR STUD SEALING BAR STOP 
(WEIGHT) 

SOLENOID VALVE 

Figure 2. Detailed view of heat sealer, showing additional 

sealing bar for fabricating polyethylene heat seals. 

operations indicated to us that a number of factors 

other than the heat-sealable coating, as of cello- 

phane, are involved. 

For example, the pressure required to hold the 

layers of film together for sealing may be limited 

by the type of product and, in most packages, there 

are areas where a number of layers of the packaging 

material must be sealed together, in some instances 
with no backing force or, at most, with only the 

weight of the package as the backing force. The 

application of additional heat in these cases is of 

little value if the layers of the film are not con- 
tiguous. 

Furthermore, the amount of heat available may 

be limited by the capacity of the heating elements, 

by the rate of heat transfer of the bar and its coat- 

ing, or possibly even by the type of product being 

packaged. More heat can usually be obtained, of 
course, by increasing the dwell time; but this in 

turn may result in an economic problem, since the 

number of units handled per minute must be de- 

creased. The heat transfer of the film, variations in 

the film itself, the large variety of packaging ma- 

chines, their variability and individual idiosyncra- 

sies, and a host of other problems are all a part of 

this larger problem of heat sealing. 

In view of these considerations it is obvious that 

if any changes or improvements are to be made in 

the heat-sealing qualities of various packaging ma- 

terials, or if results of control tests are to give an 
accurate estimate of these qualities, a heat-sealing 

device is required which must be able to simulate 

the normal range pf sealing conditions encountered 

on packaging machines and maintain them under 
close control. It must be possible to obtain the vari- 

ety of conditions demanded for packaging small 
objects or light ones, soft or fragile products, or 

any of the myriad items packaged daily in these 

heat-sealable materials. In short, it should be possi 

ble to cover the entire range of sealing conditions, 

beginning with the minimum ones--the combination 
of sealing temperature, pressure and dwell time at 

which seals can barely be formed. 

With this instrument, testing procedures must 
then be developed which quantitatively measure the 

Multiple layers 

may be involved or just two sheets, both types of 

characteristic, “heat sealability.” 

heat seal being equally common. In a test incor- 
porating the former, sufficient heat is required to 

seal through the layers, pointing up differences in 

heat transfer, sealing temperature of the coating, or 

even the manner in which the layers of film are held 

together. If only two layers of film are used, the seal- 

ing temperature can be selected to duplicate the con- 

dition to which the inner layers of a multiple-layer 
seal are subjected. 

A testing device has been designed in this labora- 

tory and with subsequent improvements has evolved 

into an instrument by means of which slight differ- 

ences in heat sealability can now be measured. This 

new laboratory heat sealer enables the making of 

seals at conditions comparable to those frequently 
encountered on packaging machines: pressures 

ranging from the weight of the film itself to several 
ounces per square inch; temperatures at which the 

film is barely sealable, and very short dwell times 

similar to those obtained on machines operating 

at several hundred units per minute. Each set of 

conditions is controlled. 

It is not the intent of this article to offer more 

than an introduction to the problems connected 
with evaluating heat sealability. Although the instru- 

Table §: Comparison of heat-seal strengths 

300 MST-54 cellophane 

sealed at standard conditions* 

Units: Gms./1.5 im. of seal, averages of five specimens 

Lot #2 

Sample No 

Lot #1 

Sample No. Average {verage 

210 150 

315 290 

195 185 

195 150 

225 195 

285 200 

160 é 225 

120 175 

Over-all average 213 196 
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ment described here has proved to be an extremely 

valuable tool, much work still remains to. be done 

to achieve the inter-laboratory duplicability  de- 
sirable on any piece of labyratory equipment. For 

example, the effects on sealability of the metal com- 

prising the sealing bar, whether or not the bar 
is coated, and the effects of this coating all need to 

he investigated. Accuracy or precision, or both, need 5 | 

to be improved. 

Instrument description 

A laboratory heat sealer has been designed to 
reproduce as simply as possible the sealing action 

used in many packaging machines to form the bot- 

tom or end seals of a package. The instrument, illus- 

trated in Figures 1 and 2, can be used to fabricate 

seals at an infinite variety of combinations of tem- 

perature, pressure and dwell time beginning at the 

minimum conditions. 
The instrument consists of two parts: the sealer 

approximately 4 in. wide, 81% in. long and 61% in. 
high—and the control cabinet. The sealer is built 

in the form of a small table containing an opening 

through which the sealing bar can move freely. In 

its rest position, the bar is approximately 1 in. 

below the top of the table and it is moved up into 

its sealing position and down again by means of a 

small air motor. This distance below the table is 

sufficiently great so that even after prolonged peri- 
ods of operation at high sealing-bar temperatures 

the increase in temperature of the metal plate form- 

ing the top presents no problem, barely becoming 

warm to the touch. 
The sealing element is constructed in two parts. 

The lower portion, consisting of a steel bar 6 in. 
long with a square cross-section of approximately 

| in., contains a 14-in.-diameter hole at its center 

extending almost through its entire length. A 150- 

watt heater is inserted in this hole. The second part 
forms the surface which comes into contact with the 

heat-sealable packaging material. This bar is pres- 

ently made of aluminum and is Teflon coated, but 

it may be made of other materials. It is fastened to 

the steel heating bar and thus is readily interchange- 

able with bars of other sizes or shapes, some of 

which may actually reproduce those of various 
packaging machines if desired. The entire assem- 

bly, consisting of the steel bar with its heating ele- 

ment and the sealing bar, is in turn fastened to the 

air motor through a heat-insulator block. 
The top metal plate contains five screws or studs 

which project from it. The screws at either end act 

as stops for controlling the height to which the 

sealing-bar assembly may move. These have heen 

set to allow a rise of approximately 144 in. above 

the surface of the table. The three remaining studs 
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Table Il: Comparison of heat-seal strengths 
300 MST-54 cellophane sealed at conditions” 

simulating high-speed packaging operations 
Gams./1.5 in. nits: of seal, averages of five specimens 

Lot #1 Lot #2 

Sample No Average Sample No. fverage 

120 

110 

125 

105 

155 

105 

120 

105 

Over-all average 2 118 

* Sealing temperature of 275 deg. . fo 5 sec. at a pressure of 

- v4. per sq. in, 

form locators which prevent the sealing-pressure 

weight from moving during the sealing operation. 

The sealing pressure is thus obviously controlled 
by dead weight. Consequently, it is possible to make 

heat seals for testing purposes at a variety of seal- 
ing pressures ranging from a minimum equal to 

the weight of the upper piece of film to a maximum 
of several pounds per square inch. As the sealing 

bar moves through the opening in the table top 

upward against the specimen, it lifts the packaging 

material and the known weight placed on top of it. 

In practice, a piece of chipboard is ordinarily 
placed between the packaging film and the weight, 

insulating the latter from the sealing bar and in- 

Figure 3. Illustration of the effect of changes in 

sealing temperature, dwell time and pressure on 

the heat-seal strength of 300 MST-54 cellophane. 

These data are tabulated in Table III. 

INCHES OF SEAL 

-250°F-— Ye SEC 

HEAT SEAL STRENGTH— GRAMS PER 15 

+ 
€ 6 10 2 

SEALING PRESSURE— OUNCES PER SQUARE INCH 



Figure 4. Variation 

- in the heat-seal strength 

of 300 MST-53 and 300 

MST-54 cellophanes as 

a function of sealing 

temperature and dwell 

time at constant pres- 

sure. Charts are based 

on principle of the 

topographie map, with OWELL TIME— SECONDS 

w °o 

OWELL TIME — SECONDS 

J 

contour levels in grams 

likese data are tabu 

lated in Table IV. 

200° 250° 300° 350° 400° 200° 250° 300° 350° 400° 

SEALING TEMPERATURE ——-*F SEALING TEMPERATURE °F 

0. 300 MST-53 CELLOPHANE b. 300 MST-54 CELLOPHANE 

suring constant conditions during the sealing op- small air motor which moves the sealing bar into 
eration. The chipboard may represent, for example, position and back down at the end of the sealing 

the paper tray used under a cake. cycle. 

Temperature and dwell time are regulated, respec- kach of the three sealing variables -pressure, 

tively, by means of a temperature controller and an sealing temperature and dwell time——is controlled 

electric timer located in the control cabinet. For independently of the others and it is possible, for 

an accurate estimate of the temperature of the sur- i} practical purposes, to make heat seals at an in- 

face of the sealing bar, a thermocouple is located in finite number of sealing conditions. 

the center of the aluminum bar and as close to the 

sealing surface as possible. The electric timer is Experimental 

started by means of a microswitch adjusted so that Cellophane. The need for a more discriminating 

the sealing cycle is timed from the instant the seal- heat-seal test became apparent very early in studies 

ing bar first touches the test specimen. The timer designed to improve the heat sealability of Olin 

in turn, opens and closes a solenoid valve to the cellophane. In this laboratory, heat seals were gen- 
erally made at a sealing temperature of 265 deg. F. 

; for 2 see. at a pressure of 20 psi. These conditions 
Table Wi: Effect of sealing temperature. dwell see: iis iia tis Uae sian, Mie tea Balas 

time and pressure on the Federal Specification L-C-00L10b (GSA-FSS) fot 

seal strength of 300 MST-54 cellophane cellophane. 

NE SE Ss Se Sy, RNS SF ee Spee The major difficulty encountered in the study of 

the heat sealability of cellophane using these test 
Pressure, 250 deg. F 100 dex. I 

oz.fin. ' 
conditions is demonstrated by the data in Tables I 

and II. Two different lots of cellophane, each con 

sisting of eight rolls of film, were tested in the 

normal manner. The individual samples of each lot 

were considered to be identical. The data in Table 

| show that the average seal strength of 196 gms. 

for Let 2 was 17 gms. less than the average for Lot 

1. but a statistical analysis indicated that the vari- 

ability of the results within the two lots was such 

that the means were not different at the 5‘ level. 

The same two lots of cellophane were subse- 

quently tested on the new laboratory heat sealer at 

much more stringent conditions of dwell time and 

pressure. Data obtained are shown in Table II. No 

statistical analysis is required in this case to deter- 

mine whether or not the difference between the over- 

all averages of the two lots is significant, for at 

these minimum conditions of sealing temperature, 
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dwell time and pressure, the average seal strength 

for Lot 2 of 118 gms. .was almost three times as 

sreat as that obtained for Lot 1. 

The initial conclusion based on the standard test 

results that no improvement had been made in the 
heat sealability of this particular type of cellophane 

was in error. Subsequent tests using the new labo- 

ratory heat sealer showed, however, that the ex- 

perimental film was actually more susceptible to 

heat sealing and was, therefore, more adaptable to 

use on the very high-speed packaging machines. 
his has been verified by field experience. 

The very obvious difference between the data in 

Tables | and II naturally prompted questions as to 

the effects of variations in temperature, dwell time 

and pressure at levels which formerly could not be 

precisely obtained. Subsequently, heat seals were 

made at temperatures of 250 and 300 deg. F., at 

14 sec. and 1 sec. dwell time, over a range of pres- 

sures from approximately zero to 15.8 oz. per sq. in. 

The average heat-seal strengths at each set of con- 

ditions are shown in Table III; the same data are 

plotted in smoothed curves, as determined by the 

method of least squares, in Figure 3. 

The question of just what sealing conditions pre- 

vide maximum heat-seal strength frequently arises. 

The laboratory heat sealer may be used to obtain 
such information by varying sealing temperature 

and dwell time while holding pressure constant at 

one of a number of levels. 

Such heat-seal-strength data for samples of 300 

MST-53 and MST-54 cellophane are summarized in 

Table IV. 

pressure of 5 lbs. per sq. in., at sealing temperatures 

In these tests all seals were made at a 

ranging from 200 to 400 deg. F. in 50-deg. intervals 

and at dwell times of 0.05, 0.10, 0.50 and 1.0 sec. In 

Figure 4 the principle of the topographic map was 

adapted, using the same data, to illustrate more 

Table IV: Variation in heat-seal strength of 
cellophane as a function of sealing temperature 

and dwell time at constant pressure 

Heat-seal strength—gms./1\2-in. width 

Dwell 

time, 200° 250 300 150 100 
bilm ty pre see deg. F. deg. F. deg. F. deg. FF. deg. t 

al indicated scaling temperature 

OO MNES O05 BLD 170 Ih 

O10 155 165 135 

0.50 80 185 150 

1.0 i 195 200 150 

100 MIST 54 190 V5 105 

195 190 140 

210 190 160 

215 205 170 

clearly how seal strength changes with increasing 

temperature or dwell time at constant pressure. The 

X and Y axes represent, respectively, sealing tem- 

peratures in degrees Fahrenheit and dwell time in 

seconds. The heavy lines, or isopleths, in the body 

of the chart connect points of equal seal strength, 

indicated by the numbers, in the same manner that 

lines on a topographic map connect points of equal 

elevation. Thus, the shaded areas between two ad- 

jacent isopleths define the various combinations of 
dwell time and sealing temperature which can be 

used to obtain heat seals having a peel strength 

within the given limits. 

For example, Chart a, 300 MST-53 cellophane, in- 

dicates that a seal with peel strength between 100 

and 150 gms. per 1.5 in. of width could be obtained 

with this film when sealed at a dwell time of 0.5 sec. 

and at a temperature of 200 deg. F. To obtain a seal 

strength of 200 gms. per 1.5 in. of seal, dwell time 
must be increased to al- [Continued on page 250) 

Figure 5. Gusset-seal strength of bags fabricated from three different samples of polyethyl- 

ene film on a standard bag machine in comparison with strength of laboratory-made seals. 
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By Morris R. Rogers, Elizabeth Pillion and Arthur M. Kaplan* 

Halogen-vapor transmission 

{pparatus and method for measuring performance of barrier materials 

against chlorine and iodine, 

with data on several useful laminations 

S oovisce stability or shelf life has long been a 

military problem when a supply of items such as 

disinfectants must be kept on hand for long periods 

of time for emergency use. Consistent with the prob- 

lem of storage stability of disinfectants is adequacy 

of packaging materials and their ability to protect 

package contents when stored in military ware- 

houses under extremes of climatic conditions. The 

packaging material must prevent the entrance of 

moisture into the contents of the pac kage and at the 

same time be resistant to attack by disinfectant 

vapors. The packaging material must also act as a 

barrier to halogen vapors. 

[ypifying this problem for halogen-type disin- 

fectants is Disinfectant, Chlorine, Food Service, 

Specification MIL-D-11309A. This chlorine-releas- 

ing disinfectant is composed of chlormelamine, a 

surface-active material, and a buffer system of citric 

acid and monosodium dihydrogen phosphate. It is 

used for rinsing mess gear where 180 deg. F. water 

Figure 1. Test cells used to determine halogen 

vapor transmission through various packaging ma 

terials. Large desiccator (right) is first type of 
cell used; at left is small, improved test cell. 

is unavailable for the purpose of sanitizing and as 

a germicidal rinse for fresh fruits and vegetables of 

questionable origin which are to be eaten raw. 

A laminate structure which is currently used for 

the packaging of Disinfectant, Chlorine, Food Serv- 

ice, is (from inside to outside) 25 lbs. polyethylene, 

0.0035 aluminum foil, 15 lbs. polyethylene, 25 lbs. 

pouch paper, with a lacquer coating. A heat-sealed 

pouch made of this laminate for packaging Disin- 

fectant, Chlorine, Food Service, provides only six 

months’ protection of its contents when stored under 

temperate climatic conditions. After six months’ stor- 

age, visible pitting and crazing of the pouch is 

noticeable. This breakdown in the packaging ma- 

terial subsequently permits a loss in the active 

halogen present in the disinfectant formulation. 

Thus, a search for a halogen-resistant, pouch-ty pe 

packaging material which would give considerably 

longer shelf life than that structure was begun. 

\ simple and reproducible method for determin- 

ing chlorine and iodine vapor transmission was 

required to evaluate candidate packaging materials. 

The adaptation of the principles used in determining 

organic-vapor transmission through packaging ma- 

terials seemed ideal for this purpose. 

Cherepow(1)! described a method for comparing 

the flavor or odor permeability of flexible materials 

using a 4-0z. Douglas jar known as the Cherepow 

cell. A cross section is cut through a Douglas jar, 

creating two chambers. The odorous material is 

placed in the bottom chamber and the test sample 

is interposed between this and the top chamber. At 

suitable time intervals the screw cap is removed 

briefly, the top chamber sniffed, the screw cap 

quickly replaced and the time required for the first 

detectable appearance of the odor in the top cham- 

ber is recorded. Cartwright, et al.,(2) also used the 

Cherepow cell in their studies of odor permeability 

of glassine. 
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Figure 2. Improved test cell is shown assembled, at right, with sample in place for an iodine- 
vapor test. To the left are disassembled component parts in preparation for a chlorine-vapor test. 

Muldoon, et al.,(3) described a method using a 

test cell to evaluate organic-vapor transmission, in- 

stead of the less reliable organoleptic methods, which 

is subject to human error and fatigue. This method 

consisted of two 125-mm. crystallizing dishes, one 

inverted on top of the other, with the test sample 

mounted between the two chambers. When assem- 

bled for testing, a small Petri dish containing a 

volatile organic liquid —methy] furoate—is mounted 

in the center of the top crystallizing dish. A solution 

of potassium hydroxide is placed in the bottom dish 

and the spec imen to be tested is mounted between 

the two dishes. The methyl furoate volatilizes, dif- 

fuses through the test specimen and is saponified. 

The amount of furoic acid in the potassium hydrox- 

ide solution is measured in a spectrophotometer, 

since the optical density varies directly with the con- 

centration of furoie acid. 

Experimental 

The first type of cell used to evaluate various 

candidate packaging materials in this study is shown 

in Figure 1. It consists of an ordinary laboratory 

desiccator with an opening in the lid to take a 

stopper. A wire hook mounted from the stopper in 

the lid is positioned so as to permit a 5-ml. beaker 

containing halogen indicator to hang from it. The 

halogen releasing disinfectant (Disinfectant, Chlo- 

rine, Food Service, used as the source of chlorine, 

or the standard iodine water purification tablet. 

Specification MIL-T-283C used as the source of 

iodine) is placed in the bottom of the desiccator and 

a Petri dish of water placed on the desiccator shelf. 

This procedure produces approximately 100°: rela- 

tive humidity conditions within the bottom half of 

the desiccator, which causes the rapid release of the 

halogen present in the disinfectant under test. 

When assembled for testing, the beaker is half 

filled with a starch-potassium iodine solution. The 

lower half of the desiccator contains the disinfectant 
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and Petri dish of water, and the specimen to be 

tested is mounted between the lid and bottom half of 

the desiccator. During storage at 37 deg. C., the 

halogen-containing disinfectant releases either chlo- 

rine or iodine (whichever the case may be). The 

halogen vapors eventually diffuse through the test 

specimen and react with the starch-potassium iodide 
indicator. The number of days required for the 

starch-potassium iodide solution to turn blue is 

considered the relative resistance of the specimen 

under test to either iodine or chlorine vapors. 

A modification of the test cell under discussion 

was later undertaken to permit the testing of smalle: 

sample specimens and to permit a larger number of 

tests to be conducted at a single time. This was made 

possible by reducing the improved test cell by four 

to five times the size of the desiccator-type test cell. 

Figure 1 shows the comparison in size between the 

two test cells. 

The improved test cell is illustrated in detail in 

Figure 2. It consists of two dishes made from 60- 

mm. Pyrex standard wall tubing, flanged and 

ground so that a tight seal is formed when one dish 

is inverted on top of the other. Two glass hooks are 
mounted in the top dish approximately 7 mm. from 

center. The length of each hook is 15 mm. Sus- 

‘ 

) 

pended between each hook is a 1-ml. beaker pro- 

vided with two 7-mm. glass arms attached on 

opposite sides of the rim of the beaker. This beaker 

holds the starch-potassium iodide indicator solution. 

\ 5-ml. beaker is half filled with water and placed 

in the center of the bottom dish. The halogen-releas- 

ing disinfectant is placed in the bottom dish around 
the 5-ml. beaker and the specimen to be tested is 

mounted between the top and bottom dishes. A sili- 

cone lubricant is used to coat the ground rims of 

both dishes to assist in obtaining a reasonably tight 

seal against sample specimen. 

During storage at 37 deg. C., four to five times 

the number of improved test cells can be accom- 



Table tf: Resistance of various packaging 

materials against chlorine and iodine vapors 

deg. €. and 100 relative humidity) 

Day s protection aflorded against 

Chlorine vapors lodine vapors 

{sa {sa {sa Asa 

Vaterial sheet pouch sheet pouch 

L Control (25-lbs. pols 

ethylene laminated to 

3.5-mil aluminum foil 

to 5-lb. polvethvlene 

te 25-Ib. pouch paper 

with lacquer coating | 

0.5-1.0-mil Melar lami 

nated to waxed® 40-Ib 

kraft paper 

1.0-mil Mylar laminated 

to waned 25-Ib. white 

sulfite paper ‘ 

0.5-mil Mylar laminated 

to 1.0-mil sing'e-wound 

saran 

1.0-mil sing'e-wo 

saran 

1.0-mil Mylar 

Table tl: Water-vapor transmission rate 

of various packaging materials 

(23 deg. ¢ 53° relative humidity} 

BTR in gm 

Vaterial 100 m2 /hr. 

Control (25-lbs polyethyle ne lami 

nated to 3.5-mil aluminum foil to 

25-lbs. polyethylene te 25-lb pouch 

paper with lacquer coating 0.0-0.5 

0.5-1.0-mil Mylar laminated to waxed 

40-lb. natural kraft paper 

0.5-1.0-mil Mylar laminated to waxed 

white sulfite paper 

0.5-mil Mylar laminated to 1.0-mil 

single-wound saran 

1.0-mil single-wound saran 

1.0-mil Mylar 

modated in the equivalent amount of incubator 

space formerly 

smaller dimensions of the test specimen (9 by 9 em. 

vs. a minimum of 20 by 20 cm. specimen size) and 

the comparatively small amounts of halogen-releas- 

ing disinfectant required when using the improved 

test cell instead of the standard laboratory desic- 

cator test cell. 

\ number of tests have been run on some of the 

required, Other advantages are 

more common packaging materials. The results of 

these tests in terms of the number of days each 

material provided protection against chlorine and 

iodine vapors are shown in Table I. They represent 

an average of three tests and, in some instances, as 

many as eight. The control packaging material used 

in this study is the standard packaging for Disin- 

fectant, Chlorine, Food Service, Specification MIL- 

) LIS09A, previously described. Single sheets and 

pouches of the various packaging materials were 

Heat-sealed 

releasing disinfectant were tested by placing the 

evaluated. pouches of the halogen- 

pouch in the desiccator containing 100 ml. of water 

and a small beaker of a starch-potassium iodide in 

dicator. This desiccator was assembled and the 

pouch exposed to approximately 100% relative hu- 

midity at 37 deg. C. until the indicator turned blue. 

Results 

In an early experiment, a sample of 1.0-mil Mylar 

film gave 180 days’ protection against chlorine 
vapors, but all subsequent experiments with Mylar 

gave only two days’ protection against chlorine va- 

pors. The sample of Mylar film that gave 180 days’ 

protection against chlorine vapors was undoubtedly 

a film with no fault counts, thus providing an ideal 

barrier against chlorine vapors. However, the aver- 

age 1.0-mil Mylar film contains a degree of fault 

counts which are inherent in its production and 

which limit its chlorine-barrier characteristic to ap- 

proximately two days. 

\ comparison of the results obtained with the 

various laminates evaluated shows that Mylar film 

laminated to waxed 40-Ib. kraft gave the best pro- 

tection against chlorine and iodine vapors. The 

Molar film laminated to waxed 25-lb. white sulfite 

paper gave the next-best protection against chlorine 

and iodine vapors, while the Mylar laminated to 

saran was considered third in its ability to resist 

the vapors of chlorine and iodine. In noting the 

brief duration of the protection offered by Mylar. 

saran and wax-coated kraft alone, it can readily be 

seen that the phenomena operating in the various 

laminated materials represent not merely an additive 

effect of the protective qualities afforded by the 

individual constituents of the laminate. For example, 

it will be noted that a single sheet of 1.0-mil Mylar 

alone gives only two days’ protection against chlo- 

rine vapors. The wax-coated kraft paper in sheet 

form gives 10 days’ protection against chlorine 

vapors. If the phenomena operating here were sim- 

ply an additive effect, the total number of days’ 

protection against chlorine should be obtained by 

adding the number of days’ protection afforded by 

Mylar alone plus the number of days’ protection 

afforded by the wax-coated [Continued on page 238 | 
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A look into 

your packaging future 

CANDY 

)TANGAGS 

FRESH MEAT sreap ond 
ROLLS y 4 

TEXTILES 

Olin Cellophane Packaging Speeds Selling 

John B. Penson, package designer, says: field are re-examining the numerous advantages of 

‘‘We found that the more shoppers see of a product, transparent, sales-winning cellophane.” 
the more and faster they buy. Because cellophane is John B. Penson’s comments are a reminder of the 

the only transparent packaging material that meets importance of re-evaluating your packaging in the 

the requirements of both high-speed production and light of changing merchandising techniques. An 

high-speed product selling, today’s improved cello- Olin Film packaging consultant has experience and 

phanes are a major new sales force. information which can help 

“In addition to speeding buyers’ recognition and you or your designer. [ 

interest in the product, cellophane gives an improved Call Film Division, 

appearance and a feeling of quality. Self-service Olin Mathieson Chemical 

merchandising techniques increasingly require these Corporation, 655 Madison CELLOPHANE 

aids to faster selling. Today, manufacturers in every Avenue, New York 21, N.Y. > 

® 
OLIN MATHIESON 

CHEMICAL CORP 

A Packaging Decision Can Change the Course of a Business L = 
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& 
This consultation service on packaging subjects is at your com- 

mand. Simply address your questions to Technical Editor, Modern 
Packaging, 575 Madison Ave. 

other identification will not 

Protection of packaged cereal 

Q: We have a new cereal product 

which tends to slightly 

rancid in the package to the extent 

bec ome 

that it develops an odor which is 

noticeable when the package is 

opened. We need a moistureproof 

package and yet the moistureproof 

barrier must allow the objectionable 

odor to pass. Can you suggest a ma- 

terial that would meet this require 

ment? 

A: This problem is a typical one in 

Many 

processed-cereal products are prone 

the packaged-vereal industry 

to develop rancidity because they are 

heat treated at some time in their 

manufacture. The base grain is also 

mixed with a variety of additives, 

some of which tend to increase sus- 

ceptibility to rancidity. When such 

products are packaged, they must 

be protected against moisture gain or 

loss because the development of 

rancidity is related to their moisture 

content, as is their palatability and 

crispness. 

The low moisture content of pack- 

aged cereals tends to promote the 

development of rancidity, although 

the product remains crisp and other- 

wise attractive. levels of Higher 

moisture decrease the danger of 

rancidity, but cause loss of crispness 

and general palatability. The cereal 

determine the manufacturer must 

proper moisture range needed to 

protect against the rapid develop- 

ment of rancidity and yet to insure 

The annual index to Mopern 

PACKAGING is now available free 

of charge to subscribers. The 

cumulative index contains alpha 

betical references to editorial ma- 

terial appearing in the 12 issues 

from September, 1956, through 

August, 1957. There also is an 

index of authors. Write for your 

copy to: Readers’ Service Editor, 
Mopern Packacinc, 575 Madison 

Ave., New York 22. 

. New York 22, N. Y. Your name or 

appear with any published answer 

the degree of crispness desired. He 

must also be very sure that the tem- 

manufacture, the perature used in 

ingredients and the processing 

equipment have all been selected in 

terms of their effect on rancidity 

For example, traces of metals from 

processing equipment can accelerate 

rancidity. 

As these cereal products continue 

to be exposed to oxygen in storage 

and handling, the result is the devel- 

opment of rancidity as shown by off 

flavor and foreign odors. If certain 

wrapping or packaging materials 

are used, these odors are retained in 

the package so that, when the pack- 

age is opened by the consumer, there 

is a disagreeable accumulation of 

odors. There is no commercially used 

method for preventing oxidation in 

large, flexible-type packages, but 

the proper choice of packaging ma 

allow these off-odors to terial will 

escape. Some of these packaging 

materials will vent objectionable off- 

odors and yet will resist the en- 

trance of water vapor. In general, 

rancid odors are not transmitted by 

such materials as cellophane, glas- 

sine and parchment. Packaging ma- 

terials which will transmit such 

odors are waxed sulphite or sulphate 

papers, polyethylene film and possi- 

bly some of the other plastic films. 

The answer to the question is that 

it is possible to find combinations of 

materials that will give your cereal 

product effective protection against 

loss of crispness and at the same 

time prevent the accumulation of 

rancid odors, but the manufacturer 

must use all possible precautions and 

manufacturing skills to produce a 

cereal product with the least tend- 

the development of ency towards 

rancidity. 

Packaging frozen fish 

Q. We are trying to freeze a fish 

item so that the tissues of the fish 

will not deteriorate and the product 

will maintain tts appearance for at 

least one year. We have been experi- 

menting with freezing the product in 

small polyethylene bags, but after 

two months’ storage the fish tissues 

are broken down and the product is 

very soft. Is polyethylene a suitable 

material for this use, or should we 

other 

plastic film for the bag? 

A. The fish 

product in a polyethylene bag after 

try using some transparent 

deterioration of your 

two months of storage may not be 

due to any failure or deficiency in 

the package. The freezing of animal 

tissue can result in a breakdown of 

the cells and cause softness of the 

product after thawing. The speed at 

which freezing occurs is a prime fac- 

tor in determining tissue damage. 

The faster the 

danger 

freezing, the less 

there is of tissue damage 

However. the species of fish can have 

some bearing on the amount of tissue 

damage in any freezing process. 

It is suggested thet vou trv quick 

freozing the fish before it is pack- 

aged and also that you trv an ice 

glaze on the surface. 

Polyethylene is a useful material 

for frozen products because of its 

durability at low temperatures, but 

polyethylene does have some perme- 

ability to oxygen. After long storage. 

some types of products may show 

oxidation effects which usually mani- 

fest themselves by the development 

of off-odor and off-taste, rather than 

in tissue damage. 

Frozen products may also suffer 

from severe dehydration over pe- 

riods of long storage in unsealed 

packages or in packages that are not 

moistureproof. However, dehydra- 

tion can be prevented by using an 

ice glaze and by proper packaging. 

It does not appear that product 

damage which you have described is 

caused by the use of polyethylene 

bags as the packaging for this frozen 

but the 

process which is being used. 

item, rather by freezing 
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shows the quality difference with 
laboratory controlled packaging! 

To measure a top-notch contract packager, not only are production facilities 
important but even more vital are laboratory facilities and experienced personnel 
on which quality control depends. 

At Fluid you get full Laboratory Controlled Packaging. In our extensive 
laboratory with the latest equipment and skilled specialists, your aerosol, liquid, 
and plastic tube filling are completely safeguarded. 

Picture Fluid’s Laboratory for your own product research, production, and 
packaging . .. you'll see why more and more companies use Fluid’s Controlled 
Packaging . . . it is competitively priced for real economy. 

1} PERSONNELskilled and experienced | 2 FACILITIES that are not surpassed + 3 EQUIPMENT for quality control 
in handling development and pro- by anyone in the contract packag- ° checks every step of the way from 
duction problems. ing field. . product development through pack- 

““Jevet in 

Contract Packaaina” CHEMICAL CO. INC. ging 
FOUNDED 1921 

883 Mt. Prospect Ave., Newark, N. J. 

‘ . 
Services: Acro: 13s and metal. Liquid filling in metal, gla i plastic containers. Product Research and De elopment 
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Equipment and materials 

Cold packaging in film 

A method for cold packaging cut-up and 
whole poultry in self-molding polyethyl 

said to keep bacterial count 

minimum 

ene film 

at a 
while preserving 

the fresh, appe- 
tizing look of 

the product—has 

been de veloped by 

Shellmar 

The company’s 
Flex-On 0.0015 in 

film reportedly stretches tightly over the 

Betner 

tray pack, without the need for heat 

shrinking the film. Whole birds are 

packaged in a transparent polvethylene 

bag that is first expanded, then allowed 

to collapse over the carcass It< new film 

idvantages in’ fresh-poultry 
} 

offt rs five 

packaging, the company claims tl) it 

breathes and passes any CO2 which may 

have generated in the package, thereby 

eliminating odor build-up and lengthen 

ing shelf life; (2 

hitting package without the use of heat 

it forms a neat, close 

and without increasing the surface tem 

perature of the birds; (3) it offers a 

speedy, low-cost packaging method that 

can wrap up to 15 birds a minute; (4) 

it withstands iced shipment; (5) the 

tight-fit wrap prevides a package that 
presents poultry looking fresh. plump 

ind uniform in size and shape. The fact 
that no vacuum is drawn reportedly 

eliminates the problem of seepage and 

insures that the poultry will retain its 

shape. Shelf life is estimated at 10 days 
minimum. Continental Can Co Shel/ 

mar-Betner Flexible Packaging Div., 100 

E. 42 St.. New York 17 

Roll-over cleaner 

A roll-over cleaner that removes glass 

chips, dust and dirt from containers by 

turning them upside down and scouring 

them with an air blast is available from 

Filler Machine Co. The unit positions 

containers into multiple lines as shown 

prior to inverting by the first roll-over 

pocket 

under the table carries off foreign mat 

A vacuum exhaust mounted 

ter and containers are turned upright by 

the second roll-over por ket before mov 

Cleaning ing to the filling operation 

speeds of from 40 to 200 containers per 

182 

reported. The machine, 

which is available in two, four, six, 

@izht or 10 lines, can be obtained sepa 

rately for incorporation into existing 

minute are 

filling-machine lines, or included with a 
fully automatic Filler Machine filling 
line. The Filler Machine Co., Inc., 10 

Penn Ave., Rockledge. Philadelphia ll. 

Powder packager 

\ fully automatic powder-packaging ma 
chine, said to accommodate almost any 

style or shape of package with capaci 

ties ranging 

from ] oz 

to 10 Ibs 

has been in 
troduced — by 

Triangle. The 
Model U-12 

auger packer 

(see photo) 

is ivailable 

is shown or 

equipped 

with automa 

ti convevor 

for faster fill 

ing of rigid 

containers, At 

speeds up to 

40 pac k iges 

per minute 

(50 on the 

conveyor- 

quipped 

model), the machine has a timer device 

that automatically discharges the de 

sired amount of powder with high ac 
curacy, according to the manufacturer 

Triangle Package Machinery Co., 6633 

5 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 35 

Corrugated-box gauge 

\ device to facilitate measurement of 

corrugated-box dimensions has been in 

troduced by Called the 

Union Box Gauge, the metal ruling de 
Union Bag 

vice has wide platforms at either end to 

t Union facilitate ruling 

233 Broadway, 

straight-line 
Bag-Camp Paper Corp.. 

New York 

Foamed-plastic tape 

A polyurethane foamed-plastic, self 

adhesive tape called Tesamoll is being 
marketed by United Mineral & Chem 

ical. Because of its shock-absorbent and 
cushioning qualities, the company sug 

gests iis use in packaging breakable 

materials, such as glass containers, The 

tape has a foil backing, which strips off 
to permit adhesion to smooth, clean 

surfaces. Among the reported character- 

istics of the product are that it is re- 

sistant to temperature extremes, water, 

ind most oils and chemicals; it is 

fungus- and mildew-proof and is chem- 

ically inert. The tape, which can be dic 

cut, is available in five colors and in 

thicknesses of 14 and 4% in. It is pro 

duced on 814-vd. rolls in widths ranging 

from *< to 19 in. Other widths and roll 
lengths may be had on special order 

United Mineral & Chemical Corp., 16 

Hudson St., New York 13 

Belt-fed bagger 

\ belt-fed gross bagger with automatic 

cut-off has been introduced by Richard 

The machine, Model GA-17 

is said to afford accurate-weight bagging 

son Seale 

at speeds of six or more bags a minute. 

It packages such products. as peas, pel 

lets, mash feed and flakes in open-mouth 

textile bags or multiwall paper bags 

with capacities of from 10 to 140 Ibs 

Incorporation of the belt feeder, the 
company claims, permits the machine to 

handle a greater range of materials. The 

bag to be filled is slipped over the filling 
spout and secured by a cam grip bag 

holder. When the machine operator pulls 

the gate handle (see photo), the belt 

feeding mechanism is activated. Material 

is delivered to the bag in a= stream 

whose depth is controlled by an adjust 

able regulating gate. A trigger device 
stops the feeder automatically when the 

desired weight is reached. Richardson 

Scale Co., 668 Van Houten Ave. Clit 

fon, \ J 

New automatic marker 

Automatic assembly-line marking of 

various-sized packages without operators 

or line stops for size adjustment re 

portedly can be done with Ideal Stencil’s 

Mark V Volu-Mark. The machine ad 

justs itself for carton heights up to 2] 

in. and for lengths from 8 in. to 36 

in., according to the company. It counts 

the number of units marked, positions 

each carton for marking, marks firmly 
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JONE 
NOVA-MOTION 
TRAY PACKER 

7 

Flat tray blank is fed 

into accurate position 
on die-form, by Jones 

-tested carton 

1g method 

down 

side- 
is turned 

loading positior 

walls resume 90° position, Side 

plow 

glue application. 

fiaps 

ultiple load assembler (partially 
shown) inserts load while gates 

hold side flaps open. 

@ Applies the standard Jones carton feeding 
method to tray handling. 

@ Pre-breaks carton side-walls 180° — r ducing 

tendency to bulge. This reduces waste at 

wrapping machines by presenting more uni- 
form package to wrap. 

@ Longer sealing time under pressure than with 
other tray forming machines. 

closed 
into position 

nes trouble-free 
itor 1s scr 

ntinuously cir- 

le, retaining 
> pattern only. ontac 

nst 

intaglio by 
for zlue applic iped 

er “ 

t wit 

»-form 

it stations, re 
e 

@ Lowers cost by elimination of double side- 
wall trays. 

@ First and only machine to combine avtomatic 
tray forming with automatic loading of uni- 

form shaped loads. 

Thus it makes possible the adaptation of 

tray-type pac kage to products now in cartons 

or overpack cartons. 

Speed — approximately 60 trays per minute. 

} 1 

t 

of tray is plowed into 

flaps prior to entering 

pply 
tation, 

ad tri 

pressure 

ire plates. Pressure bars retract 
1 y move between 

at each 



without damaging fragile contents and 

can be set to shut itself off after mark 

ing a predetermined number of units 

The machine, which can mark as many 

as 30 packages per minute, can be regu- 
lated to the speed of any pac kaging or 

sealing equipment. It imprints letter 

stencil, machine or hand-cut trademark 

designs of any size, it is reported. Idea 
Stencil Machine Co.. 145 lowa Ave 

Belleville, Lil 

Four new fillers 

Hope Machine has added four new fill 

ing machines to its line. One is for 
packaging foods, 

short to medium production runs, the 

frozen another for 

third expressly for packaging dry curd 

cheese and the fourth fer packaging 

semi-liquids in 10 different sizes of con 

tainer. 

Details of the 

machines: 

companys four new 

(1) Designed for packaging opera 

tiens in the frozen-food industry, this 

machine conveys and fills various sizes 

of aluminum trays with semi-solid) or 

liquid food products, such as dressings, 

Frozen-food filler 

gravies, cole siaw and mashed potatoes. 

Where two products are required to be 

placed in the same container, a two- 

stage filling operation can be provided. 

The trays are conveyed automatically 

to the filling station, where a_ piston, 

filling valve and cylinder accurately 

measure the quantity of deposit, the 

company reports. A “no container-no 

fill” feature of the machine insures 
that no product is deposited unless a 

container is under the filling nozzles. 

The machine pictured fills aluminum 

trays measuring 8 by 5 by 3-in. Other 

models handle trays of varying sizes. 

184 
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(2) This single-piston liquid-filling 
machine is especially designed for small 

operators or firms utilizing short to 
medium production runs, says the com 

pany. The machine, Type 15 MS 1, fea 
tures a cress conveyor synehronized 

in r x 

SS 
Sa 

Designed or short runs 

with the filling cycle of the single 

piston unit. An index-positioning arm, 
which moves in and out in time with the 

discharge stroke of the machine, locates 

the empty containers under the filling 

nozzle. Quantity of deposit is regulated 

by means of a micrometer adjustment 

which enables the machine to be set to 

fill quantities ranging from 1 oz. to 42 

gal. at a single stroke. The machine 

can be equipped with an accessory foot- 

control switch 
(3) Said to be the first filling machine 

designed expressly for packaging dry 

curd cheese, the three-line Type 28 pack: 

Dry curd cheese packager 

ages automatically, eliminating the costs 

of kand packaging. Other cited ad- 

vantages of the automatic filler are: It 

increases production from 10 doz. to 31 

doz. containers per man hour (including 

dumping, capping and cartoning); it 

automatically dispenses cups to the in- 
feed end of the machine and, without 
damage to the product, deposits 12 oz. 

of dry curd cheese into each container; 

it automatically places a parchment disk 

in each of three filled cups simultane 

The machine has a_ production 

speed of 36 containers per minute. 

(4) Instant, accurate quantity adjust 
ment enables its Type 19 filling machine 

to handle 10 different sizes of container, 

ously, 

Hope reports. A front feed-in-line mech 

Adjusts to 10 container sizes 

anism carries the ¢ mpty glass containers 

under a Nylon 

centering bells position the containers 

vacuum air cleaner. 

under the filling nozzle. Then an auto 

matic top finisher produces smooth prod- 

uct fill with no excess on jar rim. The 

machine, with a reported production 

range of 90 to 120 containers per minute, 

is being used widely by makers of petro 

leum jellies. but also is adaptable to 

many other fields, the company claims 

Hope Vachine Co., 9400 State Rd., Phil 

adelphia 14. 

Soft-film bead sealer 

Said to embody a new concept of bead 

seal and cut-off procedure for soft film 

such as polyethylene, the Trimseal ma 

chine has been announced by Cleveland 

Lathe. A hot-wire principle accomplishes 

triple-action When the foot 
pedal is actuated, the film is locked to 

produce a bead seal, excess film is 
trimmed off and chips are blown into 

a waste receptacle. The machine elimi 

sealing. 

nates wide, puckered seals and = un 
sightly ears, it is reported. Cleveland 

Lathe & Machine Co., 5400 Brookpark. 
Rd., Cleveland 29, Ohio. 

New source for foil labels 

Shellmar-Betner has begun production 

of square and rectangular foil labels for 
metal cans, glass bottles and fibre con- 

tainers. The division has installed a 

wide, high-speed glue mounter to in- 

crease its capacity for producing labels 

made of foil-paper laminations. Die- 

cutting equipment also will be installed 

MODERN PACKAGING 



CASE HISTORY S&S Fillers 
Oostburg Canning Company, Oostburg, Wisconsin 

Packers of nonfat dry milk 

vy 

Number 10 cans are fed to the EG Filler via conveyor 
where they are positioned by the operator. The Auger-Vac 

then removes the proper amount of air permitting the 
filler to load 44% pounds of powdered milk into the can at 

a rate up to 25 cans per minute without “dusting.” 

Powdered milk filling loss less than 
i 

“Of the more than 200,000 pounds of powdered milk we handle each day, 
we lose only 110 to 115 pounds—or .00058°%—due to dusting at the loading 

hoppers and filling stations. This amount would be much larger if we did not 
have Stokes & Smith Fillers with Auger-Vac attachment,” reports Mr. Ells- 

worth Van Driest, secretary-treasurer of the Oostburg Canning Company. 
“Before buying our fillers, we inspected other powdered milk operations to 

determine which machines were most efficient. We found that Stokes & Smith 
equipment led the field by a wide margin. In addition to three S & S G1 
Fillers, we also purchased two S & S EG Fillers to permit quick easy conver- 
sion from packaging in 414 pound, No. 10 cans to bagging cartons when the 
latter package is required. 
“We have found our fillers to be dependable, rugged, well-designed and 

versatile. After two years of constant use, they are never down longer than 
one hour at a time. This ease of servicing plus versatility helps us maintain 
our ‘full status’ with U. S. Dept. of Agriculture packaging requirements.” 

For complete information on the versatile EG Filler, write to: 

FMC PACKAGING MACHINERY DIVISION 

FOOD MACHINERY D CHEMI , 4904 SUMMERDALE AVE. wre 8 Stokes and Smith Company PHILADELPHIA 24, PA 
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to permit production of label shapes 
other than square and rectangular. 

Shellmar-Betner also has developed a 

label of reverse-printed acetate lami 

nated to paper. Such a label, the com 

pany reports, resists surface abrasion 

ind thus is suitable for application on 

large containers, where surface abrasion 
normally constitutes a label problem 

Shellmar-Betner 

100 EF. 42 St., 

ntinental Can Co. 

He Packaging Dir 

Work 17 

Fingertip bottle cap 

Pictured is an aluminum cap for ketchup 

bottles that can be removed or tightly 

resealed with a flick of the finger, ac- 
cording to Aleoa, 

its manutacturer. 

The skirt of the 

new Flavor-Lok 

closure is rolled 

onto the bottle 

threads after the 

closure has been 
filled and capped. This, the company 

claims, insures the perfect fit and high 
vacuum conditions essential to ketchup 

packing. Since the cap is threaded after 

application, there is no turning of the 
closure which might cause the glass to 

score the liner. The new cap requires 

only one third of a turn to open and 
f{/uminum Co. of America. 1501 

ficoa Bldg... Pittsburgh 19, Pa 

Test il 

Frankfurter wrapper 

Even or odd frankfurter counts can be 

handled at high speeds (27 to 75 pack- 

iges per minute) on a new wrapping 

machine developed by Wrap King. The 

machine, Model F, turns out tight, 

neatly wrapped packages even at high 

wrapping speeds, according to the com 

pany. It is equipped with a standard in- 
feed conveyor with 12 stations for feed- 

ing. Extensions are available for extra 

feeding stations. The machine can pack- 

age four and five frankfurters in single 

rows, eight and 10 franks in double 

rows and nine franks in a double-row 

package with five on top, four on the 
bottom. Wrap-King Corp., subsidiary of 

Crompton & Knowles Corp., 100 Berk- 
shire St., Holyoke, Vass. 
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Liquid-filling machine 

Up to 16 oz. of liquid per stroke can be 
dispensed with National Instrument’s 

Filamatic Model-DAB-8 filling machine, 
shown here. It dispenses free-flowing or 
semi-viscous fluids at rates that report 

edly vary from three to 60 fills per 
minute. Vials, with a minimum capacity 

of 0.002 0z., can be filled singly, two at 

a time or in multiples of two (by coup- 

ling machines with a synchronizer at- 

tachment). The machine's two stainless- 
steel pumps are actuated by a variable- 
speed, electronically controlled motor. 

In use, the filling machine’s inlet hose 

is dropped into the reservoir of liquid 
to be dispensed. Volume of fill is ad- 

justed with a micrometer dial on the 

front of the machine; filling speed is 

adjusted with a speed selector. National 
Instrument Co., 2701 Rockwood Ave., 

Baltimore 15, Md. 

New plastic-container line 

Lily-Tulip’s line of polystyrene plastic 

containers and lids has been expanded 
to include a 6-oz. thin-wall, high-impact 

container; Hi Vi flexible lids in 8-, 12- 

and 16-0z. sizes; a Strength 

frosted Snapover half-gallon lid, and 

three types of 16-0z. containers. The 

new line of lids is designed for use with 

the company’s squat and intermediate 

Super 

waxed or unwaxed Nestrite containers. 

Reported advantages are that they can 
be automatically capped and provide ex- 

cellent visibility for prepared foods and 
other products. Lily-Tulip Cup Corp. 
122 E. 42 St., New York 17. 

Package adjustability 

Pak-Rapid’s line of automatic flexible- 

packaging machinery is now being 

offered with adjustability for package 

sizes. Variations in package size report- 

edly can be made in 10 to 15 minutes 

without: removing any parts from the 

Pak-Rapid 
matically form, fill and heat seal pouch- 

machine. machines auto 

type packages, using all kinds of flex- 

ible packaging material. Attachments 

are available for automatic feeding, 

printing, counting and air removal. Al- 

most any product up to 1% in. thick 

reportedly can be handled by the equip 

ment. Pak-Rapid, Inc., 18 Elizabeth St., 
West Conshohocken, Pa. 

Portable heat sealer 

A portable heat sealer, with a timed 
electrical impulse as a heat source, that 

can be adjusted to seal various tvpes of 

film is available from Globe Heat-Seal. 
Called Instant -Seal-It, the machine re- 
quires no air or water cooling and pro- 

duces a M%g-in. seal that is said to be 

strong and completely free of puckering 

or gathering, according to the company. 

Length of heat cycle can be varied to 

permit sealing of saran, Pliofilm and 
other films as well as_ polyethylene. 

Standard models handle closures up to 

13 in. long, with special models avail- 
able on order. Codie-Kay Co., Inc 
Globe Heat-Seal Products Div., 1139 S. 

San Julien St., Los Angeles 15. 

New ink for polyethylene 

{ new marking ink that reportedly can 

be applied permanently to polyethylene 

with no slide or rub-off is being mar- 

keted by Easy Mark Ink Co. Number 

2178 in the company’s line, the ink can 

be applied with a regular rubber stamp, 
stencil, imprinting machine or silk 

screen. Colors available are red, blue, 

green and brown, It is suggested that 

the ink’s main use is for in-plant coding 

and imprinting. Easy Mark Ink Co., 

Crosby St. & Butler Ave., Lowell, Mass. 

Captive closure 

\ hinged 

mits Huids to be dispensed from squeeze 

bottles without separating the cap from 

the body of the 

bottle, is available 

from Continental 

Can. This feature 

prevents loss of 

the cap, which re- 
portedly can be 

used with stand- 
ard polyethylene 

squeeze bottles of 

cylindrical, oblong 

or oval shape. The top portion of the 
closure, which is fitted onto the bottle 

and houses the spray tubing, is attached 

to the rest of the cap by a strip of flex- 

ible polyethylene. Dimensions of the 

inner spray tubing may be changed to 

“captive closure” that per- 
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suit the viscosity of whatever type of 

product is to be contained in the squeeze 
bottle, the company reports. Continental 

Can Co., Plastic Container Div., 100 E 

42 St.. New York 17. 

Portable static detector 

\ portable instrument for detecting and 

measuring static-electricity charges, for 
instant measurement of trouble spots in 

process flow, is available from U. S. 

Radium Corp. Illustrated here, the 
Statometer eliminates costly shutdowns, 

the company says, because it not only 

indicates the existence of static, but also 

pinpoints the area of disturbance, en 

prompt 

Process flow is uninter- 

abling installation of static 

eliminators. 

rupted during measurement. Capable of 

measuring up to 500,000 volts, the de- 

vice is built around a chamber that 

ionizes the air in the vicinity of static 

disturbance, permitting a sample charge 

to be conducted to the instrument for 

measurement. As shown, optical attach 

ments for the hand-held device can be 

installed to permit static measurement 

in otherwise inaccessible areas and to 

make the instrument more 

United States Radium Corp., 

town, NJ. 

sensitive. 

Vorris 

Improved clip for corrugated 

Tri-Wall’s new nailing clips consist of 
small steel rectangles, with each of its 

four corners bent 90 deg. to form 
triangular 

prongs that 

bite into the 

surface of tri- 

ple-wall cor- 

Fuegete d 

board. The 

company de- 
veloped these 

new clips, on 
which a patent is pending, to overcome 

the . problems of poor _nail-holding 

strength and tearing when fastenings 

are subjected to lateral stress. The Tri- 

Wall fastenings cannot pull through ex- 

cept under extreme conditions, the com- 

pany reports, since the heads of bolts 

or nails press against the strong metal 

188 
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nailing clip instead of the surface of 

the corrugated. Lateral tearing is said 

to be restrained by the four corner 

prongs that bite firmly into the cor- 

rugated, Each clip contains two small 

holes for nails and one larger hole for 

bolts. Suggested uses for the clips are: 

to secure internal wooden blocking to 

the sides of triple-wall corrugated con 

tainers; to permit fast construction of 

expendable pallets by nailing sheets of 

triple-wall corrugated to wooden skids; 
to nail wooden end pieces to corrugated 

wrap-around packages for long items 

with excessive end thrust, such as rod 

and bar stock: as terminal anchor plates 

to secure steel strapping ends to half- 

slotted containers mounted on wooden 

skids when it is not practical to continue 

the strapping across the bottom. Tri 
Wall Containers, Inc., 799 Washington 

St.. New York 14. 

High-speed bag sealer 

\ high-speed polyethylene bag sealer 

capable of turning out 50 sealed bags 

per minute has been introduced by 

Vertrod Corp. 

The thermal- 

impulse ma- 

chine — trims 

and seals in 

one opera- 

tion, with 

automatic 

scrap — blow- 

off by com- 

pressed air, 
which also 

powers the 

jaws in fully 

automatic or semi-automatic recycling 

, 

action. No heat-up time is necessary be- 

fore putting the automatic or semi- 

automatic machines into operation. 

Shown is the foot-actuated semi-auto- 

matic model. Both models have cold 

heater bars for added safey and are 
available in jaw-length sizes of 14 to 

24 in. The machines, reports the com- 

pany, are suitable for high-speed bag 

closing where water-tight seals are not 

required, in the packaging of such 

products as textiles, hosiery and toys. 
Vertrod Corp., 2037 Utica Ave., Brook- 

lyn 34, 

New 55-gal. drum line 

Vulcan Containers has expanded its pro- 

duction to include a full line of 55-gal. 

steel drums. The move was made, re- 

ports the company, to meet industry 

needs for greater steel packaging. Vul- 

can is offering open-head and closed- 

head drums in a variety of types and 
sizes of openings, fittings and plugs. 
Vulcan Containers, Inc., P.O. Box 161- 

UP, Bellwood, Iil. 

and materials 

Two-finger-handle jug 

Easy on the digits is this new two-finger- 

handle gallon-size glass jug from Hazel 

Atlas. Replacing the conventional one 

finger = grip. 

this new and 
bigger handle 

makes the 

jug more 

comfortable 

to carry with 

far less strain 
on the fin 

gers. The new 

container is 

suitable for 

packaging wines, bleaches and other 

liquid products. Continental Can Co., 

Hazel-Atlas Glass Div., 100 E. 42 St., 

Vew York 17 

For knotty weighing problems 

Designed for automatic, accurate weigh- 

ing of material that does not flow 

readily from a hopper is the Glengarry 

Belt Weigher. It is available in a variety 

of sizes, covering a weight range from 

1 oz. to 100 Ibs., and it operates at 
speeds up to 15 discharges per minute. 

By means of a belt conveyor, a small 
storage bin elevates the material to be 

weighed on to a vibratory feeder that 

evens the flow as it carries the material 

to a weigh bucket. This bucket is sus- 

pended on a sensitive, graduated weigh 

beam. Several types of control units are 

available for the belt weigher, the com- 

pany reports. These range from simple 

units for repetitive operation to ad 
vanced types employing punch cards for 

programing a battery of units in auto- 
matic operations. Glengarry Processes, 

Inc., Bay Shore, N.Y. 

Two-predetermination counter 

The Irion & Vosseler Model U 280-2 

European-made counter, distributed in 

the U.S. by Presin Co., is specifically 
designed for controlling processes re- 

quiring a warning or deceleration signal. 

The counter has two predeterminations, 

each independently settable to a total of 

99,999, with knock-off by two switches. 

The unit adds and subtracts at a maxi- 
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Kodapak Sheet gets hard wear 
with hardware... 

Selling hardware items by the set has always 
been the dream of variety-store merchandisers. 

Kodapak Sheet makes this dream a practical reality. 

Because Kodapak Sheet is tough, durable, of great tensile 

strength—drawer pulls, hinges, and dozens of other items may 
be skin-packaged together, with their proper fasteners. 

Because Kodapak Sheet is crystal-clear, colorless, customers 

can examine every detail of the merchandise without touching it. 

Because Kodapak Sheet is easily fabricated, a great variety of 

package forms are possible. 

Whatever package requirements, it will pay you to call our 

representative or write for literature, together with names of 

firms using Kodapak Sheet or handling it. 

AKES GOOD MERCHANDISE SELL SETTER 

Cellulose Products Division Sales Offices: New York, Chicago, Atlanta. Sales Representatives: Cleveland, 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Philadelphia, Providence. Distributors: San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, 

Rochester 4, N.Y. Seattle (Wilson & Geo. Meyer & Co.); Toronto, Montreal (Paper Sales, Ltd.) 

2, Wash by V » Plast poration, Tacoma, Wash P chon equipment and additional packages designed and produced by Woshington Steel Products 
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INKS 
for Roller Printing on 

TREATED 
POLYETHYLENE 
vinyl * polystyrene * acetates * butyrates Folding Cartons 

For samples and technical information, Corrugated Boxes 

call or write Solid Fibre Boxes 

ATLAS COATINGS Specialty Paperboards 

CORPORATION Fibre Wall Boards 

5-35 47th Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. RNELL 

STillwell 4-0537 \ PAPERBOARD PRODUCTS CO 
As MILWAUKEE 1 WISCONSIN 

S 
, ae 

aL ! LAWRENCE PLASTIC ONTANER COMPANY 
-HILADELPHIA 43, PENNA 
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mum speed of 5,000 rpm. Double pre- 

setting, reports Presin, is easily ac 

complished by grip wheels located under 

the machine’s hinged cover. Both pre- 

determinations are simultaneously reset 
to zero for repeat cyte ling by quic k lever 

or automatically by motor. The counter 

is available with optional eight-digit 
key reset totalizer or for electrical count- 

ing, base or panel mounted. Presin Co., 
12128 V. Pico Blod.., Los {ngeles 64. 

High-speed fill monitor 

Speedy response and accuracy to within 

1% are the reported advantages of 

Curtiss-Wright’s new monitoring — in- 

strument for inspecting and rejecting 

containers being filled with liquids or 

free-flowing solids on high-speed pack- 

aging lines. Shown here, the Correct 

Fill Monitor (CFM-1) uses a source of 

beta radiation to inspect each container 

as it passes on the line. Opposite the 
source is a detection tube set to receive 

the radiation pattern established by cor- 

rectly filled containers. When the pat- 

tern is upset by an incorrectly filled con- 

tainer, the machine actuates a rejection 
mechanism which ejects the package 

from the line. Its machine, claims the 

company, is economical to maintain and 

can be used to measure the fill level of 
any type of container. Curtiss-Wright 
Corp., Industrial Controls Dept., Elec- 

tronics Div., Carlstadt, NJ. 

Improved molding press 

American Evatype has introduced a new 

model of its Leader Eva-Press, a ma- 

chine for making 11-by-13-in. rubber 

plates. The company claims its new 

model permits faster, easier hand opera- 
tion to insure completely uniform and 

accurate production. American Evatype 
Corp., 748 Osterman Ave., Deerfield, Ill. 

Economic can liner 
A new phenolic resin for use in can 
linings, developed by Allied Chemical, 

resistant to reportedly is extremely 
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acids. Designated #3725 by the com- 

pany, the resin is in plentiful supply 

and is said to be priced 26° lower than 

the nearest comparable resin on the 

market. The resin’s stability or drying 

time are not affected by long storage 

periods, the company claims. It already 

is in commercial use in the formulation 

of caustic tank linings and as an im- 
pregnative for bottle-cap liners. Allied 

Chemical & Dye Corp., Barrett Div., 40 

Rector St., New York 6. 

Improved coating bases 

Better coating bases for 
leather, plastic film lamination and flock 

adherence are possible with new, im- 
proved grades of X-Crepe, reports the 

manufacturer, Cincinnati Industries. Its 
new types of cross-creped kraft paper- 

based material are non-absorbent and 

have a smooth finish, the company 

claims. The product is available in six 

calipers, ranging from 0.010 to 0.040, 

in widths up to 54 in. Other cited ad- 

vantages of the product are: it can be 

used for decorative or industrial shapes 

simulated 

of various sizes; it adds strength to the 
final surface coating. Cincinnati Indus- 

tries, Inc., 316 Carthage Ave., Cincin- 

nati 15, Ohio. 

Nylon aerosol bottle 

Continental Can has introduced a nylon 

aerosol bottle, made of DuPont's Zytel 

42. The aerosol contai.er currently is 

available only in 4-oz. 

size and Boston round 

shape, but the company 

reports that additional 

package sizes and 

shapes will be offered 

at a future date. Conti- 
nental’s new container 

comes in natural (light 

straw) as well as stand- 

ard colors. Valve and 

protective caps for the 

bottle 

can be obtained from various valve and 
closure manufacturers. Continental Can 
Co., Plastic Container Div., 100 E. 42 

St., New York 17. 

nylon aerosol 

Vibrating packers 

Fast, uniform settling and compacting 

of materials in boxes, bags, drums and 
other containers are provided by its two 

new self-contained vibrating packers, 
reports Ajax Flexible Coupling. The 

machines, each with a motor-driven vi- 

brating unit, have container capacities 

of 350 and 500 Ibs. respectively. They 

are easily installed and facilitate full- 
weight packing, sealing and filling, the 

company claims. Ajax Flexible Coupling 

Co., Inc., Westfield, N.Y. 

Fast-adjusting wrapper 

An improved semi-automatic wrapping 

machine that adjusts quickly from one 

size to another has been announced by 

Elgin Mfg. Co. The company’s Model 

EZA is designed for overwrapping car- 

tons, boats or trays in heat-sealed cel- 

lophane, glassine, foil or waxed paper. 

It makes an envelope-type end fold on 

each package from pre-cut sheets. Shown 

here is the machine fitted with discharge 
shelf for use with aluminum-foil over- 
wrap. According to the company, the 

machine has a capacity of up to 20 

packages per minute in sizes ranging 

from 3 to 12 in. in length, 2 to 8 in. 
in width and 1 to 3 in. in height. Elgin 

Vig. Co., 200 Brook Se... Elgin, Til. 

In-carton bottle filling 

MRM’s new 12-head liquid-filling ma- 

chine fills glass containers after they are 

placed in shipping cartons. The ma- 

chine’s 12 heads are arranged in three 
rows of four spouts, each adjustable to 

accommodate various-sized containers, 
which come nested in 12-compartment 

cartons directly from the manufacturer. 

The cartons are positioned under the 
gravity-vacuum filling nozzles by hand, 

as shown in the photo, then are capped 

and labeled by hand. For high-produc- 

tion runs, automatic capping and label- 
ing equipment is available. MRM Co., 
Inc., 191 Berry St., Brooklyn 11. 

Economic hand palletizer 

Designed for the plant whose production 
rate is too low to justify investing in 

automatic or semi-automatic units is 
Lamson’s Erecto pallet turntable for 
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hand-palletizing operations. The device 
is said to simplify and accelerate hand 

palletizing by uniformly positioning the 

pallet on one of its two locating sur 
faces. The turntable handles beth two 

way and four-way pallets up to 48-by-48 

in. and loads up to 4,000 lbs. per pallet 

The platform rotates on six casters in 
verted-mounted to a floor plate. Lamson 

Syracuse l, \ # Corp., Lamson St., } 

Versatile fibre drum 

Suitable for packaging a wide variety 

of liquid and semi-liquid products is 

this fibre drum with integral polyethy! 

ene lining, 

from Conti 

nental Can 

Among the 

drum’s 

ported 

vantages are 

ease of dis- 

pensing, light 

tare weight 

ind superior product protection. Called 

Liquipak, the drum can be fitted to 

products. A poly eontain corrosive 

ethylene sleeve heat sealed to the lining 
will protect the top metal chime. To 

protect contents against sudden temper 

iture changes in transit or storage, the 

drum incorporates an insulated fibre 

side wall. It also has a liquid-tight bot 

mm crimp, heavy-duty electrogalvanized 

top and bettom chines, and either a 

inyl or epoxy coated metal cover, avail 

ib'e with or without bungs and vents 

Gair Fibre Drum 

1.30 Fiith Ave., 

(Continental Can Co., 

& Corrugated Box Dit., 

Vew York 36 

Water-resistant film tape 

Reported to have nine times the impact 

resistance of cellophane tapes, a plastic- 

film, pressure-sensitive tape called Kylon 

has been introduced by Mystik Adhesive 

Products. Its other properties, according 

to the company, are that it has a tensile 

strength of 22 lbs. per inch of width, it 

adheres indefinitely to damp surfaces, 

it retains its tensile strength after pro- 
longed soaking and maintains optimum 

adhesion at operating temperatures up 

to 140 deg. F. The tape is produced in 

widths beginning at % in. on 72-yd. rolls 

and is available in 12 colors plus opaque 

and transparent. Mystik Adhesive Prod- 
ucts, Inc., 2635 N. Kildare, Chicago. 

Label gluer 

A portable strip-glueing machine that 

applies adhesive in single or parallel 

strips to any thin, flexible material is 

available from King Sales. The machine, 
Model M, applies glue in strips up to 
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1', in. wide or to labels and sheets up 
King Sales & Engineer- 
som St., San Francisco 5. 

= , 
to 20 In, wide 

ne Co.44l] Fo 

Tube filler and sealer 

Up to 100 volyethyiene tubes per minute 

can be filed and sealed on Carbert’s 

Model TS-1AF 120, one of a new line of 

automatic machines introduced by the 

company. Tubes are filled as shown, 

then proceed along a “race-track” type 

conveyor to the sealing station, where 

they are elevated out of the tube cups 

in multiples of 12. The sealing unit 

heats and seals the tube ends, then auto 
matically ejects completed package to 

Carbert Mig. 

Se ale 

the rear of the machine. 
Co. a subsidiary of Pneumati 

Corp., Ltd., Quincy 71, Mass. 

Disposable shipper 

\ disposable storing and shipping car- 

ton for difficult-to-handle liquid or gran- 

ular products has been developed by 

litan Pallet. Called the Flow-Pack, it 

is available in a variety of sizes (to 

handle 5 te 55 gal. liquid, or up to 500 

lbs. granular) and a variety of closures, 

spout fittings and liners to suit different 

types of product. The carton comes 

knocked down for easy storage and re- 

portediy can be set up in less than a 

minute, The fact that the carton is dis- 

posable, the company points out, elimi 

nates such expenses as return freight, 

repairs, special bookkeeping and capital 
equipment. Titan Pallet Co., 342 Madi- 

son Ave., New York 17. 

No-slip hanger bar 

Designed for use in corrugated ward 

robe shipping containers is Brennan 

Illinois’ Positiv-Loc hanger bar. The bar 

is louvered to provide purchase at two 

points on the hanger hook, thus prevent- 

ing the hanger from jiggling off the bar 

during shipment of garments, the com- 

pany claims. The bar is fastened 
through end clips which slip over the 

top of corrugated-container side walls. 
Brennan Illinois Iron Works, Inc., 3636 
S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 32. 

New taping machines 

\ new line of electronically controlled 
carton-closure taping units, designed to 

cut down on overhead and other in- 

plant costs, is being introduced by Bet 

ter Packages. The company’s new line 

is called Tape-O-Matic. Better Packages, 
Inc., 252 Canal St., Shelton, Conn 

Protection for drums 

Republic Steel’s new drum rack for the 

first time permits loaded or empty bar 

rels and drums to be handled and 

stacked by standard fork-lift trucks, ac 

cording to the company. The racks are 

constructed of enameled heavy-gauge 

channel steel; one unit will support 

7,500 Ibs. in 18-gauge drums or 14,000 

Ibs. in 16-gauge drums. Its drum rack 
provides for increased flexibility of han 

dling and storage, the company claims, 

because individual drums or pairs of 

drums can easily be removed without 

handling other drums in ‘the stack 

Republic Steel Corp., Pressed Steel 

Div., 1405 Republic Bidg., Cleveland 1, 

Ohio. 

Flexographic press 

Fast, accurate operation keynotes Har- 

Harley Flexmaster, a 

sheet-fed press for long or short runs. 

ley Co.'s new 

Designed for printing and imprinting 

envelopes, cartons and bags, the machine 

consists of a flexographic inking unit 

ind prints from rubber plates. These 

features, says the company, cut down 
make-ready time and allow shipment of 

the job immediately after printing. The 

press is available in two models, hand 
fed (shown) and automatic (for speeds 

up to 8,000 per heur). Harley Co., 8701 

Third Ave., Brooklyn 9. 

New release paper 

Riegel Paper has added to its line a re- 

lease and separating paper, called 

Riegelease “G,” which reportedly pro- 

vides efficient release from most pres- 

sure-sensitive adhesives, rubber and as- 

phalt compounds and _ plastic resins. 

Riegel Paper Corp., 260 Madison Ave., 
New York 16. 
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MERCURY MACHINES — PACE. SETTERS FOR THE FOLDING CARTON INDUSTRY 
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H. Lloyd Taylor has been named 

manager of advertising and promotion 

of the Film Department of E. 1. 

Du Pont de 

Nemours & 
Co., Inc., Wil- 

mington, Del. 

He succeeds 

Leroy B. 

(Roy) Steele, 
who plans to 

retire at the 

end of the year. 
Mr. Steele, who 

has been in charge of advertising and 

promotion of Du Pont cellophane and 

other packaging and industrial films 

since 1926, will continue in an advisory 
capacity until his retirement. Mr. Taylor 

has been with Du Pont's advertising 

department since 1950. 

Du Pont’s Film Dept. has announced 

plans to manufacture film from “Teflon” 
100-X_ perfluorocarbon resin. Funds have 

been appropriated for the construction 

of a plant for the manufacture of the 

resin, which is expected to be in pro- 
duction by 1959. According to the com- 

pany, film made from the new resin has 
unusual electrical insulating character- 

istics and is suitable for use at high 

temperatures. It is said to be heat seal- 

Taylor Steele 

Hagens Jones Kelsey 

able and resistant to most chemicals. 

William A. Bours, Hl, has been ap 
pointed director of sales for DuPont's 
Freon Products Div. He succeeds Rob- 
ert J. Thompson, who is retiring 

Thomas D. Johnson, Jr. 
Mr. Bours as assistant director of sales. 

A. F. Wendler, special assistant to 

the director of sales in the Film Dept., 

has retired after 31 years with Du Pont 

sul ceeds 

Raymond C. Campbell has been ap 
pointed advertising manager of Stokes 

& Smith Co., Philadelphia, a subsidiary 

of Food Machinery & Chemical Corp. 
He succeeds V. N. Musmanno, re 

signed. 

Kenneth E. Olsen 

aging-equipment — sales 

FMC’s Chicago office. 

FMC’s export division has appointed 
C. Martin Cornish as manager of Food 

Machinery, S. A., a recently established 
subsidiary with offices at Paseo de la 
Reforma 330, in Mexico City 

become s pac k 

engineer in 

Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd., Quincy, 

Mass., has acquired Carbert Mfg. Co., 

Inc., Waltham, Mass. Carbert, which 

designs and builds machines for filling 

and sealing plastic containers, will be 

operated as a wholly owned subsidiary 

of Pneumatic under the same manage- 

MacBride 

In a further major expansion of its editorial program, Mopern Packacine an 

nounces one promotion and three additions to its editorial staff 

Pearl Hagens, who has been Managing Editor for the last 15 years, is advanced 

to the post of Senior Editor, where her knowledge and experience can be concen 

trated more fully on long-range planning and on the development of major articles. 

She will report directly to Lloyd Stouffer, Editor. 
Thomas M. Jones has resigned as managing editor of Printers’ Ink to become 

the Managing Editor of Mopenn Packacinc, working under the direction of Mr. 

Stouffer. A graduate of Columbia University, Mr. Jones has been an editorial execu- 

tive with Printers’ Ink for the last 12 

and marketing circles. 

years and is widely known in advertising 

Robert J. Kelsey has resigned as packaging editor of Food Engineering to be- 

come Engineering Editor of Mopern Packacinc. A graduate food technologist from 

the University of Massachusetts, Mr. Kelsey has had five years of field experience 

as a packaging engineer, in both private industry and Government work, and for 

the last three years has been on the staff of Food Engineering. 

Roland R. MacBride, previously an assistant to Mr. Jones at Printers’ Ink, has 
resigned to become an Assistant Editor of Mopern Packacinc. Mr. MacBride, a 

graduate in journalism from New York University, was previously with American 
Druggist magazine. 

Within the past year, Mopern Packacine has appointed Phillip A. Urion as a 
full-time Midwest Editor, working out of its Chicago office, and Edmund A. Van 
Deusen as Western States Editor, in Los Angeles. 
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ment, with Robert W. Saumsiegle con 

tinuing as president and general man 

ager. 

Vackorm 

and VacTrim vacuum-forming machin 

ery are now in operation at Embhart 

Mig. Co. Portland, Conn. The com 

pany’s Hartford offiees will handle all 

Manufacturing facilities for 

matters pertaining to the equipment. 

National Metal Edge Box Co.. Barring 
ton, N. J., 

in full preduction at its new location, 

formerly of Philadelphia, is 

where expanded facilities provide ca 
pacity for triple the former output. 

Charles F. Pfeifer has 
been elected vice president 

in charge of product and 

packaging development for 

Standard Packaging 
Corp., New York. P. Rich- 

ard Clark has been made 
_ financial vice president and 
4 comptroller and Alan Pal- 

Pfeifer wick, secretary and general 

counsel of the 

Crown Zellerbach Corp.'s Western- 

Waxide Div. San Franciseo, has in 

company. 

stalled a new seven-color, 54-in. roto 

gravure press‘and a six-color Claybourne 
letter press at its North Portland, Ore., 

plant. The recent installation of a Hol 

weg bag machine and polyethylene ex 
truder laminator at the same location 

will, according to the company, enable 

Western-Waxide to offer more versatile 

flexible-packaging service. 

William B. Hess has been appointed 

Western-Waxide representative in Port 

land, Ore. David R. Turner has been 
assigned to cover southern California, 
Arizona, southern Nevada, New Mexico 
and El Paso, Tex. 

\ new warehouse and corrugated-box 

plant is to be built in Dallas, Tex., by 

Gaylord Container Corp. St. Louis, 

a division of Crown Zellerbach. The 

new building will also house sales offices 
for the Multi-Wall Bag, Western-W axice 

and Consumer Products divisions 

Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co. Kau 

kauna, Wis., has installed a new Black- 
Clawson Yankee Fourdrinier No. 12 

machine for the manufacture of ma 

chine-glazed papers. The new set-up, 

which Yankee 

dryer, is expected to produce about 65 

incorporates a large 

tons daily at speeds ranging from 300 
to 1,400 fi. per minute. 

In an exclusive reciprocal agreement, 

Victor Metal Products Corp., Newport, 

Ark., and Tubettificio, S. A., Lecco, 
Italy, will develop and produce alumi- 

num aerosol containers in the United 

States and Europe. The companies will 

exchange all research developments, pro- 

duction techniques and marketing infor- 

mation relating to both the U. S. and 
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SES sets 

mstead of singles... 

Unit of sale steps up when 

you pack related items together.. 

in a single H&D corrugated box 

that fairly asks to be carried home. 

Better see H&D. 

“° MINDE & DAUCH 
Subsidiary of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company 

AUTHORITY ON PACKAGING » SANDUSKY, OHIO 

14 FACTORIES * 42 SALES OFFICES 
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Using package inserts? 

Call on Carey —the package insert specialists 

Carey Press has the specialized know-how 
and the specialized equipment to handle 
every type of package insert job. Result: 
Carey customers get quick delivery of 

high quality work at low prices. Find out 

how 1/16” saved more than $4,000 with 
Carey-Purchasing Agent consultation. 

round-the-clock operation 
1, 2, 3, and 4 color printing presses 
large and small runs 
inventory roll stock with sheeting 

equipment 
printing for special chemical tolerances 

See for yourself. Get in touch with Arthur 

Friedman, Printing Engineer and Sales 
Mgr., and find out why so many leading 
companies “call on Carey” for their pack- 

age insert jobs. 

63 years 

of achievement 

CAREY PRESS CORP. / 406 WEST 31st STREET / NEW YORK 1, N.Y. / CH. 4-1000 

CAREY TRIAL RUN SERVICE 
eliminates tie ups in your 

packaging production line. 

Carey Press will supply you 

with a quantity of blank 
stock, cut and folded to the 
exact size of your package 

inserts, for testing on your 
automatic inserters and other 
packaging production equip- 
ment. That way you’re sure 

you can handle the job before 
you give Carey the go ahead. 

_ SOMETHING REALLY NEW 
IN A PAPER BAG CLOSING MACHINE 
FRY CONTINUOUS MOTION BAG CLOSING MACHINE 

MODEL GS-54 — Continvous-Motion Bag Closing Machine 

double-folds, heat seals and/or Glues for sift-proof Closures. 

Write for informative folder on this and other models. Please submit bog and product sompies. 

ef ho), 1¢] = wel 2 @ Ake) ae 

European markets. Tubettificio also will 
help Victor Metal set up the latter's 
Newport, Ark., plant for immediate areo- 
sol produc tion, 

Continental Can Co., Inc., New York, 

has combined its Crown & Cork Div. 
and its subsidiary, White Cap Co., into 

a new White Cap & Bond 

Crown Div., to be headed 

by Philip O’C. White, a 
vice president of Conti- 

nental. White Cap made 

vacuum closures for glass- 

packed foods, while Crown 

& Cork Div. produced bot- 

tle caps and cork products. 

White Mr. White will make his 

headquarters in Chicago. 

Robert White will be general sales man- 

ager of the new division, with A. P. 

Vining in charge of sales of bottle caps 

and cork products, and John Swift in 
charge of vacuum and screw-type closure 

sales. Paul Staab has been made man- 
ager of manufacturing. Charles Hayes 

will assist the vice president. 

John G. Murray, a vice president of 
Continental, has been named director of 

Murray Gardiner Spiegl 

technical development. He succeeds Maj. 
Gen. C. L. Adcock, retired. 

The new Central Research & Engi- 
neering Div. of Continental has ap- 

pointed two laboratory directors. Dr. 

Kenneth W. Gardiner will head gen- 

eral chemistry and Dr. Charles J. Spiegl 
will be in charge of the toxicological 

laboratory. 

Richard D. Cleaves has been named 
vice president and general 
manager of Cochran Con- 

tinental Container Corp., 
Louisville, Ky., a company 

owned jointly by Conti- 

nental Can and Cochran 
Foil Co. 

Michael M. Stukane be- 
comes assistant product 

manager for Gair-Shell 

Pak, a new combination 

corrugated box and polyethylene bag 
package made by Continental’s Fibre 
Drum & Corrugated Box Division. 

Cleaves 

Packaging & Product Development In- 

stitute, Inc., a new industrial design 

organization, has established offices at 

1077 Celestial St., Mt. Adams, Cincin- 

nati 2. Charles A. Bosworth is presi- 
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THE WORD FOR CAI ‘aa PACKAGING !S 

Rhinelander Glassine 

pearance and taste, is wtrectioas i 
and works smoothly on automatic p ckag 

INSIDE: Fluted cups, layer pads, trays and dividers 

of crisp, glossy glassine provide greaseproof protection 

from the high oil content of chocolate. 

OUTSIDE: Ideal as a bar candy wrapper . . . glassine seals 

flavor in and retards rancidity. Its smooth surface permits 

sharp, colorful printing with ease of handling. 

Rhinelander Glassine is available in a wide variety of 

colors in embossed, opaque and translucent grades. 

RHINELANDER 
Rhinelander Paper Company - Rhinelander, Wisconsin 

Subsidiary of St. Regis Poper Company 
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dent and Theodore E. Luderowski, vice 

president and director of design. 

Frank E. Liebert has been named man- 

ager of central region packaging sales 

by Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville, Ky. 

He will headquarter in Chicago. Mr. 

Liebert is suc- 

ceeded as 

Great Lakes 

regional pack 

aging sales 

manager in 
Detroit by 

John J. Geiss. 

A six-mil- 

lion-dollar .re 
search and 

office building will be erected in Rich- 

mond, Va., by Reynolds. This building 
will be constructed adjacent to the $10- 

million building, now nearing comple- 

tion, which will house the company’s 

executive and sales offices. The new re- 

search facility will contain packaging 

and metallurgical laboratories, as well 

as other company research projects. 

Liebert Geiss 
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¢ To the animal glue manufacturer, buyer or user, 
[T% ” ’ 

gram” doesn’t mean HOW MUCH. It means HOW STRONG. 

It’s a measurement of GEL STRENGTH which in turn is an 
indication of adhesive properties. Gerard 

, In the old days, the strength of a glue was judged by poking Lewis M. Pfister has been elected vice 
at oe a chilled glue gel. The degree of resistance deter- president in charge of staff operations 
mined the grade. for Sinclair & Valentine Co., New 

Today, modern laboratory apparatus replaces the “finger York. 
— : ae and accurately measures gel strength in Daniel T. Hayes has been appointed to 
rms 0 weig t in grams. the new products department of Ameri- 

Also, better production techniques are now yielding much ean Can Co., New York. He formerly 
higher gel strength bone glues assisted the vice president of sales of 

ithi , Canco’s subsidiary, Bradley Container Within the extended range of grades offered by Darling & Corp. Maynard, Mass., as general sales 
Company — assistant, He is succeeded by James B. 

Downing, Jr. 

Jack Gerard has been ad- 

vanced from assistant sales 

manager to sales manager 

of Mosstype Corp., Wa!d- 

wick, N. J. A member of 

the company’s sales-service 

staff since 1952, Mr. Gerard 

has had several years ex- 

perience in all phases of 

flexographic printing. 

Ai 

ONE OF THESE aa 

7 SHOULD DO a 

YOUR JOB aa 

MOST 

ECONOMICALLY 
ii, 

GREEN STRIPE 

ORANGE STRIPE 

ORANGE STRIPE 

RED STRIPE 

RED STRIPE 

RED STRIPE 

BLACK STRIPE 

Shipped in 100 Ib. multiwall bags. 
For prices and technical information see 
your Darling representative or write 

DARLING s COMPANY 
GLUE DIVISION 

4201 South Ashland Avenue, Chicago 9, Illinois 

Animal By-Products Is Our Main Business 

196-220 grams 

171-195 grams 

146-170 grams 

121-145 grams 

101-120 grams 

81-100 grams 

30-80 grams 

The Film Div. of Olin Mathieson 

Chemical Corp., New York, has as- 
signed a special sales service represen- 

tative to each of its district offices. Their 

functions will include processing and 
expediting orders and answering cus- 
tomer inquiries. In this new capacity, 
Emil Menes, Jr., will work from the 

Middle Atlantic district office in Harris- 

burg, Pa.; Edward H. Dayton, from the 

Mid-Western office in Chicago; Charles 

A. DeVinne, from the New York and 

New England office in New York City; 

Ernest G. Cross, Jr., from the Southern 

district office in Atlanta, and William 

C. Irving, from the Western district of- 

fice in San Francisco. The Film Div.’s 

customer-service department in New 

York has been discontinued, except for 

New York-New England converter sales 
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11 Components... 

so Materials... 

4+ Units... 
facilities, which will be handled by 

Richard M. Wescott. 

Betty C. Saphier has been promoted 

to assistant publicity manager, pack- 

aging and international, under -Gene 
Boyo, Olin’s publicity manager. 

Olin recently opened a New England 
sales office for Olin Aluminum at 49 
Waltham St., Lexington, Mass. Robert 

W. Pierce is manager. 

Robert L. Means has been 

appointed to the newly cre- 

ated post of product sales 

manager for compound- 
applying machinery by the 

Dewey & Almyv Chemical 
Co., Div. of W. R. Grace 

& Co., Cambridge, Mass. 

Mr. Means was formerly 

Means with the Container & 

Chemical Specialties Div. 

Shawinigan Resins Corp., Springfield, 

Mass., is now producing a full line of 
‘i 12 grades of Gelvatel, a polyvinyl al 

/ a cohol, at its new plant in Springfield. 

| does the whole plastic molding job: Two Plastics Horizons, Inc., Paterson, N. J., 

; he pneueg tarcor peeping depen : has appointed Cornelius Van Horne as 

ing case, 150 slide and 300 siide carrying cases. comptroller. 
Richard H. Arnesen has joined Smith, 

Scherr & McDermott, industrial de- 

signers of Akron, Ohio, as a design ad- 

ministrator. 

William H. West has been named as 
sistant district manager for the Chicago 

sales district by Milprint, Ine., Mil- 

waukee. Robert H. Green has been as- 

Here’s what we're doing for the signed to the sales staff in the same area. 

manufacturer of a fast-selling 35 ; George N. Anderman represents the 

mm. slide viewer: Producing an 8- 
component viewer in injection- Ted Shargel has established a package 
molded high impact styrene with . design studio at 14055 Hawes St., Whit- 

; lic 1 ‘ : ] »t : tier, Calif., which also offers industrial 
two acrylic enses so accurate y design and advertising art services. 

molded that no grinding or polish- 
ing is necessary. Also producing ee agg as - 

- : a adelphia, has formed a 
three carrying cases — one for the : oe a eee Wel 
viewer, two for slides. These cases aie Richman Design Associ- 
are one-piece hinged polyethylene ates, Inc., Philadelphia, 
—a delicate job, but one we've = ' www = Ae + sem 

. . *xclusive t ackage 
thoroughly mastered. Quite a pack- see  peiecaiiad ‘aut 3 
age! But it’s coming through with chest Cowley hee been 
the high-speed, low-cost production Coates named executive director 

that Auburn molding always gives. ie td Rs y~ ee ae ee 
And our one-stop plastic service so 
can do the same kind of complete Richard R. Hydeman has been elected 

job for you. vice president of manufacturing for Tay- 
lor Fibre Co., Norristown, Pa. He suc- 

ceeds Harold C. Steadman, who has re 

company in the Columbus, Ohio, area 

signed. 

Sun Chemical Corp., Long Island City, 

AUBU RN PLASTICS. INC N. Y., has appointed Sigurd W. Haug 
AUBURN,NEW YORK , : ‘ts as advertising manager of its graphic 

FORMERLY AUBURN BUTTON WORKS, INC. arts group. Mr. Haug will be responsible 

ESTABLISHED 1876 for advertising programs of the firm’s 
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New Gaylord-designed corrugated 

box for 140-lb. fuel injection -unit 

packs fast, trims costs, reduces tare. 

CORRUGATED HANDLES THE HEAVY JOBS 

Are you paying more than you should for your 

packaging? Heavyweight jobs formerly requiring 

costlier materials are now taken in stride by cor- 

rugated boxes. Packaging like this calls for ver- 

satile materials, ingenious engineering. Gaylord 

has done it—time after time. 

You can profit from the savings that heavy-duty 

corrugated boxes can deliver. Call your nearby 

Gaylord packaging engineer. 

CORRUGATED AND SOLID FIBRE BOXES+ FOLDING CARTONS+KRAFT PAPER AND SPECIALTIES* KRAFT BAGS AND SACKS 

GAYLORD CONTAINER CORPORATION * ST. LOUTS 
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New Delate MODEL 24-100 

POLYETHYLEN 

Polyethylene 

BAGS 
UP TO 100” LONG 
UP TO 24” WIDE 

Speedily 

MAKES 

SHEETS ; 
UP TO 100" LONG | 
UPTO 24° WIDE 

Standard 

MODEL S-1000 
Also Available 

Increase bag 

and sheet mak- 

ing efficiency. 

Eliminate huge 

inventories. 

Speed produc- 

tion, save labor, 

cut costs. 

CTROMATIC 
BAG-MAKER AND SHEETER 

ee! 
Automatically measures, cuts and 

seals one end. Also makes side weld 

seals and ventilating perforations. 

Bags are speedily measured and cut 
from rolls of tubular Polyethylene, 

then securely sealed at one end, all 

in one operation. Use up to 10 mil. 

tubular, or up to 5 mil. gusseted stock. 

Skirt size adjustable. Convenient dial 
controls simplify operation. Accesso- 

ries available for making side weld 
seals and perforations. 

Automatically measures, cuts and 
dispenses sheets from rolls of Saran, 
Cellophane, Mylar, foil, paper, etc. 

Produces flat sheets from economical 

roll stock, in any desired length up 

to 100”. No need to maintain large 

stocks of assorted sizes. Make up 

bags and sheets in sizes and quanti- 

ties as you need them. 

Send for Details Now! 

Put your product in 

a transparent bag 

and give it 

IMPULSE 

SALES 

POWER! 
Here is the low-cost packaging 

machine that makes it possible 

* seals 

e header-labels 

¢ imprints 

e punches and 25 

° code-dates™ 

the bag! 

Write Dept. MP-1? gx 

for descriptive 

literature 

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIP, 
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Bensing Bros. & Deeney Companies, 

General Printing Ink Co., Geo. H. Mor- 

rill Co. and Rutherford Machinery Co., 
divisions. 

Economic Machinery Co. 
of Worcester, Mass., has 

assigned Robert R. Lar- 
rabee as sales engineer for 

the firm’s California terri- 
tory. Mr. Larrabee, for- 

merly with Creamery Pack- 

age Mfg. of Boston, will 

make his headquarters at 

the Cowper Hamilton 

Bldg., Palo Alto, Calif. 

Larrabee 

Eugene H. Wiard as been appointed 

head of the newly organized market- 
service division of Ren Plastics, Inc., 

Lansing, Mich. Mr. Wiard will be re- 

sponsible also for advertising, publicity 

and public relations. 

Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh, 
Pa., has appointed Dr. M. A. Miller to 

head the newly 

established foil 

and packaging 
division of its 

Alcoa Research 

Laboratories in 
# New Kensing- 

»/ 5 ton, Pa. Dr. 
Miller will be 

assisted by Ar- 
vil B. McKee. 

D. B. Strohm, former head of Alcoa’s 
Packaging Evaluation Laboratory at 

Edgewater, N. J., has been transferred 

to New Kensington. 

he La 
Miller McKee 

The Dow Chemical Co., Midland, 

Mich., has begun construction of a 

multi-million dollar plant for the pro- 
duction of linear polyethylene at its Bay 

City, Mich., division. Dow’s petrochemi- 

cal group and Bay Refining Corp. sub- 

sidiary will supply the raw materials. 

Using a Ziegler-licensed process, the 
new facility will produce both powder 

and granular material. 

St. Regis Paper Co., New York, has 

begun operation of a new kraft board 

machine at its Jacksonville, Fla., loca 

tion. The machine, which has a rated 

capacity of 1,000 tons a day, is built to 

make paperboard used primarily in the 

manufacture of corrugated containers. 
St. Regis is conducting a major ma- 

chine improvement program in three 

mills of its Printing Paper Div., which 

involves an expenditure of about $6,000,- 

000, to be completed early in 1958. 

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co. of San- 
dusky, Ohio, a subsidiary of West Vir- 

ginia Pulp & Paper Co., is being 

merged as a major division of the parent 
company. Charles E. Frohman has been 

appointed president of the new division, 
which will be known as the Hinde & 
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Pre-assembled 

custom-made... 

PARTITIONS 
for Protective 

Packaging 
made to your exact 

specifications 

for faster packing 

at lower cost! 

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE 
for QUOTATIONS on 

YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

PETER PARTITION CORP. 
Manufacturers of Cardboard Partitions 

124 BOERUM PLACE BROOKLYN I, N.Y. 
Telephone: TRiangle 5-4033 

MULTI-COLOR, MULTI-LEVEL PRINTER 

EW COSOMATIC PRESS 
Eliminates slow, costly 

silk screening, hot stamping, 

labeling or decal application. 

i ih si i ck sts eal i 

1 Rotary Attachment 
: Prints on Circular Objects! 
’ 

AVAILABLE in 3. standard 

models or in special sizes 

and models to suit produc- 

tion needs 

simultaneously! Print flat, round, raised 

or recessed items in production quantities 

or short runs, quickly and economically. 

Now you can print many items never be- 

fore possible. The Cosomatic Press prints 
either letterpress or offset on three differ- 

ent levels—up to three different colors, 

Fla ll al Rl al al eel eared 

COSOM ENGINEERING CORPORATION 

6018 WAYZATA BLVD., MINNEAPOLIS 16, MINNESOTA 
Developed after many years of 

research, the Cosomatic Press is 

Please send detailed information and literature regarding the 
Cosomatic Press. 

NAME .. 

ADDRESS 

now being used by leading com 

panies throughout the United 

States. For latest information 

and folder, mail coupon today. 
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P| speed for CVETY need! 

NEW! INNERSEALER 
SPOS OSESSS SEES OSEOOOESEEOEEESOESS COSHH SESOSEOOESEEESOEESSESEEEEEEOEEE 

Automatic innerseal machine for selecting and 

applying standard innerseals to various types and 

sizes of tin cans as commonly used in the cil industry. 

Capacity: 60-120 per minute 

Seals from 7%" to 112”. 

AND SPECIAL MACHINERY 

Agents in principal cities throughout the United States and Canada. 

Write for descriptive literature 

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO., INC. 
Brooklyn 31, New York 

j 

Dauch Div. of West Virginia Pulp & 

Paper Co. 

Sidney Frohman. chairman of Hinde 
& Dauch, was honored recently by busi 
ness associates for his contributions to 

the company and to the corrugated-box 
industry. The event marked Mr. Froh- 
man’s retirement after 47 years with the 

firm. 

Stone Container Corp., Chicago, has 

ippointed Mitchell J. Hefter to the 

newly created post of assistant to the 
director of sales. 

Alexander B. Beal has joined Print-A- 
Tube Co., Rochelle Park, N. J., as pre 
duction manager. 

Harrison B. Rue has been placed in 
charge of sales of textile, Saxolin open 

mesh and small 
paper bags by 

Chase Bag Co.., 

Chicago. He is 

m succeeded as 

Eastern re- 
gional sales di 

rector by H. FE. 

Dennie, who 

will continue 

as manager of 

the firm’s Philadelphia manufacturing 

branch. Mr. Rue’s post as manager of 
Chase’s Buffalo manufacturing branch is 
now held by John B. Trigg. John R. 

Hale has been appointed Midwestern 

regional sales director at Minneapolis 

Rue , Dennie 

Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis., 

has appointed P. G. Albrecht as sales 

supervisor of industrial wadding in the 

firm’s Western district. D. C. Mather 
has been assigned as a sales representa 

tive in the technical papers division in 

Neenah, where he will handle converting 

papers used in food packaging. 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., 
Oakland, Calif., has named Edward L. 

McDonald manager of products-division 

advertising. Arthur P. Wandtke, Jr., 

has been appointed to the newly created 

position of merchandising manager for 

consumer foils jn the products-division 

sales de verunlll In our September 

issue we incorrectly reported that Mr. 

McDonald had been named assistant 

advertising manager and Mr. Wandtke 

manager of consumer-products adver 

tising. Actually, these were positions the 

two men had held previously. 

Larry J. Flaschberger has been pro 

moted to assistant sales manager of 

Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co.’s Steel 

Package Div., Milwaukee. 

A new high-pressure polyethylene plant 

at Whiting, Ind., with a rated annual 

capacity of 72,000,000 Ibs., will be built 

by Union Carbide Chemicals Co., with 

sales and technical services supplied by 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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CATCH THEIR EYE 

with colorfully PRINTED 

PATAPAR WRAPPERS 

Wet-strength, grease-resisting wrappers of Patapar 

Vegetable Parchment do more than just protect the 

product. They add glamour and sales appeal! 

Exquisitely printed in eye-compelling colors, 

Patapar is outstanding for packaging butter, ham, 

bacon, cheese, margarine, shortening, poultry, 

sausage, nursery stock, flowers and many other 

products. 

Our plants are completely equipped for printing 

Patapar in full color—by letterpress or lithography. 

Inks used are color-fast and NON-TOXIC. 

We will reproduce your present wrapper design, 

or we'll create a colorful new design for you with 

any wording you wish. No charge for typesetting. 

Want us to show you? Just tell your requirements 

and send us a sample of your present wrapper. 

206 

Bakelite Co., both divisions of Union 
Carbide Corp., New York. Upon its 

completion (scheduled for early 1959), 

Union Carbide’s total rated annual pro 

duction of Bakelite polyethylene resins 
is expected to reach 375,000,000 Ibs. 

Eugene F. Burke, for 
merly on the editorial staff 

of Mopern Packacine, 

has been promoted from 

account supervisor to vice 

president of Milburn Me- 
Carty Associates, New 

York public-relations firm. 
~ ; Mr. Burke was previously 

Burke associated with Du Pont. 

Fritz C. Hyde, Jr.. has been named 
manager of New York district sales for 
Revere Copper & Brass, Inc., New 

York. He succeeds William F. Otto, who 

has been appointed assistant to the com 

pany treasurer. Daniel H. Sangster suc- 
ceeds Mr. Hyde as sales manager of the 

Foil Div., with headquarters at 196 Dia- 

mond St., Brooklyn. The division manu 

factures aluminum, tin and jiead foil. 

Lawrence V. Stapleton has been ap 

pointed director of marketing and gen 

eral manager of Lippincott & Margu- 

lies, Ine.. industrial design organiza- 

tion, New York. 

General Mills, Minneapolis, has ap 

pointed O. A. Oudal as director of 

products control. He will report to Dr. 
Frank C. Hildebrand, whom he su 

ceeds and who now has new responsi- 

bilities for organization planning. 

John L. Reid has been 

named sales engineer in 

the New York district of 

fice of Arthur Colton Co., 

Detroit. He will cover the 

metropolitan area and up 
per New York State. Mr 

Reid was formerly with 

Merck & Co. and Union 

Reid Carbide’s Bakelite Div 

The Lockland, Ohio, board mill of The 

Gardner Board & Carton Co., Middle 

town, Ohio, badly damaged by fire last 

August, has been reconstructed and is 

back to full-seale production. 
Morgan Harris, Jr.. has been ap 

pointed carrier-carton salesman in the 

Gardner New York office. 

Robert Davis has been appointed Mid- 

western district manager of the plastics 

machinery division of National Auto- 

matic Tool Co., Inc., Richmond, Ind. 

He will headquarter at Berea, Ohio. 

Robert E. Foley, executive vice presi- 

dent, has been named coordinator of 

plant operations for H. B. Fuller Co., 
St. Paul, Minn. H. B. Fuller, Jr., presi- 

dent of Fuller’s Cincinnati affiliate, also 

is coordinator of marketing for the 
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fill all types of 
SEMI-LIQUIDS m2 

and 

Semi-soups 
with 

FILLING MACHINES 
and get many outstanding benefits 
You can fill foods, dairy products, cosmetics, drugs, lubricants and 

chemicals with GEYER filling machines and get these outstanding 

benefits: greater accuracy of fill, faster changeover from one size 

container to another, the handling of any type container, ease of 

cleaning and long, trouble-free life. Leaders in many different indus- 
tries using GEYER equipment get these benefits every day. 

To make sure your containers are free from foreign matter when filled, use 

the GEYER ROLL-OVER CLEANER. It removes glass pieces, dust and dirt from con- 
teiners by inverting them 180 degrees and cleaning by air blast. This roll-over 

method is safety insurance for any packer because it assures pesitive cleaning. 

Speeds ore from 40 to 200 containers per minute. 

GEYER equipment is available in any size to meet your need. Write or 
call for details 

THE FILLER MACHINE CO. 
the original builder of Philadelphia piston fillers 

10 PENN AVE., ROCKLEDGE, PHILA. 11, PA. 

Pligrim 5-0170 

VW/OW I That's speed! 
No matter what the end use—in packaging or 

paper converting, if it’s speed you need, remember, 
FINDLEY’S. New high speed resins and ad- 

vanced techniques are producing outstanding ad- 

hesives that produce outstanding results — for you! 

For proof let our specialists fill you in with the 
details — and samples. 

PUT" W/OW “IN YOUR PRODUCTION! 
with 

i. eo © ee ae ae ee 

yo. ae a a 

D | exclusiwely 
Milwaukee 45, Wisconsin 

produced at 
cost-cutting 
high speeds on 
Peters machines 

Easy to open! Hinged, top-opening 

Peters-style and glve type cartons are 

easy to open and close. Designed for use 

with or without overwrap. 

Easy ‘to store! Cartons and trays pro- 

duced on Peters machines keep their 

rigid shape . . . store easily on house- 

wives shelves without spilling. 

Investigate today! Let Peters ma- 

chines help package your product better 

. at higher speeds . . . at lower costs! 

HINERY COMPANY 
4712 Ravenswood Avenue 

Write for new booklet 
describing Peters machines 
for better packaging 
at higher speeds. 

Chicago 40, Illinois 
Phone: LOngbeach 1-9000 
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Deodorants belong in PLAX boiflee 
Underarm protection is extremely personal. You keep it that way 
with deodorants packaged in Plax “squeeze” bottles. Each fine spray 
is individually fresh — your fingers touch nothing but the bottle and 
nothing but the deodorant mist touches you. 

Deodorants in Plax bottles travel lightly and safely — you can have 
them with you always, in pocketbook or suitcase. Both men’s and 
women’s brands are available in the convenient unbreakable Plax 
bottle. If you like to stay personal about personal things, switch to 
one of these brands — deodorants in Plax bottles belong with 
fastidious people. 

PLAX CORPORATION + P.O. BOX 1019 + HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

and fheee deodorants are... 

parent company. Richard E. Smith con- 

tinues as director of research and de- 
velopment and David G. Croonquist, 

has been named personnel director. 

The Arvey Corp. Chi- 
cago, has appointed Paul 

W. Decker as sales man- 

ager of its packaging di- 
vision, which is being 

expanded to include pro- 
duction of industrial lami- 

nations, electrical insula 

tion, tapes and _ barrier 

Decker material. He was formerly 

with Dobeckmum. 

Henry G. Burger has been appointed 

merchandising vice president of Robert 
Zeidman Associates, New York. Martin 
A. Jaffe and Robert Bergman have 

been appointed to the de sign staff. 

The industrial and package design 

firm has been retained by The Wright 

Machinery Co., Durham, N. C., a divi- 
sion of Sperry Rand Corp., to redesign 

and restyle its packaging machinery. 

Plastic Packaging Machinery Co., Inc., 

Seattle, Wash., has appointed Tubed 
Chemicals, Inc., Easthampton, Mass., 

as East Coast distributor for its line of 

plastic skin-packaging and _ bubble- 

packaging equipment. 

Newman B. Sheppard has 

joined Sample-Durick Co., 
folding carton company, 

<= Chicopee, Mass., as metro- 
politan New York repre- 
sentative. He will serve the 

7 drug and cosmetic fields. 

Mr. Sheppard was formerly 

associated with Ex-Lax, 

Sheppard Inc., of New York. 

James Bingham has been named plant 

manager of Chun King Sales’ Duluth, 

Minn., plant. Kelly Cardiff has been 

promoted to plant superintendent. 

Frank T. Peterson has been named 

president of The Black-Clawson Co., 
New York He succeeds Clifford R. 

Crawford, resigned, who remains a 

member of the board. 

Admiral Arthur W. Radford, recently 

retired chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, has joined The Champion Paper 

& Fibre Co., Hamilton, Ohio, as a con- 

sultant on international trade and as 

sociated subjects. 

Howard Gorman has been appointed 

marketing director for Caspers Tin 

Plate Co., Chicago. 

American Type Founders Co., Inc., 

Elizabeth, N. J., has appointed Clayton 

B. Ellis to represent the company in 
northern Illinois, working from the 

Chicago office. Arnold Phillipson has 
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they go together 

like ham 

'n eggs... 

Flavor leader of the food parade... that's a ham 

dressed to its ‘Sunday dinner best’ in the sparkling 

brilliance of a Milprint foil wrapper! Here's 

eye-appeal that stops and sells your customers— 

plus the added sales appeal of bake-in-the-wrapper 

convenience—with the crisp, precision-printed 

Milprint touch. Put it to work for you for bigger ham 

sales ... call your Milprint man—first! 

This insert lithographed by Milprint, Inc 

printed cellophane, pliofilm, 

polyethylene, saran, acetate, 
glassine, vitafiim, mylar®, foils, 

laminations, folding cartons, 

bags, lithographed displays, 

printed promotional materia! 

PACKAGING MATERIALS 

genera! offices, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

sales offices in principal cities *Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 
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PRODUCTION 
WITH 

international 
Series 40 

machines 
STRAIGHT LINE AUTOMATIC 
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International Series #40 straight line fully automatic filling 
machine has no equal in its field. Adaptable for vacuum. 
vacuum-gravity or gravity liquid filling. It is extremely 
versatile and can handle fractional ounce to gallon cans, 
bottles or plastic containers. Can be equipped with open 
stems, sprinkler top, non-drip or bottom fill stems. 

Patented foam contro! system 

Patented master mechanical control system 

Micro fill height adjustment to less than .010” 

Separate vacuum systems—one to power the me- 
chanical functions, the other to operate the filling 
mechanism 

Quick changeover for different size containers 

Calibrated settings for changeover adjustments 

Equipped with 1-shot lubricating system 

Froct. 
CAPACITY Gals Va Gals Quorts Pints Ounces 

No. of heads 8 1 0 1 2 14 36 

Speed 25 50 60 70 150 
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= 

= 
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been assigned to cover Oregon, working 

out of the San Francisco office. Harry 

E. DeMuth has joined the New York 

City sales office of the company and 
Richard A. Alto has been appointed to 
the Philadelphia sales office. 

=" Norman T. Burke has been 

. named manager of frozen- 

food packaging sales of 

Fibreboard Paper Prod- 

ucts Corp., San Francisco. 

Mr. Burke, who has been 
with the company since 

é 1938, formerly was the 
company’s San Francisco 

Burke district sales manager 

Butler Container, newly formed cor 
rugated-container division of Butler Co., 

Chicago, will be headed by Dan P. 

Mumaw as vice president and general 

manager. Offices are at 673 Fifth Ave.. 

New York, 

Volmer H. Sorensen has been named 
administrative assistant and manage- 
ment consultant for Bartelt’ Engineer- 

ing ( 0.. Roe kford, Hl. 

Bageraft Corp. of America has moved 

all its facilities from 4501 S. Kildare 
Ave., to 3900 W. 43 St.. Chicago 32. 

Celanese Corp. of Amer- 

ica, New York, has ap- 
pointed Dr. William J. 
Roberts as director of re- 

search at its Summit, N. J., 
research laboratories. Rob- 

erts had formerly been re- 
search director for. Penn- 

sylvania industrial Chem- 

Roberts ical Corp., Chester, Pa. 

Stanley Gaines, Frederick E. Damon 

and Jackson B. Weaver have been ap 

pointed to the engineering staffs of the 
New York, Los Angeles and Washington 

Divisions, respectively, of Container 
Laboratories, Inc., Washington, D. ¢ 

Robert J. Bailey has been appointed 

midwestern regional sales manager for 

Brockway Glass Co., Brockway, Pa. 

Harry R. Bruno becomes district man- 

ager for the company’s Philadelphia ter- 
ritory. 

Bruce M. Miller has joined Ludlow 

Papers, Inc., Needham Heights, Mass., 
as manager of polyolefin products re- 
search and development. 

West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co., New 

York, has named William N. Cromwell 

sales manager of the company’s newly 

formed Grocery Bag Dept., Kraft Div. 

William J. Bailey, board member 

and vice president in charge of wood 

lands and traffic, has retired. His timber 

[Continued on page 215) 
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KRAFTSMAN | 
the comp/ete /ine of Kraft papers by Westvaco 

Need a strong, economical, utility paper for packaging? A special paper for an exacting indus- 

trial job? 

Whatever your problem, you'll find a solution in the KRAFTSMAN line of high-quality 

Kraft papers. KRAFTSMAN papers are being put to a thousand-and-one uses by industry 

today to carry loads, to protect goods, to improve products. 

You just can’t beat the standards of quality and uniformity found in KRAFTSMAN papers. 

Clean, properly sized, even textured, closely formed and strong—KRAFTSMAN papers are 

made for trouble-free conversion at all speeds. 

There’s an answer to every Kraft paper need in KRAFTSMAN BAG PAPERS, SPECIALIZED 

PAPERS, or GENERAL PURPOSE PAPERS. 

bag papers include: 
KRAFTSMAN MULTI-WALL 

A strong Kraft paper with.high tear and tensile specifications 
for cement, chemicals, coffee, feed, fertilizers, flour, gypsum, 
lime, meal, pigments, potatoes, rock products, salt, seeds, sugar 
and hundreds of other products. 

GROCERY BAGS 

KRAFTSMAN BAG 

A quality Kraft paper designed for easy conversion into rugged 
shopping bags; and bags for blankets, books, charcoal, furni- 
ture, disposal, hardware, laundry, lunches, mattresses, milli- 
nery, notions, rugs, shoes and for many other uses. 

KRAFTSMAN BLEACHED BAG 

A top-quality white Kraft paper specially bleached and finished 
to produce a fine printing surface. For any bag application where 
handsome appearance and good printing are required. 

MRAFTSMAN GROCERY BAG 

ree A sturdy Kraft paper that easily converts to bags for bakery 
goods, beverages, bottles, cans, fruit, vegetables, and all the 

e other items handled by the modern grocery store. 
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TWISTING 
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specialized papers include: 
KRAFTSMAN ASPHALTING 

A high-density Kraft paper specially developed for asphalt- 
laminated, moisture-resistant papers, building material (roof- 
ing, walls), box and case liners, creping, foil laminating, indus- 
trial wrappings, insulation, mill wrappers, moisture barrier 
papers, multi-wall bags and many other applications. 

KRAFTSMAN GUMMING 

A specially engineered Kraft paper for conversion to moisture- 
activated gumming strips. For any use where packages or 
wrappings need sealing. 

KRAFTSMAN INTERLEAVING 

A moderate-density Kraft paper for interleaving between sheets 
of stainless steel or any other product where it is necessary to 
separate one face of the material from another. 

—_ 

KRAFTSMAN WAXING 
GUMMING 

A special-formation Kraft paper ideal for wet or dry waxed 
moisture-resistant papers, machine parts wrap, moisture vapor 
barrier sheets, and many other domestic and industrial uses. 

general purpose papers include: 
KRAFTSMAN CONVERTING 

A moderate-density Kraft paper for general converting uses in 
box and crate lining, building, coating, coin wrap, cover stock, 
creping, cushion, die and plate wipe, laminating, masking, pad 
wrappers, tire wrap, tube stock, twisting, window shades, and 

many other uses. 

AA rr tinnns 
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KRAFTSMAN 

These are some of the KRAFTSMAN specialists 

responsible for satisfying your Kraft paper needs. 

This team of manufacturing, sales and technical 

service personnel can show you how to improve 

all Kraft paper conversion, production and sales 

when you specify KRAFTSMAN. 

KRAFTSMAN products are manufactured at our 

modern Charleston, S. C., mill, where precision 

controls throughout the process insure products 

of high quality and uniformity. 

The KRAFTSMAN sales staff is backed by a ver- 

satile, highly trained technical service and re- 

search staff. Whatever special Kraft paper re- 

quirements you may have, this group stands 

ready to help you develop the grade that meets 

your needs. KRAFTSMAN means service to you! 
L. Frank Thompson Alfred S. Nalle 

Charleston Mill Manager Kraftsman Sales Manager 

¢ ‘ ‘ 

Thomas A. Ouncen John P. Gait Luneford H. Lewis, Jr Louis O. Sheffield William W. Taylor 

Sales Representative Saies Representative Quality Service Quality Service Quality Service 

Representative Representative Representative 

= 

Call your KRAFTSMAN representative today. 

Learn how all your Kraft paper needs can be satisfied by using 

KRAFTSMAN products made by Westvaco. 

WEST VIRGINIA PULP AND PAPER COMPANY 

Sales Representative 230 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK 

Printed on Sterling Offset Ename! 25 x 38 - 70 Ib. 



[Continued on page 210) 

land duties are being assumed by D. Y. 

Lenhart and John C. Albert has been 

put in charge of trafhe operations. 

Mead Containers, Ine., wholly owned 
subsidiary of The Mead Corp., Dayton, 

Ohio, has acquired The Shelby Paper 

Box Co., Memphis, Tenn. There will 

be no change in management and per 

sonnel of the Memphis firm, to be known 

now as the Shelby Div. of Mead Con- 

tainers, Inc. 

Paul E. Phillips has been promoted 

to director of sales service for The Mead 

Corp. He sueceeds William R. Maull, 
retired. Philip C. Evanoff has been 
named to the new position of associate 

director of sales service 

Venesta, Ltd. London, England, re 

ently opened new aluminum-foil roll 

ing mills at its Silvertown location. Ac- 

cording to the company, the new facili- 

ties incorporate the most modern tech- 

es, designed to increase efficiency 

ind output. Hlustrated is an electronic 

eve registration system, showing the op- 

erator of a Kampf slitting and reeling 
machine checking the web-steering de- 

vice. Variations in the feeding angle of 

the foil cause the machine to make auto- 

matic compensating adjustments, Ca- 

pacity of the new facility is rated at be- 

tween 500 and 800 ft. a minute. 

Walter J. Young has joined Jim Nash 

Associates, Inc.. New York, as a di- 

rector of design. 

\s part of the expansion of its plastic 

fabricating facilities, Armstrong Cork 
Co., Lancaster, Pa., has transferred all 

plastic pipette manufacturing equip- 
ment from its Lancaster, Pa., closure 

plant to Keyport, N. J. 

William T. Wade has been elected 

assistant treasurer of the company. 

Joseph H. Pittenger has been named 
manager of Armstrong’s organization 

and methods department. 

The Display Div. of Gibraltar Corru- 

gated Paper Co., Inc., Jersey City, N. J., 

has opened a Chicago sales office at 737 

N. Michigan Ave. Ronald Taub and 
Lee White will be in charge. 

Monsanto Chemical Co., Springfield, 

Mass., plans to double its plastic divi- 

sion’s production capacity of’ Lustrex 

high-impact styrene as part of a general 
company expansion to meet the grow- 
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Founded 1920 

Your packages 

deserve the best... 

Gravure and 

Flexographic Inks 

by Flint 

QUICK SERVICE... COAST TO COAST 

Howard Flint Ink Co. 
° Grauwres Letterpress» Lithegra fehice Fie tograthie 

ATLANTA @ CHICAGO ¢ CLEVELAND e DENVER « DETROIT ¢ HOUSTON © INDIANAPS 

9S ANGELES @© MINNEAPOLIS @¢ NEW RLEAN 

Flint Ink Corp. of Vermont 
BENNINGTON, VERMONT 
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| ANOTHER HIGH-SPEED! 

VERTROD 
FIRST!!! 

® New HIGH-SPEED Thermal Im- 

pulse TRIM-SEALER for Polyethy- 

lene with SCRAP BLOW-OFF and 

RECYCLER 

Over 50 SEALS per minute 

Fully Automatic and foot switch 

actuated Semi-Automatic models 

in sizes 14 to 24 

Cold heater bar 

No heat-up time necessary 

Automatic Scrap Blow-off 

This newest and most advanced 

releleihalels Manas MR IAT, Vertrod line of 

Thermal Impulse Sealers is particu- 
larly suited for applications where 

HIGHEST SPEED bag closing is nec 

essary and water-tight seals are 

not required 
— (PATENTS: 2,460,460; 2,509,439; ET Al) 

The Vertrod HIGH-SPEED Thermal Send for FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE 
Impulse Sealers employ compressed 

air to close the jaws as well as 

to blow away the _ trimmed-off ertrod7 
scrap | oye. 

These models are most table 
‘ 4 vitable for THERMAL IMPULSE HEAT SEALING MACHINERY 

2037 Utica Avenue, Brookiyn 34, N.Y. 

DISTRIBUTED IN UNITED STATES (CamADA AND FOREIGN COUNTRIE 

eeeeteenster#35oees#s#see#e#ee#eeeeeee#e¢e packaging Textile Hosiery, Toys 

etc. in Poly bags 

son 

PROTECT iy SELL! 

Give Your Product That Luxurious Look 
A secondary seal to insure product freshness and appearance. 

Oyster white, opaque, matte finish, vinyl—impervious to alcohol, moisture, oil 
or hot-packed products. Keep jar lids clean and dry. 

Your logotype embossed or ho? stamped for beauty —printed 
directions or sales message on flat discs often eliminates a label. 

Jar Discs cost surprisingly littie—come in fiat or formed, embossed 
or printed styles. Write for samples and quotations on your letterhead. Indicate 
sizes and quantity if possibie with sample jar for exact fit. 

THE WALTER FRANK orGanization 

Design and sale of packaging components. Box 111C, Elmhurst, Ill. 
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ing demand for new and tougher styrene 

plastics. Monsanto also announce- 

projected 40-million-pound increase in 

production at its styrene monomer plant 

in Texas City, Tex. 

The Chemical Div. of Borden Co., New 

York, has appointed S. Robert Sweet 

and John A. Bushee to its coatings and 
adhesives department. Mr. Sweet will 

handle Placco-brand building materials 
in the Philadelphia area, while Mr 

Bushee has been assigned to the Latex 

Laboratory in Peabody, Mass. 

Robert F. Miller has been promoted to 

manager of the New York branch of 
the Glass Container Div. 

of Owens-Illinois Glass 
Co., Toledo, Ohio. He suc 

ceeds Robert E. Graham, 
who has been elected vice 

president and is now gen 
eral manager of the divi 

sion. Thomas P. Gullette 

has been made manager of 

the Richmond branch. He 

succeeds Frank T. Can- 

trill, who becomes feod-industries man 

ager in the New York office. 

Miller 

Container Stapling Corp., Herrin, HL., 

has begun construction of a new factory 
building which will increase its plant 

area to 100,000 sq. ft. 

Bernard Newman is new marketing co 

ordinator for Associated Industrial De- 

signers, New York. Joseph S. Mareou 

has been promoted to art director. 

Joseph W. Hatch, Jr., has been pro- 

moted to general manufacturing man 

ager of Colonial Stores, Inc., Atlanta, 

Ga. He succeeds Louis F. Barth, de- 

ceased. 

Swift & Co. Chicago, has expanded its 

solvent-adhesive manufacturing facilities 

with the addition of a modern new plant 

at Hammond, Ind 

The Maintenance Chemical Div. of 

R. M. Hollingshead Corp., Camden, 

N. J., has appointed the Lynn Peavey 
Co. of Kansas City as its midwestern 

sales representative in Kansas, Ne 

braska, Jowa and Western Missouri 

General Box Co., Des Plaines, Dl, has 

named Paxton S. Price as manager of 

national accounts for its Louisville Cor 

rugated Division. 

Steven L. Stratt has joined Frank 
Gianninoto & Associates, Inc., indus 

trial designer, New York. 

Robert E. Stryker has joined the Film 

Div. of American Viscose Corp., Phila 

delphia, as sales representative in the 

Philadelphia district office. He succeeds 
John A. Douglass, recently promoted to 

supermarket specialist. Walter J. Blair 

MODERN PACKAGING 



has been assigned lo repres¢ nt Avisco's 

kilm. Div. in Westchester County and 

parts of The Bronx and Hudson River 

Valley. 

Karl W. Mueiler has been elected ex 
ecutive vice president of Crown Cork & 

Seal Co., Inc., Baltimore, 
Md. Mr. Mueller was for- 

merly director of manu 

facturing. 

The company’s Can Div 

is completing its plant 

improvement program to 

increase produc tion capac- 

ity for 12-oz. aerosol con- 

\ 
Mueller tainers. One phase of the 

expansion program will 
provide improved internal coatings, ac- 
cording to the company. Crown also ex- 

pects to increase its capacity for pro 

ducing a variety of — pressure-can 
closures, 

David Maurer and Thomas J. Rink 

have joined the sales force of Mojonnier 

Associates, Ine., Franklin Park, Ill. 

Mr. Maurer succeeds Edward Zellar, 

resigned, in the company’s New York 

office. Mr. Rink will work out of the 

home ofhice. 

Mojonnier has acquired the assets of 

the Munton Mfg. Co. of Franklin Park, 

Ill., which will be operated as a divi- 

sion of the parent company. allowing 

Mojonnier to make its own hydraulic 

ind air cylinders. 

John Dale, Ltd.. of London, leading 

British: manufacturer of — collapsible 

tubes, plastic closures and metal con 

tainers, has acquired Modern Con- 

tainers, Ltd., Toronto, the largest col 

lapsible-tube manufacturer in Canada. 

With its own Canadian subsidiary, 

John Dale (Canada), Lid., the English 

company will now have Canadian manu- 

facturing facilities for-a similar range 

of packages now made by the three fac- 
tories which form the English company’s 

Packaging Division. Arrangements for 

the acquisition were completed in Tor- 

onto last month by W. E. H. Jones, 

managing director of John Dale, Ltd., 
and J. W. G. Gollins, finance director. 

The Canadian company will continue 

to be managed by C. D. Hill under a 

new board of directors, including Mr. 

Jones, president; J. W. Walker, Q.C., 

vice president; Mr. Collins, secretary 

and treasurer; A. T. Coote; F. T. Ger- 

-on, and F. W. Young. 

Frank Taschner has joined Warner 
Bros. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., as fore- 

man of its new offset printing depart 

nent 

H. Gordon Cameron has been named 

product development manager for the 

western division research and develop- 

ment group of The Cryovac Co., Div. 

of W. R. Grace & Co., Cambridge, 

Mass. 

Beek Myer has been appointed to the 

Chicago sales office of Forbes Litho- 
graph Mfg. Co., Boston. Norman R. 

Jack, vice president, has become man- 

ager of the Boston sales office. Charles 

S. Trefrey has been made a member of 
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does your packaging 
make them want to buy? 

Designing packaging that makes the shopper: reach 

out for the product is no longer a matter of luck or 

hunch. Motivational research and other testing tech- 

niques have helped establish certain basic principles 
that underlie good packaging. And the only 

pac kage IS a pat kage that sells the goods. 

rood r 

We at Oneida have been keeping abreast of every 

advance in packaging methods, research, equipment 
and design for more than 30 years. Materials too—we 

fabricate in film, foil, paper, laminates, glassine, parch- 
ment... virtually every flexible material. 

It all adds up to a tremendous body of know-how to 

bring to your packaging problems. Care to have a 

friendly chat about it? We’d be glad to run over to 

your office any time you say. 

neidaa 
PAPER PRODUCTS, INC. 

10 Clifton Blvda., Clifton, N. J. 

Los Angeles, Cal. © Baltimore, Md. © Centralia, Ill. © Sales Offices In Principal Cities 

CONVERTERS AND COLOR PRINTERS OF QUALITY PACKAGING 

trom. Giassine, Cellophane, Polyethylene, Vinyls, Parchment. 

Sulphite, Foil, Kraft, Waxed, Coated and Laminated Materials 



The ROTO KIMCO 

ENDS = 
COSTLY LABEL 
INVENTORIES... 
AND ANSWERS ALL REQUIREMENTS 

FOR MODERN PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
FASTER 

A. KIMBALL COMPANY 
444 Fourth Avenue, N. Y. 16, N. Y. 

Offices in Principal Cities 

A. KIMBALL, LTD., 85 Advance Rd., Toronto, Canada 

aos 

CLEANER - MORE VERSATILE 

Prints all types of pre-pack labels, bag 
tops, box-end labels, tags and tickets 
—at rate of 150 per minute. 

Prints from easy-to-use metal logos or 
rubber plates. 

Ends time-consuming, costly hand- 
marking operations. 

Prints exact number of labels needed, 
as needed, no more—no less. 

Prints on all types of paper stock — 
gummed, ungummed, heat-seal, pres- 
sure-sensitive, as well as heavy tag 
board. From 1 to 23 lines of copy—6 pt. 
to GIANT 36 pt. type—or plates. 

(] Please send illustrated brochure. 

( Would like to arrange for demonstration. 

Name 

Company. 

Address 

Zone__State 
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adopts PINK, the color 

of the year, for their 

NABISCO new Deluxe Assortment 

of delicious cookies. 

The exterior carton design is modern, attrac- 
tive and dominantly PINK. 

For the interior—3 items—LINERS, CUPS, 

CORRUGATED 

jyomety OPAQUE PINK GLASSINE 
Liners, waxed, offer interior 

eye-appeal, preserve crispness, 

flavor and aroma. 

Sfmerstey OPAQUE PINK GLASSINE 
is used by their converters for 

the fluted Cups which nest 

the different varieties neatly, 

protecting them from breakage 

and adding to the attractive- 

ness of the package. 

jones OPAQUE PINK GLASSINE 
is used by converters for the 

sheet of single faced Corru- 
gated placed over the nests of 
cookies for cushioning and ap 

pearance. 

COOKIE, CRACKER and CAKE BAKERS can be as 
sured of complete protection and compelling eye-appeal 
with Hamersley quality for all bakery products. 

CONVERTERS can assure their customers of the same 
high quality plus maximum efficiency on all high-speed 
converting equipment by using Homersley GLASSINE 
and GREASEPROOF PAPERS. 

AMERSLEY MFG. CO. 
PAPERMAKERS 
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the New York sales staff. Bertram Read 

succeeds Trefrey as administrative as- 

sistant in New York 

Frank L. Slavich has been appointed 

San Francisco district sales manager by 

Glass Containers Corp. Hayward. 

Calif 

Metro Glass Co., Jersey City, N. J., 
has appointed Robert G. Wirthlin to 

the newly created post of midwestern 
sales manager, with headquarters in the 

Prudential Bldg., Chicago 

Crystal Tissue Co., Middletown, Ohio, 
has installed a No. 5 Black-Clawson 

Yankee tissue machine as a major part 

of a $3 million development program 

C. H. Dexter & Sons, Ine., 

Windsor Locks, Conn., has 
named William W. Gal- 

vin, Jr., vice president and 

sales manager. Galvin for 

merly was employed by 

Underwood = Corp. — and 

Marchani Calculators, Ine. 
He was area director for 

Galvin Marchant in the Northeast. 

Hoerner Boxes, Inc.. Keokuk, lowa, 

is constructing a new corrugated-sheet 

plant in Des Moines, to be completed 
next month. Al Blake will be manager; 

Harold MeGriff is to be offee manager 
and Leonard Lind is superintendent. 

J. A. Kerr has been named sales service 

manager of its multiwall bag plant in 

Mobile, Ala., by Bemis Bro. Bag Co., 

St. Louis. He succeeds G. W. Finlay, 

who becomes supervisor of multiwall 

sales in the St. Louis office 

Ernst Ehrman, New York industrial de- 

signer, has been appointed to the faculty 

of The School of Visual Arts in New 

York. He will direct the newly organized 

package-design department 

Joseph A, Daggett has been named staff 

issistant to B. Philip Bowen, vice presi 
dent and general manager of the Cedat 
Rapids, Iowa, division of Downing Box 

(co. Milwaukee 

Howard D. Dibble has been elected 

viee president and division manager of 

Diederichs & Griffin Co., Chicago. 

Oreste A. Tomei has been elected vice 
president and sales manager and Rus- 

sell J. Clayton, treasurer. Jack Swope 

and Howard L. Dibble have been ap 

pointed sales engineers. Mr. Swope will 

cover Eastern Towa, Northern Illinois, 
Wisconsin and Northern § Michigan; 

Mr. Dibble will handle Indiana, Ken- 

tucky and Southern Illinois 

The company is now located in new 

quarters at 6215 W. Touhy Ave., Chi- 

cago, where a display area will be set 

up to feature a complete line of pack- 

aging machinery and equipment. 
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SCOTT 

STRAIGHT LINE WEIGHER 

Fully Automatic -—yet simple 

Its heart is the basic Scott Net Weigher.. . 

precision built, accurate, speedy . . . ideal for 

packaging coffee, rice, salt, beans, seeds, 

candy, crackers, tacks, chemicals, etc. By add- 

ing a conveyer, automatic controls (and a 

power feeder if needed), you have a fully- 

automatic weigher — changeover is a simple 

manual adjustment. 

Send your samples to US and we'll furnish 

complete details on the model best suited to 

your needs. 

U. Ss. AUTOMATIC BOX 
MACHINERY Co., INC. 

122 ARBORETUM ROAD, ROSLINDALE, BOSTON 31, MASS: 

Branch Offices: New York « Chicago ¢ Springfield, Missouri 

James C. Hale Co., Los Angeles, San Francisco « R.S. Gold, Toronto 
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For your information 

John Mount of Insurance Co. of North 

America has been elected president of 

the Society of Industrial Packaging & 

Materials Handling En- 

gineers and will serve until 
1959. John W. MeReyn- 

olds of Kraft Foods Co., 

former pre sident, becomes 

chairman of the board of 

directors. Other 
elected officers 

executive vice 

Charles L. Mount ' arle I 

newly 

include: 

president, 
Lippman of 

S. Steel Corp.; vice 

president, John W. Kraus of Thompson 

Products, Inc.; vice president, Winferd 

a tley of Towmotor orp.; vice presi- 

dent, Milton G. Weisenhorn of Jiffy 

Mfg. Co.; treasurer, Louis S. Beale of 

Wirebound Box Mfrs. Assn.; secretary, 
A. M. Lownsbury of Edgar's Ware- 
houses, Inc. 

\t the recent convention in Chicago of 

the National Prepared Frozen Food 

Processors Assn. the following officers 

were elected: president, Hy Epstein: 

first vice president, Meyer Dubrow; 

president, Warren Fried- 

man; third vice president, Bruce Hart- 

man; treasurer, Bernard Zipern. 

se ond vice 

The 10th Air Conditioning & Refrig- 

eration Exposition, to be held Nov. 
18-21 at the International Amphitheatre 

in Chic ago, is expec ted to attract scores 

of packaging executives, according to 

George E. Mills, show manager. More 

than 250 exhibitors will display some 

7,500 pieces of equipment. 

National Metal Edge Box Co., Bar- 
rington, N. J., has prepared a packaging 

check list by which industrial firms can 
measure their present packaging pro- 

grams. The check list covers packaging 

and its relation to storage problems, in- 
ventory control, box assembly, materials 

handling, packing, shipping, warehous- 

ing and display at point of purchase. 
Copies are available on request from 

the company. 

The 7th Western Packaging & Mate- 

rials Handling Exposition will be held 
in San Francisco on Aug. 11-13, 1958 

The floor plan for the exposition will 

be mailed upon request to the show's 

management firm, Clapp & Poliak, Inc., 
$41 Madison Ave.. New York 17; or 

681 Market St., San Francisco 5. 

The Packaging Machinery Mfrs. In- 
stitute, Inc., observed its 25th anni 

versary at an annual meeting of mem- 

ber-company representatives, held re- 

cently at Sea Island, Ga. Highlight of 

the event, which had a record-breaking 

attendance of 112 member-company 

representatives, was the re-election by 

the board of W. B. Bronander, Jr., of 

Sandia Mfg. Co. as president. Also re 

elected were: Henry Richmond, Pot 

devin Machine Co., first vice president; 

E. J. Abendschein, Chisholm-Ryder Co 

second vice president; K. B. Hollidge, 

Arthur Colton Co., third vice president 

R. L. Sears, executive director, seers 

tary and treasurer 

The H. B. Fuller Co. has prepared a 

new booklet, “Paper Container Adhe 

sives.” It contains sections on adhesive 

produc is for folding boxes, set up boxes, 

fibre tubes and drums, and glued-lap 

containers. Technical information and 

specific characteristics are given for 

each product. Copies are available at 

no cost from H. B. Fuller Co.. 255 Eagle 

St., St. Paul 2. Minn 

The first Movern Packacive Research Fellowship winner 

Terry M. Brown of Pontiac, been selected as the Mi h : has winner of the first 

Mopern Packacine Research Fellowship Award, which provides $2,000 annually to 

support a graduate research assistantship in packaging at Michigan State University 

Fast Lansing, Mich \ scroll symbolizing the award was presented to 

Mr. Brown Oct. 28, at the Packaging Institute Award Dinner, by Lloyd 
Stouffer, Editor of Mopern Packacine, Michigan State in 1951 became 

the first university in the 

packaging, leading to a deg 

Technology 

country to offer a four-year curriculum in 

of Bachelor of Science in Packaging 

Mr. Brown, who is 22, won his B.S. last spring. Under terms of the 

grant, he was chosen by the university to receive the Mopern Pack 

AGING award, which is effective for the 1957-58 school year. He is 

Brown 
doing research in the area of evaluation of heat-sealable cartons, a 

subject he selected from a list prepared by the Editors of this magazine 

in cooperation with the Education Committee of the Packaging Institute. This list 

was compiled to insure that the research work to be performed by award winners 

will be of the widest possible benefit to the packaging field. 

As part of his packaging curriculum at Michigan State, Mr. Brown has completed 

16 weeks of practical experience in the packaging industry. He spent 10 weeks 

with Hinde & Dauch, Sandusky, Ohio, as a sample cutter, as well as doing design 

and testing work. This summer he was employed in the container division of Genera! 

Motors’ AC Spark Plug Div., Flint, Mich., where his job included routing. scheduling 

and follow-up for ali container materials used by the company. 

Up-to-date information on all phases of 
organometallic compounds is available 
in a newly published book, “The Chem 

istry of Organometallic Compounds,” 

(John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth 

Ave., New York; Chapman & Hall, Ltd., 

London). It was co-authored by Rich- 

ard N. Lewis of the Film Div. of Olin 

Mathieson Chemical Corp.; Eugene G. 

Rochow, professor of chemistry at Har 
vard University, and Dallas T. Hurd of 
General Electric Co 

November 15 is the deadline for entries 

in the 1958 National Potato Chip Bag 
Design Competition sponsored by the 

Glassine & Greaseproof Mfrs. Assn. 

he competition to select the potato 

chip bag with greatest sales appeal i- 

open to all potate-chip manufacturers 

and their bag converters. Prizes are a 

silver plaque and 10° certificates of 

merit. All entries will be displayed at 

the annual convention of the National 

Potato Chip Institute in Hollywood. 

Fla.. this January. And they will be 

kept as a “library” of chip bags, avail 

able on a loan basis to all interested 

Only bags constructed 100°C of glassine 

and flexographic printed are eligible. 

Entrants must submit five copies of each 

design to the Glassine & Greaseproof 

Mfrs. Assn., 122 E. 42 St.. New York 17 

Breskin Publications, publisher of 

Mopern Packacine, has published the 
1957 Modern Plastics Encyelopedia 

Issue as the mid-September issue of 

Vodern Plastics. This practical work 
beok contains basic information on 

virtually every phase of plastics manu 

facturing and processing-—from the se 

lection of raw materials to the plastics 
end products and is profusely illus 

trated with application photographs, 

charts and drawings. Included are a 

Technical Data section, a Plastics Prop 
erties Chart and a series of tables in 

the Engineering and Methods section 

that provides a concise, handy guide to 

the molding characteristics of individual 

section has materials The Directory 

een updated to insure readers an 
vuthoritative listing of manufacturers 

melders and suppliers 

\ new program has been launched by 

Stone Container Corp., Chicago, in co- 

operation with the Advertising Council 
to support nine public-service campaigns 

through symbols and slogans imprinted 

on. its shipping cartons. Any business 

firm ordering corrugated shipping boxes 

from Stone may choose from nine dif- 

ferent Cesigns to be imprinted on the 
containers, Stone calls its advertising 

medium “traveling billboards” and _ is 

offering the new service to clients at no 

cost. The public-service campaigns for 

which Stone is contributing free art- 

work, plates and printing are: ACTION 
(American Council To Improve our 
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inited Vowatilty 
Wraps products of all shapes — Square, round, 

oval, oblong, tubular or irregular. Mini- — - 
mum adjustments and down-time 

o~ i 

~~ 
ee 

rappers give you all! 
Examine this wide variety of products and their 
distinctively different shapes and you'll readily 

discover how versatile the Automatic CAMPBELL Wrapper 

really is. Then investigate and learn how much more it 

provides in efficient, time and money saving operations and 
why it’s the outstanding choice of leading manufacturers 

everywhere. You won't be satisfied with anything less. 

WRAPS WITHOUT BREAKAGE — Whether your products 

be hard, soft, crisp, delicate or fragile, the Campbell Wrap- 
per tightly “float” wraps the material around your product 

with the greatest of ease... without crush, breakage or 
other damage! 

WRAPS WITH ALL MATERIALS — Paper, cellophane, poly- 

ethylene, Mylar, foils and all types of new, modern plastic 

film packaging materials which are so popular today. 

POSITIVE WRAPPER SEALING — By gluing, heat sealing or 
crimping combinations with ends flared, turned under or 
diamond folded. The Campbell Wrapper is also available in 

VACUUM-PAK models for food and other perishable prod- 
uct packaging with positive air-tight sealing guaranteed. 

(4 was Wb: 

AUTOMATIC FEEDS—and Deliveries provide continu- 
ous flow packaging geared to coincide with in-line 

j > manufacturing production or separate packaging 
—— } operations. Write for complete information and 
| —— send us a sample of the product you plan on wrap- 
' 

j 
—— ping better — at lower cest! 

A ime 

HUDSON-SHARP MACHINE CO. ¢ GREEN BAY, WIS. 



industrial 
. Whether your plant is small or giant, 

the Krengel Industrial Automatic 

al oma C Marking Machines will cut your labor 
costs substantially. 

° Krengel’s Industrial Marking Machines 
marking automatically print names, dates, 

codes, trademarks, CONSECUTIVE 

NUMBERS, or other indentification 
. on objects of any shape or form 

machines whether packed or loose and on any 
kind of surface. Whether for shipping 

or stock keeping, properly marked 
shipments increase customer satisfac- 
tion and cut losses and confusion. 

A comprehensive line of automatic your specifications and we will solve 
marking machines is kept in stock to your problems. (Illustrated here is 
fill your immediate needs. Special one of our stock models designed for 
machines are also designed for your conveyor line use.) 

specific requirements. Write giving 
Our engineers and recommendations are 

at your disposal at no obligation on your 
part. 

227 Fulton St. 

MANUFACTURING CO., INC. | Hem nw 0 

ELIZABETH 
\ Punches and Dies 

for Rotary 

presses 

Tungsten Carbide 

Available in Insert Type Shown 

e TOOL STEEL © STAINLESS STEEL ¢ TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 
for normal use for corrosive use (Insert Type) 

for abrasive use 

Specialization means greater savings to you. All design factors are 

fully considered—the speed of operation ... type of press. . proper 

die clearance . . . punch and die materials and type of material 

being compacted. 

For prompt service with know- 

how you can depend on.. . Call— 

Elizabeth Carbide Die Company, Inc. 
5423 Smithfield St., (Boston) McKeesport, Pa. 

Telephone: ORchard 8-7735 

Neighborhoods), Better Schools, Fire 

Prevention, Aid to Higher Education, 

Keep America Beautiful, Religion in 
American Life, Stop Accidents, United 

Community Campaigns of America and 

U. S. Savings Bonds. Stone Container 

will provide Advertising Council cam- 

paign imprints on boxes produced in its 

Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit and 

Mansfield, Ohio, plants. 

Cron Zellerbach Corp.s Western- 

Waxide Specialty Div. has available a 
new film, titled “Bacon Sales Through 

Merchandising.” The film is based on 

the Mullinix bacon package. Aimed at 

meat packers and supermarket chains 

that sell under their own brand names, 
the film tells how bacen sales can be 

increased by merchandising the product 

in the lightproof Mullinix package. 

The 26th Exposition of Chemical In- 

dustries will be held in New York, 

Dec. 2-6, at the Coliseum. All four floors 

of the Coliseum will be occupied by 
more than 500 exhibits representing na 

tional and international companies. 

\ Paper and Paper Products Seminar 

was recently held at the 10th Annual 

Quartermaster Assn. Convention in 

San Franciseo. Ufder the chairmanship 

of Edward Partland, assistant vice 

president of Crown Zellerbach, it 

brought together leading figures of the 

paper industry and the General Service 
Administration and office of Quarter 

master General to discuss the problems 

and practices of procurement, specifica- 
tion, inspection and packaging of paper 

products sold to the Government. 

Seventeen members of the wirebound 

shipping-container industry have been 

awarded “Wirebound Engineer” certifi- 
cates as graduates of the Wirebound 

Institute. This brings to more than 500 

the number of certificates awarded since 

the Wirebound Box Mfrs. Assn. estab- 

What’s doing 

Nov. 11-13—Grocery Mfrs. of America, 

annual meeting, Waldorf Astoria, 

New York. 

Nov. 11-13—National Paperboard 

Assn., 25th annual meeting, Waldorf 

Astoria, New York. 

Noy. 11-14—International Soft Drink 

Industry Exposition, National Guard 

Armory, Washington, D. C. 

Dec. 2-6—26th Exposition of Chemical 

Industries, Coliseum, New York. 

Dec. 7-11—Super Market Institute, 
Inc., mid-year conference, Americana 

Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla. 

Dec, 9-12—Chemical Specialties Mfrs. 

Assn., Hollywood Beach Hotel, Holly- 

wood, Fla. 
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lished WBI to provide technical train- 

ing for industry personnel in designing 
wirebound shipping boxes and crates. 

Graduation exercises were held at the 

Package Research Laboratory in Rock- 

away, N. Be 

First recipient of the annual Outstand- 
ing Achievement Award in packaging 
originated by the Packaging Society 

of Michigan State Uni- 

versity is Dr. James W. 

Goff, originator and head 
of the packaging curri- 

culum ‘at that university, 

which has now grown into 
a School of Packaging, the 

first in the country to 

offer a four-year under- 
Coff graduate course leading to 

a degree in package en 

gineering. The award was announced by 
Hugh E. Lockhart, president of the 

undergraduate society. Dr. Goff was 

cited for “outstanding achievement in 

packaging education” and_ specifically 

for his part in building the course and 

“for his efforts in constantly improving 

course content and expanding the pack- 

wing curriculum.” A plaque was re- 

cently preset nted to Dr. Goff 

Champion Paper & Fibre Co., Hamil- 

ton, Ohio, is preparing its latest indus- 

trial film for release next spring. Titled 

“1104 Sutton Road,” it will run about 

30 min. and will be in color. 

At a recent meeting of the board of di- 

rectors of The Toilet Goods Assn., Inc., 

Robert E. Schwartz of the Wildroot Co. 

was elected vice president. Two new di- 
rectors also were elected to fill vacancies 

on the board. They are: Owen Stoner 

of Prince Matchabelli, Inc., and George 
L. Schultz of Shulton, Inc. 

\ new book by Louis Cheskin, director 
of the Color’ Research Institute, Chi- 

cago, titled “How to Predict What Peo- 

ple Will Buy,” (Liveright, 1957) is now 

available. In this book Cheskin says 

there are four factors necessary to any 
successful marketing program—product 

quality, package appeal, promotional ef- 
fectiveness and price. 

The 21st Annual Convention of Super 

Market Institute has been shifted from 

Cleveland to Atlantic City, to be held in 

Convention Hall, May 25-28, 1958. 

Forty Years of Progress,” the 1956 an- 

nual report of Federal Paper Board 
Co., has been chosen best in the paper- 

hoard-container industry by judges in 
the 17th annual report survey of the 
Financial World. 

The second annual Pulp and Paper 

Conference of Western Michigan Uni- 

versity’s department of paper technology 
will be held Jan. 23, 1958. It will co- 

incide with the date of the annual 

“Papermakers’ Night,” which is spon- 
sored jointly by the Kalamazoo Valley 
section of Technical Assn. of the Pulp 

& Paper Industry and the Michigan 

Div., American Pulp & Paper Mill 

Superintendents Assn., to be held at 

the Harris Hotel in Kalamazoo. 
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low production costs, versatility, 

and great flexibility 

The Hansella 131 Universal Packaging Ma- 

chine gives you this double benefit. A high 

production unit, the Hansella 131 produces 

fin-seal type packs—the handy, disposable 

packages that are becoming increasingly 

popular with today’s shoppers. 

From the printed roll to the finished, filled 

bag—done automatically in one operation on 

the Hansella 131. 

Width of Bag} Length of Bag Production Rate 

Simplex 1144" to 6” 2” to 6” Upto 60 per minute 

Duplex 114" to 3” 2” to 6” Up to 120 per minute 

PropuctTs Liquids, semi-liquids, powders, granules and solids. 

FEEDS Pump, auger, volumetric feed, and electronic counter 

are available and easily interchangeable. The change- 

over can be accomplished in a matter of minutes—a big 

advantage for contract packagers or for in-plant pack- 

agers handling an extensive variety of products. 

Fiitms All heat sealable, flexible films, including plastics and 

Hansell: 

foils. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TODAY 

HANSELLA-WERKE ALBERT HENKEL A.G 

HAN 



U.S. patents digest 

This digest includes each month the more important patents of interest to those 
who are concerned with packaging: materials, Copies of patents are available 

from the U. S. Patent Office, Washington, at 25 cents each in currency, money 

order or certified check; postage stamps not accepted. Edited by H. A. Levey. 

Liquid-Dispensing Device, Edward W 

Larrabee, Corona, N.Y. U.S. 2,780,396, 
Feb. 5. A unitary liquid-dispensing de 
vice comprising, in combination, a sub 
stantially tubular dispensing unit with 
an integral annular flange member, a 

disk-like closure narrow 
frangible annulus along the inner cir 
cumference of the annular flange mem 

ber, said annulus forming a connection 
between the disk-like closure and_ the 
dispensing unit 

mnie mber, a 

Joint-Forming Mechanism, George A. 
Crosby et al. (to Signode Steel Strap 
ping Co., Chicago, a corporation of Del 

2,801,558, Aug. 6. In a 

joint-forming mechanism for uniting 
the overlapping portions of bundle 
binding strapping and embracing seal 
in a tension-resisting joint, the com 

bination of a pair of jaws having for 
ward-hooked tips, means mounting said 

jaws, means connected to said jaws for 

aware). U.S 

moving said jaws forwardly and rear 

wardly and for pivoting said jaws in 
advanced position, said jaws having 
pockets behind their hooked tips to re 

ceive the flared flanges of a seal and 
having shoulders at the edges of said 
pockets to fold the seal flanges about 
the overlapping strapping portions 
when said jaw tips are rocked toward 
each other, a pair of notchers and 
means for moving said notchers rela 

tive to said jaws 

Reinforced Container for Heavy 
Articles, Clifford D. Fallert (to Crown 

Zellerbach Corp., San Francisco, a cor 
poration of Nevada). U.S. 2,801,740, 
Aug. 6. A package for relatively heavy 
articles comprising a supporting pallet 
having a platform portion and a unitary 
protective cover member of rectangular 
configuration and having a top with 
foldably connected opposing side and 
end walls defining upstanding corners 

Packaging of Berizene Hexachloride, 
Loyd W. Piester (to Columbia-Southern 

(Chemical Corp., Allegheny County, Pa 
1 corporetion of Delaware). U.S. 2,801, 
745, Aug. 6. A benzene hexachloride 

package comprising a sealed paper bag 
containing therein finely divided ben 

zene hexachloride having dispersed 
therethrough from 0.2 to 5% of an in 
organic alkaline solid by weight of the 
benzene hexachloride 

Shipping Container. David H. Blatt (to 
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio, 

a corporation of Ohio). U.S. 2,801,784, 
Aug. 6. A shipping container of gen- 
erally toroidal form comprising a pair 
of blanks of sheet material cut, scored 
and folded to provide a pair of hollow 
shell members, each of the same poly- 
gonal shape in horizontal cross section 
but of different diametric dimension, 
said members being nested one within 
the other to provide an annular article- 
receiving well therebetween, said blanks 
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being characterized in that each in 
cludes a plurality of angularly-related 
contiguous wall-forming sections. 

Box, Guilfo A. Manizza (to Continental 
Can Co., Ine.. a corporation of New 

York). U.S. 2,801,785, Aug. 6. A con 
tainer comprising a tray, a cover for the 
tray, the tray having a bettom and sides 
extending perpendicularly therefrom, a 
back hingedly connected to both the 
tray and the cover, lock panels and lock 
tabs for retaining the side flanges of the 

cover in position overlying the sides of 
the tray. 

Powered Tape Dispenser, Charles P. 
Tavlor (to Ideal Stencil Machine Co., 

Belleville, [ll., a corporation of Illinois) 
U.S. 2,801,848, Aug. 6. In an electrical 
device for delivering a predetermined 
amount of material from a storage sup- 
ply thereof, a rotatable material-delivery 
clement, an electric motor and gearing 
connecting said moter and the delivery 
element 

Pressure - Sensitive - Tape Dispenser, 
Charles Castelli (to Johnson & Johnson, 
a corporation of New Jersey ae US 

2.802.527, Aug. 13. A dispenser for a 
roll of pressure-sensitive adhesive tape 
comprising a pair of opposed paralle! 
disk portions spaced to accommodate a 
roll of such tape, means for rotatably 
supporting the roll between the disk 
portions, a peripheral portion connect- 
ing said disk portions, said peripheral 

portion being provided with an opening 
for access to said tape roll, whereby a 
housing is provided when the access 
opening is closed, for fully enclosing 
the tape roll in a sanitary condition. 

Label Roll Cutting and Control-Feed 
Mechanism for Packaging Machines, 
Thomas H. Nifong (to Reynolds Metals 
Co., Richmond, Va., a corporation of 
Delaware). U.S. 2,802,529, Aug. 13. In 
a web-feeding and label-cutting mech 
anism comprising web feed-in means, 
label-cutting means and cut label feed 
out means, the improvement which con 

~ists of a rotary cutter-carrer, a cutter 

blade carried thereby, means for ro 

tating said cutter-carrier at the peri- 
pheral speed of the web feed-in means, 
and in combination therewith a coacting 
speed-synchronized label feed-out means. 

Package, Theodore R. Massey, Mil- 

waukee (to Marathon Corp., Rothschild, 
Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin). U.S. 
2,802,569, Aug. 13. A reinforced display 
package comprising a transparent con- 
tainer having a container portion and 
an opposed pair of extended marginal 
yortions and a reinforcing paperboard 
Plank cut and scored to provide a win- 
dow opening. 

Self-Sealing Closures, Charles E 
Slaughter (to Extruded Plastics, Inc., 
a corporation of Connecticut). U.S. 

2.802593, Aug. 13. A tubular plastic 
container carrying an integral one-piece 
synthetic resinous plastic closure com 
prising a cover portion and a continuous 

peripheral straight-walled flange integral 
with and depending from said cover por 
tion, which flange is telescoped over the 
end of the tubular container, said flange 
having a solid bead internally of said 
flange near the peripheral edge thereof, 
which bead is integral with said flange 
is made of the same plastic as said 
flange, is, at its greatest depth, of slightly 

smaller diameter than the tubular con 
tainer to provide close contact there 

with, the closure composition having a 
plasticizer in excess of that in the com 
position of the container whereby in line 
contact plasticizer will migrate to seal 
the closure firmly on the container along 
the bead line of contact of closure and 

container, but permitting separation of 
closure and container when desired. 

Skirt-Supported Vessels, Nicholas A 
Weil (to The M. W. Kellogg Co., Jersey 
City, N.J.. a corporation of Delaware) 

U.S. 2,892,596, Aug. 13. In combination, 
a vessel of substantially .circular cross 
section, a cylindrical supporting skirt 
surrounding the lower end of said vessel 
with the upper end of said skirt in con 
tact with said vessel, weld metal de 
posit circumferentially around said ves 
sel uniting said upper end of said skirt 

to said vessel 

Liquid Carton and Seal Therefor, 
Robert Leo Boyd (to American Can Co., 

New York, a corporation of New 

Jersey). U.S. 2,802,613, Aug. 13. A 
liquid-dispensing carton having a poly- 
hedral tubular body, flanged counter 
sunk top and bottom closures perma 

nently attached to the ends of said body 
to close the same, a linear pouring in 
cision spanning a corner of said body, 
a frangible membrane of material thin 
ner than said body disposed in closing 
relation to said incision for being rup 
tured when pressure is applied to said 
top closure adjacent said incision 

Methods of Assembling Cartons and 
Resulting Carton Products, Richard 
Gelin (to General Foods Corp., Whit 

Plains, N.Y., a corporation of Dela- 
ware). U.S. 2,802,614, Aug. 13. In a car- 
ton, at least two carton units having 
juxtaposed ends, a single unitary flap 

hinged to each side wall at said juxta 
posed end of each unit, alternately in 
terleafed flaps closing said juxtaposed 
end of each unit, said units having said 
closed ends juxtaposed and the first 

flap portions of each unit being posi 
tioned between overlying first and 
<econd flap portions of the other unit 

Can Cartons, David Bruce Radke (te 
Waldorf Paper Products Co., St. Paul, 
Minn., a corporation of Minnesota). 
U.S. 2,802,615, Aug. 13. A carton in- 
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Yend for 

the WILSOLITE technical man! 
You are always looking for the newest improvement, especially in a new art 

like printing with flexible materials. Send for the Wilsolite man when you 

have a technical problem; keep in touch with him as the source of informa- 

tion on printing progress. Wilsolite Technical Bulletins on Engraving Rubber 

Plates, Liquid Plastic Plates, Bakelite Materials and related subjects offer valu- 
able information. Write to Wilsolite for help on your technical problems. 

Rely on WILSOLITE for the best quality in supplies and materials. 

We feature 

WILSOLITE 
Matrix materials; fill-in powders ; p ’ 

GOODSYEAR 
Natural and synthetic rubber for 

molding and engraving. embossing sheets. 

ASK YOUR COMMERCIAL PLATE MAKER! He is an expert in 

working with Wilsolite flexible materials. 

c OR P OR AT It O WN 
1827 Niagara Street, Buttato 7, New York 

be 

Rol-Feed Heat-Seal 

pumatic LABELERS | ,/OW! Thats the 
Adhesive I've been looking for! 

These unique machines were chosen to do 
the labeling job on the new ‘Tek’ tooth 
brush. For speed, accuracy and uniformity, 
on round, square or odd-shaped containers, 
a Dumatic Labeler will give you performance 
plus. Note the illustration above — that's 
the way a ‘‘Dumatically Labeled"’ product 
reaches the display counter. Why not write 
today for more detailed information—ask for 
Brochure ‘'K.”’ 

GLOBE TICKET COMPANY 
Al Nation-Wide Sewice 
112 N. 12th St., Phila. 7, Pa. 
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Adhesives from Findley’s have a way of getting 

results. 
What's your use — converting, bags, tubes, fold- 

ing cartons, envelopes? Or is it packaging and 
labeling? Or perhaps working with Mylar, poly- 

ethylene or polystyrene? 
Tell us your problems. Let us prove how 

Findley adhesives... 

PUT“ W/OW “IN YOUR PRODUCTION! 

IN DUS TRIAL 



means 

business 

Genuine Gold . . . the classic symbol of elegance and re- 

fined taste... can be.applied like any ceramic label or 

decoration ... at a cost only slightly higher than common 

color. Screen printed on glass or ceramic surfaces, per- 

manently fired to resist abrasion and corrosion, Hanovia 

22 Karat liquid gold adds the vital “extra” to any 

Sales program. 

Take advantage of the eminence inherent in real gold 

printing or decoration on ceramics. 

For information, contact your glass container supplier. 

CHEMICAL & MANUFACTURING ComPAnY 

1 West Central Avenue, East Newark, New Jersey 

(EN GELHARD (NOUS TR/1E SF ) 
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cluding in’ series a plurality of con 
nected panels, all of said panels being 

parallel fold lines, a 
double-thickness top having a hand hold 
therethrough and 
flaps on at least certain of said pane 
ind folded into substantially right 

relation to said panels, and 
securing said flaps in panel 

connected — by 

closing 
] 

cooperable 

ingular 

means 

closing condition. 

Insert Bag Stiffeners, Amund 5S. Roper 
(to Bemis Bro. Bag Co., Minneapolis, 
Minn., a corporation of Missouri). U.S. 
2,802,617, Aug. 13. A tubular bag of 
flexible material adapted to be folded 

to a flat condition, said bag body when 
closed forming a theoretical container 

shape substantially in the form of a re 

tangular parallelepipedon, a reinforcing 
insert of relatively stiff material within 

said bag. being substantially geometri 

cally commensurate with the inner sur 

face of the corresponding walls of the 

bag when said insert is within bag body 

Machines for and Method of Making 

Multi-Ply Bags, James F. Doyle (to 

Arkell Safety Bag Co... New 

U.S. 2,803,173, Aug. 20. The method of 

forming a bag of the class described 

which comprises feeding a web longi 
tudinally and folding it to form a flat- 

tened tube with the longitudinal edges 
of the tube secured together, folding 

the tube transversely upon itself, feed- 
ing a plurality of webs longitudinally 

ind securing them together at the crests 

of their crinkles and folding them about 
the tube, and cutting off bag lengths 
from the composite web on lines adja- 
cent the corresponding sides of the folds, 
ind closing the end of each bag length 
remote from the fold in its inner ply. 

Cohesive Wrapping Paper and Method 
for Producing Same, James W. Me- 
Intyre et al. (te Kimberly-Clark Corp., 
a corporation of Delaware). U.S. 2,803,- 
0, Aug. 20. Method of applying a co- 
hesive rubber coating to one side of a 
foundation sheet of non-adhesive and 

non-cohesive impervious material so as 

to make the sheet suitable for certain 
wrapping purposes, which comprises 
coating the surface of one side only of 
the material with an aqueous dispersion 

of colloidal silica and drying said coat 
ing, then applying a film of an aqueous 
emulsion of cohesive rubber, and then 
finally drying said coating thereby to 
produce a sheet one side of which is 
cohesive to itself bat not to the other 

side, 

Case for Packing Articles for Ship- 
ment, Elmer W. Stotz (to River Raisin 
Paper Co., Monroe, Mich., a corporation 

York). 

frame 

Greater PROFITS... ii 

added packaging FLEXIBILITY 

with VacForm 
vacuum forming machines 

e wider range of shapes, sizes and plastic 

materials with which you can work 

e lower die and machine costs 

eno specialized technical experience needed 

With VacForm you can test new 

types of containers, change from one 

type to another, produce packages in 

short runs at less cost. You can cut 

change-over time toa minimum. And 

you can squeeze a small VacForm 

model into only 1014 square feet of 

floor space. 

VacForm vacuum forming machines 

produce most any shape packaging: 

“skin” and “blister” protective and 
pilfer-proof packages... skin-tight 

wraps and hard-to-package items... 

rigid transparent cups and contain- 

ers, both reusable and disposable. 

Investigate the many ways in which 

VacForm packaging 

can save money 

and make money 

for you. 

Write for new informative booklets. 

ncfORv———: EMHART MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

333 Homestead Avenue 
Hartford 2, Connecticut 

Send us informative literature of VacForm and 
of Michigan). U.S. 2,803,336, Aug. 20. 
\ cardboard container for packaging 

a band-saw machine of the type having 
a generally C-shaped housing, a_pro- 
truding rib on the periphery of said 
housing and a detachable table having 
a protruding rib on one surface thereof, 
said container comprising an outer shell 
conforming respectively to the front and 
rear contours of a C-shaped housing of 
a band-saw machine, reinforcing sec- 
tions having slots adapted to receive a 

PLASTIC FORMING MACHINERY 

EMHART 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

333 Homestead Avenue, 

Hartford 2, Connecticut 

VacTrim applications, advantages and operation. 

Name__ 

ne 

Street__ 

EE 

Principal Business___ 

MP-1157 
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ON ANY 
PACKAGING MACHINE 

there is a place where 

SILICONE 
FLUID SPRAY 

long lasting! PE 

non-markint 

Anywhere Any Packaging Material 

Tends to Stick... 

IMS SILICONE SPRAY will cut your scrap 
and stoppage rate—Save You Money! 
Try it on your packaging line—you'll see 
why almost overnight this amazing anti- 
stick material has become a necessity in 
the modern high-speed packaging field! 

— 

PRICES: $ 2.00 Per Sample Can 

$ 18.00 Per Unbroken Dozen 

$197.40 Per Unbroken Gross 

Still lower prices on larger orders 

shipped in one gross lots on any 

schedule you request. 

Delivered FREE Anywhere in the U.S. A. 

INJECTION MOLDERS 

SUPPLY COMPANY 
3514 LEE ROAD « CLEVELAND 20, OHIO 

rib on C-shaped housing and adapted 
to be held tightly between the end walls 
of said outer shell, and a holder for a 
table of a contained band-saw machine. 

Dispensing Package, Morris W. Ku- 
chenbecker (to Marathon Corp., Roths- 

child, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin). 
U.S. 2,803,339, Aug. 20. A dispensing 
package comprising a carton containing 
a roll of sheet material wound on a hol- 
low core, said carton being formed from 
a single paperboard blank suitably cut 
and scored to provide front, bottom and 
rear walls, a cover hinged to the rear 
wall, end flaps and roll-retaining tabs 
hinged to these flaps. 

Container, Albert Koeble (to The 
United States Printing & Lithograph 
Co., Mineola, N.Y., a corporation of 
Ohio). U.S. 2,803,391, Aug. 20. A con- 
tainer in the form of a carton foldable 
from a flat blank and constructed to 
hold a plurality of units of items, the 
items of each unit being of a different 

size, said container comprising a_bot- 
tom, two sides with glueing flaps, two 
ends and a cover, a spacing member 
located in said carton to about one end 
of the items in one of said units, flaps 
to serve as a brace for said spacing 
member. 

Bottom Construction for Folding Car- 
tons, Patrick A. Toensmeier ‘to The 
New Haven Board & Carton Co., New 

Haven, Conn., a corporation of Conn.). 
U.S. 2,803,393, Aug. 20. A carton having 
connected vertical walls defining a tube, 
and a bottom formed of a pair of flaps 
hinged to the lower edges of opposed 

side walls and folded inwardly one over 
the other, a second pair of flaps hinged 
to the lower edges of the remaining 
walls of the tube, both pairs of flaps 
having a system of slots and tongues 
which engage each other to form the 
bottom section of the carton 

Carton, William A. Ringler (to The 
Gardner Board & Carton Co., Middle- 
town, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio). 
U.S. 2,803,394, Aug. 20. In a carton, 
a blank divided into front, rear and 
side panels with one of said side panels 
at the edge of said blank and said rear 
panel attached to said one side panel, 
a glue flap hinged to said front panel, 
a series of three inner panels for form 
ing an inner member in said carton, said 
panels having a system of slits for as 
sembly into carton with reclosable lid 

Carton Adapted for Opening and Re- 
closing, Clarence F. Klein (to The Lord 
Baltimore Press, Inc., Baltimore, a cor- 
poration of Maryland). U.S. 2,803,395, 
Aug. 20. A blank for a carton compris- 
ing a piece of cardboard sé ored to form 

front, back, bottom and top panels, and 
a front flap, each panel equipped with 
flaps at each end for forming end panels 

Scorebreaker for Carton-Forming Ma- 
chine, Albert R. Lubersky (to Fibre- 
board Paper Products Corp., a corpora 
tion of Delaware). U.S. 2,804,000, Aug 
27. In a carton-forming machine which 
forms cartons from blanks including a 

—_ Dusenbery 
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Kewindler 
SHEAR .e BURST 

e RAZOR BLADE 

e SCORE CUT* 

for Slitting 

FILM, FOIL, TAPE 

AND PAPER 

The outstanding development 
for efficient service and perform- 
ance! 

Change over from shear cut, to burst 
cut or to razor blade can be accom- 
plished in a matter of minutes, allowing 
complete flexibility. 

All tension controls on the unwind 
and rewind are air operated with gauges 
and regulators provided, to permit deter- 
mination of optimum running condi- 
tions for a given material and to enable 
workers to repeat these settings without 
guess work. John Dusenbery Co., Inc., 
275 Grove Ave., Verona, N. J. Tel: 
CEnter 9-3900. 

On special applications score cut 

can be provided. 

Send for Bulletin 635 

J)usentey 
CONVERTING EQUIPMENT 
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BLEACHED SULPHATE BOARD 
Qur expert tec hn al staff at 

ra., Works night and day, 

with virgin pulp, a modern 

hlorine dioxide bleach plant, 

ind a paper machine of the 

latest type, to maintain 

a product of highest possible 

brightness, purity and 

urelelecmencecl (ones 

We welcome inquiries for sanitary 

food boards, hot-and-cold drink 

cup stock, and linerboard, 

to be made to your own 

exacting specifications. 

PAPER Ce. 
© St. Marys Kraft Corp, 
© Gunumed Tape Div 
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Tough Tape 
for HEAVY-DUTY PACKAGING! 

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE 
SHUFORD’S 
SHURTAPE® RP-25 
MEETS FEDERAL 
SPECIFICATION PPP-T-76* 
*Tape, Pressure-Sensitive, Adhesive, 
Paver, Water Resistant. 

Cartons full of heavy parts or assemblies stay together 
when they’re sealed with rope-paper backed Shuford’s 
SHURTAPE RP-25. 

Use it to seal V-Board and W-Board fibre containers .. . 
use it on individual parts to protect surfaces . . . or for 
banding and bundling. 

Heavy-duty Shuford’s SHURTAPE RP-25 has excellent 
resistance to water and abrasion, heavy adhesion and clean 
strip . . . serves many industrial purposes! 

For information on Shuford’s complete line 
of pressure-sensitive paper tapes, write 

CLOTHES LINES « TWINES 

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE PAPER TAPES 

SASH CORDS «© WEATHER STRIPPING 

COTTON & RAYON YARNS ¢ EXTRUDED PLASTICS 

World's largest manufacturer of cotton cordege 

cover portion and flap portions separated 
from opposite ends of the cover por 
tion by score lines, and which machine 
comprises a hollow former and plunger. 
the combination of means for breaking 
the scores of said flap portions to posi 
tion them at right angles to the blank 
before it reaches the former, comprising 
a pair of rollers carried on levers be 

neath the blanks, means to swing the 
levers upwardly to cause the rollers to 
contact the flap portions and bend them 
upwardly, and means above the blank 
to hold the cover in the plane of the 
blank as the flap portions are being 
bent. 

Easy-Opening Can Carton, Peter C€. 
Collura (to Container Corp. of America, 
Chicago, a corporation of Delaware). 
U.S. 2,804,204, Aug. 27. In a can pack 
age, an open-ended tube formed of ma 
terial such as paperboard and compris 
ing an inner side wall panel and an 
outer side wall panel and top and bot 
tom wall panels connected along fold 
lines, and a row of three chimed-end 
cylindrical cans within said tube fitting 
snugly between said panels, said top 
wall panel having adjacent to the ends 
thereof locking flaps cut therefrom and 
attached thereto along transverse fold 
lines, said flaps engaging the inner por 
tions of the chimes of the end cans, and 
said outer side wall panel having means 
providing finger openings at the lower 
edge of the tear-out panel and located 
within the areas of said outer side wall 
panel corresponding to said spaces be 
tween said cans, 

Container for Packaging Tacky Ma- 
terials, John S. Barton et al. (to Crown 
Zellerbach Corp., San Francisco, a cor- 
poration of Nevada). U.S. 2,804,205, 
Aug. 27. A package of wax and a con- 
tainer for said wax, said container com- 
prising a multiwall paper bag, the in- 
side surface of the inner ply of the bag 
having firmly united thereto a coating 
consisting essentially of at least one 
synthetic elastomer, the dry weight of 
the coating being from 6 to 15 lbs. per 
3,000 sq. ft. of inner ply surface, and 
the coated surface of the inner ply be- 
ing easily and cleanly releasable from 
the wax. 

Reclosure Container, George W. Wigert 
(to American Can Co., New York, a 
corporation of New Jersey). U.S. 2,804,- 
232, Aug. 27. A sheet-metal reclosure 
container comprising a tubular cylin- 
drical body provided with a circum- 
ferential tearing strip, an interior collar 
secured within said body adjacent to 
said tearing strip, the upper edge of 
said collar being bent inwardly at 
spaced intervals to form projecting 
locking shoulders, and a closure mem- 
ber. 

Collapsible Carton, William H. Inman 
(to Bloomer Bros. Co., Newark, N.Y., 
a corporation of New York). U.S. 2,804,- 
256, Aug. 27. A collapsib!e carton hav- 
ing a self-erecting bottom comprising 
a one-piece blank cut, scored and 
folded to form foldably connected front, 
rear, side and closure walls. 
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Do you need a tubular package that’s 

durable, economical, easy to fill, handle 

and store —one that's attractively 

printed and handsomely styled with dec- 

Orative papers or your label for effective, 

eye catching appeal? 

You get every one of these features 

and lots more all in ene package — if it's 

a Niemand Industries tubular package. 

Manufactured to your exact specifica- 

tions, Niemand Industries tubular pack- 

ages come in a wide range of sizes, with 

many convenient closures of metal, 

paper or plastic — with shaker or sifter 

dispensers where needed. 

Let us design a sample package for 

your line of products. There’s no obii- 

gation, of course — write for detailed 

literature. 

NiEMAND 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 

e Manufacturers of , 

Laper ‘ Fae ‘ Dodou ts 

2502 TAYLORSVILLE RD. 
STATESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 

Aluminum moves into oil-can business 

future in the  can- Aluminum’ 

making industry looms a seven- 

league stride closer with the an- 

nouncement that Esso Standard Oil 

Co. has ordered & minimum of 35.- 

*) 
Y 

Can crusher and oil-drum 

“savings bank” 

strated by tl te ri: W. J. Murr, 

manager, Esso Standard Oil Co, 

being demon 

trade-relations division; Bb. I 

Ray, Esse vice president and di 

rector, and J. Louis Reynold- 

executive vice president of Revo 

olds Metals Co 

000.000 (possibly as many as 60.- 

000,000 ) aluminum oil 

Metals Co. 

quart-size 

cans from Reynolds 

Louisville, Ky. 

This contract with Esse is of 

significance to metal-ean packagers 

everywhere. for it) represents the 

aluminum industry's first major bid 

for a substantial share of the $1.6 

billion-a-vear U.S. ean market. Reyn- 

olds says the order is “as signifi- 

cant a development for the aluminum 

industry as the introduction of alu- 

minum foil for household use.” 

Esso will pay between $2 million 

and $4 million for a year’s supply 

of cylindrical motor-oil cans, de- 

pending on how much in excess of 

35.000.000 cans the company will 

require. This price, according to 

president of 

Reynolds. executive vice 

Reynolds Metals, is 

about the same price Esso pays for 

tinplate oil cans. 

A unique economy feature that 

has helped bring aluminum packag- 

ing into a favorable economic posi- 

tion, say spokesmen for both com- 

panies. is a simple mechanical device 

for reclaiming used cans. A> com- 

pressed-air can crusher fitted over a 

55-eal. drum will be placed in all 

station Esso filling stations. The 

attendant has merely to drop. the 

empty aluminum can into the crusher, 

which then squeezes it into a coin- 

shaped slug and deposits it in the 

drum. Reynolds will pay dealers tor 

the serap and re-use it in aluminum 

production. 

break 

market as 

Reynolds points to its 

through of the oil-ean 

the beginning of the industry's drive 

for a hefty share of the entire ean 

market. 
packaging a wide variety of foods 

There are prospects lor 

solid and liquid in aluminum cans. 

In fact. the industry already is ex- 

perimenting along those lines 

Esso’. decision to use aluminum 

for large-scale. non-experimental 

packaging comes as the result of a 

two-eity test program, during which 

200.000 aluminum cans of motor oil 

were sold in’ Esso service st. tions. 

The company reports that) alumi 

num’s light) weight helped reduce 

shipping costs. This facet. plus the 

metals non-corrosive characteristics 

(which maintain package attractive- 

ness in outdoor display regardless of 

weather) and the added economy of 

the can-salvage device. convinced 

E<<0 to go ahead with full-scale con- 

version to aluminum packaging at 

its Bayonne, N.J.. refinery. The com- 

packaging 

plant at Baltimore (capacity: 25.- 

000.000 cans a year) and has the 

pany alse operates a 

option of extending aluminum-pack- 

aging operations to this plant. 

Aluminum as a basie material in 

the production of oil eans has other 

user benefits. says Esso vice presi- 

dent. BLL. Ray. The development of 

alternate maierials and suppliers, he 

points out, adds flexibility to opera- 

tions, increases competition among 

suppliers and thus helps keep costs 

at the lowest level possible. 

Service-station operators, says Ray, 

will realize an added dividend from 

the switeh to aluminum cans in ad- 

dition to the payment they will get 

for salvaged cans. He points out that 

the can crusher will eliminate the 

problem of having empty cans hauled 

away for disposal every few days. 

Esso's aluminum oil cans will be 

manufactured by American Can Co., 

New York, and Crown Cork & Seal 

Reynolds 

Metals Co. aluminum sheet. 

Co. Philadelphia, from 
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If you’re interested in getting more mileage for your money, without sacrificing per- 
formance qualities or color brilliance —then, S&V’s engineered color is your best buy! 

By subjecting every ink formulation to a penetrating technical attack in the laboratory, 

S&V has developed inks with the inherent characteristic of giving greater mileage. S&V’s pre- 
cise engineering approach to manufacture insures the consistently superior quality that is your 
guarantee of premium performance... and S&V’s “built-in” bonus of more impressions per 
pound is your guarantee of maximum economy. 

Start enjoying the profits of S&V color application now! We'll be glad to show you 
how sales-winning color, engineered to your individual requirements, will reduce your unit 
costs...and result in real mileage economy for you! 

Sinclair and Valentine Co. 
611 West 129TH STREET, NEw YorK 27, N. Y. 

STRATEGIC SERVICE PROVIDED BY OVER 45 PLANTS 



Aerosols 

Continued from page 126 

developed for water-based products. 

& Aerosol systems developed for 

colognes. 

© Glass, vinyl-coated glass, mela- 

mine and nylon containers adapted 

for aerosols. 

© High-speed packaging machinery 

developed for automatic lines. 

& Wide range of valve types pro- 

duced, including metering valves. 

> Refillable aerosols pioneered. 

© Aerosol system developed — for 

household cleanser using butane 

propellent. 

> Aerosol system developed for in- 

halation therapy. 

> Aerosol system developed for 

foods to overcome problem of de- 

‘ reasing pressure when compressed 

gas is used. 

The introduction of Andersen’s 

barbecue sauce (see “Breakthrough 

in Food Aerosols?” p. 116, this 

issue) must be regarded as a 

potential, major breakthrough — in 

the field of food aerosols. For 

at last, apparently, a practical sys- 

tem has been found for producing 

a non-aerated spray, which is what 

is needed for most food products 

other than the familiar whipped- 

cream types. 

Problems of attractive design, in- 

herent in a working package, are 

being solved. Packages that are ef- 

fective, safe and yet appropriately 

attractive are now possible for every 

type of pressure-packed product. 

The value of the aerosol as a 

sales and promotion booster is at last 

being appreciated. During the early 

years, most aerosols got little or no 

promotion. One or two companies 

labored to win public interest in 

aerosols and a few merchandisers 

carried an “umbrella” of advertising 

over the infant industry. Gradually 

merchandisers learned that aeroscls 

contributed news value to their news- 

paper and magazine advertisements. 

Then an advertiser or two put aero- 

sols on TV and the ensuing sales. 

just like the product, were jet pro- 

pelled. 

What’s ahead 

Look for high-density polyeti:y]- 

ene -and ether new plastic containers 

to enter the picture. 

The compartmented aerosol de- 

signed to keep propellents and active 

ingredients separate is under devel- 
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chose this ‘SLIDEPLAX” package because of these 

exceptional 
_ features 

THE 
WORLD’S 
LARGEST 

PRODUCERS OF. 
THERMOFORMED 
PRODUCTS AND 

PACKAGES 

PRECISION MANUFACTURE... 
Plaxall’s exclusive process brings 
to plastic forming the precision of 
metal stamping. 

PERFECT VISIBILITY of product 
and selling message through beau- 
tiful contoured plastic. 

EASY ACCESS for product inspec- 
tion...just slide down the cardboard 
back. 

STRENGTH...combines the beauty 
of plastic with the strength and 
economy of cardboard. 

NESTING ... packs 10 to 
aninch. Saveson shipping, 
storage, and handling. 

VERSATILITY...assures maximum 
display on counters, racks or wall. 

LOW COST achieved by precision 
high speed continuous automatic 
machinery. 

JSLIDEPLAX| 
THE PACK WITH THE TRACK 

Why not find out what “SLIDE- 
PLAX” packaging can do for your 
product. Call or write 

PLAXALLY 
bh 



STRATEGIC SERVICE PROVIDED BY OVER 45 PLANTS 

The Most Dependable line... X#ENERAL 

CASE SEALING WITH 
TAPE AND/OR GLUE... 

(1) General’s tape sealer, a natural for rule 41, tape seals automatically up to 
25 or more cases per minute, single-strip, top and/or bottom flaps only, plus 
end-panels, if required. “It’s always ready.” Tape also serves as dust and pilfer- 
proof seal. Seven feet minimum length for top flap sealing. 

Carton Tape Sealer. Top and/or bot- 
tom flaps only, plus ends as required. 

(2) General's automatic top flap-gluer and/or taper of filled containers has no 
equal. Has closed-system for gluing. There’s no need for “clean-up,” it’s always 
ready. Saves 1/2 hour production time daily. CLOSED-SYSTEM CAN RE- 
PLACE GLUE-POT METHOD IN OTHER MACHINES NOW IN USE. 

(3) General's Carton Maker (see photo 3) ONE-MAN bottom flap-gluer and/or 
taper of unfilled cartons. A TWO PURPOSE MACHINE. Does more and better 
for less. ALSO SEALS TOP FLAPS AFTER FILLING. Minimum 5’ wide by 9 

Carton top flap-gluer. long. HAS “U" RETURN DELIVERY to common roller table (Pat. Pend.). It 
And/or tape sealer as required. has no equal. 

* General's case sealers have all the design features that engineered the un- 
equaled “General Line” for taping or gluing the “manufacturers-joint” in con- 
tainer manufacturing plants throughout the industry. It’s really wise to Gen- 
eral-ize. There's nothing like them. 

THE BEST NAME IN TAPING AND GLUING 

lt costs to put off—Wire or Phone now— 

GENCO, Palisades Park, N.J. and GENCO, Hamburg, Germany 

en Gee Gee and GENERAL CORRUGATED MACHINERY CO., INC. 
tape sealer before filling. Also PALISADES PARK —— ee é NEW JERSEY 
seals top flaps after filling. 

Liquid Packeter 

for ALL viscous, semi-viscous and 

free-flowing liquids 

FORMS and FILLS in one operation . . . full 
automatic. 30 to 50 cycles per minute — 
to 8 packets per cycle . . . high speed. 

POSITIVE SEALING with air-operated sealing 
dies . . . eliminates “leakers.” 

—— a ve ADJUSTED yA packet 
sizes for ” to 5” long and up to 442” wide. 

a “aa VERSATILE . . . handles plastics, papers, 
e SPECIFICALLY foils, laminates, etc. 

* PISTON or MOYNO PUMP FEED accurate 
A DESIGNED FOR quantity every time. 

SINCE 1886 LiQuips. 
For further information write 

PSD ETORYTOCSFILLING MACHINE COMPANY, INC. 
Division of FRANKLIN RESEARCH CORPORATION 

America’s Pioneer in Packeting Machinery 

FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS 
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opment and various models are 

being tested. 

Existing containers, valves and 

propellents are being improved and 

new versions can be expected. 

New aerosol systems and designs 

will suit the aerosol to products that 

cannot at present use aerosols suc- 

cessfully. 

Look also for promising applica- 

tions involving extruded seamless 

aluminum aerosols. These have had 

only limited use in this country, 

but they are already quite impor- 

tant in Europe. Aluminum is ex- 

pected to make an_ increasingly 

stronger bid for favor in this country 

because better techniques and im- 

proved linings are being developed 

for aluminum aerosols. 

As for new-product applications, 

it is generally agreed that foods, 

pharmaceuticals, personal products, 

utilitarian items and industrial uses 

all offer 

Among the major candidates for 

tremendous _ potentials. 

sudden take-off are flavorings, sauces 

and seasonings, spray . bandages. 

aerosol antiseptics, certain  anti- 

biotics, dentifrice, shoe polish and 

additional men’s toiletries. At least 

50 or more drug and pharmaceutical 

items are expected to use aerosols. 

One reason for the interest in 

pharmaceuticals is freedom from 

contamination and exclusion of air. 

Many products, especially certain 

antibiotics, benefit from this. Special 

advantages, too, are the various con- 

trolled consistencies and doses aero- 

sols can ‘produce: fine mists for 

inhalation therapy, wet sprays for 

antiseptics, emulsions or foams for 

topical or internal application, and 

powder sprays for various applica- 

tions. Cleanliness and gentle appli- 

cation, plus lack of waste, are also 

important factors. 

Aerosols are expected eventually 

to take over 75% or more of the 

cologne and perfume market. The 

aerosol paint and coatings field 

seems assured ‘of -growth to very 

high volume. The same is true of 

space deodorants and cleansers. 

Any way you look at them, aero- 

sols are among the most exciting of 

all packages. Many of the merchan- 

dising stars of tomorrow will have 

their product hitched to a pressure 

package. The amount of research 

and development work now going on 

is enormous. The result should be 

pushkutton convenience that will 

curl you hair (in a nice way), pour 

out your waffles and take as much 

as 90% of the work out of many of 

today’s conventional products. 

40 variety-store packages win awards 

Selected from 700 entries as the 

package that best combines the vital 

self-service selling features of effec- 

tive display and effective protection, 

Wright’s Window Trim folding car- 

. ~_ 
» — I in 

S ——— Deel 

} ” nee Ye 

ton (see photo) was awarded the 

variety industry’s Bronze Plaque as 

the outstanding variety-store package 

of the year at the recent 21st annual 

Variety Store Packaging Competition 

sponsored by Variety Store Merchan- 
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diser magazine. Entries were judged 

by a panel of chain-store execu- 

tives and a package designer. 

A total of 40 additional awards— 

eight gold and 32 silver—were pre- 

sented in eight merchandise classifi- 

cations. Wright's prize-winning pack- 

age also won a gold award as best 

in the soft lines and ready-to-wear 

division. Among the points consid- 

ered by the judges in making their 

selections were package noticeabil- 

ity, in-use demonstration, compact- 

ness and cost. 

Wright’s folding carton was made 

by Sample-Durick Co., Chicopee 

Falls, Mass., with cellulose acetate 

window by Celanese Corp. of Amer- 

ica, Newark, N.J. 

\ Judges for the competition were: 

S. G. Mills, F. W. Woolworth 

Co¥; A. S. McCall, S. S. Kresge Co.; 
Judson M. Ellis, G. C. Murphy 

Co.; John F. King, McLellan Stores 

Co.; J.J. Cathell, J. J. Newberry Co., 

and Donald Deskey, Donald Deskey 

Associates. 

MARKED IMPROVEMENTS in 

IDENTIFICATION 

AND DECORATION 

Variety in the shirt business ... Proving again that 

there’s no single marking method best for every 

need, a customer of ours uses both labeling and 

direct marking, and each method is doing a good 

job. For shirt boxes, he has changed from paper 

labels to direct imprinting with our 105-10 

machines, helping both looks and economy. For 

washing instructions, style name, etc. on about 

fs five million sports shirts a year, 

however, he has replaced pre- 
printed or woven labels bought 

from an outside source with 

labels printed on our 126C 

3°") about $2.00 per thousand ig 
7 labels, and inventory problems 

and obsolete labels are things of the past. Goes to 

show what the right method can do, and how we 

may be able to help you find it. 

A 4000-year-old idea ... is behind all screen 

process printing done today, and a brand new 

Markem machine is no exception. What's different 

about our idea, however, is the fact that screen 

printing’s peculiar advantages (heavy coverage 

with fine detail on almost any surface) are now 

“mechanized” for volume production. 

The 90S, as we call it, is so new that 
only a few are “in the field”, but 

we've heard many enthusiastic com- 

ments. Those of you who make 

such things as cosmetic containers, 

printed circuits, play shoes, instrument 

dials, plastic bowls, etc. may find the 
90S worth looking into. 

The familiar “45”... Our “45” machines will 
probably never enjoy quite the same fame as Mr. 

Colt’s, but they are going great guns. Five years 

ago this spring we built the first one, and just 

now serial no. 1100 has been shipped. Nine 
different models presently comprise the 45 series, 

and their field stretches from boxes, bags 

and die cut labels to resistors, condensers and 
transistors; plumbing fixtures and 

lollipop sticks to ignition parts 

and plastic novelties. Markem 
—=> “45's” can’t mark everything 

} 

. =<] (we make about 40 other basic 
Ave _, types of machines), but they 

gr illustrate the many jobs a 
ye well-designed standard machine 

can do. 

Markem has devoted 46 years to developing mork- 

ing hines, el ts and ds—and the bes? 

ways to use them. If experience like this can help you, 

cali Markem Machine Co., Keene 1, New Hampshire, 

MARKENM 
237 



Package Printers 
Look to 

PRECISE 
COMPANY 

Breakthrough in food aerosols? 

| Continued from page 118| 

a glass-bottled barbecue sauce is 

about 70 cents. 

The chef design and the pink-and- 

brown color combination are carried 

over to the shipping case. Here, the 

drawing extends from tep to bottom 

on the case sides, which gives them 

a totem-pole effect when several 

shipping cases are stacked for re- 

tail-store display. 

Two processing steps influence the 

packaging operation. The first is 

particle-size reduction, which is ac- 

complished without chemical addi- 

tives, but employs such physical 

treatments as agitation, viscosity con- 

trol and finishing. The second is 

pre-heating. The sauce, on its way 

to the filler, is pumped through a 

heat exchanger that raises tempera- 

ture to 195 to 200 deg. F. 

Pre-washed cans are charged on 

a standard, 10-spout filler. Valves 

are applied by hand and crimped 

into place by machine. After cool- 

ing, containers are pressurized in 

two 12-head gassers. Sealed cans are 

given a controlled shaking, then 

pass through a hot-water tank for 

leak testing. The packages are 

again cooled, then labeled, capped 

and finally cased. 

Present capacity of the line is 225 

cans per minute up to the gassing 

units and 90 per minute through the 

gassers. Additional equipment is now 

being installed to double the over- 

all capacity. 

Sizl-Spray is obviously just the 

beginning. Heublein’s agreement 

with the contract packer gives it 

rights to the latter's background and 

experience in barbecue sauces and 

other items of immediate interest. 

But the loader is reported to he 

negotiating with several companies 

on a wide range of other food prod- 

ucts, including maple syrup, fruit 

concentrates, cake frosting, chocolate 

syrup and cooking oils. 

Development of each of these 

products is a major project—encom- 

passing all of the points mentioned 

previously--and may even involve 

further factors. It is possible to re- 

place the hot-filling technique used 

for the barbecue sauce with a cold- 

fill method and subsequent heat 

sterilization of the packaged prod- 

uct. Or, aseptic canning procedures 

could be employed with high pH 

products to eliminate processing in 

the can. Some foods, principally 

those with an oil base, require no 

processing at all. 

But many foods will require valve 

actuators of special design and all 

will require tailor-made combina- 

tions of propellent gases. 

The potential, though, seems well 

worth the effort. The test-marketing 

run for Sizl-Spray alone, which in- 

volved several hundred thousand 

units, equals a major production run 

for many non-food aerosols. Experts 

estimate that if Sizl-Spray catches 

on and other foods follow, the an- 

nual volume of food pressure packs 

could well reach two billion cans 

within a very few years, 

Halogen-vapor transmission 
[Continued from page 178] 

kraft paper alone. Thus, if this were 

true, the laminate of Mylar to wax- 

coated kraft should give only ap- 

proximately 12 days’ protection 

against chlorine vapors. However, in 

examining the results in Table I, 

119 days’ protection against chlorine 

vapors is obtained using the Mylar- 

wax-coated-kraft laminate. Such re- 

sults definitely show the number 

of days’ protection is not addi- 

tive, since much greater protection 

is obtained against chlorine using 

the Mylar-wax-coated-kraft laminate 

than is obtained using either of the 

individual components. 

In comparing the protective qual- 

ities of a single sheet with a pouch 

of the material under test, there is 

considerable variation in the results. 

These differences can probably be 

explained by the fact that all appli- 

cations of the wax coating and the 

heat seals used on the pouches were 

performed under limited laboratory 

facilities, which were in several in- 

stances inadequate. For example, 

the deposition of the wax coating on 

the pouches tested varied between 

0.5 and 4 mils. The pouches were 

hand dipped in molten wax after 

they were filled and sealed. This 

made it difficult to control the actual 

amount of the wax deposit on each 
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MODERNIZE your rotogravure machine, 

get a perfect print 

with the LIICA 

DRYING SYSTEM 
5 HOT AIR JETS in ‘each station 

dry roto- 

increase its speed, .__. 

(space requirements 26”) 

gravure inks on paper, film and foil 

at speeds up to 500 ft./min. 

DISTRIBUTED AND SOLD BY: 

2 FAR INFRARED OVENS adjacent 

to cooling cylinder provide final set- 
Belgium: R. Bovuha-Waage, 

Aywiers-Brabant 

Canada: Langen & Hamilton 
104 Southvale Dr., Toronto 17 

Finland: Alvar Tarkio A/B, Kilo 

France: MonoMatic 
9, rue du Chemin-de-fer 
Strasbourg-Koenigshoften 

ing of inks before rewind. 

EXPLOSION PROOF .. . no inter- 

ference with physical properties of 

material ...no offset in roll...per-  . 

fect setup for lacquered material or 

wax laminated foil. 
Hofmann & Schwabe, Krefeld, 

Wilheimshofallee 96 

Germany, Austria & Luxembourg: 

United States: COMAC—Converters Machine Co. 

‘22 West Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Conn. 

Great Britain: Gordon & Gotch 
39 Farringdon St., London E.C. 4 

Holland: Technische Handel d 
Paverma, Graafstroomstraat 85, 

Rotterdam 

Scandinavia and other overseas countries: 

A/S Packo, P.O. Box 18, 
Drammen, Norway 

Switzerland: Ernst Liechti & Co., 
Zollikon, Zuerich 

China and Japan: Elof Hansson, 
P.O. Box 183, Goteborg, Sweden 

COMAC, Converters Machine Co. 22 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut 

WOW IA Glue with a 
Grip — not a gripe! 

That’s right. Findley adhesives have a way of 
getting results— because at Findley’s we try a 
little longer; we worry a little more; we work a 

little harder. “Good enough” is never good enough. 
If you are using adhesives for packaging or paper 
converting, let us prove that here is an adhesive 
with a grip, but not with a gripe! Let our special- 
ists show you how to... 

puT W/OW “IN vee PRODUCTION! 
wit 

IN DUS TRIAL 

en oe ee ee ee 2 

Dept. M Milwaukee 45, Wisconsin 

NOVEMBER 1957 

07 Uy me O71 Oh BS 
fo) am at- Led dialom —s\ Cr 

FILL and WEIGH with 

( CODDINGTON ) 

AUGER-MATIC 
Bag Packer 
Low Cost, portable 
AUGER-MATIC packs a, 

any material from powder to - 
pellets in paper bags . . . shuts off automatically 
when desired weight is reached, 

Valve bags fit snugly on AUGER-MATIC spout so 
no dust escapes .. . keeps bags clean . . . elimi- 

nates costly tieing or bag closing equipment. 

seaaneneFILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY: scenxce==: 

E. D. CODDINGTON MFG. CO. 

5020N. 37th Street, Milwaukee 9, Wisconsin 

Please send me facts on Cutting Valve Bag Packing Costs 

MY NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

city , saan ZONE STATE 



Seals-[abels-Tags 

DIE AND LAB 

154 WEST 14th STRE 

ORegon 

21 COMPANY 

fT, NEW york, ©. Y 
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pouch, Better control over the depo- 

sition of wax on single sheets was 

obtained through the use of hot- 

wire-wound coating rods so that the 

wax deposition varied between 1 and 

2 mils. The greater variation in the 

amount of wax deposited on the 

pouches probably accounts for the 

erratic type of pouch protection vs 

sifgle-sheet protection as reported 

in Table I. 

One additional observation may 

be noted in the use of saran and 

Mylar/saran laminates. In a matter 

of only a few days, iodine and chlo- 

rine releasing disinfectants appear 

to react or combine with the saran 

alone and with the saran when used 

as a laminate with Mylar. This is 

illustrated by the dark brown color 

imparted to saran when used in 

packaging iodine-releasing  disin- 

fectants and by the milky appear 

ance imparted to saran when used 

in the packaging of chlorine releas- 

ing compounds. This might be con 

sidered an objection to using saran 

for packaging chlorine and iodine 

releasing disinfectant formulations. 

Since the amount of halogen re- 

leased from a packaged disinfectant 

is somewhat proportional to the 

amount of moisture gaining en- 

trance to the package, water-vapor 

transmission rates were determined 

for some of the packaging materials 

used in this study. The water-vapor 

transmission rates (WVTR) were 

run according to ASTM Designation 

E 96-53T, Procedure B, Part 7, 1955, 

except that relative humidity was 

controlled at 53° instead of 50 

+ 2%. Also, no attempt was made 

to control the circulation of air at 

500 ft. per minute. 

Table II lists the WV TR for some 

of the materials tested. The mate- 

rial which gave the best protection 

against water-vapor transmission 

was the control sample. When a lam- 

inate of polyethylene-aluminum foil 

paper is evaluated against chlorine 

and iodine vapors, the foil is readily 

attacked by the halogen and severe 

pitting of the foil results... Conse- 

quently, the good moisture-barrier 

characteristics of such a laminate 

are gradually lost as the foil is 

eaten away. 

The Mylar laminate to 40-lb. kraft 

and the Mylar laminate to white 

sulfite paper give the same WVTR 

values. However, the natural kraft 

appears to give better protection 

against the vapors of both chlorine 

and iodine. The saran/Mylar lami- 

nate and the saran film alone show 

about the same WVTR. The dif- 

ference between 2.3 and 2.1 WVTR 

for the Mylar/saran laminates 

and saran, respectively, is not con- 

sidered significant. However, the 

Mylar/saran laminate gives far su- 

perior protection against the vapors 

of chlorine and iodine than saran 

alone. One-mil Mylar alone showed 

the poorest protection against water- 

vapor penetration as well as chlo- 

rine and iodine vapors. The agree- 

ment between the samples showing 

the lowest WVTR and the longest 

protection afforded against iodine 

and chlorine vapors, although not 

perfect, is fairly good. 

Since the 0.5- to 1.0-mil Mylar 

laminated to waxed 40-lb. kraft 

gave the best protection among the 

waxed laminates tested and_ the 

saran/Mylar laminate also showed 

considerable promise as a potential 

packaging material, a small com- 

mercial production run using these 

packaging materials and Disinfect- 

ant, Chlorine, Food Service, will be 

undertaken. This will establish 

whether or not pouches of these lam- 

inates can be feasibly produced on 

commercial production lines. If 

pouches can be produced commer- 

cially, a storage-stability study is 

contemplated to obtain the degree of 

protection such pouches will afford 

under various climatic conditions. 
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More aluminum cans 

Aluminum cans in a variety of styles 

are being marketed by Continental 

Can Co., New York. In addition to 

conventional three-piece and drawn 

available, cans now commercially 

aluminum cans formed by impact 

extrusion will be offered by the com- 

pany early next year. 

Although aluminum containers at 

first will cost significantly more than 

tinplate cans, according to Gen. 

Lucius D. Clay, board chairman, the 

to. shrink 

progressively. He emphasized that 

differential is expected 

Continental views aluminum not as 

a substitute for tinplate, but rather 

as a material that will give to metal 

cans greater versatility and wider 

usefulness. 

Test packs of various products in 

aluminum cans have been made at 

Continental’s Metal 

Development Center in Chicago, ac- 

Research and 

cording to Gen. Clay, and several 

million aluminum cans have been 

produced for commercial tests. 

Fluorocarbon film 

[Continued from page 160] 

silk and gut sutures are finally 

canned with formaldehyde in glass 

jars, ready for packing and ship- 

ment. Glass tubes were previously 

shipped in the same manner, but re- 

quired larger jars. 

Thirty-six plastic-packed sutures, 

weighing less than half that of the 

same number of comparable glass 

packages, can be shipped in sealed 

glass jars approximately half the 

size. Ease of handling the plastic 

packages and elimination of break- 

age on the production line also mean 

faster production, thereby cutting 

time and labor costs. 

The halofluorocarbon formulation 

used by Deknatel is rated as com- 

pletely impermeable (no weighable 

loss in 90 days or more) to water, 

acetic acid, ethyl alcohol, methyl 

alcohol, formaldehyde, hydrochloric 

acid and sodium hydroxide. Its per- 

meation rate to oxygen is negligible 

over long-time storage. 

A formulation with similar prop- 

erties, but with higher resistance to 

embrittlement from radiation, is rec- 

ommended where radiation sterili- 

zation is employed. 

Sealing may be done by thermal 
impulse or electronic high-frequency 
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PREMIUMS, 
TOYS 

WRAP-ADE 
UNIT PACKAGER 

WITH 

CONVEYOR FEED 

This manually fed conveyor is 
the ideal feeding system for 
packaging small textile prod- 
ucts, flat food items, toys, 

bandages, or any other rea- 
sonably flat small product. 

SIZE 
\LITY 
51/."x12" 

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE 
FOR LIQUID, TABLETS 

POWDERS, etc. 

Wrap-Ade Unit Packagers 
perform an entire cycle of 

packaging operations includ- 
ing feeding, filling, forming 
and sealing practically every 
type of heat sealing mate- 

rials. Photo Electric registra- 
tion available. 

PLASTIC 
ITEMS 

HARDWARE 

Send us a sample 
of your product today 

for our prompt quotation 

MACHINE CO., INC. 
Celebrating a Quarter Century of Progress in Packaging 

83 VALLEY STREET, BELLEVILLE 9, NEW JERSEY 
PHONE—PLYMOUTH 9-6150 

Cost-Cutting TRIPLE PLAY 

IN PACKAGING 
by Plastic Artisans, Inc. 

Winthrop Laboratories 

Packing From 1 Basic Die 
SE Gets Sampler, Sales Package and Bulk 

Here's a dramatic example of cost-cutting versatility 
in self-display packaging by Plastic Artisans, Inc. 

From one basic die, P. A. gives Winthrop Laboratories’ 
suppositories: (1) A striking, 2-unit sampler com- 

bining an opaque, colored plastic tray with a clear, 
slide cover. (2) A self-display, 5-unit, slide 

cover sales package. (3) A bulk shipping 
container made of uncut tray sheets. 

For further information on Plastic 
Artisans’ package design and pro- 

duction abilities, send for your 
copy of P.A.’s. “Display 

Packaging” catalog. 



the“BIG PACKAGE NEWS’’is 

FROZEN PIES 
IN HAYSSEN WRAPPING 

Pet-Rit, packaging operation is smooth, hen, 
productive and economical on their HAYSSEN. 

Albany 

@ Bakers everywhere are turning to this great new market 

where millions of frozen pies are consumed annually. Preser- 

vation, sales-appeal and packaging economy are solved with the 

neat, tight, moisture-trapping Hayssen wrap. There’s real 

economy and flexibility in printed-overwrapping standard 

white cartons, simply quick-change roll stock for all products. 

We can save you money, increase your production and sales. 

Let our experienced packaging engineers help you with your 

packaging problems. WRITE US TODAY! 

HAYSSEN 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY « Dept. MP-ll ¢ SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 

e Atlanta « Chicago e Detroit e Houston e Jackson, Miss. Dalles « Denver « 
Los Angeles « Minneapolis « New York « Philadelphia e St. Louis e San Francisco e Montreal e Toronto 
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sealers. The former causes fusion 

of the polymer by conduction. The 

latter involves internal heating of 

the plastic due to the internal fric- 

tion generated by the rapid motion 

of the molecules under the influence 

of the rapidly changing field. The 

latter method is recommended for 

thin films, where total dwell time to 

effect a seal may be as low as one or 

two seconds. 

For identification, Deknatel — is 

presently using rag-content paper 

labels printed with alcohol-resistant 

inks placed inside its plastic suture 

packages. The plastic itself, how- 

ever, is capable of being printed or 

hot stamped if desired. 

Apparent success of the plastic 

suture packages, it is believed, has 

demonstrated impressively the effec- 

tiveness of this heretofore little- 

known plastic in the packaging field. 

Its transparency, stability under ex- 

treme conditions, strong heat seal 

and resistance to chemicals make its 

future worth watching. 

An acre of efficiency 
[Continued from page 136 

Grove laboratories, many will under- 

go packaging and formula improve- 

ments within the next year. 

Such changes and variations often 

require special equipment on the 

packaging lines. Extra filling heads 

and labelers designed to do specific 

work for certain packages are stored 

in a large bay just off the packaging 

floor. A crew of seven machine at- 

tendants and a foreman keep the 

25 lines operating at top efficiency. 

The packaging superintendent 

moves his 200 to 240 girls from line 

to line, depending on the day’s 

needs. Such flexibility is a great ad- 

vantage in production. 

The crew also can be _ rotated 

through the silk-screening depart- 

ment, although a fairly permanent 

group is kept on this work. 

The  silk-screening department, 

which labels 25,000 bottles a day, is 

located off the packaging room. Bot- 

tles are received and printed in one, 

two or three colors in fast-setting 

inks before being sent through an 

oven and moved to the packaging 

room. 

The Morton Grove laboratories 

now package 80% of Avon’s total 

production. This figure will go up 

after the first of the year, when 

aerosol-packaging lines are added. 

r) 
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*We’re solving our 

packaging problems 

with self-sealing 

Presseal cartons...” 

Says Larry Robinson, president of Lawrence 

Robinson and Sons, seed specialists. “Time 

saving, labor saving Presseal is a major fac- 

tor in Our streamlined packaging program. 

You, too, can solve packaging problems with 

PRESS 
the modern, easy-to-use carton which 

. completely eliminates taping, gluing, stapling 

and other sealing methods. Factory-treated 

PRESSEAL carton flaps adhere together with 

the pat of a hand, but these same flaps will 

not stick to other surfaces. 

If you're packing in corrugated cartons, 

you'll be packing better with PRESSEAL! 

For Information on 

PRESSEAL 
Write to 

GROWERS 

CONTAINER 

CORPORATION 
PLANTS IN SALINAS AND FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA AND JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 

HEADQUARTERS in SALINAS. CALIFORNIA 

SALES OFFICES — CALIFORNIA: Salinas, Fullerton, San Francisco, San Jose. 

Santa Rosa, El Centro, Fresno * FLORIDA: Jacksonville, Tampa, Miami Springs. 

Oriando * ARIZONA: Phoenix + LOUISIANA: New Orleans « GEORGIA: Atlanta 
ILLINOIS: Chicago * ALABAMA: Birmingham * SOUTH CAROLINA: Greenville 



Choose a Du Pont ALATHON'’ 

tailored for your specific 

POWDERED PRODUCTS, such as this dentol 
plaster, are protected from lumping and 
caking by thin laminates or coatings of 
moisture-resistant ALATHON. ALATHON 16 

and 34 are best sited for applications of 

this type. (Board coated by H. P. Smith 
Paper Co., Chicago, Illinois, for Ransom & 

Randolph Co., Toledo, Ohio.) 

FILM of an ALATHON polyethylene resin insures cleanliness during handling 
. .. @asy product recognition .. . sales appeal for a variety of soft goods. 
(Jackets packaged in film of ALATHON manufactured by Mehl Mfg. Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Bags designed and distributed by North River Paper & 
Cordage Co., New York City, for Kelita, Inc., New York City.) 

FEEDS AND FOODSTUFFS pockaged in materials 
coated with a Du Pont ALATHON remain fresh and 
dry until ready for use. ALATHON 16 and 34 are 
recommended for applications of this type. (Packag- 
ing by Flexible Packaging Division, Standard Pack- 
aging Corporation, Clifton, New Jersey; Dumont 
Enterprises, Inc., Englewood, New Jersey, for Pet 
Foods Division, Standard Brands, Inc., New York City.) 

FRESH DRINKING WATER in durable bags of an 
ALATHON polyethylene, placed in corrugated con- 
tainers, may freeze in storage at Arctic outposts 
without d ge to the container. There is no danger 
of contamination during shipping or indefinite periods 
of storage. (“Fiuid-pak” manufactured by the Chase 
Bag Company, Chicago, IMinois.) 



polyethylene resin with properties 

packaging applications 

Whatever your particular need in a packaging ma- 
terial, you will find the versatile family of ALATHON 
polyethylene resins has been specially formulated 
to answer every requirement. Each one possesses 
a particular property or combination of properties 
which make it outstanding for a specific application. 
Every packaging need... film, coatings, squeeze 
bottles, tubes, closures and other specialized con- 
tainers ... has a corresponding ALATHON polyethyl- 
ene resin or resins which have been tailored expressly 

for it. 

For tough film, ALATHON 14 is outstanding. But 
if your packaging calls for the qualities of sparkling 
transparency and outstanding stiffness, ALATHON 
34 fulfills these requirements. ALATHON 34 is also 
well suited for coatings. Its outstanding impermea- 

bility to water vapor enables powdered products, 
feeds and foodstuffs to retain their freshness, remain 
free from lumping and caking. 

ALATHON 20 molded in the form of squeeze 
bottles, tubes and closures offers outstanding resist- 
ance to environmental stress cracking. If you require 
greater stiffness and a higher degree of impermea- 
bility for molded containers, ALATHON 37 is well 
suited. ALATHON 31 has been tailor-made for ther- 
moformed containers. 

= All ALATHON polyethylene resins retain their flex- 
FROSTING prog retain their “locked-in” flavor when ibility even at temperatures as low as —100°F.... 

their packages have coatings or lominates of an ALATHON 
polyethylene resin. Excellent heat seals ore produced 
with ALATHON, even through dust layers created by the 

mixes. (Coating of an ALATHON for Pillsbury Mills, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minn.) 

never become brittle or deteriorate. ALATHON is 
resistant to oils and grease. It cannot harm packaged 
products for it is tasteless, odorless and non-toxic. 
Any of the several formulations will print easily 
and attractively. 

- a 

For your product to make the desired impression, 
it pays to begin with the finest packaging material 
available ...a Du Pont ALatuon, For further in- 
formation on the properties and applications of this 
versatile material, just clip and mail the coupon. 

> 

4 wv, ‘ 

Ss 

Watch the Du Pont “Show of the Month”. Ninety 
minutes of the best in live television—CBS network. 

« 

REG. Us. Pat. OFF 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

ee me ee eee 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. ( Inc. ), Polychemicals Dept. 

Room 3011, Du Pont Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware 

Send additional property and application data on 
Du Pont ALATHON polyethylene resins. 

Shay 
* OT ny SAM 

" 
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SQUEEZE BOTTLES ore easily molded of a Du Pont r | 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

Name. 

Company Position 

Street. 

City. State. 

Type of Busi: 
in Canada; Dy Pont Company of Canada (1956) Limited, P. 0. Box 660, Montreal, Quebec. 

ALATHON, providing opportunities for sales-stimulating 
packaging innovations. In addition to greater stiffness 
and quick snap-back between squeezes, the bottles are 
high in chemical resistance, low in permeability. (Bottles 
molded by Perfection Packaging, Inc., New York City, 
for Helene Pessi, New Rochelle, New York.) 



Upgrade your printing department by install- 

ing ALINA-X-30, the flexographic press that 

efficiently and effectively puts color in pack- 

aging ... adds the finishing touch that makes 

the sale. 

Investigate the many reasons that make 

Alina-X-30 the outstanding endprinter of the 

year. 

15 by another, 6 by 

several firms, more |; 

than one by many & EXCLUSIVE FEATURES OF 
concerns. Repeat 3 
orders prove that con- 

verters increasingly : . 
recognize the value of Bevel gears for connecting drive fully 
quality printing . . . _ enclosed and running in oii bath. 
and that the Alina-X- 3S Engraved, copper flashed and chrome 
30 is their No. 1 tae plated ANILOX ink transfer roller. 

choice! Sarre: 10 models from 9” to 65” printing 
widths. 

Extra long drying distance, (30”) 
between colors. 

Prompt delivery of standard presses. 

ALINA-X-SO Flexographic Bndprinter 

BE i Ae ti ks aN 
38 ey Oe ens be aay bat ad 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED literature 

on our flexographic roll to roll presses, 

paper and cellophane bag machine, y 

extruders for plastic materials. 

11 EIGHTH AVENUE + NEW YORK 11, N.Y. 



@ SELECT the items you wont 

© CUCLE the corresponding numbers on the post cor HELPFUL LITERATURE REE 
@ FILL IN the information requested 

@ MAit — no postage required 

EQUIPMENT 

There is valuable data —worth dollars and cents to you — 

in the literature and samples described below. 

- SUPPLIES SERVICES 

PRINTING HANDBOOK. Illustrated 16-page 

sabe co soa soieed be menpae spots on ma’ y 
and offset. Gives details on corrective 
measures and procedures. S$. D, Warren 
Co. {K-751) 

CORRECT FILL MONITOR. Illustrated data 
descri' 

ton sealing, bottle label gluing, 1. 
ing, and bundling enone. 
Paisley I (K-753) 

WEBBER ROLLERS. 4-page folder illustrates FIBRE CANS AND TUBES FOR PACKAGING. 
and describes rubber design Illustrated describes ex- 
rollers for prin continuous all-over in a va- 
patterns on paper, and foil, without 

seam or break in pattern. Also 
describes the “D-Mount” sleeve that fits 
int on steel a 
or press spec’ 
sheet. Mosstype Roller Company, Inc. 

(K-762) 

(K-763) 

AUTOMATIC PACKING MACHINE. Illustrated 
a machine for 

Itural 

Fill out and mail this card now 
a a a a a 

MODERN PACKAGING 
MANUFACTURERS’ LITERATURE SERVICE 
Please send me the free items circled below. [| | am a non-subscriber* 
| am (] @ subscriber 
K-751 K-752 K-753 K-754 K-755 K-756 K-757 K-758 K-75? K-760 K-761 
K-762 K-763 K-764 K-765 K-766 K-767 K-768 K-769 M-770 K-771 K-772 
K-773 K-774 K-775 K-776 K-777 K-778 K-779 K-780 ¥-781 K-782 K-783 
K-784 K-785 K-786 K-787 K-788 ¥-789 K-790 K-791 K-792 K-793 K-794 

*if you de not have a personal subscription and would like to receive the 
next issues the next annval isswe (U.S.A. & Eaiede "Bea on: Fase rcaee ea aes 

(C0 Check enclosed 

(This card cannot be honored after February 15, 1958) 



PRE HELPFUL LITERATURE 
There is valuable data — worth dollars and cents to you — 

in *he literature ond samples described below. 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES 

@ SELECT the items you want 

© CIRCLE the corresponding numbers on the post card 

© FILL IN the information requested 

© MAIL — no postage required 

SERVICES 

technical 
Sheet Metals Works Inc. 

AUTOMATIC VIAL FILLING MACHINE. 4-page 

illustrated 
line that 
Converts 

information, price list. Builders’ 
(K-773) 

r 

fills 2, 4 or 6 vials automa’ ’ 
a2toa rm 6 cen 

-tip ad- 

of filling rate from 10 - > 

me ail Fills ‘ 
containers. S$ - 

National Instrument Co. (K-774) 

and flour bags at speeds up to 35 per 
minute. Specifications and _ installation 

data, rating instructions for machines, 
which folds and heat seals, then glues top 
to the ag | of film-lined paper bags. 
George H. Fry Co. (K-778) 

LABEL DATING MACHINE. Data sheet de- 
scribes tion and states specifications 
of a mac that code dates by cuttin 
inconspicuous notches in edges of labe 
on all sizes and shapes. Pa oe 
or more at speeds of 2,000 labels per 
minute. Griffin-Rutgers, Inc. (K-779) 

PACKAGING CHECK LIST. 12-page booklet 
is designed to enable set-up box users to 
evaluate present programs on such factors 
one pea mantery saya § nealing 
and assem t r- 
chase. arse g Meul Ete: Box Ny 

(K-780) 

PACKAGING INKS. 6-page folder describes 
and offset 

inks for Printing aan paper, foil 

ve ntine Co. 

FILLING MACHINES. Illustrated 4-page bul- 
ny poe features and specifications for 

plastic films. Sinclair & 
(K-781) 

semi-automatic vacuum filling ma- 
chines with from 5 to 12 spout: oo 
or metal containers ranging from frac- 
tional ounce to gallon sizes. M.R.M. Com- 
pany, Inc. (K-782) 

CARRY-PACK MACHINE. 4-page illustrated 
folder i 

(K-783) 

Iilus- 

scribes sequence of opera . 
mensions. Atlanta Paper Co. 

LIQUID-TIGHT CORRUGATED 80OX. 
trated 
a corrugat 
suitable for packaging liquids, semi- 
liquids, and powders. Stone Container 
Corp. (K-784) 

: 
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Village Station Box No. 103 

New York 14, N. Y. TTT 

pamphlet gives details . 
‘a fo 

BELT CONVEYORS. 8-page catalog gives 
and construction fea- 

tures on line of horizontal and inclined 
plan belt conveyors. Logan Co. (K-785) 

TAPE SEALING MACHINERY. 

literature describes tape - B .: 

plies gum ta to and/ a4 
and end- of shippin 
eral Corrugated Machinery 

MULTI-PACK MACHINE. 4-pa 

illustrates and 

jars, bottles and cans in 2, 3 or 4 unit 
cartons at the rate of 20 cartons per 
minute. Gives specifications. The Gardner 
Board & Carton Co. (K-790) 

AEROSOL TEST TANK. Illustrated bulletin 
describes conveyor-fed heat and leak test 
tank for aerosols available in models with 
can capacities from 30 to 120 per minute. 
Gives and dimensions. Is- 
land Equipment Corp. (K-791) 

VACUUM AND DRAPE FORMING MACHINE. 

Booklet 

tions and tive - 
pag oe ey so. erm Mey 
PACKAGING PRESS. 4-page phlet de- 
scribes versatile ‘ 

" ters, cutters and creasers, or 
folders, as required. George F. Motter's 
Sons. (K-793) 

HEAT SEALER. Bulletin illustrates and de- 
scribes automatic sealer that heat 



For high-speed, automatic 
Container Molding, Check these 

FOUR NEW REED FEATURES 

Here are four big engineering advances that set today’s 175T — 4/6 oz. 

REED way out in front for the high-speed, automatic operation that helps 

you cut your container costs. 

New twin nozzle arrangement means faster, automatic molding. A Reed- 

Prentice exclusive, this nozzle alternates with the standard single 

nozzle to increase the machine’s versatility. 

New Jumbo heating cylinder gives you twice the capacity, assures 

speedier plasticizing and more material for heavy shots and fast 

cycles. 

New high-torque, 15 H. P. motor js standard on the 4/6 oz. REED: In 

sustained production, a 175T with twin nozzles is now molding 1,200 

one-pint containers an hour in a two-eavity mold. 

New long-stroke model (shown above) gives you infinite mold stroke 

adjustment between 6” and 12”, is ideal for deep draw containers. 

This 4 6 oz. REED is one of a full line of injection machines engineered for 

fully-automatic, modern molding. Call Reed-Prentice, a subsidiary of Pack- 

age Machinery Company, today for descriptive literature and full details. 

If you buy containers and would like the names of competent molders in 

your area, write to us at Worcester. There is no obligation. 

PACKAGE 
Affiliate of MACHINERY COMPANY 

677 CAMBRIDGE STREET, WORCESTER 4, MASS. 

BRANCH OFFICES: NEW YORK « CLEVELAND « CHICAGO + BUFFALO « DAYTON + DEARBORN «+ KANSAS CITY « LOS ANGELES 
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WORTH 
LOOKING 

INTO 

The 

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC 
“PRESENTATION” CARTON 

Styled to “Show Of" VOLUE 
“Fashion's Smartest Cigarette” 

made by Stephano Bros., Philadelphia 

DILLON-BECK 
SPECIALISTS 

PLASTIC PACKAGING 

CUSTOM MOLDING 

COMPLETE FACILITIES 
for creating, designing, 

and producing 

“something special’’ 

in packaging 

% DESIGNS & MODELS 

% MOLD & DIE CONSTRUCTION 

% MOLDING & ASSEMBLY of 

THERMOPLASTICS 

RANGING FROM 1 te 16 OZ. 

Inquiries Invited 

DILLON-BECK Manufacturing Co. 
Designers + Molders of Plastic Products 

1227 CENTRAL AVENUE 

HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY 

An improved laboratory heat sealer 

[Continued from page 175] 

most 1 sec. and the temperature to 

300 deg. F. A further increase in 

temperature with this dwell time 

and the same constant pressure 

would result in lower seal strength. 

Polyethylene. The problems en- 

countered in heat sealing polyethyl- 

ene film or other heat-sealable 

homogeneous materials are some- 

what different from those of coated 

materials such as cellophane, where 

heat sealability is obtained by means 

of the coating. When working with 

these homogeneous materials, the 

strength of the film may be reduced 

almost to zero in the region of the 

seal during the sealing operation, 

since sealing is accomplished by 

softening or even melting the film 

itself. In practice, the sealed area of 

these materials is generally reduced 

to a very narrow width and the film 

adjacent to the seal is held in place 

momentarily after the withdrawal of 

the sealing bar to allow for rehard- 

ening of the film. 

The sealing bar eventually adopted 

in this laboratory is shown in Fig- 

ure 2; also shown is the larger 

weight ordinarily used in tests of 

polyethylene film. A pad of silicone 

rubber placed between the film and 

the weight is used as backing. In 

performing the tests, it was found 

desirable to tape or clip the ends 

of the test specimens to the flat 

plate of the weight, thus holding 

the film immobile during the sealing 

operation. 

The gusset seal of a polyethylene 

bag is very frequently a critical 

sealing point when forming bags 

from treated polyethylene film. Bags 

of this type were fabricated on a 

standard bag-making machine from 

two samples of film with normal 

heat-sealing characteristics and from 

one which was known to be difficult 

to heat seal. The bag machine was 

operated at a speed to provide a 

dwell iime of approximately 0.2 sec., 

with sealing temperatures, as meas- 

ured by means of a thermocouple in 

the sealing bar, ranging from 250 to 

500 deg. F. The gusset seals were 

then cut from the same side of indi- 

vidual bags to a width of 1 in. and 

their strength in peel was measured. 

Seals duplicating the gusset were 

then made in the laboratory on the 

laboratory heat sealer, also at a 

dwell time of 0.2 sec., cut to the 

same width and tested simultaneous- 

ly with the bag seals. 

The curves of Figure 5 show the 

similarity between the two sets of 

results. Although there is a differ- 

ence in magnitude of the seal 

strengths, the data show that Sam- 

ples 1 and 2 have approximately 

equivalent heat sealability, whereas 

Sample 3 is substantially different, 

identical with the bag-machine ex- 

perience. The effectiveness of this 

device for estimating the packaging- 

machine heat sealability of poly- 

ethylene film thus is clearly demon- 

strated, 

instrument precision 

The difference in magnitude of 

seal strength between machine-made 

and laboratory seals is not unex- 

pected. In this laboratory, tests of 

other heat-sealing devices have 

shown considerable variability to 

occur when using different sealing 

bars, even though these were made 

as nearly identical as possible. It is 

believed that variability may be due 

to differences in heat transfer of the 

bars and of their coating—if they 

are coated. These differences are 

being studied in an attempt to elimi- 

nate them, since inter-laboratory 

agreement is highly — desirable. 

Moreover, this factor must also be 

considered when comparing — film 

characteristics in actual machine 

operation. 

Inter-plant or _ inter-laboratory 

agreement may be difficult to obtain 

with this laboratory heat sealer (or 

with any other laboratory heat 

sealer, for that matter) as long as 

coated sealing bars are used. The 

use of the laboratory heat sealer has 

been proved in this laboratory, how- 

ever, not only from the standpoint of 

research, but for control purposes 

as well. 

The precision obtained in heat- 

seal tests probably is best indicated 

by the results of a series of tests on 

58 separate rolls of 300 MST-54 

cellophane. At the very marginal 

conditions of 275 deg. F. for a dwell 

time of 0.25 sec. at a pressure of 

2 oz. per sq. in., the mean standard 

deviation was 11.9 gms., with a prob- 

able error of 3.2 gms. Thus, 50% 

of the time the standard deviation 

was in the range of 8.7 to 15.1 gms. 

. Results such as these, as well as 
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View of packaging line at Chicago plant of ECONOMICS LABO- 
RATORY, INC. Cartons are formed, bottom sealed and automatically 
filled on these Pneumatic machines. 

NOVEMBER 1957 

) by Pneumatic 

live brilliantly up to its maker’s claim that “‘a little does 
; And, just as efficient as the product itself is the method of 
ing it, ued by ECONOMICS LABORATORY, Inc. in 

~ their hicago plant. 

Pneumatic’s remarkable, newly developed PNEUMATRON ma- 
chine does the weighing and filling part of the job with speed and 
fractional ounce accuracy .. . using a revolutionary, instantaneous 
“air jet’? pressure principle. 

SOILAX, like FINISH & ELECTRASOL for electric dishwashers 
and the many other fine products of this company, is packaged in 
cartons which are also formed, bottom sealed and top closed on 

Pneumatic’s machines. 

Pneumatic’s advanced design and precision construction pays off 
handsomely in “lower cost per container’ operation . . . a fact that 
America’s leading producers of packaged and bottled products have 
learned through experience. They use their knowledge, to their 

individual advantage and profit, by standardizing, in large part, 
on Pneumatic machines. Bear that in mind, when you need equip- 
ment of this type. 

Pneumatic ScALe Corp., Lrp., 82 Newport Ave., Quincy 71, 

Mass. Also: New York; Chicago; Dallas; San Francisco; Los Angeles; 
Seattle; Leeds, England. Canadian Division: Delamere G Williams Com- 
pany, Ltd., Toronto. 



Delightfully 

different . . . 

To merchandisers of deodorants the package 

has become as important as the contents . . . a vital 

factor for future sales. 

To expand its position in the market, Lehn & Fink Products Corporation 

asked us to develop an entirely new container . . . one that contained a roll-on 

application with the pliability of polyethylene. Here’s the result: Bracon 

squeeze bottles for both “Etiquet” and “Tussy” deodorants. 

These packages have been an overnight success! Consumers like their 

lightness, non-breakability . . . controlled dispensing. Add low cost and ap- 

pealing printing and you top off an exceptional packaging venture. 

Investigate what functional packaging can do for your product. Get full 

details on BRACON squeeze-to-use tubes, bottles and cans from your Bradley 

representative . . . located in most major cities. 

BRADLEY CONTAINER CORPORATION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 

Maynard, Mass. New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Toronto 

others previously described, have led 

to a substantial confidence in the 

ability of this device to assess heat 

sealability. 

In summary, data have been pre 

sented that illustrate the versatility 

of the new laboratory heat sealer for 

simulating the many conditions, in 

combination, of pressure, sealing 

temperature and dwell time which 

may be encountered on modern 

packaging machines. By means of 

this instrument a better understand 

ing of the mechanisms involved in 

heat-sealing operations has been 

acquired and, as a result, improved 

heat-sealing  characteristies — were 

subsequently achieved in certain 

packaging materials. Simple to con 

struct and operate, the instrument 

is believed useful for both research 

and control purposes. 

Non-commercial look 

Continued from page 115} 

napkins in a handsome full-color 

printed carton which has a_ high 

stvle illustration of a table setting 

on one side, with no copy. The 

objective is to provide a package 

with a pleasing face if the house 

wife wishes to place it right on the 

breakfast or supper table—a = prac 

tice which has become standard in 

many hom 

\ leading West Coast paper com 

pany is market testing cartons for 

facial tissues in decorative design 

with all trade information confined 

to a tear-off cellophane overwrap 

a bold move in this hotly competi- 

tive field. Dozens more examples of 

the trend could be cited if the list 

were expanded to include toiletries 

and cosmetics specially designed for 

a decorative value on the dressing 

table 

The packages with a non-commer 

cial look that have appeared to date 

are significant proof that packagers 

definitely are thinking of the market 

advantage to be gained by giving 

the consumer a chance to get more 

convenience and more aesthetic 

satisfaction out of the continually 

more functional and attractive pack- 

aging materials being produced to- 

day. 

Is this just altruistic? Not exactly. 

The package that comes out of the 

cupboard and stays out in sight is 

apt to be emptied and replaced just 

that much faster. 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Packaging ideas from Italy 
[Continued from page 151] 

aluminum-foil laminate is drawing 

Such 

packages are already in use for a 

increasing attention here. 

number of products in Italy. Avail- 

able with foil liners inside, outside 

or both, the containers may also be 

coated inside to protect foods, These 

cartons are said to be suitable for 

products such as syrups, coffee, ice 

cream, powdered and condensed 

milk. oils, waxes, varnishes, flours 

and insecticides. The outer foil liner 

is an excellent printing surface. 

Stack-up fruit trays. A novel 
idea in stocking of secure open 

trays, which many fruits and vege 

tables demand for proper ventila 

tion, employs tubular paperboard 

corner posts which interlock and 

support each layer to prevent crush- 

ing. The corrugated board trays are 

fitted at each corner with a tube of 

fibreboard Which extends above the 

tray top and has a smaller concen- 

tric tube protruding from the bot- 

When the trays are stacked, 

interlock to 

prevent the stack from toppling. A 

tom. 

the tubular elements 

corrugated: crosspiece over the cen 

ter of each tray helps to support the 

bottom of the tray above. 

How 

such a 

Distinguished design. 
the Italian designer uses 

prosaic product as the coffee bean 

to create an eye-catching. yet dis 

tinguished display package with 

strong identification is demonstrated 

by a bag used by the Italian coffee 

firm of Ferrero. Enlarged color il- 

lustrations of several coffee beans, 

faithfully 

provide the 

printing, 

furnish 

reproduced in 

design and 

instant product recognition. The 

crimped-end bag is said to preserve 

coffee over a long period of time. 

Wing-top cap for plastic tube. 
Tighter closure of plastic squeeze 

semi-fluid = wax tubes containing 

products made by Tana S.p.a. is 

facilitated by a cap of novel design. 

Molded of polyvinyl chloride, the 

cone-shaped cap has a flat top with 

a projecting wing providing finger 

leverage helpful in screwing the cap 

on tightly and in removing it. 

Can that needs no opener. 

American can designers should be 

challenged by an Italian can that 

needs no opener at all—just the 

fingers. The flanged top is sealed 

against the flanged edge of the can 

by a tightly crimped collar band of 

ductile metal that has an extension 

When the tab is 

lifted and pulled upward, the collar 

tab at one end. 

opens for easy removal. 

Additional information about these 

can he ob- packaging innovations 

tained by writing to Instituto 

Italiano Imballaggio (Italian Pack- 

aging Institute), Via Altinate 31. 

Padua. Italy 

Self-metering carton for Way detergent 

Continued from page 164) 

carton for the merchandising advan- 

tage of the self-measuring carton. 

tests, 

lower- 

In independent laboratory 

self-measuring cartons of 

caliper board for Way showed 28% 

greater top and bottom compression 

resistance and 306% greater “belly- 

ing” resistance than thicker board 

used for regular detergent cartons 

on the market. This saving in board 

weight completely compensates, it is 

said, for the extra square inches of 

paperboard required for the meter. 

The packers of Way found that 

self-measuring cartons must be most 

carefully precision engineered to 

dimension tolerances for the particu- 

lar product and cartoning equipment 

used to assure smooth, high-speed 

operation. Any standard constant- 

machine, appar- motion cartoning 

NOVEMBER 1957 

ently, can be used, with the addition 

of the 

down the valve. Feeding racks of 

air-jet attachment to push 

the machine may not hold quite so 

many cartons, as the metered carton 

knocked down is one ply thicker 

than standard cartons. Block bottom 

sealers cannot be used due to the 

meter construction inside the carton. 

Because of the glueing and make- 

ready that is necessary, the metered 

packages are most economical for 

large-volume packaging. Costs are 

prohibitive on small runs of low-cost 

items, the licenser says. 

Packagers in many industries will 

be watching the consumer accept- 

ance of Way during the next few 

months to determine the competitive 

merchandising advantage in relation 

to the metered carton’s extra cost. 

a 

Bracon 

SQUEEZE-TO-USE PACKAGING 

SALES AGENTS 
Allen & Company 
1863 Wazee St., Denver 2, Colo. 

W. G. Atkinson Co., Inc. 
766 Commerce St., Tacoma, Wash. 

Chemical By-Products, Ltd. 
23 Racine Rd., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 

Warren Curry Company 
599 Plum St.. N. W.. Atlanta, Georgia 

Palmer Supplies Co. of Florida 
209 E. Robinson, Orlando. Fla. 

S. Riekes and Sons 
1402 Webster St., Omaha 2, Neb. 

Simpson-McCall Co., Inc. 
112 Burke Bldg., Rochester, N.Y. 

C. Horton Smith Co., Inc. 
3 Knox Rd., New Orleans, La. 

Wilson Plastics Container Corp. 
25 N. 3rd St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

CONTRACT PACKERS 

\ 
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Acepak, Inc. 
7250 So. Chicago Ave., Chicago 19, Il. 

The Arner Company, Inc. : 
281 Michigan Ave., Buffalo 3, N. Y. 

Beco Laboratories 
352 N. Fairview Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn. 

William Bishop Company 
2449 No. Naomi, Burbank, Calif. 

Chemical By-Products, Ltd. 
23 Racine Rd., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 

Douglas Chemical Company 
620 East 16th St. N., Kansas City 16, Mo. 

Fluid Chemicals, Inc. 
878 Mount Prospect 

R. Hurwich Co. 
2546 10th St. Berkeley, Calif. 

Jiffee Products 
1040 Walnut St., Denver, Colo. 

Old Empire Mfg. Chemists, Inc. 
Mr. Prospect & Vernon Ave. 

Newark 4, N. J. 

Pacific Coast Filling 
1401 FE. 15th St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 

Packaging Corp. of America 
1472 Wilson St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Paket, Inc. 
9022 So. Baltimore Ave., Chicage 17, Ill. 

Paris Cosmetics, Inc. 
Roosevelt Ave. at 99th St. 
Corona 68, L. L., N. Y. 

Schieffelin & Company 
30 Cooper Sq., New York 3, N. Y. 

Sheffield Tube Corporation 
170 Broad St. 
New London, Connecticut 

Ave., Newark, N. J. 

Strong-Cobb, Inc. 
2654 Lisbon Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 

Tubed Chemicals Corporation 
2 Pine St., Easthampton, Mass. 

_ 
+, 
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BRADLEY CONTAINER CORPORATION 

Maynard, Massachusetts 

A subsidiary of 
American Can Company 



PRINT-A-TUBE 2. 

POLY-COATED FILMS 
Always noted for consistency — 

Yes, when you specify PRINT-A-TUBE films for pouch making 

or automatic packaging machines, you can set it and forget it! 

The consistency and uniformity of our Polyethylene Extrusion 

Laminates can simplify your production problems, too. 

For the critical P.O.M.—Poly on "Mylar"* 

packaging job 

try one of our Poly/Cellophane 

Poly-coated films Poly/ Foil 

All are available in rolls or pouches; 

plain, or printed up to four colors. 

Write for free “Fact Folder” containing information 

about prices, yields, uses and characteristics 

*Du Pont registered trademark 

for its polyester film 

\4 PRINT-A-TUBEco. 
ty 114 ESSEX ST. ROCHELLE PARK, Ned. 

A quarter of a century of engineered ‘pedbaping 

Friendly popcorn 
97) 

|Continued from page 127 | 

color combinations were selected and 

consumer tested in two surveys. The 

first survey, of 300 housewives, was 

conducted to determine the most 

popular color combinations. The sec- 

ond survey, which was conducted in 

retail stores, served as a check on 

the first survey. 

From this research evolved the 

final choiees: red and blue trans 

parent inks with opaque white 

against the natural metal surface of 

the cans for Zetty Zane whie pop 

corn: the same colors with trans 

parent vold-colored background for 

the can of yellow popcorn. 

Betty Zane went a step farther in 

its packaging-merchandising rede 

sign by “insuring” that .its popcorn 

will pop. 

Previously the cans simply cat 

ried the words “guaranteed to pop” 

on the front. But on the new cans 

the guarantee is merchandised in 

three places—-on the front of the ean 

as well as om the back and _ top. 

where shoppers are directed to look 

for the policy inside the can. The 

“insurance policy” actually is a 

printed offer of money back if every 

Betty Zane popeorn kernel does not 

actually pop. 

Kraft’s aluminum cans 
Continued from page 119 

conventional can-closing equipment 

The rotating upper disk, with shaker 

holes, has a beaded rim designed for 

easier turning to open and closed 

positions, 

Kraft’s new use of rigid cans, 

following its pioneering with alu- 

minum-rib foil cups,' is based on 

several marketing considerations: 

> Aluminum cans-are expected to 

increase shelf life-of the two cheeses 

over that provided by the company’s 

previous paperboard canister with 

foil label and metal ends. 

> The cans hoid moisture content 

at a more desirable level. This point 

is underscored in a banner.on the 

new cans that reads: “New shaker 

seals flavor.” ‘ 

> The cans have greater appeal for . 

use on the dining table.? 

The Kraft cans are beautifully 

Movenn Pacw ac 

] k,”* this issue 
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lithographed in three and four 

colors against the background of the 

aluminum itself. Use of the sparkle 

of aluminum as an integral part of 

package design is expected to have 

greater merchandising appeal for 

impulse sales. 

Although Kraft has not disclosed 

the exact cost differential between 

its old and new grated-cheese pack- 

ages—if any—the new alumimum 

cans obviously are feasible in the 

total marketing picture. Buyer re- 

action, shipping weight, product im- 

provement and other factors will 

have to be reviewed after several 

months of sales experience, accord- 

ing to the company, to determine 

future applications, , 

But this Chicago food processor 

already is investigating other pack- 

aging possibilities of drawn alumi- 

num cans. The can producer reports 

volume orders are on hand from 

several other large packagers of con- 

sumer products, including another 

ma jor food processor, 

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT 
AND CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE ACT 
OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED 
BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 19 AND JULY 2 
1946, of MODERN PACKAGING, published monthly 

t Bristol, Connecticut, for November 1, 1957 

State of New York 

County of New York 

Before me, Notary Publi ind for the State 
ind County aforesaid, person ally appeared Alan 8S 
Cole, who, having been duly sworn according to law 
deposes and says that he is the Publisher of 
MODERN PACKAGING and that the following is 
the best of his knowledge and belief, a true state 
ment of the ownership, management, ete of the 
sforesaid publication for the date shown in the above 
caption, required by the act of August 24, 1912, as 
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1. The names and addresses of the publisher 
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Publisher, Alan 58. Cole, 575 Madison Ave New 
York City. Editor, Lloyd Stouffer, 575 Madison Ave., 
New York City. Managing editor, Pearl Hagens, 575 
Maslison Ave.. New York City. Business manager, M. A 
Olsen, 575 Madison Ave., New York City 

2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its 
name and address must be stated and also, immedi 
ately thereunder the names and addresses of stock 
holders owning or holding one percent or more of 
total amount of stock. If not owned by a corpora 
tior the names and addresses of the individual 
ywners must Be given. If owned by a partnership or 
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well as that of each individual member, must be 
given.) Modern: Packaging Corp., 575 Madison Ave., 
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Ave., New York, N. Y. 3} » Breskin, 59 Park Rd 
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ALAN §S. COLE, Publisher 

Swore to and subscribed ‘before me this, 25th day 
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‘ “Notary Public, State of New York 

No. 31-6689250. Qualified tn New York County. 
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3 Machines in ONE! 
VERTI-PAK 

AT LOWEST COST! 

The lowest priced 3-in-1. packaging .machine 
by far—pays for itself in 1 year or less! Easy 
to set up, simple to operate, Verti-Pak reduces 
handling costs, eliminates waste, speeds pack- 
aging. Now in use in many leading plants, 

VERTI-PAK is a profitable investment for the 
small, as well as large plant! 

“30 to 50 COMPLETE PACKAGES PER MINUTE! 
Verti-Pak is available with auger, volumetric, 
turret, conveyor and piston feeds and with 
exact weight scales for packaging almost any 

product—food products, candy, nuts, dry goods, 
hardware, toys, plastics, drugs, etc., etc. 

Complete Line of Heat Sealing Equipment 
Write for Information 

SYMERCUR Y 
CAN BE USED WITH pf Bo Ayan MT a Caria Vel ic acl did baneee 
CELLOPHANE AND POLY-CEL! 

Wa 
fARAS Ve; hd 

‘“SPEED- 
KING’ 

For Liquid and 

Semi-Liquid Products 
Write for complete literature | 

Address Dept. M-711 
There is no finer, faster: precision filler than the 

Elgin “Speed-King.” Compact, it fills all sizes in 

jar or tin containers. Accurate fine-fill adjustment 

possible while machine is operating. Spring- 

loaded stop fingers prevent container damage 7 LG i N 

and the continuous conveyor eliminates spillage 

from stop-and-starts. Easily cleaned and quickly MANUFACTURING 

adjusted for wide range of products. “Speed- COMPANY 

King” earns its way in labor and overhead sav- see encon sunset 

ings! For packers—large or small—everywhere! ELGIN, ILLINOIS 
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Machinery and 
Equipment For Sale 

PACKAGING MACHINES: “Package Ma- 
chinery Co.” 10 ea. F-5, 9 ea. F-6, 2 ea. F-9 
Priced Low for Quick Sale. Co-Henry Com- 
pany, 507 E. 18th St., Phone Ha. 1-0322, 
Kansas City 8, Mo 

FOR SALE: One 80” thermal impulse sealer 
air operated. Absolute finite controls on all 
variables in any heat sealing cycle. Will seal 
any thermoplastic material up to 60 mils 
Mounted on mobile base, excellent for large 
fabrications and especially designed struc- 
tures. Can be seen in operation. Reply Box 
748, Modern Packaging 

FOR SALE: One simplex model 24-7 poly 
machine with electric brakes, clutch, and 
eye, hole punch and triple skip attachments 
Runs both back seam & tubing from 2” to 
24” wide, 3” to 96” long. Machine in perfect 
working condition. Wildes Popcorn, 3696 
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 41, Ill. Pensacola 
6-0500 

FOR SALE: Model U-6 Package Machinery 
wrapping machine #22551, equipped with a 
Westinghouse CSP-203 enclosed motor, with 
220 volt, 60 cycle, 3 phase, 1 H.P.,, 1725 
R.P.M. for overwrapping various packages 
in heat sealing cellulose and apply thermo- 
plastic label. Infeed has clip-on extension 
plates. Contact Ellison Bakery Inc., RR #6, 
Ft. Wayne, Ind 

JUST SECURED—MODERN WRAPPING 
MACHINES. Available at Fraction of New 
Cost. 4—Scandia Practically New Automatic 
Cellophane Wrapping Machines, Model SF- 
6F, with electric eyes. 1—Hayssen Model 
10-20 Wrapping Machine, with electric eye 
2—Pneumatic Scale Co. Cartoning Units 
consisting of Automatic Carton Feeders, Bot- 
tom Sealers and Top Sealers. 1—Hayssen 
Compak Model F, Low Frame, Adjustable 
Bag Making, Filling and Closing Machine 
4 Tube Construction, Electric Eye, Volumetric 
Feed. 140 packages per minute. 1—Ceco 
Model 40-9-1/2-TT Adjustable Cartoner. 1 
Package Machinery Model FA 2 Wrapper 
with Electric Eye. Serial No. 24,505, with belt 
infeed, overhéad carriage and compression 
unit. Tell us your Requirements. Write, Wire, 
Phone Collect. Union Standard Equipment 
Company, +:318-322 Lafayette Street, New 
York 12, N. Y 

CAN CARTONERS FOR SALE: Practically 
new, fully automatic, constant motion, R. A 
Jones cartoner that will handle 3-12 oz. cans 
3 in line, 4-12 oz. cans 2 x 2 or 6-12 oz. cans 
2 x 3. Also one unused and three used Johns- 
Nigrelli-Johns packers ir excellent condition 
that will handle 16 oz. cans 4 in line. Avail- 
able for immediate delivery. Write Box 751, 
Modern Packaging. 

Materials and Equipment 

Wanted 

WANTED: ROTOGRAVURE rotary printing 
press, 4 or 5 colors, 14” or 20” web width, 
with rewound roll delivery and/or sheet 
cutter, in excellent condition. Reply Box 741 
Modern Packaging 

WANTED: TRANS-BO-MATIC or Vue- 
Matic, or other automatic acetate lid 

Automatic Vacuum Forming 
Machines not smaller than 20” x 30”. 
Presses—for cutting formed plastics 
Taber Lid Draw Press, with exchangeable 
dies. Taber Double-Edge Beader, or any 
other modern equipment used in the 
fabrication and forming of thermoplastic 
sheeting. Reply Box No. 735, Modern 
Packaging 

machines 

Help Wanted 

SALES ENGINEER , 
To represent well-known long established 
packaging machinery manufacturer in 

Chicago and surrounding states. Must 
have machine background and be famil- 
iar in packaging or package-making field 
Write stating experience, references and 
other particulars. Reply Box 736, Modern 
Packaging 

PACKAGING ENGINEER: Prominent Los 
Angeles Mfr. & Pkgr. of Chemical Special- 
ties has excelient opportunity for Packaging 
Specialist, preferably with Industrial or Me- 
chanical Engineering degree and 4 to 6 years’ 
experience on liquid can and bottle packag- 
ing machinery. Reply in confidence giving 
complete resume of experience, education 
and personal data to: Box 743, Modern Pack- 
aging 

PACKAGING ENGINEER: .For broad pack- 
aging development program in new Research 
Department of integrated operation. Back- 
ground in corrugated containers desirable 
but not essential. Salary and responsibility 
commensurate with experience. Mid South 
location. Apply Box 738, Modern Packaging 

PRINTING FOREMAN WANTED: Excellent 
opportunity for mature and qualified person 
to be head of printing section of important 
flexible packaging converter. Good know!l- 
edge in operating Kidder Presses and ather 
phases of flexographic make ready essentials 
along with administrative ability. Annual 
comfpensation $10,000 for qualified applicant 
Our staff has been notified. All replies con- 
fidential. Reply Box 746, Modern Packaging 

SALESMAN WANTED -for outstanding firm 
manufacturing polyethylene bags and other 
types of creative packaging. Must be expe- 
rienced in packaging, preferably in the New 
York market. Reply, M. Korn Packaging Co., 
1225 Broadway,: N.Y-C. 

Employment 

Business Opportunities 

Used or Resale Equipment 

PRIME OPPORTUNITY for AMBITIOUS 
MAN experienced in gravure coating paper 
and films to grow with small progressive 
plant in Metropolitan area. Must have me- 
chanical ability, ingenuity and working 
knowledge of lacquers, resins and solvents 
Reply sending resume and stating salary to 

Box 747, Modern Packaging 

SALESMEN WANTED: We are printers and 
converters of cellophane and polyethylene 
located in’ New York City. Openings avail- 
able for men with experience in New York, 
Pittsburgh, Ohio, Boston and North Caro- 
lina. Our complete line of flexible packag- 
ing materials offers an excellent opportunity 
for the right men. All replies held in strict 
confidence. Reply Box 739, Modern Pack- 
aging 

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE 
for Styrofoam Foam Plastic Packaging 
platforms, dividers and protective mail- 
ing devices. Leading fabricator and con- 
vertor of Styrene Foam products requires 
several representatives to follow up and 
close on inquiries and leads from na- 
tional advertising program. Three highly 
potential and protected marketing areas 
are to be covered. Liberal financial ar- 
rangement. State lines now carried and 
territory covered in first letter. Reply 
Box 753, Modern Packaging 

ARP DIRECTOR: Nation's largest exclusive 
manufacturer of gift wrap products, located 
in Middle Atlantic metropolitan city. Must 
be expert in packaging design and produc- 
tion; capable of crisp, comprehensive layouts, 
finished art and lettering. The person we 
want will be at home supervising free lance 
artists, working with production people. He 
knows typography and color. He can visual- 
ize and produce sound merchandising ideas 
Salary open. Rapid advancement. Write in 
confidence giving complete resume. Inter- 
view will be arranged. Reply Box 750, Mod- 
ern Packaging 

PACKAGING PERSONNEL: Positions 
Filled and Secured. A Confidential Na- 
tionwide Service for employers seeking 
personnel and individuals seeking new 
positions. Inquiries. invited. Reply to 
Graphic Arts Employment Service, Est. 
1952, Helen M. Winters, Manager; Dept 
PAC-11. 307 East 4th, Street, Cincinnati 2, 
Ohio. Phone CHerry 1-2202. 

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVES: 
Rapidly expanding manufacturer of plasti¢ 
containers and custom molded articles seek- 
ing top flight representation throughout the 
country. Straight commission in protected 
territories. Reply Box 754, Modern Packaging 

Situations Wanted 

PACKAGING RESEARCH psychologist with 
several years experience in packaging re- 
search seeks challenging position. Experi- 
enced in motivation research and tests of 
visual effectiveness. Will set up comprehen- 
sive research program. Demonstrated ability 
to communicate design ideas. Can work 
closely with art staff and management. Es- 
tablished reputation in packaging field. Reply 
Box 745, Modern Packaging. . 

(Continued on page 258) 
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NEW! 
REYNOLON 

TRADE. MARK 

water-soluble 

Mi “Se [ Crd 

@ Fully transparent 

®@ Heat sealable 

® Strong 

© Gas impermeable 

New Reynolon polfvinyl alcohol film is 

completely soluble in water...ideal for packaging 

solids, liquids, powders. 

Investigate this intriguing new packaging 

material. Consider its exciting potential for 

packaging detergents, fertilizers, toilet cleansers, 

household or industrial dyes, whiting agents, 

bleaches — or for other applications your own — 

ingenuity may devise. Reynolon Water Soluble 

Films are individually tailored to the exacting 

requirements of each specific application. 

We will welcome the opportunity of working on 
applications of major interest to you. 

For details, simply call the plastics engineer in 

the Reynolds office in New York, Camden, Detroit, 

Chicago, St. Louis or Los Angeles: 

Or write direct today. 

Note: 

A new Reynolon cast poly- 

vinyl chloride film is also 

. available for skin packag- 

‘ing jewelry, hardware, toys, 

novelties, for protective 

‘ wrap on textile products 

and a variety of other prod- 

ucts. Write for details. 

PLASTICS DIVISION 
REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY 
30 Boulevard Avenue « Grottoes, Virginia 

HOVPYRPR 1957 
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(Continued from page 256) Miscellaneous 
ACTIVE, weaceical. AND 

CREATIVE per- 
| | 

Ss 

2 
: 

production “serve s demonstration > exhib : FREE PACKAGING DATA! . 
tions - design - customers consulting, wants Interested in purchasing a polyethylene or : - > 
challenging position with progressive com- poly/cellophane converting plant. We are a Any of the booklets described here, 

pany. Top notch mechanic. Reliable. New well-financed and established compahy. Only plus many others—forty-four in all 
developments appreciated. English, French or en a gp gpa gh pert one —are available for the asking, with- 
and German speaking. Please reply to Box million/year in sales or over. 4 replies will 1 oem : . 
744, Modern Packaging be kept confidential. Reply Box 737, Modern out charge or obligation. . 

Packaging : Just. turn to the Manufacturers 
Literature Page in this issue (it’s 
printed on heavy paper), circle the 

POSITION WANTED: AT PRESENT gen nig ae to ’ book- 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR AaA-1 COM- ets you want, in the reply post- 
Pane sevenon operating i non-fer- ° card, and mail. No postage needed. 
rous i > n, ’ OE — omavenenpen, a : ) Tou rolling, extrusion, laminating EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY: Polyethy- We'll see that your request is routed 
Scetag, VeeuEn Ete evepesatien. lene and cellophane bag pfant with print- to the manufacturers promptly 
Metals, papers, boards, films, adhesives ing equipment—in operation good vol- : : i or 
and colors Electronics, containers and ume business—in New York Metropolitan FIBRE CANS AND TUBES FOR PACK- 
structural. Military and commercial. area—will sell or take in partner. Prin- AGING. Illustrated 4-page brochure de- 

Technical and policy. Wish to change; ciples only. Reply Box 742, Modern Pack- scribes exreneive une of fibre containers 
available for one or two days per week coal in a variety of shapes and sizes including 

on permanent basis. Reply Box 740 aging metal, screw top, slip cover, convolute 
. . labeled, turn sifter and other types 

Modern Packaging P Cleveland Container ‘Co 

: SHELL GLASS VIALS. 4-page folder il- 
lustrates and describes line of clear glass 
vials. Available in 8 sizes with from 1 to 
12 dram capacity. Kimble Glass Co. 

, 
WANTED: Large plastic closure user wanted SHEET PLASTICS. File folder contains 

modern factory. Or samples and literature describing prop- 
erties and packaging applications of line 
of oriented polystyrene and methacrylate 

PACKAGING director or coordinator. Ex- 
perience includes design, direction, materials 
methods, specifications, and coordinating to purchase existing 
packaging with marketing, sales, advertis- arrangements can be made 

ing. purchasing, production. Excellent ability closure work on an attractive basis. We're L 
to develop packaging that sells. Reply Box ready to do business either way. Reply Box sheet plastics. Plax Corp. 
752, Modern Packaging 749, Modern Packaging GLASSINE AND GREASEPROOF PA- 

PERS. Group of three swatch books con- 
tain extensive sample assortment of glas- 
sine, greaseproof and specialty paper 
grades. End-use applications and available 
basis paper weights are given for each 
Rhinelander Paper Co 

to do contract 

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION A service of 

month, e.g., December 10th f Jan 
$20.00. Each 3 inches or fraction (boxed) $10.00 ext b« MODERN 

shing rate, figure approximately 50 55 words per inch PACKAGING 

ations to Classified Advertising Department 
75 Madison Avenue, N 2 
right to atcept, reject o 

Closing date: 10th of preceding 
or fraction) $20 

I hey're the shelf-inches store operators ; 

| . ! allot your products. And one way to get— 

= What mileage e and keep—your share of these vital inches is 

with eve-appealing and sell-inspiring Findley adhesives have a way of giving dollar- 

saving results. Not only by allowihg greater mile- packages. May we—without obligation— 
age, but also by cutting waste—by minimizing 
slowdowns and shutdowns. New, high speed ad- submit package design ideas specifically 
hesives are responsible for these results. : P 

For money-saving proof give us a call —or let intended to do just that . . . along with 
our specialists fill you in on the details. We'll appropriate cost estimates. : 
show you how to... 

put” W/OW “In YOUR PRODUCTION! Creators of ‘‘Sell-Inspired” packages for 81 years 

D> STRIAL 1 

sige ange SIVES Ws 6. UMBIEL co. P 

2339 Harris Ave. . | Cincinnati 12, Ohlo 

Established 1876 

Milwaukee 45, Wisconsin 
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the customer helps 

you sell him again 
. 

a 

when you use 

‘Lermer 
plastic — 

containers 

L 
Shatterproof, Lermer plastic containers have high 

utility in themselves. Your customers will find them 

useful for keeping anything from fishing flies to pins 

and needles. You benefit too, from these extra uses. 

The customer places new values on your Lermer packaged 

merchandise, and the extra brand exposure you get assures 

recognition when he buys again 

COMPARE THESE UNEXCELLED ADVANTAGES OF 

LERMER PLASTIC CONTAINERS: : 

* Can be Printed or Decorated 
During Manufacture 

* They ‘Are Shatterproof, As- 

suring Customer Good Will 

° 75%, Lighter Than Glass, 
Saving You Money in Pack- 

ing and Shipping 

© Not Affected by Alcohols, 

Alkalis, Weak Acids 

* Tasteless and Odorleéss 

* Available Clear or Opaque, 

‘in a Host of Bright, Lustrous 

Colors . 

* Always Uniform for Easy 

Labeling, Filling and 

Capping 

* Available with Metal or 

Plastic Closures 

Write for complete catalog 
* .information and samples. 

Detail your problems and 

let our creative staff help. 

. Lermer is famous for Ex- 
perience, Service and 

Creative Engineering. - ~ 

ermer 
OILASTICS, inc 

502 South Avenue, Garwood, New Jersey 
REPRESENTATIVES IN THESE CITIES: Rochester, Memphis, Miami, 
Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis, 
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Toronto, Philadelphia. 
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CAN YOU 
SEAL POLY = 

LIKE THIS? = / 
A single, straight, narrow F 

transparent line; totally / 
free from gathering 

and wrinkles! 

Here is undoubtedly the finest heat sealer on the market for 
a vast range of work...the new GLOBE INSTANT 
SEAL-IT! Excellent for sealing Polyethylene, it also handles 

Pliofilm, Saran and similar films! 

INSTANT SEAL-IT utilizes a timed electrical impulse 
as the heat source. Application of heat is instantaneous. No 

air or water cooling is required. The resultant seal, only 

li,” wide, is strong, neat, transparent and completely air- 

tight. INSTANT SEAL-IT makes closures up to 13” long 

with standard models. Where longer or irregular seals are 

required, special models are available. 

FULLY PORTABLE — Small, compact in size, light in 

weight, readily moved from location to location! Fits into 

any production line. 

NO INSTALLATION PROBLEMS- Simply plug 

INSTANT SEAL-IT into any standard 110v outlet. Fully 

complies with government specifications for heat sealers of 

this type. 

HANDLES MANY MATERIALS - Variable time 
control lengthens or shortens impulse for correctly sealing 

various materials. ” 

HEAT-SEAL PRODUCTS 

Division 

OTHER GLOBE HEAT 

SEAL-IT MACHINES 

Label Seal-it + Band 
Seal-it* Aero Seal-it« 
Power & Foot Operated 
Jaw-Type Sealers 

die Kay € In 

1139 So. San Julian Street 

Los Angeles 15, California 

CODIE-KAY CO., INC. Division 
Manufacturers of CONVEY-O-MATIC, NET WEIGHERS, CHECK WEIGHERS, 
CARTON CLOSING and other standard and special machines for the packaging industry. 
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‘Brown Filling Machine Co.. Ine. 

Continental Can Company 

Tilel-> am com Veh“) watt ) 

Allied Chemical & Dye Corpora- 92, 93 kilm Dept., Cel-O-Seal 

tion, General Chemical Division 33 Film Dept., Mylar 
Aluminum Company of America 244, 245 Polychemicals Department 
Aleoa Wrap Division j 228 Dusenbery, John, Co. Ine. 
Collapsible Tube Division 
American Can Company 
Bradley Container Cory. 
Subsidiary 

American Flange & Manufactur- 
ing Co., Ine. 
Amsco Packag ring Machinery, In 
Anchor Hoe hes Glass Corp. 
Armstrong Cork Company 
Glass and Closure Division 
Atlas Coatings Corp. 
Auburn Plastics, In Ine. 

Emhart Manufacturing Co. 
Equitable Paper Bag Co., Inc. 

. ° 

Rast Texas Pulp and Paper 

( ompany 

Eastman Chemical Products, Inv. 
Eastman Kodak Company 
Cellulose Products Division 

Ekeo-Alcoa Containers Ine. 

Elgin Manufacturing Company 

Bakelite Company, Division of 
‘ 

Union Carbide Corporation 
Bartelt Engineering Co. 51) 

: . Ferguson, J. L. Co. 

Beck, ¢ harles,. Machine 23,24 Fibreboard P Hf; Products Corp 
ee oe sm 207. Filler Machine Co., The 
Bensing Bros. and Deeney 207, 225 
Bernardin Bottle Cap Company, gy Diniiles’s 
es sone Sy 

. -~ 104 Fisher’s Foils Limited 

Bliss, E. W.., ¢ ompany 215 Flint, Howard, Ink Co. 

Bostitch ; 81 Fluid Chemical Co. Ine. 
Bradley Container Corp. A Sub- Food Machinery and Chemical 
sidiary of American Can Com- Corporation 

pany 221 Hudson-Sharyi Machine Co. 
Subsidiary 

Simplex Packaging Machine 
Div. : 

Stokes & Smith Co. 
Frank, Walter, Organization, I 
Fry, George H., Company 

Burt, F. N.. Company. Ine. 

Cameo Die and Label Company 
Carey Press Corp. 
Celanese Corporation of America, 
Plastics Division ; 

Celluplastic Corporation 
Champlain Company, Inc. 
Chicago Molded Products Corp ; 
Campco Division Gardner Board and Carteén Co.. 

Clark, J, L. Manufacturing Co on , 
Classified 2 raylord Container, Corporation, 
Cleveland Container Company “Divie sion of Crown Ze Herbach 

The Corporation 

Clopay Corporation, Plastic Filw (eneral orrugated Machinery 
Division Co. Ine! — : 

Coddington, E. D.. Mfx. Co % General Printing Ink Company. 
A Division of Sun Chemical 

( orporation 

Gibbs Automatic. Moulding 
Corporation ~ 

Gilman Paper Cempany 
Globe Heat-Seal, Inc. 

Globe Ticket Gompany 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 
The, Packaging Films Dept. 

Gottscho, Adolph, Inc. 
(rowers Container Corporation 

Gair, Robert Div. Continental 
Can Co, 

Conapac Corporation 
Roto Bag Machine Corp. Dis 

Container Equipment 
Corporation 

Robert Gair Division 

‘onverters Machine Co. 
cornell Paperboard Products Co, 
osom Engineering 
rossett Paper Mills 
rown Zellerbach Corporation 
Gaylord Container Corporation 
Division , e 

Hamersley Mfg. Co., The 

Hanovia Chemical & Manufactur- 
ing Company ’ 

Darling & Company, Glue Hansella-Werke Albert Henker 
Division A. G. 

Dillon-Beck Manufacturing Co. Harcord Manufacturing Co., Ine. 
Dobeckmun Company, The Hayssen Manufacturing Company 

Heinrich, H. H., Company 
Dow Chemical Company. The S Hesser, Fr. 

Dow Corning Corporation Hinde & Dauch 
duPont de Nemours, E. I. & Co. Hudson-Sharp Machine Co. Sub- 
(Ine.) sidiary of Food Machinery and 
Film Dept., Cellophane Chemical Corp. 

Elizabetlt Carbide Die Company. 

Injection Molders Supply 
Company 

Inland Container Corporation 
Inmun Manufacturing Co. Ine. 
Interchemical Corporation, 
Finishes Division 
Printing Ink Division 

International Filling Machine 
Corporation 

International Paper Company 
Southern Kraft Division 

Island Equipment Corp 
Ivers-Lee Co 

4 * 

Jones, R. A. & Ce, Ine. 

Jenes & Laughlin Steel Corpora- 

tion.’ Container Division x 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical 
‘Sales, Inc. 

Foil & Container Division 
* Kimball, A., Co. 
Kimble Glass Company, Subsidi- 
ary of Owens-Illinois 

Kleen-Stik Products, Inc. 

Krengel Manufacturing’ Co., In 

Lawrence Plastic Container 

Company 

LectrOmatie Devices, Inc 
- Lermer Plastics, Ine. 
Lowe Paper Company 
Lynch Corporation 

Mack Molding Company, Ine. 
Markem Machine Co. 
Maryland Glass Corp. 
Mead ¢ orporation, The 
Mercury Engineering Corporation 
Mercury Heat Sealing Equipment 
Co. 

Metal Closures Ltd. 

iis ide Back Cover Michigan Carton Co. 
Milprint Ine. 
Minnesota Mining and Manufae- 
turing Co. 

Chemical Products Group 
Mosstype 

Nashua Corporation 
National Can Corporation 
National Container ‘Corporation 

In-ide Front Cover National Starch Prod. 
ucts Ine. 

New Jersey Machine Corporation 
Niemand Industries, Ine. 

Ohio Boxboard ‘Co, The 

Oil Equipment Laboratories, Ine. 
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. 
Film Division 
‘Forest Products Division 
Oliver -Machinery Company 
Oneida Paper Products, Inc, 
Owens-Illinois 
Kimble Glass Company 

(Continued on page 262) 
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Four New Ways to 
Code-Mark Packages 
New GOTTSCHO machines fill 
every package-imprinting need 
Top-Coder . . . imprints 
code-dates, other 

changeable legends on 
top surface of round or 

rectangular cans, canis- 

ters, jar covers, cartons, 

boxes. Attaches to con- 
veyor or packaging ma- 

chine. Locates imprints 

accurately even if con- 

tainer flow is irregular 

Gr intermittent. 

Bottom-Coder . . . porta- 

ble, space-saving unit 

that imprints codes on 

bottom of jars, bottles, 

cans, etc. Imprint sur- 

face may be flat or con- 

cave, flush or recessed. 
Wheels right up to the 
line, can be moved 

about at will. 

Side-Coder . . . imprints 
side surfaces of folding 
cartons, set-up boxes, 

rectangular cans and 

canisters. Can be used 

to imprint codes, prod- 
uct identification, etc. 
simultaneously. Fully au- 
tomatic, adapts to any 

mechanized production- 
line. 

Web-Coder . . . compact 
attachment for wrapping 
and bundling machines 
that imprints any 
changeable legend up te 
24” wide on the wrapper 
during the packaging 
operation. Fully aute- 
matic . . . assures pre- 
cise register, consistent 
quality on films, foils, 
papers. 

Mack Custom 
Moiding Service 

Includes the facilities of three 
completely equipped plants. 
Mack design and production 
engineers are familiar with the 
problems involved in molding 
intricate precision industrial 
parts and functional compon- 
ents for consumer products. 

From Blueprint 
to Delivery 

Mack will work with you from 
the planning stage right 
through to final delivery. For 
assistance on specific require- 
ments, just call or write: Mack 

Three plants to help with 

your plastic problems: 

'_, Write for descriptive. bulletin, specifying 

machine in which you are interested 
Molding Company, Inc., 
Wayne, New Jersey. 

Serving industry for Over 35 Years 

MACK 
ADOLPH GOTTSCHO, INC. 

6 _ Dept. A, Hillside 5, N.J. 
Automatic Production-Line CODING, MARKING, IMPRINTING MACHINES 

In Caneda: RICHARDSON AGENCIES, LTD., Torente & Montreal 

* WATERLOO, P.Q., CANADA 

Excellence 
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BABA fH 
Bo ac a Ee Be 

UNSCRAMBLER 

Designed to accommodate prac- 
tically any size or shape 
container at speeds up to 

400 te 450 per minute 

Bottles, jars and other 
containers are un- 

scrambled without agitation 
and transfer from chain 

to walking beam is very gentle, 
without any cortact of contoiners. 

Invaluable in the distillery for odd 

IMPRINTING 
CODING 

THE MULTIPRESS 
MARKINGS OF PRINTING -PRESS-QUALITY ON 

FOLDED CARTONS + LABELS + MATERIALS * 
PAPER PRODUCTS * BAGS + ADVERTISING 

- LITERATURE + FLAT CONTAINERS 

IMPRINTING 

LOT NUMBERS + DATES + FLAVORS «+ SIZES * 

PRICES * CONTENTS * COLORS * STYLES * CATALOG 

NUMBERS * BLOCKOUTS + DEALER IMPRINTING 

CONSULT VERNER ON IMPRINTING PROBLEMS 

B. VERNER & CO., INC. 
52 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK 7,N.Y. BA7-1466-7 

shape flasks, in the drug ond cosmetic 
-industry for unusual after-shave and 
hand-lotion bottles, es well as other 

. industries wherein not only round but 
also unusual shapes and sizes must 

b : be handled at high speeds. 
de 4 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS 

RE - ISLAND EQUIPMENT CORP. 
27-01 Bridge Plaza North 
Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Sounds interesting. Send me full details on your 

WALKIE-PUSHIE UNSCRAMBLER. 

Dept. MP-11 ] 

COMPANY 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

city , STATE “oe 

Ue ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee es 
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Eliminate costly hand-made partitions 

Your production costs can he slashed with the Inman 

automatic adjustable partition machine 
From roll stock to finished partition in one operation 

Only one operator required 

Clean cut, accurate and uni- 

formly made partitions 

‘Machine fully equipped and 
easily adjustable for a wide range 
of sizes 

Production of 100 or more tucks per minute 

Will handle partitions up to 7” deep 

Production proven 

Write for details 

N MA N roe cen _ Inc. AMSTERDAM, N.Y. 

It will pay you to test this 

Rew AEROSOL VALVE 
The new OEL Aerosol Valve has a combina- 

tion of qualities that make it the most efficient 

and versatile so far offered to industry. This 

valve is exceptionally fast loading, adaptable to 

both pressure and cold filling, safe with inflam- > ny rh 

mable materials, has minimum propellent loss TRAST: 

in pressure filling, has esthetic appearance, 

requires minimum changes in adapting to wide 

range of dispensing requirements. The OEL 

Valve also excels in 3-phase packages, provid- 4 Rar. 

ing mechanical particle break-up HI a 

A test may show how you can save money and . 

increase product sales. Send for information = 

and samples. 

10 PRODUCTS— Varied Dispensing Requirements 

SAME VALVE 

@ Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 use dispenser fitments requiring no overcaps. Have OEL patented halfturn 

lock and unlock operating button, suitable for shaving creams, shampoos, etc. 

@ Nos.7,8 and 10 feature dispenser button for cosmetics, hair sprays, etc., in 

glass, plastic and metal containers — very fine, standard and 3-phase dispensing. 

@ Nos. 3, 6 and 9 with overcaps. Used for insecticides, room fresheners and 

K ss products needing fine, heavy or wet discharges (paints, garden sprays, etc.). 

WHE Om TELEPHONE FOR / OIL EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES, Inc. ,,{00,PAMstmEET 
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RUBBER PLATES 
PERFECT 
COLOR REGISTER 

After 3 years of exacting research and experiment, the 
packaging industry can take advantage of perfect 
mechanical register in the field of flexography with 

“vw woop THERMOMAT‘* 
°) DEES eS 

This exclusive, thermosetting matrix material overcomes the 4 
major obstaclés which existed in rubber plate ‘production and 
printing. 

@ ABSOLUTELY NO PROGRESSIVE SHRINKAGE @ NO PICKING 

@ 75% LESS FLOOR VARIATION @ NO BLISTERING 
Because there is ABSOLUTELY NO PROGRESSIVE SHRINKAGE, 
all plates made from new WOOD THERMOMAT are exactly alike 
and will register perfectly. 

IMPROVE PACKAGING .... specify WOOD THERMOMAT 

WOOD FLONG CORPORATION 
*Pat. Pending HOOSICK FALLS NEW YOR} 
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_A merica reaches for MICHIGAN Cartons! 
Y¢ TI can rely on helpful personal service from your Michigan Carton salesman 
ee | 

MICHIGAN CARTON CO. BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 



IF iTS A FLEXIBLE TEXTILE PACKAGE-=WE MAKE 

FOR NEAT, NO SAO 

Based.) Reintorced 
Bindings 

Shrink Resistant Fabric 

y J / ff . 
~ J Ss ‘ 

fe / J 

ae —_ 

+ 

science of salesmanship 

in packaging 

TMP* means “Tailor-Made Pack- 

aging the kind that strikes the 

eye, makes customers buy. 

Whether it's film, foil or paper, 

we create packages with built-in 

sales appeal. You'll sell your 

products best, with TMP. 





How fo get the most 
out of your 

MODERN PACKAGING 
ENCYCLOPEDIA ISSUE 

The Monern Pacxacuye Encyciorepia Issue has 

appropriately been called “The Handbook of 
Packaging,” for that is exactly what it is—a prac- 

make your work easier and more profitable. 

At your disposal in this Encyctorepia—the most 

Yow'll Find This Encyclopedia of Unusual 
Heilp-——Especially if... 

You plan packages and use packaging materials. 
You specify and buy packages and materials. 
You control operation of the packaging produc- 

tion line. 
You are responsible for sales, sales policy, adver- 

tising promotion, merchandising strategy or 
new product development. 

You are a member of your company’s “packaging 
committee”: president, executive vice presi- 
dent, general manager, sales manager, aciver- 
tising manager, merchandising and promotion 
manager, purchasing agent, production man- 
ager, package engineer or plant superintendent. 

Typical Problems This Encyciepedia 
Helps You Solve Are: 

1. Study and analysis of trends in packaging and 
marketing. (You'll find the statistical tables 
starting on page 198 particularly useful for 

this purpose.) 
2. Appraisal of merchandising techniques and 

new types of packages. 
8. Planning and selection of packages. 
4. Improvement of packaging production line 

efficiency 

5. Training your employes. (In this connection, it 
should be noted that the Encyciorenia, 



through its reprint service, makes available 
additional copies of its articles and properties 
charts.) 

6. “Brainstorming” for new ideas in packaging, 
both from competitive and non-competitive 
fields. (Here the many illustrations of recent 
outstanding packages should be carefully 
studied.) 

. Selection of sources of supply for materials, 
machinery and services. 

“I 

Here’s Meow To Use This Encyclopedia 

For Quick Results: " 

For general information—see the Table of Con- 
tents, starting on page 4. Topics are listed by di- 
visional, sectional and article titles. (Example: 
Division Ill, “Packages,” contains the section, 
“Paperboard Containers,” in which the article, 
“Folding Boxes,” is listed.) 

For specific information—see the Alphabetical 
Index, starting on page 7. More than 1,200 topics 
are listed and thoroughly cross-referenced. All 
pertinent page numbers are listed with principal 
references identified by bold italic type. (Ex- 
ample: Bakery . . . 24, 100, 160, 406, 495, 608, 

635.) 

For tables, charts and diagrams—see listing, page 
6. (Note especially the new “Standard Tests for 
Packaging Materials” chart and the “Value of 
Packaging Materials, 1954-1956" chart. 

For advertisers—see the Alphabetical Index to 
Advertisers at the very back of the book. Even 

page number on 
listed. (Example: Adhesives . . . 697.) For com- 
plete addresses of suppliers, see the Alphabetical 

Index to Advertisers, starting on page 814. 

A Directory of Trade Names starts on page 765. 

pages pertinent to it and it alone. Advertising in 
the Encycvorguia is of a catalog nature, designed 
to supplement editorial matter with specific data 
on commercially available materials, machines 
and services. 

How To Secure Further Information 

To obtain helpful literature available from packaging suppliers, look through 
the enclosed 6-page index and indicate the desired items on the attached self- 
addressed postcards. Please feel free tc request additional cards. 

For information on any subject discussed editorially, or on any product, process 
or service advertised in the Encyciorep1, simply write the Readers Service 
Department of Moprnn Packacinc. 
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A review of 

FREE PRODUCT LITERATURE 
which has appeared in issues of MODERN PACKAGING 

from November, 1956 through October, 1957 

A Reader Service Feature of sais a 
otice to the reader: 

To receive copies of any of the 
Mi G Ae &. R a PAC KB, GI me G literature reviewed here, detach 

e N Cc VC LO od e D i A is Ss U - a Reader Service Card from the 
accompanying gray folder, circle 
the numbers of the items you 
want, then print your name and 

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. address and drop card in mail. 

A BRESKIN PUBLICATION 



PACKAGING EQUIPMENT 

HEAT-SEALABLE BAG FORMER. Folder illus- 
trates and describes machine that con- 

verts roll stock films such as polvethylene, 
pliofilm and cellophane into flat bags, fills 
ind seals bags at speeds up to 40 a min- 

ute. Hudson-Sharp Machine Company 
(001) 

BOTTLE COTTONING MACHINE. Data sheet 

illustrates and describes automatic ma- 
hines that inserts cushioning material 
ch as cotton, coil, or synthetics into the 

iecks of at speeds up to 100 a 

iinute. Includes specifications. The Lakso 
Company, In (002) t 

bottles 

LABELING MACHINE Illustrated folder 
ntains diagrams of semi-automatic unit 

t { ipplies thermoplasti -coated labels 

x & in. to 6 x 5 in. sizes t i wide 

riety of ntainer types Al sc shows 

tomate un New Jerse Machin« 

{ ratior (003) 

BAG CLOSING MACHINE. Folder describes 
} that folds ues or heat seals 

t o7 isset bags of kraft. also 

t ned, | ethyler ited bags 

ge H. Fry Compa (004) 

CARTONERS AND WRAPPERS. 40-page cata 

t] igi sti 

I tens line of car 

| g ipping-cartoning 

I I B. Re ton ¢ (005) 

HEADER-LABEL BAG SEALER. Folder i 

t I ribes ichir that seal 

I nd code dat Ss pre 

ed tor header label tr ins- 

t \ ! I t kaging Ma 

I (006) 

MANUAL BAG PACKAGER. Folder describes 
ned t i the manual pack 

| f bulky or irreg < shaped items 

film paper gusseted plain or flat 

Includes device that directs air into 

t ne bags, breaking static block 

h Internation ( poration (007) 

UNIT _ PACKAGER Folder describes equip 

for feeding, filling. forming, sealing 

kages for tablets. textiles food 

Wrap-Ade Machine Company, Inc 
(008) 

TABLET COUNTING AND FILLING MACHINE. 

I lescribes machine that will 

tablets and « :psul s, and fill them 
ials or bottles at speeds up to 1200 
ners per hour. The Burnet Co. (009) 

PACKAGING MACHINERY. Illustrated litera 
resents line of bundling, banding 
wrapping packaging machinery 

Scandia Manufacturing Company. (010) 

AUTOMATIC CARTONING LINE $-page 

booklet describes features of a fully auto- 
matic constant motion cartoner. Also illus 
trates carton feeding and opening process 
R. A. Jones & Co. Inc (011) 

HEAT SEALING PACKAGING MACHINE. Liter- 
iture describes machine that automati- 

illy forms, fills, seals bags from heat 
ible film at speeds of 30 to 50 pack- 

Handles bags of % oz. to 
Mercury Heat Sealing 

(012) 

iges a minute. 

| lb. capacities 
Equipment Co. 

PACKAGING AND BOTTLING EQUIPMENT. 8- 

page catalog describes line of pneumatic 
machines, including models for carton 
feeding, powder filling, vacuum filling, 
capping, heat sealing, weighing and wrap- 
ping. Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd. 4013) 

PACKAGING EQUIPMENT CATALOG. Illus- 
trated catalog describes line of can casers, 
can unscramblers, container feed tables, 
container elevators, tray inverters, case 

sealers, and labeling machines. Chisholm- 
Ryder Company of Pennsylvania. (014) 

SEAMER FOR FIBER CANS. Illustrated folder 
describes equipment that applies bottoms 
and tops to fiber cans of 3 to 8 in. height 
it speeds of 100 to 400 cans a minute 
Includes specifications chart, description 
of operating features. Potter & Johnston 
Co (015) 

BOTTLE HANDLING EQUIPMENT. Data sheet 

describes unit that spots bottles properly, 
irranging them in desired position on 
onveyor belt. Handles 50 to 150 bottles 

i minute Inc ludes installation diagrams 

Gisholt Machine Company (016) 

FILLING EQUIPMENT. Illustrated folder de- 
scribes line of can and bottle filling equip- 
ment including rotary vacuum filler, 
8-stem cleaner-filler, and a unit that fills 

ontainers at speeds up to 100 a minut 
The Karl Kiefer Machine Co (017) 

LIQUID FILLING MACHINES. Illustrated cata 
log describes line of automatic and semi- 
iutomatic liquid filling machines, includ- 
ng gravity, vacuum and_ volumetric 
models to fill all container types with a 
wide variety of liquid products. MRM 
f In (018) 

INDUSTRIAL SCALES CATALOG. Illustrated 

folder describes and lists capacities of ex- 
tensive line of industrial scales, including 
floor, overhead track, hopper, bench and 

Toledo Scale Company. 
(019) 

port ible types 

FILLER FOR LIQUID PRODUCTS. Folder de- 
scribes line of machines for filling liquid 
products into cans, jars, or bottles. In- 
cludes case history applications, showing 

and speeds Horix Ma- 

(020) 

ontainer types 

chinery Company 

CLOSURES AND SEALING MACHINES. Cata- 

log describes line of metal closures for 
bottles and jars, including non-threaded 
ind vacuum types, and sealing machines 
for applying these closures. Anchor Hock- 
ing Glass Corporation (021) 

PHOTOELECTRIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT. 16- 

page catalog diagrams, illustrates, and 
gives specificatic ns for control equipment 

used for weighing, counting, sizing and 
other applications. Autotron, Inc. (022) 

LIQUID FILLING MACHINES. Folder de- 
scribes line of fully automatic, semi-auto- 
matic and hand- operated machines for 
filling liquids and semi- -liquids into con- 
tainers of any shape or size from 1 ounce 

Horix Manufacturing Com- 

(023) 

to 5 gallons. 

pany. 

CAPPING MACHINERY. Folder illustrates 
and describes line of automatic and semi- 
automatic screw cappers and can sealers. 
Cappers with spe a up to 200 a minute 
inchaded in line. Resina Automatic Ma- 
chinery Co., Inc. (024) 

SINGLE-PORTION PACKETING. Illustrated 
folder describes machine that forms, fills 
and closes packets made of foil, paper, 
cellophane, or polyethylene laminates 
used for packaging free-flowing powders 
such as sugar, flavored drink powders 
Brown Bag-Filling Machine Co., Inc. 

(025) 

BAG CLOSING MACHINE. Illustrated folder 
describes operating features of machine 
that glues or steel-ties paper bags at 
speeds up to 32 a minute. Shellmar 
Betner Div., Continental Can Co. (026) 

BAG MAKING AND FILLING MACHINE 

Folder describes machine that makes, 
fills, weighs, and seals pillow style, singk 
or double wall, printed or plain flexibl 
bags at speeds of from 30 to 50 a minute 
Triangle Package Machinery Company 

(027) 

UNIT PACKAGER. Illustrated folder cde 
scribes equipment that forms, fills, and 
heat-seals unit-packages for solids, liq 
uids, powders, or semi-solids. The Bel 

Machine Co (028) 

PACKAGING MACHINERY CATALOG. 25-pag: 

booklet provides illustrations, descrip 
tions, and specifications for line of weigh 
ers, bag fillers, cartoning and weighing 
systems, and wrapping machines. Wright 
Machinery Co. (029) 

folder ce 

automatu 

Include S 

specifica 
(030) 

BAG EQUIPMENT. Illustrated 
scribes heat sealer-gluer for 
square and flat paper bags. 
data on capacities of machine, 
tions. George H. Fry Company 

FILLING AND SEALING CARTONS. Folder de- 

scribes machine that automatically fills 
and seals cartons of 3 to 14 in, ht. with 
granular products at speeds up to 60 car- 
tons a minute. Clybourn Machine Corp 

(031) 

ROTARY FILLING MACHINES. 6-page folder 
describes vacuum-type rotary fillers for 

both light and heavy liquids. Fills con- 
tainers ranging from 1 oz. to 1 gal. jugs 
at speeds up to 250 a minute. Pneumati: 
Scale Co. Ltd. (032) 

LIQUID UNIT PACKAGES. 8-page illustrated 
booklet describes machine that forms unit 
packages in sizes up to 4% x 4% in., then 
fills them with liquids and viscous mate 
rials. Brown Bag-Filling Machine Com- 
pany, Inc. (033) 

FILLING, PACKAGING, WEIGHING MACHINES. 

Folder describes line of packaging equip- 
ment, including tube filling and closing, 
jar and bottle filling, case sealing, carton 
or bag making, and weighing machines 
Arenco Machine Company. (034) 
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COMBINATION FEEDER-COUNTER. __Illus- 
trated folder describes hopper that counts 
is it feeds small objects such as bolts, 
nails, tablets, and pills at speeds up to 
200,000 items per hour. Folder describes 
working parts, gives speeds for typical 
items. U. S. Engineering Company. (035) 

INDUSTRIAL SCALES. 8-page illustrated 
booklet describes and contains specifica- 
tions for line of “Shadograph” scales with 
illuminated dial weight indicator mech- 
inism. Models available with 2,000 mg. 

to 100 lb. capacities. The Exact Weight 
Scale Co (036) 

TUBE AND JAR FILLERS. Illustrated 8- -page 
italog describes company’s extensive line 
f jar and tube filling equipment and 

h accessory devices as tube closures, 
rimpers, agitators, tanks, tube trimmers, 

threaders and converting equipment. Ar- 
ir Colton Co (037) 

ROTARY LIQUID FILLER. Data sheet de- 
ribes rotary vacuum filling machines for 
uids that operate at speeds from 96 to 
5 quarts a minute for gallon, half- 
llon, or smaller containers. International 
ling Machine Corp (038) 

WRAPPING AND PACKAGING EQUIPMENT. 

ge catalog illustrates and describes 

# equipment for wrapping and pack- 

ked goods, food products, tex- 
ind paper products. Includes specifi- 

illustrations of applications for 
machine. Battle Creek Packaging 

hines, Ine (039) 

DOT-OPERATED JAW SEALER. Illustrated 

shows jaw assemblies, operating 
ires of a foot-operated sealer for film, 
phane paper, foil, Doughboy Indus- 

In< (040) 

JNIT PACKAGER. Illustrated literature lists 

ires of machine that automatically 
is, fills and seals unit packages for 

lets, powders, liquids, small objects in 
sealable material. Mercury Heat 

ling Equipment Co (041) 

SEALING AND LABELNG MACHINE, Bulletin 

plains features and operation of “Vacu 
heat sealing and labeling machin« 

ic ch feeds, folds, and seals labels and 
gs in one operation. Mercury Heat Seal- 
Equipment Co (042) 

FILLNG DRY PRODUCTS. Folder describes 
of net weighers for filling dry prod- 
into cartons, bags, cans, or jars in 

ounts ranging from a fraction of an 
to 5 Ibs. Triangle Package Machinery 

(043) 

; 

HIGH SPEED CAN FILLER. Illustrated folder 
lescribes high speed, automatic machine 
that fills fibre or metal cans with any 
powder, granular or dry material at 
peeds up to 300 1 Ib. cans a minute. 

Potter & Johnston Company. (044) 

WEIGHING AND FILLING MACHINE. Data 

sheet illustrates and describes machine 
that fills dry, free or semi-free flowing 
substances into any type container in 
weights from 8 oz. te 25 Ibs. Operates at 
speeds up to 25 a minute, depending on 

weight and material. The Trescott Com 
pany, Inc. (045) 

CASE HANDLING EQUIPMENT. Illustrated 

literature describes line of automatic 
equipment for case opening, loading and 
sealing. Includes blueprint diagrams of 
machines and illustrates typical installa- 
tions, J. L. Ferguson Company (046) 

PACKAGING SEMI-FREE FLOWING PRODUCTS. 

Illustrated folder describes company’s 
“Air-Weigh” machine that handles up to 
60 bags per minute for packaging suc} 
products as potato chips, peanuts, pop 

corn, and other semi-free flowing prod 
ucts. Includes specifications. The Wood 
man Company, Inc. (047) 

PACKAGING LINE FOR POUCH-PACKAGES. 

Folder describes equipment that forms 
fills, and seals pouches, conveys them to 
cartoner where carton is formed and 
pouch received, and closes flaps. Handles 
50 to 80 packages a minute. Bartelt En 
gineering Co (048) 

AUTOMATIC CARTONING LINE. 8-page book- 
let describes features of a fully auto 

matic constant motion cartoner. Also il 
lustrates carton feeding and opening 
process. R. A Jones & Co (049) 

‘BLISTER’ PACKAGE SEALER. Data sheet de- 

scribes and illustrates machine that seals 
plastic blisters to coated cards. Suitable 

for sealing any vacuum formed plastic 
rronomatic Machine Manufacturing 
Corp (050) 

WEIGHER-FILLER. Illustrated folder shows 

semi-automatic unit that weighs and fills 
fragile, free-flowing, semi-free-flowing 
products into bags, boxes, jars and cans 
Wright Machinery Co (051) 

HEAT SEALING CRIMPERS. Illustrated folder 
shows units that crimp and seal envelopes 
and bags. Units available with 9 and 14 
in. jaws in several sealing patterns 
Wrap-Ade Machine Company, Inc. (052) 

AUTOMATIC WRAPPER. Literature describes 
machine that automatically wraps any 
size or shape package with any roll-fed 
wrapping material. Also shows automatic 
loading attachment, card or u-board 
feeder, code dater, and end labeler. Hays- 
sen Manufacturing Company (053) 

AUTOMATIC CARTON SEALING MACHINE. 

Illustrated literature describes features of 
a floor model machine that automatically 
applies gummed tape to carton to pro- 
duce dust-proof, filter-proof seal. General 
Cocumiell Machinery Co., Inc (054) 

AUTOMATIC PACKAGING MACHINES. Illus- 
trated brochure describes machines that 
form, fill, seal, and code packages made 
of heat-sealable film at speeds up to 140 
a minute for liquid or dry materials. 
Stokes & Smith. (055) 

BATCH COUNTER. Illustrated folder de- 

scribes electronic unit that counts and 
batches items such as tablets, pills, cap- 
sules, beads, at average speeds of 1200 
to 1500 a minute. The Burnet Co (056) 

STAPLING MACHINES. 8-page booklet de 
scribes foot and motor operated stapling 
machines for fastening bags and boxes 
and useful in other industrial applica 
tions. Bostitch (057) 

PLASTICS BAG CLOSURE. Folder describes 

unit that applies vinyl-covered wire tape 
to film bags. Sample tapes included with 
literature. Plas-Ties Company i058) 

VACUUM LIFTING DEVICE. Illustrated litera- 
ture describes hand oper ited =vacuum 

plate that grips hard-to-handle materials 

such as sheet metal, plastic sheet und 

glass, thereby facilitating handling. Inter 
ational Staple and Machine Co (059) 

PACKAGING SEMI-FREE FLOWING PRODUCTS 

llustrated folde describes company 

iachine that handles up to 60. bags 

minute tor packaging such pr ducts as 

potato chips, peanuts, and other semi 

free flowing products he Woodmat 
Company, In¢ (060) 

STAPLERS [lustrated 2-page catalog 

overs company s extensive line of staplir 

ind wire stitching machines, describing 

ipplications for eacl model luce 

nodels for tapling hag 1 cartor 

Bostitch (061) 

ROTARY VACUUM FILLER 14-} br 

scribes unit for fi 

ot products inte ilo ntainer ft 

Models available for filling 8 t 3 
capa itv conta r | \ B t \l 

hinery Cx (062 

CARTON AND LABEL WAPRINTER I 

scribes nachine t k ‘ li ba ith 

prints numbers and letter 
f | cartor id da els \l 

to handle 4.000 to 5.000 units 

hour. Includes sample irt printed by 

vachine. B. Verner & C« In (063) 

—— HEAT SEALER Literati a ribes 

mbination machines that seal classi 

ind wax bags, cool ” it sealed area until 

seal is set, and code ite. Pack-Rite Ma 
chines (064) 

HAND SEALER FOR PLASTICS FILM. Illus 

trated folder describe portable unit for 

sealing polyethylene, Pliofilm, vinyl and 
ther plastic films. Particularly suitable 
for sealing bags Can also he used is 

bench sealer, or for continuous duty seal 

ing. Doughboy Industries In« (065) 

“PILLOW PACKAGER. Illustrated data 
sheet describes unit that forms, fills and 
seals “pillow” type packages from ther 

moplastic film at speeds from 40 to 100 
packages a minute for 46 oz. to 1% Ib 
packages. Stokes & Smith Co (066) 

AEROSOL EQUIPMENT. Folder lists com 
pany’s line of aerosol equipment, includ 
ing filling machinery, can and bottle han- 
dling equipment, testing and _ control 
units, refrigeration and general supplies 
Mojonnier Associates, Inc (067) 

COMPARISON OF AEROSOL FILLING. 12-page 

booklet compares pressure filling with 
cold filling for low pressure aerosols. In 
cludes illustrations of company’s line of 



emi-automati l iutomatic 1erosol 

filling equipment The Mojonnier-Daw 

m Company (068) 

AEROSOL CONTROL EQUIPMENT. Data sheet 

lescribes unit for delivering controlled 

mints of propellants, and gauge for 
easuring 0 to 60 Ibs. per sq. in. on com 

| ! it ty | cs | (, M if hine 

(069) 
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FIBRE CONTAINERS 

FIBRE CANS. | 
hi byy 

FIBRE CONTAINERS 

( t r ( 

PLASTIC CONTAINERS 
AND MATERIALS 

REUSABLE PLASTIC CONTAINER 
f r.? 

, 

{ 

RIGID PLASTIC CONTAINERS 

POLYETHYLENE FOR PACKAGING 

booklet describes characteristics, proper 

| or Alathon” poly 

losures, sheeting 

mparison chart 
MmMpositior K I | | nt ce 

x Company I (076) 

PACKAGING MANUFACTURERS. 

ontains geographical listing of 
ind fabricators recommended by 

ypany for manufacturing plastics 

packages from mpany’s styrene, cellu 

lose acetate at polyethyl me Monsanto 

Chemical Company (077) 

PLASTIC 

CONTAINERS FOR SMALL ITEMS. Booklet dis 
cusses the idvantages of using plastic 

vials for packaging small, hard-to-handk 
items such as pills powders, small ma- 

chine parts, cosmetics. Lusteroid Con- 
tainer Company, Inc (078) 

POLYETHYLENE DRUM CONTAINERS. Fil 
folder describes company’s molded poly- 

ethylene drums for bulk packaging of cor- 
rosive materials. Available in 5 to 55 gal 

sizes. Includes properties chart. Delaware 
Barrel and Drum Company (079) 

POLYSTYRENE CONTAINER CATALOG. Cata- 

log illustrates line of clear and multi 
colored polystyrene boxes available in 

IxIlxk to 7x5x1% in. dimensions. Inchndes 
price lists. Diamond Plastic Box Com- 
pany (080) 

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC PACKAGES. 5-pag« 

illustrated catalog gives details on line 

# standard and custom-designed trans- 

ent plastic packages, including sucl 
blister” and _ slide-cover pac k- 

Plastic Artisans, Inc (081) 

POLYETHYLENE BOTTLES AND JARS. Illus 

trated folder describes line of utility bot 
| jars available in pint to 2 galloi 
Illustrates polyethylene caps 

ul combinations Plax Cor 

(082) 

POLYETHYLENE CLOSURE. Illustrated tolde: 

lescribes screw-cap with polyethylen 
ila ke tor 13 mm. contal 

Illustrates principa 

Seal Cory (083) 

PLASTIC BOXES. Illustrated literature dia 
t 1S compartmented ind =un-compart 

containers with hinged 
ngs. Shows stock patterns ivailabl 

ial Moulded Plastics Co., Inc (084) 

nted stvrene 

PLASTIC VIALS. Data sheet illustrates and 
ribes stock threaded plastic vials 

with an aluminum coupling in 

hat separates vial, enabling the 

ng of different items on either 
f the coupling. Lermer Plastics (085) 

TRANSPARENT ACETATE CONTAINERS. Illus 
trate cd folder des« ribe s line of stock trans 

nt acetate vials and tubes having 
] d, square, rectangular, oval, triangle 

ilf-round cross-sections Also de 

ribes transparent acetate sleeves for 

lrawer-type, set-up boxes. Extruded Plas 
tics, In (086) 

STOCK PLASTIC CONTAINERS. Folder ce 
ribes and illustrates stock plastic spe 

ialty containers such as jewel boxes 

indbags, cosmetic kits, utility cases 
Available in various colors. Plastic Jewel 
Company, In (087) 

PLASTIC COATING FOR PACKAGING. I!lus 
trated booklet contains case-history dis 

cussions of company’s polyvinyl chloride 
latices used as coatings for fibre drums, 
cardboard containers, and tape. B, F 

Goodrich Chemical C: (088) 

PLASTIC CONTAINERS. File folder contains 
data sheet on company’s squeeze bottles 
plugs and closures, and round, oval and 
square bottles. Contains sample sheet of 

Polyflex” polystyrene sheet. Plax Cor- 
poration. (089) 

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC PACKAGES. Folder 

describes “blister”, tray, partition, slide- 
cover pack, and sleeve packages custom 
formed by this Illinois company. Plasto- 
film, Inc (090) 

HEAVY DUTY VIALS. Illustrated data sheet 
describes transparent acetate vials, de- 
signed for heavy duty protective pack- 
aging applications, such as for ball bear- 
ings and instruments. Extruded Plastics, 
Inc (091) 

STOCK RIGID PLASTIC CONTANERS. Cataloz 

price sheet describes line of round, rec- 
tangular, slide-cover, and hinged and 
multi-compartmented polystyrene  con- 
tainers. Bradley Industries (092) 

METAL PACKAGING 

COLLAPSIBLE METAL TUBES. 8-page booklet 

describes tin, aluminum, lead, tin-coated 
lead collapsible tubes. Specification charts 
give dimensions, capacities, tolerances 
Illustrates tube openings, applicators and 

ips. A. H. Wirz (093) 

METAL CONTAINERS. 24-page brochure de- 
ribes this company’s manufacturing 
hniques, testing proce dures, and facili- 

es, Metal Division, Continental Can 
Companys (094) 

/ t¢ 
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PACKAGE MAKING EQUIPMENT 

PLASTIC FILM SHEETER AND BAG MAKER. 

Illustrated literature describes combina- 
tion sheeter and/or bag maker. As a 

rccommodates rolls up 

to 24 in. wide. Can make polyethylene 
bags in a variety of lengths and widths 
Lectromatic Devices, Inc (095) 

sheeter, machine 

SEAMER FOR FIBER CANS. Illustrated folder 
describes equipment that applies bottoms 
ind tops to fiber cans of 3 to 8 in. height 

it speeds of 100 to 400 cans a minute 
Includes specifications chart, description 

of operating features. Potter & Johnston 
Company (096) 

BAG MAKING MACHINES. Illustrated folder 
describes line of machines for making 
cellophane bags of 1% to 17 in. widths 
it speeds up to 4 OOO bags per hour, de- 

pending upon size and type of bag. Also 
suitable for Pliofilm, glassines, heat-seal- 
ible foil and similar materials. Simplex 
Packaging Machinery, Inc (097) 

PORTABLE HEAT SEALER. Folder describes 
1% Ib. hand operated heat sealer suitable 
for thermoplastic coated and laminated 
materials. Jaws are 6 in. long by % in. 
wide. Packaging Industries (098) 

EDGE COATERS. Illustrated literature de- 

scribes features of line of machines that 
edge-coat paper and similar materials 
with liquid adhesives. Potdevin Machine 
Co (099) 

PACKAGING EQUIPMENT. Illustrated folder 
describes company’s bag making ma- 
chine, rewinder and slitter, printing 
presses. Specifications included. Manhas- 
set Machine Co. (100) 

FILM CONVERTING MACHINERY. File folder 
contains illustrations, descriptions, and 
specifications of line of machinery for 
flexible film and sheeting. Includes bag 
making and sealing equipment, packaging 
machinery for small objects, rotogravure 





printing presses. Conapac Machine Com- 
pany (101) 

HEAT SEALER CATALOG. Catalog illustrates 
describes nd includes specifications for 

line f thermal impulse heat sealing 
juipment for use with thermoplastic 

films. Includes hand, foot-pedal, power- 

yperated models. Vertrod ¢ orp (102) 

CARTON FORMING MACHINE. Data sheet 

lescril machine that forms and clue 

irtons from flat blanks at speeds up to 
} A) per ! d pe li I 1 size ot 

\ ‘os Machi y Cory 

(103) 

WIRE STITCHING MACHINE CATALOG. |S 
‘ > ] 

tt I es spe fi 

for f wil titching ma 
I titchin 

| A, , 

S (104) 

HEAT SEALERS. | ribe 
1 ¢ | iler t 

s band 

} film and other 
{ 1) ty lusts (105) 

PAPER AND PLASTICS CONVERTING MA 

CHINERY. | th klet 

te nde un 

hi print 

Black-Claw 

‘ ) D (106) 

SLITTER-REWINDER. | ler ustrat and 
t stitt for filn foil 

suit I re cut slit 

t t lit 

L part 

( I (107) 

BEADING PLASTIC SHEET. | trated folder 

es pru t pplication 
t tor ntinuous straight 

bead of ther ist sheet 
Instrument Corp (108) 

PACKAGE PRINTING 
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

OFFSET PRESS. 58-| illustrate 
feat f sink offset lithography 

hand ea 93 x 6 ir 

‘ A 1s sts ipacities otf com 

’ \ color American Type 

| ‘ {109) 

MULTI-COLOR PRINTING PRESS. Folder ci 
rily nrece ilabl I Vallabdle In One two-, or 

thure lor models that prints letterpress 

ffset on flat, round, raised or recessed 

rticl ( m Engineering Corporation 
{110) 

PORTABLE IMPRNTING MACHINE. Illus 

trated folder provides diagrams and speci 
fications for motor driven production-line 
unit for automatic imprinting of code 
dates on bottom of glass, metal, paper 
containers at speeds up to 600 units a 
minute. Adolph Gottscho, Inc (111) 

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING PRESSES. 12-page 

booklet describes a line of two-, three-, 
four-, and six-color printing presses of 31 

inch width, Specifications included. Wol- 
verine Paper Converting Machinery Co. 

(112) 

MARKING MACHINES. Illustrated literature 
describes line of machines that mark, im- 
print and code flat and irregularly con- 
toured containers, overprint on cans, 
nd mark packages and labels. Markem 

Machine Co (113) 

MULTI-COLOR FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS. Litera 

ture lists specifications for flexographic 
press designed for printing, tinting and 

iting film, foil and paper stocks. Press 
yr ides work speeds up to 600 feet per 

ite. Manhasset Machine Co (114) 

INKS FOR LETTERPRESS. Sample booklet 
ontains halftones letterpress printed with 

pany’s wide variety of inks, including 
wtallic and snap-set inks. Howard Flint 

( (115) 

ROLL-LEAF STAMPING PRESSES. Illustrated 

folder describes line of heavy-duty roll 

ft stamping equipment tor items trom 
to 24 in. high. Includes specifications 
1 illustrations of accessory equipment 

Olsenmark ¢ rporation (116) 

AUTOMATIC MARKING MACHINES. Folder 
} ] describes coding marking and printing 

machines that fit into packaging line. I] 
lustrates several imprinting machines and 
pplications. Gottscho, Inc. (117) 

PRINTING INKS. Folder describes ink sery 
ice for lithography, letterpress, flexog- 

Customer retains stock 
supply on hand and prepares ink from 

npounding information provided by 
ympany. Crescent Ink & Color Co. (118) 

AEROSOLS AND COMPONENTS 

raphy, gravure 

AEROSOL PROPELLANTS. 12-page technical 
bulletin describes characteristics, proper- 

ties, contains detailed physical property 
chart of “Freon” fluorinated compounds 
suitable for use as propellants; or as re- 
frigerants. FE. I. DuPont de Nemours and 

Company (119) 

AEROSOL VALVES Illustrate d bull tin gives 

engineering data on line of aerosol spray 
nd foam valves, including models for 

dispensing most types of liquid and semi- 
liquid materials. Oil Equipment Labora- 
tories, Inc (120) 

AEROSOL VALVES. Illustrated folder de- 

scribes line of aerosol valves available 
vith five actuator types for various dis- 
pensing functions. Includes diagram of 
design features. The Risdon Manufactur- 
ing Co (121) 

AEROSOL PACKAGING. 12-page brochure 
illustrates how aerosols work, and ex- 
plains the functions of propellants. Sug- 
gests products suitable for aerosol pac k- 

aging, and describes properties of com- 
pany s wide range of propellants. Allied 
Chemical & Dye Corp. (122) 

AEROSOL HANDBOOK. 46-page illustrated 
handbook serves as a guide to the use of 
aerosol packaging. Discusses container 
types, aaa of filling, selection of 

propellants, and suggests formulations 
Includes list of container manufacturers 
and suppliers. E. I, du Pont de Nemours 
& Company, Inc. (123) 

DECORATIVE PACKAGING 

DECORATING GLASS CONTAINERS. Tech- 

nical bulletin describes silk screen process 
for gold decorating and labeling of glass 
containers, such as those used for cos- 

metics, liquor, pharmaceuticals. Hanovia 
Chemical and Manufacturing Co (124) 

FLOCK CATALOG. 22-nage catalog describes 
uses of flock for decorating and coating 

Contains samples of flock-coated paper 
in several colors. Claremont Waste Man- 
ufacturing Co (125) 

STOCK GIFT DISPLAY BOXES. Illustrated 

catalog folder describes line of velvet 

padded stock boxes in round, square, ob 
long, and irregular shapes suitable for 
gift packaging. F. H. Noble & Company 

(126) 

LABELS 

LABEL SAMPLE KIT. Folder contains a wice 
variety of label samples designed for ship 

ping, product identification, promotion 

ind other uses. Includes case history de 

scriptions of label applications. Allen 
Hollander Co. In« (127) 

LABEL FOR FILM. Folder describes label 
that can be transferred to transparent 
packaging material by heat and pressure 

and gives appearance of printed film 
Also describes machine specifically de- 
signed to apply label. Dennison Manu- 
facturing Co (128) 

LABEL, TAG, SEAL SAMPLES. Folder contains 
die cut paper and foil tags, wraps, dis- 
play pieces, heat-seal and pressure-sens!- 

tive labels and seals. Company’s services 
include design, engraving, printing, em- 
bossing, die cutting, Cameo Die and 

Label Co (129) 

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING 

LINED PAPER BAGS. S-page booklet ce 
scribes use of Pliofilm-lined kraft paper 
bags for the packaging of pre-ground cof- 
fee. Lists results of survey of consumer 
reaction to these bags. Goodyear Tire and 
Rubber Company, Inc (130) 

PAPER TUBES. Illustrated folder describes 
company’s paper tube containers in vari- 
ous sizes with metal, plastic, and paper 
closures for packaging dry flowable prod- 
ucts. Also shows “goose-neck” containers 
for products such as pencils, small tools. 
Niemand Brothers, Inc. (131) 

PAPER BAG CONTAINERS. Folder describes 
Pennsylvania company’s facilities for the 
design, manufacturing and printing of 
kraft, plastic lined, glassine, and airtight- 
waterproof bags. American Bag and Paper 
Corp. (132) 

FILM PACKAGING OF PRODUCE. 16-page 
illustrated booklet gives step-by-step 
guidance to food retailers in setting u 
a produce pre-packaging system in retai 
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stores. Lists cellophane and polyethylene 

bags made by this company, shows load- 
ing and sealing equipment. The Dobeck- 
mun Company. (133) 

FLEXIBLE PLASTIC PACKAGING. Illustrated 
folder contains samples of polyethylene- 
coated Mylar flat bags suitable for pack 
iing jewelry, small parts, hardware 
Acme Backing Corporation (134) 

CELLOPHANE BAGS. Folder illustrates and 
lescribes types of printed cellophane 

pouches, flat, square and satchel bottom 
bags, die cut envelopes converted and 

printed by company. Humitube Manufac- 
turing Co (135) 

PACKAGING MEAT AND POULTRY. Illus 

trated folder discusses the advantages of 

] ickaging meat and poultry products in 

polyethylene film. Includes case histories 

testimonials. Bakelite Company {136) 

PACKAGING PAPERS 

GLASSINE PAPER SAMPLES. Folder contain 

ng samnl | swatches of grease-proof and 
white and colored glassine paper is avail- 
ible from this company. The Hamersley 
Manufacturing Co (137) 

GLASS REINFORCED PAPER. Illustrated lit 
erature describes glass reinforced water- 
proof paper that resists tearing and rot 
ting. Suitable as a wrapping substance 
for weather protection, and as a crate ; ; 
lining. Angier Corperation (138) 

GLASSINE SAMPLES. Folder includes sampk 
issortment of glassine paper and grease- 
proof paper for protective and decorative 
packaging of food and related products 
Westfield River Paper Company, Inc 

(139) 

CORROSION INHIBITOR PAPER. Folder illus- 
trates and describes chemically impreg 
nated volatile corrosion inhibitor paper 
and discusses packaging applications 
Cromwell Paper Company. (140) 

PAPER FOR LABELS AND BOX WRAPS. 

Sample folder includes swatches of drum 
finished paper suitable for labels and box 
wraps in white and 11 colors. The Cham- 
pion Paper and Fiber Company. (141) 

PAPER FOR OFFSET. 48-page booklet shows 
quality of reproduction possible on com- 
pany’s offset paper. Includes multi-color 
label stocks and sample paper printed 
with black and white, color halftones. 
S. D. Warren Co. (142) 

GLASSINE SAMPLE BOOKLET. Booklet con- 
tains samples, descriptions, available data 
on sizes of line of transparent, colored, 
embossed, coated, and aluminum foil 
laminated glassine papers. Riegel Paper 
Corporation. (143) 

BOXBOARD SAMPLES. Booklet contaims 

samples of company’s extra-strength kraft 
type lined and unlined colored boxboard 
Includes chart on types, uses and char- 

acteristics of boxboards. Columbia Box 

Board Mills, Inc (144) 

COATED PAPER FOR PACKAGING AND LABEL- 

ING. Folder provides information on the 
proper use of cast coated paper used for 
box covers, bottle and can labels, food 

wraps. Discusses proper inks, printing 
techniques, cutting and trimming, varnish 

ing, and embossing of the paper. Cham 
pion Paper & Fibre Co (145) 

FILMS, FOILS, LAMINATIONS 

FOIL PAPERS AND BOARDS. Sample folde: 
includes foil papers and boards availabk 
in standard and special colors in 26 in 
width up to 55 in, length. The Gummed 

Products Company (146) 

FOIL SAMPLE BOOKLET. 22-page booklet 

ine ludes samples, de scribe S 

manufacturing process, and 
for company’s foil, available in printed 
embossed, lacquered, coated or laminated 

finishes. Venesta Ltd (147) 

prope rte 

ipplications 

CELLOPHANE APPLICATIONS. Folder dis 

cusses applications for company’s mois- 
ture proof cellophane available cle ar OT in 

several colors. American Viscose Cory 
(148) 

ALUMINUM FOIL MANUFACTURING. 12-paci 

brochure describes company’s facilities 
for producing rigid foil containers, pack 
aging materials and other foil products 

Also discusses lamination of aluminum 
foil to paper and paperboard. Cochrar 
Foil Co (149) 

FOIL OVERWRAP SAMPLES. Folder contains 
samples of heat-seaiable “Bencoseal 
overwraps, laminated with aluminum foil 
wax, and tissue and suitable for gravure 
printing and decorating. Includes mois 
ture vapor comparison chart Shellmar 

Betner Division, Continental Can Co 
{150) 

FILM FOR PACKAGING. Data sheet de 

scribes “Durafilm,” company’s transpar 
ent plastics film combinations that are 
laminated and extruded, Used for pack- 
aging hard-to-handle items such as hard- 
ware, industrial and electrical parts 
Dobeckmun Company. (151) 

PLASTICS FILM APPLICATIONS. 12-page 

booklet describes packaging applications 
for cast and extruded acetate films, in- 
cluding tables of mechanical properties, 
gas and water vapor transmission rates, 
and illustrations of principal applications. 
Also discusses polyethylene film. Celanese 
Corp. of America. (152) 

“POLY ON MYLAR" SAMPLE. Literature ce 

scribing characteristics of company’s poly 
ethylene-cellophane extrusion-laminat 
ind “poly on Mylar” extrusion-laminate 
in several grades is enclosed in a sample 
bag of “P.O.M.” film. Includes yield 
charts, price list. Print-A-Tube Co, (153) 

TRANSPARENT SHEET. Folder contains ce 
tailed properties chart for company’s cel 

lulose acetate cellulose acetate butvrate 

cellulose triacetate transparent sheet for 
ontainers, envelopes boxes. laminations 

display items. Eastman Kodak ¢ Cellu 
lose Products Div (154) 

POLYETHYLENE FILM SAMPLE Literature 

lescriibng company s new grade of p rly 

ethvlene flat and gusseted tubing is en 
closed in a bag made from the material 
Said to have high clarity, strength and 
slip qualities. Plastic Horizons, Inc. (155) 

VINYL FILM SAMPLE. Sample 
film is attached to folder tl ribs 

ipplications provides physic 
hemical properties lists pric 

ible thicknesses of the film. Clopay Cor 

poration (156) 

POLYETHYLENE TUBING COMPARISON. | 

er compares Yi¢ ld, vardage width 

variation, edge alignment, and it 
tandards of average blow: | { rit 

tubing with companys t il Andmat 

Plastic Co., Inc (157) 

ADHESIVES AND TAPES 
ROUND CONTAINER LABELING. 6-) 

nical bulletin discusses factors i 
the selection of adhesives for labelir 

round metal and glass containers. Dis 
cusses suitability of company’s adhes 

for this type of labeling and suggest 

proper equipment to be used. Paisley 
Products, Inc (158) 

ADHESIVES, COATINGS, SEALANTS. 5-| 

illustrated brochure describes Massachi 
setts company's facilities for custom for 
mulation of adhesives, coatings 
sealants. Includes two-page chart listin 

ind proper- prince ipal uses, characteristics 
j i ties of typical adhesives formulate: 

company. Angier Adhesives (159) 

MULTI-PURPOSE TAPES. Booklet describe: 

applications for line of pressure-sensitive 
paper, plastic, and fabric tape products 
suitable for packaging, bundling, labeling, 
sealing. Lists properties, available sizes, 
colors. Mystik Adhesive Products. (160) 

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE PLASTICS TAPE. Illus- 
trated folder describes “Kylon” tape, 
available transparent or in several colors 
Said to be waterproof, moistureproof, and 
suitable for printing. Mystik Adhesive 
Products Inc. (161) 
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FOREWORD 

A. analysis of current packaging trends is certaii 
to disclose an intensifying concern with unit packag 

costs. Whole new plants, entire packaging lines and many 

individual phases of the packaging operation are orbiting 

around the hard core of producing ever more efficiently 
Even when sales considerations demand a more expensiv: 

package for greater merchandising push, there is no less 

ening of the pressure on economical production. Further 

more, today’s trends are quite unlikely to permit any let 
up in the drive for better, faster packaging-line production 

Because of this, it was planned that this year's Mod 
ern Packaging Encyclopedia Issue would emphasiz 

efficiency on the packaging line. Sixteen new articles on 

machinery and methods have been prepared including 
“Total Economy—a Cost Method for Mechanical Packag- 
ing Systems.” This forward-looking, comprehensive study. 

complete with tables, diagrams and formulas is must read- 
ing for everyone concerned with unit package costs. 

Other new features in this edition include three plant 

operating studies: “A Modern Line for Liquids,” “A Mod- 
ern Line for Dry Products” and “A Modern Line for Flex- 

ible Packages.” These were prepared as an introduction 
to the machinery section so that readers could compare 
the whole with the parts and at the same time be able to 
examine some of the latest concepts in increasing produc- 
tivity as practiced by leading packagers. 
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(he chart “Standard Tests tor Packaging Materials’ is 

ew feature this year, enabling quick identification of 

reference to the standard methods by which most 

kaging materials are evaluated and compared. An in- 
sting measure of packaging’s growth is the new table 

lue of Packaging Materials—1954-1956.” 

.eaders will certainly find interesting and challenging 
complete new study discussing gas and vacuum pack- 

g. Also they will find a greatly expanded and updated 

tion on plastic containers designed to keep packagers 

‘ast of the fast moving developments in this field. 
\ccompanying this edition is a folder telling how to 

this issue. The folder is designed for permanent use 

our file for new packaging ideas. Also included are 
ting slip and Reader's Service inquiry cards. Because 

Encyclopedia must serve a field that is enormous in 

- and complexity, and because it contains so much in 

way of editorial and advertising news, the publisher 
constantly looking for new ways to help you get full 

lue from this issue. The how-to-use folder, routing slip. 

handy index tabs and the new feature—a listing of manu- 
facturers literature—are evidence of this desire to make 

the Encyclopedia serve you better. 
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Protective 223 

Silicone 5 

Solvent 225 

Sulphur 509 

Vinyl copolymers 225, 

Wax 223, 509 

Code marking (imprinting) 135 

Collapsible metal tubes 488 

Collapsible tubes 

End-use distribution 200 

Filling equipment 78 
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Applied-color labeling .. 508, 529 
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Design considerations .. 565 

For glass containers.... 506, 510 
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Containers Custom packaging and services. 192 Dull-finish paper ......... 228 

Aerosols ... 545 fe Seat Ne hea 165 Dyes, dust-free handling . 80 

Canister shapes . over ae Cyclized rubber ............. 225 

Contoured (plastic) .. . 436 Cylindrical liners . . 00a, oe 

End-use of (Table ... 200 

Fibreboard ... 642 E 

Glass .... 200, 505, 655 

Industrial dag Tere D Economy, total, basic elements of 18 

Legal requirements . . 202, 656 Economy, total—cost method for 

Metal . .. .65, 199, 482. 635 Dairy products ..219, 221, 280, 351 mechanical packaging systems 15 

Molded plastic 422 101, 407, 520 Egg containers . 852, 664 

Molded pulp .. 352 Dealer convenience , coe MOE Electrical products (See Metal 

Nested 350, 649 Debossed paper dita ce and Electrical Products 

Paper, liquid-tight .. .. 350 Decalcomania . 575, 609 Electronic counting : $2 

Plastic .422, 428. 432, 435, 635 Decanter-style containers . 507, 632 Electronic or high-frequency 

ethvlene 274, 422, 427, 428, Decorating plastics 432 sealer .. , 95 

431, 432, 484, 655 Decorating, use of aluminum foil 280 Electronic weighing 67 

| foil . ve 494 Decoration, custom services 194 Embossed papet 230 

Shvet plastic .. 439 Decorative materials . . 634 Embossed seals 614 

j S ping (See Shipping Cor Decorative packages 632 Embossing 194, 576. 607 

ners Decorative paper a 228 Emulsion adhesives 324, 326 

S 656 Desiccants oa 669 iEncapsulation 674 

; m-formed 632 Design End-use distribution of containers 

i v n ar 200, 636 Color, function of 565 (Table 200 

( d containers, plastic .. 436 Glass containers 505 Engineer, packaging 194 

( packaging 107, 192 Graphic design 566 Envelopes and pouches 395 

zz ‘led atmosphere storage 31 Illustration of product 567 Equipment (See Machinery 

| ( ze operations, 1955-56. 200 Merchandising features 28 Equipment 

; re, tight and slack 654 Moided plastic containers 425 Extruded coatings 225 

gz t 204 Plastic bottles 430 —_—- Extrudéd plastics, progress with. 427 
( sures 520 Private-design papers 230 Extrusion-fabricated container 130 

( prevention 655. 658 Seals for packaging 614 Eve-tip tub 191 

668. 672 Self-service features 26 . 

( 1 and solid-fibre con- Designer, package 193 

642 Designing the package 564 

2 d cambric (gummed Designs, protection of 204 F 
De 328 .Detergents . , 513 

( d shipping containers Die cutting, custom services 194 Fabric. imitation 636 

; 32, 200, 642, 675 Dispensers and applicators 526 Fabricated sheet plasti 139 9 

( ind. toiletries 196. 199 Dispensers for tape 141 Fabricating packages in-plant 158 

510. 519. 527. 544. 547. 574. Display mounting and finishing Fancv boxes 653 

575. 631. 634 custom services ; 194 Fancy paper 228 408. 634 

( thod for mechanical Displays for packaged goods 580 Federal agencies regulating pach 

g systems—total Drugs and chemicals.21. 80, 82. 105 aging and labeling (Tabk 204 

\ 15 191, 196, 202, 345, 395, 397, 410 Feeding the packaging lin« 64 4 

; ( iolded plastic package 425 193, 510, 519, 544, 609, 647, 655, Feeds for counting machines §] 

: Cos e: papers—films—foils 275 668. 674 Feeds (wrapping machines 99 

} Cost t:ble—plastics for molded Drums and barrels Felt (closure liner backings 523 
: containers 424 Aluminum 493 Fibre cans .. 200. 348 

Cotton bags .... 650 Fibre ...... 200, 646, 647, 665 Fibre drums and barrels 647 

Counter displays .. 581 Fibre, for dry dyes . . .. 30, 646 Fibreboard shipping containers. 642 

Counting, electronic : 82 Metal .......2ss04- ... 675 Filament-reinforced tape . 330 
+} Counting machinery . , 80 Steel ........ 199, 200, 656, 668 Filling equipment and methods 

Crate reyes 2 | ae Tight and slack cooperage 654 Aerosol loading and filling 552 

; Crepe-paper tapes ae . 829 Dry products Auger filling ae 69 

Crow ap closures ‘a Barrels (slack) 654 Collapsible-tube filling .-... 78 
Ryovac ....... ar wa's es Wilbore, 108 «os eee reer For cellophane bags = = ey Ae 

Properties of (Chart) .. facing 276 Glass containers for pharma- For dry products 25, 27, 67 
Cushioning materials . .667, 670, 672 ceuticals ....... a Por Toulds ....... Ti Sm 

Properties of (Chart) ........ 673 Modern line for ......... rep. Gravity fillers .... 77 
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illing equipment, methods (cont'd 

Metering fillers ............ 69 

Pouch formers, fillers, sealers. 103 

Vacuum fillers ; 77 

Viscous filler, Selecting a 75 

Volumetric filling oe 67 

Weighers , 68 

Film-backed tape. ; ; 329 

Finishing and coating, custom 

services : ‘ ‘ 194 

Flat or dull-finish paper 228 

Flexible packages, modern line 27 

Flexible packaging products, con 

verted ‘ i. ae 

Flexible vacuum packs 399 

Flexography 571 

Flint paper 229 

Flocking 32 236. 636 

Flocking custom service 194 

Floor displays 580 
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Florist tissue 229 
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ince tables for plastics used 

in food packaging .... 208 

Cook-in-bag packages 398, 405 

Dairy products (See Dairy 

Fresh produce See Produc 

pac kaging) 

Glass containers 504 

Legal requirements 202, 204 

Pan packages .. 220, 280 

Sauerkraut 285 

woe ce 285 

Fractional packaging .. 397 

Freight regulations .. 643, 649, 684 

Friction embossed paper 230 

Friction glaze paper 229 
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Frozen foods ... 189, 191, 280, 281, 

351, 405, 407, 608, 613 
Fruit Packaging (See Produce 

Packaging) 

Fruit tissue 22 

G 

Gas and vacuum packaging 32, 399 

Gas resistance of aluminum foil. 289 

Gaskets (closure sealing) ...... 523 

General-line cans ........... 485 

Gift market, Reaching the..... 630 

Gift packaging 32. 408, 489. 507 

519, 630, 634 

Glass 

Applied-color labeling 529 

Decorative ea 635 

Glass aerosol containers 545 

Glass containers 

Carboys 655 

End-use_ distribution 200 

For drugs and cosmetics 510 

For food 504 

Labeling 607 

Shipments, 1955, 1956 200 

Unloading 64 

Vials 511 

Glass for beverages 507 

Glass for household products 518 

Glassine 218, 634 

Glossy-finish pape 228 

Glues, flexible animal . 323 

Government regulations Se 

Legal consideration 

Graphic design 566 

Gravity filling 72, 77 

Gravure inks . 578 

Gravure printing 574 

Greaseproofness 

Aluminum foil 280 

Glassine, paper 278, 219 

Gummed taps 328 
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Hana cartoning 343 
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Heat-sealing adhesives . . 326 

Heat-sealing equipment .. 93 

Heavy-duty bags ........ ... 650 

| OTA 135, 229, 405, 439 
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Hot-melts ... 32, 225, 319, 326, 327 

Hot stamping process... .. 432, 489 
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Ice cream containers .. 351, 422, 
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Industrial containers ......... 

Industrial packaging, trends in. 
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Insecticides 
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Intaglio process 
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mission .... 655, 656 
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Jars 

Glass 32, 506 
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Jaw type sealer 94 

Jeweler’s tissue ee 

Jewelry packaging 439, 632. 634 
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Kraft tissues 
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Plastic, protective ........ 
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Liquids (cont'd) 

Glass containers for 

Liquids, modern line for . va 

Shipment, fibreboard 

646, 647 

Shipment, steel containers 656 

. .229, 507, 607, 631, 632 

containers ... 

Liquor ..... 

Lithographed tubes 488 

Lithography, offset 570 

On aluminum foil ........ 281 

On steel containers . . 658 

Loaders, case 3 108 

Lock-type crown closures 516 

Lug cap closures 516 

M 

Machinery and equipment 

Accumulators .. 65 

Aerosol loading and filling 552 

Air cleaning (bottles) 66 

Automatic, progress in 675 

Auxiliary equipment 142 

Bag-making 161 

Bottle cleaners 65 

Bundling 95, 101 

Can labelers S6 

Capping and sealing 83 

Carton-forming 160 

Cartoning 90 

Case loaders and sealers 108 

Cellulose sealing §25 

Check weighing 37 

Coating and laminating 162 

Collapsible-tube filling 78 

Counting F SO 

Dispensing, tape 14] 

Electronic ... 67 

Electronic counting 82 

Fabricating machines 158 

Filler, viscous ...... 75 

Fillers for dry products 25, 67 

Gravity fillers 77 

Heat-sealing . 93 

Humidity controls . . 143 

Labeling machines 86 

Laminating é 164 

Liquid filling .. Zt. 72 

Marking, In-plant 134 

Multi-function systems 17 

Multipack machines . . 90 

Opening devices ...... 527 

Pouch formers, fillers, sealers . 103 

Registration controls ..... 142 

Sealing and capping .. . 88 

Shear cutting ........ 165 

Sheeting methods ......... 165 

Slitting processes .......... 165 

Machinery and equipment (cont'd 

Stapling and stitching 

Static eliminators 
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Strapping tools and machines 682 
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Vacuum forming 
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Manual wrapping 

Market analysis 
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Metal packages 19, 482 
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Metalized paper 
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Mica paper 
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Motor 
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Packaging operations; dry prod- 
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Packaging operations; liquids . 21, 71 
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Packaging systems, mechanical, 
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Packaging techniques, protective 670 

Pails, steel 199, 656, 668 
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Palletizing or unitizing .... +... 680 

Pan packages for food 220, 280 

Paper 214 

Argentine 230 

Brush-finish 228 

Casein-coated 229 
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Decorative 228 
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Flat or dull finish 228 

Flint 229 

Flocking 230 

Foils 230 

Friction embossed 230 

Friction glaze 229 

Glassine 218 

Greaseproof 219 
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Intaglio or rotogravure 230 
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Kraft 215 

Metalized 19 
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Plate-finish 
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Product. protection features 
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facing 
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Paper boxes 
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Paper cans and tubes 
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Polyethylene (cont'd) Properties of (cont'd Screw cap closures ...... 515, 518 yerny ( } 

CN ocr wa bikcaives oo eee 655 Packaging films (Chart) facing 276 I NE task as 6 4.9.0 0:08 werd 108 

Cost of (Table) .... 275, 424, 435 Packaging papers (Chart) ... 216 — Sealers, pouch .............. 103 
Properties of (Chart) .. facing 276, Protectiye packaging coatings Sealing and capping equipment . 83 

26, 435, 438 ei SEF oe pera 224 Sealing, collapsible tube ...... 492 
Shipping container lining. 31, 668 Protective packaging coatings .. 223 Sealing, corrugated shipping con- 
Squetee COG: ooo Kbis sie sas 431 Properties of (Chart) ........ 224 EES RPE re ae 139 

Polyethylene-cellophane ....... 401 Protective packaging, military .. 676 Sealing, dielectric ......... 319 

Cast OE VRID bcccaseecses 275 _— Protective packaging techniques 670 — Seals and liners for closures . 521 

Properties of (Chart) .. facing 276 Protective shipping materials .. 666 DO OE MOO oak 36s Cesc Bae 

Polyethylene closures ..... 519, 527 Pulpboard (closure liner) ...... 523 Seals, cellulose ... et ahi 3S 

Polyethylene-coated paper ..... 521 Eee Peed. Ast io os ees ss . 505 Seals, steel strapping . 682 

VOM 2.5%. Race sos 274 Pyroxylin metallic paper 229 Seamless containers pn eee 194 

Polystyrene 32 Seasonal packages (See Gift 

Polystyrene foam ..... 671 Packaging) 

Polyurethane foam ........... 423 Selecting packaging materials 187 

Pol, vinyl alcohol 278 Q Selecting a viscous filler . 75 
Pou h formers, fillers, sealers ... 103 Self-locking travs and cartons 159 

Pou hes and envelopes ...... 395 Quality control ... 65, 110, 137, 186 Self service, displays for . 380 

Pou spouts 527 Quality control vs. productivity.. 23 Self service, packaging for 

Pre: sion instruments, packaging 670 Quart-size bottles 504. 507. 508 102. 439. 564. 611. 615 

Pre: ium offers 613 Services, special 193 
Pri kaging .. P 393 Set-up boxes, paper 

Pr m-cap closures ... 517 32, 159, 200, 345, 528 

| re and aerosol packages, R Set-up or rigid box .. 45 

k list for (Chart) 551 Sheet plastic containers 139 

P e-gravity fillers 73 Reaching the gift market 630 Sheet plastics, character 

| e-sensitive emulsions . . 319 Registration controls . . ; 142 of (Chart ; £38 

Py vacuum fillers . 73 Reinforced kraft (gummed tape) 328 Sheet plastics for thermoformir 

} zed containers: aerosols . 544 Research organizations . . 194 (Chart 435 

; es of ink selection . . . 017 Resin emulsion and latex Sheeters . 165 

I nbossed paper 230 adhesives ......... : 324 Shipping containers and methods 

I | wrappers 98 Re-use containers . 221, 635, 643, 653 Carboys . 655 
Pr U Ribbons and ties ... : : 636 Corrugated 2. 200. 642. 675 

ilcomania 575 Rigid aluminum-foil containers . 494 Fibreboard . .. 642, 647 

ossing ... ver 576 Rolled-on cap closures i 516 For cellophane packages 273 

graphy ... 394 S71 Roll-leaf marking ... 576 Legal requirements 656 

I Tao: . 369, 572. 577 Rotary sealer ....... : 94, 95 Marking methods : 35 

| int packages ......... 160 Rotogravure ........ ... O74 Milk containers, 1955, 1956 199 

Letterpress ... sory 569 Rotogravure paper .. certo ae Multiwall paper sacks 650 
Of! set > ae Round-up of new developments . 32 Stapling and stitching (seal 
O: aluminum foil .. 281 Rubber hydrochloride film (Sec ing) facia .. 13! 
R leaf marking Rs - . 576 Pliofilm) Steel . 656 

Rologravure ... sie inte Rubber, natural and synthetic .. 225 Steel strapping Te 680 
Silk screen process .. 432, 574, 658 Rule 41 (Consolidated Freight Woomen .......: a 653 

Printing methods ............ 569 Classification) .... 643, 645, 684 Shipping regulations . ss 684 ‘ 
; Produce packaging .. 31, 139, 160, Rust prevention (See Corrosion Shocks and vibrations, resistance 

191, 221, 280, 393, 646, 652, 653, Re 667, 671, 673 

654, 684 Silicone coating . See 
Product packaging characteristics, Silk screen ..... 432, 439, 574, 658 

check list of .......2.. ai ss S Simulations (paper) . . pie 

Product protection ....... 188, 214 Single-dose tubes ............ 491 
Production (packaging) line .... 15, BARety CIHSUIES: 6. sa kc cna s OY Size of package 

21, 24, 27, 29 Sales appeal, package ....... 568 Barrels, tight and slack ...... 654 
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Properties of Sampling packages, ethical drug 345 ee ... 655 

Aerosol propellents (Chart) .. 550 Saran (vinylidene-chloride) Fibreboard shipping contain- 
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hotis. (Chert) 2a sk ks 282 Properties of (Chart) .. facing 276 | LS aera 483, 484 
Cushioning materials (Chart) . 673 — Satin-finish paper ............ 228 Shipping drums ........... 647 
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Size of package (cont'd) 

Trend to smaller sizes mx 

Tube containers (metal) . 489, 

Uniformity, economy of 

Skin packaging 32, 158, 

Adhesives for 

Slip cover cans 

Slitters, cutters, sheeters 

Snap-fit or press-on cap closures . 

on ip-pac k cartons 

clean Cl 

Solvent coatin 

Solvent-solution adhesives 

Spanished pape! 

Spot labels 29, 

bottles and cans 128 
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plastic quer 

Stapling and stitching equipment 

machinery 

Tampering and pilferage 

190, 278, 

Tape ipplving equipment for 

Cape lining for closures 
} Tapes used in packaging 

Technician, package ....... 

[emperature control without ice 
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aging materials ............ 

Temperature in packaged items . 
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Tests and testing 

Fibreboard containers 
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Package development ...... 

Standard tests for packaging 

materials (Chart) ... facing 
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Bold numbers indicate principal reference. 
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Thermoformed plastic sheet .... 434 

Thermoforming, sheet plastics for 
(Chart) Pa ghee 435 

Thermoforming techniques . 32, 436 

Thermoplastic coatings . . 489 

Thermoplastic foams 423 

Thermoplastic lamination . 164 

rhermosetting resins (for 

closures) iP 518 

Tight and slack cooperage 654 

; i | a Sree 482 

Tin tubes (for medicaments) ... 489 

Tissue paper . 222, 229 

Tobacco products 

98, 100, 341, 407, 631 

loiletries (See Cosmetics) 

Total economy—cost method for 

mechanical pac kaging systems 15 

Toxicity, food packaging 379 

Trade associations 194 

Crademarking, roll-leaf 576 

l'rademarks 204, 524 

fravs and cartons, self-locking 159 

lrays, molded pulp 352 

lray-type carton constructions 34] 

Trends in industrial packaging . 674 

Tubes and cans, paper 348 

Tube-type carton constructions 341 

lubes, collapsible or squeez 

Deliveries 1955-56 199 

Metal 488 

Plastic 431 

SES oa. Siac: aun kardia aed 427 

Twist tissue 229 

Typography in package design 566 

U 

Ultraviolet resistance of alumi- 

SE NE ath ak hd aces ah tl 280 

Unit and strip packaging .. . 397, 675 

Unit package cost .......... 17 

Unloaders 64 

Unscramblers 64 

i Severe a 424 

Urea-formaldehyde-melamine 

resin-coated paper 521 

V 

Vacuum and gas packaging 

32, 285, 399 

Vacuum-cap closures ......... 517 

VA TOD ooo icaic ce eeS tee 77 

Vacuum-formed containers 632 

Vacuum-formed packaging 635, 673 

Vacuum forming equipment 158, 436 

Vacuum forming methods ..... 437 

Vacuum liquid fillers 73 

Valve bags, types of ......... 651 

Valves for aerosols .. 547, 551 

Varnish-coated papers 521 

Varnishing of paper labels 307 

Vegetable parchment 220 

Veneer package shipments . 200 

Veneer packages i «oo 

,. epee 81, 511, 51 

Vinyl copolymers 225, 271 

Viny]-film tape 330 

Vinyl films 278 

Cost of (Table) . 27 

Properties of (Chart) facing 27¢ 

Vinyl plastisol coating .. 66 

Vinylidene-chloride film 275, 277, 48 

Viscous filler, Selecting a 7 

Visibility, functional 67 

Volatile corrosion inhibitors 

(VCI 649, 669. 6 

Volumetric filling 

W 

Wall displays § 

Waterproof bags 6 

Waterproof paper 2 

Waterproof sealing tape 3 

Water-resistant flatback tape } 

Water-vapor control I 

Water-vapor resistance of alumi 

num foil 279 

Water-vaporproof barriers .. 668, 6 

Wax coatings ........ 223, 509 

Waxed facings (for closure liners) 523 

Waxed paper . 221, 275 

Waxed pulpboard 523 

Weather changes; protection 

against eae 189 

Weighing equipment 68 

Weight control of packaged 

EE sho h es Sahesed 137 

Wet products, moisture protec- 
oS Ea rereg re 6 ere ne 189 

What to tell adhesive supplier .. 327 

WN os ooo ch vaeseceves ets 507 

Wirebound boxes and crates 200, 654 

Wood packages, decorative .... 636 

Wooden boxes ...........+.+: 200 

Wooden shipping containers ... 653 

Wrapping and bundling ma- 
GD. 2b nav aspddeekceccnte 97 

Wrapping materials, printed 98 
406 Wraps—types and uses 
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for mechanical packaging systems 

revolution, steadily A kaging 

ung im 

lu e last five years, has brought 

scope and _ intensity 

ib increasing emphasis on me- 

packaging systems. Whether 

this trend in the broad 

category which is loosely 

itomation, or consider it as 

| development of long-stand 

s to mechanize packaging sit- 

he simple fact remains: to 

highly Kaging systems are 

id automatic by comparison 

The New Haven Board & lirector 

New Haven, Conn 

$ 

Ow 
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with those in general use just a few 

years ago. 

The situation is further complicated 
by the fact that for the greater bulk 

of packaged consumer products there 

are a number of packages that are 

suitable and, for each of these, there 

are generally a number of mechanical 

systems. Liquid detergents, for exam- 

ple, are packaged in plastic cans 

metal cans and bottles. A conservative 

estimate of the number of mechanical 

systems for cartoning six cans of beer 

in carry-home packs yields a figure of 
] If 

dozen ana a half ipproximately a 

omy analysis.” 

Two packaging systems are compared on the basis of “total econ 

Sawtooth curve indicated for “A” 

by Patrick A. Toensmeier* 

with almost as many different carte 

This prolif ation of package stvles | 

types and associat nechanical sys 

tems has cre ited a tremendous net 

for a means of analyzing packaging 

situations and evaluating packaging 

line performance. From this need h 

evolved the concept ot total economi 

This concept, when utilized in cor 

junction with a thorough understan 

ing of packaging line characteristic 

provides a powerful tool for analyzir 

ind evaluating mechanical packagii 

systems. 
, 

[his article provides a genet 

machines involves sys- 

tem using unglued cartons, and “B” machine system involves use of a 

pre-glued carton. In this hypothetical comparison, definite time interval is 

postulated for each quantity and additional machines are indicated as 

quantities increase. As shown in the diagram, unit package costs above 
one-million quantity will always remain lowest in system “A.” 
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Product | Cigarett B Light Cough | Drug Tooth- 
stage | ~ aseeed —_ bulbs | drops products paste 

i AES OSE MERE } t 
Pouch lc ea ae : ollap- 

First pack or Can or Can or pan Individual | Individual | oi 

stage flip-top bottle bottle 8 carton | bottle | sleeve tube 
box 

STK: ee aoe | Theeser | Dawley |. a3. oa, 
Second | 10-pack Carry Shipping Three il Display | Individual | Individual 
nea ie 2 pack i four-unit | packer ng pwns 

: apiaces carton a: pack carton | # 

| Tyo- 24-unit | .., 

‘hird | Sk SI ing | Shipping packer | display- | Display- Thirc 1ipping | Shipping Palletizing ohipping | wax over- | packer 

stage case case ome | eel | packer ailien 
oP | carton ‘ 
unit | 

Fourth | all ak ral ih my Shipping | Shipping Shipping 

stage Palletizing| Palletizing Palletizing case case case 

Fifth ‘ . . ae oa 
Palletizing| Palletizing) Palletizing 

stage 

Table 1. Stages in packaging selected pro Total economy system starts with study 

) dividual funetior iT t lati ra whole process represented by all stages 

cription of packaging line characteris ontainers is placed into some form of 

tics and a more detailed statement of 

the concept of total economy, along 

with illustrations of its application 

Both concept and characteristics will 

be described in terms of svstems in 

vhich the folding paper carton is th 

packaging medium. Cartoning systems 

have reached a verv high level of me 

hanization, and they generally in 

ve a greater number of variables 

than svstems for othe pac kage types 

In this wav, the widest de gree of gen- 

ralization will be obtained in the de- 

cription of packaging line character- 

stics and in formulating the _ total 

economy concept. With appropriate 

changes in terminology, however, both 

description and concept are applicable 

to any form of packaging and its asso- 

ciated mechanical system 

Packaging line characteristics 

With the exception of situations 

where the product is packed directly 

into some form of shipping container, 

most packaging lines may be divided 
into several distinct and well-defined 

stages. No matter how automatic the 

whole process may be, both within 

each stage and with respect to the 

transter from one stage to another, the 

actual packaging functions clearly 

break down into different categories. 

Each of these categories has specific 

problems. Each is related to and in 
some degree affects the other stages 

of the whole process. As a minimum, 

the product is placed in its immediate 
container and then a group of these 
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shipping unit. Frequently the shipping 
units themselves are further grouped 

into a larger package or pallet for 

more efficient handling. 

Some of the various stages used fo 

different products are illustrated in 

Table 1. Even within a given product 

class, there are often variations in 

packaging methods from one manufac 

turer to another. For example, individ- 

ual toothpaste cartons are frequently 

grouped and overwrapped in kraft 

paper to form a one-dozen pack for 

distributors instead of being packaged 

ina display carton. 

Within each of the packaging 

stages, there are often subsidiary func- 

tions that do not relate directly to the 

problems of placing a product into a 

container or the grouping of a num- 

ber of packages into a larger. unit. 

Nevertheless, the packaging operation 
would not be complete without these 
functions. Labeling, overwrapping, 

code marking, check weighing and 

various types of quality and quantity 

control devices are typical of these 

subsidiary functions. Mechanisms to 

perform these functions are sometimes 

incorporated directly into a packaging 
machine. Often, they are located at 

special stations on the packaging line. 
These subsidiary functions are im- 

portant in analyzing and evaluating 

packaging line performance to the 
degree that they impose some limita- 
tion on that performance. A quality 
control device, for example, that will 
operate at only half the production 

speed of a packaging line effectively 
reduces the speed of the line or makes 
it necessary to use two of these de- 
vices. It is not uncommon to find the 
production of one high-speed carton- 
ing machine fed into two or more 

wrapping machines. 

Machine types 

Despite the tremendous diversity of 

packaging methods and the variety of 

machines associated with these meth 

ods, packaging equipment can be 
readily classified into several distinct 

groups. The particular classifications 

offered here are based on function an:| 

adjustabilitv, two good indications of 

relative complexity. (See also “Carto 

ing Equipment,” p. 90.) Four grou 
or classes are sufficient: 

|. Single-size, single-function n 

chines. Equipment in this groups 

generally available from the manuf 

turer to handle cartons throughout a 

fairly substantial size range, but e: 

machine is manufactured for a spec 

size and is not adjustable. These n 

chines, whatever the size carton 

volved, perform a single function o1 

such as top closure sealing. 

2. Adjustable, single-function 1 

chines. Machines in this category | 

form a single function only, but t! 

are adjustable within limits for 

handling of cartons of varying si 

Adjustments are generally mad 

means of change parts or the rel 

tion of various mechanisms already 

the equipment. In a number of ca 

the carton sizes are pre-set and 

justments are made by rotating cra 

or hand wheels. 

multi-function 

chines. Machines in this group «re 
3. Single-size, 

built to carry a_ single-size carton 

through a number of specific opera- 
tions. Typical examples are seen in 
some of the high-speed soap a id 

cough drop cartoning machines in 

use today. In the former, cartons are 

fed from a magazine, squared up, the 
bottom flaps sealed, the cartons filled, 
and the top flaps sealed. Some of 
these machines incorporate auto- 
matic quantity control mechanisms 
that weigh the product load at regular 
intervals and adjust the filler heads 
in accordance with changes in product 
density. In the cough drop packaging 

equipment, cartons are fed from a 
magazine, formed, the bottom closure 
effected, loaded with a specific num- 
ber of cough drops, check weighed to 
assure a proper count (cartons not 

properly loaded are automatically re- 
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jected) and the top closure is effected. 

The cartons are then overwrapped 
and a tear strip applied—all in the 

same machine. 

4. Adjustable, multi-function ma- 
chines. Many types of automatic car- 

toning machines fall into this cate- 

gory. The functions performed by this 
type of equipment are broadly the 

same as those in the preceding group, 
with the added feature of adjustability 

rhe classification of equipment in 

the groups described above permits a 

certain amount of valid generalization 

about packaging line characteristics, 

not readily accomplished without such 

classifving. As is the case with all 

oe lized statements, there are ex- 

ceptions. These, however, do not de- 

trom the over-all validity of the 

sti ents, if it is recognized that the 

eX ions do exist 

most pertinent distinction that 

be drawn at this point refers 

t isely what is meant bv the 

“mechanical packaging situa- 

ickaging itself is conceived as 

n of those stages required to 

a finished product for distri 

\ mechanical packaging situa- 

re supposes one or more 

ig lines operating concurrently 

product line in which the rate 

h the packaging functions are 

ied matches the flow of prod- 

m the production line. Many 

f single-function machines are 

themselves. with no reference 

t idily moving product or pack- 

ne. In situations of this sort. 

cartons are produced and 

stor n bulk for use as required, 

ger vy where the product charac- 
teri or the economics of the situa- 

tion tate a manual rather than a 

me ical packaging system. The 
eva m of packaging in a manual 

syste’) is precisely the same as that 
emp!ved for any other component 
of the final assembly and the same 
techniques are applicable. It is the 
coordination or timing of the packag- 
ing functions with the rate of product 
flow that creates the unusual evalua- 

tion problems found in mechanical 

systems. 

Single-furiction machines are co- 
ordinated in a mechanical packaging 
system. The production of a carton- 
forming machine, for example, is de- 
livered to a conveyor. When the 
formed carton arrives at a filling ma- 
chine, it is halted and the product load 
is inserted. The loaded carton is then 
delivered to another conveyor and 
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transferred to a top closure machine 

where its arrival either actuates the 

top closure mechanism, or the carton 

is delayed briefly until its position co- 

incides with a particular stage in the 

top closing mechanism’s cycle. Co- 

ordination in a packaging line, com- 

posed of single-function machines, 

takes either or both of these two spe- 

cific forms. There is no precise timing 

as the carton is transferred from one 

function to another 

In the case of multi-function ma 

chines, the reverse situation is true 

The cartons are precisely timed 

throughout the machine as they pass 

from one function to another. The car- 

ton is fed into the machine at a spe 

cific point in the cycle and it is formed 

at another specific point. Loading 

sealing, check weighing, code marking 

and all of the other functions per- 

formed by the machine take place at 

specific intervals in time. This basic 

distinction between the coordinated 

svstems of single-function machines 

and the precisely-timed systems of 

multi-function machines is significant 

in the evaluation of mechanical pack 

aging situations 

Economic relationships 

Because of the precise timing in- 

volved, multi-function machine sys- 

tems generally operate at considerably 

higher speeds than single-function 

machine systems, regardless of the 

complexity of the various functions 
performed. The requirements for 

package uniformity and close adher- 

ence to manufacturing standards are 

generally higher for multi-function 

systems. A soap cartoning machine 

capable of operating at 300 cartons 
per min. must have cartons manufac- 

tured with precision and uniformity 

to attain that speed. Having attained 

such a speed, it is interesting to note 

that a jam of three seconds’ duration, 

as the result of an imperfect carton, 
will cause 15 cartons to pile up, spill- 
ing the product all over the machine 
and crushing the cartons into the vari- 

ous mechanisms. Such a situation can 

easily cause a downtime period of half 
an hour, Cartons manufactured to 
quality standards, that will permit sus- 
tained operation at these speeds, will 
cost more than cartons manufactured 
to lesser standards, 

As a result of the higher speeds 
generally found in multi-function ma- 

chines, their maintenance require- 
ments are often more exacting than 
those of single function equipment. 

They are usually equipped with more 

elaborate control mechanisms, both 

from the standpoint of regulating th 

quality or quantity of the functions 

performed and for controlling the op- 

eration of the machine itself. In brief, 

multi-function equipment presents a 

generally more specialized and com- 
plex set of problems than does a series 

of single-function machines for any 

given packaging operation 

In addition to the packaging line 

characteristics that are inherent in the 

various types of machines, the correct 

evaluation of a mechanical system in 

relation to a specific problem will 

clude product, environmental and u S¢ 

factors peculiar to that particular 

problem. Many packaging situations 

involve operating conditions that aré 
/ seasonal or promotional in chara 

In these cases, the packaging line 

verv likely to experience the extremes 

of full activity and complete shu 

down. The economics of this type of 

situation will certainly be differen 

from those of a system that is run « 

tinuously for long periods of time 

Product characteristics will — fre 

quently create special problems. A « 

cartoning machine that yields a giv: 

economic structure for a product suc! 

as beer will provide a very different 

picture for a product such as house 
[The latter material 

abrasive and generally packaged i 

hold ( leanser 

fibre containers rather than steel cans 

The combination of the weaker pack 

age and the abrasive material makes 

it necessary to provide extra shielding 

for mechanisms that are especially af 

fected by the product. Stainless steel 

guide surfaces are often required. At 

the very least, these product require 

ments will raise the initial cost of the 

equipment, while the fibre can, being 

more susceptible to failure in the car- 

toning line than a steel can, will vield 

a lower performance level and con- 

sequently, a higher cost picture 

Physical location or environment is 

often a factor. An atmosphere that is 

excessively dusty or corrosive will 

create maintenance costs far in excess 

of those for machines located in areas 

which are free of these hazards. A 

wrapping machine used for overwrap- 

ping cartons of fish sticks, that is lo- 
cated in the salty, damp atmosphere 
of a waterfront fishery will require 
higher levels of maintenance and will 

suffer much greater part wear than an 

identical mschine, performing a simi- 
lar function in the sterile, controlled 
atmosphere of a pharmaceutical plant. 
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In evaluating existing or planned 

mechanical situations, the various 

packaging line characteristics and re- 
lationships described above are sig- 

nificant and should be included in any 

appraisal 

Total economy 

lotal economy is the sum and total 

of all the factors or elements affecting 

the complete situation. When these 

factors, ina packaging system, are re- 

duced to the common denominator 

of money and considered in relation to 

the number of packages handled by 

the system per unit time, total econ- t 

ymy may be translated as unit pack- 

re cost 

All the 

ire constant for a given spec ific pack- 

elements of total economy 

iging system. However, when two 

identical systems are placed in two 

different cost environments, the unit 

package cost will vary from one en- 

vironment to the other. This is evident 

because the same factor will have a 

varving economic value from one loca 

inother. To px k 

labor costs are 

tion to an obvious 

example certainly 

lower in Mexico Citv than they are in 

Bridge port, Conn 

Total economy is an extremely use- 

ful concept for comparing perform- 

ince between one packaging system 

ind another. Through the use of this 

ipproach, a unit package cost can be 

developed for a number of systems 

ind validly compared, as long as the 

same cost environment is maintained 

trom system to system. Use of this con- 

cept can be a powerful tool for evalu- 
iting the relative merits of various 

machines or groups of machines for a 

specific operation. This is equally ap- 
plicable to equipment that is in the 

planning stage as well as equipment 

that has been designed. Thus, given a 
complete set of data on predicted per- 
formance and requirements for a 
hypothetical packaging line, the prob- 
lem of calculating the unit package 
cost is precisely the same as that for 
an existing machine system. The re- 
sults will be as accurate as the pre- 
dicted data. 

The basic elements or factors of 
total economy are common to all me- 
chanical packaging systems. Special 

processes may create additional fac- 
tors, and certainly each of these 
factors is subject to modification by 
the characteristics and _ relationships 
described in the preceding section. 

Without considering these aspects of 
modification or special factors, the 
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basic elements of total economy are: 

A. Machine cost. This is the initial 

cost of the machine, plus the cost of 
installation. Dividing this cost by the 

estimated life of the machine in years 

yields an annual machine cost. Further 

division machine cost fot 

lesser units of time. In the case of 

yields a 

rental machines, the amhual rent is 

equivalent to the annual machine cost 
if it includes installation. 

B. Carton cost. This is a variable 

factor, depending upon the quantity 

of cartons required and the size of 

the editions ordered. In considering 

large quantities, however, carton cost 

may be repre sented as an average 

figure. 

C. Personnel. This tactor is com- 

posed of several different elements: 

direct labor cost, referring to the 

actual packaging line attendants; in 

direct labor cost, such as machine ad 

justers or set-up men; and supervisory 

labor 

D. Production speed. To be fully 

iccurate, this factor must be con 

sidered as the actual production per 

unit of time rather than the rated 

speed of the machine. Frequently, ma- 

chine speed does not equal production 

As a matter of convenience in calcula 

tion, it is often desirable to use a figure 

for machine speed that includes a per- 

centage reduction for all causes of 

downtime. 

E. Power requirements. This factor 

is also a composite, including not only 

the power necessary to operate the 

packaging line and any associated 

quality or quantity 

but the power required for lighting, 

temperature and humidity control and 
other features that may be required 

control devices. 

for good packaging line performance. 

F. Floor space 

space will vary from ong installation 

to another. It is generally a constant 
factor within any specific plant, and 
it is the total floor space of the whole 

The cost of floor 

packaging area, not just the line. 

G. Maintenance. The true cost of 

maintenance is often a matter of ex- 

perience, and, as in the case of floor 
space, it can vary from one location 

to the next. 

H. Overhead. Every manufacturing 
organization has fixed overhead costs 

such as taxes, insurance, fringe labor 

costs, salaries of non-production per- 
sonnel, etc. A portion of this general 
overhead cost assigned to the packag- 
ing operation becomes an element of 
total economy. 

Each of these factors must be ap- 

plied to each stage of the packaging - 
line, since the total unit package cost 
involves the sum of the costs of all 
these stages. 

It should be noted here that though 

all elements of total economy are in- 

terrelated, different mechanical pack- 

aging otten 

extraordinary emphasis upon one or 
another of the factors. Though all the 

elements are important from the stand- 

point of developing an accurate pic- 
ture of the unit package cost, in a 

situations will place 

general evaluation of several systems 

a single factor or group of factors will 
frequently outweigh all others in th 

This will be 

following il 

comparative analysis. 

made evident in the 

lustrations. 

The formula 

The relationships of the various fa 

tors of total economy can be form 

lated to express a unit package co: 

through the use of the followin 

terms: 

UPC Unit package cost 

\ Machine cost 

B Carton cost 

c Labor cost 

D Production 

E Power 

F Floor space 

G Maintenance 

H = Overhead 

K A factor equaling percet 
age of use of the packaging syst 

within the framework of the unit tir 

in which costs are applied. 

M = Thousand 

MM = Million 

In these terms, the general formu 

for unit package cost per unit time 

UPC 

(A+E+F+H) + (C+G)(K)+B 

D 

D and B are reduced to the same 
units, such as D in thousands and B 
per thousand. Unit time, for the pres- 
ent purpose, is considered to be an 
8-hr. day multiplied by 242 operat- 
ing days per year or a_ standard 

operating year of 1936 hours. 

Examples 

Assume there are two types of 
single-size, multi-function machines 

available for cartoning a given prod- 
uct, Machine A takes a flat, unglued 
carton blank, feeds it, glues it, forms 

it, inserts the product and seals the 

end closures. Machine B takes a pre- 
glued carton, forms it, inserts the 
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all 

consti any 

Total economy factor 

Cost 

Installation 

Machine cost (A) 

15-year life 

Carton cost (B) 

Labor cost, direct 1 feeder, $2.50/hr.: 
(( supervisory, 25¢/hr. 

Machine A Machine B 

$45,000 $30,000 

Depreciation, straight-line, 

up, 20¢/hr. for Machine A and 

18¢/hr. for Machine B; 8 hours 

by 242 days/year by rate 

2,250 $1,500 

$3,150/ yr $2,100/yr. 
$16/M $18/M 

proportion of 

and set- 

$2.95 ‘hi $2.93 /hr 

S 

Production speed Machine A rated 100/min., Ma- 

D chine B rated 150/min., less al- 

lowance for downtime due to (95 units (142.5 unit 

all causes min min.) 

Pow osts (E) Including light, heating, cooling 

and ventilating, 2¢/KWH $210/y1 $167 /yr 
I space (F) Including aisle and storage areas 

400 sq. ft. for Machine A and 
300 sq. ft. for Machine B, 
each 45¢/sq. ft./year $180/ yr $135/yr 

M unce (G) Labor and material 6¢ ‘hi 6¢/hr 

oO id (H) Taxes, interest, insurance, fringe 

labor benefits, non-productive 
personne! salaries, etc. $3,603 / yr $2,962 /yr 

Ti 2. Assumed, typical costs for two packaging systems employing Machine “A” 

losing unglued cartons and Machine “B” filling and closing pre-glued cartons 

ind seals the end closures 

ese functions, it is also as- 

hat Machine A will be larger, 

rate at a lower production 

d will be a more costly ma- 

han B. The cost of 

nd loaded on A will be lower 

cartons 

se formed and loaded on B 

ire not glued by the carton 

turer. Both machines have the 

presented automatically and 

quires only one attendant. 

Machine A Machine B 

(Unglued (Glued 

tions cartons) cartons) 

$45,000 $30,000 
i 100 cartons 150 cartons 

a min, a min, 

P el l attendant 1 attendant 

( cost $16/M $18 M 

Floor space 400 sq. ft. 300 sq. ft. 

he conversion of these specifica- 
tions to elements of total economy 

requires the assignment of cost values 
to labor, floor space, etc. These will, 
of course, vary from one situation to 
another, but the following assumed 

costs are considered reasonable. 
For the purpose of illustrating the 

concept of total economy, the carton 
costs used in the comparison between 
the two systems are left constant. This 
is a matter of mathematical conveni- 
ence and does not affect the validity of 

the comparison. Quantity differentials 
would be approximately equal for 
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both glued and unglued cartons ft 

the same quantities. 

Having assigned cost values to tl 

elements of total economy, it is no 

iT 

1e€ 

Ww 

possible to illustrate the unit package 

cost formula in an actual example. TI] 

following is a development of UP 
ie 

C 

for Machine A for 500,000 cartons run 

Machine A 4 MM 1] 

Cartons can be run .0453 years 

A+E+F-+H (fixed 

MM 

0906 years .453 years 

during a standard operating yea! 

Hours per 500,000 cartons (K), 87.7 

Fixed costs (A+E+F+H), 

$7,143 /y1 

Operating costs (C+G), $3.01/hr 

Carton cost (B),($16/M)(500)= $8,000 

UPC 7143 (3.01)(87.7) S000 

500 

U PC 30.8S1/M_ cartons 

This particular example demon 

strates not only the formula, but it 

shows the strong effect of fixed costs 

on small carton runs. This is the type 

of cost situation that occurs under op 

erating conditions that are seasonal or 

promotional in character, where the 

packaging line experiences — short 

periods of intense production, coupled 

with long periods of complete shut- 

down. It should be noted here that (K 

may be represented directly as actual 

hours of operation or indirectly as a 

percentage of the standard operating 

vear, as long as the operating costs 

C+G) are adjusted accordingls 

An analysis of the economic struc 

tures of the two packaging systems 

may be arrived at by determining the 

unit package cost for various levels of 

use. Table 3 shows the unit pack ie 

cost for quantities of cartons ranging 

from one-half million to 15 million for 

both This 

more emphatically demonstrated 

machines. compurisor 

5 MM 10 MM 15 MM 

1.359 

(2 @ .6795 
906 years 

charges) $ 7,143.00 $ 7,143.00 $ 7,143.00 $ 7,143.00 $ 14,286.00 

1936 (C+G) by 
fraction of year 
(operating costs) 263.98 527.95 2,640.00 5,280.00 7,920.00 

Carton cost 8,000.00 16,000.00 80,000.00 160,000.00 240,000.00 

Total cost 15,406.98 23,670.95 89,783.00 172,423.00 262,206.00 
UPC/M cartons 30.81 23.67 17.96 17.24 17.48° 

or 17.18 

*Increase due to a second full year’s fixed cost for .359 year’s operation; assigning 

1.359 fixed cost, the UPC = $17.18 

Machine B %MM 1MM 5 MM 10 MM 15 MM 

Cartons can be run .0297 years .0594 years .297 years 594 years 891 years 

A+E+F-+H (fixed 
charges) $ 5,364.00 $ 5,364.00 $ 5,364.00 $ 5,364.00 $ 5,364.00 

19386 (C+G) by 
fraction of year 
(operating costs) 174.92 349.53 1,719.00 3,438.00 5,157.00 

Carton cost 9,000.00 18,000.00 90,000.00 180,000.00 270,000.00 

Total cost 14,538.92 23,713.53 97,083.00 188,802.00 280,521.00 
UPC/M cartons 29.07 23.71 19.42 18.88 18.70 

Table 3. Unit package costs in systems “A” and “B” are compared for quantities ranging 
from a half-million to 15 million cartons. 
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the gi iphs made by plotting the curves system is separated from that of the 

t unit package cost in relation to car- B system by a differential of 3¢/M 

quantities. See Fig. 1, curves of 

t packaging costs 

As is clearly evident, from an ex- 

unation of Fig. | these curves rep 

sent an asymptotic lines approach 

meeting only at infinity situation 

with respect to the carton cost. In this 

chart, no specific time interval links 

the two curves. The time factor is dif- 

Cac h 

In the chart on page 15, a 

ferent for curve and_ specific 

quantity 

definite time interval is postulated for 

the production of the various carton 

quantities. The curves in this chart are 

essentially the same in shape and char- 
Fig. 1, 

with the exception of the saw-tooth 

acter as the curves in 

variations introduced by the require- 

ment of additional machines to pro- 

duce a given number of cartons in the 

postulated time interval 

From the comparisons of the total 
economies of the two machines rep- 

resented by the charts the following 

valid statements may be made: 

1. Above a quantity of one million 

cartons, there is no point where the 
two curves will cross each other, and 

hence, there is no situation above this 

quantity where the A Machine system 
does not represent a lower unit pack- 

age cost than the B Machine system 

2. At a quantity of one million car- 
tons, the unit package cost of the A 

20 

cartons and at one-half million car- 

tons, the unit package cost of the A 

system is higher than that of the B 

system, The higher fixed costs of the A 

system cease to outweigh the lower 

carton cost of that system at a point 

that is very close to the million carton 

quantity. 

3. No matter how fast the B Ma 

chine operates, the unit package cost 

of this system will be higher than the 

unit package cost of the A system. The 

A Machine at 90 cartons per min. pro- 
duction speed costs $1.18/M cartons 

to operate (full year). B Machine at 
infinite speed would have an operating 

cost of 0/M cartons, but there would 
still be a differential of $2 in the car- 

ton cost. 

4. Unless the operating cost for two 
or more of the A Machines exceeds 
the carton cost differential, the basic 
unit package cost relationship between 
the two machines will not change. A 

single example clearly illustrates this. 
Assume that each machine system is 

required to produce 20 million cartons 
in a standard operating month of 
161.3 hours. 

In one month, Machine A _ produces 
919,410 cartons; Machine B produces 
1,379,115 cartons. 

In one month, to produce 20 MM car- 

tons, it will take 

20 MM 919,410 21.6 or 22 A 

Machines 

20 MM 1L379,115 14.6 or 15 B 

Machines 

Machine A 

7143(22) ae 
(A+E+H+F) 2 5 $ 13,095.50 

(C+G 161.3 (3.01) 22 10,681.29 

Carton cost=20 M (16) 320,000.00 

Total cost 343,776.79 

UPC/M cartons bs 17.19 

Mac hine B 

5364(15) et 
A+E+H+I 2 $ 6,705.00 

(C+G 161.3 (2.99) 15 7,234.3 

Carton cost==20 M (18) 360,000. 

Total cost 373,939.3 

UPC M cartons $ 18.6 

The additional fixed costs of th 

seven extra A Machines are still ne 

sufficient to outweigh the carton co 

differential. 

The above illustration has been d 

veloped for only one stage of the pac 

aging line operation, as it is only i 

tended to demonstrate an applicati: 
of the total economy concept. In tl 

particular case, the cost informati 

developed for the other stages wo 

not alter the shape or character of t! 

curves. It would slightly change th 

locations on the graph. Full devel 
ment of the cost information fo 

stages would, of course, equal the u 

package cost for all stages. 

Summary 

A strictly empirical study of pa 

aging systems can frequently be v: 

misleading. Different factors can, is 

has been shown above, assume an i 1- 

portance that is not immediately evi- 
dent from a general comparison of te 

relative advantages and disadvantaes 

of the systems being studied. The 
concept of total economy provides 4 
simple, analytical tool for determining 
the relative structures of 

different packaging systems under dif- 

ferent conditions of use. 
The discussion throughout | this 

article has primarily been concerned 
with different machine systems for the 
same type of packaging, namely the 
use of folding paper cartons as the 
package form. This same approach can 
be used to compare the relative merits 
of different types of packaging for the 

same product. 
It should be emphasized, finally, 

that this concept is limited strictly to 
economic considerations. It takes no 
account of merchandising factors 
which are often of paramount im- 
portance in arriving at a decision. 

economic 
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A modern line for liquids & 

: 
‘ 
4 

3 : : n many respects the packaging line a line specialist; two operators at in- 
| ; | for Baby Oil in Johnson & Johnson’s spection stations and two packing in- : i 

: medicated products and surgical dividual cartons into the shipping ' BY dolor” 
: dressings center is a standard line for case. One of the inspection stations ’ BA . BABY 

: d filling, but from the standpoint is between the capping machine and O\L O\lL 

: rsatility and efficiency, it is in the labeler. The inspector, aided by a 

ways unique. mirror on the opposite side of the con- 

example, the installation is ac- veyor line, checks for broken caps, no 

two lines in one—filling both oil caps or faulty capping. The operator 

tion interchangeably as produc also keeps the hopper of the capper 

hedules demand. In addition filled with caps. The other inspection 

handles containers through a station follows the labeler and here a 

f six sizes: 1%, 2, 4, 5, 10 and check is made for correct labeling 

es smooth surface application and proper 
igh the plant is new, the line positioning. This operator also keeps 

vasically one that has proved the labeling machine filled with labels 

ing 10 years of operation The operators on the line rotate 

hich time certain fundamen from station to station to avoid fatiguc 

es and numerous refinements and thus assure continuous levels of 

xen place to meet increasing efficiency. Close and constant inspec to the start of the packaging line and 
versatility and permit im tion of packaging details is an essen are deposited on a platform equipped 

perations providing an in- tial element of J&J’s quality control with rollers so the pallets oun be 
ihout 10% in productivity. program. Correctness and neatness of pushed forward by hand as needed. A 
Oil filling line, incidentally the package even in minute details ei removes the cases from th 

subject of a plant operating has long been a tenet of the company’s pallet and empties the bottles onto 
pearing in the 1951 edition production, packaging and merchan- the hed of the unecrambler. which 

cyclopedia. The line as de- dising philosophy. Since many of the aligns them for single file travel to the 

er was installed in a model, firm’s products are number one in con air cleaner. Meanwhile, the shipping 
lized plant at Cranford, N. ] sumer acceptance, there can be no cases are sent by overhead conve) 
manufacturing center located question but that meticulous care pays to the end of the packaging line to 
miles south of New Bruns off with products of this type receive the filled bottles. All bottles 
ibines decentralization of except the 1-oz. and 2-oz. sizes are 
ind responsibility with geo- Packaging operations individually cartoned. These sizes by 

entralization so that three Baby Oil is pumped to the bottl pass the cartoner 
§ managements can coordinate filler through a pipe laid under the The other sizes, packed into ship 

and share common service floor. Baby Lotion, however, is stored ping cartons, travel through:a cas« 

p ' in four large tanks located adjacent to sealer, which is the last piece of 

S ;aby Oil and Lotion line is one the packaging line. This is done so equipment in the U-shaped line. The 

e ies on the floor: two for pow- that stability of the product can be shippers then descend into a chute 

a for liquids, a line for pack- maintained. and travel under the floor to a central 

g 3 ag ft sets and other promotional Bottles are brought by pallet load receiving area where cartons from the 
Sf itions and a line for packaging 

; meta! and plastic tubes. 

lie Baby Oil line employs the fol- 

s lowing equipment: a _ four-channel, 
d float guide-beam unscrambler; an 

e air cleaner; a 20-stem rotary vacuum 

e filler; a four-spindle capper; a direct 
e transfer labeler applying front and 
n back labels; a constant motion car- 

's toner and a case sealer. There are or- 

e dinarily five operators for this line: 

‘Fi 

‘0 . 
Open and accessible, U-shaped 

° : line for Baby Oil and Lotion is one 
rs of six product packaging lines in 
re 

J&J’s new manufacturing center. 
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other lines also are assembled The 

cases are transferred by hand to a 

irag-line truck and each truck load is 

given an IBM card and is then hitched 

mnto the drag line for automatic trans 

fer to a huge idjacent warehouse 

The Baby Oil line not only handles 

six different sizes, it also fills two dif- 

ferent extreme 

flexibility has been achieved, but in 

order to benefit from this flexibility 

products Obviously 

ind not pay too high a price in terms 
. 

f efficiency, production is scheduled 

mn six-week-cvcle basis. No ol 

than three bottle sizes are handled 

during this period to provide at least 

i weeks run for any given size 

There are three major rehnement 

} in the line as contrasted with the line 

riginally installed in the former baby 

products plant at Cranford. Former 

the packaging line was walled off and 

incoming and outgoing flow took place 

through openings in the wall for the 

nvevyor lines It was held in theory 

that packaging and warehousing were 

rate operations ind would benefit 

al separation. Experience 

Start of the line shows empties being 
unloaded onto the unscrambler. Pallet 

load of empties is on a roller platform. 

Cartons travel overhead to end of line 

here they are repacked. 

Case sealers discharge filled ship- 
pers into a chute that travels under 

floor and brings them up onto roller 

opposite 

page), where production of all six 

lines is assembled for warehousing. 

eonveyor (illustration on 

indicated that this approach was 

correct but that nevertheless commu 

nications suffered. Accordingly, a com- 

pletely open layout was adopted for 

the new packaging room 

The original line was laid out with 

the labeler preceding the filling opera- 

tion. This was done to assure good 

adherence to a clean glass surface and 

give more time for drying and visual 

line inspection. However the other 

liquid filling line used the more con 

ventional layout of labeling after fill 

ing and it was decided to make both 

lines identical in sequence inh the in 

Moreover 

when mislabeled bottles were removed 

terests of standardization 

from the line, they could not be rur 

through the labeler a second time, for 

in sequence they would then go 

through the filler a second time. Thus 

the bottles, after removal of the miss 

positioned labels, had to be relabeled 

by hand. The new lavout makes it 

practi al to run the bottles thr ug! 

the automatic labeler for relabeling 

The third major refinement in the 

I ing lis is the installation of Line IS 

individual case sealers. Formerly pro- 

duction of the packaging lines flowed 
to a master conveyor system and 

thence into a central case sealer that 

was automatically adjusted by push 

button control to accommodate the 

size of carton desired by the operator 

of the system. Individual case sealers 

and accumulating conveyors wer 

chosen for the new plant because they 

contributed to economy of floor space 

and building cost. Moreover the ne 

system is more flexible than the cer 

tral system, where considerable dif 

culty was posed by any attempt to add 

new lines. 

It is interesting to note that tl 

drag-line system pioneered bv J&] 

its former Metuchen shipping cent 

has been duplicated in its new 14-a 

oncourse of production and shippi 

facilities. These facilities have be 

given an A rating in plant automati: 

In fact the visitor to the new pli ‘ 

7 cannot help but be impressed by t 

vast production taking place with 

tle or no outward evidence of hust 

bustle and effort 

The package 

The Baby Oil package is essent 

unchanged from those employed w! n 

the previous operating study was 

ported. The label stock is white. J& ’s 

familiar orange and yellow bas: et 

weave pattern appears as a borde 

the top and bottom edges of the la 

Wording is printed in blue. Howe 

the laminated acetate-to-paper ls el 

has been replaced by a plastic-cou ed 

paper label that has excellent mac}:in- 

ing characteristics and is not subject 

to delamination. 
Special structural features are in- 

corporated in the bottle design. The 

bottle is flat-shaped and the narrow 
sides are concave with corrugations 

my 
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molded in to provide a contour to fit 

the hand for safe, sure gripping. This 
convenience feature is especially im- 

portant in view of the fact that the 
package is used in the nursery. Also, 
the bottles have a sprinkler top to aid 
ficient, controlled dispensing. 

he bottles for Baby Oil and Lo- 

are identical in shape and in rangé 

izes. This means that suppliers can 

fill orders in larger, more consistently 

form and more economical quanti- 

ties. Moreover, problems of change 

on the packaging line are 

led. Retailers also benefit from 

th tandardized design, for the pack- 

can be stocked efficiently and 

hangeably in the allotted space 

\ family resemblance of the de sign 

many other J&J products means 

ed sales impact 

closures are blue urea plastic 

'&] monogram embossed on top 

ide-flute indentations on the 

w easy turning. The retail pack- 

ompleted by a folding carton 

ovides protection in distribu- 

easy stacking and displa\ 

Inc casing productivity 

ig recent years, productivity 

Baby Oil packaging line has 

lvanced by approximately 10% 

ng this same »eriod J&]’s ex 

rogram of quality control has 

iintained at high levels 

ttern of strategy for increased 

ivity is discernible in J&]’s op- 

el and can be summarized in 

these factors: good specifica- 

hange-over, maintenance and 

ng line personnel—all operat- 
thin two excellent orbits of 

qu ind cost control. 

zard to specifications, J&J has 

dor considerable amount of con 

tact rk with suppliers As a result, 

communications have improved and 

numerous practices have been discov- 

ered that contribute to better opera- 

tions and improved quality control not 

only for J&J but also for the suppliers. 

For example, J&] tries to order in such 

a way that the supplier can schedule 

longer runs of a given container or 

component. This means the supplier 

can produce more efficiently and the 

uniformity of the longer run is in turn 

reflected in better, more consistent op- 

eration of J&] packaging lines. Order- 

ing in larger quantity is achieved by 

alternating orders with suppliers 

rather than dividing orders 

Change-over is obviously an ex 

tremely important element in ]&]’s 

packaging because two different prod- 

ucts and six sizes of containers must 

be handled on the one line. Even with 

good change-over, some sacrifice has 

to be made in terms of productivity. 

Not only does the change-over require 

downtime, but in ans operation, length 

of run has a direct influence on pro- 

duction. Continuing emphasis on 

change-over problems has resulted in 

many procedures contributing to bet 

ter operation. For example, adjust 

ment for variations in bottle siz 

dimensions was at one time changed 

as needed. Now tolerances are set for 

plus or minus %6 in. in accordanc: 

with specifications. Control then be 

comes a matter of uniform dimension 

to be maintained by the supplier 

J&J employs an exacting measure 

of efficiency. There are 450 net min 

utes in each shift. Productivity is 

measured by dividing line speed into 
actual production and this quotient is 

then divided by 450 to provide the 

efficiency rating. 

The line specialist keeps a log of 
all downtime—what, why, when, how 

long and allocates cause to materials, 

warehouse-shipping center. 

equipment, personnel or other factor 

This report is made after each shift 

The report is processed the day i 
4 ? 

is turned in by cost control personnel 

who operate as cost engineers rath 

than as accountants. The cost engi 

neer computes line efficiency and cos 

per dozen of production for each shift 

These figures in turn are measure 

against the standards set for the lin 

[his daily report is an “action report 

and unlike monthly or quarterly r 

ports, it is not concerned with a “hi: 

tory” of production Instead it can | 

used like an instrument to show 

mediately whether the line is ti 

on course and if off course, how mi 

In turn, the reasons for downtime 

be studied and ste ps can be take 

bring efficiency and unit costs b 

Needless to say }& | 
1! 

control system has proved especiall\ 

to standard 

valuable at a time when the lines wer 

being moved and adjusted to ope 

tions in the new plant 

Naturally in a period of rising pach 

aging costs, increasing demands 

made on productivity to help hold the 

line. Where items like baby product 

ire concerned, no relief is possibl 

through the lessening of quality. Thu 

productivity gains can be made onl 

by a real increase in efficiency throug 

changes in packaging strategy to 

the same job as well or better b 

means of improved materials, equip 

ment or methods. Such a program 

now being intensified by J&]—pacl 

aging changes for Baby Oil are well 

beyond the planning stage and othe 

are known to be on the way 

Sources of supply: Unscrambler, Th: 

W. F. & John Barnes Co., 301 S. Water 

St., Rockford, Ill. Air cleaner, The Karl 

Kiefer Machine Co., 919 Martin St., Cin 

cinnati, Ohio. Vacuum filler, Mojonnie: 

Bros., 4601 W. Ohio St., Chicago 11, lil 

Capping machine, Consolidated Pack 

aging Machinery Corp., 1400 West Ave., 

Buffalo, N. Y. Front-back, duplex labeler, 
Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd., 65 Newport 

Ave., North Quincy 71, Mass. Cartoning 

machine, R. A. Jones & Co., Ine., P. O 
Box 485, Cincinnati 1, Ohio. Case sealer, 

Standard-Knapp, Div. of Emhart Mfg 
Cc., Main. St., Portland, Conn. Drag-line 
materials handling system, J. B. Webb 

Co., 8951 Alpine Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

Highly efficient. Pushbutton control en 

ables operator to select output from any one 
of the lines. Loads are made up on trucks and 

given IBM control cards; trucks are hooked 

on the drag line for automatic delivery to the 

' 
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A modern line for dry products 

t. Ritz Cracker package is cer 

tainly one of the most efficient 

economical containers to be found in 

the field of packaging and merchandis- 

ng. In the new streamlined National 

Biscuit Co. bakery in Philadelphia, a 

Ritz Cracker travels the 800 ft. from 

utter to the end of the packaging line 

in about four minutes, during which 

time it is baked pac kaged ina glass 

.e-lined carton and bundled in a kraft 

vrapper for delivery to the 

aa 

shipping room and generally to a wait- 

ing truck or freight car. ‘More than a 

half-million crackers an hour are pro- 

duced and packaged on this line. 

There are seven such lines in the Phila- 

delphia bakery turning out 45 different 
kinds of crackers and cookies. Over-all 

capacity is 118,000,000 Ibs. of baked 

goods a year. The Philadelphia bakery 

is one of a number of streamlined 

modern Nabisco plants, including bak- 

eries in Atlanta, Houston, Pittsburgh, 

Portland (Ore.), St. Louis and Chicago. 

Another new bakery is being built for 

operation in 1958 at Fair Lawn, N. J 

As a product, Ritz Crackers are in 
me of the most competitive categories 

of the very competitive food business. 

In common with other relatively 

bulky, fragile and perishable items, 

life begins with a struggle for shelf 

space and exists in the midst of a con- 

stant challenge both from related and 

non-related items. Freshness, crispness 

and flavor retention are vital to accept- 

ance and frequent repeat purchases. 

And holding the cost line is important 
because of the competition from other 
brands as well as the constant pres- 

sures on a shopper's food budget. 

flavor and freshness 

package makes to Ritz, which started out as a luxury- 

There are a number of basic prob- 

lems in packaging Ritz Crackers that 

must be solved in order to meet the 

product’s protective, merchandising 
and economic demands. One of these 

is the gradual cooling of the crackers 
which are packed at a temperature of 
about 100 deg. F. and only a minute 
or so after they leave the band oven. 

Also, the conveying must be gentle 

avoiding drops and jam-ups. Accurate 
fill weights are important and to assur« 

weight control it is vital that the feed 

of biscuits to the weighing machine 

be continuous and uniform. In othe 

words, the same number of biscuit 
per minute must be kept flowing to tl 

weighing machines. 

Ritz Crackers are packed in tw 

carton sizes: half-pound and pounc 
The carton is 24-pt. white paten 

coated news-lined board. The carto1 

are lined with 37-Ib. (per ream) wax« 
glassine—29-lb. base stock and 8-lb 

of wax, including plasticizer to mal 

the liner pliable and crack- and spl 

resistant for easy running and ha 

dling. National Biscuit Co., whi 

consumes some 17 million Ibs. of pac 

aging materials a vear in its Philad 

Outstanding example of the role a package plays 

in the success of its contents is found in the packaging 

of Ritz Crackers. Immediate identification of product 

and brand, excellent display value plus protection of 

are important contributions the 

type cracker and is now the “best seller” in its class. 
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phia bakery alone, makes and prints 

a substantial proportion of the board 

and other material required for the 
company's packaging. 

\ separate line packages one-pound 
artons of Ritz and a dual line pack- 

ages the half-pound cartons. The lines 

that package Ritz also handle some 

nine other types of cookies, all of 

which are in a group that Nabisco calls 

“sprayed crackers” because they are 
sprayed with coconut oil just prior to 
baking. The oil imparts flavor and a 
sheen that gives the product an appe- 

tizing appearance. 
Nabisco plant is laid out for 

str ¢ht-line mass production flow of 
ials. An electronic control panel 

es pushbutton orders for sugar, 

ind other ingredients and regu- 
heir delivery to the mixing ma- 

lhe control console distributes 

about 62 tons of ingredients during a 

normal shift. After the ingredients 

have been mixed, the dough is rolled 

out into a sheet. A cutter scores the 

pattern of individual crackers, which 

then begin their fast trip through the 

300-ft. band ovens on a continuously 

moving metal mesh conveyor. 

The crackers flow directly from the 

band oven to the filling machine. The 

packaging line starts with two double 

package makers that form the glassine 

liner on a mandrel and then form and 

glue the carton around the liner. Each 

package maker feeds containers to one 

lane of the dual packaging line. 

Meanwhile, the crackers traveling 

on the continuously moving conveyor 

belt have been elevated to a height 

that is level with the top of the net- 
weigh filling machine. Four filling 

heads (there are eight on the dual 

Fast-traveling line of cartons flows 
from two twin-package makers. 

i t of the packaging line is this duplex installation fo: 

g and filling Ritz Crackers at a speed of 130 or more 

+ a minute, An air-controlled weigher holds variation to 
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ximately one-tenth of an ounce per package. 

The entire trip takes only four minutes 

line) fill four cartons at a time. Each 

filling head is fed with one wide (load 

and one narrow (dribble) channel to 

provide bulk and dribble feed. Th« 

filling heads are a relatively new type 
developed a few years ago.’ They em 

ploy a tiny jet of air as the balancing 

medium. The air-control device meas 

ures the position of a floating beam to 

within millionths of an inch, with the 

result that the fill can be measured and 

controlled within limits of hundredth: 

of an ounce. In actual operation, th 

Ritz line aims at control with a varia 

tion of not more than one cracker 

about 0.114 oz.) in a_half-pound 

package. This air-control filler di 

pends for its accuracy and serviceabil 

ity on the fact that operating motior 

within the sealed, dust-tight head is s« 

abbreviated. There are no knife edg 

to wear or corrode and there are 1 

intricate trip mechanisms involved 

\ filling head can be replaced with 

spare in from three to five minutes s 

that problems of downtime and main 

tenance can be handled efficiently 

Each filling head has an operating 

speed of about 17 units a minute. Th 
dual line thus has a capacity of 130 

or more cartons a minute. 

From the filler, the cartons proceed 

still in dual lines—to two carton clos 

ing machines, then through compres- 

sion belts to a collector (specially 

built by Nabisco engineering) that 

combines the two lines of cartons into 

one and moves them onto the bun 

See The First Air Control Weig! 
Moprnn Packacrne April, 195 ' 1 

At the end of the 800-ft. cracker baking and 
packaging line, two lines of cartons are merged 

and are fed into bundling machine (not shown) 
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dling machine, where the cartons are 

bundled in a six-pack tor delivery via 

chute to the lower level shipping room 

Ihe bundles are transferred to a 

warehouse truck and are moved by 

drag line to their warehouse location 

position or to waiting carrier truck o1 

freight car. In general, production 

leaves the shipping department in less 

than 24 hrs. after it leaves the pack- 

iging line. 

Considerable efficiency results from 

the fact that the operators working in 

pairs can help each other in the case 

f jam-ups or a similar emergency on 

either line. To a large extent the duties 

of these operators are supervisory and 

the more smoothly the lines operate 

the less they have to do 

The lines as laid out are relatively 

long, but actually this length is not 

too much considering the fact that 

each of the two lines in tandem is 

moving 65 cartons a min. and with 

relatively few operators involved. The 

length of the lines actually contributes 

importantly to automation and allows 

operators to detect and correct a jam- 

up before serious backing up of pro- 

luction can occur. In the event of 

serious interruption, the flow of 

crackers from the band oven can be 

diverted. Nevertheless a basic con- 

sideration in the packaging of Ritz 

Crackers is the fact that output from 
; e mammoth band ovens is continu- 

ous and enormous. The packaging line 

could find itself knee-deep in crack 

ers if provision were not made for 

continuous packaging and also for di 

version of the flow during unsched- 

uled downtime 

Versatility and economy are 

ichieved through standardization of 

packages to two sizes, with the bulk 

of production for nine different types 

‘f crackers being handled by a single 

package size. Numerous procedures 

involving sampling, inspection and 
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quality control are employed. For ex- 

ample, samples of packaging materials 

are sent in by suppliers prior to ship- 

ment ot the run. Visual inspection of 

the packages is continuous, Personnel 
who are completely familiar with the 
operation of the line are considered 

an especially important tactor in 

achieving production effic.ency. 

In common with many successful 

packaged products, Hitz Crackers 

have benefited from a combination of 

factors, including a distinctive and 

singularly appropriate brand name, a 

package design that is not only out- 

standingly strong in quick recognition 

features, but which also is fortunate in 

its individuality and appetite appeal. 

At first impression, the Ritz pack- 

age is both streamlined and friendly 

in appearance, But despite its simplic- 

ity, the package is complete with 

modern self-service features and is 

well worth some study to note how 

effectively these features are dealt 

with and how efficiently they work 

together. By nicely using repetition, 
balance and contrast, a total, singu- 

larly unified effect is produced. 
Basically the package employs a 

bold design and bright colors. The 
over-all background is red. The name 

“Ritz” is a “sharp” yellow in poster- 

type sans-serif lettering centered in a 

deep blue bull’s-eye. The circle is 
framed by a pattern of crackers re- 
produced realistically for immediate 

flavor-suggesting 

appetite appeal. Mass display effect 
identification and 

results from the “cracker” design re- 

peated on all four panels. Family 

identification is achieved by appor- 

tioning the upper left corner to the 

firm's triangular red trademark pane] 
on which is centered the Nabisco 

name and symbol printed in white 

This symbol, an eliptical ring 
under a cross with a short and a long 

cross bar, was adopted in 1900 

Pushbutton orders for 

62 tons of sugar, flour and 

other ingredients are re- 

ceived during each shift 

by this control panel, 

which weighs and _pre- 

cisely regulates flow to 

mixing machines. 

The brand mark is repeated on the 

top ot the box, along with the “Ritz” 

bull’s-eye and a price spot. The car- 
ton has a die-cut opening flap at the 
top, which makes it easy to pinch in 

the flap and roll the top back. The 
top remains intact for reclosure. 

Ritz crackers were introduced in 

November, 1934. Essentially, the 

package design is little changed. The 

yellow of the lettering has been 

altered and there has been a slight 

change in the size of the circles to 

give a more streamlined, sharper ap 
pearance. However, the basic design 
has probably established a record fo: 
longevity in the baked goods field 
where competition generally dictates 
frequent packaging changes. 

Ritz Crackers as originally intr 
duced were a luxury-type cracke: 

but because of their acceptance the 
quickly won status as a commodit 

Today they are said to be the numbx 
one brand in their class and are su 

passed only by soda crackers, tl 

long-time favorite, in popularit 
Every working day Nabisco bakeri 

produce more than 35 million Ri 

Crackers—or enough to fill more th 
one-half million half-pound packag: 

Nabisco products are distributed 

the firm’s own sales organizati: 

There are 3,000 salesmen working « 

of 250 branches. These salesmen, s 

ing to and servicing 450,000 ret 

outlets, have been described as a ! 
tor of tremendous influence and 
portance in the company’s corpo! 

personality and merchandising « 

look. Ritz Crackers have always |! 

strong advertising and sales supp 

Many consumers still remember (ie 

roadside billboards that pictured a 

very contented man reaching into the 

Ritz carton. The blurb boasted, “My 
wife is at the seashore. And I'm at 
the Ritz.” Today, a combination of 
newspapers, Sunday supplements, na- 

tional magazines and spot radio and 
TV is employed. Meanwhile the grow- 
ing trends of self-service, leisurely 

living and snack time for TV, after- 

school parties and similar informal 
gatherings have helped make Ritz 

both a staple and a perennial favorite. 

Equipment sources: (The Philadelphia 

bakery only): Double package makers, 
Pneumatron fillers and carton closers~ 

Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd., 65 Newport 
Ave., North Quincy 71, Mass. Bundling 
machinery (half-pound cartons)—Package 

Machinery Co., East Longmeadow, Mass., 
and (one-pound cartons)—Battle Creek 

Packaging Machines, Inc., Battle Creek, 
Mich. 
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A iplex 300-gauge cellophane 

x, rotogravure reverse printed 

it lors and featuring an outstand- 

in ypealing illustration of cooked 

f s the package chosen by the 
( 1 Lima Bean Growers Assn., 

O Calif., for the modern mer- 

ig of Seaside Brand dried 

ns. 

limas, baby limas, blackeye 

| whites are packaged in the 

lern plant at Oxnard. Opera- 
extensive with large limas 

uunting to 25 million Ibs. of 

n annually. Not only is 

izable, but packaging is 

litionally complex by sea 
tors both in production and 

m. 

r problem is keeping produc- 

variety and size of package 

id to meet the needs of out 

g ipments. A major requirement 

is t duce the most durable pack- 
age the package with the most 

app ippeal, and still sell the pack- 

ager duct in an intensely competi- 

tive rket. 

\n extremely important factor, 
theretore, is. the type of package 

chosen and the type of equipment 
selected. Economy in materials, pack- 

aging and in shipping weight is pro- 
vided by the film package, and 
merchandising impact is achieved by 
combining transparency and realistic 
color reproduction. Modern, high- 
speed bag forming, filling and sealing 
machines plus the use of bulk han- 
dling equipment for incoming beans 

assure sustained efficiency and low 
unit packaging costs. 

Production scheduling is planned so 
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* | A modern line for flexible packages 

Complete job of forming, filling and check weighing colorful pouches 

of lima beans is done by this machine, which is one of four installed by 

Cal-Lima to turn out approximately 12 million packages a year. Pouch is 

special duplex 300 cellophane, rotogravure printed in six colors 

as to allow long runs of one size or 

variety of bean. The long runs are 

handled by a battery of four automatic 

machines that form the bags, net- 

weigh the beans, fill and seal the bags 

and discharge them onto a conveyor 

for packing in shipping cases. The 

bag is a modified pillow-style con- 

struction with a vertical heat seal 

forming a tube. The bottom end is 

sealed and folded over in a double 

seal. The bag is then conveyed to the 

filling head and is filled. Next it is 

conveyed to a sealing station where 

the top is sealed and folded over in a 

double seal. The sides of the tube a 

gusseted so that a square-style bag is 
produced. This, of course, makes for 

easy stacking as well as improved 

display. 
Each automatic filling machine in- 

corporates a check scale that rejects 
all underweight packages. Rated pro- 
duction is 36 bags per minute. An 
important requisite for the packaging 

equipment is gentle handling, for 
beans are subject to splitting and 

cracking and must be handled without 

too much fall at any point in the sys 

tem. The spillage problem is solved 

by a sunken conveyor belt which ca 

ries spilled beans to a bin and, when 

accumulated in sufficient quantity, the 

beans are elevated to tanks above the 

packaging machine. 

Short runs of beans are filled on 

hand lines consisting of two semi 
automatic fillers and a separate heat 

sealer. Bags for the hand lines aré 

prefabricated on the automatic ma 

chines that serve the high-speed, long 
run lines. Thus Cal-Lima can readily 

combine the efficiencies of automation 

with the versatility of a flexible, semi 

automatic operation. As a result pro 
duction can be scheduled by the 
means most practical as determined 

by the size of the run. 

The plant is laid out so that beans 
can be stored and fed from bulk. The 

beans are elevated to the tanks above 

the packaging machines and the only 
time the product is touched is when 

the packer puts the cellophane pack 
age in the shipping case at the end of 
the packaging line and when the ship- 
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ping case is stacked in the car. Addi- 

tional flexibility results from the fact 

that beans can be fed by a supple- 

mentary conveyor system from tanks 

not adjacent to the packaging ma 

chines. Thus the flow 

the tank directly overhead can be shut 

off and in a few minutes the packaging 

of beans from 

machine can be handling another 

variety fed from a tank located some 

distance away 

Bulk handling, flexible layout, in- 

stallation of automatic equipment and 

palletization have resulted in major 

efficiencies. Some measure of the pro- 

ductivity of the new system can be 

gathered from the fact that 10 women 

now do the packaging work that’ for- 

merly required the services of from 60 

to 70 operators. 

Closely related to the success of the 

automatic packaging line was the de- 

velopment of a new and improved 

package 

The new package, made from two 

webs of 300 MS-8 cellophane supe 

seded a single-wall, 450-gauge cello 

phane bag. One of the advantages of 

the new package is vastly improved 

sistance to moisture changes with 

e result that the duplex bag over- 

mes the tendency to become brittle 

Lich single wall ce llophane exhibited 

hen stored or displayed in a dry 

itm sphere The vreate! shelf-life 

performance ot the duplex construc 

rn especially important to Cal 

I wa to number of reasons. For 

automatic system for packaging the beans. Huge 

storage tanks (background) 

lines. Bagged beans are for bulk shipment. 
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Key to evficiency is the successful team up of 
bulk handling methods for incoming limas with 

feed the packaging 

one thing, long-distance shipping is 
packages must 

in the 

involved; also the 
withstand handling 
stores. The firm’s products are mer- 

chandised nationally; 75% of the vol- 

ume is East of the Mississippi River. 
The product is sold through all normal 
grocery channels, including wholesale 

retail 

rough 

houses, chains and _ general 
stores. The packages encoynter the 
usual gauntlet of self-service handling. 

Because of the nature of the product 

plus the relatively large units (1-lb. 

and 2-Ib. units), package breakage is 
a serious problem for packager, dis- 

tributor and shopper. 
Another advantage of the duplex 

bag is greatly improved merchandis- 

ing appearance by virtue of the locked- 

in, reverse printing on the outer wall 

of the new bag as opposed to the sur- 

face printing used on the former sin 

gle-wall bag. 

Other advantages of the 300-gaug 

film are improved heat seal, high yield, 

excellent machinability plus economy 

According to Cal-Lima there is also 

a slight difference in cost in favor of 

Ovel the double-wall, 300-gauge 

single-wall, 450-gauge construction 

Added to this must be the economy 

of reduced breakage 

Merchandising features 

different vignettes and fow 

recipes are employed to give the pack 

to help Mrs. Housewife 

Four 

ages variety 
} 

with her menu planning ind to en- 

courage more frequent consumption 
by providing expert, mouth-watering 

recipes. The servings illustrated are 
limas and ham hocks, lima-frankfurter 

bake, pork-chop limas and short ribs 
with limas. The merchandising design 

includes brand name, product desig- 

nation and net weight price spot. The 
unprinted, transpatent portion of the 

bag, of course, is important because 

it allows the shopper to inspect the 
quality of the beans as she puts the 
package in her shopping basket. 

According to A. L. Maddux, Cal- 
Lima’s general manager, the whole 
idea of employing the package is to 
glamorize a product that in_ itself 
does not have much glamour. Already 
sales records prove that the steps 
taken in creating the new, more pro- 

tective, appetite-appeal package wre 

the right ones. 

Sources of supply: The automatic ag 
forming, filling and sealing machi es, 

Model B Simplex-O-Matic, Simplex P. ck- 

aging Machinery, Inc., 534 23rd 

Oakland 6, Calif. Rapp volumetric } ‘er, 
Triangle Package Machinery Co., 665 5 
W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 35, Ill. | -k- 

Rite D F heat sealer, Pack-Rite  [a- 
chines, 407 E. Michigan St., Milwe 

Wis. Roll stock gravure printed by  {il- 
print, Inc., 4200 N. Holton St., M u- 

kee 1, Wis., (through the Milprint San 

Francisco plant) using 300-gaug 
MS-8 cellophane supplied by Am an 

Viscose Corp., 1617 Pennsylvania L., 
Philadelphia, Pa., through the Avis 08 

Angeles distribution center 

Over-all view of the modern |; ag 

ing room at Cal-Lima shows | of 

shipping cartons feeding from th ck 

aging machines. Four automatic ines 

and two semi-automatic lines mit 

both high output and flexibility 

i P 
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Case studies 

he packaging studies that follow 

theses five extremely diverse 

approaches to a process that is con- 

tinually going on in the field of pack- 

aging: namely, the finding of improved 
wavs to do a packaging job better and 

frequently at less cost. Quite possibly 

the approaches cited here can find 

similar application in other fields; cer- 
tai they suggest that many thou- 

sa f dollars can be saved and real 

ga merchandising and marketing 

be had through a program of 

improvement. 

W- k-saver package 

| Electric's snap-pack carton 

le lamps is a working pack- 

iplifies the filling of lamps 

is so constructed that the 

tically sets itself up, be- 

wn loading jig and locks 

ndividually in place. Also 

example of the multipack 

pplied to the problem of 

production. For conven- 

ding and handling, G.E. 

lamps in a strip of 10 

that the carton becomes its 

jig should be of special 

ll packagers whose prod- 

nps, demand packaging by 

tures built into the package 

handling and filling be- 

the more economical in this 

labor costs, especially 

hanization is made im- 

because of modest volume, 

rations, and the like 

1ew Twinkle lamp packag: 

product of considerable evolu- 

| extensive development work 

1954, General Electric Christ- 

imps were packaged and sold in 

containing 10 lamps. From sur- 

veys made by market researchers and 
from the reaction of retailers, it was 

indicated this was not the ideal type 
of package. 

In 1954, the 5-lamp pack was 
adopted. This package had a separate 

plattorm. The lamps were inserted in 
the platform by hand and then both 
the lamps and the platform were put 
into a package with a die-cut window. 
To keep labor costs from increasing, 
the 5-lamp package was made “two- 

in improved packaging 

Snap cartons make the in- 

sertion of lamps into die-cut 

apertures an easy job; for the 

carton, in the flat, is its own 

is loaded, pressure on the 

sides sets it up into a sleeve- 

style package. Inner platform 

snaps lamps into proper dis 

play position and simultane- 

ously Jocks them in place. 

up,” then broken apart as a final ope: 

ation, after being completely packed 

This new pack also was far from 

perfect. The platform slipped out be 
cause the tab holding it in place was 

not effective. It didn’t square up tor 

ke ting well. This was poor from a mar 

point of view. But sales showed thx 

5-lamp pack was desirable 

In 1955 the package was red 

signed. The slip-in platform was elimi 

nated and replaced by a special sty] 

window carton. Material from th 

window was used to hold the lamps in 

the carton. This package was designed 

so that the lamps could be inserted in 

the flat carton and then the carton was 

squared up. After the pack was 

squared up, the lamps were folded 

back into the pack. This was a hand 
operation with the assistance of a jig 
Again, this was a 10-lamp pack broken 
in half after packing. It took five dif- 

ferent designs before one was found 

that would work satisfactorily. 

All this research was not lost as it 

resulted in a significant increase in 

packing speed through the develop- 

ment of the snap-pack for Twinkle 

lamps. The new carton is made of 
folding boxboard, just as were the 

older packs. The material has the same 

weight and thickness. It is all die cut 

and standard folding box techniques 

are used, However, the new carton is 

double glued. It is also loaded flat, but 

] } 

works on the parallelogram PPE Arid) 

so that squaring up the carton sna] 

the lamps into their final packed po 

tion. Material cost for this new Di 

age is more than it was for an f the 

other packs However, the savit 

labor offset the cost of the additi 

packing mate rial and a super 

play pac kage results 

To develop this package requit 

any trials and revisions ext 

over a period of veral i ‘ 

mtinuing. It is the result of extr 

close cooperation between G.l 

package designer, supplier 

final users—the General FE) 

Christmas lamp plant 

Source of supply: The } i 

Co., Rittman, Oh 

New versatility in labeling 

saved 750,000 wrappers 

Probably every packager at on 

time or another has had the problem 

of labels becoming obsolete or unus- 

able because of some required copy 

change. Gorton’s of Gloucester, In 

was faced with exactly such a prob- 

lem and salvaged an inventory of 

750,000 labels by using a new attach- 

ment on a wrapping machine which 

heat releases a spot label from a pre- 

printed roll of paper and applies it to 

the wrapper. (See “Automatic Label- 
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ing Machines,” p. 86 and “Labeling 

the Package,” p. 606.) 

The problem arose for Gorton’s 
when it was decided to change from 

an 8-oz. package of fish sticks to a 10- 

oz. offering. However, a large inven- 

tory of colorfully printed waxed paper 
wraps existed for the 8-oz. unit. 

Gorton’s plant engineer, John Kohr, 
believed the problem could be solved 

with a new label printing method de- 
signed for transferring pre-printed 

matter by means of an attachment on 

the wrapping machine. 
Accordingly, a spot label consisting 

of a “U.S. Grade A Seal” and a small 
rectangular panel bearing the copy 
“Net wt. 10 oz.” was devised. This 

label is supplied to Gorton’s on a roll 
of backing paper. When the roll is 
run through the attachment on the 

wrapping machine, the attachment is 

activated by an electric switch that 

operates on the cut-off knife. Because 
the attachment is thus synchronized, 

the label can be applied to any par- 
ticular spot on the label within fairly 

rrow limits of accurate positioning 

The label is applied to the wrapper 

iccurate positioning by a heated 

iten that wipes against the back of 

the paper web on which the label is 

rinted ie platen is electrically li 

ated and is controlled by a thermo- 

tat. The heat from the plate n releases 

printed impression from the paper 

+ ind transfers it to the surface 

wrapper 

Gorton’'s finds that the nev printing 

¢ thod provides unexpecte d labe ling 

ersatility. In addition to using the 

method to blot out copy on the Fish 

Stick wrapper it was employed to 

| rovide a timely copy change on the 

vrappers for the firm’s new line of 

Main Course seafoods. Any number of 

ipplications are now planned includ- 
ing a “5¢-off” promotion a “valuable 

Special offer package is produced 
right while the wrapper is being applied. 

Heat-release label is centered on vignette. 
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coupon inside” and a new ann -ince- 

ment of better value. 
According to Paul Jacobs, Gorton’s 

vice president in charge of sales pro- 

motions, the new method “gives us a 
flexibility we could not otherwise 
have except at a tremendous cost by 

stocking labels of many descriptions.” 

Sources of supply: Therimage labels, 
Dennison Mfg. Co:, Framingham, Mass. 

“Imagraph” labeling attachment, Adolph 
Gottscho, Inc., Hillside, N. J. 

New device for dust-free 

handling of dry dyes 

The dyeing of petroleum products, 
particularly gasoline, and to some ex- 

tent kerosene, tractor and diesel fuels, 

homeheating oils and greases, is im- 

portant from a marketing point of 

view. In the case of gasoline, there are 

three common objectives; brand iden- 

tification, identification and 

identification of gasoline containing 

tetraethyl lead. 

For example, Government specifi 

grade 

Teh) cation MIL-F-5572B for aviation gas- 

oline calls for red, blue, green, brown 

and purple to indicate the various 

grades or octane ratings. And for com- 

mercial usage, at least one leading 

refiner is stressing color in promoting 

its new grade of premium gasoline 

Dye handling and color blending 

has always involved problems of dust- 
ing, clean-up difficulties and often in- 

convenience and damage to clothing 

of the workers. For years it was com- 

mon practice to transfer dyes from 

the shipping container by a hand 

scoop to some weighing receptacle, 
and then after measuring the pre- 

scribed weight, the dye would be 
dissolved in a dye-pot and then intro- 

duced into the gasoline. 

Du Pont engineers aided by sup- 
pliers and a number of specialists have 
recently developed a greatly improved 
method of handling dry dyes for gaso- 
line and other products. The new 
method was adopted in 1957 by at 
least three of the leading suppliers of 
dry dyes for petroleum products. 
Dusting is eliminated, clean-up time is 
saved, damage to workers clothing is 

minimized and more pounds of dye 
are transferred per minute. 

The new no-dust method was made 
possible by a modification in the metal 
cover of the fibre drum and by design- 
ing an improved type of eduction 
probe. (See also “Fibre Drums,” p. 
647.) The drum is now emptied 
through the probe device without re- 

moving the cover. The amount o1 
weight of dye being withdrawn can 
be observed by scales located under 
the fibre drum. The dye is conveyed 

up through the probe device into a 

hose line which connects with the gas- 
oline stream. 

The new clog-proof probe consists 
of an aluminum tube within a larger 
done. The inner tube, like earlier mod- 

els, transfers the dye from drum to the 
gasoline line. The newly designed 
outer tube supplies a down-draft of 
air, controlled by two adjustable ports 

at the head end, which assures contin- 
uously fluidized flow of dry dye 

Dust problem eliminated. F 

probe is inserted in drum and dye ent 

in air is drawn directly from the cont 

In the new drum head there is a 

two-inch circular opening which is 
sealed, for protection in transit from 

dye-maker to user, by a plastic disk 
that is easily cut open when the probe 
device is inserted. The small opening 
in the metal cover is rimmed with 
plastic, threaded to accommodate a 

standard 2-in. pipe plug so that it may 
be resealed without difficulty when 

only part of the contents is removed. 
With this method very little, if any, of 
the dye can emerge except as desired 
through the probe itself. 

Another innovation makes it possi- 
ble for the filled drums to leave the 
dye producer’s plant in clean, attrac- 
tive and unstained condition. Formerly 

it was difficult or impossible to pre- 
vent staining of drum exteriors at time 

of filling, and the solvent used to re- 

move the unwanted dust and dye 
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stains at the same time would discolor 

the drum. 

This problem has been solved and 

much clean-up and retouching time 
has been saved by arranging with the 
drum maker to place one thickness of 

kraft paper around the drum, secured 

with tape. This kraft wrapper remains 
on the drum until it reaches the dye 
plant and until after it has been filled 
and closed. Then, when ready for 
shipment, the outer wrapper is re- 

moved. It is estimated that several 

thousand dollars per year can be saved 
by the new “jacket-wrapper.” 

New liner reduces costs 

Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, N. J., 

has halved the cost of bottling trich- 

Joroace'tic acid by switching from 

glass-s. »ppered bottles to standard 
screw--ip bottles lined with pressure- 

sensit “Teflon” tape. Lining the 
caps h the highly resistant tape 
mad difference, for the big prob- 
lem \ that trichloroacetic acid is 

highly rosive and few materials can 

resist 

At ck the old glass-stoppered 
clos: thod was satisfactory from 

a p! m point of view, but had 

beer ly high-cost operation since 

the ; were expensive to buy, 

time ming to close and pack, and 
requ ecial boxes and handling to 

shiy mm said. 

I z steps with stoppered bot- 
tles 1 the glass stopper to be ( 

1 
i insert covered with a paper cap 

whicl held down with a liquid 

adhes Che cap was then tied down 

with ring and the bottle was then 

insert i a special packing case. 

In ing an improved package, 

Merck gan tests of various materials 

as po e cap linings, but none was 

able ithstand the attack by the 
chem Then it was decided that 

the chemical properties of Teflon’ 

looked promising. 

The tape was adhered to suitable 
backing materials and cap linings were 
cut from it. These were then inserted 
in standard caps and placed under 
tests for compatibility. The samples 
stood up in contact with the highly 
corrosive chemicals. 

Today, bottles are capped with a lid 
that screws on easily and removal is 
simple. 

“When these caps were put into use 
on standard screw-cap bottles, we 
———— 

*Du Pont 
; 

ethylene. ont trademark for polytetrafiuoro 
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Old and new compared. Package and 
stopper (left) were special. Teflon liner per- 

mits use of standard bottle and closure. 

were able to realize a considerable re- 

duction in the purchase price of the 
container components,” a spokesman 
for the company said. 

In addition, Merck found they could 

supply customers with highly corro- 
sive materials in a standard package 

that is more convenient than the old 
glass-stoppered bottles. With the new 

standard bottles, Merck found that 

labor costs of packaging and shipping 
also were reduced. 

Sources of supply: “Scotch” brand Teflon 

tape by Minnesota Mining <> Mfg. Co 

900 Fauquier Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn 

Revolution in produce 

Produce men in New York City 
knew something radically different in 

marketing produce had taken place 
when firm, full-flavored, dessert-qual- 
ity Anjou pears continued on the East- 

ern market a month and even two 

months later than pears had lasted in 
previous years. 

The late-appearing Anjous owed 

their increased shelf life to improved 

packaging and a resulting controlled 

atmosphere that, in effect, put the fruit 
to sleep, arresting deterioration and 

extending storage life. Some of the 
pioneering work in this field was con- 
ducted by U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. 
Studies conducted at the Department’s 
Wenatchee, Wash., station were made 

with several different types of pears 
and apples and involving numerous 
types of packaging films and shipping 
containers. 

As the result of progress in this 
work, a large proportion of the total 
Northwest Anjou pear crop is now 
packed in polyethylene liners. The at- 
mosphere that builds up inside the 
sealed liner or bag retards ripening of 
the fruit and extends storage life. 

Fruit, designated for late storage, is 

packed in a polyethylene liner placed 

in a wooden shipping box. Many pack- 

ers partially draw a vacuum to make 

a snug pack and remove air so the bag 

will not balloon during lidding. The 
bags are twist-sealed and banded. The 
container is then held in cold storage 

until time for shipment to market. 

According to a Government report, 

a receiver of several car-lot shipments 
of film-sealed Anjou pears com- 

mented: “It would be wenderful if all 

winter pears were packed this way 

throughout the season, because these 
look as if they had been picked only 
yesterday and the ripening and hold 

ing is as good as, or better than, it is 

in the early part of the season.” 

In the East a different approach to 

arresting the deterioration of fruit 

is practiced by growers. Apples ar: 

bulk stored in a gas-tight, blower-ré 

frigerated cold storage room. Again 

refrigeration and controlled atmos 

phere are teamed together to extend 

the keeping period, but in this cas¢ 

packaging is not intimately involve: 

Instead the atmosphere in the entire 

storage area is regulated. 

When the room is filled with 

ples, packed in wooden crates, th 

doors to the room are sealed and 

is exhausted to produce an atmospher 

so thin that not even rats or mice car 

survive in the room. Should a work 

man enter the room, he has to emp! 

special apparatus. (This is seldom 

done, since it is not practical to break 

the seal on the room until the storage 

period is ended.) 

Controlled atmosphere storage | 

many areas for further investigation 

as well as progress. Facilities, costs, 

packaging and marketing techniques 

all call for study. 

The first work involving controlled 

atmosphere storage occurred nearly 30 
years ago, but only in recent years has 
progress been accelerated. Now the 
outlines of revolutionary advances ap- 
pear to be in the making. In the intro- 
duction to his study, “Marketing Con- 
trolled-Atmosphere Apples,” Dana G 
Dalyrymple of the Dept. of Agricul- 
tusal Economics, Cornell University 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Ith- 

aca, N. Y., states: 

“Tree-fresh apples the year-round 
are now possible. The most striking in- 
novation in apple storage since the 

introduction of mechanical refrigera- 
tion, controlled atmosphere storage 
holds promise of completely modify- 
ing the marketing picture for apples 
during spring and summer months.” 
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Roundup of new developments 
} ne measures its progre 

ntainers, equipment and 

ince the compilation 

given period not only by its continued growth but also by the advance of its neu 

echniques. Following is a check list of some of the developments that have oc- 

f the preceding Encyclopedia. The list is not all-inclusive, but is intended as a quick 

t nificant det broadest interest. 

References for additional details 
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tings do not necessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each 

Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 2—-Equipment for the packaging line 
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| Engineering Co, 51 
oar Corporation 104 

Machinery Company 52 
I Machinery Company 7 
Stokes & Smith Co 60, 61 

CARTONING MACHINERY 

a \mseo Packaging Machinery, Inc 111 
Bivans Corporation . ee as 104 
Clybourn Machine Corporation 38 
Industrie-Werke Karlsruhe ve 129 
Jones, R. A., & Co., Inc. .... , 122, 123 
Lynch Corporation 40, 41 — Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Ltd. . 44, 45 
Redington, F. B., Co. ......... uae, 56 
Standard-Knapp, Div. Emhart Mfg. Co... 120 
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Stokes & Smith Co 60, 61 

U. S. Automatic Box Machinery Co., Inc 59 

CASERS, CASE SEALERS 

Chisholm-Ryder Company of Pennsylvania 111 
Clybourn Machine Corporation s 
Crompton & Knowles Packaging 

Corporation ‘ 114 
Ferguson, J. L., Company 34 
Food Machinery & Chemical Corp 

Canning Machinery Div 5 
General Corrugated Machinery C< Inc 126 
International Filling Machine Corporation 6 

Jones, R. A., & Co., Inc i238, 12 

Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Ltd 14, 4 

Standard-Knapp, Div. Emhart Mfg. ¢ 120 

CONVEYORS 

Doughboy Industries, | 
Pak-Rite Machine 100 

COUNTING MACHINERY 

Burnet Company, The Ls 
Colton, Arthur, Corapany 5 

Delta Engineering Corporatio 118 

Lasko Company, Inc., The 50 

U. S. Engineering Company 132 

CUTTING, SHEARING EQUIPMENT 

Sto-Pa-Co Products 107 

FILLING EQUIPMENT 
(A) DRY 
(B) LIQUID 
(C) PRESSURIZED (AEROSOI 
(D) TUBES COLLAPSIBLE 

Amsco Packaging Machinery, Inc 4 111 

Arenco Machine Co., Inc. (A,D 43 

Bartelt Engineering Co. (A,B 5 
Brown Filling Machine Co., Inc., 

Franklin Research Corp. 28 
Colton, Arthur, Company (B,D 55 
Clybourn Machine Corporation (A 
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Horix Manufacturing Co we: 
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International Filling Machine 

Corporation (A) .... 63 
Karl Kiefer, Machine Co., The 101 
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Packaging Machinery Corp. Div A 116 
Lasko Company, Inc., The A) 50 
Lynch Corporation (A) 40, 41 
M R M Company, Inc. (A,B) 115 
Mercury Heat Sealing Equipment Co A 109 

Mojonnier Associates, Inc. (A,B,C) 119 
Nalbach, John R., Engineering Co. (A 18 
Packer Machinery Corporation (B) 127 
Pak-Rite Machines (A) .. 100 

Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Ltd. (A,B) 44, 45 
Potter & Johnston Company (A) 7 
Stokes & Smith Co. (A) 60, 61 

Triangle Package Machinery 
Company (A,B) .. " 121 

U. S. Automatic Box Machinery Co.., 
ae? ee ‘ . 59 

U. S. Bottlers Machinery Co. (B) . 36 
U. S. Engineering Company (A) 132 
Woodman Company, Inc., The (A) 131 

FULLY AUTOMATIC PACKAGING 

MACHINES 

Bartelt Engineering Co. (A,B) 51 
Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Ltd. 44, 45 
Stokes & Smith Co. .... eaws 60, 61 

HEAT SEALING EQUIPMENT 

Doughboy Industries Inc. ..... ; oi 117 
Fry, George H.. Company ....... 2 42 
Globe Heat-Seal Inc. ......... ~) 
Oliver Machinery Company ......... 58 

category. 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON PAGE 64 

Mercury Heat Sealing Equipment Co 109 

Packaging Industries Limited In 124 
Pak-Rite Machines , 100 
Vertrod Corp. . 124 

LABELING MACHINES 

Chisholm-Ryder Company of Pennsylvania 111 
Labefette Company ; 105 
New Jersey Machine Corporatio: 9 
M K M Company, In 115 

Oliver Machinery Company 58 

Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Lt 44, 45 

Standard-Knapp, Div. Emhart Mfg. ¢ 24 

MACHINERY SALES & SERVICE 

Ace Processing Equipment ( 

Sanford, William B, I 

MOLD RELEASE 

Injection Molders Supply Compar 

PACKAGE LOADING & HANDLING 

EQUIPMENT 

land Equipment Cor T 

Lynch Corporation rT 4 

Standard Knapp, Dis 1 

Stokes & Smith Cx 

PLASTIC PACKAGES 

Crompton & Knowles Packaging 
Corporation tl4 

PRINTING, CODING EQUIPMENT 

Ferguson, J. L., Company i 

Lynch Corporation 40, 41 

Nalbach, John R., Engineering 48 

QUALITY CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

Autotron, Inc , 104 

UNIT PACKAGING MACHINERY 

Pak-Rapid, Inc 12 
Wrap-Ade Machine Co., In 

UNSCRAMBLERS 

Island Equipment Corp +f 
Standard-Knapp, Div. Emhart Mfg. ¢ 

WEIGHING EQUIPMENT 

Amsco Packaging Machinery Inc 

Bartelt Engineering Co 5 
Gump, B. F., Co i’ 

Lynch Corporation 40, 41 
Pak-Rite Machines 100 
Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Ltd 44, 45 

rrescott Co., Inc., The ; 128 

Woodman Company, Inc., The 131 
Wright Machinery Company, Division of 

Sperry Rand Corporation 54 

WRAPPING MACHINERY 

Amsco Packaging Machinery, Inc 111 
Battle Creek Packaging Machine, In 112 
Crompton & Knowles Packaging 

Corporation . f erry li4 
Hayssen Manufacturing Company . 62 
Hudson-Sharp Machine Co. ... 53 
Industrie-Werke Karlsruhe ...... 129 
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Which pack O matic solves your production line problem? 

PACKOMATIC Feeder-Former-Positioner-Loader-Upender 

CASE LOADING - PATTERNS: 

Require a fully automatic 
case loader? 

Here’s a fully automatic case Feeder-Former-Positioner-Loader 
that is breaking records on actual production line conditions in a 
variety of industries. And by end-loading techniques, savings on 
paper board alone run as high as 28%. Production jumps dra- 
matically with this high-speed, continuous-motion machine. Labor 
costs are lower, too, because except for hand-stacking corrugated 
shipping containers in flat form into the magazine, everything’s 
automatic. Below are some of the end-loading patterns showing 
number and packing of cartons. Check with Packomatic engineers 
if your loading pattern does not appear here. Custom-engineering 
will produce a Packomatic for your product. 

Twenty-four cartons in 12'/o” x 105%” x 8!/2' Eighteen 7 & 8 or. cartons 
in /y" x s x 8'/, case in 20” x 147%” x 854" case 

Sixty cigarette ) 
King size: 17%" x 11 x 22” 
Regular: 14 13/16” x 11%” x 22” 

PACKOMATIC 

CASE LOADING -PATTERNS: 

handles any can from the 12 os. to the 5-qt. Imperial 

Twelve 46 oz. cans 

in 21” « 13" x 7'4" case 

s Thirty 1 Ib. cartons 
in 16'/g” x 109,45" x 714" case 

Fully-Automatic Case Loader 

Six No. 10 cans 
in 22'/\4" 2 17%" x 74" case 

Twenty four 12 ot. cans 
n 16%" « 10'5\," « 594" case 

PACKOMATIC Automatic Case Sealer 

Like to seal automatically? 
Here’s the machine for you — the first fully automatic case sealer proven 
under actual production line conditions. No operator needed to align cor- 
rugated cases, open flaps, glue, seal and discharge ready for shipment. Ad- 

SA PRE 

justable to a wide range of case sizes. Similar models, available semi-automatic. 

iy et; 

CS 
Twenty-four cartons Forty-eight cartons 

in 19/2" x 10%” x 7” case , x in 2244" x 23'/2" x 187%" case 

Want a high speed can line? 

Keep pace with your production line. Now, feed-form-; si- 
tion-load and seal your corrugated shipping container. at 
high-speeds—up to 720 cans a minute—automatically. T! | is 
accomplished with a smooth continuous motion to elimi:.ate 
jarring and bumping of cans that causes leakers and wars 
labels or lithographing. Machines in successful operation 
across the nation, (Packomatic was first with a successful 

production-line machine) end-load a variety of can sizes— 
from six 5-quart cans to twenty-four 12-0z. cans—in such 
patterns shown at left. End-loading reduces paper board 
costs. Automation saves labor costs. From corrugated {lats 

to sealed containers, only one part-time attendant is re- 
quired. Consider this time-money saver for your plant. We 
can custom-engineer a machine like this for you. 

Need 4-Side 
Imprinting 
Prints either or both sides and ends of 
corrugated shipping containers with 
name and contents — in addition to 
imprinting a serial number. Very es 
sential if using modern palletizing 
methods. The only machine of its kind. 
Other regular models available for 
minimum case imprinting require 
ments. Write for specs and prices. PACKOMATIC 4-Side 

Case imprinter with 
serial numbering device 
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} {ne presents 2 great 
For Continuous Automatic 

High-Speed Line Operations 

Requit mly a single operator, the versatile “Sure-Way” 

brings important economies wherever it replaces manual or 

semi-aulomatic package casing operations. 

Man-hours alone can be reduced up to 70 and 80%. Even 
with its high capacity—up to 240 packages per minute —the 

“Sure-Way” is near-human in gentleness to packages, over- 
wraps and labels. 

It's compact, too—in some installations space require- 
ments are cut as much as 80%. Other features include: 

* Complete safety through automatic controls. © Gentle compressed 
air used for actuation. *® Broad flexibility of loading patterns. 

* Handles variety of case and package sizes. ® Loads top or end 
Opening cases. ® Small power requirements—one Ys HP motor drives 
both feed and discharge conveyors. ® Moderate capital investment. 
* low maintenance costs. 

Typical products handled include cosmetics, cereals, deter- 

gents, bar soap, sugar, cake mixes, small packaged machine 
Parts, oleomargarine, cigar boxes, frozen foods, etc. 

“Exclusive Distributors: Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation 

MM 

Smooth and gentle as its name, the FMC “Non-Shock” caser 
places cans into cases completely free of damaging impact 

to cans, labels or product. 

Speeds up to 1200 cases per hour can be attained, limited 

only by the speed of the single operator. Automatic in 

operation, the filled case lowerator arm and tiered can pusher 

arms are activated as empty carton is slipped over loading 

chute. 

Cans enter machine in upright position, move smoothly 

down woven wire belt. There’s no rolling, no seam-to-seam 
impact nor seam-splitting action of steep gravity-roll contact. 

Compact and flexible, FMC “Non-Shock” Casers are 

ruggedly built for long life, handle specific can sizes and 
certain combinations from 202x308 packed 6x8, to 
603 x 700 packed 2 x 3. 

FOOD MACHINERY 
AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

Canning Machinery Division 
General Seles Offices: 

WESTERN: SAN JOSE, CALIF. « EASTERN: HOGPESTON, ILL. 
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New MODEL U.S 

AUTOMATIC ROTARY 

VACUUM FILLER 

MODEL SHOWN is the new 
hi-speed NC-45 equipped 
with 45 filling tubes. Fills 
both hot and cold prod- 
ucts. Other models for 
every production need 

“U. S. AUTOMATIC ROTARY VACUUM FILLER” BS 
is the name of a great filling principle. It is built in a series en 
of Basic Models that differ in size and capacity. The Model ¥ 

chosen is custom-engincered to meet the user’s specific re- Bs 
- quirements. Thus, the user gets a universally endorsed long- P| 

life machine, that is custom-built to his entire needs . . . a ie 
Filler that can insure dependable operation at minimum cos $ 

, tates E % 
FORTY-FIVE YEARS OF SPECIALIZATION have per- te 
petuated U. S. leadership in the filling of liquid products. To- se 
day, the most famous brands in pharmaceuticals, wines x 

liquors, foods, condiments, household and industrial chemi ye 

cals, waxes, and detergents pass through the filling tubes o! 
MODEL B-49 STRAIGHT- these great machines. 
LINE VACUUM FILLER 

for liquids and semi-liquids Whatever your liquid filling needs may 
With or without discharge he. write for endimesrine rec latio 4 
conveyor. Contact parts e, write for engineering recommenc atic ns 

stainless steel, or plastics on or request the “Rotary Filler Bulletin. 
order. Adjustable for AGST 
to gallon size finishes. Send 
for the Model B-49 Bulletin 

MODEL B-2 VACUUM 
, FILLER. Continuous prod- U. S. SIPHON FILL- 

uction, filling two contain- ER. For all liquids, 
ers at a time. For liquids and foamy products, prod- 
semi-liquids. Automatic pro- ucts that do not per- j 
duct supply. Vacuum adjust- mit agitation. Stain- i 
able and flow-regulated. For less steel tubes; acid : 
containers up to 41%” dia. resistant tank. Write 

Send for Bulletin B-2. for Siphon Bulletin. Foi 
or 

U. S. BOTTLERS MACHINERY CoO. 
4007 North Rockwell Street Chicago 18, Illinois 1 ~ 
BOSTON ¢ NEW YORK ¢ PHILADELPHIA * SAN FRANCISCO ¢ LOS ANGELES 
SEATTLE ¢ DENVER ¢ PORTLAND, ORE. ¢ OGDEN * JACKSON, MISS. ¢ KANSAS CITY 
TUCSON ¢ ATLANTA ¢ HONOLULU © SANTIAGO @ SAO PAULO ¢ MONTREAL 

TORONTO ¢ VANCOUVER ¢ WINNIPEG ® TOLEDO icxporp 

SPECIALISTS IN LIQUID FILLING AND CONTAINER GLEANING EQUIPMER 
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a0 On © Veal, fe 

MACHINES 
PRODUCE BETTER PACKAGES 

AT LOWER COST 

want top-selling, low-cost packages that offer consumer 

convenience, and store and ship well. Packages made 
ters automatic packaging machinery have these qualities. 

ader Applying machine that receives 

packing conveyor, times them into the 

abel, heat seals bag and labe 

t speeds up to 70 per minute 

ned cartons at speeds up to 

rtons Carton size range 3 

For specific analysis of your operation, send carton, tray 
or bag samples. 

| STEM HINERY 
COMPANY chine that forms and lines cartons at speeds up to 120 

per minute. Carton size range—from 43/," x 2” x 2” 

4712 RAVENSWOOD AVENUE « CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 
1o 9%" x 4%" x 44”. 

| 

PETERS MODEL SE—A Carton Forming and Lining Mao 

' 
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FIBRE 
TEARING 

ADHESION 

MINUS 30° TO PLUS 160° 
FOR DEEP FREEZE PACK 

es overwrappi'g 
sets up, inserts and seals. 

Pal eliminates overwrapping. Five . ; 
Regular insert is not ready no carton is formed. 

Models arting failure stops machine. 
% H.P. Cooling Unit with recirculating coolant ai as: 
5-foot Compression Conveyor with cooled stee] | Its, ‘glasses 
Overload protected drive—all ball bearing equip > 
FIXED Carton Sizes: % x 2 x 4% to 2M x 7% x 

Fully adjustable machines with 20 to 30 mim 

carton change available. Literature on request 

Spec ials 
' ] 

rdaer. 

Continuous Automatic Sa i 
Carton Filler and Sealer SS 

Packages granular products automatically 
at high speed. 

r_- 

Special models package powders, long cut or 
bagged products 

Measures by volume, net weight or auger feed 

TUC-PAC loading and 
Cartoning Machine 

Packages bagged or solid 
products. 

Attendants put contents for 
one carton into each con- a 
veyor pocket. The machine aa 
ey mnes 00 Tapes top and/or bottom in one pass. PHotd 
0a e€ carton an CKS P c >i 
the flaps delivering a com- Can be attached to your present case sealer for pro 
pleted carton. fully automatic taping operation or used as an = prepa 

independent taping machine. swat! 
re | META! 

Case size range—10 to 22%” long, 5% to 17% 2 glues 
Speed adjustment from zero wide, 5% to 17% high. Capacity; 4 to 16 car- : “ to 70 cartons per minute. tons per minute. Special machines for larger sizes. 

Furnished for straight, reverse or glue- 
end cartons : 
pete , CLYBOURN MACHINE CORPORATION ; 
Automatic loading ot product if desired. 

6479 N. Avondale Ave., Chicago 31, lil. —_— Literature on request 
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Amazing versatility - Low cost + Precision performance 

mem PONY LABELRIT 
LABELS...PLACES...COMBINES 

Handles almost all sizes and shapes of labels; 
nearly all types of products and containers 

OTHER TYPICAL PONY LABELRITE APPLICATIONS: 

LINER FINISHING: TIPPING MACHINE: 
glues liners to inside covers of binders affixes artwork to calendars, advertising 
PHOTO MOUNTING: displays 
combines frames with back-up mats 
STENCIL GLUING: 
Prepares sample cards to receive cloth 
swatches 
METAL DECORATION: LABELS CUBICAL OBJECTS: 
glues metal objects on frame, cardboard (five sides on billiard cue chalk) 

MANUFACTURING: . 
joins back-up sheet to die cut mat to 
form coin-saver ca 

The Pony Labelrite mechanizes more jobs—shifts 

more easily from one task to another—than proba- 

bly you ever believed possible. 

This all-purpose packaging unit fits into any stand- 

ard production line. It operates at as high a speed 

as the dexterity of the operator, the size of the ob- 

ject being handled, and the flow of work permit. 

PERFECT LABEL REGISTER 

The Pony Labelrite uses a vacuum principle to 

provide positive delivery of label to container 

Twin rollers control the amount and even distri- 

bution of glue. No scraper bar, no seepage, no wip- 

ing of containers. 

ATTACHMENTS FOR MANY SPECIAL JOBS 

Inexpensive stock attachments convert the all- 

purpose Labelrite into a machine that can handle 

virtually any combining or placement job involv- 

ing small, light objects. New Jersey engineers can 

provide custom accessories for special needs. 

QUICK CHANGE-OVER 

Your operator can make change-overs in minutes. 

Only three parts are involved. You get greater 

total production even with short, diversified runs. 

You save both on the Pony Labelrite’s low original 

cost and its trouble free maintenance. 

The cost of your Labelrite is the most perma- 

nent packaging investment you can make. It can 

never be made obsolete by either label or container 

change. 

SIX MODELS 

The Pony Labelrite is available in three glue-label 
models; three comparable units (Pony Label-Dri) 

for dry labeling. Write for complete performance 

data and specifications. 

NEW JERSEY MACHINE 

Cele f @OF.8 AT *t. oe 

AUTOMATIC LABELING PACKAGING * PAPER BOX MACHINERY * MAKERS OF THE PONY LABELRITE 

FACTORY SALES AND SERVICE BRANCHES: 

CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, LOS ANGELES GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT: 1500 WILLOW AVENUE, HOBOKEN, N. J. 



Integrated with present equipment 

or working as an exclusive team... 

PACKAGING FLEXIBILITY 

Robo-Lift, the automatic bucket lift 
conveyor, moves free-flowing bulk 

material horizontally and vertically 

. +. gently and without costly rehan- 

dling. Custom-designed for each job, 
Robo-Lift moves and stores... has 
stainless steel buckets for sanitary 
handling of foods, drugs or chemicals. 

Robo-Wrap single and double tube 
machines form, fill and seal automati- 
cally 60 and 120 pillow packages a 
minute. Fully adjustable, they ‘quick 
change” from one package size to an- 
other, take all standard films, including 

polyethylene. Handles solids, powders, 

granules and liquids with like ease. 

a minute...takes potato chips, 

caramel corn, cereals, seeds, nuts and — 

the like with equal facility. Doub 
dumping weigh bucket gives maxi- 
mum speed... double vibratory 7 

feed assures uniform product flow. © 



Lynch Packaging Machines set the 
standard in high-speed efficiency, 

operating simplicity. 

Ci hk 

i «a lynch Wrap-O-Matic speed-wroaps confections, Whatever your product, it can be fast-packed ee oe ane 
LIS is irregular shaped products. Capable of handling neatly and accurately... made ready for market nee ete Fee Create of bending 

ing easier, faster and at lower cost with Lynch O-Matic has a woy with fragile items, yet wraps up 
‘ S x to 125 packages a minute. ideally suited for special 

Packaging Machines. Modern in concept and pockaging problems. 

unique in design, the precision-engineered 

equipment shown and described here can be 

individually incorporated with your present 

machinery...or installed as a trio to give you a 

fully-automated packaging and handling oper- 
Lynch Model SMW mokes, wraps and seals from 90 

ation. For full information, phone, write or wire to 100 evaded aitt-dadied leo areem tend- 

the Lynch Corporation, today. Department O. tain the SMW owchen trom the’ to the 10? sine tn 
seconds. Recognized as one of the most profitable 
machines an ice cream manufacturer can own, it re- 
quires just one operator ond a freezer man. 

write for New Literature! 

§ ow Lynch Machines can solve your packaging problems. 

Vi today for specifications and technical information. 

lynch Morpac avtomatically prints, wraps, cartons 
and overwraps butter and oleomargarine . . . estab- 
lishes a record-breaking production pace! 3600 Ibs. 
on hour for | ib. prints, 2250 an hour in quorter 
pound prints, double movided. Morpac meets oi! 

stote and local health board standards. 

Here's an example of smooth-flowing integrated 

production: A Robo-Lift feeds a Wey-Mor Scale 

to make automated packaging a fast, low-cost 

reality. Lynch engineers can evaluate your 

operation, show how coordinated Lynch equip- 

ment will give you packaging perfection, new 

packaging economy! 

Low NC rH 
CORPORATION 



BAG CLOSING MACHINES 
SERVE INDUSTRY PROFITABLY 

MODEL GS-54 

MODEL CBG 

MODEL V-30 

MODEL GS-54 Conti Tela Mee oie) * Mn @ leh tials Mi alelaall, 

felthelisiaael t oa G es tor $+ miaetehi 4 

MODEL CSG 

MODEL CS< 

° ic 
Write us for Free De- MODEL Cf 

scriptive Literature. 

MODEL V 

Please enclose sample 
MODEL CI 

of product and bag. 

GEORGE H. FRY COMPANY 
42 EAST SECOND STREET, MINEOLA, NEW YORK 



over why | 

meet your requirements 
ee = ee ee ee Se ae er All over the globe more than 500 Arenco Fillers render unparal- 

leled service . . . filling every type of product that may be pack- 

aged in jars, vials, cartridges or collapsible metal tubes. 

High production With one operator, Ease of cleaning and changeover 

the Arenco fills, closes and codes up Complete cleaning takes just twenty 

to 55 tubes per minute. minutes; size changeover just fifteen 

minutes. Both can be done simul- 

Wide product range Whether you taneously! 

package water-thin suspensions of 

antibiotics, medium viscosity creams Accurate filling A single pump i 

or heavy non-flowing compounds, used for both metering and filling 

they all can be handled efficiently insuring accuracy with all products 

by the Arenco. 

Special features Automatic tube 

Sterile filling All parts which contact cleaning and cap tightening in one ¥ 

the material filled are of stainless station. No container, no fill. Fat or 

steel or other resistant materials, fishtail filling of tubes. Ample pa- 

and are demountable and _ inter- sage for material. No squeezing to 

changeable for sterilization. change consistency, 

MACHINES FOR.. 
Bee - eee ee ee ene | 

Fills foods, paints, drugs, chemicals, 
pastes, ointments, etc. into all standard 
sizes of collapsible tubes and into jars, he 
vials and cartridges from 1 ce to 220 ce. 

Lit ihe RS REI Rete: Fe et 

Collapsible Tube Filling and Sealing / Vial Filling 

~*~ 

Weighing, Packaging 
Jar, Cup and Bottle Filling and Sealing powdered, 

i a granulated and flour-like 
\ products in bags or cartons 

Vas a os and Tobacco Packing< Cigarette Making 

Sterile Cartridge Filling Vial Capping 

Ginastera th He Shes t67 

Arenco Weighing, Packaging and Seal- 
ing Machine, Type VUV, for powdered ~“ 
and granular products in paper bags and (19) 
cartons, 

E < Closing and Sealing Bags Paper Cup Filling and Covering 

Ryo ¢ 
«a 

ARENCO MACHINE CO. 
INCORPORATED 

25 West 43rd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

Arenco Ltd. Pe Arenco A/B Usines Decoufle 

London, England Stockholm, Sweden Paris, France 



PNEOMAWIC BOTTLING MACEIINERY 
Precision built equipment for cleaning, filling, capping and labeling a wide range of bottles, cans or jars. 
All units may be operated individually or in series with other machines to form a complete production line. 

A ROTAVAC-18 FILLER — Rotary vacuum type ma- A PNEUMACAP-8 — A high speed rotary capping ine employing x ww an lusive fill pr iple which permits , : | 

: ter machine equipped with Sterling cap feeder and rip rat vi t 

' ping air chucks. Selective built-in four-speed chuck 

drive permits choice of exact speed required for best 

handling of various closures. Machine available in 2, 

P 4, 6 and 8 head models with speeds ranging to ) or 
(eo i 

more containers per minute 

A SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR 
CLEANER Iwo head unit 
for cleaning wide range of con- 

tainers at 20 to 50 per minute. 

Attendant inverts two bottles at 

a time Dy thrusting necks into 

self centering nozzles, when seal 

nade, a blast of air ts released 

the bottles to loosen dust 

and other reign particies 

* 4” McDONALD TYPE SIMPLEX LABELER for 

ene ai de ac nae ee we A 4” DUPLEX DIREC-TRANSFER LABELER De 
— signed for precision label application. Label is tr rred 

direct from stack to container. Applies both { and 

back labels at speeds ranging up to 120 per mi 

Zz 

A CLOSE-COUPLED BOTTLING LINE — Auto- $SAMCO JR. VACUUM FILLER —Semi-auto. A VACUFLOW ROTARY MODEL — Designed 
matic machine for handling filling requirements for high speed vacuum filling of practically any type 

t at alling for short runs on a variety of products and _non-freeflowing powder and many freeflowing ma 
te. Rot ) mtainer sizes. Free-flowing or semi-free flowing terials. One of three models is available to handle 

t is W era pper are available as liquids in 1 ounce to 1 gallon bottles or « ins may be boxes, cans or jars up to 72” in diameter and 9” 
ired filled at speeds ranging up to 40 per minute high. Speeds range from 45 to 300 per minute. 

AACN SHS hI CARE NLET I ERE Eh AI 8H, cpl SES SIGE 

atta hata da Ri TE 

_— FTF > wo 



PNEUMATIC PACKAGING MACEDON EIR Y 
Complete hook-ups for packaging at ‘Lower Cost per Container”. Bottom Sealers — Lining Machines — Net 

and Gross Weighers — Top Closure Units — Tight Wrapping Machines — Double Package Makers — Heat 

Seal Packet Makers — Vacuflow Powder Fillers — Bag Flour Packers 

A CARTON FEEDER AND BOTTOM SEALER — 
One of several models designed for feeding, forming and ap ping 

rip bottom sealing or tucking cartons at speeds ranging up 

ick to 105 per minute. All units are adjustable for different 

vest carton sizes. 

2, 
or 

V VACUFLOW JUNIOR POWDER 
A GR WEIGHT WEIGHER — Two head FILLER — the ideal semi-automatic ma A piteer geet pre pommeetar —— 
ma eighing prepared flours and var chine for filling a wide range of powdered The most geacticm —— cia apapeeern 

shortening content such as cake materials into rigid or non-rigid cot pressure weighing. I rppaehis a 
Conical supply feed provides tainers. Operator simply places con a ‘ , a 

f material to insure a close tol tainer in position and depresses it — wh RRORSTEEN 

pedal to start automat lling | n , . en 

Offers dependable, versatile performance catns \ 
id mode 

at low initial cost. 

V GLUE TIGHT WRAPPER — Applies printed labels or Yo PACKAGE MAKER COMBINATION — ; 
M | Package Maker, Volumetric Filler and wrapper Lett ire surface of carton. ( 

r nits Produces finished package gives added protection for prot 
Sliting or infestation and adds to the Strength o} the 

with space for complete 
carton. 

mum protection 

) Sea 

SA aS 

3 
oe 

{ 

5 PNEUMATIC SCALE CORPORATION, LIMITED 
: MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY QUINCY 71, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S.A 

sued i Canadian Division: Delamere & Williams Company, Ltd., Toronto 
sig 4 
y type x SALE FFICES — 117 Liberty Street, New York City; 360 North O.R.M.A. Lefranc et Vincent — S.N.C., 5 Rue Richepanse, Paris 8, France 

g ma- Se Mi a jon Avenue, Chicago; Room 500, 2nd Unit, Santa Fe Bidg., Dallas J. L. LENNARD — G.P.O. Box #179, Sydney, Australia 

randle 4 FRED TODT CO. — 2021 South Hill Street, Los Angeles; J. L. LENNARD, LTD. — P. O. Box #1497, Wellington, New Zealand 
1 ght” : 1485 Boyshore Bivd., San Francisco; 105 Orcas St., Seattle. EXPORT DEPT. — 44 Whitehall Street, New York City, for inquiries from 
e, ‘ A. H. BROWN — 16 King St., Chambers, Wellington St., Leeds, England countries other than U. S., Canada, Greot Britain, Belgium or France 

< 
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o 
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AUTOMATIC | 
GLASS UNLOADER & UNSCRAMBLER 

PATENTS APPLIED FOR 

se 

ze pons 

eee 

The Styl-O-Vac Automatic Carton Unloader is self- 
timed by the cartons themselves with vacuum opening the 

flaps, lifting and depositing container onto the Styl-O-Matic Walkie 
Pushie unscrambler where they are discharged in single line to | @ 

filler. It is entirely automatic and completely adjustable for most standard ‘ 
sizes in less than 5 minutes, Write for Bulletins SV-1 and WP-2. 
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) STRAIGHTLINE UNSCRAM- 

i See = he 
1 o% Uva Bor LATERAL 

MO Ie 

27-01 BRIDGE NORTH 
LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N.Y. 2; 
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WwiNNING COMBEINATION 

for fast, low-cost, dependable packaging 

= 

kt hs. eS ek 

os 
ame. : 

(3) SEAM ;, 

(2) FILL 

(1) SEAM 
BOTTOMS SetBs 

Mi f toa be HIGH SPEED, AUTOMATIC 

FILLING and SEAMING MACHINES 

Give yourself these big advantages -- 

GREATER SPEED . . . Up to 300 cans per minute. Speed EXTREME VERSATILITY . . . Filler: handles any pow- 
: \djustable over a wide range to synchronize with your der, granular or dry material; fills metal or fiber cans 
& other machines. 4%,” to 7” in height. Seamer: puts on tops or bottoms; 

4 =" accommodates any can height from 3” to 8". BOTH 

: COST-SAVING ACCURACY . ... Filling accurate to @ njACHINES CHANGE OVER FROM ONE CAN 

2 ashe Se rhea WAAR da 

: fraction of an ounce, GILDA machines can save you @ HEIGHT TO ANOTHER IN MINUTES! 

‘ ton or more of material every day! 

4 ‘ END YOUR PACKAGING PROBLEMS... . Invest in an 
3 VIRTUALLY FOOLPROOF . . . Numerous devices protect installation that will insure faster, 
4 against damage from faulty cans or covers. Automati- finer packaging at lower cost than you 

cally compensate for variations in can heights and cover ever thought possible. Get the facts 
thicknesses. now! Write for descriptive literature or 

a consultation with a P&J GILDA 

FAR LOWER OPERATING, MAINTENANCE costs */3ckeging Specislist. Footer & John. 
.. . Relatively simple, ruggedly constructed of the finest land. (Subsidiary of Pratt & Whitney 

materials, fully protected against dirt and abrasive dusts. Co., Inc.) 

Now manufactured by 

(2m) PoTTER & JOHNSTON 
yy Producers of Precision Machines Since 1898 

es 

AUTOMATIC TURRET LATHES @¢ NEWARK GEAR MACHINES ¢@ GILDA PACKAGING MACHINES 

47 



ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS 
We manufacture a complete line of filling machines to handle a variety 
of container sizes and shapes at speeds up to 400 containers per minute. 

Model 40 R.C. to 400 containers per minute SPECIAL 

Model 32 R.C. to 300 containers per minute MODELS 
Model 15 R.C. to 130 containers per minute 
Model 24 O.C. to 120 cartons per minute AVAILABLE 

Products handled: Lyes, Cleansers, Starches, Detergents, Seeds, Feeds, Bow! 
Cleaners, Cements—Any Free-Flowing Powdered and Granulated Materials, 

Chemicals and Foods. 

® : 

AUTOMATIC CAN SEAMERS 
Rail and Roll type for automatically attaching pre-curled metal closures on F ee 

round metal or paper-bodied containers. : 

Model 20 R.C. to 400 containers per minute — Rail Type 3 : 
Model 16 R.C. to 300 containers per minute — Rail Type SPECIAL M08 © 
Model 8 R.C. to 400 containers per minute — Roll Type MODELS ee 
Model 4R.C. to 200 containers per minute — Roll Type AVAILABLE ; 
Model 1 R.C. to 30 containers per minute — Roll Type 
Model 1 ARC to 60 containers per minute — Roll Type 

ALL FILLERS AND SEAMERS ARE ADJUSTABLE and with proper 
change parts will handle a wide variety of container sizes. All rotating parts ‘ 
are housed in sealed bearings. Machines can be readily washed down, thus 
permitting one machine to handle a variety of products. 

These machines are in use by large producers of lyes, cleansers, bowl 
cleaners, etc., and form the backbone of their production lines. They are 
sturdily built for longer trouble-free life, low in maintenance cost and 
require no skilled help to operate. “" 

oat) 

® = 

| CODE DATERS . 4 
Speeds up to 650 containers per minute. 

oo 

CUSTOM-BUILT SPECIAL MACHINERY FOR PACKAGING LINES 

e 

A competent Engineering Staff is available to analyze your individual 

packaging problem. 

WE INVITE YOUR INQUIRIES 

Sere 



Packaging in Glass? 
Jow, GISHOLT offers TWO Sealamatics 
or Automatic Neck Band Application 

nd a Universal IN-LINE BOTTLE SPOTTER 

AAR HOE = Sealamatic 
50 TO 150 BOTTLES PER MINUTE 

a «CS es Pre-Cut Neck Band Seals 

Glass 44%” wide and 214” thick 

id Glass 41%" diameter 

s from 614" to 13” in height 

= q is to 35mm diameter and 65mm length 
SEMEL 

Orienting or Orienting Type Glass 

lles Extended or Recessed Lugs 

linute Maximum for Major Change-over 

imum Floor Space—14’8” x 63” 

GLE OR DOUBLE DISCHARGE MODELS 

| Se IN-LINE 
| #. BOTTLE SPOTTER 

SELF-POWERED UNIT 

ORIENTS ROUND GLASS 

Ce ware ree 

2146" to 334" diameter 

_ Glass to 12” in height 

: 50 to 150 bottles per minute 
i Ae Instant speed adjustment 

# : Instant diameter adjustment 

SINGLE OR 
jy‘ DOUBLE DISCHARGE 

“> MODELS 

So 

ccc - 

~ 
— 

7» \\ 10 TO 85 BOTTLES PER MINUTE 

i sd 

eck These Specs—Learn How They Apply to Your Operation 

\\ “« LA Ld 

- Sealamatic Ur. 

Applies Either Pre-Cut Neck Bands or Tubing 

Handles all glass Capable of Traveling Upright 
on 414” Conveyor 

Flat, Round Glass or Special Shapes 

Bands to 65mm x 65mm 

Non-Orienting or Orienting Type Glass 

Handles Extended or Recessed Lugs 

5 minutes Maximum for Any Glass Changeover 

Minimum Floor Space—6’ x 4’ 

£ FOR COMPLET 
INFORMATION 

MAIL TODAY! 

Gisholt Machine Company Packaging 
1245 E. Washington Ave. Machinery Dept 

Madison 10, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

Please send complete information on the Gisholt: 

() High Speed Sealamatic ( ) Sealamatic "Junior" 

() In-Line Bottle Spotter 

a . eae | 

SEES oe a NARES eee 

NN tacit ein diceinceepieicscat peepee pe 
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No. of lines_____.....____Line speed (Mir.-Mox.). 
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Model 44 

Inspection =~. 
Machine = 

Mode! 44 Inspection Machine, 

for capsules, tablets, buttons 
etc. Controlled rate of inspec- 

tion without manual handling 
of tablets permits inspection 

speeds up to 240,000 tablets 
per hour. 

The Model 48 Machine 
A production line machine now available 
with automatic bottle handling conveyor 
for tablets, capsules, and capsule-shaped 
tablets. Designed for the packager who 
must operate at high speed and change 
over very quickly. Speed from 30 to 150 
bottles per minute. Three sizes of ma- 
chines available, the 12-inch, 16-inch, 
and the 26-inch (shown in the illustration). 

Table Model “SAMPLER” 
Table Model “Sampler”. This compact 
table model is designed for use where 
quick change-over is most important. 
Completely adjustable, fills from 20 to 
40 bottles per minute of counts less 
than 100. 

For continuous high-speed production of Aspirin and similar products 
not requiring frequent change-over write and inquire about the 
automatic Model 47 machine and the new Ultra High-Speed Model 
55 machine. 

7 
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Model 52 Cottoner = é 
bd 

ah 

A | pid! bid 1) a. as 

| 
| 

ala VaQa® 
a” > ve Versatile machine capable of 

matching the speed and flexi- 
bility of the Lakso Models 48” 
and “40” tablet counters. The “ 
combination of a Lakso tablet 

5 a 
. s 2s 

counter, the 52 Cottoner, and 4 
a common bottle conveyor will ef 
automatically package a vari- . 
ety of tablet and capsule bot- A 
tles at a minimum speed of 60 
bottles a minute. 

Model 40 
Tablet Counter : 

for coated tablets only 

I 

¥) 

Ly 

a 
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a 
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Fills up to 150 bottles per min- we 
ute of 100 counts. Six to twenty mts 

bottles per cycle. Interchange- ae 
able with Model 48. No vibra- a 
tion. Quick changeover. Adjust- a 
able to tablet thickness. A 

x 
aii ; Si 

Specialists in the field of sia 
tablet bottling and cotton- a 
ing for the pharmaceutical p@ 
packager. Gx 

ra 
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makes a complete automatic packaging line 

ich can be purchased complete . . . or in 

al components for specific operations. The 

ic line can produce a variety of pouches 

g fin seal, gusseted bottom, or multiple com- 

t to mention a few . . . also cartons that can 

lely in size and set to contain from one to 

Equipment for the Packaging Industry 

PULLER 

The Bartel? 
Fillerisa 
device for 
accurately 
measuring 
and dispens- 
ing @ 
termined 
volume of 
powder, 
granulated 
solids, vis- 
cous moteri- 
ais, semi- 

CHECK WEIC HER liquids, or 
Bortelt Check sble of hendii liquids. 

pockages up te 444" x 7%" base size, and cans or 
glass jers up to 5%” in diameter. Normal weight 
renge is up te 2 Ibs. Detects accuracy at « pre- 
determined range of plus or minus one gram. 

four pouches each. Individual units as described 

below are available for specific operations. Bartelt 

packaging equipment is built to machine tool pre- 

cision of the finest materials. Let us help you with 

your packaging problems. Write today for our latest 

literature. 

PA BS ROTI I IRE AERO RE RTBU se BE Ce AP mp 

AUTOMATIC 

STAND FILLER 

The Bartelt Automatic 
Stand Filler is complete 
with infeed and exit 
conveyor. Can be 
equ with 
or Volumetric fillers. 
Compression or “bot- 
tom-up" fill unit op- 
tional. Handles cons, 
bottles or cartons and 
con be set up to fill one, 
twe or four containers 
per filling cycle. 

ENGINEERING CO 

iUE 

st es ee ee ee ee a moana scenery it 



PACKAGES THAT SELL 
BY PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY 

WRAPPING MACHINES FOR A 

WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS 

¢ Carton Forming and Closing 

Machines 

© Bag Making, Filling and Sealing 

Machines 

© Bundling Machines 

PACKAGING COUNSEL can be in- 
valuable when present packaging 

methods are to be changed or packages 

planned for new products. We will be 
glad to analyze your products, produ 

tion methods and volume without any 

obligation. Such a study can help as- 

sure you the most efficient and eco- 

nomical machine for your requirements 

as well as the use of the most satisfac- 

tory wrapping material. For more in- 

formation contact our nearest office. 

PACKAGE 
MACHINERY COMPANY 

EAST LONGMEADOW, MASSACHUSETTS 

NEW YORK « PHILADELPHIA « BOSTON 

CLEVELAND + CHICAGO + ATLANTA 

DALLAS « DENVER « LOS ANGELES 

SAN FRANCISCO « SEATTLE « TORONTO 
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Wraps single or multiple products per unit 

@t amazing delivery speeds of up to 
4 300 packages per minute! 

Save up to 60% on materials — eliminate trays 

or stiffeners unless desired for merchan- 

dising volue er product stability. 

tn - 
Pr | 

te 

mxspl Wrappers give you all! 
Examine this wide variety of products and thei 

distinctively different shapes and you'll readily 

discover how versatile the Auiomatic CAMPBELL Wrapper 

really is. Then investigate and learn how much more it 
gt 

provides in efficient, time and money saving operations and 

why it’s the outstanding choice of leading manufacturers 
everywhere. You won't be satisfied with anything less 

WRAPS WITHOUT BREAKAGE — Whether your products 
be hard, soft, crisp, delicate or fragile, the Campbell Wrap 

per tightly “float” wraps the material around your product 

with the greatest of ease... without crush, breakage or 

other damage! 

Requires no skilled operators. When equipped 

with automatic feeds, one person often 

tends several Campbell Wrappers 

at the same time WRAPS WITH ALL MATERIALS — Paper, cellophane, pols 

ethylene, Mylar, foils and all types of new, modern plastic 

film packaging materials which are so popular today. 

POSITIVE WRAPPER SEALING — By gluing, heat sealing or 

crimping combinations with ends flared, turned under or 

diamond folded. The Campbell Wrapper is also available in 

VACUUM-PAK models for food and other perishable prod 

uct packaging with positive air-tight sealing guaranteed 

AUTOMATIC FEEDS—and Deliveries provide continu- 

ous flow packaging geared to coincide with in-line 

manufacturing production or separate packaging 

operations. Write for complete information and 

send us a sample of the product you plan on wrap- 

ping better — at lower cost! 

HUDSON-SHARP MACHINE CO. © GREEN BAY, WIS. 
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Wright Junior Weigher Wright Weigher M" 

Versatile, semi-automatic net Precision net weigher with multi 
- . , 

. weigher. Quick change-over fea ‘i heads individually fed by 
‘I tures and precision accuracy tor »ulk-dribble vibrators. Range, 

$ hw, manufacturers packaging a one-half to 16 ounces. Candies, 
. variety of items. cookies, crackers. Semi-automatie 

or automatic models available. 

Other Wright Machines... 

Wrightwrap: Stacks, wraps, seals, and 

ibels cracker sandwiches at rate of 120 

packages per minute 

Wrightronic 

Electronic weigher for use in automatic packaging systems. Range 
from three grams to 50 or more pounds. Provides an accuracy 
reliability previously unattainable at comparable speeds. 

Strip Stamper: Automatically applic s 

1ue stamps to neck of bottles at rate 

tr 14U per minute 

2S8G: Automatically forms the carton, 
ctl } weighs, fills and closes. 

Custom-Systems: Designed and 

manutactured on contract basis to meet 

pecihc requirements 

Wrightrovac: Jet air-cleaner for remov- 

ing powdered starch from candy. 

LITERATURE UPON REQUEST 

WRIGHT 2300" 
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 

OURNAM, NORTH CAROLINA -~ 
wn 
we 

DISTRICT OFFICES: 
Ridgefield, N. J.; LaGrange, Ii! 

Dotias, Texas; Durham, N. C 

CANADA: 
Sperry Gyroscope Ottawa Limited 

Ottewa, Ontario, Canada 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT: 
13 East 40th Street, New York 16,N.Y USA 

Cables: ARLAB 

Wright Bagmaster® "Cc" 
Completely automatic system for net weighing and bagging dry 
products such as potato chips. Range, 2 to 16 ounces. 
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FILLER, 

CLOSER, CRIMPER 

FOR LIQUID OR 

PASTE 

CLOSER, 
0 AND 

GEAR OR WORM 

FILLER. Up to 50 

tubes or jars per 

Up to 40 min.; for ointments, 

per min. creams, pastes. 

TUBE FILLER, 

103 CLOSER AND 

CRIMPER FOR 

LIQUIDS. Up to 

40 tubes per min 

FILLER 

Upto 85 

er min. 

HAND FILLER. For 

ointments, creams, 

pastes, tubes and 

POWER TUBE 

CLOSER. Up to 40 
tubes per min. 

jars; up to 30 

fills per min 

COLTON, the Precision Line, 
saves you money on every fill 
In filling devices, nothing is more important 

than precision. Known inaccuracy can cost 

plenty in overfilling for safety. Known preci- 

sion saves money on every fill; a vast amount 

over the lifetime of a high production machine. 

All Colton fillers are built to deliver exact pre- 
cision; to fill an exactly metered quantity; to 

fill pastes from the bottom to prevent air 
pockets; and to do it at profitable speed, with 

work-saving cleanliness. This is real economy. 
Literature gladly sent. 

HAND TUBE FOOT OPERATED 

CLOSERS. For TUBE CRIMPER 
collapsible 

metal tubes 

TABLET COUN- 

TER (Bench 

Type). Hand 

Operated 15 

“TABLET COUN 

TERS. Five or ten 

bottles. Motorized 

705 

710 
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= ARTHUR COLTON COMPANY 
: DIVISION SNYDER TOOL & ENGINEERING COMPANY 

"a 3400 E. LAFAYETTE * DETROIT 7, MICHIGAN 
PLANT NO. 2 PLANT NO. 3 

1030 McDOUGALL, DETROIT MANCELONA, MICH. 

euan vet Gees Sales and Service Engineers Coast-to-Coast 

Soup ; automatic, high speed; Export Office—13 E. 40th St., New York City 
loads sters, cleans, fills, folds, Offices in Principal Cities Throughout the World TUBE FILLERS AND CLOSERS 

crimp ts te cartoner; up to 300 LIQUID TO HEAVY PASTES 

tubes in. Tandem ka Up to 150 tubes per min 

- Tn) 
106 

108 

112 

SINGLE AND TWIN LIQUID 

FILLER. Up to 80 fills per 
MULTIPLE BOTTLE FILLER — a Se 
(Bench Type). Can be MULTIPLE BOTTLE 

equipped with straight line FILLER. Up to 480 
conveyor and stand. fills per min. 

: COLTON MULTIPLE LIQUID FILLERS SPECIFICATIONS | 
: 119 _| 104 | 106 | 108 112 | 124 | 126 | 128 | 132 | 

0 ae es ae ee Be 4 6 | 
2 ae & Bie: See 4 4 1.3 32 
BB Mi 160 | 240 | 320 | 480 | 160 | 240 | 320 | 480 
ES , [au] an | an | an | sm | 5% | 5% | 5% 

= ee ee en ae We] 1% | 2% 



PACKAGING COSTS LESS 
with REDINGTON Automatic Cartoning Machines 

REDINGTON machines are designed with one primary idea in mind—to help you reduce Op: 
erating costs while getting better packaging. Their basic principles— and many ingenious 

special modifications—have been proved out during nearly six decades of experience in solv- 
ing packaging problems in almost every field. Many smaller erage ~ ls well as “big 
name not investigate 
ikea RE DINGTONIS can do , you? 

REDINGTON REDINGTON 

Type 194 Type 9N 
CARTONER Adjustable 

Vertical 

Cartoner 

COMPLETELY NEW REDINGTONS FOR LOWER 
VOLUME PRODUCTION-— AT EASY-ON-BUDGET 
PRICES . . . designed and developed especially to 
meet the needs of smaller plants, and for stand-by 

or supplementary cartoning jobs. Prices are low. 
Write for full details. 

te SEND FOR COMPLETELY ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 

F.B. REDINGTON CO. 
3016 ST. CHARLES ROAD, BELLWOOD, ILL. 
Chicago Phone: AUstin 7-4200 
Verona, N. J.: CEnter 9-4608 

CARTONING MACHINES for: 
Bottles, Tubes, Soap, Facial Tissues, Macaroni, Razor Blades, \!aying 

Cards, Ampoules, Pen Points, Margarine, Candy Coated Gum, Candy, 

Crackers, and practically any solid article. 

VERTICAL CARTONER . . now called Type 9N, with 
new and added features, and lower priced . . for: 

Small production plants or for stand-by use in larger operations . . 

wherever there are many package sizes, considerable variction in 

sizes, and short runs. 

WRAPPING & CARTONING in combination . . fort 
Bandage Rolls, Macaroni, Bars of Soap, Mince Meat, Photographic 

Film, Margarine, and a wide variety of products. 

SPECIAL PACKAGING MACHINES for: 

Fruit Drop Tablets in Rolls, Mints, Soap, Bottles, Tin-packing Aspirin, > ; 

Envelope Filling, and many other special-problem adaptations. a 

AUTOMATIC MACHINES: fs 
CARTONING 

WRAPPING * SPECIAL PACKAGING 
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A model for every. purpose... 

CAPPERS 

IRESINA 
Standard, single head 

Automatic screw capper 

Capacity: 

up to 60 per inste. 

RESINA 
4 head rotary automatic 

can sealer 

Model SRA 

Capacity: 

up tol 00 gallons per 

minute 

ALSO SPECIAL MACHINERY 
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A speed for every need! 

* 

High speed, straight 

line screw Capper. 

Rated for speeds up to 

300 per minute 

depending on size of 

container and cap. 

Flexible. Fast. 

Fully Automatic 

RESINA 
Automatic can sealer 
Model CMS straight line (uaa 
two head constant 

Capacity: 

up te 60 per minute 

half pints to gallons. 

IR ESINA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO., INC. 



OLIVER wrapPiING MACHINES 

Oliver Wrappers are found in the 

packaging départments of leading 

industrial plants. It wraps and labels 

textiles, paper specialties, 

fruits, frozen foods, baked 

goods, boxed candies, etc. in almost 

any heat-sealing material. Uses car- 
tons, trays, U-boards, cards—or with- 

out supports. Meat packers use the 

Oliver to wrap sausages and bacon. 

meats, 

dried 

Kraft paper overwraps can also be 

handled on the Oliver. It glue-seals 

OLIVER LABELER 
Attach it to your present machine 

The Roll-Type Labeler is 
available as ar. independ- @ 
ent anit. Can be mounted 
on Olivers now in use or 
other makes: Package Ma- 
chinery, Hayssen, Battle 
Creek, AMF, and Camp- 
bell (‘Hudson-Sharp ) ma- f 
chines. A die-cut label RH DGCLL 
from a continuous roll 
(printed by Oliver) is rus 
heat-sealed ¥ 3 the wrapper a 
by labeler. A partly pre- 
printed label can be texgetated with eeeemties 
data just before it is heat-sealed to 
wrapping 3) Imprint items can 4 
— ce oe a few seconds. Available with 
or hout RE 4, Investigate! 

_— 

._—a 
WOODCRAIN 

most versatile and adaptable | 

for automatic wrapping and labe ing! 

envelope-style endfolds and bottom 

seal for bundling. 

Each of eight Oliver mode ; wrap! 

packages in a wide range | f sizes 

Has automatic infeed conve: ors 6 t: 

15 feet long. Up to 50 pacxages: 

minute can be handled. Hs fool 
proof automatic cardboard 

feeder. Codes cartons, card 

And the Roll-Type 

Imprinter is indispensable! 

labels. 

You can place the Oliver 

RAT See BE eae, 

vi 

eS 

bis SigsaN 

esi 

folder. = 

Labeler with 

in & COR 

veyorized line with automatic pack 

age transfer 

feed conveyor. 

and loader on the @ g 

For quick adjustability and verte > 

tility the Oliver is unmatched! Yo > 
can make a complete change for 7 
package size in a minute or two] 

Adjust the wrapper length while the ” 

machine is running. In a jiffy you" 

can switch from endfold to under} 

fold. Rolls of labels can be changed 7 

quickly. An electric eye registers | 

printed wrappers. Learn how the © 

efficient, versatile Oliver cam save; 

you money too. Write today for com } 
plete details. 

poy 



U. S. AUTOMATIC BOX MAKING & PACKAGING MACHINERY 

(a 
MODEL CM-2 High Speed Brightwood fg ; UNIVERSAL Full auto- 
machine produces up to 120 finished A ee matic for making a wide 

pers per minute. Size range from 3 x range of different sizes 

2x %” deep up to 14 x 7 x 3%” deep in of boxes at low produc- 
styles as shown at left. Changeovers are tion costs. It forms and 
quickly made at very moderate cost. glues turned-over end 

boxes from creased or 

scored blanks with or 
STANDARD An extremely versatile ma- 7 “St without double side 
chine that automatically glues and forms 2 walls, in addition to 
boxes in a much wider range of sizes and standard single end 
styles than shown at left at speeds up to boxes, at speeds up to 

60 per minute. 70 per minute. 

5 

\GY SONLIGHT 
A 

The latest machines in various models for filling pills, capsules and tablets coated and uncoated 

into bottles or other rigid containers. With greatest accuracy of count; no tablet breakage; full 

matic or semi-automatic. Speeds up to 200 bottles per minute or more, depending on tablet size an 

rts liner iserts line MODEL C-10 Automatically opens flat carton, tucks bottom, cuts liner from roll, forms and i 

counts or volume fills candy then tucks in and closes liner and top flaps of carton. Liner can be omuitt 

when desired. Speeds 60 per minute. 

me MODEL C-21 For small and sample size cartons. Two magazines feed flat cartons to opener, bottom 
: Wraps - § wf ~ are tucked, both are filled simultaneously then tops tucked. Can be equipped for lining or wrapping o 

_ - : aot both. Speed 150 per minute. f sizes. @ : 
rs 6 to @ 

ages i 4 

“BOND” Automatic or semi-automatic models for packing, gross weighing or volume filling. Handles 

face powder, talcum, flour, soap powder, cocoa, etc. Speeds up to 120 per minute. 

scotTr Net weighers for weighing and filling coffee, rice, peas, tapioca, tea, crackers, etc. Semi-automatic ; 

speeds up to 45 per minute with one operator. Fully automatic (rotary and straight line types); speeds 

up to 60 per minute. 

SEND US DETAILS ON ANY OF YOUR PACKAGING PROBLEMS —WE HAVE 

THE MACHINES AND THE ENGINEERING BACKGROUND TO HELP SOLVE THEM 

U.S. AUTOMATIC BOX wencbonescsctsenies co., I 
Owning and Upe t g NAT 

122 ARBORETUM ROAD, ROSLINDALE, BOSTON 31, MASS. 

Branch Offices: New York * Chicago * Springfield, Mo. 
James C. Hale Co., Los Angeles, San Francisco * Roy F. Heller, Savannah * R. S. Gold, Toronto 
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Forms, fills, heat seals and, 
if desired, codes and tags 
packages of powders, 
granules, liquids or semi- 
liquids — foods, candies, 

drugs, chemicals or small 

metal parts—in printed or 

unprinted film of almost 

any type taken from roll 

stock... all automatically. 

Rate: from 40 up to 140 
packages per minute. 

Capacity: Up to 1% lbs. 

Maximum Package Size: 

5” wide x 12%” long. 

Automatic feeds: counting, 

net weight, volumetric, 

auger or liquid. 

Feeds and fills up to 300 cartons per minute with free-flowing 
products such as soap powders, cereals and dried fruit... 
sealing both top and bottom in one continuous, automatic oper- 
ation. Available in several models for different carton sizes 
and speed ranges. One attendant. 

& 

Fills granules, powders or 
pastes by volumetric 
adjustable cam, pressure 
packing, gross weight, or 

combination auger-vacuum 

as required. Handles a 
wide variety of container 

types and net weights 

from 2 gms. to 10 lbs. 

Semi-automatic operation 
up to 30 units per minute. 
One operator. Extreme 
flexibility of control and 

precision of operation 

reduces filling costs to a 

minimum. Also ideal for 
short runs, off-size containers. 

Provid 

ineludi 

heat-se 



‘akes carton and liner, accurately fills by gross weight or net 

ight and seals automatically. For non-free flowing products 
including dessert powders and fine flour or free-flowing mate- integrated, “uninterrupted box making — eliminates double 
ials such as crystal sugars, oatmeal, etc. Produces up to 75 handling and storage space...cuts labor costs! Other model 
packages per minute. Accordion style top fold of inner liner K&D Stayers available for glued stays. Speeds up to 150 boxes 
permit losing until contents are exhausted. per minute. CORNER-CUTTER mechanism cuts four corners 

simultaneously from a scored blank... automatically! 

p to 60 units per minute. Adjustability: width 
kness 1%” to 4”; height 1%” to 8”. Completely A complete paper box gluing, feeding and wrapping unit, 
er feed with cam control to assure precise ac- requiring but one inexperienced operator. Five easy adjust- 

ments for quick change-overs. Model “H”—maximum: 15”x 10” 

jars or cartons with powders, granules or es, 

ige feed: requires only one operator to place 

i i x 2%"; minimum: 4” x 1%” x %”. Completes 40 wraps per r on conveyor. Also available in 4-station model 
‘120 units and up per minute. Can be supplied 

Vac” attachment for dusty products. 
minute. Model “B”—maximum: 20” x 15” x 4"; minimum: 6” x 
4 x %”. Delivers 30 wraps per minute. 

Provides snug, contour wrap for irregular shaped products 
including prepared meats, cheeses, vegetables, toys, etc. with 
heat-sealing Pliofilm at a rate of 12 or 15 wraps per minute. Delivers up to 70 units per minute. One operator can feed two 
One operator feeds product into machine. machines. Permits delayed operation without production loss. 
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4942 SUMMERDALE AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 24, PA. 

Pocitic Coast: SIMPLEX PACKAGING MACHINERY, INC., 534—23rd AVE., OAKLAND 6, CALIF, 
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ienced packaging engineers help 

ur Packaging Problems. Write us toda 

Many Hayssen “COMPAK” machines BOOTH FISHERIES depend on OSIERY gets 

at E. J. BRACH & SON, economically Hayssen for economical, buy-appealing ter protection, 

and with added sales-appeal, automati- wrapping of their better lines of fish, greater packag nomy with their 
cally form, fill and seal bags of candy. shrimp, lobster and sea foods. 

HAYSSEN MANUFACTURING 
DEPT. MPE-5S8 « SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

first in Automatic Packaging Since 1910 
Albany « Atlanta « Boston » Chicago « Dallas « Denver « Detroit « Jackson, Miss. « Minneapolis « New York « Philadelphia « St. Louis « San Francisco e Montreal e Toronto 

62 



SERIES 50 
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ORE aia 

ternational offers rotary filling machines’ in 
r different sizes, 24-head, 36-head, 48-head 

4d 72-head. The International rotary can be 
2 erated as a straight vacuum machine, as a 

re sight gravity machine or os a combination 
3 vum-gravity machine. It features fluid drive, 
i action heads and a central lubricating 
¥ tem, low friction plastic worm feed and fine 
FE height adjustment while running. 
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SERIES 40 
International’s fully automatic straight-line ma- 
chines can be operated’ on any. of three prin- 
ciples — straight vacuum, straight gravity or 
combination gravity-vacuum. The Series #40 
has added versatility in that it can handle thin- 

wall polyethylene containers. Equipped with a 
patented master mechanical control system and 
a central lubricating system, it is the pacemaker 
in straight-line fully automatic filling. 

PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA 
U.S. A. 

INTERNATIONAL FILLING 
| MACHINE CORPORATION 

SPECIFICATIONS FROM 

CORPORATION 

Container Range: Size—Fractional ounce 
to 5-gallon. Type—Round and rec- 
tangular tin; all types of glass, sprink- 
ler top and standard cap finish. 

Speed Range: Up to 500 containers per 
minute. 

Floor Dimensions: 6 ft. x 6 ft. exclusive 
of conveyors. Overall length 10 ft. 

Weight: Approx. 4700 Ibs. 
Motors: Power—2 h.p. Vacuum—3 h.p., 

50 c.ft. per minute capacity. 

Contact Parts: Metal Type 316 stainless 
steel standard for use in food, bever- 
age and other industries. Other con- 
tact parts available for products with 
such properties as muriatic or sul- 
phuric acid. 

Container range: Size—Fractional ounce 
to 2-gallon. Type—Round and rec- 
tangular tin; all types of glass, sprink- 
ler top and standard cap finish; poly- 
ethylene. 

Speed Range: Up to 120 containers per 
minute. 

Floor Dimensions: 54” x 36” exclusive 
of conveyors. Overall length 12’6”. 
Overall width including tank 4’ 6”. 

Weight: Approx. 2700 Ibs. 
Motor: 3 h.p. 
Pumps: For filling operation 20 c.ft. per 

min. capacity. For mechanical move- 
ments 20 c.ft. per minute capacity. 

Contact Parts: Metal Type 316 stainless 
steel standard for use in food, bever- 
age and other industries. Other con- 
tact parts available for products with 
such properties as muriatic or sul- 
phuric acid. 

INTERNATIONAL FILLING MACHINE 

STRAIGHT LINE AUTOMATIC 



SECTION 

Feeding the packaging line 

n the past, the weakest link in th 

l packaging chain has usually been at 
the start of the line where the con- 

tainers are fed into production. The 

output capacities of machines for fill- 

ing sealing, labeling and similar op 

erations have been gradually stepped 

up and have how reached a high 

degree of efficiency; but, the equip 

ment and methods connected with the 

yperations of unloading and un 
scrambling have not kept pace with 

this progress. This has been partic 

ularly true with regard to the 

h indling of glassware, cans and fibre 

board enclosures, Labor costs at this 

end of the line have increased dis 

proportionate ly in an effort to increase 

output to meet the demands of the 

line as a whole. The general situation 

has been a challenge to the manufac 

turers of unscrambling equipment and 

has been met in the past five years by 

FHOTO COURTEST ISLAND EQUIPMENT Conr 

Suction opens flaps on one carton automatically (see left fore- 

ground of photo) while vacuum head (see center rear of photo) 

automatically lifts glass containers from another carton and places 

them on belt which carries them to walking beam unscrambler. 

64 

the introduction of machines which 

are solving the problem satisfactorily. 

A brief resume of handling methods 

will disclose the conditions which 

needed correcting. When operators 

unload by hand from reshippers o1 
bulk containers packed in single tiers, 

the usual output limitation is 10 car 
tons per minute. When the shipping 
container is packed 3 by 4 or 4 by 6, 

the output of containers ranges be 

tween 120 and 240 per minute. Bulk 

containers may hold up to 72 or more 

small-size containers and high capac 

ities can be reached with one 

operator. However, to increase pro- 

duction with the first mentioned 

packs, two operators are needed. 

One of the first steps in faster un- 
loading and one that is still being 

used is a multiple-tier unloader which 

handles cans either layer by layer o1 

bulk dumped onto an _ unscrambler 

which receives them arranged helter- 

skelter and discharges them onto the 

line in single 
i] 

On the othek hand, glassware must b 
\ 

unloaded in a vertical position, 

side up. Tapered tumblers are : 
ception. They are usually unscra: 

upside down to prevent their ti 

over when being accumulated 

ever, tumblers can be unscramb 

relatively low speeds right-sid 
the machine is equipped with a 

down plate. 
Although advances 

made in feeding 

efficiently, many problems rem: 

solved. This is made clear by 

at the results of a study coverin 

700 installations 
that, in varying degree, the fol 
unfavorable conditions were : 

output adversely: 

1. Working level of dump tal 

too high for short operators. 
2. Cartons 

36 pint, or 72 

too heavy to handle efficienth 

Can uncaser-sorter automatically unpacks cans, aligns ope 
ends and sends them single-file for filling at speeds up to 600 cpm 

(read cutaway from bottom to top). Inset shows cans just belor 
being dropped through chute to conveyor for delivery to filler. 

by John W. Stilest | 

SECTION 2—THE MACHINERY OF PACKAGING 
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3. Containers packed too tightly 
caused the separators to fall out dur- 
Ing dumping. 

i. Separators that were too loose 
unloaded with the containers. 

Containers with high centers of 
sravity or which were otherwise un- 
stable fell over and had to be 

ited. 
Containers had to be hand- 

ed after unloading to prevent 
n the discharge line. 
Containers with a high coeffi- 
of friction between the con- 

glass and the unscrambling 
ism locked at discharge. 
und, tapered and odd-shaped 
rs were likely to tip over un- 
yperator kept the rate of feed 
imum. 
itainers which tended to 
cause they had been stored 
nheated warehouse in the 
| then brought into a heated 

n room, locked at discharge. 
shing during unloading and 
of containers in unscram- 

d not only those engaged 
< but also others, with bad 
roduction. 

y paperdust interfered 
oper functioning of un- 
equipment, necessitating 

ional cleaning and main- 
rvice. 

idual operator efficiency 
emely variable factor. 

these conditions the speed 
ng varied from six to 12 
iinute with a general over- 
of about eight cartons a 

1 some instances, higher 

were had by the expedient 
, operators from unloading 

line stations, thus reducing, 
tent, the fatigue factor, as 
viduals were concerned. 

10w it should be quite evident 
ie capacities of unscramblers 

t be based on their mechanical 
rge speeds because they are en- 

y dependent upon the speed of 
ding for their own output. To- 
most product sales are based on 

\2 or even six containers per carton 

and if operators dump containers from 
reshippers at the rate of eight cartons 
per minute, only 96 containers per 
minute will be fed to the line from 
12-pack cartons. Should the filling ca- 

pacity exceed this rate, the only solu- 
tion would be to add an operator and, 
as a further aid, to use an accumulat- 

ing conveyor to prevent the possibility 
of spotty discharge. Obviously, the 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

additional operator would double the 
labor cost at this point. The only real 
solution of the problem, therefore, is 

to make the whole unloading set-up 
fully automatic. 

Various types of automatic unload 
ers are presently on the market. Al- 
though they incorporate different 
principles of operation, they all have 
capacities of 15 or more cartons per 
minute. Higher speeds may be had 
but, generally, it is best to count on 

15 cartons as an obtainable average. 
One type of unloader operates by 

conveying the cartons upside down 
and the containers fall out onto the 
unscrambler after the flaps are 
opened. With this method, any 
broken containers are unloaded along 
with the good ones and unstable con- 
tainers are likely to fall over—both of 
which contingencies can cause occa- 
sional shutdowns. 

Another type utilizes vacuum cups 
which engage the bottoms of the con- 
tainers packed in the usual upside- 
down manner. After the bottles have 
been lifted clear of the carton, they 
are turned over for feeding the un- 
scrambler. 

A third type unloads metal con- 
tainers by means of electromagnetic 

pick-up. And, in still another type, 
narrow-neck bottles are unloaded by 

mechanical fingers of a gripper-style 
unloader. 

One type of unloader uses vacuum 
cups to lift containers packed topside 
up but, up to the present, is limited 
to handling large-mouth bottles and 
jars at the rate of 15 cartons per min- 
ute. With unloaders of this type, the 
separators must be ordered cut down 
about half an inch to permit proper 
vacuum seal between the cup and the 
mouth of the container. The cartons 
can be fed to the machine manually 
or the line can be made automatic if a 
conveyor is used to line up the car- 
tons ahead of the unloader’s own belt. 
The machine only accepts a new car- 
ton when the preceding one has 
reached a point where it actuates the 
feed belt motor. Feeding, opening 
flaps, lifting the bottles or jars and 
placing them on the unscrambler, as 
well as removal of the emptied cartons 
are fully automatic and interrelated 
operations so that each operation 
is synchronized with the others. With 
this type, broken bottles are not 
fed to the unscrambler but are left in 
the carton because the cups will not 
lift them. This prevents glass from 
entering line to cause jamming. 

Unscrambler feeds cans along V- 

shaped lanes. Cans right themselves be- 

cause bottom is heavier than open top 

Unscramblers. Although conven 
tional rotary and straightline unscram 
blers have not been the underlying 
causes of trouble at the beginning ot 

the line, improvements have bee: 

made in this type of equipment. On¢ 

for example, a 
beam type, provides capacities up to 
500 containers per minute. This ma 
chine is designed to eliminate th: 
noise of earlier types, scuffing of con 
tainers, and by its gentle handling, it 

practically eliminates breakage at this 
point in the line. 

Other successful types of unscram 
blers employ belts, disks, gates and 

reverse-flow principles. Unscraimblers 
are available for vials and cans as wel 

as for bottles and jars. One type 
can unscrambler employs a series of 

machine, walking 

canted tracks and the cans straighte 
themselves because the bottom, whic! 

is heavier than the open top, tilts int 
upright position. 

Accumulators are available in tw 
main types: one style employs a r 

volving disk or plate; the other em 
ploys a trough or a table area fed by 
conveyor belt. To save space, th 

accumulator may have double lanes 

and the conveyor may double back on 
itself. Regardless of type, the accumu 

lator functions as a temporary sto! 

age area and is designed to help keep 

the packaging line flowing steadily by 
offsetting any interruption caused by 
shutdowns or variations in the speeds 

of various units in the line. 

Bottle cleaners ) 

Bottle-cleaning equipment is of 
fundamental importance to the man 
ufacturer’s quality control. In clean 
ing re-use bottles, elaborate washing, 
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scrubbing and rinsing precautions 

nust be observed to assure prope! 

sanitation. New bottles may requiré 

washing to remove glass particles, car 

ton dust or paper tragments. 

Basic types 

. , ’ 
Washing new bottles [wo types ol 

rocesses are available for aning p 

leaning new bottles rinsing and ail 

ining. Selection depends upon the 

duct and upon the quality of wate: 

Water rinsing often leaves 

iall residue of water in the con 

tainer, causing difficulty for products 
Ke liquor where the proof is affected 

1 products having an oil base. Wa 1 pr 

rinsing may also leave a mineral 

due, unless the water is treated 

Water rinsers. One automatic rinse: 

bottles into pockets on a 

rier which moves the bottles inside 

ach bottle is air blown to 

move lint and dust, then given a 

spray of service wate! iditioning 

1 pre-rinse. The carrier inverts 

PHOTO COURTESY JU. 5. BOTTLERS MACHINERY CoO. 

Rotating mechanism 
of this air cleaner transfers 

botiles from conveyor, then 

inverts, cleans -and dis- 

charges them, 

the bottles in their pockets and rinse 

is injected into bottle 

a nozzle. Still inverted, the 

water each 

through 

bottles are drained, carried to an up- 

right transferred from 

their pockets to a conveyor 
Where it is necessary to assure bot 

tle dryness, driers can be synchronized 
with washer operation: 

A typical semi-automatic rinser is 
the rotary-table type. A large number 
of spouts are set upright on the table 
ind operators invert the bottles over 
them. They are then automatically car- 
ried under a hood, where internal and 

external sprays are applied. 
Air cleaning. Air-cleaning 

ment is also available in varying de 

grees of automatic operation. 

A completely manual-type cleaner 
s operated by placing two bottles at 

a time against air tubes. 
{ more automatic type receives the 

bottles from a conveyor, automatically 

injects air into each bottle individu- 

ally and discharges the bottles back to 

position and 

equip 

Air cleaner automat- 
ically handles bottles or 

jars up to 4 in. in diam- 

eter, has a capacity of 

125 to 250 containers 

per minute. 

the conveyor through a star wheel af- 
ter they have been cleaned. 

A large group of automatic air 
cleaners operates on a rotary principle. 

One type moves the bottles onto bar- 
rel-like holding devices, then inverts 
them over air nozzles that do the 
cleaning job. 

Another rotary-type cleaner moves 
the bottles to individual cleaning sta- 
tions, where they move into position 

on the station platform. Mechanically 
operated cleaning nozzles extend into 
the bottles, while the cleaning head 
rotates clockwise, thereby inverting 
the bottles. Air is injected at pressures 

of 60 to 90 lbs. and a vacuum tank 
sucks away the dust and dirt from the 
containers. 

There is also a rotary machine that 

has a paddle wheel fitted with 12 
vanes. Three parallel chain con -yors 
operate in conjunction with the v heel 
The first introduces the bottle: into 
the paddle wheel and, by me. :s of 
a deflector, passes them to the s ond 
conveyor directly under the © heel 
The bottles, lodged within the nes 
are swept through a complete evo 
lution in the vertical plane ar: one 
or more blasts of compressed are 
applied to each in the inverte: posi- 
tion. After cleaning, bottles de 
flected to the third conveyor hich 
brings them to the filling stat: 1s o 
the packaging line. 

Another rotary model holc  eacl 
bottle rigidly at top and bott anc 

whips it into inverted positi Ail 

pressure forces’ an air nozzle i: ‘0 the 
bottle neck. The nozzle dro); out 
when the air valve closes aii the 
container swings back to an « pright 
position. The bottles are disc \arged 
from the cleaner to the cviiveyor 
through a star wheel. 

Washing re-use bottles. Re-use bot- 
tles require much more care in clean- 
ing than new bottles. Washing in- 
cludes internal and external cleaning 
with hot caustic solutions, live steam, 
hot water and clear cold-water rinses. 
For certain products, such as_ beer, 
water for final rinsing must be filtered 

to remove chlorine. 
Washing ampoules. Ampoules, 

tubes and similar glassware may also 
be cleaned on automatic washing ma- 
chinery. One type applies a cleansing 
solution to the containers at each of 
eight stations, then discharges them to 
an autoclave or filling machine. Suff- 
cient time is allowed at each station 
to assure washing and drying without 
mixing of the cleansing fluids. 

SECTION 2—THE MACHINERY OF PACKAGING 
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yster speeds, higher accuracy and 
an increased degree of automation 

top the major developments within 

the past five years in dry product fill 

ing equipment, 

On packaging lines using rigid con- 

tainers. the progress was a_ steady 

cont tion of past advancements. 
3 For iple, operating speeds of lines 

: weig r fragile products, such as 

é crac} and filling them into cartons, 

A jum} from 23 cartons per min. to 

y () {5 cartons per min. with little, 

5 if ar crease in weighing accuracy 

Me on the top-speed lines 

wl duct and package character 

5 ist 1it continuous material flow 

vetric filling rather than 

rates of 250 or more per 

ne not unusual. (See also 

Line for Dry Products,” 

vas even more noticeable 

ng small, flexible bags. Five 
1utomatic equipment for 

is type of package was in 
del stage. Today, systems 
and position the bag, 

fill the product 

bag are beginning to ap 

into it 

umber of industries 

nut future They 

ll higher speeds, automatic 

11 trol, 

utilization of electronics. 

trends? 

more integrated lines 

S d accuracy are becoming 

equa portant in the thinking of 

pack One without the other is 

scorl shrinking profit margins have 

mad weights and giveaway a lia- 

bilit nly to manufacturers of high 

unit products but to packagers 
‘ in ge Even when a company 
a shifts more expensive package 
4 because it will increase sales, the 

§ economic pressure for filling accuracy 
q remains. Package designer and mer- 
= chandising official can blink at higher 
| cost if sales are sufficiently stimulated 

by a new package, but the challenge 
‘ for the filling operation remains con- 
4 stant—-do a job faster, more accurately, 
4 at a minimum cost.) 
F Continuous-flow processing is grad- 

ually replacing intermittent, stop-start 
operations as engineers and packagers 

*Director of Research & Developme: Wright achinery Co., _ Deten te 2 Div. of Sperry R rp., 
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Fillers for dry products 

increase their knowledge of product 

handling. Long obvious has been the 

fact that weighing accuracy and speed 

are dependent upon an even product 

flow. One can safely state that future 

developments in dry product filling 

equipment will stem just as much 

from improved product handling as 
from new weighing techniques. 

Among those new techniques, elec 
tronics appears to be due for the 
fullest utilization. Weighers with elec- 

tronic detectors have been used for 

some time on systems handling heavy 

items and freight. Now electronics is 

being incorporated in systems which 

weigh and package medium and light 

weight products. Meat packers, for ex- 
ample, use a system which includes 
an electronic weigher for the weigh- 

ing and packaging of sliced bacon. 

weighing-packaging 

equipment is still in its infancy but it 

Electronics in 

is a definite trend worth observing by 
packagers with long-range programs. 

Automatic quality control or inspec- 
tion will be used on more lines. Now 

on the market are calculating devices 
and visually record which instantly 

Pre-formed bags are automatically fed from magazine onto spouts of revolving turret. 

Standard model weigher has range of 2 oz. to 1 lb. Bags are then transferred to heat seal. 

by Peter J. Chenery* 

the weight deviations on strip charts 

they make the also 

to the fillin: 

in some cases, 

necessary adjustments 

machine. 

The integrated line is another trend 

Integration here means the combina 

tion of the weighing-filling operation 

with other steps in the packaging op 

eration. Sometimes equipment hous 

ing the weighing-filling unit will als 

other 

the functions will be 

perform a series of functions 

In other 

performed by separate units but thei: 

be tightl, 

Cases 

illied an 

This is not 
operations will 

timed to work in unison 

new but its use is growing 

Actual selection of dry product fill 

installa ing equipment for a specific 
] . tion is more complex now than fivi 

7 ) 

years ago It is also more rewarding 

because there more trom wit I 

choose. 

Here is how many of the expe 

enced pac kagers go about 

their filling machinery 

They begin by putting on paper th 

factual product data concerning 

packages a I production wl 
} 

na 

the line will be expected to handle 
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1 Dreak them lown to pi duct 

1 pack S per operating minute oI 

WW } 
With this nerete data the pack 

; . 
ving d purecl ising yitie ils ire in 

elligently prepared to discuss requir¢ 

ents and specifications with their 

vn er eering departments and 

vith machine manutacturers 10st 
' 

eX] nced erving their particular 
; 
lust 

Together they attempt to resolve 

first, whet shing | rs whether weighing (gross or net) 

r metered filling (volumetric or 

time is better for the particular in 
al ‘ ; 

tallatyor 

Other major decisions—such as de 

‘ yf versatility and automation 

PHOTO COURTESY TRIANGLE PACKAGE MACHINERY Co 

msidered. Before commenting on 
how - 

ve eT if might be he Ipful to 

Speeds of more than 350 
units a minute are achieved 

with this continuous motion 

carton filling and sealing ma- 

chine designed for free-flow- 
ing products such as cereals, 

and spices. Unit 

vibrator, check 

and electronic 

that automatically adjust for 

macaroni 

has weight 

scale controls 

variations in weight. 

list briefly the 

basic types of filling equipment from 

which the choice can be made 

desc ibe eac h of 
} 

and 

Weighers 

There are two types of weighers 

net and gross. Net weighers weigh the 

product then fill the weighed 

charge into the package. Gross weigh- 
ers weigh the product and the pack- 
ige. (See “Check Weighing Progress,” 

p. 137.) 

Selection between a net or a gross 

weigher usually depends primarily on 
the package. Unless the package ma- 
terial is highly uniform in weight, a 

weigher will be more accurate 

since for package 

weight variation is not required. Net 

weighers also are more practical for 

flexible bags, since it is difficult to 
support a filled bag on a scale. 

If a package is highly uniform in 
weight, either a net or gross weigher 
can be used. Gross weighing is some- 

times preferred if gentle product han- 

dling is a prime consideration. A gross 
weigher feeds the product directly 

and 

net 

compensation 

Semi-automatic 
chine, here used for tea, 
will fill and weigh rela- 

tively free-flowing products 

into any style of container. 

ma- 

This 24-head 

speeds ucts at 

ers per minute. 

rotary 

vacuum filler can handle 
variety of powdered prod- 

ranging 

from 120 to 300 contain- 

into the package while a net weigher 

first feeds the product into a weighing 
receptable and then dumps it into the 

package 

Any scale can be used either as a 

net or gross weigher. The major types 
of scales used in packaging machinery 

are balances, spring scales and liquid 
displacement scales. 

A balance has a which 

counterbalances the weight of the 

product plus the tare weight of the 
weighing receptable. In a spring scale 
the deflection of the spring supports 
the product plus the tare weight of 

the weighing receptable. In a !iquid 

displacement scale the buoyant force 

weight 

of the displaced liquid supports the 

product plus the tare weight the 
weighing receptacle. 

With any of these types, the scale 

generates a signal when the d sired 
weight of the material is recei\ ed in 

the weighing receptacle. This + gnal 
ing is done by a detector whic may 
be an electrical contact, a pne natic 

relay or an electronic system 
Selection of type of scale ar type 

of detector depends upon so many 
factors that the choice can best 
made by the equipment man: ictur 

ers engineers. Suffice it to s: her 

that all three types of scale men- 
tioned have been used succes: _ lly in 

combination with one or mor: >f the 

types of detectors mentioned 

A typical net weigher op es as 

follows: 
Product is conveyed from over- 

head or incline conveyor the 
weigher. Flow of material o the 

weigher is frequently smoothe: by one 
or more vibrating troughs lea ng d- 
rectly to the weighing re: ptacle 

When the desired weight of -:aterial 

is received, the detector trig.ers the 

dump mechanism and the \veighed 

charge is filled into the package 

SECTION 2—THE MACHINERY OF PACKAGING 
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sigher In a typical gross weigher opera- 

ghing tion, the product is similarly conveyed 

to the and fed directly into the package. : 

f When the weight of the material and 

asa ® the package reach the desired amount, ' 

types MH the detector signals the feed system 

Linery ; to cut off the flow of product. Rahousitie tes end 

liquid @ In some machines the product contin: biieiiinie ensebliais 

© stream is blocked while a new pack- io suitable for filling ’ 

vhich age is brought into position. In other 30 to 50 bags per . 

| the HP equipment, the product is diverted to minute, depending on 

f the Ma a sect veighing bucket or package the size and type. g 
scale 5 while first one is being dumped bd 

Dorts " or mi mut of the way. é 

ht of é F t-off and control of materials £ 

quid Ff in sus n between charges deserve 4 

force He spec Without them, accuracy 8 
the S isi The most successful sys- 2 

the tel in an even product flow ? 

so tl int in suspension can be 

scale ’ | compensated in the set 

sired e ting ule circular openings A stationary, plate with product). ¢ hanges in the qi 

din & It e noted also that in either beneath the rotating plate has a sing] tity of product delivered to each | 

gnal st t is common to use mul hole which is aligned successively with iwe are made by varying the numl 

may @ {I £ heads to speed up openings or pockets in upper plat: f revolutions which tl 

nati hout sacrificing accuracy. A supply of product is fed to th: Auger feed 

\ juently used method is top of the rotating plate, and the o eighing fillers to fe 
type t eighing. At the first sta- enings in the plate are filled as th r wet products to the we 

nany is fed in bulk until the plate turns. A scraper is provided t ceptacle. Here th 
best t is almost reached. At level the product flush with the top through a clutch controlled | 

tur tion, the last remaining of the plate. When a filled pocket scale, which stops the auger whe 
here ich desired weight is passes over the single hole in the desired weight is obtained 

men e slow dribble feed rate lower plate, a quantity of product dé \ second class of met 

ly it ite feed cut-off at the termined by the area of the opening onsists of machines which establis! 

F the and the thickness of the plate is dis a product flow at a standard rat 

charged into the package. Changes ir ause this stream of product to { 

$ as Mete illers the volume of product delivered ari ontainer for a specific time int 

major class of filling made by varying the thickness of the This operating principle is us¢ 

ver- eq nsists of machinery rotating plate. There are numerous iumber of very high-speed fille 

the & wi es out a desired quan- variations of the method just cd rating at speeds from 200 to 500 

the duct by some means scribed, but all volumetric fillers us¢ 600 packages per minute. The mean 

one Ge OU ghing a “measuring cup” of some type to de used to establish the standard-rat 
z di- . \ fillers, which use cali liver a metered volume of product flow of product may iny Ive vibrator 

acl, Ge Oral ers to measure out the An auger or screw-type feeder may feeders supplied from a hopper 
erial prod erhaps more widely used be used to deliver a measured volume gravimetric feeders which weigh the 
the & thar pes of metering fillers. of product, since the screw will dis product on a feed belt and adjust tl 

shed A ty umetric filler will have a place a constant volume for each revo supply to the belt to maintain « 

containing a number of lution (providing it is filled at all times stant weight. The luct stre 

Fifteen - station 

filler is designed for 

free-flowing granu 

lar products needing 

addition of brine 

or sauce to pack. 

Flour packer pack- 
ARENCO OM ages | to 5 Ibs. Two 

and three scale mod- B 

els are available. E 

Speed, 22 to 28 5-Ib. 
bags per minute. 

PHOTO COURTESY FOOD MACHINERY 4&4 CHEMICAL Comr. 
PHOTO 
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Triple vibrator feed of this net weigher 

designed to give maximum accuracy and 

hi + Fills bag cartons, cans 

n 

te frdm pacha t the n t 
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Special types 

Fill juipment can be cust 

igineere l to meet unusual require 

ents. Techni i speaking howeve 

they all fall into the weighing or m« 

tering lassification or a combination 

tl me major exception. That is 

ere eighing is done by count. o1 

vhere count is done by weighing 

Machines for handling some sweet 

pastry cookies provide an interest 

exampl of both types 

Counters are used to fill sweet 

cookies into stacks in a divided bag 

Weighers are used as counters to fill 

i fixed number of different kinds of 

yastryv cookies into a carton 

Versatility and automation 

As previously mentioned, packagers 

basic have a choice not only in the 

70 

types of filling equipment but in their 

versatility, automation and complete- 
ness of operation. 

By versatility is meant the ability to 

handle a variety of products, weights 

and packages. By automation is meant 

the automatic handling of the product 
and the package. By completeness is 

meant the performance of additional 
packaging functions by the filling 

system. . 

The more automatic and complete 

a system is, the less versatile it can be 

Packagers of multiple items on short 

runs must forego automatic, complete 

systems. Here the logical choice is a 

filler to which the package is fed man 

ually. An excellent variety of model 

IS available Some have Provisions for 

quick change-over from one package 

to another such as different type 

spouts and interchangeable weigh 

buckets or measuring cups. Their ac 

curacy has improved greatly in recent 

vears despite the limitations imposed 

by their comparatively wide weighing 

range 

Che largest percentage of packaged 

lry products produced today, how 

is handled on automatic lines 

a number of ma On the market are 

chines for handling practically any 
type of product. These machines tend 

to be spec ialized rather than general 

purpose systems and experience would 

indicate that the purchase should be 

approached with the realization that 

in many cases they will require some 

special adaptations to fit a particular 

operation. This is the case especially 

when the operation is fully automatic 

ind when the system performs a num 

ber of functions. 

Regardless of whether the equip 

ment is a weigher or metering filler 

semi-automatic or automatic, single or 

Versatile net weigher and 

filler for 

speed of 60 contdiners per min- 

granular products has 

ute, provides precision weights 

and settles the product 

Automatic tandem four-station 

fillers are shown packaging spices 

at MeCormick & Co. in Baltimore, 

Only minutes are required for change. 
“junior” net designed 

for different products, weights, packages, 

over of weigher 

multiple function, certain practices 

will help assure its efficiency. 

1. Continue to use the proper 

equipment for your specific proc ucts 

and packages. When you add t> or 

make changes in your product line 

and packages, don’t expect your __rig- 

inal equipment always to fill the bill 

Over a period of time and cha ges 

packagers are tempted to try to — take 

their weighing-filling equipme do 

jobs for which it was never inte: led 

Maintain controls to assure uni 

formity of product and packagin ma 

terials. They directly affect yur 

weighing-packaging line. 

3. Set up and follow a pi ven 

tive maintenance program. Eve vone 

agrees such a program pays « but 

persistence is required to maint ‘nit 

4. Utilize quality control in ioni- 
toring the output of your pac! iging 

line to detect need for adjustm: 

5. Arrange your weighing. iilling 

equipment so that materials and pack- 

ages flow to and from it easily 

SECTION 2—THE MACHINERY OF PACKAGING 
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he major developments for general 

. wee ation in liquid filling in the 

years have been production 

smoother and more efficient 

handling and increased use 

past hve 

increa 

contal 

of el ynic and safety inspection 

devices. There have been many ingen- 

ious § | developments for non-aer- 

itior roduct, nitrogen blanketing 

cold x, aerosol filling, non-rigid 

ont ,andling, ete., which cannot 

e ( in a general article. (See 

ils lern Line for Liquid Prod- 

D his period the maximum 

DI speed of liquid fillers has 
nt r beyond any other five- 
vea since automatic liquid 
filler first designed. For exam- 

] m speeds are available 

; ) whiskey bottles (% 

e hundred 6-oz 

size) 

cans of 

six hundred quarts of 

lu! | per min., seven hun- 

ttles of catsup per min 

sand cans of baby food 

five years, in addition to 

ed which obviously will 

prime factor in all pack- 
igi nd in design change will 
be t nitary filling, particularly 
in th ind drug industries, or 
for a ict for human consump- 
tion. | tary filling we mean de- 
sign of valves and machines to 
confor the type of regulations 
which ready in existence for the 
dairy ry. In other words, even- 

tually tandards now set up for 
the dai lustry will be extended to 
cover products for human con- 
sumption and new design will be gov- 
erned accordingly. 

Electronic product’ inspection de- 
vices while not always necessarily part 

of the filler itself will also become 
more and more a factor—particularly 
in plants that are quality control 
conscious. Electronic checking of 
product fill height in non-transparent 
containers at high speeds is a practical 
addition to the line. 

There is also a trend in some indus- 
tries toward synchronization of all 
machines in the production line, par- 

man ee Engineer, Horix Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, 
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Fillers for liquids 

ticularly on glass container handling. 

There are definite advantages and dis- 

advantages to synchronization which 

any potential user must fully investi- 
gate in relation to his products, con- 

tainers and speeds. 

The basic factors 

Following is a brief summary of the 

main points to keep in mind when 
selecting a filler. 

Product characteristics. This is one 

of the most important factors becaus« 

product container 

whether you are limited to one type 
of filler as the best machine for 
application. 

Production speed is of prime impor- 

and determine 

your 

tance because the machine must op 

erate efficiently at the speeds desired 

by the user to coordinate with the 

entire line speed. When possible, a 
filler should have a production margin 
of 25% over maximum production re- 

quirements at the time of purchase. 
Type of container. Generally speak- 

ing, there are three types of container 

materials—glass, metal and plastic. A 
filler which is best suited for glass 

might not be as efficient for tin or 

plastic and in some cases might not be 
able to handle tin or plastic at all. This 
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by W. H. Bulcao* 

the factor is of utmost importance to 

customer who in the future may wan 

to run tin or plastic containers on a 

filler originally purchased for glass 

The size and shape of container must 

SOTTK also be considered. For example 

fillers cannot handle rectangular o 

odd shaped containers efficiently. And 

some fillers cannot handlk sprinkle 

type containers at all. The tvps 

shape of container, then 

the use of a specific filler 

Clean containers should be 

ered by a modern filler. There shor 

be no spill at the speeds required 

no -product from the filling val 

outside of container 

Efficient container handling. Esser 

should contact 

tially, efficient container! } 

means feeding and discharging 

tainers with feed screws at the speed 

required with a minimum of fractur 

when glass is being handled and wit! 

out bending or marring containe 

when metal or plastic is being har 

dled 

suit the 

All necessary safety aevices 

containers should be part 

either the filler or accessories. Thes 

include I should 

that is, 

is coming to infeed turret i 

ce vices 

no fill 

falls or 

incorrect position), 

filler stops if ontamer 

iutomatic story 

Squeeze bottle filling. Bottles travel in metal holders, are filled by rotary filler. 

Operators at right position molded bottom disks for heat sealing on filled containers. 
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discharge for choke neck (glass), safety 

push rods (collapsible), back-up safety 
filler if 

from infeed of capper to discharge of 

filler 

tainer 

to stop containers back up 

guides on filling valves or con 

rests to center containers 

Some 

types of fillers are much more readily 
Cleaning and maintenance 

cleaned than others 

ially important feature for food-pack- 
This is an espe- is 

ing equipment because it is necessary 

to clean the fillers daily 

Che adjustment of fillers from one 

ontainer to inother may be a com 

. ; 
paratively simple or comparatively 

heult yperation. Some fillers re 

juire onsiderably more time than 

t] f conversion trom one con 

tainer t nother. It is also important 

whether or not a skilled 

s required to adjust and 

lubricate the filler or if the adjustment 

etermine 

e% ink 

ind lubrication system is designed 

iply enough so that any ordinary 

perator can perform this duty. 

The maintenance life of the filler is 

f prime importance. In other 

ll it be necessary to rebuild ‘ il 

the f r every two years or only every 

five to six years for maximum effi 

enc The basic design of the fille: 

uld be looked into very thoroughly 

rt preep ind parts costs on a lower 

iachine may more than offset 

ial higher cost of another type 

f filler over a short period of years 

Flexibility. When two or more prod 

contemplated or there is a 

bility of filling both narrow and 

le mouth containers or both tin and 

this factor should be thoroughly 
} 

cked. Some fillers are adaptable to 

ir’ 

Bottom-fill machine minimizes oxygen pick-up in H 
choice wines. Unit handles sizes from miniatures to gallon. 
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filling both wide and narrow mouth 

containers, and can handle glass, tin 
or plastic; others handle only one type 

of container and product. 
Corrosion. When the product to be 

filled has corrosive properties, make 

certain that the general design, par- 
ticularly the filling valve design, lends 

itself to handling this type of product. 
Contact materials must be appropriate 

and sometimes must be non-metallic 
Foaming. A great number of prod- 

tend to foam. Some types of 

fillers increase the foaming 

characteristics of the product while 

others minimize this action. Flow of 
liquid directed to the side of the con- 

Bot- 

ucts 

natural 

tainer reduces tendency to foam 

tom filling is another solution. 

Oxygen pick-up. If the inclusion of 

air is injurious to the product being 
filled or affects the appearance of the 
product sales-wise, then extra care 

should be taken in the selection of the 
right filler for the job. Some types of 
fillers cannot fill without considerable 

aeration or oxygen pick-up. There are 

also special fillers available to handle 
products in this category. 

Accuracy of fill. When the accuracy 

of fill is particularly important to the 
customer—for example, if the product 
is very expensive, as is the case with 

perfumes or antibiotics which necessi- 

tate type of 

filler employed should not use the con- 
tainer as a measure. When gravity or 

absolute accuracy—the 

vacuum fillers are used, the container 

volume accuracy is important since the 

container is used as a measure. 

Liquid fillers, for containers under 
38 mm. opening, can be divided into 

model. This new vacuum filler has 45 
tubes, fills hot or cold products. Speed, 225 to 450 containers a min 

gravity-vacuum, 

pressure- 
six groups—gravity, 

pressure-gravity, vacuum, 
vacuum and volumetric or predeter- 

mined fill. Fillers for sanitary cans and 
wide mouth glass are not included in 
this article. Fillers for these wide 
mouth containers include gravity, 

plunger or piston fillers and other 
types of volumetric fillers which are 
usually classed as sanitary can fillers, 

The gravity-filling principle is es- 
sentially the same in all types of rotary 
gravity fillers. It employs an overhead 
storage tank from which the product 

flows by gravity through a filling valve 
and cuts off uniformly to a predeter- 

mined level in the container. The top of 

the container is contacted by a seal and 

the air in the container passes through 
a vent tube allowing the produc’ to 

flow into the container through a liq- 
uid port. The liquid rises to this »re- 
determined level which is also the :nd 
of a sleeve tubing at which point the 
air vent is cut off. Since no mor. air 
can flow out of the container, th air 

from the lower end of the slee\ - to 

the top of the container or seal | rms 
an air lock and the liquid stops : ing 

in the container. 
Note that the vent tube mu be 

clear before the filling cycle bins. 
With some products this is a elf- 
cleaning operation while with ers 

either vacuum or pressure is u te 

clean the vents. 
The gravity-vacuum filling pri ipke 

is best defined by stating tha‘ ¢ is 
gravity-filling in a closed vacuu: _ sys- 

tem. This means that the actual _ ling 
cycle or flow of liquid into th: con- 
tainer is accomplished by gravit flow 
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after vacuum has been established in 

the container equal to the amount of 

vacuum being carried in the storage 

tank above the filling valves. 

The advantage of gravity-vacuum 

filling over straight gravity is the pre- 

, of the filling of chipped neck venti 

bottles or bottles with holes or open 

eracks. The vacuum also prevents liq- 
uid leaks in the filling valve through 

deft or worn tip washers or pack- 
ings they are noted and replaced. 

Tk itest advantage in gravity 

vat filling, however, is the preven- 

t iy loss of proof on alcoholic 

pI where this factor is of 

: yportance. The gravity-vac- 

uu iple is valuable in the filling 

if lucts having a high evapora- 
tior t. This is kept to a minimum 

by vacuum filling which at the 

Sat retains the advantages of 

1 non-filling of cracked and 

tainers. 
and gravity-vacuum fillers 

re designed to fill a con- 

t predetermined level from 

the container down. How- 

an be designed at a slight 
st to fill the containers at 

ich is measured from the 

he container up to the pre- 

level. This is of definite 

ertain applications as prac- 
glass containers are cali- 

I mtent from the bottom of 

tl er up to a predetermined 
leve the container is filled to a 
pl ed level the container ac- 
cul lf is important and should 
al kept in mind, particularly 
wh ling on a new container. 

Gra ! gravity-vacuum fillers will 
fill ccuracy of plus or minus 

0.00 height in the neck of a 28 

mm 1er such as a whiskey bottle, 
and is or minus Ms in. in height 
ina iner as large as a 404 can. 
Gene: speaking, gravity-vacuum is 
recommended only for 38 mm, and 
smailer containers. 

Gravity or gravity-vacuum fillers 
wil fill any free-flowing liquid such 
as vinegar, whiskey, wine, turpentine, 

juices, etc., as fast or faster than any 
other method. Catsup can be filled on 
gravity fillers faster and with less air 
incorporation than by any other 
method. Gravity or gravity-vacuum 
fillers are best suited for filling foamy 
products. Likewise, generally speak- 
ing, gravity or gravity-vacuum fillers 
will not fill heavy syrups, oils, salad 
dressing, etc. as fast as other methods 
in 28 mm. and smaller finishes. 
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Volumetric liquid filler is 
designed for accuracy at 

high speed—tolerance of 

plus or minus one gram. 

Unit has 12 spouts. Capacity 

is 60 to 100 containers a 

minute. Unit is easy to clean 

and has a no-can, no-fill at- 

tachment. 

Sprinkler-type containers, perfume 

and medical vials, etc., cannot be filled 

as efficiently on gravity or gravity- 
vacuum fillers as by other methods and 

some of these containers cannot be 
handled at all on gravity or gravity 

vacuum fillers. 
Gravity fillers can be designed very 

readily for bottom filling when it is 

necessary to employ this method for 
products that tend to foam. Gravity 
and gravity-vacuum fillers are also 

more generally adapted to filling light- 
wall containers such as F-style cans 
and the various new plastic containers 

Gravity fillers can be adapted to 
meet all sanitary or dairy regulations 

which are being enforced more and 
more throughout the packaging indus- 
try, particularly with regard to food 
processing for human consumption. 
They are suitable for most special ap- 
plications such as blanketing the prod- 
uct with nitrogen at time of fill. Grav- 
ity fillers are well suited to products 
which tend to separate or come out of 
emulsion when handled by other fill- 

ing methods. 

Pressure-gravity fillers. Some emul- 
sified products are of a very heavy vis- 

cosity not suitable for high production 
on standard gravity or gravity-vac- 

uum fillers. On these specific appli- 
cations pressure-gravity filling is then 
incorporated. In other words, when 
the nature of a homogenized product 
indicates that gravity type of filling is 
the best method in order to eliminate 
separation but production cannot be 
secured with standard gravity or grav- 
ity-vacuum fillers, then the pressure- 
gravity method of filling can be 
employed. There are various ways to 
secure pressure-gravity filling but the 
most generally accepted method is the 
use of a booster pump capable of pro- 
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ducing 10 to 20 p.S.l. pressure whicl 

materially increases the productior 

obtainable over straight gravity fill 

ing. It is understood, of course, tha 

a homogenized product with a tend 

; 

ency to foam calls for the right amount 

of pressure to secure maximum pr 

duction and at the same time kee; 

foam to a minimum. In other words 

each product must be _ individuall 
tested to determine just how mu 

head pressure can be used to secure 

most efEcient production 

Generally speaking, the more hea 
pressure, the faster the liquid con 

in. However, in some cases, the taste 

the liquid comes in the more foam is 

created so that a balance must be 

reached between the rate of flow and 

the foaming characteristics to obtair 

the best possible production on th 

particular product involved. 

Vacuum and pressure vacuum. The 

vacuum-filling employs a 
tank or liquid reservoir which is lo 

principle 

cated below the level of the base of 

the container being filled. Therefor 
the liquid is drawn up (or forced up 
into the container. The air is evacu 
ated from the container through a vac 
uum connection which permits natura! 

atmospheric pressure to force the 
fluid in (or draws the liquid up into 
the container from the liquid reservoir 
For each 2 in. of vacuum in the filling 
valve there is approximately | lb. of 
atmospheric pressure applied to the 

surface of the product in the supply 
tank. The containers are filled to a 

predetermined level the same as on 
gravity fillers. The overflow is carried 

through hoses to a common manifold 
from where it either drains back by 
gravity to the liquid reservoir or is 
pumped back to the liquid reservoir 
or main supply tank which is usually 
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located above the filler. When the na- 

ture of the product requires it, it can 

be pumped back to the processing 

room ahead of the main supply tank. 

Vacuum fillers will not fill a cracked 

or chipped glass container or a can 

with a bad seam. They can handle 

products ranging 

from water to viscous glues. Generally 

speaking, vacuum fillers will fill prod- 

ucts from the consistency of SAE-20 

oil and all heavier materials faster than 

gravity fillers. Vacuum fillers can fill 

containers from 38 mm. all the way 

down to and including the sprinkler 

glass finish containers. Most vacuum 

fillers can be designed for bottom fill- 

ng when required to reduce foam. 

with consistencies 

Some vacuum fillers have special de- 

available. Actuaily roaming systems 

the overflow manifold or container is 

prevents the ilso a separator and 

roduct from entering the vacuum 

ind is often also used to control 

reduce foam. In order to mini- 

losses on volatile fluids, particu- 

ilcohol products, various devices 

ow being developed which col 

lect and condense the moisture in the 

being drawn off by the vacuum 

pump. This condensed product ot 

isture is drawn off periodically and 

in be reprocessed or reclaimed. 

available all th 

units to 

Vacuum fillers are 

from two-valve hand 

\ultiple-valve rotary units capable of 

thest production speeds. They ar 

n straight line high-speed ilso. built 

models as well as rotary Computed 

1 a basis that includes hand, straight 
} 
line and rotary fillers there are un 

fillers in 

tual use than any other type 

loubtedly more vacuum 

There are many different types of 

filling valves among the various vac- 

uum filler manufacturers even though 

he essential design principle is the 
same. One point to keep in mind is 

that filling valves which utilize a check 

ball or gasket seal, generally speaking, 

require more maintenance to prevent 

dripping than other types which are 

designed without check balls or gasket 

seals 

Pressure-vacuum fillers are a modi- 

fication of the standard vacuum filler 

with a pressure feeder added to in- 

crease the rate of flow, particularly on 
heavy or viscous products. This type 
of vacuum filler 

than the standard vacuum filler but 

the added cost is often more than jus- 
tified by the increased production. 

Volumetric or predetermined fill 
for bottles. This type of filler utilizes 

is more expensive 
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a filler tank with very accurately con- 
trolled liquid level. Closely graduated 
measuring cups or cylinders immerse 

to full depth of product in one cycle 

and then lift and deposit this pre-meas- 
ured volume into the container in the 

second cycle. There are several de- 

signs for mechanisms or filling cham- 

bers which are esséntially the same 
in principle, namely, that an accu- 
rately machined measuring chamber 

is filled and then deposits its complete 

contents in the container. This type 

of filler is best suited for handling 

expensive products or when the con- 
tainer inaccuracy is too great for grav- 

ity or vacuum filling. Until recently 

this type of filling has not been avail- 
able in high-speed filling and still is 

not available to compete with other 

types of fillers on a production basis. 

A typical liquid filling line installa- 
tion is composed of a feeding device, 

a container cleaner or washer, filler, 

capper and labeler. Case packers and 
completely automatic handling may 
be added. The feeding device and 
cleaner or washer are sometimes a 
single unit. The liquid filler is usually 
located between the cleaner or washer 

and the capper but there are some in- 

stallations advisable to 

label before filling. In such cases the 

filler is located between the labeler 

and capper. Where no 

washer is in the line the filler would 

be the first unit after the feeding de- 
vice or the second unit where the con- 

where it is 

cleaner or 

tainers are pre-labeled. 
Other types of fillers used in liquid 

filling are: 

1. Counterpressure fillers—for car- 

bonated liquids and beer. 
2. Aerosol fillers—special fillers to 

suit type of aerosol container and 
product. 

3. Weight fillers—this type weighs 
the product filled into the container. 

It is used for filling of expensive liq- 
uids and is not available in high-speed 
equipment. 

4. Syphon fillers—lowest priced fill- 
ers used only for comparatively low- 

speed filling. They eliminate the 

tendency to foam. 

5. Bottom fillers—used 
eliminate foam or minimize oxygen 

pick-up. They can be either gravity 

mainly to 

or vacuum. 
6. Nitrogen blanket fillers—gravity 

fillers utilizing a blanket of nitrogen 
gas to eliminate oxygen pick-up. 

7. Meter or time flow fillers—meas- 
ure by flow meters or time fill in rela- 

tion to flow speed. 

The major factors determining the 

efficient use of liquid fillers are: 
Cleaning and lubricating. This is 

probably the most important factor in 

machine life and efficiency. Definite 

cleaning and lubrication schedules 

should be set up and rigidly followed 
for each specific machine. It is well to 
note that on fillers that are washed or 
steamed clean the lubrication should 

be done immediately after clean. 

ing and not held over until the next 
morning. If a filler is stored or left idle 

for any period of time, all external 
moving parts should be thoroughly 
coated with a suitable lubricant and 
the machine covered. 

Filler capacity. Never operate a 

filler beyond the maximum recom- 
mended speed of the manufacturer. If 
higher speeds are required, check the 
manufacturer for possible alterations 
to the filler to handle the propose: in- 
crease without damage or undue vear 

to the equipment. 

Controls. A modern 
should be wired up electrically s« that 
a control at any machine will clo e of 
that unit and all units precedii g it 
In case of emergency this stop. the 

machine at the point of difficult and 

filling line 

stops all incoming containers, bu  con- 

tainers beyond the point of dif’ -ulty 
can proceed. There should also be a 
master switch at each end of tl ling 
which will stop the complete li: e. 

Container handling. Norma! -, all 

new equipment in a filling }| .1¢ is 
equipped with necessary feed s. crews, 

turrets, etc., to minimize glas: frac 

ture. However, if the customer .vants 

to install something of this natu-e, he 
should keep in mind that glass contaet 
should not be harsh in order to keep 
glass fracture to a minimum. ‘| his i’ 

particularly true in feeding dev.ces to 
the first machine in the line which are 
sometimes custom-built by the cu® 
tomer. At least 75% of all glass fracture 
occurs at this point. When possible 

any filler line should have a straight 
through conveyor. When this is impo 
sible, overlapping disks or crossover 
transfers should be utilized. Avoid ust 
of deadplate transfers. 

Seals and packings. For accurate 
filling, all packings and gaskets should? 

— 

be in good condition. Inaccurate Si 
can result from worn parts. 

To sum up the above points—a use® 
ean increase the life and efficiency of 

a good filler many times by carefully 
following the manufacturer's mainte 

nance instructions and by not pushing 
a machine beyond its rated capacity. 
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Selecting a viscous filler 

he speed and efficiency of the vis- 

le filling machines currently on 

the market: have excelled anything be- 

lieved possible 10 or 15 years ago. As 

new products have presented new 

challenges, machine refinements and 

attachments have been developed to 
carry this branch of the canning and 

bottling industry a long way from the 

first piston- or plunger-type filler. 
A the modifications is the bot- 

tom-f rrangement whereby non- 

level roducts, such as mayonnaise 

and j t butter which have a tend- 

n ive air pockets, can be filled 
satis ly. Air pockets are now 

avi raising the container up 

ove ling spout so that filling is 

sta the bottom—as the filling 

the container is lowered. 

Ir} i can also be employed to 
p ning in products with that 
te 

it type of non-leveling 

ntendent, Canning Machinery 
> hinery and Chemical Corp 

Direct metering filler has simple 
construction, does not require pistons, 
gears, cams, etc. Speed change and volume 
change from one size container to another 
are accomplished by turning a handwheel. 
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product requires a different remedy. 

Stew and products of similar consist- 

ency tend to form a mound and may 

overflow at the sealing station, caus 

ing uneconomical loss of product. This 

can also result in a poor seal which 
may lead to spoilage if product par- 

ticles get into the end seam. To pre- 

vent this, toppers for pressing such 

products down into the container are 

now available. 

The lubricating characteristics of 

products have called for machine 
modifications, too. Different contact 

materials, such as stainless steel or 

bronze, are used in machines for fill- 

ing products that have a corrosive ef- 

fect on certain metals. 

For example, motor oil quite natu- 

rally is easy to handle in modern vis 

cous-product fillers. At the other end 

of the range, probably the most diffi 

cult products to handle are valve 

grinding compounds and similar items 

where the abrasive is suspended in a 

greaselike substance. Excessive wear 

and tear on machine parts is certain 

by Marion O. Smith* 

to result because of cutting action by : 

the product. Between these two ex , 

tremes are products that cause va r\ 

liy ; ing degrees of wear and have a dire 

bearing on maintenance cost and life 

of the fille 

example, makes the use of stainless 

Citrus concentrate, tor 

steel and copper bearing alloy contact 

parts in the filler a necessity to avoid 

excessive wear. The ust ot coppel 

one of two parts that rub togethe: 

acts as a bearing material. In com 

bination with a steel part, for exam 

ple, copper tends to prevent gall 

of the two metals and contributes 

longer wear 

Particle size of the product shoul 

determine the size of the ports in 

filling machine. If the ports are to 

small, particles may be crush 

final product appearance will suffer 

Therefore the ports in the filler shoul 

be much larger than the particles 

the product to prevent damage. In 

case of yielding products such 

meats, the size of the ports on 

filler can more near] ipproach§ the 
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Attachments for viscous filler include: 1) can lift table—accommodates 

different container heights; 2) wire cut-off—removes particles of product from 
nozzle plungers; 3) screw plate—forces product down in pockets; 4) stirrer in i 

e . , 4 
hopper; 5) nozzle wiper—mounted after can discharge to clean off clinging : 

product; 6) nozzle attachment (see close-ups of nozzles on next page). } 
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nto fill short cans: 3) cone point 

ve lint ind fibre, 
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. +} nid he t [ l 

hay du such a ou 

ill gv ll | egetable 

\ portant ( tio! devel 

ped many years ago and applicabl 

ull fillix machines regardless of 

sp fic fill ng probl ns, is the no-« 

fill rangement which prevent 

lelivery of the product unless the 

| to receive if Che 

tains itrols the filling action 

| t t 1 positt yn the 

d t | passes the nos le ind 

l the hopper This ot 

pre it siderabl prod 

t tim 

S 

. ti Hee tt rthe 

t as I ticula 

5 it thie iddition of attact 

t uch ‘ i po ket loader for 

fillin f the measuring pis 

tirre! ! naintaining a con 

product sizes vary tent mix when | 

ind hard 
, 

getabl sOouUDS 

Gravity filler for catsup, 

gives high-speed operation with exact fill, 

veration, perfect container control 
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neal 

chili sauce, 

include: 

ened shearing parts for machines used 
in filling products such as fish which 

may contain small pieces of bone. 
Cylinder sizes (length and diam- 

eter) of fillers are varied to meet 

certain ranges of container sizes. Gen- 

erally speaking, a smaller diameter 

cylinder with a longer stroke piston will 

do a more accurate job of measuring 

than a larger diameter, shorter stroke 

The piston- or plunger-type 
designed and 

machine 

filler, when properly 

onstructed, provides accuracy of fill 

by volume with a minimum of main 

tenance, 

Basic types 

At present, there are two basi 

tvpes of viscous fillers in general use: 

the straight-line filler and the 

The es- 

namely, 

rotary piston or plunger filler. 

sential difference is that the 

piston or plunger filler allows the con- 
tinuous filling and discharge of con- 
tainers while the straight-line fillet 

intermittently on a given 
number of containers. Both types 
make use of plungers or pistons to 
accurately measure the product and 

rotary 

operates 

force it into the container. 

The _ straight-line filler 
greatest use for products packed 

those 

finds its 

glass containers and usually 

with narrow neck openings, such as 
bottles for catsup and chili sauce. 
Strajght-line fillers are available with 

bottom-filling components which 
prove useful in the prevention of air 

inclusion and subsequent deteriora- 
tion when packaging mayonnaise, 
salad dressing, catsup and other vis- 

cous products. The speed or capacity 
of straight-line fillers is dependent 
upon the number of filling nozzles 
that are incorporated in the design. 
The start and stop motion is generally 

1) stationary topper to pack products such as corned beef hash; 

plunger to permit product such as deviled meat to clear itself of pl r; 4) nozzle 

diffuse stream and retain drip while filling cans of oil; We cup 
entrates during filling; 6) stationary knife to cut stringy products such as dog food. 

2) nozzale 

5) nozzle drip cup to keep con. 

controlled through Geneva mecha 

nism. These fillers are built for gr .vity 
or gravity-vacuum filling. 

The rotary plunger filler is now 
classed as a universal-type filliny ma 

chine since it is readily adaptec to a 

range of products and con- 

product to be fil) d is 

wide 

tainers. The 

gravity fed into the measuring; cyl- 

inders from a supply tank di :cth 
above. Upward-moving pistons _ tted 

into the cylinders then force th ma- 

filling -Zles 

container st. ions 

terial out through the 

directly above the 

These stations are arranged in rcle 
out beyond the measuring p: kets 

Plungers operating in the nozz s as 

sure discharge of all the produ _ into 
the container. At any given tim con- 

tainers are in various stages f fill 

since the operation is continuo. with 
empty cans moving into the fi and 

the filled cans moving out. Th: filled 

cans are then discharged ont: a re 

disk from which tl are 

carried on belts to the ling 

volving 

machine 

Accessories and versatility 

The rotary piston- or plunger-type 
filler employs one main design. Added 

accessories such as stirrers, scrapers, 

piston rings, screw plates, cut-offs, 
etc., and the use of different material 

contact parts allow the filling of most 
products of the viscous type. 

A certain temperature range is 

usually required in the filling of food 

products so that the proper vacuum 
can be obtained. Food processots, 

therefore, aim to maintain a constant 

filling temperature and_ corrections 
for temperature need not be a requi- 
site of a filling machine. However, 
with other viscous products, such as 
oil in which temperature rises create 
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different volumes, a method must be 

devised to compensate for such vol- 

ume changes. Temperature-control 

devices that have proved successful 
are available for piston fillers. 

Container sizes and types 

No rotary piston- or plunger-type 

filler has yet been devised that will 

handle all sizes and types of con- 

tainers without requiring change of 

parts 

Factors which must be considered 

in the design of a filler are: the type 

yf iiner (glass requires gentler 

han - container size and speci- 

ficat and fill range volume. 
Cha urts, of course, can be ob- 

tain allow handling containers 

yf t sizes. 

Spe ersus accuracy 

S f filling depends on a num- 

be sign factors. High-speed 
s usually consist of a large 

pockets spaced equally on 
ng circle. Thus, the limit- 

for accurate fill, if all ma- 
( re perfect, would be the 

ed to fill one individual 

it the filler must also be 

good connection with the 

or transfer from filler to 

ts in slopping or spilling, 
the vy obtained at the filler is 

loreover, the speed of the 

fill so be limited by the rest 

any instances occur each 

ye new filling equipment is 
inst id then it is found that 
SOI operation in the line is the 

limit tor. Another expenditure 
is 1 | before balance can be 

acl the capacity of the line. 

Twin-station, = straight- 

line piston filler, designed 
for small canners, handles 
cans, jars and cartons from 

4 to 128-0z. sizes at speeds 
ranging from 25 to 50 cpm. 

In fact this leap frogging can be inet 

ficient and expensive. 

Other types of fillers 

In addition to the types of fillers 
just described, there are two other 

types in use for filling heavy viscous 
products, namely: (a) gravity fillers: 

and (b) vacuum fillers. 

Gravity fillers can be used when 
more than one product is to be filled 
into the same container and one of 

them is very liquid and the other of a 
more solid nature. Gravity fillers 

utilize spring-type valves which aré 
opened by the pressure created by 
the container as it is raised by the 

cam action of the container Jift. Since 
the seal or closing of the valve is sur- 
face to surface contact, products to be 
filled must be fine and quite liquid 
Vacuum fillers may be of the piston 

type in which a vacuum is created 
during filling so that no air will be 
included. Products such as catsup, 
mayonnaise and_ similar products 
which deteriorate when air is included 
in packing are filled this way 

Paint filler has two filling 

heads to overcome paint 

surge; fills from 25 to 30 

gallons or from 30 to 65 

pints a minute. 

PROTO COURTEST THE FFAUDLER Co. 

It might be well to point it ‘ 

the great importance ot curate 

measurement in filling contains 

Take for example, an operation at 

speed of 500 cans per minute \ 

8-O7 excess ot produ if px Cal 

in eight-hour run would mount t 

30,000 oz. or 1,875 Ibs. Needless 

say, accuracy of measuret 

been de veloped tO a very hig h aegree 

in piston or plunger-type fillers 

Outlook for the future 

Small cans ire n | ndl | t 

speeds in excess of SOO ¢ pm ve 

satisfactorily and quart oil is be 

filled at speeds up to 500 cpm 

Right now, for example, manu 

facturers are developing methods ot 

speeding up filling operations by 

proper banking of the curved <¢ 

track of the filler in order to overcome 

or counteract centrifugal force, thus 

enabling the product to remain in 

the container even at high filling 

speeds. 

Che future is likely to see 

velopment of filling machines 

fill 1,000 or more containers ps 
minute with precision and accuracy 

and without the waste of product 

he de + 
t 

hat ‘Mat can 

which tends to occur when machines 

are pushed beyond their rated speeds 

At present, it is impossible to for 

cast accurately how long it will tak 

to develop these highe: speed fillers 

However, manufacturers are conduct 

ing research and development 

grams designed to give the canne1 

faster, more uniform fill 

Constant and continuous effort i 

being put forth to improve the mat 

rials in filling machines, to decreas« 

maintenance costs and to improve 

sanitation features, all with the idea 

of enabling the packer to put up hi: 

product at a lower unit cost. 



Collapsible-tube filling 

he collapsible metal tube is un- 

questionably an eminently practi- 

cal and satisfactory package for many 

products. Its popularity, however, 

brings problems because no one ma 

chine will efficiently and economically 

fill all products packaged in tubes. 

For example, fluids which are very 

thin and elusive can only be handled 

filling 

( losest 

on high-precision 

1 with the designed 

tolerances in piston and valve to pre 

equipment 

nossibl 

vent leakage and maintain accuracy 

of fill 

the nozzle 

Accurate seating of the valve 

is essential and tubes 

must be folded and sealed so as to 

maintain a leakproof closure. 

At the other limit of the product 

range are heavy materials such as 

aulking compounds, beauty clays and 

certain adhesives. These in some re 

spects are more of a problem than the 

thin liquids. The first two are difficult 

to fill into tubes in accurately metered 

imounts without trapping air. There 
fore, special equipment is needed 

Some adhesives also involve prob 

lems because they have a stringing 

meaning that 

remains 

tendency, a “string” of 

the material between the 

nozzle and the filled tube and must 

be broken. Sometimes a “blow-off” o1 

jet of compressed air on the filling 

»zzle will break this string, but there 

Cc) t Drattsmar 

& Engine 
Arthur Colton Co., Div. of 

Detroit, Mich ering Co., 

PHOTO COURTEST ARTHUR COLTON co 

is no one remedy to meet every situa 
tion of this kind. It is sometimes nec- 

essary to wipe the nozzle and jaws 
of the filling machine periddically. 

These extremes in tube filling are 

mentioned only to point up the fact 
that the requirements in tube filling 
are such that no one 

solve them all. Special equipment 

often must be specified. 

machine can 

When you consider that, on the av- 

erage machine, filling is done in ap 

proximately half a second and the 
tube-folding operation done in half 

that time or less, it is apparent that 

this equipment must be precision built 

ind of rugged construction. 

Between the two product extremes 

thin liquids and viscous products 
are the 
as shaving creams, hand creams, light 

paste cheeses, salad 
dressings, ointments and similar prep- 

arations, which all have about the 
same paste consistency and which, 
when filled on good equipment, pre- 

sent no special problem whatever. 

intermediate materials such 

toc »thpastes, 

Proper closure of the tube is just 
is important as the filling of the tube 

Just as you have different kinds of 
materials to be filled, so too, you have 
different kinds of tubes. Tin, lead or 
aluminum tubes with varying wall 
thicknesses and grades of hardness 
present different problems in prope: 

closing. 

Plunging-nozzle paste 
filler delivers volumetric 

fills up to 85 tubes per 
sizes to 1% by 

This 

widely 

minute ; 

7% in. heavy-duty 

model is used in 

pharmaceutical houses. 

has automatic 

tube-filling ma- 

chine feed 

of the tubes and photo- 

electric cell registration of 
print. It also incorporates 

tube cleaning, cap tighten- 

ing, coding as well as 

blow-off features, 

by H. Cecil Edgar* 

Whether you want a double, a tre 
ple or a quadruple fold will depend 
a great deal on your choice of tube, 
Dating or coding of filled tubes is alse 
a matter of choice, as is the design or 
type of crimping on the closed end 
of the tube. 

Production aims vary a great deal 

between manufacturers and between 
products. It is the responsibility of 

process and production engineers to 
know the scope and variety of ma- 
chines available, so that they may 
specify intelligently machines which 
have been engineered to the maj: r re- 

quirements of each filling project 

High-speed automatic filling — nits 
this land of arge 

and growing population with big con- 
For instance, in 

sumer markets, production plant. with 

whole batteries of high-speed .uto- 
matic machines fill a single pro: uct- 
perhaps a popular toothpaste, sl. ving 
cream or hair tonic. These speci | av- 
tomatic high-speed machines ta! » the 
shipping containers of tubes, r: nove 
the tubes, load them into tube h: ders 
tighten the caps, align the name »anel 
on the tube (by means of an © °ctric 
eye), fill the tubes, fold the end with 
a quadruple fold, crimp the: and 
transfer them to the intake of . car- 
toning machine which places each 
tube, with or without literature in its 
own individual carton. The c: toner 
is driven by and completely timed 

PHOTO COURTESY ARENCO M 
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wit! .utomatic filling machine 

he picture of high-speed 
fillir may be seen in dozens of 

great ts today, with completed 
tube : turned out of single ma 
chine peeds from 160 to 180 a 

mir wever, there are many 
plant h also fill mass-volume 
pro ut which emphasize the 
a itures of high production 

and ty. In these plants, ma- 
chins be readily switched from 
on t to another and one size 
to al n minimum time. 

St semi-automatic machines. 
This 1ent is, and has been for 

yeal mainstay of tube users, 

large rnall. An operator takes 

the t m the supplier’s carton, 

place in the machine, where 

they tomatically filled, closed, 
crimp 1 ejected. Most of these 

machi ive been brought to a high 
degree rfection. 

Mar kinds of supplementary 
equipn ire available, such as wa- 
ter-jacketed heated hoppers for han- 
dling materials that tend to thicken 

and agitators for materials that tend 
to settle. These machines handle a 
wide variety of tube sizes at rates 
ranging up to 110 tubes a minute. 

There is also a large market, both 

here and abroad, for hand-operated 
and motorized tube fillers which turn 
out from 20 to 40 tubes a minute. 
These fillers meet the need for ma- 
chines geared to a limited production 
which would not justify investment in 
higher-capacity equipment. They are 
used with supplementary tube-closing 
and tube-crimping equipment and 
may be either hand operated or they 
may be motorized. 
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Accessories used with this filler in- 

lud cleaner and a cap tightener. 

PHOTO COURTEST A&M TOOL 4 DIE CO. INC. 

Plastic tube-filling and sealing machine 
is capable of speeds to 120 per minute. 

Obviously, with such a range 

equipment at his disposal, the buyer 

can and should ask himself 

particular models most closely meet 
which 

his immediate and prospective needs. 
Is production good enough to go be 
yond the hand-operated type of ma- 
chine? Is there assurance 
continuous runs that would justify in 
stalling high-speed special automat 
ics? Is there enough volume to war- 
rant a standard or semi-automatic ma- 
chine which can be switched from 
one product to another? Should ma- 
chines be chosen for their adaptabil- 
ity and for the availability of special 

of long 

of 

PMOTO COURTESY CARBERT MIC. CO., INC. 

Polyethylene tube filler semi-automa 
tie ally fills, heat seals 10 to 30 tubes a min 

equipment such as_high-pre 
metering cvlinders tube i€ 

cap tighteners; a stirring device 

water-jacketed 

heated and 

trolled a 

hopp¢ r 

no-tube-no-fill 

heavy-duty pump; special tube 

ers; a delivery conveyor belt? 

As 

reputable 

for service, 

filling-machine 

urers maintain large stocks 

ard replacement parts 
serviced 

de 

machines can be 

user's own maintenance 

m 

if 

ind 

thermostatically 

devi 

| 
electric li 

ol 

r 

} ] 
now 

anufac 

} 

long-established 

t 

stand 

most 

the 

partmen 

It is also import int that the manufa 

turer have service ¢ ngimeers 4 iil ible 

Two high-speed, completely automatic tube fillers at Procter & Gamble are 

teamed together for output of 300 tubes a minute. Machines take tubes from their 

cartons, register them in position, clean, fill, close, crimp and eject to cartoner. 

ARTHUR 

OURTESY 
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Tablet and capsule counting machinery 
by Robert A. Popper* 

i n the past few years, there has been 
1 sizable increase in the production 

f pharmaceutical products in tablet 
ind capsule form. Specialized count- 
ing and packaging machines have 

been developed and built to increase 

greatly speeds at reduced costs. To 

ichieve this result, counting machines 

today employ both vastly improved 
versions of tested and proven counting 

techniques and mechanisms which 
have been used for many years, as well 

is several new ingenious devices. Frag 

capsules and tablets are now being 

ppered, sorted and fed at higher 

d higher The 

roduction efficiency of 

speeds increase in 

counting 

juipment is being achieved by more 
; ntelligent use of feed tables and con- 

rs. Counting machines today in- 

clude both self-contained conveyors 

vell as conveyors which have been 

ittached by users 

l'o select the most suitable counting 

juipment to handle individual re- 

juirements, three obvious and _ basic 

factors must be fully evaluated. Of 

jual importance are the product, 

age and =required production 

i rule, machinery manufac- 

s prefer to receive actual produc 

tablet or capsule samples. Only 
samples have been thoroughly 

nined and tested can the necessary 

In exam- 

the size, the degree of 

surface char- 

ynmendations be made 

" tablet 

rowning or convexity, 

New York, N.Y & Sons, Inc., 

HOE Ne: hee ea 
aT oh ee \, 

ae 

80 

acteristics, hardness and count must 

all be considered. In examining a soft 
gelatin capsule, particular note must 

be made of the shape. 
All tablet counters necessarily in- 

clude a hopper or feed mechanism, a 

counting system and a delivery chute. 

Certain machines are excellent for 

counting and packaging tablets. Other 

units are better suited for handling 

capsules. The feed mechanism is often 
the determining or limiting factor in 
a machine's ability to handle any 

given product. The action of the feed 
mechanism may rule out the handling 
of certain soft tablets. Excessive 
breakage and powder formation would 

result. In other cases, two- 
piece capsules may become separated. 
One should note that the counting 

mechanism itself limits the size of tab- 
lets which can be accurately counted. 

The shape of the tablet or capsule 
must also be considered. Odd-shaped 
tablets and large, oblong capsules are 
usually the most difficult to handle. 

The most widely used consumer 
package is a 100-count bottle. Bottles 
of other sizes, as well as cans and 
paperboard or plastic boxes are also 
quite frequently used. Most tablet and 
capsule machines make it impractical 
to fill large-count (over 500) contain- 

On automatic counters, which 
usually incorporate a_ self-contained 
conveyor, very small containers or ex- 
tremely large ones cannot, in many in- 
stances, be handled. 

be the 

ers. 

Automatic, high-speed tab- 
let and capsule counter fills 

up to 70 bottles a minute— 
two bottles at a time. 

Counting wheel prin- 
ciple is employed by this 

machine that fills tablets 
into bottles at speeds up 

to 200 bottles a minute. 

Odd-shaped containers which have 
esthetic value and sales appeal are 

often difficult to handle on conveyors 
and they slow up production speeds, 

Tablets and capsules are counted on 
machines which can be classified in 
three general groupings—1) disk or 

board counters, 2) column counters 

and 3) unit counters. The classifica- 
tion of any counter is determined by 
the counting method. Historically, it is 

interesting to note that many of the 

counting machines in use today w hich 

are in the first two categories are 

really only improved versions 0! de- 
velopments first conceived in the late 
eighteen hundreds. (See also “ ‘lec 
tronic Counting,” p. 82.) 

If one visits the packaging dc »art- 
ments of a few pharmaceutical p nts, 
he sees at least a half-dozen dif rent 
versions of the disk or boarc type 
counter. A paddle board, althou; _ not 
a machine, embodies the same asic 
principle of counting found the 
automatic units. The paddle ard 
consists of a fixed number of c ‘ities 
or recesses. Each cavity is fille: indi- 
vidually when placed under the blet 
bulk supply. The content of the aded 
paddle is then dumped into the _ >ttle. 
Obviously, this is a slow, tedi op- 

eration. The rotating disk coun °r in- 
corporates the principles of the ; :ddle 
board through the use of holes : stead 
of cavities. The capsules and .blets 
fall into the holes as the disk asses 
underneath the bulk supply. ..s the 
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disk rotates, the tablets drop through 

a cutout and fall into the bottles. Ma- 

chines of this type are offered in both 

semi-automatic and conveyor models. 

Quick change-over from one type of 

produ t to another gives this unit 

versatility. It is particularly suited for 
medium production speeds and can 

ll up to 75 bottles of 100 count per 

mint It is therefore practical for 

bot! ill and large plants. 
fhe more costly version of the disk 

cou onsists of a series of parallel 
slats ch are driven by an endless 

cor As the slats pass beneath 
the supply, tablets or capsules 
fall he slat recesses. At the drop- 

ut the tablets fill bottles up to 
10 ne. Both tablets and capsules 

handled at high speeds. 
. nge-over is lengthy and 

ts costly, the machine is not 
 moderate-size production. 
type counters are exten- 

| for counting both coated 

ted tablets as well as cap- 
ll range of these counters 

including table models, 
atic units and high-speed 
Machines of this type are 
yunting from one to 10 
00-count simultaneously at 
to 150 per minute. Many 

» machines are adapted for 
ed or uncoated tablets but 
d therefore lose their ver- 

length of a column of 
tal rallel channels determines 

This count is pre-set by a 
hol yin at the end of the col- 

um le holding back one tablet, 
the ng counted column of tab- 
lets sed into the bottle. 

l tablet machines include an 
elect ‘ounter which is activated 
by toelectric unit. The tablets 

and les move along rollers and 

past hotoelectric cell where they 

are ir lually counted. The machine 
offers ‘imum versatility in chang- 

ing fi me count to another. The 

over-all production speed of the ma- 
chine leceptively low as compared 

to the fast action of its electronic 
counting mechanism. 

Both the disk-type and column-type 
machines are basically bulk counters. 
In many cases, low-cost, semi-auto- 
matic units of these two types yield 
higher over-all production than the 
electronic machines. 

Packaging departments of modern 
pharmaceutical plants package tablets 
and capsules in high-speed lines. A 
typical line which will operate from 
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Versatile counter {il/s 
bottles at rate of 50 to 100 

bottles per minute. Tablets 

are accumulated in the 

channel feed and then are 

dropped into the bottle. 

50 to 150 bottles of 100-count will 

include an air blower, a tablet counter, 
a cottoner, a capper, a labeler and a 
cartoner. Today, machines are avail- 
able for each of these purposes accord- 
ing to production needs. It is there- 
fore possible to achieve maximum op- 
erating efficiency with all these ma- 
chines in a line. 

In discussing tablet counting equip- 
ment, it is important to mention the 

machinery required to pack special 
type tablet containers. In the United 

States, the familiar one dozen aspirin 
box or tin is packaged in exceedingly 
large quantities. Row after row of tab- 

lets is counted out and placed into 
tins at extremely high speeds. Another 
special package which is coming into 

increasing prominence is the shell 
vial. It usually contains 10 to 20 loz- 
enges or throat disks stacked one on 

top of the other. A column-type ma- 
chine employing a unique discharge 
chute causes the disks to stack them- 
selves in the vials. 

To attain maximum operating effi- 
ciency from a tablet or capsule 
counter, it is of primary importance 
that it be installed in a well engi- 

neered line. The rated speeds of the 
other machines must be at least equal 
to the optimum operating speed of the 
counter. It is good practice to install 
all tablet and capsule counters in tem- 
perature and humidity controlled areas, 
and this is imperative for those who 
package soft gelatin capsules. Bulk 
storage of capsules in similarly con- 
trolled areas is also advisable. These 
measures are designed to prevent de- 

terioration and rejection of products. 

Triangular, heart-shaped and other 
odd tablets for new products may have 
a great amount of appeal to the sales 
department. However, they may raise 
havoc in the packaging department. In 
the early stages of a new product 
planning program, it is good practice 
to determine the availability of stand- 

Pa me 
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ard machinery to handle it. Careful 

thought should be given to this factor 

where odd-shaped products are being 

considered. In many instances, odd 

shaped products necessitate slower 
production rates of tablet counters 

Odd-shaped containers are another 

source of difficulty in packaging de- 

partments. They should be carefully 

evaluated before the final decision 

is made to use them as a standard 

package. Odd-shaped containers are 

very often difficult to handle on feed 

tables and conveyors. Exhaustive test 

runs with sample containers should be 

performed in the production line 

Wherever possible, it is a good idea 
to use wide-mouthed bottles. The use 

of narrow-necked bottles will, in most 

cases, force slower operation of the 

tablet counter. Good practice dictates 

that there be a pre-inspection of tab- 
lets to eliminate dust and chips prior 
to counting. This will result in a clean 

package and minimum downtime 

These factors must all be carefull: 

considered in the evaluation and ‘pur- 

chase of equipment 

PHOTO COURTEST THE ARTHUR COLTON CO 

Five-station counting machine is motor 
driven. Speed, 30 containers a minute. 



Electronic counting 

prmerent demand for automated 

equipment to count and batch sep- 
irate items—equipment which can be 
integrated with continuous packaging 
lines and heat-seal wrapping ma- 
chines—has led to the development of 

high-speed _ electronic 

counting Flexibility, easy 

change-over from one item to another 

standardized 

machines 

and high-speed accurate count are 

design keynotes of this equipment. 

counting machines fall 

into two categories, namely, 

single-channel and multi-channel. In 

general, the single-channel units are 

employed for counts ranging from five 
to 1,000 pieces per package and are 
especially useful for producers who 
have short runs of a wide variety of 

products. Conversely, the multi-chan- 

nel machines are used for high-speed 

bulk packaging operations with quan- 
tities per package ranging from 1,000 
to 1,000,000. The single-channel ma- 

combined with 

Electronic 

basic 

chines are normally 

pouch-forming and sealing machines 

yr continuous container-indexing con- 

However, manual packaging 
methods are sometimes used. The 

multi-channels may be equipped with 

vevors 

carton or bottle-indexing conveyors to 
position the containers underneath 
the filling spout. In either case, the 

packaging apparatus is automatically 
ontrolled by the counting machine. 

The operating principle of an elec- 

counting machine is described tron 

Items to be counted are fr Tc ws 

® President, Delta Engineering Corp., Mel 
Mas 

first placed in a supply hopper. This 
can be accomplished with an infeed 
conveyor system and can be con- 

trolled automatically by the counting 
machine. The operator sets the guides 
so that only one item can pass through 
the counting machine at once. He 
then pre-sets the desired quantity per 
lot by setting the selector dials. 

The operator turns a switch to start 
the machine. The items are then auto- 
matically transferred from the supply 
hopper to the conveyor section by an 
electro-magnetic vibrator trough. On 
the high-speed conveyor, the items are 
automatically oriented from a randoin 
position into single file as they are 
conveyed through the channels 
formed by the adjustable guides. As 
the items leave the end of this con- 
veyor section, they fall freely past an 
electric eye or a phototransistor de- 
tector. The phototransistor is a light- 
sensitive device and operates on the 
same principle as an electric eye. 
However, it is much more sensitive 

and functions with a very small light 
beam down to a few thousandths of 
an inch in diameter. 

The electronic signals from the de- 
tector are transmitted into the elec- 
tronic counting instrument which 
computes the total number of pieces. 

Applications 

As a rule of thumb, any product 
sold by count represents a potential 
application for electronic counting. 
Normally, the smaller the item, the 
greater the advantage of accurate 

| Bulk packaging. 

, Counter is fed by 
conveyor from 10-cu. 

ft. hopper. Desired 
batch quantity is set 

on electronic instru- 

ment. Range is from 

1,000 to 1,000,000. 

Photoelectric pick- 
up of this machine can 

be pre-set for any 

count from one to 100,- 
000. Handles hardware, 

tablets and the like. 

by Eric G. Cleveland* 

count per package. The value of each 
item is also an important factor. For 
example, electronic counting may 

well be used for products such as 
screws, nuts and rivets; plastic parts; 
military hardware items; pharmaceu- 
ticals; electrical connectors and fit- 

tings; aircraft engine parts, etc. 

In addition to the uses for consumer 
packaging there is a rapidly growing 
economy and interest in intra-plant 
counting operations. This is usually 
accomplished in the receiving dep urt- 
ment where the items received in bulk 
are counted into small groups for 
storage and eventual issuance to var- 
ious assembly departments within the 
plant. The same procedure can be 
followed for counting production na- 
chine parts in connection with \ age 

incentive programs. In either . ise, 
these new electronic counting na- 
chines provide the basis for a fast ind 
accurate inventory control syster 

When the use of an electronic c nt- 
er is considered, tests should be -on- 
ducted to determine the rate an ac- 

curacy at which they will op: ate. 
The change-over time from one tem 
to another, together with any § ddi- 
tional or modified equipment re- 
quired, should also be given c: *eful 
consideration. The packager ust 
then determine how the countin: ma- 
chine can be integrated with his ~ ack- 
aging methods for best effic’ ncy. 
With this information at hand, ‘:e is 
in a position to achieve optimu: re- 
sults and economy in the electronic 
counting of his products. 
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"« | Capping and 

C ipping equipment has long been 
,.ccepted as an essential compo- 

nent of the packaging line for both 

glass and tin containers. Well-recog- 

nized units for these lines include 
standard machines for applying both 
metal and plastic continuous-thread 
caps le-seal closures and lug-type 

caps. During the past five years, in 

trod n of new equipment or adap 

tati f existing machinery has 

rest n the availability of screw 

cap] yr vacuum capping, combina- 

tior ts for application of both 
po ene shaker tops and final clo- 

sul gging units for polyethylene 
cont and adaptations designed 
for g aerosol cans.! 

\ ore experienced packaging 

tenance engineers available 

toda e plants of capping machin- 

isers, optimum results and 

y standards are being con 

iintained. Trends indicate 
int- . . , 1 

7 xt five years will undoubt- 
yn- i 

1 iS é increased use of steam 
it 3 P > 

' : ppers designed for the 
ite o ; 

s f lug or quarter-turn caps 
en @ , 
13: os \ x of containers taking con- 
idl- o . . 

a tir id caps is also a distinct 
re Pi 

Fal & And, of course, constant 
tu & . 

% t speed will continue. 
ust 

- ‘ higher speeds has always 
na- Ge , net Ses 
' > bee illenge to the machinery 

it Ab 
y m er. Baby foods and ketch- 

Cy zs : 
4 up vears been packed at line 

is vi ‘ 
¢ sper to and sometimes exceed- 

re- 
nic ager, Consolidated Packaging 

Ma p., Buffalo, N. Y. 
S roach to a Universal Capper,” 

Mopr KAGING, Aug., 1957, p. 124 
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sealing equipment 

ing 650 units per minute Other indus 

tries are recognizing the cost advan- 

tage of these higher speeds and have 

moved well beyond the 120 per min 
standard that was considered as “high 

speed” for many years. Containers that 

must be held or kept from turning 

during application of a pre-threaded 
cap and closures threaded on after be 

ing applied make these higher speeds 

more difficult to attain; but the obsta- 

cles these presented have been over- 
come and a number of machines ar 

available for speeds of 200 to 300 and 

over. In many cases the limiting factor 

has been the speed at which the larger 
closures, such as 70 mm. and above 

could be effectively sorted. 

The selection of a capping machine 

is dependent on many individual fac- 
tors including shape, size and height 

of container, amount of removal 

torque required, number of bottle and 

cap sizes to be handled, present or 

possible future interest in applying 

closures other than threaded caps, na- 

ture of product packed and dependa 

bility of manufacturer 

from the standpoint of service and 

machinery 

availability of spare parts. The ope 
ating speed of a packaging line also 
determines the type and size of cap 

ping machine required 

Where a customer is faced with a 

variety of sizes to be packed in short 

runs, the straight-line machine is fre 

quently the best recommendatiun 

With this 

machine and parts is lower 

tvpe the initial cost of 

but main 

machine adjust tenance required 

High-speed capping ma 

chine handles 

bottles, jugs of any shape 

Speeds 2,000 to 18,000 units 

Available in dif- 

ferent sizes. 

jars, cans, 

per hour: 

positive application. 

Six-head capper has air 

chuck designed to handle 

various styles of closures 

with controlled torque for 

by E. L. Kuhn* 

ments and supervision in general is 

greater. Where a limited number of 

sizes is operated with long runs or 

where odd shapes, low jars polyethy! 

ene containers or larger closures ai 

used, the rotary-type machine, with 

parts for different diameters of cap 

and container, is preferred. In th 

latter case parts for a specific size 

are fitted before shipment by the 

manufacturer. This approach, elimi 

nating risk of human error, reduces 

the number of adjustment and _ trial 

runs required during change-over 

fecent improvements have mad 

the straight-line machine more versa 

tile. It has now been adapted fo rT 

inner-sealing cans is well as tor ip 

caps such as the “1 

Newman-sput 

plying patented 

Pressit” design the 

closure and for vacuum packing wit) 

pre threaded closures. On the other 

hand, 

designed for corks 

chine capable of both sorting and in 

serting wood-topped corks. This di 

sign can also handle snap caps, plugs 

rotary machines can also b 

with the one ma 

for squeeze bottles, certain shields and 
] touch tops used on aerosol ins 

these bei well as metal can breasts 

the top section or shoulder t yp OF ¢ 

for face 

Many of the above machine adapt 

tooth or baby powde rs 

tions are modifications of standar 

machines and at times are not covered 

il ( ippll by sales literature. If speci 

operations are required, the enginee1 

involved should contact thy 

machinery manutacturers t capping 1 

i 

determine whether the proble m can be 

TD. 

SCALE 

PHOTO COURTESY PNEUMATIC 
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dealt with by using standard equip 

ment slightly modified 

4 typical line installation of cap 

made 

rhe 

common procedure involves purchas 

ping equipment can be using 

three distinct approac hes most 

ng each »f the component machines as ing 

self-contained units and then employ 

ing either a crossover ot end-to-end 

transfer. Butting of individual convey 

ors end to end has an esthetic ippeal 

but due to the length of the dead | late 

ill equired this method has seri 

ous shortcomings when either light 

unstable or extremely large containers 

ire ope! ited The crossover transfer 

necessitates ove rlapping successive In 

lividual convevors and bending the 

onvevor guide rails to guide the bot 

tles or cans from section to.section 

Prior to installation it is wise to 
} 11 

submit a pre liminary line layout to all 

manufacturers who are going to su] 

ply equipment so they can eliminate 

obstructions on the lapping 

ind 

possible 

side of both intake discharge 

onvey 

| y 
\ second type of packaging 

’ 
line 1s 

84 

Sifter applicator and 
screw capper applies shaker- 

handle 

caps for 

top fitments and can 

a great variety of 

bottles, jats or cans ranging 

from % oz. to 2 gallons. 

designated a straight-through hookup, 
which again requires certain liaison 

between the various machinery manu- 

facturers. In this approach a common 
chain is threaded through the ma- 

chines involved and driven by a 

separate conveyor drive unit at the 

discharge Unit 

squared off so attachment to the pre 
ceding and following machine convey- 

end. conveyors are 

ors can be readily accomplished. 
A “synchronized line” is the third 

approach and with this method all 
components of the line, including the 
conveyor, are driven from a common 

line shaft. Many individual machinery 
manufacturers are prepared to furnish 
machines for a packaging line of this 

Droppers, brushes, ap- 

plicators and other special 
caps like those shown in 

the bottom photo are han- 
dled by this rotary capper. 

Machine features eye-level 

hopper, positive 

control for indexing caps 

and bottles. Typical use is 

said to be the capping of 
nail polish bottles. 

supply 

New automatic ma 
chine assembles plug and 

tube and them 
into squeeze bottle. 

inserts 

kind by virtue of their experience with 

the associated equipment and their 
ability to obtain the necessary engi- 
neering data. Regarding any of these 

hookups, it is wise to specify the width 
and make of conveyor chain. 

Capping equipment is normally in- 

stalled after the filling machine and 

in turn is followed by the automatic 
where a_ roll-on labeler. However, 

label is used, the container is labeled 

empty and the labeling machine jig 

installed ahead of the filler. In this 

latter case it is important that manu- 
facturers of both filiing and capping 

equipment be so advised so they can 
design their machines to reduce con- 
tact on freshly labeled containers 

The amount of conveyor between 

machines depends on the size of con- 

tainers to be handled and the } ack. 

aging speed. The exception is the 

tion 

with no space between compor :nts 

This but 

tenance difficult and prevents th  op- 

eration of other units in a line ‘hen 

synchronized line which can fur 

saves space, makes » \ain- 

one close-coupled unit needs rep ‘r. 
Capping or sealing equipm: n- 

variably includes automatic ters 

which may be a part of the m: hine 

or located in another area wit! caps 

the conveyed to machine by long 

chutes or a conveyor chain. This tte 

arrangement is sometimes u to 

eliminate the noise caused by.  arge 

metal caps being dropped. 

SECTION 2—THE MACHINERY OF PACKAGING 
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The sorting hoppers themselves are 

normally filled by an operator and in 

some cases the capacity of the hopper 

can be increased by the use of a sheet- 

metal hopper extension. In other cases, 

available floor space above the hopper 

permits the use of a floor bin of large 

capacity connected to the sorter hop- 

per by a duct or large diameter pipe. 

With this arrangement the head load 

of the bin must be directed away from 

the sorting wheel and to the rear of 

the hopper. It is also possible to obtain 

an ¢ iting conveyor of either the 

buch x magnetic belt variety that 

will luct the caps from a floor bin 

to tl rting hopper. 

Ci i types of special capping 

equi it have already been men- 

tione Others of note include vac- 

uun jing machines now being 

int 1 by many of the cap manu- 

fact to handle their own particu- 

lar type. Many of these units 
a lapted to other brands of 

clos nd, depending on the sale 

| ontract, can mean the cus- 

ti find more than one source 

f Bee. 

ll-on” tamperproof seal is 

closure involving specific 

q New companies have en 

eld with special machines 

idling of odd-shaped clo 

ire luding dauber applicator 
le pends on a sorting tech- 

nig pecialized capping equip- 

me facturers have developed 

ind sealing equipment is 

apply a closure Oo! seal 

e supplier to a container 

treq purchased from a different 

sup} Vhen this is the case, be 

sure e manufacturing tolerances 

PROTO *Y CHASE EQUIPMENT Corr. 

Polyethylene stoppers are in- 
serted by machine adapted from 

equipment for rubber stoppering. 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—19S8 

DIACRAM, 

Aluminum air chuck 
flexible neoprene gripping ring 
is useful for fragile closures. 

PHOTO COURTESY RESINA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO. 

innerseals are automa- 

tically sorted, fed and ap- 

plied by this machine at 

rate of 60 to 120 seals a 

minute. Can be fitted into 

existing lines or can be sup- 

plied in tandem with new 

cappers. 

of one component do not exceed those 
established for the other, since they 

must be fitted together mechanically 

A cap that cannot be applied to a jar 

by hand because of maximum glass 

and minimum cap dimensions is not 

going to be handled satisfactorily by 

machine at high speeds. By the same 

logic, puorly designed or thin wall 
plastic caps that break with hand ap 

plication are going to break even more 

often when applied automatically. 
The most important single item on 

a capping machine from the point of 

view of maintenance is the chuck o 

tightening roll. New techniques in the 

rubber and plastic field have improved 

the operation of this component by 

limiting wear to a replaceable face o1 

ring. Knowledge of torque require 

ments and the nature of the product 

will help in choosing the proper mate 

rial for the ring. Nevertheless, chuck 

and roll inspection and maintenanc¢ 

should be frequent. 

PNEUMATIC SCALE CORP., LTD. 

tek 

The machinery builder should be 

told if the product is such that the 

machinery must be hosed down dur 

ing clean-up periods. Electrical com 

ponents of the proper type can then 

be provided which may or may not 

involve an upcharge 

As higher speeds ire attained, it 

becomes desirable to specify brake 

motors on the mam machine drive 

This eliminates coasting and excessivs 

breakage in case of a machine jam 

Some capping machinery customers 

specify that the sorting equipment 

must automatically cut off when the 

mac hine is stoppe d This reduces abra 

sion and wear on the caps. Raw edged 

unbeaded metal closures are especially 

subject to damage caused by contact 

of cap against cap. Also, a poor enamel 

finish on metal closures or a substand 

ard gilt finish on a plastic closure ma\ 

result in scratching or marring that 

would not pass a competent qualit 

control de partment 

PHOTO COURTESY POPPER & SONS, INC 

with Rubber stoppering unit handles wide range of phar- 

maceutical vials and stoppers at speeds up to 120 a minute. 
It handles 11-, 13- or 20-mm. stoppers and fluted types. 



Automatic labeling machines 

f  peggesnageie of labeling machin 

ery are receiving more exact 

specifications from an increasing num 

ber of purchasing agents. This con- 

tinuing trend points up the need for 
developing labeling equipment for a 

specific rather than a general all-pu 

pose design 

make rs of 

labeling « quipment to produce mecha- 

tailored to the in- 

I here 1S demane | for 

nisms espe cially 

lividual user's particular field. Fo 

CX imple in labeling glass-packaged 

foods such as salad dressing, pre 

serves, pickles, ete., there are avail 

ible today high spe ed labeling units 

specifically designed for the job. This 

involves the renerally application of 

relatively simple body labels to cvlin 

lrical glassware. Speeds of 300 or 

ore per min. are commonplace. In 

antibiotic fields spec ific purpose 

hines are offered for the labeling 

f a relatively small range of simpk 

raight-sided, squat, round vials 

With scope range or performance 

ted to a large degree, highly per 

ected labeling machinery has evolved 

In el ] ibe li ng hie Id S W here a 

it ea f dress up is desire d as in 

ind cosmetic pa k aging, sp 

lized labeling machinery has been 

rie to meet the more exacting 

quirements of these industries. Here 

ust be noted that although these 

two widely divergent fields of liquor 

a cosmetic pac kaging have a com- 

need for extreme dress up, the 

hie Bott Div Pneumatic Scale 
Ltd., Quiney, Mas 

86 

range of container _sizes (relatively 

small) in the cosmetic line dictates the 

construction of substantially smaller 
or more compact equipment. 

No longer can the manufacturer of 

labeling equipment expect to com 

pete in his industry without a diver 

sity of labeling units 

specific rather than for general type 

labeling 

It should be apparent that this 
trend toward specific or specialized 
design of labeling equipment will re- 
flect directly in increased costs of such 
equipment, because it is not so quickly 
available as was the general-purpose 
labeling machine. It is also apparent 
that such specialized or limited scope 
machinery is capable of better per 
formance, higher speeds and increased 
productivity. 

There are five factors which usu- 
ally affect the selection of labeling 
equipment: 

1) type of labeling work to be done; 
2) production rate; 3) range; 4) flexi 

bility; and 5) cost of equipment. 
Can labelers. In scanning the field 

of basic labeling machine types, it is 

evident that the simplest design, ca 

pable of the highest operating speeds, 

is the familiar round can labeler. Al 

though produced by a relatively large 

number of manufacturers, the differ- 

ent models are practically identical in 

appearance as well as general design. 

Round containers, horizontally fed, 

are rolled through the intake of the 
labeling machine; then moving belts 

continuing the rolling action, pass the 

Close-up view 
of modern labeler 

shows three-station 

indexing turret and 

suction pads that 
pick labels 

stack. As turret re- 

volves label contacts 

from 

glue roller. Label 

is then transferred 

directly to bottle. 

designed for 

by D. W. Tiano* 

container over glue applicators where 
spots of adhesive are picked up. The 
adhesive-spotted containers then pass 

over a horizontally positioned label 
stack. The timing, or positioning, of 

the container in relation to the upper- 
most jJabel in the stack is such that 
the glued spots contact the ‘leading 
edge of the label, pulling it up and 

wrapping it around the container, 
During the time interval or space be- 
tween successive containers passing 

over the horizontal label stack, an ad- 
hesive-bearing belt runs crosswise: to 
the direction of travel of the contz iner 
depositing adhesive on the overlap 
end of the label. After the labe! has 
been rolled around the container. the 
overlap seals on the other labe’ ex- 
tremity. In the final step, the la! =led 
container passes over a soft rv »ber 
pad which serves to seal tight] the 

label overlap. 
A glue-tight wrapper is applic | by 

another type of labeling ma hine 

which receives a rectangular abel 

either from the top of a label st: k or 
from a continuously feeding ro]! The 

label is then passed over a ¢ uing 
drum where adhesive is picke | up 

over the entire unprinted face «' the 

label. Gripper chains transfe: _ the 
glued label into alignment with __ ree- 

tangular, filled and completely - aled 

carton. The carton proceeds th ough 
several stations of an intermit ently 

traveling spider and is com, ‘ctely 
labeled. Alt’ ough 

t as 

overwrapped or 
this type of basic labeler is 

widely known as the round cin la 

beler, its use is definitely indicated 
when additional protection is re juired 
—-for example, when weevil infestation 
is a hazard or when a moisture bat 

rier is necessary to preserve the pack+ 
aged product. 

In the labeling field, the widest d= 
versity of machine type and applica 
tion exists in the labeling of bottles, 
jars, vials and similar containers oF 
packages. The range of machine clas 

sification runs from simple t 
model hand-operated gummers to 
tremely complicated as well as high 
speed, fully automatic units capable 
of bringing together in an a vo 
operation the container and, various 
combinations of individual labels up 

SECTION 2-—-THE MACHINERY OF PACKAGING 
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process of selecting the individual Continuous motion, : 

label, applying adhesive and adhering high-speed labeler ap- : 

it to the container is, of course, fully plies labels to front, 5 

automatic. Labelers of this type are back and neck of bottles 

available for normal glue application at speeds ranging up to : 
work as well as for the handling of 300 a minute. é 
heat-sensitive or pressure-sensitive a 

= coated labels. Semi-automatic units E 

© are capable of extreme flexibility, re : 
= quire minimum change-over time and g 

, have general application where pro- z 
= duction requirements are not high or 
= cont 1S. 

A I automatic labelers. Next Some models of all-around, fully au range exists since high-speed 1 

4 ( general classification of fully tomatic labelers offer 100% adhesion cover almost anything from 100 to 300 
= aut labelers specifically in of label to container as well as full or more labels per minute. Machine 
3 te 1 production rate of 50 to bond for paper-to-paper overlap. Al for thermoplastic as well as glu 
- 380 per minute. These may in though flexibility of the all-around plication are available. Intermitte: 

€ ch mittently operating straight- medium-speed, fully automatic label- is well as constant-motion, straight 

‘ ll as rotary turret-type units ing machinery is somewhat restricted, line machines are built for general 

2 ipable of spot front as well this is not true of spot application glass container handling includ 

nt and back simultaneous units where a range of from on shapes. other than _ straight 
x of as many as four labels. ounce to a full quart or from one pint rounds or purely cylindrical sect 
: ) lels are capable of all to a full gallon represents practical Rotary continuous-motion — label: 
: lication of labels to round limits. limited to the handling of str 
: il or rectangular sections Stepping into high-speed labeling sided rounds are also available. O 

well as straight-sided machinery application, a rather broad ill three high-speed machine 

N 1ethod combines printing and labeling, using 

PROTO COURTEST NEW JERSEY MACHINE CORF. 

as many as four labels to a container. 

Semi-automatic labelers. This type 
of machine usually involves manual 
feed of containers to the labeler and 

temoval by hand after labeling. The 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

ire and special attachment. Coating-plus- 
and unprinted cellophane (2) meet at 

Paper backing is discarded (4) and 

ophane (5) moves on to the bag maker. 

ed labeler modified to label 

saped bottles at the rate of 240 

shown here installed on line 

h’s Pepto-Bismol. 

Inc. 

AND ADOLPH CoTTScHno, 

co. 

PROTOS COURTEST DENNISON MFC 
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PUSTS COURTEST CHISHOLM-EYDER CO. OF FA. 

rreat deal of flexibility is obtained; 

however, the most effective use of au 

labelers as well as any other 

type of high-speed packaging machin- 

ery can only be attained when good 

judgment prevails. A high-speed op 

eration is limited to the very minimum 

f sizes and the reasons should be 

ipparent to anyone responsible for 

packaging line operation. 

A typical high-speed glass packag 
ng line today will invariably include 

1utomatic unscrambler or de-cas- 

ing unit; automatic liquid, powder o1 

tablet filler and screw capping ma 

hine; followed by the automatic 

labeler. Finally in many cases automa- 

tion continues in the form of carton- 

ing, bundling and case packing or 

sealing equipment. In some plants the 

labeling operation precedes the filling. 
Here, however, care is required in the 

Outfold out- 
serts are taped to the ex- 

terior of packages by this 

machine at speeds up to 220 
containers a minute. 

leaflets or 

Versatile 
handles wide range of label 

rotary labeler 

and container sizes. Oper- 

ator merely inserts container 

in star sprocket. Pressure 

pad secures label; container 

is discharged automatically. 

balance of the line to prevent possible 
marring or tearing of a label that is 
not quite dry. 

There are any number of special 
labeling machines available. One type 
is devoted to the application of a 
Government tax strip stamp to the 

top of a liquor bottle; another type 
applies labels automatically to shoe- 
box ends. Several manufacturers pro- 
duce automatic labeling machinery 
that takes bottles coming at random 
along a conveyor line and presents 
them all one way in reference to de- 

sign work or lettering for the applica- 
tion of the labels. These are generally 
designated as spotter-type labelers. 
One company attempts to combine 
unrelated operations such as liquid 
filling and labeling on a single piece 
of equipment. Some labeling equip- 
ment will feed labels in the form of a 

Versatile can labeler handles cylindrical containers and is adjustable for 
112-403 diameters, 112-708 high and for 200-611 diameters, 200-708 high. 

continuous roll. Another manufac: urer 

supplies automatic dating or coding 
devices for his labelers capable « f lo- 
cating code data, either unde: the 
label or on the printed face sid« 

There are some basic princip]: s as 

sociated with proper and efficie t la- 
beling machine performance th. : are 
worth repeating. These involve >asi 
container and label design, labs 

specifications and some hints the 

proper uses of adhesives. 

Label stock 

Label stock gives best results vhen 

it is not too heavy or springy ap- 
plied to a perfectly flat surface, — eight 
of stock is not such a factor, bu' £ the 

container surface: is curved is a 

good plan to use a 45- to 50-lb_ tock 
not too highly calendered. | avier 
stock will tend to lift at the is of 

the label and more time must »e al 

lowed to secure the label to t! © con 

tainer. As a result, machine s; ed is 

lowered. For the same reason i! is also 

essential that the grain of the paper 
run horizontally or around tl con- 
tainer. Label stock, when moistened, 

will curl so that the edges which are 
wiped around curved surfaces will lift 
up unless the grain of the stock runs 

around the curved surfaces. The grain 
should not run up and down the com 

tainer. 

A flat sheet of paper, foil or any 

material used for a label can be curved 
only in one direction without writ- 

kling. Therefore you should not at 
tempt to apply a label to a spherical, 
concave or convex surface. It is all 
right to curve in one direction but not 
in two at once. It is a good plan te 
allow for slight inaccuracies in ma 
chine registration. Figure on a reason 
able margin around edges of label, 
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Collapsible tube labeler handles 32 
slip |: a minute; it forms label into 
cylind: ipe and ejects it, already glued, 
onto t! be. 

then s a little off center in con- 

tains ], the error will not be too 

Adhe 

countless types of 

glu s and gums in common 

us wr general sealing, wrap- 
beling work. The task of 

sper \e correct type for your 
wo! e handled by an adhesive 

ex] in do this only after you 

giv nplete data on your re- 

yu It is not enough to say 
yor me glue to stick a label 
ont mtainer. He must know 
wl f label stock; whether 
cont in or glass or some other 
type and shape of both con- 
tainé vel; and the method you 

will yply the label, as well as 
the the labeling operation. 

( onditions have a seri- 
ous ¢ n adhesives. Your glue, 
paste 1 should be stored where 
it wi n cool during the warm 
mont! will not be subjected to 
freezii \peratures during the win- 
ter. In e localities where the air 
is unu y dry, it is a good plan to 

cover the glue keg with a heavy, soak- 
ing-wet cloth. Remember, any good 
adhesive which has quick-drying 
qualities must contain the necessary 
chemicals to cause some evaporation 
when exposed to the atmosphere. 

A few manufacturers who have 
occasion to use adhesives have the 
mistaken idea that a thick film of glue 
will improve the bond between the 
two surfaces being joined. Let us em- 
phasize the fact that the exact oppo- 
site is true. A light film tends to pre- 
vent crystallization and, except in very 
rare cases, will assure a tighter seal. 
This holds true in sealing carton flaps, 
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in tight wrapping or in bottle and can 
labeling. 

One difficulty which can be 
avoided by careful planning is the 
trouble caused by wet or greasy con- 
tainers. Unless the container surface 
is clean and dry the labels are quite 
sure to wrinkle and blister after the 
moisture has evaporated and in some 
cases the label will fall off the con- 
tainer. A greasy container surface 
caused by splashing or overflowing 
during filling of an oily product will 
probably prevent applying the label 
with any degree of satisfaction. There- 
fore every operation in your entire 

packaging line must be carefull) 
watched to make sure that something 
is not being done incorrectly which 
might cause trouble at some other 
machine. 

In machine labeling, it is a good 

plan to keep the glue reasonably 
heavy in the glue pots but to use a 
thin film on the bottle or jar or label 

The adhesive should be tacky enough 
to produce a noticeable hissing sound 
when the glue rolls are revolving 
Glue should not be so heavy that ex 
cess webbing or stringing occurs when 
the glue pad comes away from the 
bottle or jar. Thin the glue out three 
or four times daily by adding a thin 
ner mixture of the same adhesive. 

Don't add water to thin out the mix 
ture in the machine glue pots. Don’t 
mix two different kinds of adhesives 

together. One adhesive may neutralize 
the efficiency of the other. 

For successful machine labeling 

(using cold adhesives) never have two 
hard finishes brought together; at least 
one surface should be reasonably soft 
and porous to allow the adhesive to 
penetrate and actually bond the two 

Guard against having 
edges of label too near FMS 

sharp corners or curves. Vj j 
Edges tend to lift and WW, 
more time is needed to Uy j 
inspect label. Drawings , + |! Yi 
at right illustrate difi- = | |///7/7//} 
culty imposed by con- f try, 
cave surface, which nme: am A 
curves two ways. Label / 
application should not LABEL 

be attempted. 

SECTION A-A 

articles together. Don’t hinder or slow 
up the gluing operation by expecting 
the adhesive to penetrate threugh a 
finish which is inked, waxed or var- 
nished. Wrappers or labels to be 
glued to curved surfaces should not 

be too heavy. A stock 45 to 50 Ibs. 
in weight gives best results in the 

majority of cases. 

SECTION A-A 

SECTION B-B 

and base scp label on shoulder 

round or oval bottles causes difhculties 
7 1 +4 

operation Is slowed; labe i may Wrinkie 

bx 
Flat label will wrinkk curved 

ways. Don’t attempt application to a co 

vex spheric al surtace, as shown 

A 

—_ ns 
t+ ir 

4 
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Cartoning equipment trends 

for 

increased 

] ™ 
D ‘mands more protective car 

toning, 

materials 

carton 

market 

cost of 

changes in retail 

ng methods and increased cost of 

labor have over the past five years 

set three major trends in the carton 

Thus far equipment industry. 

these are trends only and they are far 

from being firmly established as 

complishments. The next five 

ill determine their perma 

y and final direction. 

lod ys users are expecting mor 

ction from a carton or a folding 

s it is popularly called. (Sec 
lding 340.) Incentive 

research to improve carton struc- 

Boxes,” p 

ture and coatings has been provided 

the rapidly increasing use of car- 

tons for perishable products—paced 
the fast the 

frozen-food industry, today one of the 

irgely by growth of 

users of board. The increased JOT 

use of cartons for perishables has 
ned the collective thinking of the 

uton industry toward more pro- 

tective cartons. This has had its in- 

vitable effect on the cartoning 

1achinery industry. The manufac 

turers of cartoning machinery have 

layed a major role in the research 

ted largely toward elimination of 

ind overwraps and toward 

buildiz protection into the carton 

, lf 

D I Jor & ¢ Inc 

Special cartoner mechanizes a problem product: packages 

spark plugs and gaskets together in a high-speed operation. 

90 

The boards and 

coatings accomplished by the carton 
suppliers has been paralleled by the 

improvement, in 

effort of carton machinery manufac- 

turers to obtain a seal equal to the 

protective quality of the board itself. 
The degree of success accomplished 

by these efforts will be determined by 

user and consumer acceptance of the 

new packages over the next five years 

Changes in retail marketing meth- 

ods within the last five years have set 
another major trend in the cartoning 

machinery industry. When multipack 
cartons invaded the retail market as 

take-home or carry-out multiples, a 

rapidly accelerating demand for 
equipment found the cartoning equip- 
ment manufacturers hard pressed to 
meet the needs of a new market. Car- 

ton manufacturers, capitalizing on the 
potential of the new market, brought 
to the cartoning machinery manufac- 
turers carton innovations and 

demands for quick machine delivery 
than could be digested by a limited- 

Compromises 

more 

volume industry. 

brought these demands temporarily 
within the limits of basic cartoning 

machine design and the multipack 
field was securely launched using only 

minor modifications on existing car- 

toning machine designs. 

Competition and the search for new 
ideas the merchandising continued 

pressure in tangental directions, how- 
ever, until one by one many of the 

by E. Minneman* 

large carton manufacturers  subsi- 

dized designs of special multipack 
machines. The subsidized machines 
were developed largely by machinery 
firms outside the cartoning industry, 
Today, in the brewing industry alone, 
10 or 12 carton companies offer varia- 

multipack carton-loading 
Although the cartoning 

equipment manufacturers have al- 
ways done far more than an averagy 

amount of special design, the ac- 
celerated demand for multipack ma 

chines quickly overwhelmed | 
well-developed design capacity If 
the demand for the multipack 
grown more slowly, the cart 
equipment manufagturer might | ave 

tions of 

machines. 

been able to design for the c:-ton 

industry broad-use, new multi ack 

machines which would have dis- 
couraged investment in the r any 
subsidized machinery developm ats 
The opportunity for developme ° of 
such broad-use machines still « ‘sts 
This opportunity stands as a cha! ngs 
for the creative effort of the cart 

machinery industry. 
The third major trend in the car- 

toning machinery industry has 
set by the high cost of labo 

fringe benefits in users’ plants 
line speeds to double and trip! the 
production per man-hour has >een 
the cartoning machinery sup) lier’ 

answer to these higher costs. Fo: this 

development, however, the inc istry 

Novel, spot-sealed, side-filling display box for tins of Anacin is 

set up, filled and closed automatically on this high-speed cartoner. 
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has een caught unawares—300 

and 4 er min. machines have been 

read the cartoning machinery in- 

dustr some time. Their use has 

ofter ted only increased speeds 

‘g packaging equipment. 

speeds mean numerically 
to be sold. Because of the 

ruggedness and precision 

n required, higher speeds 
nore costly machines. With 

merical potential the car- 

iijpment manufacturer is 

today for a more limited 

nark machine model, so his 

sk sign becomes greater. He 

nearly correct on designs 

The result of this is to 
ser working arrangement 

quipment manufacturer 

nd closer study of needs and 

ip] if the machine.' 

iy | to higher speeds seems 
dest continue for some time. 

The ements of these higher 

speed emphasize the cartoning 
machi manufacturer's role as that 

of specialist. It is difficult to 
pred ole which the carton man- 

ufacti vith his subsidized machine 

will p n this picture. As speeds 
and technical requirements increase, 

the car manufacturer either will 

abandon his present activity in ma- 

chinery design and manufacture or 
will find it necessary to expand his 
facilities to keep pace with design 
changes and higher spéeds set by the 
cartoning machinery manufacturers. 

Choice of machine 

Prerequisite to selection of a car- 
toning machine? is a recognition of the 
specialized and tailored nature of car- 

_' See “Coordinated Cartoning” (for Anacin 
tins), Mopran PackacinG, Aug., 1956, p. 148; 
os Mechanizing a Problem Product” (Auto- 
an spark plugs and gaskets kaged together ), 
ODRRN PackaGinc, May, 1957, p. 134. 

de” Mopern Pacuacmee, fon, eer P. isn 
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All-purpose carton- 
ing unit handles wide 

range of carton sizes at 

speeds of 4,000 an hour. 

High-speed cartoner 

forms, fills, closes 5-and 

10-cent size packages of 

candy, 

toning equipment. Volume in some 

applications is so limited that all ma 
chines in these categories traditional 

ly have been built by only one 
manufacturer. This presents a non 
competitive situation—a 

dictated by the limited volume in the 
field. 

If the cartoning machine is on 
available from several manufacturers 
various factors will influence choice 
of machine by the purchaser: 

1. Speed as related to purchaser's 
present and future needs. 

2. Complexity of carton and load 
and design ‘features of machine to 
handle these. 

3. Size flexibility for possible later 

changes on packages. 
4, Change-over time (if more than 

one size is involved). 
5. Design for ease of maintenance 

6. Structural rigidity, smoothness of 

situation 

motions. 

7. Delivery (in terms of purchaser's 
requirements). 

8. Availability of 

parts. 

9. Installation and service policies 
of manufacturer. 

10. Guarantees on equipment— 

replacement 

experience of manufacturer. 

Types of cartooning equipment 

Cartoning or, more properly, car- 

ton loading can be defined as the op- 
eration of loading a solid or semisolid 

item or items into an end-opening or 

top-opening carton. Carton loading is 

differentiated from carton filling in 

that the latter term refers to filling 

of free-flowing and semi-free-flowing 
products into cartons. 

Carton-loading machines are broad- 

ly classed either as semi-automatic o1 
automatic. The semi-automatic ma- 

chine may be completely or only 
partially automatic in its handling of 
the carton, but if the load is placed 

directly into the carton by the op 

erator, it is classed as a semi-automatic 

machine. On the other hand, if the 

load is inserted into the carton aut 

matically, even though operators ma 

be required manually to place th 
load into the infeed conveyor, the 

machine is classed as an automati 

machine. 

The user’s choice between an auto 

matic and semi-automatic machin« 

usually made on the basis of: 
1. Complexity of load—if load 

too complex, semi-automatic is thé 
only choice. 

2. Production speeds required 

3. Relative cost of automatic 

semi-automatic machines 

4. Flexibility ratio of change-over 

time to production time—semi 

automatic machines usually require 
shorter time for size change 

5. Labor savings on each type of 
machine. 

A carton-loading machine feeds the 

carton from a magazine, opens the 

carton, presents the carton for load 
au ing (either semi-automatically o 

tomatically) and closes the carton 

either by tucking or gluing or a com 

bination of both. 

There are two basic types of auto 

matic and = semi-automatic carton 

loading machines, namely end 

loading and top-leading The 

automatic end-loading type cartoning 

machine normally feeds the carton 

from a vertical stack and carries the 

carton through the machine in a 
horizontal position. The semi-auto 

matic machine normally carries the 

end-loading carton through the ma 

chine in a_ vertical 

manual loading. The 

carton is carried through the machine 

position fo 

top-loading 

with the opening face of the carton 

trailing the direction of travel through 

the machine, with the load being in 
serted from the rear, or with the 
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Ss. AUTOMATIC BOX MACHINERY Co, 
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opening up and the load being in- 
serted from the top. 

Two basically different design 
principles are used on both semi- 
automatic and automatic  carton- 

loading machines, namely, intermit- 

motion. A 

intermittent 

operation carries the carton through 

intermittent 

tor manual or automatic insertion of 

the load during a portion of the cycle 

at which the machine is at rest. A 

machine designed for continuous mo 

tent and continuous 

machine designed for 

the machine in motion 

tion carries the carton through the 
smooth, continuous mo 

manual or automatic, 

tinuous loading of the machine. Th« 
type of 

machine in 

tion for con- 

intermittently operating 
machine is indicated when: 

|. Difficult assembly of multiple 
items precludes use of continuous- 

motion equipment. 

2. Nature of a single load mate 

rially simplifies loading operation. 
3. High speeds are not required. 
Conversely, where high speeds and 

extremely gentle handling of an item 

ire required, a continuous motion 

tvpe of cartoner is used 
In some installations two cartoners 

are required to complete the packag 
ing operation. The first machine may 

be a cartoner for inserting 

load, such as a bottle, into a carton, 
with various auxiliary items such as 
liner, leaflet, dropper, etc. The second 

machine is often an accumulator type 
referred to as 

accumulator cartoner, overpack car 

a single 

machine, variously 

toner, etc. The overpack cartoner re 
the loaded 

automatically 

cartons from the CeIVeS 

first machine, groups 

them in half dozen or one dozen (or 

Ferre COURTEST FETEES MACHINERY co. 

Carton forming and lining machine 

folds and closes large or small die-cut car 

tons. Speeds to 120 cartons a minute. 

92 

five’s, 10’s and 20's) and inserts them 
into a larger or over-pack carton. 

Besides inserting the main load into 
the machine, carton-loading machines 
handle many auxiliary items such as 
corrugated liners, leaflets (which can 

be fed from a magazine on the ma- 
chine and folded by the machine), 

booklets and droppers for bottles. 
Machines can be equipped to print 
the carton, form a liner into a small 
carton, emboss a code date, detect for 

no-load and eject a no-load carton. 

Cartons for use on end-loading car- 
toners are received by the user with 
the long seam or manufacturer's joint 

already glued. Cartons for use on top- 
loading cartoners are received by the 
user as flat blanks. End-loading car- 
tons are either glued or tucked on the 
ends by the cartoning machine. Top- 
loading cartons are glued on the ends 

by the machine before loading and 

the hinge cover is tucked or glued 
after loading. A hinge-type cover as 
a consumer reclosure feature can be 
achieved on the end-loading type car- 
ton by having the carton manufac- 
turer spot glue the long seam on the 

outside of the carton so that the con- 
sumer can pul] the tab loose and open 
the carton as a hinge-cover carton. 

Of the end-loading type cartons 
that are run on carton-loading ma- 

chines, tuck-type cartons have the 
highest frequency of use. End-loading 

type cartoners are also made to 
handle cartons with one end tuck and 

one end glued, with strip glue on the 
tuck flap or with any pattern of glue 
on the end flaps of a glue-style carton. 

Cartoner and other equipment 

Carton-loading machines usually 
have a close association either with 
preceding processing equipment or 

with preceding packaging equipment. 
Many installations, such as those with 
a cartoner following a bottling line, 
have for years operated with auto 
matic indexing of product (a bottle, 
for example) into the infeed pockets 
of the cartoning machine. Other 

products become more difficult to in- 
dex. Some successful attempts have 
been made to apply a single-drive 
unit to processing machine and car- 
toner to maintain a one-to-one ratio 

between the two machines where the 
shape of the product will not permit 
line accumulation and automatic in 
dexing (for example, frozen pies). In 
creased speeds make the problem of 
integration of machines a more press- 

ing one. Recent semi-successful at- 

tempts have been made to achieve 
electronically controlled integration, 
dispensing with single unit drive. 
More experiments are underway in 
this direction and the future of this 
method holds considerable promise. 

Efficient use of cartoning machin- 
ery is dependent upon many factors 
under control of the production de. 
partment, but correct carton specifica- 
tions form the basis for proper 
operation of a machine. The carton- 
ing machine manufacturer furnishes 
specifications which must be followed 
closely to achieve the required results: 

1. Carton dimension and contow 
layout. 

2. Grain direction. 
3. Caliper. \ 
4. Calender finish. 
5. Grade of board. 
6. Printing areas. 

Errors in grain direction and ca_per 
can seriously affect feeding’ from the 
magazine. Faulty layout can « fect 
proper closing of flaps, insertio of 
load, feeding from the magazine and 
entry of carton-opening knife. U = of 
a non-specified grade of board and 
finish or non-specified areas in pr ting 

can affect glue application and s« ling 

of the carton. 

Maintenance performance a 
machine and consequent effi :ney 
records have as their basis a me sine 
properly engineered for ease of ain 
tenance. Accessibility of part for 
cleaning, the open design on © ma- 
chine, will have a marked psyc’ log- 
ical effect on those responsible { — the 
cleanliness of the machine. Des ‘n of 
the machine to provide easy re oval 
of shafts, bearings, etc., at ov haul 

time and the use of standard com- 
mercial items such as bearings, ears, 
etc., wherever possible, will also go 
far toward setting the stage for « good 
maintenance program. 

Other factors affecting proper 
maintenance include: 

1. Provision for adequate working 
area around the machine. 

2. Operation of the machine within 
the manufacturer’s guaranteed speed. 

3. Definite schedules for mainte- 
nance and overhauls, check charts and 
enforcement of schedules. 

4. Proper control of product and 
carton specifications. 

5. Adequate training of mainte 
nance personnel. 

6. Adequate inventory of expend: 
able parts to avoid delay for delivery 
of parts on a_ highly specialized 
machine. 
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ig by means of heat is a fast, 

ient, economical and, in some 

the essential method of sealing 

two contacting faces of ther- 

tic materials. To understand 

e of equipment needed for 
ling, a knowledge of the ma- 
hemselves will be helpful. 

are four basic types of flex- 
seal packaging materials: 
nogeneous unsupported films 
composition of the sheet is 
throughout, such as saran, 

lyethylene, Pliofilm, nylon, 

ster. 

d materials, such as heat- 
lophane (cellophane coated 
rmoplastic lacquer on one 
les of the sheet) and paper 
h polyethylene. 
vated structures, such as 
ited by means of adhesive 

er, cloth and combinations 

istics. 

inations of coated and 
materials. An example is 
with polyethylene on one 
iminated to paper on the 

y two compatible thermo- 
rials are placed in face-to- 

and subjected to a proper 
takes cycle, a fusion 

nt, Packaging Industries, Mont- 

| Heat-sealing equipment 

place similar to a weld. This word 

“weld” should be constantly borne in 

mind, as this process is not a “stick- 
ing” of the surfaces together, but an 
intermingling of the molecules into 
one mass. Heat sealing is generally 
used where there are exacting sealing 

requirements, thus care must be taken 

that nothing in the heat-sealing stages 
becomes the “weak link” in the 
“chain” of packaging operations. Of 
course, in some instances—the heat- 

sealed bread wrapper, for example 
a peelable seal may be imperative. 

The basic heat-sealing methods 
commercially available today are illus- 

trated on next page and they include: 
1. Roller type (a) rotary (See Fig. 

1) and (b) with pre-heater and cool- 
ing belt (Fig. 2). 

2. Band type, band-rotary (Fig. 3) 
3. Jaw type, bar (Figs. 4 and 5). 

4. Electronic or high-frequency (a) 
bar type and (b) roller type (not illus- 

trated because it does not lend itself to 
simplified drawing). 

5. Impulse type (Fig. 6). 
Although there is some overlapping 

in the uses of the various types of 

sealers, for all practical purposes, each 
has its own advantages. At this time 

there is no one piece of equipment 

which will handle every material. 

There are four basic factors to the 
heat-sealing cycle, all of which play 

impulse sealer 
is shown in a set-up ' 

that seals bearings 

in individual trans- 
parent acetate pock- 
ets filled with oil. 

by Howard Rehdin* 

a part in accomplishing resuits. Each 

method of heat sealing has its own 

way of arriving at these results. In 

some methods, the cooling phase takes 

place after the material has left the 

sealing equipment. Temperature, pres 

sure and dwell time are important in 

all forms of heat sealing 

The four basic parts of the heat 

sealing cycle are: (a) temperature 

b) pressure, of the heated surfaces to 

the material to be sealed; (c) dwell 

time, length of time of application of 
heat or pressure or both, and (d) cool 
ing time, length of time required t 
“set” the heat-sealed area. 

Hazards arise when the importance 

of any factor is overlooked. For this 
reason it is required that manufac- 
turers of scrim-backed barrier mate 

rial under Spec. Mil.-B-131-B include 
recommended temperature, pressure 

and dwell time in every roll of mate- 

rial supplied 
In the sealing of unsupported films 

excessive temperature or pressure ma) 

cause a thinning out of the heat- 

sealed area, with a consequent weak- 

ening of the seal. This is usually ac 

companied by “ears” which extend 

from the edge of the seal. It suould be 

noted, however, that, when seals on 

films of this kind are to be made 

through various wrinkles and _ thick- 

nesses (such as gussets) or contamin 

Edge seals are made on polyethylene bags 

by this new automatic rotary sealer. Can be 

quickly set for different heights. Speeds to 1,000 
linear inches a minute. Removes lip above seal 
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BASIC TYPES OF HEAT-SEALING EQUIPMENT 

PRESSURE 

———— 
i ROLLERS ¥—— [ 
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FIG. 1—ROTARY SEALER WITH FIXED 

PRE-HEATER followed by contacting rollers, 

sometimes powered to draw material past pre- 

heaters. If rollers are hand fed, material is 

pulled through the pre-heaters and rollers. Pre- 

heaters soften material or coatings; then rollers 

apply bond pressure. This type of heat sealer is 

frequently used for cellophane and the surface 

PRE ~ HEATER 

of the rollers is sometimes crimped. Special 

models have been developed for sealing some 

coated or laminated materials. 

[Titties iis 
METAL UPPER JAW - HEATED 

METAL LOWER JAW-HEATED 

4 

FIG. 4—JAW TYPE (BOTH JAWS METAL). 

The materials to be sealed are pressed between 

two jaws. The jaws are heated usually by a 

heating cartridge. The heat is thermostat con- 

trolled. Pressure control is manual or mechani- 

cal and dwell-time control is manual or auto- 

matic. The jaw-type heat sealer can be used for 

cellophane (with the surface of the jaws usually 

crimped.) Special models have been developed 

for thermoplastic films. The jaw-type heat sealer 

| — 

PRESSURE 

‘R A 
\ (A) NS 
\. 7 ; Pp PRE- HEATER 

. r / 
weateo A> : ———— < - « 
ROLLeRs 3 (<= <<sSSSS=-2=---- 

j : | Pp PRE- HEATER ~ 

( @ enemas 
nm ~ 

FIG. 2—ROTARY SEALER, BELT INTAKE. 
Endless belts (usually rubber, fibre or chain) 

grasp material to carry it through pre-heaters 

to pressure rollers, which are sometimes heated. 

Sometimes a second set of belts carries the ma- 

terial past cooling area to permit “set.” Pur- 

pose of the belts is to transport material 

through sealers at uniform rate. Used for cello- 

phane and some coated or laminated materials. 

Special models have been developed for sealing 

of unsupported films. 

| 

' 

| 
. . . | 

can be very fast—especially with longer jaws. 

| 
i PRESSURE SOURCE 

REREAD 
METAL UPPER JAW-HEATED 

OOO OO 
OOOO OOK OO statetatate 
DOO xx 

—So eo 

FIG. 5—JAW TYPE (ONE METAL JAW AND 
ONE RESILIENT). Materials are pressed to 

gether between two jaws. One or both jaws ma 

be heated, usually by heating cartridge. Heat 

thermostat controlled; pressure control is man 
ual or mechanical; dwell-time control is manua 
or automatic. Used for coated and laminate: 

materials. Resilient lower jaw permits sealin; 
over wrinkles, splices, ete. Models of this typ 

of sealer with special controls have been d 
veloped for heavy work, barrier material- 

erersers +s 6 soe 

FIG. 3—BAND ROTARY SEALER. Endless 
metal bands (B) carry material between heat- 

ing jaws, pressure rollers (R) and cooling jaws. 

Bands are thin, transmit heat quickly; hold 
material under uninterrupted contact while 
transmitting heat to seal material and codling 

to “set” seal. Models with rollers to apply 
pressure between heating and cooling opera- 

tions used for heavier work, including barrier 

materials. Used for unsupported thermoplastic 

films, coated and laminated barrier materials. 

FIG. 6—IMPULSE-TYPE SEALER. This is a 
jaw-type sealer, but jaws are cold rather than 

heated, Heat is supplied by a resistance wire 
that gets a quick shot or impulse of current. 
After impulse, material is allowed to cool, still 

held under pressure between the jaws. Impuise- 
type sealer is generally used for sealing of un- 
supported thermoplastic films, but can also be 
used for sealing some coated and laminated 

materials. Models with control over cocling pe 

riod prevent film distortion. BS 
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ation, sometimes small “ears” are in- 

evitable and do not materially affect 

the efficiency of the package. 
Briefly, each type of heat-sealing 

equipment controls the four factors 

of the heat-sealing cycle as follows. 

Rotary with fixed pre-heater 

1. Temperature: Usually controlled 
by rheostat or thermostat. 

Usually by Pressure: exerting 

on shafts (A in Fig. 1). nressur' 

3}. Dwell time: Brief. Depends on 

speed of material through rollers. 

{, Cooling time: Usually no control 

for « g on this type. 

Rotary with belt intake 

| perature: Either by material 

ct ntacting pre-heaters (P in 

Fig x by radiation from pre- 

heate lers (Fig. 2) may also be 

heat th pre-heaters and rollers 

art ily individually thermo- 
stat yntrolled. 

re: Controlled by pressure 
ons ifts (A in Fig. 2). 

Very brief, but said to be 

d for by the time the ma- 
teria the pre-heater zone. 

g: The “set” may be ac- 

by auxiliary sets of com- 

pres ts which pick up the heat- 
e erial after it has gone 

th heaters and rollers. 

Band e 

rature: Thermostatically 
cont ves (S in Fig. 3) pass heat 

importance of sufficient heat is shown. Test 
made with different scrim-back Mil-B-131-B ma- 
terials, Constant 40-p.s.i. pressure, 2-sec. dwell. 
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through the moving metal belts (B). 
2. Pressure: Pressure by contact of 

heater shoes on belt. Heavier pres- 

sures by rollers (R) 

3. Dwell time: Controlled by speed 

of bands (B) through heater shoes (S). 

4. Cooling: Controlled by speed of 
bands (B) between shoes 

(C) (generally water cooled). In this 
type the material being heat sealed 
is held by the bands without interrup- 

tion through the heating and cooling 
stages of the cycle 

cooling 

Jaw type 

1. Temperature: Usually thermo- 
statically controlled. Two types are 
available: (1) two jaws heated (Fig 

4); (2) one jaw heated, and another 
jaw generally having a resilient fac- 

ing (Fig. 

lar gauges in the materials, 
for wrinkles, splices, gussets, etc. 

2. Pressure: Pressure on movable 

jaw accomplished by hand, foot, 
motor, hydraulic or pneumatic power. 

3. Dwell time: Controlled by dura- 

tion of pressure, either manually or by 

automatic timing. 

4. Cooling: Generally no controls 

for cooling on this type. 

5) to compensate for irregu- 

as well as 

Electronic—bar type 

With the bar-type electronic or 
high-frequency sealer, material is 
placed between jaws or plates of 
sealer and high-frequency current is 
passed through the material between 
two electrodes. The jaws may be 

nantes jemi sealer closes this 

vacuum-formed polyethylene container. 

ye ed 

Band sealer, heavy duty, 
continuous high-speed sealing of plasti: 
film, foil, 

designed for 

cellophane, laminates 

t 

EFFECT OF “PRESSURE & DWELL TIME CHANGES |! 

mils efscisteeuberh ree CONSTANT) | 

IN. 

AMS PER | 

TT TESGR 
+ t + 
+ Bees 
Ost 
U- Hata 
vameate: Hasse 
gesese: egesssses seseses; 
peesece: ttt TT ttt 7 she | Pessessay Besssae: 3h : : i essesseen dessesses t 

soegcessscssassrecsese: WELL TIME IN SECONDS 
a Saasees ttt $53 ssssseessssses ttt rg sueceoeny: of ; eSaSescacsesscsgsessavsecarsscsassccesssessesees se 

Pressure’s importance is shown in this chart of the sealing cycle where 
temperature was constant at 400 deg. F. The three lines plotted show the 

relative strength of seals made at 20-, 40-, and 60-p.s.i. jaw pressure. 

95 

PHOTO COURTESY DOUCHBOT INDUSTRIES, INC. 



Hot-plate film sealer is available in vari- 
ous finishes, including grooved, ridged and 

steel or aluminum. 

straight or they may be shaped to a 

given design. Heating of the plastic 

material takes place as current passes 

through the material and fuses layers 

together 

Controlled by the 

flow 

passing between the two electrodes 

1. Temperature 

reaction of material to current 

2 movable 

foot, 

motor, hydraulic or pneumatic power 

Pressure: Pressure on 

jaw accomplished by hand, 

3. Dwell time: Controlled by dura- 

tion of pressure, either manually or by 

iutomatic timing 

4. Cooling: Controlled by length of 

time of uninterrupted jaw contact on 

the material after the heating current 

ceases 

Electronic—rolier type 

In the roller-type.electronic or high 

frequency sealer, rollers draw the 

material past the electrodes in an ac- 

tion which is often referred to as elec 

tronic “sewing.” The comparison is 

descriptive, except that no “needle 
holes” appear in the material. As cur- 
rent electrodes, the passes between 

material is fused together. This type 

PROTO COURTESY FPYROATLIN PRODUCTS, INC 

TR ee ee CP 

Blister- sealer is compressed-air 
activated and is designed for continuous 
small-scale operation. 

96 

of sealer is used for sealing certain 
thermoplastic materials where irregu- 

lar shapes are required. Both types of 

electronic sealers are used en certain 
thermoplastic materials, depending 
upon their dielectric properties. 

1. Temperature: Controlled by the 
reaction of material to current flow 

from one electrode to the other. 

2. Pressure: Usually by exerting 

pressure on shafts 

3. Dwell time: Very brief. Depends 

upon the speed of material through 

the rollers. 

1. Cooling None 

impuise type 

1. Temperature: Controlled by the 
amount of current passing through the 

resistance wire (W in Fig. 6). 

2. Pressure: Pressure on 

jaw accomplished by hand, 
movable 

foot, 
motor, hydraulic or pneumatic power. 

3. Dwell time: Controlled by dura- 
tion of pressure, either manually or by 
vutomatic timing. 

4. Cooling: Controlled by length of 
time of uninterruped jaw contact on 
material after heating current ceases. 

\ heat-sealed package is, of course, 
no better than its poorest seal. This 
means that the packer who makes the 

final closure seal has just as much re- 
sponsibility as the converter who made 
the package. He faces more hazards 
in the form of wrinkles, contamina- 

tion, etc. He should know the correct 
sealing cycle for the material used in 

his package and he should have the 
facilities to set up that cycle. 

Manufacturers of military-type bar- 
rier materials know the importance of 
correct heat sealing and are con- 
stantly stressing it to converters and 
packagers. Laboratory tests are being 

FOTO COURTESY CARCO PACKERS, INC. 

High-frequency impulse-type sealer 
electronically seals acetate, saran, other 
plastice—aleo irregular contour shapes. 

made constantly to determine the jp. 

portance of each phase in variog 
methods of sealing. Charts 1 and} 
(p. 95) show the effect of changes jp 

temperature, pressure and dwell tim 

in the sealing of barrier materiak 
These tests are the basis for heat-seal. 

ing recommendations made with 1§}.§ 
type scrim-backed barrier material, 

How to evaluate heat seals has bee 

a constant problem and much wor 

has been done to test various types q 

seals. The problem of quickly testing § 

a seal is particularly acute on th 

production line. 

An outline of seam-testing prow @ 

dures can be found in Military Spec 

fication Mil-S-4461 (USAF), (pap 

10, items 4.2.3.4.2 and f 

“Single seam test,” “Grease cx 
owing 

tamn- & 

ated seam test,” “Overlayin: sea @ 

test” and “Seam leak test”). T iis ou @ 

line of procedures deals with © ‘sts th @ 
military has found necessary f: ~ eval. @ 

ating critical performance heat: 
in ; ey 

sealed military barriers + 

€ Summary Ee 

Much progress has been ade sb 
heat sealing in recent years, | t many & 
misconceptions still exist as o why % 

constitutes good heat sealing ad ho & 

to achieve it. As manufac’ cers ¢ 
heat-sealable materials sho greater 
appreciation of heat-sealing  oblem @ 
they will suggest cycles w ch wil 

result in the best use of thei: >rodac! * 

Greater attention to inspe on ai & 
testing of heat sealing in mili cy pack & 
aging has awakened intere in th ® 
problems and their solutions. ne red § 
need is some simple method f eval @ 
ating a seal to distinguish ¢ goo | 
heat seal from bad and med. cre het # 
seals 

PROTO COURTESY VERTROD CORP. 

Extra-wide impulse sealer for seals © 
long as 42 in. Useful for packaging textile 
and for sealing large polyethylene bap 
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Wrapping and bundling machines 

uticle deals with those 

's that apply readily remov- 

able wrappers known as “loose wraps” 

ma- 

dual products or packages, or 

of such packages to form 
them in bundles for various 

to ma 

merc! ising purposes. 

M ickages now on the market 

1 commodated very satisfac- 

torils rapping machines either in 

under development. existe ol 

Reg iped packages, such as 

rach irtons or trays, cigarette 

indard wrap packages for 

id, frozen-food packages, 

urtons and packages hay- 

els against which folding 

an be done, pose no prob- 

lard machines 

product or the package 

rm enough for machine 

Hat card or shaped piece 

| like a U board, a col- 

may be used to permit 

the 

ping material. Individual 

lication of recom- 

indy bars, baked goods, 
ft delicatessen meats and 

roduce generally require 

ard component. 

procedures are: 

wrapping. In this case 

the g material is purchased 
eithe -cut form ready for use, 

or j rm, to be cut to size by a 

slit ine, which also can apply 
ing. The operator applies 

the \ r to the package manually 

with glue or uses a stand- 

ird h iling device. 

2. 9 ‘utomatic wrapping equip- 

ment h equipment requires the 

operat do part of the wrapping 
by hand but multiplies his productiv- 
ity many times by performing the most 
tedious and time-consuming part of 

the job 

3. Fully automatic wrapping ma- 

chinery generally is the logical choice 
where production requirements are 

high. Such equipment takes the un- 
wrapped package at the infeed end 

and automatically finishes and dis- 

charges a completed package. 
Automatic wrapping machines may 

be defined as those which produce 

* Assistant Sales Manager, a Package Machin- 
. East Longmeadow, Mass. 
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standard package forms at medium to 

high speeds; are readily adjustable 

for varying sizes of packages; are suf- 

ficiently flexible to wrap a series o1 

family of related items, and by virtue 

of industry-wide use are low in price. 

Most of employ these machines 

by Otto Haibach* 

wrapping principles which hav: 

accepted for many years Phe 

Heer 

pac } 

age generally is fed into the mac! 

at one level and then lifted by 

of a reciprocating elevator 

an automatically timed 
’ 

positioning and wrappu 

Automatic wrapping with polyester film is done on this 

standard model machine which was converted to seal the film, The 
line handles 130 packages a minute. 

Phe 

wrapped in clear cellophane for merchandising display. 

} 
if i 

seque nce 

net 

throug 

Automation in modern wrapping is demonstrated by this ma 
chine: 480 cartons a minute are collected, stacked, fed and grou; 

MACHINERY CO 

MACHINE, PACKAGE 

WRAPPING 

MACHINES 

PHOTO COURTESY BATTLE CREEK PACKAGING 



FHOTO COURTESY GATSSEN MFG. CO. 

Automatic accumulator and bundler of toilet tissue wrap. Roils (four at a 
? 

wise overlap of the wrapper is sealed 

igainst the bottom of the package 

End folds are either turned unde 

neath the package and sealed against 

the bottom or are folded and sealed 

against the package end _ panels 

Wrapped cartons, loaves of bread and 

bacon packs are formed in this way 
Other standard machines achieve 

similar results without elevators by 

using intermittently rotating pockets 

or tumble wheels, which allow several 

folding operations to be performed at 

i single station. Use of these machines 

is confined to the wrapping of small, 

uniform products such as chewing 

gum sticks soap tablets, cigarettes 

nd chocolate bars, where contour 

mnforming wrapper application high 
| speed and frequently the use of mul 

tiple wraps are necessary 

\ third standard type of machine 

uries the packages through all op- 

erations in one horizontal plane and 
has an L-shaped folding line which 

PURTESY HUDSON-SHARP MACHINE CO 

Vacuum-pack wrapping machine is used for pre-packaging 
sliced meats and other foods. Flavor, freshness and color are sealed in. 

98 

time) being wrapped in elevator are then accumulated and delivered on discharge end. 

makes the wrapper, folds and seals 

on the two ends and one edge of the 

package, leaving the two face panels 

unobscured by material overlaps. Ma- 

chines of this type are used to outer 
wrap cigarette packages, razor-blade 

cartons and other small, rectangular 

packages. It is a relatively high-speed 

operation, 

Easy-opening devices 

Most manufacturers of automatic 

wrapping machines have available as 

optional equipment units which are 

installed integrally with wrapping ma 
chines to make the contents of the 

package easily accessible to the con 

sumer. These package-opening de- 

vices may be divided into two general 

types 

The wrapper itself may be folded, 
sealed, notched or perforated so that 

the consumer can open the package 

or remove the wrapper quickly and 
conveniently. Another method of pro- 

viding access to a package is by add. 
ing a band, thread, tape or strip. 

Printed materials 

Advances made in recent years by 

the converters of wrapping materials 

with regard to both fidelity of repro 

duction and the number of colors 

which may be applied to a single 

wrapper have resulted in greatly ip 

creased use of printed material for 

wraps. The use of printed wrappey 

has become so common that their ap 

plication by machine is a_ routing 

practice. 

There are three basic ways to apph 

printed wrappers to packages: 

The wrapper may be printed and 

cut to size by the converter and used 

in pre-cut form in the wrapping me 

chine. A stack of wrappers is placed 

in a magazine and automaticaly fed 

individually into the machive i 

proper synchronization with the pack 

ages. This method is not suita’ le for 

ill materials but only for pa, 

some laminations. 

The wrapper may be used 1 tl 

form and printed with a re) at a 

continuous design. Registrat an @ 

such a wrapper on the packag is uw» 

necessary. The pattern is desi. :ed i 

relation to the size and shape of th 

package so that random positi: ing 

the printed design will produc: attrac 
tive results. The machine se\ rs the 

wrapper from the web and a; )liesit 

as it does unprinted wrappers 

When printed material in 1 | form 

is to be used and the design is >f such 

a nature that each printed ; nel a 

the wrapper must be positic .ed a 

curately over the correspondi:: , pack 3 

age panel, the wrapping machi :¢ most 

be equipped with a registration de 
vice. Registration of the wrapper get 

PROTO COURTEST WRAF-KING CORF. 

tty 

Heads of lettuce or cauliflower are overwrapped in ace 

tate, cellophane or polyethylene. Speed, 60 a minute. 
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“ars by 

aterials 

repro 

Colors 

single 

itly in 

ial for & 
rappers 

er ap 

routine 
ri RR eanhe ie Aathtgy, ot 

ppl 

and wrapper for 5¢ packs of cookies and crackers, Contour wrap of Pliofilm is produced by this machin 

used seals, applies tear tape. Speed 120 a minute. An entirely different type of package suitable for odd-s} 

é of sizes and printed or unprinted cellophane. products like cheese, meats, toys is the result 

ess 
ar P 

Risk 
A ~ 

either mechanically or nal to an amplifier unit, which in turn similar items are inserted unde 

ind electronically actuates a mechanism that advances wrapper by the machine. Labels 
ERR 
a ee 
“ or retards the wrapper into proper po medallions may be applied to 

ion methods sition before it is cut off inner or outer surface of the 

registration requires per Some are used in die-cut forn 

|! material on which the Supplementary feeds ik and are fed from magazines. Other: 

rapper limits are marked Many packages involve the use of are severed from a roll by the wrap 

spaced notches or holes more than a single wrapper for utility ping machine. Units are also avail as 
aoe 

me, p> is fed in the proper and appearance. Most standard sup- able, as mentioned, to apply or creat 

to cutoff by means of plements to a package can be han- package-opening means. Flat cards 
1, the periphery of which dled automatically by the wrapping or U boards of the type commonly 

with accurately spaced equipment. Coupons, booklets and used with single- or multiple-piec 

t into the notches or holes 

per is unwound and, be- 
this BASIC PACKAGE TYPES BASIC BUNDLING ARRANGEMENTS ge is eliminated in 

te cutoff of the wrapper 
& 

% S$ as Chis type of registration is a a aT 

ee uses ttle today, even in Eng- pa 

, ? land it once was common, ex- . ] 
pack pt ially designed soap-wrap- 

“. & nent and for registration 
m de @ , thermoplastic-coated labels 

ls on bread and other bak- 

wraps. 

r gen 

tion of printed wrappers 

bination of mechanical and 

electronic mechanisms is by far the 

preferred method, because it corrects 

for the minute feed slippage which 

occurs in all machines and for minor 
dimensional printing inaccuracies. As 
the wrapper unwinds from the roll, 

its position in relation to the wrap- 
ping cycle is “scanned” by means of AREY 
a beam of light which checks des‘gn Ri iD 0: oe 
position, or by a mechanical feeler 
which detects differences in thickness 
between printed and unprinted por- Use collar, U-board, or 
tions of the web. If the wrapper is in tray on individual! bom; 
register, no correction is necessary, but compel gertane 
if the wrapper is slightly out of posi- apepeoias 
tion, the scanning device sends a sig- 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 



candy-bar packages are fed automat. 

= sally f @ magazine or f ad ack PACK-RITE SERVES THE PACKAGING FIELD || cal fom @ magazine or formed a Mf pack 
the machine from roll stock. 

HEAT SEALERS « CONVEYORS « PACKAGE WRAPPERS re 
AUTOMATIC WEIGHING and FILLING MACHINES Package feeds withi 

Installation of an automatic Wrap- any 

ping machine is justified only when jt possi 

enables its user to produce a salable sive 
package more economically. start 

Many products like textiles, irregy. ast 
lar baked goods which are to be 
wrapped individually and _ certain 
multiple candy units which must be 

High Speed, Continuous, Ro- | Jaw Sealers for foot pedal | Packaging Belt Conveyors positioned carefully before wrapping 

tary Heat Sealing Machines | operation with jaw lengths | available in four models and often require hand feeding 
in hand and avto-feed models | from 8” to 15” and for com- a wide range of lengths. ‘ “ih ; be el 
for cellophane, laminated | pressed air operation with | These conveyors and PACK- Small, hard-candy pieces which 
types of military papers, poly- | automatic control of heat, | RITE rotary sealers are on are to be wrapped individually or a are | 

x chine ethylene and other heat seal- | pressure and dwell with jaw | ideal combination for fast, assembled Ils ually exe fed 

able bag materials. lengths of 38” and 50”. low cost bag sealing. pencous ott ro S usually are fed ap have 
matically from hoppers or special ; 

Ss Models | . : a: 
a —— feed tables that are integral with the 

of Holm Auto- . . , ’ 
matic Weigh- machines and into which the c:ndies 
ing and Filling are dumped random fashion. The high 
Machines han- tiedie ae em 
a tn ce speeds at which they are wr ipped 

ing, semi-free make it impossible for an oper: tor to 

a mi 

wrap 

cand 

rate 

wrap 

flowing and HOT PLATES feed each piece singly. 
non-free flow- ‘ 

Two models—fush in HAND SEALING IRON Uniform rectangular package | such 
Bunc 

ing materials tchle top end tap of 
‘adie to a ‘ > 

with speed and accuracy. table movating—Soo Light weight, 13 euncses as cartons of cough drops, razor blade \ 
Weighings range from = an Woatts-thermostat con- ; nie . “ ) quan Gh enund caiiiin, f0 000 od oon Se, be on - cartons and cigarette package: may grou} 

pounds with models for bulk by Underwriters’ Laborato- be fed into the wrapping mach ne by have 
weighing. | eles. 1 aod wnwewor_tr . weeding nek mach 407 E. Michigan St. conveyor from the preceding pera a5 a8 

A K.- RITE MACHINES Milwaukee 1, Wis. tion or from a vertical magazi: into ” oS 
which they are placed by an o; ‘rator, BR *°: 

In either case, indexing of th pack dles 
COOCOCOSOSOSOSHSHSESSOSSOSSSOOSOSEOESEHOSEOEOSESE ages is automatic. sist ¢ 

desig Rectangular packages whose eight 
and resilience preclude vertica stack bela 

Ma 

all or 

a bur 

ing can be placed on a lug- pe o 
flat-belt infeed conveyor by a oper 
ator; they may be conveyed | to the 

Packaging machinery specialists 
sales and service 

machine automatically from ‘ e pre divid 
ceding operation; or they iy be ually 

conveyed to a chute or othe: inter 

mediate device which positio: ; them 
on the wrapping-machine inf«. d com 
veyor. Loaves of bread and p ckages 

of frozen foods are typical it: ins fed 
to the wrapping operation a: tomat- 

cally at medium to high speed 

25 years of experience selling and servicing leading inteec 

equipment for the packaging field then | 
per, | 

Other 

conve 

Machines for 

* Filling: powders, pastes, creams, liquids, gran- 
ular materials 

* Capping: screw and friction caps and lids 
* Labeling: cans, bottles, and jars 
* Shipping: case loading and gluing 
* Carton sealing, bag forming, heat sealing 
* Wrapping: cellophane, foil, glassine, wax paper 

Also gravity and belt conveyors 

wrap] 

bund] 

: a uni 
Round cookies and square or ree 

tangular crackers may be fed auto 
matically by count or by linear meas 
ure from magazines and some progress 
has been made toward feeding such 

items automatically from band ovens 
to wrapping machines. 

patter 

Al 

paper 

or do 

bund] 

or un 

seal 

Our salesmen are factory-trained experts on the ma- 

chines we sell. And our service department, with a fully 

equipped machine shop, is perfectly capable of maintain- 

ing these machines. We have representatives in Boston, 

Philadelphia and New York. For further details tele- 

phone WAtkins 4-3264 (N.Y.C.) or write. 

Speed versus flexibility as 
zines 

It has been almost axiomatic in the may 
wrapping-machine industry that & tegral 
treme flexibility and high speed car may 
not be built into the same machine. f 

A machine which is to accomm~ 

©000080000000000008 date a wide range of package size 

obviously must be large ¢@ 
throughout to wrap the largest-sigt 
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package and still provide the mech- 

anism that will enable an operator to 

change quickly to any other size 

within the machine’s range. When 

any package other than the largest 

possible size is being w rapped, exces- 

sive amounts of machinery must be 

started and stopped and lower maxi- 

mum speed limits are imposed. 

Conversely, when a machine is de- 
| specifically to handle one item signe 

or a \ narrow range of sizes, size 

and weight of parts may be kept at 

a minimim, unnecessary motions can 
be eliminated and very high speeds 

are p le. Recently designed ma- 

chine the frozen-foods industry 

have ed speeds of 180 packages 

1 mi Cigarette packages are 

wrap] 250 a minute. Small, hard- 

cand achieve an even higher 

rate hewing-gum sticks are 

wrap 200 a minute 

Bundli 

\ ‘ comprises a_ unitized 

groul lividual packages which 

have ickaged by a wrapping 
mac! protection and for ease 

in h luring shipment and stor- 

ge. M s which form such bun- 

dles bundlers and may con- 

sist equipment specifically 

desig undling or of converted 

a] hines 

M e available that can do 

all o t of the work of forming 

latter type, the in- 
} 

1 bu the 

qivid yes are assembled man- 

into the ed as a unit 

d machine. The machine 

lies and seals the wrap- 

per, ng a complete bundle. 

Other, individual packages are 

the 

artoning machine to the 

convevi tomatically from 
wrappl 

bundle: h assembles them into 

a unit edetermined count and 

pattern e finally bundling them. 

\ bundle may be wrapped in film, 
paper, paperboard, corrugated paper 

or double-face corrugated board. The 
bundling machine may use printed 

or unprinted wrapping material, may 

seal with glue or heat, may apply 

separate end seals from rolls or maga- 
zines for identification or appearance, 
may print the wrapper with an in- 
tegrally mounted printing unit and 
may apply an easy-opening device. 

New developments 

More than 25 years ago the wrap- 
ping-machine industry gained great 
impetus from the development of cel- 
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ot te Mote] Fis) Mele) 

Design Via 

a Kola duslelatdalis 4y 

Speed Ac visela’ 

Dependability 

Long-Lived 

Production 

Patented 

ROTARY PRESSURE- 

VACUUM FILLER 

Cuts high payroll costs . . . pays for 
itself...positively! Three machines in 
one... a straight vacuum, a straight 

pressure filler, or in combination. 

For light or heavy liquids . . . foamy 
products, too. Handles all shapes of 
bottles... jars... ‘F" style cans 

also polyethylenes. 

Made for quick dismantling, cleaning, 
and re-assembly. 

eed Can 

uum Fillers 

Fillers 

oms-Up and 

Upright Bottle Cleaners; 

Outstanding 

Synchronized Lines! 

Patented 

CADET MODEL — Kier 
VARI-VISCO FILLING MACHINE 

Efficiency-plus . . a quality performer 

. a daily money-maker and built 

for economical maintenance. 

Equipped with container lift for a 

“bottom-up” fill . . . to give viscous 
materials a solid pack handles 
liquids without splash . . . with fine 
accuracy and extreme smoothness 

Has an automatic feed and discharge 

conveyor. 

Whe Karl Keefer Mochire Co 
TIREET r JHIO NCINNATI 2? 



=Pelolol ale mg 

Cut hand labor costs 

and save money with 

the Speedy Bag Packager! 

bination, pliofilm, paper! 

Boosts Production—from 150-200 per hour to 1000-1200 per hour! 

Lowers Costs—wuses smaller, less expensive bags, too! 

Handles Any Article—soft or hard, bulky or flat! 

Works With Any Type-Size Bag—polyethylene (lip or flush ended), cellophane, com 

Absolutely Safe—won't injure any article being inserted! 

Portable—self-contained. Plug it in—ready to use! 

The “Speepy Bac PackaGer” is the perfect answer to bigger profits through 

smaller production costs! Throughout the country packagers of textile prod- 

ucts, toys, produce, baked goods, frozen foods, and a host of other items 

have found that labor and material savings actually pay for the “Speedy 

Bag Packager” within 30 to 90 days! 

*Pat. No. 2770084 issued Nov. 13, 1956 

Here is how the Speedy 
Bag Packager works - 
It’s as easy as 1-2-3! 

rhe 
controlled stream of baffled® air that blows 

the bag open. The article to be packaged 

“Speedy Bag Packager” generates a 

slips on smooth surfaces between two pol- 

ished, adjustable guides, RESULT: speedy 

packaging without damage to merchandise 

or bag 

instruc- Easy-to-understand operating 

tions come with each machine. Plus an 

ever-growing dealer organization to serve 

you. Durable, functional, it’s designed for 

your packaging employees, Just plug in, 

turn the switch—and you're off to better 

and faster packaging at less cost than ever 
before! 

Save Money — Act Today! 

Send samples of your products together 

An 

Engineering Report.will then be sent you 

with a dozen or more bags you use. 

and model best 

Also 

covering the machine size 

suited to your operations included 

will be suggestions on handling and pack- 

age presentation. 

We Cordially invite 

Agent and Distributor Inquiries 

— ERRICH INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
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lophane. More recently, similar im. 
petus has been given by the intro 

duction of plastic films—Pliofilm, the 
vinyls, polyethylene and saran—as wel] 

as materials whose properties result 
from laminating and coating proc 

esses.' Because of the availability of 
these materials, many more produets 

may now be wrapped in attractive, 

protective, flexible materials at costs 
reduced by mechanization. 

The development of new wrapping 

materials has necessitated the use of 

new types of heaters on wrapping ma- 

chines. Conventional stationary heat. 

ers, even when specially coated to re 

duce their affinity for the materials 

being sealed, are no longer universally 

applicable. Reciprocating heaters, ro- 
tary, belt, band and impulse se:lers, 
electronic heaters, and special cv oling 
equipment to set the seal have s»lved 
many of the problems involved in 

sealing the new films, but exper men- 

tation will continue until all the »rob- 
lems of sealing, printing and fe -ding 

without film distortion are solv« |. 

Higher speeds 

} 
Our mass-production econom and 

the increased volume of sales sult- 

ing from self-service merchar lising 

have placed a premium on _ igher 

speeds in all phases of producti: 1 and 
wrapping machinery is no exc: tion 

At the same time, flexibility is ) »eded 

which will enable the manufact rer to 
make rapid minor or major cha es in 

packages to meet changing ret. | situ 

ations. As a result, new wrappi g ma 

chines now under developm: it are 

being designed to attain bot! high 
speeds and flexibility. 

The much wider use of bi adling 
machines, too, is evident. Dstriba 

tion of any product is expensive. The 
usual shipping container must protec 
its contents during storage and ship 
ment but is of no value to the inde 

vidual package at point of sale. The 
least-expensive container that will @ 
the required job is the proper one. & 
bundling machine that will form # 
own container from a wide range of 
materials is a necessity. t 

Machine selection. Generally # 
standard machine will exactly fill your 
needs, or standard models can 
modified to meet the problem. 
is a special machine necessary but,} 
so, machine cost often can be greatly 
reduced if the machine is designed & 
serve an entire industry. 

Film,” Monet ~TSee “Bundlers Turn to 
Pacxacine, July, 1955, p. 75. 
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ll High-speed unit forms, fills and seals pouches and inserts them Balloons are automatically packaged in cellophane. Ma 
ers ag ye - : 

— n. Unit will insert one, two or three pouches in cartons. chine will handle textiles, other limp items into ¢ 
TS, TO 

se ers. 

dling 

“| Pouch formers, fillers, sealers 
nen- 

yrob- 

ding 

forming, filling and peanuts candies, produce tea in tea ot products emploving {exibl 

1 has beet nachine is, in effect, a bags, dried beans, pills, tablets, indus ages. This increasing demand 

ickaging line—automatic, trial parts and such liquid products spurred by the growth of self-servic« 

ind efficient. There are as hair-wave solution, French dressing merchandising and the accompan 

different types of ma- mustard and syrup in unit-of-use size ing need for functional, vis 

ch has been designed to Automatic packaging machines convenience packages 

ific pouch construction have been in use for many years, but The pouch package is 

s have, in general, been in recent years new machines have serviceable as a container for 

f 
LOT high-volume output and been introduced and standard ma £ products in portions 

sed in packaging mass- chines improved and made more vet [t is increasingly important as 

cost products, such as satile to meet the increasing demands ponent package fi ike 

Versatile machine 

packages solids, pow- 

ders, liquids at speeds 
to 400 a minute. Dif- 

ferent items can be 

filled at same time. 

Standard-type of 
pouch former uses film 
or laminates in rel] 
form. Fills and closes 

up to 100 pouches a 

minute. 

PHOTO COURTEST PACKAGE MACHINERY CO 
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PHOTO COURTEST BATTLE CREEK PACKACING MA HINES, INC. 

1ACHINERY & 

COURTESY Foon 

PHOTO 

eo —e 

it 

S 

The 

ut 

( nth 

irketers ot 

pouch former for 

MATS, Locse 

foods. The 

“discovered” 

pouch 

to be 

ve industrial pack 

hardware 

been Dhaka hine S have 

wed that will handle limp prod 
1 

sucn 

pot 

iS glov es 

1¢ } sty 

and hosie ry 

le container, which 

formed from a very wide range 

] 

rie 

Oe en oe ee ceed 

t 

midi 

b stocks ll 

materi 

eris 

( 

icluding coated and 

ils, abounds in func- 

and lends itself 
, 
Kad 

tics 

mvemence pat 

At speed of 3,000 or more units an 

hour machine fills coffee in pouch. Vari- 

ous heat-sealing materials used. 

104 

irticles. Forms fin-seal 

industrial 

the 

and 

Since roll stocks are used 

problems of procuring, handling 

ing, 

feeding pre-formed containers are 
eliminated and the steps of filling, in- 

line transfer and closing—usually han- 

dled 

are 

by separate line installations 

machine. 

taken in 

automatic 

performed on a single 

too, is usually 

the 

designed to register 

Labeling, 

pack- stride, because 

auto- 

In 

instances a random design that 

agers are 

matically pre-printed web stocks. 

some 

does not require registration is used. 

attachments avail- 

the packaging 

the 

Attachments can be 

Numerous are 

able 

operation 

to help make 

efficient 

functional. 

and package 

more 

employed to apply tear tapes during 
packaging, perforate the pouch or 
notch one edge for easy opening. One 

recently developed attachment applies 
a paperboard collar or saddle label. 

Tea bags have a string and tag 

attached during forming operations. 

Some strips of pills or tablets pack- 
aged in imprinted transparent film are 
mounted in catch folders or on cards. 
In some instances the primary con- 
tainer is automatically cartoned by an 
attached machine. ° 

Not only is automatic pouch pack- 
aging basically a compact and efficient 

operation, but as discussed elsewhere 
in this book (see “Envelopes and 
Pouches,” p. 395 and “Unit and Strip 
Packaging Trends,” p. 397) the merch- 
andising features of these versatile, 
handy, lightweight, economical pack- 
ages are in step with some of the “hot- 
test” trends in marketing. 

Just as there are mary different 
styles and sizes of pouch packages, so, 
too, there are a number of different 
machines, makes and models. Shown 

intermittent motion principle on this machine allows either «| 

tronic counters or mechanical hoppers to be used. 

are 

able 

iade 

in the accompanying illustration 

of the machines av: 

and most of these and others are 

a number 

in several models 

ack. 

tant 

web 

Automatic pouch- or packet 

aging machines share one im} 

characteristic—they operate wit 

stocks and handle a 
heat-sealing materials, 

foil, films and laminations 

models are designed so that th 

wide rar e of 

pa- 

ome 

includi: 

per, 
can 

handle a range of products or sizes 

ited 

hese 

but in general this range is 

basic advantages of 

are fulfilled only wit 

since the 

machines ong: 

run production. 

The of packets that 

formed ranges from a tiny ind 

size 1 be 

duai 

holding a single pill, ip to 

‘tical 

iches 

n be 

packet, 

size pouch considered p any 

for this type of packaging. | 
holding as much as 5 Ibs. 
made, but in general the cv :tents 
weight is measured in ounce. and 

few pouches holding as 
much as a pound have been on the 
market. Obviously, there is no unk 

versal model handling all sizes. Ir 
stead there is a range of makes and 
models for each operation. 

Pouch styles include those formed 
from a single web and from two webs 
The single web produces a closed 
packet requiring a three-edge seab 

relatively 

For example, the well-known pillow 
type pouch, made from a single web, 
is formed into a tube with a vertical 
seam up the back. The tube is heat 
sealed at top and bottom, producing # 

pillow-shaped package with two flat 
A second method folds tened ends. 

the single web and seals the remain 
ing U-shaped three sides. 

Another type of pouch made frei 
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a single web can be formed with a 

gussetted bottom. In one adaptation 
the gussetted bottom permitted the 
unit packet to stand. 

Pouches formed from two webs 

have all running edges heat sealed. 

An interesting variation on the 

pouch package is the duplex or two- 
compartment 

popcorn in 

that packages 
compartment and 

pouch 
one 

vegetable oil in the other. The com- 

partments are formed by a vertical 
heat 

packag 

for nt 

is to 

ciall: 

Po 

onls 

pack 

tiona 

P 

effec 

ire 

it ' 

the 

seal up the middle. This type of 
with opportunities implied 

‘erous product duos or trios— 

d, filled and sealed on spe- 
signed automatic equipment. 
packaging lends itself not 
component or combination 

x but also to multiple, frac- 

| strip packaging. 

1 tablets, for example, make 

se of strip packages, which 

ed on automatic equipment 

ch output rates. In general, 

nes seal each pill or tablet 

pocket. 

any desired pattern or ar- 

ividual However, 

can be specified. 

handled on automatic 

ging machines include 

iiliquids, powders, gran- 

and hard goods. Feed 

onsequently include vol- 

ile, augers, liquid fillers, 

ry and count. 

ical and physical proper- 

oduct determine the type 

that is best 

Most flexible 

material 

product. 

Pillow-type bags are formed and 
filled from a wide range of flexible mate- 
rials. Machine has high output. 
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Improved 

Semi-Automatic APPER 
for faster, easier, more economical cap setting for 
all types of bottles and jars requiring a screw cap 
closure. 

NO PEDALS TO PUSH 
NO LEVER TO PULL 
NO HAND PIECE TO HOLD 
CAPS 50 JARS PER MINUTE 
ELIMINATES BOTTLE BREAKAGE 
NO DAMAGE TO CAP FINISH 
PORTABLE, OR PERMANENT MOUNT 

For a fast, smooth flow of 
operator fatigue, the new 

120MM in 
operation 

size, metal or 
—fool proof- 

plastic. 

We invite your inquiry for any special capping or packaging problem you 
may have. We can give you personalized engineering service and advice 

—at no 

jars through the capping operation, 
} SWANSON 

mit operators to stay on the job all day long. 
Fully 

MODEL 49-C 

Semi-Automatic Capper 
Will handle 

for a custom made machine to suit your own particular operation 
obligation, of course. 

W. 
Oo. BOX 

Send for 

294 . 

full particulars and pri 

H. SWANSON and COMPANY} 
WILMETTE, 

s. y 

with no 
will 

any caps 
tested in actual production 

any degree of cap tightness easily obtained. 

ILLINOTS 

per- 

up to 

line 

see a LABELETTE LABELER 
e For Easy Operation on Round Containers 
¢ Quick Adjustment ¢ Fast-Cleaning 
e Production Plus 

See a Demonstration— 
Rather than speak of our machines’ 

merits—we would like to show you! 

Container sizes—1'/o oz. to 1 gal. | 
Specifications: Container types—glass or fibre 

bel types—face, spot or wrap 

LABELETTE COMPANY 
2611 W. Leland Avenue, Chicago 25, Ill. 

COrnelia 7-3442 

Call our nearest sales office 

East 
Boston—Kirkland 7-9312 

New York—Barclay 7-7026 

Philadelphia—Baldwin 9-3542 

South 
Atlanta, Ga.—Trinity 2-3867 

Central — West 
Chicago, I].—Cornelia 7-3442 

Detroit, Mich. 

St. Louis, Mo. 

Minneapolis, Minn.— 
Des Moines, lowa—401-49 

Omaha, Neb.—Atlantic 6860 
Oklahoma City, Okla—Forrest 5-9447 

Dallas, Texas—Hamilton 1-2168 
San Antonio, Texas—Capitol 7-612 } 

Los Angeles, Calif.—C apitol 2 2 5103 i 

San Francisco, Calif.-Exbook 2.7919 

Seattle, Wash.—East 3838 1 

Canada 
T. C. Fenton Limited 

Simcoe, Ontario—Phone:; 2426 

Foreign 
Estes Co. 

247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Phone: Eldorado 5-2912 

Vermont 8-8675 

-Jefferson 1-2615 

Federal 8-7859 

) 



Convey -0-Mat 

Complete cartoning flexibility from Bivans, 

the quality name in cartoning equipment. 

BIVANS CORPORATION 
2431 DALLAS STREET, LOS ANGELES 31, CALIFORNIA 

Dist. By New Jersey Machine Corp., Hoboken, Cincinnati, Chicago, Los Angeles 

e Bin Level or Liquid Level « Conveyor Jam- 

up e Conveyor Traffic e« Counting « In- 

spection « Weighing e Registration « Web 

or Paper Tension—STANDARD and 

SPECIAL— 

Normal and high speed; ultra sensitive; Dark 
and Light-energized; impulse, current surge and 
impact actuation. 

Plug-in Mounting, SAFETY Relays, warm-up 

protection and the utmost in ‘fail safe" phasing 
for optimum protection in automatic operation. 

All these features in heavy duty, Industrial 

New AUTOTRON Catalog—24 Quality Controls with gasket-sealed, cast alumi- 
pages replete with application num housings—used by the ‘argest packagers. 

diagrams—describes: Send for catalog or tell us your requirements. 

Photoelectric Controls; Photoelectric Timng convo Suey ana wermee = AU TOTRON, INC. 
protection relays. Light Sources from ‘ / 

Miniature to High Intensity; adjustable Box 722FA Danville, Ill. 

focus, straight and fixed focus light beams ° : H H 4; 

Send for your copy—-NOW Representatives in principal cities 
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Efficiency stems from all-mechanig? 
counterbalance construction. Auger, ye 

metric and pump feeds are availab 

heat-sealing materials are handlcd sue. 
cessfully on automatic pouch-p.ackag. 

ing equipment—especially papcr, ee | 

lophane, foil laminations and thor # 

plastic films that have a decree of @ 

body and stiffness similar to pape 

With some films, including po! ‘ethy- @ 

ene and saran, there are pro lems- & 

including some not solved—t at rw @ 

quire special attention in re: id t 

handling characteristics or sea 

Further engineering progre: is »- 

pected to provide refinen 

speed and flexibility of a 

packaging machines in ge: 

short, emphasis will be place on th 

design of automatic machines _ :at can 

handle diversified products reater 

speeds than at present. 

In selecting equipment, on of the p 

packager’s first questions sh ld be 

“Do I have, or do [| anticip: e suff 

cient volume to justify a: ‘tomatic 

packaging?” A second conside: ation is ¥ 

the long-range operating savi:gs that 

Liquid packager features multiple 
pocket filling; air operated, matched sea! 

ing dies to eliminate leakers. High speed. 
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HUDSON-SHARF MACHINE Co. PHOTO COURTESY WHAP-ADE MACHINE CO., 

PuOoTo, 

Two webs are handled by this pouch- 

formir hine that is specially adapted 
for } liquids. 

pes of equipment are 

oducing. 

tant for the packager to 

d that pouch-packaging 

essentially special-pur- 

ery. In general, it is de- 

particular industry and 

in individual product. 

gains have been made 

‘the versatility and range 

ns for pouch-packaging 
vertheless, considerable 

exercised in selecting 

specially if your product 
ilready successfully han- 

lard equipment. 

lume is small, seasonal or 

kaging 
“unus! vou might well first con- 
sider { mtract packager (see p. 
192) w in help you your 

packag | predetermine the practi- 

cality stalling some type of in- 
plant p: packaging equipment. 

requirements are 

“prove” 

Pouch former produces _pillow-type, 

gusseted package. It is said to be es- 
pecially effective for polyethylene. 
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Whatever Your Needs 

in New or Used 

Filtering, Processing 

and Packaging 

Equipment... 

Phone 

MUseum 4-3380 

l 
ACE Sienna EQUIPMENT 

>f g Processing Packag 

6825 ‘duit Kenwood Ave., ean 37, 

For all-purpose cutting, perforating, scoring 

The FIBRECUTTER above is hand operated model No. E24A 
Stock sizes: 12”, 18”, 24”, 36”, 48” and 54” 

wi der on order. 

riBRECUTTER 
Mode! No. E24A 

Cutnng /4” 
Kimpok Wadding 

TWM Motorized Series 
FIBRECUTTERS, cut wp te 800 Ib. 

beard, now available, write 

STO-PA-CO PRODUCTS 

1461 W. Fullerton Ave.. 

Chieago 14, tli. 



Case loaders and sealers 

be the past five years many 

significant developments 

occurred in the design of case-loading 

have 

ind sealing machinery 

New 

feeders-formers 

developed for use with case-loading 

high spet ad, convertible case 

positioners have been 

quipment. This combination requires 

miy one part-time operator to supply 

the ise magazine with empty, ( 

knocked-down, corrugated shipping 

containers—ail the rest of the opera- 

' sutomatic 

With advances in electronic devices 

ew case sealing equipment which 

equires no manual adjustments to ac 

date various case sizes, is avail 

ible With thes 

mitaimers are 

mia hine 3. filled ship 

automatically 

m retamimg conveyors accord 

17¢ until re leased by a search 

\t the same time, the case 

1d compression unit are auto- 

illy adjusted to meet the size of 

Cost ot this 

absorbed by 

shipping container 

upment cannot be 

very installation, but it provides still 

nother step toward automation 

High-speed versatile machines with = 

minimum space requirements are 

ng cle ve loped and new models are 

t} he drawing boards of manufac 

A trend has devel- turers ¢ ich yeal 

oped toward case loaders which utilize 

the end loading stvle case because of 

its significant pape rboard economy. 

Supermarkets have spurred a trend 

rguson ( 

AND CHEMICAL CORP. 

FOOD MACHINERY 

PHOTO COURTESY 

toward smaller containers to permit 

greater variety of products for their 

limited storage space. More and more 

packers are seeking machines for load- 

ing canned products single-tier. Case- 

machines are forming, end-loading 

available to meet this new demand. 

Prior to purchase the case-loading 

ind sealing machinery should meet 

the following basic requirements: 

1. Equipment should be proved in 

actual production operation 

Cost of the machine should be 

justified by increased production and 

savings in manpower. 

3. The machine should meet pres- 

ent and expected future speed require 

ments. It must be rugged, simple to 

operate and accurately constructed. 

Grouped lubrication fittings or an au- 

tomatic lubrication system should be 

a prerequisite 

1. Machine should be 

as possible 

as compact 

5. Case loaders, if not adjustable, 

should be convertible, with change 

parts available at moderate expense, 

to handle different sizes. 

6. Case loaders designed for speeds 

of 15 cases or more per min. should 
be manufactured to accommodate an 

automatic case feeder-former and po 

sitioner at any future date. 
7. Case should be 

adjustable from one size to 

sealers short, 

readily 

another, rugged, simple and with as 
few moving parts as possible. The ad- 

should be hesive applicator system 

Non-shock caser 
limits can-to-can contact 

to the beads. Speed, 1200 

hour. or more cases per 

Interchangeable parts for 

wide range of sizes. 

High-speed auto- 
matic installation 

a modern oil refinery 

opens cases, loads six 

5-qt. cans of oil and 

seals case. 

by Joseph Knight* 

capable of handling various types of 

adhesive and should apply the ad. 
hesive accurately and efficiently. 

8. Glue applicator mechanisp 
should require little cleanup time an 
should be readily removable. 

There are various types of cay 

loaders on the market. The gravity 
roll-in type loader for cans is a semi. 

automatic unit. Cans are tiered to th 

proper pattern by rolling the can bod 
ies into position and when the exac 
number of cans is in place, an operate 
manually forms and places a shipping 
container on the loading horn. } 

stepping on a foot switch or w) en th 

case is in place, the can plu iger js 
released, inserting cans into th > case 

The filled case is then either m inualh 
or mechanically upended aid dé. 

charged for gluing by a conv: ational 

top and bottom sealer. This 

and bottom loading case. T e m® 

“aie 
ICCOM 

rinite. 

Speed limitation is a factor | ore be 

automa’ c cas 

ped. 

vr type 
yroups 
infeed 

conveyor. The shipping cont iiner® 

manually placed on the loadiig hom 

and the loading cycle is simila: to that 

explained above. This type o! loader 

also utilizes the top and bottom style 

chines are adjusted to handle : 

of can sizes and will operate 

fully at about 18 cases per 

cause a_ satisfactory 

former has not yet been deve 

Offset conveyor feed. Anot 
elevates of case loader and 

cartons by means of an offs 
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STRIP-O-MATIC 

Exceptionally fast—makes up to 250 ‘ 

pouches per minute, sealed on four id 
sides in either continuous strips or ty 

singly. Packages liquids, powders, iB 

pastes, tablets or any smail articles : 
in cellophane, foils or polyethylene 

laminations. Size of pouches from 1 

square to 5” wide by 15°° long (single 

or double row). Automatic cut-off can 

be changed instantly by better control 

—no need to change gears 

Knight 

I a Complete 

i Line of echanisn 

time and] 

"= packaging equipment 
d tok | + label heat sealers 

LABEL SEALER 

A heavy duty label sealing machine 

offering exclusive features such as can bod 
he ene positive label picker and no-repeat 
= mechanism. Feeds saddle labels from 

Op erates a stack in a magazine, folds label over 
slipping ENGINEERED FOR top of bag, then seals bag together 

with label—all in one fast automatic 

operation. Available with hole punch 

or code embossing features. Handles 

bags of virtually any heat-sealable 

material and labels up to 10°° wide 

and 4” high (flat). A special mode! 

is available for larger labels. 

‘an F/STER PRODUCTION 
... LONGER LIFE u iger is 

b> case i 
n unually 

1d dis § 

« otiona 
vpe of: 

al top 

ig hom Jee a 5 

Horizon!«:! STRIP-O-MATIC 
me A high-speed natic machine that produces four-sided sealed pack- 

ages of practice’ y any size. Ideal for flexible products such as rubber 
and soft good akes attractive flat packages by removing excess air. 
Uses roll stock of cellophane, foils or polyethylene laminations. Com- 

plete with co r feed and automatic cut-off. Hole-punch attachment 
is available. 

Bos 

POUCH-MASTER 
A fast, versatile machine that makes pouch-type bags sealed on three 

sides from virtually any heat-sealable material. Automatically opens 

pouches with suction grips for hand or automatic filling operation, then 

closes and seals them. Unusual range of bag sizes can be made on this 

machine. Equipped with electric eye for print registration, the Pouch- 

master will make up to 80 complete packages per minute. 

gAmerica’s fastest-growing line of heat-sealing and 

packaging equipment, offering many exclusive fea- 

tures. Mercury machines are simple in design, fool- 

proof in operation. They provide faster production at 

lower initial cost and upkeep, and are sturdily built 

for heavy duty. Write for additional information re- 
garding our complete line, including power and foot- 
operated bag sealers. 

-gMERCUR 
2607 North Howard Street 

y Philadelphia 33, Pennsylvania 

VERTI-PAK 
A complete one-man packaging plant, 
the air-operated Verti-Pak makes bags 
from roll stock, fills and seals them 
in one completely automatic opera- 
tion! Can be used for powders, solids, 
liquids, mixes—for foods, hardware, 
toys, pharmaceuticals, produce and 
textiles. Makes bags of polyethylene, 

cellophane and laminations of poly- 

ethylene and other materials in a i 
complete size range: from 114” to 
9” wide, from 242" to 18” long. 



MACHINE 

& CLYBOUEN 

PHOTO COURTESY 

shipping container. No case former 
has been developed for this type of 

machine and this limits its capability 
to operate at high speeds without re- 

quiring additional manpower to form 

the shipping containers. Case posi- 

tioners—for top and bottom type con- 

tainers with the bottom already sealed 

ire now available and attachable. 
Elevator feed. Another type of case 

loader elevates cartons, round or rec- 
tangular, by means of progression. The 

tems are fed into the case loader via 

single- or multiple-lane infeed belt 
| are mechanically elevated until 

the prescribed pattern is formed. The 

loader can be equipped with a me- 
I case feeder-former and anical ty pe 

ositioner at time of manufacture or 

t any future date. Speeds from 20 to 

30 cases per min. can be reached de- 

ending on the style and type of car- 

The 

here is the use of an end loading style 

ton loaded outstanding factor 

f shipping container, resulting in pa- 

perboard savings as high as 28%. Since 

his type of unit can be equipped with 

ase former, the machine will pay 

itself in paperboard savings. 

Continuous-motion, high-speed case 

eders-formers-positioners and load 

ire employed successfully in the 
petroleum industry, loading one-gallon 

; nve-quart gallon cans. 

end-loading 

imperial 
hese machines utilize 

tvle shipping containers. Cans are re- 

ived in upright position riding on 

their bottoms or the strongest part of 

the can. Rough handling of cans is 

liminated and there is no marring of 

the lithographing or denting of cans 

While into the 

loader in this manner, a shipping con- 

automatically formed from a 

The cans and the shipping 

the cans are fed 

Automatic case taper applies tape top or bottom or 
both. Adjusts in a half minute for a range of carton sizes. 

110 

container meet while on-the-move 
and the cans are inserted into the ship- 
ping container. Speeds of 30 cases per 
min. are obtained depending on the 
size of can to be loaded. 

Another type of case loader is one 
that receives cans in the same manner 

as the machine referred to in the pre- 
vious paragraph. Mowever the cans 
are grouped either 3 by 4; 2 by 3, or 6 

by 4 and are inserted into an auto- 

matically preformed case at speeds of 
20 or more cases per minute. These 

machines also utilize the end-loading 

style shipping container and are in 
successful production operation. One 
of these units is convertible to load 

either the No. 10 can or the 46-oz. 

can. By utilizing the end-loading style 

shipping containers and operating at 

speeds of 20 cases per min., this ma- 
chine will pay for itself in less than 
one year on paperboard savings alone. 

One typical installation in successful 
operation today is the automatic case 

feeder - former - positioner - loader and 
sealer installed in a margarine plant. 

This fully automatic machine col- 

lects eastern-style, flat margarine car- 

tons from 10 Morpac wrappers, ac- 

cumulates, groups and loads 30 car- 

tons of margarine into an end-loading 

style, automatically preformed ship- 
ping container at the rate of more than 

360 unit cartons per minute. Col- 

lectors are so designed that should any 

of the wrapping machines be out of 

product or down for maintenance, the 
machine will still receive the cartons 
in proper timing and keep on func- 
tioning. Filled shipping containers are 
transferred on a horizontal plane to a 
side gluer and a side compression unit 
before they are ultimately discharged, 

tightly sealed, ready for shipment. 

The special side gluer is equipped 
with a circulating glue system. The 
adhesive is pumped from a reservoir 
that has sufficient capacity for eight 
hours of production. The glue, while 
being pumped, is constantly filtered 
and cleaned of foreign matter. 

The determining factors in efficient 

case-loading and case-sealing methods 

are quality control and the mainte- 

nance of specifications of product, car- 
tons, shipping containers and adhesive, 
High-speed machinery is designed to 
perform efficiently only when han 
dling commercially accurate and uni- 

form material or products within cer- 

tain tolerances. Should the material or 
the product change, the machinery 

will need certain adjustments to com- 

pensate for the variation. Should the 
variation be erratic, the machine may 
not function well. It is imperative that 
specifications of product and mat-rials 

be held to an absolute standard. For 
example, should the density o! the 

product change, the carton may 
bulge and the shipping contain: r be- 
come too small for the carton: Or, 
perhaps a manufacturer receiv: s his 
shipping cartons from several so irces, 
Should these cartons vary, th: ma 

chine will require constant adju: ment 
to keep it in operation. It is als _pos- 
sible that many jams will occur — efore 
the carton discrepancy is discov: ed. 

It is most important, ther _ that 

prior to installation of packagii 
chinery, all of the suppliers of prod- 
uct, material and machinery ; °t to 

gether with the purchaser to ecide 

what is needed for a successful opera- 

tion. At that time, exact specifi: ations 
should be set and periodic «hecks 
made to assure compliance wit! these 
specifications. 

Compact, hand-fed gluer and seaier shows integral wnit 
with single drive and intake of machine. 

SECTION 2—THE MACHINERY OF PACKAGING 
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AMSCO 
Hi-Speed Automatic 

BAG SEALING 
MACHINES 

4FULLY AUTOMATIC ROTARY 

SEALERS — Bench and floor 

models for making heat - sealed 
closures of bags and pouches and 

adhesive closures of paper 
envelopes. 

Illustrated is AMSCO- 
MATIC 100 for making 
“edge seals’ automati 

cally on polyethylene bags at 
speeds up to 1000” per minute 

AUTOMATIC SEALER /LABELERSP 
For sealing, header-labeling, im- 
printing, punching, code dating 
bags made of cellophane, poly 
ethylene, saran, etc 

FOOT OPERATED JAW SEALERS 
Models for straight sealing bays 
and pouches of all heat-seafable 
materials. 

Descriptive literature on 
all Amsce equipment sent 
on request. 

AMSCO DIVERSIFIED PACKAGING 
EQUIPMENT — For Bag Sealing, Bag 
Making, Bag and Carton Weighing and 
Filling, Materials Handling, Wrapping, 
Labeling, Sheeting and Gluing 

Nrite Dept. MPE-S7 

i ©O PACKAGING MACHINERY, Inc. 
a 

31 18th Avenue ae Leng Island City 1, NW. Y. Representatives in Principal Cities 

B tter Labeling Gluing-Sealing 

ont ns ste eon te 
Seric E Labelers 

* 
other cylindrica cont 

Gravity Type Caser 
wa 4 } sizes from 112 to 40 

by 1 high and from 200 to 611 

by 20 3 high. Has sight-feed paste pot 

and | ve pot. Continuous label feed 

ners. 

dia. An inexpensive but highly  efficie 
dia 4 

type gravity Caser with right-hand 

or two side delivery 

High Speed Casers 
The new Model BK illustrated is the 

Series V Labelers 

A lower 1 labeling Machine for moder e bot es 5 
fastest Caser, delivering up to 24 cases 

ate spe erations, Has al! the versatility \ 
th f per minute with double-discharge. 

of Mode d is adjustable to a wide range = 

Can be ed for regular wrap-oround or 
pot labe spot labe Tray Invertors 

y 
To dump horizontal retort 

Container Feed Tables 
Eliminate excessive labor costs by auvtomati 

crates and line up the con- 

tainers in a single or double ir 
Send for Catalog MPE-1 589 

hisholmh, CF | 

: . ‘ ~ line for the next operation 
colly accumulating and placing containers in P 

@ single or double line. 

Jar Cleaning Lines 
To handle wide-mouth jar or cans, blowing 

COMPANY OF PENNSY:VANIA out dust and loose matter by air, or to steri- 

lize with steam. Con be hod with water jets 

for rinsing. 



ty BATTLE CREER machines 
Packaging problems have a way of pyramiding. When you choose a packaging or wrapping machine, 
your foremost requirements should be versatility, flavor sealing, quick changeover, ample speed and 
economy. But the as ae ef your product will be at the very top of your list. 

(2 Ze 
COM MINS Machines built by Battle Creek are job engineered to meet your require- 

ments with low cost operation, and add sparkling sell in every package. For creative high-speed 

wrapping and packaging of FOODS, TEXTILES, DRUGS AND COSMETICS, PAPER, CANDY, BAKED 

GOODS. CRACKERS AND BISCUITS, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS .. . consult... 

BATTLE CREEK 
packaging machines, ince. 
113 TWELFTH STREET, BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 
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HORIX GRAVITY AND GRAVITY-VACUUM FILLERS 

ARE Fiat; CAoice \N THESE INDUSTRIES 
* 

e 
* 

CATSUP, 

CHILI-SAUCE 

e Gravity fill 

e No aeration 

e Minimum Maintenance 

oA ute accuracy of fill 

e Inc ‘dual container control 

e S s up to 700 cpm. 

WHIS! ©Y, 

WINE 

°F juality control 

e C y-vacuum fill 

e N rflow return system 

e N of proof or bouquet 

e N lization 

WAX, 

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS 

Directed flow 

Foam controlled « Accurate Fill 

No container distortion 

Speeds up to 65 gal. per min. 

up to 200 Fifths per min. 

y Fill 

r glass bottles 

ation 

n Controlled 

m Maintenance 

acy of Fill 

eds up to 700 No. 202 cpm. 

324 pts. per min. 

PETROLEUM 

PRODUCTS 

e “F” style cans or sanitary cans 

e Same filler for oil & anti-freeze 

¢ Valve seals dented cans 

e No splash—no product loss 

e Speeds up to 150 san. gal. 
anti-freeze per min. 

SYRUPS 

e Jugs or sanitary cans 

e Gravity or Gravity-Vacuum 

e No overflow system 

e Foam controlled 

e Special valve eliminates foam on 

top of sanitary can 

° Speeds up to 65 gal. jugs per min 

PHARMACEUTICALS, 

ACIDS 

@ No overflow return system 

¢ Acid proof valves. Special metals on 
request (Aluminum, Hastelloy or 

Plastic) 

e No collapsing of plastic containers 

(including thin wall) 

Semi-Automatic or Fully Automatic 

FULL RANGE OF MACHINE SIZES © 6 TO 48 VALVES © ALL CONTAINERS 



in Packaging its 

Cé&K 
If your product ranges from Apples 

to Zwieback and goes to market 

in a package 

Then 

* Your product is one of the hundreds that can be overwrapped or bundled, or 

* You need complete can and case handling equipment, or 

* You want to display your product in Klear-Plastic lids, trays and containers and 

Crompton & Knowles Packaging Corporation can be an important assisting facility in getting your product to n arket. 

For overwrapping of hundreds of food For can-handling case packers (filled or empty), case openers and For packaging your food or dairy 
dairy, meat, bakery, and industrial prod positioners, tray positioners and packers, C & K's Russell line means a products, C & K's Kiear-Plastic 
icts, C & K's Wrap-King overwrapping dependable, efficient can-handling operation. For your final shipping oriented polystyrene lids, trays 
and bundling machines offer you high containers using corrugated board, the Russell line of Givers and Com and containers will stimulate sales, 
speed, efficient, cost-cutting packaging pression Units provide you automatic, low-cost, high-speed case sealing. make more attractive packages. 

in addition to its present packaging industry products, Crompton & Knowles 
Packaging Corporation offers you research and development facilities 
necessary to help solve your packaging problem. 

For complete information on current C & K packaging products as well 
as developmental cooperation, write, wire or phone now. 

e Cleveland « Denver SALES REPRESENTATIVES: Atianto + Ba 
los Angeles « New York « Philadelphia « S > « Toronto 

114 



For lower cost packaging ... greater flexibility 

Filling and Labeling Machines 
tHe Mark of jopendabey 

Most Versatile of ALL Labelers! 

Model CM 

FULLY AUTOMATIC 

CONTINUOUS 

MOTION 

50 per minute! p 

FLEXIBILITY —Handles all sizes and shapes of labels and containers 

VERSATILITY —avick changeover to both gluing and thermoplastic labeling 

NO DOWNTIME—Tokes but a few minutes to changeover from one size 

N el RGL container to another and label size. 

e FU.LY AUTOMATIC NO EXPENSE seed werfates. Changeover parts cont 90% leet, 
or 2 ° —Absolutely at a minimum. Built to give lon 

SE R ARY 60 to 70 per minute! NO MAINTENANCE sn Min _ ~~ 

GRAVITY, VACUUM and VOLUMETRIC FILLING MACHINES FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT 

30 SPOUT MACHINE 
Equi with 50 gal. re- 
mova tank. Production 
per minute: to 250 frac- 
tional oz., 225 pts., 180 
ats.» 150 half gals., 75 

ws 

MODEL B PORTABLE MODEL MR-12 STRAIGHTLINE ; 

6 spouts for % and 1 gals. 12 } 
spouts for fractional] oz. up to gals. 
Production per minute: to 7 
fractional oz., 50 pts., 40 qts., 
18 half gals., 12 gals. 

Write for literature 

iil gi) meeliilelelahvamlate 
191 Berry Street. & klvn, NY 

— "> 8 SPOUT MINIATURE 
Closed vacuum = system. 
For perfumes, medicines. 
etc. Range from % oz., to 
16 oz. Production 
minute: to 150 fractional 
oz 

4 to 6 spouts. Production per 
minute to 40 fractional oz., 
24 pts., 12 qts. 

seperate es = 

Special Machinery Division 
ETTS 

s We can design and build a special machine to ft your specific packaging needs 



# RESCOTT 

Niagara +600 Automatic 
Polyethene Bag Filler & Sealer; 

Speed 30 bags per minute 

Trescomatic Model C Special with Trescoloader. 

Trescomatic weighing & filling equipment, belt and vibratory feeds; 

made in three weight ranges: Vs oz. to 1 Ib., 1 oz. to 6 Ibs., and 
8 oz. to 25 Ibs. 

Niagera Machinery Fillers and Sealers. Adivstomatic chipboard carton 
top and bottom sealers. 

Write for complete information on your requirement 

THE TRESCOTT ©o. INC. 
Dept. MK Fairport, New York 
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4UOUS BAND SEALER: best heavy duty unit for sealing plastic 
ba slyethylene, vinyl, pliofilm, saran (with labels) Doughboy 

ROTARY SEALERS are ideal for cellophane, glassine, foils, lami- 
nates. Inking or embossing coders and hole punch are optional 

W orld’s most complete line of Heat Sealers! 

—— 

AUTOM ‘C SEALER-LABELER UTILITY SEALER offers big ma- 
folds seals cellophane chine advantages for inter- 
bag to hen applies thermo- mediate packeging. Models 
plasti el over seal to give available for both polyethy- 
crimy appearance. lene and cellophane. 

POWER HAND SEALER, avail- 

able in 3 models, is a versa- 
tile unit for both portable 
and bench use. 

100 YEARS OLD THIS YEAR y 

MAIL COUPON NOW! 

DOUBLE BELT CONVEYOR is designed for 
heavy duty. Adjustable 
handling all bag sizes. Doughboy makes 
‘single, double or triple belt conveyors for 
every packaging operation. 

Doughboy offers you the most complete line of heat 
sealing machinery available to do a better, more effi- 
cient job of packaging. Shown here are just a few of the 
Doughboy units which are engineered for faster and 
more flexible packaging. 

Doughboy units today are cutting costs for manu- 
facturers all across America and in many countries 
abroad. Why not let our engineers work with you on 
your heat sealing problems? 

Send coupon for full information. 

belt permits 

DOUGHBOY INDUSTRIES, INC. 
MECHANICAL DIVISION 1, NEW RICHMOND, WISC. 

Please send me complete details about the Doughboy 
Units I have checked. 

Continuous Band Sealer 

| 
| 
| 

! (j Automatic Sealer-Labeler 
| Rotary Heat Sealers 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

{] Power Hand Sealers | 
() Utility Sealer C) Doughboy Belt Conveyors | 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

NAME TITLE annen 

COMPANY. ‘a 

ADDRESS 

CITY. ee 
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Fad 
TRIUMPH 
Electronic 
COUNTERS 
Proven for years 

‘round the world 
~—Now available to 

the American market! 

/ 
/ 

Utilize Electronics and 

Cut Your Packaging Costs! 
/ 

/ 
/ 

This equipment has been designed to 
meet the demand for a simple, sturdy and 
accurate unit for the counting and filling . 
of tablets, capsules, buttons, beads, nuts Model TB-2 
and untold other smal! objects. 

The TB-2 offers smooth, efficient hand- Compact; overall dimen- 
dling of any size or shape tablet up to sions are: 
5s” in diameter (other models extend this Height 221’ 

e Counts and size range on up to 144” dia.) removing en. 2 
fills at high gust and chips while not damaging or Length .. 32%” 
speed. marking the tablets or capsules in any Width .. “eea2OYQ” 

way. Changeover time approximates one 
@ Gives 100% ac- minute which makes this machine very Weight .... 100 Ibs. 

curate count. ‘ 

cations to: 

@ Very simple to 
operate. 

@ Available 
single 

double-headed 
models. 

practical for small runs. Write for specifi- 

‘ 

A _.... the name to remember for. . . 

UNIVERSAL COUNTING MACHINES 
(up to 5 million parts per hour—accurately) 

Iy YOU MANUFACTURE AND SELL parts by ‘count’ and are looking for 

precision short-cuts to your counting and packaging problems—investi- 
gate Delta Universal Counting Machines. Whether for small counts of 

1 variety of items or bulk packaging operations, they save hours and 

dollars that so directly affect your progress and competitive position. 

Delta Universal Counters orientate, count and divide a wide variety of 
small objects into preset quantities. And their unique design permits 

change-over from one item to another without additional guides or 
equipment 

Best of all, heat-sealing wrapping machines, conveyors and indexing tables 

ire easily combined with these counters making it possible to count, 

package and print all in one automatic operation! 

Let our experienced engineers help solve your counting problems. Write: 

ENGINEERING CORPORATION 

126 WEST EMERSON STREET 

MELROSE 76, MASSACHUSETTS 

ON ANY : 
PACKAGING MACHINE — 

there is a place where 

CUSILICONE 
FLUID SPRAY 

Anywhere Any Packaging Mc ortel 

Tends to Stick... 

IMS SILICONE SPRAY will cut your scrap 

and stoppage rate—Save You j 
Try it on your packaging line—you'll see. 
why almost overnight this amazin ante 
stick material has become a necessity i 
the modern high-speed packaging field! 

PRICES: $ 2.00 Per Sample Can 
$ 18.00 Per Unbroken ( 5 
$197.40 Per Unbroken Gress 

Still lower prices on larger orders 
shipped in ene gress lets on any — 
schedule you request. 

Delivered FREE Anywhere in the U. 

INJECTION MOLDE 
SUPPLY COMPA 

a it ROA . 



-Productio Office Memo Inter : er 

TO 

Have a Sales Representative Call. These 

most of our hard 
features. 

equipmente siv> 
need i a simple a 
offer are excellente *°) 
in any one of several pracese na 
for psesnercmante wwnaiektons And more - n 

a7 Mojonnier rotary 
fillers ...#.:: 

ean't 

+ design 

Model 816a 

roll Maslele(-tC-Mehaciilelsl(-M allem -}lehs 

16 head rotary 

tic or SS contact parts optional 

tojonnier 

complete “add-a-unit 

filling lines ......«:.. 

Avoid delay, costly “on-the-job” construction and com- 

plicated special engineering by purchasing Complete 

Filling Lines From Mojonnier! You can now purchase 

every line component from one source and be assured 

of complete satisfaction. 

Unscramblers, air cleaners, cappers, lid tighteners, con- 

veyors, labelers, packing tables, case sealers, pumps and 

all other components are pre-engineered to work with 
Mojonnier Rotary or Mojonnier Straight Line “Electro- 

matic” Fillers. 

You eliminate the headache of coordinating delivery and 

installation with the possible loss of valuable production 

time if one supplier fails to make expected delivery. 

Mojonnier Filling Lines are daily serving industry in 

many widely diversified applications. Fluid milk, pres- 

surized whip cream, sub-zero aerosols, hot butter oil, 

bedy rub, liquid latex, creame deodorant and a host of 

other products are filled with the extremely versatile 

Mojonnier Fillers. 

Whatever your filling problem, be sure to check 
Mojonnier before you buy. 

WRITE FOR FREE, ILLUSTRATED SPECIBICATION 

INFORMATION ON MOJONNIER FILLERS AND 

LINE COMPONENTS 

oduct problems. to fill pr handle plastic on vacuum dh static 

e this equipment 
tion as so 
eciiraa_to their man and cen 

fillers are the answer to 
lastic bottle 

argent r our other 

Adjusting t chineée 

Sick ¥ ote problems and the speeds they 

us to fi 
would allow OF will, 100K 

on as possible. Please 

FILL ANY SIZE OF 

PLASTIC, GLASS OR 

METAL CONTAINER 

WITH A THIN OR 

VISCOUS LIQUID 
@ Fill any size or shape of plastic, glo 

metal container 

® Variable speeds up to 300 per minut 

most production requirements 

® Number of filling heads based on product 

needs and product filled 

® Adjustable static head compensates for produc 

viscosity. Will handle water thin to heavy liquid 

® Rapid changeover from one size container t 

another 

* Sanitary, easy to clean 

minimum maintenance 

® Exact control of quantity dispensic 

through overfill 
ef 

® All filling nozzles adjusted with one simp! 

* Compact design requires mir 

® Exclusive “Add-A-Unit’” design allows simple expansion 

as production needs increase 

® Patented “Electromatic 

quantity control 

filling principle affords pinpoint 

® All line components pre-engineered to work together or 

as single units 

® Automatic operation reduces production costs 

® Simple design requires minimum maintenance 

® Variable line speed to meet production needs 

Lj | ————mojonnier— eneceever 
MOJONNIER ASSOCIATES INC. - 9151 FULLERTON AVENUE - FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS Gladstone $-1013 

ee ee A Oe 



------REDUCE COSTS 

ee CONSERVE LABOR 

+----IMPROVE PACKAGE QUALITY 

STANDARD-KNAPP 

PACKAGING 
EQUIPMENT 

FULL INFORMATION on Standard-Knapp equip- 
ment is at the end of your telephone. Call any 
one of our branch offices or contact our Portland, 
Connecticut headquarters. LUE AONE ERIE LOT 

SALES, ENGINEERING AND SERVICE OFFICES 
Atlanta, Ga., Batavia, N. Y., Bostcn, Mass., 

Chicago, Ill., Cleveland, O., Dearborn, Mich., 
Houston, Tex., Indianapolis, Ind., Los Angeles, 
Calif., Minneapolis, Minn., New Castle, Del., 

New York, N. Y., San Francisco, Calif., Seattle, 
Wash., St. Louis, Mo., Tulsa, Okla., Winter Park, 

Fla., Simcoe (Ont.), Canada. 

EMHART MFG. CO. 
STANDARD-KNAPP DIVISION 

PORTLAND, CONNECTICUT 



VT eatey. ANY PRODUCT INTO 
and FILL ANY STYLE CONTAINER 

ae oboe 

Automatic Elec-Tri-Pak line at Mrs. Grass’ Noodle Co Chicago 

CARTON fills short cut noodles into cartons at speeds of 75 per minute— 

FILLER-SEALER 
with extrenrtely lose accuractres 

SAVE MONEY and TIME 

automatically with TRIANGLE 

For completely automatic and semi-automatic 

weighing, filling and other operations connected with 

the filling of dry products into any consumer-style 

container, Triangle leads the field. Whether you’re 

filling candy or peanuts; noodles, marbles or insec- 

ticides, Triangle has the machine and the know-how 

to put profit first in your packaging picture. 

DER PACKER 

Net weighers, Bag making, filling and sealing 

VISCOUS FILLER machines, carton sealers, volumetric fillers, powder 

packers and equipment for filling viscous materials 

make the Triangle line the complete line. Sound engi- 

neering, providing simplicity of operation and 

maintenance make Triangle your most profitable 

investment for better and more attractive packaging. 
TABLE-TOP Write for details on the popular Triangle deferred payment plan, 

Net Weight Filler NEW! BAG MACHINE 

— Forms, fills and seals 30 to 60 bags per minute from 

roll stock. Rapid changeover. Handles wide range of 

products and bag sizes. For volumetric fill, net weight 
or hand loading. Get details on the ELEC-TRI-FLEX. 

TRIANGLE PACKAGE MACHINERY CO. 
6640 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 35, Illinois 



JONES 
“OMC’”’ Futty Avromatr 

Constant Motion 

CARTONERS 
Bottles, jars, and most other products are received 

automatically by the cartoner. Extended bueke 

conveyor is available for products requit 1g Mar 

ual transfer. 

OPERATIONS — Feed, open and form cartons; insert 

multiple loads; glue or tuck flaps of cartons — ai 

reverse tuck 

Fold and insert leaflets, booklets corrugated liners 

SPEEDS 25 to 300 cartons per minute 

ith on per itor 

stencil code; convertible to different sizes of cartons 

Feed and count small articles from hoppers and may zines 

“OMV”’ Constant Moriox 
Vertical 

CARTONERS 
| . Feeds 

Feeds carton from magazine, opens the carton, tuchs bottom ris 
Opehs pens 

flaps, conveys open carton past manual loading stations, tuds entry 

top flaps and delivers the loaded carton. knives 
matical 

Operator inserts a load with each hand, can easily pi duce 5 from 01 

to 70 finished cartons per minute on one-piece loads. Standard — lo 
? F . Seais Ca 

models provide loading stations for five operators, special length erate 

; sembly 
ments. 

Independently driven conveyors ayailable for infeed thru centet, items | 

minute. 

machines available. 

TWO MODELS, quickly adjustable; size changes 

made in minutes—withovut special tools or skills. 

or along one or both sides of machine, Discharge conveyor e@ 

MODEL 4—'4” x %” x 244” to 3%e" x 3%" x 8” be lengthened to serve as packing belt. 

MODEL 5—%”" x 1” x 2°% 6" to 44%" x 44%" x 9” 

These ranges (min. & max.) can be extended. SPEEDS — 25 to 120 cartons per minute. 



CARTONERS ,, 
Bottles (up to 32 oz.) 

ONTAINERS FOOD PRODUCTS 

Sede Crackers Graham Crackers 

Vials (1 ec to 120 cc) Tins _ Cookies Fruit Pies 

® Ampoules Cans Frozen Pies Powdered Milk 

Maximum le Mote Shaded Wh 
Bovilion Cubes Pie Crus? Mix 

; ° Yeast Matzos 

O lla r Pr Oo fi f Spaghetti Dinners TV Dinners 

fr irtoning machine depends not on original PERSONAL ITEMS 

a ° HOUSEHOLD ITEMS 
, Razor Blades Blade Dispensers 

1 A to keep pace regardless of line speed. 
4 ‘ Face Powder, Boxes Lipstick Bar Soap Paper Napkins 

eceiv ae | 2. | from costly downtime, maintenance and 
; ; Hair Rinse Home Permanent Kits Paper Plates Steel Wool Pads 

buck i Ls} } } Facial Tissves Sanitary Napkins Zippers Stove Wicks 
3 nvertibility to a wide range of sizes with 

ign 2 romising efficiency Senitary Tampons Deodorant Cakes Sealing Wax Paraffin Cakes 

i a $ ttention, in design and construction, to Combs Nursing Nipples Dyes—Cake & Envelope Jar Rings 
he vidual products and cartons. ; Jar Lids CO, Cylinders 

ane « CANDIES FIRST AID SUPPLIES 

y Auromatic Som tae ec Candy-coate um Candy Bars ¥ Adhesive Bandages Disposable Syringes 
Candy Mints Fruit Bar ; 

- 
e Q-tips 

OVa M O fy Oo n Candy Cigarettes Licorice Cigarettes 

a Lozenges Wrapped Mints 

NERS (Tray Packers) MISCELLANEOUS 

|! load 5, 10, 12 or more cartons or Electric Switches Masking Tape 

ister carton or open tray TOBACCO Electric Receptacies Friction Tape 

7 nto | Avtomobile Thermostats ignition Parts 

Cigars Cigarettes Roll Caps ; Roll Film 

LY AvuTOMATIC Pipe Tobacco Snuft Vene-Pak | Movie Film 

SE PACKERS - (for end-loading cases : 
EL ACP MODEL CMP fs ‘s4 

mm leeds m magazine; Feeds case from magazine; 

tacts pens positively by opens case positively by 
Uc Be. 4 : , 9 a | 

rotor 

try uble opening entry of double opening 
| knives tions case; auto- knives; feeds case to con- 

: matical issembles load stantly moving conveyor; 
ice HE from « more lanes; in indexes loads into constantly 

ndari HB serts load; glues, closes and moving product conveyor; 
seals case. Intermittent op- gradually inserts multiple 
eration to meet difficult as- load into case; glues, closes 
sembly and loading require- and seals case, Constant 
ments. Speeds up to 1000 motion principle employed 
items (or 30 cases) per essentially. 
minute, 

length 

Model ACP—Automatic Case Packer 
ente!, 

yr Call Model CMP—Constant Motion Packer 

A 



fone 
and 

THRIFTY 

SENTINEL PACEMAKER 

A thermal impulse sealing machine designed 
for light weight, portability. Rugged, requires 
no experience Insures a safe, fast, positive 

seal of bags made of polyethylene, pliofilm, 
mylar, acetate, vinyl, etc 

Uses little current, no service troubles. Pre- 
ision automatic controls for pressure, dwell 

> and cooling. Hand or foot operation. 
25 and 45 inches sealing area 

HIGH SPEED BAND 

ROTARY SEALER 

us motion machine for 
yr laminated barrier materials, in- 
those of the MIL-B-131-C type 

for heat sealing equipment MIL-S- 
ver wrinkles and splices, through 

eases. Provides the utmost in pre- 
ls for pressure, temperature and 

sealing 

SENTINEL BLISTO-MATIC SEALER 

Seais Up To 200 Blister Units Per Minute 

This sealing unit uses preformed blisters made of acetate, butyrate, 

polyethylene, vinyls, etc. automatically fills them and seals them onto a 
printed board or film, hermetically seals the product in and ejects sealed 
units at speeds up to 150 and 200 per minute. Several products of different 
sizes and shapes can be sealed simultaneously. Adjustments can be made 
for manual operation when desired. 
Complete controls over entire operating cycle permit blisters to b» of 

any material and thickness. Blisters may be thimble size up to 5 » 20 
inches. 

For small or experimental runs, a manually operated BLISTO-MA ‘IC 

—_ 
ee 

PACKAGING INDUSTRIE > 
Montclair, N 

is available. 

Write 
for complete 
details and 

specifications. 151-A Pine Street 

a 

seaseeet 

wa @ @ 2 Ss. 
pee. t Se 
ret 
assesses 

2163 COLLEGE AVE., N.E., A 
FOREIGN 

267 PARK AVENUE MEW TORK 

hy /tlectro-Magnetically Operated 
THERMAL IMPULSE a 
YB) NE 

(with Recycler) 
<x i BB ge a 

Es ae aha 
® Now, fully autématic power operation without usine 

compressed air Vertrod MG-15R employs a powerfu 

| the sealine aige, magnetic t Et: fo compress 

Can be se 

lth eels] -teehilels 

single seals (foot 

Dial 

HEAT 

settings regu! > oe d of 

h phase of sealing DWELL— O! AWS 
tirme nec ela’ safe seals mf herme 

: ’ 

heat 

Polyethy ofilr Teldett my P 

A ot oe trod7 
; 

2037 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn 34, N 



SPUR YOUR SALES 

-hly Popular, Low-Cost 

nsella Pillow-Type Packs 

Handy, Smart-Looking 
Hansella Fin-Seal Type Packs 

Today’s customers really go for easy-to-use, 
disposable fin-seal packs—the kind made 
best by The Hansella 131. And you will be 
pleased by The Hansella 131’s exceptional 
versatility, great flexibility and proven abil- 
ity to markedly reduce production costs! 

The Hansella 131—Packs From Printed Rol! 
To Finished, Filled Bag— 
Automatically, In One 
Operation! 

lla pillow-type packs—produced by 
fansella 125—are easier to make, make 
cts easier to sell! Whether you pack 
or liquids, granules or powders, hard- 
rr soft goods, your products will cost 
ship, look better and sell faster. 

The Hansella 125— 

ymplete Packaging Line’’ in One Machine! 

natically forms, fills, seals—makes bags 
6” by 7”. Impulse sealer processes 

ported polyethylene. Use of wunsup- 
/ saran and other thermoplastic mate- 
is permitted by a special electronic 

ng device. 

Check These Hansella 125 Features 

in Terms of Your Own Needs: 

The Hansella 131 Gives You 

Many Other Advantages, Too: 

High Production—Up to 120 
bags per minute. Bag width 
(Simplex): 144” to 6”. Bag width 
(Duplex): 1%” to 3”. Bag 
length (both): 2” to 6”. 

Product Variety—Liquids, semi- 
liquids, powders, granules and 
solids. 

Film Flexibility—Uses all heat 
sealable, flexible films, including 
plastics and foils. 

Feeding Flexibility—Pump, au- 
ger, volumetric feed and elec- 
tronic counter are available 
and easily interchangeable (the 
change-over takes just a few 
minutes). 

Interchangeable Heat-Sealing Units 
Machine is fitted for heat-pressure, 

_impulse, electronic sealing. 

? Flexible Feeding—Can use volumetric, 
? net weighing, auger, or pump feed 
systems. 

High Output—Up to 3600 bags 
per hour with the standard or 
electric sealer; 2400 per hour 
ith the impulse sealer. 

Compact, Sturdy Structure— ; ; 
3’4” by 1511” by 12°56”. Send today for full details! 

SSOSSSSSSSESSSSSSSSSLSSSSSCSSSSSSSSSSESSSSESCSSESCSESSCeeSSeseeeeeeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeee20006eeO Stee 



The Most Dependable line... 

DEAL... 
“GET GENERAL CASE SEALERS 

THEY DO EVERYTHING ... 

DONT COMPROMISE FOR LESS’... 
Seals bottom Gaps be- 
fore filing. Can also 
seal tep Gaps after a 
filling Phete shows “ | 
(rear left) empty car 
ton, upside down on 
free-dummy entering 

to the right. Carton 
left front delivers 

via U return to 
common roller table 
with bottom flags 
sealed see paragraph 
; 

1 General's tape sealer, a natural for rule 41, tape seals automatically up to 
25 or more cases per minute, single-strip, top and/or bottom flaps only, plus 
end-panels, if required. “It’s always ready.” Tape also serves as dust and pilfer- 
proof seal. 7 feet minimum length, for top-flap sealing. 

2 General’s automatic top flap-gluer and/or taper of filled containers has no 
equal. Has closed-system for gluing. There’s no reed for “clean-up,” it’s always 
ready. Saves 4 hour production time daily. CLOSED-SYSTEM CAN RE- 
PLACE GLUE-POT METHOD IN OTHER MACHINES NOW IN USE. 

3 General's carton maker (see*photo) is a ONE-MAN bottom flap-gluer and/or 
taper of unfilled cartons. A TWO PURPOSE MACHINE. Can also seal top 
flaps after filling. Does more and better for less. HAS “U” RETURN DELIVERY 
to common roller table. (Pat. pend.) It has no equal. 

* General’s case sealers have all the design features that engineered the un- 
equaled “General Line” for taping or gluing the “manufacturers-joint” in 
container manufacturing plants throughout the industry. It’s really wise to 
General-ize. There’s nothing like them. 

Space permits mention of only the following users:— 

Alumi c y of America Continental Can-Bond Crown Div. Mundet Cork Corporation 
Armstrong Cork Compony Crown Cork & Seal Company Pabst Brewing Company 
Atientic Gummed Paper Co. Heintz Monufacturing Compeny Pet Milk Ritz Div. 
P. Ballantine & Sons Humpty Dumpty Po Chips lid. Westinghouse Elec Co. 

THE BEST NAME IN TAPING AND GLUING 
IT COSTS TO PUT OFF—WIRE OR PHONE NOW— 

_GENCO, Palisades Park, N.J. and GENCO, Hamburg, Germany 

GENERAL CORRUGATED MACHINERY CO., INC. 
PALISADES PARK Windsor 4-0644 NEW JERSEY 



Autynralton Scinls 
price! 

Packer brings 

AUTOMATIC FILLING 
within the budget of the 

SMALL PACKAGER 

Model PVA 

acker’s new Model PVA is a fully auto- 

atic, straightline filler...So easy to 

perate that any unskilled person can make 

1e quick changeover from ounces to gallons 

ith only a simple adjustment. A touch of 

i¢ button starts the entire operation. 

Viodel PVA fills all types of foamy and still 

liquids and is available in vacuum or grav- 

ity operation. 

Model PVA operates pneumatically and 

electrically, utilizing standard stock parts 

that are available everywhere. There are 

no complicated gears, cams or starwheels 

to cause excessive “down-time” or inaccu- 

racy in filling. 

PACKER HAS A MACHINE TO 
MEET ANY FILLING REQUIREMENT 
-OR PACKER WILL DESIGN ONE FOR YOU 

Write for free catalog 
PACKER MACHINERY CORP. 
109 14th Street + Bkiyn 15, N. Y.-* HY 9-8850 

HINES PAK-RAPID Inc. 
Y 

A 

MAC 
Y y 

GIN( 

"ACK A 

PAK-RAPID INC. Ff 

PAK-RAPID INc. 

ADJUSTABLE 
PACKAGING 
MACHINE 

PAK-RAPID Packaging Machine wit! 
printing attachment 

PAK-RAPID equipment gives you high-speed 

automatic packaging with these important 

features: 

e Packages any shaped product up t 

e Makes a pouch-type package using 
sealing materials 

Operates at speeds of over 100 packag: 
minute 

Adjusts to different package sizes 

e Automatic counting and feeding attachment 

e Automatic printing units for marking films o1 

papers 

e Automatic air removal 

Electronic temperature control 

e Ideal for packaging in long or short ru 

PAK-RAPID machines have been used for 

many years by: 

9 Divisions of General Mot 16 Contract Package 

4 Divisions of Genera 6 Leading Aircraft 

Electric Manufacturers 

| Pharmaceutical 

Manufacturers 

7 Hardware and Elect: 
Manufacture 

4 Divisions of American 

Telephone and Telegraph 

6 Branches of United States 
Government Parts 

... PLUS 24 separate industries packaging 

thousands upon thousands of different items 

Let us prove the need for a PAK-RAPID 
Packaging Machine to you. Send us samples 

of your products together with details of 
your production requirements. We will be 
pleased to send you our quotations 

and recommendations, 

Incorporated 1945 

Main Office and Factory: 18-1 Elizebei® St 

W. Conshohocken, Po 

Midwest Office: 131 E. 211th St., Cleveland 23, Ohio 

Agents in principal cities 

P4AhK-RAPID ING 



capping ! 

unusual i ! 
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closures? <t-> J 
! 
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| 
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Bag your products faster and easier 

with the Anderson Model 134 VY 

Bagger. The stainless steel bag trough | ies 

will hold up to 200 bags... P M Cc INDUSTR ES 

adjusts quickly for bag size. BUILDS 

; Blower, equipped with air filter, opens ee 

tile to the most convenient operating 

position. Quality made, of the finest 

materials for long life. 

ee \ bag and keeps it free of foreign AUTO MAT I C¢ MACH IN ES 

E> matter. Adjusts for height, and will 

WRITE OR PHONE 
Write for Bulletin 10-29 Tedeyl 2 ( 

INDUSTRIES 

ANDERSON BROS. MFG. co. (= fr [we 293 Hudson St., Hackensack 

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS Diamond 2-3684 

POWDER FORMAPAK 
Foods, Drugs, Soaps, Chemicals, Cosmetics and other 

powders 

LIQUID PACKETER & 
All Viscous, Semi-Viscous and Free-Flowing liquids 

HARDWARE FORMAPAK 
Nails, Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Lockwashers 

128 

att ¢ : r. 7 

and similar items aE . 

The | =: Packeting Machine 

does the entire job automatically... 

Counts or measures the product — 

Forms the packet from a single roll of heat-sealing material — 

Fills and seals the packet — 

Imprints or codes each packet -— 

Registers pre-printed materials front and back by electric eye 

MO ee 

BO Reinet Ni 
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* 

< 
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For Packaging and Bag Making Machines 
call on GLOBE HEAT-SEAL offers the experience of over 20 years 

in packaging. Pioneers of heat sealing, this accumu 

lated knowledge is yours in any of the many Heat-Seal-It 
sf GLOBE HEAT-SEAL machines. Fast, dependable, efficient, you'll find a Heat 
m Seal-It machine for your job at a price you can afford 

3 Write for detailed information, outlining your packaging 
j 

problem 

‘4 ----—~.. BAND SEAL-IT—High speed, with hand or foot operated ma: 
Ry ant 1utomatic band sealer for con- ual closure or with power cl 
al tinuous sealing of Polyethylene, sure. Handles Polyethylene, Pli 

i Plioflm, Vinyls, Cellophane, film, Saran, Polyvinyl Chloride 

Laminated Barrier Materials, etc. Cello-Poly Laminate and similar 
: Endless steel belts automatically films. 
t feed bags, seal and cool in one 
‘ continuous motion. Speeds up to POWER AND FOOT OPERATED 

— = 720 lineal inches per minute. JAW TYPE SEALERS for hat 
Seals pouches of any length. dling all types of heat sealable 

} materials in full scale or low 
ao INSTANT SEAL-!1T—Motor production quantities. 

’ } driven; seals bags, simultan STRIP SEAL-IT—Seals sm 

Bee: eously attaches labels Easy to pharmaceuticals, et betwe 
: yperate semi-automatic Handles two continuous strips of cel 

4. ~s up to 35 bags per minute . uts phane, foil, etc., in individual 
label costs. Handles bags of Poly- pockets. 

er" 
ethylene, Saran, Cellophane, etc 

AERO SEAL-IT—-Portable, pne 
INSTANT HEAT SEAL-IT —Heat matically operated. For large 
seals along a 1/16" wide line barriers and other sealing oper 
und cools under pressure in one ations where work can’t be easily 

an eal yperation. Utilizes an automati- moved. 
cally timed electrical impulse 
for heat development. Standard BAG MAKE-IT—-This machin 
model has a 13” jaw capacity. automatically produces from 30 

Special models built with almost to 50 cellophane bags per min- 
unlimited capacity. Furnished ute. Motor driven. 

— om ae ee 

a é G L 0 R E * CODIE-KAY CO. INC. Division 

Gas Manufacturers of CONVEY-O-MATIC NET WEIGHERS 
G. BE HEAT-SEAL PRODUCTS Mitznmigieetiiianie CHECK WEIGHERS, CARTON CLOSING and other stand 

‘i ; DIVISION OF CODIE-KAY CO. INC. ¥ ard and special machines for the packaging industry 

» San Julian St. *« Los Angeles 15, California 

INLAND 

MODEL “D”" tor “PLUS” PRODUCTION WIRE TYING 

BOX ond STITCH the INLAND WAY 

INLAND 

\ SPEEDSETEMERS- 
MANUAL & AUTOMATIC 

and SPFFD-FIO 
STITCHING WIRE 

® Frictionless and uniform 
for speed. 

For light packaging general 
shipping room use. A fast, safe 
economical wire tying machine 
which tensions and ties com- 
pletely in seconds. Put smal! 
packaging on a production-like Wo coe ®@ Smooth flow. , ‘ 7 Seam, Bottom, Me- © Uninterrupted stitching. basis. A money saver for: 

, tal Straight Arm, ! © Wire trouble eliminated. ® Parcel post. 
. if Sword, or Combina- Superior =— wire = © Light express packages. 

“4 . vides vuniform feed from © Fi tion Models. aed ahd see Dee : —_ or ig cartons. 

Fe FEATURES through stitching head. ‘9 : weecen cases. 

Coppered or galvanized ® Medium sized bundles. 

; @ Instant speed comes in 50, 25, 10 and Uses Inland 17 or 18 gauge cop- 
5 ib. coils. ered or galvanized tying wire. regulator P 9 ying 

Also machine for Heavier Tying 
problems. 

PACKAGED TYING WIRE 
In a@ new protective car- 
ton which doubles as wire 
dispenser! 
®@ Wire feeds directiy from 

carton—smoothly, trov- ° 
ble free. 

® Coil orderly-wire clean. 

@ 150 to 400 sta- 
ples per minute 

@ Hardened steel 
feed wheels 

@ Finger-tip control 
@ Reversible parts 

MODEL MI—Bottom —minimum = re- | 6 Ne tangling, kink 
Stitcher placement and pe cued 

upkeep © For fleer, table or wall use. 
ee ee Oe ee Oe Oe Oe Oe Oe Oe OF Oe Ge Ge Oe Oe OD ee Oe Oe oe Oe oe Ge Ge oe Ge an oe oe on ae ge ae aD see eee OEE EK OOO 

Inland welcomes your inquiries 

on any stitching or wire tying INLAND WIRE PRODUCTS CO. 
problem. Write teday. 

3952 S. Lowe Avenue Chicago 9, Illinois 
ieee tet tek ee ee ee ee ieee 
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Important Facts 
About the $15 Billion 

Packaging Market... 
ALL PRODUCTS are pack- PRACTICALLY 

aged. It’s almost easier to count the 

industries that don’t package than those 

the packaging 

includes the 

thousands of companies that make 

all kinds that are pack- 

That’s why 

horizontal 

which do. 

market is 

products ot 

iged for shipment or sale. 

Packaging is, in fact, so integral a 

part of business as a whole that it ex- 

pands as business expands. In 1954, ac- 

cording U. S. Department of 

Commerce, the value of materials, sup- 

plies and services used in packaging 

the nation’s output stood somewhere be- 

tween 12 and 15 billion dollars. And 

is the national output of goods in- 

reases each year, so does the demand 

packaging equipment 

to the 

for packaging, 

ind related supplies. 

What the Market Uses . . . and Buys 

The range of America’s products are 

is wide as our ingenuity. And the vari- 

ety of containers is equally broad. De- 

on the nature of the prod- nending pending 

uct, its package can be a bag, barrel, 

bottle, box, can, carton, chest, crate, 

capsule, drum, envelope, jar, tube, vial 

or wrapper. 

Often a package will be a composite 

of several of these forms and will use 

many materials: adhesives, coatings, 

ork, fabric, film, foil, ink, 

wood, paper, plastics, tape, and wax. 

glass, 

Io make these containers—and fill 

them-—takes bag machines, bottling 

equipment, box machines, capping 

equipment, cartoners, conveyors, coun- 

ters, die-cutters, filling machines, la- 

belers, printing presses, scales, slitters, 

staplers, stitchers, unscramblers and 

vibrators. And they may also require 

such additional services as embossing, 

fabricating, laminating, plastic mold- 

ing, and contract packaging. 

All of these containers, materials, 

supplies, services and machines are 

part and parcel of “packaging.” They're 

the factors that give the market its 

tremendous scope. 

Who Does the Buying 

The factors that control package se- 

lection are as complex as business it- 

self. They include production, quality 

control, shipping, display, advertising, 

sales, promotion . . . and, often, outside 

packaging consultants. The purchase 

and specifications of packaging mate- 

rials usually cuts across many depart- 

ments of a company. 

Because the buying influences are so 

diverse, it is difficult for salesmen to 

reach them all. Most suppliers, there- 
fore, rely heavily on advertising to 

carry a good share of their selling lead. 

How Modern Packaging Fits in 

Mopern Packacinc is the oldest and 

largest magazine serving the packag- 

ing field. Prior to its founding in Sep- 

tember, 1927, the concept of packaging 

as a common function of many indus- 

tries was not generally recognized, nor 

realized that these industries 

have common packaging objectives, 

techniques, problems and procurement 

was it 

needs. 

Mopern PAcKAGING changed all that 

It gave the users of packaging every- 

where a single reliable forum where 

mutual problems might be solved and 

where new packaging materials, meth- 

ods and services could be publicized. 

As a result it gave packaging suppliers 

a single medium through which they 

could reach the various buying influ- 

ences in the many industries that pack- 

age the great bulk of the nation’s goods. 

Paid Circulation is Essential 

Because of the intricate purchasing 

patterns involved in the selection and 
specification of package designs, ma- 

terials and equipment, it’s just not pos- 

sible to select “packaging men” simply 

on the basis of job titles. 

* * 

For this reason Mopern PAcKAcine’s 

policy of paid circulation is vitally im. 

portant to advertisers. It is insurance 

that subscribers are directly and inti- 

mately concerned with packaging op. 

packaging men 

rests 

erations, because 

identify themselves and their int 

by laying hard cash on the line 

Since the magazine’s founding in 

1927, its paid circulation has 

steadily—from 2,500 to its curre: | all- 

time high of 20,600 out of a tota 

order of 24,500. The bulk cf t ¢ re 

maining copies are used to prov! « ad- 

ditional rotating distribution fo  con- 

version into paid subscriptions. 

Editorial Content 

The editorial purpose of MODERN ‘Ack: 

AGING is to keep packagers infor: ed of 

all the significant advances the 

methods, materials and equipm nt of 

the art. Editorial feature space is de. 

voted to carefully researched ginal 

articles. About 90% is staff » ~itten, 

10% contributed by authorities  n the 

field. Through the use of analy -es, il- 

lustrations, case histories and “ ow-to- 

do-it” articles, the editors poi it out 

and interpret packaging trends 

Advertising Acceptance 

Year after year, more advertisers in- 

space in 

other 

vest more money in more 

Mopern Packacine than in ai! 

packaging publications combined. And, 

last year, they set new all-time highs in 

both space and dollar volume! 

Get More Facts 

To learn more about the sales poten 

tials in the packaging field for the 
products you make, just write to Adver- 
tising Manager, Mopern PAckaciné, 

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22. 

N. Y. 

* 

MODERN PACKAGING MAGAZINE 

A BRESKIN PUBLICATION 



MACHINES FOR MASS-PRODUCTION 

filling * closing * carioning 

rs MfM “COMBI” - PLANTS 
operate more economically 

increase the speed 

lower the packaging costs 

( NG's 

iy Im- 

bee: in one passage through the whole plant 

a Service: two persons 

op: 

men 

rests 

g in 

risen 

all- 

print 
Se ee ey 

s in- 

e in 

other 

And, 

hs in 

GR iNDUSTRIE-WERKE KARLSRUHE Aktiengesellschaft - KARLSRUHE ~ Germany 

Correspondent's office: H. J. Jensen - 350 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 



Weigh with Extreme Accuracy / Package with Greater Efficiency 

NEW BAR-NUN “Auto-Check” Can Line Equipment 

e Automatically Feeds, Fills, Packs and Ejects Cans 

e Extreme Consistent Accuracy Guaranteed 

Ss N ) Bar-Nun “Auto-Check” Can Line Equipment ts 

Die nm eight sizes, t sutomatically feed, weigh-fill, pack and 

S osing equipment at speeds from 15 to 145 per 

Simplicity of the can indexing, handling and packing 

nisms assures dependable, sustained production Reduced 

ntenance requirements plus Bar-Nun accuracy 

packaging costs. Accuracy is guaranteed to be 

pilus of Minus, on One-pound weights Standard 

' t 1d larver fr 1] r s ro Inces pounds, large modeis are 

AUTOMATIC BAG PACKAGING SEMI-AUTOMATIC PACKAGING 
Automatically Feed, Open, Weigh-Fill and Eject Paper Bags Bar-Nun“ Auto-Check” Net Weighers 

Bar-Nun “‘Auto-Check” Net Weighers are 
so available as individual weighers, for 

i Da all 

operation ; l 

semi-automatic packaging or for incorpora 
Bar-Nun Automatic Bag I é | i 

tion with other equipment. Various models 
Feeder Openers provide weight range of from 14 ounce to 
Weighers cut bag pack 5 pounds, of dry powdered or granular 

labor requirements products, up to pellet size. Extreme ac 
curacy, and visual check-weighing, are im 

rply. Extreme accu + portant features of all Bar-Nun Weighers 
OZ. ON 1-1D 

weig } also saves ma 

Available with ; ne . . Edtbauer-Duplex Net Weighers 
ieft hand dis 

irpe one Operator 

n tend two machines 

Simple, dependable net weighers, for auto 
matic, continuous discharge of dry powdered 
or granular materials up to pellet size 
Available in several models, with capacity 
ranges of from 4 ounces to 75 pounds per 
discharge. Available with electrical dis 
charge controls for synchronization with 
other equipment. Edtbauer-Duplex Net 

Speed, 28-30 per min- 

ire, per machine. Models 

Nos. 20, 25 6 and 35 

provide package range 

f ry tT r trom ounce to Weighers have a low first cost and prac Edtbaucr-Duplex 

I tically no maintenance expense Net Weigher 

is oo : he rc U ies ix Cc © oe 

1307 SOUTH Pc eRO AVENUE, CHIC 

MEXICO SALES REPRESENTATIVE: AGENCIA COMERCIAL ANAHUAC, S.A., TORRE LATINO-AMERICANO, MEXICO 1, DF. 
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Cy 
Y PACKAGING EFFICENCY... 

_ane outline with the 

The FLEET-WEIGH automatic net 
weigher is ideal for deep fat fried The ROTAR ee * 

: Se tomatic net food products) Capacity 2 to | the n . 
: C* autc > . ease packing 

} al for most jeep gle shot Ytary table t ; Otary 
a) stat 

— 

The AIR-WEIGH-MAT filler 
automatica Pick f pens, 
ri close : 
yt 
Lapacity pt bags per min 

Pe a aarp 

rr ———— 

—. ———— 
ae —, 

| SS = 
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The KLO-SEAL/KLO-STITCH heat y 4 nge 

seals stitches in one op < z 

ATIC automatic net 

cts such The V'BGRA-TROF take awa,’ re- al for pro 

dies, cookies and ceives the fille bag. settles the 
hers Capacity ! to contents and delivers t eater 

ot nN, 

| a 

j e ; i 4, — 
" : I ; 

J £ é ¥ 

4 

Ss 6 

EVEL feeder incorporates : : : ai al 
sta teel vibrating .hoppers to in- The VIBRA-BELT filler handies boxes, The HI-LEVEL feeder, incorporat 
sure m flow to scale. Ideal for cans of jars with equal ease ING @ uNIQue principal of vibrating 

ns flow to scales ideal for use with 
ARIEL SS 

=| % 

feed control, insures a uniform 

veyor 

aie 

ng ee te 

= @ 
Offices in: Home Office: Decatur, Georgia pa * 

Atlanta St. Albans, Vt. New York Des 
Chicago Kansas City Portland Your WoopMAN MAN 

Columbus Los Angeles Philadelphia M K : 

Detroit Evanston, Ill. San Francisco Is A GOOD AN TO NOW : 

Woodstock, N. Y. 
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PHOTO-ELECTRIC 

REGISTRATION 

AVAILABLE 

PREMIUMS, TOYS 

PLASTIC ITEMS ¢ & {= 

HARDWARE 
PRODUCTS 

St Ram 

OTHER MODEL UNIT PACKAGERS AVAIL- 
ABLE FOR ALMOST ANY SMALL ITEM 

Wrap-Ade Unit Packagers perform an entire 

cycle of packaging operations including feeding, 

forming, and sealing practically every type of 

heat sealing materials 

WRAP-ADE 
UNIT PACKAGER 

WITH 

CONVEYOR FEED 
INSTANT PACKAGE SIZE ADJUSTABILITY 

FROM 3” x 4” to 51,” x 12” 

This versatile manually fed conveyor is the ideal feeding 

system for packaging small textile products, flat food items, 

toys, bandages, or any other reasonably flat small product. 

It is designed on the simplest possible principles conducive to 

high speed packaging, with low initial and upkeep costs, 

SEND US A SAMPLE OF YOUR PRODUCT 
TODAY FOR OUR PROMPT QUOTATION 

MACHINE CO., INC. 
Manufacturers of Packaging Machinery for over 2° years 

83 VALLEY STREET, BELLEVILLE 9, NEW J =RSEY 

PHONE—PLYMOUTH 9-6150 

COUNTING 
WITH 
Hoppermatic 

“10200,000 
PARTS PER HOUR 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME is a completely standard. 

ized, versatile, high speed hopper, quickly adjustable for size, 

shape and count. 

ONLY 5 MINUTES CHANGE-OVER TIME 
WRITE FOR DETAILS 

U.S. ENGINEERING COMPANY 
40-22 22nd St., Long Island City 1, N. Y. Phone: Stillwell 6-7848 
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Most of the material in this } odern 

Packaging Encyclopedia Is: ie is 

work data . . . information whic com- 

panies that make or utilize packagi ¢ can 

put to practical use, day-in and d.y-out. 

This 826-page volume gives exicnsive 

coverage to such important subjects as 
the characteristics of packaginy ma 
terials and establishing package specifi. 
cations. Packaging in paperboard, flexi- 
ble and rigid films, metal and glass are 

discussed exhaustively, as are ail im- 
portant package decorating techniques. 

Of course, the principles for safe, eco- 

nomical packaging and shipping of in- 

dustrial and fragile merchandise are ex- 

plained in detail, too. 

Countless hours of hunting for sources 
for materials, machinery, equipment and 
such custom services as contract packag- 

ing, laminating and container decorating 
can be saved by referring to the world- 

famous Directory Section that begins in 

this edition on page 689. It is thoroughly indexed for 

fast reference. The many ads also help lead you to 

qualified suppliers, 

Put it to work! 

On the shelf your Modern Packaging Encyclopedia 

does you no good; at work it can be one of your most 

valuable production tools. Use it often! 

SA LETS A AMIR S ABTS 

Listing 
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SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT 
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In-plant marking—methods and machines 

[' S$ a rare occasion these days: when 

1 manufacturer buys a_ package, 

packs it and sends it on to market 

without applying some additional 

marking to it in his own plant 

Packages for food, drug and chem- 

ical products almost always must 

carry a code date, batch number, lot 

number or other clue to the product’s 

pedigree in the interests of legal com- 

pliance, quality control, inventory 

management or protection from lia- 

bility. Such codes, which serve as keys 

to the place and time of origin of the 
product, are placed on either, the unit 

package or the shipping container 

rr both 

Whenever a manufacturer has a 

iried product line or a single prod- 

uct which is made in different sizes, 

styles, colors, etc., it is usually advan- 

tageous to use a partially pre-printed 
ickage and imprint on it the descrip- 

tion of its contents right at the point 

® President, n ph Gottscho, In Hillside, 

“TY MARAen Mas 

PHoty wour 

Flexographic printing unit 

can be attached to wrapping or 

bundling machine for coding dur 

ing packaging operation. 
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by Ira Gottscho* 

of packaging. The cost problems in- to time or market to market, it is 
volved in buying and warehousing seldom feasible to pre-print such in- die 
completely pre-printed packages for formation on the package, but it is iis 
each individual product in the line practical to imprint prices on the os 

make it more economical for the pack- package just prior to shipment tivel 
ager to use a common package and For the small-volume packager who 
imprint it to suit his purpose. For in- uses hand-pack methods, the marking 
stance, a macaroni manufacturer uses or imprinting problem usually may 
a colorfully printed package that dis- be resolved with simple methods. A 
plays his brand name, some adver- rubber stamp and ink pad, a stencil 
tising copy and the packing data. outfit, a hand numbering maciine or 
Adequate space is left blank on all other simple and inexpensive equip. § he 
four sides so that the type of macaroni ment can satisfy his needs. — p 
inside the package may be imprinted However, for the large- olume ae 
during the packaging operation. Thus, packager, geared to high-speec mech. @ Soe 
he reduces the number of cases that anized packaging operations, anual | he 
must be bought at any time, is spared marking methods would nullif, ll the § 
the difficulty of running short of any advantages of efficient mass-| roduc- 
required case, saves floor space, avoids tion techniques. The addition f sup- 
serious loss if a product happens to be plementary markings to the ; ackage 
discontinued or remodeled. must be accomplished at m imum 

Still another reason for in-plant expenditure of time and pre crably, 
package imprinting is the necessity wherever practical, as an inte: ral au- 
for price marking certain product tomatic production-line op: ration. 

packages for the convenience of the Fortunately, specialized machi:ies are 
trade. Since prices may vary from time available in wide variety toda, to do 

attac 

lege: 
in-lit 

disp 

fro 

cart 

pac k 

catic 

cube 

KIMBALL co. mac] 

durit 

PROTO COURTESY A. 

Radio tubes, smal! bottles and Tag marker for dry goods prints and punches 
other cylindrical objects from % to up to 172 fanfold or cut tickets per min. with all 
2% in. in diameter are marked at necessary point-of-sale data, including dept., class. 
speeds from 45 te 85 a minute. mfr., style, size, season, color and price. 
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the inting or marking job effi- 
cient] 1 economically on any type 
of | ze. They range from rela- 
tivel xpensive friction-operated 
attacl ts for marking a_ small 
lege! the package to synchronized 
in-lir ‘hines that print complete 
displ all sides of the package; 
fror hines that handle tiny shelf 
cart those that accommodate 
hug ing cases. 

P s can be imprinted by the 
pach n one of three different 
for the cube, in the flat or in 
the lepending on the type of 
pa d a variety of other factors 
Vi frequency of imprint 
chat sting packaging operation 
and ? 

T | of marking is also dictated 
by tl of package and the pack- 
Wgel al requirements. Though 
the 1 ommon imprinting medium 
is ty 1 ink, machines also are 

mad applying identification or 
code: indentations, embossings, 

trans erforations and notches. 
In ting the package in the cube. 

Packages in the cube may be defined 
as ca inisters, jars, bottles, set-up 
boxes, built-up folding cartons and 
cases ites, drums, tubes, paper- 
board containers and wire or strap- 
bound bundles. 

For imprinting codes and identifi- 
cation legends on packages in the 
cube a wide variety of methods and 
machines is available to do the job 
during a sealing, capping, filling, car- 

toning or other production operation. 
If the package is labeled, an im- 

print may be placed on the label in 
some designated location, or directly 
on the package surface. Both friction- 
actuated and electrically operated 
units are made for attachment to con- 
veyors and packaging machines. These 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

Bottoms of 
bottles, etc. are code-dated 

jars, cans 

by imprinting unit attach 

ed to conveyor line. 

will spot-print a code mark or other 
legend on the label, cap, top, bottom 
or side surfaces of the package. 

Almost all imprinting of cube pack- 
ages is accomplished with inked im- 
pressions by machines using either 
paste or flexographic printing inks 
and, unless copy changes occur with 
such rapidity as to make it impractical, 
as an integrated production-line job. 

On small-unit packages code marks 
usually are located in inconspicuous 
areas—most often on the bottom of 
cans, canisters, jars and bottles. On 

shipping cases and crates, however, 
lot and code numbers are commonly 

placed on the side and top panels. 
Supplementary identification leg- 

ends that describe the package con- 
tents are applied to areas which afford 
maximum visibility when the package 
is stacked on warehouse floor or store 
display shelf. 

Some examples of the use of im- 
prints on cube-form packages are: 

Beer-can code mark is placed on 
top or bottom as filled and capped 
cans travel to the casing station. 

Cosmetic jar is coded on bottom be- 

fore or after filling and capping. 
Bulk ice-cream container is marked 

with flavor and lot number on both 
side surface and top immediately fol 
lowing filling. 

Hosiery-box edge is marked with 

size and color prior to packaging. Rel- 
atively small volume usually requires 
that marking be done independently 
of regular production sequences. 

Coffee-jar wrap-around label is 
coded with thermally applied mark- 
ings during labeling operation. 

Auto-parts carton is imprinted on a 
blank panel with name of part, style, 
number, size, etc., following carton- 

ing operation. Trademark, brand 
name, distinctive design, all are pre- 

printed on the carton to assure brand 

identity. Standard machines permit 

use for a variety of different products 
Shipping cases have product name, 

code, size information imprinted in 

designated areas on all four sides dur- 
ing case-sealing operation. Increased 

awareness of inventory-control prob 

lems at manufacturing, distributing 
and retail levels has spurred packers 

to employ four-side identification and 
code marking on cases and, cons¢ 
quently, encouraged development of 

marking and imprinting machines that 
imprint all four side panels simulta- 

neously in a single pass without slow 

ing production. 

Cement bag is imprinted with cod 

mark by device attached to portabl 

conveyor as product is loaded on 

freight car. 

Imprinting the package in the flat 

Where “on-the-line” imprinting proves 

IIE) 
Quick code change—two typ: 

/ for bag sealer are easily pre-assembled and 

cages 

can be interchanged while jaws are hot 

Additional information is imprinted 
on standard company die-cut roll labels by 

machine which then automatical'y rewinds 

rolls or cuts and stacks labels. 

PHOTO COURTESY MARKE™ 
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Two or four sides of 
case can be imprinted 

with contents data by 

conveyor attachment. 

Multiwall bag mark- 

rotates men 

vane 

ing machine 

bags through 90 deg. 

impractical for some reason, packages 

or their component parts may be im- 
printed in the flat; that is, knocked- 
down cartons and cases, bottle goods, 
container caps, can lids, headers for 
flexible bags, cut labels, empty bags, 
etc. Imprinting of “flats” is accom- 
plished as a separate operation in the 

plant, with the packages or parts im- 

printed immediately or shortly be- 
fore they are scheduled for use on the 
production line. 

Machines are available for either 
hand-feed or bulk-feed operation, the 

latter proving most practical when the 
volume of packages is fairly high. In 
these, the packages or package parts 
are loaded into a magazine and fed 
automatically through the marking 
section of the machine, then on to 

a restack magazine or a tote box where 
they will await final shipment. 

Equipment is made for embossing 

can lids, indenting container caps, ink 

imprinting of bags and labels. For 

wrap-around labels equipment is 
made for perforating a code mark, 
while smaller die-cut labels can be 

ink imprinted or edge notched. 

Imprinting the package in the web. 

Packaging material in roll form has 
become increasingly popular with 
manufacturers of many products in 

recent years. Rapid strides have been 
made in the development of wrapping 
and bag-making and bundling ma- 
chines that handle the roll material 
and important advances have been 
chalked up in the field of imprinting 
attachments for these machines. 

Printed roll material of cellophane, 
polyethylene, plastic films, foil, parch- 
ment, paper, etc., is commonly used 
as an outer wrap and carton overwrap, 
while unprinted material is more fre- 
quently used for inner wraps, liners 
and secondary closures. Where printed 
cartons are used, an unprinted trans- 
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and codes the bottom. 7 " gyi te i ago. 

parent film may be used as an over- 
wrap. In all cases, however, it is usu- 
ally necessary to place a changeable 
code date on the wrapper or, where 
a basic design is used for a variety 
of products, to imprint the specific 
product designation on the wrap as 
part of the wrapping operation. An 
ice-cream manufacturer, for example, 

uses the same beautifully printed four- 
color wrapper for every flavor he 
makes, but imprints the appropriate 
flavor as the bar is wrapped. 

Imprinting attachments for roll ma- 
terial are made for imprinting from 
type and ink, for leaf stamping or 
for direct transfer. Most units of this 
kind are designed to synchronize with 
the speed and motion of the parent 
wrapping machine to assure accurate 
registration of the imprint, while con- 
trolled inking systems assure the uni- 
formity of the inked impressions. 
They are used for placing code dates 
on food packages, colors or sizes on 

textile-product packages, flavors on 
ice-cream wraps, prices on any item. 

A remarkable development in the 
field of in-plant web printing is called 
“therimagraphy”—a process employing 
heat and pressure to transfer a printed 
coating from a paper backing onto a 
web of cellophane or other packaging 
film.* This process is of special signifi- 
cance to the packager who uses either 
unprinted cellophane and a separate 

label or cellophane with only a small 
printed area. Therimagraphy enables 
him to stock only plain film and trans- 
fer the appropriate label-like design 
to the package as part of the wrap- 
ping operation. The finished job pro- 
vides a colorful label, fused directly 
to the film, that looks like a fine print- 
ing job yet costs far less; a result that 
compares in economy and versatility 

° See “Printing by Transfer: a New Method,”’ 
Mopern Pacxacrnc, Aug., 1956, p. 159. 

with roll labeling yet is more durable 
and attractive. 

Incidentally, users of labels in rol] 

form can obtain labeling machines 
with built-in imprinters for marking 
codes, prices and other legends on the 
labels as they are applied to the pack. 
age. This is another form of package 
imprinting in the web. 

Selection of imprinting equi)ment. 
Coding, marking and imprinting ma- 
chines are available as (1) attacliments 
for installation on other packa xing or 
conveying equipment; (2) in-li:\> units 
designed to fit into the product) n line 
along with machines for sealir :, car- 
toning, capping, filling, etc., d (8) 
independent units. 

Choosing the type of eq: pment 
necessarily must be based on t):c kind 
and number of packages you use; the 
nature of your imprint requirements; 
your present packaging operati:n, vol- 
ume and speed, and other variables. 

For instance, while a paint manv- 
facturer may find that a lid-em)ossing 
machine (for separate-operation mark- 
ing) suits his needs best becavse he 
packages relatively few cans of any 
given formula at one time, the brewer 
finds it necessary to code his cans 
automatically as they move along the 
line. When it comes to printing qual- 
ity, while it may suffice if a code num- 
ber on the shipping case is merely 
legible, a smartly designed and printed 
shelf carton calls for product-identifi- 
cation imprinting that compares in 
quality with commercial printing. 

To one packager, who must code 
date his package because the law says 
he must, package imprinting may be 
a necessary evil. To another, who 
wants to use a common container for 
a variety of products and imprint it to 
designate the specific product being 
packed, package imprinting is a key 

to packaging economy. 
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uality problems have caused 

eri firms to forge ahead 

to the check-weighing accomplish- 

ments that today are noticeably ad- 

vanced over those of just a few years 
ago. But, even though underweights 

and overweights have been reduced 

materially by modern check-weighing 

equipinent, there is still room for fur- 

ther improvement. 

Successful weight control produces 

¢ satisfaction, avoids legal en- 

profits. 
custo! 

tanglements and 

Find « packaging firm that is not ac- 

conserves 

tivel\ ngaged in improving pro- 

cedurvs to obtain quality weight con- 
trol you will discover one that 

canl meet today’s competition. 
Sup veight control is a must and 

it ca achieved in more than one 

wa) practically every product. 
Nun types of equipment and 

syste re used. 

\ t question the greatest stride 
forw is been the development of 

mor sitive scales, graduated in 

fine ments to permit closer tol- 

eral 1 weighing. Both check- 

weig | process scales have bene- 
fited | these refinements. 

\f turers of package-filling 
at have also produced fillers 

capa f control to much closer 

limit mbined improvements in 
scale | in filling equipment now 

enal iny packagers to fill pack- 

ages olled within 0.01 oz. or less, 

wher mly a few years ago the 
scale luation and filler limits were 
in k ‘-oz. increments. The give- 

awa en controlled to a fine degree 

is infinitesimally small compared to 

the losses of past years. Losses form- 
erly had to be caleulated in the hun- 

{ thousands of dollars; today’s 

progressive approach has reduced this 

figure to a few thousand dollars, and 

this despite increased costs of mate- 
rials and the like. 

Today’s check-weighing problems 
can be attacked several ways: 

1. Testing 100% by hand. 
2. Sampling in a loose manner. 
3. Testing gross or net weights. 
{. Testing in a statistical manner. 
5. Using sampling techniques which 

dreds 

* Scale Specialties & Systems, Inc., Roseland, 
New Jersey. 

Check-weighing progress 

include simplified statistical systems 

through semi-automatic weight-con- 

trol devices. 

6. Using 100% testing by automatic 

acceptance-rejection units. 

7. Using case-weigh sampling. 

Sampling by hand and loose sam- 

pling obviously have no place in an 

operation of any size. 

Net-weigh testing is usually better 

than gross-weigh testing but is more 

Sometimes costly. destructive 

pling must be considered in net-weigh 

sam- 

tests. If the container (perhaps a car- 

ton or glass bottle) has greater fluc- 

tuations in tare weight than is 

considered permissible in net weight, 

then a gross test is impractical. Man- 

agement must decide the policy ques- 

tion as to whether the test is to be 

made by hand or with semi-automatic 

devices. There is no known device 

that will automatically compensate for 
varied tare weights and cost to pro- 

duce such a machine would probably 
be prohibitive 

Statistical approaches. It is very 

chart 

range of 

Weight control 

indicates normal 

weight variation, actual weight 

of each sample and average 

weight of four consecutive 

samples. Meters under chart 
accumulate underweight val- 

ues, overweight values and 

count number of units tested, 

by Linn F. Hansen* 

install a simple to calculate and 

weight-control charting system for use 

check-weighing by an operator of 

equipment. Any of several limit cal 
culating slide rule type disks can be 

emploved. Sigma (standard deviation 

control limits for averages and limits 

for ranges are readily determined by 

these calculators. To use statistical 

control, only simple addition and di 

vision are required. 

Semi-automatic weight-control de 

vices have successfully overcome all 

the difficulties in the charting system 

In some instances equipment has been 

samples auto developed to select 

matically and place them onto the 

scale of the recorder and return them 

to the line after factual! data has been 

electrically delivered into the calcula 

tor unit. This device receives a pack 

age and graphs its weight onto a strip 

chart or card. It then automatically 

calculates the average of a predeter 

mined group and graphically locates 

the average on the report form. At 

the same time, the unit automaticall 

PHOTO COURTESY SCALE SPECIALTIES & SYSTEMS, INC 
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overweights underweights 

ind iccurate we ights into electric 

\ few packagers have installed fur- 

ittachments to adjust the fille 

| it retuy i returns tft » normal fill when 

the calculator finds weights outside 

limits. Gross-weigh test can 

ipletely automatic in all phases 

et ve igh may be iccom 

hed by hand dumping of contents 

hand con pensating for knewn 

rit 

\ mat heck weighing. Accept 

tion units which test 1009 

mm are extremely valuable 

Cross- ] ] 
l ] iCAAVINE mmes 

4 constant c's ig iSSUTDINY i 

mly test used. Thus. a 

bad fluctuation o1 

ition ¢ yuld cause a 

Dt! tuatiol UI iphing ot group 

nts ind range fluctua 

idily accomplished 

Testing machine eliminates defec- 
tive containers before they reach filler. 
\ir pressure blast destroys structurally 
defective containers; pick-off device re- 

fuses any with faulty apertures, 

138 

Check weigher au- 

tomatically shunts off 

under and overweights, 

dumps contents of cans 

in container on floor 

and chutes emptied 

cans to hopper at right 

for refilling. 

Requirement for filler adjustment is 

noted whenever samples enter rejec- 

tion belts of either the plus or the 
minus side. 

The acceptance-rejection devices in 

some instances are a must—usually 

when the fluctuation of a filler ma- 

chine is so bad that a processor fears 
excessive underweights. Usually wide 

fluctuations require high averages 

which are costly. Sometimes the least 

cost is to replace the filler unit so 
that narrowed controls are possible 

The greatest advantage of acceptance- 

rejection units is the 100% protection 

which prevents extreme underweights 

from reaching the consumer. The 

100% inspection units must be built 

into and remain a part of each fille 

Linie 

Case-weigh sampling. For several 

years packagers have used mechanical] 
case testing to protect against ship- 

ping a case of goods perhaps one ofr 

two packages short. In recent years 

case-check units have been developed 

that are more sensitive than those of 

past years. This permits the case- 

weigh test to indicate errors caused 

by over or under fill of packages and 

to reject cases that have fill errors in 

the packages within the case. When 

statistical techniques are used, it is 

felt that case-check weighing can be 

successfully used for the control of 

net weight within each package 

Special inspection 
problems 

Not all problems of inspection in- 

volve weight. Automatic inspection 

devices are available for checking the 
height of fill, presence of foreign 
particles in a package, leaking pack- 
ages, closures improperly applied, de- 
fective containers and “wrong” 
labels, 

r S 
¥ 
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MACHINE, GENERAL 

“ayTarne.” 

Over and under scales are widely 
used in packaging because of versatility 

and accuracy. Here soup mix weights are 

visually recorded to %4 ounce. 

Numerous commercial types of 

equipment employing electronic de- 
vices, photoelectric cells, X rays  sol- 
enoid relays and micro-switches have 

been developed for performing vari- 

ous inspection jobs both in see- 

through and opaque container In 

addition there are numerous me han- 

ical devices such as gauging or >ick- 

off fingers, trip gates and pnew. atic 

cylinders that perform an accep! .nce- 

rejection function on high-speed ines 

Many packagers, of course, ha, de- 

veloped their own inspection 1ip- 

ment. (See also “Auxiliary FE juip- 

ment,” p. 142.) 

Related articles of interest in Moprr> ACK- 
AGING include: ““Temperature-Sensitive | Con- 
trol,” Aug., 1956, p. 159; ““Checking f oose 
Caps,” May, 1954, p. 143; “An Electr Beer 
Inspection Machine,” May, 1954, p. 172 Elec- 
tronic Label Inspection,” Jan., 1954, 98; 
“Fill Check by X-Ray,” April, 1953, 197; 
“Blow out the Empty,” Jan., 1953, p. 1 and 
“Sentinel of Capping Line,” Jan., 1952 98. 

X-ray fill inspector automatically re- 
moves for check weighing cans of Glim de- 
tergent over or under required fill level. 
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small bent piece of wire is the an- 

A swer to many of the packaging 

industry's fastening problems—in terms 

of speed, security anc savings. 
Paper and sometimes cloth bags, 

folded or with paperboard bag tops, 

are stapled with equipment ranging 

from the small desk-type stapler to 

the larve power-driven wire stitchers. 

Foot-( rated and motorized staplers 

are also used. Equipment is available 

production volume. or a 

Stapling is rapidly becoming a pre 

ferred iethod for sealing certain 

type rger-sized plastic bags, such 

s tl used in packaging apples, 

ran¢ tc. With one type of ma 

chine twisted neck of the bag is 

places er an anvil. When the 

tread pressed, the staple is driven 

stride bag and squeezed tightly 

toget make a firm seal that is 

rtu rtight. A hand tool is now 
roo 

Si ms of merchandise—jew- 

Ir tics, hardware, small tools, 

s tapled to display cards to 

ike iter package that provides 

bette iy, description and direc 

101 sale Ss appeal and makes 

vilfer ore difficult. Attachments 

ind 1 items are often stapled to 

the sa rd to provide a complete 

unit Staples are available in 

man and can be placed around 
the p even glass items—to hold 

it snug d safely. 

One the important applications 

of stay is in manufacturing and 

sealing rugated shipping contain- 
ers. Tl} containers have been de- 

veloped the where many 
rmerly shipped in wooden 

nd cases are now shipped 

point 
product 

crates 

more safely and economically in con- 

tainers of corrugated paperboard. 

Electric motors, small vises, even tele- 
vision and_ refrigerators, are 

shipped in corrugated. One manufac- 

turer of toilet bowls found that those 
shipped in corrugated containers sur- 

vived a train wreck while those crated 
in wood were badly damaged. 

Wire stitching is one of the pre- 
ferred methods of forming the manu- 
facturer’s joint for corrugated and 

ftvertiaing Manager, Bostitch, East Green- 

sets 

wic 
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Stapling and stitching equipment 

The 

wire stitch or staple passes completely 

through two thicknesses of board. 

solid-fibre shipping containers. 

When containers (shipped in the 
flat) are needed for packing, they are 

quickly shaped by hand, the bottom 
flaps are folded over and staples are 
driven through the overlapped flaps 
by a machine equipped with a bot- 

toming post, which clinches the sta- 

ples inside the box. A comparatively 

inexpensive machine for this purpose 
is the foot- or motor-operated bottom 

stapler, which uses pre-formed sta- 
ples in strips. For faster work and 

greater production, motor-driven bot 

tom stitchers are used which make 

their own staples from a coil of wire. 

The initial investment in a stitcher is 

greater than the cost of a stapler, but 

the coiled wire is economical wher 

output of containers is large. 

The stapling operation takes only a 

few seconds and the container is then 

ready for packing. It is not necessary 
to put weights inside until an adhe 

sive has set and the container can be 

picked up and moved about during 

packing without danger that the con 

tents will fall out. 

After 

top flaps can be staplec 

the container is packed, the 

] thus too, 

Top-seal stapler seals 
filled containers from the 

outside. Designed for faster 

sealing with fewer staples. 

Simple twist of eight-posi- 

knob 

changes penetration depth 

tion adjustment 

and adjusts tightness of 

the clinch. 

by Sherman L. Smith* 

Chis used making it completely secure 

to be a rather complicated operation 

A sealing blade was inserted unde 

the flaps, requiring a definite pattern 

and sequence of staples so that the 

blade could be withdrawn after the 

last staple was driven. Machines now 

available drive and close the staple 

entirely from outside the carton. Thes« 

may be had in hand-operated, air- 01 

motor-driven types 

The hand-operated machines ar 

especially suited to layouts where it 

is desirable to staple the cartons in 

various locations in the plant or in the 

shipping department. When access t 
an air line permits use of an air-drives 

machine, operator fatigue is virtually 

eliminated and greater speed usuall 

results, although hand operators have 

fastened 144 cartons in 22 min., with 

20 staples in each carton 

Motorized machines are usually em 

ployed in conjunction with a conveyor 

line, which delivers the containers t 

the work table at propel height 

An important factor in selecting 

machine for top sealing is uniformi 

of carton Obviously, portabl: SIZES. 

machines can be lifted from one 

» thes ton to another regardless of siz 

when a motorized machine is uss 

PHOTO COURTESY sS08TITCH 
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} ten 

and 

Check points »/ 

Uniform Wire Drow 

nan standarde for 

forked has 

k of food bag is hooked 

i 

New stitcher fed from coil 

bottoms 
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of 

ples in strips. 

Economical box-bottom 
stapler uses preformed sta- 
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efficient carten-stitching operations 

it is desirable to seal cartons in runs 

of uniform height to avoid frequent 

adjustments of the distance between 

work table and stapling head. 

\ hand stapler is available equipped 

with a pointed blade which can be 

thrust through the edge of the con 

tainer to drive the staple through the 

overlapped flaps a few inches in from 

the 

small slit at the point of entry and is 

edge. This stapler leaves only a 

used to seal small cartons 

When both the tops and the 

toms of shipping containers 

, 
bot 

are sta 

pled, they become almost completely 

pilferproof. It is virtually impossible 

to remove the staples and reseal the 

containers without leaving tell-tale 

evidence of tampering 

Stapling hammers and tackers are 

indispensable in shipping departments 

for lining wooden cases, installing pro 

tective pads in crates and attaching 

cartons 

tags and labels. A new type of tacker, 

which throws the legs of the staple 

attaeh- 

ing labels to corrugated containers 

on, it 

oard 

outward, is proving useful for 

Operating from outside the car 

clinches the staple inside the 
without penetrating it all the way, 

Stapling has broadened th 
of flexible corrugated wrappings. It 

uses 

makes a rapid, secure fastening on any 

shape package and solves the problem 

of sealing odd-shaped packag: 

So many types of stapling anc wire- 

stitching machines are availah'. that 

it is a good idea to consult the repre- 

sentative of a reputable manuf. :turer 

before deciding what will bes: meet 

your requirements. Not only th. abil- 

ity of the machine to do the jo, but 

the location of the work, the lume 

of production and the amount >of the 

investment that the work justifies are 

all factors to be considered 

roo ate 

Automation. This stapling equipment in the packaging department 
of fluorescent tube manufacturer applies 10 staples to full telescoping 

4., 8- and 12-ft. Jong—at the rate of 800 cartons per hour. 
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eneral improvement has _ been 
G made over the years in both the 

light- and heavy-duty types of dispen- 

sers. Lighter materials, without sac 

rifice of strength, have been adopted. 

Electrically driven dispensers are be- 
ing used to some extent, but this type 
of equipment is limited to operations 

which are continuous and heavy. 

Moistcning features. The safety of 

a gummed-tape seal depends upon 

the permanency of the grip or bond 

betwee he kraft sealing tape and 

the co! ver surface. (See “Tapes 

Used in kaging,” p. 328.) There- 
fore it cessary that: 

a lue must be of sufficiently 

good and suitable for the in- 

tendec 

33 iddition of moisture, the 

glue 1 be conditioned to the 

prope istency for quick, deep 

penetr nto the dry, porous box 

surface re it hardens to form 

minut ; anchoring the tape per- 
manent the kraft liner. If too 

littl added, it does not pene- 
trate tl » and the resulting weak 

seal bri pen in a few hours. How- 

ever, ti ch water slows up appli- 

cation tape slides out of place 
and re longer rubbing to set. 

When t cess water dries out, the 

glue s m left is of insufficient 

tick firmly. strengt! 

Failur gummed tape on ship- 

ping coiiainers more often results 

from fa application than from 
defects ii the tape. An advantage of 
automatic equipment is that practi- 

cally all elements of chance are elim- 

inated moistening the gummed 
tape to the proper degree. 

To meet special conditions in cold 
shipping or refrigerating rooms, elec- 
tric heating units were devised to 

keep the water in moistening tanks at 

proper temperature. 

Measuring features. Less essential 
than the moistening features but still 
an important advantage of many mod- 
ern machines is their tape-measuring 
function. Visible measuring gauges 
and set stops for standard lengths are 
two devices used. 
Equipment for the small package 

's now widespread. The small pack- 
age includes boxes, paper bags and 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

Equipment for applying tape 

ordinary wrapping paper, particularly 

for packaging retail merchandise 
which must be wrapped securely for 
carry home. 

Pressure-sensitive tape dispensers. 

Unlike gummed-tape dispensers, ma- 
chines for use with the newer pres- 
sure-sensitive or tacky tapes are re- 

quired merely to measure, dispense 

and in some cases automatically cut 

predetermined lengths of tape. 

But development of efficient dis- 
pensing machines was even more es- 

sential for pressure-sensitive tape than 

for gummed tape. Water-resistant cel- 

lulose tapes cost roughly 28 times as 
much as the 60-lb. kraft 

gummed tape. For this reason the 

used for 

most important part of a dispensing 

machine for tacky tape is its measur- 
ing feature. Proper dispensing of short 

lengths can halve tape consumption 

The varied uses of pressure-sensi 

tive tape have determined the differ- 

ent kinds of 
necessary for its 

dispensing machines 

efficient and eco- 

nomical application. Some are de- 

signed for factory production and may 
predetermined lengths 

x Others are ranging from % to 1% in. 

designed for use in retail stores on 

be set for 

consumer's packages. 
Careful studies were made of the 

motions required for proper applica- 

tion of short lengths of tacky tape and 
the newer dispensing machines have 

been designed accordingly to aid eff- 

cient application. 
Currently there is an important 

trend toward the use of automati 
equipment developed to do many new 

types of tape-applying chores. Ma- 
chines have been designed that band 

together; that 

apply a patch of tape over pre-opened 
two cans or cartons 

apertures in cleansing-powder canis 

ters; that girth strap large bundles 

that apply tape closures to film bags 

and to cases, and that strip packag: 

component parts on a reel of tape for 

automatic feed into high-speed assem 

bly machines.! 

See “Parts by Reel,”” Mopern PACKAGIN« 
Aug., 1955, p. 100; “Pre-Punched Cleanser 

MopeERN PACKAGING, Dec. 1955, p 14, ar 
‘Automatic Case Taper,” Mopenn PacKkacine 
Nov., 1955, p. 140. 

gummed Electronically-controlied 
tape machine feeds, measures and moistens 

all standard tapes from 2% to 3 in. wide 

Squares of printed tape are automatically applied to the tops of cleanser containers 
at an average speed of 300 per min., to seal pre-punched perforations. 
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Auxiliary packaging line equipment 

lus performance on today’s mod- 

p. rm, efficient packaging lines quite 

frequently depends on auxiliary de 

vices and special facilities to provide 

the inspection, control and safety fac 

tors that make high speeds, sustained 

production and uniform quality con 

trol pl ictical 

Che subject of accessory equipment 

for pack iging lines is extreme ly ‘road 

erature dealing with the over-all 

ject is practically non-existent; 

iny of the commercial devices and 

lities are designed primarily for 

by convertors and much of the 

q nt that has specific applica 

nm the pa kaging line is either 

t rder or else is homemade 

(ls many manufacturers of equip 

ent such as pumps, gears, brakes, 

tch gnals motors, controls 

lizer ind the like concentrate on 

Portable sprayer applies water- 
proof protective coating on crates to 

prepare them for export shipment 

over-all production. line problems. 

More attention to the specific and 

growing applications such, equipment 
can have on the packaging line would 
seem warranted 

Conditioning devices 

\n important type of equipment for 

the packaging line includes the de- 

vices used to maintain constant hu- 

midity and temperature. The demands 

vary from plant to plant and from 

product to product, but many lines 
today depend on uniform temperature 
and humidity for avoidance of jam-ups 

in handling certain types of products 

sticky products for example—and also 

for smooth handling of the container 

rhere is growing interest in the proper 

pre-conditioning of containers and 

supplies to assure better handling 

Some packagers, for example, pre-heat 
materials to assure better absorption 

of the sealing adhesive, or they em- 

ploy refrigeration devices to speed 

seal set. Many packagers employ pre- 

conditioning rooms for packaging sup- 

plies or in any number of plants the 
supplies are brought to the packaging 
line well in advance of use to allow 
for adjustment of temperature and 

humidity. Commercial types of equip- 

ment used in conditioning packaging 

materials include humidifiers, humidi- 
fying cabinets, various types of heaters 

and regulators. 

Inspection and control 

A multitude of inspection and con- 

trol devices speed today’s automatic 
packaging, maintaining constant levels 

of filling hoppers or accurately posi- 

Centralized lubricator 
installed on a_ high-speed 

frozen-food wrapping ma- 
chine keeps line running at 

peak production. 

is designed especially 

inators and similar units. 

Web edge position 

control for paper converting 

smaller slitter presses, lam- 

tioning containers or componentg 

scanning labels; picking off loose caps 
triggering special warnirg systemg= 

for it is axiomatic that, when speeds 

are increased, problems of regulation 
and inspection mount. 

Jigs for setting controls on filling 

or other equipment have been found 

valuable on the high-speed, fully 

mechanized line, since faster speeds 

and more exacting requirements make 

it necessary to reinforce human judg 

ment with precision aids. 

A homemade device solved one 

packager’s problem of removing mois- 
ture from jars prior to labeling. An 

endless belt faced with wet-strength 
paper blots the moisture. In fact, ex 

amples of the benefits derive:! from 

home-engineered devices are to be 

found in nearly every plant where 

plus performance is demanded 

Registration controls 

In converting printed pac <aging 
materials such as paper, glassi: c, cel- 

lophane and foils into inc vidual 

sheets for wrapping, packagii ¢ and 

bag making; a means must em- 

ployed to assure that each eet is 

punched, perforated or cut off in cor- 
rect relationship to the printed clesign 
on the web. Where a printed snark is 

not available, it is often possibl« to use 

the leading edge of the web t.. inter- 

rupt a photoelectric beam. 
There are two types of phi ‘oelee- 

tric controls in general use. 

1. One-way cutoff register  ontrol 
is used where the accumulation of er- 

ror in register is always in one diree- 

tion. Hence, the control is required 

ASRANLA SEGViaAvoR co. 
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; Air-operated, water a serial 

cooled brake gives web 

control from mill roll di- 

ameters down to the core. 

nents; 
> caps: 

tems— 

speeds 
lation 

Heat-sealing tempera- 

ture control device auto- 

matically adjusts ratio of 

power turned on or off over 

given time of the cycle 
filling 
found 

fully ; 
peeds to col in only one direction, the of any required correction. If a cor encountered at the converting st 

make web b consistently overfed or con- rection is necessary, the panel ope Any errors carried over into the re 

judg sisten derfed with respect to the ates a correction motor which rotates peats at printing will have to be 

= cutter in the direction necessary to registe1 cted along with the additional e 

on # Or utoff is applicable where or synchronize, the web and cutter rors accumulated at the convert 

mois 4 vel loes not exceed 300 fpm with respect to each other. This cor yperation itself 

A Ey M 1S designed to correct rection is usually made through a — 

ngth u fixec only, while the two-way differential gear connecting the ma Humidity controls 

eX s )f erratic errors. chine-feed mechanism and correction Phe problem of humidity 

from 2 ay cutoff register control motor. Two-way cutoff register con ture control is of prime importa: 

be $ a here errors in register can trol can handle web speeds up to the user of pulp and paper pi 

he be r direction—that is, the 1,500 fpm. and cycles as high as 2,000 but it is also important for at 

vel either retarded or ad- per minute wing material or product b 

van respect to the cutter. Photoelectric registration control iged where performance is critic 

, toff register control will has had to adapt itself within com iffected by moisture or dryne 

wing ther of these conditions mercial limits for production with ma The types of equipment vilabl 

cel M vay register is employed terials such as polyethylene that have nclude devices which indicat 

dual 3 the is set up so that the web presented new problems changes in relative humidity or whicl 

ond « is fi orrect rate with respect The best results in the controlling measure the actual moisture it 
4 \ photoelectric scanner of pre-printed polyethylene webs have uct. In addition, constant-humidit 

ybse egister marks or printed been obtained with the use of two control svstems as well as simp] 

att the web and produces sig- way correction. It is a material that is dividual humidifiers are offer 

ils idicate the web position. prone to stretch—more so than othe meet a whole range of needs 

m Arot toelectric selector switch converters materials. Unwind and re- : aa 

» use # is ge the cutter and produces wind at the printing source, forming, Static eliminators 

inter 2 sigi indicate the position of perforating and operations in general Disrupted production schedul 

g, the « affect the tension on the material packaging often can be attributed t 

elec $ signals are fed to the The tension of unwind and rewind static electricity, particularly wher 

= el, which compares them at the printing operation, therefore, plastic films are being used, such 
vntrol m todet the amount and direction influences the problems that will be icetate, polyethylene, saran, Pliofil 

ot er- ae 

lirec- 5. 

uired @ 

DOYLE co 

PHOTO COURTESY THE simce co. 
PHOTO COURTESY THE 3. 

Static eliminating power unit and bar designed Dryers for setting ink quickly have no heat-up period; instead 

for easy installation. Available in range of sizes. they give out heat the instant they are turned on. 
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FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS 
Modern Packaging’s Annual Editorial Index 

(Index to Volume 30, September 1956 through August 1957) 

ou will find this extensively cross-referenced Cu- 

mulative Editorial Index a welcome time-saver in 

locating editorial material that has appeared over 

a year’s span in regular monthly issues of Modern 

Packaging magazine. More than that, you'll dis- 

cover that the Index increases the value of your 

file copies by providing a considerably more de- 

tailed breakdown of their contents—particularly of 

“buried” references within an article—than is given 

on the “Contents” page of the issues themselves. 

This Cumulative Index is actually a two-in-one af- 

fair: an extremely detailed Alphabetical Index (of 

subjects) plus an Index of Authors. 

In the Alphabetical Index, each basic listing by 

subject is alphabetically cross-referenced wherever 

such cross-listing is pertinent, by industry, by con- 

tainer type, and by material. As a result, users of the 

Index are enabled to carry out truly exhaustive 

packaging research assignments on “short order” 

and with minimal effort. 

To get your copy, just fill out and mail the coupon. 

Modern Packaging, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 

Please send my free copy of Mopern Pacxacinc’s Editorial Index 
for Volume 30. 

Subscriber's name . 
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or vinyl. Trouble is less often encoun. 

tered with cellophane or paper, but 
even these materials can present se. 
vere problems. Most packaging diffe 
culties due to static occur when the 
materials are being processed in the 

packaging machinery or in allied cop. 

verting machinery. Here it is a ques. 

tion of neutralizing the charged ma. 
terials in order to assure a correct and 

even movement of material through 

the machine. 

Another static problem involves the 

product being packaged. Problems 

with powdered products are often 
particularly acute and unfortunately 
often very difficult to solve. 

The principal types of static ¢limi- 

nators include: 

*Simple grounding devices. Thes 

are the oldest and least expensive 

form of static eliminators and consist 

of suitably grounded metallic bristles 

or points which are applied either 

very near or touching the material 

to be discharged. Wire-core tinsel is 

| sometimes used as well as _ radial 

brushes of various descriptions. More 

elaborate and somewhat more « ficient 

devices consist of properly paced 

flexible replaceable points in . pro 

tective mounting. 

Electric static eliminators. mong 

devices for static elimination, t!. s type 

of apparatus is certainly th most 
effective and widely used to .y. It 
consists of one or more stati _ bars, 

determined by the specific slica- 
tion, and a power unit whic! ener- 

gizes the bars with a high vo! ge of 

very low amperage. The stat _ bars 

can assume a variety of forms, — sually 

having linearly displaced bris ‘es or 

points. They are mounted on t\¢ ma- 

Humidifier on printing press helps 

maintain proper moisture in cellophane. 
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pHoTo COURTESY STANDARD INSTRUMENT CORP. 

Time totalizer eliminates necessity of 

dding ires from time sheets or charts 

o-the-minute operating totals 

that the material to be dis- 

harg asses at the distance speci- 

fied e manufacturer. 

he n advantage of th's type of 

eli is that it can produce ioni- 

zati he air independently of the 

3 mate be discharged. It can pro- 

duce ient ionization to do an 

complete job of neutraliza- 

,ost any material. 

_ Alt : all are perfectly safe, the 

=  inost nt static eliminators of the 

= elect e sometimes cause an in- 

2 volu ecoil when the points of 

B the | touched. If this is objec- 

B® tiona | the operator must work 

where ill touch the points, the 

= pow an be connected to go on 

i ind omatically with the ma- 

: chine lled “shockless” types are 

. ivail r less severe cases. 

x TI ric static bars can usually 

s be n inv length desired. Cross- 

q sectio ipe and size vary among 

= manuf ers from several inches in 

y diame wn to %e inch. 

s Th | disadvantage of the elec- 

tric el tor is lack of Underwriters’ 

a app! n explosive atmospheres. 

% Under rs’ Laboratories will not 

= appr . equipment in such loca- 
tions v has exposed electric parts 
such a points of the bar). Never- 
theless hazardous locations, where 

better static elimination is needed 
than can be provided by grounding 
devices, an electric eliminator can 

often be safely used. 
Radioactive static eliminators. Ra- 

dioactive elements, such as radium or 

polonium, plated on a metal rod or 

plate, produce alpha rays which ion- 
ize the air and so neutralize materials. 

One of the main advantages of this 
type of eliminator is that no electric 

connections are required and it can 
be installed very easily. In addition, 
since there are no electric parts, it 
can be considered absolutely safe for 
use in an explosive atmosphere “from 
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VULCAN HEATING UNITS - 
The Heart: of. Packaging and Sealing Machinery 

CARTONING 

LABELING 

BOTTLE CAPPING 

PLASTIC 
SEALING 

= 

PACKAGE 
WRAPPING 

eo 

CAN SOLDERING 

PACKING AND 
SEALING 

Vulcan Electric Units provide low cost efficient heating for 
any application in packaging and sealing equipment. Flat or 
strip; cartridge, tubular, and band type hecters are available 
in a wide range of sizes, shapes, sheath and insulation mater- 
ials, voltage and wattage ratings. 

Write for FREE Catalog 

r a 

ELECTRIC COMPANY 

PpAe YY EE S 70, MASS 

—$_ 

for Rotary 
presses 

__-—— } 
Available in Gear See teen 

e TOOL STEEL ¢ STAINLESS STEEL « TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 
for normal use for corrosive use (Insert Type) 

for abrasive use 

Specialization means greater savings to you. All design factors are 
fully considered—the speed of operation . . . type of press . . . proper 
die clearance . . . punch and die materials and type of material 

being compacted. 

For prompt service with know- 

how you can depend on .. . Call— 

Elizabeth Carbide Die Company, Inc. 
5423 Smithfield St., (Boston) McKeesport, Pa. 

Telephone: ORchard 8-7735 



industrial 

automatic 

marking 

machines 

KRENGEL 

Whether your plant is small or giant, 
the Krengel Industrial Automatic 
Marking Machines will cut your labor 
costs substantially. 

Krengel’s Industrial Marking Machines 
automatically print names, dates, 

codes, trademarks, CONSECUTIVE 

NUMBERS, or other indentification 
on objects of any shape or form 
whether packed or loose and on any 

kind of surface. Whether for shipping 
or stock keeping, properly marked 
shipments increase customer satisfac- 

cut losses and confusion. tion and 

A comprehensive line of automatic marking machines is kept 
in stock to fill your immediate needs. Special machines are 
also designed for your specific requirements. Write giving 

your specifications and we will solve your problems. ( Illus- 
trated here is one of our stock models designed for conveyor 
line use 1 

Our engineers and recommendations are at your disposal at 

no obligation on your part. 

MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
227 Fulton St. 

New York 7, New York 

COrtiandt 7-5712-16 

CARTRID 

For PACKAGE 
SEALING 

oP RAS EEC 
STAMPING 

and FORMING 

“Mighty Watt” 
makes production 

go UP... 

sends packaging 

costs DOWN 

Automatic Coil Winding * 

“MIGHTY WATT" Durable, Dependable 

with NON-OXIDIZING STAINLESS STEEL SHEATH 

GE HEATING UNITS 

ee 

For sealing irons, heater bars, dies, packaging 
machinery, platens—wherever even, concen- 
trated heat is desired, Ogden’s Cartridge 
Heating Units are ideal. Stainless steel sheath 
won't oxidize to impede heat ‘as brass does; 
gives better conduction. Longer life cuts costly 
down-time and replacements. In 115 or 230 
volts; sizes 5/16” to 1-1/4” O.D.—precision 
machined for best heat contact. All popular 
cartridge sizes carried in stock. Ask for de- 
tails. Individual attention to any problem in- 
volving use of heating elements. 

OGDEN Manufacturing Co. 
2500 IRVING PARK ROAD 

CHICAGO 18, ILL. e Phone CO 7-2225 

Representatives in Principal Cities 
Cartridge, Strip, Mica and Porcelain-Type Heating Elements 
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the standpoint of introducing no addi- 
tional fire hazard. 

The main disadvantage is its fairly 

low efficiency. Although entirely ade. 
quate for many operations, the radio. 

active elements cannot be used jp 

sufficient quantities to give adequate 

results when the quantities of charge 
on the material are very high or when 
the material must travel at high 

speeds. Plastic films running at high 
speeds are often in this category, In 

addition, the health of employees 
must be protected by following in. 
stallation and operating instructions 

carefully. Lint, dirt, ink, ete., aceuw 

mulating on the active surface, reduce 

efficiency drastically and the bars must 
be kept clean. 

Chemical compounds can be effee- 
tively used to control static in certain 

Printing establishments, 
plastic-sheet processors and_ textile 

manufacturers, for example, usc this 

xeel- 
reen 

th a 

tions 

operations. 

method. Results are said to be 

lent for silk- 

printing have been sprayed w 

liquid antistatic dressing. Limit 
of the method may include the 

step of application and the cost 
chemical where substantial aré 

where | stencils 

quire treatment. 

Humidification is a 
means of eliminating static and 

ticularly useful for certain gra: 
cellophane, paper and other m: 

which will absorb moisture reac 

is not moisture in the air which 

nates the static, since humidifi 

remains a good insulator; actu 

time-hi 

t air 

sited 
i be 

sired 

ymes 

tatie 

ind- 

ch it 

is moisture absorbed into or dey 
on the surface of the material 

discharged which gives the « 

result. The material then be 
slightly that 

charges flow through it to any g1 
ed part of the machine with w! 
comes in contact. 

A disadvantage of humidificat 
that time must be allowed for th 
terial to absorb moisture. Rolls of ma- 

terial will absorb moisture very slowly, 
particularly the inside layers if they 
are tightly wound. Pre-conditioning in 
humidified storerooms may, therefore, 
be more effective than humidification 
in the workroom. Another disadvan- 

tage is that so many of the modem 
packaging materials are virtually non- 
hygroscopic and enough humidity 
must be present to permit the deposi- 
tion of a slight film of moisture on 
the surface of the material. The high 
humidity also produces an extremely 
uncomfortable working environment. 

conductive so 

mn is 

ma- 
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LITHOGRAPHED CANS 

: F CONTAINERS 

for modern, low cost package 

identification and decoration 

The Markem Method — the right machine, mark- 

ing element and marking compound for your needs — 

can give you the most efficient answer to your in-plant 

marking requirements. By imprinting variables on par- 

tially preprinted labels, boxes, bags, etc.— in the quanti- 

ties you need as you need them — you can solve inventory 

problems, prevent obsolescence, save on labor costs. 

Whether you buy these preprinted items from an out- 

side source — or produce them yourself — the Markem 

Method results in better looking, lower cost imprinting 

at the right time. 

BAKERY PACKAGES 

MEAT PACKAGES 

The six Markem machines shown above are typical 

of the specialized equipment developed for various iden- 

tification-decoration applications. Markem marking ele- 

ments range from type wheels and master plates with 

quick-change type, to fabric and metal screens used on 

the new Markem 90S screen process machine. Marking 

compounds are specially formulated for clarity and ad- 

hesion on glass, metal, paper, plastics, foil, etc. of vari- 

ous shapes and surface characteristics. 

For nearly 50 years, Markem’s entire business has 

been finding better methods of marking . . . then develop- 

ing the equipment for the job. Bulletins on any machine 

on request, or describe your rnarking problem and ask 

for Markem’s recommendations. Write Markem Ma- 

chine Co., Keene 11, New Hampshire. 

MA RKENM 



BOSTITCH 

TAPLES 
SHOW MORE 

HOLD BETTER No matter what method you now use it will pay 

you to look into Bostitch stapling. No obligaiion. 

SAVE TIME Just send the coupon below for full information or 

COST LESS call the Bostitch office in your phone book. A 

Bostitch Economy Man will be glad to show how 

EASY TO PUT IN stapling can be tailored to your specific problems. 

Fasten it better and faster with 

MAIL NOW! 

Bostitch, 733 Briggs Drive, East Greenwich, R. |. 

Send me full details on carding with Bostitch. 

Name 



ay 

Automatic Production-Line 

MARKING, CODING, 

IMPRINTING MACHINES 

2 

on-operated ROLACODER machine attaches to conveyor 
e-sealer, marks code-dates, lot numbers, varieties, etc., on 
ide or bottom of cases, boxes, cartons, fibre drums, filled 
vall bags, Marks | to 4 sides in single pass. 

tal ROLAPRINTER® attachment for conveyor-line print- 
top surface of round or rectangular cans and canisters, 
ers, cartons and boxes. Makes clean, sharp, accurately 
aed imprints whether container flow is regular or inter- 

‘Compact ROLAPRINTER® attachment for wrapping and bun- 
dling machines, imprints any kind of changeable legend up to 
24" wide on the wrapper during the packaging operation. Pre- 
cise register, consistent quality assured on all films, foils and 
papers, Fully automatic, synchronizes with parent machine at 
standard production speeds. 

All machines illustrated, except ROLACODER marker. 
incorporate motor-driven flexographic printing system and 

use fast-drying liquid inks of any color. 

MARKOCODER® unit attaches to conveyor, prints codes and 
other interchangeable legends on bottom of jars, bottles, cans, 
paper containers, etc. during packaging operation. Requires no 
alteration of existing set-up. Imprints flat or concave, flush or 
recessed surfaces at speeds to 600 units per minute. 

Vertics] ROLAPRINTER® attachment for imprinting side surfaces 
of set-up cartons and cases, rectangular metal cans, wood 
crates, wire or strap-bound bundles. Electrically-operated im- 
printer that gives high-quality impressions consistently. 

In-Line MARKOPRINTER® imprinting machine permits use of a 
common container for a variety of products by “printing the 
label” on the package at the point of packing. Eliminates need 
for big inventories of preprinted packages, saves label and 
labelling costs. Models to print anything, from code-date to ad— 
on any package, from tiny carton to shipping case. 

Write for free bulletin . . . or submit details of your requirements 

and we will send appropriate literature and r dati 

We also make the IMAGRAPH® machine for use with the Dennison THERIMAGRAPHY™® process 

ADOLPH GOTTSCHO, INC. Gti 
Hillside &, N. J. / In Canada: RICHARDSON AGENCIES, LTD., 

Toronto and Montreal 
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Step up Production with an Air Operated 
HOT PRESS STAMPING MACHINE... 

USING ROLL LEAF 
Hundreds of Uses @ Ideal for 

Small Runs @ Permanently 

Imprints and Finishes 

Your Merchandise 

For imprinting on the many dif. 
ferent kinds of merchandise 
made of plastics, wood, fabrics 
and papers this machine can cer- 
tainly be used for a maximum 
range of imprinting. 

PRESS HEAD CAN BE 
RAISED 4 INCHES 

Weight—90 lbs. 
Size 12” x 16” x 26” 

WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH 
SPECIAL DIES, TRADE 

= NAMES MADE TO ORDER 

> FEATURES: Bench model—foot 
erated —-air power—holds up to 4'4 

MODEL AC-1 — feeds automatically up to 2 
of leaf size of work platform 10” 

with black and side gauges—-rem 

seli-centering type and die ec! 

three way heat control switch an 

ind icator—easy self-raising and | 

device adjustable pressure lock 

For all your marking mac 
needs call: 

ACKERMAN-GOULD CO. 
92-96 Bleecker Street o Dept. MPE « New York 12 

Label 

Dating 

and 

Coding 

Machine 

U. S. A. Pat. No. 2643718, Brit. Pat. No. 669426, and Other Foreign Patents 

Cuts cost 

Saves time 

| 

| 
i 
i 

| 

“CODEDGE” TELLS ALL ON LABELS, CARTONS, BAGS, 
ETC.—any code information you need for production or 
sales control. 

DOES IT FASTER—2000 labels per minute—with simple, 
low cost operation. For sample coded labels and full details 
write: 

GRIFFIN-RUTGERS, INC. 
Dept. M.P.E., 41 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

Sele Distributors 

ern ence Tn eee ecemmmsimeemnaiientnenassieiaiiineninenmenntntimmmenmenmmanasatnl 



HEADQUARTERS FOR & Cc A a i &y 

| Wherever the weighing job demands long-life ACCU- 
: ccs it ,,, RACY, SPEED and DEPENDABILITY . . . there's a Toledo | 

Moat 3021 20, +4 meet your exact needs! 
s Mode! 3031 to 50 Ib. 

BAGGING AND FILLING 

Accurate filling of heavier bags and 
containers is rapidly accomplished with 
Toledo Over-and-Under Dial Scales. 

’ Wide indicator travel provides close 
{ accuracy in trimming filled packages. 
: Available in either portable floor or 
: bench style scale. 

i 

| & SPEEDWEIGH SCALES 

; 4 i ipid and accurate checkweighing 
. 3 lling to predetermined weights. 
| : ( > of three Speedweigh models. 
, : inder indication, Shadow-free 

: ngle reading .. . accurate to Toledo Automatic Carton Check- 
: sega . +. exclusive “coined Weighers detect shortages, overages or 

- ph mca ar ee longer breakage by automatically checking 
i stainless er beam . each carton against standard weight; 

f d levers . . . choice of platters and rejecting those outside of tolerance. 
— 4 Ops... easy to Carry. 

PRINTED WEIGHTS 
. PACKAGE 
: CLASSIFIERS 

Classifiers provide a high speed check 
of small packages and similar items 
against predetermined weights. Auto- 
matically reject underweight, over- 

P | weight figures eliminate human weight, or both. Toledo “Metrogram” 
i e! guard accuracy of vital weight Classifiers are custom built in several 

z rei s. Toledo Printweigh Scales sizes to meet specific requirements. 

. ay le in a range of sizes and capaci- 
ties. Prints on tickets or paper tape; PARCEL POST SCALES 
sents rite 

oe — RECEIVING AND SHIPPING 
FLOOR SCALES have capacities to 
6500 lbs. Choice of 5 platform sizes, 
46” x 38” to 76” x 54”. 

PORTABLES are easily moved. Dia) 
capacities range from 125 lb. to 2000 

Model 3659 shown. Capacity 70 Ib. lb. Platforms are 24” x 30”. 
FILLER WITH AUTOMATIC Illuminated indcation. Automatically ; 
CUT-OFF provides for precision computes for all zones. Other postal BENCH SCALES have dial capaci- 
weighing of free flowing, granular ma- scales include fan types to 40 lb. and ties from 50 lb. to 250 lb. Platforms, 
terials, Available on Models 3021 or bench scale to 75 lb. capacity. Charts 20” x 20”. Available with wheeled 
3031 for accurate filling of containers. with foreign rates available. stand. 

TOLEDO SCALE COMPANY, 1097 Telegraph Rd., TOLEDO 1, OHIO 



STATIC 

the SIMCO “Midget” 

static eliminator is guaranteed to be 

the most effective means available to end static in all 

packaging machinery including cutting, slitting, print- 

) ing, bagmaking, wrapping and filling machines... 

) is adaptable to all types of materials. Write for facts today 

and it 

Tae) company 
§?() Walnut Street, Lansdale, Pa. 

BETTER MARKING EQUIPMENT 

FOR PRODUCTION LINE 

MARKING, DATING AND CODING 

multiwall 

bags 

Industrial Marking 
Equipment is engi- 

neered to lower 

your costs — raise 

your operating 

standards, It is un- 
matched for high 

speed performance, 

and economical, ef- 
ficient operation. 

cartons 

containers 

drums 

Before you make 

any decision on 

marking equip- 

ment, get full in- 

formation on In- 
dustrial—you’ll be 

glad you did! 

Write for the new 
Industrial catalog 
—today. Dept. MPE. 

Multi-Wall Bag Printe 

Packaging Testers... 

MICROMZTERS 
hand, desk, or 

laborato"y mode!s 

for checking or 
comparing 
thicknesses 

SCALES 
for basis weight 

of tissues 
papers, or 
boxboards a . iet * 

e he PSS ast 

WRITE\FOR BROCHURE AND PRICES 
Cady Stock or Spccial Models 

TESTERS 

for accurately 

determining 

burst strength 
of boards or 
papers 

E. J. CADY & COMPANY - INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS 
656 N. Harlem Ave. ¢ River Forest, Iilineis * Phone: Chicago: CO. 1-1690 

LOW COST WAY 

TO MAKE FRIENDS 

AND INFLUENCE SALES: 

@ Reprints of articles and features that appear in 

Modern Packaging are often surprisingly inexpen- 

sive when ordered in quantity. Many companies 

make it a practice to have stories which have a 

bearing on their business reprinted for distribu- 

tion to their own personnel, customers, prospects, 

stockholders, or to other interested groups. 

Whenever you see editorial matter of this type 

in Modern Packaging magazine or the Encyclo- 

pedia Issue which you can use in reprint form, in 

quantities of 200 copies or more, write and quota- 

tions will be furnished promptly. 

INDUSTRIAL MAGAZINE SERVICE 

An Affiliate of Breskin Publications 

575 Madison Avenue 

New York 22, N. Y. 
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nome arene 

@ /ideas in action __ 

Pete ee Rae IN Cec 

Use your AIM*... many others do... 

machines for unusual assembling jobs. 

Acme Steel Products Division, Acme Steel Company, Chicago 27, Ill. 

ACME STEEL SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES 

CHICAGO 27, illinois DETROIT 27, Michigan 
13505 Perry Ave. 14225 Schaefer Highway 
Phone: Interocean 8-9500 Phone: Vermont 6-4500 

CINCINNATI 3, Ohio EAST POINT, Georgia 
1440 W. Eighth St. 1200 Oakleigh Drive 
Phone: Garfield 1-2101 Phone: Poplar 7-9793 

CLIFTON, N. J. 
454 Allwood Rd. 
Phone: Gregory 1-4400 

BALA CYNWYD, Pa. 
One Bala Avenue 
Phone: Mohawk 4-6222 

4903 Pacific Bivd. 

Phone: Ludlow 8-1241 

BOSTON 29, Mass. 
440 Rutherford Ave. 
Phone: Charleston 2-4870 

CHARLOTTE, N. C. 

327 N. Tryon St. 
Phone: Franklin 5-1733 

860 St. Charles Ave. 
Phone: Canal 0886 

PITTSBURGH 22, Pa, 
1320 Penn Avenue 
Phone: Grant 1-0226 

ACME STEEL CCMPANY OF CANADA, LTD. 

MONTREAL, Quebec TORONTO 13, Ontario VANCOUVER 12, B. C. 
1025 Butior Street 743 Warden Ave. 3696 Cornett Rd. 
Phone: Wellington 2-2101 Phone: Plymouth 7-3615 Phone: Hemlock 1-4494 

Acme Idea Mlen may be reached at these locations: 

F Get in touch with your Acme Idea Man at the nearest office, or write: Dept. MDWS-117 

LOS ANGELES 58, Cal. 

NEW ORLEANS 12, La. 

for faster, surer, lower-cost box closures 

Let an Acme Idea Man give you the benefit of Acme Steel’s 77 years of box closure 

experience. If you are closing 50 or more fibreboard containers per day, wire 

stitching can save time and money. You can run mixed box sizes and styles at a 

higher rate on an Acme Steel Stitching machine than by any other method. 
The Acme Steel line of wire stitching machines includes a wide range of heavy duty 

; Acme Steel Silverstitch wire comes in 10, 25 and 50-pound coils. You can 
bi make over 100,000 stitches without reloading when using an Acme Steel 50-pound 

é coil holder. It holds two coils, can be reloaded while machine is in operation. 

SAN FRANCISCO7, Cal. 
750 Second Street 
Phone: Garfield 1-7582 

SEATTLE 4, Wash. 
1025 Sixth Ave., South 

Phone: Elliott 1102 

ST. LOUIS 5, Mo. 
111 South Bemiston Ave. 
Phone: Volunteer 1-6230 

WINNIPEG, Manitoba 
National Cartage Bidg. 
Phone: Whitehall 2-6238 

ACME STEEL, S. A. Apartado No. 5304, Correos dei Este, Caracas, Venezuela 

ACME 
STEEL WIRE STITCHING 



Protect your profit margin... 

Control package weights with 

EXACT WEIGHT Scales 
Exact Weight precision industrial scales and automatic weighing ma- 

chines are available in a wide range of types, capacities and sensitivyi- 

ties designed specifically for packaging operations, Shown here are 

but a few of the Exact Weight models which are controlling quality 

and costs for industries of all kinds from coast to coast. These scien- 

tific control instruments are backed by more than 40 years of indus. 

trial scale building experience—-your assurance of precise, trouble. 

free performance, longer life and low-cost maintenance. 

SELECTROL 

checkweighs every package 

Selectrol is a high-speed clieck- 
3 ae weigher that fits into your produe- 

‘ . tion line and takes the guesswork 
NET WEIGHING MACHINE =< out of package weighing. It weighs 

: : in motion, up to 100 units per 
a, : ~ minute, without spillage or i: ter- 

eliminates overweights a ruption to production. Overwe: <hts 
ee and underweights are smov‘hly 

; ; I diverted into separate channel- for 
visual and accurate heck on the weight of correction. Write for full info ma- 

very package. With its over-under indicator, sien 

the operator can observe the accuracy at a : 
glance. Overweights are eliminated . . . no need 

separate checkweighing operations. Write 
Bulletin 3318 for details and specifications. 

This automatic net weighing machine provides 

END TOWER MODELS 

SHADOGRAPH SCALES fast-weighing, fast-reading 
End tower design permits un- 
interrupted straight line pro- 
duction across the scale to 

make accurate weighing quick 
and easy. Capacities from 

r l-lb. to 150 lbs. for packag- 
right aR ia ing, checking or counting and 
MODEL 4204 — ‘ packaging small items. Cen- 

ter tower models are available 
where desired. 

below) 

MODEL 4104 

Engineered on a_ design 
principle utilizing a pro- 
jected beam of light, Shad- d 
ograph Scales offer fast, Sales and Service 

ultra-visible weight indica- Coast to Coast 
tion without parallax. Mod- 
els for weigh packaging or 
checkweighing any prod- THE EXACT WEIGHT SCALE CO. 

gy er eagle a 916 W. Fifth Avenue, Columbus 8, Ohio 
mere. In Canada: P.O. Bex 179, Station S, Toronto 18, Ont. 

BETTER QUALITY CONTROL . . . BETTER COST CONTROL 



- ...- STAPLED 
. Ss : +I BY AIR 

DUAL STAPLER 

are 

ity ae" STAPLES CARTONS TOP and BOTTOM 
— | s=<-—, SIMULTANEOUSLY— AFTER 
nig ge THEY'RE FILLED 

In one cycle (less than 3 seconds) the Inter 
national Dual Stapler will securely STAPLE 
tops and bottoms of your corrugated or fibre 
board cartons from the outside, whether 
your contents be dishes, lamp shades ot 
motors. The International Stapler is easil) a ne neta, “ 4 Y 

"Ks - ete . i 
ck = at fe adjustable to give a full clinch thru both 
rk : ; ae te flaps or a blind clinch (thru first and half 

Ae . yy . — Ce way thru second flap) as your job demand 
an : “ : eS ae b after carton is filled. 

er- { y . 
ts i | aaa : UP TO 1,000 CARTONS PER HOUR 

ily i ee ee , © An International St: iple closure mear 

‘Or , mee §=6speed, real savings in labor. Equally im 

- ——————_ portant, it means: a neater package (elimi 
nates the “bandaged box” look) .. . a strong 

flexible package complying with rul 

Gen. F vail t. Class) ...a closure unaffected 

by weather or humidity... requit ] 

storage space, as with pre-assembled set-up 

boxes. 

2 IN THE INTERNATIONAL LINE 

tae 
3 
bj Fo the complete 

: dollar-saving story — 

4 write for the name 

E of your International 

> FF Representative. , | End Stapler J 
Air Boxer q Hand Boxer 

ee To, 

S Gold Crown” < 

| > International fra plers 
INTERNATIONAL STAPLE & MACHINE COMPANY’ 

Originators of Carton Closing Stap/ers 

814 £&. HERRIN STREET . HERRIN, ILLINOIS 



Tickets, Tags and Labels For— 
IDENTIFICATION 

BOX ENDS 

PRICING - SHIPPING 

STOCK CONTROL 

SOA BAR’S 

‘Multi -Funpose 
IMPRINTER 
Marks Them All! 

MODEL 22 
Self-Stop Marker 

Versatile, economical, easy to 
operate ... Model 22 imprints tickets 
in your own plant .. . eliminating waste 

and delays! Automatically marks, cuts, 
counts and stacks or rewinds over 100 
sizes and styles of tickets, tags and 
labels at a rate of 144 per minute! 

Optional ‘‘Turn-Wheel’’ registers 
enable you to change information 
in a flash without resetting type. 

Semple Tickets ebout 
Va Actwel Size 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON TICKETS, TAGS 

AND LABELS, SEE SOABAR AD, SECTION 16 

Soabar Company 
Ticket & Lobel Marking Equipment & Supplies Since 1912 

5008 WALKER STREET © PHILADELPHIA 24, PAL 

| Write for illustrated catolog: Dept. 3 
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STRANAHAN FOIL 

FOUND OUT! — 

318 Briarcliffe Rood 

West Englewood, N.J. 

as did over 200 other 

prominent users that for 

TENSION CONTROL 
and EDGEGUIDING 
there is 

No Equal to the “Frankel System”! 
Write for Literature 

CORP. 
nbert $3710 

Can you answer “YES” 

to these 3 questions? 

H Are you aware of all the ways in which plastics can 
improve your product? 

available? 

Are you familiar with all the new plastics materials now 

3 Do you know the properties of these materials and how 
they can be employed to better your product? 

You should be able to answer “yes, 
because plastics are constantly grow- 
ing in importance. If you manufacture 
or package a product, chances are 
plastics can profitably be put to use 
in your business. 
Fortunately there is an easy solution: 
Modern Plastics magazine is the 
world’s most authoritative monthly 

publication devoted exclusively to the 
application and use of plastics for all 
kinds of products. 

And a twelve month subscription, i 
cluding the giant annual Encyclopedia 
Issue, costs only $7.00 in the United 
States and Canada; other countries, 
$20.00. Why not send your order now! 

MODERN PLASTICS Ha 
575 Madison Avenue « New York 22, N. Y. 

List 
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BAG-MAKING MACHINERY 

Conapac Corporation . . 
pe ee ere 
FMC Packaging Machinery Division, Food 

Machinery and Chemical Corporation 
LectrOmatic Devices, Inc. .... 

Potdevin Machine Co. ............ Fee 
Simplex Packaging Machinery Div., Food Ma- 

chinery & Chemical Corporation ... . “2 
West Engineering Company, Inc. 

BALING PRESSES 

Vest Engineering Company, Inc. . 

OATING & LAMINATING EQUIPMENT 

slack-Clawson Company, The, Dilts Division . 

faida Engineering Co. ......... 
{udson-Sharp Machine Company 
ita-Roto Machine Co., Inc. ... 
tdevin Machine Co. .... 

Valdron, John, Corporation 

UTTERS, CREASERS & SHEARS 

eck, Charles, Machine Corporation 
hamplain Company, Ine. .. . 

lark-Aiken Company, The 
dusenbery, John, Co., Inc. 
ludson-Sharp Machine Company 
lercury Engineering Corporation 

EMBOSSERS 

lack-Clawson Company, The, Dilts Division . 
Hudson-Sharp Machine Company 
Waldron, John, Corporation 

GLUERS & LABELERS 

Potdevin Machine Co. .......... 
Waldron, John, Corporation 

FABRICATING EQUIPMENT FOR PLASTIC 

SHEETING 

Comet Industries 
LectrOmatic Devices, Inc. 
Taber Instrument Corporation 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE 

PACKAGE MAKING EQUIPMENT 

Comet Industries 
FMC Packaging Machinery Division, Food 

Machinery and Chemical Corporation 

Hesser, Fr., Maschinenfabrik . 
Mercury Engineering Corporation 

Simplex Packaging Machinery Div., Food 
Machinery & Chemical Corporation 

Washington Steel Products, Inc 

PRINTING PRESSES 

Black-Clawson Company, The, Dilts Division 
Champlain Company, Inc 

Hudson-Sharp Machine Company 

!nta-Roto Machine Co., Inc. 
Mercury Engineering Corporation 

Potdevin Machine Co. 
Waldron, John, Corporation 
West Engineering Company, Inc 

STRINGING, KNOTTING, SEWING 

MACHINERY 

Beck, Charles, Machine ¢ orporation 

West Engineering Company, Inc 

VACUUM FORMING EQUIPMENT 

Comet Industries : 

Washington Steel Products, Inx 

WINDERS, UNWINDERS, REWINDERS, 
SLITTERS, SHEETERS & TAKE-OFF 

EQUIPMENT 

Beck, Charles, Machine Corporation 
Black-Clawson Company, The, Dilts Division 
Cameron Machine Company 
Clark-Aiken Company, The . 

Dusenbery, John, Co., Inc. 
Hudson-Sharp Machine Company 
Inta-Roto Machine Co., Inc. ... 
Mercury Engineering Corporation 
Rosenthal Manufacturing Co. 
Waldron, John, Corporation 
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PHOTO COURTESY BATTLE CREEK FACK 

PACKAGE-MAKING EQUIPMENT 

Fabricating packages in-plant 

ie! ertam circumstances, usu 

] 1 
lv where volume is large o1 

requirements are 

find it 

une! 

the packager may 

ictical install his own in-plant 

for fabricating contaimers 

, , f equipment availabk 
1 

nachines that form or make 

| y DOXeS 

Set-up igid } iperboard boxe 

. 1 
} nvelopes, pouches 

( ugat d shipping containers 

\i ns 

} ‘ n 

Nie t t 

+4 

’ ' t ‘ 

nt tl it na 

] iching tor tor 

‘. ! 
scorers and devices 

, window ippl ving y \ dow ppiying 

hing, tape applying, glu 

erting, printing, et 

M Eq ent p. if 
Sealers,” p. 103 

allied to the machinery 

models that fabricate the package are 

Closely 

several important types of equipment 

that automatically set up a pre-formed 

The 

elimination of manual operations, flex- 

containet! advantages include 

ibility and closer inventory control. 

the 

packaging of cigarettes, chewing gum 

In some operations, such as 

ind candy where volume 1S high 

ind continuous, various units, such as 

carton-making equipment and _print- 

mav be integrated so that ng units 

the packager is, In effect, his own 

ntaimne! supplic I 

However, most in-plant package 

making 1S d me ona smaller S« ale ind 

the exception rather than the rule 

Where such equipment is employed 

successfully, certain special conditions 

in regard to handling, storage, inven 

tory control and flexibility of opera 

tions are usually involved 

For example, it has been demon- 

with 

(See 

strated in connection vacuum 

forming of plastics “Thermo- 

Package-making machine installed at the Kellogg Co. creates inner bag from roll 
stock; then forms and seals carton around bag. Speed, 100 to 120 packages a minute. 
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formed Plastic Sheet,” p. 434.) 

the product can be used as the ac 

mold when a vacuum-formed tr 

parent dome is used as a_ pring 

component of the package. In 

the 

can be used to special advantag 

cases, vacuum-forming mac 

the packager’s plant. Die costs 

eliminated, package inventory is 
duced to sheet stocks, package 

duction is geared to product vo 

and one step in package asset 

that of putting the product int 

plastic dome, is taken in stride di 

the forming operation itself. 

This type of packaging is « 

skin packaging. Vacuum-forming 

chines are even more widely us¢ 

blister packs, contour packages 

displays but frequently these are 

duced more practically by a a 

rormer. 

Vacuum-forming equipment 1 

in complexity from a simple la 

tory-type hand-pump model, s¢ 

for less than $100, to regular line 1 

} ' hat 

ual 

rs- 

pal 

ich 

ne 

in 

Versatile bag closer has heavy-duty 

sewing head. Adjusts for various bag sizes. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL PAPER BOX MACHINE 

Pnoro, 

Set-up box stacker is portable and operates with all types of wrap- 
pers and quad stayers; speed is autematically synchronized. 

Box-forming machine speeds cigarette-carton pro- 
duction with high rate of 7,500 cartons per hour 

he range of $1,000 to $2,000, 

n up to specialized automatic 

es that sell for $15,000 or 
Several recently introduced 

feed sheet from a roll, cycle 

tically and cut individual con- 

nd/or lids apart. Several mod- 
are specifically designed for 
packaging type of operation 

the packager can have a 

wide choice of makes, mod- 

rices, and new developments 
eld are occurring at a rapid 

machines for vacuum form- 

loy relatively simple princi- 
yperation, but know-how in 

f plastics sheet is a far more 

ted matter. The prospective 
of vacuum-forming equip- 

in-plant use must consider 

can count on buying and operating a 

vacuum-forming machine in a success- 

ful, economical operation 

Machines are also available for in- 

plant fabrication of sheet plastic con- 
tainers. In general, this operation is 

similar to that of set-up box making 

Consequently only large-volume and 

special packaging considerations can 

justify this in-plant equipment. 

In some instances, injection-mold- 

ing machines for molding plastic con- 

tainers have been developed for in- 

plant use, but here again, only spe- 

cialized conditions make consideration 

of these machines practical 

Some in-plant package-fabricating 

machines are designed to solve the 

problems that arise when a number 

of different sizes is required in fre- 

machine is adjustable through such 

wide range of shape s and sizes that it 

constitutes a fairly complete box-mak 

ing department 

In recent years greater versatility 

has been engineered mto set-up papel 

box fabricating machines. As a result 

the packager, where specific cond 

tions provide a basis of practicality 

can obtain equipment hat will 

cate his boxes wholly 

cluding gluing 

and delive rv to convey 

Machines that set up folding 

} if and cartons, particularly the self- 

I locking container types, have gaine 
l 

wide and increasing favor. There are 

several patented types of trays and 

constructions. One popular 

type of self-locking carton consists of 

carton 

quently varying quantities. One com- a completely fiat one-piece blank 

corrugated-carton fabricating scored at the fold and die cut to form 
ials and other package-selec- 
rs with great care before he pact 

New tray former, with top su 

tion feed designed to handle light 

weight board, forms trays with 

kraft reinforced corners. Speeds up 

to 100 a minute can be attained 

co. 
Hard-box ciga- 

rette packer can 

produce 100 to 

120 cigarette pack- 
ages a minute. 

cy 

PROTO COURTESY INTERNATIONAL PAPER Pee eS 

FROTO COURTESY AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY co. PHOTO COURTESY NEW JERSEY MACHINE CORP. 
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designers 

and producers 

of equipment for 

continuity and 

efficiency in the 

flow of materials 

and component 

parts of packages 

CHARLES BECK 

MACHINE 

CORPORATION 

manufacturers of 

Automatic 

ROLL SHEET CUTTER 

Razor Blade 

SLITTER & REWINDER 

SHEAR-CUT SLITTER 

SHEETER-PRINTER 

for Sample Books 

ENGRAVED ROLL 

PRINTER 

CAN IMPRINTER 

SET-UP BOX LIDDER 

BECK-GRAEBER 

TAG MACHINES 

UNIVERSAL 

STRINGING 

LOOPING 

WIRING 

ROUND TAG ATTACHMENT 

CHARLES BECK Ae CORPORATION 

Church & Guiph Reads 

King of Prussia, Pe. 
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INSTRUMENT CORP. 

PHOTO COURTESY TABER 

PHOTO COURTESY PETERS MACHINERY Co. 

Glued cartons or trays are formed by 

blanks. Ma 

idjusts to handle wide range of sizes 

this machine from low-cost 

chine 

interlocking slots and tabs, The car- 

tons are set up automatically by ma- 

chine at speeds ranging up to 150 a 

minute. Some 8 to 10 different styles 

of lox ks are 

types being 

available, the principal 

(1) the stripper lock, (2) 
the high tip, (3) the concealed corner 

ind (4) the hook-trap lock. Choice of 

a lock style is influenced by the type 

of product, weight of board and deco- 

rative design. Self-locking corrugated 

boxes also can be set up automatically 

and a recent innovation is a machine 

that automatically sets up self-locking 

cartons and forms and inserts a cor- 

rugated glassine liner. 

These self-locking trays and cartons 

are popular for produce, such as toma- 

toes, bananas, grapes and limes; for 

cookies and other baked goods; for 

dealer and display cartons; for toys 

and industrial products. 

Plastic cylinders are beaded on this 
machine. Operator places cylinders in chute. 
Dies form bead. Ejection is automatic. 

PHOTO COURTESY WASHINGTON STEEL PRODUCTS, INC. 
eee as 

Skin or blister packs are produced on 

this vacuum forming machine. Roll or sheet 

fed. Packaging area is 20 by 24 inche 

These machines are integrated in 

the packaging line to supply a con- 

stant stream of cartons to the filling 

machines. An automatic machine 

closes the cartons. 

A new version of a machine for in- 

plant use is the carton-forming 1a- 

chine that employs a rope of ther:no- 

plastic adhesive, fed from a coil nd 

heated for instantaneous applica on 

and adhesive set. This method is d- 

vantageous because it eliminates ‘he 

customary adhesive pot and the p. »b- 

lems of heating the resin (see p. ° 9) 
Another new device for in-plant ise 

applies a heat-release transfer pri: ‘ed 

on a web of paper to cellophan« or 
other transparent materials. This at- 

tachment fits on the wrapping ina- 

chine. In effect, it provides a braid- 
new method of printing transparent 

packaging materials in-plant. 

PUOTS COURTESY COMEY MDL srmiEs 

Thermoformed plastic packages are 
formed, filled and sealed on this machine. 

Close-up view shows forming pockets. 

SECTION 4—PACKAGE-MAKING EQUIPMENT 
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PUOTS COURTESY COMET MDL srnies 

packaging and 

packaging machinery continues with 

more and more emphasis on automa- 

he evolution of 

tion; thus the bag, most machineable 

and versatile of all containers, is used 

in ever-increasing quantities. Its abil- 

ity te 

enhat 

perform its functions has been 

ed through the development of 

materials and combination of the ne 

materials described elsewhere in this 

book.. [ts availability at constantly 
lower relative cost is due in substan 

tial p to the development of new 

ind e efficient machines for its 

fabri¢ n 

M es, particularly in the heat 

seal ld, have been developed for 

ease peration and low acquisition 

ist ler to suit the purposes of 

ack desiring to make their own 

hags re now are a number of 

thes hines on the market to con- 

ert films as cellophane, poly 

ethy! saran, Pliofilm and various 

heat laminations into bag and 

pour Generally, the machines 

for 1 paper bags and which op- 

erate iarily on the glue-sealing 

prin ire not used directly by 
pack hence are not covered in 

this Chis is due to their higher 

cost very high output of bags 
and - t sreater degree of skill re- 

quir¢ yperation. 

The sion to consider the use of 

bag-m x equipment by a packager 
is m based on two principal 

facto volume of bags used and 

°] Conapac Corp., New York, N. Y 

COURTESY cCONAFAC conr 

enore 

Versatile machine. Operates on polyethylene tubing and 

sheeting. Makes both side-seal lip pouches and flush-cut bags. 
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Bag-making equipment 

the price at which bags can be pur- 

chased from converter sources. There 

may be, in addition, other factors 

make desirable, 

such as controlled source of supply 
which such action 

and inventory. Once the basic con- 

siderations indicate the desirability of 
establishing your own  bag-making 

set-up, there are secondary but equally 

important elements to consider before 

actual machine purchase. These in- 
clude recognition of the fact that au- 

tomatic bag machines require opera 

tors with reasonably good mechanical 

aptitude and they should be given 

training in the procedures of opera 

tion and maintenance. Even with ex 

pert personnel the condition and the 

quality of bag-making materials will 
have a substantial bearing on effi- 

ciency of operation, waste factors and 

quality of finished goods. It is for this 

reason that the purchase of first qual 

ity material is strongly recommended. 

Installation of a check system for 

quality control and storage facilities 

recommended by the material manu 

tacturer are ot vital importance. In 

short, a bag-making operation should 

be undertaken with the understand 

ing that potential savings can only be 

realized when a well organized pro- 

gram is established. This consists not 

only of a good machine, adequate 

personnel, provision for maintenance, 

proper storage and operating condi- 

tions but with the over-all responsi- 
bility 

qualified person. Your machine manu- 
definitely fixed on some one 

facturer and materials supplier are 

by R. H. Schnoor* 

well qualified to advise on all phases 

of such a program. 

The greatest volume of bag making 

by packagers is done with cellophane 

This is true because cellophane (hea 

sealing type) has been available for 

more than twenty years as have inex 

pensive machines for its conversion 

All these bag machines operate on the 

heat-sealing principle although som« 
‘ use an adhesive in addition for ext 

strength. The more recent arrivals on 

the market, such as polyethylene and 

Pliofilm, are also sealed by the direct 

application of heat but on machine 

designed for this 

handled 

chines equipped with high frequenc\ 

three 

rials are not interchangeable machine 

specially TytITTyayse 
purpt 

Saran 15S only on bag ma 

sealers. These groups oF mate 

wise but each must be run on n 

chines designed for specific needs 

From the standpoint of style anc 

SIZe, bag machines have a wide ran ge 

hence it will be rare that a packager’s 

requirements can not be met by 

standard machine 

Aside from the basic methods of 

heat or glue sealing, the major diffe: 

ence in types of machines lies is 

whether they are continuous motior 

or intermittent in action. Continuous 

motion or rotary-type machines ar 

generally faster, of heavier construc 

tion and somewhat more expensiv: 

than the intermittent type 

be equipped with various attachments 
such as the electric eye 

pre-printed material 

similar units. 

High speed. This machine fabricates crimp bottom cello- 

phane bags from roll stock. Speed, up to 18,000 an hour 

Both can 

for registering 

a perforator and 

co 

MACHINE 

PHOTO COURTESY FRANK HAMACHER 



Equipment for coating, laminating, 

he needs of modern packaging 

have highlighted the importance 

of coating, laminating, slitting and 

sheeting processes. All four demand 

high-speed equipment that performs 

iccurately and economically. Through 

it this edition of the encyclopedia are 

umerous references to the combina- 

tion materials required for bags, 
pouches, envelopes and wraps (see 

Section 10, p. 392) used in some of 

day's most promising packaging ap 

plications, including convenience pack- 

wing, gas and vacuum packaging, gift 

packaging (see Section 17, p. 6 30) and 
) 

industrial packaging (see Sections 15 

id 19, pp. 642 and 666). Because of 
I 

the growing demand for coated (see 

page 223) and laminated materials 

ee page 283), there is an increasing 

eed to understand the equipment and 

esses that produce these multi 

function, spec ial purpose materials. 

Classification of processing equip 

nent is frequently made on the basis 

M er, John Waldron Corp., New 

CH | >) 

KNIFE - ON- BLANKET 

COATING 

162 

of materials handled—for example, 
waxers, foil laminators, asphalt coaters 
and the like. But this approach does 
not permit a clear understanding of 
the various basic principles of machine 

design and operation. 

Coating processes 

The purpose of a coating machine 
is to apply a uniformly controlled 
amount of a film-forming material to 

a web or sheet product. Whether the 

coating is a lacquer on foil for coloring, 
a wax on paper for moistureproofing 
or an adhesive on film for lamination, 

the basic process can be the same. 

There are five classifications—spread 

process, spray process, dip process, 
roll process and air-blade process 
which, at first glance, may seem crude, 
but they serve to emphasize the basic 
distinctions 

Under the classification of spread 
coaters are the various knife or bar 

coating arrangements. The floating 
knife depends on web tension as well 
as on knife edge contour to regulate 
the amount of coating. The knife- 
over-roll may be used in a fixed spac- 
ing from the roll to regulate the 
coating thickness. A knife-on-blanket 

arrangement is a modified floating 
knife which uses an endless rubber 
blanket to press the web against the 
knife and it is, therefore, not depen- 
dent on web tension for control. There 
are many modifications of knife con- 
tours to handle various coating 
weights and cuating viscosities. A 
typical knife-coating machine may 
carry any or all of these modifications. 

Spray-coating equipment is usually 
arranged for web operation by the 

Spray coating equipment provides a 
uniform distribution of coating with an 

overlapping pattern of spray. 

automatic traverse of one or more 

spray nozzles in a transverse or a cir- 
cular motion above the moving web, 
In this way a uniform distribution of 
coating may be realized by an over. 

lapping pattern of spray. 
Dip coating is used when both sides 

of the web are to be coated in a 
single operation. Usually the web 
passes through a metering gap follow- 
ing the dip in order to assure uni- 
formity in the amount of coating at 

various web speeds. 
Roll coating is the process of «ppli- 

cation by contact with a roll surface, 

lpi iy] 

) 

KISS ROLL COATING 
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slitting and sheeting 

The amount of coating may be pre- 
determined by control of coating com- 

thickness on the roll in pou id 

adv 

alte 

the 

Vai 

thie 

nce of the application, or, 
nately the web may pass through 
roll opening with the coating. 

tions in the roll control of coating 
ness may employ a reverse-roll 

le ie or may use an engraved roll 
urately meter the coating in ad- 
of the application point. 

j blade metering of coating is ac- 
ished by the use of a controlled 
rbulent air blast under which 

eb plus coating is passed. Varia- 
! air volume, air pressure and 

of incidence are used to control 

iting thickness. 

( hoice or selection of the most 

e coating process is determined 
} th 
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tactors as coating viscosity, 

thickness and 
required in the finished prod- 

coating uni- 

—en 
ern eee ee ee 

/ 

REVERSE ROLL COATING 

uct. Knife coaters are generally used 
for applications where multiple coats 
are required or where the presence 
of coating scratches are not objection- 
able. Typical applications are found 
in lacquer or resin coatings on cloth, 
or adhesive coatings on smooth webs 
of paper or foil. When the coating- 
compound viscosity is high, the knife- 
over-roll arrangement is preferred. 

Spray-coating process is indicated 
for low-viscosity coating compounds 
and for light weights of coating. 
Spray coatings do not usually fill and 
smooth uneven web surfaces as well 
as the knife spreading arrangements. 
Principal disadvantages of the spray- 
coating process are the need for low- 

viscosity coatings which require high 

percentages of solvent or liquid and 

the loss of coating compound by over- 
spray and by ventilation removal 

Many special surface-finishing effects 

are possible by spray application. 

Dip-coating process is usually em- 
ployed for two-side coating of cello- 

phane with moistureproof or heat-seal 

surface finishes. The application of 
melted waxes to various paper stocks 
is another example of the dip-coating 
process. Impregnation or saturation 

coating requirements are usually best 
accomplished by using dip-coating 
equipment. 

Roll-coating methods are probably 
the most widely used of the coating 
processes. Applications of pressure 
sensitive adhesives to tapes or re 
moistening adhesives for 
tapes are typical roll-coating applica 
tions. Decorative coatings on pape! 

stocks are usually made on roll-coating 
machinery. 

Air-blade coating applications are 

gummed 

by D. G. Higgins* 

found in the use of water 

solvent 

usually 

system compounds where 
losses and surface skinning of the 

coating are not a problem. Smooth, 
uniform, functional surfaces may be 

obtained on paper and on board stocks 
by the air-blade coating processes 
Application of latices for grease 

proofing of paper is also accomplished 
efficiently by air-blade technique. 

Modifications of all coating proc- 
esses by use of spinning-smoothing 
rolls, 

doctor blades, etc., are in common 

Each 

problem must be carefully considered 

oscillating brushes, vibrating 

practice. coating appl.cation 

to select the most suitable equipment 

Drying process 

Probably the least understood part 
or section of a coating process is the 
drying oven. Unsatisfactory perform 
ance of the coating section is immed 
iately apparent in the finished product 
Inefficient oven performance, how 

ever, may not be recognized even after 

years of operation. The basic check 
points to determine oven effi-iency are 
uniform:ty of dry'ng, speed of dry'ng, 

the quality of the product, and th 

cost of the operaticn. 

AIR KNIFE COATER 

HORIZONTAL MULTIPLE PASS DRYING OVEN 
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LOOSE STICK 

Uniformity of drying is a simple 
problem of mechanical design. To 

deliver the drying air at a uniform 
rate and temperature across the web 
width, suitably shaped distribution 
ducts are used, calculated to receive 

the required volume of air preheated 

to a uniform temperature. The air 

circulation system must control the air 
travel to the point of contact with the 
web. 

Speed of drying is determined by 
the drying air velocity and its tem- 
perature. The problem of air duct 
design to assure maximum velocity at 

the point of impingement on the web 
is an important one. The delivery 
nozzles or duct apertures must be 
close to the web surface. Adequate 
provision must be made for escape and 
return of the drying air to prevent 

back pressure and to assure even ail 

flow. Excessive air turbulence causes 
web flutter and uneven tracking of the 
web through the oven. 

The quality of the finished product 
may be seriously affected by improper 
control of the drying air. For coatings 
which may be “skinned over” or 
blistered by too rapid surface drying, 
the oven must be zoned with lower 
temperatures in the first sections. For 
products such as cellophane, the end 
point of drying must be carefully 
controlled to prevent embrittlement 
due to low moisture content and deg- 
radation. For coatings such as poly- 
ester resins which “set” by exothermic 
reaction, the oven must be zoned to 
prevent final overheating. 

The cost of operation of the oven 
is the best measure of its efficiency. 
Adequate insulation is the first con- 
sideration. Provision for recirculation 
of the heated air with a controlled 
exhaust volume is the second design 
requirement. Installation of a flam- 
mable vapor indicator will permit re- 
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circulation of air to an allowable 
solvent concentration when evaporat- 

ing flammable solvents. Selection of 
the most economical prime heat 
source will be determined by local 
costs of oil, gas and electricity. A 
directly heated oven is more efficient 
than an indirect-heating arrangement. 
A directly heated, gas-fired oven 
sends the gases of combustion directly 

into the drying chamber. An indirectly 
heated, gas-fired oven receives the 
heat from the gases of combustion 
through a heat exchanger which cir- 
culates warm air through the oven. 

The use of radiant-heating elements 
often permits adequate heating and 
drying in a short oven length due to 
the high temperature of the radiant 
source. The use of moving air is also 
required to make most efficient use of 
radiant elements for drying service. 

The simplest oven design is a single 
straight web pass. The design of 
return or multiple pass ovens permits 
greater drying capacity in limited 
floor space. The use of festoon type 
ovens is indicated for products re- 
quiring a long drying or curing time. 
Tower dryers employing vertical 
space are used for products that are 
dip coated or impregnated. 

Drum drying is used on products 
where sufficient evaperation can be 
obtained on the first drum to permit 
the coated surface to contact the sec- 
ond drying drum. Evaporation of 
water from impregnated materials is 
probably the most common use for 
this method. The principal advantage 
of drum drying from a quality stand- 
point is the flatness of the dried sheet. 
From an efficiency consideration the 
drum dryer is most effective on thin 
webs and in combination with surface 
air movement. Drum surfaces may be 
covered with Teflon or other finishes 
to minimize tendency for adhesion of 

partly dried coating. Drums may be 
heated by steam, by circulating hot 
liquid such as oil, by internal radiant 

heaters or electrical contact heaters. 

Laminating equipment 

Lamination of two or more webs js 

required for added bulk or strength, 
for decorative applications or for im- 
permeability. A typical example of a 
product laminated for added bulk is 

laminated paperboard. A _ product 

laminated for added strength is paper 
tape carrying glass or similar strong 
fibre reinforcement for tear resistance, 
Lamination of aluminum foil to a 

paper base for label stock is an out- 
standing example of the decorative 
laminate. Impermeable, multiple con- 
structions carrying cellophane, poly. 
ethylene, aluminum foil and paper are 
used for protective wrapping or dec- 
orative packaging applications. The 
use of polyethylene film applied to 
paper by the extrusion-lamin ition 
process is a specific example of a 
lamination for impermeability or ther 
functional characteristics. 

The actual lamination process may 
be classified as wet lamination and 
thermoplastic lamination. 

Wet lamination process ma_ be 

used for permeable webs such as _ aper 
or textiles. The two or more we 
pressed together while the adhe 

still wet. The water or solvent 
laminating adhesive may be ab: 
by the porous web or it may be « 
rated through the web during p 
through an oven or over drying 
Most paper-to-paper product: 
laminated by the wet process. : 
ous web may also be laminate: 
nonporous web by the wet proc« 

WET LAMINATION 

Thermoplastic lamination depends 
on the adhesive character of the web 
surface at elevated temperature. Some 
webs such as plastic films are self- 
adhesive and require no cement oF 
bonding coat. Most thermoplastic 
laminations, however, employ an ad- 
hesive surface coat which is applied 
from solution or dispersion, or hot 

SECTION 4—PACKAGE-MAKING EQUIPMENT 
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MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

melt. Thermoplastic lamination is the 

most satisfactory method of combining 

or adhering nonporous or impermea- 

ble webs such as plastic films and 

metal foils. Elevated temperature re- 

quired for thermoplastic lamination 
may be accomplished by passage 
through a hot air oven, by passage 
around heated rolls, by exposure to 
radiant heat or by exposure to di- 
electric heat equipment. 

c 

L©) 
b+ =18-5 
[a 
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THERMOPLASTIC LAMINATION 

Rece::t developments in packaging 
have in licated a tremendous increase 
in the of laminated materials. Va- 
riety in plastic films, extended range 
of qua! ties of aluminum foils and 
devel: nt of paper product pack- 
aging itainers are creating new 

uses th. tax the capacity of laminat- 
ing eq’ >ment designers, Production 
speeds 1,000 to 2,000 feet per 

minute :e no longer in the future. 
Alumii foil will be available in 
wider ths and in thickness approx- 
imate] e half the current minimum 

of 0.00: 5 in. 

Slitting process 

The re three basic processes in 
genera se in slitting equipment: 

knife « hear cut, score cut. 
Knif it. The first process, the 

most sin le, is the free knife or razor 
blade This arrangement may in- 
clude Il in advance and a roll 
followin. the slitting knife to support 
the web at the knife. Alternately the 
web may be supported directly at the 
knife edge by permitting it to operate 
in a slot in a supporting roll or bar. 
This process is used principally for 
plastic films. It is customary to oscil- 
late the knife in a plane perpendicular 
to the web travel to distribute wear 

on the length of the knife edge. A 
variation of this process uses a driven 
rotary blade to make the cut. 

Shear cutting uses a pair of circular 
knives rotated together in a scissors 
action. Spring tension is usually ap- 
plied to maintain proper scissors action 
between the blades. 

Score cutting is accomplished by 
pressure of a disk edge against a web 

ay 

FREE KNIFE SLITTING 

ees 

ROTARY BLADE SLITTING 

SHEAR SLITTING 

supported by a hardened steel backing 
roll. The pressure of contact between 
the disk edge and the backing roll 
squeezes the web apart. Pressure re- 
quired against the backing roll may 

be controlled by spring or by air. 

Sheeting process 

The conversion of continuous webs 

to sheet form is basically the simple 
operation of transverse cutting. The 
cut may be made on rigid materials 
by means of a track-mounted rotary 
blade or saw. The rotary cutter usually 
moves on its track in a diagonal path 
of travel across the sheet so that it will 
result in a straight cut on the moving 
web. 

The most common sheeting method 
used on flexible webs is a scissors or 
shear cut by means of a cutting knife 
delivered in contact with the sheet 
from one edge to the other. This cut- 

ROTARY OR FLYING SHEAR 

ting action 1s made against an opposing 

knife edge or bed plate supporting the 
web at the line of cut. Some equip- 

ment is constructed with straight knife 
edges perpendicular to the edge of the 
sheet. Such cutting assembly may be 
used either in stationary position with 
a momentary halting of web progress, 
or it may be made by moving the 

cutting assembly with the web at the 
web speed of travel. 

Another shear-cut sheeting process 
employs a spiral knife revolved about 
an axis above the sheet and with a 

mating knife against the under side of 
the sheet. The angle of spiral or lead 
of the knife is determined by the speed 
of web travel and by the rate of revo 

lution of the cutting blade. 

After the sheets have been cut 

from the moving web they are usually 

carried by acceleration tapes or sim 
ilar conveyors to a location for stack 
ing. The accelerated sheet travel 

permits a spacing between the sheets 
to facilitate the stacking cperation. 

Accessories 

In handling continuous web mate: 
ials through a process many items of 
accessory equipment are required 

unrolls, web guides, tension controls, 
wrinkle eliminators, static eliminators, 
cooling drums, continuous weight in- 
dicators, trim removal sections, con- 

veyors, rewinds, temperature and 
humidity controls and coordinated 
driving equipment. Frequently print- 
ing, embossing or perforating equip 
ment is used in a tandem operation 

An adequate description of these 
accessories and a guide to their proper 
selection cannot be presented in a 
brief summary. It should be noted, 
however,: that current requirements 
for packaging materials and the in- 
creasing attention to establishment of 
firm specifications, especially by verti- 
cal convertors who are prime pro- 
ducers of paper, foil and film, often 
demand these process refinements. 
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iNfiqi® BAG MAKIN 
and Fully Automatic Packaging 

VERSATILE MULTI-DUTY BAG MACHINES 

Five models of Simplex Cellophane heat seal bag machines with a wide 
selection of attachments produce single or duplex-wall bags, flat or gusset 

from plain or printed stock in bag sizes up to 17” wide by 28” long. Speeds 

up to 6,000 bags per hour on certain sizes. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN — SPM-3 

HI-SPEED AUTOMATIC CELLOPHANE BAG MACHINE 

The new Simplex “300” provides heat and glue sift-tight bottom and 
corners with speeds up to 18,000 bags per hour; infinite adjustment for 

bag lengths from 4” to 18”, and widths from 2” to 12”; precision two- 

way registration with ease of operation and changeover. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN — SPM-300 

eoeeeseeeeesresceseoeseseeoseses GH 

POLYETHYLENE BAG MACHINES 

High quality production at low cost on light to heavy mil Poly bags. 

Bag sizes up to 2314" wide by 32” long, and longer with skip-cut on 
large model. Handles flat stock and tubing, plain or printed—with or 

without hole punch. Round bottom bags produced on Model 24-7R 

Sideweld bags produced on Model 24-73. WRITE FOR BULLETIN — SPM-8R 

eeeeeeeeees Terrrer errr rerrrrrrrrrrr rr rr, 

AUTOMATIC POUCH MAKING MACHINES 

For economical pouch making with scrim coated 
paper, scrim-backed foils, aluminum foils, Poly-Cello 

laminates, Poly-Vinyl! films and coated filter paper. 

Pouch sizes range from 114” by 314” to 24” by 
30”, and additional lengths with skip-cut. Features 
include Electric eye, Pressure Control, and various 
attachments. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN — SPM-4 

eeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 

FULLY AUTOMATIC PACKAGING MACHINES 

Combining bag making, weighing or measuring, filling, sealing and check- 
ing in one continuous Automatic operation, Simplex-O-Matic packaging 
machines are adaptable for single or duplex wall, flat or gusset bags with 
net-weight or volumetric fillers. 

[a ~Eee, 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN — SOM-1 

ELECTRONIC BAG MACHINES & TOP SEALER for Soran and Viny! film ovoilable for speeds up to 60 bags per 

for details on Simplex equipment write to 

FMC PACKAGING MACHINERY DIVISION 

Foreign Sales: FMC Export Dept., P.O. Bex 760, San Jose 6, Calif, 534-23rd AVENUE 
(Cable Address: FOOOMACHIN) OCAKLAND 6, CALIF. 



me MERCURY MACHINES —PACE SETTERS FOR THE FOLDING CARTON INDUSTRY : 

SINCE TOSS 

A Sisaahed ook tirn 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

“7-MACHINE PLAN 

1 Mercury Mark A-2 — = 

STOCK ROLL UNIT . | 

2 Mercury Mark C-2 > 

PREFEEDING AND DECURLING 4 
UNIT =e) 

3 Mercury Mark R-2 

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING UNIT 

4 Mercury Mark D-3 

‘OUTFEEDING UNIT WITH SLITTER 
ATTACHMENT : 

5 Mercury Mark W-5 z . 

REWINDING UNIT j 

6 Mercury Mark K 

CUTTING AND CREASING UNIT °eeae see enenen 
DPR Phys PRR DOM Rgaay a c 

“J Mercury Mark V-2 : 

STRIPPING AND DELIVERY UNIT | a ies 

EI a Ray OR i 

. Profit Producing Machinery 
for Paper Convertors 



POLY MASTER 

by Wat-Gan 

provide your co 

POLYET 

e A COMPLETE RAMNGEDE i 
e@ EXTREMELY SIMPLE OPERATION 
@ QUICK SIZE CHANGES 
@ VERSATILITY OF APPLICATION 
@ ABILITY TO HANDLE ALL GRADES OF FILM 
@ MINIMUM FLOOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
@ LESS CAPITAL OUTLAY THAN ANY COMPARABLE. 

EQUIPMENT 

POLYMASTER: Pre s both flat and square bags and the very 
nular side-weld pouches (printed both sides) which are especially 

table jer their strong beaded seals, and feature an adjustable lip 
fox —: 

fm: A precision built junior-size that handies bags up to 14” 
Bnd to 27” in length. Produced to sell at very low cost, 

tures smooth uniform seals, can be set up in a jiffy and 
simple to operate. Handles plain or printed, flat or 

ping 
é) 

Mahe first fully automatic machine for the efficient lo 
of large polyethylene drumiiners. It seals, cuts, stag 

: unwind through delivery! Produces bags ugi 
very little floor space because of its new v ei 

‘ 

ailable from overseas m'f'g 
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No. A-1 

ROTOGRAVURE PRESS FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS 
No. A-4 

FLEXOGRAPHIC 

PRESS 

THESE MODERN HUDSON SHARP MACHINES 

MODERNIZING OR EXPANDING? Look this line over 
carefully when determining your needs for expansion 
plans or for replacing obsolete machines that cost you a 
fortune in profits through inefficient and unsatisfactory 
production. 

MACHINES FOR EVERY JOB — Hudson Sharp offers 
you the right equipment from the most complete line 

available. Illustrated are some of the machines we make 
f« printing, peckageng. laminating, waxing, embossing, 
winding, folding, creping, core cutting and bundling. 

Naturally, other types and models are offered to fulfill 

an) specific need, either for in-line automation or uni- 

tized production of the most exacting nature. 

RFORMANCE PAYS OFF — You'll find Hudson Sharp 
hines producing work with remarkable capacity and 

ity in leading processing and converting plants 
ughout the world. These machines make money for 
owners because they’re soundly and sturdily built 

ARY OF FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

No. 3-RA 
PRINTER-TINTER 

No. 8-E 

STANDARD 
’ EMBOSSER ) 

oe 

No. 50-C CORE WINDER 

No. AW-2L 
WET OR DRY 
WAXER 

PAPER ROLL AND 
PACKAGE CUTTER 

4 wat 2 Of 4 

for heavy duty usage and are engineered with precision 

finesse for long life, constant running efficient operation 
For the full story, contact our home office or your nearest 
Hudson Sharp representative. 

FREE GENERAL CATALOG — Yours for the asking 
on your company letterhead. It shows you the 

equipment we make... tells you briefly what each 

machine is all about so you can start the ball roll 

ing on your planning needs. You'll want more de 

tailed information later on 

New York office: 

55 West 42nd St 

60-B 
AUTOMATIC ROLL 

WINDER AND EMBOSSER 

GL-2 GUMMER 

AND LAMINATOR 

No. 2-A NAPKIN 
FOLDER AND 4-€ 
TRIPLE EMBOSSER 

No. 10-T ROTARY TOWEL INTERFOLDER 



+ BAG MAKING 

* PRINTING 

* COATING 

r * LAMINATING 

GLUING 

LABELING 

New! 
One machine that makes film, 
paper and foil bags in a wide 
variety of styles and sizes. = 

i 
' 

New! 
Machine to produce low cost 
multiple shipping containers. 

Heavy duty label paster with 
semi-automatic feed. 

we 
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POTDEVIN MACHINE CO. 
Write for literature @® 294 North Street Teterboro, N. J. 
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In 1885 the First 

HESSER PACKAGING MACHINE 
was built—since then... 

ake AES 
more than 

q 650 
3 German and foreign 

PATENTS 
have been granted. 

This figure speaks for itself 

and most effectively demonstrates the continuous 

* development of HESSER designs, based on years 

of thorough experience in the packaging field NTR IKE, ole eh 

If you have a packaging problem... 

PLEASE CONTACT: 

Geveke & Co., Inc. New York 

Packaging Equipment Willowdale/Ontario 

James C. Hale & Co. San Francisco 

Los Angeles 

Edward A. Wagner Dallas/Texas 

Hugo Schoener Mexico City 

{ FR.HESSER . 
MASCHINENFABRIK-AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT STUTTGART -BAD CANNSTATT founded 1861. | 
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TABER 

Section 12 
111 GOUNDRY ST. ° N. TONAWANDA, N. Y. 

Taber also produces: 

®@ 30” Thermatic Folder, Model 178 @ Continuous Type Folder, Model 172 
@ 18” Thermofolder, Model 103 @ 30” Thermocreaser 
@ Duplex Straight Edger, Model 144-2 @ Single Straight Edger 
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SUPER GM-1000-M 

unator Lor oluc mounting foil 

or paper to paperboard to foil 

paper, and coating, coloring 
treating in one operation; 1 
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SUPER GM-1000 
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ROTOGRAVURE PRESSES 
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adv. 
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lel for the convert 

short runs, 
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WB-500 WAX-BLEED LAMINATOR IN-LINE FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS 

For wax laminating foil to paper to | Fast changeover from one job to another; 
tissue; coating, coloring or treating foil | easy access to each unit; in-between station 
side in one operation drying for faster speeds. 

lerate spec d 

KAMPF SLITTERS 

For foil, film, plastics, paper and 
paperboard; many special designs 
for everv width. 

We offer a complete Engineering Service for design and manufacture of specialized machines 

a YG P. O. Box 454, Byrd Airport, Richmond 3, Va 
Teletype: Fairfield 435, Richmond, Va INTA-ROTO Mathine ( b. A. | er See 



.. . CUTTERS 

Type “DSR” Standard Duty Hi-Speed Precision Simplex 

Rotary Cutter, fitted with anti-friction bearings through 
out; with PIV, change gears and integral differentials 
for sheet length control and knife cylinder compensation 

straight line slice; self-sharpening cast iron knife, or 
high speed steel fly knife; with adjustable lead-in roll 
large diameter air-loaded rubber pinch roll with helical 
grooves; using Clark-Aiken spiral shear cut on knives 
with slitting attachment and slitters to trim outer edges 
of web 

Type C for high-speed, precision single or multiple sheet- 
ing 52” to 112”, with or without overlapping delivery 

Type 0D Economy for convertor or finish room service 

28” to 100” with or without overlapping delivery 

you can have the 

a complete line of Clakllden 

... and LAYBOYS 

b= 
Standard Type Layboy. Rugged, pre 
cision-built, with adjustable auto- 
matic lowering and fast return pile 
table 

Overhanging Type Layboy. For end 
or side pile removal, fast skid re- 
moval and replacement, quick return 

Saves space 

Floor Type Laybey. Entirely different. 
Skids remain stationary. Delivery rises 
as pile height increases. End or side 
removal permits uses of track system 
for quick skid removal and replace- 
ment 

Clakllden CUTTER-LAYBOY UNIT 
exactly suited to 
your requirements 
and operations . . 
for sheeting paper, 
board, film, foil 
and fabric 

Clark l
iken sta

in 

There is a Clark-Aiken Cutter-Layboy combination 
of the size and type exactly suited to your plant 
conditions . . for your every sheeting need 

in any width rolls from 36 inches to 

240 inches. 

Clark-Aiken Cutter-Layboy Units are designed for 
the continuous high speed and specialized service 

required in modern plants. The Cutters and Lay- 
boys are engineered and built to operate as a 

unit in perfect synchronization. Rugged, alloy 

... with these 
PLUS FEATURES 

@ PRECISION SCALE SETTING OF SLITTERS 
AND JOGGERS permits accurate setting 
without use of tape . . . insures straight. 
line travel from slitters to pile. 

@ BALL BEARING SHEARING TYPE SLITTERS 
cut clean and sharp without dust. 

@ ADJUSTABLE OVERSIZE PINCH ROLL, HEAVY 
DRAW ROLL guard against web slippage 
insure positive feed. 

@ EXCLUSIVE SELF-SHARPENING “SPIRAL 
SHEAR” CYLINDER KNIFE operates with 
scissors action, insures clean, sharp cuts 

on any type or weight of material. Cast 

iron fly knife operates against special 
steel bed knife and is self-sharpenins 

@ ONE PIECE KNIFE ASSEMBLY elminates 
possibility of misalignment when squaring 

sheet. 

@ ADJUSTABLE SPEED TAKE-OFF TAPES pormit 
synchronization of tape travel with ci ‘ting 

cylinder speed, eliminate tearing and jerk. 

ing of sheets by contact with knife © dge. 

@ LONG WEARING TAPES, another Clark ken 
innovation, extra-wide and heavier than 

usual narrow tapes, give many times | oger 

service, reduce stretch and need fo: fre- 

quent adjustment. 

@ INDEPENDENT MOTOR-DRIVEN JOG-ERS, 
cam operated, operate at same spe: re- 

gardiess of cutting speed .. . sure 

perfect piling, undamaged sheets. 

Clacklidien STUB 
save time and labor. One size 

of any width. A descriptive | 

request. 

cast iron frames and anti-friction bearings thro 
out provide the rigidity and vibrationless operation 

necessary to sustained accuracy at high paper 

travel speeds. 

Why not let Ciark-Aiken engineers study your 
operations? These experienced men will help you 

select the cutter-layboy unit that permits you to 
enjoy sustained high-speed sheeting with sus- 
tained accuracy, negligible broke and minimum 
maintenance. Write, wire or phone. 
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means broad experience... 
TERS e,e e 

a long tradition of quality 
o 

_ and service 
j CHAMPLAIN ROTOGRAVURE presses are designed 

IRAL and built to provide the finest quality in printing. 
with : High speed and precise register are combined with 
cuts © the production economies of a highly automated 

vast : printing operation. An investment in the high 
cial > quality features of a CHAMPLAIN rotogravure 

installation is your best assurance of top perform- 
ance... simplicity and flexibility of operation... 

ates ; » ; ‘pep 
‘ing long, ouble-free service with a minimum of 

maintenance. 

The CHAMPLAIN name on any piece of print- 
‘mit @ ing equipment is backed by long years of experi- 
ting ence research and manufacture; by skilled 
erk- = workmnship in all phases of production; and by 
ige. 4 promp! expert service. 
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3 FLEXOGRAPHIC, FLEXOGRAVURE, ROTARY TABULATING CARD, LETTER- 

i, : PRESS, & SPECIALTY PRESSES —for Tag, Chart Paper, End and 
" Bakery Seals, Die Cut Labels, Tabulating Cards. 

0 CUTTING AND CREASING EQUIPMENT — Roll Fed Swing-Type Recip- 
. rocal and! Stationary Die Cutting and Creasing Presses — Vertical 
“ — jing and Eccentric Punches and Perforators — Rotary 

; lankers 

) oe 
OWTL 

) 
: 4 anup 

PERFORMANCE -PROVED 

Rewind Press — automatically controlled constant ten- 
sion rewind roll stand — positive synchronization to 

press for speed of rewinding and roll hardness. Roll 
stand illustrated has integral constant tension pull unit 

and conditioner for web moisture content. Single, mul- 
tiple, and continuous turn-over models. 

Cutting & Creasing Press — cuts, creases, and aut: 
matically strips cartons from roll stock in one pass 

through the press—speeds up to 200 impressions per 

minute—precise cut-to-print register—minimum set-up 
time. Illustrated with alternator and double belt de 

livery to sort reverse-interlocked carton blanks 

Sheet Delivery — delivers up to 12,500 square-cut 
sheets per hour with 1/64” accuracy. Faster than any 

standard sheeter. 
jogged pile — positive sheet control—no waste trim. 

Illustration shows roll stand for alternate rewinding 

Undamaged edges — neatly 

" CHAMPLAIN quality-built printing and converting equipment 

SPECIALTY CONVERTING EQUIPMENT FOR INLINE USE — Rotary Em 

bossers—Perforators and Score Units—Slitting Equipment—Hot 
Melt Thermoplastic Applicators—Special Delivery Equipment 

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT — Automatic Electronic Proportional Reg 
ister Controls (for multi-color and fabrication register on roll-fed 
equipment) —Automatic Web Splicers ' 

Custom Designed Equipment for Special Applications. 

Write today for more information. 

Champlain Company, Inc., 88 Liewellyn Avenue, Bloomfield, 
N. J. Chicago Office: 520 N. Michigan Avenue., Chicago 11, 
lll. In Evrope: Bobst-Champlain, Prilly-Lausanne, Switzerland. 
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SKIN PACKAGING —-BUBBLE PAK— VACUUM FORMING 

“MERCURY” 

FOODS AND JELLIES 

HIGH PRODUCTION VACUUM FORMING 
AND PACKAGING MACHINE 

er seas 

Complete Automatic Packaging 

Simplified Operation 

| 
* Cuts Labor Costs 

* Assures High Production * Easy to Operate 

* Cuts Material Costs 

SPORTING GOODS 

: Le weeny iy) 
a: MER) 

mee aS : GSS 
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COSMETICS 
single applications 

HARDWARE PROMOTIONS 
each package becomes a drawer of a cabinet) 

The “Mercury” accomplishes conti 
automatic packaging through the 
ination of pre-printed kraft pap: 
plastic containers or by laminating 
tic to plastic. 

Bubble Packaging—Skin Packag 
Container Packaging—Completely ; 
ages at speeds from 5 to 20 fee 
minute. 

It will package foods, jellies, car 
eggs, liquids, spices, condiments, 
metics, flower seeds, appliances, 
ware and hundreds of other items 

Ask for full information on other C 
Vacuum Forming Machines for lar 
small production. 

Send your packaging problems to 
write for Bulletin PK. 

INDUSTRIES 
9859 FRANKLIN AVENUE 

FRANKLIN PARK ILLINOIS 

* Maintains Proper R« 
3 
> 

3 

hie Sabo. Dis 

PRE ERAS II RR See's 



High speed Multiwell Beg 
Printing Press. Prints up te 

six colors, oll end vapor set 

Geored fer precise 

Se eee Tie 

Heovy Duty Multiwall 

Beg Boler. Produc 

peockeges se tight 

they eccupy 1/3 le 

spoce in shipment 

Mubiwell Bog Sewing Meo 

chine. Sews forty bags per 

minute. Ruggedly built, pre 

cision engineered for long 

efficient service 



COMPLETE LINE OF 
CONVERTING MACHINERY 
Laminating: Polyethylene 

Board ¢ Liners 
Greaseproof 
Cellophane ¢ Foil 

Coating Reverse Roll 
Gravure 

Air Knife 
Squeeze Roll ¢ Waxing 
Hot Melt 

Printing Flexographic ¢ Offset 

lake-Offs Polyethylene ¢ Vinyl 
PL-450 Polyethylene 

Laminator 
Embossers 

Slitter-Rewinders 

Continuous Winders and Unwinders 

Write for complete 

atalog o} Dilts produc {s 

THE BLACK-CLAWSON COMPANY 
DILTS DIVISION * FULTON, N.Y. 

Flexographic Press 
6 ee 

MODERNIZE WITH 
DUSENBERY 

SLITTERS AND 
REWINDERS 

A complete line of slitters, rewind- 
- “===" ers and unwind stands is available. 
MODEL 610 INustrated machines are typical. | 

AUTOMATIC SHEAR CUT OR These modern, up to date machines MODEL 704 
SCORE CUT ROLL SLITTER incorporate exclusive Dusenbery fea- AIR-OPERATED UNWIND STAND 

AND REWINDER tures which will improve your op- RUGGED BUT ACCURATE & SENSITIVE 
erations. Complete information and literature 
available. John Dusenherv Co.. Inc.. 275 Grove 
Ave., Verona. N, J. Tel: CEnter 9-3900. 

Manufacturers of: 
SLITTERS e WINDERS 

CONSTANT TENSION UNWINDERS 

KNIVES « LEVERS e SLEEVES 

SPECIAL CONVERTING EQUIPMENT DESIGNED 

TO MEET YOUR PRODUCTION PROBLEMS 

MODEL 618 MODEL 635 

SLITTER AND REWINDER SHEAR, BURST, SCORE CUT AND 
SMALL © COMPACT RAZOR BLADE SLITTER 
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surface rewind, with self-aligning riding roll 
to compensate for off-caliper stock. 

srsatile handling of waxed, gummed, or 

i! 

ND 
i; CAMERON 550 

ow-cost slitter-rewinder 

ore-cut, shear-cut, burst-cut 

or draw-cut razor slitting. 

. . speeds up to 500 fpm*; widths to 62”; 
rewind diameter to 15” maximum. 

center rewind, differential type, 
with air-loaded core friction. 

. for plastic film, foils, papers, 
laminates and other materials. 

“Speed is dependent upon machine width, the 
number of cuts, and characteristics of material. 

D BUILT BY CAMERON’S 
AA-335 

E 

' CAMERON 10 
= heavy duty slitter-rewinder 

3 score-cut or shear-cut slitting. 
2 . 
- eeds up to 2000 fpm*; widths 42” and 82”; 
3 rewind diameter to 40” maximum. 

ted paper or paperboard, textiles and rubber. 

CAMERON 
Slitters and Roll Winders 

Custom-engineered by Cameron specialists 

. to meet all production requirements 

. to produce rewound rolls of highest quality 

. . . to assure trouble-free feeding in subsequent 
roll finishing, printing and converting operations 

. to increase the sales appeal of 
roll-wound products made for end use. 

CAMERON 500 
versatile slitter-rewinder 

. quick changeover from score-cut to shear-cut 
or razor-cut slitting. 

. speeds up to 2000 fpm*, widths to 62”; 

rewind diameter to 20” maximum. 

surface and center rewind, differential type, 

with air-loaded core friction. 

for plastic films, foils, papers, textiies 

and laminated materials. 

Your costs! 
A SOUND INVESTMENT in slitting and) -———— 
roll winding equipment will pay three-fold Lamarhine 15} | 

dividends: asc | 

. it will attract profitable new business 

by producing rewound rolls that meet 
the highest standards of quality. 

it will cut roll production costs 

. it will protect profits throughout the de- 
preciation period by providing the most 

advanced design and operating features 
available today. 

CHOOSE WISELY with the help of Cam- 
eron specialists. Let us send free literature. ee 
CAMERON MACHINE COMPANY ¢ 61 Popier Street, Brooklyn 1, N.Y 

team of specialists 
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convert POLYETHYLENE 
2 to 5 bags simultaneously 
in one operation, plain or 

printed with sensational 

“EDGEWELD : 

multiple bag converting 
attachment! 

BY THE MAKERS OF 

HL: ly Speed 

MACHINE 

FASTEST POLY BAG MACHINE IN THE WORLD!! 

CALL OR WRITE FOR 

LITERATURE & SAMS BA ri 

DELRO INDUSTRIES 
25 Wes A f e« New ’ \ 

Hy 

New Delate MODEL 24-10 

| LECTROMA 
POLYETHYLENE 

Speedily 
MAKES 
Polyethylene 

BAGS 
UP TO 100” LONG 
UP TO 24” WIDE 

| 
| 

Speedily | 

MAKES | 

SHEETS ; 
UP TO 100" LONG | 

UP TO 24” WIDE | 

1 

bile lalelolas, 

MODEL S$-1000 
Also Availab 

Increase bag 
and sheet mak- 

ing efficiency. 
Eliminate huge 
inventories. 

Speed produc- 

tion, save labor, 

cut costs, 

BAG-MAKER AND 

Automatically measures, cuts « 

seals one end. Also makes side 
seals and ventilating perforat 

Bags are speedily measured a 
from rolls of tubular Polyeth 

then securely sealed at one en 

in one operation. Use up to | 

tubular, or up to 5 mil. gusseted 
Skirt size adjustable. Convenie: 

controls simplify operation. Ac 

ries available for making side 
seals and perforations. 

Automatically measures, cuts 
dispenses sheets from rolls of S 
Cellophane, Mylar, foil, paper 

Produces flat sheets from econc 
roll stock, in any desired leng 
to 100”. No need to maintain 

stocks of assorted sizes, Mak 

bags and sheets in sizes and q 

ties as you need them, 

Send for Details Now! 

Ar 
, 

nd 
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isn’t this the packaging 

YOUR product needs? 

ECONOMY PLUS 
handies both of these io 

machines. The "Wash ngton’ piast 
machine above nd trimrr 

Plastic Formed 
Packaging by 

WASHINGTON 
Displays * Protects *¢ SELLS 

stic packaging, the economical item. Gives all-view visibility and 
Vashi : t > + , : ashington" way, pu $ your produc makes dramatic eye-appeal display a 

2 package that sells itself en 
rages customers to buy the com natural. For more information write to 

te “package” . . . not just a single the manufacturer. 

WASMINGTON STEEL PRODUCTS, INC. - 1940.East 11th Street - Tacoma 2, Washington 

-parer | Hot Melt 
for * FILM 

Coating & 
EDS AND CUTS ANY 4 PREDETERMINED SIZES 

PAPER, FILM AND FOIL—AUTOMATICALLY * a 

with large savings in labor and materials. Laminating 

Laboratory Hot Melt Coating 
and Laminating Machine 

Production and Laboratory Models 

Special Machines for the manufacture of 

Handles up to 3 different rolls simultaneously Carbon Papers 

Ideal for Kroft poper, tubular, glassine, woxed, foil, Typewriter Ribbons 

cellophone, 30-30-30 and many other cooted papers. 
Dry Stencils 

HAIDA ENGINEERING Co. 

34-11 Vernon Bivd. 

Long Island City 6, New York 

Wrap-O-Matic is also available for feeding 
and cutting single-faced corrugated. 

complete ROSENTHAL MANUFACTURING CO. information, 
write to: N k 



WALDRO 
ENGINEERING COMES FIRST For more than a century our 

engineering talents have been focused on the basic 

problems of processing ‘webs’ of paper, plastic, cloth 

or metal or combinations of two or more such ma- 

terials. We have been among the first to take up the 

problems inherent in new ‘web’ materials as they 

have come on the market. 

In our many years of service to industry we have 

worked on problems of and designed machines for 

such treatments as coating, laminating, crepeing, 

embossing, gumming, waxing, printing, varnishing, 

saturating and impregnating. Practically any web 

treatment is within the scope of our service. 

THEN MANUFACTURING One of the interesting facets of 

this kind of work is that seldom are two problems 

WEB PROCESS 
ENGINEERING 

alike. For this very reason, it has been*a Waldron 

policy not to standardize. Every Waldron Processing 

machine is custom designed and custom built. Stock 

units at best can only approximate. Custom engi- 

neered units assure maximum efficiency, best cost 

structure and the most consistently satisfactory end 

product. 

Perhaps you would like to discuss tentatively your 

plans for ‘processing a web’. One of our experienced 

engineers will be glad to call. Let us know when it 

will be convenient. If you will also outline the gen- 

eral nature of your requirements, we will be glad to 

send you suitable literature for study preliminary 

to his call. 

THE ROSS GROUP 

OF COMPLEMENTING SERVICES 

EMBOSSING 

JOHN WALDRON CORPORAT!N 
Leader in Web Process Engineering Since 1827 

NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 

CHICAGO @ LOS ANGELES 

Auxihary Equipment 

In addition to equipment which is 

classed as ‘processing’, we make an 

extensive line of auxiliary equip- 
ment such as Automatic Web Guides, 

Festooning Machines, Brush Polish- 

ers, Slitters, Rolls, Winders and Un- 

winds, Web Controls. These units 

are suitable for installation with 
existing processing units. 

er a ae, 
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CONTRACT PACKAGERS 

Bronander Engineering & Research Corp., Subsidiary of Scandia 

Dumont Enterprises Inx 

Dyn Corporation 

Evans Chemetics, Inc. . 

Hassler, W. Scott, Associates 

Package-All Products Co 

Packaging Service Corporation 

Products Packaging, Inc 
€ 
4 
Fy 
+ 
= CUSTOM COATINGS 

Crawford, John W., Co. 

Industrial Raw Materials Corp. 
PALLET: 

DESIGNERS 

Hassler, W. Scott, Associates 
Sam cenit 

DISTRIBUTORS OF CATALOGS, BOOKS, DISPLAYS, ETC. 

Whaling Distributing Corp. 

PACKAGING CONSULTANTS 

Hassler, W. Scott, Associates ...... 

PLASTICIZERS 

Pfizer, Chas., & Co., Inc., Chemical Sales Division .. . 



PLANNING AND DEVELOPING THE PACKAGE 

The management approach 
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coming aware of the necessity for 

some sort of planned approach to 

packaging ‘The rewards of planning 

are too great and the penalties of a 

haphazard job too costly to be ig 

nored. On the whole, management 

today considers packaging of such 

vital importance that no packaging 
change of any consequence is given 
a clear track without direct top-man- 
agement approval, no matter what 
organizational procedure is used to 

gain top-management attention. In 

some quarters a strong feeling exists 
that packaging coordinators or direc- 

tors should be given top-management 
idministrative status, directly respon- 
sible to the president.’ This is partic- 
ularly true where the theory is held 

that 1) 

mately related to sales leadership and 
2) that substantial economies can be 
effected by more than advisory super- 

packaging success is inti 

vision of packaging standardization 

programs, container inventory control 

and production cost accounting. A re 

ent survey of food manufacturers 

Sex } ka , Organization,” Mopern 

Quality control problem is solved in meeting of staff heads and supplier's technical 
men, who review limitations and seek new approaches to a packaging problem. 

tound the belief widespread that a 

change in consumer packaging can of 

itself bring a measurable increase in 

packaged-food sales.? 

Certainly, wherever an organiz 

has been packaging program 

laun hed, substantial benefits ha 

been reaped. One company cut t 

numbers of types and sizes of « 

tainers used from 180 to 30, grea 

simplifying its purchasing and inve 

tory procedures. Another, in the fi st 

year of a new packaging commit 

set-up, placed company identificat 

on 2k-million packages not previot 

labeled. There are many reports t 

resultant pool buying produced lov e 

costs. Freight costs have been redu 

because of a study of supplier pr: b- 

lems and scheduling made in 
junction with packaging problems 

increase in production per man-h: ur 

grew from another program. Savi: gs 

ver a six-year period of develop: 

tal package engineering, in one 
stance, ran into seven figures. Chanyes 

made by a packaging engineer in 

caps, bottles and labels reduced pri J- 

uct cost 21%. A less tangible rew:rd 

is found in the report of a better un- 

derstanding of sales requirements in 
all divisions of a company. 

In effect, anyone with a product 2 

package today must be resigned to 
engaging in two businesses—that of 
his basic product and that of the 
young giant, packaging. But these 
two cannot go their separate ways as 
diverse products might. They are nec- 
essarily interrelated. So the manufac- 
turer is faced with building up basic 
knowledge, experience and personnel 
in two fields and marrying the two. 

Departments involved in packag- 
ing include: product development, 
which provides the article to be pack- 
aged: technical research, which lines 

2See “Behind the Packaging Decision,” 
Mopran Pacxacrine, July, 1956, p. 73. 
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PREP is 

up the materials and containers that 

ean be used and may ultimately write 

the specifications for suppliers; pur- 

chasing, which determines availability 
and prices of materials and obtains sam- 
ples; market research and sales, which 

measure the package against com- 
petition and customer preferences; 

wt and advertising, which provide 

package copy and decoration; engi- 

neering, which works out the practical 
details of scheduling, tooling up and 
producing or filling the package; traf- 

fic, which keeps to a minimum trans- 

on hazards and checks _ the 

ly sing message shown on the 

cast eliminate claims which might 

res in higher classification and 

the re higher transportation costs; 

ounting, which determines the 

feasil lity of the whole project; legal 

whi issures compliance with gov 

el t regulations 

I ging engineers, committees 

urtments have in common the 

of acting in an advisory 

Packaging committee mem 

tally are heads of depart 

company officers with 

imary responsibilities to 

ir packaging duties are an 
The packaging engineer and 

g department have packag- 
their primary responsibility 
former usually a fact gath- 
ther departments. The latter 

originator as well, depend- 
the services of other staff 

its to gather its information 

nes, in extremely large cor 

the packaging committee is 
for the exchange of ideas by 

th mal policy makers on pack- 
his function has developed 
companies that have tried 

wide control of all packag- 
ing 1, only to return most of the 
res} bility to a divisional level. 

Or ich company has created a 
packaging director who is liaison man 

bet the divisional heads and the 
co ite officers and coordinates 

packaging efforts in such areas as cost, 
efficicncy and brand identity. 

The packaging committee 

The growing importance of the 
packaging committee was indicated 
by the recent survey of food manufac- 
turers. Nearly one-half, 44%, now have 
packaging committees. 

One corporation that organizes its 
packaging work by means of the com- 
mittee system has two committees—a 
packaging policy committee reporting 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

to the president and an operating 
committee reporting to the policy 

committee. Chairman of the policy 
committee of three is the vice presi- 
dent of supply and inventory. Other 

members are the vice presidents of 
merchandising and manufacturing. 

The operating committee is com 
posed of representatives from the 

following line and staff departments: 
order and distribution, general sales 
and other, special, sales divisions, 

pricing and contracts, manufacturing 

research, industrial sales and consume 

relations 

These departments are represented 
on the committee because each has 

some original departmental responsi 

bility for a phase of company pack- 
aging. Responsibility for the advertis- 

ing and the artwork that appears on 

the pac kage rests with consumer re- 

lations; maintaining a pool of stand 

ardized packaging materials, handling 
of customer complaints often leading 

to a change in package and the deter 

mination of units of sale are the work 

of scheduling and distribution provi 

sion for a laboratory staff that revie 

tests and designs packages, tests 

terials, investigates and imp 

methods and handling, and devel 

standards for circulation to the varion 

works is part of the responsibility 

manufacturing research. 

All work of the operating commit 

tee is designed to develop recommen 
} if dations for polic v. When diffe 

between divisions cannot be iron 

out by the operating committee, tl 
policy committee follows throug] 

A packaging committee of f 

Package Development Flow Chart 

ee ee ” 

SALES , ‘PACKAGE 
DEPARTMENT SALES PLAN : DESIGNER : 

ADVERTISING LEGAL | 

} CONTAINER PURCHASING PrLER 
J 

| | SALES 

| SALES SERVICE | 
RSEOSEA. Tie A 

PRODUCTION PACKAGE | [ ] 
DEPARTMENT |__ CONSTRUCTION /—_ ENGINEERING 

eocene aoe REET: SARIN 
SALES - | PRODUCTION 

DEPARTMENT : DESIGN PLANNING 

‘ 
OUTSIDE 
SERVICES 

AND 

SUPPLIES 

| MATERIALS 
SPECIFICATIONS LasenarenY SPECIFICATIONS | 

i 

|| MATERMLS | 

Ss 
QUALITY QUALITY — — 4 PRODUCTION | 

PACKAGE 
PRODUCTION — — SHIPPING 

FILLING, 
CLOSING, 
LABELING, 

ETC. 

SHIPPING MARKET TESTING 

ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS, CONSTRUCTION 
AND SALES BY ALL CONCERNED 

Source: Boxed on @ chart supplied by the New Haven Pulp & Boord Co., New York, NY 

Cortemer Feaction ——— Supplier Function -~ =~ Supplied by Packager Sapplier o an independent Designer. 
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nailer Compal the ce preside 

ot sales, the director ot product de 

velopment the vice preside nt of pri 

duction and the director of advertis 
1 , : 

ing—simply directs the plant techni 
, 

committee to recommend a complete 

packag und then passes or t 

, 
The technical comm. thee 
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t tic mat h eT dep rt 

u t y ar 1 <¢ st account 
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l np vhere the 

evciopment department sa 

t t hnasing and tr iffic the «af 

, , 
t es aS an advisor\ b a 

- ¥ 
for all divis‘ons of the corporation It 

1 
} ind an assistant man 

, , al 
ger who with their assistants service 

ll divisions of the company by (1) pe 

lic vists to the manufacturing 

plants for consultation and help in 

onnect’on with packag'ng problems 

2) attendance at various technical 

ommittee meetings to propose and 

1 hI} , 
auscuss probiems connected with 

packaging and label’ng as they may 

iffect the entire industry; (3) keep'ng 

ibreast of all existing state and fed- 

ral legislation regulating packaging 

ind transportation 
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As a staff department, packaging 

levelopment guides and augments 

divisional packaging work. As a mat- 

ter of routine the department is in- 

formed of all new products, also 

receiving a complete engineering de 

scription and a complete medical re 

port on the product from the engi- 

neering and medical departments, 

re spectively Then it. goes to work 

examining, testing and sampling all 

the p ickaging poss:bil'ties A final re 

port is made to the division manu 

racturing the product 

The packaging engineer 

In one large company where the 
] | 

tion of packaging engineer might 

[ 

] pack . 3) a record of all 1a 

file of 

nformation on all types ot pac k iging 

aterials and equ'pment offered by 

, } 
chinery and equ pment 4) a 

and (5) a general fl 

rf ill standard reference material. 

The packaging engineer is repre 

nted on company packaging com- 

when a request for a 

rticular packaging job is made, he 

ommand a wealth of infor- 

ition on materials and equipment, 

draft'ng fac l ties for drawing up the 

les' gn, a machine shop for adapting 

mechanical equipment to the job, and 

1 Inboratory for making tests and 

] 
| ] 1 buil ling p lot models 

With this sort of well-organized 

ickag’ng set-up, the packaging engi- 

neer can take part in planning from 

the inception of a new package or 

package change. His development 

work may go on simultaneoush with 

other phases of the plinning. thereby 

ivoid'ng delavs and disappointments 

that otherw’se micht be caused by 

mechanical d fficulties. He can set up 

p lot operations and he is in a posi- 

tion to do continuo] research to meet 

future package problems 
Packag’ng operations for some firms 

are so extensive and diversified that 

each product division or plant has its 
own packaging set-up. In one such 

company, for example, each product 

* See “*The Package Engineer,” MopERN 

PackaGING, Feb., 1953, p. 77. 
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division handles its own packaging 

problems, with a central package- 
design department and a packaging- 
engineering department to assist in 

development and recommendations 

Quality control manager 

The world’s largest mail-order 

retail seller, with pac kages and 

coming from dozens of different 

pli rs and going to hundreds of 

uct manufacturers, achieves 

color reproduction and a hig 
} 

urd of printing by means 

quality control procedure.* Tl 
i 

tem illustrates how coors 

between suppliers and compat 

packag produce outstandi 

sign and construction. In thi: 

the quality control manager 
} 1 1 

thorough background in te 

graphic arts reproduction, w 

sides of the packaging street 

that the company gets the 

should and he also prevents 

isking for the impossible. 

His work begins before the 
=. | } } 1, is designed and it ends only 

package 1S discontinued | 

1 
three basic reas ol res] 

pre-pl duction plant ng | prod ! planning | 

control ana follow-up 

The qual.ty control man 

with the art director and tl 

tion manager to determine 

wanted in the final packagé 

technical |:mitations for r 

the job and provides as mu 

information as poss.ble to 

practical solution. He spec 

ing techniques and the type 

to be used. He suggests the 

method of printing for a giv 

conjunction with the pack 

neers, he sets the specifi 

stock and finish; and he oft 

with the supplier to coni 

cedures and to work ou 

problems mutually. 

Independent brands 

Compames which manu! 
number of different brands t] 

ate almost independently ofte 

gate the packaging decisions 

product manager or the divis:« 
or vice presidents. Sometim: 

packages must be finally appro 
the top administrative commilt 
the corporation; in other com; 
packaging changes are just part 
general report on division plans 

activities made at stated intery 

top management. 

‘See “How Sears Gets Quality,’ 
PacKaGInG, March, 1957, p. 173 
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“s | Standard tests for packaging materials ug 
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tit 

Paper and other sheet materials 

eral ASTM 

nical 

Containers and pac 

Ci al and performance 

pr f paper for w 
th bilits 

= Pur 

1 by res 

e of em, paper 

the ib pti 
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Miscellaneous packaging materials 

ASTM ] 

Military specification standards 

packages 



there are so many 

naterials, package types and 
i f decorating that the prob- 

selecting the package best 

a produc are increasing t 

umber and in complexity 

} ire further confronted and 

the need for consumer 

for point of sale attrac- 

1 by the protective require- 

It is difficult 

the ay ailable 

\\ pi xducts 

data, ex- 

the intangibles of design 

d's ng in selec ting a new 

unless the s 

Too 

ie best” package is 

package 

ch iS used otten 

for “th 

bitrary decisions with- 

mn that many equally 

. nate choices may exist 

} 
aes‘gned W 

dqauct characteris 
] 

ns and_ stor iwe and 

ts The 

nd its 

| 
final selection 

components 

nroduc- the available | 

1 the merchandising 

volved. 

cientific 

> seg Fe sewn 9 
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pat kag- ipproach is to develop and record as 

much factual information as possible, 
so that merchand:sing and production 

dee:sions can be made on a solid 

basis and with maximum latitude and 

flexibility. Today, package develop- 

ment and selection require the team- 

work of the packaging engineer, the 

production man, the purchasing man 

the designer and the merchand’ser, if 

the best results are to be 

See “The 

p. 184 

at hic ve 

Management Approa h 

f , 
tr al 

prov ed to be 

Long zone is the day o 

has 

uncertain. In_ the 

ind error which 

costly and present 

economy the penalties are severe for 
those who select packages by whim 

and guess, an unnecessary procedurt 

for even small companies have avail 
ible the ] ind technical 

help of their material or package sup- 

experiences 

pliers or can enlist the services of a 
i 

qualified commercial laboratory to do 

their testing. 

Experience has shown that the 

basic elements to be cons dered in 

selecting a package fall into three 

general classes: (1) product data 

merchandising, storage handling ind 

use factors and (3) package and pack 

age component data. The following 

list gives of the basic informa 

tion required in each of these areas 

The product 

1. Class 

2 Packaging 

SOOTHE 

composition, torn 

characteristics Sey 

check list, p. 191 

Selecting packaging materials 

Merchandising, storag handlir 

and use factors 

1. Merchandising design sal 

yutlet 

2. Storage a) conditions and time 

in warehouse and counter b spec! il 

requ. rements for storage or displa 

3. Handling and shipping hazards 

1. Use a) 

reclosure and opening means 

The package and its 

|. Selection of 

conditions of use Db 

compon 

pack ive type 

2. Selection of package mater 

Evaluation of the package i 

for strength; (b) preservation factors 

In the coordinated effort t select 

he proper materials for the proper 

pa kage. the technical de} 

looked to primal lv for the answers 

protection. To provid these t! 

technical de partment must (1) deter 

mine the produ t characteristics 

select the various materials that p 

tentially w:ll protect the product, ha. 

required merchandising ippe il and be 

within required cost range ind 

test the various t pes ft mater 

ind pack iges 

Preliminary tests such as th 
puncture test for corrugated | 

board he!p determine which pack 

ing material has the best chance 

vithstanding transportation ! 

Effect of exposure in test room on « 
4 brown sugar packed in four diffe 

ifter 52 days. Sugar in Liners A iF is} 

caked; | er D shows incipient cake form 

is still free tion; sugar in Liner E 
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product and of the 
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ndition or requir 

m ( ur ] water 

the 1 t important 
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packaging This 

treme ndous imount 

been done in recent 
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CRITICAL MOISTURE LEVEI A. 

.— 
+ 4 in mabe 

MA r HUN 

\ i | tha easy protect 

re lt ture protection. Improper 

Most flexible packagin t 
1 ) 

i trom treated papers t rate 

! | 7 ' 

ell ypnhane ind wlous plast hims 

re relatively good, but time yf expo 

ind te mperature factors 

count. In some instances 

bsolute it iperme ability m not bi 

cle rable ind papel W 0d LSI cel] 

yp! ine ellulose acetate and other 

ter ] \ ill be specified be LLIS¢ 

y permit intermediate levels of wa 

WV perine ibilits 

Control of the moisture content of a 

duct begins at the time of manu 

The product should be 
} 

olerances thin spec fie lt 

the | ich Fil naterials take ver ft 

eep the product within moisture tol 

inces consistent with a satisfactory, 

marketable product during the shelf 

? life establishe d for th it product Fi- 

ally, in the packaging of many prod 

ucts 

supplied after the package has been 

moisture protection must be 

opened and stored on the household 

shelf for Once the 

product is packaged, it is the function 

f the packaging materials to keep it 

within the prescribed moisture limits 
Products moisture 

protection fall into two general classi- 

subsequent use 

which require 

fications: dry products and wet prod 
ucts. Examples of dry products are 
breakfast cake 
mixes, dried milk powders and saltine 

crackers. The moisture-protective 

barrier or barriers must prevent ab- 

cereals, prepared 

sorption of too much moisture by the 

product. In the case of wet products, 
the moisture protective barrier must 

prevent the product from drying out 
in dry storage conditions or from ab- 

sorbing more moisture in moist stor- 

te conditions. Considerations jn 

packaging both types of products are: 
Ratio of area of packaging materials 

f product. The pack iging to weight i 

of various-size packages of breakfast 

cereals exemplifies the need to con- 

sider the | ratio of area of packaging 

materials to weight of product. Better 

protective materials are requir for 

packaging a l-oz. serving of real 

than ire required for packagi1 S 0Z 

of the same cereal to attain eq pro- 

tection Another wav of putti nis 

f the same basic materials a used 

for packaging 8 oz. and 1 o f the 

ame cere il the she lf life of t} irger 

quantitv will be much great than 

that of the smalier 

Ilyzroscopictty of product Vv or 

low-moisture product which rela- 
—_ ny 

tively nonhygroscopic is less neuit 

to package than a hygroscopi: prod 

uct. One of the best tools t se in 

measuring the humectant pr: erties 

of a product is the moistu: \-equi- 
librium curve. Two curves llus- 

trated in Fig. 1. Curve A il rates 

a product which is fairly le t 

protect against moisture. Cur 3 rep- 

resents one requiring pack ma- 

terials with especially good ture 
protective properties 

Critical moisture level or x of 

Failure” level of product. 1 tical 

moisture level of a dry proc must 

be known to those developit yack- 

ige The critical moisture | yf a 

product may be defined as t nois- 

ture content of a product vond 

which the product is uns In 

some instances the critical sture 

level may be determined that 

point at which the product ns to 

cake. With products that « it is 

sometimes advisable to test caking 

properties at different temperatures 
to learn whether temperature change 
will aggravate caking. Studies made 

of temperature changes encountered 
in normal distribution show that it is 

not unusual to attain temperatures as 

high as 125 deg. F. in some ware 

houses and freight cars during sum- 

mer months. Therefore, it would be 

wise to test the caking properties of 
a product from 70 through 125 

deg. F. 

Other criteria for judging the criti- 
cal moisture level of a dry product 
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Climate zones which can affect the shelf 

nes are based on long-time we 

hey are not harpl defined. howev 

rma \ ait! ri 

ughne ss, unsatistactor Hea 

nsatisfactoryv odor. The levels 

l h changes 

shed bs 

occur are usu 

skillful organo 

protection of wet prod 

i] products which fall into 

dried 

prunes, 

bread 

as raisins and 

hncation are 

frozen foods. The function 

f ture-protection barrier or 

to prevent the product from 

lesiccated or, occasionally, 

rbing additional 

cts must be kept within 

moisture 

noisture range consistent 

wit! eds of a salable product. 

ng moisture-protective ma- 

et products, four primary 

Ratio 

ickage materials to weight 

f t be borne in mind 

minimum and maximum 

ntent consistent with a 

uct; shelf life of product 

¢ of packaged product. 

f 

rs are similar to those for 

ts. Usually the ratio of the 

ea of packaging materials to 

siderations for each <¢ 

we f product is not so critical for 

we lucts as for dry products be- 

caus lensity of wet products is 
us: high 

As ited out, the function of the 

moi protective barrier is to pre- 
< product from absorbing 

moist from the atmosphere, that is 

nt moisture outside the pack- 

getting With 

in most instances the mois- 
ture-protective asked to 

moisture inside the package 

I 

age trom 

products, 
inside. wet 

barrier is 
prevent 
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lite of packaged goods are sl 

er data and represent one company's ex 

, and such things as local ars 

from going to the atmosphere. This 

being the case, it is important to know 

the minimum tolerable moisture con- 

tent for the product and at the same 

. te) 
contelit time the maximum moisture 

which can be tolerated. 

Moisture protection during product 
use. Many products require moisture 

protection after the package has been 
opened. Usually the length of time the 

package is held once it is opened is 

relatively short in 

total shelf life. Nevertheless, it is im- 

portant for products to be protected 

proportion to its 

against moisture absorption or loss 

during this period. It is here that a 

sound reclosure feature has great 

merit. Some packagers are circum 

venting the reclosure problem by the 
use of so-called fractional packages— 

This several units packaged as one 

usually means higher package 

Other protective requirements 

Protection against light Many prod 

ucts require full or partial protection 

light. Foils, igainst | 

metal cans and colored glass can be 

opaque papers 

specified according to needs. One of 

the most light-sensitive products pack- 
aged today is photographic film. The 
extent or degree of exposure to light 
must be under maximum control dur 
ing both packaging and distribution. 
Colored packaging materials for filter- 

ing light have been of aid in reducing 

rancidity in potato chips. A packager 
of bacon developed an _ ingenious 
opaque package with a flap-covered 

window. The product is protected 
from light rays, yet shoppers can | ft 

the flap and see the bacon. Generally 

sp aking pac kage S for oulsic 

printed with special 

3 materials 

must be 

inks And 

poly r thy le ne 

Cases 

: 
Some such 

and vinyl plastics must 
' ] 

vent ae be heavily pigmented to pre 

composition during outside display 

Insect infestation. Certain products 

are highly susceptible to insect in 

festation. ( ereals and cellulose prod 

ucts are two such product types. The 

control of infestation begins in the 

plant and extends through distribu 

Modern insect-contro] 

have made it p ssible for 

tion channels 

methods 

manufacturers largely to eliminate the 

problem during manufacture. In r 

spect to distribution, the best way t 

‘ombat infestation is to design a pach 

ge which wards off insects. Cont 

{ x f stock has f 

1 nim g insect int t 

Climat hanae \\ t 

en { wit rea 

problem { don ich ‘ () 
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Properties of Packaging | 
6 ind Py | es ! | 

Fil ns p 21d VW ( ( 

nost plastics are not depend bl t 

temperatures over 100 deg. F. At 

ception is Mylar which n endure tl 

temperature necessar\ ror foo 

medical ster lization. Some of the nev 

polyethylenes look promising tor But 

it this time, 

the most widely 

metals and glass are stil] 

] 
packafLing ma 

212 deg. F 

The frozen food industry 

used 

terials for above 

must ust 

packaging materials that can with 

stand extreme cold as well as warm 

temperatures. It subjects foods and 
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packages to from minus 20 to minus 

40 deg. F. for initial freezing, and 

then from zero to room temperature 

in storage and shipment 

Sub-zero temperature in some ways 

simpl hes packaging problems be 

cause all bacterial and mold attack is 

arrested. On the other hand, packag 

ing materials fa:] at low temperatures, 

primar ly by embrittlement. Waxes, 

resins and many plastics which are 

used in coatings, inks and adhesives 

often are not depen lable below zero 

Paper, wood, glass and metal are rela 
, : 

tively unaffected, but the aux Jiary 

terials—adhesives, rubber gaskets 

ind inks necessary to make a com 
} 

piete pac kag can fail if not specially 

ind selected to: meet the 

or performance at sub 

— =, 

chanical hazards are impact or 

crush or d s‘ort 

er 1e product's resist 

t r rads nd he Ip the pac k ige 

function. For 

led bracket a recessed 

knob, or an angle support 

ill par kag'ng costs 

Most 

ickages le | themselves to preven 

with 

nd famper:ng 

f nilfering (Containers 

} ry +} glass bottles and 

irs) are most susce ptible to tam 

iv. For bottles, the 

round this problem is to 

se plastic or paper sleeves. Paper 

and plastic lids can 

per- 

common me thod 

g] iSSIN¢ 

ve glued to tops of jars and serve to 

assure that the product is free from 

190 

tampering. (See articles on closures, 
p. 515 and on cellulose seals, p. 524.) 

Bacteria. Those products which are 
subject to bacterial action must be 
handled and processed with care be- 
fore and during packaging. The pack- 
age must be of such design as to ar- 
rest further bacterial action atter 
packaging. In most instances the pack- 

age should be constructed so that it 

can withstand processing conditions, 

particularly high temperatures and hu- 
m.dity. For this reason metal and 

glass containers are generally used 

for products susceptible to bacteria. 

Mold. Molds and fungi—the terms 

are synonymous—are tiny plants and 

there are about 100,000 different spe 

cies. Many of 

harmless, but 

cause uns ghtly discoloration, but also 

them appear to be 

others not only can 

deterioration and decay. They attack 

the widest possible range of materials 

ind can break 

cloth, rope, leather, rubber and prac- 

down wood, paper 

tically every material known to man. 

Mold can even corrode glass and 

metals 

The role of packaging in protecting 

imainst mold is of course. of pura- 

mount importance. An obvious way to 

try to prevent mold growth is by in- 

troducing suitable chemical agents 

nto the packaging material. This is t } S 

lificult to r1ccomplish, however, in 

the case of food wraps. Most fungi 

tat igent compounds which IT 

hib't mold growth) are ruled out by X 

the Food Drug Administration 

Only a few antimycotic impregnants 

for food wraps have been approved 

F&DA see table on p 203 These 

benzoate: Sod. and Ca 

methvl and propyl p 

hydroxy benzoates (known as the 

yarabens); sorbic acid; and most re 

cently, diphenyl for citrus fruits. None 

of these affords a complete answer to 

Ihlem and a really effec 

hy] tive, de pendable 

the mold ; 

ind safe antimycotic 

impregnant for food packaging mate- 

rials has not vet been discovered 

There apparently is no universal or 

ideal mold preventive; what may be 

po’son to one mold, another may 

thrive on. 

Mold cannot exist without mois- 

ture. If moisture could be el:!minated 
entirely and its formation or penetra- 
tion into packages could be pre- 
vented, mold would be no problem. 

But, of course, this would often de- 

stroy the product and the package as 
well us the mold. 

SECTION 

The most favorable conditions for 
mold growth are temperatures from 
70 deg. F. to 90 deg. F. and relative 
humidities from 70% to 80%. Boiling 

water kills molds and temperatures 
from 130 deg. F. to 150 deg. F. will 

often arrest growth and sometimes 

kill them. However, there are certain 

types of mold which thrive on tem- 

peratures from 120 to 130 deg. F. 
Glass rates high as a mold-resistant 

material. But sometimes the cap liner 
and adhesive of the closure can intro- 

duce mold into the glass container, 

Sealed cans and well-sealed, heavy 

tin or aluminum fo! containers are 

good protection, although mold can 

corrode even these metals tl gh 

minute amounts of contamina mn 

the surface, as for example, an «he- 

sve, ink, or even the residue m 

hum in h indl ng 

Silk and nylon are seldom, if «ver, 

iffected by mold and very few Ids 

attack pure cellulose. As a m of 

fact, plastics on the whole are safe 

from mold attack. The few exc« ns 

usually succumb when conditi ure 

most favorable for mold growt hat 

is, when the temperature is | en 

70 and 90 deg. F. and the ve 

humidity is from 70% to 80% re- 

gard to the use of plastics 0d 

packages, the crucial factors su- 

ily the character of the pl zers 

ind other additives 

Foreign odors There can I ttle 

assurance in modern methods 1 s- 

tribution that a product whi nds 

to absorb odors will not be st: ear 

an odoriferous product. In p ring 

such products it is important use 

materials which have low g ns- 

mission rates 

Odor loss. Here again 1 ials 

with low gas-transmission r are 

necessary for packaging | icts 
which are subject to odor loss 

Chemical reactions between prod- 

uct and conta‘ner. Packaging teri- 

als should be inert toward the product 

they contain. They should not change 

or react on the product at all. Like- 

wise the product should have no ef- 
fect on the package. Glass, veg table 

fibres and polymer resins are exam- 
ples of base materials that are inert 

and therefore not susceptible to sol- 

vent action by foods or other prod- 
ucts. But the additives that are used 

to give these base materials necessary 

physical characteristics may be in- 

clined to react on the product and 

change the odor, the color or, in the 
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case of food, the taste. Therefore, be- 
cause of the additives, adequate test- 
ing is needed to avoid using packag- 

ing materials that may have adverse 

chemical reactions on the product. 
Some foods are high in chem‘cal activ- 
itv. Many canned vegetables will react 
with unlined metal cans and become 

unpalatable, so that care must be used 

in selecting the proper l.ning to pre- 
vent this activity. On the other hand, 

wit!, products such as tomatoes it is 

nec ssary to use tinplate for canisters, 
sinc’ these products attack lin’ngs. 

¢ ©vygen. The presence of oxygen in 

cont.ct with foodstuffs can present 

val ind serious problems. El mina- 
tior oxygen in packages of roasted 
coft fats, oils and dried whole milk 

w.] preciably extend shelf life. Ac- 

vl ly, excellent gas barriers, such 

as m: al and glass, are often used for 
su ducts. Oxygen can cause de- 

vel nt of off flavors and odors due 

ning” and rancidity. 

( )f packaging materials. There 

ure iged products which may ab- 
ig:ng material odors. Careful 

} ust be made of materials to 

uch products. Carton board, 

nh nt and chemical odors may 

some materials 

of hazards that packaged 

e is not intended to be all- 

These hazards, for the most 

f the more serious types. No 

t is subject to them all, but 
. that practically all prod 

ucts e one or more of them 

Othe »nsiderations 

ween mentioned that selec 

erials for a package should 

proper “balance” with re- 

spt itection, sales appeal, cost 

ind h ng. The judgment of proper 
vale in be a problem. Ideally, a 

chosen which will provide 
ade protection at low cost, will 
hay per handling characteristics, 

will \it mechanized production at 
hig] ds and wll have adequate 
sales .ppeal. There are times when 
slightly higher packaging costs are 
well worth the expenditure. A case 
in point is that of a nationally distrib- 
uted cleansing powder. The package 
used for the product is a fibre-bodied 

canister which has an_ attractively 

printed alum‘num foil label. Before 

the new label was introduced, the 

product was well down the line in 

sales volume. Introduction of the 

more attractive package with better 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

protection and functional features, 

caused sales to increase at a rapid 
rate. 

Laboratory testing of packaging 
materials has developed into a fairly 
accurate science. Test methods over 

the past several years have been sufh- 
ciently refined so that a tair job can 
be done by using them. Drop, in- 
cline-impact, vibration, high-temper- 

ature and humidity, low-temperature, 
greaseproofness and impact-fatigue 
tests are some useful tools in rating 

materials. But there is still need for 
better methods. (See “Standard Tests” 

chart, facing p. 186.) 

Wherever there are two or more al- 

ternative materials that seemingly can 

be used, actual shipments through 
normal distribution channels to several! 
areas of different climatic conditions 

Check list of product 

The following check points are sugge 
admittedly incomplete 

relative importance of each characteristic 

Foods, dry flowable 

A. Equilibrium humidity 
B. Freeness of fats 
C. Index of failure 

1. Moisture 

2. Oxygen 

3. Temperature 

4. Volat.le components (flavors 

CO,, etc.) 

D. Static 

closing equipment) 
(useful for filling and 

E. Flowability (useful for filling 

and closing equipment 

F, Abrasiveness 

G. Chemical activity (interaction 

with the package 

H. Bulk density 

Foods, damp or nonflowable 

A. Freeness of water 

B. Freeness of fats 
C. Equilibrium humidity 
D. Index of failure 

1. Moisture 

2. Oxygen 

3. Temperature 

4. Volatile compcnents 
E. Plasticity 

F. Chemical activity 

G. Bulk density 

Foods, frozen 

A. Index of failure 

1. Moisture 

2. Oxygen 
3. Temperature 

Foods, fresh produce 

A. Humidity requirements 

Specialists in the various product groups can 

should be made. It is through this 
type of testing that slight differences 
in materials often are uncovered. 

The final criteria of over-all pack 
age or package-component function 

must always be commercial experi 
that 

packages or new package components 

be selected to overprotect the prod- 
uct. When reports from field experi 
ence begin to show that the package 
performance is more than adequate, 

ence. It is recommended new 

then gradual changes can be made to 
achieve the m.n.mum 
commercial performance. A commer- 
cially effective package cannot be de 

acceptable 

signed to give 100% performance and 

against all The 
real problem in package selection is 

that 
highest performance at least cost 

protection hazards 

to achieve a result gives the 

packaging characteristics 

‘sted for various product types. The list is 
point out the 

and also add many others 

B. Index of failure 

1. Moisture 

2. Oxygen and other gases 

3. Temperature 

Chemicals, dry flowable 

A. Equilibrium humidity 

B. Index of failure 

1. Moisture 

2. Oxvgen and other gases 

Temperature 

4. Volatiles 

C. Flowab.Lty 

D. Static 

E Abrasive ness 

F. Chemical 

G. Bulk density 

achivity 

Metal <nd electrical products, ete. 

A. Freeness of coatings (durabil 

ity and oiliness of anticorro 

sive coatings 

B. “Dryness” of 
resistance to 

surface finishes 

adhesion be 

tween the package and prod 

uct finishes 

C. Index of failure 

1. Moisture 

2. Oxygen 

3. pH and specific agents 

D. Abrasiveness (of metal sur 

face of fini hes) 
E. Humidity and temperature as 

related to corrosion 
Chemical activity 
lytic effects between product 
and package) 

_ (electro 
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es 

tn f 

t ’ ; ta ‘ 
’ 

( t Ri \ pon 

( 1 me met] 
] 

yntrodu ( | gy 

I tract packager 1s a | 

| 

i v Vel rally i 

tict type f packaging, such 

| 

t t ¢ y t tea, capsule filling 
7 ] ] 

filling, unit packaging, loading 
, 

s or export-import pac kaging 

\ i the mntract packagers equip 

it and know-how are geared to the 
, 

perations that present special prob- 
} 1 ems—small or large sizes, etc. His 

also know n as 

ee 
specialized services are 

PHOTO COURTESY THE 

; . wT, lab kag 

t { e set up to provide 

more f the following faciliti 

itories, batching and formulati 

ment, temperature a d humid 

lled rooms, a ver wide ran 

specialized equipment as well 

dard pat kaging equipment, I 

sidings warehouses and sto1 ige tar 

Contractors range from those whi 

ept small orders to those’ who han 

very large runs 

Even the many product manut 
1 1 ] 

turers wh will always find it m 

practical to perform their own pa 

1 
i earn important less iging Can 

from the contract operator, who n 

essarily must concentrate on effici 

production and at fixed price 

When to use 

Contract packaging is most lik 

to benefit the product manufacti t¢ 

when special packaging or merch 
dising conditions are involved. These 

ot 

CENPRO corr 

1. “Area pack ig ol 

ige of areas distant fron fac 

t turing facilities. For example sical 

consideration of contract pa is 

ndicated when t manul ers 

| freight costs exceed his factor er 

ks tional costs. Contract pac kagi ery 

if ce on an area basis can als vide 

i the producer with opportun to 

establish new markets in un pped 

( geographic al areas 

yr 2. Intermittent operation fue- 

k tuating loads Contract pat ging 

ns offers certain natural advantages to 

eC the manufacturer whose distribution 

ent is seasonal o1 evclical, or where pro- 

duction is intermittent or a one-shot 

Insecticides, plant foods, anti- affair. 

freeze compounds and man 

specialties are frequently handled by 

a contractor, because produ:tion de- 

mand does not exist year-round. 
Special promotions and samplings 

similar 

els 

irer 

an- 
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puoTos COURTESY PRIVATE BRANDS, INC. 

Speciai line packages plastic bottle of deodorant An example of the special facilities some contract packag: 
t 1al display “boot,” has a capacity of supply is this department for bulk preparation of a 

45.0 2 day. Custom loaders are trained and nvolving mixing, f g and storas f fir 

indle such jobs speedily and efficiently. boratory approval to f i st 

best handled by the ver; trequently it ill be higl 

1us¢ rf the problems But in the latter 1 tance it i t , 4 

increasé¢ n the \ rk be wise to use contract pack { nis ¢£ | 

| I eX] SIO! f the use of ntangibl i such s th f t 

tor the manutactur benehit of having .- a i ¢ i I ! { 

re pressing b¢ supp ore ipid me es of 

i€ whet reg la pre in tr dir g | y t ( i ! 

t D at tu | sche sts 
; +] ; : 

h the crease W he itract-pa or ging bl 

} , 1 ee hy 3 load . B 

th direct ai ( t ad 1 

ibor costs benefit fi tre ne re Saee 

it I ilities 1d speci | yf etl nal 

st t le ind labor force. Of cours« 

Kage establist | ckage must add hi t t } ! t 

line at testing of ll often make t ew! kage f 

iles igal i | ib]. vith that f + I f 

| les result 1} inutacturel some manutacturel } 

erious problems { try to compare their direct labor d. And 

ompa d f ilone with the final price ott 1 | es into the 

equal ple I the contract packager Natural t} The pack t 

firm. Ih uch ises does not give an accurate « ymparis erms ot otect ) 

may be S I ( As much care should be used econom He kn t f 

| heavy i estment hoosing 1 contract packager is the tandpoint yf t ert | 

nent choosing a law firm, an advertising knows how to select test | 

2. 3 1 packaging for which gency or other vital service Or materials, in Ww mate i I 

methods must be de 1 contract packager has been selected finished package. Hi 

I lapted or where volume he should be taken into the confidence ind demonstrate chang n tl 

es | ty spec ial installations in of the customer and given full infor sition of material to i rove 

turer § plant mation concerning sales, re-design formance He can conduct the t 

include the filling of 

giant tubes, unit or strip packag 

ng a loading of aerosols. 

Perf nce of the unusual opera 

{ field in which the con 

tract lly excels. He is apt to get 

the theult” assignment because it 

s the ist costly and disruptive job 

tor the manufacturer 

Contract-packaging costs are only 
ne irdstick” against which to meas- 

oie af ee o. 66 : » oO ure the value of this “service.” Some- 

the contractor’s cost will be 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—195@ 

{ package problems and other pertinent 
facts. The contract packager should 

be treated as if he were one of th 

company’s plant managers 

Special services 

The producer of packaged products 
finds at his disposal today a num- 
ber of highly important services, 

ready and equipped to aid in the 

himself or suggest laborator 

termine the fitness of a mate 

any purpos 

The pac kage design 

found an important place in the fiel 

quite early in the history of pach 
ing. He is concerned primarily 

the external and visible aspects of 

container. He knows colors and de 

sign from an esthetic point of view 

well as from the psychological aspe: 

- ® The reader is referred to the Services § 
tion of the Buyers’ Directory at the end of ¢ 

ume for firms supplying special service 
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Usually he has 

a merchandising background—he un- 

derstands the force of competition and 

of consumer reaction 

can advise whether to follow a trend 

He is 

familiar with dealer practices in vari 

or to establish a new pattern 

ous lines of business and in various 

types of outlets. He has a keen sense 

of display values. He knows that his 

irt is for sales’ sake 

rhis many-sided person has at least 

with the 

and its 

perhaps not the intimate 

i speaking acquaintance 

packaging production line 

equ.pment 

knowledge possessed by his colleague, 

the technician, but sufficient to en- 

ible him to coord.nate his work with 

that of the technical departme nts 

Che designer keeps abreast of legal 

de velopments He knows what ele 

nts of informaton and decoratior 

ire permissible he knows, too, what 

the law requires and what it prohibits 

How to combine effect.vely and 

t nonious!l the various elements 

juired il i opt nal tl it go to Make 

} Ralki( 1eSigi that S the pi 

ze tribut i f th designer 

H h the relative importance 

f th ement hich his client in 

t pear. Frequently he ever 

‘ igh to recommend 

{ e of the ed « . 

g W rship} ed 

[) y 1 b 

| ] i { it 

} her 

hie yw 

ing t his 

} 
4 { ail t u 

revit CULBIEST A. B. FINKELSTEIN 4 CO., INC, 

Cold storage room for handling and 
storage of bulk material is provided in this 

contract packager's plant. 

194 

of a new product or plant, he might 

well begin to function while the archi- 
tect is still on the job. 

One of his first jobs is concerned 
with plant layout and the arrange- 
ment of a production line that will 

perform efficiently. He has a very 

practical working knowledge of pack- 
aging machinery and equipment that 

usually grows out. of an engineer's 

training and a production man’s ex- 

He is qualified to select 
machinery for the various operations 

perience. 

involved, to supervise its installation 

and to develop a maintenance pro- 

gram that will assure long life and 

steady service 

The trade association is a source on 

which the packager may call when in 

need of counsel on less tangible mat- 

ters. Several of these groups hold an- 

Some of 

them conduct what amounts to a legal 

ual package competitions. 

members 

with the 

law in respect to what is required on 

lal ] Many ibeis ind p ickages 

iati llec ] ti tat sociations collect production § statistics 

’ 
department to prevent the 

oming embroik d from bee g 

trad is 

for the guidance of their members 
} 

Varket analysis and research 
? 

ganizat:ons prove us¢ ful to the pach 

age! be fore he reat hes tl 

stage They can measure »biect ] 

pr ybable « sumer react bot! 

, ; ' 
pl uct ind p cKade s I t 

ire equipped to invent 

in retail outlets. Most of them ble 

to determine the foree of s 

petition. An idea of the impo ice of 

| + ] } ] } market study can be gamed trom the 

fact that some of the largest 
, 

maintain complete and perma t ce 

partments of thei wn using the same 
’ 1 

field operation repeatedly 
} } | 

Package research and test'nz labo- 

ratories, by means of unbiased studies 

are able to show the packager how 
economies can be effected by testing 

the materials of which shipping con- 

tainers are made, as well as by per- 

forming tests on the’ finished con- 
tainers. Some of them are set up to 

test consumer units also. Thev can 

furnish indisputable facts regarding 

the adequacy of package material to 

res:st hazards. 

Package decoration, particularly the 
special printing or marking of glass, 
plastic and ceramic containers,” has 

made great progress recently, but 

generally a package of this sort does 
not run to heavv volume. Here the 
packager utilizes the services of 
firms which specialize in such proc- 
esses, rather than invest in equip- 

ment that may very often stand idle. 

Custom finishing and coating in- 

cludes varnish and lacquer applica- 

tion as well as plastic coatings used 
to add some quality to the package 

material. Skilled technicians with a 

knowledge of practical chemistry are 
required for these operations. Most 

label manufacturers are equipped to 

apply varnish and lacquer, which add 

lustre and help to prevent scuffing 

and soiling of the label surface. Nu- 

merous specialists are well quulified 

to apply plastic coatings 

Flocking is a specialized iting 

process that imparts a surface !exture 

resembling suede, velvet or lour 

Flock fibres available In mart lors 

can be applied to paper, cloth wood 

metal glass plastics or cera! The 

fibres are of ravon, cottor vor 

Special equipment and trai pe 
sonnel are require d. 

Die cutting is a service tl] » be 

performed bv label, carto 1 dis 

play manufacturers as part 

plete production job. O 

however, the need 

intricate operation I] ier 

an obtain the skill 

by fart ing ont | { 

Custom embossing im) 

dimensional ettect to pacl 

It S d S thy al t 

t ised to enl ! 

package. It quire 

eauioment, haweve: 
mat te ical factors 

iger can pronht by seeh 

ists §S wes 

Custom laminating 

pac kager to draw on the t for 

combinations of mat { 

of-the-ordinary packag: nts 

Highly developed know-! ipled 

with greater than usual | ze ot 

materials, equips the lamii pel 

form useful services 

Display mounting and fi ng isa 

service which only the larger lithog- 

raphers and display producers per 
form in their own plants. WI! thos¢ 

operations are farmed out t¢ ncems 

having the necessary equipment, the 

lithographer produces the display 
piece on offset sheet stock, after w hich 

it is die cut and mounted on paper 
board of the desired gauge, ready for 

installation in the retail store 

Custom fold'ng of package inserts 

or other advertising matter to be en 

closed in the package with the prod- 
uct is a task that is often farmed out. 

The folds must be made with prec 
sion, or they will jam in the line. 
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y in- 

slica- 

used 

kage 
th a 

are recent survey of packaging strat- 

Most A gy in the grocery-manufactur- 

d to ing industry highlights the fact that 

add product acceptance is the packager’s 
ffing ui r one item of concern, whereas 

Nu pac ng cost has been put down all 

ified the to seventh place in the list of 

fact that count the most.! 

iting It gnificant of today’s trends in 

cture pacl ig that food, the most mer- 

lour hat ble of product categories 

lore list play value—counter attention” 

od | s tl ie most important element of 

The | ch logistics. 

( | | iestion of attention or reach 

per- mmersed in issues such as 

lf sizes, display facings 

niums, special offers and 

dis- tie today’s star merchandising 

re carefully conceived to 

listribution and greater 

tration. However, the suc 

ire first predicated on 

t f the product 

Merc ising features 

\ to be an effective mer 

nstrument, must clearly 

1 and/or product. At the 

must be so constructed 

that it will perform on¢ 

the following functions 

m, stimulate buying im 

litate satisfying product 

irage repeat sales 

ples and methods in 

ing suc ha pac kage are 

ts rious sections of this 

pled Sections 15, 16 and 17. 

zeor | I nerchandising considera- 

per- ist be taken into account 

i ind developing a package 

risa § uurse, with a study and 

lithog- ‘ nal the product itself. 
$ per- \ ict tends to fall into one or 

those the f two classes: it tends to- 

ncems wal r a specialty or a commod- 

it, the ity classification. This is significant in 

lisplay § ie\ today’s mass-distribution and 
which § self ce trends, since the more suc- 

paper & cessful the product, the more it tends 

dy for B to become a commodity and in doing 
so, it also tends to lose its distinctive- 

inserts ness. Aspirin tablets are a good ex- 

be en- ample of a product which became so 
prod- well accepted that competition grew 

-d out. es 

preci “Behind the Packaging Decision,” 
1 See 

Movern Packacine, July, 1956, p. 73. 
ne. 
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*« | Merchandising considerations 

rife. Yet witness the phenomenal sales 

success recorded by one manufacturer 
who brought out a children’s aspirin 

and thus succeeded in making his 

product distinctive 

However, it is not always practical 
or possible to have a unique product. 
Brand X peas may differ little from 

brand Y. Obviously, therefore, one of 

the strongest means of assuring prod- 

uct individuality lies in a distinctive, 

effective package—one which lends 

itself to irresistible: sales ippeal ol 

undeviating patronage 
] 

Two significant conclusion stand 

uit when it is recognized that the 
| , , 

package offers one of the urest and 

ost expeditious routes to success 

; , ' 
| The means at hand for achiev g 

PHOTO COURTESY ALUMINUM CO, OF AMERICA 

] 
i package superiority are many an 

their application is limited only by 

human ingenuity. The success stories 
of products, new and old, that have 

moved to the top or nearet the top 

by improving the package or adopting 

a new package form are too nume! 

ous and too well known to leave 

doubt on that score. 
It would be difficult to find a single 

packaging material that through some 

new appli ation in recent years has 

not helped boost a product t i 

] sales heights tor example, rou 

li ibel for a household cleanser poly 

} ethylene in the squeeze bottle { 
1 , , 1 
deodorants giass in the o1 trip | 

] 1 
erage bottle net i th i 

' 
t nsect | ind 

Search for new merchandising advantages is exemplified by experimental aluminum 

packages. Note especially double-boiler package for cheese rarebit (foreground) ; perfo- 

rated bag for cooking macaroni (extreme right) ; cheese grater package girl is holding. 
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Pre-packed displays (left) save time for retailers. Products with built-in selling eff 

Pri um | tion (right) helps package find its target 

com i “bargau with cleanliness 

> ] mT al } t ) t 

' } } a ee =——. I nase ind the pach 

] k } t} we fat I cl 

t t t ect De hie 

th t ss of the package 

wes na ! f these factors will ay 

ty ] } ) 1 } conflict can be taken f 

t granted. It car lso be assumed tl 

gr oT | b I fact eeming confiict i 

ly line t \ ise in point was t 

hall é ict f Bufferin into super 
1 1 

t ets. Packaged in a glass vial 

t th r) uct nr f ted 
i i 

thical” appearance that co 

. f uted t the essential distinctive 

f S f the packagec product But 

( r cause yf the exacting requirements 

1 «“« 

st eal nd nr the supermarkets ind other open 

: © play ypes of outlets, the Butterir ty] f outlets, the Buff 
M 79 f tl packages, displayed vertically, wer: 

tives n ntain that it a disad\y intage The usual illow- 

| Kag I ble two r three facings involved 

ble é S space too | nite d for effective display, 

] f rth f the executives ® See “The Rack Jobber’s Viewpoint,” Mopn- 
: ERN PACKAGING, July, 1953, p. 81, and “Cor 

it =the uS¢ I iderations of Shelf Display,” Mopern Pack 
AGING, July, 1954, p. 87 

} “alt 
‘ Atal 

1] re] , ! ges 

( k ives 

() { | ) feels that Fe 
How new packages 

1 ittractive pack I outsell old 
i ces n existu 

‘ . ee 
- & gain in sales > of firms 

t y ; c | « lio 
\ tren el ea in new pac kages reporting 

i ie! 

1 to 10% 5 

11 —20 21 Other factors 
: ; , ; 21 — 30 19 

The merchandisers contributions t 2] 10) > 
ri 4 “ 

the planning and development of a 4] — 50 8 

package are influenced by practical 61 70 6 

91 — 100 4 

See “Big ‘M’ for Motorola.”” Mopern Pacx 201 - 500 5 

Total: 100% 
GING, Jan., 1957, p. 94; and “The Stag Story 
Rexall’s brilliant design change MopERN 
PACKAGIN( Sept 1957, p. 156 
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and the horizontal lettering on the 

package was too condensed to be seen 

at any reasonable distance, especially 

since supermarkets need pa kages 

that will “sing” across the aisles. 

The solution to this problem was 

found not in sacrificing the ethical 

appearance of the package but by 

printing the Bufferin name lengthwise 

the 

carton on its side instead of its end 

across the carton and displayir 

Large, bold lett ring became I sible 

and the lengthwise display the 

carton meant greater facing space 

An entire field of study greets the 
I 

p icKager W he nh 

He re 

it comes to th 

tion of size ivain 1S A pa iging 

factor that can critically influence the 

success of the merchandise. 7 Key 

question is “How big should t] pack 

ice be? 4 good answer to lies 

n still another question “Hi nucl 

of the product can the con sé 

most economically and conveniently? 
| Kal pl 1 manutacti h 

sidet g the introduct 

l ge e 101 SIZE tube yt 

paste letermined that a 2.6 1an 

tit Wot Id pro le t vothp: 7 

rushings and uld ti 

nth for person, tw 

1 family f two and one 

family of fo Althoug! 

been some hesit ition in g 

the larger SIZE it was re t} 

smaller tubes ight not t 

the convenient replacement § of 

inv families. Therefore, 1 larger 

tube was introduced and | 

mmediate success. The ( was 

well predicated: first, on a bi need 

that had not been pre viously loited 

ind, second, on the very s intial 

economy made possible by { larger 

unit, which was passed on t cus- 

tomer in turn. 

A similar approach to the »blem 

of unit size has been successfully 

handled by the developm«e nf f the 

multiple and the fractional package." 
Both mean fewer shopping trips and 

so have found favor with buyers. At 

ire the 
vhich 

1ccess 

t kind 

the opposite end of the scale 

smaller unit-of-use packages 

also have enjoyed increasing 

because they answer a differ: 

of buyer need 

Special techniques 

In recent years there has been a 

growing awareness that a science of 

packaging has developed. Moreover, 

it is now well accepted that the pack* 
aging committee, coordinating all the 

*See “Bright Outlook _ for Multipacks,” 
Mopern Pacxacrine, Feb., 1957, p. 74. 
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hich 
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yack 
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acks,” 
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j 
factors that must be considered, is t Container! design from a group ol cessful means of ousting the “sacred 

probably the best tool available to designs submitted to them. Another cows” or ancient package features that 

sanagement in making use of the sci company makes a practice of bringing are sometimes held inviolable eve 

tific techniques of packaging the consumer in on all final packaging though they have outgrown their or 

An important consideration is the decisions that concern the user. Inci- inal purpose and usefulness 

estion of maneuverability. The dentally, the Jatter manufacturer ; 

pa kaging organization that is set up found that the well-established, famil Dealer convenience 

oordinate both the slower policy iar package was a merchandising asset No less important thai 

tion and the operating function which outdistanced all other design acceptance of the packagt t 

h must often be swift, is the one factors in selling the produc ts ception given it by distribut 

lesigned to keep moving This is but another way of saying tailer. The effectively lab 

lay’s packaging frequently calls that the package can't be expected ping container that is sy to st 

ie ability to take fast action as to do the complete merchandising job open and handle for stock 

for a delicate sense of timing 4 large advertising agency conduct cellent ambassador of good will. ‘I 

| connection, there is the clas ing package popularity tests has found iwkward package mn ti 

npl of the race to bring out that sales leadership is not always hand, can activel 

tamine products several vears correlated with the packag i con ince Excellent recent 

ne manufacturer, through sume! panel finds most pl asing sh pping Cases lesigne t 

selection of a match-book Package superiority must therefore be retailer's ib 

ickage, was able to achieve looked upon as onl me of several case whic] , 

m of 10-million packages per key factors that determine the sal smaller it] 
st OVE rnight Most pa kag position of an pl duct tons equippe { 

ifions would never require Many companies like to pre-test easiel rel D 

but the tactor of flexibilit their package | I I tual sale fie le uc! 

because of the opportun) environments " } t source f i 

seasonal promotions deals reasons recommending. this practi t the perfor i I 

mpling and similar ay Comparisons with competiti in | package. Not ily is he 

ffer in today’s competitior made package visibility level a 1 pe Wal of the p + tat 

n many examples now formance under different kind yf sale instrument ut 

pe ial promotion en lighting in be studied. A simil tre t pe 

rie unusual pac kaging rea pt ach has been made by market re utors and salesm«e 

( irhead more ind 3 re seare | ers who have set up conce ile n I omi 

sing programs cameras to take motion pictures { ' ly g 

kage appeal. The eval shopper behavior. Study of these film those whi ( 

package S merchandising has permitted ev iluation of what ma chandising pl " tf 

iturally becomes more be right or wrong with a packag point of view regarding tl 

es of management with Thus, if a package label is confusin the package s regu 

S nm re sponsib lity that to the pot that it slows up s iles, tl Wi thrs intormat 

on the packags symptom can be detected and th planning 

inels have pi ved their cause can be diagnosed Trained ob the result 

hand lotion went to the servers and interviewers can conduct package 

sales ladder after a jut similar evaluations. This kind of study urrent witl u 

id been asked to select can frequently be emp! ved as a su in Duving tre! 

PHOTO COURTESY EXTRUDED PLASTICS In¢ CARTON RY THE (ORF Ral TIMOer PHPee 

Improved packages are the key to many of today’s best merchandising successes. Marlboro’s new lift strip features built-in help for 

the consumer. Mojud’s transparent plastic packages offer new advantages for self-selection and their compactness is a real space-saver for 

retailers. Morton’s new wrapless, linerless carton is a good example of packaging’s search for better protection at lower cost. 
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Statistics—a tool for packaging 
by Charles A. Lewis* 

t duct t} et bas Groups are ment. Such an analysis for 1956 sh 

t t sential t i complete ecurat that n i ( t the upward trend in contai 
] ' , } 1 , 

ot containet ! mand continued as the total of | 

1 1 1 + ’ 
t I t. Much work. | t yhysical d dollar 

' t] ( nme I | | ‘ hic Compared = I 
thro. ) 1 ( Ip hie \ ll ! a L955 
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t \ enerali Case I the ] 
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t S SO 1 ed 

| r was the { 

t tt i n St Ss 

I urd 
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s ( ( \ enure 
] ' = | ( } g t 195 ind 

t t pri S ul 

} ] ] | i in ibte ( 

x ad the O56 total ilt} 

{ tal Dt i ie S ¢ 

tistical t ipp1 h the 195¢ ume 

tin tg th } \ nat ries pl ducts 

snd to di thr gh the 1956 highs 

f nd ] 1 ] The relat } ip | 

Comparative growth index Growth pattern for major 
packaging versus gross national product packaging product groups 

B 
a 

Films, Fouts 

Plostc Contomers, 
Adhesives, inks 

Cusmoning, Etc 

PAPER & PAPERBOARD METAL wooo GLASS TEXTILE OTHER- 
CONTAINERS CONTAINERS CONTAINERS CONTAINERS B4cs 
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CRT WIT EN oF DOT TC 

vement of the container field can 

seen in the following analvsis of 

55 1956 and 1957 tre nds 

pments of aluminum foil for 

kaging tor 1956 exceeded bv 16 

oe 
ecord 1955 volume, with majo 

ige gains in the use of foil tor 

S pharmaceu is drugs 

cai nal supplie I it pe 

eat od i K¢ D t 

rest rant | } usehold 

r} ( 

<7 7 ; 

level 

. { 

f 4 +} 

i ) 

k | B 

Pe) , 4 { t 

1} 
‘ tr 
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) I 
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( 
' , 5 evel 

} TY t } 

Le r ( { 

f 55 { 
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tion in 1956 were 

ord 1955 volume. Chie 

vecurred in operations ol 

nts and in both openhead 

ng type drums. Recondition 

ted 1957 business to end 

f the 1956 total. 

ined shipments of steel 

d pails for 1956 were at a 

level exceeding the previous 

f 1951 by about 2%. Drum 

ents exceeded 1955 by 3% and 

second only to the 1951 high 

s regarding 1957 shipments are based 
ar reports, the latest figures available 

{ preparation 
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Estimated production or shipments of selected containers or packaging 

materials—1940, 1950, 1955, 1956 

i? ; ; 

Consumer 

Me i | 
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\I 

Aes {; 
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(>) 

Shipping 
Cy 

\ \ 

VA } 

S k 

] 

MMi 

( 

1.000 ¢t { 

Fibre dru 1.000 unit » 500 ? 

Paper shippir y ckS 

1.000 tons, paper 4 { 

lextile bags (milli 38 s 

Gas cylinders OOO ¢t te 

Veneer packages 

million sq. ft. ven 1599 O00 ray 

® SOURCES: U. S. Dept. of Commerc Bur ~€ the Census, trad ASS 1 

1 Excludes caps for collapsible tubes 

N.a Not available. 

2M xlern Plastics magazine reports that molded plastic pa Zz 1956 ) 

46.8 million lbs. of polystyrene; 17 million lbs. of phenolic « ires; 12 million f l 
, } | e+ _— ‘ ' ’ 

bottles, jars and tubes. Further breakdown was not available at time of preparation 

ym ore ry ’ Figures for this breakdown compiled by Mopern PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA 
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End-use distribution of selected containers 

; } 

4 uminum foil Metal cans 

Medicinals, pharmaceuticals 0.5 0.f Fruit, vegetable, juice 33.1 34.1 
Dairy and edible oils 6.4 6 Evaporated, condensed milk 5.5 5.1 

Frozen and pre-cooked foods 17.6 16 Other dairy products 1.1 1.1 
Dried and dehvéerated foods Fe. 1.2 Meat, including poultry 3.0 3.2 

Military packaging 6.4 > 4 Fish, seafood 2.5 2.4 

Bakery and milling products 1.1 ‘ Coffee 4.2 t.1 
Drv foods 1.0 ! Lard, shortening 2.7 2.3 
Tobacco 12.8 13.4 Soft drink 0.7 0. 

Confections and snack foods f 4 Beer 16.1 16.0 

Meat, poultry, seafoods 0.4 0.8 Pet Food 3.2 3.5 
Food products, unclassified 14 Oil, open top, 1 at., 5 at 6.5 6.1 
I ker plant, restaurant, h ‘ ) 7 All other food 8 10.1 

Non-foods All other non-food 11.6 11.4 

Labels, tags, seals, beverage 
vrap-arounds 5.1 { 

Fancy paper, gift wraps 6.1 6.4 

( e liners 
= . Set-up paper boxes 

Cosmetics 2 ¢ 
Confections R.5 

( — Drugs, chemicals, pharmaceu 7 
: tieals 5 

Medicinal as ) Textiles, wearing apparel and 

c et | ) " hosiery 23 oO 

SI} . = Department stores and other 
lentil = 5 retail stores 15 

; a . ' 1 Jewelry and silverware 5 

" { 1s 8 Stationery and office supplies 6.5 

Hardware, household and 
auto supplies 6.7 

Toys and games 3 
. ‘ Shoes and leather goods 5.4 

! aper DOX« Food and beverages 1.0 

i andy. baked Photographic products and 
Saw . P ‘ eA supplies 9.1 

bacco. related prod aR = Sportirg gx Is 19 

“fremont” mygporindl sabe Miscellaneous 121 
Hardware : 
Medicinal pr P { 
Beverages a} ~ 
Retul b t 0 Steel barrels, dr N 
i t 0 n 2 
pest Food ‘4 50 

” t 4 Petroleum 42'8 ,s 

7 Cr al 36.1 38.0 
Paint 5.1 1.5 
Military 1 t é I 1.2 
Other 0 11 

I | ! 8.5 Rf Steel pails 

- : ones 8 Food 4. 5.2 
ge, returnal 6.4 Petroleun 23.1 21.4 

rap et . Bi, 0 Chemical 15.9 17.8 
vabl 8 1.4 26.6 25.3 

eturnabl 5.8 865 dire ipme 15 60.6 
- , 28 29.7 

, i 1 t ty >| 

' ‘ 0 
) , 7; 

Textile bags 

Feed 16.8 34.9 
Potatoes 13.8 14.2 

uf Flour 14.8 14.4 
| ll pape Meal 5.8 6.5 

\ ultura 1.1 Fertilizer 1.4 4.7 
ling at ' B. 3 20. Seeds 6.7 6.9 

hemicals, drug 64.9 34.7 Rice 3.9 2.9 

Minerals 7.8 Beans, peas 2.0 2.0 
Mi ellaneot 2.8 2.9 Other 11.8 13.5 

r 

t k 

m5 t } 

higl the 1955 total although the dolla 

| | yt volume increased 5% Box operations 

5 Ste lrum and _ pail for 1957 appeared likely to hold at 

{ , 1957 busines ibout the 1956 level 

f h about neck nd neck with Shipments of fibre cans and tubes 

rf lume for 1956 increased about 3€ in physi 

Text } lema in 1956 cal volume and 7% in dollar volume 

me 1 ] helow the 1955 volume over the 1955 total Dollar volume 

ie to a decline in cotton bag re for 1957 is expected to exceed 

juirements. Demand for 1957 did slightly the 1956 total. 

t appear to be varving significantly Set-up paper box shipments for 

from the 1956 total 1956 were at a record level exceed 

Foldin paper box tonnage ing by 5% the 1955 total. Box makers 

hi ped during 1956 was 2 below expected the 1957 volume of busi 

ness to ipproach the total for 1956 

Shipments of paper milk cor 

high during rs set a new 

ceeding the 1955 record by 109 

Container manufacturers expect 1957 

business to exceed the 1956 volu: 

by the same percentage 

Corrugated and_ solid-fibre _ s] 

ping container deliveries du c 

1956 established i new ret rd : 

( ding the previous high of 1955 

Was ippl 

at contain 

previous r¢ 

volume of 1955 by 2% with 1 

ler rand tor glass containers for 

medicinal and health’ supplies 

I ne and nor returnable 

ittles. Industry expected 1957 

t exceed the 1956 vol 

nuit 2 I re 

Converted flexible packagir 

shippe d during 1956 ex 

ilmost 10% the re rd 1955 

lume witl nayor percentage 

! p lvethvlene bags and 

IIs ind sheets Business \\ 

ntinuing strong through 19 

Vilk bottle fe shipm 

56 exceeded by about 14 tl 

tal led b . 5 gain 

pe milk tainers. Bus 

57 was not xpected t 
i i 

t} 1956 level 

( ) ig perati S t 

e above the previous 

ae : 
for 195 yppeared fav 

busine Ss expected 

slightly the 
] 

VOLUTe 1956 

Shipments of nailed u 

luring 1956 declined ibout | 

55 due primarily to a d 

freeze of the Northwest ip] 

Box manufacturers expect 195 

hold at about the 195¢ 

Veneer 

1956 were about 

shipm« ! package 

10% above tl 

volume. Business for 1957 

nected to exceed the 1956 tot p 

Wirebound 

1956 exceeded by 

hox and _ crat 

ments for 

8% the previous record dollar \ 

of 1955 with gains in both ind 

fresh fruit 

Box makers expected 

and and vegetabl 

tainers 

business to approach the volum 

1956 

Fibre drum shipments for 

were the heaviest recorded, excee 

the previous record volume of 

by 1% and the 1955 total by a 

5%. Business continued at a 

level during 1957 

itain 

1956 ey 

1956 

ding 

1953 

bout 

high 
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Value of packaging materials, 1954-1956* 

Container or materia L954 { t + 199 

Pay nd Paperboard Containers (total $3,429.580,000 $3,868,343,000 $4,166,289,500 
riety and specialty bags 79.593. 001 14] S6.O00K 500 004 

55.001 OOf { ) ,O0 { 

, ) (4 . 5 OOK 

me ! 290 290.04 ~ { } M0) CN 

t rs (I é t $40,351,000 5 10 OOK 

' t if ( OO ( (1) LOS O00 OOF 

} IOS_Of (4 ( $5.202.50 

rr i oO ner 60.073 Of s 3 j f { 

Flex ickaging Materials (total 952,282,572 1.045.114.4851 1,165,497,955 

erte K t t 657 a Wf. +45 4 

+4 5 (0 Te { y (vf ( 

SS ( 1 vay, 

7 ( 56.640 7 

HO) On 

Ml ners and Components (total 1.938,148,000 2.144,558,820 2.355,560,440 

=) OO 87.9 10 

) ; { Ti f 

} ‘ 40 H 

j | QO 7% 

; ) 7 7 he | 5 

{ " { M { ba | 

3Y| f } ; 38 ; 

Q 15 ( 5 

\ é total 77.200.000 

Glas rs ( total 628.916.000 684.509.0000 735.000.000 

M cs (total 72.470,000 7S8.116.000 §5.230.000 

50 000 000 , M0) OH 

99 170.006 95 116.0% 

Mi uiners (total 477,282,000 166,466,000 $52.286,000 

298.419.00 282. 738.000 " ( 

es (578 OOF IT 338 000 { é 

{ LOS OOM 3.176.001 } 200 OO 

S rage i= 15.000 123 7OS Oe 1.4 O00 OOF 

\ iges (fruit and vegetable baskets 31,602,000 29.416.00 > 350.00 

Textil tainers (total) 210,191,000 200,623,000 198,000,000 

Comp t Materials (total) 409,751,000 438,512,000 468,026,000 

A $ 14.400 000 104.600.00% L09.200.000 

Lal eals and tags 264,351.000 280.2 12.000 299.826.0000 

Pre sensitive tape 25.000.000 27.000 006 50,000,000 

Print inks 26.000.000 27.000.000 29 000.000 

Packaging machinery (total 132,000,000 134,000,000 142,000,000 

a ta were compiled from various association, industry and Government sources. At best they can be regarded only as bench marks. More tha 
4) represent “educated guesses’; and in numerous instances purely arbitrary assumptions based on average unit costs or estimated sak 

employed. The figures are given here because there is a real and continuing demand for packaging statistics of this type. It is hoped that 
cation and revision of this table will promote increasing development of accurate statistics and encourage wider and more cox perative t ) on the part of all agencies and industries serving the immense and important packaging field. It should be noted that a number of 
issifications are missing from this table including many standard and specialty items such as cushioning and decorative materials: th 

tare it services such as research, testing, design and custom packaging; and packaging production including equipment, overhead and labor. The 
packaging materials alone is estimated at $15 billion a year (See “Packaging’s Value: $15 Billion,”” Mop—ERN PACKAGING, Jan., 1957, p. 120 

iven are for selected items listed. Readers should note that important classifications may not be included. Also some overlapping is involve 
Var categories, particularly where totals for unconverted materials and finished container totals are given under separate headings: for example 
er ner and packaging-paper totals overlap and so do aerosol and metal-can and glass-container totals 

> Dept. of Commerce figure 
Acc rding to “Containers and Packaging Industry Report,” Spring, 1957, the value of major items of converted cellophane in 1955 was $95,000,00( 

t 156 was $106,000,000; value of major items of canmesiel polyethylene in 1955 was $54,000,000 and in 1956 was $62,000,000. 

MOr 
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Legal considerations 
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I] ] ) vers, Or filled so i 

t} pr I Cl to believe he 

cl ng a larger quantity than 
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led. Such practices can in 

ous le gal nsequences and 

t nn ( | pel lties is well i 

ime 1 will 

I t} that portior of the package 

pper which comes into im 

ate mtact with foods, drugs or 

ismetics must not be cor yposed ol 

ny toxic substance which presents a 

hazard to public health. Moreover, a 

ckage which causes injury to a user 
! lt xpensive claims for dam 

) ) tics ind ( ( 

t | be 1 with the C 

1 name et I t] t! 

t State | irmacopot i 

} thi il co pen lit ] 

t Standards of Ident ; 

It ( st dar | ( } me ip l 

if the p! duct is not an imitation 

f a standardized product 1 nam 
} } bi ned whicl t 

; ] ' ? ? y ij f it. In many in 
ot thy ’ h ; ' 

’ ' , ' } particular indus 
| } r f | . 
K i pes | ae 

this pT! | t name bex ry 

1 
i 1 t ri I 
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Here, t l t not tol 

Use of evised product na 

t accurately d riptive of the p 
» or the clusion of th me of 

( iphi | ition which ji I 

t t rigu there] sug 

t -. the consumer that he i 

cl ising some other pi duct can 

mplic tions, 

Cen rally, it is 

serious ¢ 

a wise pl ictice 

rds comprising a prod 

t name in lett ring of the same size 

t type and color, in the same 

background and with equal promi 
nence. Thus no misleading impres 

I can be given because the prod 
} 

name 1s read as one unit 

Necessary declarations 

Under certain conditions it is com- 

pulsory that specific declarations ac 

ympany a product name. These dec- 

larations, of course, depend upon the 

tvpe ot product involved Some ot 

them are 

] \ listing of 

Standards of Identity. 

optional ingredients 

S required by 

2. Statements of the presence of 

utificial coloring, artificial flavoring 

r chemical preservatives. 

3. Use of the word “imitation” if 

t pplies and is allowed. 

1. A complete listing of the ingre- 

dients that constitute a nonstandard- 

zed product. These ingredients must l 

be listed in order of prominence by 

by Hilda F. Fromm 

weight and by their common or usual] 

name. To avoid misunderstanding, ab 

breviations which are ambiguous or 

obscure should not be used. 

5. The name, quality, kind, propor- 

whether le. 

1 whether 

tion of certain drugs; 

vative of another drug, anc 

ictive or inactive. 

b Where 

recnions for use and any ne 

applicable, ade ju al 

Varnings 

It is well to refer to the Federal 

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and 

ther applicable state and local rules 

id regulations for detailed i na- 

tion on the terminology to | sed 

1 to learn what declarati re 

equired for a specific product 

ontent. The gq tity 

f the contents within a « 

Quantity of x 

ust be declared in terms of ght 

ivoirdupois pounds and ounce liq- 

uid measure gallon, qua it 

nd fluid ounce); dry me 

1, bushel | k, dry quart if 

pint numerical unt—what t 

ist may be Or a combi: 

these, according to custom ir par 

ticular industry concerned 

These declarations must ex 

pressed in the number of tl gest 

f such units. For example a age 

containing 32 oz. must dec} the 

ontents as 2 Ibs rather th 

It is imperative that the quant lec- 
laration be the minimum or a ge, 

since unreasonable’ variati and 

cute shortages are not permitted 
However, tolerances are allow de- 

pending upen the product and cir- 

cumstances, and certain exemptions 

are allowed with regard to (1) bulk 

shipments, (2) packages hol g 

fluid or avoirdupois oz. or less and 

3) packages containing less than six 

units which can be easily s¢ ind 

can be counted through the outer 
transparent wrapping. 

Assumptions as to tolerances and 

exemptions allowed should not be 
hazarded. Regulations governing these 
must be thoroughly investigated to 
determine whether they apply specifi- 

cally to the product being packaged 

and labeled. 

Mandatory information. The best 
procedure to follow when designing 

1 package or container is to create 
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am Chemical ingredients acceptance table for plastics used in food packaging 

s Components Status Components Status Component 

Resins Plasticizers (cont'd Colorant 

Condensate of dimethyl] terephtha- U_ Trimethyl hexyl adipat S Coal-t | FD & C ce 
late and ethylene glycol U__ Tripropionin OI ily 

Copolymers of maleic glyceride, S Mineral pigments: ti 

” maleic anhydride, or diethyl mal- Stabilizers xides of iron, carl - 
j te with vinyl, or phenol formalde-| U Aluminum ethyl caproate 

i hyde resins N Compounds of selenium, cadmi Emulsifiers 

r | r lydrogenated rosin lead, barium, boron, antimony N_ Decyl benzen liu 

le S Melamine-formaldehyde polymer and mercury N N-octa decyl disodiu 
her : lymer of 2-chlorobutadiene S_ Potassium, sodium and ammoni ate 

lymerized rosin citrate 
lymers of epichlorohydrin and U_ Strontium laurate 
bisphenol U_ Tin dibuty] dilaurate Antimycoti 

S ins for high- and low-viscosity U_ Tin dibutyl laurate maleat U Captar 

lyvinyl alcohol S_ Tin stearate U Ferbam 

_ ~ bber hydrochloride S Met ly 

in ne oil Release agents benzoates 

iles . formaldehyde polymer S Oleic acid amide S Sodium and calci I 

n S_ Polyoxyethylene glycol 400 S lit ‘ 

nw S_ Silicone oil of 350-centistoke S Sort 

a isers atte 

S | tributyl citrate S Stearic acid a 
' cetyl ricinoleat Frote t f 

benzy! p ithalate Ant ridants { DDT 

r . stearate S Butylated hydroxy toluene (BHT Met 
| sebacate U  Hydroquinone monobenzyl ether \ Pyr 

phosphate U Mono and diheptyl amine deriv I t 

tyl phthalate? tives of diphenylamine 

| isodecyl phthalate U Para-pheuyl pheno! 

ster epoxide U_ Phenyl alphanaphthylamine Protectant 
butylene U_ Phenyl betanaphthylamine N Cy) 

ne th ] ‘ } ‘ 

phosphate Accelerators N Polyethylene polysulfide 

citrate N Tetraethyl thiuramdisulfid: N Quaternary ai 

ex tyl phosphate N  Tetramethy!] thiuramdisulfide N Sodium fluosilicat 

st table prepared by A. J. Lehman, Div. of Pharmacology, Food and Drug Administration, Dept. of Health, Educat & Welfa Wa 
se t F & DA Acceptance Criteria,”” MopeRn Pacxacinc, Jan., 1955, p. 117 and the Quarterly Bulletin of the Ass f I D O 

ge tates, Vol. XVIII, No. 4, Oct., 1954, and Vol. XV, No. 3, july, 1951 
the tory-—Safety as component of a food package has been demonstrate l Undetermined—-U nev N evide 

Considered a contaminant or too toxic for use. The status of the components listed in this table is that existing 

nal studies are made and evaluated, the acceptability status of me components undoubtedly will change 

ec- me ow ly mm ing oil soluble, limitations have been placed on this plasticizer as a component of a w f ls wit 

ge, —_— 

ind 

ed ; 

de- I main or principal panels and money arising out of noncompli- exports, wool products, distilled s] 

cir- whe product name, net-content ance with any of these regulations its, biological products, caustic p 
ns le corporate information, that may be applicable. sons, filled milk and cheese, nonfat 
ulk re eclarations and statements, Time and again when this advice dry milk solids, tea, sea food, horse 
rh et ppear in a prominent and is given, the old cry goes up, “But meat, insecticides, fungicides, rodent 
ind cor s manner. This information it ruins my design.” It is not impos- cides, butter, oleomargarine, chemical 

six rt be obscured by designs, sible to combine this mandatory in- additives to foods, dietary foods, vi 
ind rds, statements, written, formation with good design. Proof of ruses, serums, toxins, coal-tar colors 

iter print r graphic matter nor appear this exists on every shop shelf in the new drugs, and the certification of 
; in |e g so minute or illegible that country, all of which carry numerous any of the antibiotic and antibiotic- 

nd it cannot be seen and read by the con- examples of well-designed packages containing drugs now so prevalent in 
be & sume thout difficulty. that meet all legal copy requirements. the pharmaceutical industry 

ese Ff [here are in existence many laws Other essential laws and regula 

to & us states controlling the size Sources of information tions to be considered which pertain 

cifi- é Mt le of the type in which this in- Before proceeding with the pack- to the packaging, labeling, packing 

ged formation is to appear. it is the re- aging and labeling of any product in- shipping, selling, advertising, grading 
sponsibility of the manufacturer, tended for interstate commerce, Fed- and standardization of products in 

yest packer and distributor to make them- eral Acts and regulations should be general are those promulgated under 

ing selves aware of these existing regula- reviewed to assure compliance, and administered by the various Fed- 
rate tions so as to avoid the loss of time namely, those governing imports and eral agencies. (See chart, “Federal 
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i n t nts surrounding the registrat 

i pag Shu he | Kage bea g tl copyrigh ich names and marks ire exte 

O54 tic nust then be entered int General information, laws anc 

| ; 1! ; , , , ] | 

| sta e bor ind ree r published » Use tu ng to trademarks ma 

t t ( t { \ ( pa phlet form from t 

t erce el ur ght Act t Oth vithout charg \ 

! 5 s Ap! t | | l , wiledde f these eneral rt 

t I hy t { i | the be rinnineg il na OSssit 

th | ti t [ ont I plications 1 sa 1 good 

Protection of aesigns ( ifter prope time and energy 

f ACC be st uit 1 tos \ track rK 1S efined i 

. th th : ec fee 1 t, , . word , ~~mbol 

! t " le bie S| ‘ t tl iv combinat of thes 

f l 1 If the used | icture1 

| truct t to identify his goo 
] | t ish the fror t} 

Iohl t ‘ { thers 

\} t Whe P iting 7 ty 

} t n ’ ration 

et, ' f ist be remembered that t 
: ; 1 } " ' vin ie k 4 nade 

5 t ‘ byle S ¢ t the gr ind 

IT j yuu yn 

] tr } 

It rese , ' 

\ t registe! r used 

tt t] . United States wl 

O vel hi 

ears of us¢ 

k It | the { r 

+] - f 

+ } () 

Federal agencies regulating packaging and labeling 

! ; 

I ts regulate 

] \ 

oo ' | 

1 r soft nr } er 

‘ ncy rinks t it ; 

\ Ad trat 

t Vor t \ \ x 

' n f Health Fd ' 

} " \ f 1D \ n \ ‘ 

Ns I t toft l 

{ { . Int |] Revenue Ser ‘ 

Alcohol T Unit X 

f ( right rt } f Cust X X X X Xx 
) ( followed en 

P : ( t ( \ 
I Te ] ecK 

t I trat \ lissib] be { } x X X X X 

+} hol f ‘ 

: , — Int tate ( erce ( mn x 
f +} 

t If in On lepartinent X X X X X 

le e of such } — 

9 . . g <t ] } wraj t a ) everages, seatood under Federal inspection, and 

. . ‘3 a ertifiable antibiotics st have prior approval from the per Federal agency before 

) ere the year 1 they can be used. Labels and wraps for other products must conform to the appropriate laws 
. ? Jurisdiction over all commodities, such as explosives, that are hazardous to oe rt 

T} ear f publ cation ma\ * Labeling of meat and meat products is regulated by the Agricultural Research Service of the 

ee te : ' : lepartment under the Meat Inspection Act of 1906 
led im the opyright notice Dut ‘ Revulates labeling of all foods (except meat products), drugs, drug devices, pharma euticals, 

1 a ' »metics and pet food under the Federal Fo | rug and Cosmet Act ot 

Regulates labeling of tobacco and tobacco products 
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States, its territones, any state, mu- 

foreign nation or particular 

Red Cross, 

and the 

' ipality, 

= rganizations, such as the 

Boy Scouts of America 

can Medical Assn. 

It consists of a name, portrait 

gnature of a living person and 

' consent has not been given 

f | use by the individual 

It is a surname, description or 

scription ot the goods to which 

yplied, 

6 geogranl oa , 
IS a geographical ae scription 

escription ol the goods which 

ntive 

possible, however, to register 
- 

ice nee" ; fallin 

mark has been 

g within one 

ups the 

mmerce for a period of five 

thout opposition and the ap- 

that he 

rights in the 

has estab 

m irk 

in prove 

iusive 

tinuous use 

trademark e newly create 

ised in interstate commerce 

for trademark registration 

bmitted. This applic ation 

written form, as prescribed 

nmissioner of Patents and 

sworn to by the applicant. 

bmitted to the Patent Of- 

her with the filing fee, a 

the mark and five speci- 

hich the mark 

¢ application 

appears. In 

based on 

gn registration, a certified 

foreign registration must 
Load 

, 
mitted 

trademark registration 1S 

ristration notice, Regis 

S. Patent Office,” “Reg. 
Hy or the 

1] 

registration sym- 

be shown in close prox- 

registered trademark. It 

t that one of these no- 

iny the mark wherever it 

since neglecting to in- 

hinder recovery 

suit for trademark 

seriously 

s in any 
rit 

ict of possibly serious con 
is the discontinuance of use 

X , ) stered trademark for a period 
t t ears. Such non-use creates a 

abandonment and may 

X f the eventual 

the lemark. 

tion of 

cancellation of 

\ 

m should also be exercised 

X rard to the use of a registered 

—_ ik in descriptive matter and 
1, and ‘ ‘ 4 
sa sing. Through improper use, a 

I an dissolve into a generic word 

of the fl x common descriptive name which 
ticals, then makes it public property or puts 

it into the public domain, Every pre- 
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 

MANUFACTURING 

FACILITIES?? 

INVESTIGATE 
EVANS CHEMETICS 
complete private brand \ 

manufacturing and "4 

custom packaging facilities 

@ rapid, volume pro- quality 
duction to your 
specifications. 

rigorous 

control 

@ automatic filling and ¢@ 
packaging equipment 

no account too large 
@ bulk manufacture of @ large and experienced 

liquids, creams research staff P q eS ad $ sta @ confidential service 

and solids 

We specialize in toilet goods, chemical specialties 
proprietaries, and cosmetics 

Write or Phone 

INC. 
@ MUrray Hill 3-007) 

EVANS CHEMETICS, 
250 East 43rd Street 

LET US po Your 
PACKAGING 

FOR YOU 

@ New York 17, N. Y 

seasanne VISGOSE SUBSTANCES 
We h ave complete flexib pa ki 

a excrusivE Sy service for production run 
mance premiums, holiday specialties, novelties and sales pr 

. items 

Our 9 automatic Stokeswr ap ma nes each hav apa 

of 60-100 packages per minu I i na 

grams to in some cases one po a a k 

heat sealing material 
Our customer list includes such blue-chip name as Se 

Roebuck; Procter & Gamble; Gereral Foods; Quaker Oat 
Armour; General Mills and many others 

ymplete packaging service for samples, premiums, sales p1 
tems, novelties and regular production runs without having to buy expensive 
ment or hire trained personnel. No job too large or too small 

We also have semi-automatic equipment for filling and sealing 
bags, cartons, etc. up to one pound. Write us for complete details. 

They use our ¢ 



ver ol ttorney, petition form and 

should be forwarded to 

1 that the | S. Patent Othce t examina 

| } lest ] ] ] t » mn. [he detailed procedure embrac 

he torm for filing a patent apph 

nm requires expert knowledge \ 

' } 1) ] ( rh should be consulted 
Stel 

I Lil otices of patent prot 

re datory, it i rood 
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Lustralite finishes applied by 

CRAWFORD to labels, wraps, 

Higher gioss than 

. lacquer or varnist 

i. Magic 

Fluorescent 

whiteness 

Cheaper than acetate 

« laminating 

5. embossing 

Will not peel off 

6 Fast delivery all the 

or show bubbles 

Applicable over 

covers and cartons 

give these six 

big advantages 
Moreover. a recently developed Lustra- 

lite has attained the highest standard of 

abrasion resistance. Taber Abraser or 

Sutherland Test.) It’s an exclusive plastic fin- 
ish with a superb gloss that compares favor- 

ably with acetate laminating. 

Other Plastic Finishes 

Custom plastic coatings of outstanding 
flexibility, clarity, impermeability, gloss, 

rime heat-sealability applied to meet your 
requirements. 

Special coatings ¢ Lacquering ¢ Varnishing e¢ Heatseals 
Embossing s Paraffining ° Cutting + Latexing 

Se It u st you nothing to let us 

JOHN W. C 
ri I ind Com 

160 Varick Street 
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provements your finis/ 

RAWFORD COMPANY 
Established 

ercial Coaters to the Printing and Lithographic Trades 
New York 13, N. Y. 

1859 

Algonquin 5-4446 

SECTION 5 

tries for valuable package designs, 

packaging methods and trademarks js 

Since 

widely, it 

important. foreign protection 

laws differ is best to seek 

the advice of an attorney specializ 

ing in this type of practice for guid 
ince is to proper proc edure to fol} 

1 
in filing in other countries. 

Conclusion 

Che network of laws, rules and 

lations controlling the packaging 

ibeling of products is complex | 

ntricate The foregoing informat yn 

ikes no pretense at being compicte 

It is recommended, therefore, that le- 

| advice be sought from com, 

ys in the various fields 

t the costly complicatior . I 

! violatic is of regulation 

Once the legal requirements 

| ( hav been establish it 

hen become the responsibility € 

us departments concerned K 

produc tion, sales, adve 7 

et to acquaint themselves 

quirement translate them j 

lu ind guard against p es 

would involve liability S which 

ble le gal pen ilties 

Certainly the well-equipp: lI 

iintained pac kaging line 

th uniform, quality materi 

| rated t neet high stan I 

ided_ b 1 program of st 

qu lity ( ntrol is i line prope 

ceived to turn out safe pach t 

i curately and uniforml 

ind which can be manufacti it 

very minimum costs 

Moreover, the pa kage that I] 

full developed to protect the 

uct it contains and designed t n 

tify the product cle arly and 

id to stimulate re peat pur ha vill 

find few if any conflicts betwe ef- 

fective sales requirements at fe 

legal requirements. In proof his 

there is the evidence of numer ! 

strictive statutes that are not on up- 

ported by leading firms, entiré lus- 

tries or trade groups, but which may 

have been initiated and sponsored tor 
enactment by them. 

The legal protection devise for 

packaging developments, trademarks 
or designs deserves careful attention 

on the part of those concerned with 

packaging operations. This means re- 

spect for the rights of other firms, too. 
For not only is the question of in- 
fringement involved, but there is also 

always present a challenge to find 
original methods or designs that will 
be different and better. 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPING THE PACKAGE 

RUT AL, 
WE 

LAY 
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Plastisol Cap Liners made with Low Cost 

= a 

he same protection as the glass. 

eans that the sealing ring and 

de the lid must work efficiently 

he same time be odor-free...non- 

tor ompletely harmless to both fatty 
fatty food contents. 

Nothing meets these requirements bet- 

n vinyl plastisol liners made with 
wweeost Citroflex A.4 plasticizer. 

Citroflex A-4 also finds excellent use in 

plasticizing vinyls for coating food con- 

tainers and for producing food wrap 

films. Citroflex A-2, a companion prod- 

uct. is a nontoxic, odorless plasticizer for 

C4 sap to 

a iar can do its job only if the 

Plasticizer are Nontoxic... Odor-F ree! 

cellulose acetate food wraps for both 

fatty and non-fatty foods. Both Citroflex : : : 
4.2 and A-4. are ai cepted hv the Food and Manufacturing Chemists 

Drug Administration for Over 100 Years 

Your Pfizer representative will be glad 

to explain how Citroflex plasticizers can 

serve your needs. 

Costs of these citric acid esters are re- 

markably low, compared to other non- CHAS. PFIZER & CO.; INC. 
Chemical Sales Division toxic plasticizers. Besides A-2 and A-4, 

630 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 6, N.Y. 
the Pfizer Citroflex line includes Citroflex Branch : 
2 (Triethyl Citrate), Citroflex 4 (Tributyl Chicago, Ill.; San Francisco, Calif.; 
Citrate) and Citroflex A-8 (Acetyl Tri-2- Vernon, Calif.; Atlanta, Ga.; Dalles, Texas 
Ethylhexyl Citrate). Check into the Pfizer 
Citroflex plasticizers today. 
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Courtesy of the Cleveland Electric lilumir 

in the very heart of the market center of America—an area within 500 miles of Clevelan 

with a population of 81,000,000 people... earning 74% of the nation's payroll dollar 

COMPLETE CONTRACT PACKAGING FACILITIES 

7eady TO SERVE YOUR PACKAGING NEEDS 

W hatever 

service to vou 

e Centralized packaging to reduce freight costs on 

distribution to eastern and mid-western markets. 

® Packaging for special promotions or sampling. 

® Packaging for peak-season requirements. 

® Packaging to provide a second source of supply. 

@ Pilot-line packaging tests. 

e Taking over your entire packaging and distribution 

Operations to relieve you of excessive packaging 

and transportation costs. 

your packaging requirements, we can be of Since 1934 we've specialized in contract pack 1g 

and we are providing efficient, economical « om 

packaging service for scores of companies, large ind 

small. Our personnel is fully experienced in all eS 

of packaging. Our compounding and packaging equip- 

ment is modern, high speed and efficient. We havea 

new, modern plant with complete warehousing ind 

shipping facilities. We are meticulous with inventory 

records and insurance coverage on client’s goods 

We'd be more than happy to discuss your packaging 

requirements and submit an estimate in the form of a 

unit price—each package complete, packed and ready 

for shipment. Your inquiry is cordially invited 

PRODUCTS PACKAGING, Inc. 
Packagers of avtomotive and 0) Gls meee Beles, 

household chemical-specialties 

end insecticides. Assemblers of 

herdwere end industrial parts. 

208 

A Packaging in bottles, metal or 

fibre cans, bags, envelopes, tubes 

—sizes from a fraction of on 

ounce to 5 gal. or several pounds. 

CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

"Pp, 



- ++ THROUGH PLANNED PACKAGING! 

"PACKAGING AUDIT FOR PROFIT INSURANCE” |\|| (OMPIFTE PACKAGING ENGINEERING 

CONSULTATION 

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT 

CREATIVE FUNCTIONAL DESIGN 

PACKAGING COST ANALYSIS 

PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS 

COMPLETE LABORATORY TESTING 

PLANT PACKAGING SURVEYS Engineering 

Pg 
How long has it begit'gince You pany has had 
“PACKAGING AUGER for PROMBRINSURANCE? 
a true evaluation ‘@fyour pa 
experienced packaging engine 
unbiased professional guidanggy a” 

Is your packaging planned togmpet the ever-changing 
functional requirements of yijor customers ... and t 
produce the maximum b@@efit for your Sales and 
Advertising Departments#t minimum cost to Prod 

tion and Engineering? € 

1} Write for magiitletails about ox 

1 “PAC G AUDIT 

g program by 

cined to proviae 

Customer 

| ASSOCIATES 

| PACKAGING CONSULTANTS 

i 
tf Ns S 

~S < or fee / f j 
SSS ee ee 

| a Res te “« 

ur special distribution system— fehel 4-2 

operating through 154 distributing t c | a> ’ 

— | a yu 
centers throughout the United Rann 

States—will save you, as it does Nn 

for other national advertisers and DIRECTORIES | 

publishers, 20%-35% against parcel eT 
~< Se > 

post rates with no loss of time. 

Full details on this cost-cutting 

system of distrilvution will be sent 

on request. No obligation . . . just 

write, 

WHALING DISTRIBUTING CORP. 
Economical National Distribution 

75 VARICK ST. NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 



PETROLEUM WAXES 
Custom Created 

for the Packaging Industry 

PARAFFIN WAXES 

7 

MICROCRYSTALLINE 

WAXES 

e 

LAMINATING WAXES 

° 

DAIRY WAXES 

* 

BARRIER WAXES 

* 

Wax Blends, containing Polyethylene, Buty! 

Rubber, Polyisobutene 

* 

Fractionated Waxes from our new Molecular 

Distillation Plant 

he 

INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS CORP. 
575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York 

Titusville, Pa. Lyndhurst, N. J. ° 

CONTRACT 
PACKAGING 
Hand and Automatic 

ey Assembling (Hand and Machine Operations) 

* Filling (Liquids, Pastes, Solids, Powders) 

e@ Heat Sealing (Cellophane, Foil, Giassine, Plastics) 

rs Unit-Packaging (Production and Promotions) 

@ Packing (Civilian and Military Specifications) 

Contract packaging Collating , 
15 minutes from Times Square Inserting 

Gluing 

Strip-Packaging 

Folding 

Stapling 

CORPORATION Sorting 
285 Palisade Avenue, Bundling 

Cliffside Park, N. J Mailing 
N.Y.C.: LOngacre 4 9335 Shipping 
NJ WHitney 5-4020 

CUSTOM 
CONTRACT 
PACKAGING 

“Your Midwest Headquarters” 

STRIP AND UNIT PACKAGING 

of tablets, pharmaceuticals, hardware and other 
1 - f 1 . 

opjects in foil and fiims 

FILM & CELLOPHANE 
BAG FILLING WRAPPING 

LABELING ASSEMBLING 

HAND OPERATIONS DROP SHIPPING 

Package-All’s versatility, service, and non-inflated pric- 
ing wili please you. Ask for quotations today. | 

PACKAGE-ALL PRODUCTS CO. | 
2048 West North Avenue Chicago, Iilinois ; 

Phone ARmitage 6-2010 4 



CUSTOM PA 

powders 

granules 

crystals 

pellets 

liquids 

creams 

and 

pastes 

in 

paper 

plastic, 

or 

ee me seatte 
" >2*5 GR 

DUMONT 
EM Fee rTRIS ES, (HE. 
168 SOUTH VAN BRUNT ST ENGLEWOOD N J 

PRESTIGE 

GUIDANCE 

FACILITIES 

Pe Tale Mod Galstam ol: [eo e:lellale m-b-t-11¢ falsitotal & 

St CelasieMelalemelstihcciasie| .in any quantity... 

when you need them. 



BERCO is completely 
2 ee : | 

ww equipped with the SCANDIA 

line of Wrapping, Banding 

and Bundling Machinery 

Berco’s Contract Packaging Service Covers: 

@ Designing the basic package around standard automatic machines. 

@® Selecting the proper packaging materials. 

@® Laying out wrapper designs. 

@ Incorporating opening-tape, code and price marks, etc. into design of packa 

@ Multiple-packaging and bundling applications. 

@ Production runs, starting with small quantities for market-testing, 

seasonal packaging, holiday requirements, 

and special merchandising deals. th) 

Package Research & Development 

BRONANDER ENGINEERING & RESEARCH CORP. « NORTH ARLINGTON, N. J 
' 
' 

A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF SCANDIA 

212 
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Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 6—Papers for packaging sateteeteterets 

1gs do not necessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE 

BASIC PACKAGING PAPERS 

( umpion Paper and Fibre 

Cor vn Zellerbach Cory rat \\ tern-W 2 { I 

Division 

Dexter, C. H., and Son [y 

Hamersley Mfg. ( 

| } NN ] } ( 

lt ) | « I ( \ 

\ ‘ S. D.. ¢ 

\ Paper M ( 

West Virginia Pr ( 
Vesttield R Paper ( i 

BOXBOARD, PAPERBOARD 

Columbia Box Board Mills, | 

Lowe Paper ( 

COATED & LAMINATED PAPERS 

Champion Paper and Fibre pal | 

Cr wn Zellerbac h ( rpor itl ! Wi té \\ ci¢ e 

Division 

Plastic Coating Corporation, The 

Rhinelander Paper Company f 

Riegel Paper Corporation 14 

Thilmany Pulp & Paper ‘ 

Westheld River Paper Company, I 

COATINGS 

Boler Petroleum Company 

Semet Solvay PetroChemical Div Allied Chemical & Dve ( rp Al 

FANCY PACKAGING PAPERS 

Lachman-Novasel Paper Corporation 950 

Plastic Coating Corporation, The ay 

Thilmany Pulp & Paper Company 

213 
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nee to fl tarnis! d loss of l gth or of s 

Dp it Se f y! yenet tective cl te { Sto ks n é 

{ bv insects: for the hosen which will retain « 

f ros r the f ntact throughout the tota 

f : the , ad ict } ving 1 t den to ( 
i i 

l ] ve des t url at edges and seams. Gor 

less | tastele S cl racterist ean be yuilt nt 

t | t te 1 10 1} l depend t] rp 1 

| | l od q)r the I litic f r 

ft soxtive aualiti All this and printabilit 
| } he pay } ney | cKages popu iT 

See “Pr facturers. The trend t 
| r chart if brand identification—from the t y L 

i n feat lt tself, where possible to ti 

ert itages tl st lavers of the shipping « 

tself I } be sought by ha mace the ( cellent I 

pa g foahy itor. Some prote f papers a real asset 

rane r d signed with block Prooftness Pro mess in pa] 

haracteristics. that is. thev have invthing else—is relative. For 

h degree of “slip” and as a re- ple, no moistureproof pape 
it do not stich together in process lutel Impervious to water vay] he 

r storage. Others make | ible question is not whether its ess 

{ f ‘ t ¢ tf wt ipping r seal ng iS abse lute but whether it 

ease-resistant or heat-sealing tive. Will it protect the pr t it 

Good plasticizer retention and packages from water vapor t z} 

KIng qual tie ire desir ible in ut its lifetime be ginning \ the 

. . ted pe It is of primary im | ickaging opel ition, throug! sit 

: tance that the plies ot laminates storage, display and use? If 

nain } ed throughout the period ind at competitive costs, tl per 

t st and e to prevent vicking m be considered moisture; for 

Trademarked kraft 

promotes and protects 

tinp! ite during shipment 

Bleached kraft pa 

perboard finds many 

uses—cold drink con 

tainers, ice cream packs 

ind candy cups are 

imong those shown 

FuOTO COURTESY sr. 
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1 range of produc ts subject to a com 

parable exposure to moisture. 
re} } he same principle applies in the 

ition of all protective papers 

Kraft 

by Alfred Nalie* 

Krait paper takes its name from the 

| word in both the Swedish 

sCrman languages meaning 

Although the basic proc 

I uropean d scovery ne urly 

rer it was not until 

efore World War I that the 

f kraft paper was se- 

lertaken in America. Once 

idaptability to a wide \ 

f being the fastest 

le I the ilre id ke 

try 

} itior f ratt ] ( 

1its u ire |e fion, bi 

di hed 
Bi 

I neral ‘ 

> 1 

Ble iched } n 

, 
Jlored krafts are mostly 

snec ific pt ry oses and 

, 
titute a vastiv impo! 

s natural kraft that is 

ers Natural kraft is 

ferred to simply as kraft 

kraft is manufactured in 

of America where 

is available, its heaviest 

is in the Southeastern 

» pine and certain desit 

hardwood ire more 

cardless of where kraft 

process is basically uni 

paper is all derived 

pulp, which in turn is 

the y f an alkaline digestion of 

Ir to be economically pra 

ft mill must be large and 

iS § s a tremendously compli 

ited involving a pulp mill, a 

paper of one or more papet 

mach inits, a maze of accessory 

equipment, a power plant, chemical 
by-pr t facilities, an elaborate 

water-treatment system, wood storage 

vards, hulk freight facilities—all of this 

backed up bv thousands of acres of 

forest lands. The capital requirements 

for modern kraft mills are unbeliev- 

ibly large and even the smaller ones 

run into an investment of many mil 
lions of dollars. The mills operate 24 

*West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co., New York. 
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hrs. per day and as near 365 days 

per year as conditions will permit 

The personrel requirements neces 

sary to such an operation are simi 

larly complicated and the specializa 

tion demanded has tended to develop 

a vast body of career men within the 

kraft-paper industry 

With this background in mind, on 

can better understand a particular 

piece of kraft paper that he micht 

wish to evaluate 

The total range of w 

thicknesse ( ru ill the \ | i 

the lightest tissue to the heavi 

bx irds b it ft genera purty s t] 

great majporit t kratt 

vel thts ot Y to 70 ti | en 

that a eam fF 5OC } et I pape 

94 by Ol ) { ) | ; 

total area vill } i 

! de nate umi 

Actually, a \ mall | entag 

kraft paper is hn hed ir ! 

ae er etd method tev al 
the most ract ] f 

i th t of ] ! 

> whe i tl ane 1] 

In ( ( I t 

‘ ht will " ( ling 

suri nd ngs t 

bought bv tl " 1 but u } ‘ 

yuare foot. this 1 yort } 

ter. In the manufactu } pi t] 

ift fibres re ved and felt 

it 1 web { lal { ri 

thar 9 water! Subseq +} 

vate! iS ext { ie t r 

the moisture ynntent of the 1 I 

is normally in the range of 5 to 8 

further would serve » useful p 

pose and would tend to destrov « 

in vital properties in this sensiti 

cellulosic hvdrate which can be 

termed a “living” thing. In its normal 

state, kraft will give up or take 

moisture quite readily 

mosphere and its weight will vary 

accordingly The accepted standard 

of basis weight definition is the cal- 

culated weight of a unit ream of kraft 

exposed _ for upw ird of 24 hrs. to 

moving air having a constant 50% 

relative humidity at a temperature of 

73 deg. F. Since it is impracticable to 

expose a full 3,000 sq. ft. area of 

paper in this manner, a small sampl 

of precise dimension is selected and 

the results are multiplied to full unit 

status to arrive at an average weight 

It is readily understood that a small 

error in weight or dimension in the 

test sheet will be greatly magnified 

in the final results. Similarly, the sam 

, ' 
pi must be representative or t 

| 

whole or the conclusion will be fa 

Packaging is as broad a term in tl 

end use fie ld as ky ift is i ts 

field 1) iS wi 1 |} ich igIn uw 

ki ift the nature f the ‘ 

the proper rad fr pape | t 

important tacts should 

balance for best Pp rfo i 

Kraft j XT oe 

r} meal that ] 

r xt n ( t VW K 

it By 

ift S 

eight. | , 

| yilit ‘ 

, , { t ! 

te 

t i) +} 

‘ ] f Q/ 

, 1 . 
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() 
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' ' 

] } 
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\l 

o } f 

] 
le t¢ t } it 

} } 1 ’ 
i I 

heat thy f ¢ ; 

eee er ee ] 

hy ' hit } +} ' ; 

] ive i ] lat \1 t 

» te resistar t tbe 

ered to get ] } f 

It ypears that he t ] ri 

teat oes dow? 1d r i | 

fore, a control for bal é 

I I ii ti t! ¢ ! 

stretch in kraft has been vagu 

rarded iS be ing | rab] ini 

nately stretch w bem I 

at the point of failure and the result 

were confusing. Through researc! 

methods are being develoned for 

terpreting stretch measurements 

gradually the amount of useful 

being accomplished during the px 

load period is being revealed. T] 

nother quality to consider in ord 

to exploit the full potential in kraft 

After strength, we have other 



Properties of packaging papers 

ROPER Glassine, |  Glassine, Glassine, Glassine, Creaseproof PROPERTIES | | 
plain | lacquered waxed laminated | paper 

— . . _ es = _ 

GENERAITI | } Gl 
i } 

| 

lype of material : | te Va tin Multipl ply { iler 
? ; ] } 

| I | FLASSINE va | ense P I 

f I lamit | hydrate 

' 

, ' c in ane ~ C P 

; 

( t t rent I t Trans] 
to opaaq t yue to opaque to op 

j | ; { a ( 0.0015 and ) ( Ol + 

lax vid 30 T 

| . ' t to 4 te f 10) I any 14 
t 

“7 Yield { Q f Ot Q 7892 10.80 " ] les 790 + 

PHYSICAI Phi 

I ‘ ‘ t 
‘ 

i Ww 

fa) »./sa ' ' veicht basis we t I 

| trenctl 5 Bett than 5 Better t 1 504 Better than 50% Better t 

| { t } ht f hha , he f basis weicht of } t 

PMUICAT —— —_ CH 

Water-vapor permeability ] und up 0.2 and up 0.3 and up H 

sm./24 hr./100 sq. in 

it 100° F., 90% R. H 

Resistance to flavors Ve 1 Very good Very ] I 

dor gases 

: Resistance to mild ( ] G ] Good (, 

icids, alkalies 

> Re tance to greases \ TO d | ( t Ve d I xcellent Very 

and oils —~-- 

EPRMANENCHI 
= 

16 Resistance to heat (limit- ( 120 120 

ng temperature I 

17 Resistance to cold (limit- | Depend pon use | Veper pon use De pends up n us¢ Depends upon us¢ De pends se 

ing temperature I f plasticizer f plasticizer of plasticizer of plasticizer of plast r 

18 Resistance to sunlight Good Fair Fair Fair Good 
j \ 

19 Dimensional change at Hig Moderate Moderate High High a 
( 

high R. H., % | ' 
| : 

® ° . . } 
20 Aging characteristics® Good Good Good Good | Good 

21 Flammability Burns readily Burns readily Burns readily Burns readily Burns readily j 

: . x = . i . l 
22 Converting Excellent, but not Excellent Excellent | Excellent, but not | Excellent, but not 

characteristics* heat sealable heat sealable heat sealable 5 

| | 

3 Inf 
In many instances, maximum widths vary from producer to producer and standard widths may be less than those given here 8 Vix 

Based on a ream of 500 sheets, 24 by 36 in., or 3,000 sq. ft. Plai 
Properties of all papers are affected by loss in moisture content when stored in dry, warm atmosphere. Copy 
A general index of printability, sealability by heat or adhesives, and performance on automatic machines 

(Of 
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A chart this size could not possibly show all varieties papers itings, t t 

laminations. Those selected are typical and meant to be indicative of the many valu bt 

ible for packaging uses. Unless otherwise stated, the properties are for basic, typical mat 

For names of manufacturers and suppliers of papers consult the Buyers’ Directory at back 

book. The advertisements in Section ¢ ] portant f infor ! 

cial grades, applications a1 nd properties. S¢ f and { S 

Kraft, Kraft, | Polyethylene- Parchment, Wet-strength 
plain laminated | coated paper vegetable Waxed paper paper 

GENERAL | 

’ I f - raft nan P ride P : 5 Krait pay Krait paper t Acid-tr } 

I th isp! t lvethv] i ell P 

| t coatu 

t Sheets S t 

) oO Trans] ' 

t¢ 

: 4 

) { | t OOBS S f 

; \ + q 
‘ 4 

t 

PH 

Ce } to SO | ' + 

‘ to 5 Ml to 4 

CD, 4 to 15 

f - f ao 

' ’ l ' . t { 

j l ) ease Sulphit 60-804 of f | 

] } Inhat | ee | 
t i i LA \ 

CH 

to 2 High if not 

r lly treate 

Go 

qv 

| t ( } i4 } 

I Fair t t ] l 

a alee i en, ee ee _— i 

PER VCI } | 
| 

50 vey her ’ if i 

| 
any temperature, wet t | t t | 

I » poo! Dependent upon ( Li i} 

use of plasticizer | 

Goo Go Good Go G 1S | 

\ 7 , 
5 Considerable \loderate Amount of change M rate Much less tl 19 | 

1.5 curls dep nds on type linan P 
ia 

C,00d Good Good ( ) G { 20) | | 

idily Burns readily Burns readily Burns readily Burns re Burns readil 21. | : 
— iy 

nt, but not Excellent, not | Excellent Excellent; some coated ellent Excellent, but t 22 if 

ealabl heat sealable types heat sealable heat sealable if 
} . ' if 

| lf 

8 Vik 1 by basis weight and end-use requirements | 
} . epends on paper and weight of coating. ig 

P sar ft, glassine or greaseproof paper can be given wet-strength characteristics by adding suitable resins to tl ly 
} nt, 1957, Packaging Catalog Corp. All rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this chart or portion tl of i f if 

| 

ACTED ; 
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is enc 

t 1 from simil 

t, they are basic 

me respects Both 

tant packaging 

eat adaptability 

roperti fF speci 
} } 

dentified wit 

of 

greater 

lizin 

uses Che 

y 

! 
food and 

protection 

Thev can 

engineered to perform a 

variety of packaging functions rang- 

ng from low-cost protection to the 

complex multifunctional performance 

chieved by the addition of specially 

formulated additive treatments—wax 

coating lacquering laminating 

ther onverting meth rls Che y 

be plast d to give.the softness 

1 toughne lesired for modern 

} ’ ] ring ma h ner By 

f t} tre ent i | ymbinations 

t ; ‘ ter ) t } ‘ \ | | I \ 

t} ' ] 

Call 

Glas ( ni I pay sa 

’ ' } lit 

1 , 

envelope 
essorvy material f 

t field A partial 

lassime ip tor 
} 

( rn ns 

heyy tato chins 

t t] k food 

t i ite 

’ } 7 

1 mixes: liners fi 

] ahi 

] | ] fee ] it ' 

r 

| ' * wWeere 

I ! ) wort | ipel iT 

bar Cl! ] y| 1S ay ] 

1 cake mis uga 

( ] } spital ipplie 

f } its. fr n foods | 

nd lit rv pa k iging It 

I ted that many of the prod 

| glassine or greas 

rit il flavor problems 

ter-vapor transmission require 

grease I oil retention prob 

7 ill for sanitary, sterile pro 

t thor Gl ne and gre iseproof 

hull 1] these nec Is because of 

, ’ 1 
jualities and versatility 

Glassine 
. 1 “ 

Glassine paper is defined as “a 

mooth, dense transparent or semi 

transparent paper manufactured _pri- 

marily from chemical wood pulps to 

ecure a high degree of hydration of 

the stock.’ 

Originally softwood sulphite pulps 

cooked by a special process (Mitscher 

lich cook) were used for glassine. 

fechnological advance, however, has 

permitted use of other types of pulp 

f special quality for manufacture of 

Sulphite, neutral glassine sulphite 

semichemical and kraft pulps are all 

used today. The principal require 

ment is the use of a strong pulp that 

is susceptible to what a papermaker 

calls “hydration.” By means of rub- 

bing and cutting mechanical action, 

such a pulp is both shortened in fibre 

length and hydrated, developing on 

the surface of each fibre small frag- 

nents or fibrillae that give the pulp 

wet slippery feel and an inherent 

sistance to the drainage of water, 

When formed on a paper machine 

these stocks make a dense, clos« l-up 

paper that forms the basis for the 

A! ber 

f devices are in use, all accor s 

manufacture of glassine 

ng this basic need of hydratior ic] 
} 

vith advantages and disadvant 

After the pulp has been so tr: at 

id, as desired, size, dyes fille and 

similar materials have been 1 

sheet is formed ona Fourdrini per 

iachine equipped with a lor ire 

to provide sufficient drainage th 

lrated stock Che sheet vet 

ssed and dried convention 

though various additives can 

ipplied on paper macl 

reSS in the di I ecthon 

larly pla t s re adds | 

nnt to impart ntne ind f 

the sheet 

This dried paper the b 

for the manufacture of glas I 

redampened In a special t 

with appt ximately 20% moist: [} 

dampened paper is run thror 1 SU 

percalender comprised of a tical 

stack of alternate paper anc ted 

teel rolls which can be pr de 

great nip pressure The dan eet 

under pressure and heat exhil las 

tic flow and is formed into nse 

ransparent unless filled iS¢ 

resistant unique material—gla 

Glassine finds wide use int ck 

ging industry because of gre ind 

oil-resistant q ialities: odor rriei 

properhes strength which p § its 

use on automatic packag ma 

chinery; ability to “hold up ecial 

treatments, such as release xing 

ind lacquering; the ease with which 

it can be combined with other mate- 

rials, and for its relative economy 

Glassine is available in various 

weights and degrees of clarity. Cer- 

tain basic relationships among the 

properties of glassine are important 
in packaging and are summarized: 

1. The degree of greaseproofness 
is dependent primarily upon the hy- 
dration that the pulp receives and 
secondarily upon the degree of super- 
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ering of the greaseproot stock 

1 a constant weight ot glass- 

ncrease in greaseprootness 1s 

ed by an attendant increa 

greaseproomess 

Ss In an increase il bursting 

? y lt j , ¢ may result in some cases 

ise in tearing strength 

\ ] ved greaseproofne ss usu 

harder, stiffer paper. To 

this plasticizers are incor 

the greaseproof paper. Thi 

nrootness in strength 
1 1 

ncrease vith weight 

ther tactors De og ( 

. ] ' ] ency tends » decrease 

manufactured in various 

egrees ot opacity by ad- 

rs) for both aesthetic and 

ms. ¢ olor d an 

ng more resistant to the 

1 of ultraviolet light, have 

rancidity properties Al 

ventionally made at pHs 

5.0, glassine paper can be 

neutral pH and such paper 

iin use as a noncorrosive 

Glassine and grease proof 

be treated with water- 

zents to retard penetration 

ind provide good release 

They may also incorporate 

pecific synthetic resins, such 

x melamine, to provide sig- 

vet-strength properties 

Laminated glassine 

obtain added strength and 

to-order protective water-vapor 

rties, glassine is laminated to 

or other paper, films and foils. 
for economic reasons and eff- 

handling on automatic equip- 

ent, it is often necessary that the 

urface of packaging papers be plain 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA-~1958 

Sanitary protection 

provided medical and 

hygenic products wrappe 

in glassine paper 

Flavor problems for 

a very wide range of foods 

are solved by glassine 

papers, which perform 

many jobs in packaging 

as inner bags or wraps, 

as Satety seais n tars and 

uter wraps 

ind not c¢ ited When ] Vv \ te 

por perme ibility is equire 1 

be obtained by laminating two sl 

yf g] issine with microcrystalline wax 

Tr with other types ot lami inf | 

plied by hot-melt methods or by sols 

ent application. Solvent licat 

{or exampl 1S the met] od gener l] 

used to combine foil to glassine 

The wax-laminated ty pes ol ] 

ine have excell nt fle xil Hty a I ] 

ibility. Wax-laminated types ul 

ideally suited as carton line f " 

wide variety of article: 

[The ultimate in water-vapor pro 
, , 

tection is obtained through the use of 
. ‘ 

coated. laminated glassine. This su 
, ’ ' 
race coating may D eit! ] { 

wax or one of the water-vapor | 

solvent coatings 

Glassine, besides being of ilue as 

wrap In itself, has the added f 

ture of being an ideal | iper to con 

bine with films and foils, thus givin 

combined qualities ] ing advantages 

] . } 
not available n anv single material 

Coated glassine 

The smooth surface, density and oil 

resistance of glassine permit the us« 

of a number of surface coating mat 

rials with this type of paper. The coa 

ing types available include hot-mel 
applied paraffin waxes and derivatives 

as well as solvent-applied types made 

from cellulose nitrate, vinyl polymers 
and other synthetic or natural rubber 

polymers. These materials and their 
application are discussed further in 
the article “Protective Coatings for 

Packaging,” p 223. 

All glassine coatings of these types 

are employed to add to the functional 
value of the paper. Moistureproofness 
and heat sealability, in many cases 
equivalent to more expensive plastic 

films, are obtained. Optical or physi- 
cal surface properties, such as gloss, 
improved transparency or surface re- 
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oleomargarine 

similar products, where bot! 

proofness and its ability to 

er tcininiinsinncnenti 
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g | ! pa 

‘ ‘ t desirable { 

When treated with special agents it 
| i rel ‘ el the bak 

Ss t resistant and may 

t th wet st gth as well 

ucts that a 

stul mnitent 

t t vers t 

—— — 

t ls to obt 
Grease resistance, high wet strength 

;, “ “ 7 on 1 crisp, clean appearance make vege 

as _ e} f : 

' f 4 : 

t cts hicl ualit Not only is it very rub 

fat or t tant 1 s uff proof when wet, 

t I s bak \ but it i lint-free in the dry state 

t It ften lar Since it wets instantly in water, it 

] rt } ind fil not of itself water-. iporproot but 

i i desir pH { \ porprootness 1S readily ob- 

tral proof find tained | iting it with waxes, hot 

rap ft Its, lacquers, et or by laminating 

t é t] -. ther materials. Similarly, it is 

g proof pay turally heat sealing, but be- 

t i g p so by means of suitable coat 

bilit Tl s. High gloss is obtained with wa 

ly sold in th ht —_ter-vaporproofness and heat sealabil 
15 i n the new hot melt coatings 

Thos hts and ea ides spec lly 

for maximum greaseproofness 

Vegetable parchment quite impermeable to certait 
a iS¢ such as the vapor ph ise of es 

by G. F. Des Autels* ntial oils, while with the aid of 

of the coatings and laminations 

¥ Ss t} eet meable to other gases are 

hment ta !. Vegetable parchment is an 

t has be lent liperme ible membrane 

l ging b B trong when wet, bags 

1 properti It f vegetable parchment will 

utst ling. I hold wet goods or even water itself 

t, it does not defi but beca the sheet wets so readily 

t be soal vater can soak through if such a bag 

fe é withot ‘ t down i table or shelf 

fely be boiled in wat: Vegetable parchment swells and 

5 t Ivents and sol ds as it becomes wet, then cor- 

Yilute acids, alkal 1 th spondingly contracts on drying 

t affect it king possible a tight, form-fitting 

Vegetable parchment, in general : rapper when desired. Crinkled or 

hly greaseproof. (See chart, “Proy reped grades are available for stil] 

t | Kal ! Pape 216 greater strength and stretch 

Vegetable parchment filters out a i reases do not pene 

te or harm it. Despite its wet high percentage of light rays that 
rth and grease proofness, it per penetrate transparent wrapping ma- 

ts t ipped foodstuffs to “breathe.” terials and harm manv foodstuffs. It 

It is probably the purest, safest in be made specially opaque 

f l wrapper! known and has absi Vegetable parchment is available 

tely no taste nor odor, consisting treated with approved anti-oxidants 

ly of 3 ellulose. It is practically to retard the development of rancid- 

I packaged and shipped. Its ity in animal and vegetable fats. It 

vhite color epitomizes whol can also be treated to prevent sul 
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phide blackening in cans of sea food, 

tripe, corm etc 

Other treatments include 

silicone, Quilon and starches for easy 

release from all sorts of sticky prod- 
ucts where tack naturally is a problem 
and for added resistance to oil creep 

special 

or climbing where needed. Plasticiz- 

ing is obtained by treating with chem- 

ically pure glycerin and the like. 

Special grades that are’ perfectly 

neutral chemically are offered for 

wrapping silverware and other metals, 

Vegetable pare hment is successf illy 

laminated to paperboard to impart 

manv of the above desirable qual eS 

Manufacturing 

The _ characteristic properties of 

vegetable parchment are developed 

in two successive but entirely sepa- 

rate operations. From the purest, 

strongest bleached wood pulp, ] ly 

absorbent “waterleaf,” similar to |lot- 
ting paper and containing no ng 

or other additives, is first made o: the 

paper machine. In the form of ‘:uge 
mill rolls it then goes to the h- 

nent machines, where it is « kl 

passed through concentrated il- 

phuric acid, then thoroughly v d 

with pure water to remove a id 

ind finally dried 

The acid converts part of th lu 

lose of the fibres into a jelly-likc sub- 

stance which on contact witl ter 

becomes amyloid, filling all th es 

nd spaces between and encas ind 

cementing together the re! g 

fibres. All air is driven out. A id 

might be called colloidal or r er- 

ated cellulose. It is very similai he 

substance of which one’s fi ls 

are composed hard ind hor en 

dry, soft when wet—and is se- 

proof and insoluble in water ng 

this process and the drying th ‘ fol- 
lows, the entire sheet shrinks, further 
unifying the structure. The acid serves 

the further 
sterilizing the waterleaf 

purpose of con tely 

Terminology 

Because certain greaseproof papers 

made by wholly physical means, but 
having no natural wet strength, do 
look much like vegetable parchment, 
the latter is often called “Genuine” 

vegetable parchment. As seen from 
the foregoing, the term “vegetable” 
is derived from the vegetable origin 
of the base sheet, but the vegetables 
are trees! This distinguishes it from 

animal parchment, the dried and 
cured skins of sheep or goats. 

Vegetable parchment is available 
in a range of weights, grades, sheet 
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Freshness is suggested by glossy, crisp waxed paper wrap 

for family identity of diff 

es Excellent 

’ 
ne by any standard means 

printing 

margarine, meats and 

juiring wrappers and bull 
th both wet strength and 

fness find vegetable parch- 

Its greaseproofness is ex- 

yackaging lard and short 

es of moist vegetables ars 

parchmentized papers 

green or blue colored 

hment is used in pack 

and fish 

ver uses are 

irc 

re-usabl 

easy release bakery pan 

slab sheets, natural and 

bber interleavers, releas 

lastic products including 

es, interleaving sheets for 

thes 

Waxed paper 

by Laurence T. Herman* 

Al! ; which have been impreg- 

nate ited or otherwise treated 

es or waxlike materials are 

( is waxed papers 

are three basic types of waxed 
ich of which has its own char- 

t s and field of usefulness: (1) 

ilsion papers (moderate wet 
Mp 

strengt 2) dry-waxed paper (me- 

dium-range performance), and (3) wet- 

\ | paper (which can be processed 
+ vide excellent protection and 
heat seal ibility). 

rhe base paper may be bleached or 

Executive Director, Waxed Paper Institute, 
l Chicago 
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foe 

DAN-D 
SD ana 

Long-lasting protection is assured for Dan D 

t types of bread Pretzels and Potato Chips by | ' 

unbleached, colored or white, printe et. “D ( 

or unprinted The opacity f the n ( unt of 

waxed sheet may vary from very low pregnate m the ] 

transparent waxed papers) to vel face with a nonwaxy feel \\ 

high New de velopments in base pa emulsifiec pap ‘ I 

per coating provide excellent printing treatment with a w water ¢ 

surface and high opacity in the fi which, when the wat t 

ished paper. Several grad of sul lea a small t of 

phite papers and glassine ire the base n the surf € 

stocks most widely used in the pro Each of the é t 

duction of consumer pac kaging waxed end 1 tO ! t 

papers. A high degree of opacity suited. hh lsif 

new sulphite waxing stock has beer Wax es n lv a 1 SIZ 

in important development. For lu $ yueo! aterials. T] 

trial packaging and for in-plant us: the 1S¢ ] suc} 

kraft papers are often the base stock ng as lie hh n the f 

The materials used for waxing may f baking cups « lar 

be regular paraffins or blends of paraf Dry-waxe ( 

fin, microcrystalline ~waxes and _ pol vax ar p 

ethylene. The mixtures can be varied tective qualit 

considerably and, in ge neral give im tio the nw \ surtac 

provements over the straight paraffin these papers to be printed aft 
waxes. Thev provide high melting ng and to be glue sealed h aq 

point, high gloss, scuff-resistant coat- us or solvent glue Phe f 

ings with excellent sé ling strength therefore, in bag r er ] ) t 

water-vapor protection and low-tem Wet-waxed papers give tl 

perature flexibility. protection and are the ones : 

The protective function which widely used. A combination of b 
waxed papers perform is due mainly paper properties and  wax-coati 

to the barrier which the waxes pro- 

vide against moisture, both in the liq 
uid and vapor phase. The thermoplas 

tic nature of the waxes permits wet- 
waxed papers to be self sealed. To 

gether with the water-vapor resist- 

ance, this tends to keep the moisture 
content of a packaged product at the 
level at which it is first packaged 

Waxed papers are sanitary, odor 

free, taste-free and nontoxic and may 

be used in direct contact with food 

So-called “wet-waxed” papers are 

those which support a heavy wax 
coating on one or both sides of the 

] 1 
properties provides a broad rang: 

from which to choose to solve i] 

ticular packaging problem. Wet 

waxed papers are used In packaging 

perishable foods, such as bakery pro 

ucts dry cereals dairy prod 

meats and candy 

conjunction with cartons both a 

printed outer wrappers and as u 

printed inner wraps or carton linet 

Thev are used 

package bread, butter, 

other solid or semisolid products 

Waxed paper finds many appli 

tions unprinted—in the form of crac} 
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witnout cartons to 

cheese an | 
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wrappers and in the achievement of 

strong brand identification for the 

product. It is important where faith- 

ful product reproduction in full color 

required. The new high-gloss coat- 

ngs containing polyethylene also add 

eye appeal. The rugged self-sealing 

ipper handles easily on the ma 

handling test passes every 

Tissue paper 

by Bernard S. Aal* 

Ti ¢ v availabl i great variety 

rt ue papers ul ler the broad defi 

f wrapping tissues. Tissues aré 

pt ib] to the pi kagi ig of an al 

t unlimited list of articles. Their 

especially important in presery 

the ginal condition of articles 

ft, textural appeal of tissu 

t tic unique to this 1 t 

] \ i k iging < nponent 

| tC examinat f 

ict ! t the same time 

S spe ] regard on the part of t] 

kager | product. Moreover 

s the means, In many instances 

I the ufacturer brand 
] t emphasi ed oht 

t the 1 t f use [t ubtly é 

the sq] ’ l of ’ rt 1 | | | 

} ] 1 oual 
i 

Basic types 

lissue paper used in most cor 

] ipplic itions§ are lightweight 

ides, ranging from 10 to 20 Ib. basis 

(480 sheets, 24 bv 36 in.) 

However, some products of a delicat 

ture requ re even lighter b Ss 

veights, that heets weighing down 

to 5 to 6 Ib per ream 

Tissue qu lities range from. the 

ipest type of stuffing or packing 

tissues to the many strong sulphite 

sulphate papers unble iched rT 

bleached; the antitarnish and noncor- 

ve rrades: the colored and deco 

and a number of specialty 

spec ial fibres Tissues 

fury hed in sheets, that are (1) 

folded and quired or (2) flat in bun 

] r cartons. ream marked or ream 

led lepending upon the use 

‘st 1 on pecial sizes can be had 

There ire different finishes, ma 

| finish (MF) and machine glaze 

\{IG ind these finishes can be 

hanged and altered in the course of 

ianufacture to pro. ide_tailored-to 

i t, Ror t Paper Mi I New 

der properties for specific items 

The growing use of tissue by many 

manufacturers and producers in the 

packaging of their 
caused packagers to view tissues in 

products has 

a new light and consider them as an 

integral part of the over-all program 
that takes both inner and outer pack- 

aging into account. 

For there are many ways in which 

the tissue can be made to conform to 

the box, carton or container, in either 

plain sheets or a printed design or 

color, making the entire pa kage 

form in appearance. 

Applications 

Because packaging is const 

being called on to meet the chall 

of ever-changing markets, tissue 

its consideration as a versatile te 

rial offering many new opportu es 

to improve the function il and de 

tive performance of the pa 

Manufacturers of handbags ng 

in the higher priced brackets ve 

found it of great value and n 

black, lintless if 

in the packaging »f suede, leat] nd 

Similarly, matcl 

colore d 

fabric bags. 

yntrasting tissues 

effectively in colored bags 

The makers of shoes, ling 

bl yuses shirt siery, millinery 

hats, gloves, handkerchiefs, « if 

ewelry and a host of other it t 

vearing apparel have adopted 

plain or printed tissue 

Tissue is also widely used 

tect and help merchandise hoi Id 

ippliances, electrical product id 

devices, clocks, ¢ ooking utensil Ss 

ware and crystal stemware, br: nd 

other metal commodities ry 

hardware and art objects 

Color coding 

A neglected yet fertile field ng 

the sales opportunities tissue rds 

iS the use of the colored and sp ilty 

tissues as a functional help in the 

presentation of the product. For ex- 
imple, a number of manufactu of 

ibrasive stones and wheels have 

found different colored tissue ‘ raps 

a great help in identifying their vari- 

ous products for easier storage, elec- 

tion and end use 

The fast-growing field of pol shed 

equipment, such as stainless steel, 

chrome finish and other metal prod- 

ever-growing ucts, has been 

quantities of both the colored and the 

using 

noncorrosive grades of tissue for pro- 
tection and eye appeal 
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Protective coatings 

ctive packaging coatings form 

half of an inseparable partner- 
such as 

yperboard, metallic foils and 

hit th support materials 

Combinations of coat 

materials 

nt films 

rials and support 

widely diversified group of 

f to materials for many « 

bl pac kaging end uses 

protective name suggests | 

ve the basic purpose o1 

funct f protection. Quite apart 

basic function protective 

it ive a material function 

tes to ¢ hange or idapt the 

characteristics of the 

rial or substance to a 

form 

tive tunctio or pach 

include barrier ver 
ist: 

vapor 

() cA, ete 

i taste chang 

fats and oils 

Is i¢ ds nd Ik lie 

solvents 

func tions of a coating 

Jing 

resistance 

ype ul g] S shi 

lity (scuff resistance 

e properties 

dering protective coat 

specifically, it may be 

vent on the rol played 

rt material, as this must 

the 

yper packaging material 

tor end use. At the risk of 

g a complex relation 

be stated that the density 

of the substrate 

to account in selec- 

1) 

material 

re ining factors in the amount 

needed to produce a coat- 

f the desired characteristics 

Th articularly true of paper and 
rd substrates. 

The strength of the substrate is also 

I rtant factor. For example, for 

last reason, lightweight foils can 

not be coated unless backed with some 

material, generally paper, de- 

the fact that the density and 

rp., Milford, N. ] 
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finish ot foil are most Satistact I 

coating purposes 

lit f +} ul Relative incompatib 

strate and coating mate i] must al 

be considered if the substrate 

synthetic organic film. In _ the me 

class, although not strictly ex le 

of incompatibility, are gl 

vegetable parchment whi e | 

phobic or gre iseproo! papers Chest 

apers provide better surtace h )} luy I 
for coatings than most papers be 

of this inherent property 

It is cony las 

tive coatings on the basis of the meat 

enient to 

of their application to substrate n 

terials rather than n their chemical 

composition or physical propertie: 

Thus, three fundamental groups of 

protective-coating mater Is for | 

wing mav be listed: 
1 \V ( itir 

melts) 

2. Solvent coat 
“ id plastisol 

Extrude ti 
films 

Wax coatings 

Wax coatings are the Idest 

of protective packaging coatings 

use today. There are three class« yf 

these coatings based on cor posit 

ind general properties 

1. Coatings of 100 pal iffin 

2. Modified refined | iffiy 

coatings 

3. Hot-melt 

Paraffin wax 

coatings 

100% refined. Paraffi 

wax, originally a by-product 

petroleum industry, has proved to be 

the workhorse material in the field of 

packaging coating. It is a 

available m 

inert an 

protective 

low-cost material and 

good supply. It is chemically 

idvan 

tageous in food packaging. Paraffin 

films highly water 

water-vapor resistant, comparing very 

nontoxic, properties that ar 

} 
wax are ana 

favorably in this respect with all other 

coating materials 

Paraffin-wax 

from the molten state with high-speed 

pp! ec coatings § are 

waxing equipment, using a combina 

tion of rubber and steel squeeze rolls 

Wax films can be applied in a wide 

range of ream Ibs. /3,000 

sq. ft.) depending on the substrate 
weights 

gul ul 

compo 

} 
na i 

ni fic in 

vapor 

In 

“wate! 

by Paul K. Wolper* 

wet-waxed 

sition 

much higher 

thy nooret ] i | 

resistance 

gene! i ss 

VAXING 

Wo othr 

coatings 

rhe 

coatings are 

other 

noted 
tic ular 

vd intavge 

offset te 

characteristics 

P iraffin wax fi 

ly durable 
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, 7 re nd | 
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ip Wate ry ] fr 

i t-se ri t it 100° | Ki 

recipr t u re et OO ( 

t t n 0.5 dwell) thir resistance 

XN COATINGS 

Refined p vax | 5 Hig! i 

Si 5 5 150-18¢ ).7-2.9 | 

( { 5 9 150-180 0.2-0.4 ( 
- 0.180 0.1-0.2 ( 

Modif fis . Si 0-186 0.7-2.0 

)- 18 0.1-0 

i elt Y ’ 00-35 Hil 

OLVENT COATINGS 

ate ! 0 0.8-1.2 
00-801 0.4-0.8 1 

) 0.2-1.0 

( { 0-4 Hig} 

( i( ( O00 6-1.0 

( ( 0.15-( 5 

; nH) { 15-0.95 

’ 80 1.0-6.0 

{ as ( ‘).5 ( 

L\IRUDED COATINGS 

I eth 0.5 mil \f . (Vv OO 5 

1.0 mil Ml SC kraft 1( 0-300 0.8-1 

2.0 mil \Il ( 5 On ( 0.6-0.8 

0.5 mil 0 00-300 Less than 0.02 ent 

LO; Mi ( t 7 50 0.20-0.25 

Omi | Mi =4 0.15-0.20 

\\ ] i suggest the elative or correcting the deficien t re 

2 to 150d f heat sea r coatings of tl , fined paraffin-wax coatings still 

ly bl lL Hi er, because of the low maintaining the extremelh ible 

t hesive strength of paraffin wax properties of paraffin wax 

f 1 th heat seal il not strong en h to Roughly speaking, the lified 

t} ] permit complete dependence upon naraffin-wax coating will co n up 

t etrige t t] n ft Pp ickage fabrication Adhe to about 10% by weight of tl modi 

| stance remail ves are generally used for bottom fier. The most common modifiers used 

t} ditio It id side closures when bags or todav include microcrystallir Vaxes 

t t bl elopr ire fabricated. Waxed pa of various softening points, b | rub 

] b nate s used as carton wraps OI liners ber polyisobutylene polyethy! e and 

pape because of tl have heat-seal strength adequate for other resins The modifi are 

{ ext ( yf bl ked these functions and idhesives are not blended with Pp iraffin either aly or 

{ block yf enerally required in combination, for the pul se ol 

é t t t Modified paraffin war coating improving heat-seal strengt! gloss 

te not lv because f This class of coatings originated as and film durability. The modifiers 
lifficultic but also beca logical development of the unmod must be used with discretion, for as 

t yptical and other film properti« fied paraffin coatings. Every formula their concentration in the wax blend 

( nsiderably affected tion in this category has been devel increases beyond the rough limit indi- 

rh reltin int rang of refined oped on the principle of eliminating cated above, the original paraffin-wax 
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rues ihay be seriously de graded 

M ver, modifiers as a class ar 

expensive materials than paraffin 

» that their increased use raises 

st of the coating material. And 

concentrations 

} gnificantly slow waxing speeds 

th use in high 

wl i also operates to increase cost 

ne use of modified paraffin-wax 

requires a compromise on the 

he converter and user between 

il operational and economi 

selecting the optimum coat 

] 
iven end use 

paraffin-wax coatings are 

ludes all formula 

modifiers where Cie 

I modifiers ex ds 

Though th > Is in 

fication, the hot-melt 

lways highly modified 
itaining the modifiers 

med plus other types 

ellulose, cyclized rub 

ne-stvrene copolymers 

- lot tings differ from the 

vax coating not only 

1 

il 
ib] I itings are cl iracterizea 

ng heat se als and fair 

lified lock tance The coatings are 

up : le than the paraffin-wax 

modi pe be made with good gloss 

used The w iter-vapor trans 

1xeS , f this class of coating: 

rub : f I]; higher than those ob 

ind re the paraffin types 

re | 
Jy or [| Selvent coatings 

of Solvent or lacquer coatings may 

gloss be cl fied broadly by the type ol 

1:fiers solv. stem employed. Following 

for as ire the two types used: 

blend 1. Organosol—a resin and _plasti- 
t indi § izer combination dispersed in a mix- 
n-wax — ‘Ure of organic liquids of the polar 

AGING MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

and nonpolar types. The polar liquid 

acts as the dispe rsant or solvent, whik 
, the nonpolar liquid acts as t] 

2. Plastisol—a resin disperse 

1e diluent 

suitable liquid plasticizer. 

Since most of the commert 

“lac quer coatings available today for 

purpo s re f t} rvano I ip Sé Att Oo rit vil go pac kagin 

1 

sol type, an alternate classification by y} 

chemical identity may be preferabl 

rhis listing can be subdivic 

thermoplastic and thermosetting types 

For all practical purposes, this sub 

division is based on heat-seal ng 

non-heat-sealing characteristics of the 

respect ( tings 

The heat-se ing ju t 

hermonlactic n ] r ; 
leTIMOp Tas t I 

ings 1S W thout excepto! ! y 

vhile the « yMpanion qi lock 

resistance is al c In | 

respects the solvent 

S erior to the wax-t ( { y 'B) 

iuse of their strong sit t 

ils it ste nperatures ranging fro 

200 to 300 deg ] tl la S f 

ZS nace ] ny types of ] Ch 

g materials ay il 

utomatie equipment 

In addition to these qualities, both 
types ol solvent coating ure cl ct 

red by their durability S in 

clarity The Sé¢ chara teristic ree 

mend solvent coatings for use as ove! 

print coatings on label stock as well 

with printed flexibl pack em 

terials. Many of the coatings are ré 

sistant to water vapor to hig] 

ores adding still another asset 

Cellulose nitrat his terial ha 

been used successfully for longei 

pe riod than any other Ty t ti 

Characterized by good grease 

sistance it can be formulate t] 

rving ce grees of watel pol re 

sistance by the addition of small 

quantities of paraffin wax. Cellul 

nitrate coatings are probably the least 

expensive of the solvent coatings ar 

have had the widest use on all tvpes 

of paper. Cellulose-nitrate coatings are 

the pring ipal prote ctive coatings used 

on cellophane. 

Ce llulose acetatt and ( thi rece Llul 

derivatives. These materials are used 

for special purposes only for the 

are not water-vapor resistant to any 

degree. They are materials which form 

tough, durable films of high clarity 

and good grease resistance 

Cyclized rubber (natural rubber 

This material combines excellent wa 

ter-vapor resistance with remarkably 

strong heat seals over a wide range 

of temperatures. The sealing quality 

1 | 

requires special precaul aS ch 

the use of sil cone OI letion on ! 

seal ig waws ot | } Cing ¢ jul 

Butadiene {yu 1 ri l Lire > 

thet rubber iting pr 
1 

excellent water-vapor resistan¢ 

heat-sealing properties { 

ural rubber coutings but 

1-47 } ye 1 Hincuit 1 perating dithcuilti | 

equipment, as no special rel 

] 
terials are required I S¢ 

However, like the natural rubb 

I the ( t 

butadiene-st { 

Od is SO at tric 

1 1 
oat that ( 

Vinyl O 

C Aiffovans 

1} : 
| f | } 

nHect iit 

1 17 } ] 
{ i 

t 

ect 

] ] 

Extruded coatings 

Thes ( t | 

, f 1) I ] 

yup cy ‘ ( t 

de tl te ly ct ‘ 

. 
nding tl S( l ( 

l rit net NeEr f ] \} 

sent tiume | 

1] 1] } , 
HnVilce é I ( 

+} aia ] 1 { t r i 
} } | 

trusion itl I i 

trus b e] 

lot )] nt tag 

} nterest g nad etiul ; 

} } 
The fundament I t 

tvpe ol t yx is that ib 

ib] the use yf t} fi] f 

v1 reas unsuppo te { I 

} 1 Y 
iti ] costh , } 

W here supporte Gly f 
: @ 

L mil thickness we f ] 

l, it ossible t t fil | 

f less than 0.5 mil 

ypoes yt ubsti ite ] t t 

S ] ent zg t r ( t 

] } 
ubstrat saterial dd th 

7 
properties to those of the plasti 

} 
used, crt iting new type s of mat i 

ith a variety of 1 mi t 

properties 

1.3 £1 
Phe extruded hi pat y 

} 1 
created new values of strength a 

flexibility hitherto not attainable wit] 
coated materials The I chemi 

ertness and grease resistance 

made them particularly valuable in th 

packaging of metal parts, chemi 
drugs and cosmetics. 

' 
Cal 
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Boxboards used in packaging: 

Grade of board Uses Contents 

; ' 
Plain chipboard I wily in t O08 low-gra 

r f ; . wer ws 
Solid newsboard © OF se te] * 5 (ne 

boxes for ind mixed corr 
News vat-lined chip aie ; ; 

tall el textile ited 

Filled news ager 

White wood vat-lined \ gher grad { White liner is 100 
vith aint’ Mork 

chipboard wit STACE WOR B 
\ t l r ; ime is I 

Bending chip I I packa WR waste pape 

it it the low gra 

I igarette \ mixed 

t iit ted 
pastt ed 

Colored Manila-lined s) ty} f pack lop liner is virgin 
' . } } ocale oe adialle seienal 
bending chip ' pulps or high-graae 

vher more € waste - paper sub- 
titutes. Back same 

is bending chip 
Some groundwood 
in top liner. 

' | kagis duct Top | i 1igh- 
Bleached Manila : ging produ sOp uncer & high 

| 1] } " vher more eye grade waste, virgin 
ined rend y ) , ’ ; " 

: Cnaing Cn ippeal is desired sulphite pulp, som 
ng  two- and groundwood. Back 
e-color print is usually news or 

hip 

White pate nt-coated I , Top liner is 10 
t t oir yoly mid ew ha kk ste s, s gin puips ind 

textile i t high-grade wast 
eve etc Free @) gr int 

od 

( ted board i Same as white pat 
rever nt-coated new 

' high-gra back except = for 

. pri ] ited surface 

, ylid bl a4 h ad t Wk Vir : - 

ene 

Caliper Finish in 
ranges points’ 

0.020 00 
to 

0.060 100 

0.020 OO 

t ) 

0.060 LM 

0.016 800 

0.034 100 

0.016 SOK 
to t 

0.034 OO 

0.016 RO) 

to 
0.034 OOD 

0.016 700 

to to 

rOTE 700 

to 

0.024 10 

0.0] eter- 

t d by { if 

0.026 S$. per 

O00 
1. ft 

0.012 1,700 Unbleached solid sul I iL | 
} ti to 

IT hoard rhe tO . 
phite buard rm 0.026 1,900 

Solid Manila board 5 f al e, ¢ Virgin pulps and 0.012 1,700 
( I high - grade _ waste to to 

bstitutes 0.030 | 900 

ixtra-strength plain Hard ire, autom Kraft w iste and 0.016 ~s 
. tive and mechar kraft pulps to 0 kraft-type boards “ aoe : 0.050 1.900 

Extra-strength white Same as above Kr oe waste an I 0.016 . 
here > > ] ins 0 

lined kraft-type re mars = oN" kralt pulps. 2 { sas peal is desired. 0.050 1,900 
0a s 

Prepared by Columbia Box Board Mills, Inc., Chatham, N. Y 

eets per bundk 
t ir r to those for unbleached sulphite. Sulphate is also used for bottle carry-outs. 
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sh in 

nts' 

SOU 

1.700 
to 

900 

1,7 
to 

1,900 

KAGING 

types, uses, characteristics 

Grade of board 

Plain chipboard 
Solid newsboard 
News vat-lined chip 
Filled news 

White wood vat-lined 
chipboard 

Bei y chip 

Cok Manila-lined 
bi 1g chip 

Bl Manila- 
ending chip 

Chief characteristics 

Lowest-cost board prod ced 

Adaptable to special lining 
ipers. Not good for print 

May be had in a variety 
# colors 

li 

The chief difference betwee1 

this and plain chipboard is 
that it has a white line: 
idaptable to color and car 

be sized for printing 

Lowest-cost® board for fold 

boxes. Can be print 
vith all colors; manufactured 

in a variety of colors, Adapt 

ble fo spe la 7ing and « il 

s is bending chip, exce 
r brighter liner. Come 

iter variety of lor 

Same as bending chip except 

white top liner permits spe- 
lal treatment ind) mult 

printir 

Brightness* Bending 
standard qualities Color 

No Poon 

. ; 

V arie 

») I 

Wi tent-coated A smooth board, much whit > Exce 
l. than any of the above 

race Colors ire not ul 

ct to fading and it has « 

derable strength 

C] board 4 very smooth and whit | 
rd providit in exce t 

ting surfa 

SO! iched” sul- A strong board used in f Id 7 ( I 

ard ne, me : 

t at i 

ed t 

Unbl ed solid sul- A expt board t 
} id ble ed sult t t 

ph voard phate N 
su nor bright but 

rm ] 
] st Cit I 

Solid Manila board Available with a white liner I 
nd Manila back 

Extra strength plain Maintains a minimum test on Excelle 
ko ift type boards Mullen and_ tear available 

“—_ ‘ in dark colors 

Extra-strength white- Available in pastel shades 60 to 75 I ent 
lined kraft-type maintains minimum Mullen ¢ 

and tear tests. ind bach 
boards 

: Ratio of brightness of paper to brightness of magnesium oxide. 
5 As BOK ——_ are not required in certain boards and in certain uses. 

Semi-bending chip, a somewhat lesser grade, is lower in price and also in performance. Bending chip takes a 180-deg., wherea 
only a 90-deg. bend. 

opyright, 1957, Packaging Catalog Corp. All rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this chart or portion thereof in any fo 
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PHOTO COURTE.Y F. N. BURT CO 

f 

Hor 

fr) 

j 

' 

f 

t f 

} id id 

} terial 1a i 

, election of tex 
| er can ilat 

faly leathe meta 

! the } | lull 

th or rough surfaced. Its 

dless iles ippe ] in be used as 
' sphere roa primal I 

. 1 P P tt | nsiates mto past 

esent uses this means 

top of the list far paper is at the 
, , 

packaging materials 

To keep pace with this versatility 

rinting and embossing facilities are 
, ’ 

nstantly expanding and the avail 

gns and color combinations S 

signers attempt t 

with fashion linale itt papers i 

textiles, cos 
] 
ls in ready-to-wear, 

’ 
etics 1 home furnishings. Rotation 

f older designs in five- or 10-year 
. oe 

les and the increasing adoption of 

ite de ign papers he Ips to swell 

| massive nventory 

, , , 7 
[hough used primarily as a decora 

] } ? 
medium, the papers are ivailable 

th grease- and moistureproof prop 
, , 

Ihis combination of functions 

used to advantage in cosmetic 
] 1 : 

etal, jewel candy and food-spe- 

Types of papers 

All decorative papers involve a base 
, . 

tock and some finishing treatment 

r combination of treatments. Paper 

to be coated should be sized to give 

it a hard surface free from grooves or 

wicks. Color of the base stock is im- 

portant only when coated with trans- 

parent films or for special-duty pa- 

pers. Color stock may be spec fied to 

prolong sales life if frequent scuffing 
or hard usage is encountered. 

Decorative papers can be classified 
according to base stock and finishing 

Luxurious and elaborate 
effects are achieved with paper 

in many ways. For example, 
tapestry is simulated for the 

round Elegante perfume box at 

left of 

package in upper right corner 

photo; prescription 

is semi-wale rproof paper simu- 

lating leatherette; Ritepoint 

box in lower right corner js 

printed embossed fancy paper 

simulating ostrich hide. Foil! is 

widely used for its brilliant 

finish and is often printed or 
i embossed note particularly 

center box, bottom roy ind 

large hinged box, at left. Pink 

flint paper is combine vith 

printed, embossed foil 

box in center of phot 

treatments. Stock may be ma m 

groundwood, kraft or sulphite oT 

combinations thereof 

Flat or dull-finish papers be 

coated or uncoated. ‘In their un: oated 

styles, they may be given a ural 

finish, an antique, “rough” ‘rag: 

content” look, but they are re for 

printing without additional s ng. 

Casein- and clay coated pape { 

“mat-coated are made with ush 

or roll coater or on some | of 

brushless coating machine. 

Satin and glossy-finish papers may 

also be uncoated. Plain glassine is an 

uncoated with a high gloss 

achieved by beating and supercalen- 

paper 

dering. It has innumerable decorative 

ind functional uses (see article on 

glassine, p. 218) Other 

be supercalendered and steam treated 

stock may 

for various degrees of gloss. 

Shiny and glossy coatings are pro- 

duced by different processes: 

1. Brush finish. The surface of a 
coated paper sheet, usually sulphite 
stock, is polished by revolving the pa- 
per over a drum against a bank of 
moving brushes. These papers are 
used for box coverings and labels. 

2. Plate. The coated paper is fin- 
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loss 

len- 
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pro- 
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ished smooth by cold rolls through 
pressure in a stack-calendering ma- 
chine. For very high finish this paper 
is sometimes steam treated before the 
calendering operation. Uses include 

box wraps and labels. 
Friction glaze. Both sulphite and 

indwood stock are friction glazed. 
The surface of the paper sheet after 

‘ing is polished as it passes be- 
th 1 heated steel roll and a com- 

pressed cotton roll under pressure. 
H speed of steel roll produces a 

} f | polish. Uses include box 

labe ls, displays 

|. fica. The coating of mica paper 
f ground mica crystals in a 

f casein, gum or glue sizing 

t 1 sparkling, glinting surface. 

A coated paper is highly 
rubbing across the sheet 

with tones. This process is slow, 
vakir e paper a little expensive, 
it | shed product is one of the 

ful of the decorative pa- 

Che end use fol this 

vering, label, fancy wrap 

governs the choice of 

book, groundwood 

Sometimes sper ial stocks 

n this way 

of. Coated paper can 

d with waterproof ma- 

S casein Or gums; o1 

ith heavily sized color 

with waterproof gums. 

f waterproofing is done 

d pyroxylin lacquers, 
in unmottled surface 

\ jue or high gloss hinish 

of the chief categories 

papers, enjoving wide 

er and cuter packaging ging 

MANY 

OTO COURTESY THU 

PH 
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Gift pre-wrap is 

popular application of 

fancy papers by whis- 

key producers. 

of thousands of products. Tissues fo 

t 20-Ib printing are usually 18- to 

stocks, as compared with the lighter 
weights for unprinted tissue ranging 

down to 7 Ibs. Plain tissues used for 
} commercial packaging and wrapping 

are furnished in sizes 20 by 30 

for No. 1 white in 7-lb. weights; and 

24 by 36 in. for No. 2 white and 

Manila, in basic weights of 10 Ibs. per 

ream. The No. 2 plain is more prote: 

tive than decorative 

Several grades or types of tissue 

see “Tissue Paper,” p. 222) are 

for their more specific uses 

Jewel r’s or silver tissue 1S ba 5¢ d OI 

a commercially sulphur-free stock t 

prevent product discoloration. It 

comes in two base stocks—white and 

kraft. The white is used by jewelers 

gift shops and department stores. It 
contains a higher-grade pulp than reg 

ular No. 1 white tissue 

Kraft tissues will generally pass th 

nonsulphur test, too. However, tissue 

made from kraft stock has the same 

Trademark is in 
corporated into th 

gift-wrap design for 

Dutch Mill Candy. 

—. 

I vate it I r 

used to identif 

Florist t t ] 

medium grade N 

vored b ret { 

de licat b] W 

] il use 1 i 

Twist t é t ¢ 

ior bottle It ft 

vhich gives it { 

{ suall t ] t me 

d sion I ivert 

SI nally i walt I 1 

A D yt st i 

Hosie issu 

vated tissue on the m 

exceptionally fine printi 

feel and texture different f: 1 ol 

types. This is used often as wrappe 

for hosiery. Bee t { 

and soft texture, it is suited { 

ping other lightweight textile 

Special effects 

Metallic paper is produ 

eral different ways: 

1. Casein metallics. Bronze, alumi- 

num and copper for gold, silver and 
copper effects are ground into a casein 
or other gum vehicle and coated on 

the stock sheet. Stack calendering 

gives a smooth, brilliant, highly print 

able finish. 
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2. Pyroxylin metallics. The same 

metals are ground into pyroxylin lac- 

quer and the paper is coated and 
stack calendered. In addition to me- 

tallic tones, a beautiful color range in 

several weights is available for box 

verings, food wrappers and the like 

3. Half-fine metallics. Patches of 

thin copper or aluminum alloy ap- 

proximately 5 in. square are laid on 
paper that has been pre-coated with 
in adhesive. The patches are over- 

lapped to form a continuous metallic 
face. Many colors are available. 

{. Argentine. A glaze of argentine 

precipitate of tin } 

surf 

is laid on paper 

a dull gray to a 

finish with a friction cal- 

ind polished from 
' 1 

ght silver 

nae This process can ilso be used 
; . : | 

ld or colored metallics, in which 

the gold or colored appearance 

tained by lacquering. Argentine 

substitute for the 

rative effect of foil 

7 

tallic papers. A 

tfactur yf il. A striking color 

ble. Foil papers are 

ther me 

lely in the 

bacco products and novelty items 

ell S for labe ls and seals 

Iridescent or pearlescent coatings 
he btained it 1 a wide range of shades 

the use of pyroxylin lacquers. This 

rticular pyroxylin-treated line is 

ide by a process in which a crystal- 

lissolved in a nit 

llulose vehicle and applied to the 
The lacquered 

1eet is then dried and passed through 
irface of the web 

solvent bath to remove the crystal- 

ing materials without disturbing the 

lacquer film. In this way, the crystal 
mpressions are left on the surface in 
mother-of-pearl design. The sheet can 
be cleaned with a damp cloth. 

Cast-coated paper is made by ap 
plying a plastic coating in an aqueous 

state to a sheet of paper. The coating 
is then brought into contact with a 

highly polished chromium-plated steel 
drum. The finish of the paper is the 
result of friction against the drum. A 
patent-leather effect can be produced 
on a strong, water-resistant paper. 

Intaglio or rotogravure papers are 

printed from a copper roller engraved 

230 

by the photogravure process or by the 

use of a pattern mill. The ink—which 
may be water color, oil or lacquer— 
is flowed into the engraved depres- 
sions on the roller. Excess ink is wiped 
off with a doctor blade. 

Embossed and debossed papers, 
having a pattern in relief, are pro- 

duced in various ways: , 
1. Regular. An embossing machine 

with a steel-engraved roll and a paper 

impression roll running in register 

with it presses the design into plain 
or coated paper in any finish so that 
it shows in relief on the reverse side 

of the sheet 

2. Friction embossed. The pattern 
is pressed against a smooth, gearless 

roller. Friction is produced by the 
operation of cold and hot pattern 

rollers, the latter being cored for 

steam in contact with the pattern. The 

combination of pressure and friction 

causes a deepening color in the area 

of the pattern 

Print embossed. Color is applied 

to the depth of the design by running 

in ink roll in contact with the raised 

rtions of the steel embossing roll 

1. Two-toned embossing. Contact 

between heated steel embossing roll 

ind unmated paper roll produces a 
light discoloration to give a two 

toned effect 

5. Spanished. Color is applied to 

the entire surface of the sheet and 

then scraped off with a dressed blade, 

which leaves varied tones of the color- 

ing on the sheet, the shade depending 
on the depth of the embossing. 

Flocks. The process of coating the 

surface of a paper or other material 
with special fibres of wool, cotton, 

rayon or silk is known as flocking. The 

process gives effects which are high in 
luxurious or unusual decorative ap- 

peal. The finish is available in a wide 

color range 

Flock has a great number of spe- 
cific uses, although it rarely makes a 
good flexible outside wrap. One of its 
most important packaging applications 
is as covering and lining material for 
gift boxes or other special packages 
like silver chests and instrument or 
camera cases. It comes in conservative 

dark tones, bright full colors, pastels 
and in the new patented fluorescent 
colors. It is also sprayed in contrasting 
or complementary shades. 

Simulations. Given the variety of 
colors, textures and weights possible in 
decorative papers, it is not surprising 
that they are manufactured to simu- 
late a tremendous number of natural 

and fabricated materials. The various 

types of coating and embossing are 
put into service to imitate textiles of 
all kinds—tapestry, chintz, flowered 
cretonne, watered silk, burlap and 

linen—that look and even feel like 

their models. Wood and wicker types 
in shiny and dull finishes, from white 
knotty pine to African oak, are avail. 
able in a number of weights for dif. 
ferent uses. Leather grains imitate 

fine pin seal and whorl-marked ag 

trich hide, while reptile patterns are 

also common in a wide variety of 

colors. 

In the field of structural material, 

simulated papers are produced ig 
dozens of designs. Paper tiles and k 
noleums come in many sizes and 

styles. Stucco and pebbled effects are 
produced, together with every kind 

of marble finish 

Private designs 

Apparently retailers and producers 
have been using tons of blank vapeg 

a year in packaging without ree lizing 
that liners and wrapping materi«'s can 
drive home a sales message -v 

other advertising leaves off. He e the 
private design comes into its own. At 
a varying increase in cost, the liner 
or cover of a package can be m de to 
sell product, brand, manufactu er oF 
retailer when other sales device: cease 

to operate. 

Department, chain and sp cialty 
stores are probably the larges bulk 
consumers of private-design | ipers. 
Many have built entire pror >tions 
around them. 

Private designs frequently bt not 
necessarily make use of the co: »pany 

name or product trademark. ‘ome 
times, particularly in the desi of 
gift papers, a merchandiser depends 

on his striking motif to make the as 

sociation in the consumer’s min«! with 
his product. 
When you consider a private de 

sign, higher cost alone suggests care 
in design, but given a sufficient vol- j 
ume to warrant the investment, any ~ 
private-design program may be started 
on a partial basis, beginning perhaps 
with inside tissues and carrying | 
through later to the outside box wrap. ] 
Recent efforts of the paper converters | 
have brought these papers within | 
reach of many new customers. Some | 
users report that one-color printing om © 
the tissue they use adds from 10 to ~ 
25% to the cost of the stock. This = 

sounds high until the low unit cost of — 
the paper is taken into consideration. 
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KEEP PACKAGING PACE 

with this SALES 

PRODUCING TEAM 

POLY COATED AND GLASSINE & GREASEPROOF GRADES 

Bags, Carton Liners, Bag Liners, Wrappers, Overwraps, Unit Packs, Pouch Packs 
and many Packaging Accessories. 
. « » FOR MOISTURE-VAPOR AND FLAVOR PROTECTION of all types of foods 
such as bread, crackers, cookies, cereals, cake-mix, pie-mix, potato chips, snacks, 
coffee, suger, candy, butter, cheese, shortenings, nuts, tobacco, bocon, meats, 
fish, poultry, frozen foods and dessert powders. 

. « « FOR RUST AND CORROSION PREVENTION of hardware, tools, machine 
and metal parts. 

. . « FOR SANITARY PROTECTION of bandages, gauze, hospital supplies, sur- 
gical instruments and bathrosam accessories. 
. « « FOR SURFACE PROTECTION of metal and glass sheets, wood paneling and 
doors, plastic surfaced wall and counter panels. 
. . « FOR PROTECTION AGAINST EVAPORATION of volatile oils, greases and 
chemicals — ogolnst sifting less of powders ead granuiors. 

Advertise as they PROTECT! PROTECTIVE PAPERS INCLUDE: 

WRAP-DRI pene inte For ivst a few cents more than plain. ordinary 
WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE PAPERS i ati at these viilize | 

THILCO-TUF . / 
STAINPROOF LAMINATED PAPERS 
VAPOTITE 
MOISTURE-VAPOR BARRIER PAPERS 
POLY-COATED 
AND SPECIAL TREATED PAPERS 
MG and MF 

NATURAL AND COLORED KRAFTS 
GLASSINE 
AND GREASEPROOF PAPERS 
SPECIALTY BAGS 
DRUM AND CARTON LINERS 

Fitetse FOR PROTECTION TWAT COUNTS! FREE SAMPLE KIT— 

Contains samples, piain 
NEW YORK © CHICAGO and printed of many Thilco 

' functional grade papers 

DETROIT © CINCINNATI for product packaging. 
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\\ America’s 

Shopping Bags 

are full of... 

R 
QHiINELANDE 

papers... 

And it's no wonder that 

Rhinelander Glassine and 

Greaseproof papers are so wiccly 

used. No other packaging 

material offers greater protect 

versatility and buy appeal— 

good looks at so low a price a: 

these wonder papers of 

modern packaging. A Rhinelander 

Glassine and Greaseproof paper 

may well be the means of 

solving your individual protective 

packaging problem. Write to us 

about your application. 

Complete samples available. 

The various types of prod- 
vet packages illustrated 
use Rhinelander Glassine 
or Greaseproof as either otr, 
on outer or inner wrap. > RHINELANDER PAPER 

Rhinelander Paper Company, Rhinelander, Wisconsin 

Al Subsidiary of St. Regis Poper Company 

& ° 
J ° 
° 

so 
4‘ags* 

GLASSINE — Bleached, unbleached, colored, wansparent, opaque, window envelope, wax-laminated, heat sealing, coated or tailor-made 
to fit your requirements, GREASEPROOF — Bleached, unbleached, laminated, wet strength, transparent tracing and transparent 

parchment grades. PAPERS FOR —Corrugation + Lamination + Bag Conversion + Window Envelopes + Printing. 
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don't say 
pape 7 ‘be ard 

ee SAV 

economy 

ightness 

strength 

OMT AY 

; HROUGH 40 years’ experience, we have developed 
rboard which we believe is superior 
imilar product on the market. We call it Krafibre. 

KRAFIBRE is strong, lightweight, economical. It is adaptable to 
any treatment, prints beautifully and keeps its od 
just-printed"’ fresh he point of purchase. ‘ae wae cnemeaee COLUMBIA WE'D like to send you the new Krafibre sample 

book so you can see what we mean. It contains 
h Krafibre in natural, white lined and 

t a rainbow of colors — and shows how it takes printing. 
Be DROP US A LINE and we'll put your copy in the mail. 
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Packagers ‘In the Know’ Choose Ridgelo 

x 
t/ancelatn Brilliance 

#90 ULTRAGLOSS 
(glazed) ER 

TEAS 
COSMETICS + CANDIES - RUE 
D INALS + BEVERAGES * SOA 
OBACCOS - FOODS - HARDWA Oe 

A sensational, glazed finish boxboard with 

the gloss and whiteness of porcelain. Fine 

printing, folding, and glueing qualities 

Available in white and color tints 

oe , - 

} *75 BRUSH FINISH 

mR CICITAMCE 

(silky smooth) 

f 

Boxboards That Are Distinctive, Different, and Better! | 

ES * SPORTING GOODS + TOYS {\ 
es Highly calendered, very resistant to soil an 

“4 ERY PRODUCTS . CIGARETTES _\ scuffing. Requires no lacquer or varnish f 

CES » PHARMACEUTICALS + TOILE ab hesitil: sibabiianen. Sides: tities aida 
* APPLIANCES + PHOTOGRAPHIC SU 

cts 

Kafe fois lo #3 
ordinary boxboard, is far better quality 

Fes 4 onpee, y 4A , 

Sinesl mw rinlacicdy 

CUSTOM COATED 
(for lacquer or varnish) 

Made by special, off-machine process tt 

COATED! 2 ad enables superb finishes and perfect mat 

- TEXT) : 
REG. U.S PAT. OFF. y i, ing of colors. Incomparable printing qua ¢ , 

B 0) X B 0 h ~ f) S ° APP . ties, and acceptance of lacquer or varn 

< . P od 
e ww Value c- COMOMY ) 

STANDARD COATED r i + plus 

A CUSTOM COATING SERVICE 

FOR PACKAGERS 

* RUBBER GOODS - GIFT PACKAGI id Partie 
DS - TOBACCOS + MEDICINAILS = Te tienen enemas 
CONFECTIONS + TEXTILES + PROD yd) Opin 2 ager 

* CIGARETTES + TEAS & SPICES 4 ( , hidelic thw fer ten cast, Senta 
OILETRIES * MEN’S FURNISHING Az. i tering beauty for gift cartons, and for d 
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES + Cg 
IBABY CARE PRODUCTS - GIF] 

Perfect, permanent resistance to penetra 

& Si W i tion by active or inert materials. New and 
—_—<—— \ 

1 coh 7. improved Polyeon and Poly-Wax coatings for 
j 

» & 

A ete 

a (fine machine coating) Ls 

ee A machine coated of exceptional quality a 

— uniformity. Prints, lacquers, and varnish PP ge y 

beautifully . . comes in shades for brilliar 

under modern retail lighting. Economy price 

tinctive sales promotion pieces 

- = . 

mratective OArUew 
POLYETHYLENE COATED 

(protective barriers) 

carton boxboard, Kraft, foils, and fabrics 

LOWE PAPER COMPANY - Ridgefield, N. J. 

An Independent Mill—Serving Industry. Since 1906 

. Nefiresen “edeves * Detroit joseph P. Giroux + Los Angeles—Norman A. Buist + Philadelphia—Philip Rudolph & Son, Inc. + St. Lowis—A. E. Kellogg 
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/ORLD’S LARGEST GLASSINE SUPERCALENDER’* 

now operating at Westfield River Paper Company 

The greater width of rolls produced on this Company. This Supercalendar is handling the pré 

Supercalender makes possible substantial sav- duction of a newly installed Fourdrinier Paper Mak 

ngs iss converting operations. ' ing Machine and along with new slitting and rewind 

? ing equipment makes up one of the finest paper mill 

Installation of the world’s largest Glassine Super- installations to be seen anywhere. 

alender is the latest development in a modernization As one of the largest manufacturers of Glassin« 

program now in effect at the Westfield River Paper Papers, Westheld River Paper Company assures 
quality control and maximum uniformity of Glassine 

Greaseproof, and Laminated Papers through a con- 

tinuous improvement program in which this new 

: Glassine Supercalender is but a step. 
4 ® ‘V0? ae 

NC Greaseproof * Laminated Glassine © Waxed Glossine * Westpak Glassir 

PAPER. COMPANY, | ad Westquik Glassine ¢ Westguard Glassine « Embossed Glassine 

Mills at Russell, Mass.— Lee, Mass. West Conshohocken, Pa 

Built By 8. P. Perkins & Sen, inc. Sales Offices: 405 Lexington Ave., New York— 16510 Las Casas PI., Pacific Palisades, Calif 



Frozen Food Packaging 

Colored Films and Bottles 

40 Polyethylene 
For Added Packaging 

Beauty, Protection, Flexibility 

Sales start soaring the moment A-C 
POLYETHYLENE enters the packaging pic- 
ture. Food packages using A-C Poty- 

ETHYLENE have increased resistance 

to fats, oils and shortenings. Your pack- 
age stays clean, inviting, cclorful. A-C 

POLYETHYLENE Coatings pass every test of 

delivery, rugged in-store and consumer 

handling and scuffing; cutting down on 
returns that shrink your profits. Dairy 
cartons have greater ability to withstand 
rough handling and leaking. 

240 

In plastic films, A~C POLYETHYLENE gives 
uniform streakless coloring. Your product 
is presented at its very best in a package 
that reaches out and sells! Colored plastic 
squeeze bottles have clean, even pigment 

dispersion—the kind of colors women can’t 
resist 

A-C POLYETHYLENE blended with wax 
and coated on the inside surfaces of cor- 
rugated boxes protects fine finishes from 
abrasion in transit. 

In almost ANY packaging process, A-C 

Dairy and Bakery Products 

POLYETHYLENE improves the package, 

makes the item in it look better and sell 

faster. Don’t settle for less! Tell your sup- 

plier you want A-C Poty- 

ETHYLENE used in your Ales 
packaging. 

SEMET-SOLVAY 
PETROCHEMICAL DIVISION 

Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation 

Room 520-AE 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
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Taste excitement selis on sight! 

e e « Get extra impulse sales for your food products with the 
sell-on-sight emotional impact of Taste Excitement wrappers . . 
the proved Western-Waxide package design concept that sells the 
shopper's subconscious mind! Taste Excitement is the scientific 
blend of color, brand identification, and mouthwatering serving 
suggestions. It gives your food products a “package personality’ 
that stands out and sells on crowded supermarket shelves. 

But remember that modern package design is a science. To put 
sales boosting Taste Excitement wrappers on your food products, 
bring your packaging problems to Western-Waxide . . . or consult 
a qualified indpendent package design expert. 

CROWN ZELLERBACH CORPORATION 

Increased Sales... by Design! 

Se 

Manufacturers or converters of plain a 

printed waxed paper; foil la 

polyethylene coated paper and poly-film lan 

inates; films; bags; pouches and other spe 

cialized packaging materials 

fn 

WESTERN-WAXIDE SPECIALTY PACKAGING DIVISION 
PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES: SAN LEANDRO AND LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA * NORTH PORTLAND, OREGON «© ST. LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

SALES SERVICE OFFICES: Akron + Atlanta » Chicago « Cincinnati * Dallas « Denver * Memphis + New York City * Omaha © Salt Lake City » Seottle * Spokane 

© CZ-1330C-ww 





HOW 
ABOUT 
YOURS? 

Dexstar Industrial Papers and Webs are custom-made from natural, synthetic 

and glass fibres — by carefully guarded manufacturing processes known onl) 

to Dexter with almost any desired combination of specific characteristi: 

such as: 

WET OR DRY STRENGTH + POROSITY *- ABSORBENCY 

SOFTNESS + DIMENSIONAL STABILITY «+ THICKNESS 

to solve a wide variety of packaging and other problems involving 

FILTERING * LAMINATING * ABSORPTION 

COATING * BACKING + SATURATI 

Inquiries regarding possible new packaging applications are welcome 

Our laboratories are at your service — to develop a Dexstar Specialty 
Paper which can help you make your product better for less 

C. H. DEXTER AND SONS, INC. 
Windsor Locks 4, Connecticut 

INDUSTRIAL PAPERS 

AND WEBS 
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PROTECTIVE 
PACKAGING 
MATERIALS 

CHEMICALS: Drain-Aid, a new 

bacteria-enzyme drain cleaner, i 

protected by a special Riege! 
Pouchpak* ... pouch paper lam 
nated to foil, then poly-coated ar 
printed. Packaged at high speed « 
Transwrap and Stokeswrap. *: 

BANDAGES: Johnson & Johnso 

Band-Aid brand of adhesive ba: 
ages uses a special sterilizable g! 

sine made and printed by Riegel. 
paper must prevent bacteria pe 

tration and must withstand h 

temperatures in autoclaves. Pa 

aged on custom-built machi 

CAKE & COOKIE MIXES: Now 

Betty Crocker Macaroon Mix uses 

special Riegel waxed glassine to 

keep the product fresh and flavor- 

ful. Packaged at high speed on 

Pneumatic Scale Double Package 

Maker 

_> 

CHEWING GUM: Dentyne uses 

special Riegel glassine-foil lamina- 

tion to preserve delicate flavor and 

moisture. Paper won’t fracture at 

tightly sealed folds, runs at high 

speeds on special gum wrapping 

machine made ky Package Ma- 

chinery Co. 
—_— 

CRACKERS: Nabisco Sugar Honey 

Grahams are kept crisp in a 
Riegel “tailor-made” waxed glass- 
ine. The % Ib. inner-seal units are 

neers ’ run 60 to 85 per minute on Model 
“err” w= 49 Battle Creek machine. 

-~ f 3 

{ is used by most leading coffee com- 

Se .) 

panies for restaurant and hotel + \Witte, 

ot glassmaker pouches. 3,000 or more 

+ 

COFFEE: Riegel’s Pouchpak, a 
glossy, snow-white paper that re- 

tains the fresh aromas of fine coffee, 

per hour on Compak, Stokeswrap, 

Transwrap or Triangle. 
4 
» 

e Printing, lamination a 
extrusion of combinati: 
of paper, foil, polyethyle: 
Mylar, cellophane, a 

Pliofilm 

e Waxing and wax lamina 
ing of glassines and MG 
papers 

@ Solvent coating of printed 
and plain papers 

These are just a few of the 
many fields in which more than 
600 Riegel papers are now 
proving their value for the na- 

tion’s best-selling brands. 
What is right for one product 
is seldom right for another, 

but Riegel can usually tailor- 
make the right paper for you 

. quickly, efficiently, eco- 
nomically. Write Riegel Paper 

Corporation, 260 Madison 
Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

@ Printing and extrusion of 
free polyethylene film 

TAILOR-MADE FLEXIBLE 
COMBINATIONS PROTECTIVE PACKAGING 

POLYETHYLENE, MYLAR, CELLOPHANE, WAXING, LAMINATING, COATING 

FOIL, GLASSINE, PLIOFILM, POUCH PAPER FLEXOGRAPHIC AND GRAVURE PRINTING 
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r apers for Packaging 

S. 1D. WARREN COMPANY manufactures a variety of papers for the processing of distinguished mer- 

ising packages. The range of grade qualities encompasses papers for box coverings, for label! 

raps, for folding cartons, and for package inserts 

I setup Boxes WARREN'S LIGHTWEIGHT 

; LusrERWRA 

Write EMBossED 

The foremost India Bibl 

S ind M Silve { 1 

BriLLiant GLos Weal SILK Cry 

4 oated-o1 de pe inuf ¢ dit \ i na n he ippe 

. ¢ that I { ( l 

nd brightens | 

Boxee rt 

WARREI PRINTON English Finish and Supe RINTONI 
\ c ¢ press pap t eX ¢ 

| h Finis r 

. 1: C: ‘ il ‘ 
i ding Cartons 

LUSTERBOARD 
Special Base Papers 

k V“ ( r l | r X 

i-bleached sulphate base dee ( Ss D.W Cx ‘ ‘ 

¢ l his book ‘ } 

ired } 16] 18 rk ( | 

e( ( ( ed base 2 p 

be icgu l 

I 

i Ss ( 

For Labels ce an 
OrrseET ENAMI OF F. 

' Research Assistance 
printing surlac¢ for} 

The Warren Research Lab 

re 1ySSe | ( for 

OVERPRINT LABEL CIS eed ( | nd s« ific ( 

crit i } I rif re il Cl i } i 

S. D. WARREN COMPANY, 89 BROAD STREET, BOSTON 1, MASS. 

5 Par Ory 

Printing Papers 
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WESTVACO QUALITY PRODUCTS 
package practically anything 

Solids, powders, liquids . . . hot or cold or 

in between... cans, bottles, boxes, crates 

. no matter what you package or how you 

package, there are quality dividends for you 

in Westvaco’s full line of packaging papers 

and paperboards. Each year converters use 

more than a half million tons of Westvaco 

Quality packaging grades. 

Westvaco’s complete line of containerboard for eve 

conversion use. Superior quality and controlled ur 

formity are the basic features of all these products 

Kraftsman Liner. A top-quality kraft linerboar 

Kraftsman Superliner. A smoother, brighter ki 
linerboard 

Kraftsman Whiteliner. A bright-white test linerboa 

Kraftsman Weather-Tite Liner. A sturdy line: 
high humidity containers 

Kraftsman Dura-Corr. A high-quality corrugat 
medium. 

Kraftsman Weather-Tite Dura-Corr. An ex 
strong corrugating medium for use in cold storag 

other high-humidity containers 

Westvaco’s bright, strong, sanitary board for 

packaging jobs where a fine, smooth, bright-w 

printing surface and easy workability are requir t i 

Brite- Pak Cup Papers. For every cup-making 

available in side stock, bottom steck, cone cur 

pleated cup grades 

Brite-Pak Carton Boards. Newest, fastest-gr 

Brite-Pak boards. Available coated or uncoat 

superior printing and packaging 

Brite-Pak Converting Stock and Barrier Bo 
Over 100 different grades and weights, coated 

inated for almost every special packaging use 

A ce line of strong and economical kraft 

for every need. Clean properly ized, even text 

closely formed, and made for trouble-free « 

Kraftsman Multi-Wall. A strong kraft pap 

high tear and tensile specihcations for cement 

icals, feed, fertilizer and hundreds of other pr 

Kraftsman Bag. A quality kraft paper for ea 

version into rugged shopping bags; for pack 

everything from books to furniture 

Kraftsman Bleached Bag. A top-quality whit 
paper specially finished to produce a good pri 

surface for eye-catching sales messages 

Kraftsman Grocery Bag. A sturdy kraft paper 
easily converts to bags for the 1001 items handle 

the modern grocery store. 

3ELS AND LININGS 

Westvaco produces a full line of coated and uncoat« 

litho and letterpress grades for labels, linings, cigarette 

cups and the hundred other uses to which these versa- 

tile grades are converted: 

Coated One Side. Sterling C1S Litho e¢ Sterling 

Washproof C1S « Sterling Letterpress C1S. 

Uncoated. Clear Spring M. F. Litho « Clear Spring 

Lining ¢ Clear Spring Superpak Litho « Clear Spring 

Superpak. 

For more detailed information about these 

top-quality packaging papers, write or call 

your Westvaco Representative. 

——- Ce 
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WEST VIRGINIA PULP AND PAPER COMPANY 
230 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK 

3S EAST WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS » 503 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIFORNIA 



TAILOR MADE PAPERS 
for 

PROTECTIVE PACKAGES 
WHITE, OPAQUE, AMBER, COLORED 

HAMMER 
MOISTURE-VAPOR PROTECTION 
FLAVOR-AROMA RETENTION 

AIRTIGHT 
20-50 LB. 

Glassine-Greaseproof 
SPECIAL GRADES AND SHADES, NON-PLASTIC, SEMI-PLASTIC, FULL-PLASTIC 

Single Ply PLAIN e WAXED e TREATED e COATED 

Duplex e Triplex WAX LAMINATED e GLUE MOUNTED 

to Glassine « Foil ¢ Kraft ¢ Sulphite 

IN MOST INSTANCES DOES A BETTER JOB THAN 
OTHER TYPES OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MATERIALS FOR 

BAGS —for Coffee, Food, Mixes, Powders. WRAPPERS —tor Meats, Delicatessen, Candies. 

CUPS and LINERS IN CARTONS —for Candies, Cookies, Biscuits, Muffins, Rolls. 

LAMINATING and CORRUGATING to Paper or Board. 

NON-CORROSIVE “,"* BARRIER MATERIAL 
PREVENTS— Corrosion on Bearings, Metal, Precision Parts, Surgical Instruments, Tools, Etc. 

Can be TREATED or MOISTUREPROOFED for GREATER PROTECTION 

“80 Years of Quality and Service” 

AMERSLEY MFG. CO. 
PAPERMAKERS (its 

SARFIEL 

@ You will find this extensively cross-referenced 

Cumulative Editorial Index a welcome time save 

in locating editorial material that has appears 

ver a year’s span in regular monthly issues 

©] Modern Packaging magazine. More than that 

you'll discover that the Index increases the value 

Modern Packaging’s of your file copies by providing a consigerab 
Annual Editorial index more detailed breakdown of their contents pal 

ticularly of “buried” references within an articl 

(Index to Volume 30, September 1956 than is given on the “Contents” page of 

through August 1957) issues themselves 

ee en ee en i 

| | This Cumulative Index is actually a two-in-on¢ 

| Modern Packaging 7 affair: an extremely detailed Alphabetical Inde» 

fea oon m4 Y | of subjects) plus an Index of Authors. 

| 

| Gentle ; In the Alphabetical Index, each basic listing 

. . c “4 le Pa a | subject is alphabetically cross-referenced 

| wherever such cross-listing is pertinent, by im- 

| Subscriber's name : dustry, by container type, and by material. As a 

Dies | result, users of the Index are enabled to carry out 

| , truly exhaustive packaging research assignments 

Address on “short order” and with minimal effort. 

| 
™ | To get your copy, just fill 

| State gs out and mail the coupon 
| 
j | 

, e:HIGH GREASE, FAT, OIL RESISTANCEececece 
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Pa Waxed F Paper 
f * RY 
22 Your protect’> 

])02 pyoyasro™ 
/ Womans 

Day 

53,180,212 readers recognize 

this dramatic new seal of 

preferred protective packaging 

Today, America’s eyes are focused on a compelling year-around 

of full color magazine pages introducing the powerful new Waxed Paper 
Seal of preferred protective packaging. Tomorrow, a nation of pre-sold 
shoppers will head for their favorite stores . . . seeking out quality-brand 
foods displaying this proud guarantee of flavor, freshness and 
nutrition protection. To the buyer, the Waxed Paper Seal is a constant 
reminder that her selection meets every stern test of packaging greatness. 
To you, it means added prestige at point of sale. Positive sales power 
through planned packaging. Let the new Waxed Paper Seal echo 
your advertising . . . in the store, at home, or on the way! 

series 

“Hitch-Hike Planning Guide" 
Tells how to Aitch your sales efforts to this nationwide 
merchandising program for the new Waxed Paper Seal 

. bike volume selling and net profits of all products 
packaged in Waxed Paper. Write for yours today! 

WAXED PAPER MERCHANDISING COUNCIL, INC. 

38 S. Dearborn St. © Chicago 3, iil. e Tel.: STate 2-8115 
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the eyes of the world delight in special trademarks and 

designs created for the greatest names in merchandising ! 

by 

LACHMAN-NOVASEL 
america’s outstanding firm 

for this 

special kind of work! 

UML 

Write for free samples and 

details — no obligation! 

Sa \ACHMAN - NOVASEL 
PAPER CORPORATION 

~ ‘» 109-111 Greene Street 

New York, New York 

™% 

HEAT * 
SEALING 
BOLER 

WICOLMELT | 

TL RD 

v3 SRE 

AT THE TOP 
FOR 

@ Heat-Seal Cartoning Machine 

for waxed and unwaxed 

cartons 

@ Heat-Seal Bags 

@ Heat-Seal Labels 

@ Heat-Seal Aluminum Foil 

@ Heat-Seal Wrappers 

@ Hot-Melt Coated Papers 

Instantaneous, positive seal- 

ing, sift-proof, waterproof, 

grease-proof, long-lasting, 

non-toxic 

Write, Wire, or Call today for recom- 

mendations for your problem—with- 

out obligation. 

BOLER PETROLEUM COMPANY 
BOLER BUILDING 

ARDMORE, PA. “a” 







Advertisers’ index by subject matter *="-° 

for SECTION 7—Films, foils, laminations 

do not necessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON PAGE 2 

LLOPHANI ( 

\ ( Film D D \ 

Math 1 ( 1c { I l ES wales 
F \ I_Nit 

es . ‘s G Ce } \ 
NVERTERS OF FILMS, FOILS H 

Compan\ } 57 my] ry 2 1] 

I 
] \ 

| . 

K 
Mi \ 1) 

( B.D.H 

<-USION MACHINES ( se ( 

| Rubber Macl Com Plastics D I 
( } i } ( 

LAMINATES Chippewa Pl | I 
' 4 Clon Corp B] 

a Yavis. Joseph. Plas ( 
struc Bs 

foamnany................... 9a sums NO - « ( 

State Packaging " : , 

Plast ( | 

" ( I i ¢ Nn b é { 
FOIL LAMINATES 

Foils, ] 4 } OUS, Ti ~6 > , 
7 : ae H & R Indust | 

i Foil Company .. 261, 262 \fono-Sol Corporation (k 
n Division, St. Regis Paper Corporation . 287 Phillips Chemical Comp Plastics S 

Foils Limited DR’ Div B 

| Products Company, The Plastic Horizons In 

Na ‘orpo O1 St. Regis Paper ¢ rae 989 Plax Corporation (H 
ry ‘ r x ' , 1} ) 

Copper & Brass Incorporated, Union Carbide International ( Ii 

: Linion ¢ hide Corporat | | 
Division .. 305. 306 a ; 

ls Metals Company 302, 30 ’ , 
er a RAW MATERIALS, RESINS 

ta Limited a 288 
Bakelite Company, Div. Union Carbidck 

. i Corporati , LAMINATIONS AND POLYETHYLENE Rent ee dee dial /XTRUSION COATINGS ( yoo Corporation of America, Plastics " : 

iv =05-. In-W; ¢ C ¥ R a 0) ] ) ee Soe ie Phillips Chemical Company, Plastics Sales Div. 294 
; estas La ae i Union Carbide International Co., Div. Union 
PLASTIC FILM, SHEETING & TUBING —— - 

Carbide Corporation ZYSA-29 

A Cellulose Acetat. U. S. Industrial Chemicals Co., Div. National 

B Polyethylene Distillers and Chemical Corp. . 299 
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choosing a 

easiest 

chester 

7, . . . — 

Next time you're “sweating out” a toughp kaxinp decision you, 

can be certain of one important aspett—ther is ¢ 

for your packaging job. Never before i olyethylefe industry 
eh Chester fills 

has there been such a wide and varying sele¢fion of fiel we 

; 
polyethylene films for you to chéose from.4 

a" ~~ ’ / 

If you buy, sell or use flexible packagi#if, you\should d@BuSi ress 

with Chester! At Chester we are constantly eX§perimer E, 

adapting, modifying and creating new-ahd@ €xciting filfns that 

help you do a better and more profitable Packaging job. 
In addition—our modern, new lab mow complesed will add 

to this selection and versatility df Chestef Tims 

a tested Chester film. See the Chester Man first! 

decision is choosing the right Chester film,’ \ 
\ 

Fhere’g.a cuester specialty film for every packaging need ... 

\ CHESLENE SHEETING + CHESLENE FLAT TUBING + CHESLENE GUSSETED TUBING 

CHESLENE TF (Treated Film) * CHESLENE 401—Extra Clear « CHESLENE 501—Extra 

‘Strong Film for Produce Packaging * CHESLENE 601—Super Clear Film for Textiles 

CHESLENE SHEETS—Cut to Size » CHESTWIN—Double Wal! Construction—Tubu 

lar Form * CHESCHROME—Colored Films * DUPLENE—Double Wal! Construction 

in Sheeting Form * CHESVAC-..015 and .020 for Vacuum Forming * CHESLARD 
Special Development for the Packaging of Lard *« CHESLONE—Sheeting for 

Laminating Purposes * CHESFLAP—Folded Sheeting with Extending Lip * CHES- 

LENE UTILITY ROLL—3 ft. x 50 ft. Household Roll « CHESMULCH—Black Agricul 

tural Mulching Material « CHESLENE CONSTRUCTION FILM—Wide, Heavy Gauge 

Film for Home and Industrial Construction 

..ptus More Coming From Our Enlarged Research Laboratory 

684 Nepperhan Avenue « Yonkers 2, New York « YOnkers 8-6500 

Next time you are creating aiflynamic, eye-appealing package t 

needle sales .. . complement your design and thinking with 

He'll show you why we say ... “the easiest parttof any packaging- 

PACKAGING 

PRODUCTS DIVISION 

St. Regis Paper Co 

ER nn eran 
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The papermaker writes: 

transpal ihe way the brilliant. crystal-clear tr | 

ency of Kodapak Sheet made our specia 

occasion notepapers look clean, mill-tresh, full 

of sales-appeal!—That we liked from the day 

we saw the first samples 

3 

a\ } 
e+ 
& £ 

4 

ail 

The boxmaker writes 

“As we used vour 15 gauge material—formi 

thousands of Crane's picture-window covers 

found that Kodapak’s uniformity and treedom 

from blush eliminated rejects, made it a practica 
ut MAKES GOOD MERCHANDISE SELL BETTER 

and profitable plastic material to work in 

Yes, Kodapak Sheet solves problems at a profit _ 

Koda for users—and fabricators. For further infor- 

x mation, call our representative or write: 

Kodapctk 
Cellulose Products Division SION sal ceamsciehe de Utena’ phase ited 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Sales Offices: New York, Chicago, Atlanta. Sales Representatives: Cleveland, Philadelphia, Providence. Distributors 

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattie (Wilson & Geo. Meyer & Co.); Toronto, Montreal (Paper Sales, Ltd 
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You get 

four major advantages 

in one packaging material 

with AVISCO. cellophane 

a a a 

YOUR MONEY MATCHLESS PRINTARILITY 



‘ ) The Dobeckmun Company is your solution t 

packaging problems. A continuing research pro 

gram is concentrated not only on creating the 

answers to new packaging problems but also on 

developing and improving the performance of 

established packaging materials and techniques. 

‘onsult the Dobeckmun office nearest you 

r packages that protect, 

it perform exceptionally well 

high-speed machinery... 

kages that display 

r brand name as well as your product, 

nulating impulse sales... 

kages that are easy to use, 

gned to develop 

umer loyalty for your product, 

: Dobeckmun Company 
land 1, Ohio 

ley 10, California 

in most principal cities 



elanese acetate film 
ite film is a thermoplastic. In this basic respect it differs from cellophane, which is 

yenerated cellulose. Acetate film is outstanding for its crystal transparency and distinctive 

irkle.’ For the past 25 years it has been a leading packaging material for those special applica- 

which require its unique combination of qualities—particularly in cases where package appear- 

t visibility are important sales factors 

Alone or in combination with other materials, the area of usefulness of Celanese acetate film 

xtends to nearly every packaging field, from machine parts to pharmaceuticals, from fresh vege- 

bles to soft goods. In the food field, Celanese acetate is known as the “breathing wrap.” For, 

gh it is waterproof—remaining crisp when wet—acetate is permeable to moisture vapor, 

irbon dioxide, and many other gases. This property is vital to the proper packaging of fresh 
fruit 

Acetate’s properties offer important packaging advantages. The properties below will help you 

Celanese acetate film in terms of your packaging needs 

CRYSTAL CLARITY MOISTURE VAPOR & GAS PERMEABILITY 

Acetate is crystal-clear —grainless. In packaging it gives Acetate’s gas ond moisture permeability prevent fogging 
product visibility even under adverse conditions and aids in the elimination of unwanted moisture or gas 

concentrations. Acetate “breathes” through its entire sur- WRINKLE RESISTANCE : . 
i face; no unsightly perforations needed. 
Acetate wraps smooth tight without pull lines E 

D RETARDANC 
WATER RESISTANCE vente , : 

Acetate will not support the growth of mold, germs, fungi, 
Acetate retains its crispness ond strength even when soaked oad cthas talediiion. 

n water 

SEALABILITY—SOLVENT & HEAT 

Acetate seals instontly 

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY 

Acetote resists dimensional change ond cockling 

GREASEPROOF 

Acetate provides protection against penetrating greases, 
' 

fats, ols 

CEMENTABILITY 

Acetate can be cemented and combined with many other 
materials. 

PRINTABLE SURFACE 
Acetote provides a perfect surface for clear, sharp impres- 
sions — single, multicolor, or reverse printing. 

NON-AGING 
Acetate has long life; does not embrittle, resists shrinkage. 

Celanese packaging experience is readily available to you in technical bulletins, as well as personal 

assistance from the Celanese Sales Staff and Technical Service Department. CELANESE® 

Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Div., Dept. 144-X, 744 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J. 

Canadian Affiliate: Canadian Chemical Co., Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver. 

Export Sales: Amcel Co., Inc. and Pan Amcel Co., Inc., 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 

Ba emeenesy « 

PRES OEE ates 

WINDOWS 

WRAPS 

LAMINATIONS 

FRESH FOOD PACKAGING 

SPECIALTIES 



WINDOWS 

WRAPS 

ee a nn - = 

Nraps for Long Shelf Items 

LAMINATIONS 

+ 

FRESH FOOD PACKAGING 

SPECIALTIES 

Packaging Ribbons Transparent UV Blocking Films 



Announcing a 

this 

package is 

100% water solubie! 
ndreds of products will benefit from the quan- 

ontrol and easy dispensing now possible 

through practical, economical water soluble packag- 

This longtime object of researchers’ efforts is 

available now ... in Mono-Sol’s new, internally plas- 
ed polyvinyl alcohol film which is stable at all 

Packages made with this unique film dissolve read- 

ily in 72° F or warmer water with mild agitation, re- 

leasing their entire contents into the liquid without 
any mess or flying dust. In addition to being water 

oluble, Mono-Sol’s PVA film is highly oil and solvent 

resistant, and impermeable to oxygen and other gases. 

It can be handled on most standard package filling and 
ling machines with slight agitation 

Imagine the convenience which can be added to your 

duct by converting to water soluble packaging in 

Mono-Sol’s PVA film! And think of the tremendous 
nerchandising and promotional opportunities it 

ypens! Without charge, Mono-Sol will provide a labo- 

ratory evaluation of your product’s suitability for 

PVA water soluble packaging 

Write for your free copy of the new 
Mono-Sol bulletin, and get the full story 
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VA, 

@ soaps e detergent: 

e insecticides @ naphthale! 

@ sodium bicarbonate @ dyes 

@ medicinals @ trisodium ph 
@ sodium hyposulphite 

e . are just a few substances which can 

successfully in Mono-Sol’s polyvinyl! alcohol 

y xf 

In water 120° F, a 1.5 mil PVA package of a well-known 
washing product dissolves completely in 27 seconds with 
mild agitation. In 70° F water, complete dissolution of 
the package took 80 seconds. 

MONO-SOL 

CORPORATION 

. Oi Ah Baa in ati: Nahi 
ws ENR 

bed 

A leading dyestuffs producer, 

Monroe Chemical Co., Quincy, [% 
Ill., now packages its entire 

line of Putnam Fadeless Dyes e 

for home use in water-soluble a 

polyvinyl alcohol film made ©& 
by Mono-Sol. Consumer ac. & 
ceptance of this revolutionary a 
package is sensational. 

407 COUNTY LANE ROAD 
GARY, INDIANA 
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Chalk up -eye 

h Cochran 

<S foil packagin oa a ging 

Cochran Foil’s Glittering Beauty insures 
built-in sales appeal. 

Cochran Controlled Protection extends | 

quality control through all phases of | 

handling, transport, storage, and merchan 

dising, keeping quality products in toy | 
condition. r 

Our “Plant-To-You” Service and productio1 
flexibility enable us to supply you quickly 

with quality foil for your packaging need: 
— keeping your inventory to a minimum. 

Cochran plain and laminated foils, for cartons, packet: 

bags, labels, and closures, are available in a wide selectio 

for your every packaging requirement. We do neithe 

packaging nor printing, but we are quality suppliers t 

leading firms in both fields. 

Let us demonstrate our fast, flexible service to you. Writ« 

for booklet, “Meet Cochran Foil,” Dept. PW-57, 1430 South 

13th Street, Louisville 10, Kentucky. 

PLAIN, LAMINATED, COLORED AND COATED FOIL FOR PACKAGING 

AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS - COILED ALUMINUM SHEET 

Cochian FOIL/;COMPANY 

FACILITIES AS FLEXIBLE AS FOIL ITSELF 
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 

USP extrusion-laminates are 

available as bags and roll stock 

in combinations of polyethyl 

ene with any of the following: 

Mylar ¢ Cellophane ¢« Paper 

Foil « Glassine 

ie Rieti. 
ty 

W . ao Vou pat kage dry foods, liquid foods, 

vacuum packed meats, pharmaceuticals, powdered 

or granulated products? U. S. Packaging furnishes 

the finest films for a/l these items quickly, economi- 

cally and dependably 

USP’s poiyv-Mylar lamination—extremely clear 

ind exceptionally strong—is our principal film. And 

ts popularity is growing amazingly. 

Other USP films, printed in glorious color or plain, 

are available in four colors, pouches or roll stock, 

and a broad range of paper, plastic, foil and giassine 

amtinations, 

You can count on USP for another good reason, 

too—your complete order, from idea to finished film, 

is handled entirely in our own facilities and is under 

he constant care of our expert engineers. 

So, for one of the most satisfying sales curves 

you've ever seen, why not start wrapping your prod- 

ucts in USP films. Send for samples and the full 

story today. We’ll be happy to help you. 

USP Film—Known from Coast to Coast 

United States Packaging Corporation | 

55 California Avenue 
Paterson, New Jersey 



P.O.M. 

POLY/FOIL 
Plain or Printed 

POLY/CELLOPHANE 

POLYETHYLENE EXTRUSION COATINGS 

f FOUR COLOR FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING 

PRINT-A-TUBE COMPANY 

PRINT-A- TUBE “gg \ 

UEW! 
SKIN PACKAGING 

with P.O.M.V. Film 
now possible without use of 
coated or perforated boards! 

“Serving The Packaging Indust 

114 ESSEX ST. ROCHELLE PARK, N.J. For Over 25 Y ear 

In this volume... 
The Most Useful BUYERS’ DIRECTORY 

Ever Issued for The Packaging Field 

Buyers Directory that begins on page 689 I 
this edition is the largest and the most usefu! 

tory of its type eve! published. 

How to use the Directory 

sted under the headings in the Subject Index 

uu will find practically every container, machine, 
iterial and service which is of interest to pack- 

igers. First, consult the Subject Index; then, refer 
the classified lists of suppliers on the page listed. 

hese lists will reveal that major suppliers are also 
.dvertisers in the Encyclopedia—and you'll find it 
orthwhile to turn directly to their advertise- 

ments (consult the Advertiser's Index in the very 
ack of the book for page numbers) for detailed 

Readers 

Service Department 

information about their products and services. The 
full address of every supplier 
advertiser alike—can be found in the Alphabeti: 

List of Manufacturers starting at page 690 of the 
Directory Section 

advertiser and non 

If you need further heip 

Extensive as the Buyers’ Directory is, it may lack 

certain information which you want. In that cas¢ 
the Readers Service Department can be of assist 

ance. Your request for data on products not cov- 
ered in the Directory, or for additional facts « 
the items listed, will receive prompt, courteous 

handling 

MODERN PACKAGING A Breskin Pub 

5735 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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Why not get acquainted now with POLYFLEX’S many ad- 

vantages. Write us — and we'll be glad to send samples, prop- 

erties charts and to work with you to turn your ideas into profits. 

POLWL, BS” by 

Want to make 

something of it? 
“IT” IS POLYFLEX... 
A series of. unusual plastic sheet and film : 
ials from which imaginative people are n 
a great variety of profit-making packag: 
products. Here’s what POLYFLEX is like. 

IT’S TOUGH... 
And formable by vacuum or trapped-sheet 

ods. It has a “snappy” feel that reminds yo 
of tempered metal than plastic. 

IT SPARKLES... 

With the visual appeal of a sunlit bri 
crystal clarity gives exciting brilliance 
products it safeguards. 

IT CAN BE METALLIZED... 
To create mirror-like — or antiqued — ce 
gold, copper or silver. 

IT’S COMPLETELY NON-TOXIC. . 
Safe in direct contact with foods. And 
proof, of course. 

IT’S REALLY DIMENSIONALLY STA 

All the way from —S50°F. to 180°F. and 
not absorb moisture. 

IT’S ECONOMICAL... 
Costs less per thousand square inches tha 

plastic sheetings that lack its versatility. | 
economies can be had because POLYFL 
high strength permits the use of lighter 

to get desired physical requirements. All t 
POLYFLEX are available in gauges from 
to .020”, in roll widths of 21” and 42”. 

ler 

her 

c's 

cs 

“of 

1” 

PLAX CORPORATION «+ P. O. BOX 1019 + HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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“~ if you pack 
any of these cuts you can 
wrap up a quick sale in- 

ACMETITE 
a new transparent, heat shrinkable, 

heat sealable low-cost plastic film. 

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND INFORMATION 

ACME BACKING CORPORATION 
CANAL AND LUDLOW STREETS * STAMFORD, CONN. 

specialists in flexible packaging 
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FILMS, FOILS AND LAMINATIONS 

by F. W. Spannage!* 

ire 

C ine is indeed the most ver rived from spruce, pine, fir or hem- cant recent developments are the lire 
e and popular transparent lock trees, cellophane is a hydrophilic idene-chloride-copolymer coatin tra 

ig functional protection film, not a plastic. It consists of a viously, coatings have been gre 

idvant f transparency plasticized base sheet (regenerated solely on nitrocellulose. TI t] 

tiven¢ it low cost. Its cellulose) of essential greaseproof- coatings offer advantages o 
e ¢ vf lit ind ness, which can be made_ water- nitrocellulose systems in that t re 

t high-speed equipment vaporproof and even waterproof not affected by greases and o 
uted to its wide use through coatings. Cellophane is avail since these copolymers are ir 

e fourths of all domestic cel ible in many different grades or types highly water-vaporproof, thi 

food packaging there is a type for almost every con- tant property is not degrad 
ling packaging ap ceivable application. However, for printing and converting 

Ids like the tobacco economic reasons the manufacturers Cellophane requires a 

xt ig and paper-products? ir in develop only those specialized moisture content for optim 

fal ited iten types for which a sufficiently large ige performance. Too high 

] market exist content can cause as much t 

Because there are on the market too low a moisture content 

any different types of cellophane moisture content is about 

( ffering widely in properties and ing upon grade, and is in 

| iracteristics, the intelligent selec with about 40% relatiy lit 

t 1 of the type best suited for a spe- Plasticizers are added t 

packaging application requires phanes to assure a desira 

thorough knowledge of the physical ontent and to permit 

perties as well as detailed infor- Hexural strength 

a t On | ickage specifications Cellophane’s machine 

Prominent among the most signif sile strength is greater 

= cons peecseemcosene oe post 

— 

coa 

resi 
‘BUTTER CRUMPETS Color 

ancl Moist 

one 
Partia 

bloc 
atm 

Flame 

Less 
Moist: 
Plain 

Ranci 
Heat 

} Trang 

¥ i | od " ' ‘E, , 
Seeing is liking. Twenty per cent sales in- Non-fogging cellophane wrap for frozen rolls is poly- toy 
crease was claimed for Butter Maid bread after mer-coated (at right), gives product fresher, more inviting Mata 

his three-color cellophane wrap was adopted. look than does the cloudy package (at left). * Am 
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1ONS 

Bundling in cc!- 
lophane eliminates 

need for overwrap 
label, makes at- 

tractive, informa- 

tive counter or 

shelf display. 

PHOTO COURTESY OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORP 

rse direction (cross-machine 

Conversely, its machine- 

lire : elongation is less than the 

tr: Se Its tear resistance is 

cross the machine direction 

the machine direction. 

1 moisture content cause 

changes in the film 

more pronounced in the 
direction. Cellophane is 
inert in general, but 

resistance to concentrated 

alkalies. All cellophanes 
lves to adhesive sealing; 

ere is no single adhesive 

vorking equally well on 
here is no practical dif- 
een the WVT value of 
)-gauge film. The desig- 

450 and 600 refer 
1e decigram weight of 

) should not be act ept- 

iane designations 

"De signation 

Du Pont? 

> Olin? Avisco? 

Ancl r bonded 

coat r water 

res A B 
lor Cc C 

foisture proof coating, 
ne » 

O 

Partially resistant to 

slocking in humid 
atmospheres H 

Flame resistant J 5 
Less moistureproof L D 
Moistureproof M M 
Plain P 4 
Rancidity retarding R 4 
Heat sealing S S 
— (uncolored) T _ 

1B. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.). D 7 also employs the letter “D” to indicate 
Pont Cae fin ax 00 longer uses the letter a 

ophane . bsidi oO! 
Mathison Chemical Care. sie wad - 

American Viscose Corp. 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

ed as exact weight-area equivalents 

Owing to its nonporous structure, 

cellophane is inherently grease-, dust-, 
and germproof. It is impervious to in 
festation by insects of the nonboring 

type. Special types also are available 
for low-temperature application, for 
resistance to low humidity levels and 

for water resistance necessary on wet 

products (water-resistant or wet- 

strength anchored film). 

This flexible film has a burning rate 

quite similar to that of newsprint 
Stored under recommended condi- 

tions, it retains excellent tensile 

strength and good durability. Cello 

phane will transmit a high percent 
age of ultraviolet light rays. 

Cellophane is quite gasproof as 

long as the film is dry. Gas-transmis 

sion rates will increase as the film 

becomes wet. The gasproofness of cel- 

lophane is utilized in preventing odor 
or aroma contamination of tea, but- 

ter and the like, or for retention of 

volatile flavors, as in chewing gum 

Its gasproofness is also used for the 
prevention of evaporation of deodor- 
ant cakes, such as the sublimation of 
paradichlorobenzene. 

Ordinarily cellophane is considered 
a good organic gas barrier. However, 
organic-vapor transmission rates will 
depend on the film and coating type 

tested and on the relative humidity 

used during such tests, as well as 
upon moisture content and _ other 
characteristics of the product to be 
packaged. Rates of gas permeability 
of all hydrophilic materials (like cel- 
lophane) will vary with the tempera- 
ture and relative humidity of testing 
conditions. These films will draw wa- 
ter from gases containing water vapor, 

with the result that this process will 
cause the cellulose structure to ex- 
pand and weaken the intermolecular 
forces to such a degree that the num- 
ber of existing and potential avenues 
for gas passage are increased. 

Cellophane yield ond thickness 

Plain types M olstureproo} 

Sq.in. Thick- “Sq. in. Thick- 
per ness, per ness, 

Gauge? lb. in. lb. in. 

300 21,500 .0009 19,500 .0010 

300 _ - 21,000 .0009 

450 15,000 .0018 14,000 .0014 

600! 12.400 .0016 11,600 001 

© Gauge number, once approximate weight 
one sq. meter of film in decigrams ‘ 

newhat from actual unit weight 
+ Mace nly by Du Pont and A 

Increased gas permeability some 

times becomes imperative in the pack 

aging of fresh produce which con- 

tinues respiration in the package. To 
effect the required exchange of res 
piratory gases, small perforations or 

vent holes are applied in the film. It 
is noteworthy that such ventilation 

has been found to affect the WVT 

rate of the perforated film insignifi 

cantly—quite contrary to general be 

lief or expectation. Incidentally, the 

cellophanes offered for use in food 

packaging lack odor and taste and 

also are entirely nontoxic 

The inherent properties: of cell 

phane can be degraded by exposure 

to extremes in temperature and 

mospheric humidities. Incoming ship- 

ments which have been in transit 

during zero or sub-zero weather 

should be conditioned before use 

All manufacturers have printed in 
formation available on the correct 

storage, handling and application of 

their films with suggestions for hu 

midification of storage, packaging and 

shipping rooms. A_ package user 

should not expect his single-wall or 

PHOTO COURTESY MILPREINT, IN¢ 

interchanging vignettes 
blend well with actual product 
visible through transparent area. 
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even his duplex bags to perform as 
well during severe winter conditions 

is they will during the warm season. 

4 number of film users have found it 

idvisable to modify their packaging 

specifications during extremely cold 

seasons by changing to more durable 

structures such as laminations 

Extremely high relative humidities 

ill tend to swell the edges of ex- > 

posed rolls, thereby developing beads. 

Under such conditions it is possible 
that sheets will tend to block, es 

ially whe n stac ked high. Even the 

der such conditions. This would be 
advisable where permanence of heat 
seals is important under such condi- 
tions. Under normal conditions, 
properly made seals will remain tight 
during the life of the package. 

If water is lost from cellophane be- 

cause of exposure to dry storage at- 
mospheres, it should be placed in an 
atmosphere of the proper humidity in 

order to revitalize it. About 45% rela- 

tive humidity is generally considered 

adequate for this purpose. Coated 
films will require a longer time to at- 

trength of heat seals may be re tain equilibrium than uncoated ones 

duced by excessive moisture and, in It is best to keep all film in the 

xtreme cases, regular coatings may original packages until final use. Film 

yme detached from the base sheet temporarily weakened by excessive 

Hence the use of bonded coated-cel- moisture or dryness can be recondi- 

types may be indicated un tioned to its original strength—or, at 

least, nearly so—by storage under cor- 
rective conditions, provided that the 
physical dimensions have not been 
seriously affected by pressures or 

strain. Such conditioning will usually 
require 24 to 48 hrs. Excessive mois- 
ture will definitely affect heat-sealing 
properties and can also interfere with 
adhesive or solvent sealing. 

Cellophane is available from the 
film manufacturers in the form of 
sheets and rolls and from converters 

in the form of bags, printed film and 
structures in which cellophane is a 
component. Cellophane is_ basically 
available in four categories: uncoated, 

intermediate moistureproof, moist 

proof and water resistant. Its specific 

gravity ranges between 1.40 and 1.55, 

depending on type. Thicknesses range 

Types of cellophane’ 

intermediate moisture protection 

} ¢ 

Moistureproof non-heat-sealing 

| WVTR. Sealed with lacquer-ty] id] 

solvent 1 low 

low perme ibilit t 

1 moistureproot 

low temper itures 
r 

Moistureproof heat-sealing 

<4 durability, flexibility IS ‘ISD 5 NIST ( vistureproofne ‘ 

MS ISD 5 \IS] C0 ! turep! frie ie durability and 

exibility 

\IS MSDS MIST > Good moistureprootness high flexibility and durabil- 

particularly at low humidities, low temperatures 

MIS-4 MSD 54 MST 54 Good moistureproofness, Extra durability 

\ISBO \ISAD 80 MSA SO Protects wet products one side wettable 

\ISB-¢ \ISAD Sé Good moistureproofness; strong heat seals; water re- 

sisting 

MSI \ISAD 8 MISAT 87 Good moistureprootness; strong heat seals; water re- 

sisting; highly flexible; durable at low temperatures 

low humidities (cold, dry climates) 

SR-1 K-202 OX-S11  Polymer-coated cellophane. Excellent resistance to 

K-203 wrinkling and puckering, for neat packages. K-203 

is non-fogging. 

For sugared doughnuts, to control ré 
; ’ ; 
loss and prevent drying, sogginess 

Wraps for luncheon meats, fre t 

egetables 

for wrapping cigarettes, carton ¢ ups 

and cigar tubes—where adhesive ent 

seals are desired and not a heat 

Laminations, liners in frozen-fooc ns. 

Bread wraps; twist wraps on small cts 

Carton overwraps; direct wraps f{« asy 

products, high-fat-content cakes. 

Extra durability bags; puncture-resisting 
1 wraps; bags for frozen foods (dry | 

Laminations, carton overwraps 

Fresh meat wraps. Retards discoloration. 

Direct wraps on wet products for strong 
] iy heat seal. Special laminations, carton liners. 

Direct wraps or bags for frozen foods; 

liners, wraps for frozen-food cartons; bags 
resistant to water, oils, gases, etc. 

For packaging greasy, oily or high-fat con- 

tent products, dried fruits, fruit cakes. 

K-203: for frozen or high-moisture items. 

® This tabulation represents only a partial list of types manufactured by each company. The corresponding types of cello; 
t equivalents, since processes and coating formulations vary according to manufacturer. However, characteristics and pe 

urgely similar. See table, “Cellophane Designations,” p. 271. For fuller listings, including plain, nonmoistureproof types and range of gauges, ¢ 
xa 

suppher see Buyers’ Directory in back of book). 

hane cannot be considered 
‘ormances, as indicated, are 

onsult 
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a ods; 
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t con- 

cakes. 

items. 
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from approximately 0.0008 to 0.0017 

inches. Area per pound ranges from 

11.600 to 21,500 sq. inches. 

Cellophane performs excellently on 
high-speed machines. In fact, many 

automatic and semi-automatic wrap- 
ping machines were originally de- 

signed for operation with cellophane. 
Its heat-sealing range offers consider- 

able latitude. Sealing ranges are be- 

approximately 200 and 300 

leg. F., though far higher sealing 

; t twe 

temperatures are used on high-speed 

equipment or on multiple folds. 
Cellophane will convert easily 

Hig flexible types are available for 

bag !ubrication; special soft types are 
available for “twist” wrapping; other 

ide extra-strong heat seals. 

itself to 

by rotogravure, flexography 

( hane easily lends 

and |: tterpress. 

I uum packaging, cellophane 

has ombined with Pliofilm and 

ene. Cellophane-saran lami- 

it e gradually becoming avail- 

nitrogen-packaging of such 

is nut meats. Europeans 

har n quite successful in com- 

| and parchment with cel- 

Cellophane laminated to 

makes an effective team 

versatile is cellophane- 

ne See “Laminated Mate- 

$3 and the chart, “Propet 

kaging Films,” facing p 

f sé printing of cellophane in 

ition locks in and protects 

quality 

it coating formulations per- 

selection of types, having 

cteristics as controlled wa- 

insmission rates, fogprool 

CONTINENTAL CAN CO 

Reverse-printed in five colors, wrap 
which includes a photographic reproduction 
of the product is credited with the immedi- 
ate marketing success of Hershey-Ets. 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORP. 

PHOTO COURTESY 

Fresh produce protected by cellophane overwrap can be closely inspected 
} = yet wrap prevents handlir f grapes and eliminates insect ha 

ness,” wet strength ind heat-seal regardless fr constr 

variation. Most coatings represent recommended for use ! roducts 
’ ] ht 

lacquer types, consisting essentially of exceeding three pounds in weigh 
: 

} 1 1 1 " 

nitrocellulose, resins, plasticizers and Nor is cellophane suited for packag 

effec tive in 

0.00005 to 

waxes. They are highly 

extremely thin gauges 

0.00006 in.). Plasticizers are used in 

coatings as well as in the base film 

The amount of plasticizer content is 

dependent on the end uses of the 

film. Vinylidene-chloride-copolymer 

already been men- coatings have 

tioned. Certain converters of cello- 

phane have deve lope d special coatings 

for the 

cheeses in this treated film. Special 

processe d packaging ot 

heat-seal sometimes 

added _ during 
strip coatings) to obtain extra tena- 

coatings are 

conversion (lacquer 

cious heat seals on bag seams. 

Cellophane, however, is no cure-all 

for every packaging problem—there 
are some definite limitations to its 

use. It is usually not recommended 

as the sole packaging material for 

very dry powdery material, such as 
dried milk, drink powders, flour prod- 
ucts, dessert powders, powdered 

starches and drug powders. 
Because of its limited dimensional 

stability, cellophane should not be 
used as a window material in a box or 
carton where a large surface area is 
involved or where the product might 
have a drying effect. The use of cel- 
lophane on products with an indeter- 
minate package life is likewise not 
recommended, particularly in in- 

stances where storage conditions can- 
not be controlled. Cellophane bags, 

*See ‘“‘Non-fogging Cellophane,” Mopgxn 
170. PACKAGING, March, 1957, p. 170 

ing of liquids or for vacuum-forming 

In using cellophane, it is well t 

remember the desirabilit: f pr 

stock or inventory rotation, to select 

a gauge adequate to do the job at 

hand and gener lly te follow the 

manufacturer's use recommendations 

Misapplications can cause conside 

able trouble. In mechanical opera- 
5 1 
ions, improper tension on the web 

may result in as much trouble as too 

high a sealing temperature. On cer 

tain applications the machine dire 

tion must be observed, especia ly 

twist wrapping or in wet wrapping 

Cellophane packages should be fitted 

snugly in shipping containers. Master 

shipping containers, particularly cor 

rugated containers low Im moisture 

content, will tend to draw moisture 

from this film; therefore, cartons 

should preferably be adjusted to the 

same moisture content as the film by 

proper storage. Finally, cellophane is 

not a permanent barrier to certain 

aromatic flavors (flavoring extracts) 

Cellophane is a valuable packag 

ing material with an _ outstanding 

record. It is used on thousands of dit 

ferent products 

To assure optimum performance 

under his operating conditions, the 
cellophane user should give the film 

supplier as much information as pos- 

sible regarding the characteristics cf 

his product, machine operation, pack 

age form and size, and estimated 
length of shelf life. 



Plastic films 

r r another year plastic films cor 

tinue to show great growth and 

muiinuing increase in new types and 

pli itions. Again the most interé 

as been in Pp Ivethylene which con 

ues to be lower in price and more 

ied in cr mposition and properties 

st 

Now all plastic films are transpar 

lable in thinne gauges and 

ti ew a improve properties ol! 

tort ( With the new processes 

; ‘ he elng evalu ted or 

rcial | polvethy] 
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HAMMOCK SY POLYFAB CO 

Polyethylene hammock 
damage. delicate parts to prevent 
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THE DOBECAMLUN co. 

TEAR TAPE BY 

suspends Saran-film tubing forms disposable 

tridge to eliminate mess of loading grease 

: , . 
while the older films are being con 

stantly improved by modifications o1 

finding new markets 

the 

coatings and are 

Probably the re 

interest 

ison for con 

tinuous and growth of this 

class of packaging material is its ibil 

ity to display or decorate a product 

ind also preserve and protect it with a 

single ply of film, all at a reasonable 

cost 

repre Packaging films as a group 

sent an ever-increasing diversity of 

ympositions, properties, appearances 

Although they 

range from complet 

transparency to slight haziness. They 

the flexibility, 

from dead soft to brittleness. End uses 

ind end uses all pos 

ss clarity, they 

present full scale of 

encompass the full cvcle from decora 

industrial applications 

On 

} purely 

1 the list is all the time growing 

all pl istic pack iowevel 

tures tear tape of tougher polyester 

Tough, coated cellophane pack fea- 

car- 

gun. 

SARAN TUBING BY PACIFIC WAXED PAPER Co. 

by C. A. Southwick, Jr.* 

aging films agree: they are made from 

synthetic resins or polymers or natu 

polymers and nearly all are Sé alabl DY 

heat and pressure. (¢ ellophanc wl } 

technically is not a plastic film, is cis- 

( ussed on p 270 

One of the greatest single { . 

which has contributed to the a i 

ot plastic packaging films is thi it 

sealability Another reason for I 

success is their ability to be mo d 

for special applications. And fi 

they are generally of high durability 

attractive appearance, possess iV 

tvpes of protective qu ilities and w 

the merchandise to be seen See 

: Bags, Envelope Ss, nit Pac ks V 5.” 

pp. 392 to 407 

Chis group of materials, in ¢ il, 

derives its origin and devel ent 

from the synthetic resin sectior the 

chemical industry. Since this try 

is doing continuous and ag ve 

research, new resins are co! tly 

making their appearance; exist na- 

terials are being improved and di- 

fied: costs are being reduced by ins 

of improved methods of mak th 

base resins, converting the fil: ind 

forming them into package us« 

There is an increasing ne for 

equipment designed particul to 

handle plastic films in all pl of 

their conversion, from the bas sin 

to the finished package form. * iss 

Double pack—+two polyethylene film 
bags, one sealed within the other, pro- 

tect product sterility. 
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of packaging materials will reach large 
tonnage until high-speed automatic 
machines are available to make printed 
and protective packages at a nominal 

conversion cost over the cost of the 
him. 

The general techniques and know- 

of handling one thermoplastic 
packaging film can usually be trans- 
lated to any other plastic film with 

me modifications for the special re- 
ements of each. This work on im- 
ed machinery for handling plastic 

f is most important, for the growth 
,ese materials to date is only an 
of their future. 

the following discussion, only the 
types of commercially produced 
packaging films are described. 
ecific properties see chart, 

rties of Packaging Films,” op- 

276.) 

C lose acetate 

use of its good dimensional 
clarity and general durability, 
acetate laminated to paper 

nds wide use for highly deco- 
nd protective packages, labels, 
covers and the like. In the 
zauges cellulose acetate is very 
t in the construction of rigid 
nt containers. 

naterial also is important in 
caging of fresh produce be- 

its insensitivity to softening 
and its high rate of water- 

nd gas transmission, an im- 

factor for optimum protective 

g of perishables, many of 
oil and become unattractive 
ble at an increased rate when 
m around the fruit or vege- 

Cellulose acetate, 

f its clarity, strength and ma- 
lity, is used advantageously as 
)w material in folding cartons. 

ulose-acetate films differ radi- 
from regenerated cellulose (cel- 
e) because the acetate base is 

Ww insensitive and can only be put 
in solution by certain solvents. Its 
manufacture is more involved and so, 
in most grades, it is higher in cost than 

regenerated cellulose. Because of the 
effect of some organic solvents on the 
film, it is not usually lacquered, al- 
though the film resulting from this 
treatment would have excellent mois- 
tureproof qualities. 

Techniques have been developed 
for heat sealing cellulose acetate. At 
one time this was difficult because 
of the narrow softening range, which 
necessitated a precise control of tem- 

limited. 
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cOsT TABLE: PAPERS—FILMS—FOILS" 

Material! 

Glassine 

Bleached, 25 ib.* 

Lacquer coated, moisture- 

proof, heat sealing, 28 Ib. 

Laminated, bleached, 47 Ib. 

_ Waxed paper 

Bread-wrapper grade, 39 Ib. 

Liner grade, moistureproof, 

amber, 31 ib. 

Cellophane 

Moistureproof, heat sealing 

(300 MS) 

(300 MS 51 or MS-1 type) 

Moistureproof, water resistant 

(300 MSA or MSB) 

Polymer-coated (300) 

Celiulose acetate 

Cast (1 mii) 

Extruded {1 mil) 

Polyester film (1 mil) 

(% mil) 
Polymer-coated ('/2-mil base) 

Polyethylene (1.5 mil) 

Polyethylene-cellophane 

(1 mil poly-300 MS) 

Pliofilm (80 FM-1) 

(1 mil) 

Vinyl Cast (1 mil) 

Extruded (1 mil) 

| Foil-acetate 

(1 mil Al. foil-1 mil acetate) 

Foil label stock 

(0.00035 Al. foil-29 Ib. paper) 

Aluminum foil 

Thickness, inches 

0.00035 

0.0005 

0.0007 

0.001 

Cost 
per Ib. 

$0.24 

0.45 

0.30 

0.22 

0.62 

0.62 

0.69 

0.79 

0.93 

0.74 

2.25 

2.75 

2.50 

6.53 

1.07 

1.10 

0.87 

0.79 

1.47 

0.47 

0.845 

0.805 

0.76 

0.71 

Yield, $q. Cost per 
in. per Ib. 1,000 sq. in.* 

17,280 $0.014 

15,428 0.029 

9,191 0.033 

11,080 0.020 

13,935 0.016 

19,500 0.032 
21,000 0.030 

19,500 0.035 
19,500 0.04 

22,000 0.042 
22,000 0.034 

20,600 0.109 

40,000 0.069 

27,500 0.091 

20,000 0.027 

11,800 0.091 

33,000 0.033 

16,300 0.064 

21,600 0.040 

21,500 0.036 

6,490 0.230 

9,195 0.051 

29,200 0.029 

20,500 0.039 

14,600 0.052 

10,250 0.069 

® This qomperionn of approximate costs is intended only as a guide. The figures given were 

obtained from price lists and are 
1 Typical ” ol 

reader must understand there are 
* Based on 2 =a of 500 chests, | 
* For a guide performance ratin 

on “volume” 
uges, nnn | — 

orders. 
es, unprinted, are given here. 

grades, thicknesses and types. 
— by y 36 in., or 3,000 sq 

see charts, * Dunsestion of ‘Packaging Pa 
‘Properties—A om WE Foil of Packaging Films,” conatie, following page and *‘ 

an ai tontatien o "389. For names of manufacturers of paper, films and foil and for 

trade names see tp ivers’ Directory,” P- 

The 

* p. 216; | 
| 
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PHOTO COURTESY DOW CHEMICAL Co 

Possible application 

~~. for high density polyethyl 

- 
G 

Improved clarity is 
ne of the advantages 

hieved when polyethyl 

1 1 th iran 

Ci 

ture 1 the relatively high tem temperatures, which has led to its us« Most heat-sealing equipment that | 

led to effect the seal frozen-food packaging can be adjusted for temperature con- } 

Polyethylene film can be produced trol within a narrow range can be used 4 

Polyolefins by any one of three processes: cast- for polyethylene film. The resin has a 4 

ng from a solvent solution, calender- sharp melting point and is apt to stick : M. 

| , ing or extrusion. By the extrusion to the sealing surfaces and cause seal ' 

ure polvethvi ethod polyethylene film is available failure if the temperature is not «are- g 

will be available it n thicknesses of 1 mil or greatet fully regulated % 

ewhat In general, the film is characterized For special purposes and easy heat 4 l 

hin epmicninn by extreme toughness and rubberiness sealing, coated polyethylene has veen : 

er films will be ind by excellent electrical properties. perfected by several producers i i 

kled in the kand Films from different producers show Because of its chemical inev ness 5 

e completel transparency variations, but the film this film would not accept ink» and ' i 

much ‘mor in be made with only slight haziness for many years this was a ious. & 

int and n the thin gauges. Currently, im- limitation. However, processes and i i 

le than previous pol proved resins and processes are pro- treatments have been develo; 1 to Ch 

he first polypropylet lucing films of excellent transparency. provide a strong anchorage of ‘nany 7 

, ntroduced Polyethylene is available in ex- types of inks -and now all conv rtors 

truded tubes, as well as sheets, in are producing printed polyet! ylene i: 

thylene. Tl herent prop 1 large number of thicknesses and that offers improved print quali‘ y, in- 

thylene make it an excel widths and is used extensively in this cluding greater resistance to scuff, | 

It has lo form as liner material for drums, etc. stretch and general package wear. | i¢ 

( r, low The normal commercial thickness of Polyethylene, as the result of rv ently 

id level of 1 film produced for packaging applica- developed methods of surface treat- 17 

It is touzh, durable and tions is 1% mil, but even in this thick- ment, seals with aqueous adhes' es. 

It has inherent ness the yield—20,000 sq. in. per Ib Polyethylene film is insensitive to Is 
e addition of is comparable with the vield of sev- water and many common solvenis and 

eral other films in a 1-mil gauge chemicals; however, it is penctrated “As 

20 
40Tt )URTESY CELANESE CORP. OF AMERICA PUOTO COURTESY CELANESE CORP. OF AMERICA 

PE 
2 

22 

23 
24 

Bp 

Around-the-corner windows of cel- Seasonal dress-u, for candy Inflatable vinyl envelope packages swim trunks 

lulose acetate promote eye appeal and ex- shows off with sparkling win- and is readily converted into an air-filled beach pil- 

tend shelf life of fancy fruits. dow of acetate film. low. Disk-shaped valve is heat sealed to one wall. ‘De 

276 
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Properties of packaging films’ 

PROPERTIES Cellophane, Cellophane, Cellophane, | Cellulose | Pliofilm 
plain lacquered | polymer coated| acetate’ _| (rubber base) Cry¢ 

GENERAL 

|. Type of material ; ~ Regenerated | Lacquered regen- | Polymer-coated | Cellulose | Rubber Saran 
cellulose erated cellulose regen. cellulose acetate hydrochloride | ble 

3 (heat sealable) (heat sealable) 

t 9. Formsavailable ~ Sheets, rolls Sheets, rolls ‘ Sheets, rolls ~~ Sheets, rolls _ | Continuous rolls, Sear 

. & mera ee ie oe , | sheets | tubesm 

i Clarity ca ~ Transparent Transparent _ Transparent Transparent Transparent | Trans 
* a or colored or colored or colored to opaque | opa 

¥ | col 

8 4. Thickness, in. ~ 0.0009-0.0016 0.0009-0.0017 0.001 to 0.0014 | 0.0005-0.002 | 0.0004-0.0025 | 0.000 

rat 4 5. Maximum width, in. ee i i 46 52 60 Vari 

a en ee “31,500 | 19,500 |" _‘19,500 | ~~ "33,000 | ~~ 24,000 | “1 
sed ‘ - (0,0009 in.) Se oe: See, Se 

$a 3 7. Approximate specific gravity 1.45 1.40-1.55 1.44 | 1.25-1.35 1.11 

ick ME( 1ANICAL 
eal b 8. Tensile strength, Ib./sq. in. 8,000-19,000 7,000-16,000 7,000-1 3,000 7,000-12,000 5.500-7.500 6.000 ta 

ree of ) Elongation, % 15-25 {5-05 | 425-50 | 15-50 | Yield 10-20, | 75- 
; | ultimate 350-500 | 

eat ‘ 10. Bursting strength (Mullen), ia ae ames: a - | 50-85 | Stretches 
een i »./sq. in. 

é 1} earing strength ( Elmen- << fe < 9-15 2-15 | 60-1.600 

eSS , rf), gm./mil 

and ' 12 olding endurance Gee 75). ae Over 15,000 | o- 1 10,000-1,000,000 | 
ms iF | (M. I. T.) | M. 1. T. 
nd § feat-sealing range, deg.F. |  — ~~ 200-300 225-350 350-450" 350-350 

to § CHi ICAL ia 
any i 14 Vater absorption in 24-hr. “Sn fe, si ~ %Ol00 | \ — 3-7 Negligibl 

tors ss & imersion test, % | | | 
_ : i5. \Vater-vapor permeability, _| Very high rate | - a 05-09 — | 100 | 0.5-15.0 

nm 6 n./24 hr./100 sq. in, at | 
uf, § 10 deg. F., 90% R. H. | 
ear ‘ l€ rmeability to gases ae ‘Dry: ve ry low eax Very low Medium i Low to high | 

ntly i »xygen, carbon dioxide ) Moist: variable and higher* 

eat- z Li esistance to acids Poor to strong | Poor to strong | Poor to strong Poor to strong | Good 

5. 4 ere oe acids acids acids ac ids 

> to 18 sistance to alkalies Poor to strong | Poortostrong | Poortostrong | Poortostrong | Good 

and fj alkalies alkalies alkalies alkalies 

ated 19 esistance to greases and oils | Impermeable | Impermeable | Impermeable ~~ Good Excellent 

| | | 

20. Kesistance to organic solvents ~~ Insoluble Insoluble | Insoluble ~~ Soluble, 4 Sol., cyclic hy- 

except in | drocarbons, chlo- | 
hydrocarbons | rinated solvents 

; PERMANENCE | | = 
. F 21. Maximum use temperature, ~ Begins to char | Begins to char ~ ‘Begins tochar | Approximately Softens at 200 | ft 

deg. F. | at 375 at 375 at 375 800 

J 22. Minimum use temperature, Depends on type | Depends on type AboutO | Brittleat | Depends on 

deg. F. and R. H. and R. H. subzero plasticizer 

23. Resistance to sunlight —| No effect No effect —Noeffect. ~SiExceilent = | Fair | 

24. Dimensional change athigh | 3-5 8-5 oes 2-3 ae wane None + 
R. H., % at 80% R. H. 

25. Resistance to storage is Deterioration due toageis negligible | ~~ Excellent. | Goodifkept | G 

if proper storage conditions are kept in dark 

96. Flammability Same as newsprint ~~" Slow burning _| Self-extinguishing | Nonii 

ey chart is a supplement to Modern Packaging Encyclopedia Issue, 1958. Extra copies available in limited quantities. Quotations on request * Modified 

Syed SY ae 8 eee allaoeh ieee ne 
* Using CaCl: in test dish. Values reported are based on 1 mil (0.001 in.) of film. Value for some films depends on type and amount of plasticizer * Special 8 
* Figures represent pull to tear after starting. Force to start tear is too high to measure on some equipment and normally is not determined. Copyright 
*Depends on moisture content of film and type and amount of plasticizer. 



Basic types and accepted commercial standards are given here. However, many special grades are available. See 
also charts on papers (Section 6) and foils (Section 7), For names of manufacturers and suppliers of transparent 

films consult the Buyers’ Directory at back of this book, which includes directory of trade names. 

Viny! films, 
Polyethylene- vinyl chloride 

Cryovac Polyethylene cellophane’ Polyester Saran (copolymers ) 

Saran resin Polyethylene ~~ Extrusion | Polyesterresin |  Polyvinylidene Vinyl resins 
blend coated or chloride 

laminated 

Seamless Rolls, sheets, flat — ~ Sheets, Sheet, rolls Seamless tubes, Rolls 

tubes, bags or gusseted tubing rolls rolls 

ransparent to Transparent to Transparent to. Transparent Transparent, bas Transparent 

opaque or translucent translucent to opaque translucent, 

colored or colored opaque 

0.0008-0.003 0.001 or more 0.002 or more 0.00025 & thicker — 0.0005-0.002 0.001 or more 

~ Variable 240 60 i Cee Gers se 72 
~ 16,700 30,000 ~~ 11,800 (2-mil ~20,000°=~C—*~*” ~~ 16,300 21,600 

combination) 

64 0.92 Pe -_—. 138-139 | 1.68 1,.23-1.29 

5,000 & over - 

50-600 15-25 

000 to 12,000 1.350-2,500 

~ 75-120 

20-35 48 40-50 

15-20 150-350 

Excellent Very high 

975-300" 230-300° 230-300" 

16-5002 

Good 

~ 17,000 & higher 

70-130 

~~ 45 (1 mil) 

18 

~7,000-15,000 
- 20-40 ~~ 

| —3,000-11,100 
ew. 

25-40 

Varies widely _ 

Excellent. | Over 500,000 Good 
(M. L. T.) 

in 490° 280-300° 200-350° 

Negligible 0.005 orless | a. 

0.35 

Very low 

Excellent ~ Excellent 

Good except Excellent 

aminonia | 

Excellent May swell slightly 
on long immersion 

Negligible None 

Less than ~ —_— 

‘High : Like cellophane _ 

1.8 

Very low 

x ;00d to 

excellent 

‘Excellent, but may — 
swell slightly on 

long immersion 

Excellent ai Excellent iad 

Excellent “Excellent 

Like polyethylene | Excellent 

‘Like polyethylene Excellent 

0.10-0.30 

None to 5.5 

4-13 

~ Very low Medium 

Excellent, except Good 
H.SO, and HNO, 

Good Good 
except NH,OH 

Excellent Good 

Excellent Soluble in some 

G oC rd 

Jonflammable 

ftens at 270, 180 (softens at 230) a 
melts at 290 

Depends on ~ —60 > Dependson 

Excellent 

Slow burning 

plasticizer cellophane 

Good Fair Excellent 
None None 86+ ie 

~ Good — 

Slow burning 

Melts at about 490 | Softens at 290, 

melts at 310 

Softens at 200 

~ Excellent 

—80 Good flexibility Depends on 
at 0 plasticizer 

Fair Excellent Fair 

eee None None 

Excellent Excellent 

~ Slow burning | Self-extinguishing | Slow burning 

dified acctates 

Heat seals at 350 d 

cellulose acetate butyrate (Kodapak II) and celluk 
supported film cannot be sealed on all types of heat sealers. S 
Eaohene extrusion couted or laminated with |-mil polyethylene, 
dial sealing techniques required 

right 1957, Packaging Catalog Corp. All rights reserved, including t 
eg. F., using benz 

se triacetate (Kodapak 1V)—offer an additional range of properties. 
sealing may be necessary to prevent sticking or to prevent distortion 

est data assume polyethylene side toward products. 
alcohol. 
right to reproduce this chart or portion thereof in any form. 
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= 
Ser 

and softened by many types of fats 

and oils. Its resistance to the transmis- 
sion of water vapor is good, but it 

readily transmits oxygen, solvent 
vapors and many aromatic materials. 

Polyethylene film is finding ever in- 
creasing packaging applications be- 
cause of its excellent physical and 
protective qualities as well as rela- 
tively low cost. Increased supply of 
the resin and improvements are re- 

sponsible for the latter. As a result, 
polyethylene film is rapidly becoming 
one of the most economical packaging 
films in cost per unit of surface. (See 
“Cust Table—Selected Papers, Films, 

F p 275.) 

Ids where the film is already 
established include the packag- 
f fresh produce, textiles, hard- 
small industrial parts, candy. 

film is also widely used in 

foods packaging where its low 

rature durability and moisture 
tion make it ideal. 

ethylene resin is important as 
a co.ting material for paper, paper- 

In addi- 
tion is important as one of the plies 

boar: and for various films 

in a » ange of laminated combinations. 

Poly ‘hylene, for example, is com- 

bir successfully with cellophane 

T types are available: (1) poly- 

ie extrusion coated directly 

ellophane and (2) independent 
f cellophane and polyethylene 

ted with a bonding agent. Both 
are similar, but the different 

ting methods make for varia- 

tic functional properties, handling 
ch teristics and costs. 

Rubber-hydrochloride film 
(Pliofilm) 

bber-hydrochloride film was the 
ilm that could be heat sealed to 

pro\ide a true weld-type bond. Rub- 
ber-hydrochloride film differs mate- 

ria from the films previously 

described because its base is rubber, a 

natural raw material rather than a 
synthetic resin. The process of manu- 
facture consists of treating a crude- 

rubber cement of special grade with 
hydrogen chloride gas. The resulting 

resin is neutralized, dissolved in sol- 
vents and cast on a moving web 
which is passed through a heating 
chamber. The solvents are evaporated, 
leaving a film that is transparent in 
thin and cloudy in heavier gauges. 

Rubber-hydrochloride sheets are ex- 
tremely tough and can be stretched 
500 to 600% elongation. The stability 
of rubber films is affected by direct 

rs 
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Heat-shrinkable, form-fitting Cryova 

is a popular film for frozen poultry 

sun, but not by changes in humidity 

This film is available in some 12 
| 

grades 

nr } . | 

[he various types are modified with 

basic types and in eight 

plasticizers and stabilizers to produc 

three general categories of film: (1 

films that excel in barrier properties 

for gas and water vapor; (2) films that 

are tough and flexible but give less 

barrier protection against water vapo1 

and gas transmission; (3) heavy-duty 

special-purpose films. 
Rubber-hydrochloride film can_ be 

printed, laminated to itself or to paper 

or other bases to improve physical or 
operating characteristics. Rubber-hy- 
drochloride films are higher in price 
per pound than regenerated cellu 
lose, but frequently by the use of light 
gauges with a high yield in square 
inches per pound, this inequality dis- 
appears in actual use. 

Rubber-hydrochloride film can be 
plasticized by heating and_ then 

stretched under controlled conditions 

to give the film unusual characteris- 

tics. The stretching process greatly in- 
creases the toughness and strength in 

the direction of the stretch and per- 
mits the film to be shrunk around an 

object by applying moderate heat. 

Vinylidene-chloride film 
(Saran, Cryovac) 

Vinylidene-chloride film is produced 
by the extrusion process. It has some 
outstanding properties and some very 

significant limitations. It has the low- 
est water permeability of any of the 
packaging films. Its gas permeability 
is also very low, making it an excel- 
lent film for vacuum or gas packaging. 
The film has high specific gravity and 
is one of the heaviest films. Its yield 

PHOTO COURTESY MILPRINT, INC. 

New products are using film packs: f 

example slippers in re-use Pliofilm | 

] } ] 
relatively low and its 

cordingly is high. Howevei ' 

ceptionally high tensile strength 

together with its other properties 

permits the use of thin gauges. T] 

vinvlidene-chlorids film can fife 

cellent protection on a per dollar | 

provided the pa kaging require 

call for special properties 

Chis film has the unus 

of tolerating 
1 7 
aeg . 

temperatures 

for short periods 

meat products, such as picnic 

use this property to good advantage 

the housewife cooks the meat in its 

wrap, which keeps flavor in. The film 

is also used with autoclaved 

This film is very 

highly flexible and completely trans 

parent. It is flexible at low tem} 

tures and can be heat sealed 

Vinvlidene-chloride 

able for cheese, nuts 

produ ts 

strong tough 

films 

andy 

mallows and other food pa 

applications where odor, taste 

toxicity requirements must b¢ 

and where clarity is an assct 

Vinylidene-chloride has _ excellent 

resistance to chemicals (it is widely 

used as a cap liner for this reason 

especially for pharmaceuticals and for 

edible _ oils) Sec 

“Liners and Seals for Closures,” p 

food containing 

521.) The film has good resistance to 

sunlight and its cutoff of ultraviolet 

3,000 

may offer some protection against dis- 
at approximately angstroms 

coloration of meats caused by light 

Vinylidene-chloride film, despite its 
remarkable combination of properties, 
is not used in high volume in pack- 
aging. The major reason, apparently, 

is its inertness and static. Its clinging 

properties, so much admired by the 
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housewife, make it difficult to handle 

on conventional automatic machinery. 

Also, special problems may be en- 
countered in heat sealing, although 
these are not insurmountable. Cer- 
tainly, the film’s good qualities invite 
serious attention to the problem of 

machine-handling difficulties. 
Vinylidene-chloride resins have 

been combined with certain other ma- 
terials to make a highly oriented thin 

film (Cryovac) which is particularly 

useful as a protective covering for ir- 
regular-shaped objects in frozen-food 
applications. The film is available in 
tubular form to be shrunk around an 
inserted product, poultry, picnic hams, 

etc., by the application of heat. This 
is known as the “Cryovac” process. 

Vinyl! films 

The vinyl films may be composed 

of resins of vinyl chloride alone or 
blends of vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate 

and other resins and the films can be 

made by either of two widely dif- 

ferent methods. Because of the large 
number of possible combinations of 
resin, plasticizer and other compo- 
nents, an extremely wide variety of 

films may be produced ranging from 
hard, brilliant films which approach 

cellulose acetate to the soft, flexible 
films similar to polyethylene. They 
may also be produced in a variety of 
colors and embossed finishes and are 

capable of being printed in multicolor. 

One method of making vinyl film 
uses the familiar procedure of casting 
a film from solvent solution or a dis- 
persion of the resin followed by re- 

moval of the solvent or fusion. The 

other method consists of heating the 
resin so that it becomes plastic and 
producing a film by squeezing be- 
tween hot rolls (calendering) or forc- 

ing through a flat or circular orifice 

under pressure (extrusion). 
The solvent casting technique has 

the advantage of being able to make 

very thin films although improvements 
in the extrusion process are con- 

tinually making rapid strides in this 

direction. Solvent casting can make 
films from a wider range of base resins 

and resin formulations, since it is not 
dependent upon the heat stability or 
heat-flow characteristics of materials. 

However, for many uses care must be 
taken to select the proper plasticizer 
-resin combination to meet toxicity, 

odor and taste requirements, or to 

prevent migration of plasticizer if the 
film is in contact with other resins, 
adhesives, finished surfaces, etc. 
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The vinyl films are characterized by 
their ability to make strong heat seals 
using a number of processes. Certain 
precautions, however, must be taken 
to prevent sticking to some types of 

heat sealers. 
In 1954, commercial application of 

a new extruded vinyl film was an- 
nounced. This film, first used as a 

textile wrapper, is important because 
it is based on a resin that apparently 
has sufficient thermal-stability and op- 
erating characteristics to run through 
extrusion film processes. 

This viny] film is strong, prints well 
and is heat sealable. Currently it is 
not used with food products 

Polyester film 

This film produced from a polymer 
of ethylene glycol and terephthalic 
acid is winning a place for itself as a 
packaging material because of its ex- 
ceptional toughness; its impermeabil- 
ity to gases, acids, alkalies, greases and 
solvents; its clarity and its perform- 
ance through a wide range of 
temperatures. (See “Properties of 
Packaging Films,” opposite p. 276.) 

Polyester film appears to have 
found excellent use as a transparent 
window material in folding cartons. It 
is also being used in producing bags 
and wraps that resist wear and tear 
at the counter, increase shelf life, dis- 
courage pilferage and help eliminate 
damage and costly return of packaged 
goods. Polyester film bags are being 
used to package heavy, sharp edged 
machine parts that would tear other 
transparent materials. Transparent 
bags and wraps are becoming in- 
creasingly important in industrial 

packaging because visibility speeds 
inventorying and stock selection. 

Polyester film has achieved an ini- 
tial and dramatic success as a laminate 
for a cook-and-serve package. This 
type of package is interesting because 
it has important potentials as a work- 
saver for the homemaker. 

Polyester film is relatively costly on 
a pound and yield basis, but it can 
prove relatively economical on a cost- 
for-protection basis, because its func- 
tional properties are outstanding and 
it can be used in %- and %-mil gauges. 

The film seals at relatively high 
temperatures even when treated with 
benzyl alcohol to expedite sealing. 
However, wrapping and bundling 
machines designed to handle polyester 
film are now on the market and new 
sealing methods are under develop- 
ment. Polyester film coated with poly- 

ethylene, saran or other plastics is 
available and has advantageous prop- 
erties, especially for gas and vacuum 
packaging. 

Polyvinyl! alcohol 

Films of polyvinyl alcohol have 
been laboratory curiosities and are 
produced only in limited quantities. ° 

This transparent film is unusual in 
that it is water soluble—as a matter 
of fact, it is made by casting a resin 
out of a water solution. The resulting 
film is exceptionally clear and brilliant 
and it has unusual strength properties 
in normal conditions of temperature 
and humidity. A hydrophilic material, 
it is impervious to oils and greases 

Polyviny] alcohol films can be made 
in two types: one, soluble in cold 
water; the other, soluble in hot wate 

New types of films. The films 
viously described are those that rep- 

resent the major film tonnage today. 
However, there are a few new films 
on the horizon that offer unusual 
properties. Included among se 
films are oriented polystyrene, { )- 

carbons and nylon. The oriented 

styrene film is available in gauge as 
low as one mil and is a tough n- 

toxic, odorless, tasteless, lightwe ht 

film that is greaseproof, water-r _ st- 
ant and has’ good dimer al 

stability. In addition there ar Ww 

shrink-type grades of polyet! e 
and polyester film. 
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Aluminum foil 

hipments of aluminum foil in 1956 
S mounted to 190,473,000 Ibs. The 

fact that three-quarters of this foil 
was used in some form for packag- 
ing indicates that the packaging in- 
dustry has placed its own economic 
evaluation upon foil. Today there is 
every indication foil will continue to 
be « strong factor in packaging. The 

acceptability of foil can be attributed 

in large degree to its versatility, use 

fulness and attractiveness. The discus- 

sion here deals with the aspects of foil 

of niost interest to packagers: types, 

al and functional characteris 

i nd uses, convertibility, trends 

Types 

Alloys. For packaging, the most 
pop: larly used alloy has a minimum 
aluminum content of 99.45% and is 

identified in the industry as alloy 
114° A higher-strength aluminum al- 
loy, ‘esignated as 3003, is used in the 
hea, er gauges for the manufacture 
of s: nirigid food containers. 

T ickness. Aluminum foils range in 

thic. 1ess from 0.00025 in. to below 
0.00 in. Thinner gauges are being 
mac but not for packaging purposes. 
He r gauges are in the sheet cate- 
gory. (See “Table I—Typical Foil 

Thic nesses, Yields and Weights.”) 
I: pers. Foil comes from the roll- 

ll in a hard temper, having a 
it lm of rolling oil on its surface. 

Since foil for most purposes must be 
soft, ! 1e hard foil is annealed by heat- 
ing ai high temperatures. This process 
make. the foil soft and pliable and 
remo\ es its surface oils. 

Surface finishes. Aluminum foil in 
thick. csses up to and including 0.001 
in. is generally available with one 
shiny surface and one mat- or satin- 
finish surface. This results from rolling 
two layers of foil together. The shiny, 
outer surfaces are polished from con- 
tact with the steel rolls; the mat sur- 
faces result from being in contact with 
one another. Thicknesses heavier than 
0.001 in. are shiny on both sides. 

Surface conditions. Full hard foil 
has a very thin oil film on its surface. 
Dead soft foil is oil free and dry. For 
ease in machine wrapping, soft foil 
~* Assistant Product Manager—Foil, Kaiser 
Aluminum & Chemical Sales, Inc., Oakland, 
Calif. 
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can be furnished in the lighter gauges 
with a slick, oily surface. In the heav- 
ier gauges, it can be coated with a 
semidry lubricant for wrapping and 
forming operations. 

Forms. Foil is commonly used in 
continuous roll form for most convert- 
ing and for many packaging opera- 
tions. It can also be furnished in 

sheets, dead-soft foil usually being 

paper interleaved to facilitate cutting 
and for protection in shipping 

The latest military specification fo1 
uncoated aluminum foil, designated as 

MIL-A-148A, specifies Mullen burst 

ing strength for dead-soft foil as 

shown in Table II (see p. 281 

Functional properties 

A number of properties or qualities 
are responsible for aluminum foil’s 
usefulness as a packaging material 

Appearance. One of foil’s attributes 

is its appearance, which should be 
fully utilized whenever possible fo 
point-of-purchase eye appeal. A wid 

latitude of deccrative effects can be 
obtained by further embossing, gloss 

coating or laminating and coloring 
Hygienic aspect. Foil essentially 

clean and gives the impression of 

cleanliness. Micro-organisms are d« 
stroyed during the annealing opera- 

Temperature control 

without ice is feature of 

aluminum foil-laminated 

corrugated box. In temper- 

atures averaging 103 deg. 

F., fresh chicken packed in 
new containers reportedly 

rose from 22 deg. F. to 

only 45-48 deg. F. after 

11% hours. 

PHOTO COURTESY STONE CONTAINER CORP. 
| 

by Nicholas A. Cooke* 

tion and foil offers nothing on which 

such colonies can thrive. When neces 

sary, foil can be further sterilized 

Nontoxicity. Aluminum foil is e: 

tirely nontoxic and is used in direct 

contact with many types of foods 

Taste and odor. No taste or odor 

is imparted by aluminum foil even to 

the most sensitive foods, such as but 

ter, cheese, oleomargarine, dehydrated 

foods, chocolate and gum. On the 

contrary, foil is used to protect su h 

foods from absorbing undesirable 

tastes or odors 

Pliability. Soft foil has 

characteristics and can be molded 

dead-fold 

crimped and formed very easily. The 

ability to form a deep seat and to 

seal well is used in the bottle-c: 

liner industry. Foil will remain flexible 

Pp 

throughout a temperature range far 

surpassing that required in most pack- 

aging applications. Dead fold enables 

foil packages to be used for reé-wrap 

Water-vapor resistance. Aluminum 

foil does not have a true moisture 

permeability rate because it is an im 

permeable metal. Whatever transmi 

sion does take place is through un 

avoidable microscopic breaks in the 
foil. This transmission will vary de- 

pe nding upon the number of such dis 

ind over continuities. Foil 0.0015 in. 
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is conceded to have zero perme ability, 

but even in thicknesses as low as 

0.00035 in. the transmission rate is 

When combined with other 

packaging materials, even the thinnest 

negligible 

foil imparts to the combination | au 

extremely low water-transmission rate 

It is this property in foil that is used 

to prevent freezer burn in frozen 
foods and that prevents the drying 

out and shrinking of moisture-bearing 

I 
} 

roducts. It also protects dry products 

trom spoilage by moisture from out- 

side the packags 

Nonabsorptivity. Foil is nonabsorp 

tive to liquids of all types and will 

not shrink, swell or soften in contact 

with moist contents, whether these 

are hot or cold. This characteristic is 

useful in brown-and-serve packages. 

Greaseproofness. Aluminum is com- 
p 

is used in the construction of packages 

needing this property. It will not stain 

’ 
} i etely greaseproof and oilproof and 

luring oven use nor on prolonged con- 

tact with oils and fats 

Ultraviolet 

ire harmful to many types of foods, 
resistance. Light rays 

such as nuts, chocolates, candy, po- 
tidbits, 

They can cause 

tato chips cookies, cheese 

butter and bacon 

yxidation, rancidity, loss of flavor, loss 

f vitamins, discoloration and staling 

Aluminum foil will prevent su h ac- 

effectively 

Gas resistance. In heavier gauges 

foil will offer 

oxvgen and other harmful gases. Light 

; ' ‘ 
mm very 

a complete barrier to 

g 

uges of foil will impart to paper and 

plastic films a low degree of gas per- 
7 , y +} 

wilt recaucing the tendency of 

ie pa kage contents to oxidize or 

neidify. Foil will also prevent the 

ss of aroma from aromatic products 

Aluminum foil is di- 

Functional advantage realized with 
foil is demonstrated by cook-in-bag pouch. 
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Table !1—tTypical foil thicknesses, yields and weights 

Thickness 

Inches Millimeters 

0.00635 

0.00889 

0.01270 

0.02540 

0.03810 

0.05080 

0.00025 

0.00035 

0.00050 

0.0010 

0.0015 

0.0020 

mensionally stable and unaffected by 

sunlight. Being a metal, it has no vola- 

tile ingredients and will not dry out 

nor shrink on aging. Flexibility on ag- 

ing will also remain unaltered. 

Contamination resistance. An effec- 

tive barrier is provided by aluminum 
foil against contamination by dust, 
dirt, grease and air-borne organisms. 

Heat conductivity. Foil will cool 

quickly and heat rapidly, making pos- 
sible many packaging applications in- 
volving both freezing and baking. 

Heat reflectivity. Up to 96% of radi- 

ant heat is reflected by aluminum foil, 
and as little as 4% is emitted. This 
makes foil desirable as a heat insu- 

lator for many types of packages in 
which product protection and the 
maintenance of high or low tempera- 
tures is desirable. 

Chemical properties. Wet contact 

between aluminum and most heavy 

metals and their salts should be 
avoided. There are exceptions, how- 

ever, and some salts will act as inhibi- 

tors to corrosion. Certain strong acids 

will attack aluminum, as will caustic 

alkalies. Many acids have no effect. 

Because of the many factors in- 
volved, no single rule describes the 

action of acids and salts on aluminum 

and tests should be made in cases of 

doubt. Chlorides, especially in acid 
solution, are severe in their attack and 
should not be in direct contact. Pickle 
brine is such a product. Cheese, which 
contains salt in an organic acid, is 

packaged very successfully through 
the use of thin protective coatings. 
The salt in frozen foods is also 
checked by such coatings. Use of ther- 
moplastic coatings also imparts heat 
sealability to aluminum. 

Seldom is only one property or 
quality utilized in package design. 
For example, the foil in a supposedly 
simple butter wrap serves several 
functional purposes—it is nontoxic, 
greaseproof, nonabsorptive to refrig- 
erator moisture, prevents drying out 

of the butter, prevents shrinkage, 

Weight, 

iis saa = lb./ream 
Sq. in./Ib. Sq. ft./lb. 24x 36 (480) 

41,000 285 10.1 

29,200 203 14.2 

20,500 142 20.2 

10,250 71.3 40.5 

6,800 47.2 60.9 

5,100 35.4 81.3 

bleaching and the pickup of strange 
tastes and odors. It retards rancidity 

and loss of flavor caused by the action 
of oxygen and light and _ protects 
against contamination by dirt, etc 

The limitation of low tear stre:ath 
of foil is easily overcome by combin- 
ing foil with other materials. 

Principal end uses 

Plain unsupported foil is usec for 
semirigid containers for bakery )rod- 
ucts, specialty foods and f: \zen 
cooked foods. Unsupported foi!. are 
also made into milk closures, ‘orist 
wraps, hermetically sealed p. kets 
and metal-parts wraps, as well as ‘ags, 
nameplates and sealing tapes her 

uses include wraps for yeast. ard 
candy, chocolate and cheese and 

overwraps for frozen-food tray 
For other applications, foil in ~om- 

bination with packaging ma‘ ‘ials, 

such as paper, plastic or cellul Im, 
and heat-seal coatings is used: 

As direct wraps for chewin im, 

candy bars, chocolate, tobacco, ' \:tter, 
cheese, photographic film and | ‘hers. 

As carton overwraps for drie« {ruit, 
frozen foods of all  descri; ‘ions, 

prunes, dates, figs, cookies, et: 
As case liners for lettuce, citrus 

fruits, celery and cauliflower. 

As bags or sealed poucl for 

breakfast cereals, leavening nts, 
potato chips, nuts, coffee, cocoa, tea, 
dry soups, drugs and cosmetics 

Foil is combined with paperboard 
for brown-and-serve trays, cake boxes, 
fibre drums, box liners, tube and can- 
ister liners and ice-cream containers. 

Materials packed in such containers 
include oils, greases, refrigerated bis- 
cuits, self-rising flour and cake mixes, 

chemicals and metal parts. 
Foil body, neck and throat labels 

are employed extensively on glass 

bottles for packaging beer, wine, 
spirits, olives, condiments, etc. 

Specialty decorative use of foil in- 
cludes tags, seals, nameplates, gift 

labels, shredded foil, gift wraps, 
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boxes and embossed rigid containers. 

The field of military packaging is 

another area in which aluminum foil 

plays a major role. 

Convertibility 
—) ’ackagers and designers have two 

mainstays in foil: its varied protective 
qualities and its appearance. Foil will 
provide exceptional appearance plus 
the necessary product protection more 

economically than other materials and 
methods required to achieve the same 
result. In many instances only the 
thinnest gauge of foil need be used, 
suitably combined with other mate- 
rials. Strength, toughness and handle- 
ability on high-speed equipment are 
obtained with paper and plastic or 
cellulose films by the process of 
laminating. Heat sealability, scuff 

resis. ince and additional chemical 
resis' ince are added by coating. Dec- 
orat’) ¢ is done in the form of print- 

ing, mbossing and coloring. 
L. ninating. Practically any set of 

perf mance conditions can be met in 
a f mination by the proper selec- 
tion >of both companion web and 
id (See chart “Properties— 

A] um Foil and Laminations,” p. 
282 il is adaptable to a range of 
lan ng agents. Combination with 
por papers is made with aqueous 
or 1 n adhesives, whereas lamina- 
tior dense papers or nonporous 

wel made with pressure- or heat- 
sen adhesives, usually cements 

base on rubber or resins carried 
eith | solvent or in emulsion. 

( ng. Organic coatings, applied 
fror ‘t melt, organosoi or solution 
are | for heat sealability, scuff re- 
sist and added chemical resist- 
anc variety of formulations is em- 
ploy embracing many properties 
and . odifications. Such coatings are 

ip! ble to the roller, gravure, knife 
or slo! extrusion process of application. 

Devorating. Foil offers a complete 
range of decorating possibilities. As 
a starting point, there is a choice of 
either the bright, shiny surface or the 
satin, mat surface. Designers can uti- 

lize either for a clean, sanitary appear- 
ance. The proper combination of 
opaque and transparent inks on foil 

gives striking printing effects which 
are not obtainable with other media. 
This can be supplemented by emboss- 
ing in practically any texture. 

In applications where foil must be 
covered with cellulose film, such as 
some hermetically sealed pouches, 
added brilliance is imparted to the 
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Ovenproof, liquidtight foil-lined carton 

opens new horizons in the packaging and 

merchandising of prepared foods 

foil. This can be enhanced by suitable 
reverse printing on the film in opaque 
and transparent inks. 

Foil is printed commercially by the 
rotogravure, flexographic, letterpress 
and lithographic processes. Some of 
the more recent and exciting devel- 
opments on foil have been in connec- 
tion with lithography, which permits 
photographic reproduction in full 
color at moderate plate costs. A num- 
ber of foil packages now are being 

lithographed. For packaging applica- 
tions, lithography is most suitable for 
volumes which do not justify gravure 
and yet require the quality of repro- 
duction obtainable with lithography. 

But this is only part of the story; it 
is possible to obtain a very novel tie-in 
between packaging and sales promo- 
tion through lithography on foil. Per- 
fect replicas or reproductions of foil 
packages can be made in any size on 
foil for such purposes as point-of-pur- 
chase displays, posters, catalogs, car 
cards, direct-mail fliers and banners. 
All the possibilities have not yet been 
explored, offering a challenge both to 
the packager and to the merchandiser. 

The gravure method is applicable to 
large-volume production, such as but- 
ter wraps, oleo wraps, beer labels and 

Table Il 

Nominal Mullen bursting 

thickness, strength, lbs./sq. in. 

inches “Min.  ~— Max. 

0.0008 8 15 

0.0010 ll 21 

0.0015 22 37 

0.0020 40 60 

0.00380 75 100 

carton overwraps, and is distinguished 

by fineness of line, a wide range of 

tone values and good reproducibility. 
Excellent print qualities on foil also 

are being obtained by the flexographic 
both of 

which are economical for moderate- 

and letterpress processes, 

size runs. 

The use of aluminum foil for gen- 

eral packaging applications has been 
increasing steadily. This increase can- 

not be attributed to any single end 

use, but rather has been a gradu il in 

crease involving several items 

It has been predicted that frozen 

baked goods will be marketed on 

large scale within the next several 

years and aluminum foil is expected 

to be important in their packaging. 
Foil covers imprinted with color 

facsimiles of the contents are also 

finding greater use with foil food con- 

tainers. The combination of foil cover 

and container facilitates merchandis- 

ing and the entire package can be 
heated in the oven when necessary 

Semirigid, all-foil 

also being used to merchandise florist 

containers are 

and nursery products, such as seed- 
lings and young plants, for supermar- 

ket sales. Here foil is able to increase 

sales by introducing convenience 
cleanliness and attractiveness to prod- 
ucts not ordinarily distributed in large 
volume through such sales outlets 

Another new product is the dispos- 
able foil broiler tray for steaks, chops, 
chicken, franks, etc. This serves both 

as a package and as a broiling aid 

saving the housewife the unpleasant 

task of scouring pans and oven. 
When used on the outside of a 

package, or ,in conjunction with an 

air space on the inside, foil will act 
as an insulator and this quality chal- 
lenges future exploitation. One recent 
development combines aluminum foil 

and heavy paper in the construction 
of a corrugated, spiral-wound con- 
tainer body offering insulation with 

strength. This report- 
edly, will be used for many interest- 
ing packaging applications for the 
storage and transportation of perish 
ables with maximum protection. 

Foil-paperboard combinations are 
finding greater use for carry-home, 

hot-food containers, drinking cups, 
brown-and-serve trays and others. 

construction, 

Because many new uses will stem 

from the inherent characteristics of 

aluminum foil, some advantage can 

be gained from systematically refer- 
ring to these characteristics as out- 
lined in the chart on the next page. 
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Properties—aluminum foil and laminations’ 

Properties Metal foil Specialized aluminum-foil combinations—heat-sealing types 

—4 Foil—water- | Cellulose Paper— l 

Foil—paper resistant ad- acetate— waterproof Scrim— 

—foil hesive—paper resinous adhesive polyethylene 

combination, —microcrys- adhesive—foil —foil— —foil— 

heat-seal talline wax— —heat-seal heat-seal vinyl film 

Aluminum coating porous tissue coating coating combination 

General 

Forms available Rolls, sheets ies "Rolls, sheets, | Rolls, sheets, “Rolls, envelopes | Rolls, envelopes | Rolls, pou hes 

bags bags as 

Clarity Opaque . Opaque =< Opaque ~~ Opaque — a tie “Opaque Opaque 

Thickness range, in. 0.0002-0.006 —~0.003 0.0044 ~ 0.0025 — Approximately - “Approximately 
09.005 0.016 

Maximum width, in. 54 ssi on -_ ~ 7 ~ 36 Ba 

Area factor, sq. in./Ib. 10,250 for 0.001 5,500 6,500 5,900 ~ 4,800 — 2,660 
( approximations ) 29,200 for 0.00035 

Approximate specific 2.7 - — — = a 

gravity 

Mechanical a 
Tensile strength, Ib./in.. 1-118 99 19 < 21 23 35 7 

rAPPI #T-404M 

Elongation, %. TAPP! 1 -2¢ 27 2.9 9.4 7 1.6 il : 

#T-457™M 

Bursting strength 4-165 9 19 50 : 47 7, 13 

(Mullen), Ib./sq. in. 

Tearing strength 5-425 60 15 a 40 is 135 8S i 

Elmendorf), gm 

Seal strength (Suter), 3 l 2 i 4-5 = 5 

Ib./in. 

Folding endurance 4-18 154 at 1 kg. 55 at 1 kg. 240 at 1 kg. ij _ . - 

(MIT) 

Chemical rt s 
Water absorption in Zero - Zero y ss 

24-hr. immersion, % 

Permeability to gases Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Zero 

Water-vapor permeability Negligible Negligible Negligible . Negligible J Negligible Ze 

Southwick-Rhoades ) , 

gm./24 hr./100 sq. in. 

Resistance to acids Poor to good Poor to good Poor to goo.’ Poor to good Good P ‘ 

Resistance to alkalies Poor to good ~ Poor to good Poor to good ~ yor to good Good : Po ah 

Resistance to greases Excellent —“Tixcellent , ~ Poor ~ Poor Good | + Go 

and oils 

tesistance to organic Excellent Aflected by | Affected by ~~ Affected by ~~ Affected by ~ Affecte by i 

solvents some solvents | some solvents some solvents some solvents some solvents _ 

Permanence 

Resistance to heat, deg. F. 700 120 eT 6 USCC 160 

(limiting temp. ) ise 

Resistance to cold, deg. F. 120 : Depends on Depends on _ Depends on _ ——@ | —65 

(limiting temp. ) laminating laminating laminating 
agent, etc. agent, etc. agent, etc. a 

Resistance to sunlight Excellent Excellent | Excellent. | || Good | Excellent | Excellent 

Dimensional change at None _ None None None None None — 

high R.H., % me. 
Resistance to storage = —— | - | ~s - Good Good Bee 

Flammability : Notcombustible |  -—- a ae _ Partly Partly 

} ordinarily combustible | combustible _ 

* Sounce 
grades of some of these materials may be obtained whose properties differ from 
available. There are many specialized combinations of foil with other materials. 
new uses for their materials. For manufacturers’ names, see the Buyers’ Directory at back 

etc.” 'For more specific figures see table on page 281. 
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The values in this chart were obtained from various sources and are believed to represent acceptable 
the values shown. A wide range of tem 

Manufacturers should be consulted for additional for 
of this book, especially the heading “Foil-Coated, Laminated, 

commercial standards. S 
and ace G 

information or 
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Laminated materials 

materials, the search for the per- 

fect all-purpose single web is never 
ending. Even with the great advances 
in surface coating, the packaging en- 
gineer must still turn to laminated* 
structures to meet many of his most 

exacting demands. Only by combin- 
ing two or more plies of similar or 

dissimilar materials into a single sheet 

can he progress beyond the limita- 

|’ the field of flexible packaging 

tions of any one material. 

For example, the packaging engi- 
neer can unite the decorative appeal 
of tin aluminum foil with the me- 

charcal strength and greaseproofness 
of ssine paper—and thereby pro- 

duce a perfect candy wrapper. Or, 
if is seeking a combination of 

trans areney, stability, high mois- 
ture; oofness and exceptional seal 
strer. th, he can laminate cellulose 

to Pliofilm and thus obtain an 

iaterial for packaging pharma- 
cet tablets or powders on high- 

pe uutomatic packaging equip- 

f his problem is concerned with 
wa ofing of cases for overseas 

sh t, the most positive and most 

e cal protection can be obtained 

by ng liners which consist of two 

plie kraft paper laminated together 
vit ieavy layer of asphalt. 

gh the process of laminating, 

an infinite variety of com- 

b s of materials can be made 

to meet requirements of 

spec ackaging problems that can- 

not ilved by any single web. The 

selection of materials depends upon 
the yerties desired. 

Materials 

All the basic flexible packaging ma- 

terials are being used today in lami- 
nated forms. Greatest in volume, of 
course, is paper, in its entire range 

of weights and types. 

* Director of Market Development, Crown 
Zellerbach Corp., Western-Waxide Div., San 
Leandro, Calif. 

‘ Increasing interest in extrusion-coated 

materials, such as polyethylene extruded on 
cellophane, has given rise to some confusion 
as to the difference between laminated 
extrusion-coated combinations. The flexible 
packaging industry generally has adopted the 
definitions approved by the National Flexible 
Packaging Assn., which defines a lamination as 
“the combination of two or more webs b 
use of an adhesive layer the webs. A 
coating is defined as a it 
while in a liquid state on a a ‘without ed- 
hesive hetween the combined materials.” 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

Tonnagewise, laminations of pape1 

to paper undoubtedly still lead. Wax- 
laminated glassine to glassine for car- 
ton liners, asphalt laminations of kraft 
for case liners and glassine to kraft for 
coffee bags are typical uses. 

Next in importance would probably 

be the many combinations of alu- 

minum foil. Although laminations of 

foil to paper and paperboard pre- 
dominate, foil is also combined with 
acetate, cellophane and with practi- 
cally all thermoplastic films—for ex- 
ample, Pliofilm, polyester (Mylar), 
polyethylene and vinyl—where special 

effects are desired. 
Finally, all the transparent films in 

use are being laminated: to them- 

selves (cellophane to cellophane or 
Pliofilm to Pliofilm), or to one another 

(polyethylene to polvester, cellophane 
to Pliofilm, acetate to vinyl), or to 

opaque materials (acetate to foil, ce 

lophane to paper). 
For many end uses, however, even 

a combination of two materials will 

not meet performance requirements, 

so that a third or even a fourth com- 

ponent must be added. A good exam 

ple of a multi-ply structure is the 

four-web combination of cloth, poly- 

ethylene, kraft paper and vinyl film 
that is the standard water-vapor bar 

rier for Armed Forces Method II 

An example of commercial applica 

tions would be the _ foil-paper-foil 

Pliofilm pouch used for some dehy 

drated soup mixes, where a superior 
moisture barrier must be combined 

with a seal of high strength and some 

thickness to flow around particles 

trapped in the sealing areas 

The art of laminating depends not 
only on the selection of component 

webs but also on the adhesive used 

in bonding. Often the function of 

the adhesive or laminating agent is 

merely to hold the webs together. The 
demands on the adhesive may be very 

light, as in paper-foil laminations used 
by some cigarette manufacturers, 

where a glue adhesive is applied in 
narrow strips to achieve maximum 

economy. In other applications, the 
successful operation of the composite 
sheet may depend entirely on the ad- 
hesive’s strength and durability. 

A good example would be the poly- 

by Herbert T. Holbrook* 

ester-polyethylene laminations —_re- 

cently developed for “cook-in-bag” 

applications. Here, a typical use re 

quires that the product (such as pre- 
cooked beef stew) be at close to 

boiling temperatures when inserted 

and sealed in the bag, be subjected 

immediately to quick-freezing tempe1 
atures and, after months of storage 

under sub-zero conditions, be thawed 

and heated by submerging the bag in 

boiling water for periods up to one- 

half hour! If the 

maintain a perfect bond under any of 

adhesives fail to 

these conditions, delamination — be- 

tween the webs will quickly occur 

resulting not only in an unsightly ap- 

pearance, but also in bag failure with 

consequent loss of protection to the 

product or loss of the product 
In many other cases, the laminating 

agent itself contributes a major share 

to the over-all function of the cor 

posite material 

In the case liner mentioned, the 

primary function of waterproofness 

obtained by the heavy layer of asp] al 

laminant. The kraft paper serves pri 

marily iS a rt rt contain 

PHOTO COURTESY CONTINENTAL AN ¢ 

Kosarile 
Pedeerrnoy mcrae sr 10 

Light-ray protection plus visibility; 
one side is opaque (top view) to protect 

food product from light rays while in the 

show-case; reverse side is transparent to in 

vite close customer inspection. Whole pack 

age is boilable to permit cooking right in 

the bag. Opaque side is of acetate, alumi- 
num foil and extruded polyethylene; and 

the transparent side is a_polyester-poly 

ethylene combination. 
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Aqueous solution 

Emulsior 

Solvent solution 

Heat lique fied 
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ng equipment is seldom bought “off 

the floor.” It is more or less custom 

built as the result of extensive engi- 

neering study and cooperation be- 

tween the user of the equipment and 

the equipment builder. Problems con- 

cerning the type of materials to be 

run, the adhesives to be used, the 

types of applicator roll, maximum and 

minimum widths desired, the weight 

of the adhesive to be applied and con- 

trol of the thickness needed must be 

balanced against the machine speed 

desired, the need for flying splice 

equipment, space requirements, etc. 

Modern laminating equipment can 

thetic and natural waterproofness, greaseproofness, |} _ ing. 

flexibility rubbers in solvent strength and high heat 

equipment is the currently popular 
lamination of pre-printed paperboard 

for folding cartons. The benefits of 

laminating pre-printed paper instead 
of printing board are greater flexi- 
bility in type of printing used, better 

printing surfaces and greater rigidity 

for the same thickness. 

For solvent-type resin, laminating 

equipment can be similar in operation 

to the process described above, but 

would call for a heated tunnel be- 

tween the metering bar and the com- 

bining rolls. The function of the 

heated tunnel is to drive off all sol- 

vents before uniting the two webs. 

mience 100d is _ cost from a few thousand to sev The longer the tunnel, the faster the 

a eral hundred thousand dollars. To theoretical operating speed, although 

this direct cost usually must be added there is a practical limit to tunnel 
the cost of air compressors, steam or length. This limit is set by excessive 

ther heating or cooling devices and material losses incurred when the web 

t f tl possibly, solvent-recovery equipment breaks as it goes through the tu:nel. 

halt. In cert In general, the type of adhesive to For laminations utilizing solv ent- 

film lamina be used is the basic consideration in tvpe resins, speeds in excess of 300 

lat lv heavy selecting laminating equipment. In a ft. a minute are exceptional anc the 

e contribute typical laminator, one web of material process is generally limited to | uni- 
litv of the stru s roll coated with the laminant and nations combining plastic film ith 

I absorber passes over a metering bar to combin other plastic films or with foil. S) vila 

riefly the general ng rolls which feed it, together with or even the same equipment lso 

plications of the t} ther web, to conditioning and be used for depositing res 

il , agents in us¢ woling rolls, from which the lami coatings. (See also Coating ar 

> nary of Pach nated material passes to rewind rolls inating Equipment, p. 162 

i ‘ Properties \ hot-melt adhesive, such as wax or 

isphalt, or one of the aqueous solu- Developments 

tions or emulsions are the types ot Combination of similar 1 Is 

idhesives generally used where sub through the use of hot-melt ac es 

t al tonnage 1S involve d and whe re has long been an established e 

t recise control may not be so impor The use of dextrins, starches an 1€S 

littl tant as high speeds up to 1,000 ft to combine similar materials (a the 

equipment used per minute) and low operating costs fibreboard and corrugated « 1er 

linat 4 good example of the use of such industrv) or dissimilar materia ich 

: Table i—Laminating agents 

Example General properties | Remarks 

Dextrins, animal glue, | Greaseproofness. Great strength and | Low cost. Water to be removed after in- 

t h stiffness | ing. Usually employed on papers or water- 

wettable materials. 

tubber (latex), resin- | Flexible Waterproofness (limited). | Water to be removed before or after combining. 

ixtures, et Limited water-vapor resistance Can | Usually employed on papers or water-wet- 

be used on porous surfaces. table materials. 

Resins or gums, syn- | Wide range of water-vapor resistance, | Solvent to be removed before or after combin- 

High unit cost. May be used with any 
material, depending on choice of formulation 

solution resistance and application techniques. Generally for 

laminations of plastic films, cellophane, ete. 

Wax isphaltic or | Wide range of water-vapor resistance, | Low to high unit cost. May be used with any 

resinous mixtures waterproofne ss, 

flexibility. 

greaseproofness, materials. Wide range of application tem- 
peratures, from about 140 to 400 deg. F., de- 

pending on composition. 

Fused resin, no-wax , 

resin, etc waterproof, flexible, moistureproof,| are 

greaseproof, gastight, etc. equipment is required. 

Dependent upon resin used. Can be | Moderate to high unit cost. Only certain resins 
capable of this type of use and special 
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as foil and paper, goes back years. 

(echnical difficulties have been 

substantial. Certain films, especially 
polyethylene, have surface character- 
istics that discourage the formation of 

a strong adhesion. Many of the trans- 

parent films, particularly cellophane, 

saran and Pliofilm, are not noteworthy 

for their dimensional stability. When 

laminated to materials having compo- 

nents with dissimilar coefficients of 

expansion and contraction, they are 

subject to wide variations in tempera- 

ture and humidity, and delamination 

is difficult to control. 

Finally, most of these materials are 

relatively high in price. Initially, the 

f combining them is high. The 

é for technical control at every 

sta # processing is exacting -and 

e final cost to the user must ‘be 

ough to enable him to sell prof- 

ta n a highly competitive market. 

[hat this is all being done can per- 
vest be proved by describing 

some laminated packages. 

. kraut has been one of the last 

\ in foods to be dispensed gen- 

cracker-barrel merchandis- 

low-cost staple for millions 
es, it could not—in mass dis- 

it least—take on the extra 

slass or metal containers. On 

hand, no single film had 

trength or liquid- and mois 

ing characteristics and the 

ibility to oxvgen needed to 

raut successfully throughout 

distribution 

ters have solved the problem 

ining two plastic films and 

bags to hold from 1 to 2 Ibs 

30th cellophane laminated to 

lene and Pliofilm laminated to 

tse e being widely used in this 

ig package. The results are a 

nt, low-cost container that al- 

low ( shopper to see what she is 

gett and a labor-saving package 

for retailer 

It has been known for years that 

dry tive yeast loses its potency 

slow!) but surely unless it is pro- 
tect from moisture and oxygen. 

Vacuum packing in cans in which air 
has been displaced by an inert gas 

is the answer so far as protection 
is concerned, but this is impractical 
packaging for the small-unit sizes. 

The first step in seeking a solution 
to the problem was to fabricate small 
laminated foil and paper pouches, 
each holding a few grams of the dry 
yeast. This provided good protection 

against moisture but not against the 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

PHOTO COURTESY AMERICAN BAG & PAPER CORP. 
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Heavy-duty calendered stock bag lined 

with laminated glassine protects content 

from grease seepage, air and moistur 

deterioration caused by entrapped air. 

The next step was to improve the 

sealing characteristics by replacing the 

light heat-seal lacquer type coeting 

with a lamination of thermoplastic 

film or, as an alternate, extrusion 

coating of a heavy (1-mil) layer of 

polyethylene. This made _ possible 
seals tight enough and strong enough 

to hold an inert gas, so that air could 

be displaced with nitrogen in the 

packaging operation. The result was 

a “right size” package for the con 

sumer, with product protection guar- 

anteed for at least a year 

The flexible vacuum package offers 
growing opportunities. (See Vacuum 

Packaging, p. 399 Here again the 

packaging problems could not have 

been solved without laminated ma 

terials, for single films either Jacked 

Greaseproof package i< 

achieved by lamination of 

polyester film and _ neutral 

kraft. The wrap is creped to 

give moldability. 

gas impermeability or were imprac- 

tical for use on the special equipment 

used for vacuumizing and sealing 

The lamination developed by the 

converter for this unusual requirement 

consists of cellophane, whic h IS the 

gas barrier and outer component, and 

polyethylene or Pliofilm, which pro 

vide added strength, moistureproof 

ness and a strong seal. A solvent-type 

resin is used as the laminating agent 

Another great advantage of such a 

combination is that it permits printing 

on the reverse side of the cellophane 

and the laminating is done with the 

printing itself sandwiched between the 

two webs. Thus all the attractive gloss 

of the cellophane is utilized 

Applications of these laminated 

materials have been successful in 

uum packaging sliced meat: 

cheese products, dill pickles and eve 

nylon stockings. A high 28.5- to 29.0 

in. vacuum is accomplished and, un 

der prope! conditions, rancidity, mold 

or other manifestations of oxidation 

can be retarded for extended periods 
1 

ot time—not so long as 1s possible in 

gl iss Vacuum contalnel! metal or 

long enough for the packer’s needs 

Practical successful combinat 

for flexible vacuum packaging now 

Li lude extrusion coated Poive hvyler 

as an alternate for a laminated web of 

polyethylene polvester is an alternate 

for cellophane where higher streng 
ind greater stability ar required 

Saran coatings~ ft mere 

meabilits 

With the exciting possibilities 
new types of films and the t 

improvements in adhesive ind pack 

aging machinery, the field of lami: 

tions surely promises almost limith 

pote ntials 



FISHER’S FOILS LIMITED, EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX 
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VARE AND PRECISION 

INSTRUMENTS 

T AMINATE 

acinG NEED 
AV 

790s THERE'S A 
FOR EVERY PACS Whatever you package — foods, hard 

goods, textiles or liquids — Cellothene’s 
versatility is unsurpassed. Cellothene 
combines in one single film the 
sparkling clarity and printability of 
cellophane with the toughness and 

CHESLAM 

versatility of polyethylene for maxi- 
mum product protection inside and out 
Next time you have a tough packaging 
problem see the Cheslam salesman. He 
has the right Cheslaminate for your 
packaging job. 

DIVISION 
- REGIS PAPER CORPORATION 

684 esaam Avenve, Yonkers 2, N. Y., YOnkers 8-6500 



The need to maintain trouble-free 

operation of high-speed 

has led to greater demands 

upon the high qualities of foil. 

| 

The excellence of Venesta foil 

as the modern packaging 

material is due to... 

Checking at all stages of rolling 
engures consistency of gauge. 

hroughout manufacture and processing, Venesta foil is checked 

ind rechecked, Because of this constant attention to quality at 

i] stages, packers and converters can feel confident that their 

Direct printing or embossing on machinery will run more smoothly, and that lamination will be 
Venesta foil eliminates the need 

for labels, carried out more satisfaetorily. 

VENESTA FO 
For the addresses of our Agents in other countries igents for the United States of America & for Canada 

PARSONS & WHITTEMORE INCORPORATED 

250 Park Avenue, New York, 17, N.Y. phone Yukon 6-6000 

write to VENESTA LIMITED, Vintry House, 

Queen Street Place, London E.C.4, England 
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Your polyethylene film 

should provide 
all these features 

FAVORITE 

polyethylene 

film does! 
economical 

durable 

moistureproof 

transparent 

non-toxic 

lightweight 

odorless 

ough 

asteless 

ompletely sealable 

asily printable 

lexible at sub-zero 

em peratures 

xeellent electrical 

roperties 

o plasticizer used 

on’t run 

mbination of important 

es makes FAVORITE poly- 

film ideal for display or 

packaging, agricultural 

ions, and for use in such 

urpose applications as gar- 

gs, drapery, and tablecloths. 

ORITE sper ialty is odorized 

vlene film, — scientifically 

to impart odors such as 

r pine—perfect for special 

ons. 

Wy today for free literature and 

sa? sof FAVORITE polyethylene 

58 CLYMER ST., BROOKLYN 11, N. Y, 

Evergreen 7-6080-1 

LASSITER offers 

...the right package 

for your product 

BAGS cellophane, polyethylene, ‘“‘Mylar’’* 

BANDS paper, cellophane, polyethylene, ‘‘Mylar’ 

BOX WRAPS paper or foil (embossed, laminated 

or bronzed) 

COUNTER DISPLAYS paperboard 

DISPLAY SHIPPERS paperboard 

ENVELOPES cellophane, polyethylene, ‘‘Mylar 

FOLDERS paper, paperboard (die-cut, window 

or plain) 

FOLDING BOXES paperboard (die-cut, window 

or plain) 

INSERTS printed paper, paperboard 

LABELS paper or foil (gummed or plai 

straight or die-cut) 

LAMINATIONS paper, film or foil 

OVERWRAPS printed cellophane, polyethylene 

other films (in sheets or rolis 

SLEEVES paper, film or paperboard 

TISSUES printed sheets or ro 

TRAYS orinted paperboard 

...the right process 

for your package 

LETTERPRESS « OFFSET LITHOGRAPHY 

FLEXOGRAPHY + ROTOGRAVURE 

Laminating *« Embossing ¢« Bronzing 

*DuPont’s trademark for its polyester film 

=. »-2ee ms 
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for more profit in packaging... 

ON conga latte vvcems 

NRM 412” Electrically Heated Therm 

plastics Extruder—up to 450 Ibs. per | 

ng industry a full line laboratory and light production work, t 

matching die and haul-off Models for high capacity requirements 

igh production of dimension- truders may be electric, oil or steam he 

sheet and film. Standard with choice of screw types designed specifi 

from |] ind 1142” for for the type of work 

ry | a 

e SALANCED HEAT CONTROI for closer tolerance extrusions e “CAST-IN” CYLIN] 

down-time” . more production e 20:1 RATIO ONE-PIECE CYLINDI 

extrusion than from machines of the same size with shorter cylind 

e SINGI WALL XALOY CYLINDER LINING... for long cylinder life with original dimens 

e J.1.C. CODED ELECTRIC CONTROL CABINETS .. . engineered and compl 

tric codes anywhere 

These are only a few of the many important profit-increasing design features you get 

in NRM Extruders. Write for more details and technical ‘information today. 

General Offices and Engineering Laboratories: 47 West Exchange Si., 
Akron 8, Ohio 

EASTERN PLANT: 384 Getty Ave., Clifton, N. J. 

SOUTH: The Robertson Company, Rutland Building, Decatur, Ga. 

WEST: S. M. Kipp, Box 441, Pasadena 18, Cal. 

MID-WEST: National Rubber Machinery Company, 5875 N. Lincoln Ave., 
Chicago 45, til 

CANADIAN: F. F. Barber Machinery, Ltd., 187 Fleet $t., West, Toronto, Ont. 

EXPORT: Omni Products Corporation, 460 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 
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Olin Cellophane Builds Markets 
ymond Loewy says: “To stay competitive 

the American market today, most well-conceived 

kaging programs must include cellophane as a 

sic consideration.”’ 

Vith more than 100 nationally distributed 

oducts, our client, National Biscuit Company, 

es cellophane to solve a wide variety of 

oblems. Among them: product visibility, 

iality color printing, product protection 

nder varied climatic conditions, cost reduction, 

iaptability to high-speed production. To satisfy 

varying regional and individual consumer prefer- 

A Packaging Decision Can Change the 

ences, cellophane is used in all forms, plain and 

printed, bags, tray overwraps, box overwrap 

bundling and unit packaging.” 

National, regional or local, your company’s progress 

increasingly depends on foresighted packaging de 

cisions. An Olin packaging consultant will be glad to 

show you how Olin Cellophane or Polyethylene can 

help your profits grow. Film ‘ 

Division, Olin Mathieson 

Chemical Corporation, 

655 Madison Avenue, 

New York 21, New York. 

Course of a Business OLIN MATHIESON 
CHEMICAL CORP 
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Marlex 50 Gives You 

coca 
Production & 
Through Quicker Set-up 

Because MARLEX 50 sets up at higher tempera Greater strength, greater ability to withstand heat 

tures than conventional polyethylene, your mold and cold, superb. resistance to penetration by 

le can be speeded up. And the greater moisture, gases, oils and chemicals . . . all these 

trength of MARLEX permits the use of less resin qualities make possible the manufacture of many 

to achieve desired rigidity, so you get more items new and better products from MARLEX. Write 

pound of material. These are important manu your nearest Phillips Chemical Company office for 

turing eco! é further details. 

* MARLEX 1s a trademark for Phillips family of olefin polymers. 

MARLEX 50 foucnwittc 
PLASTICS SALES DIVISION, PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANY 

A Subsidiary of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

\ NEW ENGLAND NEW YORK AKRON CHICAGO WESTERN SOUTHERN & FOREIGN 

DISTRICT 322 Waterman Avenue 80 Broedway, Suite 2535 318 Water Street, 11] S. York Street, 330 Security Bidg., Adams Building, 

OFFICES } East Providence 14, R. 1 New York 5, WY Akron 8, Ohio Elmhurst, tit Pasadena, Calif. Bartlesville, Okiahoma 

GEneva 4-7600 Digby 4-3480 FRanklin 6-4126 TErrace 4-6600 RYan 1-6997 Bartlesville 6600 



RARITAN PLASTICS CORPORATION 
Division of Plastic Horizons, Inc. 

1 Erie Street, Paterson 1, New Jersey 

N. J. Phone: AR 4-6874 

N. Y. Phone: LA 4-5387 

High impact polystyrene, polyethylene, 

and other plastic sheets for vacuum forming, 

fabricating, general industrial 

ipplications. 

es up to 60” wide 

, edge slit to 120”) 

down'to .00G5 



Revolutionary... 
clopane... 
low cost 
skin 

ere eZ! wile” All 
Ct 

' nih 

packaging! 

...and for 
lowest cost 

packaging... 
CLOPAY 

Polyethylene! 

Versatile... 

clopane... 
rolls, 

sheets, 
tubular 

4 

SESE AEY Br ehh ORR See a Matt 

Fic AD ES WR aR: Seip e. 



Joseph Davis Plastics 

i ACETATE 
Hi-impact Styrene 

SHEETS 
| FILM 

Rods and Tube: 

Rig polyethylene... Transparent, translucent, opaque. | 

lig’ to-heavy gauges..cut and slit-to-size suitable for it 

VACUUM FORMING | 
Sone oh hae apihde apna MD, 

Ce ose Acetate..Butyrate.. Hi-impact Styrene | 

rigid polyethylene sheets and film ideally 

and economically suited for 

BLISTER AND 
‘aan..\ SKIN PACKAGING PERRIER MRS ot PROTECTIVE FOLDERS 

=) For further information and samples, please 

"4 an. > JOSEPH DAVIS PLASTICS OMPA bi 
Phone KEarny 2-0980-0981 

iB 
430 Schuyler Ave., Arlington, N. J 

Sales Representatives Conve niently Located 

2 
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HER 

SEE 
YOUR 

PRODUCT 
THROUGH 

CHIPPEWA [ 

FAIDIO
N i 

eee AND ¥ OUR EK YE-APPEAL is Buy-APPEAL. Show your products the 

FAIRLON way. These clear polyethylene films by 

Chippewa “‘glamorize”’ your products while providing 

complete protection. FAIRLON films are strong, 

resilient, moisture-proof too, and are completely 

SELL ITSELF! adaptable to your needs. For modern packaging specify 

* clear, strong FAIRLON by Chippewa. 

CHIPPEWA FALLS, WISCONSIN 

298 
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mel amols 

excellent 

coat with 

POLYETHYLENE RESIN 

Polyethylene because of its low cost, high water Petrothene paper coating resins have tl 

apor resistance, and excellent heat sealing proper- advantages over many other polyethylenes... 

es, is becoming more and more popular for mois- 

ure barrier applications. It coats practically HIGHER PRODUCTION RATES 

verything used for flexible packaging of industrial 

r consumer items. It adheres tightly to papers, EXCELLENT ADHESION 

ibrics, films and foils. It adds strength, too. ricS, ims anc US 1Gas stren$ ) ut NO ODOR 

Want to learn more about Petrothene? Mail the coupon below 

USTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 
nd Chem Division of Nationa 

99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y 

| would like more information on PETROTHENE 

Polyethylene. 

My application is 

COMPANY Please [] send literature 

() ask a technical representative to call. ADDRESS 

nese 





melamels 

excellent 

Polyethylen
e coating 

finish may 
be dull or 

have a high gloss, 

whichever
 is pre- 

ferred. 

Vapor barrier POLYETHYLENE RESIN 
characteri

stics are 

same with either 

coat with 

the 

finish. 

Details on Back 

hylene because of its low cost, high water Petrothene paper coating resins h 
sistance, and excellent heat sealing proper- advantages over many other polyethyle: 

becoming more and more popular for mois- 

HIGHER PRODUCTION RATES rrier applications. It coats practically 

hing used for flexible packaging of industrial 

EXCELLENT ADHESION umer items. It adheres tightly to papers, 

films and foils. It adds strength, too. 
NO ODOR 

Want to learn more about Petrothene? Mail the coupon below 

olyethyl@ne coatings add 

ah and moisture resistance USTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 
chemicals 99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y 

osmetics 

crugs 

1 would like more information on PETROTHENE toods 
Polyethylene 

hardware 

ndustrial parts My application is — 

taatlal: 

COMPANY textiles Please [] send literature 

(J ask a technical representative to call. ADDRESS 



STRENGTH CLARITY DUST-RESISTANCE 

Which should you use—VITAFILM or PLIOFILM? 

Either of these famous Goodyear films could furnish a 

tarring role for your product. Both offer protection, 

sales appeal and economy unmatched by any other 

transparent film of comparable cost. 

Before you make any decision about packaging, why not 

ret the expert opinion of the Goodyear Packaging Engineer 

and the help of the Goodyear Packaging Service. 

Just clip and mail the coupon 

300 

The Goodye®
 

. will be 

probl 

wish, he 

yerting Y° 
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.. JMOISTURE-RESISTANCE TRANSPARENCY POSITIVE 
. 

- 

. 

. 

’ 

. The Goodyear Packaging Engineer 

Packaging Films Department K-6424 

Akron 16, Obio 

Sir 

wer 

1 om interested in acquiring information on your transparent 

PACKAGING i sneee ete 
The product | am interested in packaging is__. —— 

FILMS mee 
Vitafilm, a Polyvinyl chloride, Pliofilm, a rubber hydrochloride - 

T. M.'s The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 

Eee So 

GIES te 
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Progress in 

Packaging...’ 

with | | : 

11 le allaleian 
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Reynolds has pioneered in every direction of 

packaging progress ...in the development 

of better protective materials...in the 

perfection of package closures...in the 

enhancement of eye-appeal through brilliance 

and color. The history of the Company 

is one of the longest in the field. 

Yet the spearhead of this progress has always QUALITY 

been aluminum itself... Reynolds Aluminum. 

It is the inherent superiority of aluminum PROTECTED WITH 

—as protection against moisture, air, light and 

odors—that makes possible the development of 

so many foil-laminated materials to meet 

different product requirements. It is the ALUMINUM 

ro -s of aluminum which permit 

: a ture of light and economically PACKAGING 

le containers that are rigid enough to 

the oven and onto the table. And 

inherent brilliance of foil showing 

rich colors that opens the widest vista 

t attraction. Reynolds pioneering 

-with vastly expanded Research and 

nent facilities. You are assured of 

itest information on any type 

um foil packaging, if you call the 

Reynolds Sales office...or write to 

; Metals Company, General Sales 

iisville 1, Kentucky. 

Network television, national magazines, spectacular 

indoor and outdoor displays, and an endless 

parade of packages carrying this Seal have brought 

the accumulated total of consumer impressions 

to more than 13 billion to date. 

Watch Reynolds all-family television program, “Disneyland”, ABC-TV. 

ALUMINU lm™ 

a as 



> equipment—rotogravure 

1 © colors letterpress 

ie j — 
Next! time Lali 

AAP-IN-WA 
PAPER COMPANY 

General Offices: Minneapolis 14, Minnesota 

SALES OFFICES IN: 

New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles, 

Atlanta afd other principal! cities 

WIDE 

= 

has outgrown 

its name! 

NOW—jt means... 

EVERYTHING 
IN | 

FLEXIBLE .q 

PACKAGING! 
3 

STOCK AND 

CUSTOM SELECTIO 
Creating packages with built-in protection a1 
rmined sales appeal is both an art and a s Lé 

Rap-In-Wax science, art, and over 30 years’ « 
t f i 

1 
r 

oO ur stock 

n flexible packaging, combine to solve our ct 

nottiest packaging and selling problems. Se! 

and custom lines in: 

Laminations and Polyethylene 

Extrusion Coatings 

Foil labels 

Foil, paper and film combinations for foods, cosmetics 

pharmaceuticals and chemicals 

Heat-sealing foil overwraps 

Government Specification Barrier Materials 

Foil Overwraps for Butter and Margarine 

Pouch stocks for all types of custom packaging 

Poly-coated cellophane, poly-coated "“MYLAR'* 

* Dupont Trad 

Waxed Papers 

e Bakery Products 

¢ Butter and Ice Cream e Margarine « 

e Frozen Foods 
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turn page for details... 



| Par aluminum and lead foils, solid glue, wax and 

hot melt laminations to light and heavy gauges of foil with lightweight tissues, 
1 ¢ i ;. and Litho papers, boards, sulphite and sulphate and film. Supplied in plain 
right silver finishes, clear lacquered, print treat coated, colored, embossed, in 

IIs and sheets. 

Laminations can be manufactured up to 52” in width. 

USES FOR LAMINATIONS~— gift wrap, box wrap, greeting cards, insulation, 

displays, graphic arts, seals and labels, food containers, food wraps and bags. 

\luminum foils, plain and colored in gauges from .00017 and heavier. Also 

heavier coil stock available for drawing and forming. 

vhter gauge foils for food wraps, candy wraps, displays, Christmas Tree orna- 

greeting cards. Converter foils, insulation, condenser and other foils for 
industrial uses 

Hard, high polished finish and regular finished foils. 

REVERE COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Foil Division 

196 Diarrond Street, Brooklyn: 22, N. Y. 

SALES OFFICES IN 33 PRINCIPAL CITIES 



POLYETHYLENE 

UNION 
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the most successful new packaging material. 

ACK ALL THESE PROPERTIES IN ONE PACKAGE 

lue to it YOUR PACKAGE 

— I vet nes excellent phvsic il and che ir- o i 

t tics enable packages to resist attack od 

] her ] ' | ' n 
; m —— is, corrosive chemicals, water, O1ls, grease x f 

MANUFACTURERS I ick : ; 
: t retains its flexibility ind toughne ss even at ro 
| \ ’ ' é ryrcvre 7 , 

temperatures Odorless and tastele Ss polyethy nim - ( 
; " , ? 

blocks water vapor, vet will permit the passage iSeS 
ttle . 

contents can breathe and retain freshne ss. I wed .7 F 

: : with packaging versatil ereinfore unknow lv- ) RETAILERS ’ f 1 DI d vith packaging versatility heretofore unkn 

ethviens film inspires creative merchandising ind Omers * b , cimum display qualities ; 
; 1) v profit opportunities all along the line 

; bt, t nd 

* R 

TO CONSUMERS: Polye e packages protect the *¢ 
luct nst ft pel ind nop oil The package Ci 

trusted t tect the product during delivery 

‘ , #hy, k + } ‘ ’ { | } ther reasor polyethylene-film bags * R 

TO INDUSTRIAL SHIPPERS: Light, economical film pack 

es and liner ive weight and permit new disposable 

nee for dry and liquid shipments. Many pack 

ited storage space S 



check your package 

against the 

star performance 
nf 
()} 

Polyethylene Film— 
does It: 

Oe. 

i aril bad ints! arava 

* Reduce overhead by offering self-service visibility? 

* Provide protection from production line to consumer's home? 

* Enhance the appeal of the product without competing? 

* Compare favorably in cost? 

ed * Fee! warm and soft to the touch? 

“ts = * Build good will by offering valuable re-use advantages? 

* Reduce markdown due to spoilage? Film made from BAKELITE | 

* Continue to advertise the product long after the suppliers. ) It may be obtained in bags, rolls 
customer has enjoyed its benefits? either in translucent, pastel or brilliant shad 

Ol pecially printed l me or mor ] 

* Resist aging and low temperature embrittlement? custom tailored to your need 

q * Help pay its way by reducing the cost of PACKAGES MADE OF BAKELITE BRAND RESINS 

- _ transportation and packaging? PROTECT SO MUCH... SO MUCH BETTER 

4q * Stimulate impulse buying and multiple sales? 

PRODUCTS 



Pieasant to touch 

Easy to use 

Safely non-breakabi: 

( 

\ | | t} Ss 

\ ] ] 1! ( \ eakab lly 

r my 
) : 1€V 

I ts ft ! ers 

rt ; y 

r 

, . PAL HY 
i ( ( ta ! a BAKI i LT 

1 7] a ] + 7 rc 
4 i 4 Ai » Ci 

| ] 
! MN ire li-1] id di th iltie lan 

I pp acia 

Packaged beauty for beauty products 



POLYSTYRENE 

RESINS Ree ve 

for beautiful packages 

that do twice as much 

of creative packagi 

I} break- 

1 
perfect’ exampies 

+] { | for many product lines. No 

red packages made from BAKELITE 

( not only protect and promote Sealtest ¢ ot 

t ( hut they also serve as an attractive tumbler 

] ° 1 ] 

vith two coasters. The two-tor-one poly 

r sewing materials is designed to be 

ent sewing box. The consumer cet 

ying equipme nt hut 
} 

hanay case \ 

i] 
o feature unusual toughness l 

1 ! 
t Oaps dete ent + 

a citi 1 

Ss 
' 

nev ? 

‘ rs 

HENOLIC RESINS  “ ATK 

ers = stvrene have long been standard for high qualit i 

lant for CAPS and closures in an infinite number of package I 

drugs. toiletries. foodstuffs. wines. liquor ina ther 

and CLOSURES products. BAKELITE phenolic resins can 
into products that are lightweight, vet, at the same ti 

nechanical strength, excellent 

and an attractive nn! h Lhese propel 

PACKAGES MADE OF BAKELITE BRAND RESINS 

PROTECT SO MUCH... SO MUCH BETTER 

eu Sites. 

rey-V=d24]8) 

PRODUCTS 



BAKELITE RIGID VINVL 

SHEETS FOR PACKAGING 

Sturdy showcases 

that stand out in a crowd... 

BAKELITE rigid vinyl sheets bring ease, glamour. 

iccess to both conventional and extraordi ry 

problems. They provide durable vet lightweight 

tection for a diverse range of product lines including 

Christmas tree ornaments, flowers, food product id 

hy } woe 

KRENE CAST VINYL FILM 

When elegance is 

just as important as protection 

l tt 
' ‘ t ti 

KRENI 

+t ' 

et 

r el } 

' } ad 
’ 

ck 

} ; 

; 

t | t taste, tl heet 
| r R ost ch C: las te e] 

t | lit cha Yi TI i heat tf 

a)! { t t ( di ensl nal shapes ind the vill uC 

I I I r printing pert tly before forming. Th 

j k ) with hoice of clear transparent colored trans} 

yuest opaque, standard widths and thicknesses 

Coe ORS NY AD i EO SR 

BAKELITE Rigid Viny! Sheets for Point-of-Purchase Promotion 

3-D Signs and Displays Add Impact to ‘‘Last Chance” Advertising 

Striking rigid vinyl signs 

the store thats the time have three-dimensional appeol 

l VES al ! displays should look 

best. And they will, because they are striking 

fashioned from BAKELITE rigid vinyl] 

These durable sheets offer a wide varietv of 

olor combinations for individuality. Once 
they retain theu shape despite exposure to 

rmal temperature fluctuations 

ined with soap and a damp cloth, they will 
' ' 

t warp, tra ry crack nae ordinary LIS€ 



Polyethylene-foil laminates 

ody-mix 

Polyethylene laminate 

boilable baas 

reduce 

chor 

Polyethylene Film Laminates. . . 

New Convenience for New Business 

to scrub pots and pans. With a boil ll 

likes 
} 

never soiling a utensil. The 

soak 

i the pac kage 

ean” convenience ends and 

BAKELITE polyethylene resin is a 

for boilable bags, as well as aluminum 

\inates. Sturdy and economical, it permits 

seal at high rates of speed. When lami- 

film it ensures a high degree of chemica 

h a low rate of moisture transmission 

Coating Based on 

i BAKELITE Polyethylene Resins 

| to paper, cloth, metal, foil or film — a poly- 

iting will — improve sales appeal — prevent 

ion — add strength and toughness and pro- 

‘ heat sealability. Since polyethylene is taste- 

bag she doesn’t have to because she can 

} 
scTuD 

PACKAGES MADE OF 

BAKELITE BRAND RESINS 

PROTECT SO MUCH... 

SO MUCH BETTER 

es 2 me = A All 
Sad f- 

i lexible 

hichl al t 

Polvethvlene-modified wax coatin 
, _— ; 

signed tor food and chemical applicat 
} 11.1} ‘ 

stand acids, alkalies and moisture O pl 

prolong shelf life. These coatings als 

tensile strength, improved abrasion re t 
, + , , 
rlOS nd higher ble CKI temp ( 

BAKELITE Vinyl Resins 

for Coatings and Adhesives 

t BAKELITE vinyl resin resist 

and fading 

Coatings ¢ 
cracking as well as moisture, alk 

beverages and most chemicals. Coating svsten 
} | 

the answers to many packaging problem 

Adhesives from BAKELITE vir 
' ' 

strength that make many paper-packaging applicatior 

iViresins have 

possible. They form a bond that resists impact, oil and I 

greases. They will successfully bond such materials as 

cloth, cardboard 

} 
eC! wood 

pape! metals porcelain stone. leat} 

and many plastics 

PRODUCTS 



BAKELITE COMPANY 

DIVISION OF CORPORATION 

\t t ( 

I M4, Ma 

{ i a 

( ti ¢ () 

‘ } l4. Ohi 

( tt New ler eV 

Detroit 21, Mich 

Hartford 3, Conn 

Kansas City 5, Mo 

Larchmont, N. 

Angeles 58, Calif 

New York 17, N. } 

Ph ladelphia 3 Pa 

Pittsburgh 22, Pa 

Rochester 4, N. Y 

St. Louis 22, Mo 

San Francisco 6, Calif 

\\ ishir rton 5 1).¢ 

SAKELITE COMPANY 

PACKAGING TODAY—AND TOMORROW | 
28,000 tests per year, over 100 per day, are 
conducted to keep pace with new packaging 
ideas and applications. Bakelite Company's 
modern packaging laboratory at Bound 

Brook, New Jersey, evaluates and records 
, 00 

data compiled from as many as 22 separate 

test methods 

New packaging ideas are constantly being 
developed — no package remains untested in 
this constant search for new and better 

applications for BAKELITE brand plastics 
and KRENE cast viny] film. This valuable 

information, as well as actual technical 
assistance, can be obtained by calling the 

Bakelite Company sales office nearest you. 
A telephone call will bring you an answer 
to your packaging que stion [ 

district sales offices 

D7 Fors th street 

OO First Avenue. Needham Hets 

230 No. Michigan Avenue 
poe 

2330 Victory Parkway 

1300 Lakeside Avenue, N. EF 

1051 Bloomfield Avenue 

10421 W. Seven Mile Road 

110 Asylum Street 

910 Baltimore Avenue 

1877 Palmer Avenue 

2770 Leonis Blvd. 

30 East 42nd Street 

117 So. 17th Street 

537 Smithfield Street 

130 Main Street, East 

122 No. Kirkwood Road 

22 Battery Street 

777 14th Street, N.W. 

PLASTICS DEPARTMENT 

UNION CARBIDE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 

The terms BAKELITE, KRENE and UNION CARBIDE are registered trade-marks of UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 

5-658 Printed in U.S.A. 



- pe oe 

advertising to 
CHECK THE CIRCULATION of pack- New design developments in packaging and packs aging display 
aging magazines: MODERN PACKAGING has the are reg rly covered by the pictorial features “Pa kaging 

st paid circulation in the field... and what’s more, Pageant,” “Design History” and “Display Gallery 
agers are willing to pay a big $7 a year for it, at that! +} “uy * Other closely read eaitoriai departments ar -quipme a 

Materials,” “Plants and é " U. S. Patents Dige 

Why is paid circulation so important? In short, MODERN PACKAGING is read and preferred for 

f the intri in = #. authoritative editorial coverage « né r terials and €¢€ 

and spec kaging sterials ment, packaging trends, and for its comprehensive techr 

i nent, pa ne mer data on materia and productior 

the basis of j 

ason, MODERN PACKAGING’s policy -of paid circula- CHECK THE 
\ ly important to advertisers. It is ins e that mw Ar rere es 

gazine’s readers are directly and intimately concerned ACCEPTANCE BY ADVERTISERS 
ackaging operations: they’ vouche y »mesel aed . , RR : 

IP a oy a st “ec glibc: ey —" Sores SNS of packaging magazines: Year after year, more adver 
erests by laying hard cash on the line. Most signifi- ~ : : . d 

penne, Rag elerage Be. 3 to} ‘er tisers invest more money in more space in MODERN 
culation keeps climbing to match the rar A : ; 

f the field year after year clin bing 40% ir a PACKAGING than in all other packaging publications con 
ears! bined. And last year they spent more dollars for more 

space in MODERN PACKAGING than ever before! Most of 
d, ABC-audited them keep using its pages year after year—almost 6( 
72% — MODERN 25-year-old advertisers in MODERN PACKAGIN( : are 0-to 

terested readers 

of packaging materi | pplies, int 

Who are these advertisers? They ar 

j CHECK THE EDITORIAL Adhesives, coatings, cork, fabric, film, foil, glass, ink, wood, 

EFFECTIVENESS of packaging maga- paper, plastics, rubber, tape and wax. 

es: Since 1952, seven independent surveys* show that ' 
VERN PACKAGING is read and preferred by more men- And MODERN PAcCKaGID i f ‘ 
pecify-and-buy-for-packaging than any other containers, such as , 
ine in the field! tags, bottles, boxes, cans, cartons, chests, crates, capsules, 

drums, envelopes, jars, tubes, vials and wrappers 

nd the reason is plain: 

torial purpose of MODERN PACKAGING is to keep pack- Other MODERN PACKAGING advertisers sell such m 

informed of all the significant advances in packaging and equipment as: 
is, materials and equipment. Editorial feature space is Bag machines, bottling equipment, box machines, capping 

ted to carefully researched original articles. About 90% equipment, cartoners, conveyors, counters, die-cutters, fill 
written, 10% contributed by authorities in the field. 

igh the use of analyses, illustrations, case his 
t »-it” articles, the editors point out 

aging trends. 

ing machines, labelers, printing presses, scales, slitters, 
staplers, stitchers, unscramblers and vibrators. 

And included among MopeRN PACKAGING advertisers are 
nical Section | linge with shysics » } semical cal Section, dealing ith physical and chemical companies offering such services a 

$ developments in the field, is considered as the eae . pare : : . 
r One reference text of packaging engineers and Designing, embossing, fabricating, laminating, plastic mold- 

ns ing, and contract packaging. 

*Write for the full reports of all 7 surveys. For further information on the marke 

magazine, ask for the 44-page data book, “The Packaging Field...and How to Reach 

and for the booklets, “Let’s Take the Measure,” and “Basic Editorial Polici¢ 

| 
MODERN / 

PACKAGING 
A BRESKIN PUBLICATION 

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 



Make it a habit 

...@ helpful 

habit! 
Join the many readers of Mop. 

ERN PacKaGING who check throu its 

Manufacturers’ Literature Page ich 

month for “capsule” reviews of sig 
nificant literature available hout 
charge from suppliers to the field. Use 

it as a handy way to order rent 

information for your files on co ners, 

packaging materials, equipme: SUD 

plies, and specialized services 
Here are typical offerings, ex 

at random, from a recent issu 

“Twenty-page catalog gives pic 

tures, specifications, and ices of 

extensive line of rigid po!»styrene 

containers, available in mo-: shapes 

and in hinged lid, and m: !ti-com- 

partmented models.” 

“Handy guide in the selection ind 

applications of cellophane. he 

folder outlines cellophane ap a: 

tions in the food, textile, tol o. 

and other industries.” 

“Catalog illustrates, gives cifica 

tions for line of round, re: ‘angular 

and multi-compartmented ‘oil con- 

tainers. Also describes ichines 

that apply up to 1500 itainer 

closures per hour.” 

“Illustrated folder describes - ial 

method and equipment for k- 

aging food items and other ir: gu 

larly shaped products in skin-‘ight 

packages at production spe« up 

to 1000 packages per hour. 

METAL PARTS INDUSTRIAL : Font , 
: Stee “Forty-three page handbook gives 

information on how products can 

be pressure packaged. Includes 

lists of sources for propellants, 

valves, loading equipment, and con- 
tract loading services.” 

I'he Page is easy to find—it’s printed 

on heavy tinted stock. And it’s easy te 

order from too—a postpaid or form 

is attached to it. 

It’s helpful... it’s free. 

Use it regularly! 

MODERN PACKAGING 
A BRESKIN PUBLICATION 

575 Madison Avenue 

New York 22, New York 

316 



Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 8—Adhesives and tapes lop. 

Its 

ach 

do not necessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category. 

s€ ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE 

pic- 

es of 

prone ADHESIVES, COATINGS, SEALERS 
apes 

“COm- 

ifiea 

gular rAPES 
con- 

hines Mystik Adhesive Products, Inc 35 
ainer 

gives 

udes 

ants, 

con- 

nted 

iy to 

form 



SECTION 
Sece 

©0004 ADHESIVES AND TAPES 

eeeee0e eeeseee 

dhesives for packaging uses 

| i ugh adhesives are employed in 

practically every type of packag 

g, they are so completely functional 

1! largely unnoticed they are usually 

for granted by the buyer and 

f packaged products. The con 

nt and cost of the adhesives in a 

kage are infinitesimal, yet the value 

ritically high because the adhesive 

ffects both efficient processing and 

cessful package performance. 

Choice of an adhesive combining 

iximum performance and economy, 

lve 1 high degree of expertness 

ause of the “tailored” properties the 

lhesives industry can offer from the 

le rar ve of a lhesive type S available 

th p kager today 

The following articles discuss the 

rious adhesives employed in the 

d a chart, “Sum- 

of Pack iging Adhesives Types, 

Advances in adhesives 

by Paul Weitz* 

! ) the idhe ives industry has 

( ronsti ited its ability to keep 

t th the fast moving develop 

packag ng Ir some ireas, 

\ ecialized adhesives and related 

iterials have pointed the way for 
er use of specialty papers, films, 

thie i 

necent level ypments encompass a 

id area of packaging and careful 

ilvsis by the reader is bound to 

eveal advances that will permit both 

ducers and users of packages to 

nprove the production and/or per- 

formance of these containers. 

Polyethylene primers. One factor 

hnical Market Development, National 
Starch Products, In Adhesive Div., Plain 

- | J field 
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that has moped d more wide spread use occasion, odor and color problems, 

of polyethylene extrusion-coated board Polyethylene surface treatments 

ind paper is the limited versatility of such as flame and electrostatic) are 

the currently available adhesives for ivailable and these expand { num- 

ay lvethvlene. Polyethvlene is well ber of adhesives that may used 

known for its chemical resistance and These surface treatments e not 

this property makes it difficult for been refined to the point w \icre the 

adhesives to anchor to it. Thus, all adhesion problem is non-ci il. nor 

currently available polyethylene ad where the most versatile hesives 

hesives rely on tackiness or pressurt can be used. These treat: ts alse 

sensitivity for bonding. Adhesion will reduce the slip qualities of poly- 

therefore vary with temperature ethylene, which is sometim: desir 

changes. In addition, since rubber ible in packaging applicatio 

latices are widely used, it is normal Now, through the devel ient of 

tO ¢ xpect que stionable mechanic il sta in adhesion promoter whi in be 

bilitv, difficult clean-up and, upon coated or pattern printe¢ to the 

PHOTO COURTESY NATIONAL STARCH PRODUCTS 

Seven adhesives are needed to package cigarettes and two more are used for the 

product, Uses shown here are A—solvent activator to heat seal cellophane wraps; B—resi 
emulsion, chosen for its high tack and fast setting speed to seal hard box pack; C—com 

verted starch, silicate, to laminate foil and paper linings; D—dextrin, chosen for its high 

tack and moderate setting speed to attach revenue stamp; E—starch or casein, chosen for 

its moisture resistance, to seal cigarette seam; F—resin emulsion, chosen for its moisture 

resistance, flexibility, good wet tack with moderate setting speed and adhesion to tipping 

paper and cork, to attach cork and filter tips. Adhesives are also needed to form and seal 

irtons, close shipping cases and attach shipping labels. 
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extruded polyethylene surtace, it is 

possible to use the versatile polyvinyl 

emulsion adhesives. Advan- 

fast setting speed, clean 

machining, simple clean-up and free- 

dom from color and odor. In addition 

tearing bonds are obtained which are 

ensitive to temperature extremes. 

acetate 

Ss are 

rhe end uses are unlimited, but 

carton, cup and con- ra and 

ufacturers should be par- 

ntere sted. 

Vet thod for handling hot melts 

Hot + adhesives have gained wider 

n the past few years as 
ive come to recognize 

t} taneous setting speed as a 

speed production. How 
have been problems in 

melts. Unless carefully 

orrect running tempera- 

' t 

melt might be either too 

lower temperatures or 

e higher temperatures 

ue to the heat resistance 

f many packages, many 

been formulated with 

lecular weight polymers 
little flow. 

rm is a notable advance 

d handling of hot melts. 

calls for the extrusion 

f elt into a flexible rope 

1 on a reel. At the point 

ve is fed into a heated 

applied directly to the 

subst e rope-form hot melt 

elit need for pre-melt units 

i] s decomposition due to 

pro inng 

\ lvancement is the use of 

in to act as a heat pump 

in s the molten adhesive to 

the f use. The extruder is a 

vers luction tool and is easily 

cont » the drive of the ma- 

chine xtruder can be fitted with 

a he ve for casting continuous 

lines web, or a small reservoir 

wit! wheel for application to 
blank re a discontinuous or inter- 

mitt ie pattern is needed. An 

advat the extruder application 

is that nelts are supplied for the 

extrit pellets or granular form 

A | advantage, possibly, is the 
wide ude allowed in formulating 

the hot melt from pellets or granular 
resins. or application by extruder, the 

hot melt can be made with a wide 

variety properties which includes 
hardness (where rigidity and heat re- 
sistance are required), adhesion to 
paper, board and a wide variety of 
dificult surfaces such as foil, poly- 
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ethylene, vinyl and other plastics. The 
cost of an extrusion set-up should be 
competitive with most conventional 

hot melt application systems. 

Metalized paper. Metalizing is a 
process whereby a surface is coated 

with an extremely thin metal coating 

in a vacuum chamber, Under vacuum 

the metal is vaporized and then con 
densed on the surface, Increasing use 

is being made of this coating tech- 

nique for the application of decora- 

tive metal coating to a wide variety 

of plastics. 

Now several metalizing companies 

ha,e announced the metalizing of 

paper to compete with foil lamination 

for decorative and reflective applica 
tions. Specific areas of interest for the 

packaging field are labels, overwrap 

papers, cartons, cases and bags. Suc- 

cess of the item will depend on offer 

ing a lower cost product than that 

obtained by laminating with foil. The 

amount of aluminum consumed in 

metalizing is negligible, but the me- 

chanics of the operation will be the 

prime cost factor 

The success of the vacuum metaliz 

ing of paper depends upon the appli 

cation of an adhesion promoter. Spe- 

cial compositions have been developed 
that permit anchorage of the metal 

coating. Much work is being carried 

out at the converting end to estab- 

lish the best paper treating technique. 
Metalized coatings ordinarily do not 

have barrier properties, but methods 
are being devised to make this pos- 

sible. Another facet of paper metaliz- 
ing which opens potential applica- 

tions is the pattern printing of the 

special adhesion promoter resulting in 

decorative metal printing. 
Board coatings for ink and protec- 

tive coating holdout. Board converters 
making cartons, cases, cups and con- 
tainers and paper plates can now take 

advantage of stock 

which improves printability and pro- 
machine-coated 

tective coating holdout. Through the 

use of this stock it is possible to sub- 
stantially reduce consumption of inks 
and coatings. 

For these applications where it is 
not practical to use mill-coated stocks, 
it is possible for the converter to treat 
conventional stock. Formulations are 
available which can be printed, roller- 
or knife-coated onto web stock, or 

sprayed into finished containers. Less 
expensive formulations are used for 
improved printability, while higher 

quality materials are available where 
holdout is a requirement. coating 

Many of these improved coating for- 

mulations are based on polyviny! ace 

tate latices. 
Pressure-sensitive emulsions. Over 

the years a wide variety of rubbers and 

rubber-like materials hi: 

been used for pressure-sensitive ad 
sive applications such as tapes, labe 
and the like. More recently a 

family of tacky polymers, known 

ve Vt resinous 2 

he 

} Is 

new 

polyvinyl ethers, has come into wide 

Their 

following 

spread usage. popularity 

based on the properties 

1) aggressive tack and good adh 

sion, (2) excellent aging, (3) go 

heat and light stability 

have bee The polyvinyl ethers 

iwailable only in solid and lacquer 

form. The conventional methods 

application call for the use of th 

lacquer form; and although the m 

satistactor 

inherent disadvant 

chining properties are 

there are 

typical of all lacquer systems. Th 

include high cost ind vananio 

coating weight 

An emulsion type coating 1s 

ivailable which has ( 
: 

properties and little or no disadvai 

tage. The emulsions are prepa! 

with high solids and a relatively |! 

viscositv. These emulsions are 

chanically stable and may be roll 

coated, air-knife coated or sprayed 

Die Le ctric sealing shorte ns mide hi 

ot i h LX 

tor rap 

compression time. The use 

field 

generation is not uncommon 

frequency dielectric 

heat 

the plastics field. Applications are b 

ing developed in the packaging fie 

and where the principle can be a] 
plied, great increases in setting spee 

of adhesives are obtained. 

The principle can be applied 

packages and converted material 

which can be heated by convention 

means, but it is particularly adaptab! 
heavy st k 

method 

ates heat at the glue line and is 

to situations where very 

are used. The dielectric 

retarded by the insulating qualities 

paper and board 

Vegetable adhesives— 
liquid and dry 

by Earl C. Lenz* 

The largest single class of adhesive: 
used by the packaging industry is that 
compounded from starch or its deriva 

® Vice President of Sales, Paisley Products 
Inc., Div. of Morningstar, Nicol, Inc., New 
York. 
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Summary of packaging adhesives: ty 

[ypes and properties 

Vegetable adhesives 

‘ S t t, buttery, break down on agitation; others 

iintai scosity « igitation. Some semifluid, soft. Borated types quite 

S is pastes are slightly moisture-resistant, high-humidity 

sterilization resistant. Heavily plasticized pastes, gov i warp qualities. Most 

1 pH; few neutral; borated pastes are alkaline 

lly gums. Rubber cohesive, gummy. Some moisture resistance, good high-humidity 

i sterilization resistance. Referred to as “semi-iceproof.” Excellent final adhesion 

1 non-crystallizing characteristics. Many on alkaline side for better stability and 

bottle , few ire wid side to en lighter | 

} t pH 

orated dextrins. ( range—white to dark brown. Most of them are fluid, filmy, com 

t . 1 sof t tter ire : 

i t ( rally a‘ fair] } x} humidity resistance and final adhesior 

‘ om ' P in o } 

‘ ti Alh pH 

borated dextrins. ( r range—light vellow to dark brown. Brown is usual color. The 
. . . . : ‘ . 

nplasticized types are high solids, usually fluid, tacky, fast drying. Most of these can I yen 
e spread a thin film and applied by machine at a comparatively heavy consist- 

\ uable wher h initial tack and fast drvir re necessary. Usually on 

side (normal dextrin pH) unless adjusted for some special need. Some modifica- 

velope trade have moderately good noncurl properties. Types for back 

vindows are slow drving, have good lay-flat idhesior 

im arabic. Light lor, tacky, fast drying. Less sensitive to humidity block than most 

borated canary dextrins. Not so rt as most dextrin products on stencil and 

é t Are n the a side 

Animal glue adhesives 

1 at 140 deg. F. Good lay- 4 

s. Dried film not necessarily flexible. Good tack. Drying range, setting 

1 are adjusted in formulation. Long tack range products < illed bench or table 

Most are ht have st 7 hewing gum” tack 

lexibles ippearance sit ur t nwarps. Used at 140 deg. F. Formulated with 

ylasticize which give flexibility t lried m. Flexible glues usually also nonwarp. 

Permanent moisture retention gives high degree of grease resistance. Available in 

t ‘ tting les f e or hand operations 

1e jellies. Essentially animal ¢g pre solved and preserved for the convenience of 

Solid jelly at 70 deg. F. or below. Liquefies quickly as temperature is 

Supplied in drut f 5- to 55-gal. size. Usually neither flexible nor lav flat. 

it room temperature. Color may vary from light tan to dark 

‘ Properties vary ling on end use. Iceproof gums are formulated 

t 1 water on bottles. Others are formulated for use as re- 

g ) tton. Types intended for machine application 

rtened , tt 

W. Sederlund, Manager 

siumila 

Uses 

Bag bottoms, hand labeling, lap paste, 
1 mounting, laminating convolute tube 

winding, end sealing, cup w ding. 

Limited by cohesiveness. Hih-solids 

types for fully or semi-automatic bottle 

labeling. Modified forms for il-paper 

laminates. Lower solids for teble gum- 

mers, hand operations. 

’ ’ 
Case, carton sealing; tube winding 

tightwrapping, bag seams, lining 
laminating, sizing, wrappi folding 
boxes, stripping, lap paste; b «¢ sealing 

duplexing. Labeling. 

Envelopes, Brightwood stencil 

gums. Carton sealing, la bottle 

labeling, remoistening ac .esive on 

gummed labels and stamp: ld pick- 

up gum for can labeling 

Some wrapping and sten rations 

“Tropical front seal” for « lopes (te 

resist blocking). 

Set-up box tightwrappit d_ strip- 
ping. Covering glue in lu 

Lay-flat mounting and | iting. 

Applications in box and luggage trades 

where flexibility and pliability are re 

juired. Greaseprov f coatings. Padding 

Primarily on some mac! s for set 

ting up shoe boxes 

Iceproof gum for beverage bottles 

Remoistening adhesive for specialty 

gummers. Wood gluing. Manifolding 

or collating Make-ready adhesive in 

folding-box plants. 

r, Technical Service, National Adhesives Div., National Starch Products, Inc., New York 
ives as a group are soluble in and miscible with water. Insoluble in organic solvents. Usually intended only for paper to paper, paper 
applications. Unless specially formulated wil] not stick to ink, varnish, resin-coated surfaces, etc. iif Ziass nad 

? Animal glue adhesives are soluble in and miscible with water. Insoluble in organic solvents. Dried films exhibit good strength. Good adhesion on 
It paper stocks (no ink, varnish, etc.). Normal pH slightly acid. 
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types, properties, uses‘ 

Types and properties 

Casein adhesives 

Casein. Moderate to high water resistance. Many require ammonia or alcohol as diluents 

ion i films usually soluble in alkaline solutions Fairly light color Dric d films strong 

wn nt ' us. { — be " f _— vegetable or nimal we s for adhesion to | 

g. e icquered, varnished, et surtaces. Usualls ilkaline pH 

Resin adhesives 

lids Em Most based on polyvinyl acetate. White or light-colored, opaque liquids. Fluid 

ttle F Acid pH. May contain solvents. Most give strong, continuous dried films 
aper resistant types may give fairly hard, stiff films. Those formulated for . 

um- to foil or plastic films, cellophane, etc., and for padding give soft, flexible 

Many give thermoplastic films. Outstanding for final adhesion, fast setting, 

lor, humidity, grease and mold resistance, etc. Thinned with water. Highly 

ing, & sistant films may require solvents (acetone, acetone-water) for removal. I ew 

ing, & ist set are made with comparatively poor water resistance for easy cleaning 

ling iy 

my Ve I sives. Based on natural or synthetic rubber latex. Some based on reclaimed 
‘ t lispersions. White to black opaque liquids depending on base and formula- 

3 ially alkaline. Some have ammonia odor in liquid state; others, characteristic 

nil B ase synthetic latex. Most give flexible and pliable films. Some permanently 
stile thers have self-seal property. Permanent strength and adhesion of those 

a f n synthetic latices better than those based on natural rubber latex. Should 
yper (brass, bronze, etc.) in glue pots, with natural rubber latex, for small 

f copper accelerate oxidation and degradation of film. Adhere to a variety 

es, such as ink, varnish, lacquer, foil, plastics. Thinned with water. Dried 

lly very water resistant and may require naphtha, etc., for cleaning 

a I rm lacquer is loosely used to describe an adhesive which contains organi: 
2 rather than water as the vehicle or solvent for the resin solids. Water-white 
e brown. Based on nitrocellulose, polyvinyl acetate, synthetic rubber, etc. 

ie and drying speeds depend on types of organic solvents used. Most are free- 

& liquids. Some dry to hard, tack-free films. Others—used on cellophane, cellu- 

; tate, vinyl, polyester film, etc.—retain a soft, tacky, flexible film. Not water 

Organic solvents used for thinning and cleaning. Are not required or recom- 

oa r adhering plain paper surfaces together. Most lacquers flammable 

ade 

S ators. No resin content. Included with resins because of end use. Consist of 

plasticizer combinations that dissolve or fuse plastic films and make them 

Sometimes used with heat sealing to improve bond. Usually light-colored 
ides 1 liquids. No diluting nor cleaning required. Many flammabl 

Hot id or semi-solid combinations of film former, tackifying resins, plasticizers, 

etc. Contain no water or organic solvents and may be considered as 100% 

Must be heated to liquefy for use. White to dark brown depending on com- 

If based on wax or crystalline resins, liquefy over a comparatively narrow 

ire range but usually lack toughness and adhesion at low and high tem- 

because 
r Those based on high-molecular-weight resins are harder to us¢ 

e no well-defined melting point and require higher operating temperature; 
tter toughness, adhesion and flexibility at high and low temperatures. Hot 
for can labeling are formulated primarily for instantaneous high tack—not 

lhesion. Some hot melts used in laminating and coating for faster operating 
and more compact equipment. Require no drying tunnel. S 

esins. Resin emulsions and aqueous solutions of resins plus starches, inert 

etc. Provide some advantages of resin adhesives (water resistance, final ad- 
and grease resistance) at lower cost. Do not adhere cellophane, plastic films, 

etc. Usually slower setting, less flexible than straight resin adhesives. Light- 

colored, opaque materials. May be fluid or pasty. Water used for diluting and, in 
t cases, for cleanup. Usually acid pH. Few neutral or slightly alkaline. mos 
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Uses 

Iceprooft glue tor beer, soft-drink I : 
case sealing; tin labelir 

? . | stamping; labeling over ink, varnish 

Foil-to-paper lamination, Pliofilm and 

polye thyle ne bags, labels to inked and 

varnished surfaces, case-liner fabrica 

tion and sealing, water-resistant drum 

and container labeling, self-sealing bag 
1 und container closures, self-sealing, 

pressure-sensitive coating for cards 

used in blister packs, bag idhesives for 

wet-w ed surfaces | 

Cellophane bags, window cartons 

waterproof labeling and overcoating, 
heat-seal coatings (e.g. coatings on 

1 ? 
ards used for skin and blister packs 

floss and greasepr vot coatings pla tic- 

film laminations, rubber to meta 

metal to metal. Used on cellophane- 

bag u | la ratin rack ur 

iobs 

Wrapping and heat-sealed bag ‘ 
tions inv a] ing plast { 

} 1 
heat-seal oat 

ing, laminant in barrier papers, can 

labeling, splicing, tear-tape applica- 

tion, strip coat for metal parts, milk- 

container manufacture, tube winding 
} Heat-seal coatings for board stock 

used in blister nd skin 1 

Case sealing, carton sealing, tube 

winding, milk-container manufactur 

ing and sealing, folding cartons,-battle 

carriers, paper cups, bag seams and 

bottoms, pre-coat for printing, laminat- 

ing, mounting, straw winding. 
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called 

since the 

tives. These adhesives are 

“vegetable 

starches used in their formulation are 

of vegetable origin. Corn, tapioca, 

potato, wheat, rye and sago starches 

adhesives, 

comprise the raw materials most use- 
ful to the vegetable-adhesive com- 

pounder. Water-soluble gums are an- 
other source of natural raw materials 

Of these gum arabic is the most im 

portant for the adhesive chemist. 

Commercially, vegetable adhesives 
are produced from raw flours and 

starches, treated or modified starches, 
water-soluble dextrins and natural, 

alone or in combination. With gums 

{ these basic ingredients many chemical 

additives may be blended to achieve 

specific and required properties. Raw 

starches, when employed in adhesives, 

high 

moisture content, unless the starch is 

usually produce pastes with 

treated or acid treated to enzyme 

bre 1 ik a ywn the starch to a more fluid 

form. Thin boiling starches produced 

by such methods are useful in some 

forms of packaging pastes, such as 

bag paste and label paste 

lo obtain quick tack and high sol 
ls in a machinable adhesive, the raw 

starch is usually converted by torre 

faction processes to white, yellow or 

lark, canary-colored dextrins. Unlike 

the starch from which they ‘are made, 

lextrins are soluble in water to vary- 

extents, have a relatively low vis 

sity and with iodine solution give 

ither than the starch-amylose blue 

lor) either a red or brown color, or 

color at all 

machinability 

netimes no 

In order to achieve 

1 uniform application on packaging 

ichines, the two most fundamental 

operties needed in dextrins are vis- 
cosity and solubility control. The wide 

range of dextrins obtainable from 

rm, tapioca and potato starch pro- 
des the adhesive chemist with the 

building blocks from which modern 

egetable These 

idhesives are available in dry torm Or 

adhesives are made 

as prepared liquids 

The 

pared for use either by simply mixing 

Iry adhesives are readily pre- 

vith cold water or by mixing with 

iter and heating until properly dis- 
lved. With 

hemicals may also be added to mod- 

ify the intrinsic properties of the nat- 

ural bases. Alkalies, acids, salts, plas- 
ticizers and solvents in varying pro 
portions achieve 

changes in body, penetration, flexi- 
bility and specific adhesion. Preserva- 
tives are usually included in the ad- 

either method various 

may be used to 
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hesive to insure against any bacterial 

and mold contamination. 

In addition to the above, which 

are usually furnished as intimate me- 

chanical mixtures, there is available 

a type of dry vegetable adhesive pro- 
duced by dehydrating a previously 
prepared liquid adhesive. Redissolved 
in water with proper agitation, this 
type is quite adequate for some kinds 

of packaging operations. 
Prepared liquid vegetable adhesives 

are manufactured from these same 
basic raw materials. They are pro- 
duced under the direction of skilled 

to conform to 
stand- 

chemists and made 
thoughtfully predetermined 
ards. In the specially designed equip- 
ment of a modern liquid-adhesive 
plant, it is possible to use many chem- 
icals that are not practical in a dry 
vegetable adhesive. 

Drawing upon the latest advances 

in chemical and mechanical engineer- 
ing, the vegetable-adhesive plant of 

today is a far cry from the barrel and 
paddle era of a few years ago. Ther- 
mostatically controlled heat, electron- 
ically timed equipment and modern 
filtration 

tory 
methods, all under labora- 

supervision, assure uniformity 

not otherwise attainable. Hence one 
latitude 
performance 

can expect broader and 
greater uniformity of 

from commercially prepared liquid 
vegetable adhesives 

Vegetable adhesives will undoubt- 

edly continue to maintain their posi- 

tion of importance in the packaging 

field because of their many inherent 

idvantages. In addition to being the 

least adhesives, their 

properties and attributes are such that 
they will not be readily replaced by 

costly natural 

more costly resins or latices. 
Being essentially odorless, nontoxic 

ind clean machining, they are ideally 
suited to most packaging require- 
ments. Vegetable adhesives may be 

formulated to give quick, strong tack 
und, where necessary, films may be 

produced having excellent retack fea- 

tures upon remoistening. 

Physically, these adhesives may be 
produced in viscosities ranging from 
very thin fluids to almost waxlike 
pastes. In chemical reaction they may 
be either acid, neutral or alkali. Their 
normal colors vary from almost water 
white to deep brown. The natural 
color of the adhesive is easily modi- 
fied through the addition of dyes or 
pigments to facilitate operation or in- 
spection of the applied glue line on 
high-speed equipment. 

Vegetable adhesives have excellent 
storage characteristics, the dry forms 
when properly stored maintaining 

their quality practically indefinitely, 
The properly formulated liquid varie. 
ties generally remain usable for peri- 
ods up to 12 months under conditions 
of proper storage. Since the prepared 
liquid vegetable adhesives are fre. 
quently compounded to give optimum 
performance within a more limited 
period of time, it is usually considered 
that best results will be obtained jf 

the adhesive is consumed within three 
months of manufacture 

Vegetable adhesives are usually 

recommended for, and used upon, 

combinations where some form of 

paper is one of the elements being 
bonded. The joint produced is almost 
invariably stronger than the internal 
strength of the paper and fi!)re-tear- 

ing bonds result. 
Vegetable adhesives have nachin- 

ing qualities superior to tho: of all 
other types. They are less su: -eptible 
to changes in temperature .nd hv- 

midity and, when prope com- 

pounded for the operation, u. ally re- 
quire minimum readjustmen during 
a running cycle. They are | ‘s likely 

to “build up” on the rollers « trans. 
fer mechanism; but should s build. 

up occur, it is easily rem ‘ied by 
simple washing with hot v or an 

easy scraping operation. 

To achieve optimum hining 

qualities, vegetable adh Ss are 
produced from tapioca dex which 
is considered a superior mate- 
rial. Tapioca-based adhesiv: usually 
maintain a more uniform viscosity 

upon aging and, having newhat 
“gummier” nature, are beti-: suited 
to high-speed operations. 

Corn dextrin is, for most uses, 
quite suitable and, because of lower 
cost, finds its way into many uses 
where very quick tack and _highest- 
speed operation are not vita) 

Starch or dextrin-based adhesives 
produce bonds having excellent aging 
characteristics with good resistance 
to high humidity and to low tem- 
peratures and, when properly com- 
pounded, good resistance to rapid 

thermal changes. 
Vegetable adhesives may be modi- 

fied with resins to achieve greater 

water resistance, to obtain better 

specific adhesion to certain obstinate 
surfaces and to improve speed of set 

on certain machine operations. This 
type of modification requires the com- 
plete knowledge of the compatibility 
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x ngredients of the trained ad 

rms esive cnemust 

Ling Ss The field of use for dextrin adhe 

ey, & ives has been increased since the 
rie. FR levelopment in the past year of a 

a Ss lextrin-compatible polyvinyl acetate 

ions § emulsion. This special grade of poly- 

ired ni cetate will tolerate the addi- 

fre- tion of dry dextrin as well as prepared 
um _ » and serves to enhance the 

dhesive properties lay flat- 

red 1eSS | humidity resistance—of the 

d if trin portion. These mixtures of 

iree nol | acetate and dextrin retain 

, ( ichining qualities and also 

ally ( ince of dextrin adhesives 

son, | examples of vegetable ad 

of | hes | in the packaging indus- 

"ing ling glues for shipping 
host for small cartons, tube 

mal beling glues and glues for 

ear- 

Flexi'e animal glues 

by Chesley S. Young* 
om 

Te- 1) 

: Fi fali into two basic 

ring : ay 1 

1 s exible and nonwarp 
cely : : 

’ I yiues are used for edition 
ans- 
1) f quality books, soft 

notebook ind flexible 

flexible compounds may 

extreme ly fast for high 

e work or to set ex 
ing 

: ror hand work 
ar 

products are pro 
ict t 

' for the manufacture 
aic- 

- es, hard-side luggage 
all , ’ 

ase making for books 
sity 
My F le clue S may be com 

“ et the rate of set de- 
ited 

pplication and have 

ted to the finished 
Ses, . 

iwarp feature gives 
wer 
i i candy or hat box 

sic ingredients for both 
est- 1] 

XI Die glues are highe st 

plasticizers and wate 
ves ‘ 
‘ing Ot itial ingredients include 
i 

: itives, defoamers, tacki 
ince : ‘ an 

and perfumes. The glu 
em- - 

ents are selected tor spe 
om- 

id machine applications 

themse ly es have some 

le n their dry form (10% mois 

tu it real flexibility is obtained 

b ising the moisture content 

through the addition of hygroscopic 
matt The type of hygroscopi 

or plasticizer is carefully se- 

; er in charge of sales of formulated 
adhe: General Adhesives Products Dept 

Licago 
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lected to meet requirements of th 

final film and working properties 

Many new plasticizers in use today 

have been introduced only in the past 

few years. preservatives and 

moldicides have eliminated the pos 
sibilities of mold or putrefaction in 

New 

flexible-glue compounds. Good de 
foamers are essential to proper ma 

Tackifiers 

are added to give the rate of set di 

chining of flexible glues 

sired. Flexible glues must be free from 

objectionable odors, as many are used 
for food containers and in expensiv: 

luggage. Careful selection of raw ma 

terials and use of modifying chen 

cals are of major importance 

Physical properties 
1 

Nonwarp flexible glues can be pur 

chased in dry, semi-jelly or conce: 

trated cake form. The dry 

tains approximately 15% moisture, the 

form con 

semi-jelly approximately 50% moisture 

and the concentrated cake form ap 

True flex proximately 25% moisture 

ible glues are available only in the 

semi-jelly or concentrated cake form 

Most of the real plasticizers are in 

liquid form. Some of the newer plas 

ticizers are changing this 

Both types of flexible glues may be 

obtained in a wide variety of colors 

Products may be perfumed, but th: 

preferred products are usually blanc 

Che pH of most flexible glues is near 

the neutral point. The bonding char 

from very icteristics can be varied 

rast to extremely slow, retarded set 

me 
soluble Flexible glues are water 

However, industries have been built 

on the insolublized, flexible-glue films 

Che gasket and crown-cork industri¢ 

ire examples. The chemical reactior 
glue and tanning between animal 

igents, such as formaldehyde. go 

on to completion regardless of the 

pro} plasticizer present. The physica 

erties of a tanned glue are ideal for 

gasket work. The tanned glue is in 

and similar solvent 

Though it is also insoluble in water, it 

A gasket that is ex- 

posed to both oil and water swells t 

give still tighter seals 

soluble in oils 

swells in water. 

The compounding of flexible glu 

is directed toward two ends: (1) to 

make them suitable for machine or 

hand operation; (2) ultimate function 

and economy. 

New developments in flexible glues 
are keeping pace with the new wrap 
ping materials by the use of new plas 
ticizers, solvents and tackifiers. New 

additives in flexible-glue compounds 

sreatly change their characteristi SS 

providing taster machining and 

greater economy. The new tackihers 

permit the use of a wider variety otf 

1 other recently coated paper stock an 

developed materials 

Casein adhesives 

by R. J. Lodge’ 

, Casein, a by product of the 

industry is obtained from mill 

which the butterfat nas beet 

moved The use ot casein tor idhe 

purposes dates back literaily tl 

S inds of 

enerally supplied as a cre 

ae 

years. Commercial 

granular substance f t 

rving from 30 to 100 mesh. Suitabl 

hemicals are dded t r t 

I int I ] ‘ Sol it } t t 

id chemicals e al lable f 

ertall spec ili d ppli tio } 

to reate con\ ence tr the 

(asem the Ive h here 

haracteristics t} it } the 

bie for mat diverse ' ] 

t I od gluing 
te | fo lar vat f ft hy } 

LISE ft its y-f lir | 7 
’ 

tire resistance t ibility. 1 é 

w tel erature it iS¢ i 

tion and lurabilit 

rotected exposure | p 

ng, casei live i i } 

l ha icteristi 

e. A label glue 

0d ipplication prope f 

f set and wat 

Originally used f 

) xclusivel 

iodified adhe ( 

g¢ wood 

I foils and ie 

t ccounts f the t f 

Clase glue ir es i 

tynes—those +} it gel at ) ; 

i and those that { 

through evaporatior t wat Whe 

i casein loes t Tive +} foctect 

speed ~ set or reat t re 

sistance r anv other s rhe itst i 

ing characteristic it does 1 vide 

iriety of desirable properties whi 

can be modified and carefully cor 

trolled under competent direction 

The storage life of raw casein 

normally considered to be about 

vears. For dry casein glues the stor 

ige life ranges from three months to a 

adhesive 
} 

yvear or more. | quid Caesimn 
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lie 

‘ 

ible p ‘ 
t 

tl isein 

des a 

} . } rent , j er ak ju nha 

sounding natural and synthetic latices f to six months I 

¢ dit to improve the “mechanical” stability 
rh ng of casein in f the latex compound 

1 t form icceler- The most important single use for 

re to high temperatures casein is as an adhesive and binder 

leg. | ind high humid for clay calcium carbonate and 

t | d di titanium dioxide and other pigments 

esive ire u for paper coating work Approx) 

rtant ely 12-15% of casein per 100 parts 

le ft pigment required to give good 

vy casein adhesive rment adhesion to paper. Casein 

ce to both high paper coatings are extensively used 

od gh for boxboard, label paper and offset 
led m tin he LUISE ~ casein s pigme nt 

en subjected t spersing properties, adhesive prop 

CS Dindin strength leveling 

erties ind the ease vith vhich 

t Ss mace water resistant Casein 

the tings nprove the gloss appear- 

f f printing pi perties of paper 

t} ! Prob bl] the most signif int de 

ent caselm glues in recent 

t rs has been the development ot 

f label gh i label 

if rast set Q od na 

ype tie clea line i | 

{ I sel labe l . 

ted the ilmost u 

| } heer | tt 

ttle \ her essential 

t iste is that it ‘ 

. ! the bottle 

P | Since these 

da the cle 

, ' 

. . 
Resin-emuision and 
latex adhesives 

by Richard E. Smith* 

One o t significant 
} are liicty } ' the 

t ( i tl rapia i 

} I ) ns il | ex 

é unding 

I I ul DI for def t pi 

> { { iK¢ miniature spheres ff resin or 

ter-insoluble substance S dispersed 

se ! suspended in water Although 

t hould be tex originally described the milky 

rt List tf pn of the rubber tree, it has been 

> wate ypularized to include man-made 

mulsions of synthetic, rubberlike ma- 

to casein adhesives as terials. For simplification of this dis 

frequently used with cussion, latex of natural or synthetic 

t impart its desi rubber will be considered a resin 

An example of this is emulsion. On porous surfaces the 

eX combin ihion whi h water in an ¢ mulsion adhesive quickly 

ynd to metallic surfaces 
® Technical Director, H. B. Fuller Co., St 

of a small amount of Paul, Minn 

penetrates lowing — the remaining 

resin solids to bond the surfaces. 

Adhesives may be compounded 

from a wide variety of available 

resins, including acrylic, phenolic, 

rosin and its derivatives, styrene, 

terpene, vinyl and many rubberlike 

polymers, such as butadiene-styrene, 

polyisobutylene and neoprene. The 

most widely used resin emulsions 

today for adhesive compounding are 

polyvinyl acetate and its copolymers 

Most of the resins used in emulsion 

adhesives are synthetic in nature and 

can be tailor made to exacting speci- 

fications. Flexibility or toughness may 

be built into a resin by copoly meriza- 

tion depending upon the choice of 

iw materials. 

Resin-emulsion adhesives o{fer im 

portant advantages, includin« versa- 
tilitv, lack of odor, taste color, 

excellent moisture and w vapor 

resistance wide compatibi cold- 

etting excellent shelf ‘ func- 

tional life ease ot applicat con- 

trolled setting speeds, high produe- 

tion vields, safety margit bond 

strength, freedom from ot C sol 

nts ind economy The V 1 such 

i iniet of surtaces th t ha 

tirely replace | vegetal 1 pr 

tein adhesives for certair pac 

ring applic ons 

Without the fast “set t the 

esin-¢ mulsion adhe S1V¢ OSSESS 

J } 

lany packaging and Seé opera 

would be impract Resin 

mulsions have become st the 

ve sally used adhesive I ibric at 

1g transparent films into | carto! 

nd envelope windows ninated 

sheets ete Even the { ng of 

netals and ceramics is 1 ffected 
X : ‘ 

th emulsion adhesives 

All resin-emulsion adh es are 

ipplied in liquid form d vary 

from thin fluids to stiff pastes. Since 

esin-emulsion adhesives water 

based, they eliminate the necessity for 

expensive, volatile, flammable or fre 

quently toxic solvents for dilution or 

clean up. Fortunately, resins can be 

compounded into colorless, tasteless, 

nontoxic and odorless adhesives, mak- 

ing them ideal for food-packaging 

ipplications. Bonding characteristics 

can be readily controlled from resin 

adhesives with very fast set, to those 

which possess delayed tack or set and 

those which are permanently tacky oF 
the numerous pressure-sensitive types 

The resistance of most resin ad- 

hesives to water vapor is excellent. 

Some may actually be submerged in 
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rene, 

like 
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The 

Sions 

; are 

ners 

Ision 

and 

peci- 

may 

riza 

‘e ot 

n or 

n be 

Jess 

mak- 

ging 

istics 

resin 

hose 

and 

cy oF 

ypes 

ad- 

ent. 

d in 

TAPES 

ettects 

ric solvent 

tremes OI 

requir 

final bond 

the choice of 

iter for weeks 

Others are 

dictate 

with no adverse 

s, oils, temperature ex 

micro-organisms 

ed characteristics of the 

.o a large extent 

the base resin. In addi- 

{ i compounded adhesive may 

seve 

i h cr 

{ to the final bond 

ral ditterent 

mtributing specific prop 

types ot 

A wide choice 

nie plasticizers is available to 

ce almc 

toughness 

to 

a) | 

rraces 

tst anding 

SIN 

st any degree of flexi- 

desired. Specific 

be incorporated in an 

penetrate surface coat 

ymote adhesion to non 

Us¢ d Others may be 

increase penetration 

most feature of 

es Is good machining 

7 

» matter how good a bond 

natic sealing 

nd set up 

vu 
1 

c fabri 

ed aa 

ides SAS ae 
ety 

ney 

n ad 

| Skin package 

eith 

OTIS it is of little value 

pplication 

machine 
} 

Emulsions 

perform in the 

t 4s applied 

hesive than solutions 

roam 

be ble 

base S 

string or throw 

nded with most 

Combinations 

protein or mineral 

produced. These take 

physical and 

additi 

pecific 

1 . 1 
iat withstand = the 

} ] 
emperature ~ deep 

\ ! 
lé resins are mused 

nust be sterilized 

io not soften at ele ite | 

| , nd | ] resin and latex emu 
1 1 

it possible to im 

eT t MT food wraps 

}} 
very ianesive appli 

iter resistance IS eX 

idhesives are given first 
1 

idhesives are aisSo used 

itions as case and cat 

and film 

box 

lamination 

manufactur 

di ng, wet-streneth pa- 

cation and other uses 

nd coated surfaces 

v packaging techniques 

en developed with the use of 

The blister or 

the 

hesives. 

requires use of 
er thermoplastic resin emulsions 

idhesives which self seal on 
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unaffected by or- 

contact. Self-sealing cartons, shipping 

cases, bags and envelopes now are 

being produced by applying latex ad- 
hesives on sealing flaps and drying 

them. These coated surfaces seal only) 

contact. Tackified 

make 

to themselves on 

latex-emulsion adhesives pos- 

sible the bonding of such impervious 

films as polyester, polyethylene, saran 

ind aluminum foil to make effective 

flexible and rigid packages 

Another 

for the use of resin adhesives is in the 

very recent development 

production of paper envelopes. Her« 

tofore only highly soluble vegetable 

dextrins were considered to possess 

sufficient tack and remoistening ability 

for this use. Today adhesive 

have been developed which produce 

resin 

better bonds on enve lope stock, taste 

less seals and envelope flaps which 

affected by 

Chis would immediateh 

are not high humidities 

suggest their 

use for and remoistening 

labels 

stamp 

paper tape 

It is possible that the postag 

affixed by 

1 
resin idh 

will SOM day be 

neans oft a sy\ thetic eSsIVe 

Lacquer adhesives 

by F. P. Bartlett* 

The use! OI prospective usel Tr At 

ie~sives chooses a lac quel 

because of the 

combining 

esive materia 

which frequently involv 

me or more impervious surfaces; | 

] iticular demands for low- o1 

the ease of ap 

plication; requirements for moisture o1 i 

mum-moisture content 

water resistance ot the finished pre 

uct; the functional value of the vel 

le, which is alwavs some solvent 

material used 

adhesivs 

ingredients of a lacquer) is the esser 

tial difference 

ind the emulsion-type adhesive and 

melt. Generally 

materials (the 

The vehicle (or 

dissolve or Carry the active 

between the lacan 

hot speaking vel 

similar raw function | 

adhesive ingredients) may be en 

ployed in either of these three types 

These basic adhesive ingredients ob 

viously differ from the water-solubl 
tvpes, such as starches, animal glues 

Solvent, soluble, film 
) 

forming agents, resinous materials and 

and casein. 

plasticizers, dissolved and blended to 
gether, form a lacquer adhesive 

One of the simplest examples of a 
lacquer adhesive is plasticized pol) 
vinyl acetate dissolved in a suitable 

solvent such as acetone. As previously 

F. P. Bartlett & ¢ Inc., Canton, Ma 

suggested, similar raw materials he 

be used in like proportions to formu 

late an adhesive as an emulsion o1 

melt. But these three basically 

adhesives (the lacquer the 

similat 

emul 

and the hot melt) are very different 

physical appearance 

The lacquer sa ck al transpare! 

liquid exhibiting considerable wet 

tack Its 

molecular weight of the pol Vinvi ace 

tate 

viscosity depends upon tl 

chosen and, to a much lesser 

gree, upon the plasticizer Its dr 

rate is relatively fast as an open coat 

Ing considerably sk We! howe 

than might be expecte 1 from the 

l icetoné lue to the solvent 

tivity of vinyl It shi { 

cen t \ irds stri 

The pl Sl! il ( rere 

basic formula in its wet state 

ziven rt If one I ) we 

urtaces re tol < I ( | t 

larly if two are involved, mor 

factory results are usually obt 

with a lacquer This situation ne 

tates the evaporat t t! 

Ir renera Sr the ] ttert ! 

hesive applic ith \ ier bt ( 

vith lacquers th h emul 

xt me Its Tt i Yn t la | 

ent n the m ( ] te la 

of films and foil here freq 

patte n of the dhe ve | ( t 

utes to the final ( \ 

here roisture ; but { 

the ive 1 t 

be wanted laca " 

Whether a lacqu 
e chose for t ] I 

' 1} 
) I bly ulc pe | 

yp] iti drvi f | 

Should — the t 3 
ter-re st t equ 

Lh ©) is] iW ti 

ce would probably | 
The v le of the The 

1 CT eC nontu ; ] ; 

the nn i ! 

i rac litate pro I 

Unlike the emuls I 

lacquer adhesive Cal DK idapt 

ilmost any dryin rate Most { 

formers ind resinous naterial { 

soluble in One or more group ft 

ents and a rather wide range of cl ( 

1S usually available. So, too, a stud 

boiling points considered with vapo 

pressures usually permits a wide rang 

of volatility to the formulator. Mucl 

less latitude in drying time 1S i\ iil 

ible, particularly in open assembli: 

with emulsions or hot melts 

The expanding uses of polyethylens 
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ral uch ialty packaging 

is be Ing deve loped with the blister 

i kage have required many new lac 

Many 

films laminated to other 

TT 
quer-type adhesives combina 

tions of these 

; impervious surfaces and the develop 

vent of thermoplastic coatings for 

specialty packaging have recently em 

lhesives The Sal isized lacquer ac ne 

eral « te ia previously used for de 

termining the proper choice of adhe 

‘ still ipply whether the end use 

v in the fabrication of polvethylene 

yester laminations or for such 
| | 
Dbiister packs 

Heat-sealing adhesives 

by Mortimer E. Stern* 

( ) I typ i 

} } } Ve r re 

+} ‘ f bh ling 

| e ft 

I | ted ¢ 

r P } 
{ t ‘ 

Ty t ' 

} 
the ised 

1 ’ 1 
*? t? litte 

I } sture 

| ] | } 

i¢ ipp 

t t tra nar t 

| . 

\ 

?} ( 

St 

’ 

} LI bhe 
. . : 

‘ V { Ke ti 

t ¢ | 1 

yhuit 

‘ 1.7 
r 

} 

Hi f 

hi ; Hy ' T} " 

quid produced 1 
het ist terial 

] t ? rir ry l | i r we»ra 

1 0 to 300 deg. F., at whicl 
; ] } i , 

the ud idhesi D 

{ } } 
i tree-tlow ry qui 

\ i t > a ) T he t il 1d 

ly the most 

itself 

er the rmoplas 

h we r Is Wax by 

materials. Wax-ty pe heat-sealing 

used on bread wrappers, 

tat -chip bags an la large variety 

f similar packages. Adhesion is by 

I t & Technical Director, Federa 
( \ WY 
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mulsion 

heat and pressure and usually by con 

tacting two coated surfaces. The bond 

has a low tensile strength, an impor 

tant sealing those 

packages that must be easy to open 
and yet provide excellent protection. 

requirement in 

An interesting modification of the 

pplication and use of solid thermo- 

plastic adhesives involves a_ special 
delayed-tack producing process.' In 

this method, the adhesive is applied 
in the usual manner by melting a solid 

idhesive and coating as usual. The 

deposited film, on cooling, is very 

sticky 

definite period of time. However, by 

and can remain so for an in 

treating the sticky coating immedi- 

itely after application to the base 

paper, cloth, etc., with a chemical 

rystallizing agent, the tacky coating 

mmediately becomes dry and non- 

ticky 

be wound up into rolls to be subse 

and the coated material may 

quently cut into labels. This type of 

heat-sealing adhesive is generally des 

mated “delaved tack,” because the 

dhesive, when reactivated by heat, 

es not set instantly on cooling as 

dinary heat-seal adhesives. In 

tead it remains sticky and usable for 

1 indefinite, spec ifiable period 

The use of a hot-melt adhesive 

liininates cost ot i > hve nt or the 

f drying 

Emulsion adhesives Another 

thod of ] heat-seal 

is by means of emulsions or dis- 

ecessif\ 

. 
applying adhe- 

a 
ns. These ordinarily consist of 

er base containing a high percent 

f fine particles of solid high-pol; 

‘ thermoplastic resin. The most 

mmon resins are polyvinyl acetates 

rylics, polyamides and synthetic 

bbers. Plasticizers, generally of the 

which are crystalline solids at 

idded, aS 

modified 

ym temperature, may be 

l] 
Cll iS extenders, such as 

phenolics ind coumarone esins 

indenes, which also act as tackifiers 

fae sonnel lies Che emulsion or dispersion is ap 

material by lied to the base means 

f roller, doctor blade or any other 

standard type of coating machine and 

the coated stock is then dried. (See 

Equipment for Coating, Laminating 

162.) 

the high- 

Slitting and Sheeting,’ p 

By proper selection of 

polymer resin, the formulation can be 

iltered to give a wide range of heat- 

heat- 

pape 

sealing temperatures. On a 

sealed bag which requires 

failure when the bag is torn open, 
coatings are particularly 

The Federal Adhesives Brown-Bridge Mills 

ellective, since penetration of the 

water vehicle produces a particularly 

good adhesion between the coating 

and the paper. 
A corabination emulsion-dispersion 

delayed -tack, 

heat-seal labels by a special proc. 

ess.? The solid plasticizer and tack- 

is used to produce 

fier are ground in water to form dis. 

persions, which are then mixed with a 

high-polymer emulsion. 

3. Solvent solutions. These gen. 

erally consist of plasticized cellulose 

esters and are applied with conven. 

tional lacquer coating equipment, 

Heat-seal coatings produced from 

such solutions are transparent and 

flexible and usually have ellent 

greaseprootness. Heat-sealin cello- 

phane is a common solvent-s: lution. 

coated material 

lhe base material itself y alss 

act as a heat sealant. Some | aging 

materials, such as vinyl, « nated 

rubber and polyethylene, are hermo 

plastic and, when subjecte: > heat 

ind pressure, are fused toc ther t 

form a strong bond. Bags these 

materials may be made 1 also 

closed after filling by heat s g. N 

adhesive is used, althougl som 

cases a volatile solvent m used 

to promote adhesion. 

Che heat sealability of ar nesiv 

will depend upon the the vlasti 

nature of the coating prod 1 witl 

t. Thicker films heat seal m eadil 

than thin ones. Soft films it seal 

more easily than harder « A low 

eactivation temperature |! rable 

but this causes a tende: wr the 

coating to “block” or t come 

sticky during storage. Car ist be 

taken that any heat-seal ve be 

carefully tested to make i that 

the coating made with it s not 

soften later when expose: high 

torage or handling tempe es 

The development of del ed-tack 

iused a 

marked expansion in labeling bottles 

by the “dry” or no glue method. This 

idhesive-coated labels has 

permits fast automatic labeling. 

Solvent-solution, heat-seal adhesives 

we widely used for laminating oF 

combining plastic film, such as cellu- 
lose acetate, vinyl chloride, poly- 

ethylene and polyester, to metal, 
cloth, paper, etc. The solvent adhe- 
sive is applied to one of the surfaces 
to be bonded. If one is porous, such 
as cloth, the adhesive is applied to 

the nonporous surface. The solvent is 
evaporated quickly, usually assisted 

The Nashua Process 
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larly 
ting 

sion 

ack, 
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dis. 
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20S$€ 

ven- 

ent 

rom 

and 

lent 

ello- 

ion 

by heating, and the residual adhesive 

flm is bonded to the other surface. 

and skin packaging make 

§ thermoplastic adhesives. One 

Rlister: 

ethod is to coat paperboard with 

heat-seal adhesive and allow it to dry 

to a nontacky coating. The article to 

he packed is subsequently sealed be- 

en the blister and coated paper- 

means of heat and pressure. 

istic dome or skin pack may 

tate. butvrate, vinyl or one of 

her plastics used in thermo- 

s important that the heat- 

ve be formulated to have 

t adhesion to the plastic 

Hot melts“ 

t quality of hot melts is 

heat 

T 

followed by a 

as it cools to the 

The 

this class ot 

nelt 

perature thermo 

materials 

without the 

r solvent and gives 
} 

vorking 

, 
their use 

consistency 

re regulation, easy con 

ickness and ad iptation 

rations 

hnesives however are 

to those thermoplasti: 

ed in the solid form. 

be and in emulsion 

hen used in the emul- 

form, the adhesive i 

ft] } . film and the solvents 

tents ire allowed to 

] } 
; i thermoptasti 

material that can be 

ter for effecting lamina 

ind pressure 

I paper cellophane und 

foils, 

made using hot melts 

rivatives plastic 

nulations are extensively 

ter-resistant laminated 

reintorced papers and 

Wax formulations are 

laminated paperboards, 
iates and the like 

j skin packaging are 

) prominence. They are ac- 

| by applying a coating of 

idhesive in molten, emul- 

lvent form on paperboard. 
A film has set or dried, the 

perforated with fine pinholes. 
‘ ickaging, an object for dis- 
ie play is placed on the board and a 

=  ‘hermoplastic transparent film laid 
& o7 ’ ie ticle written by officials of The Ad 

ts, Inc., Albany, Calif. 
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over the top. By means of suction of these. Good 

through the pinholes in the board, the 

transparent film is held tightly to the faces. Thus there 

board and over the object tor display vergent types of 

are 

One 

Application of radiant heat during the there 

time of close contact of the trans stocks 

parent film to the board brings about vielding 
a firm bond and a_ permanently bond 

mounted display of an object under The 

a thin film of transparent material. In 
blister packaging, the plastic forming 

is done prior to the filling and the 

heat sealing is done as a separate step. 
of 

hk 

Coatings and surface finishes 

paper, cloth, plastic sheet and foils processes to which 

are made with melts in several ways Carma: anil tsi 

such as direct transfer from a doctor f their life histori 

applicator roll, by intaglio technique tion. flexing. st 

or by molten spray. A large number ind function. Witl 

of manufactured products requiring ince, the ad 
special protection are coated by hot Hie sentames. qiber 

dip and then they are drained and ind able to ‘ 

cooled. transfer of vapor 
c ; . M,. 

The food-processing industry uses nents from. the rfa 

hot pickup gums and _ spot-labeling products package 
hot melts extensively. The hot pickup the details of perf 

gum makes a short-lived bond be described as thor 
tween label and container until the because failure often 
label is fully wrapped. The spot-labe] ion of a subtle but cr 

— 
idhesive picks the label from thi R - al 

r¢ cl¢ Tice I i 

label stack in the same way but must ae ai Ge ail 
ilso make a permanent bond wansiile ce al 

A variety of containers uses melt ad iets om 

hesives for temporary as well as per wr c 4) } 
‘ (jure 

manent bonds under flaps, spouts ' 
1 . eration Hen t 

lips, seams, joints, etc. Milk cartons nected of +) } 

frozen-food and other packages can a ; ' 

be formed with the aid of hot-melt: 1} idhesive 
Although hot melts require spe - . , P rhe 1 

equipment usually not needed for 1 f 

other adhesives, there 1S Ste l rl 
. ry 

trend toward their greater use as : ‘ 
' to be handled th 

critical requirements develop. Uniqu ’ 
. the OD in H 

idvantages of hot-melt adhesives ar¢ . 
; stocks There 1 
high speed, absence of volatile com and 1} - 

’ utectng adherabilty 
ponents, very quick set and ability 

1 Sive must be ri LTE 
to impart unusual qualities, such as : 

; ‘ difficult areas 
ontrolled flexibility, vermin-proofing , TT 

: ~ i@ several 
rust resistance, and exclusion of ait : 

; : , teristics demanded of 
iter, oil and other tvpes of foreign ‘ 

, ' the stocks and tl 

naterials ' 
prising i) the fl ! 

for 

ike 

bonde d 

must be 

] 

lie eded 

keeping 

What to tell your 
adhesive supplier 

by Frank C. Campins’ 
means of 

From adhesive of 

hope to secure good adhesion by the 

use of a good adhesive. 

First, it is important to define each 

youl supplier you 

t President, Polymer Industri 
‘ Cont 

In Sprix ’ 
esi 

the 
} 

needed 

of the stock 

You 

adhesion and not the cost 

suppuetr 

purchas« 

bond 

Both can be 

performance 

sul 

explained to your 

let 

its functional 

In O 

performance 

a good adhe sive 

Economy 

for ad 

job may 

re 

} 
apphcation 

faces 

] 
MIC ile 

to assum 

with tl 

filminess 

for it to 

performance 

results achieved is 
hesion 

adhesion ru 

tional component of the bonded su 

are 

vood 

functions 

another 

zood adhe Sion 

I 

( 

es t 

subic ( ted im the 

] good 

adhesive is the controlling factor 

of 

bond-forming operations and in the 

it the ex 



Tapes used in packaging 

which be 

and In 

f new tasks in the field of pac kaging 

itions general, uses tot 

ickaging uses for t s 

ran with hand ipplic 

through 

packaging 

semi-automatic tape can be categorized broadly into 

well 

iutomatic packaging 

tape operations today are Into three major applications sealing, re 

r 

nforeing and banding. 

plications of tape to Other important packaging func 

ire being made at the rate of tions of tape are identifying, protect 

0 per minute ind d velopment in ing, holding and coding 

search has within sight packaging lo fulfill these functions, packagers 

it the rate of 1,000 per minut can employ two basic tape structures 
\ , 

Machines now utomatically band pressure-sensitive tape and its re 

} t lent ] cartons or bot liable ancestor gummed tape—a¢ 

t if mr sens pending on the needs of each job 

t e! I pene | rture 

f lose an Gummed tape 

boxes of different Standard gummed tapes consist of 

j ( uf sal Kralt paper backing ind water-act 
: , a tronic ited animal or vegetable glue, or a 

extrin idhes r Normally brown 

t [ is these tapes are produced na wide 

I e of colors and may be printed 
Cas lah] } TT ' \ illable In papel having ream 

ghts of 35. 60, 90. 100 and 160 
; ! li | 

| i t Cummed tapes ire usuall\ sola 

dths to fit the sealing-tape equi 
' ss , 

ent which ppues watel 

Stay paper. This tape is made from 

i ft of GSO-. 100 1 120-lb. weight 

vated wit] i special higl te 

t is cle ed to be ipplied t 

t his l 1Sé it re rite ( 

Convenience feature mechanized. Lids with pre-punched holes sealed 
| ’ ‘ ‘ ‘ ipplied te i of Ajax cleanser 
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by D. J. Joyce* 

ners of lightweight paperboard boxes 

Reinforced kraft. A variety of re. 

inforced gummed tapes are available, 

The reinforcing agent, which can be 

fibres, 

crosswise, Ol! 

glass or nylon is embedded 

length- or both, in an 

asphalt or rubber-base laver bi 

kraft 

Corrugated cambric. This 

ti ills 

tween 

two layers of pape 

» essen 

d fo 
jont Ott i pro- 

a gummed cloth tape 

the manufacturer's 

duced by impregnating the cl with 

clav or laminating it to kraft paper, 

cambries are made in various ights 

Waterproof sealing tape phalt 

laminated kraft paper is treat: d with 

in adhesive that “sets up” er at 

tivation with a special solve 

Pressure-sensitive tape 

The Pressure Sensitive Tay Cou 

cil, consisting of all major t nanu 

facturers, defines pressure s¢ ve a 

a term commonly used to gnat 

i distinct category of adhe tape 

ind adhesives which in di lvent 

free) form are aggressivel l pe 

manently tacky at room te itur 

ind firmly adhere to a vari f 

similar surfaces upon conta thout 

the need of more than han ssuré 

“They require no actival Vv W 

ter, solvent or heat in ord exert 

i strong adhesive holding et 

vard such materials as pa cell 

phane, glass, wood and m« They 

have a sufficiently cohesive 1 elas 

tic nature so that, de spite er ag- 

gressive tackiness, they n be 

handled with the fingers and . emoved 

from smooth surfaces witho leaving 

al residue 

‘Tapes used in packag derive 

properties from two 
} 

a bac ng and 

their special 

principal components 

a pres- an adhesive. Construction 

sure-sensitive tape can bé varied 

within a wide range by the nature 
ot a single component or a ymbina- 

tion of both 

A backing may be any continuous 

material—paper, cloth, synthetic film 

or a combination of these—which ef 

fectively holds an adhesive. In addi- 

tion, the backing must be flexible 

enough to wind into a roll and strong 

enough to unwind without breaking. 

Service characteristics, such as teal 

resistance, strength, toughness, com- 

SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT 
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ing 
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ce* 

sen 

for 

Dro- 

vith 

per 

hts 

alt 
' 

vit! 

ied 

ure 

ha 

formability, color, printability and re 

sistance to moisture, chemicals and 

weathering, are related to the back 

ing mate rial. 

(he adhesive compound applied to 

the tape backing supplies the tape 

with its ability to hold to other mate- 

ils. Basic requirements are: 

Anchorage to its own backing to 

d adhesive transfer either before 

the tape is applied 

Adhesion to surfaces after brief 

it finger pressure, but still 

a roll 

Internal strength to resist sepa 

ng easy unwind from 

ting bond stré neth 

characteristics commonly 

by the 

Li] ] 
bility internal 

. 
adhesive are high 

strength 

sistance resistance t 

properties also may bi 

the type of backing 

g materials, such as 

Vel Quick stick \ ilues 

ith flat paper OF plastic 

yugh backing provides 

Csive an hor ive 

idhesives tor pressure 

are formulated from 

1 
tomer ind 1 resi 

provides internal 

resin, the adhesion 

enerally are of the ther 

their adhesive prop 
 - 

best at about room 
' 

i ney sotten \ 

| 7 

i vnenrn Cool 

y 

tapes are usually em 

] } ] 
packed. papel backed 

icked and filament 

— 
backed tami 

» types flatback and 

has the appearance 

ape! is 1tS name in 

epe has a_crinkl 
> } 1 

ce. Both are available 

of colors and thicknesses 

} | t DAaCKING consists ol 

hts of kraft paper, the 

m weight is 30-Ib. stock 

weights go as high as 

Rope-fibre paper is com 

| for flatback tapes 

( paper tapes are usually not 

is flatback grades, but the, 

ive ter stretchability, edge roll 

capacity and conformability. Stiffness 

and rigidity are greater in the flatback 
Cape 

Strength and tear resistance are 

generally | uly lower in paper-backed tapes 

Important feature 

of gummed tape is its 

idaptability for use on 

packages of 

shapes and sizes 

various 

than in most others. This is advanta 

geous for pac k iging nee ds W he re ease 

of tearing will lower dispensing anc 

applying time 

( repe-papel! tapes have found wide 

use in bundling small parts and in 

recoopering shipping containers at 

freight depots In an assembly a 

ation, screws are placed half an inch 

iwart. crosswise between th tay incl 

Placement 

and produce 

strip of kraft paper. 

done automatically 
| 

ip of screws which can be cut 
' } , 

thie required numbet ot sere t 

d ire issembly 

( lored vaper-| ked tape 

sed for a variety of packaging met} 

ds ranging trom pre-packaging fruit 
1 

travs to banding two metal ca 

1 
together to form premiu ihe 

. : 
technique which provides ick 

} ew opportunities in promoting, met 

chandising and sampling canned 

a) | ducts | 

Water-resistant flatback tap rf 

gned primarily for carton sealing 

has a high-t ick adhesive able t i ith 

} stand severe temperature and hu 

midity conditions. It will take 50% 

nore rough handling than similar 

tapes when dry and 400% more than 

other water-resistant tapes when wet 

Automatic equipment is available that 

will apply this tape over the length 

wise seam of a container 

Certain flatback paper constructions 

meet the requirements ot 

Federal PPP-T-0076 

lapes under this specification are used 

exacting 
. 

specification 

by government agencies and contrac- 

tors for sealing fibreboard containers 

including “V” and “W” board 

Film-backed tape 

The backing of this tape family) 
consists of cellophane or a plastic film 
which for the most part determines 

Promising 

Two strips of glass-fibre-reinforced paper 
! 

lape, now accepted for sealing shipper 

ported ives 6 cents per 16 cartor 

FIBERS co 

L.oF ASS 

COURTESY 



Portable, 

tape dispenser applies printed 

hand operated 

thermoplastic tape. Tape has 

prolonged tackiness after acti 

vation in the machine, permit 

ting time lapse prior to bond 

ing on surface to be taped, 

boxes It is also used to seal cans 

equiring greater protection than that 

| iit igh ther bach ifforded by cellophane tape such as 

bacco cans and some food products 

] f ce need The tape is available in color and 

ited. Special constructions 

waxed Cal 

treated 

meet 

lable for taping 
I! 

ind pecialiy papers 

re tapes Types II] 

militar kag o ) if uitary packaging speci 

Acetate fibre tapes 

1 

of the ne 

n PPP-T-60, quali 

unce Ivpe 1, Class | 

ments pel Iso meet the require 

' a i ub specincatll 

tel I One type ol plastic filn tape has 

It seals cell vinyl backing, giving this group ol 

yutstanding characteristics of 

stretchability and confermabilit 

it Se ibrasion resistance, and moisture and 

rosion resistance 

Available in at least eight colo: 

m tape is used for a wide va 

of can closures to obtain the best 

le moisture seal. This applic 
m has received special emphasis by 

aircraft and mpames supplying 

; ! ] 

tilable ther engine parts to the armed 

\ by , m rates forces The tapes areé covered by 

MIL-T-4329 
1 

{nother important development it 

4 per LOO sq military specification 

tapes is the use of tougl istic fhitm 

1 V-board wlvester 
" 

backings. Tapes constructed 

Motion study 

shows ease and speed 

of carton sealing with 

two strips of tape 

Unitizing of bagged 

goods has reduced 

TO COURTESY ANCIER Corr. loss due to breakage 

by is mue h as 80° 
Pac 

330 

materials provide excellent 

resistance to abrasion, chemicals, oils, 

froin these 

ind temperature. The films are also 
vapor coated with metal to give a 

gold or silver appearance 

Cloth tapes constructed from 
coated and uncoated cloth backings 

are employed in sealing cartons and 

light Coated 

cloth tape is used with acetate-fibre 

in bundling articles 

tape to seal water-resistant wraps and 

cartons. It is covered by Types I and 

IL of JAN-P-127, 

Filament-reinforced tape ha trong 

tensile strength and extremely strong 

tear resistance obtained by mbed- 

ding thousands of filaments in the 

tape material. Reinforced ta are 

ivailable in pressure-sensit or 

gummed types of tape—eact rving 

different needs. The pressure sitive 

tape 1s characterized by it: in 

ipplication and removal o vide 

iriety of surtaces. Gumn pes 

generally used wher De! 

ment se il iS d sired 

Che principal reintorce 

ire glass and ravon filam: Bot! 

types of reinforcement aré lent 

ind selection of glass-fibr 

reinforced tape is gene! 

mined on a basis of in 

quirements, involving the 

strength stretchabilits 

properties neede d to pro 

ince if an econom il ct Slit 

trengths are available ra from 

75 Ibs. per inch of width 500 

Ibs The 160- to 940-lb pes 

seem to be in greatest cle 

Reinforced tapes al 

ide variety of packagi res, 

such as banding rolls of me eet 

ing ol heavy coiled items dling 

of loose or awkward items hoes 

or shovels; unitizing of tized 

loads; reinforcement or repa ship 

ping cartons, and sealing and closure 

of containers. Reinforced t $ are’ 

covered by Federal spe ation 

PPP-T-97 and Mil-T-4522 (USAF). 

{ 

eHOTO, MINNESOTA MINING & rc. 
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oils, 
also 

© a 

from 

ings 

and 

ited 

fibre 

and 

ind 

ong 

MINNESOTA MINING & MPG. oo. 
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Mo! tar-Paisley Anniversary Folder... 
irches, dextrines, resins, adhesives 
m 

Y of packages and paper products of 
nBvVe 

by Dy 

onverting into cartons, shipping 
fibre cans, bags, envelopes, ¢o the 

Za 

packaging is served—from begin- 
nit —vV 

Headquerter 
Resin Emul 
Starches, 

“rine, Water Sable 

anufacture of paper and paper- 

ry step of the way from paper 
surface coatings, finishes, 

nd labeling for consumer out- 

with Morningstar-Paisley scien- 

SCIENTIFIC 

niques a 
converting and pack 

packaging a {hesive 

sealing, wrapf 
operation 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR 

PAISLEY PRODUCTS, INC.—MORNINGSTAR, NICOL, INC, 
630 W. 51st Street, New York 19, New York 
1770 Canalport Avenue, Chicago 16, Iilinols 

Gentiemen: 
Please send me at once a copy of your free Anniversary 

Folder .. also information or data sheets indicated. 

[}) Adhesives Water Soluble Gums Resin Emulsions 

] Starch and Dextrines Paper Mill Sizings 

Name —_ 

Company 

Address . 

City Zone State 
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Be ala, 9 
ie! 

Masters The a rosin iia re 

Your Toughest i 

Adhesive Problems vat mace 

Better bonds at lower cost Instant glue set on side s ! No wet through. ‘Therimogrip 
; lor ind potato } , Do is material ive t 

I Ach ive c¢ 

Y l n 

produ SI 
) r > ( ( 

gM Ries Ney Tee eee 

SHOE MACHINERY 

CORPORATION 
Industrial Sales Dn 

Cbs LER Qi cse 140 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
Send today for literature and mor \ 4 

: rm ire an 1, * \ THERMOGRIP manufactured by x 
on. Please describe product, \\ ~ et 

material to be bonded and \ B. B. Chemical Co., rs 
equipment you are using. Subsidiary : — 

332 



We don’t care what you call ’em .. . “molten glues,” 
” “thermoplastic adhesives,” or “hot melts” 

as long as you specify — 

| PROXMELT 
The hottest thing in packaging 

FOR HEAT SEALING 
Eliminates 

¥ “resin sealants, 

of aa 

area devoted to 

gluing. Instantaneous set 

waterprool seal—hot products 

seal themselves in 

No “dewaxing positive 

rapid no solvents »dorless 

Seal holds over wide tempera 

ture range 

Mouth los 

ures are made by heat sealing 

side and bottom ( 

paper giassine foil 

waxed paper —fabri 

For cellophane cross wrap 

machines and attachme 

For staying corners of set-up 
1 
DOXeS 

For the new and revolution- 

ary packaging and sealing 

machines. No glue—no mess 

no down time no clean up 

time. Waterproof seal 

Proxmelt is the original synthetic thermoplastic adhesive. The leader in. perform 
ance since 1930, it is now available in various forms and modifications for a 

‘s multitude of applications. 

WRITE FOR QUICK INFORMATION AND SAMPLES 

CHICAGO 32 Virginio 7-48 
- — =" {= TT 

oe PAOU, PENNA. Ou ata) “SS -_ PAOU 414 PRODUCTS, INC: 



+ adhesives 
» coatings 
+ sealants 

for the packaging industry 
including these outstanding examples 

a more versatile medium for DOMDIEeE+7ACe : 

pressure sensitive instant adhesion TRANSFER FILM ““°" recess 4 

Conforms to highly irregular surfaces; can Adaptable to polyethylene, Pliofilm, foil, ! 

be slit or die cut with release paper in cellophane, vinyl acetate, styrene, Soran, 
place; speeds production, reduces waste rubber, wood, glass, metal, paper, Mylar. 

adhesives for MYLAR* laminations For laminating Mylar to itself or to most other 

materials for protecti n ti eMylar is DuPont's registered trademark aterials for protective and decorative purposes. 
for its brand of polyester film 

For the bonding of semi-rigid vinyl to wood, 

adhesives for film laminations paper, Saran and other sheet stock for a variety 
of packaging forms. 

Write for detailed information regarding your particular problem. 

For EVERY Industry 

ton, Vinyl Film Bonding, also Ausier AMathesis ‘Ss 
: Division of @ Interchemical Corpor n 

120 POTTER STREET, CAMBRIDGE 42, M: 

Midwestern Plant: Huntington, Indiana 

rou | find this extensively cross-rel 

‘ | : . 1 T } ] tiy ilativ “ditorial Index a welcome née 

torial material that has 

er a year’s span in regular monthly is 

to fodern Packaging magazn More th v al 

at the Index increases the 

Modern Packaging’s file copies by providing a consid 

Annual Editorial Index nore detailed breakdown of their ‘ Pigs 

v of “buried’’ references within an a 

idex to Volume 30, September 1956 en n the Contents” page 

through August 1957) 

umulative Index is actually a two-i 

extremely detailed Alphabetical Inde 

f biects) plus an Index of Authors. 
y 

Modern Packaging 
sr ; 

? \ ‘ 

‘habetical Index, each basic listing 

alphabetically cross-referenced 

cross-listing is pertinent, by im- 

ntainer type, and by mate rial. As a 

rs of the Index are enabled to carry out 

truly exhaustive packaging research assignments 

yn “short order” and with minimal effort 

lo get your copy, just fill 
out and mail the coupon 
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new _\. iy ystik iK ylon 

comes in colors, too... 

. Lets you seal and decorate’ at the sar . 
time with eye-catching colors that 
harmonize with your package or product 

identifying, 
bending ak Gekaiaen flier jobe. ‘Best { 
printing, too. And the jewel-rich colors a 
high gloss make your printed messages 
doubly attractive and eye-pleasing. Choc 
from red, orange, orange-yellow, yellow, 
light green, dark green, light blue, dark | 
white, black, gold and silver . . . 12 colors i 

Ask your MIT (Mystik Industrial Tape) Man abou’ 

. Or mail the coupon below for complete 

<=. 
te 

ma X~~< 
aaj 

PRINTABLE PAP 

~~ 2 ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee Oe ee ee ee ee ae ‘ 
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Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 9——Paperboard containers 

Listings do not necessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category 

BOXBOARD 

t Texas Puly 

rren, S. D., Com 

}OXWRAPS 

ardson Tavylor-Globe 

iN, CORE, TUBE MAKING MACHINERY 

viton, M. D Company 

RRIER CARTONS 

igo Carton Company 

Texas Pulp ind Paper Company 

) rland Pape1 Companys 

RRUGATED CONTAINERS 

| Fibre Products (¢ ompany 

Dominion Box Company In« 

Mathieson Chemical Corporation 

lucts Division 

Board & Carton 

PLAY CARTONS 

Carton Co., In 

ec Manufacturing Company 

son Manufacturing (¢ 

nt, Inc . 

Boxboard Company, The 

rdson Taylor-Glob« 

ttle, Edwin J., Company 

rland Paper Company 

Brothers Company, Th« 

IPMENT & SUPPLIES 
rds, J. A., Co 

RE & COMPOSITE CANS 

land Container Company 

rd Manufacturing Co., In 
ind Bros., Inc 

ind Industries, Inx 

Can Company 

p-Owens Inc. 

LDING PAPER BOXES 

Carton Corporation 
es Carton Co., Inc 

F. N., Company, In 

spec Manufacturing Company, T! 
ntral Fibre Products Company 

ago Carton Company .. , 

st Texas Pulp and Paper Company 
deral Paper Board Company, In 
National Folding Box Division 
Morris Paper Mills Division 

Kibreboard Paper Products Corporation 

ort Orange Paper Company 
Lebanon Paper Box Company 
Marathon Corporation 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE 

Michigan (¢ 

Milprint, In 

Ohio Boxboard Co I hu 

Old Dominion Box Cor ip 

Ric hardson T ivlor-Gl be 

Schoettle, Edwin ]., ¢ mnpar 

Sutherland Paper Company 

United Board & Carton Cory 

Warmer Brothers (¢ ompat | 

LAMINATED FOILS 

Chicago Carton Co npas 
} 

United Board & Carton Corp 

LITHOGRAPHED CARTONS, WRAPS 

Chicago Carton (¢ 

Milprint Inc 

MOLDED PULP CONTAINERS 

Animal Trap Company of Amer 

Acto-Pak Divisio1 
Central Fibre Pr 

PAPER BAGS 

Olin Mathieson Chemi 

Forest Product 

PAPERBOARD 

Central Fibre Prod 

East Texas Puly 

Fort Orange Paper 

United Board & ¢ 

SET-UP PAPER BOXES 

Burt, F, N., Company, Inx 
Central Fibre Products Compa 

Chaspec Manufacturing Company 

Lebanon Paper Box Company 

Miller, Walter P., Company, In 

Old Dominion Box C vo ht 

Rowell, E. N., Co., In 

Shoup-Owens In« 

Warner Brothers Company, T! 

SHIPPING, MAIL ORDER BOXES 

Globe Paper Box Company 

TRAYS 

Chicago Carton Company 

East Texas Pulp and Paper ¢ 
Marathon Corporation 

Sutherland Paper Com 

rUBING 

Cleveland Container Compa 
Harcord Manufacturing Co 

Niemand Bros., Inc. 

Niemand Industries, In 

R. C, Can Company 

Includes 

Sections 

9—p. 339 

10—p 

li—p 

12—p 

13—p 

14—p 

. 391 

. 421 

. 481 

. 503 

543 
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SECTION 

Folding boxes by Patrick A. Toensmeier* 

i pe i seen i in the competitive battle for the olved by higher production eeds, 

I to! irketing methoa nsumer’s dollar the package has be reduced labor costs and clos¢ CESS 

ne one of the chief factors govern ontrol. A few examples illus this 

The folding p ‘ ng buying decisions and the folding Soap is now being pac 1 in 

hief instrument paper carton is unquestionably one folding paper cartons at spe ex- 

it has bee f the most versatile of the packag cers otf 8300 cartons per on 

f I f the tecl ig media available today It meet S€ is gulating mac hines th: tain 

| at tl every requirement of the new met! product weight per carton ex- 

handising pattern, the need for the tremely small predetermin« 3 in 

iCk ive to sell itS¢ If to he eas hy spite of const intl Varvil luct 

vth through the handled by salespeople and the cor density. This is accomplis] ugh 

ntel which sumer: to serve as a carrier for mult the use of a pneumatic tee cir 

t i indard le units of the same iten or related uit that automatic lly Vi ers 

: t retail outlets, sucl t s; to stimulate impulse sales and twelfth carton and adjust filler 

} d cle I serve as an extension of adve ruising } eads as deviations ap] F (Tue 

nting the self to permit effective displays, ei case of packaging autom 

f the ipermarket through multicolor reproductions of Cans of beer and soft ire 

food ré urying eve the product in its most attractive form being cartoned in multi; u- 

t non-food item by means of transparent windows riers at speeds ranging fr . 0) to 

h increased real In meeting the technical requir 900 cans per minute. S hese 

high levels of nents of the new marketing patterns machines include short-« eter 

nt are also facets of the nev the folding paper carton has proved tion mechanisms. If a ca s not 

flected in the merchandi to be fully as versatile as it is in meet loaded with the prope r of 

ture. A f these changes ar ing the merchandising demands cans, sensing devices note ind a 

nsibl two basic economic Greater consumption and stiffer com memory circuit drops the rfilled 

f life’—tremendously great petition in any field reduce themselves carton out of the line. He: 1in is 

ed with equally stif to the specific problem of how to pro i high degree of mechaniz 

ce more for less. This is generalh Perhaps the most power!’ recent 

example of the merchand influ- 
; 57. 0. 06. 7 ence of packaging is seen “flip- 

Hinged carton with 

built-in shelves is attrac 

tive toy-package Tran 

parent panel rotes 

miniature liner 

: 
. 

* 

H 
: 
. 
‘ . 
‘ 

E 
2 
. 
' 
« 
. 
* 

$ 

f< 

To increase «ales of 

limes, three-color display 

dividual cartons 

were designed. Featured 

ire lock corners, tuck- 

hack cover and dust flaps 

AXORE PAPER BOk co. 

on display box 
PHOTO COURTS rHhore, 
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PAPER BOARD 

yERAL 

industr ind 

met competenti\ 

mana 

7 ] 

icreasing use of multi- 
1! 

t illustration has set new 

Most car 

n technica 

nt groups within their o1 

Carton 

information on mechan 

ng systems ind equipment 

id specifications and de 
cessary 

folding pape! 

AND STANDARD PAPER BOX Come the challenges of 

iarketing patterns lies in a 

iral versatility 

bic 
REOULIA 

Imost 

variety of folding-carton stru: 

AXORE PAPER BOX co 

rnore, 

ICA 

Or AM 

ONTAINER CORP 

Two-piece, full telescope {old 

per carton provides 

surfaces which permit full us: styles and uses 

esigner’s ingenuity 

ing designs that 

surface finishes that readily 

ept quality printing are wid 

Me chanical handlin 

tandards of precision and un 

capable of meeting a wide range 
“ae 

technical and merchandising require 

economies through 

formed and loaded 

high speeds on machines requiring a 

w labor cost per unit 

fact that folding cartons 

S. Patent Office 
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Special inside tray 
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E stan: h y 
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such as soa] 

letergents, sugar, cake mixes, baking 

da, gelatin products and breakfast 

ilmost universally pac k 

1 in tubular-type cartons with ad 

Cals are 

hesive-sealed end closures Dried 

such as apricots, prunes, raisins 

any types of se asonings, and certain 

type yf bakerv products are also 

iged in S¢é al-end cartons 

ere it is necessary to retain th 

r or aroma of the product, pro- 

tect it from exterior conditions, such 

iter vapor, I or for produc ts with 

extremely small particle size where 

roof features are desired, the seal 

nd carton often is used with an inner 

ner f some barri« r material suk h as 

d paper, glassine or parchment 

material can be laminated 

lirectly to the paperboard. Fr 

ently, however, the inner liner tak 
f | 

the torm of separate bag which is 

le from a roll of the barrier ma 

terial right on the carton forming 

1g equipment. The bag is then 

either inserted into the carton or the 

on blank is formed about it 

Another tubular construction with a 

closure, the tuck-end 

yn, is widely used for the packag- 

erent end 

ig of such high-volume items as col- 

Ly sible tubes of toothpaste, shaving 

cream and medicinal products; bottled 

oducts such as drugs, patent medi- 

ines, liquid shoe polish and cosmetic 

preparations, and many other prod- 
ucts. Tubular cartons with a seal-end 

bottom closure and a tuck-top closure 

e also widely used in packaging 

where product weight requires the 

security of a glued bottom closure. 
In general, tubular carton construc- 

tions are eminently suitable for pack- 
aging a wide range of products on 

high-speed, automatic equipment 

Tuck-end styles are also widely used 

in manual forming and loading opera- 

tions and in semi-automatic cartoning 

systems. Seal-end cartons are used al- 

most exclusively in conjunction with 

svstems, either fully or 

Lock-end 

stvles are largely used in manual form- 

mechanical 

semi-automatic tubular 

ing and loading operations, though in 

spec ialized cases cartons of this ne 

are mechanically formed 

l'ray-type styles are widely u in 

both mex hanical and manual 

1g operations. The glued-corn 

universally used for 10 pac 

tte irtons. Trays of this ty re 

ilmost exclusively formed o to- 

matic or semi-automatic equi 

vith one basic exception. Tra\ th 

diagonal creases in the side-w n- 

els can be glued in a collaps n 

in the carton manufacturer’s t 

Constructions of this type ar id 

formed and provide the ad S 

rf i glued carton with res to 

orner strength plus manual ; 

Lock-corner tray constru 

those in which the adjacent \ i 

bers ar¢ connected by a hool ] 

to on panel which engage: 

the other. This basic style 

widely formed today by | ] 

ind mechanical methods. It In 

bakery packaging for various 

In this tvpe of cartoning, tl | 

trav 1s gene rally overwrappet i 

transparent film that permits nt 

oduct visibility 

Reinforced trav construct th 

d uble thic kne ss wal panel x 

tensivels used for he ivier pI ts 

Chese styles can be readily f by 

hand methods and there are a 

number of fully and semi-a tic 

ivailable for this tf of 
} 

macnines 

carton forming. Typical | icts 

packaged in reinforced tray « ruc- 

tions are hardware, automotive parts, 

24-bar candy packs and soft ods 

such as blankets and shirts. They are 

widely used as display packers for 

cough-drop cartons, toys, drugs and 

cosmetics. In combination with die-cut 

inner platform members, reinforced 

trays are frequently used where pro- 
tection and rigidity are required—in 

packaging precision tools for exaraple 

Specialty carton constructions are 

used wherever tray or tube styles do 

been 

the ( 

turer 
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i package that meets 

f tructural and marketing re 

ot a given product. They 

for such high-volume pur 

ix-bottle carriers for beer 

ks as well as the more 

ements of products such 

verfumes and for special 

Trt 

Me iical cartoning 

resting to note in these 

aging mechanization 

ind other technical ad 

there are many cartoning 

hich can be accomplished 

by hand methods 

f criteria can be applic d 

the relative de sirabil 

iencies of hand versus 

toning operations. One 

significant is volume. A 

stvle designed for a 

ct can be most ¢ ffic 1€ ntly 

nual methods at some 

ind by machine meth 

Often the choice mav 

use of semi- or fully 

juipment Carton stvle 

frequently the deciding 

iin styles lend themselves 

wn size ranges, to me- 

lling. In other size ranges 

npractical to consider the 

nes for these stvles. Cer- 

styles are never suitable 

yperations. The product 

na major factor in making 

between machine and 

ing. In borderline cases, 

cor with machinery manu 

fact s frequently helpful. (See 

lot iomy,” p. 15 and “Carton- 

ig | nent,” p. 90.) 

As 1 as a decision to employ 
mec} il cartoning methods has 

been le, close cooperation between 

the carton user, the carton manufac 

turer and the machinery manufacturer 

Glued-end 

for use on fully-automa 

carton 

tic machine blends un 
, 

usual artwork and fine 

printing 

ibsolutely essential. Definite cartor 

specifications should be agreed upon 

by both. the purchaset and the ma 

hinerv manufacturer. Certain mi 

mum quantities of cartons should be 

made available to the machinery man 

ufacturer for test runs while th 

equipment is on his issembly floor 

In general, many of the tube and 

tray styles are suitable within certain 

size ranges for mechanical handling 

Equipment is also available for form 

ing and loading some of the high 

volume specialty constructions, such 

is various types of can and _ bottl 

carriers. For some problems, the pos 

sibility of specially designed, sing] 

purpose machinery should not b 

OV erlooke d. 

Manufacturing 

The production of folding paper 
urtons involves two complex manu 

facturing processes; the production of 

the paperboard that is the basic raw 
material from which all cartons ar¢ 

manufactured and the production of 
the cartons as such.* The folding-car 

ton industry is divided into companies 

that are strictly converters, producing 

cartons only, and integrated firms 

making both cartons and paperboard 

There are today almost infinite 

variations possible in the characteris- 
tics of paperboard and the means by 
which they are accomplished are 
highly specialized and complex. The 
user should know the basic types and 
general characteristics of this raw ma- 

terial. (See chart on page 226.) 

Of far greater importance to th 

purchaser of folding cartons is an un 

derstanding of two important factors 
with respect to paperboard: 

1, For a given grade and thickness 

*For those interested in the step-by-ste; 
stages of paperboard and carton manufacture, 
a detailed, though not specialized, description 
is provided in the book, ““The Folding Carton,” 
available from the Folding Paper Box Assn. of 

837 W. Madison St., Chicago 6. America, 3 

of board, the basic characteristics 

such as stiffness, resistance to bursting 

pressure and tear strength, can bs 

varied considerably within certain lim 

its. Those limits varv from one grade 

ot pape rboard to another 

9. The characteristics of any give! 

paperboard are themselves subject | 

( ynsider ible modific ition both du 

the manufacturing process ind 

later st ps through the ip 

special additives, surface treat 

x combining with other mate: 

Competent carton manuta 
' y ’ : 

have the Dac Kvround and experi 

ind more im} rtantt +} ' litie 

{ ciete! bitie the | ipe ! 

] 

quireme ifs 1 r ai 
. } 

’ : 1 7 

In additior frequent! 

for carton purchase t he ’ 

ith the paperb 1 dust i 

’ 
rd nol enclature Here the t 

? 1 
st frequently emp! 

J | 

\ standad l heet iba 

estimating we hit f 

1 ; ne @ 
zes ot tolding i x! ( 1« ) r 

1] an 

n. and has an area o! { , 

Sheet dimensions alwa 10u 

stated with the dimens 

train of the board given first, f 
; . . 
D the dimension tt the 

‘Grain” is the machine direct 

] = SP sts, P f +} 

port 1 ti li 

She et thir kn 

ibly measured r O.OO] I 

ich 0.001 bein reterre 

p int I] us 1 ira iT 

thickne et t ! 

board 1 yf 

i i} i kn 

Sheet finish it ft 

eC ot sn othne . 

The degree of fini 
to a sheet egulated | 

pressure exerted m the paperboa 

during thie manutacturing 

folding pape rboard with finish No. 4 

has 1 extra-smooth surf ( | 

No. 3, although a shade Ie th 

otters a very good nti y url pi 

Finish No. 2 is a surface for ordinat 

printing and Finish No. 1 is the least 

smooth of the four. It is axiomatic tha 

the smoother the finish, the heavier 

the board. Conversely, the coarser the 

finish, the lighter the board. This dif 

ference in weight results from the fact 

that to achieve smoothness more ma 

terial must be compressed into 

smaller space. 
A bundle of folding paperboard 

weighs 50 Ibs. This weight is standard 

The number of sheets of any given 
caliper contained in a 50-Ib. bundle 
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ll varv not miv be use of sheet 

iuse of the differenc es 

weights of board ot the 

finishes. The 

Same size 

to the varving 

ot sheets of the 

1-1 size in a bundle 

standard 25- 

; referred to 

number Che number 

f sheets in anv other ; referred 

Planning and procurement 

| the ir] stage irtoning 

should be 

if) ith th Ca 

. q 

‘ t } uld i 

ied thes | 1 S it 

L pl far: te bh 

} ! tt ton 

' } | t i 

situat vhere ichine 

t e supplied by severa 

| { | et 

by , 

\]s 

| heck list i \ 

x the factors tl 

itt Cree 1 Ip b 

} 

\ ; I} ] 

’ ‘ 

S rton. I 
1 

t I 1e} I 

} ea 

7 1 

teal 

, \] a 

; ? tr r t 

( f j S fed 

} ! | UUUl 

" ' 
( \ r | 

t r fs su 

1 impiec should be 

ractul J 

} S} 1 bv the r 

( ‘5 the iu r¢ 

, ’ 
eth Zioss 

. ; 
requ red. by the 

tufacturer de number. It is 
} to submit samples 

| 

th i t r iiafior 

, . , , 
Packing. Should include complete 

tions and the iner in which 

iSé€ ire to be marked or labeled 

for identification 
, . 

10. Delivery. Definite dates and 

juantities for the first shipment and 

©SS1\ i¢ 
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box iS i 

paperbe yard 

the 

made of 

| lelivered ready to use Generally it 

sts of two components, a top and 

tom. but variations in stvle and 

e are practi ally infinite. Therein 

me of its greatest advantages 

tically any construction to meet 

t of merchandising needs can be 

ned. The set-up box excels as a 
‘498 

ing tool for expressing qual 

} originality, for upgrading 

dist Lor establishing “tradi 

| favorable recognition, and 

ring product protection, long 

ind convenience to the user 

the 

| at the problem of the pur- 

ussion of set-up box 

mnfronted with the necessity 

ng a packaging medium 

‘for the purposes of 

expanded to 

hase! 

should be in- 

lesigner, the production and 

the 

nd advertising managers 

ngmeers, sales, sales 

se efforts can be helped 

| by the package finally 
= Only if the needs of all these 

d can the package be 

hie ved its purpose. 

f considerations apply 

I ige de Sidi and selec 

of the life 

the set-up box can be 

t these considerations: 

} 7 
logical order 

bility. Approximately 850 

1 and competent manu- 

set-up boxes are well dis 

United States 

be expected trom 

x momc range for ret 

iwhout the Lii¢ 

NERS PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

The set-up box 

livery normally does not exceed 100 

miles and, except for the most remote 

many set-up box 

Small 

boxes and many specialty boxes ar 

districts, there are 

factories within such a radius 

often distributed nation-wide. 

2. Storage. Set-up boxes store well 

ind retain fresh appearance over long 

periods, but are adversely affected by 

long exposure to dampne ss. They re 

than some other 

but 

by scheduled ce 

liveries from nearby sources 

3. Cost of loading. As 

box is delivered ready to uss 

of preparing the package is 
nated. On all hand-loading operations 

the inherent rigidity of this medium 

For 

quire more space 

types of packages this can be 

readily overcome 

the set-up 

the « ost 

elimi- 

speeds the loading line auto- 

of 

vials, etc., the set-up box is not indi- 

matic machine loading powder 

cated, although loading machines can 

be built for sufficient volum« 

4. Protection of product in storags 

and distribution. Due to the 

the wide 

design selection for strength of board 

rigidity 

ot construction, range oi 

and of cover paper and the addition 

if necessary—of partitions, platforms 

the 

set-up box is unsurpassed for protec 

inserts or “full-float” construction 

tion in the paperboard packaging field 

5. Merchandising Her 

ilone it would be possible to write 

t alue S 

book. The majority of prestige-gradk 

merchandise—whether candy, cam 
eras, cosmetics or clothing—is pack 
aged in set-up paper boxes. There is 
no other paper package which can d 

more to cre ite impulse buving pow l 

But the set-up box is not limited to 

Its inherent vers expensive items 

Gift-display box fo: 
shaving set is designed 

to show products in al 

j 
most full relief yet 

platform holds units 

firmly in place 

Craftsmanship ix 

expertly demonstrated 

by set-up box con 

structed to form a pi 

rate’s chest. Trays se- 

cure Johnson & Johnson 

products in gift pack. 

by Walter P. Miller, Jr.* 

+ tility 

to provide additional convenience and 

sales power for low priced goods like 

cigarettes and bobby pins 

Even where impulse buying 

still 

sider the convenience 

and the 

integrity of the manufacturer. Ar 

t factor, it is necessary to « 

of the 

necessit of I 

standing eX 

utegrity of the manutacture! 
case where j — , case where impulse buying is not 

volved is the large and rapidly @ 

ing use of set-up paper 

ethical drug industry for distributi 

clinical samples of new products 

doctors. Here the elements of prote 

tion and prestige packaging must 

skillfully combined in order to « 

pete for the doctor's attenti 

6. Price Only after caret il 

sideration of the values t 

should the invoice price 

to complete the total cost 

either the set up papel box or a 

peting package. The invoice price 

set-up boxes is lower in smaller q 

titles, Since speci l too ind dies 

not needed ind yene! ill) higher t] 

other paper packages } large 

but ¢ here, tl | n 

t t iNe \ 

more othe i¢ { ! 

set-up boxes t nae) 

, 
Let us now assume that the 

| ] } 

haser has dec aed t 

et-up box a } ted ( I 

1 } 

} wu 

reflecting tl 

boxe Ss by t! 

ot design has mace it possibl. 

} 

COURTESY THE CHASPEC W 

PHOT! 
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us Wi COM } nad for deco! 

either company-employed or free 
esent lance de signers Che n he will p 

tt only a model but also a set of 

specifications. The prospective pum 
, 

ser should have some familiarity 

tl the px ssible \ iriables within 

these specie ations 

Che first consideration is size and 

Size may | t] needed Lil pe i7Z€ mav Ve eXACTIY is neeae 

fit th irticle or mav pi wide add 

nal space for dis} lav o1 protectior 

1] ] ] shape Ss general ectangulal al 

} rth slanted sick nd other effect Extension-edge }).)x lie-cut igh slanted sid ind othe tte 

f not,too extrem can be run « 

tomatic equipment. Also, lids 
sé can have extension edges nad 

scoping or shallow 

le SS depth than the 

hinged to the base 

ds can be full tele 

base or can be 

Shoulder-t pe 

mstruction, where lids are the sam« 

size as the bas« is quite popular It 

} ind work is not t ») expensive th 

signer may et himself 

see diagrams of st 

v of the many po p 

l-work desig On facing | 

Vite! the natter of Si und st i 

bee stablishe ] if i necessal 

ect the paperboard. The thicl 

be from 0.030 up to 0.120 i 

pasted or laminated board 
D rd « be ted at tl 

lined with plain I 

Attractive package per (this adds approximately 0.06 
tn OF hasic thickness of the } 

t be ot val g dk gre t 

{ r “finis} This det 

¢ ti thickness of 1 Stand 

1] I p rboa 1 she t c 

‘ bundle. The g i 
SO mooth) to 2.600 

| ven ill \ lal SM 

' Si, | 

} ’ 

, } + 
7 r — = 

ttt t + +—4 _ —_—+ 7 rH | 
— +5 | | | 

ae } 4 2 ~~ J 

| Lt | Pe a Decoaes 

} square inches of area used the board 

‘ost for a box 0.040 in. thick will be 

20% more for 2000-point finish than 

for 2400-point finish. In general, 

rough finish provides as good or better 

rigidity and less warp. Smooth finish 

gives better bursting and tear strength 

and better surface appearance, par- 

ticularly apparent with high-gloss 

{ er pape rs 

Boxboard for set up paper boxes js 

nonbending and is made 

orked fibre 

amounts of virgin pulp can 

generally 

largely from rev However 

varying 

be added to the finish and soli kraft 

boards are much used for packages 
requiring great strength or resistance 

to tearing See chart: “Boxl irds 

[vpes and Characteristics p. 226. | I 
paperboard St ted. 
i t 

blanks are cut, either by scoring or 

die-cutting in the size and shape re- 

quired. Blanks are then folded along 

the scores and “set up” by the ppli 

cation of kraft tape or stay p r at 

the corners. This has customar beer 

90-lb. gummed kraft, but LUISE 

f better adhesion f then st 

{ ind il ne ises | ( 

nvion fibre in the st licht ght 

e no foun i } fry 

tre gth Che h { i 

1 intag t fi ! tt 

rner. Very small boxes tl r 

I stre rt] hye 

r kratt tape 1 I 

r to secure tl 

Lh b nd li 

] f 1 of « le 

na wide electior hb] 

Kraft and other Iphit ( 

be used for strength. Fin ne 

f } pay 1 1] DI d r 

for the best sind iTtic { 

ettects Tt t 

; } f } } rt 

ther nootl I ) Se 

! | S \ N 

Basic steps in producing a set-up box. Sheets of boxboard are sco1 

ken from sheet and corner cut. Sometimes intricat designs 

fa. } | } oy } f ( ; similarly processe 
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d. Fancy wraps platforms or other 

ed and cut to size. Individual blanks 

ure “died out.” Box shape is formed and 
spect a] effec ts may he i ided 



iT 

livered from the automatic cov- 

nit, inserts, platforms or parti- 

ns are inserted. Som set-up-box 

ifacturers will accept bulk ship- 

of contents and load the boxes 

hemselves to save handling for the 

tomer 

Many set-up boxes use components 

insparent plastic for additional 

lity and display—either a com 

lid or a window—the paperboard 

providing the rigidity and pro 

In addition plastics sometimes 

d ‘for interior platforms and 

re also some all-plastic con- 

See CThermoformed Plas 

134 
. : 1 

many plus values that J 
be ad led to the set-up paper box 

finishing process to provide 

utility for the user. Wire 

lid-metal mailing clips can 

x glue flaps can be left 

the lid. These flaps pre- 

re in transit and machines 

lable to seal them automati- 
500 per hour. Also the lid 

ved to the base 

I ld be nentioned that 

be used on the interior 

luding the surfaces of 

erts—in der to cor 

S r trom the SIX € 

rto] vide instructions 

ntents chart 

Dilite should be r 

f utility to the cus 

f lo i handling 

i ge pouage or 

rticula ! relation 

S | en bey nad the 

t hould bye remem 

et up | pel box is a 

cvoes ] me ind stay 

ust CI \ well- mm 

ind cx vente t set 

h the hom she p 

te good will and 

t i ild yt he 

t he principle s stated 

the design of set-up 

new products. They 

lly to many existing pack 

not pi vide the greatest 

lue. Users should be con 

rt to possibilities for up- 

order to use fully the 

f the set up box. For such 

ms and also the great vari- Ps 
te lesign, there is no substitute 

: d set-up paper box “sales 

who is backed by efficient, 

e4 I juipped production facilities 

rt eo uT ts in de sign 

Full telescope 

Shoulder style 

Round and oval 

interior platform 

Hinged cover 

Extension edge 

Special shape 

Slotted partitions 



Paper cans and tubes 

T he term “fil can is actually a 

misnome! Through the vears this 

combinations of these and other pa 

by C. B. Graves* 

draining operation, although an im 
bee 2 

pers such as kraft and jute with spe pregnation is sometimes sufficient fo 

e has been given to the product cialty layers—foil, glassine, etc limited protection 

t ndust1 levoted to producing The ends of fibre cans are pro 

d, multi ply paper can bodies with cil ed trom eithe r paper Ol metal Methods of manufacture 

up Actuall the Che paper used, in general, is a Slitting Papers used in making §- 
I )] I] paper ins ind str uwboard with a colored liner out- bre cans are purchased in larg: rolls 

te ca i re urate than side, used either plain or in combina which must be cut to size dependent 

fibre cans tion with parchments, glassines and on the body manufacture method 

l-pa produced by t foils inside. The strawboard lends it and, of course, the height of the ulti 

ly nited to the self to cap production, because it ab mate container. Conventional <\itters 
sl shane mposite type sorbs the moisture applied during the are used. These machines are c pable 

t etal end, ps cap-making operation and in drying of handling rolls weighing aj»proxi- 

ts tl t f round, squar¢ out the cap shrinks tightly to fit the mately a ton with an outer di meter 

ta ul t ula yblong and ontour of the pape! body of 45 in. and a length of 72 i1 

re Tinplate and lacquered black plate Blanking the ends. Metal « 3 are 

yf the work represent by far, the major usage of produced m conventional wer 

t etal end metal in the fibre-can industry. Some punch presses. Since metal king 

; iuminum and specialty coated steels dies ire required ror ( SIZE 
Materials ’ 11 

ire used but only in a minor way. It pre duced, the widely divers op 

I s] ps § possible to coat lacque r or litho eration demands a_ consider 

ipplies tl ust aI iph both the tinpl ite and the black vestment in tool nd dies 

late ends to achieve a wide range of Body making. Two widely 

r combinatior methods are used it to I 

the Practically all fibre cans are of the bodies of fibre cans. The olde t] 

ti-ply construction, which means a s the spiral production wh 

t ide range of adhesives is used in name signifies, produces ti 

he production of the bodies. In ve! the bodies formed ir 

t eral, corn dextrins and animal glues ng of two or more plies i 

f e the st common adhesives, but board with or without |] Th 

\ phalt ind asphalt-wax emulsions Miy | i produced | I} 

, hy 1 latices are also used with som the paper over static 

pecialty papers and to impart speci idrel with endless rul its 

t functional properties to the package he ubes produced in the ] 

Paraffins and waxes are widelv use ition are cut to length wit sa 

imner body coatings Generall t} | | operate 1 t t I 

terial is applied in flushing an hine. The saw cut ug 
tt 

: i 

F 

i g 
: 3 
> 4 : & » 
: e =  # 
7 ry . 

; a : 

. cy 
] ie : 
: @ 

iriety of products ire demonstrated by these home and garden applications. 

Adaptability of paperboard cans and tubes provides 

j need packages tor a 

Working packages that are both economical and attractive %& 
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For carload and truckload shipment 

bag packing is permitted and for thi 

purpose 95-lb. kraft bags offer suff 

cient protection to insure safe arrival 

at destination. The shipping of fibre 

cans points up one definite limitation 

Triangular can lends it which is that, since the cans are pr: 

self to unusual point-of-sale formed and are not capable of being 

; displays and provides instant nested, a good deal of space is lost 

product identity Fortunately, however, special freight 

rates make shipping economical 

Size ranges. Fibre cans are get 

ally available in diameters up to 8 in 

with heights up to 20 in. In irregula 

shapes the maximum across-corner d 

F mension is 8 in., again with a 20 

height maximum. Most of the \ 

| 
of the industry is mad up of 

’ ’ 

F roduct is to be used as a residue on the outside to which the la i “~ through a ae eee ' 
tting operation is required bel is applied as the can strips from ind of equivalent - ;, 

tting operation is performed the metal convolute mandrel. Again various other shap 

spinning metal mandrel the convolute body construction per 

h are brought a series of mits the production of shapes other Products packaged 

ut the tubes into can than round. Unlike the spiral opera Fibre cans continue to 

Vhen labeling operations ar tion, the mandrel rotates after the pa ipplication for packaging di 

usually performed per is gripped by a mechanism built ucts. These include food 

1 then the cans ar into the mandrel A predetermined drugs chemicals, } 

re-labeled tubes. I set-up of the machines permits pro motive parts. To fit 

cans are labeled by duction of 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- or 6-ply cans products, it is nec 

fter filling, but thi Affixing the ends. As in the puncl lifferent styles a 

t the rule press production of metal ends. dif These include 

1 cans. The second ferent types of seamers are availabl ne lreda 

fabrication is pet le pe nding on. the quantit t i ty yy rew t 

lute winding ma being produced. In general, sem Specitic too 

ts ume signifies iutomatic, foot-operated machin lude spices, salt, c , Cl 

used for affixing the bottom. Wh« bread imbs 

t reate gid the top and bottom are both ip] lie king 

intage of the it the manufacturer's plant t yor s( 

the body so pr ecessary to leave a plug opening { e] tere 

t tth than th filling the can in the customers’ plant Deserving of 

) permits automatic Where the quantity justifies, fabricat rroOW1! ido} 

time the can body ing equipment Is rented to the use: re cal | 

lied durin Packing and shipping. LCI handis 

I f olute cat LTI shipments of fibre cans must | Cog! I ead tact 

the adhesir made in corrugated containers wit! f sucl 

ilso Ie ( \ the exception of local truck shipments rep ‘ hi 

J 
: F 

- 

‘te Draw string for quick, easy opening and foil lining make Important feature of fibre cans is wide variety of opening and 

fibre can a compact, convenient pack for sausage. dispensing conveniences, including plastic pour and shaker tops 



Liquid-tight paper containers 

adaptability to automatic machinery, 
Other improvements include con. 

sumer-convenience features like easy. 

opening tabs, nonspill reclosable pour. 

ing vents, window lids and surfaces 

that permit easy product “sp: oning.” 

Strength and design characteristics 

enable liquid-tight containers to per. 

form a full use cycle, including proc. 

essing, distribution, merchandising 

home storage and table use. 

In some instances the container may 

even offer spe cial properties it per: 

C mit it to be poppet d into the en for 

z heating. For example, one fi pack. 

; iges individual pies in a ndow- 

= tvpe container that withsta both 

ireezer storage ind oven hea g. 

Another firm bakes date-p: -an loaf 

right in the plastic coated ni 1 cor 

tainer in which the loaf is rchar 

dised. The fresh, relatively { le loaf 

need not be disturbed im reé ving it 

Liquid pancake batter k carton package. All the user has lice tie sitions wel he «i PS 

h ide. exposin th cyl 1] 

it car be ne itl, slices 

i elaine. | lel , a Nested containers 

ticl ( ( ive \ il sulphite Ss ly Ch 

( rovements 1! rece 1 f nested containers i 

g the use I hett ty ted epenaing on tt 18 

t yer DOare levelop ent Che co non treat u rate S 

| bette {VI t VaXxe vith es irattn wl ch 1 stre if 

tive ind uperior waxing met! eauts ind esist pene I 

{ ! greate moisturep ! ite! nsture r other ele s that 

} hi surtice « } hett ild le stro. i unt Kag 

rae 
Uabuwoba 

- = New uses for fibrebo 

pint and quart packs f ipple drinks 

ice-cream containers are batched in attractive multipack. 
Unit is easier for supermarkets to handle, encourages multiple sale. 

SECTION 9—PAPERBOARD CONTAINERS 
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oNTAINERS AND LIDS BY DIXIE CUP CO. 

side walls permit nesting, 

} lerable savings in storage and 

Lids are either of the cover 

the snap-in (plug) type 

ve stitched-on pulls or an 

b. The lid fits tight] 

sroove be low the rim 

ill plastic lids also have 

ut ta 

crean ima 

lesserts. Double-wall 

ible, both treated and 

» shapes—tall or tum 

squat o1 tub shaped 

| 
few retail 

juat shape has a wid: 

n one-unit sizes tor 

ertain perishabl. pre 

is well as for 

foods pack iged 

ld fresh, 

ontaine;rs pre pat h 

of dairy products lik 

é sour cream = and 

te frozen foods particu 

ked mi yuuce OF syru] 

ind other sea foods meat 

fresh or 

ng sausage, lard, liver 

nd by products 

honev and fruit butters 

nsparent window has 

eady popularity especially 

t sizes of food perishables. 

vpes provide product visi- 

he freezer and encourag« 

of limited shelf life 

‘1 and wax-treated nested 

have not proved satisfac- 
he packaging of certain prod 

ng a high mineral- or vege 

PHOTO COUKTES 

Transparent 

polystyrene lids snap 

tightly on cups, dis 

play food for cus 

tomer inspection 

Piastic-lined 

fibreboard container 

makes a sturdy, pro- 

package for lective 

fresh meats 

] 7 ’ 

‘table-oil content or those packaged at 

high temperatures and subject to d 

hydration during prolonged storag: 

Canister shapes 

Cylindrical, conical or rectangula 

shapes are usually made of manila 

stock, plain or lined with sulphate or 

sulphite. For 
may be lined with parchment, glassin« 

cellophane. They may be treated on 

untreated. Pure paraffin and the more 

recently de velope d vinyl formulas } 

vide the coatings 

Dairy produc t manufacturers, me 

ind frozen-food packers and sea-f 

distributors offer perishable or sem 

pe rishable foods in the canister styl 

which have also bee n used for 

table shortening and powders 

demand continues f Heavy 

pl istic-coated rectangular milk cartons 

released to the dairy industry in 1949 

In the fluid quart size, scored plastic 

coated sheets of paperboard are 

livered to the 

] 
reste rilized 

dairy where they 

immediately before us« 

formed into cartons, filled to measurs 

and sealed In a high speed 

ma machine le ase d to the dairy b 

the container firm 

opel ifiolr 

, } 1 " Che older cone shaped mulk pach 

ize continues to service dairies which 

narket in glass as well as paper. The 

ones are filled and capped with the 

same equipment as the glass contain- 

ers and can be worked right into the 

regular dairy production run 

ice-cream containers 

Bulk-pack paper containers have al 
most entirely replaced other types for 
ice-cream deliveries from manufac 

turer to retailer. Most of these aré 

cylindrical in shape with metal-edge 
reinforcements, but a square shape 
in a 3%-gallon size has also been 

marketed 

With the increase in idoption of 

specific uses canisters 

SEALMIGHT CO 

2 

Bett come 

adee p tree 7¢ 

packaging 

\ trend 

cent vears 

' } the reta 

th sharp 
. t 

1es star 

1 
1 mnitaine 

ottade I 

i+ 
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units tl ne t 

mr ice cre It ha ch itige 
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ice cream tod is the 

ape cont 

consolidated 1 $ 

} brought st 

ld freeze 

m” | kis 
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Molded pulp 

R <i developments in the use of The charcoal package is constructed 

molded pulp include improved to permit lighting without opening- 

protective packaging for fragile in a match is applied to the bottom of 

dustrial parts, a novel convenience the pack and air flows through vent 

pack for consumer use and economi channels molded into the container 

al, time-saving methods for pack base and moves up through the chim 

aging foods ney, spreading Hames. to ignite the 
Molded pulp is a fibrous material] briquets evenly 

made from new wood pulp or re \ development in the foo held 

claimed paper stock. It is soft and permits rapid, easy and low-cost pre- 

resilient to the touch, lightweight and packaging of fresh produce. A green 

resistant to water and oil. ‘It can be molded, pulp tray with one ¢ of ; 

olded to fit the contours of almost cellophane strip attached to ¢ bot 

n product and its base materials can tom is now on the market. W r the 

be modified to produce surface varia tray is filled, the cellophane i ppe 

tions that range from a rough gray t over the pl duce and secure¢ heat 

smooth, good-looking, white finis} seal (see illustratiot 

It can also be dved, or brushed or \ molded-puly ti t gi) 

ived after fabrication for bra p ultry at the terminal point the 

entity or point-of purchase ippe i innovati rh nolded 

Lettering and trademark may be en treated with chemicals so tl t 

ossed or debossed at time of mol etain its mgiditv in w 

nd finished containers are some vithstand icing 

lacquered ! r high gl S Molded puly } if he 

st ip} lic ty -_ 3 t this country S lol cr 

rt d uit is well as tor shioning t for prod 

s| fire xtinguishe ha vs 1 fruit whi 1 

nted 1 1olded pulp’s several s ha be standard 

itages as an interior packaging ma in delicatessens, dairies a keri 

ial. It can be specially molded t for unit packaging. W ith tl MN 

nform t the contours of irregular rf supermarkets ind iC 

compli ited products vhich need nolded pulp trays have f Wi 

rly high degree of protection dur ise for pre-packaging meat folded 

g shipment; it is low in cost and ca pulp has also been succe ut 

educe the lab | involved in issemb] ized to ship growing plant Christ 

As practical a. i: protective, pulp , 1-7 ’ , , 
g packages because it readily Jen mas tree bulbs and other ¢ swart 

| , tself to efficient packing methods. It In novelty shapes—som the 
save shipping cost because of it clearly seasonal application ch 

ightwe ight ind compactness which Easter bunnies and Christn Sante 

ften reduces shipper size. It can be molded pulp forms made by the 

med t ue ntly cradle delicate - blown method are used t ickag 

parts, and it will not scratch or scufl candy ind certain dry mer indist 

is also proving very effective i: The suction method is us wr the 

reventing lamade from impact mass production ot egg « LINeTS 

hock. For added protection against pie plates and shallow tray 

ct, pulp can be ribbed or posted In Europe molded pulp found 

! extra strength at vital points in applications requiring greater 

Another new development, a con strength, achieved by impregnating 

nience pack for charcoal,? illustrates the pulp with resin. In this countr 

the ability of molded pulp to be at reinforced pulp which incorporates 

tractively and cleverly designed for sisal or other fibres has come into use 

both point-of-sale appeal and func for industrial applications and further 

tional value. It also suggests new pos modifications are just beginning to be 

sibilities of molded pulp for engineer- investigated. But if developments 

ing a package to a specific end-use continue at the pace set last year, the 

important time-saver. Cellophan oe “Hieenneteit Sibi Wiks@ Sle, near future will see many packaging 

ittached tray speeds pack PackaGInG, Aug., 1956, p. 142 problems solved with pulp, both for 
See Dustless Barbecue,”” MopErn Pacx } 

| f produc ING, May, 1957, p. 154 industrial and consumer levels 
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Harcord packs a purpose 

OVAL PACKAGE is easy to shake 

Pouring spout snaps in afte? 

no special equipment, and no 

red. Unique gripping edge on metal 

easy opening even with wet hands 

H STRING OPENER The outer, 

canister, which 

or oblong shape 

1 during manufacture 
+ 

string opening device 

ST GUN shoots to kill! HARCORD sealed 

proof package works with easy, 

erfect sliding motion . . . effectively 

pray up or down. HARCORD packages like 

istomer satisfaction at a cost of pennies 

, sealed protection 

SEALS.. P 
Prevents 

TWO-WAY PACKAGE that’s up on top is Permatex Cooling 

System Cleaner and Conditioner. A functional, 

partitioned HARCORD canister which opens on bot! 

ends, holds both products. . . provides long-lasting shel! 

life at reasonable cost 

u sell it better, you say it best in Paper Canisters by 

HARCORD 
HARCORD MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 

125 Monitor St., Dept. MPE, Jersey City 4, N. J 

New York Telephone: BArclay 7-5685 
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FORT ORANGE 

PAPER COMPANY 

your quality 

source in the great 

Eastern market 

Since 1858, Fort Orange has been 

building its reputation for quality in 

paperboard packages 

Here you will find the finest 

facilities — in paperboard manufacture 

and printing — to give your packages 

outstanding sales appeal. For new 

designs, or re-runs of present packages, 

write for complete information 
\ 

ow \ 

& 
SD 
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FORT ORANGE PAPER COMPANY 

CASTLETON+ON+HUDSON, NEW YORK 
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Sdhouland 

| 

| ~ 

\ ; 

helps you solve 

packaging problems 

GY Nation-wide service 

Sales-minded design 

Every printing process 

A look at the list below will show you that Sutherland 

provides the greatest versatility of all in producing 

packages for today’s broad marketing needs. In develop- 

ing packages for new products, or re-designing to give 

your present products more selling power, this broad 

versatility can be extremely valuable. Write for recom- 

mendations — without obligation. 

Trays * Poraffined Cartons + Folding Cartons - Laminated Cartons + Pails 

Window Cartons + Miniature Cartons + Meat Folders - Jumbo Cartons 

Beer Carriers - Display Cartons + Pre-Pak Meat Boords and Trays 

/ utherland } 
\ fat saatoe “HEE 



@ Burt set-up boxes, folding cartons, 

and transparent containers are used to packa 

a wide variety of products. The Burt 

organization can handle every aspect of 

your packaging project, from basic 

design right through to finished container. 

Shown on these pages are some of the 

sales-stimulating packages recently 

manufactured by Burt. 
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F.N.@urt Company,inc.Manufacturers of Small Set-up Boxes, Folding Cartons, Transparent Containers. 500-540 Seneca St.,Buffaio, N.Y. 

Offices in Principal Cities or Write Direct. Canadian Div.: Dominion Paper Box Co., Ltd., 250 Islington Ave. S., Toronto 18, Canada 



DIVERSIFIED PACKAGING |: 
HIGH SPEED 

SHOUP-OWENS SET-UP PAPER BOXES 

ENS INC 
¥¥ 

@ You will find this extensively cross-refer 

Cumulative Editorial Index a welcome time s 

in locating editorial material that has amp 

t over a year’s span in regular monthly issu 

© Modern Packaging magazine. More than 

you'll discover that the Index increases the 

Modern Packaging’s of your file copies by providing a consider 

; ; ore detailed Annual Editorial Index more detailed 
ticularly of “buried” references within an ar 

(Index te Volume 30, September 1956 than is given on the “Contents” page of 

through August 1957) issues themselves 

breakdown of their contents 

Thi umulative Index is actually a two-in- 

Modern Packaging affair: an extremely detailed Alphabetical Index 
175 Madison Av ¢ 

Regt of subjects) plus an Index of Authors. 

In the Alphabetical Index, each basic listing 

by subject is alphabetically cross-referenced 

wherever such cross-listing is pertinent, by i- 

Subscriber's name dustry, by container type, and by material. As a 

Company result, users of the Index are enabled to carry out 

truly exhaustive packaging research assignments 

on “short order” and with minimal effort. 

To get your copy, just fill 
out and mail the coupon 

Address 

City 

State 







PLANTS LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH 

KEYS TO COORDINATED PACKAGING 

Old Dominion creates SMARTER packaging because 

they have more to work with — Set-up, Folding, 

Corrugated. It’s a position unique in the packaging 
NORTH CAROLINA ‘ . 

4-865) field. Discover the difference — call a representative! 
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MICHIGAN CARTON CO. $ BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAM 
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A MATCHLESS PRODUCT 
deserves 

ATCHLESS PACKAGE 

d that’s gust what Dennison designed for Zippo 

EXCERPT FROM A LETTER FROM JACK McCUTCHEON, 

ZIPPO'S ADVERTISING MANAGER 

come up with practical solutions that we can fit | 

into our price structure 

design features. Call that Dennison cooperative 

engineering, and add to it the consistent 

quality of the Dennison product... " 

Sincerely, 

ZIPPO MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

Dennison-des rgned set-up boxes may be your ke y to increased sales. t 

Call the nearest Dennison office or write Dennison Man facturing Co. 

Box Division, Marlboro, Mass. 

S) i 

THAT REFLECTS THE PERSONALITY OF YOUR PRODUCT. 
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ick a winner to package your product 
LEBANON PAPER BOX COMPANYY Producer of First Award 

Children's Games, Books, Records Category) 1956 Package Designers Council Awards Competition 

Folding Cartons For more information, simply contact: 

Set-Up Boxes : 
Window Top Boxes : LEBAN oO N 

Transparent Acetate PAPER BOX COMPANY a 
Cigar Boxes 

Offset Printing 

Letterpress Printing 

Lebanon, Pa. Telephone—LEbanon 2-5671 

New York Sales Office: 183 Madison Avenue, Telephone—MUrray Hill 3-4523 es 

We Are Fully Prepared To 

Place Our Complete Design 

Facilities At Your Disposal 
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%@e CENTRAL FIBRE 

Your product is assured the best possible protection in shipping and 

storage when it's protected by Central Fibre packaging—and prod- 

uct protection is also profit protection. 

As a consolidation of some of the oldest paperboard mills and 

plants in America, Central Fibre represents a considerable wealth 

of skill and know-how. Central Fibre’s unusual growth in recent years 

reflects its great vitality. 

Let us show you how Central Fibre can convert this know-how and 

vitality into better protection for your product and better profit 

protection for you. 

Genencd Office. Duincy. NMinsis 

MORE PROFIT 

Lytendlibde 
Vistection! 

CENTRAL FIBRE 

SERVES AMERICA 

FROM 21 

CONVENIENT 

CITIES 

PAPERBOARDS AND SPECIALTIES 

CORRUGATED SHIPPING CONTAINERS 

FOLDING CARTONS AND SET-UP BOXES 

EGG PACKING MATERIALS 

POULTRY HOUSE SUPPLIES 

MAPES MOLDED PULP PRODUCTS 

More Than $0 Years of Continuous Sermice and Progress 

CENTRAL FIBRE PRODUCTS COMPANY 



EIGHT SAMPLE 

PACKETS, 

a folder and a 
leaflet make up 

Warner-Chilcott’s 

professional sample 

of Gelusil Box 

is manufactured, 

loaded and sealed 

in continuous 

operation at the 

Miller plant 

BOX 

MANUFACTURE 

364 

l 26 pound fashion mode l de monstrates hou 

ay ae eth 

as SO | 

Samples-by-mail arrive safely 

in MILLER BOXES 

We asked fashion model Julia Tracy —126 pounds, five feet seven* — 

to place her full weight on a mailing box we’re currently making for 

Warner-Chilcott Laboratories. 

She did. The photographer caught her in the act. And the box— 

114 inches deep and only five ounces light when loaded—never 

budged. Didn’t break, bend, sag, scuff, scar, or wilt. 

You'll agree, we believe, that a box with all that stamina will 

carry a sample safely through the mail to any distance. 

Key to this great strength: the unique use of corrugated board 

under the box paper, and as a liner in the lid. 

Moreover, and of special interest to large users of mail samples, 

we have evolved a production line that handles all these jobs in a 

continuous operation: 

CLOSING : SEALING LID 2 LOADING INSERTING 

LID MANUFACTURE SAMPLES 7 LITERATURE BOX 

Ingenuity like this can serve you well, whether your packaging 

problems include mailing boxes or larger and more complex con- 

tainers. If a new idea in a set-up box is what you need, call us in! 

“Other measurements on request only. This is a business magazine. 

WALTER P. MILLER COMPANY, INC. 
k Avenue, Philadelphia 23, Pa Telephone MArket 7-260( 
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VELAND 
® YOUNGSTOWN 

* CUYAHOGA FALLS 

erat ( © PITTSBUR 

IN THE 
INDUSTRIAL 
HEART OF 
AMERICA 

OFEALO 
* 

MIDDLETOWN 

Both geographically and production-wise, our 

PLANNED PACKAGING group of integrated 
ROARD CO paperboard, carton, and container plants are 

at saeeadlii in distinctively favored locations to speedily 

1eral Offices: Rittman, Ohio meet diversified packaging requirements. 

LABORATORIES with ultra-modern scientific 
; apparatus and skilled research men solve 

\ specialized problems of product protection 
and safe transit. 

STYLING for eye appeal and brand identifica- 

tion is in the hands of merchandising-minded 

artists and package technicians. 

PACKAGE LINE ENGINEERING coordinates 
package design and production with machine 

development. 

Consultation with a member of our field staff 

places this coordination of complete PLANNED 

PACKAGING facilities at your service. 

The Ohio Boxboard Company Western Containers, Ir 

Rittman, Ohio Lockport, N. Y 

Empire Box Corporation Fairbanks Containers, Inc 

South Bend, Indiana Middletown, Ohio 

The General Carton Company Champion Containers, Inc 

Cleveland, Ohio Plymouth, Michigan 

The Norwalk Paper Box Company The Ohio Boxboard Company 

MOVEO MACDOCLUARINIC[ The Ohio Boxboard Co., Inc. The Ohio Boxboard Company 
MOVES MERCHANDI nan | Pittsburgh, Pa Youngstown, Ohio 

ANN ED PAC KA G IN G Norwalk, Ohio Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
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LARDPAK, PITCH-BACKED. 

This combination offers the packer both 
Example of grease and moisture resist 

use: various chemicals. 

LARDPAK LINER. 

Lordpak liner inside, then fibre, and printed 

Lardpak paper used outside. A grease bar- 

rier for scores of materials. Example of use 

caulking compounds. 

‘ . ‘ f 
@a complete line to fit your packaging ging needs 

CHIP KB. 

Pitch layers between layers of fibre), 

moisture resistance. Convolute can 

here. Example of use: wallpaper cl 

cold water paints. 

Have You a Fibre Can Packaging Problem? 
Contact your nearest R. C. Sales Office for experienced 
advice. There’s no obligation. 

FOIL PAPER-BACKED. 

PARAFFIN COATING. 

Parrafin lining obtained two ways: spiral 

wound from coated fibre, or sprayed in 

convolute can. Example of use: moth 

crystals, drugs, etc. 

Foil backed up by 20 Ib. white bond paper, 
which serves as inside ply of container. 
Ideal for packaging that requires both 
moisture and grease resistance. Example of 
use: ready-to-heat biscuits, and similar food 

aN ecccy 9430 Page Bivd., St. Lovis 14,Mo, & 
Branch Factories: Arlington, Tex.; Rittman, O.; Turner, Kans. 

SALES OFFICES: C. E. DOBSON, 1003 Carondelet Bldg., New Orleans 12, La. ®°®. C. CAN CO., 225 West 34th St., New York, N.Y. *L.C morris 

co., P. O. Box 3218 Sta. F 1156 Dalon Dr., N. E., Atlanta 6, Ga. ® S. W. SCOTT, 608 McCall Bidg., Memphis 3, Tenn. * W. L. BENNETT, 
7 c 

126 S. Third St., Minneapolis 1, Minn. © CAN SUPPLY CO., 1006 W. Washington Bivd., Los Angeles 15, Calif. 
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S. D. WARREN COMPANY (Warren's) s9 BROAD STRE! 
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This quality folding boxboard v ST 

developed to meet the industry's need for an 

paperboard with outstanding printing, foldin 

waxing characteristics to satisfy ever-inc 

demands of man and machine 

lexcote 1s new enough to embody the 

technical developments vet. old enough t 

on presses and production lines. A 
. } - f , 

deserves a quality board specify Texcot 

Among the other products produced by | 

for manufacturing: pails, plates, trays, ] | reaen HMqguid 

ie 

Also, many miscellaneous grades for spe x. 

a 

R@ 2? & FX 

General Sales Office Eastern Sales Office Midwest Sales Office 

Box 81¢ East 42nd St Builders Bids 
ee. Texas New York City, N.Y 

phone—EVergreer Telephone Xford 8 R 

bleached and semi-bleached Fourdrinier boards 

containers, milk cartons, milk-bottle hoods, tag: 

cups, bakery packages, file folders, and tabulating 

b 

rhe 
bil 

drink! a ] 

Western Sales nee 
U ces 



YOUR PRODUCT NA 
NIEMAND INDUSTRIES 
Sy PACKAGE. 

/ Practical, | 
j fel gelitae] ) (1 

-.-and /Jom 
attractive / i 

“ 

RAs 
ot ~*& ‘ i 

] a tubular package that’s 

+ jurabie, economical, easy to fill, handle 
We 

and § e ne thats attractively 

handsomely styled with dec 

papers or your label for effective 

€ 4 g ap a 

f these features 
J ure 

re all in one package — if it's 

f 6a Niemand Industries tubular pack age 

, 
factured to your exact specifica 

P , ' 
viemand lustries tubular paca 

na wide range of sizes, with 

many convenient closures of meta 

with shaker or sifter 

eeded 

a sample package for 
your line of products. There’s no obii- 

, ‘ gation, of course — write for detailed 

a NIEMAND 
. INDUSTRIES, INC. 

BS > 

‘ Manufacturers Yy 

3 ‘ Vasper e Vube e Ine du A 

‘, 2502 TAYLORSVILLE RD. 
a STATESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 
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How to figure 
your sales potential 
in the plastics field 

FREE . . . 40-page 

brochure 

will help you find 

answers to your 

questions about 

sales opportunities 

in the fast-growing 

plastics field. 

THIS NEW STUDY contains the inside story of one of 

America’s fastest growing industrial markets. It presents 

one of the most stimulating and detailed analyses of the 

plastics field that has yet been published. It's filled with 

up-to-date figures on the consumption and production of 

plastics materials, on the field’s processing equipment re- 

quirements, on potential areas of growth. It lists hundreds 

of kinds of machines, accessories, chemicals and inter- 

mediates, supplies and special services for which the field 

is manifesting an ever-increasing appetite. 

You will find this handsome brochure—file size, lavishly 

illustrated, 40-pages—a valuable addition to your business 

library. It may well point the way to increased sales for the 

industrial products or services that your firm supplies. 

For your free copy of ‘The Plastics Field,"’ simpiy address 

a note on your company letterhead to Advertising Man- 

ager, Modern Plastics, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22. 

SSCSSSSSSSSSESOSSOSOOSHSEEE: S®eeeeeeee 
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If you’re in this market area... 

Da 
spies 

and you use folding boxes... 

why not talk creative packaging with FEDERAL? 

FEDERAL cone ine COMPANY, INC. 

N A TIiONA L RAOR RFR Ii Ss 
FOLDING BOx PAPER MILLS 

Ormrvi sion Oivision 

ew “ ” 

u V “eB N E 

FOLDING #oOx ” ~ New s < ~ 

N ‘ M ~ PAPER GOARD ™ s w 
MONTVILLE AND VERSAILLES. CONN MORRIS. 1iL READING. PA STEUBENVILLE » WHITE Ha Me 
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High in quality... 
production 

to meet your need 

CON. rowel /Co, 
INC. 

BATAVIA, NEW YORK 
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LITHOGRAPHED CARTONS BY w INC 
PACKAGING MATERIALS 

General Offices, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

PF UT ehailet | MisM dalaleil-) (mea | | 
e 

Webster says a “cynosure” is something that strongly attracts 

attention by its brilliance — which is about as neat.a description of Milprint 

lithographed cartons as you're likely to find in a shelf of dictionaries! 

That's one reason why so many of the nation's leading packers depend on colorful, 

precision-printed Milprint cartons to stand out— and sell out— to today’s supermarket Printed Cellophane « Pliofilm:* Polyethylene +» Saran 
chieeeere. tite eine ie ; 3 3 ft Acetate + Glassine + Vitafilm « ‘‘Mylar'’® « Foils 

ppers. Life-like, appetizing illustrations, attractive design and experienced crafts- Laminations « Folding Cartons + Bags 

manship create packaging that exerts an irresistible ‘‘buy me now" appeal. To put Lithographed Displays « Printed Promotional Materia/ 

that combination to work for you, remember to ‘Call your Milprint man — first!’ *Rea. U.S. Pat Off This insert lithographed by Milprint, inc 



for consumer product packaging = 

TOOTH POWDER 

from Niemand Bros. Tubular Paper Packaging Experience 

te line 

; , 
r pap f tt caging for cosmetic, drug, chemic: 

‘ ssfu part ke | low ost for bigger profts - 

we'll lco portunity to discuss your p 

N d Bros. manufa a comp 

< ‘ | standard packages, goosene 

d fter top packages, paper tubes < 
pay 1ers. Write for complete infor: 

for vou. tot tion todav! 

NIEMAND BROS., INC. 
‘ Manufacturers of Daper Tube Freducts 

37-11 Thirty-Fifth Avenue Long Island City 1, N.Y. 







pm 
Ht ws on your padaging bash WO ON. | 

a inom 
r Mphad se 

ese CARTON COMPANY 

4200 South Crawford Avenue * Chicago 32 
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1S making 

the most important 

decision mn UHL life 

UNITED 

||| UNITED BOARD & CARTON CORP sunset 
AI} TWO PARK AVENUE + NEW YORK 16, N.Y. nmuacan sae 
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At the eppeting pone. The Man from 
ommend the right 
‘tons and machines 

At the point ve no retu 

pack re tt 

as we 3] 

foods ee 

Marathon. 

_eaneee es 

"A wea a 

see: 

ames 

j *, 

s 
vue 

eee CATER 

— OTE ANON D583, 

know irom persor re rdaec 

at hia Finarlip 
the Man from Marathon has more 

information to help sell packaged foods 

GOT A MERCHANDISING PROBLEM? The peaks from persona! 

Man from Marathon can help you with = ence gain luct 

it. Have him show you our candid cam-__ the cour 

era studies of shoppers “‘in action’’ in Mar ; i , 

food stores everywhere. See for yourself ner ; aaa ar 

how people buy FROZEN FOODS, BAKED printing, engraving and package di 

FOODS, MEAT and DAIRY PRODUCTS. = } 
can help you sell more pac 

NEED SPECIAL PACKAGING? The Man _ more profitadly. 

from Marathon works with all types of 

packaging materials . ..can help you Sines thie Bias Geen Cheats toc tee com 

choose those best suited to your needs phate tary. Ge ween: asatnan Companion, 

WANT TO SPEED PACKAGING LINE OPER- Dept. 201, Menasha, Wisconsin. In Canada: 

ATIONS? The Man from Marathon Marathon Packages Limited, Toronto. 

MARATHONMIPAC KAGES 
SELL BRANDS «+ PROTECT PRODUCTS - EED PRODUCTION 
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wae a 

SALES OFFICES 

CLEVELAND 

DETROIT 

CHICAGO 

MEMPHIS 

LOS ANGELES 

PLYMOUTH, WIS 

JAMESBURG, N. J 

OGDENSBURG, N.Y 

ABRASIVE 
DIVISION 

CLEVELAND 

380 

Tin Slip Cover 

Metal End Telescope Case 

Why pay more? For quality products... call CLEVELAND! 

Screw Top Can 

| Paper Cap Container 

Unit Pack Can 

THE 
SALES OFFICES 

NEW YORK CITY 

porn coc do. Cc 

. 

COMPANY ® WEST WARTFORD 

6201 BARBERTON AVE., CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

¢ ALL-FIBRE CANS * COMBINATION METAL 
AND PAPER CANS «+ SPIRALLY WOUND 
TUBES AND CORES FOR ALL PURPOSES 

CLEVELAND CONTAINER CANADA, LTD. 

Plants & Sales Offices: Sales Office: 
TORONTO AND PRESCOTT, ONT. MONTREAL 



:: 
i, 
9 

THE WARNER BROTHERS COMPANY Main Offic di 

Lafayette Street, Bridgeport 1, Connecticut: New York Sales Office 200 Madison Avenue, New af he 
S| Ze 

York 16, New York: Boston Sales Office Little Building, Room 553, Boston 16, Massachusett aan f 
~ 
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THE PACKAGE 

THAT WON 

THREE OSCARS 

zes and styles for every type of 

product that you may have. Precision 

quality. For folding cartons that win 
, , 

ales and win prizes call on Schoettle 

382 

d 1g Paper Carton laminated 

Paraffin Cartons, Display 

Cartons Schoettle makes them in all 

Ww 

M 
CAPSULES 

STIR AIT SEIS © sy mo 

femge roe 

ry oe ; 

MULSAVITE MULSAVITE 

Three top honors for the best carton of the year in the m 

group were awarded to Edwin J. Schoettle Company, Inc. for 

play carton pictured here. These awards were made by the 
Paper Box Association of America in their recent competition in ( 

April, 1957. 

Schoettle is proud to have won this distinction. Proud too 
privilege of cooperating with so eminent a firm as Merck, Sho 
Dohme Division of Merck and Co., Inc. of Philadelphia, for who 

award winning display cartons were produced. 
The three awards, including one First Award and tw 

Awards, were given for construction, printing, new use applicati 

general suitability of the carton to the product packaged. 

-FTL 
ial s s? 

v rpoe?r Car 7S 

EDWIN J SCHOETTLE eaey, 
533 N. 11th ST PRIEADELPHIA 23, PA., ST 2 

Yew York—-225 West 34th St Chickering 4-2559 Bostor Kenmore 

fAN YOUR PRODUCT EVER: & 4 

the 

ind 

Aerit 

and 

NC. 
2000 

6-1012 
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BEFORE YOU BUY NEW SCORING MACHINERY... 

Chek up on his 
NEW, IMPROVED 
KNOWLTON DOUBLE SCORER 

Once more Knowlton sets the pace with 

unique new features which get a quick 

nod of approval from cost-conscious box- 

manufacturers. They know that fast, accu- 

rate, uniform scoring keeps 

production costs on the right 

€ side of the Ledger. 

They know, too, that Knowlton 

quality machines make for double 

savings—their rugged, finely engi- 

neered construction insures many 

years of smooth-running, trouble. 

free operation with maximum 

BRIEFLY, THE STANDARD EQUIPMENT OF THE NEW production and minimum outlay 

KNOWLTON IMPROVED MODEL S-7 DOUBLE SCORER INCLUDES: for shut-downs, repairs or for 

replacement of parts. 
1. FRAME IS WELDED STEEL { variat 

2. 9” DIAMETER SCORING ROLLS CG, 00 CEs OF 
ha er fe) thar Rp i t ea f 

more roll P face ed r epiacemer - F : 

nger life) than 8” Ro gears to buy and no “down The experience of qualified 

9” KNIFE BARS resist defi wor accidentally br P : 
3. | sa pees aebier els Knowlton engineers is at your dis- 

. TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS— SECTIONAL BRUSHES mak ‘ hs ; 
‘ caus 0: Gente ns Seueid bee gine s aiaiadk an sith posal without obligation. Write 

5. INDIVIDUAL FEED ROLLS, RUB- &. PUSH BUTTON CONTROL our Rochester or any Branch Of- 
; BER COVERED, carried ea vy ‘ =: i Gas enna . @, AUTOMATIC SHEET COUNTER. fice—we'll be happy to serve you! 

ket al 10. VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT on 
f k regardless of Scoring Knives 

i 

_— +e. 

BOSTON BROOKLYN CHICAGO TORONTO, CAN. H. W. BRINTNALL CO. 
637 Massachusetts Ave. 45-53 Beaver St. 9 5. Clinton St. 888 Dupont St. Los Angeles, San Francisco 

Arlington) Pacific Coast Representatives 

ROCHESTER 14, NEW YORK 
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for Product Protection 

for Distinctive Design 

Insure Safe Delivery! Molded pulp Atco-Paks 

mform to the shape of any product. This i 
lnportant to manufacturers of delic elec- 

ts " components or 45 

¢ NMolded-i me, trademark or identification 

F ANIMAL TRAP COMPANY OF AMERICA, LITITZ, PA. 

PARCEL POST SHIPPERS 
Stock Sizes Extra Strong 

ems by Parcel Pos \ rilable 

Ligh 

WRITE FOR BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST 

GLOBE PAPER BOX COMPANY 

Bul A. ae rotos 

384 

ELECTROMATIC SAWS 

MULTIFORM BENDERS 

CUTTERS 

BRIDGERS 

For greater accuracy... 

.. more efficiency! 

+ + + 

Electromatic hig 
Dri and Cwcular Saw 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 

HEADQUARTERS 
FOR STEEL RULE 

DIE MAKING EQUIPMENT 
AND SUPPLIES 
SINCE 1900 
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6 ei TEER 

FO ti AA elite 

Gravure 

@Or=h anne} al 

FOLDING PAPER BOXES 

FOOD CARTON SPECIALTIES 

DISPLAY CONTAINERS 
CELLOPHANE WINDOW CARTONS 

MOISTURE & GREASEPROOF CARTONS 

PARAFFINED CARTONS 

And now, with two high speed installa- 

tions already turning out colorful car- 

tons by the millions, Berles adds 

gravure to its list of modern facilities. 

Beautiful printing, faithfully reproduc- 

ing your art, gives food cartons mouth- 

watering realism... gives any carton a 

richness of color never before thought 

possible. 

Capture the true beauty designed into 

your package with Berles gravure — 6 

color rotary printing — unmatched 

speed, precision, economy, and, above 

all, printing quality. 

May we show you samples? Write or 

phone for Berles’ new 24-page brochure, 

describing all the Berles facilities. 

Berles Carton Co., Inc. 
Ses Fifth Avenue, Paterson 4, New Jersey 

New Jersey: MUlberry 4-6430 New York: CHickering 4-3983 



NOls9 31044 

ARTONS © BOX WRAPS © DISPLAY CONTAINERS 



an rowinging cartons’ 
, % ‘limb higher, fasttr. Cethydtr Hs i Ras ee Bs" ais, % -" 
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For Beverage Packaging... 

Look to FIBREBOARD FIRST 

sifted Cases Solid Fibre Returnable Cass Carriers 

ng Cartons Stock or Special-Made-to-Order All Sizes 

Styles Piain or Printed Superlative facilities for 

rpre Lithography Rotogravure Fiexography 

a 

FIBREBOARD 
2 » er Products Corporation 

Wes ; fh 



Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 10——Bags, envelopes, unit packs, wraps 

ot cessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON 

LOSURES PAPER BAGS 

} \ i | ( 

l i { 

ACT PACKAGING 

Speci 

\} } 

RTERS OF FILMS 

( ; C I | 1) 

g D 1] ( | \1 ( 

; | e Pa | ( 

; Humitube Mfg. ¢ 

; forrill J Phe 
tic 

4 {) i Pape | 
tO i 

61 Poly ] | 

() Qy 

7 ; 

St } 

PES 

POLYETHYLENE CONTAINERS 

ar ty Af} ‘ 

116 PRINTED ROLLS & SHEETS 

119 Oneida Paper I 

DERS 

{ ( " I 

D SEWN CONTAINERS 

j Cottonluxe Manufact x ( 

HINERY UNIT & STRIP PACKAGING 

Com The, Bell-pak Division 403 Ivers-Lee ( 
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BAGS, ENVELOPES, UNIT PACKS, WRAPS 

en eae. + | ave 
ont) ee © 

Sonerheld 
itn daeneadeneael 

Bags—types and uses 

, ' 
A t j | ge his retail products 

! i ron Hexible weight and compactness make then 

t botton ind a Ck economical in shippir g and stor ie 

( ir¢ t They are readily disposabl und non 

‘ é titcl returnable. With a sealed closure, they 

7 to tl ure tamperprool because they ave di 

for stroved upon opening thus prevent 

reta { ng pilfe rage ind false brandi v B its 

t é le ilso answer a variety of packaging 

t 1 l- or 2 Ip needs because thev have no siz 

"t miteresti that standardization Their infinite dimen- 

t f t e grown In size sional variation 1s especially valuable 

the uppe ranges of cor when the product is not dump-filled 

pa J it not uncommon but has a fixed size and shape 

| 25-1 m the shelves of The versatility in bag constructio 

r markets where formerly a 5-Ib permits the use of either single on 

item was the maximum, (Also multiple plies which enables — th 

i 1) Bags, p. 650 packer to make an economical choice 

Ch packager fh Is many 1dvVa from numerous type s ol papers, films 

es when he chooses bags to pack ind foils to obtain the various protec 

tive qualities he needs in his finished 

( p, : package. He can choose his materials 

392 . 

rHOoTO COURTESY CONT 

by R. George Buc! », Jr.* 

race moistureprool f 

ness permeability t g \ 

i Si ile pl of mate t he 

found to fill all the ts te 

pack a given product p1 can 

resort to a combination nore 

plic s to obtain the nece esults 

Thus it need be a ba x ( made 

from a combination of on three 

four or more different | films 

foils or laminations. (Se¢ i ated 

Mate rials,” p. 983 

For many vears, one I bag 

salesman’s most commonly used argu 

ments has been that bags are the mos 
; TY Ww) it economical container. In th rajority 

this 

Bags constructed from mu 

of cases, statement 1s still true 

Itiple plies 

of foils and films are taking on some 

of the jobs done by rigid containers 

In these instances performance con 

BAGS, ENVELOPES, UNIT PACKS, WRAPS 

Mae? 

q 
é 
i 

PRP Te 

PMD matte i co 
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RAWIN COURTESY CONTINENTAL AN CO 

vience market penetration and ae ae ea a 

a chandising features may take pre ’ i 

aence over economy, ldo d i ee i 

‘ 1 - we | 
Stvles of construction in bags fal ” Prd | 

Pd ee } 

four main types—flat, square, au awl ee : | ft | 
f and satchel. Some of the other a ; 

} 
otten used to de S¢ ribe the Se } 

ire square old sty le square nT | | 

b > pinch bottom. V-bottom and 

} ipe adutomatt Se If open 

N r 3.03 Hat bottom and in } | 
f } J. « ich nad out tuck lo | | j 

' | | 
t Chua IY ipplication } | 

| ‘ | ‘ | | } 

a flat Dad Ons ictions emplo ! i | 
3 ! 
Be ol ert ( I } ket i | | 

§ | i 
Pad | | | 

Flat bags are cut to lengt! Square bags 
cting bag materials 2 &s, 

from a flat tube with a longitudi have tuck t | 

the ! Ke! S mfronted | i] back seal Bottom portic f ving the t i 
| 

1 1 ' 
l } easing host t bag | tube is turned up and pasted her 

terials that it is difficult for | 
| 

ke the best choice See 
' 

z ] ting Materials } | 
i | | 

t ot Pa I iv u | Fl 
; Pde at ee ta agit 

: | 
ter} he must k v tl 

teristics thermoplas | 

" 
. t trength and vield of | 

a Then he must deter | 

ction the product | 

trie answers to his | 

ive been worked out 
: } 

. ' previous ppt | 
: , | 

the unusual bag | 
! 

t ji sper ial tud 

ious pertormance s 
: Automatics have built-in fat ; 

v be required in a Satchels 
i | bottom with tucks; opel they eXa n-shay | gor | 

| rectangular i 1 
- ' i . ” ] | 

; , 

! (it il | handling have beet t be ybiect 7 

worked out in many cases. | food produce 

ert t prevent given job, the bag maker can recor 9. Yield Papet 

ma o dor vO mend basic weights of paper 1 turers usually sell he 

f this certain gauges of films with the pl r burst The converte im turn ust 

! oO! ire not ing tearing and tensile strength packer in units—u | t} 

lost and bags ror shock resistance percentage ofl elon sand The vield of the ba t 

have d sagree ible gation, recovery or ! il that is, the numbei t ! re 

t let the odor escape 7. Stability. Many materials, esp to the pound Is OF great ! 

Kage cially among films, are adversely af in influencing the cost of the fi 
if ' , , . “ : 

[ chemical attack fected by heat, cold gr sunlight and item, (See Cost Table Pape f 

ictivated Hyper Humus therefore, the intended storage and Foil,” p. 275.) The price of ny fi 

} iper im a short time shelf life will influence the choice of on the pound bas sm ht S¢ " t 

} ] 1 t 

iaterial must be selected materials. Also, some films « xpand ind high at first, but when the y | 

hemically affected by the contract under varying conditions of formance equation is analyz 
is } } , " 

the bag te mperature and humidits This di might prove to be economic 
; ] “¥. 

; losure. Sitting of fine mensional instability often prevents 

<1 certain automatic pack their combination with other mate Current applications 

ulpment might necessitate rials because the stable sheet will Bags are playing an important 
i i } ' 1 , 

s d seams and closures. pucker and wrinkle when the film in the development of pre-packa 
+4 ft 

3 igth Standard methods of contracts. of fresh produce and meats. The 1 
ie 7 . : 

: wre Ing the be havior ot papers 8. Inertness. Odor and taste how tail merchandising ot hardware is al 

. & nd aul ; . : 
4 s when subjected to the ordi ever slight, are injurious te food prod rapidly changing to pre-packagin 

I F . > 
3 ta ( es and st1 uns of shipment, ucts, whereas their presence might Bags using a heat seal in the se 

a 
3 
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Gusset 
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rif 1URFGRASS FA 
4961 EAST 22ND. STRE 

TUCSON, ARIZONA 
oper 2OeLEO FOR 

Grass is shipped in 24-0z., mes! 

red, polyethylene bugs without a 

19 
ither than in previously used 28-lb. boxes 

Switch to economic pack is possible 

e hil retau I ur Dut transa 

plant 

t trength. You <¢ 

n fart nd specify Jaminat 

tl x | iveth lene or vil lt 

e the 1 sturepro { pro] 

Bag filling and closing 

The ype! ition of packi l > 

mice nti il I 

e] em iut mati 1 il] t 

{ Mechar lly, t filling oj 

the most complic ited becau 

( pecialized machinery fo 

the b vv as well is prec 

lent I easuring the « I 

[ eight or vol et ] 

comm il ening d 

arket employ expanding met 
hinge! wT blasts uctior cu 

mit latvon of ill three 

The peed t } opel 1g ! I 

lit l erned by tl i 

cl nism wl icl usuall h i | 

peed of 30 t 1) |] Kage 

ite epe rig pon whethe 1f 4S 

of} or \ dur etre The vravil 

low of the p oduct determines the 

type of mechanism that can be used 
? ’ 

if acceleration 18 important enough te 

rrant the additional expenditure 

multiple filling heads can be incorpotr 

ted into the packing lines 

The closing of bags is accompylishe d 

several methods. Metal ties applic d 

to the bags either at time of manufac 

or when packing have the advan 

tage of permitting rec losure after the 

onsumer has initially opened the bag 

Heat sealing affords a tamperproof 

closure and may be obtained by speci 

fying a thermoplastic band at the bag 

mouth if heat-sealing film is not em 

7 7 | 

loved in the 

ing, stapling and sewing are also 

conventional methods and recently 

istic, covered-wire or Similar ties 

applied by hand or automatical 

be come increasingly popular 

Vy have 

Closing machines are most often 

ivailable in the heat-seal type. Secur 

ing a closure by the use of metal sta- 

ples is a popular method on non-foods. 

Sewing heads for providing a stitched 

closure are especially usety here 

strength is a requisite and hing 

can be given additional reinf ent 

by se wing through kraft tape 

Opening devices at consi level 

usually consist of printed tions 

ind dotted lines indie iting the 

customer 18 to cut or tea pen 

Another type of opening for 

cuiting in limited areas t an 

mprovised pouring spout tape 

ind tear string are also be | 

m sewn bags, a runner thre be 

pulled for easy opening 

Point-of-sale appeal 

As a merchandising t 

plendid mediums for 

Che pac ker can choose 

transparenc\ or full t 

Opacity may be obtains g 

lear film in a solid des 

nks, as well as by using 

i \ 

'} 

! covering it with fil: 

For artistic designing 

dustry supplies multicolo p 

) ind including SLX o] hree 

lifferent methods—letter 0- 

gravure or flexography 

Letterpress, using tick 

irying resin base inks | the 

highe st gloss obtainable on r by 

inv of the three } me | $ses. 

( uupled with good desig this 

gloss contributes immensel » eye 

ippeal. Beautiful picture illustrations 

can be reproduced on paper bag ; with 

halftone engravings 

Rotogravure holds the same _ posi- 

tion in printing films and foils as let- 

terpress does in paper. Clean, sharp 

picture illustrations are neatly ren- 

dered on film or foil 

Flexography is the economical work 

horse in bag printing. Its quality has 

not risen to the level of letterpress or 

rotogravure, but there are many ap- 

plications where it can fill the bill. 

UNIT PACKS, WRAPS 

bag construction, Glu. 

conr. 
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Glu- 

also 

ntly 

ties 

n- 

\PS 

| Envelopes and pouches wr lenin 

elopes and pouches serve many similar small items up to 7 hy 10 cases, a pour h will be filled wit 

FE duct fields. They provide an ex in. or larger. or more flavors. colors or product 

ely wide range of protective and Particular types of envelopes ar Duplex pouches or two-comy 

ndising features and, in gen made for spec ia] product fields—sift ment packages can be achieve tl 

ire among the most economical proof envelopes tor seeds, flat special] designed equipmes t} 

re forms envelopes for hand-packed bacon makes a heat seal up the middle of t! 
terminology regarding enve transparent envelopes for soft goods pach and then fills each sid } 

rackets pouches and bags 1S such as slips, blouses and hosiery eparate produ ts to be mixe t 

es used loosel\ ind inte Pouches and packets ire’ formed uch as food ingere dients that 

For purposes of _ this filled and sealed from roll stock—al kept separate until time to use. TI 

opes or flat bags are pre three operations being done by ume packaging technique 

t containers made of flexible machine This pac kaging method often plier to sti package  unit-of 

ith one edge or end open has an economical advantage over tems such as pills tablets, et 

‘ rally intended for use in other packaging operations particu hie pa ket r pou h derive 

ies that are not fully au larly for mass-distributed, low-cost f its special advantages from tl 

ghly mechanized. Pouches products. Three forming methods ar that a very wide 1 

the other hand, are in common use: The first involve in be employe | 

med as part of the pack single web, combined in the ba : 

peration on automatic ma- with a longitudinal seal. The secon | 

feeds the flexible pouc h method takes a single web. folds it 

i roll half and seals both side Q 

fl third method employs tw wel ‘ 

f vhich are sealed on three « Iges. Ih 

( each method a final seal must bi 

liy mace for closure rf the packet Oo! 

pouch. (See “Pouch Formers, Fillers : 
, re Ided Sealers p. 103 @ fac i ‘e { 

by a stapled or heat The pouch is an extremely versatile \ wae FRESH — j 

1 paper or papé rboard container, effectively used for liquids OLY PAK (49 , 

emiliquids, powders and hard goods , 

TT inl luding candies peanuts cor t 4 Ow 

| nve pes with pills hardw ire or mac hine parts soup hee | I 

tcl { 1 cake mixes pl kles, sauerkraut 

ench dressing, permanent-wave s« 

lution and paint samples. In s 

Easy to examine, «afe | » 
buy polyethylene I ackage 

product this double servie I Flashlight batteries 

cause it permits close scrutiny + OF 
fabric yet 

PHOTO COURTESY MILPRINT, INC 

Attractive package 

is achieved by combin- 
conr. 

ing plain design of 

printed brand name 

with jumbled design 

made by actual product 

visible through polyeth- 
’ 

ylene envelope 

PROTO COURTEST THE VisKING 
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POBECK GUN 

THE 
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‘Acetate-foil-vinyl film cnvelope 
for nationally-distributed Paper-Mat 

refill is printed in three colors for at 

tractive display. Use instructions are 

printed on reverse side, 

Glassine envelope 

carries how-to-use infor- 

mation essential to suc- 

cessful marketing of 

Poppit Beads 

The number of practical combi 

tion materials—polyethylene-coated 

ellophane, paper or polyester film 

laminated polyethylene to cello 

ine; acetate foil-polvethylene et 

been increasing to the extent that 

igers can expect to us¢ packets 

greate SUCCESS and for more 

pr ucts than ever before See Ser 

6, “Papers for Packaging,” p. 214 

Sect 1 7 Laminated Materi 

‘ st 

( I | 1 il | yvackets iftex eF 

portunity for attract 

t | individual decorat 

| entit oF pl luct id manut tu I 

truct nd price spo 
\ re i | minate s empl ved ind th 

laminant is transparent, print 

f th reverse ide is naturally 

t that the printing is “lo 

permanently protected 
i i 

e-printi ¢ method |} the ext 

t rf l y hig} lriste { 

7 ti 

\ 1Tt} int t pot h k 

i oT) if 

nt he pat k 1ve ‘5 

( Packaging ging J 

, ‘ 

\ ; 

improved protection 

for frankfurters against dis 

Cushion envelope for 

glasses and similar frag- 

ile items has an inner pad- 

ding laminated to plain 

wr decorative paper 

399.) Two developments akit 
+ uum packaging are (1 the 

mechanically flattened pouc 

the employme nt of an air-se 

ible container. The flattened 

Is produced 

ment incorporating a soft « 

blanket that presses out 

vhen the bag is sealed. This 

ery reportedly is being used 

re-fabricated bags but the 

equip nt 

Phe ir-sS¢ ale ad Hexibk 

. : , 
used by i marshmallow 

} 1} 

employ i colortul print 
t . i 

y | thu! y ] ( r ‘ el Z | } | 

] } | 
( the kK t { 

, Sooner cl ' 
( I i¢ | uy p 

ley ] ' 

1 
{ | f 

+} ( CCl 

t irt i unit ( Dit 

, r { nropertic fort | ( 

i I ture ori 

‘ 1 
et in’ be ifie The 

, 
| tsell to etective 

} } 

identincation and inventor 

nd, where a transparent p 

employees can more 

1 

select correct assemblies 
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|Unit and strip packaging trends 

pac kaging is a profitable 

or frontier of functional 

ts rapid development 

eptance mark a return 

basic elements of logic 

prompted manufacturers 

rchandise. When packag- 

clearly established the 

yrocedure resulted in 

nack ging as a field 

t as the cracker barrel 

il store vielded to thi 

iles unit of wrapped 

r convenience, protec 

rtising. so has this bulk 

{ the pack gin t 

nt of product for 

14on whenever the 

st lardized. Thess 

t pnort is that | tect 

ht up to the time of it 

i 

¢ ch 

ol tan f 

' 

} , ; 

] ny 

? ’ ; 

t ? ' I 

f meal. St 

f rT } 

( M EE 
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by William Steven Schneider* 

onvenrent por ket pac ks 

seconds T he single Scr\ 

instant coffee has graduatec 

cream and sugar 

mounts of all the ingredients for one 

manufacturers 

vackaged compl te 

11h luding spec ial tools 

creating unit ot-use 

infinite variety in size and shay. 

Handy shape 

STEVEN 

WHLLIAM 

THE 
Week's supply 

st 

RT 



FHOTO COURTEST NASHUA CORP. 

when placed on the shelf alongside a 

provided the use unit bulk package, 

is well adapted, product quality is 

] te] equal and price is approximately the 
} 

same. It is not that buvers are laz\ 

but rather that busy times 

iter efficiency and consumers want 

i package that works for them—you, H 

the manufacturer have started a 

trend you cannot reverse 

Lowered cost has been an impo! 

tant factor in the post war acceptance: 

ft unit ot LLS¢ pac kaging Between the 

’ J 

icker barrel and modern unit-of-us« Easier handling, easier storage are C1 

of strip packa in packaging re irs of packagir 

gress. Along this route packagi 

vatured from phvsical activity to a 

ri iliz d ( r involvi gy art 

lor intricate ch el cl str 

e] ti CS | ve the pract ! 

v | ubli Che Ls 1] 

{ ich } } , 

+} P ‘ f ] ] ¢ 

In the ihe { | f unit | 

| this pr S re 

r } eed p 

f | Ged 1 

' terials that 
t of f-use 1} 

t ppr that f bulk I 

Set Pouch For Fillers, S 

Q) As t ( 

hh I i s t] t 

( rurthe ( It | 

t ( I] ele wing 

One f the ts uficant t 

Se-1 if pi k iging has b r 

lopm«e t ofa WW las { 

ges th ye I a 

I tor [yy] | the St I | 

Complete dinner is pack pay function container s the dramatic 

} } hat hyri rs 111 

PHOTO COURTESY TCF OF CANADA, LID. 

all 
Moistureproof unit packs k: 

arbor i drink x it and sticking of slices is eliminated 

398 SECTIO 

Eight slices of cheese fold inte compact sales 

button convenience to the kitchen 

This logical wedding of two functions. 

the heat resistance of polyester-aly. 

minum foil or other combinations and 

unit-of-use packaging 

that is 

food industry as 

as far-reaching 

n the 

Che 

classified 

boom 

home 

Strip packages widel) 

strip package ean be 

dual function type, for the con: 

contribute to easy disp 

Mos 

mercial machines produce cont 

units 

ind low-cost packaging 

units and sever the individua! 

rhe machines can be mod 

perforate between the 

matically 

cifie length for eas dispensi 

umts a 

roll or accordioni: 

) Shorte printed ler t 

handising b king 

i taal hen sust 

k 

Strip pacl 
t Se\V i { 

wil { d p t ( 

In ac t I 

{ 1 the sty | 

ist promise sufficic 

It stigation | triy 

ential should be esp 
n regard t 

r i re] 

} } + ‘ 

, 

{ carto 

’ rchandising 

ip} al ind 3" yrnie 

t SUSTD¢ de Lf 

| ‘ the s 1 St 

» + } ¢ re | { 

c I } 

ENVELOPES 

has create da 

the 

ected 

sing 

om- 

uous 

icks 

+ 
tO 

to 

Blister packs use strip 

technique to advantage. 

UNIT PACKS, WRAPS 



en, 

ons 

ilu- 

ind 

la 

the 

acuum and gas packaging isles 

I vacuum a d gas pack iges 

fe tribute many important advan 

n the distribution and merchan 

f certain food and non-foo¢ 

] Deterioration is slowed 

increased. Flavor is pr 

dor cont } spi : dor contamination 1 pre Fully automatic vac 

[he packager can upgrade his tum packaging machine 
1 service larger territories 

fe is extended. Retail 

product that displays bet 
] ; , 1 } ieS8s spoilage and ! 

e! (Consumer! obtain 

} { | ; f ; 

i 
| l H 

1 t ju k 

+ tH. 
| tL type 

' { 

. tect 
I 

] ' 

t ~é | 

' ' 

| t} i i 

i } 

vi 

ic'r \ 

| has i 

? ; 

1 r ; 

reds ' ed | Tt 
> i 

é ( 

{ « ) 

h l I 

t follo 

( iging n hit 

t suincient Zz 

h 4 M ti 

Over-all view of Taylor's vacuum packaging lin 

At extreme right is the automatic slicer-stack 

a which can cut 1100 slices a minute. Stacks in 6 

soz. lots are check weighed by hand. \ 

is overhead at the left of the picture 

Vacuum package is distributed 
displayed in a carton. Plastic shell is 

formed from half-mi!l polyester film la 

ated to two-mil polyethylene. Flat web i 

same combination but uses one-and-a-half 

mil polyethylene 
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How gas hown in th } it i 

ih f 

I thod | he addec t } 

Ti steam ricie s< i hilli 

| r rmit packa thout inert 

\ \ ] } method « t be t ! 

Dp I t } wi ist é uid De 

= 
| Sirable per the stea ISser 

’ ’ , 
) LISP iat i conace ror 

‘ t The t rature team 
i] ] 

‘ irs t mirul to m Ly 

< In genera practice 100% remo, 

= 5 . 1 
ul ft oxvgen 1s not achieved. An ox 

; ] } t t I nt of fe than one-half t 

( onsidered supenor ind lil nisi i | an | i 

t ( ! nsidered icceptable tor ratul 
y 

eses eats and frozen foods 
. . , 1) } or t the last decade vacu 

PACKAGING Conr. 

STANDARD 

s¥ 

Superior stacking characteristics of packages with formed re« tangular tops are illus 
ait Twi ! Ks nt Former pouch atvle packs (left) were harder to keep neat 

400 CT 

: , 
ind gas packaging were confined , 

most exclusively to packaging in Car 

bottles jars or Dry products such 

nuts, cottee, potato chips POpeor 

and similar items were su ssful 

preserved mm tins Or jars, general 

nde a vacuum rather than is 

Flexible vacuum pac kag zy ¥ 
t | ] | irst developed as a wartin subs 

tute for cans in coftee pach rb g 
its major success Was sco in 

| plications involving proces: meat 

Prior to flexible vacuum | 54 

meat packer often had a ha ib get 

ting his name into the hon Exce 

tions included country Sage ag 
scrapple, lard in tins, fran} rs a 

mucon Bacon unt tranh S 

yurse, were big volum DI 
» al : 

{ ind thel Sale s \ 

ll to advertising ar 

wroved that slice 

ld be vacuum ( 

packers name track c 

Ssadge I the p 

e of his name I 

e] thie h cheon meat 

y save rise t 

potentials fe tl 6 1 
a} } lnecdd 

1 i d Sd 

lt} Hlexible \ ! 

pensive t 

ired wit Hl 

fear of the cost of t t 

de accept le 

Current p kagin 

1) ( t VEeTWI tp ( } 

rie luding i label 

seven cents l lk it tl 

branch W irehouse ley 

upermarkets run consid g 

Fiexible vacuum-pach h 

meat costs run tro Lf ce 

pe lb. at the pac king |} ig 

mean figure would b ts pe 

pound Che package S plai 

with either a label o1 inst 

to identify the product | r, et 

or the pour hes mav be in d int 

printed wallets or boxes. The pouches 

themselves are often printe gener 
} 

ally resulting in slightly | costs 

The latest model roll stock machin 

producing a formed packa 
of 

has a 

current packaging cost from. five 

to lb 

into the range of overwrapping cost 

eight cents per bringing it 

The supermarkets, however, real 

that wrapping = ane 

weighing of at the 

store level is a costly operation, added 

to the fact that every time a shoppet 
has to go elsewhere for an item he 

items m 

ized slicing, ! 

luncheon meat 

will probably buy several 

PES UNIT WRAPS PACK 

Rg Medhe tite aR 
im 



iternate store—iten 

purchased in 

so the supermarkets went 

ked luncheon meat, at 

now history 

2 , 
\ lum packaging we 

er meat produc ts. 

beef the hs however 

iused the slices 

fashion 

ile them 

1] 1} 
Sheed dried beet 

, .. 5 
uy Vvacuum-packed ins jars 

wever, the rigid walls of 
} y sect } T resisted atmospheric 

d did not let it squeeze 

1 ? 

ed beet into a solid mass 

by] 1 was encountered 

fruit and simi 

( i eed for pach 

ert gas sucl Nitrogen flush packaging machine takes 

, ‘ nveyor at right and encloses it i fil p yxice 1 ‘ 

Foo Shi, ' t } 1 keep ‘ f I 

l I} 
h i 

« ; nitrogel f requires 

. ] . ] f | 
; package rr cheese dia 

_— { t } > cent to the cost of t} 

I iit | xible vacuu nd gas ] KS 

+] Le sstull { foods | 
; , 

' whic dered mil potatoc " ‘ 

y , 
e! that f Lis em ) I 

i 
iw ud 

d . Materials and properties 
i 

itrogen tl Pach ivirit materials ed t 

ule esist t vacuum and gas packagir y ust | 

pressurt the f I] win prope rte l Phe 

ssful field t e good gas barrier properti ( am 2 ( Uv a ga { riety p | é 

ng has pe vit] evert re-entry t xvVee! rite { 

eeses such Swis package. 2) They must b nech 
} 1 1 1] 1] 

‘ hese heeses ically strong so they will sur 

1 ] } , conan 
0 tend ft normal handling, shipping i 

1 J 1 1 
s ity ving the merchandising without punctu 

' , , ' 1 , ’ 
t iit task In serving othe! mechanical failure. ) Phe 

environment protect must be readily machineable. TI 

1 r ] ] 

I n the torce of quires a moderate amount of rigid 

essure leaving the ind good heat-sealing properties 

ual units that can In the early davs of vacuum par 

r has been estimated ne the very best oxygen bar 

the supermarket 

that it was impossibl 

without 

of course wis 

PHOTOS THIS PACH COURTESY MARATHON CORP, 

is he might 

for vacuum 

id its success 

is next tried 

With sliced 

pressure of 

to adhere in 

tearing 

Close-up show 

cheese on 

about to pass between =I 

enclosed gas chamber, 

cheese 

gas-flushed filn pouch 

Flavor-protecte 

is 450 cellophane 

Is s¢ aled in a nitro 

polyethylene coating. 

convevor righ 

rubber rolls and enter plasti« 

d. 

with 

whe re 

gen 

Cheese 

has longer shelf life because oxy- 

gen has been excluded. Material 

saran- 

stack of sliced 



noted here that saran itself has been 

used as a packaging material in film 

torm. Despite its superb properties 

its high cost and the need for special - 

dis sealing equipment has so far 
requires not 

Oxygen transmission rates of 

flexible packaging materials 

1 l 
cessful vacuum or inert gas pac Kaging 

’ 
only removal of oxygen to a 

couraged its use in fexible vacuum : , “a 
high degree but use of a packaging mate. 

packag y , t 3 q f a 

pack ging except as a coating rial with a low oxygen transmission rate 
In addition to laminating polyethy] ind a package construction adequate to 

! ’ . ’ 

ie to other materials such as cello the performance requirements in tl spe- 

phane, polyethylene has been ce cialized field. The following table lists q 

posited in liquid form directly onto number of popular packaging n t ils in 

| ] the orde ft th oxygen barrier prone 
the cellophane in what is known he order of their oxygen barrier per- 

, , tie begin: r wit t} rest 1 , 
the extrusion-lamination process. Th ties, beginning with the best rials 

first. Oxygen transmission rates a iver- 
nethod results in savings by elimi: 3 ‘ ‘ 

, Je Values expressed as ¢ pe ) sq 
iting the adhesive normally required . | an 

in. per dav per at phere pre lif. , “igh f] ; I I | 
vhen polyethylene film is laminated 

. , 
ellophane md eliminates ti ry R 

lling of the film since the film t ’ 

Compact ed directly on tl cellophan 1 

) te these obvious advantages, thi 

} its limitations since t 

juickly adaptable to sl ( vr rate 
} , Vio } 

widths of mate ‘ 

Ss | ] t ve i¢ p etry { 

] the Hexibl ' 
, t eh hee 

the cellopha t t 

This film is a ve 

rpassed oO ] 

, | ] 1] ( pha OO MSAD-S 
( in il I 

S| Pp 5 \ISB-6 ( ' is 
a to | etl 

her last 
= ; thin 

t )-f ry 

tr OM > 

1 its field 
i et { 

\ \ int new ¢ ) 

3 e St I ( 
Ss iting on Pp Ivest Jes 

thv lene ctrucde thylene t ot 

| veb is costly. to ] licta her proj 

bh eat packers ship 

the it have found 
\ 

( er than returns occasic } |] . 29 l a ae med juipment too have le 

ficient hel lit he tatest } } : ' The | yvard using less film, wl Kes } 
n ! uum-pa kag se of the more expensive f rac 

tical for many ipplicati ms \ thes 

vere previously thought to \ 

For some products such pow 

lered milk an opaque pa ge to 

Keep out light ravs is desired hese 

mistances Various ¢ ynbinatio tf pa 

' 
pers, films and foils are avail 

Saran-coated polyethylene film has 

Problem of light dis 

coloration is solved by 

over-al ologravure print 

vacuum-sealed 

pouch for sliced dried beef. 

402 

been used to some extent for fi xible 

vacuum packaging. It combines. the 
| strength and low price of polyethyl- 

ene with the oxyvgen-barrier charac 

teristics of saran; however it 1S 

difficult to seal in conventional equip 

ment, which presently limits its use 

Methods and equipment 

Flexible vacuum packages can bé 

produced 1) in an evacuation chamber 

or 2) by introducing a nozzle into the 
pouch; air is then withdrawn from 

ENVELOPES, UNIT PACKS, WRAPS 

a 

* 

MODE 



V » machine fo: 

ils that are free of 

4 rally result. In an 

good chamber hha 

rate of less than 149 

{i chamberk SS opel ition 

€ t nce of wrinkles in th: 

1 higher leaker level 

5 pac kaging of produc ts 

generally 
equipment 

done lt) 

where the 

wved and then re plac ed 

or other gases. A ver\ 

t of gas packaging has 

yeen G *hamberl: ss equiprnent 

pach f equipment using roll 

than pouches has been 
atly, particularly in the 
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ALL WET? 
> & ~~. 

' 
x 

\\ Liquids 

can be packaged 

at high speeds 

on acontinuous feed 

BELL 2x 

Bell-pak is specially designed to package 

liquids or; semi-liquids in pouches 

direct from roll stock. 

Packages are formed, filled and sealed 

in One continuous operation. Electric 

eye registration. Sealing temperatures 

avtomatically controlled. Pouch sizes 

variable to meet product and fill 

requirements. For complete 

details, write 

BELL Az © 21:10 oF 
THE BELL MACHINE COMPANY 
Designers and Builders of Precision Machine ry sewece 1907 

OS HMKEOS Hi WIES'CON S EN 
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just what the doctor 
ordered... 

neida 
PAPER PRODYDT ICTS, ING 

1© Clifton Blva., Clifton, N. J. 
Los Angeles, Cal. © Baltimore. Md. © Centraha, ill, © Sales Offices In Principal Cites 

CONVERTERS AND COLOR PRINTERS OF QUALITY PACKAGING 

from: Glassine, Cellophane, Polyethylene, Vinyls. Parchment 

Sulphite, Foul, Kraft, Waxed, Coated and Laminated Materials 

fie Id ot 

These machines are of 

packaging natural cheeses 

the flush or 

purge type, and have achieved oxygen 

percentages low enough to 

factorily preserve these cheeses 

Recently 

both vacuum and gas packaging 

been introduced. This 

erates from two webs of packaging 

material, one of which must be 

machine 

ficiently thermoplastic to permit 

be vacuum formed. Currently 

web is a lamination of saran- 

polyester film and polyethylene 

ther web of packaging mat 

since it is not formed, does n 

juire polyester unless » prot 

needs justify its use. This fully 
} } ] 

matic machine is basically a cl 

type machine 

Vacuum and gas packagir 

d me it the packer whole sale 

levels Simp! vacuun retailer 

iging machines range in cost 

$900 or less to automat nist 

r iplet with multi-evlindet 

irs +] t iy lyre S20) OK) 

nents R ited 

ibout 10 units per min. in 

output range 

installations to 60 and higher 

n the newer automatic lin 

Merchandising factors 

The fle X ble 

ives make possibl t Mass 

vacuum 

luncheon meat, cheese ( 

t } nuts and items be¢ 

the products visible 

shelf life 

al the display ind St 

thes¢ 

similar 

sufficiently t 

practi | 

quantity of products 

packaging received WIce Te 

ilmost immediately after its 

into 

1 ral su ket N n several supermarkets in ( 

that 

ble vacuum-packaged luncheo 

30% in ti 

tion supermarkets. Survey 

. y 

Citv show introductior 

Nncrease d sale S ovel 

week Bringing the name of the 

packer to the pont of sale pet 

greater markup for the store t 

unbrand d 

Survevs have 

indicated that the housewives 

possible with an 

WI ipped produc t 

is the store managers prefer vac 

luncheon meats to packed 

wrapped products for sanitary re 

ind for the improved annearance 

truer flavor of the product 

A certain amount of education 

vacuum 

For 

necessa;ry when 

were first introduced 

some 

See “New Efficiency in Gas 

Mopran Pacxacine, July, 1957, p. 134. 
Packagi 

Satis- 

als 

pack iges 

{ xample 

store managers would staple 

T PACKS, WRAPS 

a roll stock machine fo; 

idS 

example 

stockings 

similar ite 



tags and the like to the pack- 

destroving the Other 

displayed the luncheon meat on 

frigerated islands.. But the flex- 

vacuum packaging field 

ed today from that point. 

vacuum. 

is tar 

Flexible vacuum and gas packaging 

Ibably 

trea in frozen foods. Its value 

xs the rate of 

s freezcr burn is already being 

find its next greatest 

deterioration 

ited in the laboratories of 

1 packers and by universi 

success has already 

the frozen shrimp field 

ready-to-eat 

is also important 

bag foods that 

} 
ainners 

1 
ch interest, because au 

ould otherwise ex 

bag while th 

bo'Tng 

ippear that the 

ture the 

heated in 

next 

i In frozen 

Americ is 

xis Studie S are now 

Will surely resu 

blems still to be 

} yackIng maustry 

ot fresh meat Uy 

tresh read color even 

later de stroyvs the 

by promoting a 

of it In a vacu 

t soon becomes 

making it un 

yNpearance and thers 

However when the 

icuum packed and 

etains its red color 

neriod of 

] 
nm occurs In conven 

} } 
iCK is cim 

tim and 

ork has 

important 

been 

} 
ind some 

acuum packaging to 

expected 

im packs will offer 

regard to 

ws are now 

Fes with 

Transparent packages 

damage from freeze 

ng and should contri- 

better management of 

ood display and bette 

he consumer. 

\ packaging also has been 

soft goods industry to re- 

et ind immobilize the prod- 

ict, keeping it folded neatly. An 

this has been ladies’ silk 

shirts underwear, and 

similar 
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MA 
BAGS POUCHES TUBES 
WINDOW BAGS SHEETS 

FACTURERS 

TRANSPARENT BAGS for Every Use 

4637 W. Fullerton Ave. 

é. 

Printed or Plain-Flat or Gussetted 

Chicago 39, Illinois 

WATERPROOF a 

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF 
QS BAG CLOSURES... 

they're really different! 

FREEZE PROOF 

EASILY APPLIECG... 

SEE HOW THEY'RE 

Viny! plastic, laminated tight 

4 to wire. Holds better, does 
4 not come apart 

Strong iron wire core, keeps Tie tight on 
bag. No slipping 

MADE Available in pre-cut lengt! ] 

to 16’—or in 1000’ conti f 
IMPRINTING with your Te] 
very economical. WRITE FOR FU 

DATA — SAMPLES. 

plasties company 
SANTA ANA, 

RS ee | 

CALIFORNIA 

405 



Wraps om types and uses by W. B. Bronander, Jr.* 

cellophai heathing for boxed 

es and the unit wrap within 

the package, such as the individual 

ip tor idhesive = strip bandages 

The stvle of pa kage ind tl flex- 

le wrapping materials used are im 

rtant factors in determini the 

Merchandising efi speed of wrapping and the right ma. 

ness p! is protection al chine In some cases small men 

omy mak the wray 1 ch inde in the pacl 1 wil 

the most widely used at permit adoption f a standa ma 

portant ' of pack chine id equipment manut urers 

hould be consulted before det ormin 

iw anew design Set “Wrapp ind 

Bundling Machines,” p. 97 
Closure Wraps can be sé 1} 

number ol methods olhuir he 

ling, banding, stapling ping 
Con ) 18 t} m nm meti Sé 

| el | Heat seali § 

ost universal vitl tr insp t 

M t] I I it ( vra . 4 ( e it helps P erve 

I hap i hi vrap iS USé | ( t ) pe ties f the . 1) 

l han t ing products like cake mix« Opening tape 1 vy i 

I | Vv i | recent irs, Wraps n t ' te ( rett 1) k 

I nv } wortant ad ces in the ka — ind 

tiles,’ fres] pl duce i In view of the sp il re 

t ther product Wraps are lf lved in wrapping i 

Hi lit packaging—especially roducts, machiner ha 

' t in tl pre pack 1gin { . lope 1 for specifi idus 

t ft ipbined w t} suitable | CESS ind material foll 

t forms, permit machine litional patterns 

t tlar haped | k ( } ky Ww? rod ; ) rn g 

Wra fal three cla t i } t f } iker\ items wra 

‘ li t function ng ted tv] f Kaigin i 

| lik th Se t I | ma ) ik ( ykir SI ich et 

t butt which form tl ny prot I} heer econom rt t xed 

( for the product at th tail }e paper wrap for bread make leal 

1d ( | t] ( Spe ialt bre 1das uy 

‘ 
< okies ire generally WI 

as ; ye «ae transparent fil which at t 1 

- : M time stimulate impulse bi n 

packagi 

based on multiple wrap of 

individually wrapped units 

has proved one of the most 

successful techniques for 

packaging and merchan- 
; , | 
lising crackers and snacks 
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COURTESY ALCOA PHOTO COURTESY PRINTON CORP, 

Quality and appetite appeal of 

SS ee 

meat line is reflected by 

wrap 

{ wraps are use 

nla tic spot labe Is oO} 

ectly on the film provid 
Lii¢ decor ition 

I dual i ] ) i 

vide ly used l oO! 

izing. Where deman 
( il] designed singk 

hit 1S vailable io 

T Ds } rd sort can 

vray und goods sucl 

nt patties ll d vl 

uch as rolls of hard « in 

tes nd the ( indies is 

t t dor contami 

t be protected against 

al s, and 
' 1S are 

fucts. Parchi wraps 

ted iterial for print 

I rearing and ther 

t Foil laminated to 

des in excellent wrap 

high-score butter where 

rainst favor loss and odor 

s of first importance 

heese are now standard 
+} bilk displaved prod- I | 

in most retail outlets 
: 

wraps such as cello 

in, are popular 

I] »phane Overwraps are 

the pack iging of ciga 

rars 

ting. Transparent film is 

material most widel\ 

is field and numerous films 

ee 

to meet specific require- 
example, to keep moisture 

f the package or to permit 
to breathe. The list of 

iM 

Working wra 

Six materials—paper stick wrap; wax-laminated 

tear strip; printed label wrap and deal 

of package’s economy and efficiency is th that Dentyne still] 



‘TO COURTESY NASHUA CORP or OURTESY PUNT 

PEPPERELL 

Softness 

Trends 

S 

| ‘ 

ti 

rill | 

b 

Holiday overwraps ' 

ip i 

ot 

' } C 

} } } 

tind { 

Special-occasion wraps 

] ; ] 7. } 

t thre pposite \F 

ka i fraction 

hy teature tancdar 

ed nto st ill inner 1 { 

] kaue lin th uA huicte 

ife cereal cheese 

t | | lrugs an 

t \\ i ul ete tivel em 

[ P forn i f these j 

| ; 1 | Ss 

volume ot 

Kauging In wraps there is continual 

n equip nt and processes 

High-speed machines for speeding 

Chat 5 4 1 the wr ipping of frozen foods and 

d bakery products have 

cently been ck veloped and ire 

ortant bec ause they iffect whole he 

ca ) \ | ments of a large In lustry 

holid t Industrial packaging is receiving 

\ { r tre l eloy tne trong ¢ mphasis and this should open 

h hie the vil p new opportunities for wraps. For 

tt paper example, a number of ball-bearing 

t rt ] inufacturers are using a polyethy! 

has | ted ne ene-lined glassine to meet the exact 

408 

‘YT oe et att 

] 

' f th} te il 

hit lit I tuto 

‘ i ( 

ficie if protect I 

{ ; 

Bundling 

il \ ppl ! | 
1 { leyt f 

] y i 

} ] 1 val! 

wT tt yay | l AT al i} 

1 
I i iving can bye 

} 
‘ ( r et-up i 

} i } xe } ted | 

f tl bundle 
| force t] 

t 
' ’ p and identify th 

\f ] 
tal il¢ ! \ i i 

' tw t th 

t " t unwinds ! m 

' 
Aut t cumulat S 

, 1 
take | f the asseml 

1 
ipor heretotore ne 

" } 

packing boxes or stacking 

\ trend t bundling in trar 

film has developed among pac! 

shipping unit-cartoned ( 

products for the bundling of 

quantities of 4, 6, 12 or 24 pack 

Film has the advantage that n 

print is required, as the unit pack 

spe ak for themselves. The sales 

peal of the packages shows thi 1 

when the bundles are stacked on d 

ers shelves; handling, inventory and 

keeping stock clean are all mad 

easier. Some bundling has been in 

polyethylene and other films, but cel 

lophane has been the most widel: 

| used because of its economy and 

trouble-free, high-speed performance 

n wrapping and sealing machinery 

B 
S “Bundlers Turn to Film MovERN : 

PACKAGING, July, 1955, p. 75; and “Greeti s 
| Bundle.” Moprern Pacxacinc, Feb rs 

) p. 92 i 
$ 
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will your products 7 
in paper bags by & 

’ . sioh , > + , ,or Custom designing for high speed automatic machinery 

| niformity and easy sealing assure packaging precision 

Price and distribution costs lower than rigid containers 

Special pliofilm, polyethylene or other heat sealable linings 

Write for FREE ABP folder, 

Sharp art, photographic and typographic reproduction. which includes details on 

our patented Kard-O-Pak 

Bag 

merican Bag and Faper Cop 
50 Years of Packaging Progress 

WATER AND SOUTH STREETS + PHILA. 47, PA. 



Capsules — types 

Encapsulator fills liquids, pastes 

K 

410 

i that handles powde 

and uses 

li I be made 

| P ) l, el 

) t end nd me 

} } pack 

ret i lrop of | ya 

| be] t brand namie 

? trot . +; 
Ll Ss | i if 

} 
SI 1] pe t rmed | 

| Lotic Ih y 

} } \ } 
{ i i i. 

ryt ter the ( | ] 

’ 
) lental 

know the ipat 
' red 7 ; 

lotin » that th 

} ’ 
. \ ll re wiih tal 

ring and ust 
fy 1 te +} latin 

C‘ertit ] ire ' ] 

¢ f mit i+} 
I 

f the Federal Food. D 

Act. Color ha lue\f 
] } 

] ed l pi 

T t liat 

’ a — 

’ } r t | t 

tré t ertain product 

} he nm ¢ end 1 

{ i¢ extt t f 

edients that will a 

ne pa kage acts aS a presentation box 

th each capsule in its own 

Dispensers include snap-up lids 

ig pane ls and one-at-a-time 

['wo-piece capsules may be filk 

nd or on machines, some of whi 

I 

d capsules a day. About 

ft, elastic containers 

lical and vitamin product 1 

de by the rotary-die pro 

ed in the early thirties 

i¢ rotary die process is I 

ith transforming this old 

tical dosage form, of limit 

Iness. into one of the most 

1 useful dosage-unit pack 

arket As typic il of the 

th which filling now is d 

irer reports a samp 

units having in ovel ill 

0.437% from the de 

half wav between 250 

iilligrams, w ith the largest 

mallest at 248 millig 

ne of eat h in the total 

Manv pharmaceutical he 
i 

ome of their capsul 

rations to the capsul mar 

has on hand or vailat PhATMG 

PHOTO COURTESY R. P 

At high speeds, the rotary-die process machine produces the 
soit 

SEC TIODA 
vei 

yne-piece gelatin capsules used for vitamins, cosmetics, ete. 
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POLYETHYLENE BAGS _,, neon SASS 
Side-seam, back-seam, tub: Flat and gusseted 

y lar styles, flaps or flush cut e or mult r printing , 

os 

: Equitable 

sa offers you | 
si lies Tee 

o Potatee K 

ee “everythin msec SHOPPING BAGS ry g TAKE-HOLD” BAG 
rmo-Weld” pasted tented 

urful printing. under 

the sun” 
in paper 

and polyethylene MAXWEL HOUSE polyetny COFFE 

bags! + 
si 

MASTER SHIPPING BAG 
BLE PACKAGING ; 

printed, custom 

SUPER-LONG BAGS MULTIWALL BAGS ' 

Up to 168” in length, 1 or Up to six plies of heavy 

2 plies, multicolor printing kraft, handsomely printed 

Nhatever your needs in paper or polyethylene bags, it will pay you to contact Equitable first. For, in addit 

) variety, Equitable offers quality, economy and dependable, personal service. Our staff of skilled packagir 

engineers will help you solve your packaging problems . . . help you develop the best bags for your product nee 

Send now for free samples and descriptive literature. 

SOA oa ell QUITABLE ir ‘ : : pews Bauex, Boeew 

PAPER BAG COMPANY. INC 

———EO—_ 
45-50 Van Dam Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y 

Telephone: STillwell 6-0620 

Paper Mills & Southern Bag Plant: Orange, Tex 



How to test for 
TISING IM 

the plastics field lf you have anything to sell 
( , materials, machines, or equi ipment . that the fast-growing } tics & 

} istry ca? eC, he s the time to establish your company aba in the plastics y ‘ket, 

/ Myf naterial produ On reached the four billion-pound le ie .. and the outloo! jor & 

F ry , y ‘ , = . y > — 
¢ ( pa) ) Phe lace to start YOu? sales program iS MODERN } LASTI the 

IST ig agazine that stands up tothis 3-way check for maxin um advertising act 

: pla Almost two-thirds of its act ging 
P ‘ ig plar nd | ‘ l devoted to stories of me ends 

er o their own operations. ) new applications, new art f ex 

B MODE! PLAST play Aa pansion. The rest is aln ally I 1 t wo > s play i . . 
, . tl field’ bi . divided between pla th t ing 

‘ I roi i tne neiads cor l 1} . . 

: ind production methods . 1 the 
growth, because it is constantly in the : . os , 

. tec nical rot . ~ ia he 

1. the plastics industry itself- vanguardof new product explorations, a ae eS — 
, : : , P istry and testing. 

extrude it 1s today the recognized voice of . 

these plastics converters and users. A " ANUECD \ 

result, it’s literally “the” plasti — More 
. sal i weed ale ; idvertisers spend more n and 
ifit WW ‘ I co = rn, dil-palda 

bn thet 1 oll af se more space in MODERN STICS 
I liatior hat has matched the : : i 

2. the “‘end users” of plastics in market’s growth stride for stride than in all the other plast ‘ga- @ 
many different industries—who in nee th industry’s infancy zines, What do they sell? A ie 

in Une naus \ i y. ae 

ents in the Chemicals and Materia idhe- & 
! > is their sives, synthetic resins, } zers, & 

‘ h, they often set coatings, emulsions, col ex- 
MODERN PLA 

choice of 

STICS 18 the 

verwhelming executives 

authority. For example, 

survey* made at the 1954 

National Plastics Exposition showed 

that MODERN PI! ASTIC s these 

help than al maga 

field « cnhined’ 

GROWING ALL-PAID CIRCULATION ] 
O34.1956 | vith buying 

a Starch 

vives 

men more 1 other 

zrines in the 

he editorial aim of enna PLASTICS 

l to increase the use of plastics ma 

eria throughout indust ry wher 

ever they fit the job. It serves all 

facets of the field s the m: on of 

plasti the processors and the man 

who use plasties in ve 
; f 

ylume, 

kinds. 

tenders, fillers, laminates ating 
papers, stabilizers, solvent tting fs 

agents. F rf 

Machinery — hydraulic ems, & 
molding presses, accumula gran cf 

ilators, calendars, heat s¢ pol- g 

ishers, slitters, mills, mixe tors, 5 
hobbing presses, embos yro- & 

meters, scales, timers, cutt tools, 

drills, duplicators, lathes. 

Services—industrial designi mold- 
ing, fabricating, laminating iboss- 

ing, hobbing, deep drawing corat- 

ing, postforming, mold mal r, eXx- 

tending. 

Every test will tell you—~MODERN PLASTICS has what it takes to help you 

develop orders for anything you're selling to the plastics field.. 

A BRESKIN 

PUBLICATION # 
12 months of effective selling with a single ad 

standard ‘“‘how 40-it" reference work of the astics 

f it acked with 

f at 1 j a1 af 

vire ¥, # a report oncu ant 

. i nat i i at 
‘ é na meth 1s 

rT SELLS i] 

‘ ' ta 7 . ven t+ of 

y t ts as a t 

es f gt ’ pedia 

om Annual losing date: June 20th 

~ 

412 

_whetherits & 

or supplies, machinery or services! — 

*Write for the full report of the Starch 

survey and for 40-page market data file. 

MODERN 
PLASTICS 

575 Madison Ave. 
New York 22, N. Y.- 

: 
} 
5 
' 
b 

i 



FIVE PILLARS 

OF SUCCESS 

A business dedicated to these five principles most rtair built upor f t 

f The success that has followed Ivers-Lee, however, was by n t t M 

CS magination, ‘alertness and understanding of changing tim were « are 

et, ; 
Faith was the catalyst that hastened the reaction of al! these ingredients 

i ‘ ‘ ‘ P 

faith that our clients have always had in us the faith we had and he ther 
, 
fit ; ‘ ' ' 

and their futures—the faith we had in our pliers 

nf 

All of these, blended in the right proportions, have r« ted in « Integrity 

Quality, Capacity and Service’ unparalleled in the Unit-Packaging ¢ in ' ) Cc : ervice unporatiete eun ocKag | 

e 
Ivers-Lee is the creator and Contract Packager of 

Super-Sealtite, the Catchcover, the Tab Pok and o 

thousond and one other unusual packages for sampling 

and distributing single or multiple doses of tablets, 

capsules, powders, creams and liquid Dropettes 

nd [ Integrity II Creativeness III Quality IV Capacity V Service 

he 
rs 

x 

ng 

1s, & 
t 

in 

| iis 
wrt : | 

0 

Se eT ee Tee ee 



n envelope or packet that 

ha 

the > 

heat sealed? E 

in answer for lowering your cost@ 

e packaging materials. Ace Art Co, 

Charles B. Knox Gelatine 

The Nestlé Company, Inc. are some whew 

Co., Inc. and 

, lo 
ear A ba rge savings by packaging™ 

with materials produced 

The Morrill Pres 

foil, paper, 1 

elected for \ 

requirements, can be printe: 

side of the rp 

ed in a patterr 

rister wit] 

This mak: . possibl a consid 

} } 
ng in the amount of heat sealabk 

regul quired and. pérmits lower-cost packagir 

CC 

many types of machines, such as the Bart: 

lopes and Package Machinery’s “Tran 

or Hayssen’s “Compak” for 

samples of pattern heat st 

how you how savings can b 

THE MORRILL PRESS FULTON, NEW YORK: 
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QUALITY PRINTERS AND 

POLYETHYLENE 

IACKAGING MATERIALS 

. LAMINATIONS 
ep 

for complete flexible packaging service? 

’ ye u.need look no further than Shellmar-Betner. = o a Ti ol E ~ T & L 

i ¥> rude our own polyethylene, convert all kinds GC ' A i ro r+ ] a PA te Yy 

of" Bxible films, handle the most complex lamina- 

tions. But our service doesn’t stop there. We can 

provide the finest gravure, letterpress and flexo- Pie S H E LLMAR ~~ B ETN E R 

graphic printing too. From idea to finished package, 4 

we have the skill and equipment you need to give LEASES ihe creat OIVisStom 

your product new. glamor, new distinction. Let us 

create a Shelimar-Betner package for you! 



—e tet Y TH O N..a 
f iD 

BRAN I 

4 

oe: Mae ae =. ji H Y Sf E N a 

BAGS (Printed or Plain 

TUBING 

DRUM and 

CARTON LINERS 

Sere 
POLY PLASTIC @Q}% PRODUCTS, Inc. 

NUMBER Jie FOURTH AVENUE 

vhuders: Fiinbers: Oonvedertds PATERSON 4, NEW JERSEY 

416 

tat x | ~~, . Mmaeiist@#i #@ &£€ asa i 

*POLYTHON 

LESS PRODUCTS WHERE 

TECTION FROM DIRT 

SOLVENTS AND MOISTURE 

REQUIRED 

POLY PLASTIC PRODUCTS, 

OFFERS COMPLETE RESPOD 

BILITY. OUR SERVICE INCLL 

DESIGN, EXTRUSION, PRI? 

ING, CONVERTING 

UNDER ONE ROOF 

PACKAGING BAG FOR COUD 



spc at 

AT RIT 

ere’s how SPECIALTY ENVELOPES 

he largest pharmaceutical houses have 
] ‘letely over to small glassine enve 

items. But you can package any- 
tire patch to a tie clasp in the 
velopes 

envelopes—one for 16” flower stakes and the other fe 

I 

} 

iges, compresses, adhesive pads 

‘ 

t 

help sell your product! 
Low-cost textile items such as hosiery 

hair nets, dress shields, handkerchiefs are 

just a few of the natural items for smart 
see-able ¢ 

envelopes. And they readily accept 
types of color printing 

rlassine or cellophane specialty 

And don’t forget component parts of 
larger items. Screws, nuts, bolts, dials . 
even directions for assembly are safer 
when given the consideration of a spe 
cialty envelope 

sarts—aillustrate the wide range of sizes and shapes that 

You can sell a million products in specialty envelopes Armor-edge mailers—with rigid edges & 
. . ofn 7 ~ ; al mrote ' 4] 

Ss expensively, more efficiently thick I rovide ideal protection 

chandise or printed matter, supply th 

" } strength needed [or XCESS 
bulky, thick products, gusseted envelopes allow suff he peces 

. - diin 
it room and eliminate stretching and tearing = 

Phonograph sleeves hold records neatly and safely pro 

urfaces from scratching. 

Why not discuss your product with a P, L. Andrews specialist. Simply tell us what it is and 

what your market objectives are, and we'll make the recommendations. Write or phone today 

(\ 
TN FEA P.L. ANDREWS CORP. 

47 West 34th St., New York 1, N. Y. > Phone Wisconsin 7-0280 

417 
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COTTONLUXE Unit Packaging gives your prod- 

the added refinement-——that 

substantially to sales appeal and 
careful packaging. 

COTTONLUXE specializes in the 

ct the extra touch 

ontributes so 

worthy of dentines if is 

design and 

anufacture of unit packaging for many varied 

nes, not only for the purpose of dressing up a 

the purpose of protecting it 

rom injury before it reaches the hands of the 

onsumer, 

COTTONLUXE Packaying Spe ialties are used 

r items such as vanity cases, costume jewelry, 
tal and plastic novelties, cosmetics, pocket 

t le lighter , hearing aids, precision ground 

nd optical frames, smoking pipes, photo- 

raphic filters, razors, traveling clocks, pearl] 
cklaces and many other similar items too 
merous to mention. They are made from a 
de rat materials, including anti-tarnish 

flannels, leatherettes, decorative fabrics, ribbons, 

plastic films and cotton-wadding-lined papers. 

COTTONLUXE welcomes your inquiries and will 

be pleased to submit samples of suggestions and 

ideas for your consideration. 

Mon WO 
\Y) MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
783 East 136th St.. New York 54. N.Y 

Phone: 

MOtt Haven 9-3350 

Manufactw ing 

Packaging Specialties 

) 
for over 5 years 

418 

HUMITUBE 
WE CAN FURNISH YOUR REQUIREMENTS OF 

PRINTED ROLLS OF CELLOPHANE AND POLYETHYLENE 

three 

Printed, rewound rolls in brilliant, sun-proof colors 

Available in one, two and color printing. 

for modern sales making packages. Narrow web 

widths for candy wraps, cigars, and other smal] 

items printed in rotogravure. 

And 

TUBES, POUCHES and BAGS made of Cellophans 

and Polyethyleng PLAIN or PRINTED. 

o 

ALL TYPES OF BAGS ARI 

Sealed, Glue Sealed, Die ¢ 

A FULL LINE OF 

AVAILABLE—Heat 

Lips, etc. 

& 

SPECIALISTS IN SMALL POLYETHYLEN! 

CONTAINERS. We stock material for small Po 

ethylene containers. 

& 

CELLOPHANE—"“MYLAR’’—POLYETHYLENE 

A pioneer converter of duPont Cellophane 

® 

HUMITUBE MFG. CO. 

233-39 N. Madison St. P.O. Box 929 

PEORIA, ILLINOIS 

LOW COST WAY 

TO MAKE FRIENDS 

AND INFLUENCE SALE: 

e hk prints of arti les 

Viodern 

ind features that ippeal 

Plastics are often surprisingly nexpt 

sive when ordered in quantity. Many compani 

make it a practice to have stories which have 

bearing on their business reprinted for distrib 

tion to their own personnel, customers, prospect 

stockholders, or to other interested groups 

Whenever ou see editorial matter of this tv; 

in Modern Plastics magazine or the Eney« loped 

Issue which you can use in reprint form, in qu 

tities of 200 copies or more, write and quotation 

will be furnished promptly. 

INDUSTRIAL MAGAZINE SERVICE 

An Affiliate of Breskin Publications 

575 Madison Avenue 

New York 22, N. ¥ 

RN Me anos a 

GRE OT TRE IGT 

Ree Uns RI Np oD 
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. View-Pac 
4 Flat Containers 

Made of transparent ma 
terials, View-Pac style is 

stocked in 22 sizes of No 
. i , 300 Plain Transparent U dard and Special Containers Cellophane nd made in 

S.E. Siete! ar an pec ‘ other sizes and m " 

P ‘ to order 

fi Modern Packaging Needs 

Quik-Serv® Safety-Fold 
Envelopes Style Open Side and Open 

The perfect package for A portion of the body is End Envelopes 

powdered or granulated folded over to form part Popular for foods, drugs, powders, of top and bottom flaps , Populor fo 

tablets or tiny pills. A giving on envelope com- wy t 
patented specialty envel- pletely enclosed at all i pe 

ope for eosy filling and corners. Ideal for stems {/ \ f 
quick opening. A ‘‘shak requiring secure eals / \ te 

4 os feature for gradual 4 \ without chance of leak \ P ¢ 

= dispensing moy be built \ “ge , \ size 
mal in. Made to order . } 

| 

= 

Glassine or Cellophane E-Z Pac Flat Containers Printed 

: Die Cut Containers Supplied in moisture Film or Paper 
t ’ - proof, heat-sealing trans 

ZF Very popular with pack porent material in o wide Cellophane, Acetate, Plio 

: L- ers of candies, nuts and range of sizes. Easy to film, Polyethylene, Glass 

a3 | \ other small items. Keeps ill, quick to seal the ine and Laminated Paper 
| \ the product fresh and contents are always fresh printed in widths up to 

clean yet permits the and appealing. Stocked 30 inches, Gravure and 
g buyer to observe the con in cellophane in 2 sizes Flexographic, with pre 
& —_~ tents. Open end for easy 3” x 334” ond 3” x sion required for photc 
ig eee filling Twenty stock V2", widely used for electric controls. Also de 

5 sizes bs specials made the packoging of nuts sign facilities 
E } to order 

f | 
i } 

= 

i. E-Z Pac Two-Piece Display Pac 
Expansion Containers ] Container 

| Made to serve ao voriety a A special purpose cor 

a | 4 of industries where bulk / tainer designed to give 
k moy require an expon its contents Maximum ais Ps 

fe } } sion container It pro { play oat minimum os! < Protective } 
e | ‘ tects the products yet Made by putting together Cushion Envelopes 
ke brings them into clear \ two pieces of materia! t 

34 view of the buyer An H one transparent or tran Laminated padding with p! ord rated 

4 economical transparent lucent, the other tran paper forms envelope er with 

i | } bag. May be heat-sealed lucent or op« >t roning properties. Ideal for use in ¢ 3 
& j 4 if desired. Many we ghts pletely sealed f plastic ewelry and polished metal ind 

E | and sizes ives or hect Mode to tries. Can be printed res ¢ req t 
} order 

. | 

. ' 
' on 5 s- : ‘ 

Utility Envelopes Self-Seal® Open End Envelopes Columbian Snap Envelopes 

‘ Used extensively as coun A line of containers pot Whe 

2 } ter envelopes by makers e United t | 
: of hosiery, lingerie, cos e Com " 

E j metics and other impulse avings up te a US.E i 
r ; bought merchandise. The 50 in packing due to ee ts Snop Fastener 

; two-side-seam construc \ the ease and speed of —_ L make n ide < 

tion allows wide creas \ sealing. No licking, ne \ Such items o r key 

front ond back, unbroken moistening — just press hardwa fixt 4 
by seoms, on which to down the flap to sec ther small ¢ 

' } xrint afttroctive designs \ Ideal for thousand ¢ \ o pockaged. H 
f & / attention-compelling dis tems such os souvenir ited t H 
f ploys \ patterns, repair kit et be opplied | 

— ’ t 

- j 
:: — 

lustraoted and described here are some of the more commonly used types of USE 

Flexible Containers. There are many more to choose from in both standard and special 

i sizes. The United States Envelope Company can not only supply you with just the right 

package, but it is also equipped to add eye-catching appeal to any container through 

: printing your message or designs on the packoge. Letterpress or lithography, one ¢ 

: to four — the printing is done rapidly, skillfully and economically 

; For the complete story on U.S.E. Flexible Containers write for a copy of th 4 

book of Envelope Products and Purposes” shown on the left. It's FREE. And it is a book 
4 to which you will refer again and again 

4 , 
A. 

SPRINGFIELD 2, MASSACHUSETTS 

15 Divisions from Coast to Coast 



Important Facts 
About the $15 Billion 

Packaging Market... 
\ K Who Does the Buying For this reason Mopern Packac 

| ral Phe tactess thet contre! package se policy of paid circulation is vital] 

1, n are as complex as business portant to advertisers. It is insu 

packaging self. They tnclade sroduction. qoalit that subscribers are directly and 

trol, shipping, display, advertising mately concerned with packagin 

ke sles. promotion a eae erations because packaging 

izing consultants. The purchase identify themselves and their it 

by laving hard cash on the line 
! pecihcations Of | ickaging mate 

Since the magazine's foundi 
sually cuts across many depar 

t ts of a company 1927, its paid circulation has 
5) Phipea 

steadily—-from 2.500 to its curr 
ca the buying influences reé « 

> > me hi« ) T { Ss. Depar Bi eat a = eee ' time high of 20.600 out of a tot 
f ) e | l ' ce ol : } yf them all. Most ppliers. there ler of 24,500. The bulk « 

he lv « idvertisi 1 aining copies are used to pro 

ee Y = 1, litional rotating distribution f 

' \ rsik into paid subscriptions 

Editorial Content Mo ‘ Packacine is the oldest 

iy ne ser y the pack The editorial purpose of Mopet 

field. Prior to its fo ling in Sey AGING is to keep packagers inf 

t I ) cept of packagin the significant idvane 

What the Market Uses and Buys ee ical Re ethods. materials and ecauis 

ene ‘ ne i Editorial feature spac 

t ese j ted t caretully 1 il ed 

} k ective es \bout 90 ! staff 

‘ { contributed by authorit 

field. Through the se of ar 

\I | ved all tha tration Case ore im 
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Re-use gift pack of dark 

na ‘ Lithe 

containers Molded plastic 

mulation of styrene 

which comb nes 

( { i ( i! plasti ited in a new [01 

res x eprese i 1 field whoere cde moldir ; mate iJ 

pment pi h { vard at a rel markedly improved transparency with 

el brisk pace Eacl lls for high impact strength. Packages 

eful study and interpretat be molded from this compound afford 

ent lv 1 front tf pach rreate! product visibility with no 

‘ usefulne | il lead hip sacrifice of toughne Ss 

i stem f thie iilability of a The trend tow urd styrene contain 

fle new property such as idded ers for pre packaged ice cream, pat 

‘trength improve I larity a more ticularly in premium lines, continued 

favorable level of econom better Containers were larger, too, as several 

tance t terilization to deep molders introduced half-gallon sizes 

{ e, to ease and oil, t olvent Phe disposable 7-02 impact-stvrene 

During the | ist vear de velopments CUDS for use in a Ve nding machine as 

Iving molded plastics have been vell as the 9-oz. throw-away cups are 

both numerous and significant . uA iccepted is competition to pa 

Much of the inherent opacity ol pel hot cups Che cup market poten 

rubber-modified styrene was elimi tial is large and several new companies 

entered the field during this past year 
1 he " Service Rep tatis Plastics 

Springfield, Mass Use of styrene containers to pack 

PHOTOS COURTESY PYRO Ff 

by John R. Kent* 

a variety of miscellane small 

from nuts and bolts to items urrings 

and mic roscope lenses. has en Tis 

ing sharply. Food, however, remains 

the number one packaging market.! 

Many molded containers were 

offered as novel re-usable premiums, 
including flower pots, handbags and 
assorted tumblers, cereal bowls and 

many others. 

Low-pressure polyethylene is now 

available in commercial supply and 

additional producers have announced 

their intention to enter this market. 

rhis material will offer potentials for 

milk bottles, pharmaceutical contain- 

ers, aerosols and the like. 

Intermediate-density conventional- 

See “Molded Plastic Containers,” Industry 

Survey, Sept., 1957, p. 120 
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PHOTO COURTESY AMEKICAN CYANAMID CO. 

Urea is effectively used for convenient and popular inhaler Latticed styrene 
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Expandable polystyrene 

container protects ibra 

reed from damage due 

chanical shock during sl} 
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Polyurethane foam 

jobs to do in industria 

packaging Package in hacker 
Puote 

designed for delicate instrument 

foam is bonded right to carton. Pa 

in foreground was designed for a 
1 j 

sight. Foamed pads (duplicates sh 
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Cost table—plastics for molded containers 

Acrylics 

Cellulose acetate 

Trans! nt 

Opaque 
Butyrate 

Ethyl cellulose 

Melamine 

Phenolics 

Polyethylene 

yodih i s rene 

Pinched sides 

424 

ire attract 

{ 

sé price’ 

blow-molded 

Specifu Cost per 

gravity uu. in., Color Molding 

molded cents range method 

1.18 2.36 I 

1.18 2.51 Unlimited 

1.3 2.3 I 

] 16 Unlimite 

} 1s Good 

1.28 2.87 I 

1.28 2.5 ( 1 

1.15 2 99 (, d | 

1.50 2.44 Good! ( 

1. 3e¢ 1.00 Limited + 

)2 1.16 I 
) | 4 Limited 

O4 I 

( | Unlimited 

1.23 I 

, 1.3 Good* 

1.50 1.79 (,ood* GC 

; pare i 4 

( 

ed. ( les with special] he 
I 

| I rties i} to 215 é 

De btained I luding ome tt 

€ boile | un ler certa ! 

| ' evelopment in iniect 
I 

l a h que ind improvement 

flow and physic il propertie 

f polystyrene have permitted the 

nutacture f stvrene container: 

ll sections under 0.020 in. Thess 

compete costwise with dis 

bie treated-paper containers. 

specihc styrenes have been tested 

ipproved by the | 5 Dept t 

\g ulture Meat Inspection Bureau 

id the Food & Drug Administ 

tio thus permitting thei use In pac! 

iging of foods 

Polyethylene has grown widel 

ieceptance and use during the past 
' 

year and has becom competitive to 

styrene in many thin-wall containe 

and lid 

He xible 

applications. It is a semi 

highly dur ible material 

transmission 

has 

low water vapo! rates 

and possesses excellent chemical re- 
sistance and strength properties for 

1) dispenser-type packages like blow 
molded squeeze bottles and cans, (2) 
myec tion-molded re usable, non break 

able and (3) for 
applications in industrial packaging, 

and 

containers certain 

such as carboys, drums liners 

Polyethylene’s 

what limited 

Because polyethylene has exceilent 

flexibility be molded with 

color range is some- 

and can 

SEC TION 11- 

ease, it has been possible to mold 
hinges as an integral part of a con. 

tainer: This results in a rugged pack. 
age and eliminates costly mold de. 
sign and post-molding problems 

Polyethylene, made by the new low 

pressure, low-temperature method, js 

a promising new development. Im- 

proved properties including greater 

tensile strength have 

strated by production quantities of the 

been demon- 

new-type polyethylene. A maximum 
use temperature of 250 deg. F. indi 

cates polyethylene containers tht can 

be sterilized by steam are practical 

polye { High-molecular-weight lene 

may open up markets for thi:-wall 

molded containers and increasc:! rig 

idity may be obtained where d. sired 

Polyethylenes of specific fo mula 

tions also have been found tabl 

for food and drug packaging the 

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture th 

Food & Drug Administration 

Cellulosics. These plastic S inte 

primarily for wide color rat me- 

chanical strength and toughn: The 

I used mainly whe re pact 

trength is of prime importan sult 

te or ethyl cellulose is rre 

er cellulose acetate wher net! 

mal stability is required 

cetate has excellent Jow-t t 

properties 

Phe noli il also co 

olding materials and it 1 be 

ioted see table) that the Ses 

the lowest cost per cubic The 

lor range is limited to da lors 

] rimarily bl it k, brown and They 

re available in varying impa¢ ades 

Phenolic is not widely us n the 

manufacture of packaging 1iners 
, 

because of its dark color and }\:gh spe 

cific gravity. It is, howe used 

widely to manufacture closu: 

Melamines normally are tricted 

to closure applications because ot 
their higher cost. They do possess ex- 

cellent flexural strength and_ shock 
resistance and lack odor and taste 

They are compression-molding mate- 

rials and are available in limited 

opaque colors. 
Urea is a compression-molding, 

chemical-resistant material available 

in a wide range of colors. It has excel- 
lent resistance to common solvents, 

alcohols and essential oils. It is non- 
electrostatic and does not attract dust. 

This material has excellent surface 

hardness and abrasion resistance and 
is used primarily in higher-priced 
packaging when luxury appeal or 

chemical resistance is important. A 
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Characteristics of molded plastics | ee 
4 

ee 2 
ws 

ate 

y _ [One . a a —_ , T'ype of material and general characteristics Packaging uses 

ACRYLIC nethyl methacrylate). All colors, st lo transparent, with unsur Transparent molde 
| nd clarity. More di | tyr boxes for cosmetics, jew. 

ial stab ind outdoor ex; re stal More flexible and k brittle than lery and small duets 

ts tor is cell i Ad qi ite 2s ist 160-180 ck g. | Displays 

i terist 5. | l] nt re t Lite l ids, ilkalies ind il ohol 

k t } I ! } s 1 alkalies 

CELLULOSICS e acetate, cell e acetat t Complete range of fast colors and Jewel be ntais 
transparent. Hi Ace t M te ist et ratching ers for Iry oduct 

| I i I rdw ul L0Sur 

\ vate ’ \ f ' = and di play ‘ nent 

t Cc easily and can be Tubes and vial 

y t t 
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POLYETHYLENI I 
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| v 14 ] oq 
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‘ t 

POLYSTYRENI ] t rent. Clarit rt r plas { t t S, ac 

His ter tched bottle t 
' , Hi tal } } rpt } ¢ for parts 

ty | Adequat t1 t genera jecti 
Virtualls te § ft » taste yplicat i 

lk nd Poor 1 to petrol Compartis boxe 

S ASTM s1 heat D-703-561 ] l be 

POLYSTYRENE MODIFIED (hig! t 1 polystyre Complete range of opaque and Disposabl 1d con 
t t rs. Surface available in mat or gloss finish. Will scrat tainers, prod traysand 

| ‘ if gravity | iske ts Cos i pack- bar 

I t ner il stability Ver | ww water absorpti ) \ | quate heat resistance 180 deg I iges Display Package | 

t pack Becomes brittle at low temperatures. Excellent odor and taste characteristics. components 

{ flected by com n acids, alkalies and alcohols. Poor resistance to petroleum derivatives and 

t \ for contact with fresh meats 

—_—— FF 

UREA Colors lude all whites and all shade lightfast) in opaque and translucent Closures, especially for Py 
: _ 

\ | nt te omparal t hermoplastics osmetic ind = persona 

tability. Will not softer exposure to heat. Strength properties good. High product contain rs, where ss 

H ta ] I Excellent taste and odor characteristics ittractive appearance #8 

, hols il vreases dw i i to fair resistance to ilk ilies important. Jewelry boxes 

Display 

a te 

. th. Directory under “Plastic Molding Material Als wult art this section for 
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shaped container forces contents into neck area by gravity squeeze bottle is spill-proof, per special barrier properties needed = - 

for instantaneous dispensing of new free-flowing semi-paste mits accurate, drop-measured to package oxide-removing com- terial 

Ipana. Bottle dispenses just-right amount with no waste doses to be dispensed. pound containing fluorides ing m 
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rmediate-density polyethylenes 

0.93-0.94, 

iterials exhibit properties be- 
yical densities of 

the conventional and high- 

polyethylenes. Polyethylene 
range of density should find 

iietv of uses in plastic 

955 and 1956 these mate- 

not generally available in 

juantities and a number of 
} problems had not been 

i 

ever, during 1957 these 

readily available and 

tent excessive quality 

eliminated 

| characteristics of so 

liate and h'gh-density 

re similar to the con 

ethylenes, but with 

at rences 

iit llows the u t 

bottles witl re 

veights nportant 

( t. With ¢ 

rodauced \ 

lity to allow 1 

led dropper I 

spra package S 

' t resistance permit 

f empty or loose 

] 
1 Values ul ippres 

irly all liquids tested 

density polve thvlene 

it down liquid pel 

0 to S59 as compared 

volvethvlene 

the h’gher-density poh 

he regarded aS COM 

nventional polve thy] 

Most 

lensity polvethylenes 

i re plac ement 

ise of conventional 

rials 

ig has advanced to the 

ow practic al to pro- 

rs from. virtually any 

Many of these contain- 

in laboratory curiosities; 

ive limited applications 

naterials which have been 

ellulose acetate, cellulose 

rate, polystyrene, nylon, 
and vinyls. With the in- 

materials, 

i! problems arise requiring 
epts of machinery and pack- 

For instance, different ma- 

rT new many 

terial shrinkage factors during mold- 

considered. Also each new 

is different permeation 
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PHOTO COURTESY BRADLEY CONTAINER CORP. 

Extruded-body polyethylene  squeez 
bottle in miniature form is filled and « 

m comy letel chanized high J 

pertie whic! t 

i€ | ul d ‘ ia 

Linings 

The availability of lining 

{ the ner W ills ot pol et} lene 

} , ‘\"=- 

ties’ was first announced in late 195 
} 

Chev became commercial fre lities ] 

1956, and in 1957 commercial acee pt 

’ 
ance was obtained in proprietary and al 

ethical drugs as well as in the 

metic and industrial fields 

Linings are formulated from pol 

neric substances so as to form a bar 

rier against permeation. Experimenta 

tion has shown that a number of differ 

ent linings are necessary for effective 

packaging of any reasonable percent 

ige of the products unpackage ible 

polyethylene. 

Linings are selected to give such 

specific properties as good chemical 

resistance, desired permeation charac- 

teristics, adhesion to the bottle wall 

sufficient flexibility while 

the bottle and 

properties 

squeezing 

suitable processing 

In general, linings have been found 

effective for the following types of 

products, none of which can be com 

mercially packed in unlined bottles: 
1. Water-in-oil base emulsions such 

as Cleansing lotions and hair creams 
2. Mineral oil base liquids such as 

baby oils, hair oils and various pha 

maceuticals. 
+ 
3. Lubricating oils. 

®See “Lined Polyethylene Bottles,”” Mopenn 
PACKAGING, July, 1957, p. 147, 

4. Products which hays 

odor and/or flavor loss. These includ: 

certain types of shampoos, after-s! 

lotions, some colognes 

cosmetic and pharmaceutical items 
5. Some organi 

uids which have excessively 1] 

regular meation in 

Among these p1 

lighter fluids, cha 

shoe oils paint products 

nail polishes 

While linings have not 

veloped which w 

all products the list 

mercial linings i 
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ing and the deve t 

ings should make it 

more and m 
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for the electrolyte shippe 

Lightweighting has als 

to polyethylene large \ 

hovs 

, 
These factors have giver 

development of lightweight 

volving materials other tha 

ventional polvye thvlen 

I 

readily 

its greater rigidity. The pi 

a bottle is reduced becaus 

rial savings, compensating 

higher per pound price of the me 

material. 

For instance, a low cost 

inder bottle with 24-mm. finish car 

blown from high-density 

weight of 18 to 22 grams 

has good feel when 

nasal 

solvent 

High 

polvethylene, for example, lends 

to lightweighting be 

h indl 
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] ] | tic jars are curre produce 

ind are also made with hollow 

sealed bottom. The dou 

broken 

field in moderate quantite 

sing a he at 

hle-walled stvle has into th 

osmelc 

} 

asically becaus of the merchandis 

ng Vv ilues ot the new cl signs im ah 
, 

intensely and increasingly competitive 
: 

narKket 

Jars are also produced by the blow 
! iwilded method, offering greater free 

n of design The more rigid poh 

ethylenes may provide particularly ip. 

teresting possibilities for future plastic 

jit! cle SIgns 

Extrusion-fabricated 
containers 

vie ne b ittles produced \ the 

( l ) fabr cation process re 3 

er tvpe — container and differ 

fy olded bottles in shape ind con- 

uction, but many of the applications 

the tr. tvpes of bottle S < rlap 

| 7 the extrusion-fal ited 

Dott é iracte rized by t} cv} 
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1.3 , 
lucts that polyethylene i not 

} ; dinarily contain. This is yrtan 
, 

for foods and pharmaceutica 
lp thy! Che extrusion fabricated | ethyl 

ed bot 

o the 

body 

ene containers have a disk-sh 

that 

body of the 

shoulder ilar to 

that of the plastic tube. (Se “Plastic 

The bottles 

tom prec is heat seale 

container. Th 

ind neck design is sit 

Squeeze Tubes,” p. 431 
ilso employ the same well-de veloped 

method of decoration used for tubes, 

that is, the evlindrical body is mounted 

m a mandrel and offset printing 1s 

rolled on to the bottle or can. Recently 

two new exterior coatings have been 

nade available. One gives added gloss 

ind the other provides gloss plus bar- 

rier properties 

See “Roll-On Deodorant Dispenser,” Moo: 
PackaGinc, July, 1957, p._ 110 ane 

Baver’s Squeeze Spray,” MoperNn PACKAGING, 
pt., 1957, p. 140 
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lastic squeeze tubes RETR en 
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pid growth in px pu g ] ‘ 

ion-fabricated poly 

t! [This tube, introduced 

‘ IF d for adhesives, cos 
] 

: soaps lotions. oint- 

like In all, over 300 
c 

| ' < 
' icts are being packaged 4 

t In 1957 over 100 million 7 

t tubes were used, a 20% : 

the previous vear. New . 

5 S te Tube,” Mons Pack Food in a tube brings new convenience internal linings for polyethylene tubes 

to the kitchen. Polyethylene squeeze tub now permit packaging of petroleum-bas¢ 

facilitates adding cheese to meats, et products and other hard-to-hold items 



Marking plastic containers by Arthur N. Skeels* 

« | l ‘ 1 I ! t ) me ft pt f plastic \ 1] not w rk on 

T = lentit i" through the press each container ré ill types. It is, therefore, essential that 
, t} , l . ust rel uires. Each con slete design or each the leaf be carefully chosen Heat 

iril } ll ] entive lor of a ¢ t quire i parate pressure and dwell time ire als are- 

etl list i The sar e of silk scree fully controlled to achieve the bes 
t I fact rl th tl tion of front and bonding highest productivit an 

tec} ] labeling of 1 packages, wher west cost. Stamping equipment has 

' ] it rotate gainst th erformed at rates as high as 4,50( 

] } hot ] el nhie i} id as Ow s OU pieces pel h 1 Since 

t tt] t t erat Round contair tial investment yr prop m 
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Determining factors 
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lefines the quantity f roll leaf co This chart is intended only to suppl 1 rough definition of some commercial methods of in- 
srally marking polyethylene bottles. Certain conditions will alter this rough evaluation. In any 

use, your decorator is the best guide 
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the field of plastics mark- 
set provides the most satis 

thod thus far of printing 

plastic containers. This 
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to display offset best 

another phase of Auburn's 

service... one-stop plastic molding 
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AUBURN OFFERS ONE-STOP PLASTIC MOLDING SERVICE 
we develop, recommend and can make finished products from 
any plastic compound, using the best one to fit your individual 
needs. Complete facilities now include: 

@ Injection molding machines up to 22 oz. capacity 

@ Compression, transfer and high speed plunger presses up 
to 600 ton capacity —plus 

Automatic rotary presses for parts up to 4 sq. in.—plus 

Stokes automatic presses 

Extrusion machines up to 4'2” screw size 

Made-to-order vinyl plastisols and dry blends 

Precision tool and die shop 

Design, engineering and laboratory services 

Write today for a complete Auburn catalog to: 

AUBUAN FLASTICS. ING 

FORMERLY AUBURN BUTTON WORKS, INC. 
ESTABLISHED 1876 



Thermoformed plastic sheet 

he rmotorming of packages and 

package components from plastic 

t is oO { the fastest growing 

pu iging 

Lhere tw nriy ] . 1 ici t ) | neipal reasons 

—_ , ’ 
sheet plastics deserve increased 

i hey provide the pac k- 

ol the i man} advantages 

I 1 board plus the advan- 

tage of tt wency and additional 

barrier or functional properties; (2) 

newer methods of forming sheet 

plastics make possible a range of 

I . f hapes ind sizes that previ 

ly have proved too d ficult or too 

ly when other methods and other 

\ ( ered 

he ire three bas c processes, plus 

lat of these, avail- 

he proauci J ot pac kages and 

co t from plastic 

t. The 1) vacuum forming 

{ ] } heet f , 

? 

for g 

ta I ) 1 ( In bot} 

tl t heated until 

' rced into 

fils nold 

\ I f itm 

> ll y squar 

' ] r force \ uum 

\ cli¢ S an | Ine yf 

e relatively simple. As 
t t Y ris Tt t rie 

stars in Blister pack 

penser; gives all information needed for 

Pe ers ees 

434 

automatic dis- 

both by packagers and custom form 

ers. Vacuum forming machines ar 

discussed and illustrated in the articl 

Package-Making Equipment, p. 155 

Pressure forming employs air, hy 

lraulic or mechanical pressure of ap 

p 

inch, altl ough pressures to 

roximately 75 to 150 Ibs. per square 

300 p.S.1. 

operations. The are used in certain 

equipment is relatively heavy and 

used because of 

the heavier pressure employed. Be- 
metal dies must be 

cause of the more complex know hy \ 

and specialized equipment involved, 

pressure forming is almost always 

found in the custom former’s plant 
The principal sheet plastics used in 

thermoforming packages are: cellu- 

lose acetate, cellulose acetate buty- 

rate, polyethylene, high-impact poly- 

rene, oriented polystyrene, rigid 

alendered) vinyl and flexible (cast) 

“Sheet Plastics for 

Chermoformed Packages,” p, 435, and 

nyl See charts: 

Characteristics of Sheet Plastics,” | 

138.) In addition to the sheet plastics 

sted, others being used or potentially 

iseful in packaging applications it 

clude methacrylate, ethyl cellulos 
1 

volvester sheet nvlon and low-pres 

sure polvethvlene 

Blister packs 

interest in the rim Mau h ot the 

formed sheet packages centers around 

he type of package referred to as a 

blister pack, 

pack. This package consists of a trans- 
bubble pack or dome 

parent plastic shell that is mounted on 

a paperboard card. The product to be 

packaged is between the 
plastic dome and the card. 

Usually the plastic blisters are pro 

duced in a custom former's plant. Plas- 

tic stock, either in separate sheets or 
a roll, is fed 

forming machine, where it is heated 

until it becomes soft. Then it is pulled 
by vacuum into a cavity mold or over 

a profile mold. As many as 50 or more 
individual blisters can be formed at 
one time. Moreover, a variety of pat- 
terns can be handled in a single sheet 

and the shapes can be readily varied 
by changing individual molds or dies 
When the packager receives the 

plastic domes, he generally employs 

some tvpe of conveyor line and jig 

inserted 

from into a vacuum- 

, , 
device to assist operators in filling th 

product into the bubble and issem 

bling the bubble to the card for speed 

ier production. 

} Vacuum-formed blisters characte 

a flanged base ( edge istic ally have f 

produced during the forming pera 

tion. This flange can be stapled to g 

sealed 
to the card when the latter | beer 

coated 

See “Adhesives for 

p. 318 

card: or the flange can be heat 

with a thermoplast resin 
= ' 
Packagin U Ses 

An increasing number of pa] boar 

suppliers can furnish thermoplastic 
coated stock specially designed f{ 

heat-sealed blister packages. S$ ecialh 

designed heat-sealing equipm: nt an 

jig arrangements have also en d 

veloped to speed the oper n. { 

ourse, the rmoplastic sheet in be 

used as the base of the pa ore 

stead of pape rboard 

In still another variation Cal 
} ] 

can be die cut so that it will 

the plastic dome and fit a d tl 

flanged base of the dome | 1 col 

lar. There are then two prime ] ways 

of low king the flange to the 1 that 

can be used: 

l. A fold-over or book-ty; urd i 

used. When the folded sur es ar 

adhered together the flang s thus 

locked in place. A latex-type .dhesive 

is generally used. Certain ppliers 

an provide stock with the hesive 

pressure-sensitive coating. In some in 

stances, formers have inst 1 the 

own coating equipment, At ist one 

packager has turned to lextrin 

type adhesive and has installed his 

own coating equipment. H asons 

economy and elimination of problems 

of formula, blocking and uniform per 

formance. When the fold-over card is 
used, a double thickness of papel 
board is needed. Moreover, the meth- 

od does not lend itself to automatic 
assembly. On the other hand, this 

method does produce an effective, 
durable display package and is one of 
the most widely used types of blister 

packs at present. 

2. Some packagers lock the dome 

or blister to the die-cut card by means 

of a label or a separate backing of 
paperboard. In the case of the label. 
it can be applied by a labeling ms 
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streamlined display and complete 

product visibility. 
Skin packaging lends itself to ap 

plication in the packager’s plant, but 
in some cases it is done by the custom 
former. Generally, soft or very heavy 

products do not lend themselves to 

skin packaging. Otherwise, there is no 
clear-cut rule as to when to use skin 
packaging or blister packaging. Skin 

packages use relatively thin gauges of 

sheet stock; they lock the product and 

component parts securely in place 
ind they provide excellent merchan 
dising features for hardware, tools 
notions and products that can be sold 

in sets. Some authorities predict a 

very bright future for skin packaging 

ind with reasons that have obvious 

validity. Nevertheless, skin packag-: 

ng is a new field and know-how is 

Successful skin packaging of soft 

cl } 

very much at a premium at the pres 

, —_— } ent time 

Contoured containers 

Skin packaging In addition to blisters and skin 

rhe lled sl re diff packages, there is a third type of 

the blister pack that the pr thermoformed-sheet container that de 

the die or mold serves careful study. This is the plas 

ckaged prod ti box, tray, evlinder, bottle or 

bed of the pecially contoured container. From a 

for hin usually ji construction point of view this type 

ltip] Plast heet lraw vel — container offers exceedingly wide 

tight fit of t] freedom in design. The container can 

be very small, very large, long, flat o1 
I n be 1) heat ntricately detailed with formed-in 

her pl ompartinents dividers, platforms ol 

the forming pockets. The closures can be slide 

overs snap covers hinged covers 

cut friction fits and many other standard 

unit id novelty types of lids. Variety is 

like a bl the strong point of the thermoformed 

1 the { rd card is de nlastic-sheet container and package rs 

© appli ho have special requirements in re 

the printed ird to product size, shape or the 

product identification eed for novelty will do well to studs 

tal in self-selection merchandis me of the thermoformed packages 

The all-plastic skin package, of now on the market. Among the dis 

excels from the standpoint of tinctive types, vou'll find: « polyethy] 

Oriented polystyrene 

package features sparkle 

and visibility. Printed lid 

is heat sealed to the 

formed tray. Material has 
comp 

desirable propertie : tor 

packaging foods 

PHOTO COURTESY PiaXx 
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ene bottle for battery acid Syrups 

powders; a transparent hinged acetate 

package for a bat and ball; a compar 

mented polystyrene tray for surgical 

needles; gift sleeves for L.quor bottles 

contoured polyethylene containers fo 

gears and motors, transparent acetat, 

packages for bearings packed in ind 

vidual oil-filled compartments ay 
vinvl pac kages for ice cream, whid 

ire formed in intriguing animal shapes 

CThermoformed plastic shect aly 

performs important chores wher 

signs and displays are concerned. Rep 

licas of packages can be rep duced 

with great fidelity and in very larg 
or small sizes. Designs in color can by 

pre-printed in a distorted pattern q 

the plastic sheet and the result after 

the forming operation is three-dimer 
sional realism in every detai!. Pact 

agers will do well to study SO! of the 

printing techniques employe in th 
thern..forming of signs, { these 

methods and results appear hay 

important potentials for the 

Methods and equipment 

Thermoforming techniqu 

from simple heating and \acuu 

drawing to processes invol y va 

ous types of mechanical a ts al 

special control devices | gulat 

temperature, pressure an | ling 

the die. (See diagrams “She« rming 

rechniques,” p. 437.) In adi sp 

cial screens or “focused eating 

devices may be used to y the 

amount of heat reaching a 1 are 

of the sheet opec ial feeds harg 

facilities and cutting d S are 

ivailablk 

Vacuum-forming macl L 

wailable for approximately 000 o 

less. but the production-] nodels 

designed for automatic c 1 and 

greater speed rise in ct up to 

$10,000 and higher 

Because thermoforming s ad 

vanced so rapidly in the packaging 

field, it is only natural to highlight 

the successes and stress the inherent 

advantages of simple machinery, low 

cost dies and quick tooling-up time 
But there are still many problems 

References 

See also the following references in 195% 

issues of MODERN PACKAGING Magazine: 

“Trap-Door Blister,” Sept., p. 119; “Slide 

Off Bubble,” Sept., p. 148; “Flocked Poly- 

styrene,” July, p. 130; “¢ ontoured Rifle 

Sight,” June, p. 109; “Self-Selling Therme 

form,” June, p. 144; “New Concepts in 

Skin Packaging,” March, p. 154: “Slide- 

Track Thermoform,” Jan., p. 130 
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A wide variety of sheet forming 

techniques is available to satisfy 
many different types of job require- 
ments. Most of these are variations of 
the following basic methods: 

1. Straight Vacuum  Forming— 
Clamped in stationary frame, heated 
sheet is vacuum drawn into mold. 

2. Drape Vacuum Forming—Mov- 

able frame stretches sheet over male 
mold before vacuum is pulled. 

3. Force Above Sheet—Mold de- 
scends onto heated sheet, partially 

forming it; vacuum is then pulled. 
4. Vacuum Snap-Back Forming— 

Vacuum is pulled, drawing pre-heated 
sheet into cavity (G). Male plug 
moves down until it reaches a pre- 
determined position. Vacuum is then 
applied in male plug. 

5. Plug and Ring Forming—Heated 
sheet is placed over a ring and 
clamped down. Mold mounted on 
ram is forced into it. 

6. Forming into Female with Help- 
er and Air Pressure—As press closes, 

cored plug pushes heated sheet into 
cavity. Air pressure is then introduced 
through cored plug, pushing sheet 
into female mold. Holes in moid let 
air escape. 

7. Pressure Forming—After heating, 
framed sheet is formed between 
matched male and female dies. 

Legend: A—Heater; B—Clamp; C— 
Plastic Sheet; D—Mold; E—Vacuum 
Line; and F—Air-Pressure Line. 

5. PLUG and RING FORMING 

7. PRESSURE FORMING 
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Packaging uses 

tormed 
tr inspare nt containers or 

Fabricated or 

displays. 

Rigid transparent and 

vlored boxes, tubes, 

vers ind disp] 

Vacuum or essure 

torme d containe blis. 

te bubbles Sf YACKS 

Formed rig ntain- 

ers, such as box shaped 

produ t trays fresh- 

food baskets 

Snap-on lids for paper 

tainers, 

Containers and trays for 

prepared foods at and 

produce, candies nd con- 

diments. Platf is and 
} other formed coi 

and aluminum « 

onents 

Rigid transparent boxes, 

tubes, drawn covers and 

display components. 
Vacuum-formed  cen- 

tainers and liners. 
Pre-printed vacuum- 

formed displays, package 

replicas, emblems, ete. 
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cheet plasti containers 
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ment es or molds by the user. In 

J-E Plastics Mfg. Corp., New 
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abricated sheet packages 
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a family of 

polyethylene 

resins 

for modern packaging 

re POLYETHYLENE RESINS 

Du Pont ALATHON polyethylene resins offer unusual opportunities for 

creating packaging that not only becomes an attractive visual stimulus to 

sales, but also provides superior protection for your product. 

This booklet describes briefly the properties of Du Pont ALATHON 

“polyethylene resins and illustrates some of the forms in which they are being 

used for packaging. For assistance in making a more comprehensive 

evaluation of these resins, we will gladly recommend sources from the 

group of molders, extruders and coaters who supply packaging 

materials made from ALATHON. Beyond this, the experience of 

Du Pont's staff of technical specialists is always available. 
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Lingerie, woolens, linens and other soft goods indi- 

vidually packaged in film of Du Pont ALATHON 

present a fresh, unmussed appearance that en- 

hances the appearance of the product and attracts 

the customer. In addition, film of ALATHON poly- 

ethylene has a textile-like feel that is a decided 

asset'in a packaging material for soft goods. 

The beauty and protective quality of ALATHON are 

long lasting. Containing no plasticizer, it does not 

deteriorate or become brittle with age. Thus shelf 

life is extended and handling damage greatly 

reduced. 

Tough, durable film of ALATHON also makes excel- 

lent garment storage bags. It does not tear or 

puncture easily. Because film of ALATHON is trans- 

parent, garments can be identified quickly without 

opening the bag 

Oiled tools, toys and other metal products are easily 

examined by customers yet protected from dirt and 

rust and kept in perfect working order when sealed 

in film of Du Pont ALATHON. Irregular shapes or 

sharp edges present no problem, because film of 

ALATHON has excellent tear strength. Under normal 

stress, small cuts, punctures or nicks in it will 

not run 

While these are the major packaging applications 

for film of Du Pont ALATHON, there are many 

others. Currently it is also being used as a durable, 

attractive packaging material for high fidelity 

phonograph records, fine writing papers, and as a 

shrink-fit package for certain metal and plastic 

merchandise. In other instances, it serves as liners 

for industrial drums. 

Perhaps the many advantages of a film of Du Pont 

ALATHON polyethylene can help solve your pack- 

aging problems. We will be glad to send you more 

information. Just fill out and mail the reply card at 

the back of this booklet. 



ALATHON'’ $ 

lhrough conventional molding and extrusion tech- chemicals and pharmaceuticals—both for fu 
. ) t 2} > oe 2 > > } J " niques, Du Pont ALATHON resins can be converted tional and decorative purposes. The fact that liner 

into translucent to fiat containers and closures frequently are not required with closures made of 
n an almost endless variety of shapes and colors. 
% ; . e this material reduces cost and improves perf 
In this form, ALATHON offers a number of distinct 

ane ance. Versatility in color and design is a 
advantages as a packaging material. It is light, stiff, 

\ . . . linportant advantage. 
unbreakable, inert to most chemicals, and resistant re : & 

) stress-cracking agents. And its chemical and Containers of ALATHON in the form of cups have 

physical properties do not change with age. proved highly successful for packaging soft food 

' , P such as cottage cheese, processed sea foods, and sala‘ [The squeeze bottle— particularly for personal prod- ‘ co age cheese, processed sea das, and salad 

mixe ¢ octe v refrigeratic these container ucts—is one of the best-known uses of ALATHON as xes. Unaffected by refrigeration, these contain 

a container. These attractive, flexible bottles have are nontoxic, odorless and tasteless. And custom 

extra rigidity that makes them snap back quickly like the fact that they are reusable and easily cleane 

tween squeezes. At the same time, the greater Ti. She Bent Delite is D 
. . i€ u ont oiycenemicals epartment wi De 

mpermeability of ALATHON polyethylene helps a | 
. giad to give you the names of molders and ext 

keep essences, aromas and flavors fresh, effective ghiel smmabnaniee . actor tin acts 
and appealing. who furnish containers and closures mac 

ALATHON. These suppliers can hel; Ou ect 

Screw-on and snap-on caps made of ALATHON resins an ALATHON polyethylene resin precise! 

are widely used in the packaging of cosmetics, to your packaging needs 

, 

ueeze bottles of ALATHON have greater stiff- 

ness; snap back fast between squeezes. The 

mpermeability of ALATHON keeps products 

esh and effective. The properties of ALATHON 

yield bottles with very good stiffness and 

mpermeability while maintaining good resis 

tance to environmental cracking agents 

Tasteless, odorless and nontoxic, cups and lids 

made of ALATHON are ideal for packaging 

cheeses and other soft foods. Customers reuse 

these unbreakable containers; find them at 

tractive, easy to clean. ALATHON 37 is 

tailored to have optimum properties for this 

type of application 

Squeeze-to-use cans like this liquid 

dispenser are among the newest types of 

tainers molded of Du Pont ALATHON. Hand 1y 

flip cap is also an ALATHON polyethyle 

resin. ALATHON 20 has outstanding res 

tance to environmental cracking and is thu: 

particularly well suited for such applicat 

Jetergent 

ne 



ALATHON’ | 

western meee ae porn es meme eer Du Pont ALATHON polyethylene resins are applied 

> FN /2SWAKMZS SNE to paper, film, metal foil and fabrics by extrusion | 

he coating. The economy of this process and the excel- 

GANDA, SE AAP IR OOO Rae NV dere lence of the end product have made coatings of 

ISM 2NGNANN NIN WAS, BNE UK USSU ALATHON suitable for a wide variety of packaging 

applications. 

In addition to the above process, any film made of 

ALATHON can be laminated to paper, cellophane, 

etc., by adhesives. The resulting laminations often 

have properties different from those resulting from 

a coating process. 

As a coating for packaging materials, ALATHON 

offers a rare combination of useful properties, the 

most important of which are heat sealability, crease 

resistance, and superior resistance to grease and 

moisture. Due to the strong heat seal it provides, 

ALATHON makes a particularly desirable coating for 
MPOSI 

foil because foil, while offering many good proper- 

ties as a packaging material, cannot be heat sealed. 

In food packaging applications, coatings of Du Pont 

ALATHON have proved extremely successful. The 

low moisture-vapor transmission rate of ALATHON 

prevents hygroscopic food powders from lumping; 

helps soluble coffee powders retain flavor. ALATHON 

is tasteless, odorless and nontoxic; contains no addi- 

tive or conditioning agent which might have a 

harmful effect on foodstuffs. Where cold weather 

shipment or refrigerated storage is involved, 

ALATHON has the additional advantage of remain- 

ing tough and flexible at temperatures as low 

as —100°F. 

ALATHON is inert to many solvents and most chemi- 

cals and offers excellent resistance to grease, oils, 

fats and bacteria. Coatings of ALATHON have 

proved highly effective in the packaging of indus- 

trial chemicals and such agricultural products as 

humus and fertilizers. 

Du Pont ALATHON polyethylene resins are presently 

being used to coat single- and multi-wall bags, 

\ pouch bags, board cartons, corrugated boxes, and 

fiberboard containers. For more information on any 

one of these applications, use the enclosed business 

reply card. 

CAWANYANY * VU ZAUN\ZA ZN 
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COMPOSITION 

compositions of 

The molecular structure of ALATHON polyethylene 

resins is controlled during manufacture to provide 

a wide range of compositions. Each formulation has 

certain outstanding properties rendering the resin 

particularly suitable for specific applications. At 

the same time, these resins retain the desirable 

properties inherent in polyethylene. Thus, from a 

of Du Pont ALATHON polyethylene resins, 

you can select one virtually tailored to your pack- 

aging needs. 

If you package a cosmetic, for example, the most 

important property in a polyethylene bottle might 

be resistance to environmental cracking. This would 

for 

call for use of ALATHON 20 On the other hand, 

you package lingerie or sweaters, you need 

that provides superior transparency 

suggest ALATHON 34 or ALATHON 10 

for different applications of film, coatings, 

containers, and closures. 

In the case of film, additional slip is 
t 

most ALATHON polyethylene resins b: 

the letter ‘A’’ 

ALATHON 10-A 

following t he 

vidual compositions 

For further technical data, 

district offie 

resin 

are deser 

contact 

ALATHON 10 

3 ALATHON 14 

r 
4 ALATHON 16 
i 

a ALATHON 17 

¥ ALATHON 
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NYLON RESIN : 

ZYTEL is also an important member of the Du Pont 

family of resins for packaging. ZYTEL is the Du Pont 

trademark for a versatile group of polyamide resins 

Vinge 

noted for extreme toughness and strength. Other 

mechanical properties include resiliency and low 

coefficient of friction. Of particular interest to the 

packaging industry are ZYTEL 42 and 101. Chemi- 

cally, these ZYTEL resins are insoluble in common 

solvents, alkalies, dilute mineral acids, and most 

organic acids and are impervious to petroleum oils 

and greases. 

A recently developed grade of ZYTEL and a new 

fabricating technique are responsible for the en- 

trance of ZYTEL into the packaging field in the form 

of containers for cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. 

The new ZYTEL 42 has proved particularly well 

suited for aerosol containers--in exciting new 

shapes and a variety of eye-appealing colors. 

Furthermore, ZYTEL has the strength and dura- 

bility essential for containers of this kind. 5 

The new technique of welding two injection-molded 

sections of ZYTEL offers an additional advantage. 

With it, the designer can vary his pigments and 

create aerosol packages in combinations of colors 

\ 
that give an extra stimulus to sales. 

Aerosol packages of Du Pont ZYTEL are excellent 

for colognes, hair lacquers and antiperspirants 

ZYTEL is impermeable to propellants and inert to 

the chemicals found in most personal products. And 

since it is tough, the pressurized containers will not 

shatter even when dropped on bathroom floors 

The Polychemicals Department of the Du Pont 

Company maintains an experienced group of sales 

representatives whose knowledge is available to all 

prospective users of ZYTEL resins. We will gladly 

give you the names of molders who supply products 

made of ZYTEI 

Write to the most convenient district office for further information. 

Polychemicals De partment 

£ 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CoO. (INC. 5 The Du Pont Company assumes no obligate’ Z 

Wilmi ngton 98, Delaware p oF liability for any advice furnished by oe : 

| results obtained with respect to produ § 

DISTRICT OFFICES H described in this booklet. All such — ' 

BOSTON 10, MASS ST. LOUIS 1, MO ' given and accepted at the buyer's fish. 5 

140 Federal St 818 Olive Street | Du Pont warrants that the materials then 5 

NEW YORK 1,N. Y DETROIT 34, MICH , § selves do not infringe the claims of any Uni t 
hi’ Cit. Sanne 13000 W. Seven Mile Road i Stet tent. but no license is implied not 

: PHILADELPHIA 3, PA igen ie PO - 
CHICAGO 30, ILL 1616 Wainut Street any further patent warranty made. 

7250 N. Cicero Avenue, LOS ANGELES 58, CALIF. 
Lincolnwood 2930 E. 44th Street A-4238 Printed ia U. 
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: If you need a “‘special kind” of clear, eye-catching plastic 
eu a 

| box to package your product—and need it ina hurry... 
. 

| Or... if you want to display your products in low-cost plastic 

boxes—but have been blocked by limited available sizes 

se 

2 seeenreseens 

- m Colonial’s unusually large variety of stock molds you can E Why Colonial Plastic Boxes 

the plastic box that suits your particular _ nace best = Are Clearly Better For You 

reater “see’’ appeal that spells greater “‘sell”’ appez > @ Step Up Sales—Show off 

l’s large variet f molds gives you two « ther a your product to its best od 

ts. toc much lower cost and faster delivery. vantage. Make more sales 

because of their re-use value 

ne exclusive new Sn -in inves for longer life. Col lin! 
ee. — nap-In Hinge: '—o * , = @ Wide Variety Available 

es come in many sizes, shapes and compartment assortments Stock——square, round, rec 

leal for packaging small hardware items pius a host of tangular, compartment 

er small products. And they serve as perfect premiums @ Boxes Built to Your Specifi 

1 . -y —quick economi i have hesitated to use plastic packaging because of limited og —— , 
: _ : ee cally 

illable sizes, until now, let us help you. Simply submit a 

nple or description of your product and we will speedily solv © Strong Mow Snap-in Minges 
4 : a - : : : —hold tightly, open easily, 

ou proble m. No obligation whatsoever. = minimize breakage, lengthen 

, . : lif 
| Write foday for samples and prices... = _ 

' and answers to your proble ms Z @ Unique Snap-Catches—stur- 

= dy, reliable, secure tightly 
birgatic 
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With a large stock line 

like this... 

PLUS 

New designs like this- 
Plax makes it easy 

TO GET THE RIGHT PLASTIC BOTTLE FAST! 
Want to expedite the introduction of a new product 

or move into a market test quickly? Y« h ive a 

fist full of advantages in Plax stock plastic bottles All 

Plax designs have been tested and proven — fi visual 

appeal, size impression and functional efficiency as a 

dispensing package. We — and our experienced distri- 

butor organization — are ready to work with you in 

developing quickly a complete package that will move 

and keep moving off retail shelves. 

ONNECTICUT 
AML ES 
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FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
ON STOCK PLAX BOTTLES 

Cc . 

ca 

of the Plax distributors below. Each 

| inventories of our stock containers 

4 ounce to 13 gallons. 

v 
S. Riekes & Sons 

H. Smith Bottie Supply Co 
Atlantic Glass Co 
S. H. Ansell & Sons 
J. Rabinowitz & Sons, In 

Empire State Bottle & 
Barrel Co 

Prince Rubber Co., Inc 
Continental Glass Co 
White Container Co 

L. S. Kaufman & Sons 
Ohio Container Co 

Riekes & Sons 

>». Riekes & Sons 

M. Jacob & Sons 
Smith Bottle Supply Co 

of Jacksonville, In 

Riekes & Sons 

Peter & Co 

Riekes & Sons 

Wurzburg Bros., In 
W. B. Bottle Supply Co 

5. Riekes & Sons 

Twin City Plastic Package Co 

S. Riekes & Sons 

S. Riexes & Sons 

Zuckerman & Hunickman, Inc 

Samuel Mallinger Co 

». Riekes & Sons 

Northwestern Bottle Co 

S. Riekes & Sons 

S. Riekes & Sons 

Empire State Bottle 
of Syracuse 

industrial Safety Supply Co. 
>» Riekes & Sons 

stributors can help, too, on 

molds and as consultants on 

dispensing devices, etc. 

with 
Seater Prop 
TRAN 

SPARENT PACKAG Es 
Custom tailored transparent packages, created by PLASTOFILM, 

have successfully carried out the functions of highlighting the 

merchandise and building new and greater sales. 

All the resources of America’s most versatile transparent pack- 

aging plant are ready to help you inject new life into your 

sales through better package design. 

Formed blister sealed to card 

~ 
Quonset" acetate dome 

with cardboard insert 

A 
Thermo-formed box insert 

representatives in all principal cities 

Seeeeeseeseses 

Thermo-formed tra 

TeeEEET TICE CeCe ee eee rer ee 

Slide-pock pill dispenser 

Fabricated acetate cover 

Round beaded cylinder 

write or phone for our catalog for further information 
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THREADED VIALS with Metal Screw Cap Closures 

LERMER PLASTIC 

CONTAINERS... | 

Sell Products Biel 

Satisfy Buyers 

oo 

an re TERPS, 

Lermer Plastic Containers 

ff van , 
otter Giese UnpATteRs: SeHNNNgES SHELL VIALS with Polyethylene Plug Closures 

e Shatterproof and Reusable e Can be Printed or Decorated 

During Manufacture WRITE for complete catalog informat 
a 

: " . , and samples. Detail your problems and 
e Always Uniform for Easy our engineering staff help. 

Labeling, Filling and 

© Not affected by A Capping LERMER PLASTICS, IN 
P @ Available with Metal or 502 South Avenue, Garwood, N. 

>d ' 

lade aaa ad Plastic Closures REPRESENTATIVES IN THESE CITIES: Rochester, Memphis, Mi: 
@ Avaliable in Ulear Tran Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis 

arent and Opaque Color e Wide mouth, Streamlined San Francisco, Los Angeles, Philadelphia 

wii 

NY RS 

MDG 

PIONEERS, SPECIALISTS AND CREATORS OF THE FINEST IN PLASTIC PACKAGING 
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cheesecake after hours 
ist know how to relax. Take Bob Gibbs, for instance. Bob doesn’t come up with a brand 

he’s out at his new, fully automatic injection mold- freshness and flavor with an innovation 

down here in Henderson. But, come evening, you'll plastic packages. We're not ashamed 

t home settling back by the big picture window to gaze crystal-clear rigid plastic cheesebox w 

ass and river boats paddling down the Ohio. A little injection molding imagination 

refreshment, a light snack of cheeses and Bob This is one of many reasons v 

come to Gibbs for the solution to 

en when Bob relaxes he thinks packaging. A new lems. Got a packaging bottleneck? Check 

1 new plastic container. And it’s a rare day when may not have all the answers — but he sur 

tion makes Gibbs rigid plastics cost less i bs BSS Automatic Mouldin; 
> Ie , vel Henderson, Kentucky 
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Modern House Fittings 

Containers & Packaging 

through Tupper Corporation 

Premiums 

} e Whatever your custom needs in plasti nul 

turing, call on Tupper’s wide experience and moden 

manufacturing facilities. Our large, up-to-date plants 

equipped with the best production machinery, ar 

available for materials, injection molding, extruding 

vacuum forming, blow molding—and other advanced 

processes 

The Tupper Engineering Department has devel 

oped the greatest number of patents in the industry 

for polyethylene seals, closures, and dispensers—and 

other items in other plastics. This know-how can be 

tapped by you to place your plastic products 

position of leadership. 

Tupper Seals and other Tupper products are pro 

tected against unauthorized manufacture by about 

150 U. S. and foreign patents and patents applied fo1 

plus numerous trademarks and copyrights 

[UPPER / 

[UPPER CORPORATION 
Manufacturers of: CONSUMER, INDUSTRIAL, PACKAGING and SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS 

Factories, Laboratories and Sales Offices: Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Florida, Montreal, New York 

Address correspondence to: Tupper Corporation 
Woonsocket, R. |. 

or 
Tupper Corporation 

225 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 



. THE FIRST NAME 

FORTIFLEX A... new linear polyolefin molding material 

free of ‘“waxiness shape-holding 
jidity with a marked gain in strength thermal resist 

in hat extends from below zero to the temperatures of 
terilizatior sanction by the Food and Drug Adminis 

hing characteristics of Celanese 

flex A—the chief reasons why Fortiflex A promises 
the design of closures, bottles and con 

ners. And, as a potential material fo pported and liners. And, as a potential material for supported and 

thness and low permeability are 

Containers 

Medical Chemical 

ACETATE AND FORTICEL MOLDING COMPOUNDS — High 

mpact molding plastics, Celanese acetate and Forticel 
ffer the merchandiser many opportunities for unusual 

package design. These plastics combine shatter-resisiant 

toughness with color permanence, surface beauty and 
freedom from unpleasant odor. They are available in a 
number of formulations in a wide range of transparent 
and opaque colors. Applications: molded containers, prod- 
uct package combinations, reuse containers. 

of special importance in food packaging and other appli- 

cations requiring low water-vapor transmission, durabil- 
ity, and sterilization both before and after packaging 

Available in commercial volume, Fortiflex A is ready for 
use by your engineers and production staff for packaging 
applications. Complete information can be obtained from 

the Sales Development Department, Celanese Corporation 
of America, Plastics Division, 290 Ferry Street, Newark 

N. J 

Detergents 

Closures 

PVAc RESIN EMULSIONS FOR PACKAGING APPLICATIONS — 
Celanese polyvinyl acetate emulsions are milk white liq- 
uids with viscosities ranging from water-thin to extremely 
viscous. They are characterized by small particle size, ex- 
cellent film strength and clarity. These qualities make 

Celanese PVAc emulsions ideal for adhesives, paper 
coatings and finishes. The long life and durability of the 
emulsion coatings produce important economy features in 

such applications as printed shipping cases, display cat 
tons and large exhibition displays. 

“vi 



IN PACKAGING PLASTICS 

ACETATE SHEETING 

Rigid Transparent Containers and Covers — Celanese For point-of-sale displays it offers the maximum in pack 
icetate sheeting offers the combination of toughness, age appearance. Its sparkling transparency and surface 

lity and crystal clarity that makes it particularly de brilliance produce containers of outstanding beauty. By 
ible for rigid transparent containers, telescope lids and itself or in combination with other materials, it add 

r protective covers. It is outstanding for ease of fabri- sparkle and sales appeal to merchandise 
cementability and electronic sealing qualities. It 

» adaptable to automatic and semi-automatic ma- 
packaging, and is used extensively for formed 
ir’ containers. 

Fabrication— Celanese acetate sheeting can be fabri 
cated by cutting, blanking, stamping, stitching, drilling 
punching, embossing, laminating, cementing,,and pres 

sure and vacuum forming. Fabrication can be manual or 
Formed Packaging and Displays — Celanese acetate fully automatic. Data bulletins are available on request 

ng is the quality pace setter in the packaging field. 

~ 

Vacuum-formed display packages Vacuum-formed blisters Vacuum-formed card domes 

CELANESE PACKAGING EXPERIENCE 

is readily available to you in 

Specific literature, technical 

bulletins, and personal assist- 

ance from the Celanese Sales Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Division, Dept. 244-X, 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J 

Staff and Technical Service Canadian Affiliate: Canadian Chemical Co., Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver 

Department. Export Sales: Amcel Co., Inc., and Pan Amcel! Co., Inc., 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y 

Celanese® Forticel® Fortiflex® 

PLASTICS 
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WORLD'S 

LARGEST 

PRODUCERS. 

OF 

THERMOFORMED 

PRODUCTS 

AND 

PACKAGES 

Jolsicemerslanaiaieleley 

arcleisliaisia’ 

PLAXALL* 
Long Island City 1, N. Y 



GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS A 

~ 

PLASTIC BOTTLES 

BY CONTINENTAL 

Old-fashioned “bottle-beating” or “dip and drip” 

dispensing may lose customers for even the best 

product. Why risk it? Continental plastic bottles 

dispense just the right amount of honey, 

ketchup, chocolate syrup, and many, many more 

food products. That extra convenience will 

please your customers—and win new ones 

Housewives especially like to buy in these 
’ 

ough containers, because they are attractive e1 

to put right on the table. And, after the meal, 

she can just close them and store them away 

Continental plastic bottles are sanitary — and 

safe, too. Even at barbecue suppers with chil- 

dren around, there’s no danger of breaking 

or spilling. 

If your food product needs a dispenser pack- 

age, Continental plastic bottles are best for you 

Call us today for full information 

CONTINENTAL E CAN COMPANY 

= wileiasites, 

PLASTIC CONTAINER DIVISION 

100 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK 

2930 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE, CHICAGO 13, ILLINOIS 



MONTREAL 

‘ J 

PRESCOTT, ROYAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC 
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J-E SEMI-RIGID 

TR: PARENT PACKAGING 

GLA US IDEAS FOR YOUR PRODUCT 

rsatility of semi-rigid plastic 

the ability to manufacture without 

you design the package with the most 

idualized to your specific product 

COs E VISIBILITY WITH HIGH BRILLIANCE 

J omplete facilities for beautiful printing 

‘lus combinations of plastic with velours, 

itive papers, etc. Modern high speed produc 

ment now available for square, all plastic boxes 

J-E PLASTIC PACKAGING CO., INC. 
Showroom and General Sales Offices 

225 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y 

Circle 5-3355 
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Take a cue from thousands of smart 

businessmen who merchandise 

products in packages made from 

Monsanto plastic. Find out—as they 

found out—how these unique pack- 

ages fit every need! Does the prod- 

ict require full protection against 

rough handling, shipping, or con- 

tamination? Should it double as a 

counter display? Must it build gift 

sale: make multiple unit sales 

nerease traffic be used as a 

premium? These are just a few of 

the highly suecessful roles played 

packages of Monsanto plastics 

today’s competitive selling cli- 

ite. For first-hand advice and con- 

iltation, get in touch with some of 

eading molders and 

ioricatol Their years of experl 

e in working with Monsanto 

ige-engineered plastics will 

rove invaluable. We'll be glad to 

nd you their names and addresses 

t call your nearest Monsanto 

ales office. Or write: Monsanto 

hemical Company, Plastics Divi- 

3 to 
make 
ready... 

ae 



LUSTREX® «: 
pounds for inject 

and vacuum forming 

Supplied in a wide ra 

translucent and opaque colors, and er 

General purpose formulati i! 

grades with high im; 

at S I 
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VUEPAK?® cellu ’ 
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it-to e roll mn to ¢ 

000' Ik F t 

Also in st e she 
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Fy "8% hro h 

ra let 

Monsanto y 
resins for injection, compré ion, | 

ling mol 

Supplied in pelleted f 

colored, for molded pr 

extruded film, and for bler ding 

Flexible over a wide tempe) 

Tough, impact-resistant 

Py rd ce bags, rrotecti i ‘ e com 

coatings fo paper, films, fa 
ae.37.3 , 
Molded squeeze bottles anc mt 
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CK-105, JR! 
HAT BOX 

i 

provocative packages 

put punch in your sales picture! 

CP-5, COSMETIC KIT 

y E containing 

u s Candy Dishes, 

sys, etc, as we s ve tions of the illustrated 

merchandise above 

Stunning all-purpose carrying case 
Odorless, alcohol and perfume proof. 
8” dia 342" deep. With or without 
polyethylene squeeze bottle 

Same as CK-100. 5” dia., 2! 

Tote Bag the perfect tie 
Jerful for multiple display: 

reakable polyethylene 

) available with 

ox/ Bag 

color 
yinat 

All-Purpose Box. Exquisite gold-plated 
filagree cover. 7¥2"x 5l2"x 1". Avail- 
able in 2”, 22” and 3” depths. Also 
with solid or crystal clear covers. 

LH-2, BOX/BAG 51, HANDBAG 

BOX CO., INC. 

366 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 1 

OXford 5-3075 



wide, 

NEW 30” THERMATIC 
FOLDER, MODEL 178 

4 dual purpose machine; 
kes U-type, 180° folds 

nilar to the “Model 103 

srmofolder” but has a 
er blade permitting the 

jing of material up to 30” 
vidth. Requires small 
int of compressed air. 
be set up and used as a 

r by changing the 

le and moving a toggle 

tch to the “off” position 
renders the actuated 

ver pinch-bar inoperative. 

1S 

8” THERMOFOLDER, 
AODEL 103 

Forms U-type, 180° folds, 

sides tight together or 

ening up to %4". Provides 
ntrolled folding cycle that 
ables average operator to 
oduce 700 or more folds 

per hour on material .005” 

» .O1S” thickness up to 18” 

ate 
SHEET PLASTIC 

FABRICATING EQUIPMENT 

SAVE LABOR! SAVE rutcagatent Taber equipment is so 
Ae precisely engineered that rejects are 

CONTINUOUS TYPE 
FOLDER, MODEL 172 

Designed to make double-fold card protectors i 

and wallet inserts up to 3” wide and 12” in } 

length. Capacity 003” te 10” transparent | 

thermoplastic roll material. Features adjustable 
electric cut-off for automatic operation 

! 
‘ 

; 

TABER INSTRUMENT 

CORPORATION 
SECTION 

@ 8” Thermatic Drawpress, M 

@ 8” Thermatic Cylinder Beads M 

@ 8% Auto-Size Cylinder Fa t< M 8 

@ Plastic Forming & Draw 

@ 30” Thermocreaser 

@ Single Straight Ed 



For Distinctive Low-Cost 

Packaging that 

Merchandises as 

It Protects 

Lusteroid vials and tubes are 

eamless, odorless, one-piece 

plastic containers—in rigid 

ind semi-rigid form—with the 

ollowing practical advantages 

make them ideal for to- 

packa mn requirements 

Uduaniaiget 

LIGHT-WEIGHT 

roid ji the weight of glass and thus cuts pack- 

' ndling and shipping costs Less weight and 

bulk for buvers of your product to carry. 

STRENGTH 

Lusteroid is strong, rigid, resilient and shatterproof 
This eliminates need for protective packing and par- 

fhoning cuts packing costs. 

PRODUCT VISIBILITY 
| ' 

product while protecting it i - 

id is erystal-clear, affording full display of vor 

PRINTABILITY 

Your label can be printed as an integral part ol Lusteroid 

mtainers, reducing labeling expense and creating a 

more attractive package 

ALL COLORS 

Lusteroid comes in all colors of the rainbow. clear or 

ique. Multi-color effeets can be produced economically 

to meet anv merch indising re quire ments. 

ECONOMY 

With Lusteroid, vou save money every step of the way. 

You save on packing, handling and shipping. You save 
mn labeling. And there is an original savings in cost made 

ssible by increased production facilities of Lusteroid 
the past year. 

LUSTEROID CONTAINER COMPANY, INC. 

466 

“Write today for details and quotations on your requirements. 

Lusteroid containers come in standard size- m 
'; to 1'4 inches in diameter and standard | is 
up to 6 inches. They are eylindrical in forn th 
round or flattened end and with straight. “d 

or threaded necks. Puffers are also availa in 

3, and | inch diameters with threads ck 

and hexagon-shaped screw top, Smaller es 

with velatin Caps. 

Clones 
Cork. friction o1 slip-on. polvethy len nd 

‘ metal screw-cap closures are ivailable 

eypical Upplicalione 
, 

Following are ty pical products econor lly 

packaged in Lusteroid containers: 

Oty ptic Pencils, Dental Floss, Tablets, Pills. 

Powders, Medicinal Ointments, Surgical Pow- 
ders, Fishing Tackle and Flies, Files, Ink Pads. 
Dyes, Tongue Depressors, Tooth Brushes, Refill 

Lipsticks, Pen Points, Leads for Mechan al 

Pencils, Measuring Cups for Liquids and Pow- 

ders, Urine Specimens, Electrical Meter Jewels. 
ve Glass Parts, Lubricating Oils, Greases, 
Dental Accessories, Graphite Puffers, Abrasive 
Powders, Lapping Pastes, Cutting Tools. In- 

strument Parts and Containers for Direct Mail 
Sampling. 

10 West Parker Avenue, Maplewood, New Jersey 
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PYRO CREATED AN UNUSUAL PACKAGE 

FOR **U.S."" GOLF BALLS 

The attractive and practical new gilt packages 

which “I S.” Golf Balls are now effectively mer 

chandised are certainly worthy of a toast to good 

thinking ind novel de sign 

Originated by Pyro, this “19th Hole Golf Ball Ie 

Tray’* package idea was presented only to the 

nited States Rubber Company for consideration | 
‘ 

Result? . Immediate approval and an order for 

volume quantity production, which we produced 

and delivered on schedule. 

ERE’S HOW... 
S WON A NEW CUSTOMER! 

Ml States Rubber Company's enthusiastic 

Sof this unsolicited pac kage presentation 

Hpon two things: 1. Its complete appro- 

fin design, material. attractiveness, prod- 

fion, low cost and long-term advertising 

is appeal to both men and women 

Bnus value to the consumer in 
B-uses such as are partially 

ere. 

toiner 

PYRO CAN ALSO SERVE YOU! 

Whatever vour pa kaging proble ms: whatever your delivery deadlines 

Pyro would appreciate an opportunity to “pick up the challeng 

ind prove our reputation as creators, designers and molders of distinctiy 

it-of-the-ordinary thermoplastic packaging, parts and products. 

Contact our creative and design department NOH and learn how Pvyro’s 

under one roof” facilities will he lp sell more of your produc ts. No obligation, 

of course 

PYRO PLASTICS CORPORATION 

eran 10 PYRO PARK, UNION, NEW JERSEY 

mers, 



MA net th 
Self. ¥ 

designed or your 
» self-se ability 

Selling. 

proauc 

842i 

SALES OFFICES 

NEW YORK CITY LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 

CHickering 4-8892 DUnkirk 5-2297 

BOSTON, MASS. ELMHURST, ILL. 

Gla dielile MALO eVA0) TErrace 4-0940 

BALTIMORE, MD. ST. LOUIS, MO. 

MOhowk 4-8506 PArkview 6-0572 

MIAMI, FLA. 

4-2123 
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Containers by... 

Available in stock sizes 

or economical special molds 

... Clear or any color 

SPECIAL NEW FEATURES 

Manufacturers of Quality Containers and Closures Since 1882 



Brightly colored 

plastic containers 

produced by Boonton 

with Boonton molded plastic containers 

an. BOONTON MOLDING CoO. : 
SE, telson : 
470 



TEP REL KOE IS wt Me 

SOT Mare Eas Ss 

m7 m 
Bg. 

Gg poison 

POLYT ai nat 
% BOSTON ROUND PRISM CYLINDER 

a | . No. 4086 4&4 476 No. 410 

, VT AINE RS oz. 262. 402.6 61 2 ox. 4 or. 6 ox 
8 oz. 12 o2 

LIGHTWEIGHT-UNBREAKABLE aia aad rR 

STOoOcK SHAPES 
SORTER EHH EHEEEE 

Natural Color 

Immediate Delivery 
OS eas TAPERED ROUND 

e as Se No. 430 
zr 402.5 027 

ih ¢ s ot 

STRAIGHT CYLINDER 

ORIES OVAL No. 435 

No 470 5 oz 

Life eS Saher etre te) isi t - 
cee 3 4, nay arch 9 ae 

“) op pled EXTRUDERS 

> Rape | 
A VOUMMON a 

RIGID HI-TEMPERATURE 

WIDE MOUTHs+ Ne. 450 
1 oz. 2 oz. 4 on. 6 o7. 
8 or. 16 oz. 32 oz 



WORLD’S LARGEST ASSORTMENT 
MOLDED TRANSPARENT PLASTIC 

boxes all shapes . all types — with, 

sectionalized available from stock. On volume 

1 ARG . eT RENT mold to your specifications at no cost to you 
KSSUR! ; 

° DAY of no cost or obligation, write for your FREE COMPLETELY 

pl ASTIC BO ’ \ ILLUSTRATED CATALOG featuring over 100 different boxes 

— 

rowenstiewor’s BRADLEY i: nodustTeRi 
largest assortment of 

Rigid Plastic Boxes" 1654 N. Damen Avenue Chicago 47, ili 

com- 

ig can 

Ly-out, 

nsive 

ts as 

ma- 

pecifi- 

flexi- 

ss are 

t to work 
are 

yurces 

hi y, equipment and 

‘vices as contract packag- 

aminating and container decorating 

FLEX ACETATE CONTAINERS Put 
saved by referring to the world 

Directory Section that begins im 

; thoroughly indexed for 

l vou to 

Modern Packagir gz “neyclopedia 

no good; at work it can be one of your most 

er OC ee © ts cORPORAT ON aluable production tools. Use it often! 

23! MEADOW ROAD (RT 7) RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY 

472 
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Automated shapes for mass 
merchandising your product . . . 

for product display, | 
brand identification, | 
product protection . . . | 

custom designed 
transparant (or opaque) 

containers, 
sleeves, 

scabbards . . . 

colorful container imprints 
at less than paper label COSt... inac tate, butyrate, propionate, high i 

styrene and high density polyethylene. 

RAE eee Ree 

s + Norwalk, Connecticut E >. 4 T R U D E D P L A Ss ey I Cc ie | N Cc. Plants: Norwalk Connecticut + Marion, indiana 



toured 1. PA SLIDON 
Confo - at 

DISPLAY ee 

PACKAGING [ites = 
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> 

Designe 

— 

Sell Your Product 

hy Plastic Artisans, inc. 

\ DOMEPAK 3. DOMES SEALED IN 1 DOMES SEALE 

4 DOUBLE PLY CARDS STAPLED TO SIN 

id Range Of BOOKLET ON DISPLAY PACKAGING 

CUNTOURED SLIDE BGeck sine Gace ace narac ee 

COVER BOXES rs Experience design ability ond automatic eauipmen 

tap PLASTIC ARTISANS iw 
Dock Street & Martin Place, Port Chester, N. Y. . 

Custom Design & Mass Produc 

tion of Quality Packages 

motional Novelties in Clear 



LET CAMPCO 
SHEET AND FILM 

HELP 









THE WORLD'S 

MOST FAMOUS NAMES 

PACKAGE IN THE 

WORLD'S LARGEST ASSORTMENT 

OF RIGID PLASTIC BOXES 
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G, ®S Your Produ’ | 
hy, | "ep 

4 Plastic Blistets 
Ue c 

°Gted Cards 

TRONOMATIC. | == 

BLISTER ~~ 
PACKAGING 
HEAT SEALER 

o 8,000 

ter packages or 

» per hour ata 

ction of the cost 

r comparable 

machines. 

FOR IMFORMATION 
CALLOR WRITE 

MACHINE MFG. CORP. 

1881 Park Avenue N.Y. 35, N.Y. 

SAcramento 2-0075 

More and more 

created by 

Eye-appealing, buy-appealing 

easy-to-use 

utter-dispenser package fc 

BAND-AID Plastic Tap 
(pense a eats 

Designs and Model Ss Pre 

a repared and Furnished 

Construction Department. fr eS 

ic 
Tool and Die 

oes kw as = ee | 

“ a 

olding and Assembly of Thermoplas} : _Fanging from 1 to 16 oz ~ OR rege 
Be 

we eee ate ——— 

DILLON-BECK Manufacturing Co. 
Designers * Molders of Plastic Products 

1227 CENTRAL AVE., HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY 
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t S n if-] hing fi ral sizes the most co Nor hick 

rnisl liq d auto polishes il the ] nd 2-lb Tt 
bil fuel idditives insecti idle salinities f these cans 1 lie 

ther household and _ industrial lithographed with thi , ner 

wmally used by pouring the brand-name designs 
ct directly from the contai el Key-opening, hinged-cover 1: losur 

g cont oggisdisieg ge from I ao shortening cans). There are t 

by 610 by 905, to 5a 3 ular sizes of shortening cans 

14 by 413 | | Ib., 401 by 307.5, and 3 Ib., 502 by 
erwhelmit —" uM r 514. Once the can is opened he re 

pouring-necK omm iners call closure is attained by a deep cover K 

I d , nd %-gal. sizes t be fitting inside the collar. The rip strip 

1 with 7 l%-in. screw nech is not completely removed d the It 

tin handle; whereas the portion which remains acts as a hinge M 

le FOS re normally furnished for the can cover This type can also 

the smaller 1-in. size of screw recently has been adopted in the 1-b te 

ind = ; size for packaging grease instead of sage, 

bie ~motor =~ = a . " the full-friction type previously used a nal 

( Non-refillable cans that Key-opening, nonreclosure (pedt- hil 

shaped ham cans). Pear-shaped hams Sit 

height of tl " purchased boned ind ready to eat, are 
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Collapsible metal tubes 

{ 

f ; 

~ i 

( 

| + ] ; 

] 
y 

t 
; 

hat 

t ’ 7 

1 t t i ; \l t 

t é t ust also b | 

1 R +} | : ipl if st a P 

S ] tility is { catot require the 

te! t pli itor ont i¢ +] } ; Ma 

| tment f vastitis , 

| y . 

ttle that annually results in Materials 

to] ' f dollars in lost milk pi Metals used n ufact 

t I t nd ttle Single-unit e aluminum, tin and lead t 
’ ' ae 1 1) , 

{ | ; ‘ | ~~ tiie rt { nad tead mav be L1lioved or i 

etary eat t t ‘ ontame!l ina r vice Pure tin tule ¢ are made new 

in the paint industry f | irgin tin alloved with a small ount 

nts t copper o1 other suit ible sti eT il 

| an , M kK 

Nov f { } 

PHOTO COURTESY COLLAPSIBE® TL ‘ ASS . 

new convenience 

Se 

lic 

on 1 

u it 

Special tips 
am 

? r n ia Tul 

li 

ht 
chip} 
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PHOTO COURTEST COLLAPSIBLE TL 

ultiple yf ‘ Mec 

f ' led tubes should bs ke 

t i | tithe it itch t 

he i ’ C she fi . f 

{ ; } } ] 7 

le 

Automatic ball valve 

Specifications 

Ma ture L- of the fal 

\ ' c ; | 

+] { 

; 

} 1) 

} C { 

; { ; 

\ bat ' i 

‘ t necl ( Mat l | 

t S r 

} tT ] 1 +} t 

Zz | a Vat ( \ 
| 

1 
‘ r ilé 

| I i 

+ 1} 

; I \ 

. ' , | 
\ 

Fort ' 

internal coatings and closures 

Tu 1] re ] d in neste Choice of lini 



plasti is said to eliminate the problem BR 
} —" nh ’ Hor 

of loose caps and liners rhey are & 

salatiual a ae . B of! i relatively the ceast-expensive type & 
a —— i ing l 

are light in weight, may be ordered p “Sg 

in large quantitie ire stable er igh § : 
J s 

to permit long storage, take u nal] | I ali | ( 

stor ige space and ire attractive : 

Metal caps have been largely 

loned Plastic types have fi un iVor 

be 1S¢ hev } t ] | 

i g 

' 

Standard tube sizes oher 
and capacities | 

i 

} iti. CE 
| = i 
| i 
| ' 

i 
re ; 

App 

All Can Accessories, such as: 

@ SEALS @ MAILING and PACKING CARTONS 

@ SPOUTS @ CAN TOOLS 

@ BRUSH-IN-CAP @ CAN SEALING EQUIPMENT 

Phone, Wire, or Write for New Price Lists 

- i 4 Q 

parlor ae py ’ ovina renee » ee , ' “ 

ia 3A ’ } 

-~ ac } - 73 ead ¢ ti 

f 
. ~ it the Y: } I 

{ ip4 i 
’ ATlantic 5-7700 
S often i 

« . ° lightly Si re ré) OEE CL VERGE MMIC TEM) Sot Above. capscitin wil vary. sgiy Be Sinalnd 
_—- : - a have n va) 
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App 

for } tor lig 

often 

Sing! 

unit-of-1 

have nor 

ap and methoc 
p t 

ifacture are part of the order 

and must be determine: 

nufacturer in accordance 

duct needs 

lapsible Tube Manufactur- 

has idopted as standard 

d size of « aps Thes« 

und mushroom flanged hex 

tagonal, gear or bottle types 
isal tips. A variety of colors 
id, but brown and _ black 

re the least expensive 

for caps are often made of 
or pulp that has 

must be puncture 
| 7 w be desirable 

] l fr que ti 

t DV xv 

> et c V la 

itent quires th x 
i 

tection 

7 : | 7 

( iosures a said to be 
, 

the 1y such patent 
sacl ae SU i} 1US€ packager to 

fringe t in adopting 

rs 

rs n be intecr or sena ur tegral o1 Seq 

the tube. They have 

f special forms for sp: 
(See also “Dis- 

Applicat rs 2) 526 
i 

, 7 7 
bes are made 1 differ 

lad 
are supphed in tin or 

] } s are suitable for nasal 

ts and any other prep- tale 
io the human 

: | y 

t tul re sup 

4) ses rub! ce ents 

ns 
} y 7in } e avail 

Straits tin, aluminum or 
, ; : . 

s that fit standard necks 

nable in a variety of 
| q , . 

le for products of this na- 

ene applicators for body 
: ; , been developed and offer 

ntages over metal types. 
bes, often called ophthal- 

ure used for eye prepara- 

se are available in tin or 

tin tubes are recommended 

paration is to be used on or 

eye. Lead is only suitable 

lubricants or similar products 

plied with eye-tip tubes 
, . 

dose tubes are an important 
e container. These tubes 

eck nor cap and are designed 
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adapted to your 

Beautiful 

Beautiful 

BARET WARE 

packaging needs 
Baret Ware is one of the world’s most 

beautiful lines of metalware 
imported from England in magnificent 

colored enamel some delicately 
embossed. Your product gains new 

prestige, new merchandising possibilities 
packaged in Baret Ware . . and extra 

value too, since all Baret Ware containers 

information on our complete line. In 
addition Baret Ware can execute special 

orders from your designs 

Exclusive Importers and Distributors 

| 
} 

} 

| 
| 

| 

| have a host of re-use values. Send for 

i 

tt DY COMPANY 150 Spring Street, New York 17, N.Y 

of Beautiful, Beautiful Baret Ware 

Cerro wr rrr wr rrr rr rr rrr rrr rr ow wr rrr rere oe ww 

~ 

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS 
Modern Packaging Annual Editorial Index 

(Index to Volume 30, September 1956 through August 1957) 

@ You will find this ex ve é 
lative Edito1 é index ve S I 

editorial material that has appeared ov a ye 
in regular monthly issues of Modern Packaging mag 
zine. More than that, you'll discover t the 
‘reases the value of your file copies by providing 
siderably more detailed breakdown of their ter 
particularly of “buried” references wit a 

than is give n the 

themselves 

This Cumulative Index a 
an extremely detailed Alp! I 

is an Index of Authors 

In the Alphabetical Index, ea asic listing 
= ry } 

is alphabetically cross-referenced wherever suc} 

listing is pertinent, 

by material. As a result, 
to carry out truly exhaustive 

signments on “short order” and 

Write for your free copy to Readers’ Ser 

MODERN PACKAGING 
575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

by industry, by 
users of the Index are enabl 

packaging research as 

container type, al 

with minimal eff 

E 



How to figure 
your sales potential 
in the plastics field 

FREE... 40-page 

brochure 

will help you find 

answers fo your 

questions about 

sales opportunities 

in the fast-growing . 

. 

plastics field. . 

° 
o 

o 

THIS NEW STUDY contains the inside story of one of 

America's fastest growing industrial markets. It presents 

one of the most stimulating and detailed analyses of the 

plastics field that has yet been published. It's filled with 

up-to-date figures on the consumption and production of 

plastics materials, on the field's processing equipment re- 

quirements, on potential areas of growth. It lists hundreds 

of kinds of machines, accessories, chemicals and inter- 

mediates, supplies and special services for which the field 

is manifesting an ever-increasing appetite. 

You will find this handsome brochure—file size, lavishly 

illustrated, 40-pages—aoa valuable addition to your business 

library. It may well point the way to increased sales for the 

industrial products or services that your firm supplies. 

For your free copy of “The Plastics Field,’ simply address 

a note on your company letterhead to Advertising Man- 

ager, Modern Plastics, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22. 
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Strippable lithography permits drug. 
gist to remove supplier’s label from phar 

maceutical preparations and apply h's own. 
Special enamel is easy to peel once a tear 
is started, leaves clean metal tul 

to contain a quantity of produ t suf- 

ficient for sampling, batching or for 

one-dose application or servi 

development has included not 
basic neckless container, b 

methods of filling, sealing, 

and packing. 

Mastitis-tip tubes. A speci Xam- 

ple of applicator tips are tho — used 
in control of the disease, mast The 

tubes have a very thin, long ip for 
insertion in the teats of live k. A 

relatively new development, tips 
facilitate product application 

Wind-up keys are supplie’ with | 

some products. They are inter led to 

facilitate and control the d nsing 

of the tube’s content 

Types of folds 

The simple or hook fold is most 

mmon type. Ends of tube are given 
a double fold-over on one side of the 

tube and then are crimped code 
number may be applied on the crimp 
Sometimes a clip is pressed when an 
especially strong seal is required 

Fold-over-fold-and-reverse, or the 

A. Colton Standard Fold. This fold 

produces a four-wall thickness on 
both sides of the tube. Colton also has 

a fold that doubles up one fold inside 

another. The advantage of this fold 

is said to be use of less metal. 

Welding-type seal. In this type o 

seal, the ends of the tube are first 

flattened and sheared even, then 

sealed with carbon-are fuses or other 

welding methods to form a perms 
nent, hermetic, tamperproof bond. 
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by D. B. Strohm* 

Aluminum cans, boxes and drums 

I 

ers are available in a wide variety 
fit an nged cle ires are availal le ¢ 

he n applications 

illustrated) 

Telescope 
Extrucea, drawn or stamped aluminum contain 

re, fric tion Packaging Labo: f styles, shapes and sizes 
: , a, Edgewater, i wide range of product dispensing needs 

itomatic Alumir 7an n , , 
KAGING, May, 195 ntainers for aerosols and 1-qt. rectan 

¥ Ameri 
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y Deepe 

such as | 

factured 

Rigid | 
o 

ties rang 

Rigid aluminum-foil containers  » sor». sowmen 

lar ta 

: ka { | have i whethe t is hard or soft tempe! Foil is tabricated into rigid yf it " 

r ptured the public fancy , ore Many of the pi perties of rigid foil tainers by tw ) principal methods tie , u 

ea im foil, a itaine e directly derived from tamping and (2) folding. The such 

Y ving plications t the properties of f il itself. (See also tainers produced by these two n ucts 

foil let tself, none is so new Aluminum Foil,” p. 279, and the ods are readily distinguishabk un 

f ire growing » rapidly a hart, “Properties of Aluminum Foil their appearance. The stamped or lar 

lumjr foil container d Laminations,” p. 282.) Aluminum formed containers are seamless nat 

| I ! eighs less than one tenth of a pound thers have folded corner seams 3 gro 

plate. the rigid foil tainer has per cubic inch, melts from 1,190 to s oe 
: ; til Riadtoss Reieadin ok am 215 deg. F., and has high heat con Seamless containers i 4 by 

by] 1 me luctivity and light reflectivity Many containers—and all of Ose \ 

tant , level Rigid foil containers have a higl having central ridging or other spe 7 

l} I b rey I : 1 lel 7 ippearance fa tor because of their al sh ape modific athions—are I! ned § 2 

1 rigid foil container for high reflectivity and resistance to su by the single stroke of a die int: the 7 a 

lify ] b ice damage. Because foil is opaque metal. These containers are cu'tom- § W 

f his supplier by nd will not transmit water vapor, ily referred to as seamless, «ince x seth 

fing himself the characterist food products remain fresh and re- they have no folds nor joints. [hey - 

the material t] idvantage ist rancidity, oxidation and shrinkag wre identifiable by the charact: cistic - 

} tal yf ti ntainers 1! gid foil containers They are pro corrugation or wrinkl ng of tl side 

hnically. al im foil t] tected from odors and discoloration walls, which gives these cont iners ie 

num sheet less than 0.006 in. in In many industries, particularly their considerable strength. In some — 

the ised in those in which the product is, in ef- containers this corrugation is ac ually i 

t | purit f about fect, cast, baked, frozen or otherwis« controlled to produce a fluted « fect 

5%. Actual] 1uges customaril formed in a mold, foil containers lead These containers usually hee a * 
foil rs range from to great production economies, since slight shoulder offset for add ional rg 

5 to 0.0125 in., the latter being they replace conventional re-usable rigidity and are finished at them in 

lig ] num sheet Id equipment. In these indu one of four ways: (1) raw e (2) 

lity of tainers made from it tries, the foil container then goes on emi-curl, (3) full curl and the 

t on the physical design of th the product to become the con vertical flange. 

t} f the foil tainer in which it is stored, shipped The first foil containers ha hat 

played, sold, reheated or reconst known as a raw edge, whi 5 eX- ; 

1, and in many cases served ictly what the name implies. Vhen | 
raw edge is grooved to add ri idity, 

is referred to as trenche This | 

pe rm ind its companion t} emi- 

rl which is simply a ra\ dge i 

lled downward slightly to e a , 

kirting effect) are today being yer | 
led by the full-curl rim, which is | 

htly rolled and beaded, wre y in 

sing rigidity ind by the tical | 

ge rim, which is a comb:nation 

t flange and vertical project de- 

Triple-service. fk signed | ve ee flat cox ‘ iat 
tiie te eamtiins Since for all practical pury S all 

ar ae ees round and many rectangular foil con 

chicken, cook it and is als tainers are made by this seamless § 

attractive enough to be | method, a wealth of sizes and hapes ; 

the table tor servir is available. ; 

Shallow tart pans are available in ai 

3 diameters from 3 to 5 in 7" 

: Pie plates are made in a variety f §& in 

7 shapes and depths and in diameters iia 

5 ranging from 6 to 10 in. Special pizza oa 
: plates come in 8- and Q-in. sizes. & nee 

a A variety of deep pie dishes and ' 

5 casseroles are available, most of them y 

: in diameters of 5 to 6. in. 2 

_ 
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Deeper round containers for items 

such as cakes and pastries are manu- be a 
® ; - 

: @  factured in diameters from 7 to 9 in 

Rigid foil cups? are made in capaci- 

bes ties ranging from 2 to 16 oz. 

x 4 tremendous variety of rectangu 
lar tainers, suitable for a multitude 

, By f it such as frozen meat special 

& bie spaghetti, meat loaf, fish 

,. Mf sticks, fruit cake and many other prod 

its ivailable. The high accept 

,y ; ur nvemence of the rectangu 

_ & lar in storage and marketing 

category one of the fastest 

g f all. Rectangular contain- 

ers ide in sizes ranging from 

4} to 7 by 11 in. 

\ ry all to itself must be 

resel for compartmented dinner 

| plat h are made both rectangu 
lar nd in standard sizes 

V ny of these containers ar« 

sim] wrappe d, the nature of the 

ften makes it desirable to 

r more rigid cover. These 

»f three general types, de- 

' per the rim style of the con 

tair flat, (2) skirted hood and 

d. 

rtical-flange container ac- 

: ept t lid, usually made of foil 

, bleached sulphite board 
be taken to specify Four 

b rd 4 the 

p rticu 

tive products, the covers 

ndowed with moisture 

or Pliofilm. A reecnt 

with great promise is the 

Mf printed all-plastic flat 

transparent biaxially ori 

j yrene Such covers ire 

sever il gauges ind off I 

bility with structural ri 

h undsome effe cts h ive 

! with the use of ] 

1-foil flat covers 

é ver, used wit 

t taine is of the skirted 

i ese hi yds il gene il], 

] foil ind paper lar 

ved typ of hood is 

it sier stack ig if 

ter strength 

\ juipme to il] xt these 

iilable from the containet 

ers on a purchase or lease 

equipment ranges from 

l fo t-operated machines 

th emi-automatic and fully au 

toma equipment. New equipment 

lable will operate at speeds 

t 500 closures pe r hour and will 

tl F¢ I Mover PACK 

ONTAINER BY BASCA MFC 

Ribbed cup made of 

aluminum 

light- 
; ; 

gauge foul gains fri- 

Six 

the 

gidity from fluting of sides. 

each colors worthy of 

party table—distinguish six 

ivors and are attention-attrac 

rs in the showcas 

automatically dispense covers as well ge 

as apply them. Attachments are avail nor 

able for- automatic code dating, heat the 

sealing and other variations, and ma full-cole 

chine design will easily accommodate ng] 

standard filling and other production r: 

line machines. Phe 

rit 1¢ 

Folded containers th 

The other major method of manu here 

facturing rigid foil containers is by 

the folded method, in which the foil 

is handled like paperboard and folds 
These cor 

tainers are readily identifiable by the Z 
folded seams at the 

of corrugations in the side wall 

into a rectangular shape 

orners the I b t} 

sence 

nd their flat, hemmed rim 

yus reasons, folded container ire 
a 

square or rectangular only Phe f 

vailable in a 
1 ; 

uiners have the advantage of be 

riety of sizes. Foldes 

somewhat easier 
1 

in speed ng equi ‘ S 

their perfect ire ( s 

pac king and ting. Offsett 

tl their lack of the reinf 

effect of corrugations d shoulde 

the side wall and t] lit 
the full-curl I 

Solid-foil recess« 1 ( 

ble for these container i ll 

iriety of closure equi ent. Like t 

mile ss container the iY Va 

pe red tor ne sting in nipmel 

Substantial progress has be 

the application of various print 

methods to these solid rigid-foil co 

tainers. Beautiful transparent lac que! 

with substantial resistance to heat at 

discoloration have been deve lope df 

over-all or patterned appli itor 

Fle xographic printing in two or three 

colors has been perfected to the po 

where extremely crisp and attractive 

print jobs now are being produced 

With the ad 

six-color, gravu 

lid a 

rectly on the container 

a five- or 

solid-foil 

tion of 

printed omple te 

For ob fe 

Ke 

Tear st 
' 

a 



WIRZ Tube Data for Package Designers 
COMPATIBILITY of the product and the tube metal is one of 

the first considerations. Testing facilities are available to deter 

mine compatibilities for products not previously determined. 

New approaches to thése and other im 

portant factors in tube design enable 

Wirz specialists to help you determing 

the collapsible metal tube ideally suited 

to your packaging requirement a TUBE SIZE is determined by the volume to be packaged. Tube 

tom-designed to add a new dimension of size is specified from tube shoulder to open end. 

sales appeal to your product 

TYPE OF METAL to be used depends on product compatibility, 

oppearance requirements, as well as economic considerations. A 

variety of internal linings have been developed to meet speci 

problems. 

NECK NO 

TUBE OPENING or orifice, including neck design and closu 

are determined by specific product requirements from a lar 

variety of types and ange of sizes 

TUBE CAP des gn and cecoration 

wide range av 

TUBE DECORATION techniques ps 
WALL LENGTH , f or ond d =» meeaiietite 

voriet Cc 7esig Pp 

oe 

OPEN 
NOT 
CRIMPED 

TIPS AND APPLICATORS 

prov de ready application for 

Additional data on design factors and n 

chandising advantages of Wirz Tubes is 

available in a new, comprehensive booklet, 

Write for your copy of the 36-page "Wir 

Tube Handbook" at no obligation. 

— DIAMETER -= 

PROTECTION * CONVENIENCE * SALES APPEAL COME IN TUBES BY 
RIGID CANS AND IMPACT EXTRUSIONS BY AMERICAN EXTRUSION CORPORATION, DIVISION OF A. H. WIRZ, INC 

4™4 & REED STS., CHESTER, PA. 
ALSO CARROLLTON, KY. 

NEW YORK + CHICAGO © LOS ANGELES » MEMPHIS * HAVAMA 



backward countries, multitudes are 

destined to die before their time. The incantations 

and weird potions of witch doctors and primitive 

medicine men play upon the superstition of the 

stricken and effect no cures. They die unless 

merciful Nature intervenes. 

( itetitens cn AnD Men of (Medicine 

yr 

In our civilization, the great pharmaceutical 

laboratories spend millions each year in research. 

Science is steadily developing drugs that cure, for 

this is virtually an age of medical miracles. And 

the dedicated men of medicine who toil in the 

nation's laboratories are conquering incurable 

maladies and are giving our people a longer life span. 

Many of these miracle drugs are packaged in 

metal collapsible tubes, the perfect package. It is 

no coincidence that the leading pharmaceutical 

laboratories of the country use Peerless tubes. 

They, all of them, would tell you there are no 

finer tubes made anywhere in the world, 

PEERLESS TUBE COMPANY ¢ BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 



(oma to Cocciable 
on packaging in 

SMALL & MEDIUM-SIZED METAL CANS 
PILL CONTAINERS 

Here creative thinking, specialized technical 

knowledge and experienced craftsmanship 

are combined to produce lithographed metal cans 

tailored to the individual needs of your products. 

In addition to the prime requirement 

of sales appeal, Burdick small and medium-sized cans 

are engineered for quick, easy filling 

on your machines, proper packing, stacking 

and simplicity in opening and closing. 

Phone or write us for sound, 

practical help and guidance in design 

or for specific price and delivery information. 

FOOTNOTE: Miniature cans for sampling BURDICK & SON 
a hundred thousand or millions. Ask us 

INCORPORATED - ALBANY, N.Y. 
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has more glittering display value ... 

greater heat-and-serve consumer convenience... 

when it's in a proven-by-sales package by... 

Wheeling, tilinois 

Gg EKCO-ALCOA CONTAINERS &. 

trademark of Ekco Products Company, ALCOA is the registered trademark of Aluminum Company of America 

AE « nie 

) he registered 

rate name and combination mark; EKCO-ALCOA, is used under license to the manufacturer by each of these companies 
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FACTS ABOUT 

The Skyrocketing Plastics Field 

and its Leading Magazine 
WHAT THE MARKET BUYS ... 
Every new application for plastics in 

the field’s need for materials, 

machines, and supplies. As a result, 

there’s an expanding demand for . 

For any company searching out new 

yer markets, the plastics field 

a unique, vast potential. Its expan 

rapid that its productive 

ibout doubled every 
1956 

creases 
n is $0 

ipacity has just 

years! In consumption of 
Chemicals and Materials — synthetic 
resins, plasticizers, coatings, colorants, 
extenders, fillers, laminates, saturating 

papers, stabilizers, solvents, plastic rod 

- as ind tubing, plastic film and sheet 
Pounds) ; 

stics and synthetics igain broke the 

] T | ore ( 

TOTAL MATERIAL PRODUCTION / ‘ 
Equipment—hydraulic systems, molding 

and hobbing presses, granulators, 
calenders, heat sealers, ovens and heat 

ing equipment, slitters, mills, mixers, 

embossers, pyrometers, scales, 
timers, cutting tools, drills, dupli ators 

motors, 

Supplies—abrasives, shipping drums 

mold release agents, findings and as 
sembly devices, adhesives, lacquers, ro 

eaf, mold and tool cieels 

fabricating, lami 

hobbing, dec 

mold 

Services—molding, 

iting, embossing, 

ing, postforming, 
truding. 

HOW DOES MODERN PLASTICS WORK? 
the editorial aim of MopERN PLAstTICcs 

to aid manufacturers throughout in 
proper use of plastics 

making ex 

in the 

erever they fit the job. It serves al 

field the 

and the manu 

makers o § of the 

processors 

irers who use plastics in volume in 
ill kinds 

About two thirds of its paging- 

: iff-written is devoted to 

1 
stories of 

trends, new applications, new ; 

tucts ol 

reas 

xDansion 

s concerned The rest 

ICeS viat mn , ; 
1 with plastics 4 19 mor r uses more than :, ; | 

chnology: engineering, uction 
ethods, chemistry, testing—written 

and edited by the field’s top authorities 

THE ANNUAL “ENCYCLOPEDIA ISSUE” 
It is published every September as the 
‘thirteenth” issue of MopERN PLAstTics 

magazine. Revised each year, it is the 
field's standard workbook 

i nes, or sup exhaustive coverage of every phase of 

plastics engineering, production, tech 
and materials selection. It in 

cludes a complete Buyers’ Directory 

\dvertising in the Encyclopedia Issu: 

supplements a continuing campaign in 
the regular issues of MOpERN PLASsTICs 

proc 

provides 

nology, 

new directions 

WHAT IS THE PLASTICS MARKET? 
MopDERN The all-paid circulation of 

PLAstics covers the two basic areas o 

the plastics market A BRESKIN 
' PUBLICATION 

1. the plastics industry itself—/a) the proc 
essors who mold. extrude or otherwise 

process plastics in all its forms; (b) the 

plastics materials suppliers. 

2. the “end users” many dif 

ferent 

of plastics i: 

industries—who incorporate 

plastics products 

(When their volume is big 

components in the 

ey make 

enough, 

plastics 

they often set up 

plants, xr buy out 

plants and incorporate them int 

wn Operations.) 

‘captive 

existing 

» their 

500 

by giving comprehensive “catalog type” 
data to the reader in search of specific 
“now-I-want-to-buy-it” facts. 

Each year more advertisers come to & 
recognize the special values of the En. 

cyclopedia as a year-round advertising fe 

medium. The 1154 page, 1957 edition § 
set a new record by carrying the ad. 
vertising of 494 leading suppliers. 

WHY IS MODERN PLASTICS “TOPS”? 
From its founding in 1925, Mopery 
Piastics has played a major role in the 
field’s continuing growth, has con. 
stantly been in the vanguard of new 
product explorations. As a result, it’s 3 

literally “the” plastics magazine, witha © 
record-high, all-paid 29,000 circulation 

that has matched the market's growth 
since the industry’s infancy. 

As the authority in the field, Moprry 

PLAstics answers over 20,000 inguiries 
1 year through its Reader Service De 

parment. It forwards to manufacturers 
6,000 inquiries a month for booklets 

and literature. 

GROWING ALL-PAID CIRCULATION! 
ili: enacting 1934-1957 __ 

PORE ener cen aes ono 
25,000 

23.000 

21,000 

19,000 h 

17,000 - 

15,000 I 

13,000 | 

11,000 

9 000 

7,000 }— 

5,000 

3,000 

1934. 1939 1944 

Here are other salient facts: 
e@ It’s the largest paid ci 

magazine in the plastics fiel 

e@ It serves its readers bette 
actually gives them more ‘Ipfu 
editorial matter each mont! 1 al F 
the other plastics media « ined Fs 

@ It’s the only magazine that )\ovides f 
complete coverage of all p!:ises of , 
plastics: product design, ciyineer 
ing, production, markets earch 
news, patents, applications! 

@ It’s the first choice of adver sers t 
the field—carries a greater volume ¢ 

advertising than the other plastics 
magazines combined! 

e According to both techni and 

management personnel in field 
it is the “most useful” plastics maga 
zine. A 1954 readership survey by 

Daniel Starch showed it with about 
a 3-to-1 lead over other plastics pub- 
lications! 
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Representative 
Services at 
NATIONAL 

CAN 

7 

These are but a few of the more obvious services that 
NATIONAL CAN places at your disposal — not quite so obvious, 

but of great import, is our personal interest in every phase 

of your operation. Why not let us survey your needs — you'll 

see how much more you get from NATIONAL CAN. 

NATIONAL CAN 

CHICAGO 
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Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 13—Glass packages, closures, caps 

arily cover entire ines of adverti ior a producers in each category 

CELLULOSE SEALS, BANDS 

CLOSURES 

{. Applicator B. Cork C. Crown D 

E. Metal’ F. Plastic G. Others 

Ball Brothers Comp 1} 

Contour Extrusion Comp 1D. 

Erno Products Comp 4.B,D,E,! 

| ik, Walter, Organization, The (¢ 

Mack Molding Compar Inc. (] 

GLASS CONTAINERS 

Anchor Hocking Glass (¢ 

I | Brothers ¢ ompan 

Marvland Glass Corporation 

Pennsvivania Glass Products ¢ Iii 

rporatior r} I 



GLASS PACKAGES, CLOSURES AND CAPS 

Glass containers for foods eae ml 

, { food 1 ear, glass containers’ share was mort keeps the product in and foreign ma- 

T e | } iZ vt than 70 according to glass-industry terials out. The housewife just itu- 

talit Phi t } } figures rally feels safe when she uses a ‘ood 

} e it | taken pl About 95 f all home-delivered from a glass container and she al:nost 

te fj ( ‘ fror } k and cream is in glass, according utomatically transfers food fro n- 

ent statistics, and this is ib t other package into glass becau she 

ff re 5 f the total packaging business has no fear of contamination. 

| ' cts util pproximatel] for milk and cream Visibility is another very val:abl 

Probably the three most important property. ¢ lear crystal glass d iys 

tastest haracteristics that suit glass for food foods in their natural colors anc this 

wkaging are inertness, visibilit visibility is doubly or triply imp: :tant 

hy | | th how moldability in today’s self-service stores 

lv | f bab By inertness is meant the fact that Moldability is the property of =lass 

v iwed glass Last tlass does not. take anvthing trom that permits it to be forme: nto 

; ; , Ol idd anvthing to a food or other innumerable shapes and SIZES lass 

( Vhe 7 yrroduct. Glass does not take flavor containers can be made large o1 all, 

—_ from nor impart flavor to a food. Glass tall or squat, narrow mouth o de 

mouth, for liquids or semi-sol of 
dimensions suitable for “place” — acks 

such as pickles, olives and slice: its 

for easy pouring, for stability the 

grocer’s shelf. Last but not leas! they 

can be molded into artistic shay 

Aside from natural characte 

the astounding growth of glass-;> cked 

goods is also due to mecl ical 

developments and to the application 

of chemistry and physics to glass mak- 
ing. Not only do modern machines 

make glass containers many ‘imes 

faster than the old-time “blowers.” but 

they also make them lighter, stronger 

and of more uniform color, more de- 

pendable and more suitable. 
About 25 years ago typical quart 

bottles weighed 22 to 24 oz. Today 

they are 15 to 17 oz. Quart jars were 

18 to 20 oz. in weight. Today they 

are 11 to 13 oz. in weight. Catsup 

bottles once 12% to 13% oz. today 

weigh 10 oz. It is fair to say that the 
great volume items of 25 or 30 years 

ago were one and a half times as 

heavy as their modern counterparts. 
The best and simplest yardstick to 

use to measure the improvement in 

Display versatility, sanitary protection and product visibility contribute to the quality is to say that in the early 

popularity of glass food containers which account for 41.3% of glass industry's output. 1900s there was an unwritten rule 
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packer must expect a 3% a line speed of 90 per minute in a 

breakage. This breakage clause was food packer’s plant was on the high 
SA often put into contracts. When the side. Today baby-food jars are run at 

2 revolutionary Owens machine came 500 and more per minute. Speeds of 

¥ into v idespread use, the quality was 200 to 350 per minute are common 

so much improved that this breakage Closure manufacturers have devel 

fa vas reduced to 2%. Nowadays oped numerous types of gaskets which 

f a ker has a consistent breakage are suitable for a variety of produc ts 

f if e than a small fraction of 14%, Today with the proper gasket, with 

H he is another supplier. high-speed mechanical application 

j color—uniformity is now the even screw and lug caps are suit ibli ; 

F ther than the exception Half for nearly all produc ts The cork once ; 

: igo a uniform color could almost the only closure used for a 3 

' uintained. It might rangé¢ hottles—as contrasted with jars—h ‘OLE SLAW | 
: through clear crystal to a ust about disappeared for food By Ea wee OFS 4 

I pl Not the least of the reasons for th DRESSING : 

effect has the pro mtinued growth in the use of gla 
t , 1 ’ - ’ : 
‘ ufacture had upon prices food containers has been the sta! 

t site price of 11 large-v ] dization of finishes. There just Wide-mouth, 

i nt r em ; Imost tandardization 30 vears ago. It , t ) 

' ve iS In ] 29 be me a \ s otten necessary for the ( 

H 1 nis I il i ut who would make the 

' | ites but for jars a nd vice versa before either 

i thi ompared with their ! ed Samples had to be ey hange 

} UC rt ntainers that to make certain container and 

; used today. Th ery ld fit together Today the 

how t 1S¢ in can safely make unlimite 

1 greatly. The reasor tities of containers and the cap m 

prices have not rises in make unlimited quantities of cay 

lue to greater efficiency without knowing who will make th« 

regardless of other fa other component The packer can 

re economical designs—ré likewise buy caps and glass in confi 

lighter weights and dence from numerous sources b 

speeds; to standardization merely specifying the GCMI finis] 

fication, and to greater total designation, knowing that the one will 

1 Jonger production runs fit the other. Standardization of fin 

substantial reason for the shes has also enabled the packer t 

f glass food containers is get gre itly increased line speeds wit} 

tin cl S less downtime. Standardization of { 

thod Se Closu ror hes is considered so important by t 

p. 515 An effec glass-container and closure in 

ent closure oP that they are constantly at work Better visibility. | 
0d bottle or jar insofar a: Another great step forward tl 

ackagit mcerned science of glass-container manufa 

inseparable Excellent ture has to do with design or sl! 

] improve d processing This is often ré ferre d to as “standa 

is improved containers not ization” of design, but the word 

brought about immensel\ standardization” is not entirely accu 

g ging speeds and a better rate. What the glass-container manu 

the product but also have facturers have tried to do is to 

the pac king in glass of cer- reconcile design with practicality No 

ind groups of foods impos- ittempt has been made to establish 

i lass pack 50 years ago. exact standards for container design 

re Food Act of 1906, which as in the case of glass finishes. Glass — 

i higher standard of quality finishes have to be made to exact rT , Sopgead 

ni gave impetus to the develop- dimensions because caps have to fit 3 
improved methods of pre- them and caps can take up only a ' 

Se] foods in glass and thus led to limited tolerance. Wisely, no effort : 

a. | closures and processing was made to freeze containers into a 

T Pure Food. Act was only on¢ few stereotyped designs. Rather the 
of the stimulants to improvements in handling of glass-container design has 
clos s and processes, but the point been confined to an effort to recom- 

is that this development has kept pace mend dimensional proportions, con- RE ie EY i he 
with advances in the science of glass —_ ¥ fos et oo ae ee ae 

making Twenty-five or 30 years ago cama mg? ah Ra — dom ail used when jar is first opened 
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PHOTO COURTESY THATCHER GLASS MEG. CO., INE 

fy 
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ti € ss 

1 } 
t thicknes 

] els p 

; } + B r 

I ha ceeded 

i vit eCCOT " yt 

t the functi f 

ryt ] ! \ container can be 

] } 

la I irtisiic design he 

] } 11 e glass can be molded into man 
ry} | 1 

pes imis is done economically 

the aesign is eng 

ithin the limitations of the 

SS-Making machines Prope design 

iso produces containers that can be 

filled, « ipped labeled and handled 

t high speeds in a packer’s plant 

Design flexibility also permits the 

idaption of styles and shapes to suit a 

particular product for instance con- 

tainers that have sharp shoulders that 

show off products such as sliced fruits 

pickles, olives and lamb’s tongue and 

at the same time prevent floating. 

Glass containers can be made with a 

large label area to display a food bet 

ter. Thev can be designed from the 

noint of view of the store—for specific 
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Color can = enhar 
merchandising appe 

Amber bottle recent 

adopted for A-l Sa 
a 

Pre is { i 

Re-use 

( 

f view of Mrs. H 
é itc] t 

, : 

Trends 

One \portant t} er 

} } ' cele ; g } 

f double-use ¢« itaine ); 

Stat } the se of \ e-] it} 

juat containers h 1 wil h the t 

be removed easil hic! 

he later used S retris itor Li 

lefto I t h ne t ( neg \ 

ther tre d po te s tl le ni 

containers sufficiently attract t 

permit their being “set” on the tabl 

with their origina! contents 

Another “new directior probab] 

the most Important at the present 

tire is the use yt containers p 
} 

ticularly tumblers and tumbler-shap: 

irs with applied Cel nic col 

Glass has another valuable charactet 

istic not mentioned before—namel 

ts ability to take a permanent col 

decoration. These colors blend p 

fectly with the beautiful crvstal col 

f the glass 

The glass food container is by far 

ind away the most outstanding of 

premium and re-use packages. It 

merchandising potentials in this re 

spect are practically inexhaustible for 

new “themes” are born with the times 

Another trend in glass packaging 

h iS to do with economy of she lf space 

in the store. Containers, notably jars 

for the past few years have tended 

toward squatter designs and with an 

interlock between the bottom of th 

jar and the closure for easier stack- 

ing, greater stability and more tiers 

to the shelf. Extra-tall bottles have 

S Squar Jars Mopvern PAcKAGINne 
1957. p. 112 195 p. 112 

] adisappearer The rhe 
it 

1 
ren Ove! the past sever 

een to squatter shape f t 
; 

ind rs 

\ ther trend Starting se\ 

} | 
ind Sst ll increasing 1S t 

tumbler-sh ipe jars 

‘ S le in extra-light weig 

simple bead finish to simulat 
i iking tumblk 

Th trend towa itt 

re products and varieties 

ict n glass containers cont t 

G into nh ocery st 

ulv into a supe yarket 

ll see not only the ol lt i€ S 

S Dl kl mustard svi 

) Vinegars nad the s ) is 

in products which wel 

glass a genet ition ag } 

food meat produc ts baby TICE 

dered milks instant cotter 

\ at ed cream citrus-ti g 

ments, orange juice, cake icit pie 

fillings, frozen meats, gelatin ds 

meat tenderizer, “popped” ] wT 

ind nuts. This trend is accel ig 

The future of the glass food con 

tainer is bright. Glass has s vant 

natural and favorable propert that 

only shortsightedness and failure te 

capitalize on them will stunt future 

growth. But the glass mar not 

shortsighted and certainly the mer- 

chandiser or pack iwer cannot ali rd to 

be. The techniques of making and 

handling glass are constantly nuprov- 

ing. Refinements in the present meth- 

ods of forming containers wil! bring 

ibout high machine speeds and im- 

proved quality, but it is entirely prob- 

able that a revolutionary method, 

quite unlike the present one, will be 

developed to make containers at 

speeds considered phenomenal by 

present-day standards 
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Glass for beverages 

| beverage field the glass bottle and quart are the most popular. How- 
far the favorite package. Dur- 

virtually 100% of all wines 

rs, 99% of all soft drinks and 

66 packaged beer in the United 

Stal hed the consumer in glass 

meet these packaging re- 

glass-container manufac 

g 1956 shipped beverage 

billion bottles—a 5.5% in- 

1955. This tremendous 

resents 26% of domesti 

shipm«e nts in 1956 

yearly shipment figures 

complete picture of the 
ise of glass containers in 

field, because the major 

nk bottles and a large 

eer bottles are re-used 

r example, while soft- 

purchased more than 

during 1956, 

during that 

re than 31%-billion bot- 

ntainers 

onsumed 

nks—more than 187 per 

idous usage is quite 

le, for a glass container 
ombination of unique 

jual h make it the ideal bev- 
It is chemically inert, 

nonporous, sanitary and 
it is the only container 

ses all these attributes. 
es make glass the only 
ner for some beverages 

Liquo d wines 

F le, no other package has 
et | to be entirely satisfactory 

tor v wines, cordials, etc. And 

the } of this industry reveals 
hat t ttle—its shape, color, size- 

een a powerful factor in 
the tion of the product. Color- 

ful « ns of old-time bottles used 
by ea ivilizations offer evidence 

that n have always preferred to 
have their spirits in bottles. 

Individuality and variation start 
with size. In use today are liquor bot- 
tles varying from 1%-oz. miniatures to 

gallon containers. The most popular 
sizes for liquor are the half-pint and 
pint flasks, % quart and quart bottles. 
For wines, the % pint, pint, % quart 

* Vice President for Sales, Ball Bros. Co., Inc., 
Muncie, Ind. 
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ever, decanters and half-gallon and 

gallon containers are becoming in- 

creasingly important for wines. 
Variations in the shape and style of 

whiskey bottles are numerous. How- 

ever, most of the distinctive private- 
mold packages are stylized variations 
of the traditional round bottles. Pack- 
ages for other liquors, such as brandy, 
rum, cacao, créme de 

menthe, kiimmel, anisette, and rock 

and rye, tend to follow designs which 
are more or Jess traditional. 

Many factors affect the size, shape 
and color of a wine bottle. Some pack- 
ages are strictly traditional—the orig- 

inal reason for the design being long 
since forgotten. Some wines require 
a special type of bottle because of 
the particular process used in mak- 
ing and aging the wine. As a result, 

there are many bottles with deep 
push-up bottoms, with extremely long 

necks or other special features. 
In general, there has been very lit- 

tle change in the traditional design of 
wine bottles. However, some modifi- 
cations considered essential for today’s 

functional packages are being made. 
There is a trend in the fifth and quart 
packages toward a slender round bot- 
tle with a tall label panel. This makes 
a large-appearing package and one 
that is easy to grasp. In addition, it 
provides plenty of space for a bill- 
board-type label. 

Perhaps the most striking develop- 
ment in liquor packaging in recent 

créme de 

Beer goes everywhere 

to picnics, to the din- 

ner table, to the back- 

yard—and 669 of it 

goes in glass bottles. 

by John W. Fisher* 

years has been the widespread use of 
decanters during the holiday season 

Because the use of these containers is 

still seasonal, only a small percentage 

of the total amount of liquor packaged 
goes into these specialized container 

There are some indications, howe 

that the use of special decanter: 

have re } l pe ak ‘\ 

di ill .) W UuSII I the I 1 

seas gift v ed” | . 

corporating the lar bot 

thi tren ?) nii¢ t go t 

< inters f I h * 

rs 

Malt beverages 

In contrast with the liquor field 

individualized containers } } wohnichn 

the rule, virtually all the contai: 

sed for malt beverages are of sto 

mold design. This holds true for bot! 

the returnable and the one-way type 

The returnable bottle in most com 

mon use is the export shape. Others i 

eneral use are the select, the steini« 

ind the stubby as well as the tr 

tional styles for porter, ale and s 

One-way bottle styles commonly used 

are the export and the select one way 

This standardization of containers 

however, has not eliminated individu 

alized packages. Colorful, attractiv: 
labels, neck bands, carry-home car 
tons, etc., 

produce packages with individualit 

are skillfully combined 

As far as the size is concerned the 
7 12-oz. bottle is by far the most popu 
lar. Next in line of popularity is th 

PHOTO COURTESY CLASS CONTAINER MFRS, INSTITUTS 



BOTTLES BY OWENS-DLLINOIS GLASS CO. 

convenience 

] 

Unit-of-use and carrying 

I l I continues in popular vottled bever 

Multipacks are especially suited to soft 

which are an all-fa iffair 

ilthough 

juantities—are the 16-oz 

t! lled split | ttles (under 

12 oz.) in 6-, 7- and 8-oz. sizes. In 

I state the sizes which may be 

] e regulated by the state. 

Returnable beer bottles, which are 

d many times (they average about 

S ty ire by far the most eco- 

it ] pa ka r¢ in this fie ld. More ll | d 

half of all packaged beer sold 

in returnable bottles. 

in 1938, the no- 

bottle 

trown steadily in popularity. In 1956, 

es to market” 

its introduction since 

eposit, one-way beer has 

example, glass manufacturers 
nney en he , 
ppea to brewers itl st “ 

: nonreturnable bottles 

Soft drinks 

If there is a typical American bev- 

drink.” Con 

sumed by persons of all ages, in all 

erage, it is the “soft 

sections of the country and during all 

seasons of the year, bottled soft drinks 

have chalked up, during the last two 

lecades, a record of rapid and con- 

stant growth. Since 1935 annual con- 

sumption has increased from 4%-bil- 

31%-billion bottles—a per 

capita increase from 37 to 187 bottles. 
The bottles which carry this prod 

uct to the use! 

two classifications—the stock designs 

ivailable to any bottler and the pri 
vate-mold or franchise designs devel 
oped by the parent beverage com 
panies and made available only to the 
franchised bottler of the particular 
beverage. These bottles—especially 
the franchised items—vary greatly in 
appearance. Some have decorative 
designs blown into the bottle itself. In 

lion to 

can be divided into 

508 

others, decorative patterns with a 

stippled or knurled effect are worked 

in over all or part of the bottle. All 
these decorative devices are, however, 

applied to variations of the “round” 
bottle, for other shapes are not so 
satisfactory as “pressure” containers. 

Applied-color labels are likewise 
uS€ d ina gre at many cases aS a means 

f decorating and labeling soft-drink 
bottles. This type of labeling is espe- 
cially well suited to returnable bever- 
ge bottles. One important considera- 
tion is economy. Removing old labels 

ind relabeling requires more process- 
ng and increases production costs. 

Applied-color labels have other ad- 
ntages over paper labels. For ex- 

unple, the product itself can be more 

clearly seen and the sales appeal of 
glass as a transparent package with 

its own refractive powers is main- 

See “Applied La 

Glass,” p. 529.) 

tained. beling fo 

Variety is likewise the rule as far a 

Bottle 

commonly used are 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16 
26, 28 and 82 oz. Since the middle 

of 1954, the use of large-capacity 

bottles has been increasing at an ac- 

celerated tempo. In the interim ap- 

ipacity is concerned sizes 

proximately 2,000 plants (one out of 

every three soft-drink bottlers in the 
country) added at least one supple- 

mentary bottle size. 
The finish used on virtually all soft- 

drink bottles is the standard 26-600 
crown finish. (The first two digits 
lesignate the outer diameter of the 
neck of the bottle measured in milli- 
meters. The digits following the dash 
designate the standard design of the 

finish as master specified on a 

drawing on file with the Glass Con. 
tainer Manufacturers Institute—GC 

MI. Thus, this bottle has a 26-mm, 

finish and it is GCMI Style No. 600.) 
The majority of bottles used in the 

soft-drink industry are of the return. 
able type. Because distribution of soft. 
drink bottles is usually local in na- 

ture, the returnable bottle contributes 

greatly toward economy. During 

1956, for example, almost eight re- 
turnable bottles were shipped for 

every one nonreturnable. 

Use of the one-way bottle has gen. 
erally been confined to the 12-, 24, 
28- and 32-oz. containers. While ship- 
ments of nonreturnables for soft 
drinks are still comparatively small, 
they have grown steadily since 1948. 
However, the ability and willingness 
of either the bottler or the consumer 

to absorb the cost of the on -way 
soft-drink bottle has as yet not been 

conclusively established 

Lighter-weight bottles 

In the liquor and malt-bever: <e in 
dustries there has been a inite 
trend toward the use of lighter-. eight 

bottles. During the late 1940s, sales 
became more and more com) titive 
and as costs of labor, suppli . and 
services increased, distillers anc >rew- 

ers began to seek methods of 1 ing 
their costs. One avenue they « red 

was the possibility of using | hter- 
weight bottles. 

Glass-company engineering -part- 
ments tackled the problem w vigor 

and the resulting improvem: «ts in 
glass technology have made  ossible 
the production of lighter-weig':' bot- 

tles which are as satisfactor s the 

i — op Se ae 2 pets mi 

Traditional designs give wines sttractive and distinctive packaging that establishes # 

familiar symbol for recognition and easy selection of the different types of wines. 
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ones in general ust previously heav 
ticht-weighting has forced improve 

7, rlass distribution. in turn 

the lighter weight contamel 

eptible to impact breakage 

ttler has saved money not 

] ugh the lower cost of the 

+ } selves but also as a result 

| ipping costs. Because ot the 

ed the tre 1d toward 

rit b ttles has ore itly i 

n the past few years—es] 

wl industry 
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Surface coatings 

surface and save all 

f the paint 1 dustry 

ed to gla container 

| ins are general] 

f stren of a glass 

ts surface and that 

ng giass-containe! 

tl direction of pr 

urrace \ 1 Test it 

Dee! rie i ece t 

= tlic, imams 

rve tl { yt 

r t j t} surrace 

1 hrst n bee 

t le surface ot the 

t d with sulphu di 

plain sulphur 
xxide gas by heat from 

i sulphur combines with 

the 

so doing, it 

present on surface of 

In 

elatively smooth and more 

surface which has a re- 

ent of friction and ac- 

the bottle a slick feel 

effect 

f scratching 

. 1 
is to minimize the 

the glass 

instantly 

How- 

} ne 

hur coating is 

1 readily rinses off 
vides protection for t 

passes through the lehr, at 

the glass 

ng shipment to the bottler 

ind the point of the bottler’s 

of selection in 

was] ne, where the surface is 

n Performance on the bottler’s 

fillir 1S improved, because little 

p ms caused by handling the 
es are not present. Further, 
ical reaction the 
nd the components of the 

between 

sulphi 

glass leaves a somewhat hardened sur- 

face « after the coating is rinsed. 
“W coatings, such as stearate 

and glycol, are primarily lubricating 

in their action. They do not change 

the surface of the glass chemically 

as does the sulphur coating. The wax 
s commonly applied effectively 
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reduce the scratching of the 

surface so long as it is not wet 

coatings 

] 
ana 

are ré adily removed by 

their lubricating, 

vet. 

ing lose 

erties whe Th 

Silicone coating, which is con 

ibly 

bond that it forms between the 

} : 
g and the glass surface, has 

ttective ry! p! effect on the surface 

container even ; 

} « , 
ind Wax 

etains its 

phur 

coating 1 g pl 
vhen wet. 

Where glued labels uy 

silicone-coated container! 

types of glue S are required t 

satisfactory adherence r the 

to the Finally, silicone 

not solubl 

1 degree by 

effectivenes rte 

1] 1 
thre ugh ti 

glass 

even though 

re noved to 

mav le se its 

i ted trip ( 

Selection and procurement 

Perhaps the most port t 

ition n the select | 

vent of a beverage cont 

elect one which will 

from ever 

No package should | 

lected if there is even a 

that it will adversely affect th 

t taste of the product 
The next step is to determ 

bottler’s product 

influence 

design of the package. Where 

have 
1 ’ } : 
been using a standard 

and wish only to continue its us 
The 

of new d 

step presents no problem 

tion of a container 

however, requires careful 

yn of se veral points the funct 

Longer life for bot 

provided by 

tles is 

spray of non- 

oily silicone lubricating film 

that 

scratches, and reportedly re- 

duces breakage up to 

reduces abrasion and 
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metics take 

needs suit the 

Purity and beauty are 

Drugs are safe, can remain sterile indefinitely. Cos- 

advantage of the moldability of glass to 

hold cold creams, 

achieved with glass. 

of the product. Short accessible jars 

for example, while tall slender 

bottles impart luxury and identity to cologne. 

Glass for drugs and cosmetics 

PHOTOS COURTESY LA CONTAINER 4. INST 

by S. W. Menefee §Jr.* 

generally available in clear t or ufacturers rug and smeti 

and persons responsible for pack- 

ring the pr ducts of the industries 

ire partic ularly interested in the phy- 

i il ind fun tional qualities of glass 

ntainers. Glass containers are inex- 

pensive and universally available; 
| 

ass cont uiners are chemically inert; 

they will not diffuse vapors or liquids, 

d the \ 

' 
Glass containers can be 

can be hermetically sealed 

manufactured 
| 

in almost unlimited range of sizes 

ind shapes and the rigidity and sturdi 

ess of glass affords utmost protection 

rainst crushing ind insidious hidden 

lamage to the pa k ige or contents 

Drug containers 

Glass containers are a practical and 

iften a specific necessity tor meeting 

the complex packaging requirements 

if the drug industry which is com- 

posed of manufacturers and distribu- 

tors of ethical pharmaceuticals, pro- 
prietary drugs, and household and in 

dustrial chemicals. The products of 

° Manager, Package Ds sign and Merchandis 
ng, Glass & Clos Div., Armstrong Cork Co., 

aster, Pa 
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the industry are divided into tw 

classifications—liquids and dries. Of- 
ficial standards for the _ identity, 

strength, quality and purity, prepara- 

tion, protection and packaging of 
substances for medicinal use are out- 
lined in the United States Pharma- 
copoeia and enforced under the Fed- 
eral Food Drug and Cosmetic Act. 

The packager need not be restricted 
in the choice of glass containers, for 

there are literally scores of types from 
which to choose. His area of choice 

becomes almost limitless when the va- 

riety of designs available in private 
molds is considered. 

Realistically, however, there are a 
number of limiting factors that the 
packager should consider in choosing 

a container. His choice can be a most 
important one, since over-all packag- 

ing cost, production-line performance, 

potential sale of the product and the 
like depend upon the container used. 
An important consideration is the lo- 
cation of his glass suppliers and the 
transportation affecting delivery. 

Glass containers for drug use are 

amber color. Blue, emerald gre: . and 
opal glass colors may be ol ained 
from a limited number of ices. 

However, blue, green and flint «asses 

transmit ultraviolet light (spectrum 

radiation between 2,900 and 4,500 

angstrom units) almost as well as they 
do visible light. Consequently, amber 
is the only commercial glass color 
which gives pharmaceuticals the re- 
quired amount of protection under 
USP established for 
light-resistant containers. 

specifications 

Liquids 

Generally speaking, the packager 
will find it advantageous to use a 
minimum number of sizes of glass 
containers to market his product. 
Since the price of glass containers is 
based on volume produced at one 
time, it will be economical for the 
packager to confine his line to the 
fewest number of sizes of containers 
which can be manufactured in pro 
duction runs large enough to warrant 
the lowest price. In addition, the 
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fewe e sizes used, the simpler be 

come the inventory and_ stocking 

oeblem of the manufacturer, th 

whol ler and the retailer 
} idvantages are to be gained 

1 
eping closure sizes at a mini 

concentrating on a few sizes 

tn De possible to order closures in 

sul volume to earn the minimum 

In addition, limiting the num 

he losure sizes achieves produc 

t ngs through less frequent 

yn line change over in illing 

1 ng. Savings also accrue in 

space and handling 

yacker must determine his 

ther stock-mold or private- 

] containers to meet his 

lising objectives. Frequently 

stor 1 containers will be entirely 

sat but where i special 

fun | characteristic or brand 

ler ; desired, private design 

are desirable. The cost of 

private-design glass con 

tain¢ nges between $1,200 and 

$3 lepending on the size, shape 

nt of surface decoration. 

S f the glass container is im- 

bottles ] are priced 

oblong 

ati yund 

n oval, or square 

nds are strongest in re- 

internal pressure and ex- 
ypact and _ straight-sided 

les lend themselves to the 

ed labeling 

ind square bottles are fr 

rmed be- 

1S require less shelf space 
Broad label area on ob- 

ides excellent shelf visibility 

blong bottles are designed 

on the edges for supple 
: mer lentification either on the 

«“ ” 
space savers, 

lf or when placed edge- 
va e home medicine cabinet 

ipe of the shoulder, neck 
finish should be funnel-like 

8 

ta 
3 
- 

: 
7 

: z 
‘ . 

3 . 

6 . 
* om 

i 
i 

3 
9 
~ 

8 
N 

Vials 

pharma 

ire called on to fulfill many specialized jobs in the packaging of 

euticals. Qualities of brightness, clarity and strength may be specified to 

to pouring characteris 

Sometimes a special finish with 

in undercut lip is used to facilitate 

pouring and cutoff of the liquid 

the bottle ne 

achiev e good 

tics 

In drug packages 
tor «¢ 

ind closure can be de Signe d ror eas 

pplication of cellulose secondar! 

are both 

help assure tamperproof delivers 

In 

pare nteral 

seals which decorative ana 

purchasing solution bottles f 

products, p1 

containers are usually required. The 
manufacturers are usually r 

sulphur treat the bottles t 
reduce alkaline solubility. Great care 

should be exercised in the fit of the 

closure and in the length of the glass 

air-vent tubing usually found in thi: 

type of bottle. 

Packagers of citrate of 

citrate bottles 

glass 

quired to 

magne: 

may purchase stock 
may package the product in low 

nonreturnable bottles 

Packagers of products which 

dispensed from dropper bottles mus 
determine whether or not the rub! 

n bulbed assembly 

safely used as a primary seal 

dr¢ ypper 

Dries 

In packing dry products, such as 

tablets and capsules, careful consid 
ration should be given to the use of 

otton, plastic or paper-folder stuffing 
as a means of reducing the number 

of sizes of containers required to pack 
a line of dries. Within broad limits 

the manufacturer may employ the us¢ 

stuffing at the 

container of capsules or tablets to 
the 

sizes required and thus gain the 

vantage of minimum price and 

ventory space saving by larger pu 

chases of fewer sizes 

Careful of the size ol 
closures should be made to determin 
the 

f cotton top of the 

number of container mnimize 

} 

analysis 

minimum size require 

drugs and 

meet a range of requirements. Many shapes, sizes and closures are available. 
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lec ) iif of including 

1 1 feature so that the bott 
vill interlock with t} 

. . 
e shelf or count 

S r the pr 

sTry 

' 

} b y+ thie i 

} 
g, the versatil 

7 

it n Vide 

LT! 
importa 

1ay be manufactured 

ity of shapes, de 
rl } 
inese design cha 

tilized shanc itiized to enhance 

product, 

, + 
e€ai ana omer ¢ 

Of all stand 

ials, glass 

moothest, most 

ratch-resistant 

t fe ture l 

stimulate 

} 
irda 

} 
a 

possesses 

Prescription packs 

include dropper bottle, vial, dry prescri; 

frequently 

ion square, ointment jar, oval and via 
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PHOTO COURTESY MAZEL-ATLAS DIV., CONTINENTAL GAN CO 

Good-looking re-use jar 

for vitamins blends in wel 

ith table settir car | 

afterward for pice 

L nd) 

f the gla tainer through r tems, for packaging products of lim 

ited handling during pa king | nt ted volume or where the cost of the 

sale d ult 1 1 the tainer is a critical factor 

ner's home. Chemicall vert gla When large volume is established 

ntainers hay leleterious effect nd major advertising promotions are 

grediet ( be | t volved, it is usually desirable to de 

lly sealed for preservation and cor e] p private design containers t 

| of essential oil d nd sj st product and brand identit 

ne riginally packed Oia mass-market cosmetics, such 

Most cosmetic manufacturers and hampoos, shave lotions and hand 

ickagers fully realize the importance reams, the packager must carefully 

f the package—for mpetitive met inalyze his need for high-speed fill- 

indising, for sti lation of impulse ing-line performance in relation to his 

buying, for adaptability to mass dis desire for unusual container shapes 

plays and stacking, and the like. Cos Modification of container contours 

metic pat k iges are bably recelving I shape S may be necessary to S¢ 

re top le ] atter m today than ure uniform glass wall distribution 

er before as demonstrated by the ind basic stability for successful op 

eye-catching exhibits of cosmetics on ration on a high-speed filling lin« 

store counters and shelves [he cosmetic packager will have a 
[The cosmetic packager must first reater choice of labeling methods 

letermine the desirability f using than is found in other industries. Glass 

ypen-stock molds or developing pr mtainers can be labeled with paper, 
ite-design molds for | ickaging his foil, or decalcomania of either ai: 

products. Open-stock glass-container lried or ceramic fired-on type. Cer- 

molds are available in a wide rang: umic decals and silk-screen labels are 

f sizes and shapes, suitable for in- fired onto the surface of the glass for 

troducing and market testing new nermanent identification 

OURTESY OWENS-TLLINOIS GLASS CO 

“Color-break”’ ampoule 

provides ultimate in protec 

thon It parts clean ind even, 

and does not require filit 

An investigation of the surface 

oating and decorating of glass con- 

tainers produces an unlimited number 

~ new and attractive effects. Glass 

containers can be decorated with an 

ver-all spray coating of ceramic 

colors to produce anytbing from a 

frosted surface to various shades of 

opaque and translucent colors. It is 

ilso possible to decorate the surtace 

with metallic coatings resembling 

pe arles ent effects. In addition to the 

id. silver or copper, or with various 

ver-all coatings, a secondary lor 

can be applied by silk screen or ran- 
m spray veiling. 

New design trends in glass con- 

tainers favor modern simplicity of 
form suitable for high-speed packing 

lines over designs of unusual shape 

with structural weaknesses. There is 

a definite design trend toward greater 

consumer convenience and lity 

such as providing nonslip hand zrip' 
ind more convenient shapes for « arry- 

ing in traveling kits or storing the 

medicine cabinet. The packer should 
carefully analyze the need for con- 

sumer-convenience features whi: )) can 

be successfully promoted wit: sub- 
stantial advertising campaigns 

Where cosmetic packages sold 

in self-service retail outlets, ¢ im 

portance of providing a price + imp 

ng area on the top of the cl 2 or 

m the individual folding cart nust 

not be overlooked. Self-servi: tail 

outlets require careful consid: ation 
of package design for space « rva- 

tion, ease of shelf stocking a dis- 

tinctive display possibilities. 

Special design consideration may 

be required to develop “twin-pack” or 
“companion trial-pack” glass pa: kages 

that are held together in a sing! sales 
unit by means of a folding carton, a 

shrink-on cellulose band or adhesive 

tape. Where two bottles of different 

sizes are to be packed as a ymo- 

tional unit, consideration n be 

given to display frontage an sales 

message, convenient handling the 

dealer and final easy separation 

The chemical inertness of glass 

containers has also opened up new 

possibilities for low-pressure glass 

aerosol containers for spray dispens- 

ing of such products as colognes 

intiperspirants and hair preparations 

Glass aerosol containers are manufac- 

tured and sold both with and without 

protective surtace coatings (Set 

\erosols lypes ind Uses,” eZ 544.) 

See “Trade Pitch,” Mopienn PackaGnnd, 

March, 1957, p. 16 
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i he extent of the large and grow- 
| nd market for glass containers in 

the household and chemical products i 

field is clearly indicated by industry 
figures. In 1940 total shipments of 
containers in this field amounted to 

3.522.000 gross (507 million units) 

By 6 the total had climbed to 
11,844,000 gross (more than 1.7 bil- 

in increase of 236%. There 

are itions that 1957 will have 

sho continuation of this steady 
grov the use of glass containers 
in t! sehold and chemical field. 

isehold and chemical field 
f tremendous variety of 

pt These include household 

pI ised by the homemaker— 
ble juid starch, liquid deter- 

ger monia, bluing, room de- 

ven cleaners and a great 
f other items; products used 
gardeners, such as liquid 

fert ind sprays; the expanding 
“d self” market which calls for 

' ety of products and pack- 
ge icals in great numbers for 

ind agricultural use, and, 
adily widening market for 

g ,iners in many categories of 
the ng chemical field. 

( ed from any angle, the 
pr for effective packaging in 
gla r exceedingly bright in the 
I ndustry. If the industry 

with products and pack- 
ages re on the market today, the 

growth alone would spell 
‘oe 

I ns are that the chemical 

n forging ahead, improving 

Id ts and developing new ones 

to 1 the full advantage of this 
gro market. 

Al] means greater opportunities 
for t lass-container industry. The 

} mpr | products and the new prod- 
ucts earing on the market require 

and new packages. And 
here lass containers possess a 

nique advantage. The chemical in- 

rtne f glass; its resistance to cor- 

rosive liquids; its convenience and 
enatt i * . . . 

visibility; its versatility—permitting it 

to be blown into almost any shape— 

* Manager, Household and Chemical Div., 
nois Glass Co., Toledo, fo. 

t Based on Dept. of 
Owene Th 

merce figures. 
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Glass for household products 

and its relatively low cost, all give 
glass containers special attributes 

Aside from the move to improve old 
products and to develop new ones, 

the chemical industry tends to diver- 

sify product lines. This follows the 
thinking of many chemical packers 
who are looking to the future. 

The reasons behind most of the di 
versification are logically the natural 
desire for protection against a decline 
in one line—a. leveling of seasonal 

production slumps—a hedge against 
fluctuations. Other factors have to do 

with the changing times. There was 
period when a manufacturer could 
start a one-line business and make 

it prosper for life or longer. This i: 

not nearly so true today 
Ideas no longer carry a monopoly 

with them. Information gets arour 

fast and almost overnight the manu 
facturer may have a dozen competi 
tors. Technology too 

rapidly and new ideas are coming in 
is changing so 

so fast that what yesterday was a sure- 
fire product with a great future may 
tomorrow be just another item 

Thus the maker of household prod- 
ucts adds a new liquid detergent or a 
new liquid starch to diversify his line 
further. Or the maker of a special 
cleaner may develop a room deodo 
ant or a copper or oven cleaner. 

Sometimes 
field call for the development of ad 

ditional products to modify or correct 
certain changes that may have been 
brought about. For example, there are 

fabric softeners which may be added 
to the rinse water in laundering. 

The household-products field takes 
in a great variety of items used in the 
home. These include bleaches, liquid 
starch, ammonia, bluing, liquid deter- 

gents, insecticides, oil for household 
use, furniture and floor polishes, room 
deodorants, oven cleaners, adhesives 
disinfectants, inks, turpentine, spot 
remover, liquid shoe dressing, nylon 
whitener, and cleaners for windows 

to mention 

developments in one 

walls, copper, silver, etc 
a small proportion. 

While sodium hypochlorite, gen 
erally referred to as bleach, is one of 

the largest general-purpose volume 
items used in the laundry and for dis- 
infecting and sanitizing in the house- 

by A. R. Kohi* 

hold field, 

uses are be ginning 

other products for spe 

to show promise 

Liquid starch is one of these 

Convenience outbalances pric« 

liquid starches continue to show 

steady sales gains. There have 

some big changes—largely postw 
preferences among housewives. B 

cally, this has become 

evident: The U. S. housewife will ; 

sizable premium for convenience 

The bulk of liquid starch is ; 
aged in quart bottles, but the | 

llon bottle is growing in popula 

| } e h PULSE wife is doubly basis - ted 

onvenience when it is accompanied 

by economy, which is one reason f 

purchasing liquid starch in larg 

juantities. Many also purchase half 
gallons on the assumption that, if th. 

ire going to use liquid starch f 

eral laundry purposes, they should 
buy it in sufficient quantity. In 

of the general trend toward the 

conomy” or “king-size” pac} t 

possible that a number of h 

ers would be interested in buying ] 

uid starch in gallon sizes 

Liquid detergents f } not} 

group in the household-products field 

for which the demand is 

SYNTHETICS. 
AND Ai FINE FABRICS 

Big users of 16-0z. glass containers are 

liquid detergents, shampoos, starches and 

similar standard household products. 
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FHROTO COURTEST OWENS-ILAINOIS Glass Co. 

ORK CoO 

SOTTLE BY ARMSTRONG 

Do-it-yourself and hobby products, such as 

fishing tackle and bait, find glass a natural aid 

leas and new uses intr lucing new 

reasing. In fact, the market for 

ese items seems far from reaching 

the saturation point Here too, con- 

venience is a primary factor in its 

popularity with homemakers. The 
iser merely measures out a few drops 
f the liquid, usually measuring by 
1eans of the cap, and adds the prod 

uct to a pan of water 

Furniture polish, floor polish and 

liquid waxes are high-volume items 

for glass packaging and here again the 

idvantages of glass—visibility, ease of 

ypening and resealing, and versatility 

1 design—offer special inducements to 
use this type of packaging 

A recent survey conducted by the 
Home Makers Guild of America re- 

saled the following points 

1. Liquid polish is used by 65.6% 
if the respondents. 

2. Liquid-tvpe cream furniture wax 

is used by 44.2% 

nue. 

New shape for standard product affords 

good grip even with wet hands. Bottle is 

brown to protect disinfectant from light. 
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Recessed bottom of jar is 
molded to receive flat-top clo 

sure for secure, easy stacking 

3. Self-cleaning wax or polish is 

used by 81.92. 

4. In all, 92% of the respondents 

use liquid waxes or polishes of one 
kind or another. 

Today’s kind of living is increasing 
the opportunities for chemical prod- 
ucts, which in turn is a challenge to 

the packager. 
Houses are being built with more 

and more window space and this 
trend in turn provides additional vol- 
ume for packers of window cleaners 
Also, the introduction of wrap-around 
windshields has increased  glass- 

cleaner usage. Here again, the ele- 
ment of convenience plays an impor- 
tant part and the window cleaner that 
is simply sprayed on and then wiped 
off with a cloth helps the user clean 
more windows with less effort. 

Insecticides packed in glass are 
most commonly found in half-pint, 
pint and quart bottles. These are 
stock bottles from which the contents 
are poured into spray guns for use in 
the home. This method, incidentally, 
provides one of the most inexpensive 

and at the same time efficient means 

of spraving insecticides 

The present practice of many bat- 
tery manufacturers of adding batter, 

acid to batteries at delivery point, in 
stead of at the factory, has provided 

a new field for glass packaging. A 

stock round quart is the type of con 

tainer most commonly used 

Growing popularity of photography 
is a hobby has led to increased use 

of a greater number of photographi 
chemicals both by amateurs and pro 
fessional photographers and has re- 
sulted in a vastly increased market for 
glass containers, since the bulk of 

such chemicals is packaged in glass. 

PHOTO COURTESY OWENS-HLINOIS Class co. 

Carboys have been used to trans. 
port corrosive liquids for so many 
years that the chemical industry has 
come to take them for granted. The 

fact should not be overlooked that 

acid producers would find it difficult 
to distribute their products in small 

quantities, both economically and 

safely, without these containers. The 

carboy is generally considered to in- 
clude the acid bottle, the wooden box 

in which the bottle is packed and the 

cushioning material lining the box. 

(See “Carboys—Glass and Polycthy- 
lene,” p. 655.) 

The “do-it-yourself” home-repair 

fad which accelerated during World 
War II shows no sign of abatement, 

due partly to more leisure time. and 

partly to a desire to economize on 
repairs. This activity has provided 
added markets for glass containers. 

Such items as turpentine, house- 

hold oil, adhesives (glue, muc lage, 

paste) and paints are common ‘2 the 
householder’s “do-it-yourself” k 

In addition, such items as ews, 

bolts, nuts and nails are now eing 

packaged in glass jars. While t! = use 
of glass for packaging such ite ns as 
screws or nails seems rather nx the 

advantages of the glass packa are 

fairly obvious. First of all, th: glass 
package protects the products . :ainst 
rust or corrosion, an importar con- 

sideration for the “do-it-yours: ” re- 

pairman who may use them c ly on 
occasion. Even more importan' :s the 
fact that many amateur rep irmen 

are not familiar enough with many 
items to call for them by numb, but 
they can pick out the right si-e nail 
or screw by seeing it in a jar. 

A number of assembly kits ‘or re- 
pair and modernizing even provide 
extra empty glass jars for storace. 

Home gardening also provices an- 
other big market for glass. This field 
includes garden sprays of al! kinds 
ind the newer concentrated liquid 
fertilizers. Most common sizes for 

these items are half pints, pints and 
quarts and they are usually packaged 
in stock round bottles. 

With the mechanization in home 
gardening and lawn care generally, 
involving the use of power equip- 
ment, an interesting development is 
a bottle with graduations for easy ad- 
dition of the required amount of lu- 
bricant. This is particularly important 
in 2-cycle engines where the lubricant 
is mixed with fuel. Engines of this 
type are used for outboard motors, 
small snow plows, lawn mowers, etc. 
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COURTESY OWENS-ILLINOIS CLASS CO. PHOTO 

Rastiall metal screw cap has continu 
18 1 and flat top. One-piece knurled 

range is from 18 mm. up 

PHOTO COURTESY ANCHOR HOCKING CLASS CORP. 

Knurled metal lug cap; smaller caps 
have two lugs, the larger ones have four o1 
six. Eighteen sizes, 20 to 120 mm., are ’ 

Closures for rigid containers 

r giass nd other rigid 

. i ' ee 
ners are constantly being 

r easy yet safe opening and 

era of new satisfaction is 

hand for the homemaker, 

al modern 

1cuum closures and im 

styles of easy 

off lids now supplement- 

iny styles that have been 

1 over the years. Some of the 

m tant gains that lie ahead 

rs and consumers will als 
sy dispensing devices and 

“Dispensers and Appli- 

926 

blem of 

the satisfaction of two op- 

container closure 

nditions: One, the seal 

mi positive that the contents 

ipe and no outside sub 

in enter the container. Tw 

the ist be able to break 

se ly and often to reclose the 

number of times. 

solutions to this problem 

been devised in modern 

low-cost. 

ire remarkable, considering 

mass-production 

the ety of products packed i! 

g tal, plastic etc 

\ closure now iré mad ot cl res w a made 

though cork. 

rubber and metal have important uses 
“ 

met plastic pape! 

st all closures in wide use t 

1a} hieve a seal by acting as one 

jaws of a vise, the other jaw 

eing the top of the container, called 

the sealing surface. Between these 

jaws a resilient material of some kind 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—19 

squeezed which ictu 

the sealing surface under pre: 
pe Po 
This is the liner of the clos S 

“Liners and Seals,” p. 521 

Types of closures 

The principal types of closur: 
(] 

on, (4) crown, (5) 

screw cap, (2) lug cap, (3) roll 
snap fit and 

on, (6) vacuum, (7 

safety, (8) gag uals dt cator clo 
sures and (9) an import 

aper, cork and rubber ae s that 
ave special applications for dait 

tamperproo!t 

— 
grou OI 

Y 
i 

| 
i 

products, wines, pharmaceuticals, et 
In addition, there are several kin 

of secondary or supplementary seals 

ind closures, such as plastic shrin| 

on bands, used with standard caps 

Certain types and styles of closures 
ure traditional for various containe 

or products, while others are selected 
for ease of handling on the filling lin: 

see “Capping and Sealing Equi 

ment,’ p. 83), consumer convenienc¢ 

in ope ning and recl sing, economy or 

decorative appearance. 

The wide variety of closures in eu 

rent use indicates that the packager 

can emphasize any of these require 
ments and still be assured of a closure 

that will fulfill its primary objective 

which is, of course, protection 

Screw cap. The most important 
idea to emerge from early develop- 

ments in metal closures was the screw 

cap, still a leader and supplied in var- 

® Closures and applicators for collapsible tubes 
are discussed on p. 489 

PHOTO COURTESY QWENS-ILLINOIS CLASS CO. 

Flat-top jar closure with four 

g 

kinds of Beuid Is 

istes that can be 

bottles or jars are 

b xe 
%. 

Easy opening and reseal 

standing features of new 

is especially neede 

main in container during 



a AMERICA 

ALUMINUM Co 

DRAWING, 

O AND 

Standard rolled-on aluminum closure with knurled finish for easy grip. May be 

embossed, coated or lithographed in any coler or design. This type closure can be used 

ind chemicals. Sizes from 18 up to 38 mm. 
, , harm in 

I irmaceuticais food products, beverages 

rn ra Lage iY ' prepa itions th it are pat kaged in | ut 

ups of quart size or less. 

Lug cap. Near relative of the screw 

is the lug cap, which operates on 
ich the same idea. The lug is slid 

inder a projection on the neck of the 

tainer. As it is forced home, it ob 

tains leverage for a direct downward 

ll against the liner 
} 

Lug caps are suitable fo 7 

st products that are packaged in 

ss containers. The container finish 
} designed to accommodate _ the 

Recently, lug-typs lug construction 

: screw-off metal vacuum caps have 
. been adopted by leading packe 

Newly developed equipment makes it 

practical to apply these caps at high 
spe ed The caps excel in ease of open- 

ing and reclosing. 

; : . tolled-on ca he rolled-on clo- Easy opening and stacking are ; Rolled-on cap. The rolled-on cl 
features of thi Ee ial atures o! this va oan Ww I i  < High-Speed I s Cap,” Mopern Pack 

spla 957, 1 8 

PHOTO COURTEST CONTINENTAL CAN CO. 

Crown caps are widely used on all kinds of beverage bottles. Lower right shows under- 
side of the unlined crown; lower left, with cork disk; center, topside view. Cap at uppe 

left has aluminum foil spot used for beer; upper right, vinylite for carbonated beverages. 
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sure (a patented device) differs from 

screw or lug styles in that it is sup- 
plied to the packer as a blank shell, 
usually of aluminum. The shells are 
rolled against the threads of the con- 
tainer neck under pressure in the clo- 
sure operation. The threads of the in- 
dividual container tailor the thread 
of the particular closure to a perfect 
fit or more effective seal. 

4 number of variations have been 
devised for the metal cap to conceal 
the outline of the thread or lug so 
that the outer surfaces of the closure 
will present clean, unbroken lines to 

the viewer. 

Crown cap. Another important type 

f closure is the anchored closure, 

such as the familiar crown cap for 
Flutes are pressed into the 

flaring skirts of a shallow metal disk, 

which holds an inner coin of resilient 

lining material that forms the actual 
seal. In capping, the flutes are forced 
against a projecting ring on the con- 
tainer finish, giving maximum friction 
for the strong grip needed in se iling 
carbonated beverages, where pressure 

inside the bottle is considerable Yet 
the crown cap may be removed by a 

bottles 

ed 

simple prying motion because the 

inherent outward flexibility o! the 
flared cap skirt and the smoothn ss of 
the ring on the bottle neck. 

Lock-type crown. Where fre .uent 
resealing is required of a crow. clo- 
sure, a spring lever is sometim:s in- 

corporated which, when flippe: up, 
releases the crown in perfect ape 
for efficient reclosing. It finds  xcel- 

lent use on cans of turpentine, oil, 
varnish, syrup and similar products, 

fs Dee 

7 

COURTEST CHOWN CORK & SEAL CO., ENC. 

Metal lock-on closure with lever 

opening device uses composition gasket, 

cork, coated paper or foil as liner. 
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? 

ciosures 

lids with some sim 

hooking to the 

indented 

in met il 

y] thod ot 

side or a continuous in 

hich snaps unde certain po! 

? i 1 | 

the glass finish. In other cases 

friction between the inside 

skirt | 

a Ushi Ne 

and the outside of the 

} 
| ids the 

nap-ons come in polyethy] 

as metal and are used 

g] tic or metal containers lik 

t ler cal 

: or snap-on caps are fre 

yund on re-use tumblers 

even finish of the glass ri: 

f its attractiveness. Jelli 

are sometimes packaged 

: type of closure. 
The 

has made 

t cap nonscrew Vv: 

important stride 

in the past few years 

Si rage develops from atmos 
ssure obtained against the 

hen air is withdrawn from 

he ers either in processing the 
. 
by mechanical means 

f closure is ideally adapted 
ls of the food-pro essing 

S s further 

l is given by holding the 

finish lock, 

the cap being forced w 
the glass finish 

security for tl 

with a fixed 

i ection of 

ping or held under a simi 

m by snap lugs. In most 

ps, however, the friction 

against the side gasket 

the container finish effects 

th In others, atmospheric pres- 
s adequate for sealing. 

; n the protection given 
} 

products, vacuum closures 

their ex 
] rh pplication spec 

° 

STEBEING smat 

OURTESYT 
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Friction-fit closure for straight-side 

finish re-use tumbler. A cap of this type 

uitable for sealing the cold-pack foods 

straight-line capping operatio The 

capping motion required is a straight 

ither than the more time- 
. | 

g twist required n screw- (¢ 

s-capping operations. 
] 

he resealing disad\ int 

} 
plagued the early vacuum caps h 
| ’ 1 7 

peen largely overt | b petter j 

} 
Ss and greater.consumer expe! 

: : : 
n opening and reclosing them 

Safety closures. There are several 

lifferent types of safety closures dé 

signed to guard against tampering. ] 

in il) 

twiste d 

portion of its 
r) i] 

1 
I 

ring along a break 

both 

are extra deep The bottom 

type, container finish and 

skirt 

the outer cap shell is curled unde 

yrotruding ledge on the neck f n 

giving a tight grip which resists 

to unscrew it without 

line perforated 

Whe: 

the cap comes off, leaving 

bottle 

vene! illy thre ade d fi r rese I 

Another closure has a special metal 

attempt 

the cap above the skirt rim 

skirt on the 

ir. On the ollar is opens 

Styles and sizes 
for ' sures for standard is 

shes varv xtensively | 

posed ‘ ( | i“ 

lesign nee } 

ove! cag ttect 

top of - if 

Anh} Op] t 

improved p: n yacuum 

ure 1s designed tor baby 

foods, fruits vegetables and 

plied as fast as 

(00 per minute. 

, 
ind can be ay 

t 

Safety closure for aspirins opens wher 
pressed on tc 

Opening easy for adults, 

rade like llow 

but with an opening cut int 

r of the dome. Whe u 

Pp ct nes or isi] XCC] t 

r s. An inne closure Fre 

lug, thereafte serves t 

nainder of the t 

Safet ] d 

tled liquor, food | I 

various chemicals 

Similar protect ] 
ving ippear r 

everal types I lement 

ires available. One ty] t 

disk or diaphragm that is se 

the neck opening of the | 

help protect the contents. It 
larly used on containers for f 

pharmaceutical product 

Another type of seconda 

the outer foil wrap, fi 

ployed on beverage bott] 

shrink-on band is another s¢ 

S¢ il whose ise 1s ste dily 

ng both for protect 
tion See “Cellul Seal 

Plastic closures 

Pl { closur 

( t¢ 1¢ é 

= 

4 

PHOTO COURTESY UPRESSIT PRODUCTS CORP 

p; closes with s1 le 

I 

ttle 

, 

sea 

ILLINOIS CLASS CO 

OURTESYT OWENS 
‘ 



PHOTO COURTESY THE WEST CO 

Rubber-composition closures are specially formulated to assure the necessary 
rility for biological and other ethical drug products, They are available in many sizes 

hapes nd sp il attention is paid t compatibility of stopper and product 

setting and _ thermoplastic resins 

Principal thermosetting resins are 

phenol formaldehyde and urea for 

maldehyde, which have many char- 
acteristics in common. They offer a 
finished part which is light in weight 

resistant to alcohol and has good sur- 
face appearance. Leading thermo- 

plastics that are used for closures in 

clude polyethylene, vinyl and pol 

styrene 

Is will di Choice of liner materia 

pend on the products being package« 

See “Liners and Seals,” p. 521 

Generally, however, the liner bac} 
x is of cork, wood pulp or new quor bottle has a special neck ng 

Aluminum tamperproof closure for 

h. It is show 0 size board bonded to a facing of film 

cratace 

livers 

OURTEST OWEN*-t 

PHOTO COURTEST ARMSTRONG CORK Co. 

Price-marking spot is molded in top High-torque molded plastic closure fea- 

f plastic closure to speed up shelf stock turing recessed, attractive, handy grip de- 
ng of items in retail outlets. sign; offers protection against breakage. 
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PROTO COURTESY ALUMINUM CO, OF AMERICA 

Long-fiange roll-on closure is pilfer. 
proof and leakproof. May be side embossed, 

Secondary closures of tigh:-ftting 
aluminum foil add tamperproof in: urance 

and a neat eye-appeal to the bottle 

per or foil. Polyethylene closure: gen- 
erally do not require a liner. 

The thermosetting compoun: s can 

be molded into standard shay »s for 
standard containers—chiefly, gla .s bot- 

tles packaging all kinds of | quids 
whether food products, me cines 
household preparations or to: ctries 
ind opal glass or plastic jars kag- 
ng salves, ointments and cre ms in 
the drug and cosmetic line hese 

closures are almost entirely of the 
deep- or shallow-skirted scrow-cap 
types and are used instead netal 
closures for decorative purp< 

Special effects, both in st and 

color, can be g ined by priv -mold 

MOTO COLHFESY TUPrER conr. 

Over-lock feature of polyethylene clo- 

sure assures tight seal. Cross-section ¢ut- 

away, above, siiows construction. 
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il-order manufacture. Caps 
designed to simulate flames, flowers 

lumes, boots and hats, as well as 

abstract shapes, are made to order for 

special package treatments. 

5 Plastic caps can be plated for me- 

2 tallic effects. One such recent devel 

E opment, plastic compound, has an in 

¥ herent sparkle created by the compo- 

‘ siti f the material itself. The effect 

‘ 3 R e eve catching 

: \ types of dispenser-applicator 

‘ service various specialty mat 

Let re are special dispensing clo 

Pe su r seasoning salts and other 

4 with a whole line of com 

4 osures and droppers or stop 

o pe! for such products is nose 

¢ 1 iodine. (See “Dispensers 

itors,’ p. 526 

} hylene, because of its many 

us properties, is one of the 

mos satile materials for re-use, 

dis ind other specialty type 

| | lucging rom advances al i 

le, the field is practically 
Screw, snap-on and plug 

1e popular types, but there 
ariations, including captive 
m caps and novelty de- 

iddition, special spout and 
structions can be found in 

ier and industrial fields 
lyethylene snap-on caps 

Ives especially well to ap 
jars, tumblers, refrigera- 

1 juice shakers, where 

lue adds greatly to Va 

For this reason, poly- 

sures are a natural for 

packages. On the other 
} 

ire equally efficient as 

pharmaceutical packages 

. OOXER CUF co. 

eee 

cLosene 
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Oriented polystyrene snap cap, produced by 

new forming method, excels in clarity. Use by 

Midwest resulted in sales gains as high as 52%. 

Polystyrene caps 

with cone-shaped poly- 

ethylene liners and drop- 

pers for chemical!s. Liner 

eliminates back-off, bind- 

ng, leakage. Dropper 

locks in place as cap is 

tightened 

Decorative molded 

plastic caps both close 

container and add eye- 

atching appeal. Closures 

come in many different 

tvies, sizes, colors 

, . 
and are, tor example, wide ly 

vials. Polyethylene closures are also 

strong in appeal where novelty or at- 
tractiveness may be desired, which 

accounts for their popularity on pack 
ages for toiletries, gifts and simila 

items. 

Industrial applications are impo 
tant, too. Jumbo-size polyethylene 

threaded caps are available in a rang¢ 
of sizes for use on the larger pols 

bottles. ethylene Reversible spout 

© 
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Potyethyliene molded cap 
with A.S.T. 29-deg. stub thread 

used on l-gal. bottles for acids. 

corr 

PHOTO COURTESY THE POLT-S#AL 

BRAUN ww 

PHviY CULETAS) W. 

Other closure materials 

Parenteral closures. Closures f 

bottles, vials or cartridges packaging 
] | 

irenterai (continuously 

sterile) products for the drug ir l 
7 | , q 7 

are used in great number. The d 

elopments in antibiotic therapy and 
- 2a 

its wide spre d use | f reasea at 

el nous! { f re 1 

A 

t 

COURTES 

PHOTO 

closure for Tamperproof aluminum 
bottles assures sterility and is available ir 

various sizes—1l1, 13, 20 and 30 mm. 
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ARMSTRONG CORK CO 

PHOTO COURTEST 

Representative cork closures, includ- 

ng two which have reducer holes, that 
’ 
ke a variety of specialty 

’ . 
aevices, 

Secondary closures of paper, like the 

above on the instant coffee jar, prevent 

pering and keep contents fresh. 

Pin-point pour spout for bourbon is 

ilt into polystyrene top, has tiny hinged 

id. Conical polyethylene stopper (center) 

1intains tight seal during shipment and 

! ved by cor sumer. 
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Flange cork closure with trademark 
embossed on the top gives distinctive iden- 
tification; easy opening and reclosure. 

PHOTO COURTESY MUNDET CORK Co. 

Molded piastic closure for 
dropper bottle has orifice for inser- 
tion of nipple and pipette. 

Outer-hood-type closures, used on milk bottles and juice containers, offe 

louble protection against contamination. The 

rely over the neck of the bottle or contair 

wever, that are Cl 

tered by the manufacturers of thi 

Sometimes they must provide ster- 

lity for the product even after the 

tainer has been entered several 
] ies for withdrawal of single dos- 

ges. Closures must in all cases be 

nensionally uniform and stable in 

position and must be designed for 

ease of application on the packaging 

Migration of particles from the stop- 

er to package contents and leaching 

if stopper materials by aqueous solu 

difficulties to be 

of product 

tions represent 

ivoided in the interest 

protection and sterility. Treated rub- 

ber compositions are used for closures 

f this kind, 

ire able to 

few materials 

with 

bec ause 

compete natural 

rubbe r. 

Cork closures have a place in pack- 

aging, particularly in glass and ce- 
ramics. Often cork is used in combi- 

nation with some other material. For 
example, the cork stopper used in 
the pottery package for an imported 
mustard paste is sealed into place by 

ld- I flaps hape neatly and s 

ling wax; the cork stoppet ear- 

ing on a famous rum bottle is c:pped 

1 wooden top faced with em- 

ssed Cc ating that be irs the ide- 

mark of the distiller. Other « clo- 

sures used in perfume and food-ex- 

tract pac kaging act as a sort of sher 

around a glass stopper and supply the 
resiliency to the stopper sides needed 

to effect proper seal 

Paper closures. A whole industry is 
° 7 

serviced with remarkable complete 

ness by waxed and unwaxed paper 

closures—the dairy industry. Glass 

milk and cream containers and con- 

tainers in both glass and liquid-hold- 
ing paper for various other dairy 
products like cottage cheese, sour 

cream and whipped butter are big 

users of various styles of the paper 
In addition to the standard 

crimp-edge cap which covers the con- 

tainer lip, other styles are in use like 
the flat-disk tab opener which lifts 
out of the bottle mouth. Sometimes 
these disks are covered by a pleated 

outer cover which, in some instances, 

is secured over the bottle lip by 4 
twisted wire. 

closure 
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COURTESY ANCHOR HOCKING of 

rnore 

~~ = ae SOPRA hee 

rit 

5 
e: 

LALA 

rs 

f all the specifications known to 

O the packager and closure sup- 
plier there is none more important 
than the liner specification. Without a 

liner fitted to the needs of the product 
and the closure, the entire package 
may fail at some point between pack- 

aging for shipment and use of the 
pro luct, with resultant loss to the 
manufacturer in claims and good will. 

For the greatest number of uses the 
clos liner is supplied as a com- 
posite material with the impermeable 
facir ,ounted on a resilient backing 

whit ts as a cushion to absorb the 
sealing pressure and to permit better 
conf ty of the facing to the lip of 
the tainer. The backing is com- 
post pulpboard, newsboard, cork 

or f vhile the facing is one of the 
mat hemically resistant coated 
pay aminated films or metallic 
foil t suitable for sealing the 
pr ) question. 

\ h-coated papers. This liner 

fac produced in very large quan- 
titie ipplying resistant oleoresin- 

1g varnishes to pure and 

ble kraft paper. It has excellent 
apy e with high gloss and good 
flex It has excellent resistance 
t brine solutions, vegetable 

umerous products requiring 
t surface of an odorless and 

t nature. Because of these 
pr and the relatively low cost 
of t er, it has found virtually uni- 
vel eptance in the food-packing 

It is successfully used for 
such items as peanut but- 

ter cheeses, jellies, maraschino 

che nd also all types of pickles, 
picl tions, vinegar, mustard, rel- 

ishe es and other condiments. 
With an added wax coating the var- 

nis} paper liner with a suitable 
back is adequate for packaging 
such delicate products as mayonnaise 
ind salad dressings which, due to 

t} their vegetable-oil content, are subject 
to oxidation causing rancidity and 
product spoilage. Varnished paper 
with the added wax coating, when 
used “in closures for sealing hygro- 
scopic products such as soluble coffee 
and malted milk, keeps air and moist- 

.* Assistant General Manager, 
sulation Co., E. Rutherford, N.J. 

Standard In- 
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Liners and seals for closures 

ure out of the package, hence pre 
venting the product from caking or 
losing its flavor. 

Black 

been used in the closure trade for 

alkali-resisting paper has 

many years. It is quite similar to the 

regular varnished papers with the ex- 
ception of its 
course, black. The color is due to the 

presence of asphalt or gilsonite or 
both. This liner has good resistance 
to weak alkaline products like milk 
of magnesia, hair shampoos, shaving 

color, which is, of 

creams, and many other drugs and 

pharmaceuticals. However, with the 
development of the 
chemically resistant synthetic facings 
demand for this facing is diminishing 

Saran-film facing is made by com 
bining 75-gauge clear and pigmented 
extruded polyvinylidene-chloride film 
to paper and board with 
adhesive. This facing is the most uni- 
versally resistant liner material sup- 

plied by the closure industry. 
This product is not only attractive 

in appearance but uniform in color, 
thickness and flexibility and has little 
or no odor or taste and no history of 
pinholes. One of the most remiarkable 
properties of saran-film liner is its re 
sistance to the transmission of water 

and water vapor. This property evi- 
dences itself in actual performance | 
keeping at a minimum evaporation 

losses from products sealed with this 
facing, thereby permitting long shelf 

life of the product. The exceptional 
chemical resistance of saran film to 

the deteriorating effects of most acids 

alkalies, certain essential oils and cer 
excellent 

newer, more 

a special 

\ 

makes it an 

Tests 

also resists such diversified products 

alcoholic bev- 

erages such as whiskey, wine and gin 

face creams, colognes, instant coffe: 

tain solvents 

cap-liner material. indicate it 

as after-shave lotion, 

corn oil, cough syrups, dentifrices 
personal deodorants, fruit extracts, 
mayonnaise, salad dressing, salad 

oils, salt solutions, hair shampoos, 
tincture of iodine, vanilla extract and 
other products. Saran-film cap liner 
also is a good gas barrier with low 
permeability to carbon dioxide, nitro- 
gen and oxygen. 

Vinyl-coated paper. This product 
is made on calendering equipment by 

by Tracy Cowen* 

applying 2 mils of a plasticized mix 
ture of vinyl chloride and vinyl ace 
tate to paper. It has proved a very 
important contribution to the closure 

industry.? This facing has a very attrac- 
tive white color with excellent gloss 

and good flexibility and aging qual- 
ities. It is resistant to the following 
types of products: after-shave lotions 

alcoholic liquors, bay rum, bleaching 

fluid, camphorated oil, solvent clean 
er, cuticle remover, eye wash, fac 

creams, glass wax, fruit extracts, h 

tonics ammonia, writing household 

inks, mineral oil, shoe dressings 

silver polish 

Polyethylene-coated paper is mad 
] 

Samic process is caienderec 

vinyl. Up 

polyethylene 

ures for 

, , 
to now use of calender 

1 ; 1 
has been limited to clo 

chemicals pl 
} , 

sealing 
} 

ceuticals and osmetics some 

However, its popularity 

of its high che mi i] I t fide, 

flavorings 
1 

growing because 
bis } P ie , 

resistance and lo water-vapor tral 

7 

W 

d cold flexibilit mission rate, goo 

good aging qualitic s 

Also, 

used—especially 

all-polyethylene | li 
for chemicals ar 

similar products. These liners 
f 7° J 

available as flat disks and one specia 
. 

con »-shap¢ d to assure added type is é 

seal strength and eliminate the prob | 

lem of back-off. This type of liner « 

be used with dr yppers Assembike 

liner and dropper is positioned 

bottle opening and is automati 

locked in the cap as it is tightened 

Urea-formaldehyde-melamine ré 

ted paper This pro uct ha et 

ed uc essfully the closure tr r 

ror many years It 4 is develops 1 

inally iS an inexpensive ¢ he iit al 

solvent-resistant facing for which it 

However it reall] 

found its place during World War II 
J 

substitute fo expensive 

functioned well 

is i 

: 
urce metallic foils, vinyl-coate: 

yvaper and Pliofilm. Demand has « : I 
tinued because of its successful per 

formance on many products durin 

and since that critical period Urea 
} formaldehyde-melamine _ resin-coated 

papers are resistant to such products 

as motor oils, automobile polishes, 
shoe polish, paints, varnishes, indus- 

1See “Plastic-Lined Crowns,” Monegan Pacer 
AGING, Sept., 1956, p. 135 
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glass 

GLASS 

430 N. CRAIG ST. 

Lyf 

DROPPING PARTS 
‘‘Repeat-Sale Insurance’’ 

for Liquid Preparations 

ne of functionally designed dropping parts gives 
entictacto 
WIstacti 

+] ~ *) 
wae — = 

ing, ‘ olling 
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aftee ba b l bu ; special 
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“Glass Goods of the Better Kind” 

COLOR). 

counts- 

extra- Regul 

rubber bulb; 

ATED 

the hands 

1 to your product is 100% favor- 
Our rigic 

every shipment 

your bottle or can be 

2 oz 

st 

plastic 

ange 

semi 

user. To 

1 inspection system assures the 

furnished 

odernistic bottles in Amber, Biue, Green 

rubber 

Ls 
#4 A 

Metal cap; oil-resist- 

ing Amekine synthe- 
tic rubber bulb; blunt 

SYLVANIA 
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trial oils, insecticides, floor wax and 

many similar products. 
Saran-coated paper, in which the 

saran resin is applied from a solvent 
solution, has been used with consider. 

able success for several years, partic- 
ularly on volatile products like anti- 
perspirants. It has a lower water-vapor 
transmission rate and supplies good 

chemical resistance. 
Metallic-foil facings. Tin foil, 1% to 

2 mils thick, is used for sealing prod- 
ucts like hydrogen peroxide, grain al- 
cohol, drugs, flavoring extracts, oils, 
organic solvents, nail polish and re- 
mover, liniments and many other 
medicinals. Tin-foil facings are ideal 
in the packaging of medicinals, phar- 
maceuticals and biologicals containing 
highly volatile chemicals or prepara- 
tions having a relatively high alcohol 
content. 

Aluminum-foil facing is used in rea- 
sonably large quantities as a spot ma- 
terial with gutta-percha backii.g in 
metal crowns for sealing beer ar the 

like. When duplexed to a su table 
backing, it also is used in regula con- 
tinuous-thread or molded caj. for 
sealing nonalkaline products n:‘ too 
volatile in nature but containi: z in- 
gredients that readily affect or: inary 
varnish, vinyl, polyethylene. or saran 
facings. In most cases where —_umi- 
num foil is specified, it is desir: le to 

use a composition cork backir : be- 
cause this type of foil has an _aher- 
ently hard surface and a resilier cork 
backing permits better conform ‘y to 
the glass container. 

Lead-foil facing (chemically >ure) 

has been used for sealing pr. ducts 
such as concentrated sulphuric cids, 

radiator compounds, leather dre. sings, 
automobile polishes, petroleum | ydro- 
carbons and aromatic solvents, radi- 
ator antifreeze and insecticides. Lead 
foil under no circumstances should be 

used for packaging food or ther 

products that might come in contact 
with human or animal skin. Lead foil 
(composition) is also used in closures 

for sealing products like automobile 
polishes, petroleum and coal-tar sol- 
vents, certain cleaning compounds, 

radiator antifreeze and household fur- 
niture polish and cleaner. 

Pliofilm facing is made by laminat- 
ing a transparent sheet of rubber hydro- 
chloride film 0.0012 in. in thickness 
to paper with a special adhesive. It 

was used in large quantities for seal- 
ing containers of many alcoholic bev- 
erages, such as whiskey, wines and gin, 

as well as chlorinated washing fluids, 
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waters, drugs and pharma- 

ceuticals, and carbonated beverages. 
However, it is rapidly being replaced 
by more stable facings such as the 

saran film, vinyl and polyethylene al- 

mineral 

eady mentioned. 

lyester facings are produced by 

laminating % or 1 mil thickness of 

film to paper or board. It 

~ 

has excellent gloss, color and unusual 

it does lack the stret However, 

soft ind resilience of saran film 

vinyl and polyethylene. At this writing 

pol r film has a rather limited 

sad uit has aroused considerable 

nte yecause of its unusual chem- 

ical vent resistance. Indications 

are t satisfac torily resists solvents 

sul etone, dioxane, ethyl ace 

tate hlorethylene and_ xylene 

TI it may be considered in 

pl here tin foil, aluminum foil 

| are generally used at a 

5 t er some of the me 

pulpboard. This lin ‘ 

coating pulpboard with 

1 combination of pat 

‘ > TY) Y ’ r ] i ine microcrystallir ne and 

a ° 1 

ix. A wax coating by 
1 e 1 ; uways continuous and } 

bject to liquid 

rd i 
penetra 

Ss nowever 

ner backing to use when 

y n is needed. It may also 

tselr for Se iling hard 

tablets, dry drugs, sol- 

1 st} T } Ssconint 

in or rubber 
| fl Oo +] } 

nim greatir enhances 

iency This part ular wax 

rmally measures from 1 

thickness and obviousl: 

sistant to the product on 

wi » be used. The function of 

1 wax coating is to aid the 

seal roperties of the liner by bet- 

rmity to the glass jar finish. 

v ating designations for liners 

heavy 

waxed 

waxed 

1 to 6 

of surface; LF 

terized as follows: 

ver 2 mils of wax 

light 

about mil of wax; E wax 

about 2 mils of wax: 

mg. of wax per sq. in. 
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wax—surface treatment (too thin to 

wax bloom—excess wax in 

coating comes to surface to form dis 

measure); 

i] crete film; flash waxed—about % mil 
] wax (usually on backing board) 

Liner backings 

Pulpboard and newsboard are th 

most popular backings and are used in 

the largest quantities by the closure 
trade. They 

the sealing of most 

when duplexed 

For food packaging, these 

are used for maximum economy. 
Composition cork is conceded to be 

the most efficient liner backing bs 

cause of its ability to compress readily 

at normal cap-sealing pressures an 
return to its re se position. On th 

it has been found tha 

cork must be backed with 

other hand, 

composition 

paper to reduce its tendency to cu 
which sometimes causes the liner to 

fall out of the cap. Cork backing wit] 
the proper facing material is reco: 

mended for sealing certain liq 

verfumes, volatile solvents etc. 

Gray felt and white felt. The 

backing materials are used in fait 

rood quantities 

ures for those products where pul; 

are adequate for use in 

food products 

to the proper facing 
backings 

newsboard have been 

too hard and where the 

efficiency of compo 

ird and 

found to be t 

excellent sealing 

sition cork is not required. Liners 

backed felt have 

been found quite effective in molde 
7 

losures having a relative 

with white or gray 

, 
lv thin cor 

h struction and subject to 

hen the y are being upplie d to bottle: 

With a felt backing greater compre 

yn into the liner is made by the gla 

} ' 
finish at low sealing pressures Feit 
’ c 1 
vackings have been round Yel niate 

¥ 7 

r many volatile product 

Gaskets 

| road mm | cil 

] , ] } y vacuum packaging and hot processi 
1 

of foods calls for 1 screw-cap pre 

1 , 

r lug-type closure and a washe 

sket of rubbery matel al Recent 

provements includs buy that 

achieves a continuous t I ri 

ide Se il using a uy . 2 | ha 

lesign idmirably uited t 

eeds of the « ume 

1 l 
Flat rubber 

uum product t cts f 
1 7) ' 

hot or hot proce r till I 

NHositio y ; f 7 ? 
*} 

} | 7 ithet ubber ppl 
1 1 

iter-¢ il ! r fe 

Jar. 

PROTECT BEAUTIFY 

nlio 

SELL! 

Give Your Product That Luxurious Look 
A secondary seal to insure product freshness and appeerance. 

Oyster white, opaque, matte finish, vinyli—impervious to alcohol, moisture 
or hot-packed products. Keep jar lids clean and dry 

Your logotype embossed or hot amped for beauty — print 
directions or sales message on flat discs often eliminates o label! 

Jar Discs cost surprisingly little—come in flat or formed, embossed 
or printed styles. Write for samples and quotations on your letterhead. In dicat ‘ 
sizes and quantity if possible with sample jar for exact fit 

THE WALTER FRANK orcanization 

Design and sale of packaging components. Box 111C, Elmhurst, ill. 
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Cellulose seals 

ellulose bands originally were in 

Gipreraat to assure customers a 

protected product. Not only do shrink- 

on seals perform this job importantly 

but they also have taken on a number 

of merchandising chores 

Cellulose seals—sealing the cap to 

the bottle neck—offer safeguards to 

both the packager and the consumer. 
The cellulose seal prevents the cap 

from being unscrewed or opened 

while packages are in transit or on 

lealers’ shelves. This is tremendously 

mportant today, when so much mer- 

chandise is sold in self-service-type 

stores. This type of retailing has led 

to cap switching Here a shopper 

itches a cap that has a low price 

ip to a product of higher price. 
The « ip switched pack ige that goes 

helf is pre to spoilags 

purchase the 

tampered packages tha i é een 

lav never k mw wh the pl rd 
i 

ind re-usé¢ 

squeeze bottles 

ire also used to bond 

emium offer iffix special attach 

ts to a package r pl vice protec 

nechanisms 

chinned hipped 

seal, fit 

contours of the bottle 

Protection is provided ig inst such 

ibsorp odor tampering 

substitution. si ting of dry pros 

insect infestation 

cellulose seals to give 

More 

mere handise rs get 

The Lisé ft 

Ti h protection 1s | ide spread 

ver, manv astute 

ouble 

ms in 

ri orpor iting cle cora value by 

the Se ils Five categories of 

e-cat hing design subjects are most 

frequently used 

The trademark design. At the top 

f the bottle, 

without difficulty 

play up a big trademark, for “family 

where it can be seen 

is the ideal spot to 

ind strong product identification 

® The Celon Co., Muscatine, Iow 

The slogan decoration. This type of 
decoration will help tie in your pack- 

age with advertising campaigns. 

The sales-point design. Seals offer 

a logical area for special copy themes 
that highlight sales points which 

should not be “buried” among the 
mass of necessary type and informa- 
tion on the label. On wines and liq- 
uors, vintage years or bottled-in-bond 
sales copy is often used. 

Brand-name decoration. The brand 

name isolated by itself on a cellulose 

often farther and has 

more impact than on the bottle label 

Where it is particularly 

seal carries 

Guarantee 

important that the consumer have 

illed to his attention the fact that 

the cellulose-sealed package offers 

him special advantages, such copy as 
this can be featured on the cellulose 

seal: “This unbroken 

suarantee of quality” . .-. or, a pre- 

seal is your 

cautionary—"Do not aces pt if this seal 

broken.” etc 

The back of the cellulose seal often 

a longer message. It can in rries 

orporate spec ial directions for prod 

use: extra selling text: more w 
1 1 

il ideas for cop\ product use Py 

aging more frequent use of the 

oduct: o7 longer sales copy featur 

virtues of new or other prod 

packager ts made bv the same g 

To secure the glass stopper and make 
the package tamperproof, a cellulose band 
has been adopted by Fresh Pak Candy Co. 

wr its re-usable apothecary-type jar. 

JAR BY OWENS-ILLINOIS 

CELON CO.; 

THE 

CELLULOSE BAND B&BY 

by Louis J. Trecek* 

The cellulose bands can be used ag 

an over-all label, or to hold an over. 

all wrapper to a bottle. The bands 
will affix a tag, small folder, charm, 

ribbon or other special merchandis. 

ing gadget to the bottle. The seal, 
dropped over the cord holding the 

gadget, holds this cord very firmly 
to the bottle neck. 

Materials 

The basic ingredient in a cellulose 

seal is high-grade wood pulp. The 
pure pulp, in the form of white 
sheets, is converted by chemical 

treatment into a syrupy amber !iquid 

known as viscose. Mechanical aic's and 
controls are important factors i» the 
manufacturing process, which 
dependent upon very close ter pera- 
ture control. . 

Colors, finishes, types. A w va- 
riety of colors is available. Pi 

also 

ents 

range from white to black ard by 
blending of primary colors almo:t any 

tone wanted can be obtained Pig 

ments are added to the highly alka 

line viscose just before extrusic” into 
the tube shape. 

Decorations are added wl the 

seals are still in continuous — ubing 

form and while the cellulose still 

ipproximately 75% water. 17 de- 

ign is impregnated into the c: .Julose 
material, thus becoming a pa f it 

t subject to rubbing or ring. 

lhe usual finish or surface effect of 

cellulose seal is a dull sheer with- 

out grain or texture. The s can 

be completely transparent, completely 

opaque or a combination of opaque 

with transparent strips or “wi dows” 

at the side. The latter type is most 
frequently used on liquor bottles, 

where the transparent window per 
mits the Government tax strip to show 
through. 

Newer finishes are frequently in- 
troduced. One style, for example, is 4 

very shiny opaque, particularly effec- 
tive in black and white lettering. Very 

good reproductions of metallic gold 

can be obtained. 
Cellulose bands used on the screw- 

cap or on the flange cork-finish con- 
tainers are open at both ends. They 
will shrink skintight over the top of 
the cap and conform to the contours 
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PHOTO COURTESY DU PONT 

i aepenaing upon 

form of seal 

of tl ttle neck I 
: :' 

the sed. A second 
] los¢ e end is known as 

r} made The ade in diameters rang 

“caps 

ing 

fror 1. through 80 mm. Length 

\ limited—d« 

e] m the diameter. This style 

where 
. : 

ther closure and, when 

| 
of tl style seal is 

7 

sea used on glass vials 

sp transparent clea 
; “W 

effective all glass 

M{ inv 

containers sea 

tootl brushe : 

Hanc 

QO contamer:rs 

msisting of soft wate 
rosy vatives nd in preservat ves anda in 

' 
them in perfect 

Se als h ive 

I 
7 

ion?g periods 
~ r 

. . . 
eep pertec tly tor hive 

t , he preservative must 

Is to counteract m Id 

1 7 

Che plasticizer prevents 
| ee ive dl 

n the containers It 

keep the cellulose seals in 
n which they are shipped 

n used Cove rs should be 

kept sealed on metal shipping 

prevent leakage or e\ ip 

the liquid solution. The 

seals tacked with designs in on¢ 
rect Pryy 

I fast application 

Application 

In the manual process, an operator 

places the seal while still wet over 

the b neck, then packs the pack- 
ages the shipping container. The 

cellulose seal dries while the shipping 

carton is in the shipping room. A 
skillful worker can apply approxi- 

mately 35 to 40 bands a minute. 
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Size of cellulose bands 

required for automatic 

application to a glass 

container can be deter- 

mined by preliminary 

test with band-applying 

machine head. Progress 

in machine application 

has hastened growth in 

use of seals. 

One type of applying machine has 

been develez,ed especially for the 

purpose of applying the cellulose pre- 
cut bands on bottles. Groups of cut 
band seals are loaded into a maga- 

zine, where the seals are self-aligning 

and self-feeding. Oscillating vacuum 

disks pull the seals from the magazin 

pick-off fingers enter the seal 

machine continues operation, 
with an ingenious expanding device 

opening the seal and spreading it so 
that it will fit over the neck of the 

bottle. Strippers drop the seal down 

nto the bottle neck. 

Another cellulose banding machine 

ses the seals in roll form. The ma 

hine cuts the bands to the desired 

ze and applies them. In the case 
:) 

of decorated seals, an electronic feed 

.echanism cuts off each band 

Models of the pre-cut and roll-form 

available to handle 

} rietv of bottle sizes at speeds rang 

nachines are 

ing from 50 to 225 bottles per minute 

Although the 

bands are still hand applied, machin 

pplication in a wide range of bottle 

S1IZeCS 1S being succe ssfully Carl ed « n i l 

] 
i 

majority of cellulose 

t various bottling plants in the liquor 

ne, drug, carbonated-beverage and 

me-products fields 

Whether application is by hand or 
} by machine, care should be taken to 

issure that bottle necks and caps are 

clean and free from any spillage of the 
contents of the bottle 

stances on the bottle can dilute the 

content of the cellulose 

seal ind cause dise olor ition 

Foreign sub- 

plastic izer 

Special uses 

No discussion of the cellulose seal 

is complete without mention of the 
more unusual uses which have been 

initiated for these versatile aids to 

packaging. For a tiny hearing-aid bat- 
tery, where a paper label carrying in- 

structions for use might slip off and 
be lost, a cellulose seal serves as 

label. A set of plastic shower-curtain 

hooks are held together with a sturdy 

cellulose band also used as the label 

In both labor 

cost is saved by use of cellulose seals 

1 much faster tha 

cases considerable 

They are applie 

small, hard-to-handle paper labels of 
Cellulose 

proved ideal for gift decanter pach 

a similar size seals have 

ages. They have been used to hold on 

bulky, special-design closures to the 

package and as unobtrusive, quality 

effect labels for the de 

Cellulose bands can also be uss 

anters. 

to hold a seasonal decoration in p< 
tion, but are removable by the dea 

after the holiday, if all stock is 1 

sold. Even more versatile an appli 

of cellulose bands t 

combine units in introductory offer 

} ley i 

tion is the use 

now in use | 

The applicat 

Cellulose S€ als are 

at least one brewery 

of a short 15-mm. seal er crt 

caps prevents normal dust and d 

1ccumulation under the open sect 

rf the cap 

One of the newer development 

cellulose seals is a _perforat 

strip with a tab. A gentle pull on tl 

tab quickl ( 
upper p r f the p ] 

the ] ure tr, |} I 

placer row } the } 

] ver I f +} ] 

he botth ; 

BONUS JAR 

~SE SBT neaares ews 20 -—— 
THE FAT WITH THE 

Chichen Flav 

1 Rr Meee 
“- debe 

Effective deal package is achieved 

by combining bonus jar and regular jar 

with imprinted, shrink-tight cellulose band. 
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Dispensers and applicators 

Packagers are giving new considera- 

tion to efficiency regardless of the type 
package used. Evidences of this are 

O ne of the best-defined trends in 

packaging today is the emphasis 

placed by packagers and consumers 

tube that holds an aqueous rubber. 

base adhesive product.” 
Success in the use of the ball-point 

m convenience. And, when it comes to be seen in the no-drip pouring spout principle, reportedly, is highly de. 

to convenience, there is perhaps no developed for turpentine and deter- pendent on the properties of the prod. 

spect of packaging that offers gent cans; the tear string for fibre- uct to be dispensed. Each product 

zreater opportunity than simply mak- bodied composite cans; the new tear seems to demand package construction 

g the product easier to use. This is tabs developed for cellulose shrink-on tailored to the specific job. In this 
specially true because of the self- bands; pre-punched sifter tops sealed connection, it is interesting to note 

lling role packages have taken over with pressure-sensitive tape; new that an all-plastic and an all-metal 
» successfully and also because of pouring spouts for paper containers ball-point applicator have been pio- 

; c “ P . rn . ace > nad 
icross-the-boards shift to “do it for milk; retractable polyethylene neered—one for a glass bottle and the 

urself.” Today the “working pack spouts for pails and drums; the variety other for a metal tube. 

nd the consumers are teamed. of dispenser packs for razor blades; The field of easy-opening ani dis. 
in a multitude of activities ranging nlastic reels for adhesive bandages pensing devices does not len tself 

ll the way from housework to recrea- ind a host of easy-opening and dis- to ready classification nor simp!e suc- 
1 1 - D onan wal om = e . > ‘ } fever ft » f wing 
hobbies and p lal grooming pensing packages for pharmaceuticals cess formula. However, the f ving 

M 1 mor the umer is look | personal products This list could points are elementary. 

for packages that will ease the expanded many times over and Special opening and dispens. »g de- 

 « t 1 help tl ce me of these packages have carried vices are indicated when the p: oduct 
. rT ¢ ackag av ! ( 

1] ; f ' | : critic yo CtIO ‘Io. yf their products to new sales height 1. Has critical protection cl 
} ] ' a ’ , r¢ . ire rth ments 

BUC aS unt ust as some of the older devices have ure i —- nent 
1 ! 1 4 ? : angerous mess 

_— t helped keep their products among tl - cangeror ' 
} ner y na aie 

és ee favorites for many years. — 
f for f . x ' ' 3 ust be used in minut 

u I Vew devices developed thi ugh ‘ M CD , » 

‘ } +7 Vancib! selv measured quantifies 
us DI gination ind researc h and existir nie ’ —— 

’ ; ' WiceC qT 
the handy oil lispensers and applicators modified t Special device - pensers and applicators modified : 

nd ip lo } 1] ] ited when the r ratio ol 
. I serve new products will provide. t m ' 

f t ; in balance with the efficic 
rrow S competitive advantages. I 

ot ! “ER: ' conomy they can afford the me 
xampie, the ball point pen principle 

f i ] 
encing and one r : 1 - As a rule, most working Kages 

: % dispensing was incorporated wit , 
\f hil P . ; ‘ yst extra money. The succe nes 

reat success into the package for Bar , : ; 7 
hottle nad the make the product go farthe 

, eodorant Also a ball-valve disper : . ae : 
} : ; , io a pvetter job so that the ne¢ 

er, employing an aluminum cap and a 
' bag willingly pays a premium | Ot 

uniess-steel ball bearing and spi : } 
: 1 viously, though i cdispens¢ ecial 

peme¢ used on a metal collapsible , 

R I Deod unt,”” M ERN |} K S I Va ( Pa 

| 55 SI Ap 1955 64 

Plastic pump dispens. 

ers for trio of men’s 

toiletries enjoy good cus 

tomer a ptan 

Controlied-fiow per- 

fume applicator uses a 

polyethylene and _ neo- 

prene-foam fitment. 
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Pump dispenser for 
Hind’s hand lotion uses 

force-fitted polyethylene- 
° 
¥ rubber components 

COLLAPSIBLE TUBE CO 

Triangular opening 

converts this tube into 

NATIONAL a “working” package— 
shapes putty for do-it- 

PHOTO COURTESY EVANS-GROWDER PHOTO, yourself use, 

t costs a dime would have 
' 

S | 

: , fight in merchandising a 

| ! that ordinarily retails for j 

a 
; = Types of openers and dispensers : 

. . ° 
the better-known types ot - 

, J : 
P r and resealing closures 8 = 

have a lever device 3 g 
- 

k by simply pressing : 
re then I 4 

| 
sing on sides of cap ° 

1Ker tops In a variet . 
: 

tructions are effec- 

ducts such as scour: Foam rubber applicator for sho« Rotating-ball and squeeze bottle 

sng flow nd polish in rigid aluminum container oy ombine to bring new convenience and « mings HOt alice ‘ . . . " . ' 
1 erates with a simple twist of the bas rol to lotion deodorant ving items used in smal] ss ‘ee ; which feeds quick-drying wax | i made of styrene ar 

quantities. The retract 

spout of course is 

of salt containers ity and relatively moderate cost, has trolled-flow applicat 
vaste products employ given rise to some of the most impor colognes and liquid deodora 
with daubers or special tant advances in the field of dispens uses a polyethylene and neopr 

rhe sprinkler-top bottle, ing closures. The nebulizer fitment foam fitment. Molded plasti 
1, . lacire . c 4 1 -” 
opper closure and the lrop dispenser, powder-puffer fitmen with swivel propulsion to extrude 
for library paste are and many types of pouring spouts odorants through top openil 

indard type this have all made important gains on the been adopted by two 
: ce : 

basis of polyethylene’s adaptability facturers.' 
e, because of its mold Other plastics have also provided new A special class of 

ty, inertness, durabil ypportunities for a variety of working PI 
, ‘See “Glide Appl 

ickages AGING, Feb., 1957, p. 119 
I °" M 4 scent development ‘ See “Extruded Deodorant ( I M 
4 . recen aeveiopment Ss a PacKAGING, May, 1957, p. 114 

Dosage dispenser 

Turn of knob in base 

releases one tablet 

from 1,000-tablet, bot 

tom-dispensing can. 

Liquid and paste 

daubers and air-fresh- 
ener wicks demon- 

strate several vari- 

eties in shapes 

SUPENSER BY CRESCENT PRODUCTS CO. PHOTO COURTEST THE APPLICATOR CO. 
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‘PRATER, CALMAR CO, PLAST? SHAKER, COLUMBIAN BASIN PLASTICS CO 

mage -spray — —_— nses air fresh- Shaker top offers advantage of sifter dis 

r efficiently and ily. Pump can be pensing for seasoning plus regular pour con- 

1 with re enience. Housewife simply dials opening 

)URTEST UNETTE CORP.._ LN ces includes the pump-type spray 

tops used for window cleaners, per- 

fumes, hand lotions and the like. Dis 

pensers of this type are available with 

a stroke capacity up to 1 oz. for gallo 

size or larger containers. There is al 

i nvion sprayer for colognes and toilet 

waters and there are special lispe ns 

ers for ketchup and other foods 

\ popular re-use dispenser 

dle yr a sliding, thumb-ops 
cutoff dis; penser 

ene spout that swivels from a 

0 open position. This disper 
Unit-size saran squeeze tube dispenses used on a can for a popular br 

intment when finger-tip pressure break lighter fluid and, more recently 

glass bottles, which has a serving 

and Ol 

top 
I 

the syrup-server type of closure for 

y h in- 

rate d 

On ie the most novel dispensers 
troduced recently is the polyeth 

} 
closed 

iser 1S 

f 

for ca 
T } i , ' € 

pubes are packa polish Another novel dispenser 

found on a can of i dustrial type 
1 > 

soap. Pressure on the can’s “fl 
} 
d ejects the soap 

ment is the tiny pour spout for a 

Bottom dispensing is parti 

functional for a_ stationary 

mounted package such as the 
com 

tablet dispensing can designe 

among employees. A thousand 
can is hung over a drinking fo 

time when knob in base is turn 

PHOTO COURTESY TLPrEen 

. a See 5p torts Ideas,”” Mopvern Pac 
uly, 195 7 » & 

Duplex polyethylene closure consists of ? kee “Pine . Pour Spout,” Mover 
Rl q $ ‘ AGING, Sept., 1956, 88. a wide mouth lid with A sifter spout, snap- e Sue Siablet- “Dispensing Can 

open hinged cap. Various sizes available. Packacina, Aug. 1956. 75. 
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\ new bottle top disp: nser de 

bottle that is reseaied by a tiny hing 

lid when the bottle stands upright. 

and tablets are dispensed one 

hand 

yatr 

que 

larh u 

\ 

Salt 

d { 

factory use to combat heat exhaustior 

tablet 

untau 

il 

ed 

KAGING, 

n Pack- 

MopERN 

PHOTO COURTESY HARCORD MFC. CO 

Double duty. There’s no huffing and 

puffing when balloons are blown with 

fibre can. The package does the rk 

Alt ug at special open ind 

spensing device is most fre nth 

ISSO iated with bottles nd ( the 

field obviously is not restr 1 t 

these types. Some of the | liest 

pa kaging “tools” are found the 

flexible container—for exam] the 

tear tape, both on prefabrica bags 

ind in-plant formed wra and 
ouches; the plastic tie tl aw- 

string closure and similar dé $ on 

produce bags; and the new ss-ti 

gripper for plastic bags. 

Che folding box and the s« » box 

by basic construction are eas) ening 

packages Modifications, 1 over, 

can ingeniously incorporate necial 

lispensing feeds. For exam] fold- 

ng boxes adopted for strip bandages 

it tablets and pharma¢ eut | vials 

have a slot or drawerlike co uction 

it the bottom of the containe » feed 

its one at a time. Other folding-box 

onstructions incorporate ree ] wind 

lass-tvpe feeds that are pa ularls 

ffective for units which » strip 

packaged, including samples. Fune- 
tional closures have long bes a fea- 

ture on certain types of shipping con- 
tainers valve-type openings 0 heavy- 

luty bags; pouring spouts on drums 
ind pa ls; and more recently the 

booming adoption of tear-tape-type 

opening devices in fibreboard ship- 

ping containers. 

In brief, the starting point for any 

packager is to ask himself “How can 

my package be made easier to use (so 

that it will be used more often)?” And 

the second question follows: “How 
have other packagers already solved 

the problem?” 

SECTION 13—GLASS PACKAGES, CLOSURES AND CAPS 
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| Applied labeling for glass 

pplied-color labeling, or ACL is 
A used by the glass industry to de- 
note the fired-on, vitreous-color deco- 
ration on glass bottles, jars, ceramic 
containers and the like. 

When labeling is properly designed 
to t advantage of the inherent 
qualities of this method, the effect is 

rich. The bottle and its contents are 
immediately upgraded. Consequently, 
its ¢ gainst paper labels, even on 

one ontainers, is competitive for 
many uses. The cosmetics industry 
wh s very conscious of this, has 

gly been taking advantage of 

tne ralities. 

Designing for milk. and beverage 
bott is inclined to be somewhat 
bol d coarser, although the re- 
usal ultitrip feature of ACL con- 
tail the important economic fac- 

Refinements in techniques 
ils have provided a decora- 

im which is difficult to du- 

permanence, color and ef- 
fe ire other methods, spray 
veil which may be used to 

DI m color, but they are gen- 
eral leyed to supplement the 

effect of ACL. 

} the method starts with an 
pe naterial, which is stretched 

tig a wooden or steel frame 
The is impregnated with a 

pho tive emulsion, exposed and 
der in a manner which parallels 
ph iving, except that there is 

to be etched. Instead, the 
res film becomes a stencil which 
is fi lhered or impregnated with 
the naterial. 

A h the method has been re- 

ferré as “silk-screen printing,” it 

mig} better to revise this to 

“sere tencil printing,” inasmuch 
as ot! iterials are fast supplanting 
silk he glass-container field, stain- 
less-s mesh screens are almost uni- 
versa used. Monofilament nylon 

mesh has also become more important 

for th purpose, 

These stencil screens are clamped 
to a machine, usually semi-automatic, 
which moves the screen in a straight- 
line stroke across the container which 
is being turned and printed. Directly 
over the axis of the bottle is a wedge 

* Ceragraphic, Ina, Hackensack, N. J. 
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shaped rubber squeegee which forces 
the glass paint through the open areas. 

This “glass” paint is a vitrifiable 
pigmented mixture containing oils or 

waxes which act as temporary ve- 
hicles. The organic materials burn off 

in a continuous furnace or “lehr” at 

a temperature below 900 deg. F. The 

temperature rises, and the remaining 
inorganic powder coalesces, or “ma- 

tures,” at from 1,040 to 1,150 deg 

F, (depending on the materials) into 
a glossy, impervious color, perma 
nently fused to the glass 

Continuous mesh-belt furnaces av- 

erage about 100 ft. in length. The 

firing cycle or time for the glass con- 
tainer to pass through the lehr may 
take from 1% to 8 The varia- 

tion depends chiefly on the glass and 

its wall thickness, 

hrs. 

since re-annealing 

is necessary to maintain strength. 

Advances in handling and produc- 
tion have kept ACL prices from ris- 
ing with other costs. Custom printers, 
who at one time specialized in short 
runs, find they can offer greater econ- 

omies in runs over 10,000 pieces. The 
advances in printing technique have 

increased legibility and accuracy and 
contributed substantially to the have 

by Anthony Velonis* 

general attractiveness of the finished 

glass container. There has also been 

an inerease in the use of gold 

decorating. 

Refinement in the physical quali 

ties of gold printing pastes has led t 
the mass production of really hand 

containers whic! 

t to be the 

somely decorated 

one would normally expe: 

product of slow, painstaking crafts 

manship. These gold pastes (or oth 

precious metals: platinum, palladiun 

with rhodium) are formulated 

cisely controlled laboratory techniqu 
pre 

and are basically made up of gold i 
solution with fatty acids and resins 

When the 

through the furnace, the 

posited directly as a thin film on the 

printed glass is fire 

gold i: 

glass surface 

A method which has extended t! 

range of screen process has | 

use of a thermoplastic or “hot” me 

dium to oloring 

matter. When the hot paint is printed 

carry the vitreous « 

the room temperature of the glass su 
face sets the paint instantaneous}; 

that a number of colors may _ be 

prir ited rapid succeé 1. Greate 

letail, “wrap-around” technique 

curate registrat ] esult 

Drawings show how specialized screen machinery is adapted to the printing 
of signature lettering of bottles that are highly individual in style and contour. 

PHOTO AND DRA 



RICHFORD 
creators of 

the famous —_ 

also supply a complete line of caps and 

closures in many distinctive styles — in 

sizes to fit all standard bottles or your 

own molds. 

Finishes GOLDCOTE and 

SILVACOTE, our distinctive metal- 

black, 

(your choice) and brass. 

include 

lized finishes, colored urea 

Write today for samples 

and prices. 

ALL CLOSURES ARE AVAILABLE 

FROM STOCK 

AIGHTOR 
GC mS: 8. 2. ast Fe oR 

STRAIGHT-SIDED 

3618 Oceanside Rd., Oceanside, N. Y. 

N. Y. Showrooms, 350 5th Ave., N. Y. 

ORD, 

PERFUME 
_FLACONS 

TRADE MARK 

JEWELED 

FLARE ROUND 

SEALS 

. 

WASHER: °° 

polyethylene 

LINERS 

Specify the shape . . . we'll 
automatically blank it to your order 

for a process that can sizeably reduce 
your manufacturing cost CONTACT CONTOUR 
Automatic Inline Blanking by CONTOUR actually 
eliminates a whole process in your production, com- 
pletely does away with wasteful trim. You don't buy 
the extruded material. You buy the shape you specify, 
extruded and blanked out by CONTOUR'S special 
technique. Add up the savings—then CONTACT 
CONTOUR. 

Contour Exrrusidn COMPANY 
517 Fayette Ave., Dept. PE, Mamaroneck, N. Y MAmaroneck 9-6173 
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| Helpful Free 

Literature 
It’s not necessary to write a letter for each 

booklet or brochure you want on a packaging s 

By using the Manufacturers’ Literature Page wh ch is 

zine, you can join the many readers who regular 

ask for and receive the publications distributed 
by suppliers to the packaging market. 

Modern Packaging’s Manufacturers’ Literature |'age 

is easy to locate and easy to use. It’s printed 

on heavy paper stock. All you do is circle the 

items you want, fill in the free reply card and m 

Before long you will receive the literature 

you have asked for. 

Take advantage of this free service without 
further delay. Look for the Manufacturers’ Literature 
Page in every issue of Modern Packaging magazine! 

A Service of 

MODERN PACKAGING 
A BRESKIN PUBLICATION 

675 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

published in every issue of Modern Packaging :aga- 

SINCE 
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BARBEQUE ne 
MEAT SAUCE o 

You turn a bottleneck into a work- 

ing billboard when you seal with 

AVISCO,;, bands. You get tamper- 

proof protection plus a brilliance and 

beauty that give your product a dis- 

tinctive personality at the point of 

sale. Your AVISCO bands represent- 

ative will be happy to show you how 

to turn the neck of your bottle into 

a consumer welcome sign. Call him. 

American Viscose Corporation , PURE Will 

Film Division, 350 Fifth Avenue 

New York 1, N. Y. 



Consult Mack for Special Packaging 

If you have a packaging problem, or special pac kaging idea, 

Mack Molded plastics may be the solution. Mack technicians offe1 

-way service on product packaging, custom closures and 
nerchandising sales aids. Mack will assist in the development 

of your idea, make recommendations on materials selection and 

collaborate on design. For help based-on-experience, 

just call or write outlining your problem 

Standard Closures Available from Stock 

Mack molded plastic closures, in all stock sizes, are available 

for prompt delivery. Select the design best suited to your product 

from the wide variety offered by Mack. Samples will be supplied 

promptly on request; address Mack Molding Company, Inc., 
Wayne, New Jersey 

Plants at — WAYNE, NEW JERSEY 

ARLINGTON, VERMONT, WATERLOO, P.Q., CANADA 

Moided Excellence 
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THE Poly- sea = 

has set a new standard for functional closures 

and a new function for standard closures 

It’s Poly-ethy-lined* 

From the Production line to the consumer, the Poly-seal closure,’ because 
of its inherent performance characteristics, gives your product uniform and 
unequalled protection. It is leak proof, evaporation proof, will not Lind or 
back off. The Poly-seal liner' can be fitted inexpensively inio your own 
standard or custom cap from 15mm. size up to large jar sizes. 

Closure in 

open position 

Closure in 

half seated position 

Closure in fully seated 

position. (Tension is 

locked in the structure 

of the cone.) Note the 

complete conforming 

action of the liner to 

the vertical and 

horizontal areas of the 

finish. Surface irregu- 

lorities are minimized 

the Poly-seal 
closure is always in the 

right position over the 

open finish of the con- 

tainer. The polyethylene 

liner is secured permoa- 

nently to the protrud- 

ing lock-stud in the cap. 

tPateantod ©1957 *Trademork 

One piece polyethylene liner applicators and brushes and a 

complete line of polystyrene acid closures also available 

Write for the name of the distributor in your area. 

THE POLY-SEAL CORPORATION 
Chrysler Building 

405 Lexington Avenue, New Yerk 17, N. Y. 

Telephone YUken 6-7087 



AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE CONTAINER 

WHEN MARYLAND GLASS TAKES 

OVER YOUR DESIGN PROBLEM! 

When you drop a packaging problem in our lap, the end result 

STOCK DESIGNS 

—A variety in blu flint 

glass and a compl: — range 
of sizes is ready f 

re than a glass container. It is an idea... born of restless 

n, shaped by skilled hands, backed by years of sound 

ce. Our creative staff gives you a selling package that packs 

9 Ne NS LCR LGEI MCLEMORE ION: 

- 

hips well and pushes your product on the shelf. For a 

cessful solution to your design problem, contact MARYLAND 

GLASS CORPORATION, 2147-53 Wicomico St., Baltimore 30, Md. 

} 
immediate shipme 

PACK TO ATTRACT IN 
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S-hottles-co 
2, 0. 
Guw —wholesale distributors for leading manufac- 

turers of glass and plastic bottles, metal, molded plastic 

and polyethylene caps and corks—offers you quick, re 

liable service. You'll find the items you want—availabk 

without delay—in Erno’s large stock. 

| CAPS 
Metal screw or lug « ips, and caps of molded plastic and poly thy] 

ene. Slip-on and continuous thread caps. Short, medium o 

skirt in all standard sizes and with most types of liners. Also, met 
caps with plastic sprayers 

he ST Ce RCN A Ne eee Ae 

TTLES—glass and plastic 

pecialty: laboratory bottles for sampling purposes. Other 
iclude Boston Rounds—narrow or wide mouth, clear or am- 
th cork or screw cap finish. Blakes (amber). Round Packers 

il, amber jars; jugs, carboys, buckets. Vials—oil-sample bot- 
ss-stoppered bottles. Complete line for chemicals, pharma- 

ls, foods, cosmetics, including plastic bottles and vials. Also 
re and rubber sundries for druggists and hospital prescrip 

| CORKS (wood, plastic, rubber) 

; Cork balls 4” to 6”. All sizes for all purposes. All grades availabl 
in large quantities. Short, regular taper, or extra long. Sprinkle: 

‘ 
; corks in sizes 0000 to 10. Small corks for vials. Sheet cork. Shell 

straight, flange-top, composition corks. Also, rubber laboratory 

stoppers, Du Pont “Cel-O-Seal” bands 

\ “first” on the American market—a practical screw cap with a 
polyethylene cone liner. Eliminates costly leakage, evaporation, 

; mtamination, binding and back-off. Maintains chemical or com- 
4 position balance. 
4 

b Also available—o broad range of laboratory sup- (9) Y — 
plies in enamel, stainless steel, ceramic, aluminum, / } 
rubber, glass, and plastics. UL WU products company 
Contact us—by letter, wire, or phone—for o prompt isn ) 
reply. 65 North Second St.+ Philadelphia 6, Pa.* Phone: MArket 7-7611 
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you ever wanted 

in a glass container 

[his gob of molten glass, photographed in a Ball Brothers 

plant, could very well be a “container-in-the-making 

which will protect and proudly carry your product to the 

consumer. It embodies a precise formula of selected raw 

vaterials. Even in this “embryo” stage it already embodies 

ortant ingredient no other glass manufacturer can 

include the “know-how 

) ni ie 11} 

of Ball Brothers. And, what 

Ball does with this gob in the next few fleeting seconds 

will make all the difference in the world... on your pro- 

in the high buy appeal of your product 

on retailers’ shelves. The end result will be the highest 

lass container that present-day automation and 

ction line... and 

quality g 

seventy-five years of glass-making experience can manu 

one worthy of containing your fine product. 

ntainers and metal closures te 

rize your product — protect its quality. Whether your 

requirements call f stock items or private molds, for Vii or 

sures, Ball Packaging Counselors will j rf 
COrAICd 6 

developin package which will best fit your 

your nearest Ball representative 

for the finest Glass Containers / Metal Closures / 

Complete Packaging Counsel 

BALL BROTHERS COMPANY, INC., Muncie, Indiana; Okmulgee, Oklahoma 

El Monte, California. Represented in major cities throughout the United States 
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q 7% 7 IMPACT! adds sales punch! 
ay 

ae -- 

ne y) IMPULSE! sparks point-of- 
purchase buying! 

a yy /MPROVEME NT! 
brings you the newest in glass! 

P00 MOTELS anh ati titan?) 

Hoa Atlas “Imps” say — 

“beauty aids, and beverages delicious-pharmacals, chemicals, and foods nutritious 

Sell better in H-A glass packages!” 
Whether you pack cosmetics, distilled spirits or soft drinks, 

g i 
f 

t 
ethical or proprietary pharmaceuticals, or foods, the efforts 
of the three Hazel-Atlas “Imps” will benefit your product. 
It will get more sales impact and produce more impulse Key o 

sales in beautiful H-A packages. In Private or Stock molds i 3 f 

of crystal-clear flint, beautiful blue and amber or pure white j 8 \ i ce Plats! % 

opal, H-A containers are imagination in deno~tsid practical, Ba ; : b 

too. 
‘ M 

Rigid quality-controls keep your H-A containers uniform i ; 

in size, shape, clarity and po They perform efficiently on ‘ a / ‘ 

the filling line and display your product at its best. You are HAZEL-ATLAS GLASS - A) 

sure of fast, premade v8 delivery during sales peaks and 1 “7 

emergencies, served by H-A’s nationwide network of glass pal - 

plants and warehouses. Ask your H-A representative or Division of CONTINENTAL CAN(, COMPANY REPRES 

| write today. WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA Denver + | 
BOWEN, itr 

& SON, M 
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£9 PRS ATLAS 

see what 

CELON Perforations, with tab, now make it easier 

for consumers to remove these protective Seals 

when they open the bottle. (See lower illustration). 

CELONS reproduce decorations exceptionally sharp 
Wording is readable, seeable, even when bottles 

are row-stacked on dealers shelves 

CELON processes impregnate decorations into 

cellulose as made. They do not rub vr wear off 

CELONS velvety finish discourages dust, finger 

marks, gives high quality effect to package 

CELONS PROTECT, in many ways: Contamination 

is sealed out—product substitution or dilution pre- 

riokon - vented—flavor, aroma are sealed in—sampling 

2 ee lea evaporation are guarded against—liquids, oils are 

sealed in, eliminating stained labels—returned 

goods losses are lowered. 

CELONS are applied wet, drying to a snug, skin 

tight, contour-fitting Seal ‘a peel off clean. No 

messy glue deposits on giass or closure. Surface 

is smooth, wrinkle-free. They fit so tight they’l 

hold tags, booklets, small premiums, securely af 

fixed to the package 

CELONS HAVE NEVER BEEN ILLEGALLY DUPLI- 

CATED! .. . the manufacturing process is so 

tinctive and complex that unauthorized pers 

could find no substitute. This gives PROTECTION 
when you specify CELON Cellulose Seals 

CELONS wide variety of colors and special finishes 

assure harmony with label color schemes, make it 

possible to color key packages by using a different 

color combination for every product in your line 
' 

Crystal-clear ‘‘windows”’ protect tax-strips on liquor 

packages. 

CELON Seals are so handsome, offer such added 
protection and merchandising effectiveness 
yet cost so little—that every glass package 
should wear one. CELON specializes in making 
Cellulose Seals, exclusively. Our know-how may 
offer the solution, whatever your Sealing 
problem may be. Discuss it with us. 

SEE FOR YOUR: 

To see a CELON on your package just send us a 
sample bottle. We’ll CELON-Seal and return it 
promptly, with decoration suggestions by our 
skilled staff of artists. No obligation for this 
valuable service. 

4 

THE CELON COMPANY 
MAIN PLANT & GENERAL OFFICES, MUSCATINE, IOWA 

glad packed seal SG ig wttie 

REPRESENTATIVES: NT. FLOGE. Atlonto » WALTER H. JELLY & CO:, Chicago * S. L. KATZ, Cleveland * CARL H. FLOTO, Dallas » HOSKINS BROKERAGE CO 

Denver » DON GRAHAM, Detroit and Grand Rapids *« LATCHFORD PACKAGE COMPANY, Los Angeles and San Francisco * J B. KELLER, Houston * GENE 

BOWEN, Indianapolis « P. D. ROLLINS, Jacksonville * ALLER TODD & CO., Kansas City * JULES SAVILLE, Los Angeles + A. C. DAVIS, Louisville + J. M PATTEN 

& SON, Memphis . J. E. MOOR, Minneapolis . WRIGHT & CO., Monroe ° C. HORTON SMITH CO., New Orleans ‘ S. RIEKES & SONS an 

HOWARD JORDAN, Phoenix « C. L. MARSHALL, Pittsburgh »* READY SALES CO., Richmond + J C. WEILER CO., St. Lovis * K. A. MOORES CO., Seattle 

IN CANADA: CONSOLIDATED BOTTLE CO. LTD., Toronto and ‘Montreal @ A. G. ROBERTSON LTD., Vancouver @ BRANCH OFFICE, NEW YORK CiTY 
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Owens-ILLINoIs ASSURES 

You A COMPLETE 

PACKAGING APPROACH 

Co-ordinated Research 

Pure research into fabrication of glass 

pac kaging resear¢ h into proc essing and 

handling methods in customer plants, 

market research into consumer attitudes. 

All add up to greater packaging value. 

The Right Container 

Versatility of facilities and talents make 
O-I your best source of supply. In con- 
tainer development—beauty, utility, tra- 
dition are blended in the right propor- 
tions for your product's needs. 

Needed Fitments 
O-I specialists are keenly aware of sales 
benefits derived from plastic shaker and 
pour-out fitments which are not “gadg- 
ets” but which increase consumer satis- 
faction with your product. 

Engineered Design 

At Owens-Illinois, your package’s three 

needs are taken into account: 1) Con- 

siderations of its function in the retail 

store, 2) its operating efficiency, and 

3) its consumer utility. 

The Right Closure 

Through long and continuing research 
O-I has developed the most advanced 
metal and plastic closures. Helping you 
choose the right closure is another func- 
tion of O-I’s packaging service. 

Merchandising Cartons 
Modern cartons are developed only 
through systematic consideration of 
their opportunity to serve you in the 

retail store and warehouse . . . as well as 
on your own filling line and in transit 

aN 

, 
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} j Metalized closures are another part of O-I’s complete packaging s i 

your salespackage this /9/2// 97 GYLD 

...an O-I metalized closure! 

[o your customers, a salespackage capped with 
golden color signifies a special product. 

That’s why a metalized closure—as part of a 
well-designed package — is a sure way to draw 
ittention to your product . . . to express its quality 

to compel sales action 

With all their sales value, metalized closures 
are but one part of Owens-IIlinois’ complete pack- 

METAL AND PLASTIC 

AN @ PRODUCT 

CLOSURES 

aging service. This service includes virtually eve1 

type of metal or plastic closure . .. complete selec 
tion of stock containers as well as custom design 

... label designs . . 
dising cartons. 

. special fitments merchan 

Ask your Owens-Illinois representative for com 
plete details on metalized closures or any part of 
O-I's packaging service. Call him today! 

Owens-ILLINoIs 
" GENERAL OFFICES « TOLEDO 1, OHIO 
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Use Anchorglass containers 

sealed with Anchor" caps 

..» because they are more convenient 

\ “OU LL MAKE the serving of your food products 

more conyenient by packing them in glass. Light- \ ‘\ & I ‘ OR 

weicht glass containers are convenient to handle, easy 

quick to = easy to reseal repeatedly. — | OCKI NG can be appetizingly served right from the glass con- 

tainer and it’s never necessary to transfer leftovers for | | 

GLASS CORPORATION 

Lancaster, Ohio 

safekeeping. Then, too, the transparency of glass sim- 

plifies shopping, affords a quick visual inventory—shows 

when it's time to reorder. Pack in glass .. . in Anchor- 

glass containers sealed with dependable Anchor caps. 



AEROSOL CONTAINERS 

Frank, Walter, Organization, The 

Richford Corporation 

Sprayon Products, Inc 

Tube Manifold Corporati 

AEROSOL OVERCAPS 

Frank, Walter, Organizatior he 

ee | Richford Corporation 

AEROSOL PROPELLENTS 

, Allied Chemical & Dye (¢ orporation, General Chemica 

AEROSOL VALVE COMPONENTS 

Frank, Walter, Organization, The 

a AEROSOL VALVES 

Newman-Green, Inc 

Oil Equipment Laboratories, In 

Precision Valve Corporation 

Risdon Manufacturing Company, The Valve Division 

CUSTOM SERVICES 

Sprayon Products, Inc 

MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 

J. G. Machine Works 

Oil Equipment Laboratories, In: 

PLASTIC TUBING FOR AEROSOLS 

Anchor Plastics Co., Inc. 

Advertisers’ index by subject matter o*s*s*s*setstats 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE 



SECTION 

] | AEROSOLS, VALVES AND PROPELLENTS 

Aerosols — types and uses 

ri werosol held continues to 

branch out with more and more 

4 iy plications ind new construc 

icl veal In 1956 aerosol 

( turned out 320 million non 

{ 1 aerosols valued at $320 million 

This represented a growth of about 

s million units is compared with 

55. One of the most amazing areas 

for growth involved the hair lacquers 

hich rose from 15 million units in 

5 t total f nearly 54 million 

ts j 955 and 80 million in 1956 

rhe glass ind plastic coated glass 

sols have enjoyed a rapid growth 

in 1956 an estimated 15 million 

inits were glass packaged, as com 

ired with 10.4 million units in 1955 

Developments that represent signifi 

t advances in the aerosol field are 

D ugs Medicinal ind pharmaceu 

544 

tical applications are apparently the 

most promising areas for future de 

velopments. The pressurized container 

offers some very special advantages 

Che product is sealed off from contact 

with air as well as all other foreign 

materials to preserve both strength 

and purity. This advantage is unique 

to the aerosol and will probably spur 

the marketing of certain antibiotics 

and similar products requiring a con- 

tinuing seal during use. The aerosol 

offers special advantages because it 

can be used for fine sprays, foams ot 

powders. It permits sanitary use by 

more than one person. It offers special 

convenience in regard to application, 

especially when teamed with metering 

valves and special. applicators. Aero- 
sols are now being used for topical 

anesthetics, spray bandages, surgical 

soap, adhesive tape and plaster re- 

mover, anti-pruritic spray, poison Iv 

Personal products like this 

hand cream are proving especially 

popular because of convenience 

and avoidance of waste and muss 

With products such as hair sprays 

and colognes, women express an 

overwhelming preference for the 

aerosol over other types of pack 

ages for the product 

lotion, lubricant for surgical tru- 

ments, burn dressing, relief of at}.!cte’s 

foot, asthma relief and relief of a: gina 

pectoris. The latter two, it is int rest- 

ing to note, employ refrigeran! type 

propellents and are intended for ‘iter- 

nat application. Considerable — tudy 

and interest now exists in the © iture 

of liquefied gas propellents for sol 

products intended for intern yn- 

sumption. Aerosols are used or a 

number of drugs for treating | tock 

and poultry and this field is e.  cted 

to yield additional, highly p: sing 

growth. 

Personal products. The pa ent 
history of shave foams and |! lac- 

quers indicates how much nise 

exists in this field. Consider de- 

velopment work has been de 1 to 
dentifrices, and commercial i lue- 

tion has been awaited for sor ime 

It is possible 1958 will see th debut 

of an aerosol tooth paste. Othe: >rom- 

ising aerosol products are sa » be 
baby oil, complexion cream tiper- 

spirants, men’s hair-grooming ara 

tions and the like. Further growth of 

aerosol colognes and perfume seems 

assured because of the aeroso] recial 

advantage in keeping the duet 

from contact with air. 

Food aerosols. This type of aerosol 

can definitely be regarded as a field of 

immense potential. (See also “Aero- 

sols for Foods,” p. 546.) Toppings 

have dominated this field. But 1955 

will surely see some new developments 

probably involving barbecue sauce, 

ketchup, pancake batter, food color- 
ings, seasonings, synthetic flavorings 

and similar products. There has long 
been a tendency to regard non-food 

and food aerosols as distinct fields, but 

this quite possibly will change if and 
when packagers in various fields be- 

come more aware of common prob- 

lems. Also, any move to employ fluori- 

nated hydrocarbon propellents (said to 
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| and more of a possibility) be more 

would tend to unite the two fields, 

Other products. Utilitarian products 

such as shoe polish and household 

cleaners can look to the aerosol for 

further growth. The success of Bon 

Ami window cleaner is an excellent 

example of what the aerosol can con 

tribute to products like these. Paints 

in aerosols have had a remarkable 

grow ind it seems likely that even 

great growth lies ahead. Aerosol 

paint e a good illustration of the 

rule that products must be tailored to 

the sol principle, and not vice 

vers \erosol paints are also inter 

eat cause of the very definite 

id they offer the consumer 

pplication, especially for 

hare ch surfaces like radiators 

Pre 1 time is eliminated and so 

5 ( Aerosol paints are particu 

vhere only a little bit of 

pa nvolved. Then the saving 

ost of a brush help com- 

Y the cost of the aerosol 

and institutional uses 

5 successful aerosols in this 

anti-static sprays, belt 

ld release agents, touc h 

preservative coatings and 

th larger-sized high-pressure 

important potentials for 

in industry and agricul 

institutions 

Basi pes 

aerosol consists of a 

g lved container filled with 

if n of propellent and active 

See “Aerosol Valves,’ 

ypellents for Aerosols,” p 

4 \erosol Loading and Fill- 

g 2.) When the valve is oper 

ite is pressure in the package 
pl propellent and active in 

gré ough the tiny opening o1 
orif the valve. As it leaves the 

the propellent expands 

rapi sting the active ingredient 

inte nely small particles. Thus 

fine coarse sprays, foams or 

puff dust are produced depending 

m t] duct, propellent and valve 
In t espect the aerosol package 
pro\ the product manufacture) 

witl iin unique advantages. 

Te aerosol packager, the pres- 

surized container is more than just a 

package that is rapidly ascending the 

scale of consumer popularity; it is 
actually a new horizon, a new dimen 

sion in packaging and merchandising.’ 

de€ Look at the Aerosol,” Mopern Pack 
AGING April, 1955, p. 127 
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In the case of insecticides, aerosols 

have resulted in a greatly expanded 
market for the products that fight 
bugs. Because the aerosol fills the ait 

with microscopic particles that float 
in the air longer and penetrate more 
space, it is extremely effective 

Aerosols make possible the intro 
duction of new products such as Snow 
and hair lacquer, which simply would 
not exist if it were not for the aerosol 

Aerosols put old products in new 
outlets—paints in drug and 
flower sprays and fire extinguishers 
in self-service stores. Aerosols chang: 

The 
shave in just three years became the 

stores 

consumer habits, too. aerosol 

top package product in the shave 

preparation field with sales nearing or 
above the 50-million mark. 

The hair sprays have enjoyed an 
even more impressive growth. In 1955 

Sec ond the hair sprays became the 
place aerosol—not far behind insecti- 
cides (53 compared to 56 million units) 

In 1956, hair lacquers passed insecti 

cides by 28 million units 

Aerosols have already spread into 

many different product fields. The 
newer and potentially very large fields 

for the 

“working package” is desired 

aerosol are those where 

Containers 

ac cosol pac kage the 

offers new opportunities is that prog 

One reason 

ress has been made in developing a 
wide range of containers to help meet 

a diversity of product and merchan 

dising needs. Available at the present 

time are beer-type steel-tin cans, alu 

minum containers, uncoated glass 

plastic-coated glass, glass in a fibre 
board sheath or in a metal cartridge. 

Plastic 

the field with the introduction of the 

melamine plastic bottle. In 

aerosol containers entered 

addition, 

experimental work has brought a nylon 

Maple syrup at th: 

of a button is one of the new 

push 

products now envisioned in 

The aerosol food an aerosol 

container shown here has 

been especially developed in 

anticipation of growing de 

mand for pressure packaged 

foods 

threshold of container to the con 

mercial aerosol applications. A new 

grack ot nvlon has been developed 

and also a new spin-weld technique of 

attaching the nvlon valve mounting t 

the neck of the bottle 

contribute 

Plastic s should 

importantly to aerosol 

the need for 
| 

progress by meeting 

break-resistant 

self to attractive design 

ends it material that 

Low-pressure 

containers and poly 

vith 

polvethyle ne 

bottles 

are being studied and show 

ethylene interior linings 

promise 

The conventional aerosol container 

is the general-line, steel-tin beer-ty 

can available in 16-, 12-, 6- and 4- 

SIZES Che 12-07 SIZ has predomi 

nated, but last vear the 6 

pulled almost even. Personal prod 

ucts, employing the smaller ‘ 

tainer, have enypove ! vigorous growth 

in popularity. It is logical t ssumme 

more of the smaller contain 

ippeal ] bec tuis¢ the \ t ( ie 

seives to certain more dai { | 1 

ind y space in the medicine 

ret is at a premium and the large 

sizes could soon crowd themselves 

Aluminum containers, although not 

important volume-wise, are of interes 

because they can be made in a rangt 

f sizes and attractive designs. Al 

better linings and formulation-loadi 

techniques favor wider use of alum 

num. This type of container 

with considerable success overseas 

Glass “uel! so] contamers are 

inert surface pl tant because of theit | 

the fact that the beauty and mold 

abilitv of itself I lends to the 

traditional packaging requirements ¢ 

glass 

+ ; 

perfumes, colognes and otker toilet 

ries. Because the aerosol is a pressu 

ized product, careful attention must be 
given to the safety of the container 

Certain cologne and perfume forn 

that 
Lita ulations have been developed 

a propellent pressure--unde: é mploy 

PHOTO COURTESY CONTINENTAL CAN CO 
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Non-food aerosols—i1951 to 1956" 

Class containers High 

ill sizes pressure 

1956 15.092.994 N.A 

10,411,560 1,667,755 

Ibs. per sq. in. gauge at 70 deg. | 

The formulation is so “engineered” 

if in excellent 

ven though the 

tively low. Even in this type of aerosol, 

spray is produced 

pressure is SO rela 

the strength of the container must be 

Oval or hour- 

spec ified to 

, oy ; } 
irefully considered 

rlass shaped designs ire 

structural strength 

For greater safety and for reasons 

fic to his 

ckager can employ 

individual needs, the 

aerosols coated 

ith a thin protective film of trans- 

Chemical Specialties Mfrs. Assn 
Includes 990,231 high-pressure 

Includes 12,400 high-pressure 

Source 

sc rosols 

scrosols 
Includes 500,000 glass aerosols and 549,708 

* Includes 7,500 high-pressure aerosols 

546 

high-pressure aerosols 

625,436 

3,657,290 

610,349 

656,599 

1.000.000 

verosol is a two-ph 

Metal containers 

12 oz. 8 more 

151,035,187 

119,719,706 

85,394,617 

80,575,853 

63,439,015 

25,478,425 

Official 1955 pr 

Official 1954 pr 

Official 1953 pre 

ase formulation, 

wherein the active ingredient either 

mixes with or is in 

A second 

known as the three- 

propellent 

designed for water-b 

solution with the 

type of aerosol 

phase aerosol is 

ase ingredients 

the product “floats” on the propellent. 
Because the aerosol is a relatively 

complex and expensiv e package, much 
planning and know-how are required 
in the development and production of 
a successful pressurized product. A 
great deal of the actual loading and 

6 oz d> less Total 

293,190,453 

236,783,520" 

169,362. 104" 

131,515,442" 

96,618,905 

34,184,150 

27,062,272 

104,984,499 

83,342,051 

17,282,299 

32,569.54] 

8,049,126 

uluction total adjusted to 240,000,000 ts 

“luction total adjusted to 185,000,000 t 

xluction total adjusted to 140,000,000 

ever, there are essential differences in 
regard to the type of propelleut. In 
addition, the field has been more lim- 
ited, having been confined to whipped 

cream and a few similar topping 
Propellents. Dissolved gases--1\ ‘rous 

oxide, carbon dioxide or a mixti:re of 
these—are suitable for food prv ‘ucts 
because they possess the re xired 
freedom from objectionable odo — and 
taste and because they have red 
solubility characteristics. 

New developments. Devel nent 

ent or colored vinyl chloride filling is done by custom loaders, but work to bring out additions food 

Other combination packages em- the number of packager installations products in aerosols is known ve 
ploying glass include a 16-oz. Boston is also growing. (See “Custom Pack been in progress for some tim tu- 

id bottle encased in a fibreboard aging and Services,” p. 192 ally, any number of liquid, vi $ Or 
ster and a vial encased in a metal powdered foods are candidat: _ pro- 

rtridge. The former is used for a Aerosols for foods vided successful formulation dis- 

th reventivi nd a window In general the basic principles of pensing are arranged. Unques bly 
iner; the latter for a 4-oz. perfume pressurized containers as described in the problems of formulatior 1 of 

the preceding paragraphs also apply packaging a competitively p init 
{ l tyr rl) conventional in the packaging of food items. How- are formidable 

Number of non-food aerosols produced in 1955 and 1956* 

2 > more 6 ’> less Tot 

1955 1956 55 1956 1955 

33,793,439 31,324,531 1,145,631 3,624,256 38,927,301 4 787 

7,740,078 10,147,742 > 138,860 8,304,830 I( 602 

{ 7.522.868 6.560.766 150,175 8,743,351 f 4] 

12,402,293 11,251,448 24,060,199 32,110,180* 35 647 
t 7,203,339 18,461,426 1,123,042 7,723,368 = 19,554,468 

t \ 1,419,902 2.800.549 172,401 1,524,142 2 150 

tinguisher 1,930,635 2.845.070 N.A 1,971,639 2.845,070" 

) 1 . ld | ; Wan it 

ect repellents, water repellents, ete 2,826,503 13,114,655 2,877,600 8,476,124 6,204,103° 21,590,779 
ing lather 1,098,163 10,735,586 36,289,112 31,332,912 15,387,375 42,068,498 

lair lacquers 21,426,897 27,456,358 32,174,635 47,087,249 53.790.285° 74,545,607 

ther personal products shampoos perfumes 

leodorants, suntan, hand lotion, et 1,435,589 1,844,271 3,930,363 5,028,518 14,220,783’ 6,872,789 

fedicinals and pharmaceuticals 

ithlete’s foot, burn sprays, ete 256,500 318,516 840,974 1,233,464 1,455,179° 551,980 

ow—all types 5,869,673 5,912,228 949.044 {98,003 6,818,717 6,410,231 

liscellaneous pi xlucts—dog, mildew, 

nition, anti-static sprays, et 6,793,827 8,012,041 2,690,253 2,342,305 9,601,767° 10,354,346 

Includes 500,000 high-pressure aerosols 
Includes 189,253 glass aerosols 

* Includes 357,705 glass aerosols 
* Includes 9.771 glass aerosols and 107,916 high-pressure aerosols 

Does not include 6 oz. & 

7 Includes 8,854,831 glass aerosols. 

} 

less 
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sfactory aerosol product is an 

ication that two prerequisites 

| ssurized packaging have been 

met e formulation is right and the 

of valve is used. Most of m 

kages are designed to dis 

products as either sprays 

rf depending on the nature of 

he ict, its formulation with the 

| ' t and the type of valve that 

the discharge. Valves are 

spray tor for 

, 
; 1any variations within each 

usua issed as or 

es for spraying products 

i th luble in the propellent and 
x 

at least 25 

or 

pressurize d to 

the 

and expansion chambers 

use of one more S] Th 

the quality and flow rate al 

suing spray—tfor examp!l 

yn insecticides, room de 

r lacquer nd yaints ull 1aCG UE ali pa i 

icturers offer valves with 

f different 

|_ orifices; 

heads or special nozzk 

sized internal 

some offer re 

aint; ind, most will make 
. 

orde! 

of a 

actuator, 

' d actuators on 

components valve 

ss_ button 

up, 

and dip ti 

or 

spr stem p! 

Variations 

valve ing 

ibe. 

iponents and in their con 

numerous and are 

tailored-to-order 

successful valve action for 

differing aerosols 

\ yprene, polyethylene and 

are tal components speci 

re resistance to a given 

ind thus avoid warping, 

that 

ty operation at some 

expected life of the valve 

tubes generally 

ther lit } 
ner conditions may 

time 

are made 

S] tress-crack resistant grades 

pol lene, but nylon or other 

astic in be specified for formula- 

taining carbon tetrachloride, 

chemicals requiring dip 

special resistance proper- 

wrtant factors to be considered 

to dip tubes are interior 

wall thickness, 

generally a desirable fea- 

um S curvature 

iDé 

und in reel-supplied tubing) 

® Di rof R 

Naugatuck, ( 
rch, The Risdon Mfg. Co 
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Aerosol valves 

ind handling characteristics involving 

the rigidity and softness of the tubing 

Che linear swell of dip tubes is some 

times referred to as growth. This must 

be remembered when specifying the 

ot 

valves are to be used on short or small 

Polyethylene 

grow enough to sez} off against the 

length tube, especially where 

containers tubes may 

1 
tet bottom of short containers unless 

quate precautions have been taken 

Valves for spraying water solution 

or ind other products not soluble 

emulsifiable with the propellent, sucl 

is water-based window cleaners, us« 

having swirl chambers t nozzles 

itomize the product by mechanical 

means. This type of valve, identified 

as a three-phase or mechanical break 

up valve is frequently used to im 

prove the spray characteristics of 

other products at exceptionally low 

pressures OI with low concentrations 

of propellent, namely, colognes in 

plain or coated glass bottles, hair la 

quers in glass or metal and othe: 

cosmetics and pharmac euticals. Three 

y} valves achieved an almost un I 1ase 

believable gain in 1956 when their 

use suddenly went into the millions 

from a few hundred thousand duri: 

the preceding vears This was 

Progress in aerosols calls for continuing valve modifications. Shown here 

valve on nylon bottle; 20 mm 

“spin-seal” valve on a nylon bottle; and a 15 

| ’ hill { 

based formulation suitab 

by Walter C. Beard, Jr.* 

ly to the ( 
] } levelopme! 

metal aerosol cans 

Foam 

shaving cream, commonly 

mm 
} 

Valve 

produc ts 

Tt 

metering valve on melamine container; 

a 

an 

bantam-size 

are 

exemplified 

LiS¢ \ 

a 26 

experiment! 

etal 

547 

I le | | laving a single large internal expa 

sion chamber which functions 

ipplicator to deliver th pi duct 

almost completely expanded or 
| 

ated form Foam formulation 

ssue as a stream or jet from a §s 
? } 

typ Valve some pressurized Ss! I 

i surgic il soaps have ( 

ized th striking featu 

i | 

riations in toam valves es 

1 , , 
the different stvles of n 1¢ it 

Many are s lar to the 

with pressurized whipped cre¢ 

perate it! the container 1 

ed sition. Others Incorpo! | 

sh or to¢gg¢k action while thre 

t wT re Ma is upright ] nti 

, : 
sprav Valve these ten f n 

cle ices prevent 

tion The ter | fi 
: , 1 

ilves lends itself t sl 

ypenings seq thy. the 
. 

h treq entiv conside I 

, 
istes, SVru] ind other \ 

I Is if ht 1 i ert { 

, . 
Valves ! I \ 

' . 
singie-shot muiltipl yf 
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Many different types of aerosol valves are required to meet the exacting demands for valve designs and constructions that will idle 

nist sprays, coarse sprays, foams, powders and metered quantities. This group is representative of the many types available. 

liquid fire extinguishers; and closures 

for refrigerant gases are regarded as 

specialty items not offered by all man 

ufacturers. Aerosol powders have not 

found favor in the cosmetic field be- 

suse of the chilling effect of the ex 

panding propellent accompanied by 

the disc harge ot powder over too wide 

in area. Dry lubricants for industrial 

uses antibiotics, poultry vaccines, 

foot powders and girdle sprays have 

been dispensed from metal and glass 

ntainers. Where the amount of pow 

is near 1% or less, no special valve 

be needed; but at the 20% to 304 
} 1 } 

ve Valves and formulation should 

he tailored to the product 

Also in the class of spec ialty valves 

e metering valves which deliver dis 

reet amounts or shots of product 

hen actuated. They are particularly 

ell suited for dispensing expensive 

netics and pharmaceuticals in 

' €0 BTESY FRE TSION VA VE CORP 

small doses. In the latter case, the 

metering or measuring action helps 

prevent overdosage and thus permits 

a wider use of physiologically active 

materials. The amount of active in- 

gredient delivered per shot is con 
trolled by its concentration in the total 

aerosol formulation and by the vol- 

ume of the metering chamber inside 

the valve. Presently available meter- 

ing valves do not lend themselves for 

use with three-phase products, nor do 

they function well with foams. Prod 

ucts for metering should be soluble 

in the propellent; formulation in oil o1 
alcohol may be required for this. 

Valves for plastic and aluminum 

aerosol bottles are sometimes supplied 

as integral parts of the container. 
However, the designers of some of 

the newer versions of both of these 

are allowing for the use of outside 

sealing glass bottle valves. For ther 

Parts of spray-type valve (top) and foam-type valve (bottom) include dome, press 
button, mounting cup, washer, valve stem, spring, valve body and dip tube. 

548 

moplastic bottles, such as ones jade 
of nylon, valves are being dev: ped 

for sealing by spin welding  cch- 

niques which join a plastic val ya 
plastic bottle by frictional heat 

Other new developments be 

watched for—and somé of the — are 

now enjoying success—incl l 

valves mounted directly in t an 

lid and thus eliminating for tain 

products the extra cost of the nt- 
ing cup; (2) valves that will | tion 

both upright and inverted ar _ pro- 
duce, as needed, either a fine « vet 

spray; (3) more uses tor 1 ing 

valves; (4) spray nozzle extens for 
hard-to-reach application; (5 

ued gains in styling and desig 

The most significant new p- 

ment, however, is the progr ing 

made in producing valves of form 

high quality. Excellent perfo: :ance 
can be expected if ci#reful v Is 

given to the basic problems i ilve 

design. Dependable operation takes 

precedence over every other covsider- 

ation in valve, procurement. 

There are general considerations 

that apply to the selection of valves 

for any product. These include a 

study of the compatibility between 

the formulation and the components 

of the valve; a check of the type of 
crimping or sealing equipment that 
will be required, that is, crimpers or 
roll sealers; and the suitability of the 

valve for pressure or refrigeration fill- 
ing. Aerosol fillers and valve manufac- 

turers will usually assist in setting up 

test programs and are able to answer 
specific questions about the use and 
handling of valves. 
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PET 

sa 

he propellent in an aerosol prod- 

pe is the agent which provides 

the internal pressure that expels the 
active ingredient from its container 

when the valve is depressed. In addi- 

tion, in products like insecticides, the 
propellent provides the “blasting” ef- 

fe vhich breaks up the active in- 
nt into fine spray particles. 

ler the definition proposed by 
tl rosol division of the Chemical 

S lties Mfrs. Assn. “aerosol” prod- 
ire construed to mean _ those 

ise a liquefied gas as the pres- 
agent. Compressed 

uch as air, nitrous oxide and 

I ducing 

dioxide, also can be used as 

nts and, in fact, a mixture of 

oxide and carbon dioxide is 

used in pressure-packed 
| cream. Choice of the last two 

ropellent mixture in such a 
duct is based largely upon 

latively negligible 

iled or ingested. 

toxicity 

liquefied gases, by far the 

imonly used propellents are 

rinated hydrocarbons. The 

d-hydrocarbon compounds 

ed through continuing stud- 

safe from an inhalation stand- 

the amounts encountered in 

ial use of aerosol products. 
s have been made during h 

1 
a than 25 years the compounds 
used as refrigerants in all 

ooling equipment. Ingestion 

these compounds, of prime 

ce for food products, have 
tiated only recently and sev- 
s of work will be required 

heir safety in food products 
established conclusively. 
ng the fluorinated hydrocar- 
trichloromonofluoromethane, di- 
lifluoromethane and_ dichloro- 

tetrafluoroethane constitute the bulk 
of the propellents now in use. (See 
ta “Properties of Aerosol Propel- 
ler p. 550.) Others used in small 

trichlorotrifluoroethane 
ind _monochlorodifluoroethane. 

Liquefied-gas propellents other than 
the fluorinated hydrocarbons currently 
in use in aerosol products include 
methylene chloride, methyl chloride 
and butane. Methylene chloride is 
used to some extent, because of its 

amounts are 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

Propellents for aerosols 

solvent power, in combination with 
certain fluorinated 

Methyl chloride is limited to small 
numbers of high-pressure 

products, like insecticides and fungi- 

cides, for professional rather than am- 

hydrocarbons 

aerose | 

ateur consumer use, so that adequate 

safeguards can be maintained against 

its higher toxicity, flammability and 

the like. Butane is being used in 

creasing quantities, especially in a 

1 

window cleaner and also tor shave 

foams. Its use in certain formulations 

has been spurred by the patent rights 

held on the soap-containing type of 

aerosols, 

Big advantage of liquefied-gas pro 
pellents over compressed-gas propel 
lents is that they provide a uniform, 
steady dispensing pressure throughout 
the life of the aerosol. A compressed- 
gas propellent has a high initial pres- 
sure, but the dispensing pressure de- 
creases with use of the aerosol con- 
tainer. And, within the safety limits of 

the economical, commonly accepted 
aerosol container, not enough com- 

pressed gas can be included to assure 

complete evacuation of a reasonabl 

amount of active ingredient. In some 

products, like insecticides, particle size 

and product quality can change with 

variations in the amount of pressure 

The choice of propellent is based 
upon such factors as: 

1. Pressure desired, which is allied 

closely with spray pattern selected 

2. General compatibility of the pro 
pellent with the rest of the formula 

tion and with the container parts. 
3. Effect of the propellent upon the 

toxicity or flammability of the spray 
4. Stability of the finished aerosol 

product. 

Pressure 

So far as pressure is concerned 

aerosol products must conform with 
regulations of such agencies as the 
Interstate Commerce Commission, the 
U. S. Post Office Department and 

various other regulatory bodies, such 
as local fire departments. Generally 
speaking, dispensing pressures must 
be below 40 Ibs. per square inch 
gauge’ at 70 deg. F. for the common 
~T*Gauge pressure”——ordinary reading as re- 
corded by pressure gauge and distinct from 
absolute pressure. 

low pressure metal aerosol containe: 

Products with a dispensing pressurt 

from 40 to 60 psig at 70 deg. F. must 

be packed in a specially designed 

metal container, while pressures above 

60 psig require a high-pressure steel 

container. Again generally speaking 

nonflammable products with a dis 

pensing pressure below 25 psig at 7! 

deg. F. are not subject to regulations 

of the ICC. Such products have ap 

peared in glass aerosol containers and 
| ; are now being distributed in plastic 

containers as well 

Any desired pressure can be ol 

tained with the fluorinated-hydrox 
} 

bon propellents commonly used toda 
because each compound has its ow! 

unique vapor-pressure characteristics 

Dichlorodifluoromethane, for examp!] 

provides a pressure of ibout 70 psig 

at 70 deg. F., while trichloromor 

fluoromethane has comparatively litt] 

pressure at that te mperature. A 50-51 

mixture will give an intermediate pr 

sure. Although it has some solvent 

vantages, tric hloromonofluoromethan« 
} 1} 
i tent essentially is used in props 

pressure depressant. 
Dichlorotetrafluoroethan¢ 

vapor pressure between dich] 

fluoromethane and trichloromo 

omethane. It generally is used alot 

personal produ ts like perfume or wit] 

dichlorodifiluoromethane in produ 

that are more viscous lik 

ream and hand lotior 

Pressure also can be controll 

varying the ratio of propellent t 

tive ingredient, by means of the s ] 

vent and by the loading method « 

ployed. Many solvents yrodi 

changes in pressure that are close t 

those estimated from simple gas | 

Other solvents, such as alcohol, whic! 

ire quite different in chemical natur 

from the fluorinated 

tend to produce solutions with pres 

sures higher than might be expecte d 

hydroc urbon 

Pressures in excess of those expected 

from the propellent also may be du 

to air trapped during aerosol loading 

Spray character, one of the most im 

portant finished 
aerosol product, is determined to a 

properties of the 

large extent by the prope ent and the 

pressure it generates within the con 

tainer. The nature of the spray can be 
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Properties of aerosol propelients* 

Most commonly used propellents Other propellents — = 

Trichloro- Dichloro- | Trichloro- | Monochloro- 
monofluoro-|  difluoro- Dichlorotetrafluoro- | Methylene Methyl trifluoro- difluoro- 
methane methane ethane | chloride chloride ethane | ethane 

| 

Freon-11' Freon-]2 | Freon-113 

Trademark Genetron-11" Genetron-12} Freon-114 Genetron-320 | Genetron-226 | Genetron-10] 
Isotron-11 lsotron-12 Isotron-114 | lsotron-113 

Chemical formula CCLF CCLF; CCIF,.—CCIF: CCLFCF; CH.Ck CH.,Cl CCl.F—CCIF;| CH,CCIF, 

Molecular weight 137.4 120.9 170.9 170.9 84.9 50.5 187.4 100.5 

prong mallee 74.8 21.6 38.4 37.6 103.6 ~23.7 117.6 15.4 
1 atm., °F 

Freezing point, °F 168 252 137 76 142.1 97.6 31 2 

Vapor pressure, 

psia. 70°F 13.4 84.8 27.6 28.1 7.2 73.4 5.5 43 
130°F 39.0 194.9 73.5 75,2 949 176.9 18.7, 11] 

Liquid density, 
Ibs./cu.ft. 70°F )2 8°. 6 91.6 92.2 82.4 57.3 98.3 ¢ 

130°F 87.6 74.5 84.9 85.5 79.0 53.0 93.2 6 

Liquid density, 
gms./cec, 70°} 1.48 1.32 1.47 1.48 1.32 0.92 1.57 ] 

130°F 1.40 1.19 1.36 1.37 1.27 0.85 1.49 l 

Flammability Nonflam Nonflam Nonflam Nonflam Nonflam Flammable Nonflam. Kl 

Pro in 

Toxicity 5A f 6 ito5 4 4to5 UI ng 

Effect onelastomers 
increase in vol 
Neoprene type 60 0 0 0 150 SO 7 Un 
Buna N type 15 5 0 0 950 150 2 Ur 
Natural rubber 90 15 5 5 140 100 60 Un n 

Examples of uses Insecticides, Insecticides, Shaving creams, colognes Insecticides, Professional Special product Pe 
ro leodor- deodorants, anti-perspirants powders paints use oe uct 

ar paints, shave pharmaceuticals greenhouses, Spira 
| creams farms, et 

Ipharmaceutic 

the information in this table is derived from more comprehensive tables prepared by supplier companies 
I is th ad irk for fluorinated hydrocarbons produced by E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co ne 

( t the trademark for fluorinated hydrocarbons produced by General Chemical Di f Allied Chemica Dye ( 
tl tra nark for fluorinated-chlorinated hydrocarbons produced by Pennsalt Cl < Cor, 

! ing p ¢ dent toxic effect; groups 5 an low ha pr sively re tox 

t ¥ 14.8 f tl in air 

mtrolled by v irying the concentra 

tion of the propellent and the pressure 

‘f the formulation. 

Another factor to be considered is 

valve design which also plays a part 

in determining final spray character. 

Generally speaking, a high propel 
lent concentration produces a misty 

propellent con spray, while a low 

centration produces a much wetter 

streamlike spray. In foam-type prod- 
high propellent concentrations 

stiff, dry 

ucts 

lower 

soft 

produce foams while 

propellent concentrations give 

somewhat wetter foams 

Spray characteristics can also be 

affected by the type of propellent. In 
foam products, for example, even 

550 

though the propellents are present in 

the same concentration, those wit! 

higher pressures tend to give stiffer, 

foam than those with more elastic 

lower pressures 

Compatibility 

The term compatibility 
questions of original solubility as well 
as changes in the physical condition of 

includes 

the formulation upon storage or as a 
result of temperature changes. In 

some cases, complete solution of all of 
the materials of the formula may be 
needed, while in others only partial 
solubility may give a satisfactory prod- 

uct. In still others, such as water- 
based foam products like shaving 

cream, the active ingredient an pro- 

pellent may be immiscible, each ex- 

isting as a separate liquid phase 

within the container. The latter type 
of product requires shaking before use 
so that immiscible propellent and ac- 
tive ingredient will form an emulsion 

or a dispersion of one in the other as 

the consumer mixes them. 
Compatibility may change quite 

rapidly with temperature, so the choice 
of a propellent must be based upon 
tests of the formulation over a wide 
temperature range representing actual 

storage and use conditions. 

Sometimes the active ingredient will 

be only partially soluble in the pro- 
pellent. In such cases, an auxiliary 
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be 

Pap Meese 

solvent, such as methylene chloride 
for paints and enamels or alcohol for 

perfumes, must be added. 

Flammability and toxicity 

[he most commonly used fluori 

nated propellents are hydrocarbon 

flammable in themselves and will 

ot support combustion. However, be 

. of the varying nature of active 

edients and solvents, they do not 

nonflammability of the 

Butane, 

gu inte 

} finished aerosol formulation. 

of irse, is flammable. 

Flammability of an aerosol product 
is checked by such means as the flame 
Dp tion test, modified Tagliabue 

open-cup test, and open- and closed- 
dr tests. Full information on these 
te n be obtained from the Chemi- 

ecialties Mfrs. Assn., the ICC 
Bureau of Explosives. 
itv of finished aerosol formu- 

an important consideration 
s essential that all products 
ith regulations of such agen- 

e Food and Drug Adminis- 

id the Dept. of Agriculture 

luorinated propellents have a 
degree of toxicity and this is 
eason for their wide use. In 

550, the 
. . . 

the various compounds, as 

1 +} 

m page relative 

. ' age 
lation is concerned, is in- 

the Underwriters’ Labora 

tem of comparison 

Pr t stability 

factory aerosol product is one 

the active ingredient under 

hange during normal shelf 

! use period. 

storage 

irketing, can detect potential 

corrosion, valve 
ym and gasket leakage. 

e the commonly used aerosol 
ts boil at temperatures below 

re nperature, they must be han- 
al | stored in pressure containers 

or efrigerated equipment which 
will keep them in a liquid state by 
co them below boiling point. 

Shipping containers are subject to 
regulations of the ICC and plant stor- 

mtainers usually are specified 
by subject to, local or state regu- 

lati General rules for handling any 

tests, in advance of 

such as 

material under pressure apply. 

Propellents are available in con- 
sizes ranging from 10-Ib. to ton 

cylinders, in tank trucks and in rail- 
road tank cars. Information regarding 

containers, storage and handling is 
available from propellent producers. 

tainer 

broad base of all aerosol products and 

in this category. 

Formulation checks 

| 1. Low-temperature characteristics 
| (stability, viscosity) of 
concentrates at: a) 100 deg. F.; b) 70 

| deg. F.; c) 0 deg. F.; d) ~—20 deg. F. 

2. Compatibility of nonvolatile con- 

nonvolatile 

centrate with propellent: a) critical 

| solubility range; b) effect of ratio of 
| propellent to concentrate on stability 

| c) effect of temperature on stability of 
combination of propellent and of non- 

volatile concentrate (1) at 100 deg. F.; 
(2) at 70 deg. F.; (3) at 0 deg. F 

4) at —20 deg. F. 

| 3. Specific heat of concentrate 

" 
ind 

} 

4. Vapor-pressure characteristics 

| (curve below boiling point through 

170 deg. F.). 

5. Specific heat of propellent 

6. Coefficient of expansion of com 

| pleted formulation of nonvolatile con 

giv ing he 1a centrate and propellent 

space requirements) 

7. Determination of flammability of 

product 

8. pH of product 

9. Density of product 

10. 

review of literature on various ingré 
b) literaturé 

reports by: (1) 

Determination of  toxicit 

dients; confirmation of 

mist-chamber tests, (2 

shock of massive-dose-type topical ap 

plication, (3) chronic topical applic 

tion, (4) diet tests 

tests 

11. Effectiveness of for 

purpose intended, determined by com 

(5) skin-sensitivits 

product 

mercially accepted techniques: a) as 

sociation test methods; b) Federal 

specifications; c) ASTM standards; d 

Bureau of Standards tex hnique s 

| Container and valve checks 

Accelerated aging at laboratory 

level in actual container with valve as 
well as individual components under 
pressurized glass: 

1. Does product affect container? 

a) effect on internal coating, lacquer 
or plate; b) effect on the container 
seam component. 

2. Does product affect valve mech 
anism? a) metal components; b) elas 
tomeric seals; c) plastic components 

3. Performance of valve with for- 

| Check list for aerosol and pressure packages 

This pre-marketing check list, prepared by the Aerosol Div. of the Chemica! 
Specialties Mfrs. Assn., New York, assumes that the various marketing question: 
have been answered and that management has decided to go ahead with the 
development and marketing of the product. This list, of necessity, refers to the 

is meant to be applicable to all products 

mulated product: a) spray characte 

tics; b spray rate; c valve action 

Valve and container selection 

Check container components fe 

1. Suitability to formula 

2. Bursting strength 

3. Effect of formula on can finis} 

4. Susceptibility to valve cloggin 
>. Delivery rate of valv: 

6. Spray characteristics of valv: 

8. Siphon-tube selection 

9. Valve testing prior to us 

Commercial history 

l Sales appeal 

Z Adaptability to oth 

Tamperproof or satety S¢ 

Packaging of er ipt 

) Packaging of filled 

Use tests 

l. Ettectiveness r } 

Development ot 

labeling (directi 

3. Determination of 

1. Ease of operatio 

5. Possible adverse eff 

6. Flammability ] 

Test pack for 
yuus temperatures and val 

tions of nt I 

{te t mn cont ie 

ponents b } i 

characteristics of 

changes in odor | pH 

effect on valv f intert 

spraying; e) effect on delivery 

and of tendenc y to leah 

7. Valve attachment to dispense: 

tallization in expansion hambet 

8. Determination of product 

clusive of manufacturin 

Manufacturing 

1. Bill of material 

2. Filling-processing procedur: 

3. Quality controls for: a) raw 

rials; b) processing; c) produ 

{. Manufacturing cost 

Regulatory considerations 

1. Production & Marketing 

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 

2. ICC and Bureau of Explosives 
3. Food & Drug Administration. 

t State and municipal regulations 
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i significant part in the advancement 

of the push-button dispensing pack- 
ige. Extensive facilities, specialized 

equipment and the increasingly im 

portant factor of 

involved in successful aerosol produc- 

know-how are 

tion. Large-volume output is generalls 

7 
prerequisite to economicai operation 

Thus, most aerosol loading (of the 

propellent) and filling (of the active 

| ingredient) are performed by custom 

loaders. There are notable exceptions 

| lhese for the most part are found in 
| the plants of large companies that 

handise big quantities of non 

sonal-type 1erosols 

Aerosol products depending upon 

iture of tl concentrate can be 

d by cold-filling or pressure-filling 

ethod In Li ussing the various 

nn yues ro old fillin and pres 

! ig I ue | cducts. the 

" trat I] ef¢ in all 

i ( uxture 

lic it hicl ther igre | 

; tive iré id } 

' ' ll refer ¢ 

; erast PLU cuanica n 

Cold fill of aerosols 

552 

p= tion-line methods and equip- 

ment for aerosols continue to play 

Propellent refrigerated 

the container. Concentrate is added separately 

serted and crimped. A major part of non-food aerosols are handled 

on cold-fll lines because of the method's efliciency 

Aerosol loading and filling 

greater than atm spheric pressure 

14.7 ibs. per square inch abso 

lute at a temperature of 105 deg. F.) 

Cold-fill techniques 

There are various cold-fill methods 

but thev are usually called a one-stage, 

two-stage and three-stage fill. 

One-stage fill means that the con 

centrate and propellent are _pre- 
mixed in a pressure tank and filled in 

one operation. For example, our one- 

stage fill operation consists of sev ral 

tanks 

(American 

pressure made according to 

ASME Society of Me- 

chanical Engineers) specification. The 

interior of the tanks, which are 10,000- 

lb. capacity, are “Lithocoted” (baked 

coating). The pres- 

sure tank is mounted on a specially 
phenolic-resin 

ymnstructed lever fulcrum = system 

with the scales controlled by an au 

tomatic series of solenoid valves. This 

automatically controls the weight of 

ich ingredient charged into the tank 

The pressure tank is evacuated to 

gative pressure and a. starting 

weight of zero is punched ind re 

rded. The scale is then set for the 

required formula weight of concer 

trate. Concentrate is charged into the 

off at the tank and automatically cut 

to a temperature 

below the lowest boiling point component is filled as a liquid into tank at left, active ingredient is filled into can 

Valve is then in at center station crimps on valve assembly; 

held in liquid state under pressure, is forced 

by Richard J. Kraus* 

pre-set weight. This weight is re. 

corded by the scale on a punch card 

and becomes part of the permanent 

quality control record. The propellent 

is handled in the same manner. 

After thorough mixing the quality 
control department takes a sample 

that has been passed through a re- 

frigerated system, the temperature of 

which is below the lowest-boiling. 
point component The laboratory then 

runs a densimetric determination, 

which is a method of determir i g the 

per cent of active ingredients com- 

pared with a previously determined 
standard. This assures that the roper 

amount of propellent and con. ntrate 

has been charged into the t and 

thoroughly mixed. Productio1 then 

notified that this batch is a table 

The solution is then pumy from 

the pre-mix tank through hree- 

stage concentrate chiller syst: here 

it 1s refrigerated to a previ de 

termined temperature This ld be 

as low as 10 deg F. The lution 

continues on to the filling h« vhere 

the entire can weight is fill 1 one 

operation. The filling hea is its 

wn refrigeration unit whic ssures 

1 constant temperature. Th lution 

is also constantly recircul from 

PHOTO COURTESY STALFPORT FRE AK, INC 

Pressure load system in custom loader’s plant: under 
Operator 

then propellent, 

(in opera 

tion at right) into the orifice of the valve 
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Standard Sizes $5 

75 and 132 Cu. In 

Other sizes on 
request 

240 Ib 
Working Pressure 

<5 Approved 

H. ~ to increase sales 

w h KING SIZE 
CH. AEROSOL 
—\ € 

=) CONTAINERS 
UN) \ 

if manufacture fluid, semi-fluid 

or vdered materials, you can now 

se 1e volume users with TMC 

Ki'\G SIZE Aerosol Containers 

TI give you the proven sales 

appeal of aerosol convenience in 

KI “NG SIZE dispensers. It pays to 

sell quarts instead of ounces. When 

you make your products easier to use 

—pcopie use more of it! It deserves 

looking into ... write or phone for 

your personal copy of “The Latest 

Thinking on Marketing Under Pres- 

sure 

TUBE MANIFOLD 
CORPORATION 

433 Bryant Street, N. Tonawanda, N. Y. 

LUdiow 7900 
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the 

valve is 

the filling head to 

chiller. The 

crimped into the can which continues 

three-stage 

inserted and 

to move through a 3-min. hot-water 

bath at 130 deg. F. 

time the defective units are removed. 

The hot-water bath—at 130 deg. F. 

for 3 accordance 

during which 

min.—is used in 

he (Interstate 

Commission) regulations. The advan 

with Commerce 

tages of a one-stage cold-fill technique 

are as follows: minimum loss of pro- 
pellent; ability to hold close net-fil} 

tolerances. In the case of viscous ma- 

terials that would not flow 

through the chiller system the pre 

mixing with the propellent dilutes the 
concentrate to a free-flowing viscosity. 

Two-stage fill draws the concen- 

normally 

trate from the supply tank through 

chiller 

where it is refrigerated to a 

the three-stage concentrate 

system 

determined previously temperature. 

The concentrate is continually recir- 

culated between the filler and the 

three-stage chiller unit. The propel- 

lent is pumped from its source—either 

bulk storage tank or a 1-ton cylinder 

to a 

stage propellent chiller system, where 

ready reservoir into the two 

it is refrigerated to a temperature be 

low the lowest-boiling point compo- 

nent and on to the propellent filling 

head. The 

lent are added 

respective filler heads. The valve is 

concentrate and propel- 

separately from their 

inserted and crimped and the can 

continues through the hot-water bath 

where any of the defective units are 

removed. 

Three-stage fill is used in specific 

cases such as the filling of hair-lac- 

quer products where, in addition to 

the regular alcohol-base concentrate, 
the 

per cent of silicone oil. Since the sili 

in the alcohol- 

and, 

formulation calls for a certain 

cone oil is not soluble 

base hair-lacquer concentrate 

from a contamination standpoint, it is 

impractical to add it to the propellent 

system, it necessitates the use of an 

additional filling station. The silicone 
oil is added at room temperature and 
the concentrate and propellent are 
handled exactly the same as in the 

two-stage cold-fill operation. The 
valve is inserted and crimped and the 
can passes through a hot-water bath 

where defective units are removed. 

Pressure filling 

Pressure filling is usually described 
as a method whereby the propellent 
is forced into the container through 

the valve orifice under pressure at 

pMCNOs 

,$vild » 

CHROME-LIKE TRIM 
The latest development is the possi- 
bility of obtaining really metallic look- 
ing extrusions. Polished metal foil 
embedded in low cost thermoplastic 
extrusions gives appearance of highly 
polished chrome. Can also be specified 
in gold, copper, brass or to match any 
other metallic finish and color. 
Finish cannot corrode, will not wear or 
scratch off. Extrusions can be printed, 
hot stamped or otherwise decorated 

= + 

it 

ANCHOR PLASTICS 
co., INC. 

36-36 36th Street 

Long Island City 6, N. Y. 



unbient temperatures. The various 

pressure-filling techniques follow: 

Pressure filling where the air is not 

removed from the can. This is the 

simplest type of pressure filling 
where the concentrate is delivered 

from a filling head into the container. 

he valve is inserted and crimped on 

Che propellent is filled through a gas- 
sing head which is a dispensing valve 
assembly. The propellent is loaded as 

. liquid by keeping it under sufficient 
pressure and is ptimped itite the can 
through the valve orifice. The can 

then passes through the hot-wate: 

bath as a check for defective units 

Pressure filling where the air in the 

an is evacuated. The concentrate is 

udded at room temperature and th 

ilve inserted. However, during the 

ilve-crimping operation the con 

lhe ptrging propellent is added from 

a chiller system atid, when it comes 

in contact with the warm coricentrate 

and can, the propellent starts to boil 
and its vapor forces the air out of 

the container. (Propellent vapor is 

heavier than air.) The valve is in 

serted, crimped and propellent filled 
through valve orifice. Can then passes 

through hot-water bath 

Aerosol products can be loaded by 

the various techniques described 

using either the cold-fill or pressure 

fill method, depending primarily 
upon the natute of the concentrate 

Pressure filling is used primarily on 

products where the concentrate con 

tains an active ingredient which is 

subject to freezing at temperature be 

low 32 de g F., ind the re fore, cannot 

he cold filled The S¢ ure shaving 

cream, shampoos and other water 

based products. Pressure filling also 

is used where the concentrate is sen 

sitive, or in some way affected by 

ld filling 

In comparing the advantages and 

disadv intages of the two methods of 

aerosol filling, it appears that pressure 
filling should be limited to certain 

products as stated above. Experience 

er is subjected to a vacuum in 
- 1 

der to remove the air and then the 
1 1 3 

pellent is filled through the valve 
1 

nce The conta then pa 

ugh the hot-wate t} 

ure filling wil the ai ! 

i from th , by pur rn ( 

1 
‘ te niied t emperat 
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MOUNTING CUPS. To fit any aero 
sol container. Expertly lined with correct 
sealing compound. Rigidly inspected. 

METAL OVERCAPS. Stock colors or 
ithographed special designs in every 
ze and shape. From stacking type to 

versize diameters 

PLASTIC OVERCAPS. Stock and 
custon sided. Acetate, hi-impact 

olystyrene, polyethylene. Styles to 
end distinction to your package 

FORMULATED POLYETHYLENE 

TUBING. Exactly compounded and 
ntrolled for uniform material and 

nensifyns Crack-free; swell free 

CONTAINERS. Plastic cerosol con- 
tainers by Colt for high style and spe- 

cialized uses. | oz. and 2 oz. Stock 
sizes. Of Melamine, any color. 

VALVE COMPONENTS. Engineering 
and manufacturing service for the most 
intricate fitments. Molded in nylon or 
other materials. Eyelet parts and metal 
stampings. 

DESIGN SERVICE. Top flight pack- 
age design for labels and caps to help 
merchandise and sell your aerosol 
product 

information 

on 

AEROSOL 

PACKAGING 

free samples 

mm mendarions 

stimates 

THE WALTER FRANK orcanization 
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Design and sale of packaging components., Box 111C, Elmhurst, Il. 

with the two methods indicates cold 

filling is the faster and a more desir- 
able method where product lends it- 
self to refrigeration. A twin cokd+filling 
line ean produce from 80 to 120 cans 
per minute, whereas, using the sarne 

line for a pressure-filling product, the 
rate is usually from 50 to 60 cans 

per minute. 

In pressure filling the pressure of 

the propellent is raised above its 
vapor pressure and propellent loss 
throvgh leakage points, such as gas 
kets and valves, becomes a problem. 
Also, there is a loss of propellent as 
the gassing head lifts from the can. 

Propellent losses can vary from 2 to 
5% for cold filling and from 5 to 15% 
for pressure filling 

The choice of valves for pressure 

filling is somewhat limited, although 

greatly improved valves for pressure 

filling are appearing on the market. 
Insofar as valve damage is concermed, 

this is eliminated in cold fi''ing. 

Where pressure filling is emp! ved, 
the spreading of valve parts or ‘am- 

ige to component parts is possi! » al- 

though usually any that occur 5 a 

negligible amount. 
In a cold-fill operation, evap on 

takes place at the liquid level the 

can and, while the can is ng 

from the filling head to the lve 

crimper, the propellent vapor ng 
heavier than air completely ges 
the can of air. In pressure fill un- 
less purging or evacuation («. de- 

scribed in pressure-filling tech: 1e$) 

is applied, this entrapped a an 
cause pressure variation and 1e- 
times even produce contamin of 

the contents of the aerosol. 

The basic difference insofar ««. cost 
is concerned is the extra equi) ment 
such as compressors, condensers. mo- 
tors, chillers and all the necessary 

control equipment. 
A European manufacturet em- 

ploying a somewhat new principle in 
propellent filling and valve crimping. 
The propellent charger uses a con- 
tinuous pumping operation, with a 

solenoid valve on a metering cylinder 
which has a floating piston anu fills 
up to 500 gms. The pump generates 
the filling pressure and also activates 
the piston in the metering cylinder. 
The valve crimper operates on com- 
pressed air and crimps standard 1-in.- 
opening cans. The crimping tool can 
be interchanged to handle glass aero- 
sols and crimps these from the outside 
similarly to the capping of the crown 
on soft-drink bottles. 
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self-spraying package 

pre 

for my 
product?” 

Biggest packaging and merchandising 

news in years is the self-spraying aerosol 

“push-button” dispenser. Manufacturers 

ywhere are investigating it and turning 

YOUR 
PRODUC! 

to it for everything from medicines to lubricants, 

from protective coatings to window-cleaner, with new 

slications being discovered every day. 

The aerosol dispenser is a complete disposable 

low-cost constant-pressure spray gun. It can 

engineered to handle a great variety of products, 

and it can pay big dividends in improved 

product performance, greater ease of use and remarkable 

“gadget” or sales appeal. Let Sprayon’s laboratories 

evaluate your product for aerosol use. 

Find out what a “push-button” package can do for you! 

laboratory and development work 

containers 

rave ahoratories toda label and formula counsel 
YUIayU WUIGLULIGes Wwua?; x : d 

production in any quantity 
( of the oldest firms in the field, Sprayon 

; . warehousing 
nicintains extensive research laboratories that 

drop-shipping in bulk lots 

by the loader, im. 
im 

keep Sprayon “the leader in aerosol special- 

ucs.” The first to put nitrocellulose lacquer 

into a successful aerosol dispenser, Sprayon 

has developed and manufactured dozens of 

other aerosol “firsts” for the trade. Sprayon’s 

completely equipped modern plant has the 

latest facilities for foam products, water-base 

products, hot and cold line work .. .“every- 

thing in aerosols”. Centrally-located Sprayon 

is set up to give you quick, dependable cus- 

tom-loading service at a practical price. The 

complete Sprayon service —or any part of it— 

is at your disposal. Check with Sprayon today. 



dispersing requirements 

--all served by 

Functionally as well as esthetically, OEL 

Aerosol Valves are highly qualified to increase 

customer goodwill for the products they dis 

pense. This happy result is attained by ingenious 

design, efficient manufacturing, and careful fina 

inspection. Consider these important points: 

@ Nos. 1, 2,4 and 5 use dispenser fitments 

requiring no overcaps. Have OEL patented 

halfturn lock and unlock operating button, 

suitable for shaving creams, hand lotions, 

shampoos, etc. Available also with greater 

flow for "fluffing” effect. 

@WNos. 7, 8 and 10 feature cosmetic type dispenser Equally effective in cold or pressure filling e- Wri ‘ 

button for glass, plastic and metal containers. Avail- Fast loading . . . Minimum propellent loss it ; 

able fer very Gne, stenderd end S-phase dispensing: pressure filling . . . Safe with inflammable ma 
cosmetics, hair sprays, powders, etc. a : 

terials .. . Esthetic appearance . . . Adapts t a 
@Nos. 3, 6 and 9 have standard dispenser buttons 
using protective overcap. Available for standard 

insecticides, room fresheners, products needing fine 

voiume, heavy or wet discharges, such as paints, 

garden sprays and powders. Non-clogging, slways 

dependable. 

@ OEL Valves excel for 3-phase packages, providing SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND SAMP 
mechanical particle break-up. Highly efficient on con- 

tainers of water-based products and on packages using 

small amounts of propellent for maintained spray 

pressure. 

wider range of dispensing requirements wit! 

minimum change. 

AEROSOL PRESSURE 
FILLING EQUIPMENT 

In addition to aerosol valves, we manufacture 

pressure filling equipment. This equipment is 
currently being used for volume packaging 

of spray, as well as foam products. Two stan- 

dard models are available: L-1000—400 Grams 

Maximum Capacity; and S-1000—125 Grams 

Maximum Capacity. The dial feed table in 
conjunction with the vacuum crimper and the 
propellent or product filler, is entirely pneu- 

matic, eliminating need for wiring and making 
the unit explosion proof. 

© 
E, .* THE BETTER AEROSOL VALVE 

OIL EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES, INC. | 25. 
600 PEARL STREET, ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 
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HSIN 
TRADE MARK 

THE ALL PURPOSE AEROSOL PERFUME 
ATOMIZER FOR THE PURSE 

3 TOUCH SPRAY Refillable 

Ct COMA L228 Gold Metal cap to prevent 
accidental activation 

: So easy to use—so light in weight 
—so very, very smart 

Writ ‘oday for 3618 Oceanside Rd., 
ples Oceanside, N. Y. 

‘ rices. N. Y. Showrooms, 
CORPORATION 350 5th Ave., N. Y. 

or Fast, Easy, Accurate Injection 
VEW Aerosol Propellent Injectors 

our bottles and cans at speeds Easy To Operate—easily accessible 

to 30 «injections per minute. hand wheel adjustments permit quick 

el 14 has a capacity of 300 cu. setting of head to container, and of 

Model 14A. 500 cu. cm. propellant capacity. 

Flexible—use for full-time production 

curate—cooling coil prevents flash- or as auxiliary to handle overflow loads 

with proper propellant feed and Safe—cycling controi prevents repeat 

of coil, accuracy stays within 3 injections before container is removed 

eliminates dangerous overfill 

Also Available—Portabie Pressure Burett Unit 

Cuts waste. Corrects underweight propellant containers 

right at the production line. Can be used to make 
~ 

laboratory samples. Non-electric. Capacity, 230 cu. cm 

For full details write 

Other Fine 

JG MACHINE WORKS tm" == and Supplied Equipment: 

452-58 West 46th St., New York 36, N.Y. Circle 6-6373 = Scab 



Your short cut to aerosols. . . 

CAPABLE CONTRACT FILLERS 

One of the major advantages of marketing or testing 

the potential of your product in aerosol form is that 
it need not involve a large initial cash outlay. Entry 
into this profitable field can be made economically and 

without investment in plant or special equipment. 
This is possible because there are many highly cap- 

able “Contract Fillers” throughout the country who 
will put up your product in aerosol form in quantities 
as low as a few thousand. These Fillers offer a wealth 
of accumulated experience invaluable to the newcomer 
to aerosol marketing. For a list of Aerosol Contract 
Fillers, write to General Chemicai. 
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ro CASH IN 

ON AERO 

Here’s How To Do it! 
Wan’ vour share of the $320,000,000 aerosol market? 

Look'»g for the best way to cash in on aerosol sales 

.up about 30% each year in 1955 and 1956... up 

100,000 units with no end in sight?* 

Th. 1 follow the course of so many successful aero- 

solm. keters—take advantage of the special services 

that ‘ -neral Chemical puts at your disposal. Here’s 

how. - can help you enter the field . . . quickly and 

ically: 

to 32 

econ 

Expe: Technical Service—General Chemical has 
one o the most complete aerosol development labo- 

rator: ; in the country. Its staff and facilities are at 

your: rvice—without cost or obligation—to help you 

devel: » the right propellants and formulations for 

your  roducts. 

Mark :t information—Helpful facts and figures on 
the ac -osol market—including data on many promis- 

ing ncw types of aerosols—are available to present 

and }otential aerosol marketers and their adver- 

tising agencies. You will find this information in- 

valuable in surveying the field and planning your 

markvting program. Special presentations arranged 

on request. 

Technical Data—The results of our continuing re- 
search into new and better aerosols are published 

regularly in special bulletins and reports. Ask to be 

put on the mailing list for this advanced information. 

Also available to newcomers in the aerosol field are 

data on sources of aerosol containers, valves, contract 

filling, etc. 

Field Assistance: General’s aerosol experts are al- 
ways available to help solve problems involving the 

storage and handling of propellants in your plant and 

filling line. 

The Right Propellants—‘‘Genetron” propellants are 

the first choice of many leading fillers and marketers 

for formulating household, drug, cosmetic, agricul- 

tural, industrial and other types of aerosol products. 

They provide the right propellant for every aerosol 

need, every pressure and compatibility requirement, 

every type of container. 

Don’t delay. Any product that can be sprayed, 

brushed on, dusted or daubed may be a candidate for 

profitable packaging in aerosol form. Write today if 

you would like us to work with you to turn your 

aerosol ideas into profitable reality. 

Send for free fact-packed tech- 

nical manual and market data 
book . . .“‘How To Push Up Profits 

With Aerosols.” ITA 

| 
Pearce 

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 
ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, M. Y. 

*Acrosol Pressure Products Survey, Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Associatior 

genetron AEROSOL PROPELLANTS 
. . » The Right Propellant for Every Aerosol Need! 
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alias more and more aerosol manufacturers are using 

NEWMAN-GREEN AEROSOL VALVES 
You get eleven major aerosol valve advantages—four are ex- 

clusives—when you buy Newman-Green valves. No other aero- 

sol valve in the industry has all these features in a single valve. 

Creative Newman-Green, Inc. engineering produced this simpli- 
fied valve design to 

aeroso! product 

help you in selling more aerosol products. 

Give us a call today and let our engineering services and aerosol 
valves help you in designing and manufacturing an even better 

ADVANTAGES 

Pressure fills fast because it does not fill 

through metering orifices. 
/ 

All metering orifices in spray head easily ac- 

cessible for cleaning. 

| 
Exclusive Newman-G reen Feature 

360° at spraying surface—twist top. vy). i Vv ~ 
No small orifices drilled in metal parts. Exclusive Newman-G reen Feature 

Can be used on metal or glass containers. Vv a/ 

Curved surface on spray button reduces finger 

fatigue. Vv Vv 

a 

5 

Spray heads easy to apply after pressure 
filling. 

Delivery tubes swedged on—not slipped over 
—valve body. Exclusive Newman-G reen Feature 

Excessive swelling of gasket not detrimental 
to operation of valve. 

a/ ~ 

8 

9 | 
10 Spray pattern can be varied completely by 

changing only spray head. Exclusive Newman-Green Feature 

No dissimilar metals used in valve parts. SINS ISIS ISAS Vv 

NEWMAN-GREEN |< 

560 

Interstate Road, Addison, 

Cudtine Avvoll Valve Cnuginecring 

Illinois 
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Teecision Valve 
We, at Precision, are justifiably proud of the perfor. ance 
record that the Precision Valve has achieved in the ands 

of thousands of users. 

THE 

Precision is today the largest manufacturer of Acrosol 

Valves. Largest because of our designing, engineerin < and 
manufacturing methods which have created a quality, 

economical product, that has proved itself in use. Over 500 

Million Precision Valves offer proud testimony of our ability 
to create THE VALVE for your product. 
Whatever your aerosol product does . . . It will do it better with 
a Precision Valve. 

Why not call today...Our laboratory and engineering staffs 
are available to aid you with your valve requirements. 

Keo” pith 
het ‘ gyoelhs 

"Cua Gls Ceomatn 
FOO NEPPERPHAN AVENUE © YONKERS 3, NEW ogporalion. 
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for SECTION 15——Designing and printing the package 

Listings do not necessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category 
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SECTION 

15 

tis a we ll recognize d fact that today 

there is a new emphasis on the 

importance of packaging concept, 

packaging structure, packaging de- 

sign. The progressive manufacturer 
recognizes the need for an entire pro- 

gram of package design, a program 

ket and the role that the new package 

will play in it. The program also in- 

cludes analysis of competitive pack 

that involves exploration of the mar- - 

Designing the package by Gordon Lippincott ont Walter Margulies* 

of the package when it does appeal 

What are the factors that have led 

to this new emphasis on the impor- 
tance of packaging? Perhaps more 

than anything else, it is the continuing 

growth of self-service merchandising 

This significant trend creates the need 

for the package to act as salesman for 

the product and therefore actually 

changes the requirements of the pack 

age itself. Self-service merchandising 

seen a parade of new packagin: for 

merchandise never packaged be re= 

toys, men’s wear, linen, housew ‘res, 

nails and screws, small appliance 

Propelled by merchandising cha ges, 
manufacturers are taking a new !ook 

at their products and asking, © fow 
can we best express the essentia! ual- 
ity of our product so that the pur 
chaser will grasp its worth at a ¢ ince 

and want to possess it?” Manuf >tur- 

hardware stores and drug stores 

iy testing of various alternative 

solutions and support ind promotion 

lustrial Designers, Lippincott & Margulies 

New York 

PLRTESY DONAL DESKEY ASSOCIATES 

Research and testing contributed to the suc- 

cess of this flask-style glass container—it was de- 

cided upon when a large panel of men chose it for 

its masculine appeal from a group of four variously 

shaped bottles, Folding carton is aluminum foil 

laminated board and is gravure printed; bottle label 

is by letterpress, Both are transparent light blue 

and transparent gold with white and black lettering. 

The design forms the initials of Aqua Velva. 

564 

is spreading from supermarkets and 

variety stores into department stores 

Readers of Mopern PACKAGING have 

ers are just beginning to realize day 

that there is no really unromant — un- 
dramatic product. The do-it-y  rself 
market, which alone might s ac- 

Tapered construction and wider top area assure added protectior 

for fragile icing and decoration on fancy cakes for the Stop and Shop 

bakery goods line. Cake box is 20-point white patent-coated news back 

printed by letterpress in dark brown and coral for gift package quality. 

PMOTO COURTESY MORTON COLDSHOLL DESIGN ASSOCIATES 
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count for an increase in package pro- 

duction of nearly a billion dollars, has 

— made such hitherto prosaic items as 

§ §6screw drivers, grommets and wall- 

2 § paper paste arouse new interest. 

ks Competitive merchandising makes 

© constantly new demands upon packag- 
© ing. Not only do the huge numbers of 

‘ new brand names introduced every 

E year into the market place make it 

} harder to maintain a hold upon the 
B consumer's memory and loyalty, but 

' also the package must literally com- 

pete with hundreds of others upon the 
shelf. Let us take a dispassionate look 
at the local pharmacist. He is sur- 
rou! by a sea of merchandise, 
hu s of bottles, cans, boxes, 

cour ards, toys, hairbrushes, candy 
box ich packaged in the convic- 
tior t it stands out best of all. 

\ er result of the competitive 

sith is the trend to package in 

; that offer re-use value, such 

1S glasses, printed fabric flour 

sa | the beach-robe packages 

tl le as pillows. This may also 

be s a reflection of the design 

1ess of the American con 

me products particularly are 
styled so that the product 
vill look good in use, a trend 

ges from kitchen cleansers 

SSue 

Res ch and testing 

I h of many types may prove 

va Consumer research may dis- 

cl er opinions that will influence 
the The consumer, for example, 

inte ed on beer-drinking habits, 
wa vered to prefer coolness and 
wet n beer and to associate blue 
ane n colors with coolness and 
wet The trend in beers had been 
to ¢ eers, but the surveys indicated 
a ck was in order. However, from 
the p.ckager’s point of view, what was 

impo: ‘ant was the introduction of the 

blue and green colors, since, before 
this, reds had always been predomi- 
nant in beer packaging. 

Research can also disclose what the 
consumer finds lacking in packaging. 
what factors in the packaging could 
be changed to make the product more 
convenient to use. Surveys among op- 

erating-room nurses using surgical ma- 

terials showed that many changes 
could be made to make the package 
easier to recognize and use, from the 
change to a more legible type on the 
label to that of a lighter container, 
easier to handle. 

Another important type of research 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

that should pave the way for future 
packaging is market research among 

distributors, salespeople, etc. This kind 
of research takes the manufacturer 
and designer into the sales arena to 

find out how and where the package 

is displayed, stacked, stored and gen 

erally presented.’ Research of this kind 

may lead to changes in shape, form 

color, typography, etc., and may re 

veal, for example, that, when the pack- 
ages are accidentally stacked upside 

down, their identity is too easily lost 

or that a jar should have a different 
lid for easier interlocking in stacking 
It may show that the product is con 
sistently being handled in a self-serv- 
ice manner, so that more instructive 

information is indicated for the pack 
age face. 

Research does not end until afte: 
the package has been designed. Both 
during the actual designing process 
and before final selection of the ulti 
mate design, market and consume! 

testing are employed. Mockups of se\ 

eral of the new alternative designs are 

made and given sales tests along with 
competitive packages. Photographs 
are taken to determine whether the 

new package stands out as well as 
competitive packages in various types 

Since a 

package is so often used as part of 

of displays and store bins 

space advertising illustration or on 

television, it is tested for consume 

reaction in these areas 

Programming design changes 

All this, it is evident, requires clos¢ 

cooperation between designer and 

manufacturer and with the branches 
of the manufacturing organization that 

are actively concerned, that is, sales, 

advertising, promotion, production, 
purchasing, etc. 

have acknowledged the importance of 

packaging by creating well-defined 
packaging and labeling departments 
with clearly delineated responsibilities 
for package design among top man- 
agement. Most managements realize, 

however, that, while production de- 
partments play an important and es- 
sential role in packaging programming, 

the over-all direction has to come from 
the marketing division. 

Timing or scheduling of new pack- 

aging is another aspect of program- 
ming. It cannot be stressed strongly 
enough that package design should be 
planned early in order to allow time 
for pre-testing and research, as well as 

Large corporations 

1See “Bright Outlook for Multipacks,”” Mop 
ERN PackacGrnc, Feb., 1957, p. 73 

PHOTO COURTESY LIrFINGO 
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Color in packaging design 

Of all the individual elements that 

go into package design, perhaps th: 

most striking is color Alwavs 

scious of its importance In packag 

desicners are becoming eve 

aware today of the responses col 

t ngender. 

Many cliches about color and wil 

they mean to people are being dis 

proved. Many subtleties about colo: 

and their associative meanings ar 

coming to light. In addition, new 
methods of printing and new packag 
ing materials make possible riche 
truer colors, as well as greater use of 
color. Plastic laminates give a new 

intensity to color. On the other hand 
when fibreboard comes in all the col 

ors of the rainbow, when metallics aré 

available in color, when colorful prod 
ucts, from orchids to Jell-O, are seen 

through transparent film or rigid plas 
tic containers, it becomes more diffi 

cult for a package to rely on color for 

effect. Consumers expect color: cvlor 

helps express the personality of the 

product, helps make a successful pack 

See “Color Excite nt Mopern Pace ne 
ING, Fel 1957, p. 80 



age, but the mere introduction of color 

will not, in itself, do anything startling 
for a product. The important thing is 
to find the appropriate color scheme. 

Color in packaging should appeal to 
the senses. It should look good to 
touch, it should stimulate favorable 
taste, appetite and smell reactions. It 
should please the sight with its visual 
appearance that may suggest taste, 
texture, fragrance, thus stimulating an 

immediate urge to buy. Use of color 

for a particular packaged product 
must, of course, be geared for the 

market, although the advent of pink 

refrigerators for the kitchen and black 
furniture for the nursery should warn 

against old clichés about color. 

Color is a prime key for recognition 

arid memory value for a product or 

brand. It is important to adhere to the 
same colors to show brand relatedness 

or to achieve the feeling of the line of 

products. Once a color is selected, it 

should be treated in the same sacred 

way as a company trademark and 
every attempt should be made to have 
faithful reproduction of it in various 

package forms from label to carton. 

In a good package, every color has 

some reason for being. A pale back- 

ground color, for example, on a pre- 

pared-cake-mix package, may serve to 

highlight an illustration of the finished 

PHOTO COURTESY BRUCE BECK, DESIGN DYNAMICS, ENC 

Typographical effectiveness. 

Bold, readable, fresh-looking letters 

make brand name “Glade” the center 

of attention. Light and airy three-color 

design implies function of the product 

air freshener). Convenient aerosol can 

in 12-oz. size has brown plastic top. 

Lithographed label for Evergreen 

Seent is green and white; Blossom 

Scent label is blue and white. 

566 

cake. The light background color will 

also make the package look larger. 

Typography 

Typography as an element of pack- 
age design is much more than a mere 

selection of type faces. The major 
typographical problem that confronts 

the designer is that, when he is given 
a job, it is with a mass of copy. Copy 
is traditionally the bane of the de- 
signer. He believes that the pictures 
and symbols, not words, tell the story, 
whereas the advertising agency, tradi- 

tionally word oriented, and the manu- 
facturer believe that the more the 

consumer is told about the product in 
words, the more it is likely to sell. The 

designer therefore attempts to pare 

down the copy to the most essential 
phrases. Since, however, the package 
is the prime contact between the man- 
ufacturer and buyer, it must perforce 
contain a large amount of copy. The 
ingredients must be listed and any 

warnings pertaining to product use, 

The brand and company name, of 
course, must be incorporated. And no 

one would argue against the appear- 

ance also of at least one line of selling 

copy. Thus there is a considerable 
challenge to the designer who must 

use & maximum amount of copy and 
retain a good design. Some of the 

copy material that can be pruned 

from the package, often to advantage, 

includes subsidiary brand names, ad- 
vertisements for other products pro- 
duced by the company and coined 

words or slogans meant to describe 
the product. 

One reason for paring down the 

copy is that, with increasing self-serv- 
ice merchandising, the package is 
often seen only from one side. There- 
fore, for quick recognition and easy 
readability, the designer tries to get 
the name in large letters, condensed 

into the space of one side so that the 
name won't swing around the sides of 
the package. This is also important 
when the package is reproduced on 
television or in space advertising. 

In recent years, psychologists have 

had a good deal of information to pass 
on to the package designer. They have 
discovered that the human eye reads 
a word not as a jumble of letters or 
letter by letter but with its total visual 
appearance in mind. For example, 
when we read the word “package,” 
we do not see the word in its separate 
letters, but instead we see the whole 
word instantaneously. Furthermore, 
we identify the word by its over-all 

PHOTO COURTESY ALUMINUM SPECIALTY oo, 

Graphic design for impulse sa's ap- 
peal in self-service stores is formed by 

products themselves mounted in lie-cut 

carton, Clean type for brand name an‘! brief 

sales message complement patterns steel 

cutters, Straight tuck-end carton s ex 

tended glued flap which folds k for 

shipping but unfolds for display kage 

is 24-point, plain white clay-coat iper- 

board. Printing: cylinder press, 5 inks, 

shape, not by the shape of ea letter 
taken individually. 

Some names can be too sin ind, 

unless the letter forms are fully 
selected, their effectiveness « lost 

because they are so common} On 

the other hand, it is not wis have 

a type face for the name o any 
other part of the packaging that 
is not clear and easily reada Gen- 
erally speaking, type used for scrip- 
tions and descriptive copy s! ld be 
sans-serif, 

It is natural in selecting tering 

for a package to want the ngest, 
boldest letters, but sometimes « ich let- 
tering does not best express |/\e per- 
sonality of the product. Thi:gs that 
express quality, for examp!:. don't 
shout. Sometimes finer lettering com- 
mands more attention than heavier let- 
tering and there is a point at which 
letters tend to become too thick, too 
heavy to be clearly legible. On the 
other hand, in an attempt to seem 
high style, particularly with fashion 
products, such fine script sometimes 
is used that legibility suffers. 

Graphic design 

Because of the two newer elements 
in merchandising, television and self- 
service shopping, the package must 
become less cluttered and more sim- 
ple, both in color and the number of 
elements that appear on it. This tends 
to make it easier for designer and 

manufacturer to arrive at a packaging 

solution that will be satisfying from 
a graphic arts point of view. Museums 
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devoted to modern art forms havé felt 

increasingly that packaging is worthy 

of exhibit as contemporary applisd art. 

The Museum of Modern Art in New 

York recently sent abroad several ex- 

amples of packaging, in addition to 

paintings and sculpture, to show what 
is being done here in design that is 

good. Many manufacturers feel that, 

if a package is “good art,” it will not 

do a good merchandising job. But, 

while it is true that the prime function 

of a package is to sell, frequently a 

design that is esthetically pleasing will 
have those qualities of stand-out ap- 

peal tinctiveness and freshness that 

sig rie consume! and make him 

es ( product 

l! ; particularly true of those 

pr which remain in the package 

se, such as cosmetics spices, 

rages and household clean 

g es. Certainly those elements 

fa design embracing simplicity, 

teness, originality, and a 

cent iemorable theme are desir- 

essential, in an effective 

( sing design 

\\ he design makes use of con 

lated shapes—such as_ the 

nd the circle; forms from 

h as a leaf form; Or ovet all 

ich as a checkerboard, a 

x a plaid pattern—not only 
package have a memorable 

the consumer, but it is 

‘ 

ilustration’s power. Black 
and white photo of sleeping child 

departs from the usual pink and blue 
pastel result 

compelling 

striking attention, 

sales interest for new 

blanket. Set-up box has chipboard 
base; overwrapped lid is printed by 

offset with standard inks. Blue oval 

spotlights brand and product name 
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also easy to associate various products 

in a line through this device. 

Much of the graphic content of a 
package comes from the relationship 
of one element to another—how the 
brand name is combined with the 

brand symbol or shape, where thx 
printed information is placed, how one 
block of color is related to another. 

illustration 

Illustration of a packaged product 
or of end use is as important as any 

phase of the design problem the pack 
ager and the designer have to face. If 
the product does not lend itself to visi- 
bility packaging, the use of an illustra 

tion often is highly desirable to permit 

And, regardless 
b] produc t is visibl 

rapid identification 

of whether the 

or otherwise readily recognized, picto 

é 

rial representation may be desirable to 

illustrate end use, dramatize results 

create a mood and in many other ways 
remind the shopper of a need or stimu 

late the urge to buy. 
Probably no other element in design 

can contribute more to what is genet 

than in 

illustration. But, as with every 

ally called “appetite appeal 
other 

element of good design, the illustra 
tion should have a very carefully 

thought-out reason for being and it 
should be appropriate. 

illustration, In choosing an pack 

be COTM choice can igers find that 

complex because it is practi illy limit 

TT 
le SS. The original copys can range i! 

complexity from a simple how-to-ust 

diagram all the way up the scale of 

price and quality to full-color photog 

raphy or illustrations by fine artist 

working in crayon, water color, oil, et: 

When packages are produced in 

great quantity and are promoted with 

large budgets for long periods of time, 

the cost runs into large sums. By com- 

parison, any money spent for “usabl 

quality” in artwork is small indeed. In 
illustra 

) } 
tion money can buy is actually tl 

this case the most effective 

best bargain a packager can ob 

regardless ot cost lI 

to remember that “high price 

wevel l IS Wwe 

not necessarily the most effective 

Obviously the cho sing OF PAcKa 

illustration and the technical detail 

f handling it require special skill 

call for teamwork between pach 

designer and suppliers 

The brandmark 

“Brandmark” is a word new to1 

chandising or packaging. It des 

the distinctive design used ofter 

part of a package or product. Imm« 

itely recognizable, it identifi t] 

product or company and is emp] 

consistently from year to year despit 

model Ol product char \ 

Dual appeal. I!lustration and unique box construction offer 

two big merchandising advantages: 

by stressing excitement of railroading; 

permit fractional merchandising of set. 

full-telescope set-up box of chip 50-point board, printed i 

cover picture spurs sal 

individual car packs 

Over-all container i 

black, yellow and blue by offset with gloss inks on coated stock 

Bottom is lined with black 7-point liner stock Unit packs are 

folding boxes with tuck-in slit lock and die-cut 3-mil acetate 

“ indow, printed black, yellow and blue by letterpre 



mark may be a trademark, it may be a 

logotype (way of wyiting the company 

or product brand name), it may be 

the initials of the company or product 

it may be a trade character or symbol 

like the Heinz Pickle or Planter’s M1 

Peanut, it may even be a company 

building reproduced in company ad 

vertising and packaging, as is th 

Howard 

well-known brandmarks include Bor 

Johnson 

den’s Elsie, the Chevrolet name in the 

shield, Lucky Strike’s bull’s-eve, Dutch 

Cleanser’s maid, General Electric's 

initials in a cirele 

Increasingly, the brandmark is be 

ing recognized as a powe rful merchan 

lising symbol. One reason is that it is 

such a convenient shorthand memoriz 

ing device in a marketing world in 

vhich there are 300,000 brand names, 

many or most of them accompanied 

by trademarks 

Not ever package has a brand 

mark, but to do a good merchandising 

»b, most should. A brandmark accom 

plishes some or all of these things for 

" product 

characteristics that the maker seeks to 

have associated with the product such 

it expresses certain desired 

quality, integrity, strength, high 

fashion or authority. Beer packaging 

for example, makes frequent use of the 

heraldic crest, the Roman eagle and a 

denote quality. An 

served by the brand 

edieval lion to 

itther function 

irk is that of recognition enabling 

the consumer to remember the prod 

uct from advertising and recognize it 

the package at point of sale 

Not only must the brandmark de 

signer know his own art, but he must 

ilso be aware of the competitive cli 

mate, understand the personality and 

position of the company and deal 

with, in the course of the development 

of the design, all the marketing prob 

ms faced by the product and_ the 

mpany. The final design for the 

brandmark should satisfy these three 

requirements; it should embody an 

t should be distinctive as to ded 

form and shape so that it will com 

mand attention and it must be flexible, 

capable ot idaptation not only to 

packaging but to widely differing me 

dia, from billboards to the size of 

postage stamps 

Physical properties of package 

As more items are packaged und as 

packaging technology grows in skill, a 

broader variety of forms becomes avail 

ible for the package Spurred by the 

fact that the variety store and the de 

568 

Restaurant. Some 

PHOTO COURTESY LESTER BRALI 

pac kaging more partment store art 

‘as well as by the fact that more items, 

transparent materials may be used for 
packages, more items are being pack 

aged in such a way that the product 

itself is an element in the design of 

the total package Plastic garden hose 

only partially enclosed in a hard board 

panel, fishing sets with acetate win 

dows, transparent polyethylene bags 

for hardware, telescoping window cat 
tons tor pleated skirts are some of the 

packages that come to mind 

New developments that widen the 

design horizon include, too, the plas 

tic tubes which take printing with a 

new fidelity, the new colorful closures 

for bottles and the new finishes for 

papers that enable, for example, a gift 

box containing linen to have a silky, 

luxurious feel to the customer’s hand 

High-gloss and metallic papers for 

cans and boxes are giving the pack 

age a new appearance of protection, 

cleanliness and quality. 

Professional, knowledgeable design 

* See Packaging Hits the Haberdashery 

Mopern PackaGinc, May, 1957, p. 148 

Pr TO COURTESY CHANEL, INC. 

Simplicity of design for prestige prod 
uct. A purse-size glass vial of Chanel No. 5 

is encased in aluminum shell with black 

anodized finish and bronze trim. The paper 

board box is white with the standard 

Chanel inscription and black bordet 

Brandmark. Nation. 

wide study of hardware 

store merchandising 

pointed up need for 

brandmark 

hence the actual-sige 

drawing of snips and 

“Wiss” at focal poin 

prominent 

of package as well a 

on ends and sides of 

outer box. Bold colors 

(b'ack and red) by Jet 

terpress enhance the di. 

rect approach, 

importan! be 

cause of these technological adv .nces 

becomes particularly 

The clarity and authority given a 
package by the new inks, papers and 

plastics make a weak drawing vars! 

color combination or a clutter: ick- 

age face seem particularly gla: xg. It 

is like putting an expensive fr. ne on 

poor amateur oil painting the 

other hand, with today’s techn »gical 

facilities to call upon, a well gned 
package can be even more natic 

and fresh. 

The package as sales too! 

The package is the culm n of 
all efforts to pre-sell the imer 
production, marketing, dis tion 

promotion, advertising, et \s 

salesman, the package has nuch 
greater audience than oth .edia 

used to promote the produc! 5o an 
eye-catching package is very in) >rtant 

According to figures of a cading 

national magazine, 26 million : iay see 

at one time or another a \-page 

color ad. The same label for a ; ickage 
shown in the ad may be see: by 60 

million or more shoppers when viewed 
on the supermarket shelf. Further, a 

reader may see an ad once or ‘wice a 

month, the same reader turne: shop- 
per may see the package shown in the 
ad every time he enters his neighbor- 
hood supermarket—one to three times 
a week or more. 

Consider some of the other selling 

points the package offers: (1) it an- 
swers questions, taking the place of 
trained salespeople, giving the sales 
talk and closing the sale; (2) it aids 
advertising, closing the gap between 
pre-selling and the final sale by back- 
ing up advertising investment at the 

point of sale; (3) it stimulates impulse 
buying, making new friends and in- 
creasing sales. Consumer surveys Te 
port that more than 50% of sales in the 

supermarket can be attributed to im 

pulse purchases 
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CARTONS BY U.S, PRINTING 4 LITHOGRAPH Co. PHOTO COURTESY THE LORD BALTIMORE FREs* 

Fluorescent’ inks, 

letterpress printed, use 

Christmas colors to spell 

out brand name 

Fragile beauty of the 
rose is captured in award 
winning carton design for 

Four Roses — lithographed 

in five colors plus embossing. 

Printing methods 

T hniques and skills of the 

arts industry well serve 

t] needs of packagers—meet- 
varying demands for repro- 

ill types of materials and 
package printing. 

so many skills and tech- 

involved in the graphic 

because performance de- 

package printing afford so 
llenges, the selection and 

various methods is truly a 
experts. The following dis- 

us ire therefore intended chiefly 

AS oduction to the character- 

stic ises of the various processes 

em | in printing and decorating 

pa Included in this section are 

art ealing with letterpress, off- 
set ravure, flexography (aniline), 

lk 1, decaleomania, embossing, 

roll ind printing inks. The 

a ilso referred to the article 

n 29, “Applied Labeling for 
Gl | “Marking Plastic Contain- 

Letterpress 

by A. C. Zetrlemoyer* 

In the letterpress process, printing 
ink is transferred from raised metal 
onto paper, board or film. The oldest 

method of mechanical printing re- 
mains the most widely used in pack- 
aging, although it has been losing 
ground sieadily to the flexographic 
and gravure processes. 

*Research Director, National Printing Ink 
Research Institute, Lehigh University, Bethle- 
hem, Pa 
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; The advantages of letterpress print- 

ing that enable it to survive and in- 

deed to make progress in packag: 
printing can be enumerated, but there 

is no universal agreement on any such 

listing. The most prominent advan- 

tages of letterpress are strong solids 
most brilliant colors, relatively easy 

color control and sharp, clear-cut de- 
tails. Furthermore, the demand for 

high-gloss prints is easier to meet with 
letterpress. In addition, letterpress 
printing must still be considered the 
most flexible process where changes 
and corrections are involved and, 
generally, in developing continuity 
with the other steps producing the 
finished package. 

Other printing processes have 
made significant inroads into the 
packaging field, in large measure be 
cause of the slow-drying characteris 
tics of letterpress inks. For long-run 
jobs like soap or detergent contain 

Needlepoint effect on 

a natural monk’s cloth back- 

ground enhances picturesque 

scenes of another era. Car- 

tons are gravure printed. 

pe 

in 

& 
ng 

ers and can labs ls an additional 

tation is plate wear. 

The use of steam-set inks (whicl 

dry by precipitating resin from s 

tion when in contact with water—f 

a spray or in the stock itself) has r 

duced odor and toxicity problems an 

has led to continuous printing a1 
fabricating. While such inks provid 

the answer for food packages, the in 

provements in efficiency their use 

makes possible are not sufficient { 

all fields. Steam-set prints char 

acteristically lack gloss and are »t 

too good on rub resistance. However, 

they lend themselves well to wax coat- 

ing and the increased use of mill 

butter and ice-cream cartons has 
pushed forward the use of steam-set 
inks on packaging materials 

Heat-set inks (which dry by bi 

ing or volatilizing off the solvent 

viously cannot be used on mos 

thetic films nor on boxboard. Color 

CAN CO 

» CONTINENTAL 

PHOTO COURTESY ROBERT GAIR DIV 
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also not of control and brillianey are 

the best 

inks 

oped for printing such materials as 

Nevertheless, gloss heat-set 

have been succe ssfully devel 

coffee bags on web-fed presses. Com 

binations of heat-set and the usual 

oil-based inks and other so-called 

quick-set inks have resulted in faster- 

drying inks which have made con 

siderable progress in letterpress print- 
ing and helped get printed cartons 

through the manufacturing process 

inore rapidly 
In general, recent advances and 

trends in letterpress printing of pack- 
have emphasized iging materials 

more color,’ more gloss and better rub 

resistance Competition has become 

| 
Keene! and consumers of packaging 

materials are Striving to design and 

obtain such high print quality that 

will “walk off the store 

packaging 

} 1 
the package 

helf rhus 

materials have 

users of 

stepped up demands 

for permanency, brightness and resist- 

ince to the product packaged. 

Mechanically, 
have 

many innovations 

been offered the producers of 

ickaging material from all sides. De 

ve lopment continues on in-line units 

to a finished package from 

the printed stock 

ilso been 

produce 

Innovations have 

made in the design of 

presses to reduce make-ready time 

ind to increase flexibility in plate size 

and the like 

Broadly speaking, however, all 

these recent improvements in the let- 

terpress printing of packaging materi- 

als are not basic, do not reflect any 

new understanding of the factors and 

variables involved. This ancient print- 

ing process is plagued by a lack of 

fundamental research in years past. 

There is great need of basic studies 

such as have now been initiated 

by graphic arts research institutes 

throughout the world on make-ready, 

receptivity of paper and the flow 

properties of ink 

Thus, letterpress printing has not 

moved forward to higher levels of 
print quality and greater production 

economy with sufficient rapidity to 
prevent inroads into its bailiwick by 

other processes. 

Until recently, for example, there 

was no method available to print re- 
producibly from day to day. Such 
variables as printing pressure, speed 

f printing and: make-ready have not 
been brought under control in press- 
rooms, paper or ink plants. Recent 

See “Fluorescence by Letterpress,” Mopran 
Pacxacine, April, 1956, p. 86. 

570 

work has shown how these variables 

can be brought under control, at least 
in the laboratory. 

A brief 

print quality might help the pur- 
packaging materials to 

recognize the problems involved in 

objective description of 

chaser of 

definition. Experimentation and de- 

velopment work in printability of ink, 

press and paper are meaningless un- 
less print quality can be defined and 
unless objective methods of quantita- 
tive evaluation are found. Although 
print quality is judged daily by many 

individuals, it is difficult to define. 

Print quality is the aggregate ef- 

fect of the various appearance char- 

acteristics of printed matter. The 

quality must be determined by com- 
parison with an appropriate standard 
or objective. A number of possibili- 
ties have been used or suggested for 

this standard: the image on the plate, 

the original copy, the effect the cus- 

tomer has requested and even the 

psychological effect on the observer. 

No agreement has been reached. 
Consideration should be given, 

however, to the individual properties 
which make up print quality. These 
properties are most conveniently ana- 

lyzed when they are classified into 
those of primary importance in print- 

ing solids and those which arise in 

halftone work. 

Solids and 

erally characterized by 

stretches of continuously printed areas 

type matter are gen- 

appreciable 

and readily discernible boundaries be- 
tween printed and unprinted areas. 
The most important appearance prop- 

erties encountered are color, gloss, 

uniformity, sharpness of outline and 

print-through. 

The problems of measuring color 
are quite complex. No measuring in- 

strument has been found universally 

satisfactory and the best models avail- 
able are expensive and cumbersome 

With the growing trend toward glossy 

prints, it must be emphasized that 
gloss is a psychophysical attribute of 
a surface for which no unified con- 
cept has been expressed, although 
several instruments have been de- 
vised that yield useful measurements. 
Sharpness of outline and uniformity 
have not yet been measured satisfac- 

torily for comparative grading. 
The problems involved in the 

numerical evaluation of solid prints 
are not nearly so complex as those 
met when halftones. 

The reproduction of pictures is the 
difficult and _ time-consuming 

dealing with 

most 

SECTION 15 

phase of any printing process. Two 

characteristics of the original must be 

reproduced—tone values and contrast, 

Tone valde is the integrated density 

over a halftone area and contrast jg 

the sharpness of detail. 

A great deal of art is involved in 

tone value in obtaining both the high. 

lights and the proper contrast and the 

shadows. Often a compromise must be 

made in order to give the printed 

illustration a proportion of each. In- 

deed, it is a combination of crafts. 

man’s skill and good fortune when 

contrast and tone values correspond 

with the original. This lack of quanti. 

tative control is a handicap to efficient 

production, since a delicate balance 

between contrast and tone must be 

maintained through many ste} 

Recognition of these pro'lems 

should enable the consumer of »ack- 

aging materials to work with tl pro 

ducer more effectively 

Offset lithography 

by Charles C. Ro: 

The printing surface of lith rhy 

is plane—neither raised like t} tter- 

press nor below the surface in- 

taglio or gravure printing. 1 rin- 
ciple of lithography is based the 
simple fact that oil and wate not 

mix. The printing area or ir ze is 

photographed on a sensitize retal 

plate which is then treated that 

the image accepts _ printir ink, 

whereas the areas not to be | rinted 

will repel the greasy printiny fluid. 
This is brought about by mois‘ening 

the entire plate with water. The water, 
applied in a thin film on the plate 
area except for those portions which 
will receive the printing imag, pre- 
vents the ink from adhering to the 
nonprinting surface. 

In actual operation the water roller 
coats the entire plate with moisture 
before the ink roller comes in contact 

with the plate. After the plate is 
inked, the image is transferred from 

the plate cylinder to a rubber blanket, 

which then revolves over the paper, 

which in turn accepts the image. The 

latter process, because it does not 
print directly on paper, is known as 
“offsetting”; and the term is used in- 
terchangeably with lithography. 

Plates are prepared by photograph- 
ing the copy and other material to be 

® Rossotti Lithograph Corp., North Bergen, 

Nn. 3 
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reproduced The result is a negative 

which is placed in a frame over a 

thin sheet of grained or roughed metal 

2 that has been sensitized. Exposure to 

wn are light hardens the emulsion only 

those places representing the print- itt 

nag image. The unexposed emulsion 

shes off, leaving only the image. 
Seat, 1 1 

Tt piate is wrapped around the cyl- 
f the press, a rotary machine. 

lodav. offset especially advan- 

printing labels 

rappers that bear full-color re- 

tion. Due to improved methods 

the 

lor method, reproduction by 

1S 

eae for cartons, us 

especially by aphy, 

provides more sharpness 

detail than 

has 

etter ever before 

\ olor system been per- 
omparing favorably with work 

erly took eight to 10 colors. 

st of four-color work is com- 

with one- and two-color costs 

ears ago. Improvements in 

of inks; 

esses which handle sheets up 

tandardization high 

i6 
} 
i and 

in.: low-cost 

offset 

uns through multiple images; 

papers, 

stocks: com- 

iomies in photography and 

iking, as well as in the prepa- 

; riginal artwork. 

f the most important advan- 

from a_ cost 

of make- 

preparing the form for print- 

lithography 
; is a minimum 

plate is the 

typographic 

i offset press 
j ; ol 

and made ready. Thus, a 

a form 

ilticolor press can be readied 

rather than days. An offset 

late can be stored for rerun 

he expense of breaking up a 
| subsequent duplication of 
| make-ready. 

nass production—long runs in 

mns—it to is customary use 

st REGIS PAPER CO. 

high 

spece 
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Bread wrappers, a 

fit from quality of high 

press printing. 

PHOTO COURTEST JOHN WALPRON CORF. 

Four-color offset press can deliver high 
colored process printing; can print either wet 

deep-etch plates employing multiple 

images. These are provided by step 

and-repeat machines or photocompos- 
ing machines which position the mul- 
tiples to a thousandth of an inch at a 
cost per “step” (equivalent of an elec 

tro) considerably less than the mini- 

mum electro charge. Often, for small- 

size labels, the camera produces a 
multiple-unit negative, for as many as 

100 units, or dozens of different jobs 

are composed on a large plate. 
The flexibility of the process per- 

mits corrections in color and text in 

a short time. There are limitations, but 

on many occasions corrections have 

been made on plates, although re- 

makes of plates from negatives take 
New tech- 

niques in obtaining color separations 
surprisingly little time. 

photographically, along with short 
cuts in color corrections, have speeded 
up the process of getting the plates 

be ne- volume item 

tt 1, multicolor letter- 

in-line rotogravure 

installation will print, cut 

different 

fold- 

single 

and strip many 

sizes and shapes of 

in a ing cartons 

continuous operation. 

speed black-and-white o1 

r dry or wet-ar ry 

onto the presses The same 

different sizes can be ha 

out duplicating color cor 

Brief mention should 

the versatility of lithog: 

tion to paper surfaces 

rough-surface, uncoated 

take process lov 

up to 300-line scree: 
i 

Flexography 

by James J. Deeney* 

Fi xography is 

eration in which 

used to print a moving web of 

film, paper or foil with inks 

instantly by evaporatior 

© Bensing 

PHOTO COURTESY NATIONAL FOLDING Bo CO 
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SY BENSING BROS 

rueoTe co 

The flexographic printing process 

lates back to 1890, but its real devel 

yment as a quality graphic process 

is come about only within the last 

iarter-century. It was introduced to 

this country via Germany in the 1920's 

primarily as a low-cost means of com- 

g the printing ind manuf icturing 

t ordinary paper bags in continu 

peration. It was the introduction 

I ell phane i a | ckaging ma 

terial, however, that marked the be 

ginning of flexography’s popularity. 

The then new film presented a difficult 

problem to other printing methods 
Oil inks would neither adhere nor dry 

properly and the resultant printed 

sheets and bags retained an offensive 

yil-ink odor, which was highly unde- 

rable for pa kages de signed for the 

food industry. Flexographic inks fortu 

ately had none of these limitations 

Toda in addition to cellopl ine, flex 

raphy is used for printing glassine, 

tissue, sulphite, kraft and other paper 

stocks; aluminum foils; cellulose acs 

tate: boxboard polyethylene Pliofilm, 

rene, saran and Mylar. Its col 

orful reproduction is seen everywhere 

yags, wraps, box coverings, fold 

gift and trademark wrap ing irtons 

HEINRICH CO. 

” 

FHOTO COURTESY 
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General view of a four- 
color flexographic press 
showing rubber plates 

mounted on a_ removable 

plate cylinder and controls 

used to set impression and 

control rate of ink flow. 

pings corrugated shipping and display 

cases, paper cups and _ containers 

counter roll stock, even on labels for 

cans, jars and bottles. 

Flexography grew to its present stat- 

ure because the packaging industry 
presented problems which could not 

be solved by letterpress or offset tech- 

niques. The use of pigmented flexo 
graphic inks on improved presses re- 
sulted in odorless grease-, fat-, and 

paraffin-resistant prints which could 
be produced at high speed and would 
adhere extremely well to difficult sur- 

Since problems had 
plagued oil printers for some time 
faces. these 

flexography became a standard process 
for flexible packaging work. The main 
reasons for the popularity of the proc- 
ess are: (1) simplicity and economy 
of press design and construction, (2) 

the use of fast-drying, odorless inks 

and (3) the ability to set up and pre- 
register the job off the press by use of 
1 removable plate cylinder, thereby 
minimizing downtime and making 

short press runs economical 
Coupled with flexography’s high 

rate of printing production and its 
adaptability to hard-to-print surfaces 
is its ability to reproduce extremely 

Over-ali view of a stand- 
ard stack-type flexographic 

press complete with ink re- 

circulating equipment, fly- 

ing-splice arrangement and 
drying and cooling devices. 
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brilliant colors. While some good 

process-color reproduction is being 

achieved with flexography, it is best 
suited to printing designs with Ine 
detail only. The process generally uses 

line plates, because the limited meter- 
ing and distribution system requires 

the use of fluid inks in conjunction 

with rubber plates. Mobility of the 

ink, together with the slight deforma- 
tion of the plates with each inking and 
printing impression, tends to limit the 

use of halftone screens. Anything 

finer than 85-line screen usually re- 

quires excessive attention to prevent 

fill-in, although improvements being 

made in inks, plates and presses make 

the future look much brighter. Un! or- 

tunately, any fill-in of a standard |! 
tone plate is immediately detected »y 
the eye, because the regular patter i 

“so many dots per inch” has bec 

terrupted. In order to circumvent ‘is 

problem, the stipple or “random 

plate is gaining popularity in sim) «& 
ing halftone effects, because il] 

fill-in is not easily detectable 

In addition to the use of sti le 

plate, the industry is improving he 
general stature of flexographic r ro 
duction by the use of multicolor r- 

printing techniques. This meth n 
volves the use of semitransp nt 

pigmented inks based on the et 

primary colors, yellow, red and e, 

which can be printed as such o1 h 
can produce three secondary « S, 

orange, green and purple, wher y 

are printed on top of one anotl, in 

the proper combination. Finally ill 
three colors are printed one on of 
the other, the tertiary color, bri or 

gray, is attained. Thus a Ss 

equipped with three fountain n 

produce a seven-color job on te 
paper. Furthermore, the finer types of 
line drawings, such as fine pen and ink 
and various stipple techniques in 
which litho crayons are used on the 
grain surfaces, achieve tonal effects 

similar to halftone printing. 

Flexographic presses range in size 
from those designed to print 1-in.-wide 
ribbons up to the 12-ft.-wide jumbo 
webs. Most presses used for package 
printing, however, are made for web 
widths between 26 and 54 inches. To- 

day’s presses print at an average speed 

of about 300 ft. a minute, with cello- 
phane run at somewhat lower speeds 
and paper up to 600 ft. a minute. 

Press speeds may vary between 100 

and 1,000 ft. per minute. 

One outstanding feature of the flex- 
ographic press is its employment of 
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Two-color designs, trademarks or code 

i can be printed on finished packages 

" this flexographic unit. Also available 

lor and three-color models, 

10,000 pieces per hour. 

spec ds 

0200 to 

igeable, removable plate cyl- 

within a wide range of diam- 

( [his enables a single press to be 

onomically for printing both 
nd large package forms. It also 
that make-ready is not required. 
late cylinders are prepared be- 

y are installed in the press, so 
is minimized. 

graphic presses fall into two 
es, (1) stack type and (2) com- 

type. The 

ire constructed by building a 
f individual printing units com- 
th impression cylinders around 

ting frame. Each printing unit 

lete with one ink fountain and 

n roller, together with plate 

yression cylinders. The moving 

yression-cylinder 

insupported as it travels from 
unit to the next. The 

of printing units grouped 
nting 

the frame depends upon the 
f different colors or lacquer- 

ms desired 

common-impression-cylinder 

ses, as the name implies, only 
ression cylinder and the print- 

ire grouped around this cy! 

drum. The size of the com- 
ipression cylinder is quite large 
creases as the number of print- 
itions is increased. A four-color 
uses a common-impression cyl- 

40 to 60 in. 

six-color press usually will em- 
in 80-in. diameter cylinder. The 

moving web is supported at all times 
t moves through the printing por- 

tion of the press, therefore minimum 
register difficulties are encountered. 
This feature is of particular impor- 
tance when printing highly elastic or 
extensible films which stretch badly 
under small changes in tension. 
Web guides, which are usually of 

the pneumatic type, are used to move 

trom in diameter 
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the feed, or more often rewind the 

spools, so that the web does not weave 
as it passes through the press. 

Plates for flexographic work are 

made from natural or buna-N rubber 
and have a hardness which falls be- 
tween 45 and 65 durometers. Plates 

are made by first mechanically or pho- 

tographically separating the original 

colored artwork into a line or solid-type 

negative which is first photographi- 
cally printed and then acid-etched on 

After this 

mold is made from the original zinc 

a metal plate a_ plastic 

or magnesium. Layers of uncured rub- 

ber are then laid over the plastic mold 

and are pressed, heated and cured be- 

tween a set of heated platens. Plates 

can be pre-curved to fit specific plate 

diameters or may be stretch controlled 

by molding a piece of cloth or stretch 
resistant material into the plate body 

The plates are held in place on the 
plate cylinder by the adhesive quali 

ties of a sticky back, but they may also 

be anchored by metallic clips or steel 

shells or be vacuum applied to the in 

side of the plate cylinder. It is com 
mon practice to use multiple sets of 

plates across and around the cylinder 

in order to take advantage of the press 
size, as long as the procedure is com 

patible with the repeat and slit size of 

the job. 

In addition to precision methods in 
molding the rubber plate, plate qual 
ity depends to a great degree on the 

pattern engraving from which it is 

molded and the black-and-white art 

from which the engraving is made 

Since the plate must be curved around 
a cylinder, it is necessary to introduce 

carefully calculated distortion into the 

artwork to compensate for the rubber 

shrinkage factor and the elongation 

resulting from plate curvature 

Flexographic inks are fluid mixturé 

of coloring matter, resin or film forme: 
and solvent which will dry instantane 
ously by the evaporation of the solvent 

from the system. The fluidity or low 
viscosity is dictated by the extremely 

simple distribution system found in 
flexography. The solvent is usually al 
cohol because of its fast evaporation 
rate, economy and nonswelling effect 
on rubber rollers and plates. However, 
water and longer chain alcohols to- 
gether with the ether-glycols are often 
used to alter drying time when print- 

ing porous papers. Coloring matter for 
flexographic ink is either dye, or pig- 
ment or a combination of both. Resin 
or film formers provide adhesion of the 
coloring matter to the stock and are 

PHOTO COURTESY MOSSTYPRE Conr 
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Twin feed rolls of semi-automatic w 

splicing unit of flexographic press elin 

nate press stoppage tor roll change-ove 

property is vel selected for this 

ak ohol 

inks 

solubil ty 

should be l isolubli 11} 

tats ind ( ls 
: | 

in water and odorless when dry. Cther 

their 

graphic 
} ] t 

vreases Weed resistat 

specific features, such as heat resist 
} 

ance, fadeproofness alk ili und ul 

can be formulated to fit t} resistance 

specific need. Good flexographic print 

ing depends on a combination of ma 

factors, not the least of which is 

degree of teamwork between 

and his inkmake r For 
1] ¢} ' 

KNOWS ill the facts 

printer 

; the inkmaker 

a job he iS unable to fort ulate { 

one best ink to meet its requirem 

Therefore, it is alwavs best to consult 

the inkmaker during the prel min 

planning of a job and give him tl 

facts he 
, 1 

The following is offered as a checl 

ne eds 

list for your inkmaker 

1. What kind of stock? Submit 

sampk to the inkmaker of the mate: 

ou intend to print. Make sure tl 

sample is identical with the 1 e,t 

and vr ide vou will use 

2. What special properties must 
package possess in view ot its end u 

Must the ink be sunfast? Odorl 

Impervious to alkaline or volatil 

stances? What product will be 

' } ‘ tained r 
} 1 

mn the package 

Design rollers made on low-cost, light 

weight, interchangeable printing sleeves are 

used in flexography for continuous designs 
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Proof press for rotogravure engraved 

iders Under regular pressroom 

whine will proof cyl 
60-it , ngth and uy 

Will the material be rewound 

f rinting or fed directly to a bag 

hine, waxer, sheeter or other con 

verting machine r W ll it be waxed 

le or double—heat sealed, corru 

thes . py! essed ter 

ting 

1. If tl toch transparent fil 

| t t ! it race 

e? Will the design be backed 

lid color, and if so, will this 

r (in the case of face print 

) be white or colored? 

». What is the planned rotation for 

lown colors on a multicolor job? 

6. Specily colors clearly by submit 

1 color sample on the specified 
; } d 

clu t bvious that the 

l f fle rapl ind the pack 

lustry has been a successful 

productive 1e. It can also be pre 

that these same advantages of 

g iphy will expand its adoption 

ther fields of the graphic arts in 

‘try, particularly the area of lette 

plates and perations where lin | 

ype matter pre dominate 

Rotogravure 

by Arthur Fred Goat* 

This process employs a plate or ev! 

inder with a design etched below the 

nonprinting surface. The method is 

usually referred to as intaglio. When 

stock is sheet fed and a flat “strap-on” 

printing plate is used, the process 1S 

referred to as gravure 

President in chars f sales, Cham- 

roll-fed 

printing method and the use of ma- 

Rotogravure is a rotary 

terial in rolls will afford economy of 

handling and frequently a price ad 
vantage over sheeted stock, especially 

in quantity lots. 

Rotogravure inks are fluid and fast 

drying, which allows for the printing 

of any number of impressions in one 

operation and at high speeds without 

danger of offset or smudge 

The ability of rotogravure to print 

dry permits the placing in line with 

printing units such specialty equip 

ment as rotary embossers, perforators 

coating and lacquer applicator units 

and rotary or reciprocal cutting and 

creasing equipment. The operation of 

such equipment in conjunction with 

printing units can substantially reduce 

production costs 

Printing by rotogravure requires less 

skill than offset or letterpress due to 

the elimination of make-ready and 

washup and use of a simple ink-dis 
Distributor 

ire not required, as in letterpress, not 

offset 

Printing from a subsurface area of 

tribution system rollers 

is water adjustment, as_ in 

varying de pth closely controls the vol 

ume of ink laydowns produces aw ice 

range of tone values and maintains 

color consistency in solid areas. Inter 

mediate tones can be produced from 

as many as 15 different etch depths in 

me cylinder. 

Rotogravure printing cylinders aré 

than offset, letter- 

press or flexographic plates, but their 
more expensive 

actual cost is not a major prohibition 

to the greater use of rotogravure 

More serious limitations are the time 
required to obtain cylinders from a 

commercial plate house and the dif 

ficulty of adequately proving plates 

except on a production press 

This is modified where the produc 
ing plant has installed its own plate 
making equipment, as is the practice 

with large gravure printing and pub 
lishing firms. However, the cost of the 

equipment and the need for skilled 
technical personnel make this imprac- 
tical for many users. 

The application of commercial roto 

gravure can be considered practical 

for the printing of virtually all mate- 
rials. Such commonly used packaging 

components as paper-backed foil, glas- 
sulphite, cellophane, Pliofilm, 

kraft, label stocks and a variety of 
paperboards are printed by the proc- 
ess in the production of tags; labels 
for cans and bottles; box wraps for 
frozen foods, baked goods and candy; 

sine, 
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fancy and gift-wrapping papers; and 

containers and cartons for frozen 
foods, soap, eggs, ice cream, etc. 

One of the first considerations in 

specifying gravure printing for a pack 
age or package component is quantity 

for gravure is not suited to small runs. 
But when quality is essential in quan- 
tity printing, rotogravure is not only 

eminently practical, but also allows 
great flexibility in package des’gn. In 
addition, the process has established 
clear-cut superiority in large-run print- 
ing of films and foils, particularly for 

the faithful reproduction of artwork 

and full-color illustrations. 

Silk-screen process 

by J. J. Grossmant 

Silk-screen 

its field in the last few 

because of its 

printing has expar led 

years rst 

immense versat ty 

second because its uses have bec me 

more widely known, and thir ve 

cause of improved materials, met ods 

and equipment. To the packager. __|k- 

screen-process printing offers st 

points of versatility. 

1. It can print on a great vai of 

surfaces, smooth or textured, da or 

light colored papers, wood, th 

plastic, metal, glass, paperboarc ind 

corrugated board. 

2. It can print on already fo ned 
surfaces, that is, plastic or gla: ot- 

tles, packages or boxes of wow or 

other material which may be fo sed 

before being printed. 

3. It can print perfectly op que 
white and light colors, silver or old 

on black paper or other dark surfiices. 

Enamels printed by silk screcning 
are especially beautiful 

4. Small runs for test purposes or 

for large quantities are both practical 

and economical. 

In general the packager should 

silk-screen-process _ printing 
for jobs which stray off conventional 
paths or seem to be “problem” jobs. 

consider 

Silk-screen-process printing will print 
on almost any surface. 

Users of silk-screen-process print- 

ing include the following varied types 
of packaging. 

Cosmetic manufacturers use silk 
screen for box wraps printed on foil, 
wood grain, flint and other highly 
calendered surfaces, metallic papers 
and board. Designers of packages to 
be silk screened are constantly on the 

#Masta Displays, Inc., New York. 
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lookout for papers different in color, 

texture and design. 

Bottlers of soft drinks, 

fumes have their glass or plastic con 

milk or per- 

5 printed by silk screen. 

olor use¢ d 

tain 

rhe « 

on glass is not an ink but is a 

“frit” 

melting at 

in silk-screen mark 

glass—a lead ide from 

be silicate glass some- 

what lower temperature than the flint 

uml r green glass used for bottles 

Tl lor substances are ground very 

fine til they form pastes of a con- 

st that enables them to _ be 

the 

Both heavy 

f, through apertures in a 

light 

However, 

and color 

ons can be made 

f ] reproduction is difficult in 

lor work 

not be 

because perfect 

guaranteed 

een printing of counter or 

merchandisers of natural 

pre-colored corrugated dis 

of the 

en is also effectively used 

the vivid daylight-fluores 

ippearing on packages and 

, 1 
aqaeal use process 

] 
Claul Ily those produced in 

Sleeve wraps for A & P 

a bags have been printed 
‘ 

luorescent colors. These 

hieve maximum brilliancy 

n because of the heavier 

in be applied 

: 
and materials, methods 

r silk screening include 

t dry more rapidly, ad- 

high-gloss. 

Inks with high 

little thickness 

{/ surface—in 

finishes 

of very 

2. Drying equipmeni to speed pro- 
duction. Silk-screen printing for the 
most part is racked for drying. This 
consumes time and requires space 
New equipment will dry printed stock 
so that it can be compactly stacked 

at the end of a conveyor shortly after 
registration. 

3. Machines for rapid production 

These flatbed 

presses for printing rigid materials 
are in use. include 

and rotary presses for more flexible 

paper and paperboard. 
4. Newest methods of making silk 

screens reproduce finer detail and 

smaller type. Halftones should be 

kept below 85 line. Where halftones 

are needed much finer, it is advisable 

to do a combination job, using letter- 

offset for the halftone and 

silk screen for the remainder. 

The 

has gained stature in recent years 

the the Screen 

Process Printing Assn., International 

press oT 

silk-screen printing industry 

with formation of 

The purpose of this organization is 

to disseminate information to the in 

dustry and to users of screen-process 
printing about new and better meth 

ods and applic ations 

Decalcomania 

by Ralph Royer* 

The decal transfer has come long 

way in the past several years. It has 

proved its ability to tackle and con 

®°The Meyercord Cx Chicago 

Rotogravure process teams quality, fine-screen reproduction and practical- 

ity for long runs in printing tags, labels, fancy wraps and the like. 
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quer tough, complicated assignments i 

involving in many cases problems 
that defied solution in any other way 

Decalcomania can be described 

Actually decal 

a transferable color film 
j carrying a printed message or design 

“painting by press.’ 

comania is 

This film is removed from its protec 

tive paper backing and applied to 

surface to become a permanent part 

of that surface 

surface the 

which it is to be applied, decaleoma 

Depending upon 

nia is affixed with varnish or cement 

or, more generally, it is immersed 

water and then applied 

Today the manufacturer of 
+} comania is constantly confronted 

new and previously untried appli: 

tions for his product particular], 

new commercial surfaces and new 

basic manufacturing materials ar 

troduced. The rough or “crinkle” 

face offered a particular challer 

which was met and mastered. TI 

development of plastic products 

their smooth, nonporous surfaces ] 

presented a fresh challenge 

A few of the larger decal-transf 

manufacturers maintain laborat 

to adapt decal to new materials. Or: 

of the largest decal producers | 

found aw iy to apply his decal tra 

fers to rubber, either by Id appl 

tion or n the n ] 1 Dur o Wi rl 

War ITI also, much naval and mari 

equipment found its way to the tr 

ics and a spec ial fung sproof de 

had to be deve loy ed 

Automatic application 

Thanks to a new type of d 

the development of proper machi 

automatic applic ation of colorful 

labels is now a reality.t Heretof 

decals were generally hand appli 

The advantages of being abl 

use decal transfers in mass prod 

tion labeling are obvious The 

nature of dec ils proy des lesiral } 

improvements in labeling appearai 

adhe sion Dec ] 

f multicolo: 

bin 

and superiority of 

make possible the use 

pictorial and open lettering com 

tions with perfect register of color 
The practical development of ma 

chine-applied decal transfers opens 

up a new pnase of glass label decora 

One 

preparations 

tion manufacturer of cosmetic 

has already adopted 
automatically applied decal transfers 

to label his entire line. While matching 

the speed of paper label application 

See “Decals 

ERN PACKAGING, 

Automatically 

Dec., 1952, p 
Applied,” Mop- 

101. 
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he has achieved vastly improved 
package appearance. 

Decal transfers enable the manu- 
facturer to use—in one application—as 
many colors in his label as he desires 
There are none of the limitations of 
direct screening. It is technically 

feasible to use a dozen or more colors 
in the label. Equally important is the 
fact that the machine application “lo- 
cates” the transfer perfectly on the 
product in the exact position. 

The first decals to be applied auto- 
matically were not permanently fused 
to the bottle, but were protected by a 
lacquer coating. They were not in- 

tended to stand up under hot-water 

washing 

Roll-leaf marking _ 

The roll-leaf marking operation is 

basically simple. A roll of leaf or 
foil is fed across the face of a heated 

lie which stamps or embosses the 

design or lettering into the surface of 

the material 

Roll leaf comes in rolls of conven- 

ient lengths, in exact widths as re- 

quired, in a wide range of colors in- 

cluding gold and silver. For simple 
marking operations a small hand press 

sufficient. Large production runs 

juire fully automatic presses. In 

either case, the roll-leaf marking may 
be fitted into the user’s packaging 

production line. 

Paper box tops and wraps may be 

embossed with roll leaf on a platen 

press fitted with a roll-leaf feeding 
ittachment and a heating plate. The 
roll-leaf design is transferred and em- 
bossed in a single press operation. 

Labeling and trademarking. Flat 

ind curved surfaces of wood, plastics 

and other materials lend themselves 
perfectly to roll-leaf labeling. A roll- 

leaf label or trademark does not rub 

or wear off easily, since the roll leaf 
becomes an integral part of the sur- 
face. Because no drying time is re- 

quired, several colors can be applied 
in the same press operation. 

Roll-leaf marking or stamping, of 
course, is not a new process. What is 
new is its recent application to trade- 
marking and packaging operations. 

For example, one roll-leaf manu- 

facturer has developed a machine 
which imprints previously printed or 
lithographed ice-cream carton blanks 
with flavor or other designations, as 
needed. This equipment enables the 

576 

ice-cream maker to carry minimum 
stocks and imprint as required. 

Setting up the imprinter for a new 

imprint takes only a few minutes. 

Complete steel or brass dies are made 
for frequent use, steel dies for occa- 
sional use. The imprinter is mounted 
in an enclosed cabinet which can be 
wheeled alongside the filler or pack- 
aging machine. The imprinter is fully 
automatic. One operator simply keeps 
the hopper full of blanks and removes 

the imprinted cartons. The foil comes 
in a wide color range, exact widths 

and rolls of 1,000 or 3,000 ft. 

Embossing 

by John H. Forsman* 

Embossing is a graphic-arts process 
used to produce an artistic raised or 
indented impression on various mate- 

rials, such as paper, fabric, leather, 
cardboard, foil or plastic. Either an 
over-all pattern or separate design fea- 
ture may be produced. 

The result for the packager is (1) 

enhanced richness and beauty of his 
packages, (2) an increase in attention- 

getting values gained from three- 

dimensional effects and (3) an op- 
portunity to emphasize those elements 
in his package or label design that he 
wants shoppers to see first and remem- 
ber best. 

Packages with an embossed surface 

have a great display advantage over 
plain printed surfaces. Embossed ma- 
terials “vibrate,” particularly under 
artificial illumination, and in this way 
reach out to catch a customer’s in- 
terest. The sales power of embossing 
may be further heightened by using 
ink or varnish and luminosity can be 
achieved by dusting gold bronze on 
the design relief. 

There can be no doubt that em- 
bossing provides selling advantages. 
The consumer readily senses that 
packages given such meticulous care 
in designing and printing contain a 
reliable product. 

The use of embossing in packaging 
covers a wide range—from an em- 
bossed tomato-can label to the most 
elaborate candy and cosmetic pack- 
ages, reproduced in 10 or 12 colors, 
with bronzing and varnishing height- 
ening the effect. 

Although embossing is most fre- 
quently associated with packages that 

® President, C. H. Forsman Co., Fair Lawn, 
N. J. , 

call for a luxury or quality treatment, 
it can be equally important in helping 

to sell items intended for everyday 

consumption. Embossed illustrations 

of food products on canned-goods 

labels, for example, emphasize the 

pictorial appeal of the product, 

Brand identity, manufacturer's name 
or product description may be given 
chief prominence where any one of 
them is played up as the main feature 
of the label. 

Methods and materials 

Embossing is produced with en 
graved dies cut in brass or steel or 
duplicates made from them. Enor. 
mous pressures are applied. 

Embossing may be done on cither 
flatbed presses or roll embossers. The 
flatbed press operates at a very slow 
speed, but is still widely used, espe- 
cially where only a portion of © sheet 
is to be embossed. 

In the roll embosser, materia! is fed 
between rolls, clothes-wringer f. shion 
This type of press may be used — ) pro- 

duce either ink embossing, tv »-tone 

or regular effects 
In ink-embossing work, t! _ ink- 

distributing roll contacts the  aised 
portion of the engraved des and 

the ink is transferred only to low 
portion of the embossed imp ssion 
Two-tone embossing employs ited 

steel-engraved roll. The heat | roll 

gives a faint discoloration to t © sur- 
face impressed by the raised  ortion 
of the design. The result is — two- 

tone effect. 

Special three-roll machines have 
been designed for material t! at re- 

sists permanent impression high 

speeds. Unusual effects may ve ob- 
tained as well. The second roll may 
carry a trade name or advertising slo- 
gan, copy for which can be changed 
readily without the additional expense 
of altering the main roll. 

The paper that is to be embossed 
should have long fibres in the body 
stock. Soft surfaces lend themselves 
to best embossing results. Sometimes, 
because of the brittleness of a paper 
surface, it is necessary to apply steam 

heat to add moisture and make it flex- 

ible. But this is to be done advisedly, 
for it may discolor previous surface 
printing. 

Quality and cost factors 

The quality of an embossing job 
may be affected by atmospheric con- 
ditions during processing which cause 
paper and other materials to shrink 
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or stretch. Temperature and humidity 

should therefore be controlled so that 

uniform, proper register will be main- 

tained during all operations from color 

printing to bronzing to embossing. 

This argues for performance of all 

these operations in one plant, where 
atmospheric conditions can be con- 

trolled to a greater extent than when 

they are done in separate steps at dif- 

ferel plants. 

[he material to be embossed guides 

th iver in determining the depth 
nbossing die. Costs involved 

sssing include those for die 

iking, make-ready of counter dies 

d the embossing operation itself. 

Special nks, gold bronzing, varnish- 

ing, et are extra. 

In larce runs embossing adds about 

90% t e cost of a one-color opera- 

tiot f course, there is no one 

estit yardstick. For example, en- 
lie for a tomato-can label 

the lettering and the sub- 

5-by-12-in. size might 
more intricate die might 

: $500 

Pri sles of ink selection 

P s the vital « omponent of 

wing which draws the 

the customer and sells the 

ctor of such basic impor- 

areful consideration and 

inks 

lated for most jobs and 

rinting are individ- 

ly from one another. There- 

lizations cannot hold for 

f inks and stock 

inks vary greatly in their 
nat it essentially they all consist 

t x matter in a liquid medium. 
ing matter is soluble in the 

liq very few cases, for example, 

some of the flexographic inks. 
I vast majority of inks, insol- 

ub] ‘ments are used to give a high 
deg f brilliance and opacity to 
the finished print. The liquid portion 
of an ink is frequently referred to as 

the vehicle, since it carries the pig- 
ment over the distribution system of 

the printing press and finally to its 
proper place on the printed product. 
Once this job is done, the vehicle must 

lose its fluid characteristics and be- 
come the binding agent. 

Flexographic inks are used with 
molded rubber plates on a rotary 
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it’s PEERLESS for 

Quality and Economy 
MANUFACTURE... when roll leaf is part of your product. 

Dials, Gauges, Rulers, etc. must be marked clearly and { 

permanently. The Peerless Process of Roll Leaf Marking { 
provides an easy, economical method. 

IDENTIFICATION ... speed up assembly operation... 
avoid mistakes. 

Small or large plastic parts and products, wiring, perfor- 
ated panels, numbered and lettered diagrams, etc. lend 

themselves to Peerless Roll Leaf Marking. 

Ae tates cbt arate 

LABELLING .. . lifetime protection for your trade name. 
A Peerless Roll Leaf ‘‘label’’ does not wear or rub off eas- | 

ily because it is engraved into the surface of the material, ; 
forming a permanent, integral part of the product. 

DECORATION . . . add distinction and buy-appeal to your ; 
product. : 

Monochrome or multicolor designs may be faithfully and 

permanently reproduced by the Peerless Process of Roll 

Leaf Marking. Submit your problem to us. 

The Peerless Process of Roll Leaf Marking produces engraved and embossed 
results at printing speeds, in a wide range of colors including gold and 
silver. Peerless manufactures its own marking machinery to meet your plant 
requirements. Write for a free useful sample of Peerless Roll Leaf Marking 
and a copy of Peerless Folder PL54. 

Saget mp, hs 

PEERLESS ROLL LEAF 
COMPANY, INC. 

4511-4513 New York Ave., @ Union City, N. J. 
BRANCH OFFICES: 

BOSTON @ CHICAGO @ Peerless Roll Leaf Division @ GANE BROS. & LANE, INC. yihy 
REPRESENTATLVES: a. 

ST. LOUIS @ LOS ANGELES @ SAN FRANCISCO @ LOUISVILLE @ MONTREAL @ LONDON, ENG. 



web press of relatively simple design, 

The long-lasting plates are easily 

changed, which helps to make the 

process practical for both long and 

short runs. The resilience of the rub. 

ber and the principle of its “kiss 

transfer of a thin film of ink allow 
uniform printing on both slick and 

coarse surfaces. Most flexographic inks 

used today are fully pigmented, al. 

though transparent dyestuff inks are 
advantageous for certain materials and 

a few specific color effects. 
Gravure inks are applied in quite 

a different manner. They are printed 

from etched metal cylinders which 

carry the ink in little pockets in their 
surfaces. The gravure process pro- 

duces better detail than flexoyraphic 

printing, but large solids are generally 

not printed so well. Gravure i ks are 
well adapted for use where ©» erprint 
lacquer, varnish or wax is use«., since, 

like flexographic inks, they sually 

have high resistance against | ceding 

into such coatings. 

Heat-set and steam-set § are 

printed by the typographic letter- 

press process and _ heat-set $ are 

gaining importance in lith: :raphy 
Heat-set inks dry by forced « apora- 
tion of a solvent, as do fi raphic 

and gravure inks, except that solv 
ent must be much less volati] keep 
the inks from drying on t press 

roller. Heat-set inks are used some 

packaging work. 
Steam-set inks are gaini wider 

use in the printing of pac s be- 

cause of their low cost, free 1 from 

odor, rapid drying qualities «(their 
excellent behavior on many °. pes of 

printing presses. The vehicles f these 

inks are formulated to harden imme- 

diately on contact with wate 

In commercial printing shups the 

water is frequently applied by direct- 

ing a steam jet against the prints com- 
ing off the press. In many cases, how- 
ever, there is sufficient moisture in the 

paper stock so that no steam need be 

applied. This is commonly true in the 
printing of corrugated cartons, where 
steam-set inks are applied to the fibre- 
board stock from rubber plates. 

H F ° Flexographic, gravure, heat-set and 
oward lint Ink Co. steam-set inks all dry rapidly enough 

to be used on web-fed presses in high- 
speed economical production. 

AMANITA © CHICAGO © CLEVELAND ¢ DENVER « DETROIT « un N * INDIANAP For best results, steam-set inks re- 
KANSAS CITY « quire a considerable amount of ab- 

, sorbency in the stocks on which they 

Flint as Corp. of Vermont are printed. Heat-set inks require 

BENNINGTON. VERMONT stocks which will withstand a consid- 

erable amount of heat without de 

Gravure» Letterpress» Lithographic» lerographic 
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terioration. This prevents their use on 

glassine and plastic films, among other 

materials, leaving flexographic and 
gravure inks as the best for the new 

transparent and nonporous surfaces 

so popular 

Overprinting 

Glossy prints are frequently desired 

packaging, but in many instances, 

t is difficult to attain. Only certain 

graphic inks and modifications of 

the linseed-oil inks will give gloss di- 

( and then the printing stock must 
“t 

f high quality. Gioss can be de- 

ed for other inks by overprinting 

a clear lacquer or varnish. Such 

nting is again most effective on 

stock 

g out the colors as well 

tality and can brighten 

Special properties 

esistance. Another 

of ink films for packaging is 

to rubbing and other abra- 

important 

Packages encounter such 

the of 

| ng, during shipment and in 

process fabrication 

s of the customer 

iin degree of rub resistance 

idded to many inks by the 
but the surest means of in 

i rub resistance is the use of 

nt lacquer or varnish. 
ot? ; rasSTNHLESS Many packages will 

ed on she lves or in windows 

lerable periods of time, so 

ess of the printing is impor 

zhtfast pigments are now 
in many colors 

ice to spec ial agents. Often 

ict to be wrapped or pack- 

which will attack most ink 

ips and alkalies are particu- 

blesome, since they strongly 

oth the binders and the pig- 

f printed ink films 

| products introduce a number 
sting problems for the ink- 

Many foods such as shorten- 

alad dressings, meats, cheese, 
and bakery goods contain oils 

ases that act as excellent sol- 
for printing-ink binders. If ordi- 
inks ‘are used in the printing of 

ls or wrappers for such products, 
quite likely that the prints will 

that the color will be trans- 
| to another part of the wrapping 
the food itself. Other problems 
with foods which are kept in 

deep-freeze units. 

Toxicity is another consideration 

which arises in connection with the 

printing of food packages. 
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Re) MiG ©)-) pe 1 (C) ie) 4 48) 
TRL, HELIX) // QUALITY PRESSES \ GELIX) 

Print 

GRAVURE PRESS 
For Printing on Paper 

Foil, 

$ one to four 

Each color unit with its own drying syster 

Cloth and Ali Films on Paper 

: 

gnd base. All units driven from| common drive e] “ 
© Up to 40” max 

est ) eb width @ Repeat lengths 12” to 25” © St _ , Bt veb widt epeat le $ 12” to 25 © Standard ret 
e< up to 500 f.p.m @ Aniiox inking 

®@ Optional double rewinds a rollers. ch tr 
. J ers ' 

@ Remarkably low priced heat and chill rollers 

Illustrated Literature on Request 

eq a's @: & COMPANY, INC. 

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS 
For Roll to Roll Printing 

Foil, Cloth, 

Cellophane and Films 

ers. between 

olor driers available 

@ Remarkably low priced 

25 Broadway 

New York 4, N. Y. 

WHitehall 3-8696 

® 1, 2 or more col- 

ors in perfect reg- 

De 

ister 

automatic or hand 

feed machines. 

rapid changeover 

inexpensive 

permanent inks in 

all colors. 

corate or Print 

DIRECTLY ON YOUR PRODUCT 
wa AND SAVE | 

There's an Apex machine that can mark, 

label or decorate directly on your prod- 
uct, no matter the size or shape. Any- 
thing that can be printed on paper can 
be printed by an Apex. No item is too 
large or small . . . no run too long or 

too short. Apex eliminates label inven- 
tory problems, gives you unmatched 

versatility and relief from production 
headaches. Get all the facts today. 

plates 

MACHINE 
14-13 118th STREET 

OVER 40 STANDARD MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 
in America’s Largest and Most Complete Selection 
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ust as they are affecting package 

J design itself, new merchandising 

techniques and contemporary shop- 

ping habits are having their effect on 

the construction of displays for pack- 

iges. Self 

neans that the manufacturer must de- 

service or self selection 

vise a means of placing his complete 

line in view of the shopper and, be- 

iuse of increasing demands on retail 

space, he must do it compactly 

Che ascendancy of the impulse pun 

chase in these prosperous times means 

that the product must bid for traffic 

i wations with some extra attention 

retting features that will arouse that 
, , 

ur-of-the-moment desire to buy. For 

the primary service that the display 

rforms for the 

his pat kage out of the chorus line 

the store shelf, onto snel 

manufacturer is to 

center stage 

It is not enough to arrange for dis 

is an afte rthought to other mer 

handising efforts. Timing is the stage 

ger of every effective display 

rtant in the plant and in the retail 

tlet. If your packaged product is 

for shipping and your shipper 

erchandiser is due next week, 01 

mdiuct arrives in the neighbor 

1d store to find the wire display 

( hoke d 

th odds and ends of merchandise, 

k you provided already 

ir efforts have missed fire 

The giants in the packaging field 

pa kage with 

['V, radio, and newspaper advertising 

oordinate planning 

ind store displays, so that all elements 

of the merchandising operation dove- 
tail. The day the radio sends the lis- 

tener to the supermarket for the spe- 

PHOTO COURTESY CONTINENTAL CAN CO 
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Displays for packaged goods 

cial offer or the new convenience food 

is the day the product is displayed in 
eye-catching array. 

Some manufacturers have attained 

the precision of the producer of a 
road show for elaborately displayed 

promotions, booking a display in ad- 
vance through a regularly scheduled 
routing of supermarkets 

The many reliable 

displays 

suppliers of 

merchandising throughout 

the country will help with this kind 

of planning. Most of them offer com 
plete creative. service as well as pro 
duction facilities. 

Pre-testing a proposed merchandis- 

ing unit in selected areas before full 

scale use is recommended 

In this connection, plans for gain- 

ing dealer acceptance should be part 

of your advance planning. Salesmen 

should be alerted to sell the dealer on 

all the advantages of the point-of 

purchase material 
De aler 

some patterns. 

acceptance has established 

A major influence on 

most recent display design is con- 

servation of the dealer’s time and 

space. The shipper-merchandiser that 
is opened in 60 seconds revealing a 

completely arranged display of mer- 

chandise exemplifies an ultimate in 

time saving and the pole stacker the 
acme of space saving. Both of these 

supermarket have secured 

ance. Another display popular with 
accept- 

supermarkets is the paperboard wrap- 
around that is used to disguise the 
shopper cart, providing a mobile unit 
that can be moved easily to any sales 
spot and to the stock room 

Prize-winning counter dis- 
play illustrates crackling, col 

achieved by orful flames, 

using Chimney Sweep Fire- 

place Powder to destroy soot. 

Theoretically, the materials that 

can be used in point-of-purchase dis- 
plays are unlimited. For the most part, 
however, the basic materials in pres- 
ent use are paper, paperboard, wood 
and wood products, metal and wire, 
glass and plastics. 

The use of plastics continues in- 
creasingly popular, with plastic foam 
a relative newcomer of broadening 
application; while paperboard, used 

alone, has the widest range, bec.use 

of its economy and suitability to s} ort- 
term promotions. Its increased use has 

been particularly evident in the on- 
struction of floor stands and cov utter 
dispensers, where its ease of as om- 
bly and sturdy construction ass a 

useful life span at modest cost. 
Formed plastic sheets—princ. ally 

acetate, styrene and vinyl for ila- 

tions—have been coming up | AS 
a popular display medium. The Z 
ing formability of the materials 

ivailable a range of colorful 

dimensional, lightweight trade « 

ters, replicas and novelty pieces. Vall 

if plaques formed from sheet anc 

ing three-dimensional contains n 

full color are a new trend in th 

erage industry. Cost of the u is 

relatively low and service life, | 

Much work is being done in pre- 

printing the plastic sheet before ‘orm- 
ing. This cuts the cost of the ces 
even more as it opens up rotogr..vure 

and offset printing in addition to silk 
screening and offers multicolor work 
with a minimum of hand operations. 

Because mold costs are low (plaster 
of paris, wood, plastic, etc.) greater 

freedom is offered in display sizes. 
Huge wall displays and package repli- 
cas for indoor and outdoor displays 

are being produced which dwarf ef- 
forts made with other materials. 

Location of the display 

Certain locations in the store lend 

themselves to displays. For example, 

almost all retail stores that can profit 

by attracting the patronage of the 
passer-by use their windows. 

Within the store, several 

locations offer excellent display spots. 
However, despite varying emphasis, 

they all present possibilities and may 

be classified as follows: 

choice 
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1. Cash, information and _ sales 

counters. 

2. The walls. Wall space includes 
the behind counters which 

may show a recessed shelf or counter; 

the remaining free wall space, which 

spaces 

may consist mostly of shelves; or a 

blank wall area. 

3. The floors. Recent display tech- 
nique has capitalized on the space at 

each end of island counters for sepa- 
rate displays; the space immediately) 
adjacent to the cash-register counter, 

chiefly for jumble baskets; the area 
immediately right and left of exits. 

From another angle, certain stores 

lepartments within stores utilize 

the splay more than others. They 

necessity in the various retail 

which popularized 
? 
stores, 

and the big self-service and 

stores are following suit. 

counter display has gained 

id acceptance in smaller re 
ts and floor stands are seen 

n auto-accessory, drug, hard- 

ery and liquor stores 

D: tizing the product 

re many compelling reasons 

the 

The 

lities that give a package 

handisers emphasize 

product in display. 

] are equally effective when 

d into the advertising and 

ymotion. 

rchandising effort may be 

to introduce a new product 

special promotion, to effect 

promotion, achieve tie-in 

n brand recognition, put 

w design for a known pack- 
self-selection advantages in 

rwise serviced department, 

ite product use or simply to 
impulse buying. The ex 

ommend that you define the 

f your display carefully and 
to serve too mary ends with 

Special treatments 

products—paints, cleaners, re- 
ts—may not have strong pack- 

x point-of-purchase appeal. 
Others are limited by retailing prac- 

characteristics in x product 

their basically strong prod- 
uct or package appeal. 

However, any limitations this sug- 
gests may be only accidental and not 
essential. Imagination and ingenuity 
change the picture daily. Not too long 
ago frozen and refrigerated foods 
seemed doomed to remain in standard 
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store cabinets, depending chiefly on 
the sales appeal of the package sur- 
face. Now, various types of display 
cabinets have been engineered and 

new varieties are in the offing 

Life of the display 

The majority of displays are pro- 
duced in expectancy of long life. This 
holds true of the simplest paperboard 
card, which may be left in a store 
window or on a shelf for months, per- 
forming an unexpectedly long selling 
job. For that reason, manufacturers 

attempt to make nearly every display 
unit one which can stand on its own 

for months if need be and which at 

the same time is flexible enough to be 

used serially or in harmonious combi 
nation with other promotional units 

Some display pieces are meant to 

be changed frequently, allowing for 

great variety in sales messages, adver 
tising themes and seasonal or special 

promotion impact. The chief material 

of construction here is paperboard 

well conceived in design and well put 

together. Other 

changeable copy cards and seasonal 

displays incorporate 

motifs into a more permanent con 

struction which will encourage long 

term use by the retailer. Itinerant di 
plays are meant for repeated assembly 

disassembly and shipment. Most ofte 

metal plug the y use wood, plastic S 

in type electrical mechanisms 

complicated designs 

Trends 

Several trends in retail point-of 

purchase display stand out from the 
general progress of the medium. One 
of the most significant is the teaming 

together of packaged merchandise 

and its display, which helps to break 

the product out of traditional markets 
into newer and faster-moving chan 

color and Comic touch, 

to the point sales message 

combine to make an unclut- 

tered, attention-getting coun- 

ter or window display 

Ad tie-in. 
} 

national ad 

. 
drugs and 

’ 
self-service grocery mal! et 

hold gadgets and tovs i di 

Counter displ ws which 

strate the product or show ! 

f the line ire also ex rie 

reased popularity, partic ularly 

which allow for storage of th 
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ttendant. Somet 

opy describing th uct 
, the ; vile { ; gy 

also printed on he ba k of the 

play units. The yunter disp] 

ffers a complete range yf 

colors for self selection is al 

ing into many and varied ret 

In the display itself, major « 

ontinues on self-service construc 
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ATF WEB-FED GRAVURE PRESSES — for print 
laminated foil, cellophane, non-absorbent glassines 

wide range of paper and light board. 

Why ATF Gravure Presses set high standards 

for output, accuracy and economy 

High q ty reproduction at low cost per thousand 

that sums up the reputation of ATF Gravure 

Presses. A few of the reasons why: 

PRECISION CONSTRUCTION: Anti-friction ball or roller 

bearings are used throughout. All web idlers are 

dyna illy balanced to rotate freely for fine register 

contro 

HIGH PRODUCTION: ATF presses are underway and 

rolling up profits with the fastest set-ups, wash-ups 

and changeovers in their class. A complete wash-up 

and changeover on a six color press can often be 

made in an hour and a half. 

OPERATING SIMPLICITY: All controls are readily ac- 

cessible, with the control systems providing a high 

degree of automatic operation. For example, a single 

control sets printing pressure at each station and 

press stops and starts do not change it. Pendulum 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 

action impression provides constant, uniform we 

tension ... eliminates slack web during stops an 

starts. 

TWO-WAY INK CONTROL: Evenfiow ink pumps provid 

the right amount of ink at all press speeds. Cascad 

inking pours ink by gravity over the cylinder—elin 

inates splashing and air bells which cause skips i1 

the printing. 

ATF Gravure Presses also feature unit construc 

tion, which lets you add color units as required. One 

to eight or more colors can be printed on one or both 

sides of the web, and delivered as accurately cut 

sheets, rewound rolls or folded signatures. 

Before you invest, check ATF Gravure Presses. 

Let your ATF Web Representative show you how 

they provide high output and quality with low long- 

term cost, 

/ 

(are 200 Elmora Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 

better, more profitable printing ... from the most complete line of equipment 

Sealer maaan 

a 
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Setting new standards 

in package printing... 
CERUTTI 

ROTOGRAVURE PRESSES 
“a EET. 

“"“ROTOPACKAGER’ model Standard 

duty unit-type press for all flexible packa 
ing materials. Available with reversible and 

4 
flexographic conversion units. Width to 42 

You choose wisely when you 

choose CERUTTI...as so many 

itther leading gravure printers 

nd converters have done. 

iilt by craftsmen with a tra- 

ition of painstaking precision 

d functional design, CER- 

‘TI gravure presses incor- 

rate every proven modern 

ature to assure maximum 

inting quality and consist- 

tly efficient performance 

ler rigorous production 

dules. Your choice of 5 dif- 

ent CERUTTI models 

lable with any special mod- 

ations, any auxiliary equip- 

nt your specifications 

ands 

“MODEL L” High-productior 
wide-web specialty printing 
1400 fpm. Widths to 90”. 

“MODEL AMERICA” Heavy-duty hig! 
speed press for films, foils, papers. “Model 
America Special” designed specifically for 
boxboard. Widths to 54 NN ee 

wire, phone for literature and detailed specifications 

‘GS, a? 4 
PARSONS & WHITTEMORE 0/0 Corporation 

A wholly-owned subsidiary of Parsons & Whittemore Inc. / in Canede: 

250 PARK AVENUE © NEW YORK 17, N. Y. / Manton Bros. Ltd., Toronto 



from match books to wallpaper .. . 

from tea bags to liquor labels . . . 

Vitra-Tone 

STEEL ENGRAVED CYLINDERS 
Print Best! . . . . Last Longest! 

More and more packaging men are discovering that Steel En 

graved Cylinders give them the printed package they are looking 

for. Converters are impressed with the way they out-last all 

other printing techniques and the fact that every impression is 

as perfect as the first—even after 3 or 4 years of continuous use! 

Moreover when printing critical materials you can be confident 

of perfect results with chromeploted steel 

*% Greater Print Clarity For More Perfect Packages 

% Faultless Color Registration at Speeds Up To 800 impressions Per Minute 

% Chrome Plated Steel Cylinders In Any Size Up To 36” Long 

% Patterned Glue Rollers That Assure Stronger Grip 

Make your next impression a permanent one—moke it a steel engraved 

cylinder by Vitra-Tone. Write today for prices and details. 

How to figure 

your sales potential 

in the plastics field 

FREE . . . 40-page b »ochure 

will help you find o ers to 

your questions about es op. 

portunities in the fa owing 

plastics field 

THIS NEW STUDY contains in- 
side story of one of Ami ica’s 

fastest growing industria! mar- 
kets. It presents one of the most 
stimulating and detailed an. .\yses 

of the plastics field that |} yet 
been published. It’s filled with 
up-to-date figures on the con- 

sumption and production of plas- 
tics materials, on the field’s proe- 

essing equipment requirements, 

on potential areas of growth. It 
lists hundreds of kinds of ma- 
chines, accessories, chemicals and 
intermediates, supplies and spe- 

cial services for which the field is 

manifesting an ever-increasing 
appetite. 

You will find this handsome 
brochure—file size, lavishly illus- 

trated, 40 pages—a valuable ad- 
dition to your business library. 

It may well point the way to in- 
creased sales for the industrial 
products or services that your 

firm supplies. 
For your free copy of “The 

Plastics Field,” simply address 
a note on your company letter- 

head to Advertising Manager, 
Modern Plastics, 575 Madison 
Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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nted on a Dennison for- 

lated coating on a paper 
rier. They are completely 

What is the newest concept in packaging? 

design and copy are 

ved — leaving the paper 

1ised letters can be used 

r extra emphasis. 

k coverage and 

nt effects are both 

The direct 

f the printing 

the unique- 

resulting ef- 

s no die-cut 

lesign. 

transfer o 

legend to 

matically 

taneously. 

ideal for flexible f 

foil wraps, even 

waxed paper 

f 

pac 

4 

DENNISON THERIMAGE 

therr 

ilms 
for 

ackaging 

materials at the pack 

aging station — a 

and insta 

These are the advantages of the THERIMAGE PROCESS: 

Dennison Therimage provides the effect 

yf printing with the versatility and economy 

of labeling. It is easily adapted to your own 

packaging equipment. It may be applied to 

a wide variety of packaging materials... 

cellophane, polyethylene, mylar, acetate, 

saran (certain types), vitafilm, foil, paper, 

waxed paper, etc. 

The versatility of the Therimage process 

indicates a wide variety of uses. It is an ex- 

cellent medium for new product announce- 

ments. It is ideal for short runs — and thus 

provides a means of printing variable in- 

formation on pre-printed wrappers. Some- 

times it eliminates the need for pre-printed 

wrapping materials. 

Therimage makes it possible to add spe- 

cial sales promotion messages, price and 

count changes or other information to pre- 
viously printed packaging materials. This 

saves wraps that might otherwise have to 

be destroyed. 

For a folder describing 

Therimage, write to Dennison 
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS « DRUMMONDVIL 

Offices in principal cities 

LE, QUEBE 



COLOR is Paramount in Today’s Packaging... 

AGR 
101 F 

H. H. HEINRICH COMPANY | 1» «ore avenue. new vorn sm 



ACROLITE 
SOLVES PRINTING PROBLEMS 

LIKE MAGIC! 

AGROLITE CLEAR SPRAY 

10! PRINT SHOP USES 

I smear wet type-proofs or your cus- 

te *s artwork? Sure! So has every printer, 
P can be darn costly in both time and 
n Some shops find it smart to spray 
A Crystal Clear on all incoming art- 
W itype copy or wet type-proofs the 

f leave the press. This stops 
t re it starts and keeps away the 

{ it on carbon copies, menus 

C ng that requires clear plastic pro 

Check your cutter 
handle Iwo to one 
it's rusty — and your 
hand will be too! A 
quick spray of Acro- 
lite Clear will pre- 
vent rust indefinitely 

Acrolite waterproofs 
insulates and pro 
tects wood, metal 
and wires too! 

P.S. Even the igni- 
tion wires, plugs and 
distributor of your 
ear or truck as well! 

AC ITE FIXATIVE 

A PT. FAVORITE 

>-GO KILLS STATIC INSTANTLY eer ee 

As 
$ BES 
peta wa 
= 

For instant protection against smearing, spray artwork or type-proofs with Acrolit: 
Crystal Clear. Acrolite seals out dirt, moisture, oil from the hands and increases th: 
lasting qualities of all office records, maps, charts and documents. It’s invisible! 

NEW IMPROVED INK-O-SAVER SAVES INK 

ELIMINATES OVERNIGHT WASH-UPS TOO! 
From Hong Kong to Johannesburg, offset 

and letterpress men are relying on Ink-O 
Saver to keep their inks from skinning for 

periods of 72 hours (and sometimes longer 
A light spray will keep the ink free from 
skinning overnight or over-the-weekend 
No cleaning the fountain no time lost in 
the morning. Start up again fast without 
fuss or muss! You can take our wo or 
(or your own ink company’s). Ink-O-Saver 
won't affect the ink, paper or dryi 
It is non-toxic, non-flammable and do ot 
have an objectionable odor (honest! If 

you want a 

endorsement 

written 

we can 

> 

OLD ARC REFLECTORS 

give it na Tr in be LIKE NEW IN SECONDS 

if you don’t like it, lo { Expo 

we'll give you your ur | 

money back 

.. KINDS OF PRINTING MACHINERY ‘celled protection and beauty. | 

EARN $100 FOR YOUR 

NEW PRODUCT IDEAS 
Acr iS interested in developing new 
pro s for the graphic arts field to take 
the k” out of work — or solve printing 

by aerosol technique. Let your 
tion run away! Put on your thinking 

cap 1 cash in on your talent. Your idea 
! worth $100 if we can develop and 

Ket it in aerosol form. In cases of du- 

received will be 
write us today! 

ideas, the first 

onored. Hurry 

Our files are filled wi 
product. One printer deseri 
in a can” and we can't argue w 

home Drie 
j ' 

colors too!) 
+} 

Simply aim the spray where the tro : 
and just watch the results. Static disappear 
FAST! Use Static-Go on all presse ill 

production equipment and all paper stock 
Will harm nothing except static or yo 
money back — no questions aske 

ACROLITE NOW IN MOST 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

Here at Acrolite, hardly a day passes that 
we are not running around looking for an 
interpreter. Printers all around the t 
write us in their own languages for infor- 
mation On our aerosol sprays 

To meet thisinternationaldemandwehave eeeeee FREE FACTS eeeeces 
» 

or printing supply house. If he doesn’t 
stock Acrolite he can get it for you within 
24 hours — or if you prefer, write us for 
the closest dealer in your city 

ACROLITE PRODUCTS INC, 
West Orange, N 

arranged for Acrolite to be manufactured + 
in Sweden, England and Australia. In-addi- ® PI s 
tion Acrolite sprays are warehoused in ® Sptays tee the Evater e 
France, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Italy, 4 Spiers tor tie Artie > 
Germany, South Africa, Japan, and various | Ps ire wW ° 
other countries, including South American 

For speedy delivery of any Acrolite All products are available eading 
product, ask your local ink manufacturer | es ee egies —— 
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" €ensct PAMARCO 
for ALL roll 

: ents 

High accuracy cylinders 
that assure quality at 
highest speeds, retain 

accuracy in hard service 

Permit higher press 
speeds, closer printing 

tolerances and finer 
Flexographic printing 

PRECISION ROTOGRAVURE BASE CYLINDERS 

Ground finish on journals and face insures absolute 

concentricity, diameters “‘on the nose.”” Proven 

method of construction insures permanent accuracy. 

Rigid inspection eliminates down-time due to rework- 

ing and fitting. With or without copper plating. 

INTEGRAL FLEXOGRAPHIC PLATE CYLINDERS 

Tubular design for minimum weight, yet integral in 

construction for maximum rigidity. All surfaces 

ground to guarantee closest tolerances on diameters 

and concentricity. Balancing insures true “kiss im- 

pression” at high speeds. Stronger than solid steel. 

Sete oe ae nT 

EVENFLO ENGRAVED 

Complete Roll Service... INKING ROLLS 
Expanded Facilities 

for All Phases 

of Roll Manufacture! 

ENLARGED PLATING FACILITIES — Both chrome and copper 
plating departments have been expanded to meet in- 
creased demands for plated rolls. Pamarco plating insures 
longer roll life. 

CUSTOM CUT STEEL GEARS — Assure accurate register. All 

gears produced in the Pamarco plant. Specify Pamarco 
Gears when ordering plate rolls. 

FASTER RE-ENGRAVING — Offering fastest roll re-surfacing. 
Rolls rebuilt to conform to original press specifications. eee 
Estimates on request. Whe 

n 

CONSULTATION SERVICE — Pamarco sales engineers are roll oI 

experts available for consultation at your convenience. 
Ask for recommendation en specifications; 
call or write for complete catalog. o< é pa 

a: ay : : ; CU 
. . , ™ a 

reg 

Paper Machinery & Research, Inc. wh 
roll 

1014 OAK ST., ROSELLE, NEW JERSEY — Tel. CHestnut 5-6056 

PRECISION ROLLS FOR PACKAGING, PRINTING, PLASTICS AND GENERAL INDUSTRY 
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PAMARCO 

MIcRO-LOK 
The Industry's Fastest, _ 

ME teie “paneer wre Most Accurate | 
to operate, Unskilied per 

oe 5EMOUNTS— ABLE _ 
cylinders PATENT PENDING 

PLATE CYLINDERS 
@ MOUNT AND DEMOUNT IN SECONDS 

@ NO SKILL REQUIRED TO OPERATE 

@ RETAIN ACCURACY IN CONTINUOUS SERVICE 

When locked, cylinders form one solid joint similar 
to integral cylinders. Micro-Loks require no special 
shafts and can be used on any width shaft. No skill i 

required to lock up. Simple, foolproof principle guar- 

antees the same close tolerance on accuracy, time after 

time, with just a twist of the wrist. Performance-proven 

at high speed on toughest printing jobs. New bulletin 
on request, write today! 

MICRO-LOK OFFERS EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES — 

® Highest accurocy—closest concentricity tolerances 
® Always integral with each cylinder and remain 

in cylinder permanently 
® Absolutely foolproof, no heating required— 

no fitting of ‘‘adapters”’ 
® Available in lightweight alloys or steel 
® Mounting tables, shafts and accessories available 

MICRO-LOK CAN BE UNLOCKED AND REGISTERED IN SECONDS WHILE IN THE PRESS ~ 

A time proven mechanical feature 
provides positive locking. Locking 
device is integral part of cylinder, 
yet leaves end face flush. 

' 

When locked, cylinders form a solid : A twist of the wrist unlocks the 
nt. Press-proven for accuracy at : cylinders in a split second. Only a 

high speeds. ‘ Spanner wrench is required. 

PAMARCO CUSTOM.- 

CUT STEEL GEARS — 
made in our own plant 

insure accurate 

register. Specify them 
when ordering plate 
rolls. 

Paper Machinery 
and Research -inc 

re 1014 OAK STREET, ROSELLE, NEW JERSEY 

PRECISION INTEGRAL ROLLS FOR PRINTING, 
PACKAGING AND GENERAL INDUSTRIAL SERVICE 
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with 

BENSOL Hot STAMPING PRESSES 
an 

OLSENMARK ROLL LEAF 
Kensol Hot Stamping Presses are 
available in a full range of models 

‘from hand fed—hand operated to 
hopper fed—-power operated. Com- 
pressed air operation, electric 

dwell-timer, thermostatic heat con- 

trol, cast iron “C” frame, and double 
toggle construction are a few of the 
features which assure fine quality 

sjyhot stamping, even on items that 

vary in thickness. 

Send for Bulletin B-9 

Olsenmark Roll Leaf is available in 

gold, silver and all popular colors, 
including luster colors, 

x : Send for Color Chart B-1] 

KENSOL 60 
Roll Leaf Stamping Press Shown 

with 6x9 inch Roll Leaf Attachment 
OLSE K 

124-132 WHITE ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

MULTI-COLOR, MULTI-LEVEL PRINTER 

EW COSOMATIC PRESS 
1 

pe eg Eliminates slow, costly 

silk screening, hot stamping, 

labeling or decal application. 

] 
' Rotary Attachment 

' Prints on Circular Objects! 

AF sta wd 

ol sizes 

ye t prod 

ee 

Now you can print many items never be simultaneously! Print flat, round, raised 

or recessed items in production quantities fore possible. The Cosomatic Press prints 

or short runs, quickly and economically. her letterpress or offset on three differ 

ent levels three different colors, 

Fale lee leet teeta eteietedieteeteeiet tele tetedates 

pie . ce at | COSOM ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
‘ ‘ P, 1 6018 WAYZATA BLVD., MINNEAPOLIS 16, MINNESOTA 

' ‘ os is ' 

being d by leading com 1 Please send detailed information and literature regarding the 
. . U ' t Cosomatic Press. 

thr t it 1 

t s For latest information t NAME .. 

and folder, mail pon today : ADDRESS akon 
0 ty .. STATE 
' 
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STOCK SHELLS and 
SHIPPING CORES 
...Can cut your inplant 

stock winding an¢ 

shipping cost! 

A 

3 different types . 
A—-Aluminum MILL ROLL and WINDI! CORES 

. . » for lightweight inplant stock -inding 

Easy-to-handle cores, yet xcep- 
tionally sturdy for rugged terial 
winding applications. Cor have 
square hole insert of steel ing— 
which will not wear. For type 
shaft. Diameters up to 10” ¢ any 
desired lengths. 

B—All-Steel MILL ROLL and WINDIN. CORES 
. .« for heavy duty inplant stock winding 

Rugged, life-time cores, le of 
durable steel tubing. Er will 
never wear. Furnished any 
size tubular steel insert fast, 
easy locating and winding- on any 
type shaft. All sizes up to OD 

C—Metal End PAPER CORES . . . for iow-cost, 

safe shipping of all types of materials 

Lightweight, low-cost, returnable 
cores with welded, reinforced ends 
—of 16 and 20 gauge steel. Ends 
have 114” opening for square bar. 
Std. dia.—3%” O.D., with 1” wall, 
any desired length. 

JOANNA Steel and 
Aluminum STOCK 
SHELLS (A, B) 
save time and pro- 
tect materials in all 
inplant stock wind- 
ing applications! 
JOANNA Paper 
SHIPPING CORES 
(C) prevent dam- 
age in transit—all 
textiles, sheeting 
materials, etc., cam | 
in factory-fres 
condition! 

Phone 

Let experienced CORE 

SPECIALISTS save you 

time and money—what- 

ever your inplant or 

shipping problems. You 

always get prompt serv- 
ice—even for special 
custom-made cores. 

WRITE OR CALL TO- 

DAY FOR INFORMA- 

TION AND QUOTA- 

PRODUCTION 
CAnal | METAL 
6-6166| PRODUCTS Co. Inc. 

421 N. SANGAMON STREET — CHICAGO 22, ILL. 

a 

TIONS! 
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Smiling 

or sulking? 
Check the aisles of any supermarket 

...as the housewife sees them. 

Some packages with cheap and shoddy 

exteriors seem to sulk. Some are silent, 

overshadowed by their neighbors. And 

some seem to smile...invite the eye, and 

stop the shopper. 

With impulse buying on the rise, the 

physical packaging often determines the 

customer’s nod or no, preference or pass 

by... If your package isn’t competitive 

in self-service selling, consider gravure. 

Gravure gives glamour, with fidelity to 

the product... presents a lively picture on 

the packed shelves, carries a distinction 

that does justice to its content, and helps 

to sell on sight. 

Whether you favor paper, board, foil, 
cellophane, or other materials, gravure can 

add extra attraction, and afford movement 

America’s First Gravure Servicers 

insurance, portray quality in any quantity 

and show a real saving on long runs! The 

best gravure packages come from cylinders 

and plates processed by Intaglio 

Intaglio starts with your art and copy, 

makes color separations, engraves plates or 

cylinders for maximum impression effect, 

supplies color prools for appros i] and 

printers guides. 

Wirn three strategically placed plants, 

over four hundred experienced cratismen 

in three working shifts, and twenty years 

of progressive experience ... Intaglio today 

processes more gravure packages, labels 

and wrappers than anybody else in the 

business. To speed packages from dealers 

shelves, and step up sales, ask Intaglio. 

Our six offices are at your service. 

Call us today! 

Intaglio Service corporation 

305 East 46th St., New York, New York —731 Plymouth Court, Chicago— 

1828 Lewis Tower Bidg., Philadelphia —Intaglio-Cadillac, Inc., 40 Hague Ave., Detroit— 

369 Pine St., San Francisco— 1932 Hyperion Ave., Los Angeles 



WARWICK WAX PRODUCTS 

your packaging problems in 

de wax coatings on paper, 

board or food itself? Warwick of 

fers you the broadest selection of 

waxes available —including vege 

table, crystalline, micro-crystal 

line, and emulsifiable petr sleum 

waxes of many types 

GENERAL PRINTING INK 

PRODUCTS 

Need flexographic, metal deco 
rating, Hydry moisture-set, or 

any other kind of ink? GP! of 

fers you these famous brands 

American, Eagle, Fuchs & La 

Kelly, Chemical Color & Supp 

Inks, Sigmund Ullman—fo r 

ing on paper, plastic 

board, metal or gl 

RUTHERFORD MACHINERY PRODUCTS 

Rutherford’s high-output presses are specially de- 
ere oe See or The line includes 
tandem rotary metal presses, offset presses, 
collapsible tube coating machines for 1, ued calere 
and many other special models. 

“inti eenlertncin campegiabiiliantanamepial 

A. C. HORN PRODUCTS 

Print on drums, cans, toys 

trays or even flashlight batter 

ies? A. C. Horn can supply 

you with colorful, metal-deco- 

rating coatings that ore fast 

drying, color-fast, and eco 

ical 

ler ctw~ » Pee AON CR AO OG Oh (Gna 

PAA OO Ae mete CONS omree 



RO-TECHNICAL 

ODUCTS 

or standard bot 

Electro-Tech 

requirements 

economically — 

extensive expe- 

oping coatings 

new 
Sun Se: 

for the 

packaging 

industry 

Need fast-drying, odorless inks, emulsifiable 

petroleum waxes, or collapsible tube 

coating machines? One of Sun’s divisions 

can fill your packaging needs... witha 

complete line of inks, paints, waxes, special 

purpose presses, and pressroom supplies. 

Each division offers you expert technical 

assistance—that is broadened by constant, 

intensive cooperation between all divisions 

For help with your specific problem, 

call the nearest Sun Chemical office 

or write direct. 

Sun Chemical Corporation 
10th Street and 44th Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

DIVISIONS OF SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

HORN (paints, maintenance and construction materials, industrial coatings) . 

WARWICK (textile and industrial chemicals) * WARWICK WAX (refiners of 
specialty waxes) * RUTHERFORD (lithographic equipment) + SUN SUPPLY (litho- 
graphic supplies) « GENERAL PRINTING INK (Sigmund Ulimon * Fuchs & Lang * 

Eagle * American + Kelly « Chemical Color & Supply Inks) * MORRILL (news inks) 
“* ELECTRO-TECHNICAL PRODUCTS (coatings & plastics) +» PIGMENTS DIVISION 
(pigments for paints, plastics, printing inks of all kinds) « OVERSEAS DIVISION 
(export) + A. C. HORN COMPANY, LIMITED (Canoda) « GENERAL PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED + FUCHS & LANG de MEXICO, S$. A. de C. V 



Complete Accessibility of the Kidder gravure press is one of many advancements that make it easier for your operators to deliver 
top-quality results you want, 

Kidder gravure has earned 

its leadership 

Large Converter Writes: 
“IT am especially pleased with 

the wonderful workmanship . 
You are to be highly complimented 
on an exceptionally fine job of 
engineering . . . This press has 
everything our pressmen have 
been asking for.” 

Speed 1,000 f.p.m. in per- 
fect register fully dried ac- 
curately rewound. 
Quality — A Kidder Gravure 

Press prints the entire etch — 

gives an exact reproduction of the 
original. 

Economy — Revolutionary doe- 
tor blade control doubles cylinder 
life controlled inking and dry- 
ing reduces solvent loss. 

Ask us for the whole story on 
how the Kidder Gravure will print 
your product at the lowest overall 
cost . . . Kidder Press Company, 
Inc., Dover, N. H. 

Letterpress, Flexographic 
and Gravure Presses 

Slitters and Rewinders 
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and coat 
in one 
high-speed 
operation! 

Cut Costs, Speed Production... 

Improve Quality of your work 

Precise is rapidly setting new standards in the 
packaging industry. Whether you specialize in 1-color 

printing of cartons or multi- color rotogravure packages, 
you can get the Precise press to fit your requirements. 
Printing widths are available from 12 inch units up to 

100 inches in the giant models for those especially big jobs. 
Al] models are available in multi-unit construction 

with electronit register control, extended dryer, 
itic splicing and other outstanding high-production 

features. Without obligation, we will be happy to 

consult with you regarding your problems. 

Whatever your requirements for cartons, 

carriers, wrapper or folding boxes .. . 

get the PRECISE story before you buy! 

. veya et PRESSES 
to 100 inche: 

@ SPECIAL CONVERTING EQUIPMENT 

@ DIE-CUTTING, CREASING 
AND SCORING PRESSES 

Write for illustrated literature 

@ LAMINATORS 

Film @ Foil 

Paper @ Board 

SCHSSSSHSHSSSSHSSOSSSSSSSSHSSHSOHSSHSHSSHOHSHSHSHHHSHHHHHHHEHEHEHEHOHS ODOR 

fee 
the PRECISE ENGINEERING COMPANY \ 

Precision Equipment for Precision Workmanship X 

430 W. GRANT PLACE e CHICAGO 14, ILL. . 
Plants: Chicago, Ill. @ Green Bay, Wis. . 
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complete 
FLEXO INK SERVICE | 

LINE OF FLEXO INKS 
IPI continues to pace the package printing ink field with such great new 
flexo inks as Flexogem and Flexotuf multi-purpose flexo inks, special 
heat-resistant inks and fast-drying water-base inks such as Aqualox. We 
invite you to try them. 

NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
New IPI flexo inks are available in printing centers from coast to coast 

wherever you find an IPI branch office and service station. Wherever you 

are located, you will always find IPI flexo inks readily available. 

TESTING FACILITIES 
IPI flexo inks are always thoroughly tested on the press before they are 
released—in Interchemical’s central laboratory headquarters, in IPI labs 

and factories. Tests for color uniformity, performance standards, tough- 

ness and durability assure uniform quality in every batch, 

SERVICE FACILITIES 
IPI branches and service stations are staffed by local technicians who hav: 

grown up in your vicinity and who know local printing problems. When 

you need flexo inks, turn to the people who know packaging inks best — IPI 

ink men. Priced competitively, IPI inks give best results. Try them today 

IPI, IC, Flexogem, Flexotuf and {qualox are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

Qik at —w~V¥aer” 8 -e ¥ eer ao oe ms miai we AGS 
INIT ORMWU KH c ivi i VW. AA L = R | N iIINGY iin fr’ 

CORPORATION DIVISION 
Sec hs RN oom 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36. N.Y. 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 



You'll do a better job with 

BBD FLEXOGRAPHIC INKS 

because they are made by 

flexographic ink specialists 

SAFE-T-BRITE* 

“400 Series"’ EXCELLOPAKE 

TRANSLUSTRO 

HYDROTEX 

ACETOPAKE 

FOILBRITE 

You're sure to get better results—on the press and on the 

finished package — with BBD inks in the fountain 

FLEXOKRAFT That’s because Hexographic inks are no side-line with Bensing 

Bros. and Deeney. Over 20 years of specialized research, special- 

zed production methods and specialized field experience are 

distilled into every drop of BBD flexographic inks...a bonus 

that costs you nothing extra pays off in extra printing efficiency 

and effectiveness 

BBD makes every kind of flexographic ink... for every type 

of flexible packaging material... to meet every end-use specifica 

tion. Consult us freely about your needs rely on BBD to come 

up with the one right ink to suit your purpose. Unusual flexo 

graphic ink problems are especially welcome 

FREE Flexographic tnk 

Technical Data Bulletins 

Tell us what you print and 
we'll send bulletins 

describing appropriate 
BBD Inks and convincing 

printed samples. Please 
write to Bensing Bros 

and Deeney 3306] 

Hunting Park Avenue 
Philadelphia 29, Pa 

s and Deeney 
Ink Specialists 

» f 

Bensing Bro 

Flexographic 
‘ 

i lants | 
Manufacturing 

p 
— 

PHILADELPHIA 
« CHICAGO - SAN gr 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. ° MONROE, LA. 

A subsidiary of 
Sun Chemical Corporation 

Sales offices in 
all principal cities 

. 

Export 
Overseas Division, 

Sun Chemical Corporation 
L.1.¢ 

INE 



roRer-linas 
roP- Lod ¢-Teflare 
at its finest witha cme 
rObOgh (Uh e ¢ vlind j etchings 

Our constant research and vast experience 

in producing gravure cylinders makes it 

possible for us to meet-your most exacting 

printing requirements. Let us help you plan 

and make suggestions on your next 

engraving order. We are‘always dedicated 

to a sincere personal endeavor in achieving 

quality, economy, and satisfaction. 

Write 

— Tod pal — 
gravure services inc. 

West 

Prix 

=a 
Uma . L ans 

ra 278 ‘3, 

COST WAY 

‘O MAKE FRIENDS 

AND INFLUENCE SALES! 

& ints of articles and features that appear in 

Packaging are often surprisingly inexpen 

1 ordered in quantity. Many companies 

1 practice to have stories which have a 

m their business reprinted for distribu 

their own personnel customers prospects, 

‘ ' to other interested Lroups 

er you see editorial matter of this type 

lern Packaging magazine or the Encvclo 

' ° 
issue whi h you Can use in re print form, in 

tities of 200 copis $s or more, write and quota- 

vill be furnished promptly } l 

INDUSTRIAL MAGAZINE SERVICE 

An Affliate of Breskin Publications 

575 Madison Avenue 

New York 22, N. } 

ubtioo tyr Neb Printing Presses 
M Wt Mai Machines 

JUNIOR 12” 
STACK PRESS 

wide range of MANHASSET makes a 

PRINTING flexographic gra\ ‘ 

letterpress, for roll-to-roll printing of cellophan: 

polyethylene, paper, board, etc. Also BAG- 

MAKING MACHINES for notion, millinery and 

specialty bags. 

PRESSES 

Send for 

spec ifications, 

data performance 

and prices, 



ow Brochure 
NOW AVAILABLE 

Fe ee 

Whatever your printing packaging problem 

Shows complete line is... first see the complete line of Wolverine’s 

Flexographic equipment. 

of FLEXOGRAPHIC Equipment covers such operations as printing | 

on fine film, heavy board, paper cups, bread 
printing equipment wraps, envelopes, box-board and cellophane. 

Wolverine specializes in the manufacturing of 

Flexographic printing equipment to meet your 

individual needs. 

WOlL VERINE PAPER CONVERTING 
MACHINERY CORP. 

18584 FITZPATRICK AVENUE e¢ DETROIT 28, MICHIGAN 

Cable Address: WOLPAC 

Write, wire or phone 

for your catalogue 





You can’t beat S&V color for added dimension 

and sales appeal! And, you can't match S&V inks 

for top press performance on any job you run! You're assured 

of these effective results because every pound of S&V ink 

is pre-engineered for premium performance and maximum economy. 

It’s these characteristics, ‘built-in’ during the quality- 

controlled manufacturing process, that make S&V the superior 

printing ink. And it’s this same careful engineering approach 

that preduces S&V’s extra economy—a mileage bonus that 

lowers your unit cost with more impressions per pound, 

while meeting your specific requirements. Why not join 

other advanced printers who have discovered the advantages 

of S&V’s engineered color! Remember, with today’s inks— 

for real economy .. . for top performance ... . 

for greater sales—you can’t beat S&V! 

and Valentine 
Main Office: 611 WEST 129th STREET, NEW YORK 27, N. Y. 
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~ OF PEOCSSS Worl. 

RENLOCH, N. J. Canal 7-0570 NEW YORK, N. Y. 

| HECK THIS LIST OF 

te” PACKAGING INKS 
Bel re listed Crescent Inks of Positive Quality 
for ting every kind of packaging material by 
eve rocess. Each ink has its own qualities and 

uses We shall be glad to discuss your ink needs with 
you 

ROTOFLEX © For 80TH Flexography and Rotogravure 
ULTRAFLEX © For Fiexography 

AQUACHROME °* Water-Based Flexographic Inks 

UNIFLEX « Fo: Flexography 

GRAVATONE ° For Rotogravure 

DURATITE ¢ For Metal Lithography 

SPECTROLITH ° For Paper Lithography 

SPECTROPRINT © For Letterpress Printin 

DIENE ¢ Moisture-Set inks 

SMILAN ® Heat-Set Inks 

Lithographers, both paper and metal, and letterpress printers 

Gre invited to ask about Crescent Spectrum Ink Service. 

ate 

( atclin 
slaee’” INK & COLOR COMPANY 

a a 

means 

business 

Genuine Gold ... the classic symbol of elegance and re- 

fined taste... can be applied like any ceramic label or 

decoration ... at a cost only slightly higher than common 

color. Screen printed on glass or ceramic surfaces, per- 

manently fired to resist abrasion and corrosion, Hanovia 

22 Karat liquid gold adds the vital “extra” to any 

sales program 

Take advantage of the eminence inherent in real gold 

printing or decoration on ceramics. 

For information, contact your glass container supplier 

6 

1 West Central Avenue, East Newark, New Jersey 

(ENCELHARD (NOU STR ss) 



find your Answer HERE 

ro“ RUBBER PLATE 
“PRINTING PROBLEM [eeeRae 7. peed | ROTOGRAVURE SERVICE 

— GRAVURE CYLINDERS 
assure the finest printing 

to your customers... 

PORTER & DUGAS 
COMPLETE 4-WAY 
RUBBER PLATE SERVICE 

NEW MODULUS CONTROL Our Famous Lathe — one of the few of 
i » > ~ > ; Exclusive P & D development for con- the world—has a DIAMOND CUTTING HEAI 

trolled compression provides sharper, : : ; 
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Labeling the package 

odern labeling is a complex field. 

Thousands of commodities move 

n and out of markets and stores— 

each with an identifying label or 

wrap. These labels and wraps serve 
many purposes Chey aid the manu- 

yt products, the distribu- 

rs and sellers, and most importantly, 

tacturers 

consumers 

The modern era of labeling dates 

m the turn of the present century 

It is both a cause of, and at the same 

ne the result of, the self-service 

of merchandising 
7 

ad oin all types 

nd which has placed a tremen 

us responsibility on the role now 

d by labels ind wraps 

Webster cde nnes a label is A slip 

paper cloth, leather, metal, etc 

ffixed to inything and indi ating the 

mtents, ownership, destination, rat- 

etc.” The Federal Food, Drug 

ind Cosmetic Act states: “The term 

label’ m«e i display of written 

hie matter upon the 

mmediate container of any article 

Embossed and bronzed cigar-box wrap 
is treated in modern manner both from a color 

and design standpoint. 
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and a requirement made by or under 

authority of this Act that any word, 
statement, or other information ap- 

pear on the label shall not be consid- 
ered to be complied with unless such 

word, statement, or other information 

also appears on the outside container 

or wrapper if any there be, of the 

retail package of such article, or is 
easily legible through the outside 

container or wrapper.” This Federal 

Act also states that “labeling” means 

all labels and other written, printed 
or graphic matter (1) upon any article 
or any of its containers or wrappers, 

2) accompanying such article. or 

Since the scheme of modern mer- 

chandising has placed so many prod- 

ucts in consumer-sized packages or 

containers and such containers are 

usually sealed or closed, the label o1 

wrap must substitute for a variety of 
human sensations. Generally, it is no 

longer possible to feel the merchan- 
dise; to look at it; smell it; test it; 

measure it; taste it. Products are 

bought on faith—faith in the manu- 

facturer and his brand, as represented 

PHOTO COURTESY FLEMING-POTTER CO 

Die-cut distilled-spirits label uses 

traditional yellow and green to help es- 
tablish national identity. 

by Oscar Whitehouse* 

by the label. The label must honestly 
and truthfully convey to the customer 
through word descriptions, specifi- 

cations and pictures—the ans ver to 

the questions formerly answered by 
the sensations of smell, taste touch 
and sight. 

Labels today are produced |yy the 
basic printing processes: let! press 
offset lithography, gravure an: ‘lexog- 

raphy. Silk screen, decal, iping 

or one of the other graphic-ar meth 
ods may be involved. (See nting 
Methods,” p. 569.) 

The kind of container an: con 
ditions of marketing and us vern, 

to a large extent, the type of bel re- 
quired. This article is ma con- 
cerned with applied labels those 
that are printed paper, fil r foil 
designed for application by esives 
or heat sealing to a container to the 
product. Many containers or ; | oducts, 
however, employ integral veling 
wherein the imprint is applied ‘irectly 
to the surface of the container or 
product. The lithographed cot!ce can, 
the silk-screened milk bottle and roll- 
leaf-stamped plastic containers are ex- 
amples of integral labeling (See 
“Marking Plastic Containers,” p. 432, 

“Applied Labeling for Glass,” p. 529.) 

Can labels 

Labels for cans are wrap-around 
labels. (See “Glossary of Label Terms,” 
p. 609.) The majority of these are 
made of paper because of its superior 
reproduction characteristics, its flexi- 

bility and its adaptability. Paper used 
for manufacturing can labels is a spe- 
cially made paper with a hard, smooth 
finish on one side and a semi-absor- 

bent back to aid in permitting adne- 

sion to the can. The length of the can 

label exceeds the circumference of the 
can by % to % in. to provide for a glue 
lap. This lap, along with spots of glue 
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plac ed between the label and the can, 

hold the label securely. The bead of 

the can, which extends out over the 

top and bottom of the can, keeps the 

label from absorbing too much fric- 

tion and lateral movement. On certain 

products, such as condensed and 

evaporated milk, different types of 
cans are used which do not have a 

bead. Labels for these cans must of 

necessity be manufactured either with 

scuff-resistant inks or with a coating 

to resist abrasion and scuffing. 
Varnishes and lacquers. To protect 

the printed surface of the label from 

ibrasion and scuffing and to add 
moisture and frost resistance, a finish 

of varnish, lacquer or synthetic coating 
is applied over the label after print- 

nish may be applied by spe- 
cial ting machines or by a printing 

Where only some areas of the 

labe! are to be varnished, a special 
pr s plate is made which applies 
$] ish on the desired area only. 
T! lection of the coating depends 

treatment the label will un- 

g its travel from plant to riy 

The type of varnish is also 

d by the amount of gloss 

While the use of varnish 

synthetic coatings is nec 

minimize various wear and 

ntal influences, these coat 

enhance the appearance of 

They add a gloss or luster 

hlights and emphasizes the 

vignettes or pictorials 

inks and bronzes. To get 

fects, gold and silver inks are 

s used on labels and wraps 
O labels powdered metallic 

ire dusted over wet ink to 

old or silver leaf. Labels 

seals or crests use metallic 

lusts for institutional or prod- 

fication. Many labels for dis- 

DICKERSON Co 

cma. 

COURTESY pmanpat 

gy 

is PHOTO 

Box top cover for coloring toy. De- 
sign and brilliant coloring of the label 

are eye catching and interest stimulating. 
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PHOTO COURTESY 8. $. CROCKER CO., INC. 

Frozen-food Jabel for mixed fruits 
features color, appetite appeal and sug 

gestions for use. 

tilled spirits use considerable metallic 
powder dusted on the labels for dis- 
tinctive characteristics and effects. In 

some instances, of course, metal foil 

or foil-paper may be used instead 

Embossing. Some labels are em- 

bossed—part of the design is raised 

above the level of the balance of the 

label. Embossing, or the raising of 

part of the design, gives a sensation 
of depth or a three-dimensional effect 
Embossing is used to enhance atten 

tion-getting values and is especially 

important for achieving certain lux 

ury or “atmosphere” effects 

Glass containers 

The labels for glass containers are 

either wrap-around bands or are spot 

labels. Glass offers the opportunity 

for the customer to see the contents 

of the container. This often eliminates 

the necessity of including a vignette 

or picture of the product in the design 
of the label. The wrap-around band 
usually occupies the middle half of the 

vertical surface of the container, leav- 

ing a natural display area above and 
below the label. 

The adhesive used to affix the label 
to the glass container is critical be- 
cause of the smoothness and the lack 
of porosity of the glass surface. Sili- 
cone-treated glass jars and bottles pre- 
sent an even more difficult adhesion 
problem. The silicone treatment im- 
parts a strong water repellency to the 
glass surface and regular glass ad- 

hesives are rendered ineffective. Spe- 
cial adhesives made for silicone- 
treated glass are required. The wrap- 

on. Note effective use of approval 

PHOTO COURTESY THE RICHARDSON TATLOR-CLOBE CORP 

Wrap label for paperboard canister uses 
color and trade symbol to establish recog: 

] seal 

around label overcomes some of thi 

difficulty, because, like the can label 

it, too, has an overlap, called the gh 
lap, which helps anchor it 

Spot labels. This type of label is use 

on both glass jars and bottles. Sucl 
food products as mayonnaise and salad 

dressings, jams and jellies, peanut 

butter as well as cosmetics, make wide 

use of spot labels of various size 

Likewise, most beverage labels, b 

alcoholic and nonalcoholic, are s; 

labels. The choice of p 

important for the labeling of glass 

packed products. The difficulty of ad 

hesion requires different types of 

apel 5 Very 

paper or additional steps in the manu 
facture of labels for use on glass, as 

compared with tin. The selection of 
the grain of the paper is frequently, 
critical, because, if the grain runs the 

wrong way, the label will spring away 

from the curvature of the jars and 

bottles. Likewise, if the paper stock 

is too heavy or dense, similar difficul 

ties may be encountered. To over 

come this, spot labels can be pe bbke 

embossed to break the ithre of the 

paper and at the same time enhance 
the appearance of the labels. This 
pebbling does not mar or damage the 

finish of the paper or label, but 
rather imparts a sort of stippled back- 
ground and gives a feeling of depth. 

Beer labels use a_ lightweight, 
water-resistant paper and a special ad- 

hesive which speeds up the cleaning 
of returnable bottles. The paper is 
made to withstand water, but at the 
same time, when put in a cleaning 
solution, it disintegrates rapidly. Many 
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FHOTO COURTEST DENNISON MFC. CO. 

New labeling development em- 

s transfer that is heat released 

llophane and plastics 

labels for beer bottles employ a foil 

| lamination, because the foil re 

t vater penetration and bec.vuse 

+} 7 ] i] nine of foil 
ef 

i 

round obl meg or inv one 

f a hundred different shapes This is 

f adding an almost endless 

Die-cut labels 

different sh ipes 

netyv to not labels 

sizes, depending upon the effect 

red the limitations nf the 

air printed ind graphic 

terial of the die-cut spot label 

ed t natch or to complement 

lape of the finished die cut 

Direct labels yn thas Direct or in- 

tegral labels are used on certain types 

of bottles. For the 

here bottles are returned for re 

use, labels may be molded directly 

onto the bottle—etched or sandblasted 

ne 

soft-drink industry 

In some cases the silk-screen process 

is used to impart a semipermanent 
label to the bottle. Some such “labels” 

last for the life of the bottle; others 

for numerous returns. (See “Applied 
Labeling for Glass,” p. 529.) 

In the case of distilled spirits, com. 

bination labeling may be used. The 
quantity of contents may be molded, 
etched or sandblasted into the bottle. 

When this is done, it is not necessary 

to place the contents statement on the 
label. The paper label then contains 
the balance of the label information. 

Labels for bottles and jars which do 
not have recessed areas for either the 
wrap-around or the spot labels are 
particularly subject to abrasion and 
scuffing in transit. Highly scuff-resis- 
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al 

i) utting. Not all spot labels are 

r rectangular in shape. Many 

Fruit labels employ colorful vignettes featuring 
mouthwatering appetite appeal. Recipes to help the 
homemaker appear on back panels 

tant varnishes and lac quers are neces- 

sary to protect the labels. In the last 

few years more of the glass containers 

have been providing this recessed 

area to help overcome scuffing caused 

by the rubbing of the container 

igainst the dividers in shipping cases 

Frozen-food labels 

Labels for frozen foods are usually 

of the wrap-around type or the over 

wrap type, printed in full colors, with 

1 large vignette or picture of the con 

tents. Like other food labels, the em- 

phasis is one of appetite appeal. Some 

of the wraps or labels for frozen foods 
have an over all design for mass dis 

play value rather than separate 

panels, Full directions for thaw 

ing the package and preparing the 

contents are usually included as a 

part of the label. On one type of con 

PHOTO COURTESY SECURITY LITHOGRAPH Co 

: FSG Os 

Pebbled and die-cut soft-drink label 
manages to achieve a_ three-dimensional 
taste-appeal effect on flat surface. 

PHOTO COURTESY LORD BALTIMORE PRESS, INC, 

Tight box wrap, printed on {.'!, bill. 
boards brand, product and a news /eature, 

Label is as informative as an 

tainer, the label wraps around ind is 

attached to a wax-impregnate«' fibre- 
board body. The ends of the co tainer 
are tinplate which crimp aro d the 

ends of the fibreboard. The I r for 

these labels must be a coated e of 

good grade. Furthermore, t! ibels 

should be carefully varnishe lac. 
quered for moisture resistanc« 

Wraps. The selling mes for 
many products is printed dir: tly on 
the wrap or bag. Bakery gox cere- 

als, candy, bar soap and m: ther 
products employ packages w' re the 
labeling is printed directly the 

wrap or bag. 

Certain wrapped produ bread 

is a good example—use an e:..i label 
or band label in addition ‘o the 

printed or transparent wrap. Bags, 

particularly those used for « es or 
produce, frequently employ a lieader, 

collar or saddle-type label 

Adhesion and heat seal 

Some paper is coated with an ad- 

hesive on one side. It is then printed 
and finished into a label. This adhe- 
sive is of several varieties. One type 

requires water as a solvent; others 
require heat as an activating agent. 

Some adhere immediately upon heat- 
ing; others have a delayed action. 
The heat-seal labels are used on many 

products; spot labels are used on 
bakery products and a wide variety 
of pre-packaged products as a com- 

bination label and sealing edge, be- 

cause various kinds of adhesives are 
available which will adhere to a wide 
variety of substances. 

A recent development is a transfer 
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label printed on roll stock and applied 

by heat release to cellophane, plastic, 
paper or foil bags and wraps by an 

attachment on the wrapping or bag- 

forming machine. This label, in effect, 

is printed directly onto the bag or 
wrap. (See photo, p. 87.) 

Decalcomania transfers are used on 

glass, plastic, metal, wood or any 

container with a relatively smooth sur- 

face. The background of the decalco- 

mania can be either opaque or trans- 

lucent, depending upon the color of 

the container and the basic design. 

All necessary and required labeling 

inf tion can be included on the 

! nd a wide choice of colors is at 
} 
le. On plasties or glass, trans- 

lecals appear to become a 
p he package. 

labels. Transparent-type 

pl labels are used on various 
’ ; The 

performed on a thin, trans- 

et of plastic and then it is 
ier with 

plastic containers. 

an adhesive or a 
id to the container. This, 

| lecal, gives the effect of the 
1g an integral part of the 

Some plastic containers can 

ted prior to forming. The 

tbines _three-dimensional 

lor realism. 

La for drugs 

to the Fede ral Food 

| Cosmetic Act, the labels for 

must contain the state- 

ution, Federal Law prohib- 

ng without prescription.’ 

xe, because of harm 
i 

¥ THE NEVINS Co. 

Metallic ink employed on soft drink bev- 
erage label with neck band suggests quality 

and sparkle of the contents. 
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Glossary of label terms 

Back label—Spot label used on back of 
a container. 

Band label—Label which wraps around 
container or product but does not cover 
entire surface. 

Box wrap—Wrapper applied to top or 
bottom of a set-up box. 

Can label—Label used on tin contain- 

ers, usually cylindrical in shape. Label 

usually wraps entirely around container. 

Canister label—Label used on a fibre 
container. 

Case or crate label—Label used on 
wooden shipping boxes. 

Consumer panel—That portion of the 

label that appears at the back of the con- 

tainer. Devoted to product information, 

suggestions for use of product and other 

merchandising copy. (Example: Recipes 

showing use of a food product.) 

Cup label—Label which is formed into 

a cup shape with one end open; usually 

applies to cigarette labels, etc. 

Die-cut label 
cut with a die. 

Display panel—That 
label which appears on the front of a 
container and which usually includes the 

Label of irregular shap« 

portion of the 

following design elements (1) brand name, 

(2) trademark, (3) product name and (4 

product vignette. 

Embossed label—Label on which a por- 

tion of the design is raised. 

End label—Essentially a spot label ap- 
plied to the end of a box or a wrapped 

package. Example: Label on the end of 

a wrapped loaf of bread. 

Face label—Spot label used on the 

front of a container. 

Glue lap—That portion of a label used 

for gluing. 

Halftone 

of original 

made through a 

gradations of tone by means of a pattern 
of dots. Photographs and artwork which 

contain tones rather than sharp, solid lines 

A photographic reproduction 

artwork or other material 

screen to reproduce 

are usually reproduced in halftone. 

Heat-seal label—Labels with a thermo- 

plastic coating that require heat to soften 

the coating and permit application. When 

coating cools, tight bond results. 

Insert label—Label used on the inside 
of transparent packages such as bags. 

Lacquering (varnishing)—A similar 

mechanical operation to varnishing, using 

a different coating material. Usually em- 

ployed to achieve a special quality in the 

label, such as alcohol resistance. 

Line cut—Printing plate made from 
artwork or type proof which consists of 
solid lines or masses without tone grada- 

tions. Basis of the old woodcuts and steel 

engravings, now produced photographi 

cally, 

Machine varnishing—Varnishing do: 
on a special machine which coats the en- 

tire sheet after it is printed 

e 

Mandatory information—That portion 

of the label devoted to information about 

the product required by law, displayed 

so as to be seen under the ordinary con 

ditions of purchase and use 

Neck label—Label for neck 

Outsert label—Detachable 
label that supplements regular label 

of bottle 

folder-type 

Over-all wrap—Label which covers the 

entire surface of a container, top, bottor 

ind sides 

Press varnishing—Varnishing the label 

mn a press after the printing operation by 

means of a press form which applies tl 

varnish as it would ink 

Rider label—Label used n textil 

folding over the edge of the merchandis¢ 

Saddle label—Label that folds ur 

neck of a bag like a saddle; usually per 

forms closure function. Useful with tr 

parent bags to provid brand name, pr 

spot and other essential sales py. A 

when perforated, permits display fr 
oe 
100K 

Seal—Special-purpose paper 

luced by dies that print os 

cut in a cont er I I 

See p. 614 

Spot label—Label whicl ers onl; 

portion of the containe1 

Stock label—Label with “stock des 

wailable for imprinting individual br 

name and produ t 

Strip label—Same as band label 

Tab label—Label which fits over t 

top edges of a bag or sack 

Tag—Special-purpose label, usual 

on durable stock and 

product or container by string, 

similar attachment. (See p. 614 

Thermoplastic label (heat-seal label 

Label with a special plastic coating, ap 

printed affix 

wire or 

plied to the surface of a container by 
heat-sealing process. 

Tight wrap—Over-all wrapper sealed 

tightly around a folding-box shell 

Top label—Die-cut circular label ad- 

hered to top of can. 

Vignette—Any picture, as an engraving, 

photograph or the like, which shades off 

gradually into the surrounding ground or 

the unprinted paper, used in the design 
of a label to indicate contents of package. 

Wrap-around label—Label which fits 

completely around all sides of a container 
but does not cover top or bottom. 
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ful potentialities, are to be used only 

under the supervision of a licensed 

practitioner and must be sold only by 
prescription. The labels of all other 

drugs must include a statement of the 

active ingredients and adequate di- 

rections for use. Among other require 

under the Act labels 

must include warnings 

ments these 

adequate 

by children, igainst misuse, such as 

und unsafe dosage. 

By long commercial practice, this 

second group is divided into two cate- 

gories: (1) those which, while ade- 

quately labeled, are advertised only to 

Inne mbers of the medical professions 

ind usually are sold on a prescription 

=) those pl »ducts that are adver 

tised and promoted directly to the 

nsumer for use in home medication 

labels for small-size 

les, jars or tubes are 

tances, glued very lightly and can 

prescrip- 

In many 

ly removed by the druggist so 

he may attach his prescription label] 

ctly to the container. To facilitate 

removal, the paper for this label 
the lightweight, soft-bodied type 

On larger tainers from which the 

macist will remove drugs for 

pounding prescriptions the label 

ide of heavier paper stox k and 

ly attached to the contai1 

Miscellaneous labels 

Use labels have become a part of 

miscellaneous products. These 

labels describe methods of using ap- 

electric 
“y , ' 

nent ind 1o-1t yourself tool 

inces, hardware, utensils 

ind materials. Such labels sometimes 

Try produc t wart inties and informa 

tion as to the materials included in the 

Cup label used on cigarette package makes maximum use 

of all panels to promote brand identity. Clear carrying 

colors and fine printing put across a quality message. 
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manufacture of the product and the 
location of service facilities for re- 
pairs and parts. 

Stock labels, intended for use by 
more than one packager, are labels on 
which the basic design lias been pre- 
printed, with blank spaces left for 
imprinting the necessary individual- 
ized label information. These labels 
are made up in a wide variety of 

shapes and sizes to fit all possible 
uses. Stock labels are available for 

food products, beverages and many 

other commodities. Expert design and 
excellent quality can be obtained, be- 
cause many small users are, in effect, 
pooling their orders and underwriting 

the cost of a label superior to what 

they might afford singly 

Inserts and outserts. Folders in 

cluded inside the package (inserts) 

ind those affixed to the outside of the 

package (outserts) are regarded as 

labels even though not permanently 
attached to the basic container. Un- 

der the regulations of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and 

the Federal Trade Commission, these 

are included in the definition of labels. 
Inserts and outserts are used pri- 

marily for additional directions as to 

use of the product, recipes in the 

case of food products, advertising of 

‘ther products, coupons for merchan 

dise and premium offers. Inserts and 

outserts both have the advantage of 

going into the home of the consumer 

with the article, resulting in no addi 

tional distribution « xpense 

Legal considerations 

The labeling of practically all com- 

modities moving in interstate or intra 

: 

both for purchase and use. 

Prominent trade name pro- 

motes immediate recognition 

state commerce is controlled by either 
Federal, state or sometimes munici- 

pal regulations or a combination of 
these. (See “Legal Considerations,” p, 
202.) 

The labeling information necessary 
to meet these Federal, state or muni- 

cipal requirements occupies at most 

only 50% of the label or wrap—in 

many cases less. This allows the de 
signer and artist great latitude jp 

developing attractive designs with a 
wide use of color and permits the 

manufacturer to use adequate space 
for cross advertising, premium cov- 

pons and complete use instructions, 

Trends 

The last 10 years have mught 

manv new uses of labels into exist- 

ence. Auto replacement parts. toys, 

hardware items and even batt acid 

are now packaged individually by the 

labeled Ww a manufacturer and 

customer can buy a ce idity, 

sealed and labeled by the ifac- 

turer, with full confidence t) his is 

the right product and there be no 

substitution of inferior mercl idise. 

But, as with other phases of our 

distribution system, labels t be 

the subject of constant stud) d re 

view to maintain an element ~ fresh- 

ness and newness. Styles an hions 
of commodities change y cally 

to keep pace with the der nds of 
consumers and to create tional 

demand by consumers. Th° whole 
merchandising and distrib 1 Sys 

tem is extremely dynamic swift 
moving. Labels must also ige to 

keep pace or anticipate im] nents 

in product designs and sty 

IF EASAVERs 
ae . | ; 

JIFE SAVERS 
over i 

LHFE SAVERs 

i E SAVER 

PHOTO COURTESY WHEELER-VAN LABEL Co. 

Scuff and soil resistant lacquer protects 
confectionery wrapper subject to much re- 

handling; gives fine printing surface. 
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The label as a salesman 

4 Oc label wields tremendous 

: A wer in today’s merchandising 

und. with competition so keen, a prod 

one that is net with a label or 

| is bound to find rough sell 

pe 01 

d of it. This is particularly 

he self-service grocery field 

It i vise extending to hard-goods 

dn lothing and other product 

| r an effective label must 

in understanding of sev 

tant deve lopments and 

late of the Federal Food, 

D Cosmetic Act, 1938, is as 

you need to go. Since 

nd particularly since the 

ce markets have loomed 

hous« 

et he r weeks shop 

rrew from the 

Co 
— 

the way in one trip i 

to save money by help- 

Family cars and suburban 

the daily marketing hike 

ctical. Today you'll find 

80% of 

purchases are taken off 

grocery sales in 

the customer. 

the supermarket trend is 

nt rush to complete one- 

st in shopping centers. The 

ce increasing in number at a 

ray Self-service shelves to sell 

all f goods are part of these 
lans. 

1 panel of Sears, Roebuck 

ext liscussing packaging case 
hist ited these facts: 

than half of Sears’ business 

12 hrs. of the week (nights 

and § lay) 

s peak hours, customers 

ofte umber salespeople 10 to 1 
nly way to exploit this sit- 

uati¢ to rely on the package or 
label to sell the product. 

The day will come, the panel fore- 
cast, when all packaging will have 
uniform elements to help customers 
make decisions. At present (except for 

grocery or drug stores) 80 to 90% of 

exposed merchandise doesn’t show at 

a glance the price, size, etc. 

It is commercial practice, for ex- 
ample, to put labels inside garments, 
but for quick selling they obviously 
should be on the outside. 

* Manager, Packaging Div., Schmidt Litho- 
graph Co., San Francisco. 
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‘Retailing is entering a dramatic 

period of development characterized 

by pre-packaged selling.” 
In other words labels are taking 

over for the salesman. They have the 
chance to do a tremendous job. Just 
how far self service can go is to be 

seen. It has “arrived” as far as gro- 

ceries are concerned. For this reason 

a look at supermarket label results is 
worth while for other fields. 

Several other factors have added to 

the label's selling power. One is the 

great number of new products—frozen 

foods, ready mixes, brown-and-serves 
chemicals, etc.—that 

brought new pleasure. For this rea- 
wonder have 

son, labels are scanned for product 

“news” more than they used to be. 

Another is the label’s great per- 

formance on TY. For some reason tel 

evision commercials almost always get 

even higher “seen-associated” ratings 

when the package itself is thrust close 
up into the spotlight. When the pack 
ige has a good message and recogni- 

tion elements, it means sales 

PHOTO COURTESY 

Label competition. 

How does your label 

look at point of sale? 

Does it reach out from 

the multitude of. brand 

names and designs to 

attract the attention of 

browsing shoppers? 

by Guy Street* 

Another factor heaping importanc: 

on the label is the point-of-purchas: 
display picture. Retailers have learned 
the great value of space. Supermarkets 
particularly are anti-clutter conscious 

and are regulating the use of displays 
The result is that, even with heavily 

perl 

ods when the only point-of-purchase 
merchandised brands, there are 

advertising is the label. 
The start of most label pl inning 

the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmeti 

Act. 

and cosmetics in 1938 what the Sears 

This law gave to foods, drug 

panel predicts other packaging will 
have: uniform elements to help 

tomers make decisions. 

You can say anything or show 

thing on a label as long as it 

not untruthful or misleading i 

it doesn’t interfere with the pr 

nence of mandatory informati mn 

This means that any label f 

to give quite a sales talk n | | 

words and pictures. The trick 

lay things out in a way that gives you 

everything a perfect label must 

ATLANTA PAPER CO 



No wetting... 

No waiting... 

Just a press of the finger and 

it’s labeled with 
Dennison PRES-a-ply* 

Look at the other unique advantages 

that PRES-a-ply labels offer: 

V Clean, easy and labor-saving. 

Vv Adhere to surfaces usually difficult to label — smooth non-porous 

urfaces like enamels and plastics. 

¥ Broad choice of stocks including litho-coated, high gloss, foils, 

casein coated metallics, tag, acetate, latex impregnated. 

¥ Available in a wide range of shapes, sizes, colors Dennison- 

designed to fill your requirements. 

¥ Available with permanent or removable adhesive. 

Vv Long shelf life. 

Dennison offers four convenient PRES-a- 
ply Dispensers — manual or electric. They 

are easy to load and operate. They speed 
labeling, insure against label spoilage. 

For more information write 

Dennison 

DEPT. 227, FRAMINGHAM, MASS. 

*Registered trademark for Dennison self-adhering labels and seals 
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Three-dimensional effect 
crisp letters make striking, att 

getting Teasdale Pork and Bear 

—attention value, stated ai 

and the right amount of pre 

The attention value of 

self-explanatory. Some shout 

of the product in big type. O 
for fast identification on pict 

dominate the package. Still 

rect attention to a trusted b 

Who will fail to recogn 

bell’s Soup, Armour’s pack 
or Dole pineapple? Dole « 

exact value of its graduated 

background throughout its 

and displays, under all kin 

Once a label has itself 

must state advantages qu 
vantages are as varied a: 

The advantages mav be 

PHOTO COURTESY ALLEN HOLLANDER CO 

ind 
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meat 
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tising 

light 

ed it 

Ad 

lucts 

ritten 

Pressure-sensitive labels, such 
as “8¢ off regular price” shown above, 

are a boon to special-promotion mer- 

chandising. Easy to apply, they can also 

be readily removed after promotion. 
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ii Bie Tits 

2 

wavs to use a vacuum cleaner, or an 

unwritten suggestion of quality found 

in a fine-wine or spice label design. 

The fact that labels are read has 

brought panels of selling copy such 

as you once read only in ads. 

In supermarkets you'll find a color- 

ful world of food pictures on labels 

because the specific advantages of 

good flavor, looks and uses of food are 

best revealed in direct color photo- 

graphs. And, largely, it is the best way 
to capitalize on another strange thing 

about self service: It was proved in a 

recent study that the housewife enters 

the market with only a few pur 

chas mind; more than two thirds 

of h irchases depend simply upon 

what ks good. She is planning a 

1 pictures that capture at 

ter | excite her appetite pay off. 

label 
what is in the can. So a 

doesn't restrict 

peaches show ua 

f sliced peach pie. Or 

fried chicken 

ith rice to better project 

may 

\f e can show 

housewife’s menu. (Of 

technique can be over- 

though it doesn’t violate 

is a definite border- 

skillful 

ittempt to deceive. The 

the re 

promotion and 

) permits his label to be 

ling still has to answer to 

customer opinion 

f menu planning, recipes, 

illustrated ones, have 

sales builders when in- 

bels. It has been shown 

that ut of 10 women will pick 

u printed recipe in a store 

A] rand of tomato sauce, for 

ex nphasizes its advantages 

different sortment of 75 

rec mg its 8-oz. can labels. 

I n offers and “l-cent” sales 

ar tages and there’s no reason 

wh shouldn’t be superimposed 
on | in a newsy (but not dis- 

tres way. For some reason a 

new lor patch has pull. A rice 

company put a simple copy claim on a 
panel crossing the face of its pack- 

age; sales increased 29%. 
A Appropriateness. Labels should sug- 

gest the reliability, integrity and de- 
sirability of the products they are in- 
tended to sell. Some products demand 
a label that suggests prestige, quality 

or even sophistication. Wines, candies, 

cosmetics and gift items are good ex- 
amples of products that call for fancy 
labels. By contrast, automotive goods 
simply never have sold well in sophis- 
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puoro COURTESY CAMEO DIE & LABEL CO. 

> ~~ 

ticated boxes. (Instead, brand name, 

how-to illustrations, directions for use, 

etc., are proved devices for establish- 
ing distinctive sales character for these 
and other mechanical products.) 

In any case the finest label design 
you can buy usually turns out to be 

a bargain. A label designed to pro- 

duce most product turnover is the 

one best designed to keep costs down. 
Most alert packers plan to overhaul 

their labels every three, four or five 

years. Those on top of the market 
the biggest brands—consistently make 
every improvement possible. 

To get a quick idea of the effective- 

ness of modern labels, one need only 

explore a grocer’s frozen-food depart- 

Here find 

transparent windows, 

ment. with 

foil 
dishes, lithographed cans, plastic film 

you cartons 

aluminum 

bags and paraffin-coated boxes. Labels 
here take the form of box wraps (usu 
ally paraffined or film laminated), la- 

bels inserted into bags, stickers and 

direct applications of all types 
Labeling processes were ready for 

frozen foods. Waterproof inks, vat 

nishes and perfected papers were 

years ago tor produc e-case labels 

Compare, for instance, the new 

package of frozen salmon steaks wit! 

the average 

shelf. The frozen package will be a 
lively salesman in itself—colorful, in 

can of salmon on thi 

formative, aggressive and probably 

with a tremendously appealing pictur 
of golden-brown salmon steak. 

The can label may be one that has 
changed little over the years—it has 

not assumed fully its new sales duties 

So a fine product like canned salmor 
doesn’t move forward year after year 
whereas the sale of frozen fish has 

recent years, been rising a million 

pounds or more annually 

A part of this dynamic growth must 

be due to this product’s modern pac! t 
é ; ; 

aging. You don’t see a salesma 

siding at the freezer 

New products hav 

in that their labels are n 

] 

long 

] go advantage 

and up to date It is the old produ 

7 " 

that must occasionally hire the 
, » 

salesmen to kee] S¢ lves some 

with their shelf competition 

Che most powerful salesman in t] 

self-service revolution has pi ved | 

yond all doubt to be the label. Nev 

was it more important or profitabl 

to employ the best in design, 

niques and materials 

Imprint your own Tickets, Tags, Labels 

Soabar tickets, tags 
and jabels are made Handle practically all your jabeli 

in rolls and are avail- in your own plant 

ee a ks la Mode! 22 Marker 

and counts 

ungummed litho, 
pressure sensitive, 
heat-seal, tag stock 
and many others. 
Free design service 

Write for 

Catalog to Dept 

illustrated 

price marking, packaging, identifica 

> requirements 

with Soabar's economical 

Automatically marks 

cuts and stacks or rewinds over 100 sizes and 

types of tickets, tags and labels with all the information you 

need at a rate of 144 per minute! Ideal for shipping, box-ends 

stock control 

and many other labeling applications 

ee 
_ ieee — 

ve. Oo — tie rote ~— 

rhe 990/76 2000 s00 $30.8 
CALLAWAY 

TOWELS 

+— 1 oP. & - 2  - ae O71 OB. & I Se 
16 5808 Walker Street e Philadelphia 24, Pa. 
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Seals and tags 

eals and tags have increasingly im 

S portant jobs to do in today’s mel! 

chandising. Selecting a proper seal o1 
tag deserves careful study, and it is a 

wise precaution to enlist the services 

of a reputable seal or tag manufac 
turer whose experience can be of in- 

valuable assistance. Keep in mind that 

the printed descriptive matter and the 
appearance of the package are often 

the only gauge of the contents the 

prospective buyer has. 
Seals (as distinguished from labels 

are the product of so-called “french 

edge” seal presses, which print one or 

more colors, emboss and die cut in a 

single operation. Characteristic of this 

process 1S the narrow embossed bo: 

der of the base material, the “french 

edge” from which the process name 
These have the 

printed copy sunk in, or debossed 

the stock 

copy is raised, or embossed. In pro- 

is derived seals 

showing through reverse 

duction, since all inks are wet, the 

printing of one color over another is 

not always feasible. Therefore a thor- 

ough knowledge of machine capabili- 

ties and limitations is essential to the 

Virtually 

any shape can be produced and, con 

preparation of seal designs 

trary to popular conception, in sizes 

ranging up to that of a letterhead, de 

pending upon design 
* The Foxon Co., Providence, R. I 

PHOTO COURTESY THE FOXKON Co 

Three-dimension effect for aluminum travel case tag is achieved by 

fine design and use of aluminum foil. Seals for candy, fancy olives and 

gift decanter of bonded whiskey exemplify the splendid effects that can 

be attained with embossed foil and delicate coloring. 

614 

Embossed seals have been used on 

widely diversified products and are 

frequently created to serve by them- 

selves as a publicity medium. Seals 

can become real “shopper-stoppers” 
applied to bottles and jars of food 
products, textiles, hosiery, sporting 
goods, glassware and similar products 
often sold in supermarkets or “mill 
outlets.” In this type of merchandis- 
ing, where competing brands are mass 

displayed side by side, they are espe- 
cially effective in providing the color- 
ful eye-catcher needed to attract the 

customer. When used as a decoration, 

or brand identification on perfume 
and other toilet goods, whiskey decan- 
ters, giftwares, confectionery packages 
and the like, an embossed, metallic 

foil seal is ideally suited for present- 
ing an appearance of richness. 

In the category of seals are numer- 
ous items not generally thought of as 
such. Tuck-in or stand-up price mark- 
ers for watches, jewelry, silverware, 
pens and pencils often are technically 
seals. So are tip-ons and decorations 
for greeting cards, riders for neckties, 

bendovers for ribbons and many 
others. The versatility of this process 

often is limited only by the ingenuity 
of the designer, who has a vast array 

of materials and techniques. 
Designing of seals is a highly spe 

cialized craft and requires a thorough 

SECTION 16—LABELS, SEALS AND TAGS 

by A. L. Hayes, Jr,* 

technical knowledge of the process, 

In addition, a good designe r must 

know about merchandising methods 
and problems of application to all 

types of containers and products. He 
should be furnished with complete 
details as to copy, general size and 
shape desired, color preference if any, 

method of attachment to be used, 

whether hand or machine applied, 
manner in which product is to be mar- 
keted and specific results desired of 

the seal. This will enable him to offer 

the most practical, attractive and 
effective suggestions. 

Materials and adhesives ar avail- 
able in wide variety. Their s. lection 
will be governed largely by t!« effect 
sought and mechanical requ ~ments 
of the usage. Aluminum foils ire the 
most popular stock and may >e had 
in a range from lightweight ‘or use 
in labeling machines to heavy gauges 
permitting maximum embo ing or 

rigidity. In addition, there ar’ a num- 

ber of paper stocks, both w ite and 
colored, obtainable in various veights. 

Adhesives suitable for almost ny pur- 
pose may be selected. Sea! can be 
furnished without adhesiv: ma- 
chine application, or wit. water- 
moistened gumming suital or ad- 
herence to many surfaces «uch as 
glass, paper, cloth and woo. Special 
formulas may be needed for + :\ore dif- 

1% MFC. Oo, PHOTO COURTESY DENN! 

; 

Silver foil and vivid colors attract attention and enhance 
quality appeal of products. Tag in foreground is die-cut to 
represent tanned cowhide and inside there is plenty of room 

to print care instructions and guarantee. 

SECTION 16-~—LABELS, SEALS AND TAGS 
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intricate combination of color, embossing and material 

seals outstanding. Tags take shapes that relate at right show how 

pecial selling jobs. 

ficul »s—certain plastics, metals 

and r or varnish finishes. Heat 

sea ermoplastic compounds of 

th nstant-action or delayed- 
act have been perfected so 

that ls of this type as well as 
pay w practical and in wide 
use ff the more recent and 

fast s developments is the 
pressure-sensitive seals 

term “tag” is used loosely 

iany types of marking de- 

enerally is applied to 
t] attachment is accom 

ili ne means other than ad- 

he se include strings, rib 

nd various slots, slits and 

hol tags are the products of 

ting processes, such as 

st letterpress, lithography 

Often the 

product or 

tag machines 

phy ipe of the 

pac} ikes a tag the only practi 

cal f marking, or considerable 

des matter and direction copy 

may re maximum area provided 

onl booklet form of tag. Fr 

quer eals and tags are used to 

get} to give the most effective 

point-of-sale impact. 

Marketing has changed greatly in 
the past decade and with the intro 
duction of thousands of new products 
and materials to the retail counter, 
obviously it is impossible for sales- 
people to know all about each of 
them. The rapidly increasing use of 
self-selection selling for all types of 
merchandise places the burden of the 
sale squarely on the package itself 

*See “Role of the Hang Tag,” 
" 

Mopvenn 
ACKAGING, Dec., 1956, p. 103. 
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result in high-quality 

Widely recognized is the fact that in 

formative marking is a “must” today 

and tags are ideally suited to perform 
this function. The buyer of an elec- 

tric appliance wants to know what it 

will do, how to use it, if it is backed 

by a guarantee and the name of the 
manufacturer. In shopping for cloth 
ing or other textile products, the cus- 

tomer is interested in the fibre con- 

tent, whether the colors are fast, if 

the garment is washable or must be 

dry cleaned and instructions for care 

These are typical of the facts de- 

manded by shoppers which should be 

provided with the product. A_ tag 

carefully designed for the particular 
ise and thoughtfully prepared as to 

copy and appearance can be _ the 
deciding factor in making the sale 

Style of the tag selected will de 

pend on several factors, not the least 
of which is the most practical method 
of attachment to the article. A pair of 
slacks, a blouse or jacket might use 

a tag with a slot to go over buttons. 

Fishing-rod or luggage manufacturers 

would probably prefer a string tag 
on jewelry and perfumes ribbon tags 

of metal foil imply luxury and qual- 
itv. Products subjected to rough han- 

dling probably require a tag rein 

metal 

the hole and fastened with wire. Spe- 
forced with paper o1 around 

cially designed die cutting 

soft goods, such as underwear and 
lingerie, to affix the tag by pulling a 
small pinch of the material through a 
slit. Various shapes may be devised to 
lock around a projection, a liandle or 

permits 

a strap on some products. 
Appearance of the tag is of para 

mount importance on products sold at 

app 

PHOTO COURTESY FF. EF. MASON & SONS 

Embossed bronze seals at left and silver and black seal 

simple design in metallic material 
, 

fai. 

retail. It should be pleasing to the 
: 

eye, uncluttered with needless cop 

still contain the 

wanted information. Sometimes 

folded tag will allow the ine lusion ot 

onside rable type matter without d 

from the attractive look 

the outside cover. While cost is nat 

ind design, but 

tracting 

urally a factor, nevertheless it def 

nitely 

i choice because a poorly mad t 

should be set ondary in mak 

is almost worse than none at all 

Papers and foils are the most 

monly used materials for tags of 

number 

weights and colors are availabl 

both and them 

essential in determining the best pos 

types. A considerabk 

familiarity with 

sible tag for a specific end result 

Some will require a strong tough stock 

to resist tearing or wrinkling in han 

a stock which will fold 

without cracking. Sometimes a | 

tion of the tag is to be torn off at 

perforations and the material must be 

suitable for this 

tain printed effects 
foils give better results than others. If 

dling, others 

In striving for ce: 

some papers or 

a tag is to be embossed, considera 

tion must be given to the printing on 
the opposite side, what this will de 
to the embossing or vice versa. 

The growth of the use of foil in all 

forms of packaging has inevitably 

spread into the tag field. More tags 

are using metallic foils than ever be 
fore and it has proved to be an 
excellent means 

prestige appearance of a 
Glittering and reflecting light as it 
dangles from an article, it not only 
catches the eye but demands closet 

attention. 

of enhancing the 

product 
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Geared 

To Your 

Needs ! 

,, Distinctive 

~ Packaging 

HOWELL OF ELMIRA 

DESIGNERS OF LABELS ¢ BANDS ¢ WRAPS e FOLDING 

& SETUP BOXES ¢ ADVERTISING DISPLAYS 

F.M. HOWELL & CO., ELMIRA, N.Y. & 
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THE FOXON COMPANY 
PROVIDENCE 1,.RHODE !ISLlLANC 

OUR AFFILIATE 

PAUL ASSOCIATES INC 
PALM SPRINGS CALIFORNIA 
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BAC > HEADERS—with any type of stock. Also specialities, forms, tickets. 

mmed, ungummed, paper, board, silk, Write today on your letterhead for free 

on a NEW ERA flat-bed letterpress 

YPES OF LABELS—with any stock; gummed, heat-seal silk, cotton, etc. 

SURE SENSITIVE LABELS—die-cut to backing sheet and stripped of waste, 

TYPES OF TAGS—-merchandise, shipping, manifold, etc. 

any number of colors in a single run. e Slits, perforates, numbers, punches, eyelets 

‘ . : ‘ 2s reinforcements—as it prints. 
one or both sides at the same time. and patches reinforceme Pp 

* Delivers finished product cut-off, rewound, uts any size and shape with steel rule or ; 
or zig-zag folded. 

ind female dies. 
T Dae : =a ' 

any type of label or tag material ’ Up to 7500 a hour! 

luding pressure sensitive, heat seal, 

( N PW LTa D i ! blew Sve Samet MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
371 Eleventh Avenve, Paterson, N. J. 
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Labels and wraps do a better selling 

job when they're printed on foil 
VACUUM PACKED! 

Rite da (eli ts 

instant ee 
Sa” 

otogravure 

UCKAGINE ie 







The, added, dinnson, that 
sls at the pout of purchase 

is lost when a foil label is not produced by experienced 

craftsmen like Foilcraft ... whose only business is 

working with foil. Take advantage of this specialized er 

experience by discussing your label problems with us. Write 

or phone specifics today, and be sure to request Foil 

Talk — helpful hints on designing for foil. 

Smirnoff Vodka 1957 Holiday 

- 
Decanter Label 

Foilcraft Printing Corporation 
3611 14th AVE., BROOKLYN 18, N. Y., GEdney 6-4516- 

ROSELAWN CENTER BLDG., CINCINNATI 37, OHIO, MElrose 1-8963 





-CONT ROLLED 

LAB Eka 
will give you the Gest 
in EFFICIENCY 

in ECONOMY 
in “SALES-POWER” 

There's a total of 1,134 years of tabel experi- 

Jala - Wey dil (-te MM lolol Magehattul-liMeelileMe isl Mule) imal ur 

roll -ti-Muilelel Taam iol iiil-t Melle Malle llr o\-1-teMulelailiil 187 

available at Tompkins’ Label Service to serve you 

better. 

We specialize in large quantities 

25,000 to 20,000,000 

FOR A COMPLETE LABEL SERVICE 

MAIL COUPON TODAY—NO OBLIGATION 

TUWFKINS  CASEL Stevie 
FRANKFORD & ALLEGHENY AVES., Derr. M6. PHILADELPHIA 34, PA. 

ATLANTA NEW YORK. N. Y. BOSTON _ CHICAGO ~ 
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ROLL-TYPE THERMOPLASTIC 

Labels 
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DESIGNING 

NRICO >: 
PACKAGING 

DONRICO INC... 438 WEST 37TH ST... NEW 





See What KLEEN: STI’ 
»PECIALI2Z A’ 

means to you 

as a Roll Label user! 

WIDE RANGE 

K pioneering research and 

velopment work in pressure-sensitive 

hesives has now made it possible for 

Roll Label Printer to produce the 

LEEN-STIK labels you need. As a result, 

) can now obtain Kleen-Stik Roll Labels 

m the printer of your choice and 

efit from the direct supervision of the 

b, and faster service 

makes good sense, doesn’t it? 

your next labeling job — if you need a removable label, 

f you have a product that is hard to label — take 

advantage of the specialized know-how of your 

regular label printer. 

és LEER -Ss 18K prooucts, inc. 
7300 West Wilson Avenue % Chicago 31, Illinois 

Pioneers in Pressure Sensitives for Advertising and Labeling 
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Labels 

Seals 

Tags 

- 
~ ;~ = mi oO & 

In Canada: t t. West, M | ¥ 
Hi DIE AND LASEL COMPANY 

‘i 4 WEST 14th STREET, NEW YORK, N. ¥ 
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to nel 

was developed 
D dealers 

| This is an able-stik* (pressure sensitive) # 
label designed for point-of-sale use to 

help dealers sell. 

\ 
} 

TEST iT! Just Peel and Press. 

See what it can do for you. 

FARBERWARE'’'S 
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Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 17—Decorative packaging 
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Reaching the gift market 
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t non ! 
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St teed Seen 

leepiv w pi 

Gift bottle and (| 

{) t il t 

\ 

Foil pre-wrap and bow are machine 

mn iv amxed to 

' " 

\ ni I ) 

tom oft { i\ go it 

rope it packaging has be 

ter " i” factor in ft " 

h It make Ss 

t ] } f oa 

ithe ) et 

t? rit ; 
i { A t 

\\ +} f ‘ p 

Ty 

a } ; ul L( bh ’ 

| carcely a 

e that wu ' 

ifts if packaged { 

Gift packagir has be 

| i l mpetit 

ri ] ' 4 t ; ; esstul { t , 

1 designe " h } 

that 

Cift p ck cy tec! 

erme furthe by rapid] 

, 
lling methods. The almost § 

ng to self service t 

| | 

place more emphasis \ 

vackaging, even on the f 

S rt so- i? Service 

' 
Package! ippear t ) 

te ted in the by ad hasic ples 

that will help them adapt the thot I 

f beautiful decoratis Kag- 

1 . 
ig materials to the selling juire- 

1 , 
nents that mean quick-m gift 

packages in specific product groups. 

lFodayv s gift pack igers are trying to 

find the 

What kind of gift packaging is my 

competition using—and how will mine 

answers to these questions 

stack up against it? 

Is there any way for me to take 

the guesswork out yt gift package 

planning? 
Will my gift package be easy for 

the store to handle? 

How often should I redesign my 

gift packages? Can I repeat a success- 

ful gift package or is it better to offer 

inew oner 



iccessfully use removable 

janning a gift pa kage, but 

les trongest guic 

vironment. One 

I plan p ckage termined by the pac Kage ol rt | 

mind gift appeal or chase than of a standard item wher 
} _ t ly seasonal appeals? familiarity with brand is one of he 

c 

candy manufacturer 

per sleeves and wraps that It is difficult for firms which oO 

I ectailer to return merchan tribute gift-packaged merchandis« ft 

r stock after the seas | a variety of outlets to pre-test the 

has run its course? packages. Many firms rely on the re 

5 pac kagers agree that there iction of their salesmen because of t? 

to eliminate guesswork com their knowledge of actual selling en l 

itt ills to he avoided It 1S shows 1 new pa kage to all h S ¢ 

for instance, to plan a ployees. If more than 50% like it hi irt t 

led pac kage for an item feels reasonably sure it has general ine Tan ntel 

stomer wants to handle and ippeal. If less than 50% like \\ 

retailer wants to show in does not adopt the pac kage [he I 

The quantity pa kaged essful nationally distributed t 

£ the packaged item chats Mellen te anal ) | M 
th current er tion of a little gues ! ! 

| ickage be ce and the avoid 

Notl ) irritates th calculated — spirit 

l th tI ! { ! etl 

hat | 1e dam General practic 
byle \y , x,» P , seelians ‘ 

} bad pla f ; ' 

r ‘ ol + et as er 1 ’ ! Ty 

( { lume Cosmet { 

: the first t 

ui thot In } sot to be a ] 

tentials. The s} Ip] t une. Ret rs | t 

| | tem and choose ‘ hus 

j competing gift lines ckage that peated 

speciait food nsidered stock { I 

smetics, simy be manufacturer couldn't 

rt package stands out holidays season 

\ id the shopper's The ippe il = rel 

1 likel te he 1, versal oa { 

ging for nearl fiel i 

' stationery mirect 

} ed t ti] | ) ‘ 

BECKMUN RA 

Dressed up in spark 

polyester film, Breck sha 

poo s a labe } 

hroug! sprinh 
, 

old stars 

Cigars go colorful, 

whin sic il or use the greet 

ing card approach to reach 

the gift market 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1956 ont 



| Novelty and gift packages 

B | , ' } eve] lay emg is its special appeal that quick] field »t novelty, gitt and special-ocea 

ind t ( t the novelty lentifies and attracts a buying aud sion packaging. In one instance of 

stinct 5 ence—he Iping the Christmas shopps ! dramatic presentation, utilizing a new 

g id just the right presents for the per packaging form, one watchmaker 

y is on her gift list; suggesting a demonstrates the waterproof qualities 

g tive tch for the graduate, a silver y f his product by sealing the watch 

t the bride; selling “beauty” to the in a laminated water-filled e1 elope 
1 , 7 } y 

I é | ng lady at the cosmetic counte Another metal package widened 

using dad to buy a novel toy for the alre ady established re-use values 

hildren on his way hom« of metal gift packages by shaping the 

sales momentum enjoved | metal-box lid into an attract tray 

ter-packed liquor at a range f Vacuum-formed plastic 

lieve beet well sust uned has inti duced a flexible ( 

l { S | é lium to the novelty field y} 

enture of pil tra sal th crystals, usually difficult «nd ¢ | 

| thie p ch ’ ! ; { ( vill 

( linarily s ful. A f distinction. |} 

t, liqu e shel bul t from the = ee f 

lection of formed shells and shapes. ] 

N hnian e also be ick 

by ng t tl | l vitt-] ick t 1-torme | mit re 

» ipp yt \ ium-torme pt ble the ! 1 

c sheet fabricatec tha etal | ckages th t turn low 

l l Id finisl il a basket-we tore items into gift iten 

l t t} S¢ ] i id bi l | Larne Iwo handke hie ts be 

1 right into the Wrap and ittractive gilt item whet 

| t I irent, textur d liquor bottle « n S nal between-holiday fill being 

formed entirely of sheet plast l ick iged in an acetate iblin 

i ape wrappers are lso ent lass with a zzle stick S! 

the realm of the liquor pack f orange 

iulternative to spe il de« Ever nore expensive have 

ft-giving occasions venefited from the poss es of 
Ne materials and forms in ge anutacturing much 

sick 1,] ct -m 6 ineere ] y L ri } 

Triple appeal 

new Magic Mirror \ Ss Cor i 

tainer; colorful design dramatizes 

the unique toy; swin it wings 

keep records safe; nd carry 

handle permits easy transporting 

SECTION 17—DECORATIVE PACKAGING 632 sECTI 



core CONTAINER BY AMBASSADOR PLASTICS & MPC CLEVELAND CONTAINER CO. CONTAINER BY 

MAS 

Disp! plus function. | Product’s theme is appropriat: 
! conta terpreted. Silo for three acetate ack 

f ts illustrates Fin ‘n Feather | 

dress. 

) l | t ] nce cal t w 

. \ recent Ko b ver) s} pl y } 

{ f lens filtes ! yacka the } Pi + 1: . 

Fact ests 1 hin n retailing en a ] set ir 

rs out for selection steadily The trend to self sé ' p a 

n-trade folding carto vith its emphasis on the packag ae 

turn up in unusual. out the prime sales agent. ha laced te It is of 

\ box isa box until ed premiul m ce u tha ] igh } fa 

t speak for itself tit in } 
larm box 1 SUITCASE 

Fancy fibre tubes nui trikin Toast to the hostess is suggested by the four old-fashion whisk« 

t | hor variety of toiletries filled with Schiaparelli bath salts. Glasses pe vith Fu } 

A A KA LOF A-—-19 633 



gene 
xr “- 

See iF ty 
ne EK a “ 

Elegant repertoire. nd fancy papers combine to produce packages of all shapes an 

Decorative materials 

ble pe In this form, tl 

I laced a 

{ orn t¢ 

ibject t idera ; 
4 a, 2 

' , , P : 2 

I diversifi mate y : 

ritt it ns til { pack iging It is rel ti\ Ww iin : 

juirement from U sf plentiful and « isily ¢ d. It 

ite is a tilable in he laminated W t} t} ecora 

1 hie enor i naterials mr tre ited te Hy in 

tively packaged in y number of ways. (See a Fancy 

ns set-up boxes fibre I ipers p DIS 

| ( I ited construc E1 ibossed glassine . quilt ixed 

testimony to the practi lity id featherweight corrugated papers 

erboard a in inexpensive ind provide protection plus I venta 

pa kaging material Paper tion for candy, confectionery ind spe 

il in be cut stamped scored cialty foods and for jewel cos 

cle orate dl itomatx« illy it } igh meucs ind toiletri¢ s. Decorative papel 

] 1! eds lt adapts well to mass pro makes excellent covei material tor 

bh cto For these reasons it is chosen manv of the set up ind prest ntation 

lo ind d l the nater) il ror pac k iging thou DOXeS US¢ d in gift packaging match- 

tT t ist inds of varied retail products ing costly fabrics in appearance and 

\ Another important paper material is in some treatments providing greast 
1] ° » dis ded pulp which is beginning to and waterproofness not possible when 

lor nd n ! nstanth ome of age in this country. In com- silks and satins are used 

) ith velour, flocks and othe1 Foil finds innumerable decorative 

I ! treatments, molded pulp ha ipplications because of its brilliance 
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and moldability. Gorgeously printed 

and embossed foil papers are ideal 

cover stocks for many elaborate set-up 

boxes packaging products like cos- 

metic powders, perfumes and candies. 

Shredded foil, like shredded film, 

naper and laminations, is used in food 

indy packaging, where even the 

greaseproof cushion needed for prod 

uct protection must be. decorative 

Fil The transparency of films 

loited most ad\ intage ously 

tive treatments where the 

] However! the 

ped for these 

iters spec ial « flects which 

finish of film and 

n 5 

ti eal decorative ich 

? } ' u) product 
, i 

} ( Dé r 

Tt 
i 

{ ly { 

; i T t 

t t fering 

t +} | 

1 } ref } 

1 
t } ( i 

} 1 de F 
’ : 

t t rehection 

st h en 

f ( tive packag 

} } ] t achieve qu 

} thy : 

? y 
‘ ' re) i 1 

‘ 

i 

Fine metal ware, imported from Eng 

its charm from an interpreta 

woucher pastoral scene 

1 in rare old porcelai 

Imported porcelain antique cotta Transparent 

holds Harriet Hubbard Aver batt 

Molded plast 

nal | rative | 

component ] ture f 

terial lends itself t 

ited des 1 hil 

ve been « 1] ited cCce ] 

e variety of tu 

t S Set Mi Id ] ( 

$2 

Molded _plast 

lined with lux v fal () 

rt i ick ige to t h ] 

cessories like light Ss t} 

les gne 1 to b y ut ti 

trinsic qu lit n I I 

to imitate other it 1s 

] tortois ell ‘ 

Increased uS¢ I 

transparent pl S i ! 

vdde 1 sales etu t 

nd gift ite Direct } t 

stock boxes add Ss. 

Marking Plastic ¢ ta 

Plastic closures 

component of many 

ages Stoc k cle sions Cc! if 

carry out striking lor hem« 

decorative patterns hile t 

signs are more likel to 

trademark or produ t mot 

Special materials 

Certain products which rely ] 

on the gift market for 

make use of packaging med 

are gifts in themselve 

Ce ramics offer some ot tt 

charming und prized re-use ¢ t 

ers. Fac h vear simpl variations 

few basic forms—the jug, th 

bowl, the vase, the ash tra the f 

urine find a favored place on retail 

ers’ shelves in a full range of colors 

Metal containers, too, have hig! 

re-use potentials in addition to offer 

ing long-lived protection to the sp« 

They will 

withstand severe handling in 

cialtv foods they package 

wd transit. The simplest treatme: 
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\ I I turer 1S iking at shiny o1 dull and in two-tone effects used in decorative and novelty pack- 

e of a | re economical! 9 Huorescent colors aging, for example, to set off gift tools. 

thod of producing contoured metal Imitation leather and fabric. Flex- It is also used to form novelty figures 

itaine the trade a ible plastic sheeting notably vinyl such as bottle stopper or decorative 

ulge « which re formerly im has gained wide acceptance in low iccents that add special atmosphere 

l to nufacture domesticall price fitted cases, pouches and cov to pack iges 

f ( ered-fibre containers. Plaids and prints Ribbons and ties when used with 

\ l acl perennially ipproximate an imported flannel or care can transform a drab package, 

| fy indy and chintz: leather finishes imitate thei: Available in woven and nonwoven 

ts boxes models to the last stitch: and translu types of cloth, paper, plastic and 

Is « be cent “fabrics” in pastel shades widen their laminations—they are finished 

ite exact] the useful range like velvet, satin, lace or cord in many 

th-hewr Cloth. The success of cloth and widths, colors and designs. 

thly pol leather imitations in plastic has re- Knotted off with fringe, pompons, 

ll ed interest in the re al thing Cloth tassels or bows package fast lings 

textural quality that lends itself need never be a useless “ext For 

\ | | reat t if to gift packaging example, when glued by an rseal 

Other popular fabrics are ed to to the package wrap so that tl ’per 

f | 10 che ‘ n same specific effect for ex ump! must be torn to open the pa se, a 

Ity put-uy nonk’s cloth (masculinity), ginghams handsome ribbon or cord pr les a 

. nerkiness), raycns (softness and fem- feeling of expendable luxury 

uxury game ninitv),. scrims ind. tulles delic icy Pre-cut ind tied lengths lasti- 

rf 1 fine : ind crispness) cized cord in metallic finishes now 

| ID] lied Genuin li ither has a classic use ) he ing used bv some stores ¢ peed 

many | kits of person ul ac- gift wrapping Manufactu who 

ries and toiletries for men and outer wrap their boxed prod with 

en is \V ell n overt 1 met ] oitt pape rs may find this el] cord 

I for watc! ind jewelry. Strik in answer to the | roblem of ymer 

e cal e of leather t spectic 

nt a pack All kinds of prefabricated and 

| f ? tiff, | ht her finishing ornament vail- 

] } t le which are easily att the 

| ] . t of the } } pack 

Flocked polystyrene 

Flower basket 

URTESY FARRINGTON 

PHOTO cc 
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iny 
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RIESY FAREINGTO 

anced with Claremont Flock 

tions available 

aremont Flock-Affixed 

Papers — in Rolis 

ess ond sei 

ked pape 

ais of various lengths 

widths 

Claremont Flock-Affixed 

Boxboard — in Sheets 
omplete details, samples 

d prices of boxboard sur- 

» colors) — see your paper 

rchant. Sparkling selec- 

Claremont Flock - Bulk 

in Dust-Tight Bags 

We manufacture and supply 

Claremont Flock for al! disploy 

ond packaging purposes. Avail- 

able in 50-lh. sealed-bog units 

18 colors : 

design 

wy 

CLAREMONT 

FOR EYE-ARRESTING 

GIFT PACKAGES, DISPLAYS 

AND PRODUCTS 

CLAREMONT FLOCK ennobles boxboards 

and paper with the regal 

texture and luxury nap of 

suede, velour and velvet. 

Ravishing to the glance sensuous to the touch Claremont Flock 

customer-winning buy-cppeal to rigid or flexible paper stock 

any type of flat or shaped surface, from a glass bot 

Economical cotton glomorous rayon ly 

come the three grades of flock. Colors, carefully formulated « 

ranging from the brilliant to the pastel, catch the eye and invite 

to caress the gracious surface 

Ruggedly utilitarian, too, os well as decorative are Claren 

uses, such as giving a cushioning, traction-supplying surface to th 

table of « phonograph or a handsome shock-absorbent linin 

lovely jewel case. 

Packaging developers and other manufacturers are invited to 

Claremont for color cards, samples and complete details 

CLAREMONT WASTE MFG. CO. 
World's Largest Manufacturer of Flock 

CLAREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
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new record by 
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founding 1 

page 14> 
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irch of specify 

facts 

more advertisers come to 

values of the Fn 

round ady sing 
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ig Supplier 

PLASTICS “TOPS”? 
n 1925, Mopern 

PLAsrics has played a major role in th 

WHAT THE MARKET BUYS a re eo ee 
’ : 7 stantly been in the Vanguard new 

I ry ne pplication ) rt tics I 
: Pp] . ' ol | - product explorations \s iol ts 

s the field's need tor materials ; , ‘ 
literally “the plastics nm iwazin ith 

cs ind supplies As a result 

I . iti ¢ xpanding dem nad tor 
| ! : that has matched the 

Chemicals and Materials — syithetic since the industry's i 

plasticizers, coatings, colmrants \s the authority in the field )ERN 
ders, fillers, laminates, saturating . . 

. : PLAsTICs answers over 20.000 uiries 
risers solvents piust rox 

? Cien antl ahunet i vear through its Reader S e De 
plastic Ir vi sh 

' parment. It forwards to mam turers 
Equipment—li\idiraulic systems, moldin 

6,000 inquiries a month I klets 
‘ ! yy Dresses granulator 

nd literature 
fers eat sealers, ovens and heat : 

n i el slitters, maitis, mine GROWING A it ON 
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4 

HOW DOES MODERN PLASTICS WORK? : 
I editorial aim of MoperRn PLAstics . 

» aid facturers throughout in 

ry in the proper use ol plastics ff 

} fit t ob. It serves all 

s of the field the makers ol j 
tics, the processors, and the manu ; 

irers who u plastics in volume Ba 

\ ra | n tll 

{ » Stor s f ° 

7 axe Here are other salient facts 
j rea 
; ellis the largest’ p ation 

ned with plastics ine in the pla 
1) du e! Crve ts 

chemist testing-—written pene FR.site ‘ pt 

ad byt held’s top authorities : ‘ ae tcg pt: 
I the other plastics n Ve 

“ , ‘ 

THE ANNUAL “ENCYCLOPEDIA ISSUE @ It's the only magazin 6 
I tlolis l every Se ptember is the complete coverage of al ses ol 

Of MopeRN Plastic plastics: = proudt ‘ 7 
«. R dl ich u t is th producto ‘ 

Ti I rk rk pron ke -_ S, patent "= , > rovid 

t ’ ! ‘ ery pl ise I eo! the frst cl ce ol be 
1 erin produs + sect the held—carries a g e ( 

. ’ wivertisin than tl Lastie 
nd materials selection. It in 

- B D mavasines com 
mplet PUVETS irectory 

} ' ‘ @ According to orl te vical am 

\ rtisinge in the tnevclopedia Issue , field 
management personnel: t © Hen 

record-high, all paid 29,000 cit 

market Ww 

llancy 

WHAT IS THE PLASTICS MARKET? es ee eee it is the “most useful” | 5 maga 
| \I the t tlar sues of MopeERN PLASTICS 7ine \ 1954 readership irvey. bv 

{ 
Daniel Starch showed tt h about 

the pls ) ot a 3-to-l lead over other plastics pub 

: lications! 

1. the plastics industry itself-— ‘ 

, oe the end users’’ of plastics MODERN 

: | 575 Madison Ave. 

plat New York 22, N. Y- 
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Ps” 

lead writing instruments 

whey 
New standards of attainment 

We, at Arrow, are extremely proud of ou 

packaging association with so many 

leaders of American industry 

In design, in creativeness, in distin ; 

tiveness of appeal — and in quality 

\rrow packages reflect the distin 

tion such leadership requires. The 

same packaging service is avail- 

able to other leaders in other 

industries or to those seeking 

the leadership role. 

BULOVA 
Leader in precision products 

KER PEN 

& We welcome miquir 

We will be pleased to have 
HICKOK 

f-eader in men’s accessories 
one of our merchandising 

representatives visit you 

and discuss your pac kaging 

plans — without obligation 

BOX MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT TO THE , a OF INDUSTRY of course 

Shit sani 00 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC 

567 Fifty-Second Street, West New York, New Jersey * Canadian Plant: 91 Brandon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario 
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APM Molded Foum Styrene: PROVEN SALES APPEAL a 

| ) | The warm, friendly feel and rich new color texture of 
C(t APM Molded Foam Styrene packages and tra 

plays. With APM packages 
wadding protective containers are 1 i 

patent | | kven bottles of liquid can be 1 

in APM containers without absorbent waddi 

first and only si eceptance ever +} g | 

Post Office 

APM Polyurethane: COLORFUL RESILIENT PROTECT.ON 

I ght « é | e it lik 

th ! st PM ! ethan { 

| ; | 

FH. NOBLE & COMPAN) F 
‘ c j j 

AMBASSADOR PLASTICS & MFG. € (P. | 
312 W. Erie St., Chicago 10, tI 

| \ ill 

Readers 

640 

How to use the Directory 

f) ervice Ve 

this volume... 
The Most Useful BUYERS’ DIRECTO 

Issued for The Packaging Field 

gins on page 659 information about thei: pr ducts and service 

irgest and the most useful full address of every supplier idvertiser and 

published advertiser alike—can be found in the Alphabet 
69) of List of Manufaci 

section 

urers starting at page 

Directory 
Subject Index the he iiings in the 

wetically every container, machine 

which is of interest to pack 

nsult the Subject Index; then 

if you need further help 

rete! Extensive as the Buyers’ Directory is, it may | 

certain information which you want. In that ca 

the Readers Service Department can be of assi 

ance. Your request for data on products not « 
Dire for additional facts « 

rt supplie rs on the page listed 

eveal that major suppliers are also 

the Enevclopedia—and you'll find it 

| | ered in the ctory, o1 to turn directly to their advertise 

t the Advertiser's Index in the very the items listed, will receive prompt, courteous 

the | tor pad umbers) for detailed handling 

MODERN PACKAGING A Bresk 

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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d o not necessarily 

Advertisers’ index by subject matter 

for SECTION 18——Shipping containers 

cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category 

> 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE 

« 

CLOSURES 

\merican Flange & Manufacturing Co., In 

CORRUGATED & SOLID FIBRE SHIPPING CONTAINERS 

( ( ta ( pora 

Gil t Cor igated Paper Ce ipan In 1) i) { 

Growers Container Corpora 

Hoerner Boxes, h 

nciud wo 

! ! ( , , Sectior > 
i nad Contamer Corporation 18-9, 641 a6 

p. 655 S —¥ 

36 
- ca 

HEAVY-DUTY BAGS a 
a 

( ! Container Cory t 

e 
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taine 

» SECTION a8 
‘ large 

; iG CONTAINERS hig! 
— de 

pel 

spit 

* * © I 

orrugated and solid-fibre containers Z 
by W. B. Lincoln, Jr,* 

I hippet ite thoroughly th terns. The use of fibreboa pack : 

C | vilit tr using hb boxes for ing vitreous china plumbi ture a 

products ind other articles long con 1 be- “4 

( breboard is extreme] laptable md its capacity has 1 ( ” 
} meeting trength requireme its. De ( nmonplace of 

find it is possible to shape and Among the several re iN rm 

} t in endless variety of way ng conversions to co! fibre : 

M f the new! idopted fibreboard board packing, the ap held 1. 

liff e f{ superior t yider d probably is the most d and ( 

} ] ningly stronger types of constru mportant. ¢ orrugated rs f 1 

t Such packs ire successful be ippliances have been | § ( 

ise they are engineered to protect ful and economical 

the contents with strength built into One manufacturer w 

pa here it is needed losses were 0.6% redu t 

tl Corrugated fibreboard has found a 0.05% by conversion f 

tantial ¢ t} nstruction tive type of container. d 

f pallets, bulk pallet packs and w gree of protection affor 

d loads s well as containers for cated fibreboard is illust the 

r appliances such as refrigerators fact that one range mat had 

t d ( ind hea\ never been able to meet 

Sate Transit Committe uiré 

. ments for pre-shipment 1 I 

idopted an all-corrugate: 

Che scope ot applic this 

field and to similar items to b 

ilmost unlimited with eights 

now in the 500-to-700-1 ye an 

dimensions limited only $17 S 

f container-manufactu july TI 

ment available ere 

Contributing to the ra loption } 

the fibreboard pack factor ies 

Packing appliances such as the simplification of interior 

in corrugated is. made packing forms, the devel 1t and 

easier with  flap-closing use of special machinery issem- 

machine which eliminates bly, strapping and sealing. More re- 

heavy lifting, permits use cently, the fully automatic set-up and 

P Menard Soleing carter glued assembly of interior packing 

forms and containers on special ma- 

‘ chines opens up a new concept ol . 

iutomation in the par kaging of large ‘ype 

ind bulky items A flut 

The trend to larger and _ heavier B flut 

packs in fibreboard is refle ted in the C flut 

increased use of the higher test grades 

of fibreboard and also of double-wall an 

corrugated board ~ ll 
The ability of corrugated fibre con- tF 
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con- 

tainers to endure rough treatment is 

exemplified by the 

large air line which converted from 

experien e of a 

hn crates and boxes to 

- ted. The new containers re 

irst costs by nearly $20,000 
In addition, the fibreboard 

s frequently were found to 

hiot st heavy 

ble enough to permit re-use in 

veighing 50% less than former 
af nse 

ire two broad types of con 

corrugated fibre and solid 

fabricated by 

1 number of sheets of pa- 

structural 

tvpes are 

having special 

stics designed to give the 

idity and form. Various 

ths) of the paperboard 

the apparent simplicity of 
1 proper understanding 

equires upplication of all 

the } es governing sound pack- 

KNOW ledge of the spec ial 

cs the material offers 

( 1 board is made with the 

ugated sheet usually of 

ess, attached to the 

DY adhesives The ré 

forms in general 

nentals of fibreboard-box 

revolve around the fol- 

and carrier regulations 

sce = “Shipping Regula- 
j +) and 2) standard prac 

Flute characteristics of 

orrugated board 

Thickness 

of board, 

in. in 

te Flute 

r height 

A flut 7 0.185 Me-Tho 
B flut )-52 0.105 1g 

C flut {1-45 0.145 5 

I nsions are subject to consider 

among different 

vard caliper will vary 
t liners used 

+E 200 test combined board 

manufacturer 

with the and corr 1_}y 

CLOPEDIA—1958 

tice and nomenclature in the fibre-box 

industry In the individual pl mt and 

in the box-user’s organizations 

Every corrugated-fibreboard box 

must comply with carrier regulations 
Of these, Official (railroad) Freight 

Classification Rule 41 is the most im 

portant. However, 

carrier rules does not guarantee safe 

adherence to all 

delivery. In the solution of every 

packing problem, analysis will disclose 
that certain principles must be ob- 
served to obtain adequate protection 

of the product being shipped 

Fibre-box-industry standards deal 

ing with terminology, correct style 

names and proper order of dimension 
have all been in general use for many 

should be 

closely as possible. It is well to verif 

all such points with your boxmaker 

vears and adhered to a 

as there are certain phases not yet 

standardized where ample opportunit 

remains for misunderstanding 

To fill a standard order pr 

the boxmaker needs certain data that 

can be outlined as follows 

Style. In 

the widely accepted standard stv] 

called for 

ments are special, tailor-made desig 

instances many 

will be but where re quire 

can be evolve d 

Size. Length, width and depth 

ways in that order) 

Type of manufacturer's joint i 

stricted) 

Grade as de fine d by l M l 

test or (b) weight and type of liner 

ind corrugating material 

Class of board. Single wall, doubl 

wall, etc. 

Type of flute (if requirement 

special). 

Other information that is needed 

includes (1) color of inks 2) cor 

ind artwork, (3) size of typ: 4) lo- 

cation of all printing in detail (special 
stamps other 
requirements of the carriers where 

and caution marks or 

these are necessary) and (5) a box 
number to identify boxes and specifi 

cation sheets and to facilitate orde: 

ing, inventory and the like 

Special requirements 

If requirements are special, addi 
tional data may be needed such as 

1. Overprint color, waxing or other 

surface coatings. 

2. Inner packing details. These 

often require a complete knowledge of 

the product or samples of the actual 
product to permit developing a sam 
ple pack. In certain highly standard 

See “Non-Skid for Corr ited,” Me 
PACKAGING, Dec 1956, | 127 
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VTAINEH BY INLAND CONTAINER CORP. 

Easy opening and can r val is fe 

rovide hold 

tain the best and cheap 
I nel f r } § purpose There 

lerable minor variation within 

f the fibre-box industry on 

grades of liner 
7 } 

gating material, flute sizes and 

measurement of a given 

Hut imis admiutte dly pre sents 

for both the buyer and the 

ker. Even though in most cases 
‘ = We” iriations are minor, “molehills 

it time ide into mountains by 
, . 

rary and restrictive specifications 

} r littl purpose If the 

blem is approached from the view- 

it of satisfactory end performanc« 

“ t 1 be ri idil solved 

l t to select boxmakers 

to get the best out of 
il th de signs 

RTESY OWENS-ILLINOIS 

Gift-giving by the case is sugy: 
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sted by attractively 

tor Old Taylor 

used. Let them see your problems 
and develop a thorough understanding 

of requirements. Use their salesmen 
and engineers as packaging consult 

ants, not just peddlers. Only then 
will your specifications and containers 
be adequate and effective and your 

packaging costs be at a minimum. 

Determining size 

How big is a box? Apparently this 

question poses a number-one problem 
to many users. It is not being facetious 

that boxes are of only two 

right size and the wrong 

it becomes 

to say 

sizes: the 

size. In the latter case, 

necessary to find out why, where and 

how great the size error is. This is 

lso a two-stage problem, involving 

establishment of the correct size and 

building a box to that size. 

Establishment of the correct box 

ze in the first place is more complex 

than many realize. It may require 

special study of user specifications, 
practices, handling methods and de- 

sires as to fit. Problems of personality, 
1s well as manufacturing methods 

ind situations, enter into the picture 

in addition to such obvious problems 
as products which tend to settle or 
oe change size or shape during storag 

\ case in point is furnished by tw 

plants belonging to the same company 
and packing exactly the same cartoned 
product. It was found necessary to in- 

rease one dimension of a shipping 

r use at one of the case Ke in. f 

plants because the packages were han- 

dled more roughly and the product 

caused the side walls to swell. 

Once the pattern of the size rela- 

tionships has been established, the 
specifications writer should be able to 

do his part in keeping with that pat- 

tern and the competent boxmaker can 

bourbon i 

Aluminum foil laminated to | 

ind outside of corrugated conta 

shipping life of whole blood 

produce boxes of accurate 

within normal tolerances 

Many box buyers ar 

about the problem of ch: 

to determine whether t! 

correct size as ordered. TI 

difficult thing to do if t! 

approached in the orth 
trying to measure the b 

plete box). Fortunately tl 
practical way to check siz 
The procedure is to load 
the contents. If they fit 

is the correct size. 

A more positive wa 

complete boxes against 

specifications is to make u 

block of 4i-in plywood bu 

to the desired dimension: 

well if there are not too 

PHOTO COURTESY FIBREROARI 

important trend in corrugated is use of 

better quality printing and more color, 
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LINERS 

If these methods are not suitable, 

vour boxmaker can demonstrate how 

to < he k 

een 

dimensions by measuring 

betw scores 

Performance checks 

Inherent high strength combined 

ith minimum weight, stiffness and 

rigidity without brittleness, and high 

tensile strength with built-in cushion 

for shock absorption are all combined 

unique characteristics of the 

fibr vox. To take full advantage of 

th aluable 

to design containers and in 

While 

characteristics, it is 

king details properly I 

safe carriage, certain prin 

st be observed where appli 

nese may be defined 

ure Surround — product 

yperly protective containe! 

patibility. Employ contain 

ier pac king materials suite 1 
} 

ds of the product 

ntion Provide strength 

and leakage 

raint. Prevent any damagins 

nt rupture 

ind ntrol cushioning 

fior Prevent damaging 

( urticle b Lise i 

n. Ke e shock wit] 

> Li ive some space bh 

es or articles and containet 

| 

eby preventing all contact 

rt grace the containe1 

ts igainst the loads and 

1 
ntered in | 

rar } ] » . 
ird at the weaker areas 

brasion. Avoid rubbing o1 

nts of contact through 

ctor I materia! 

ibution. Avoid concentr: 

sure by spre idin cont t 

idet ible area 

enston Attach article t 

one or two taces onl. 

thers free 

ure. Provide openings fo 

and observation or ventila- 

ntents 

sure. Complete closure and 

ecl e container against accidental 

De 

is ] te) nstructions Label the packed 

ontainer with proper information 
overing nature of contents, destina- 

tion, handling methods, etc 

S} ents which will be handled 

by different distribution methods re- 

different 

standards. Quite different grades, de- 

of container 

quire vastly performance 

signs or amounts and 

inner packing materials are specified 

for adequate strength to cope with 

different hazard levels. These hazard 

levels may be classified as: 

1. Local domestic (city) delivery. 

2. General domestic shipping (na- 
tion-wide delivery): (a) less than car 

load lots: (b) carload lots 

3. Peacetime export shipping 

1. Wartime or military overseas 

shipping 

The 

the manufacturer 

Rule 41, is a statement that the 

has been manufactured in 

with Classification pro 

It has no further significanc: 

This point 

certification of containers 

as provided for T 

tainer 

cordance 

sions 

is often misunderstood 

box users. The boxmaker’s certification 

does not mean the box is necess 

idequate for the packing of all prod 
, 

the weight and dimen 

The St le ction 

of adequate container 

ucts within 

ion limits specified 
7 ] 

na design 

in engineering problem to be sol 

iccording to individual 

The modern fibre box 

in be of real assistance 

} chandising program. Boxes may bi 

ittractively printed or decorated with 

in overprint design, advertising to the 

world at large the product, the ma 

ufacturers name and any other ce 

sired message 

cee dea Se a Oe 
I ‘ i Mover KA 

Plus value. Cutout designs are printed on inside wall of shipper for child’s 

table. Rocket ship 

constructed, according t 

(shown), 

the manutacture 

launcher, doll hous« 
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ONTAINER BY INLAND CONTAINER  cORP. 

} 
r to obtain the best and cheap- 

mtainers for his purpose. There 

derable minor variation within 

ranks of the fibre-box industry on 

] such as grades of liner 

ugating material, flute sizes and 

tual caliper measurement of a given 

f flute This 

lem for both the buyer and the 

admittedly presents 

ker. Even though in most cases 

the variations are minor, “molehills” 

e at times made into mountains by 

bitrary and restrictive specifications 

hich serve little purpose. If the 

blem pproached from the view- 

nt of satisfactory end performance 

we it « be readily solved 

I ssary to select boxmakers 

w t ret the best ut of 

le material ind the designs 

Gift-giving by the case is suvy 

printed shipping containers for Old 
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Taylor bourbon 

used. Let them see your problems 
and develop a thorough understanding 
of requirements. Use their salesmen 
and engineers as packaging consult- 

ants, not just peddlers. Only then 
will your specifications and containers 
be adequate and effective and your 
packaging costs be at a minimum. 

Determining size 

How big is a box? Apparently this 
question poses a number-one problem 

to many users. It is not being facetious 

that boxes are of only two 

sizes: the right size and the wrong 

size. In the latter case, it becomes 

necessary to find out why, where and 

This is 

to say 

how great the size error is 

ilso a two-stage problem, involving 

establishment of the correct size and 

building a box to that size. 

Establishment of the correct box 

size in the first place is more complex 
than many realize. It may require 
special study of user specifications, 
practices, handling methods and de- 

sires as to fit. Problems of personality, 

as well as manufacturing methods 
and situations, enter into the picture 

in addition to such obvious problems 
as products which tend to settle or 
change size or shape during storage 

A case in point is furnished by two 
plants belonging to the same company 

and packing exactly the same cartoned 
product. It was found necessary to in- 
crease one dimension of a shipping 

case \%m in. for use at one of the 

plants because the packages were han- 
dled more roughly and the product 

caused the side walis to swell. 

Once the pattern of the size rela- 
tionships has been established, the 

specifications @riter should be able to 

do his part in keeping with that pat- 

tern and the competent boxmaker can 

PHOTO COURTESY Alcgy 

Aluminum foil laminated to bo: 
ind outside of corrugated contai: 

shipping life of whole blood. 

produce boxes of accurate d 
within normal tolerances. 

Many box buyers are 
about the problem of check 
to determine whether the: 

correct size as ordered. This 
difficult thing to do if the 

approached in the orthod 
(trying to measure the box 

plete box). Fortunately ther: 
practical way to check size 
The procedure is to load the 
the contents. If they fit | 

is the correct size. 
A more positive way 

complete boxes against 
specifications is to make uj 
block of %-in. plywood built 

to the desired dimensions. 1 
vell if there are not too n 

PHOTO COURTESY FIRRERO ARD 

zested by attractively Important trend in corrugated is use of 

better quality printing and more color. 
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PHOTO COURTESY CHICAGO PRINTED sTMING CO 

If these methods are not suitable, quire vastly different performance ’ 
vour boxmaker can demonstrate how standards. Quite different grades, de- 

to check dimensions by measuring signs or ‘amounts of container and 

between scores inner packing materials are specified 

for adequate strength to cope with 
Performance checks different hazard levels. These hazard &: cera erih 26g 

: } . Th we ehe 12 FP 6: Inherent high strength combined levels may be classified as: reeeny 1255884 

with minimum weight, stiffness and 1. Local domestic (city) delivery. 
rigiditv without brittleness, and high 2. General domestic shipping (na- 

tensile strength with built-in cushion tion-wide delivery): (a) less than car- 

for shock abserption are all combined load lots; (b) carload lots. 
unique characteristics of the 3. Peacetime export shipping 

fi] box. To take full advantage of 4. Wartime or military oversea: 

the iluable characteristics, it is shipping 

rv to design containers and in The certification of containers by 

king details properly. While the manufacturer, as provided for in 

t re safe carriage, certain prin Rule 41, is a statement that the con 

ust be observed where appli tainer has been manufactured in ac 

ese may be defined cordance with Classification provi 

cure Surround product sions. It has no further significance Tear tape speeds in-store openi 

perly protective container = point . se misunderstood by 

oni ipatibility. Employ contain ox users. The boxmaker's certifi — 
er packing materials suited does not mean the box is necessarils 

r pa ing he a ll l bre tain : 

duncatie Ger thn wantin of of weed ls of the product idequate for the packing of al prod ios eka a 

ntion. Provide strenct} ] ucts within the weight and dimen é 
ition rovi I 1th \ . : Pe af tive effective , 

sion limits specified. The selection 
ent rvp > red: } I pture and leakage plavs. Th t 

mn aint. Prevent any damaging and design of adequate ener tool t . +] 
. iets wn engi ins , | solved — a 

ind control cushioning SR CREO INS proble m to be solved nstrate | DI t } 
. } ° Ol { ite l ci rt 

ie ; according to individual needs 

xes Hon. Prevent damaging The modern fibre box properly used pe : ~ , : 
; a t revent damaging ’ Testing fibreboard containers 
the Fy en ¢ can be of real assistance to the met 

een irti if 7 by use ot ry - + ' ¥ 1 } 4] l : Fibre boxes are, in gene 
her chandising program. Boxes may be , Siok 

, ~ by the same methods used to « 
n is Bader il east ittractively printed or decorated with , 

od Onn ut - ; containers of other t 
nner Bs an overprint design, advertising to the tee: 

- box values include: 
om- | ' - ' world at large the product, the man- 

nee eave some space be- : ‘ l ( ompression 

very ] a . ufacturer’s name and any other ; ‘ 
pa es or articles and container ing loads or thrust in cars, et 
ely 1 y mes rel 
—o by preventing all contact SIret tate > Rough handlin; 

wit! , n See “Corrugated Goes Beautif Mopers = ng P 
. wt. Brace the container PACKAGING, March, 1957, 147, and “I drum, (1 lroy 

9 ts against the loads and ee MopeRN PACKAGING nnact and (da) vibr 
J if 4 

tered tn handil aE 
king 

ional 
7 Al oe the conte its 

1) o 

iging 1 tage of strong areas and 

; rd at the weaker areas 

_ ibrasion. Avoid rubbing or 

nts of contact thr ugh 

t tf aterials 

INC ibution Avoid concentra 

essure by spreading contact 

ice ible il i 

rs tree 

posure. Provide openings for 
, } ] 
n and observation or ventila- 

ontents 

Closure. Complete closure and 

Sect ontainer against accidental 
ne : 

= 

structions. Label the packed . 
container with proper information 

covering nature of contents, destina- 
fion ind Oo » » ° . . +39 indling methods, et Plus value. Cutout designs are printed on inside wall of shipper for child’s steel gai 

Chin: : — —— , ments which will be handled table. Rocket ship (shown), launcher, doll house (shown) and checkerboard can be 
i TY ° 

by different distribution methods re constructed, according to the manufacturer, from 200-lb. test, fibreboard nt 
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Design x In fu escope box, cover depth u juals over-all outside height. Bod tting 

l ul flaps have f riap ter flay e the same length. Sy 

‘ | lly to fil being n le of p shipment test cvcles sulting from the use of corn by 

( naterials tablished by the National Saf the citrus-fruit industrv has d ed 

! test rf « ’ Transit Committee. In these evcles some very significant figures use 

S ) bu ting strengtl packed products are subjected to — the ease with which « ted 

\full ( G. E. (Beach standardized programs of vibrations can be set up, sealed and 

tIness {) Elmendorf ind severe impacts duplicating antici through mechanization, sav f as 

per 1,000 sq. ft pated rough treatment in handling much as 50% in labor and 1S¢ 

thicknes Se and shipping. If the product remains space have been reported 

sts p. LS¢ undamaged, the entire assembly is cer- 3. Bulk packages of granu! yd- 

eful l unination of con tified as suitable for shipment with ucts weighing as much as : bs 

disclose many feature reasonable assurance of minimum net have been introduced. 1 ew 

iffect their service losses from damage in transit. It corrugated drums offer mar 

t cli te relative should be noted that this is a test of tages in speed of han 

the complete pack and the ability of loading. Since thev are cd 

t ly uy the product itself to withstand rough movement by lift truck 

t i} handling is measured as well as the SOG loading time has been 

st should be protection afforded by the container f. The production of cont 

ful itrolle Phe production and supply of fibre severe exposure, such as 

tent ¢ board boxes is definitely a service t in fresh fruit and vegetabl 

pretat industry. In buying boxes, you ar has become commonplace 

really buying shipping insurance fot ments in this field it 

‘ I redetermin yur product That is the real con widespre id use of special DT 

th ked product modity the fibreboard-box industri chemically treated corrug 

' ' cit . ‘ produces for the package designed to give superior p 

under high-humidity condit 

Recent developments 5. A new type of corrug id 

The continuing ingenuity displayed Hesin using resorcinol res the 
, 

in applying corrugated fibreboard to waterproofing agent for st has 
" . } 

new fields produces results that have been added to the list of ible 

Westinghouse much to do with the seemingly endless adhesives for use in the mai ture 

gage pes vitality and growth of the fibre-boy of V and W board and other tain- 

industrv. A few of the recent devel ers requiring weatherproof bi 

yments which illustrate this are 6. Automatic or semi-automatic 

VW 

lakes) conventet 

breakable pre luc 

1. Various liquids are being success 

fully packed in plastic bags or liners 

cle signe d for use with fibreboard con 

tainers. Similar combinations are used 

for powde rs and other hard-to-handk 

materials Important savings in con 

tainer and handling costs 

] enced 

are experi 

a result 

While not a completely new ap 

plication, the ot 

as 

, 

rec ord Savings re- 

case-sealing and handling equ pment 

has been developed for large contain- 

ers whic h he retotore re quure a isid- 

erable manual labor. 

7. The use of over-all colored liners 

and elaborate printing in multiple 
colors has increased. In some cases, 

the basic linerboard coloring consists 

of an over-all pattern in two colors 

id down before printing 
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Fibre rums by Glenn Mather* 

JTER 
As 
— 

ums are cylindrical shipping similar types } xpanding Hyg )} leliquescen t! 

f ers made with fibre side mped lids, (4) metal lugs or clip ” ; ' products are p 

il] convolutely wound Common-carrier regulations, as well tects in fibre lrun iwainst wat 

bottoms may be fibre, metal is self imposed satety tandards Vapor penetration et 

lid wood or combinations idopted by the drum manufacturers t Fibre-drum manutacturers, us 

d widely for either do require greater strength for packag t | ting indsotre 

verseas shipping, drums ing liquids and semiliquids than for it te it por bar 

ength. low tare weight dry products The old 5 gal max e} -_ th nstruct a 

i e in handling, ease of clos mum for liquids in fibre drums } im. §S l dna | 

x | id reclosing, and pri been amended. Fibre drums may 1 th a film of asphalt 

a contamination he used for liquids up to 400 Ibs rat d \ +} ] t] le ne 

we made in capacities 55 gal.) if built to comply with special tate, Pliofil 

1 % up to 75 gal. or from construction and minimum strengt} f 

to 10 cu. ft. The refer The requirements tor packag ns LO et eciin ( t 

ty in terms of gallons is st miliquids in fibre drums are high t may be t te 

th general practices in than for dry products, but not } with other materials 

ind m«e tal drum is for liquids LX¢ ns. The exte 

Howeve irums are To establish a line of dem if} lacquer Or oated with ’ 

iiliquid and liquid between liquids an emiliqu t} t i itt ve | 

n pounds rather rail and motor freight carriers have many chemical, phat 

idopted a rule based on viscosit i } fi hy 

lly range from 8 uy The term sem liquid is defir 1 preter! | se of t f 

lepths range from referring to articles which have tio fforde f} ‘ taminat 

to 42 in. or more. Weight minimum viscosity of 5,000 cent ecause of their smooth, sanit 

to 400 Ibs. and higher poises at temperatures up to 100 deg ter1o Cert 1 cher ils eq 

wuthorized for certain I exclusive of articles normall rotection f etal 

hipments shipped under refrigeration. in whicl fib rums either n e ent ly f 

ri ] types ot cl sures iS¢ the viscosity shall be m sure 1 fibreb I r Duilt mn } 

triction-type tel t shipping temperatures; wh t] nere » t] 

ers secured } ticle contains a solid mate ts tal. In the transportal 
Ssensiti' ta] ceptible to pl ise sepal itior t } f 

lock I it measurement is deter the tact t ] 

, i€ ] juid compone t whe } } ; { j 

ter t} OF hy ¢ } 

4 
j : 

} 

I Clog-free «: t-free 

u 
method of removit petro 

) 
leu ive emplovs s] cial 

i 
eductior robe that per 

mils e1 tyvi | entire 

th 
contents continuously or 

rent 

ee 
intermittently without re- 

Re 
moving the locking band 

ae 
and cover, Close-ap shows 

special design of the cover 

liners to receive eductior probe, 
I ‘ 

ltiple 
ases, 

nsists 

olors 
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Fibre drums—some typical styles and closures 

Fibre tops and bottoms 

styles can be seal with tape. 

and bot 

PHOTOS COURTESY FIORE PREM wen 

Metal-top-and-bottom drums may have !ug closures 

king bands or they may be tape sealed 

Roll materials 

delivery by stro 

Combination drums include metal bottom, plywood top; rein- Wood or plywood tops and bottoms: left—drum is closed with 
forced fibre bottom, all-metal top; fibre bottom, metal reinforced top. lever locking band; right—nails are driven through band into wood. 
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MFRS, ase 

d with 

wood. 

AINERS 

gor 
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nore COURTESY BOWATERS SALES CO. 

drums are used to pac kage 

, vder used in bakeries 

p onomic factor in avoiding 

ex poilage. 

ited foods, cocoa, flow 

m ppings, spices, seasonings 

m¢ g compounds and many 

1s are marketed in siftproof 

fil which are usually madk 

\ f by means of barrier mate 

ght closures. Bulk ship 

shorten ng lard, ve getable 

ympounds, oleomargarin« 

products formerly shipped 

lusively in metal are now 

easeproofed fibre drums 

etergents, cleansers, sani 

t ils, abrasives and mam 

tuffs in dry form 

shi fibre drums 

waxes and resins having 

mel int of approximately 120 

des id higher may be poured 

sre drums. Since these prod 

uct ! upon cooling, fibre drums 

fo! iss have distinctive featu 

ope iterior treatments preve 

the ntent from bonding to the 

fibr walls. Contents are removed 

by « ¢ away the container rather 

thar opening and then emptving 

thr. the top. 

Fragile, delicate or high-value items 

are hion packed in fibre drums 

wit} ls of single-face corrugated 

wadding sponge rubber and similar 

cushioning materials. 

For large rolls of cellophane and 

barrier materials (such as those cov- 

ered by JAN-B-21 and MIL-B-131A, 

transparent film for auto safety glass 

and photographic film), fibre drums 
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with recessed ends help assure safc 

delivery without damage to the edges 

Stacking on end is the 

method of handling d 

preferred 

lrums 

The packaging of food rations for 

the Armed Forces requires a spec ial 

greaseproot paper usually purchased 

in 36-in.-width rolls 

ter Food and C 

the Armed 

1952 a military specification MIL-D 

The Quartermas 

Institute for 

January 

yntainer 

Forces issued in 

11706 OMC) to cover fibre drums 

with recessed ends for this particular 

group of pac kaging materials 

The use of fibre drums for wire and 

ther 

onsiderably in 

metal products has increase 

He i\ 

require 

recent vears 

irticles 

ontainer ana 

density 

strong shipping 

tection from « orrosion is 
, e- \ 
drums exclude wate! Vado! 

DY using Vapor Darrier materials 

of a volatile 
-_ 7 
hibitor is well known as a conveniet 

} 1 

nd inexpensive method ot 

vention. Electro-Motive Div. of Gene 

Motors Corp., for example, makes ef 

rust pre 

fective use of fibre drums in shipping 

heavy replacement parts for diesel lo 
from $75,000 to 

heads, 

drive gears and other replacement 

costing = 

Cylinder 

comotives 

$400.000. camshaft 

parts are 

VCI 

fibre 

Before adoption of the I 

and the VCI paper 

wooden boxes were used and the 

paper 

drums 

units 

dipped in fingerprint remover 

led and wrapped in waxed paper 

The VCI method 

pli fic ition 

ng and receiving 

were 

provides prov 

econones 

Since the effective use of VC I de 

pends on having a tight container, the 

fibre drums have proved especially 

practicable for many applications in 

Electro-Motive’s outstanding program 

Among the small metal products 

PROTO COURTESY AMERICAN BRASS CO. 

which Copper alloy tubing, 

reach user without defects, employs fibre 

must 

lrums. Contents range from 100 to 650 Ibs 

PHOTO COURTEST BOWATERS SALES CO 

Cutaway shows cathode-ray 
; ‘ 

hipped in fib sane civel 
1 

iets bottle cap S} y 

host of sn l] sta ny bhai c 

parts I irgel > tal 

tubing ire ] I 

lind ] ] 

il iveou 

great extent in fibre di S 

Transport ti { ( 

1 frequently both shi 
rehy LIS¢ | r t } 

t npty drum | T t } t t i 

thin another. | examp] tain 

hem il i] I I cure 

kage in 55-gal. d \ 2 
, ai ] 

) 
e¢ 93-in 

t} ee arum ¢ rete! \ 

het hts prov ‘ ] ( ‘ 

One haracterist tag ! 

fibre drums is tl \ ge ol s 

i\ iilable For I uct f e! 

sitie use f the comm mpla e 1{ 

20) +] and 0-2 ] ce t t tter 

results in excessive out re yr { 

space in the top But fib lru 

made to fit the product n] 

small safety factor added, thus sa 

The principal regulations governing 

fibre drums for rail or motor freight 

are, in most respects, identical. (See 

Uniform Freight Classification 3. Rule 

$1, Section 12. For dangerous articles 

see Specifications ICC 21A and I1CC¢ 

21B Federal Specifivat 

PPP-D-723a and interim specification 

PPP-D-723b which provide for thre 

“levels of protection”: 

Also scoc 

military 

normal overseas and domestic 

over 

seas, 
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» exact line of separation can be 
, 

drawn between what 

to as a heavy-duty bag 

ying bulk products 

product sale ly u 

of extra strength 

SECIS PATER CO. 

st 

mi-rigid, kraft-paper shipping containers for ten 5-lb. units of Squared-up shape o/ « 

Heavy-duty bags 

heavy-duty classification as it is es 

tablished here 

fall into the extra strength category 

Burlap 

nated according to the weight of the 

while heavyweights 

constructions are desig 

goods in a given width. For example, 

4U-in., 

of cloth woven 40 in. wide and 

weighing 10 oz. per running yard. 

Regardless of the actual width of the 

cloth, the expressed weight is based 

on what the weight would be if the 

10-oz. burlap refers to a piece 

cloth were woven 40 in. wide. Thus, 

36-in., 10-oz. burlap weighs less than 
10 oz. to a running yard 36 in. wide 

but weighs 10 oz. in a 40-in. width 
This is usually indicated by express- 

ing actual width and basis weight 

plus basis width, so that a 36-in., 10 

oz./40-in. burlap is burlap woven 36 

h weighs 10 o: el Ii wide whic ih 

, , 
running \ ird tf 40-in. matenal ifs 

} } 

listinction is not always made in this 

yuntrv, but is Important in dealing 

with foreign trade, where the 40-in 

ot observed basis width is 

Lightweight burlaps range from ° 

to 9-oz. basis weights; 94- to 14-0; 

vurlaps are classed as heavyweight 

Burlap has exceptional strength 

highly tear and snag resistant. and 

withstands we itherir 7 well 

vilable in special finishes Su 

| 

lightweight lowers freight costs. 

by Garth Salisbury* 

chested, cropped and mangled, which 

both improve the appearance of the 

goods and reduce sifting. Most bur- 

lap bags are brand printed in one to 

four colors, using special inks 
Cotton bags are of widely differ- 

ent constructions—cambrics, percales, 

denims, Osnaburgs and_ countless 

others. Many of them can be called 
heavy-duty bags, but only the heavier 

Osnaburgs can really qualify as extra- 
strength bags. The principal construe- 

tions in Osnaburg are the 40-in., 1.76 

yd. bag, which carries up to 200 lbs 
of flour for export, and the 2-bu 

seamless bag for seeds and su 

Cotton constructions are designated 

differently from the burlap types 
Weights are expressed in terms .f the 

running yardage, in the actual width 

loomed per pound. A 36-in., 2 yd 

Osnaburg would therefore ref a 

piece of Osnaburg woven 36 ide 

and measuring 2.35 running per 

pound of weight 

Multiwall paper shipping s s 

There are two distinct t 

paper shipping sacks: the | 

type constructed from on two 

plies of paper, used largely 01 
sumer-size packaging, and tl vy 

duty type, known as “multiv gs 

made of three to six plies per 

ind used largely for bulk s| nts 

Making a distinction among val] 

bags between light and he luty 

types is particularly difficult ere 

are so many different constructions 

with such a variety of built iali- 

ties that no classification is sible 

Multiwall paper shipping sa are 

custom made. For practical reasons, 

they are rarely manufactur and 

stored in stock types and siz be- 

cause each product has Is 1 Te- 

quirements. With very minONXexcep- 

tions, each multiwall bag m has 

been designed and manufgettirred with 

a specific packaging join mind 

Paper shipping sacks are generally 

constructed of paper in basis weights 

ranging from 40 to 60 Ibs. Less com- 

monly, 30- and 70-lb. plies are used 

for special purposes. The basis weight 
of paper is figured from the weight 

See “The Bag That Couldn't Be MopERN 

PACKAGING, June, 1957, p. 126 
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BRO. BAC CO. corp PHOTO COURTESY BEMIS PHOTO COURTESY AMERICAN POTASH 4 CHEMICAL 

iry* 

pes Ins rt ind identity in the warehouse is achieved by Cotton 
+} ee a ; all the ter mm multiwal a 

bags, woven on special looms to eliminate seams 

ma sod ast “ i Known I he engin 

; 

] vr one rea yr 5O icked. § r s le é 

| 24 by 36 in. A rea tended inner or outer slee et i] { 

iS! wet ight paper W yuld The paste d valve ba y 18 manut ul t ip] S ! 

a} 50 pounds tured by forming satchel folds at toy Tl ifomat S( 

s of paper used contains nd bottom and pasting A valve j tl 

i properly interlaced for opening is left in one corne The t t 

Fi i lanced strength and dur haracteristics and filling requirement | 

nal : pape is distinguished ire essentially the same as those f ide att ; 

kraft papers by its nam the sewn valve bag t 
Kratt nd j vailabl The sewn open-mouth bag has tl rher 

. tural and colors bottom formed b sewing tl e fund ‘ t f 

F weights of paper are tre reintorcing tape The mouth is left | \ th 

oil bined in one multiwall open for filling. After filling, the t 

I | kraft papers like waxed S usually sewn closed although VII 1 SEW Ive eX 

a ated or asphalt impreg ties, glue staples ind gummed t f , ; Lf 

s: strength or polyethylene- may bi to make the cl . l 
ere I 

ons . ire included n the Chis bag is normall) ussete Wsu } ] 

ali struction as a separat Pasted open-mouth bags are n \r mportant t it 

ble where certain protective 1 fat tube form with a pasted satche } pping-sact struct ) ] 

pe needed. Other specialty bottom A tte filling. the top 1 the field. is the re 

ms, lms and sheets may be used 

ond ply or liner, or protective 

be- f this tvpe may be laminated 

~~ t of kraft paper. 

ep- iajor types of multiwall con \ 

has t ) are available: sewn valve Heavy-duty paper bag 

, ypen mouth, pasted valv for 25 Ibs. of lawn chemicals , Triple Tonic wy 

past ‘pen mouth and automati has carry handle, is printed in 

vith 

ic. Triple Toric : 

rally n valve bags are closed at top three colors . ni. Triple 7 Pex 

, ind bottom by sewing with a rein- bia ights . (Ol M4 ail . . J + Tripte Tone 
> ic , — tape. Provision for filling is 

used i made by leaving a valve opening in : | iy Triple Tonic é 
ight me corner. Special valve-filling equip ; be 
ight ment is necessary to fill these bags s 

’ ne valve may be any of several z 

— types, depending on the product to be : 
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PHOTO COLATESY ALcoa 

Space-saving multiwall sacks use 

foi r vapor barrier. Show: 

LO 

fy | t nas S is 

f+ 

e +) 

] Y 

lis 

} 
t ' Foil; 

] Tt ; 

} 
] not} + ly 

' rdait 

f ' { i 

' 
Cl l it 

} hsktitut 
t 

{ \ 

L110" BAC-CAMP PAPER CoaP, 

Easy loading, attractive furniture 

wage is made of two laver f kraft 
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Another construction feature, intro 

duced in this country from Europe, is 

the “stepped end” pasted valve multi- 
wall bag. This is distinguished by a 

staggering arrangement of ples re 

sulting in overlapping or shingling at 

the satchel ends so the individual plies 

are pasted together. Manufacturers of 

this bag claim softer ends and greate1 

flexib Lty as its advantages 

Additional features incorporated in 

multiwall bags to meet special pack- 
ing and handling conditions include 

special paste patterns, wax-dipped 
ends, reinforced bottoms and ventila 

tion holes. 

One outstanding example of a spe 

cial construction is the laminated 

crinkled-kraft bag, having from two to 

six plies of creped-kraft paper some 

times called “secondary stretch pa 

per . These plic §S are loos ly bonded 

together with adhesive. The strength 

nd stretch of the material enable th 

bag to w thstand severe stress 

Plasti oO! ther films isp 

laminated <¢ Lled paper and pl ' 

rate | paper are | 1 in th lear 

ited, crinkled multiwall ba 

Although not in a heavy-dut 

sory themselves, plastic linet I 

bly polyethylene are coming 

de use for shipping product 
gs, drums, boxes, cartons and ot} 

ntainers. The ling lend t] } 

teristics of the plastic to tl 

tainer, often putting it 

he ivy ora special duty class 

] )} thvlene s ol le va! 

tasteless, nontoxic chemically t 

stureproof, and highly resistant t 

ukalies, acids ind other mate Is dif 

t It to package. | etains its fl 

bility at extremely low temperatures 

ind does not deteriorate with age. It 

may be readily heat sealed, providing 

an absolute closure against morsture 

dirt or other contamination 

\ polyethylene liner not only adds 

its own ady intages to the containe 

lines, but also fre quently permits th 

substitution of le ss-expensive con 

tainers which give more satisfactory 

service Pape r bags with polyethyvkk al 

liners, for instance, can be used in 

many cases to replace a drum, barrel 

can or glass container 

By permitting such substitutions 

these liners can eliminate costly return 

problems. They can also eliminate 

cleaning probiems for such materials 

as adhesives, shipped in drums, by 
keeping the inside of the container 

from direct contact with the product 
Brief mention should be made of 

the bulk-size open-mesh bags made 
of yarns twisted from a special type 

of paper known as “spinning kraft.” 
These bags are used for bulk ship. 
ment of vegetables, generally packed 

50 Ibs. to the bag. 

The tightly twisted kraft paper used 
in these bags is highly resistant to 

abrasion. In addition to affording ven- 

tilation and visibility of the product 

packed, the bags’ standard colors have 

been carefully developed to enhance 
the appearance of the contents. 

When shipping-size 

open-mesh bags are treated for wet 

necessary, 

pack so that they can withstand icing 

in trucks and refrigerator cars. This 

type has become quite popular for 

packing products that require ventila- 

tion and they are the accepted stand- 

ard package for shipping onions 

Waterproof bags 

Maximum heavy-duty protection is 

furnished by the waterproof ‘ami 

ted-textile bag, in which or 

re layers of stretchable pa 01 

plastic film are bonded to a bur! ip or 

tton fabric. From three to five | :vers 

ire commonly used. As a rule tt} tex- 

tile layer provides strength ; the 

minating and inner layers ide 

special protective features as ] 

The inner ply or plies of ter 

f bag may be made from « wide 

iety of materials, depending the 

tection required It can be 1m- 

ited =polyethylene film, P).ofilm 

ubber-coated, a polyethyler ited 

paper, or any of the many S} l or 

treated papers. 

These bags are sometime icle 

with paper both inside and <¢ vith 

burlap laver sandwiched | een 

Besides providing an improv int- 

ng surface, the bags tend t re 

garded by handling crews a per 

yags and are treated more ge 

Waterproof bags also prot the 

yroduct against contamination. insect 

infestation, loss of aroma, absorption 

of undesirable odors, gain or loss of 

moisture content and loss of contents 

from snagging or tearing. 

Waterproof bags are formed from 
the laminated material by either con- 
ventional sewing of side and bottom 
seams or with cemented seams and 
taped bottoms, which _ eliminate 

needle holes. Top closures are made 

by sewing, either with or without 

tape, by wire tying, or with dry-seal 

half-attached tape tops. Valved wa- 
terproof bags with intuck or inner 
sleeves are also available : 
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made 

type 
raft,” 

ship- 

iC ked 

used 
it to 

ven- 

duet 

have 

ince 

size 

wet 

ing 

Chis 

for 

tila- 

nd- 

Sih at ta 

P 

Nai! 

ara 

rin pal wood shipping col- 

are nailed boxes, plywood 

ebound boxes, veneer pack- 

ites and crating. and barrels 
ss. Wood packages generally 

two 

rigid and strong. Their utility 

duty shipments and _ for 

yecial kinds of packaging 

y farm products) is well 

Many 

‘ multitrip use 

important respects— 

containers are wood 

d wooden boxes 
-rates* 

iner industry may be 

nailed and lock-corner 

es open crates § an 

s. All 
mber and I 

three 

ners 

permits solid, 

with 

hence utilization of all 

e. Rigidity assures prod- 

aespite shox ks OI 

llet patterns, 

super- 

S 

tainers are readily avail- 

in infinite number 

by the 

thickness of parts, they 

ers in 

addition of re- 

med to give any degree 

protection 

yn to. industrial packages 

Uso furnishes fresh fruit 

ble containers, re-use con- 

1 fancy boxes. 

turers have cooperated for 

n formulating container s 

ms with the Assn. of Amer- 

ads as well as with organ- 

ups of fruit and vegetable 

1 shippers. Ra‘l tariffs have 
lished detailing 

specifications for the ship- 
f fresh produce. These are con- 

railroad tariffs which 

novements throughout this 

approved 

four 

and vegetable containers are 

s standard as five-dollar b'lls, 

it most current work centers on 

Wooden Box Assn., Washington, 
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the development of smaller-capacity 
produce containers, reflecting the new 
trends in consumer purchas‘ng. 

Re-tusable containers include such 
forms as beverage cases, field crates, 
tote boxes and milk crates. Perhaps 
the most significant recent develop- 
ment affecting 
is the perfection of chemical sub- 
stances used in treating the box ma- 

this type of container 

terial. A wide variety of preservatives 
are now available. 

Fancy boxes include those made by 
the trade principally for packaging as 
opposed to packing. They are usually 
finely finished to emphasize the nat- 
ural beauty of wood and are valued 
for shipping, storing and displaying 

instruments 

addition t 

providing I'fetime protection for the 

such items as silverware, 
fine tools and cutlery. In 

product, they are often designed for 

specific for example, the boxes uses 

that serve as wall racks for knives 

A number of 

have be e! 

le n boxe S 

Industrial containers 

adaptable specifications 
developed for nailed woo: 

These specifications are divided into 

two classifications—those for domestic 

transportation and those for export 
iddition, a number 

specifications « 

shipments. In 

of Government 
. 1ailed wooden boxes and crate: 

Selecting the container 

In order to determine prope I tl Ch 

ness of box parts and proper size of 

nails, it is necessary to consider tw 
factors: the type of load and the 
species of wood used in the box 

Design of the container will be in 
fluenced by the characteristics of the 
product, that is, 
erties of the load, 

size, fragility, 
supporting the container. 

Container styles. All 
nailed boxes are classified 

into eight styles. Chief differences 
among styles involve variation in con- 
struction of box ends in various styles, 
as follows: 

Style 1—Uncleated ends. 

Style 2—Fully cleated ends utiliz- 
ing four cleats, butt joined. 

Style 24—Fully cleated ends with 
the two horizontal cleats notched into 
the two vertical cleats. 

the physical prop- 
including weight, 

shape and capacity for 

standard 

wooden 

Wooden shipping containers 

Stvle 3—Fully cleated ends with 

four cleats mitered. 

Style Two exterior vertical-en 

cleats. 

Style 4% (Reverse Sty le 4)—Two 

exterior horizontal-end cleats 

Style 5—Two interior vertical-en 

cleats either triangular or rectangul 

in shape. 

Stvle 6—Lock-corner boxes wit} 

ends and sides fitted by tenons 

glued 

Proper interior blocking and br 

i within a nailed wooden box 

crate are often as important as pro 

lesion of the outer itainer } 

] t] mat rials other t 4 

used and three method if t 

icking are emplo 1 

I } ng suspens L P 

bination of the t 

Crates 

A crate c mpos' 

Dase t ) sides () 

ites il tr 

I | be Tl ' 

re found t} } } 

eslone tor 

ndling by f ] | 

pal t r+ iY 

rediate vertical 

1zont ai 

Shy the -_ P , 

to that of = , 

x nt +} > 2 ] wr | , 

pt at 

t ¢ of che they ] 

tn gl r t} ; 

protection fror ty ; 

handling she al want 

Plywood boxes 

? 
boxes consist of six cieate Plywood 

sheets or panels of box plywood 

Cross-grain arrangement of the pli 

gives high strength in proportion 

the weight and thickness. The com 

monly used ply woods are 354, 5 

For special containers and heavy 
weighs 5:0, “ev and tio plywoods are 

used. The cleats are usuallv at least 

twice as wide as they are thick and 

vary from % by 1% to %& by 3%. There 
are now 11 (A through K) standard 
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types of plywood boxes differing prin 

cipally in cleat arrangement. 

Plywood-box designs are freely al- 
tered and modified to meet product 

requirements. Intermediate cleats ar¢ 

often added to one or more panels 

Special cleats may be used inside or 

out to support weight concentrations 

or for bolting. Cleats may be added 

for handling or other purposes 

Cleated plywood boxes are used to 

ship articles cove ring a wide range of 

sizes and weights. They are rigid and 

offer excellent protection. The inte 

locking corner types are stronger and 
‘ 11 

more difficult to assemble and to open 

thi d couragi pilf I Fé 

Wirebound boxes 

and crates 

Wirebound | , tes ar 
' r ’ 

? Y 1 ] f 

' r n 

fr . ; 
i 

, 1 f ; } 

; al 4 

1 11 } a...) 

‘ ‘ ] 1 

, 
‘+ i ’ 

Ce,,.] T ] vIT | I 

Sty] \ | lo ] 

1 , 
St l 

1 
| 

} ] P 7 leat F tered 

{ | 

] cy ] " } ] ‘ esigns esignat Dy letter, va 

ding to the cleat arrangements 

Many ir niot virebound b 
, . : y { 

nd crates have | en lesioned f 

special products and problems 

Wirebounds can | ] | ec purchase 

quantity and are shippe 1 and store 

flat. They are strong, economical, 

lightweight and time 

Veneer packages 

Veneer pack wes are made from re 

tary-cut lumber, or knife-cut lumber, 
is it is sometimes called, although 

be made either fron they may also 

sliced or from iwn material Veneer 

as defined by the U. S. Forest Service, 

is any thin piece of wood which may 
be sawn, sliced or rotary cut. Just 

where the dividing line between 

veneer and resawn lumber lies has 

never been accurately defined, but 
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anything less than % in. thick is gen- 

erally classed as veneer. 
Single-thickness packages may be 

produced in connection with wood 

head sticks on which veneer panels 
are stapled or nailed. The sides, tops 
and bottoms of the container may be 
of single-thickness veneer, as in the 
case of the wood egg case or pine- 
ipple crate, or a unitized veneer may 

be used in which narrow cleats or 

strips unite the sides, top or bottom 

into one piece, making it more con 

venient for the packer or shipper to 
issemble_ the 

cases, the cover must extend over 

finished package. For 

eggs 

itire top and be a clear piece 

»f veneer, generally cottonwood, while 

the other parts of the container may 

be made of more than one piece of 

iterial—the latter, of course, rep- 

resents an econom\ in the manufactur 

phi Sy 

In egg cases, an mdorless and taste 

od is desirable, which is the 
+ ] tonwood 1s so otten used 

\! fruit and d vegetable containers 
; 

ire subject to a great deal of 

ture and rough handling, are in- 

1 am the unitized veneer 

I X imple S ar°re Suc h popu 

] } nown shipping containers as 

ites vegetable crates, tan- 

ishel crates 

I the large-container class, the 

t popular size is the 1-bu. basket 

f ymntinuo tave or short-stave con 

truction with a solid, a built-up or a 

This construction 

ilar to that used for slack barrels 

bricated bottom 

ut the package is much smaller and 

tally does not have the liner type 

fr construction 

Another broad classification of the 

veneer package is known in the in- 

lustry as “small goods” and comprises 
berry boxes (both the pint and quart 
ize the till (oblong boxes larger 

than quart size) and the climax bas 

ets, which are oval veneer containe: 

ith a board bottom. In this com 

try, the climax basket is usually made 
2-. 4- and 12-qt. size 

Tight and slack 
cooperage* 

There are two types of cooperage: 

tight barrels and slack barrels. A tight 
barrel is what the name implies— 
liquidtight. It is usually employed 

> The \ ciated Cooperage Industries of 

Inc., St. Louis, M 

for the packing, shipment and storage 
of liquids and semisolids, although it 

is occasionally used for the packing 
of heavy solids. A slack barrel js 
designed to hold dry products, such as 
powders, bulk foodstuffs and metal 

products in bulk. 

The majority of tight barrels are 

made from white oak, a strong close. 

grained wood that makes an ideal 

tight barrel. Red oak has the same 

general characteristics but is porous, 

so red oak barrels should always be 

lined when used for liquids. Douglas 

fir, while normally classed as a soft 

wood, makes an excellent tight bar- 

rel. It is lightweight and is de- 

mand where weight is an important 

factor in shipping. Ash, gum and birch 

re used in tight barrels for king 

household and food produc ts vari- 

ul kinds. 

Tight barrels and kegs J in 

sizes from 1 to 60 gal. or mor ind- 

ird sizes are 5, 10, 15, 20. 3 55 

nd 60 gal. The 50-gal. b the 

Tight barrels may requ ngs 

for certain products. Linings lude 

glue, paraffin, silicate of ind 

various commercial mate No 
h rules can be we 

lit e to consult r 

\ mend the lin- 

ing best suited to the partici rod- 

uct to be packed 

Slack barrels are made f va- 

riety of woods and come hree 

grades: No. 1, Mill Run ar 2 

The No. 1 barrel is the top It 

should be tongued and gro und 

equipped with a moisture] bag 

liner where protection against ng, 

moisture or contamination i: red. 

The Mill Run barrel is not u the 

standard of the No. 1 barrel un- 

graded staves are used just they 

come from the mill. The No urrel 

is made from staves not suit for 

No. 1 barrels and is used for king 

household products, poultry, fruits 

and vegetables, metal products and 

the like. 

Slack cooperage is furnished in a 

wide variety of sizes from smal! nail 
kegs up to huge barrels used for 
packing pottery and glassware. There 

are some 20 standard sizes 
If the contents require the utmost 

in protection from moisture, a bag 
liner is used. These may be obtained 
from the cooper, together with an 
inserting device. The cooper will be 

glad to instruct you in the proper 

method of using bag liners. 
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| Carboys—glass and polyethylene 

s are specialized shipping 
] : ~ ( tainers designed chiefly for the 

of corrosive liquids. The 

standard carboy, which has been in 

hit } 

use { 1any years, consists of a large 

that is inserted in a box 

with cork, rubber or 
lient materials. The 

to the complete unit. 
used to ship liquid 

gla ttle 
and hioned 

term 

reters 

‘ are 

especially acids that re- 
ful protection. The standard 

3, 5, 6% and 13 gal.; and 

of the 64- and 13-gal. carboys 

st important. The 13-gal. 

ypted as the standard large 
Manufacturing Chemists 

136. Automatic machinery 

“ ped to produce 6%-gal. acid 

n 1947 a standard speci- 

f s adopted for this ware and 
g screw-cap closure. 
ral. bottle has proved a 
velopment and its impor 

trated by its adoption for 

of reagent-grade acids 

greate! 

For ex 

66 deg 

intages are its 

ling and storing 

} rDoy containing 

icid in the 13-gal. car 

bout 265 Ibs. and about 

ie 64-gal. container. 

have a very long life, run- 

t five years and frequently 
more. For this reason the 

irboys produced annually 
is small. Dollarwise, produc 
tion e significant and, of course, 

itive number of carboys in 
large. Carboys manufac- 
{ are still in use 

age figures for carboys are 
at 75 to 100 trips. This 

with 25 average trips re- 

x milk bottles, 20 trips for 
ks and 18 trips for beer con- 

ain Carboys thus undoubtedly 

almost any other 
type of container. There are several 

reasons for this. First, the container 
is j lly expensive. Second, it is 
never handled by the public. Third, 
its contents are generally hazardous 
and expensive. Carboys are made for 
heavy-duty and they 
I carefully by “experts.” 

last ter than 

service are 

nan tHe i 

When the products shipped in car- 
boys are corrosive, poisonous, flam- 

MODER? PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

the 

carboy must conform to specifications 

of the Interstate Commerce Commis- 

sion. The ICC has developed tests for 
both new and used carboys designed 
to prove the ability of the complete 
package to withstand shocks encoun 
tered in ordinary transportation 

mable or otherwise hazardous, 

Polyethylene 

Much interest has centered on the 
polyethylene bettle for carboys. One 

polyethylene bottles 

weigh approximately 4% Ibs. in the 
6%-gal. and 9 Ibs. in the 13-gal. sizes 
Average side-wall thickness is about 

piece carboy 

°g2 in. and minimum air-space allow- 
ance is 6 to 8% in the newest designs 

Special plywood jackets reinforced 

with highly chemical-resistant metal 
hoops are used with the bottle as re- 
turnable packages. The bottles are 
closed with a threaded polyethylene 
closure. Among the chemicals shipped 
in this ICC-IF package are hydro 

chloric, hydrofluoric, battery acids 
etc See “Shipping Regulations,” p 

GS4. 

Economy is achieved by lower ship 

ping weights, elimination of breakage 

and ease of handling. Freight costs 

reportedly, drop as much as 55% for 
empties and 20% for full units 

A different version is a 15-gal. box 

shaped carboy used in shipping muri 

and other hard-to-handle atic acid 

chemicals.? The polyethylene liner is 

Corrosive hydrofluo- 
ric acid, formerly re- 

quiring expensive 

quartz or specially 

treated containers, is 

easily shipped and han- 

dled = in 

polyethylene carboys. 

lightweight 

in two halves, me iided 

heat sealing the flanged 

compression 

joined by 

edges of the halves and reinforced 

with a steel edging bolted together 

that completely rims the four sides of 

the container in a permanent met hani- 

4 detachable polyethylene 

pour spout iS reversed in the container 

wood n 

cal seam 

opening during shipment. A 

shipping box completes the unit 
7 | 

Advantages are efficient payload and 

easy stacking for palletizing, et: 
: . 

e carboy, although The poly thyler 

t is sometimes used for the same 

purpose as gla Ss, was not de signed as 

1 substitute 

Polyethylene like glass, has its lim 

tations as well as its specif d\ 

tages. At the present time it | 

ovher nit il { } i 

ht 4276 hit ] lh | 

Polyethylene is definitely limited in 

the range of products it 

however, the range ot 

hemicals that find polyethyl ne prat 

tical is steadily increasing as test data 

ind us« experience are ac umulated 

Thus t has bee i determine 1 th t 

nitric acid cannot be pi nj lyvethyl 

r but hvdr yu ( 

Another limitation met 

J ted is the lack f trans} 

Ithough liquid levels can be 

readily through the translucent Hi 

Se I hyler ( { ERN 

I k J 1954 
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Steel drums and pails 

teel shipping containers, of which 

S approximately 100-million new 

units are produced for sale annually 

by the industry’s 80-odd plants, carry 

the products of the petroleum, chem- 
) ical, paint and varnish, food and other 

uStTies They are also used in quan 
tity bv the armed services 

Steel shipping containers are d 

ded into two basic groups drums 

und pails—and are of various types 
’ 

} s regulator yy nonregul t 

tle trip or re-usable, heavy light 
{ } } fs 

lined 
; _ 

The industry defines a drum as ar 

1 ot bil 
13 to 110 gal » cana 

} F os ] «} t | r ( t stee ina wees 

, 
A] s defined as any shippin 

’ 
er with or without b ind 

? , 

c I Ing C itv of t 12 

hy é t ted f te 

et OR og ré r } vier 

i ¢ tvin the thick es yy ste l 

( t Ss, manufactt 
. 

S. st d re This is a 

system whicl es Is t 

t t} eS tl hiohe 1 

s deno t é ect Phe 

my ng t e cor 

umber inches number inches 

0.1094 } 0.0437 

0.0937 ( N277 
{ ] r 1 

) { yOS( 

i 25 OST 

st 156 

O50 

monly used gauges provide S measure 

ments in decimals of an inch. 

All steel shipping containers are 

made in accord with the specification 

Federal 

Commerce 

requirements of either the 

Government's _ Interstate 

Commission, if they are to carry “reg 

ulatory” (dangerous) products, or the 

Freight Classification 

Committee’s Rule 40, if they are to 

Consolidated 

carry “nonregulatory” products (pro- 

ducts not classified as dangerous). 

ICC specifications, based upon the 

* President, Steel Shipping Container Insti 
tute, Inc.. New York. 
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best information available and usually 

substantiated by tests, provide for the 
safe transportation of explosives and 
ther dangerous (regulatory) products. 

They are revised from time to time 

ind are kept in workable order by 
the Bureau of Explosives of the Assn 
f American Railroads. 

Shipping regulations and specifica 
authorized shipping 

ntainers for all regulatory products 

contained in Tariff No. 9, 

state Commerce Commission Regula- 

tions covering 

Inter- 

ns, issued by the Bureau of Explo 

New York 

Each ICC regulation specifies the 
pe of container in which a product 
ist be shipped and containers are 

itified and referred to by the num 

of the 

heir manufacture, such as ICC-5 o1 

specification authorizing 

containers. 

corrosive produc ts, such it ge neral. 

icids, require an ICC-5A container 

Flammables with a flash point below 

leg. F. require an ICC-5 container 

d flammables with a flash point 
rom 20 to 80 deg. F. require an ICC- 

5B container All these specifications 

over the returnable (re-usable) or 

ieavy” (18 gauge or heavier) steel 

shipping container. 

Other specifications, such as ICC 
E, cover “light” steel shipping con 

New look for J&L steel drum (left—former 

design at right), featuring green and yellow 

triangles and new initial trademark, is ex- 

tended to entire line for family identity. 

by Livingston Keplinger* 

tainers (19-gauge or lighter steel) and 

nonreturnable (single-trip) containers, 

The latter cannot be used again as 

shipping containers for the original 
product once 

the contents have been removed fol. 

] shipment—unless the lowing 

re-tested and approval js 

regulatory, dangerous 

initial 

drums are 

given by the Bureau of Explosives 

For the protection of the ntanufae. 

turer and user and for proper identi- 

fication by the carrier, ¢ tainer 

manutacturers must dentify cor camers 

is to the regulation under wh ther 

were manufactured. Single-t con- 

tainers must have their botto em- 

bosse d ee ag Container ttoms 

must also bear manufacturer's name 

identifying symbol or t mark 

which is registered with t Con 

solidated Classification C ttee 

the U. S. standard gauge of ] 

; thinne st part; ¢ a yt 

ind year of manufacture. T! I 

be abbreviated and must ul 

the order specified For exa 18 

55-55 signifies that the « el 

made of 18-gauge steel, is ¢g 

ypacity und was made in 

In general, liquid prod 

shipped in tight-head ners 

which ordinarils are prov with 

threaded or screw type opel | his 

is always true for highly | vable 

CRTs CUES MERE Eee 

Centrifugal application of drum 
coating by spinning disk container Te 

portedly will produce coatings which 

vary only 0.0001 in. in thickness. 

SECTION 18—SHIPPING CONTAINERS 

Typ 

Greas 

Open 

Agitat 
ICC-1° 

ICC-] 

ICC-17 

ICC-] 

ICC-17 

ICC-37 

1 Bolte 

* Bolte 
* Tigh 
ag Tigh 

® Full- 
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“y ws rEEL onr PHOTO COURTE 

peerage snap closed over the opening in the 
er* Heavy shipping drums head of the drum. They are not used 

(Standard types) on 55-gal. drums, but full lug covers 

Bees Leas are common on 5-gal. pails. 
Capacity . : : 

7 Removable-head containers are 
"ype range, , rauge ; : ‘ a < » 

Ty) &¢, Ea Gauge fitted with either “lever-type” or 

al ICC 13-110 18-13 “bolted” rings to secure the head to 
ang if . . 

vers ICC-3 13-110 16-12 the body of the drum. The rings are 
- \ bOria tO- 1.2 ¥ 

» il ad se completely detachable and have an 
as (Ce 13-110 18-13 - . , 

rinal open section, the ends of which ar 
tid] 1 2 ( “0 t-] ; 
nce IC : connected by a threaded bolt or lever omy through evelty 

: me 8.19 
fol- ICC — ; rms. In the lever type a lever at- oam 

ral | a4 1R_1 
the 1Ce b3-O0 18-14 tached to the ring is used to close the aiity 

; 7 13-55 9-15 — a : “ il i IC 19-15 ring, thus clamping the head to the MOLUB- ALLOY. 

; either ticht-head or full-rem arum body With bolted rings, tight ae 

J ty] 
. nenenell 

i. able — ening the bolt closes the ring. 

anit The 55-, 30-, 15- and 5-gal. con 

ae . — tainers and the 100-Ib. grease drum 
: pI uke gasoluune and aimost n - ' 

. 1 { yuunt for not le ss than 95% of all 
for less-flammable products ; ' : 

ther ere teel shipping containers produced : 
Un) su intifreeze alcohol, kerosene : - ‘ ‘ Gold crown design 

: , : Some of the distinguishing features of 
. ind ting oils. Solids and semi ny nan per Q 

Pe the more popular containers and the 
n sol hipped in open-top or r¢ 1 K 

. products they carry follow 
id containers ee . 

eS : : : The 55-gal. ICC-5 drum is made 
see 1 containers are equipped P " 
= ‘ mt f 14-gauge steel equipped with ] 
irk r standard ypenings, one < | 11 1] ] + ‘ in. I-bar rolling hoops and pr 

ne other ~-in. Giametel P 
: ded with a spec illy threaded flang: ic qui 

( ns, used primarily in the . : : ; ‘ ' x 

t a 1 and piug This drum used for tl een 2 i 6 I 
sty ilso Dp F a . 

hipment f acids, most commonly ) ( 
pen pen ae ] , } " AT] t] ICC d kd ——— hu ( eighs ap ll these | 

dla Saag waa. Te tely 112 Ibs ition 
ts 55 u or OU 7 * phy : = pice 

8 } fitted t] The 55-gal. ICC-5 drum may | te chit rit t 
g 5 m Ti ittec ‘ , a : ie : 

: ; nade of 14-gauge steel with corru The nonreturnabl 
r in the center of th : . - % 

Tage : gated or expanded rolling hoops, o1 E drum is authorized for the 
I I Mil Lil\ ' ail : , , , 7 , 

= 1 3 : of 16-gauge steel, in which case it is nent of flammable liquids such 
»3-gal. drums and ¥Y-in. d 1 , on 100-1 ; juipped with %-by-1X-in. I-bar roll tifreeze alcohol, the flash point 

K ». Grease arums 1 . ° . . d . 

ers ™ t] ng hoops. Each of these drums which is 20 to 80 di I I 
S ure i©f CO , ' } 

3; "a weighs about 90 Ibs. Another drum Rule 40 dru 
ers’ are widely used or : gS 

I :, ' ; ade and used as an ICC-5 shipping t of 
se arTums and smaiier cor ~~ 1 + 1 

p . container is the te) gal ]14-gauge uch as jubricating 
t é ire j-1N) diamete ; P 1 1 

eee ee oe lrum equipped with %-by-]%-in. I-bai paints. Both these drums are mad 
: ling hoops and weighing about 107 18-gauge steel, have rolling hoops ¢ 

lbs. These three ICC-5 drums are all panded into the shell 1 

ised for the shipment of flammabl forced chimes. The Ru 1 

L int shipping drums aquice having flash points below 2 ilso made in full ope 

ieg F , tor example gasoline. the shipment ot solid r Se 

Standard types ; le SiG ; ees ; 
A The 55-gal. ICC-5B drum is mad products. The average weight of t 

Capacity ol 16 gauge stee] VW ith the rollir gy irums 1S b ut 50 il 

Type rance,. cal Conan hoops expanded or rolled into the if LO0-Ib., 20-gauge 
ype ge, gat. rape - ? 8 , , : 

pad ; ; shell. This drum weighs about 74 Ibs s also a Rule 40 container, with 1 
>] 2% 70} ; : age Z 
Rule 13-73 29-16 nd is used for the shipment of flam ng hoops expanded or led into th 

Open 13-72 26-16 

19-16 

13-55 18-16 

ICC-1 * 13-55 20-18 

ICC-1" 55 16 hy 
ae : a ’ sembly is used to assure 

ICC-171i 30 and 55 18 noncontamination of phe- 

ICC-17) 30 and 55 19-18 nolic-lined drums packaging 

ICC-37 series? 13-55 26-18 Dow mold release emulsion. 

30 and 55 

corr Polyethylene closure as- 

CORNING 

i 
i 

i 
i 
: 
F} 
. 
4 
‘ 
i 
3 
: 
a 

4 
: 
: 
‘ 

1 Bolte 1 or crimp covers 
Bolted or lever-lock covers 

*Tight or full-removable heads 
* Tight heads only 
*Full-removable heads only 

hich 

PROTO COURTESY Dow 
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" 
veighing ipproximately 16 ibs 

= -~ rt 

The two most popular 5-gal. pails 

‘ 

ire made of 24- and 26-gauge steel 

rhey may be designed plain or with 

one or two beads expanded into the 

shell. Some of these pails are made 

for the shipment of regulatory prod 

ucts under ICC specifications for ex 

imple, ICC-37D and ICC-I7E single 

trip contaimers Others are made 

under Rule 40 for nonregulatory prod 

icts. Depending upon their steel 

Fuuge the se 5 gal pails We igh a} 

ximately 4% or 5% Ibs. each 

Interior treatments 

The rapid development of organi 

itings by the industry has resulted 

n wide pre id use of lined con 

tainers Where onl 1 negligible 

iners were “lacquer 
ed ~ | | 

ed” six years ago, 25% of all steel 

ipping containers now have linings 

if one tyy r another. Properly ap 
} 1 

{ like | ble to si 

: : 
i produ t ilely i r 

i t t n 

\ f ft de in de 

} = 
i i ill - 

e researct pl 

tne ndust t 
, ’ 

Battel M Institut These ef 
| | ? 

i ' that phen af 

, 
DOX' I Like pols ul 

f } | } } 
] t 1 i \ i ! ! ryi¢ idi l pl ) if 

Sontive 1 f 1, P 
, 

I qaduct Current $ ] 

’ 
| ite il 

; 
{ it rp duce il xpendl 

imounts of money for equip 
| ’ | 

nt t ipply coating materials which 
, ; 

i en proved in service opecii 

. rdati ‘ liy rn nit 
imenda ns tor lining most suit 

Steel shipping pails and 

packages 
Standard types 

cuy 

Type range, gal Gaug 

Li er p l-] 

Ring-closure pail ] 

ICC-5 1-]2 99.14 

ICC-5B 12 24-16 

ICC-5C o-] 20 

ICC-17C l 22-18 

iCC-1L7E 1-12 24-19 

ICC-17H? 5-12 24-18 

ICC-37 series 1-12 28-20 

Ink pails 

Putty pails 

' Covers, 20-14 gauge 
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Sturdy, standard ICC-I7E 1-gal., tight 

head aru! with necked-in top 

ible for the shipment of products re 

quiring this protection are available 
from them. 

Sprayed and roller-coated linings 

are most prevalent, although limited 
use is being made of separate liners 
such as polyethylene bags 

Exterior treatments 

Though the rust-inhibiting process 

of phosphatizing is not new, its appli- 

cation to the steel-shipping container 

industry is of recent date. It is gener 

allv felt that best results are obtained 

by phosphatizing scale-free steel. The 

process or treatment as applied to 

steel containers results in conversion 

of the treated steel at the surface to a 

iron water-insoluble phospha 

tized coating 

[he rust-preventive qualities of 

phosphate coatings inhibit to a high 

legree the spreading or creeping of 

rust from any scratch or abrasion to 

reas under undisturbed paint. thus 

tricting surface injury to the ar 

ictually damaged. Having a degre: 

porosity, phosphate coatings pro 

de an excellent bond for paint, lac 

quer and other such finishes. Phos 

phatizing is required at present for all 
1 ns that are sent to the armed 

Steel shipping containers were early) 

recognized as a good advertising me 

dium. Today all principal container 

styles are available in attractive de 

signs and colors, painted, silk screened 
and lithographed 

Although larger containers have 
been finished by painting or silk 

screening for some time, lithographing 
55-gal. drums is a comparatively re 

cent development. These three basic 
finishing processes allow the user of 

steel containers unlimited possibilities 

for brand-name identification or point 
of-use sales messages. Painting can be 

combined with the use of stencils, 
decals or labels for the most econom- 

ical finishes. The cost of silk screen- 

ing and lithographing depends largely 
on the number of colors used, com 

plexity of design, etc. 

industry progress 

In 1902 the “Bayonne” steel barre] 

was introduced to the oil industry by 

the Standard Oil Co. Previously, the 

heavy steel barrels used in this coun- 
try were of foreign manufacture and 
were of crude and heavy construction 

Che straight-sided steel drum made 

its appearance in 1907. It was manu- 

factured of 16-gauge steel plate with 
soldered side seams and, in many 
instances, with soldered chime seams. 

Later the 18-gauge  straight-sided 

drum with reinforced chimes and 

pressed-out, or I-bar, roll hoops was 
introduced. Eventually a wide range 

of gauges as well as types of steel 
packages and pails became popular 
The so-called 5-gal. pail, incidentally, 

was developed in 1914. 

loday steel drums are produc: d on 

high-speed equipment at rates from 

500 to 600 units per hour; ler 

units are produced on machines oper- 
iting at rates of 2,000 to 2.4( nits 

per hour 

Recommended standard spe ifica 

tions for several types of cont .xiners 

have been developed jointly w the 

Petroleum Packaging Committ The 

first single Federal Specificat for 

55-gal. drums for the shipment 0! non 
sive materials has bees ied 

\lso under study with the M fac- 

turing Chemists’ Assn. and tl nsti- 

tute of Shortening and Edible ¢ are 

ntainer specifications for tl e of 

these two industries. 

Filling is being speeded vith 

the use of subsurface filling equip- 
ment. In this method, the filling nozzle 
goes to the bottom of the drum and 

starts filling automatically. As the 

liquid level rises, the nozzle does also, 
but it remains just under the surface. 

This prevents foaming or air entrap- 
ment, thus speeding up filling 

Reductions in handling are being 
made by the increased use of pallet 
loads and fork trucks. 

Commercially available coatings are 
being evaluated at Battelle Memorial 
Institute along with a study of the 
best procedures for applying them.’ 
Work on new coatings has already re- 
sulted in the development of Syn- 
thetasine, an epoxy resin designed to 
protect hard-to-package materials. 

See “Steel-Container Treatments,” MopERN 
Packacinc, Nov., 1954, p. 163, and Dee. 
1954, p. 145. 
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'ri-Sure Closures a 
give security to 

every shipping container 
gallons 

Tri-Sure 

Polyethylene 

Polygonal 

Flange 

“CLOSURES FOR PAILS 

Sure Closures for K-T Cans 

2 

Tri-Sure Tri-Sure 
versible Push-Pull 

pout Spout 

Assembly Assembly 

i best protective packages are steel shipping containers — and 

most efficient closures for these containers are T'ri-Sure* 

When you ship products in drums, give them the protection of Tri-Sur 
interengaging Flange, Plug and Seal—recognized by shippers the wor 

Roe Tri-Sure over as the best security from ie ikage, tampering and contaminatiot 
yethylene Tru-Pour and the best way to build good will 
1ded Spout Collapsible 
embly Spout Assembly When you ship products in pails and cans, let ‘Tri-Sure Cl 

your selling by making your containers more appealing—easier to pou 

stack and re-use. Customers prefer pails and cans that are equipped 

with Tri-Sure Nozzles, Spouts, Seals and Caps, or the unique Tri-Si 
assemblies—including the new DEEP recessed fittings for Tx i-Su re 

Reversible Spouts which effect a tamper-proof closing. 

a 

Ask your supplier now for information on the extensive line of a Sur 

P Closures for drums, pails and cans. If you have a closure problem, there 
fog US Poe rr: . . i ’ 

ie are Tri-Sure sales engineers near your plant who will be glad to assist you 

“Tri-Sure’’ Trademark ts a mark of rel *The l i- ea - 7. , 4 
es Los UR + S ability backed by over 35 years serving industry 

AMERICAN FLANGE & MANUFACTURING CO. INC., 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N. Y. 

CHICAGO, ILL. + LINDEN, N. J. + NILES, OHIO KER LE 2 
Tri-Sure Products Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada /s - Aes \ 
Tri-Sure S/A Indéstria e Comércio, Sao Paulo, Brazil TRI. “SURE it WORL OVER 
American Flange & Manufacturing Co. Inc., Villawood, N. S.W., Australia 

Compania Mexicana Tri-Sure S/A, Avenida No. ! y Calle Piramide, S. Bartolo Naucalpan, E. de Mexico, Mexico 

B. Van Leer N, V., Stadhouderskade 6, Amsterdam, Holland 

Van Leer Industries, Ltd., Seymour House, 17 Waterloo Place, Pall Mall S. W. 1, London, England 

Nie kone, Wo 7 



~ A Hoerner Packaging =2/~ 
Engineer offers you (||) > | \\ 

a profitable solution 
\ aS 

en a a } 

ew . ’ Packaging. . »...rr5: sissies, en 
large and small, call on the ex VA f pe 

perience and know-how of Hoe a pi 

robliems > ne! Engineers to help solve theit y | \ 

oe & packaging and shipping prob- 

lems. The Hoerner Engineer 

studies a shipping operation. Then he designs a pack- 

age geared to th specific nec ds of a product. Results 

are savings all along the line . . . savings in materials 

savings in handling and shipping costs, savings in 

reduced damage claims. What the Hoerner Packag 

xr Engineer has done for others, he can do for you 

| s, whatever the ns ee ee eee Gy en we is 

H I r Packag I nec ¢ ) 

I tive l fr your pa kagin 

t ent or obligate you in any w Seoeeeta HOERNER BOXES, IN \ippir losse Write ¢ f + {i ie 

plants listed at right a 
GENERAL OFFICES—600 Morgon St... Keokuk wo + PLANTS—Keokuk, Des Moines ond Ottumw 

snd Springs, Oklahoma * Min Minnesota « Fort Worth, Texas © Sioux Falls, South 

* Smith and Little Rock, Arkansas + Cajas y Empoques impermeables, S A, Mexico City 0. F 

In this volume... 
Che Most Useful BUYERS’ DIRECTOR) 

hve) Issued por Uhre Packaging Field 

ni rol that beg | e 6S format bout the r products and services. rl 

‘ irgest and tl ost at full addres f every supplier advertiser and nor 

{ pe ever p thlished lvertiser al in be found in the Alnhabeticai 

How to use the Directory J t of Manu turers starting at page 690 of the 

the headings in the Subject | a . 
i ever ital I nact 

ins ell, oo alk hahah eee if you need further help 

First nsult the Subject Index; then, re Extensive as the Buvers’ Directory is, it may lack 

lassified lists of suppLers on the pags listed certain information which vou want. In that case 

ts will reveal that major suppliers are also the Readers Service Department can be of assist 
tisers in the Eneyclopedia—and youll find it ince. Your request for data on products not cov 
vhile to turn directly to their advertise ered in the Directory, or for additional facts on 

it the Advertiser's Index in the ver the iiems listed, will receive prompt, courteous 

h f the Ok for page numbe rs) tor detailed handling 

Readers MODERN PACKAGING A Breskin Publicotio 
Service Department 

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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Each of these Gaylord Drumpaks - ere'sa G ’ of six 

holds 2,000 Ibs. of bulk chemicals : prruc és—containing sets »* 

replaces twenty 100-Ib. units. 2 controls fo ne laundry dryers. 
so ad Sanita a GROAN 

... save 20 to 25 manhours per car... . «handling time costs cut 65% ... 

Gnoss WEIGHT 2-2 
TARE WEIGHT 
MET WEIGHT 4. > 8- 

* + CEN lelge Mtol gale Lolt-te lm ot] 

‘carries twenty rele s) 

ais of wax. 
a a 

cuts manhours in weighing and loading .. . . +. $ave space, save time in palletizing... 

CLI COSTS WITH CORRUGATED BULK PACKS 

From chemicals to component parts, Gaylord 

corrugated bulk packs and Drumpaks are 

saving money, time and handling for shippers. 

What's your line? 

Call your nearby Gaylord packaging engimeer 

ATED AND SOLID FIBRE BOXES+ FOLDING CARTONS+ KRAFT PAPER AND SPECIALTIES+ KRAFT BAGS AND SACKS 

GAYLORD CONTAINER CORPORATION * ST. LOUIS 
> 



First Time In Graphic Arts History! 

CORRUGATED PRE- PRINTED. 
IN FULL COLOR HALF-TO 

Revolutionizes Every Phase Of Corrugated 

Packaging And Point-Of-Purchase 

sort of sandwich made from three giant rolls of 

paper ...a fluted sheet between a front anc back 

liner, joined by adhesives. Because of its soringy 

consistency and thickness this sandwich could be 
printed only by special presses, on which rep oduc- 

tion was limited to simple, poster-like line a: 

Now... Gibraltar’s exclusive VARNI-GF APHIC 
Process* pre-prints the paper roll that becor es the 
front liner. This makes it possible to use suc’ mag- 

nificent printing media as lithography, roto avure 

and flexography... bringing you exquisite he ‘-tone 

in full color, either from art work or photoc aphic 

transparencies. 

COLGATE DENTAL CRE AM 

Cleans Your Breath 
wena (7 

Sounds easy when you read it fast, but + took 
years of research, plus plenty of trial and e or, to 
make the grade. Now, the VARNI-GRAPHIC fF rocess 

gives you anything you want in the art ran 
Many years azo Mr. Harry Meeker, (Advertising Pro- 

Whether it’s that old brown shipping carton... duction Manager of Colgate-Palmolive Company, fore- 

saw the display and packaging implications of pro- a floor stand... a counter unit. . . or a pre-packed 

ducing corrugated in full color half-tone. display ... they can now, for the first time, carry 
Gibraltar began researching ... and sparked by Mr. your national advertising right through to the point 

Meeker’s interest and unfailing confidence in the out- 
of sale. 

come ... solved the many technical problems involved. ’ P 

Mr. Meeker is shown with the Colgate-Palmolive Com- For luscious, full color eye-and-buy appeal ™ 

pany Dental Cream floor stand, the very first example your corrugated packaging or point-of-purchase 

of the VARNI-GRAPHIC Process in lithography material, just call The VARNI-GRAPHIC Man From 
Gibraltar . 

You'll Be Amazed How Little More It Costs 

_e+e To Get So Much More! 
DISPLAY DiIVi ON 

Gibraltar 
CORRUGATED PAPER COMPANY, INC. 

“PAT. APPLIED FOR 

NEW YORK: DIGBY 4-0580 350 Worren Street, Jersey City 2, N. J NEW JERSEY: HENDERSON 2-4462 
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By way of reminder... corrugated board is g — 
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PRESSEAL containers travel PRESSEAL containers open 

taping! PRESSEAL conta " safely. Just close and stack for easily when flay 

themselves when pressed & Shipping. These self-sealing case : p part. I 

with sel are safe-sealing 

adhesive 

For Information on 

FE 4 | Say, Sp EA i... Write to 
aTENTS PEN 

GROWERS CONTAINER CORPORATION 
iTS IN SALINAS AN LLEeERT 

HEADQUARTERS in 

SALINAS, CALIFORNIA + SALES OFFICES — CALIFORNIA Salinas, Fullerton, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Rosa, San Jose, E! Centro, Fresno «+ ILLINOIS: Chicago 

FLORIDA: Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa, Lake Wales, Miami Springs * ARIZONA: Phoenix * ALABAMA: Birmingham + ‘SOUTH CAROLINA: Greenville « GEORGIA: Atlanta 



. : ~~ F ~~ se 
; ry .. * Oe of @ ‘% s 

S 8 _* 4, wl : - Bs a i » & 7 %, sf Uy Bi . a ¥ ti if + 

Ms... 

FROM THIS 

TO THIS 

Result: SAVED 100 Pounds SHIPPING WEIGHT 

PER UNIT for this Customer* 

| 25-f 1d, 6-cylinder gasoline marine engine was shipped for years in the bulky wood crate 

wt added 125 pounds to the shipping weight. But when Inland engineers were put on tI tl 

e way to ship these same engines more safely, in corrugated containers weighing only 25 pound 

vith bottom pallet. 

But shipping costs weren't the only savings accomplished The costs for packaging materials and labor 

reduced more than 50% per unit! In addition, the Inland corrugated containers have sufficient com- 

trength to permit 2-high shipping and warehousing, and are designed to provide complete pro- 

tion for the engines, even if they should be turned upside down. 

Your Inland package engineer is a corrugated shipping container specialist. When your product packaging 

trusted to him, you can be sure you are getting the benefit of every possible packaging economy appli- 

your product. 

Twhud Bows Build Good Will | 8 
Send for this booklet fully illustrating Inland's 

services, facilities and products. 

CALL YOUR INLAND PACKAGE ENGINEER 

INLAND AA AES ey CORPORATION 
INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

MILLS: M seorgia; Rome, Georgia. PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES: 

+ t 

Other Sales Offices in Principal Cities - Consult Your Telephone Directory 

) Jia 



Advertisers’ index by subject matter «ve *etetstats 

for SECTION 19——Protective packaging 

do not necessarily cover entire lines of advertisers nor all producers in each category 

ARTICLES IN THIS SECTION BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE 

CUSHIONING MATERIALS 

Ambassador Plastics & Mig. ¢ 

INSULATED SHIPPING BAGS & CONTAINERS 

PROTECTIVE PAPERS & BARRIER MATERIALS 

PROTECTIVE TRAY INSERTS 

Ambassador Plastics & Mfg. Corp Te 

American Rondo Corpor ition RTR 

STEEL STRAPPING 

Acme Steel Company, Acme Steel Products Division 65 

‘ } 

American Excelsior Corporation 

665 
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rotective shipping materials 

' funct thorough knowledge of the item bs coil of wire, whereas staples are pur- 

p f t shipping cor ing packaged, its inherent properties chased pre-formed See Stapling 

t r of a product and the associated and margins of safety; methods of and Stitching Equipment,” p. 139 

it terials and tools, whicl storage, handling, shipment and dis Metal banding comes in round wire or 

e fron t fittings, such as tribution, and environment. flat strapping and is availab] 

let external m Protective packaging can be ana range of gauges for the forn ind 

ents exemplif | tee] strapping lyzed from various standpoints. One thicknesses for the latter 

t t ter shipping way of analyzing requirements in 2. Separation of the load t tain 

t er lly pr ticed volves the cataloging of the more optimum distribution is fre ntly 

than prope common considerations and hazards effected by means of inner co1 vers 

‘ f allied ma dictating the choice of safeguards, a These are commonly of wo ply 

t the fun brief description of each and a listing wood and corrugated or soli bre 

ts of containers ‘f the categories of the basic materials board. Paper in the form of nds 

en bett luated i pul which may be used. (See chart on page wrappings, bags or envelope lsc 

ry ‘ nited 673 used. The media associat vith 

t f prot 1. Retention of the load. The con blocking, suspension and int 

gi 5 edicated o ventional closure media include ad include wood, corrugated a slid 

| ' tion that the xternal hesives, metal stitches or staples, tape, fibreboard, and newsboard. A ugh 

} e} erly selecte: metal banding and cordage. The last almost any of the so-called tive 

\ linal point frequently ove three play a dual role in that they materials can serve as divide: pa 

1 in protect hipments is that lso reinforce the container. rators and the like in additio1 pro- 
timum choice of supplementan The chief types of tape are paper viding cushioning properties, t! most 

Is at levices presupposes a laminated paper with and without re common for this particular pose 

- inforeing fibres, cloth and pressure ire wood, veneer, corrugat and 

~ a oe & = sensitive tapes. (See “Tapes Used in solid fibreboard, chipboard and 

yt oy Purpo Packaging,” p. 328.) The distinction molded pulp. Corrugated and solid 

' is Fic in Corrugs O between stitches and staples is the fibreboard and, in some _ instances 

195° 12] P form in which they are supplied chip- and newsboard, can be _ pro- 

Mo say oy Stitching is supplied as a continuous cured in the form of partitions, trays, 
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Foamed polysty- 

rene and a telescoping 

polyethylene case pro- 

vide economical, light- 

weight, secure pack for 

delicate industrial tools 

Moisture indicator 

is designed for pack- 

aving when vacuum 

must be maintained 

PHOTO COURTESY DAVISON CHEMICAL ‘CO. 
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scorea 

pi ces 

a. 2 

torting 

wrackl 

PHOTO COURTESY AMERICAN KONDO CORP. 
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PHOTO COURTESY 

scored pieces, flange and extension 

pieces and corner pieces. 

3. Support of the load against dis 

torting forces, such as compression and 

wracking, may take the form of metal 

or od frames, bases, skids, etc. 

Reinforcements lining the side and Better protection and 

el ills also protect against these identification of parts are 

hazards as do diagonal cross pieces easons Victor adopted this 

within the container. In most in pouch with VCT protection. 
stal these liners and diagonals are GENUINE VICTOR 
ma from paperboard. Fibreboard SERVICE PART 

1 corner posts should not be 
ex d from consideration, but th« 

supplementary supporting de 

just be evaluated. 

1. Prevention of abrasion may in 

sitioning of the product so 

th: shed surfaces do not come in 

with the shipping container handling. These cushioning mat several groups, On 
rior packing parts; or it may rials include tension springs cellulosi hot and I 

insertion of extra protectiv: materials, excelsior; straw, hay, grass pounds and petroleum preserva 

mat between the finished surfaces shredded and macerated paper, vi One good recent example of plast 

yacking element. Insert mate miculite ‘a granular form of mica coating protection is the use mad 

de cellulose wadding, which sponge, foam latex and unicellular a sprayed-on vinyl plastisol by B 

unbacked sheets, paper rubber, sawdust, wood shavings, ani Motor Div., General Motors ¢ 

] r+ embossed sheets. and mal hair, fibres such as cactus bonded which adopted the coating p 

newsprint or excelsior with rubber cork, glass fibres, corru- tection against scratches, nicks a 

) retaining paper linings gated fibreboard in all forms le nts tor st iinle ss-ste e] i d 

be coated or impregnated Probably the most widely used sutomobile molding rl 

table material cushioning material is corrugated tisol coating is spra 

5 sistance to shocks. The basi fibreboard. There is an endless ter a brief exposure to heat, 1 
followed in providing r¢ riety of forms—the commonest, scored to a tough, rubbery film tl t 

sist shocks and vibrations ar sheets folded to form air cells and strips off easily. The cha f 

| re that the maximum accel accordion ple ated pads with or with the paper tubing former t 

( the item in the package is out cut-outs to fit the packaged ar the parts has also meant easier st 

level consistent with its own ticle. Blocks made from layers of ige, for the parts now can be neste 

and (2) avoid build-up of corrugated board serve efficiently for easier identification; fewer man-h 

le phenomena such as reso heavy articles, such as refrigerators devoted to packaging, and 

wide range of supplemen stoves and motors. tion of concealed dat 

iging materials is available 6. Defenses against water, mois- 

f tion against these hazards in ture and grease can be divided into EO mn I 

AMERICAN RONDO CORP. 

Unique package protects and immobilizes delicate objects. Fluted corrugations Functional transparency offers 1 

have spring-like grip. Partitions are made to fit the individual product. idvantage for packaging industri 
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Pre-formed excelsior wraps simplify pack 

AIM 

PHOTO COURTESY 

forming the circular bottom. Such lin. 

ers range in gauge from 0.0015—for 

smaller drums and less-corrosive prod- 

ucts—to heavy 0.006 gauge for highly 

corrosive products. Most often they 

are used with drums ranging in capac 

ity from 15 to 55 gal 

Cylindrical liners are said to be 

easier to insert, chiefly because the 

mandrel required to install conven- 

tional flat liners is not necessary. In- 
serting the liner, without mandre 

accomplished by merely sweeping it 

through the air to capture a 

and unpacking. Users like wrap’s cleanliness amount of air, gathering the top to- 

gether and using the air cushion it 

self as a mandrel. Not only this 
t g nd MIL-L-10547A, which is co method fast and effective, but it pro- 

erva eth material erned with waterproof case liners tects the liner from the abra ac 

in be f U. S. Army Tech Plastic liners. In recent years thi tion of a mandrel. Round-botti lin- 

M iM 38 0. With most film liner has assumed new status for ers are also said to avoid the ASS 

I c piementar\ any kinds of bulk products on the which sometimes result in leak 

f Wray required (see basis of the convenience, cleanliness Film liners are used with etal 
\ \ S ficat TAN ind wider choice of containers drums and pails, fibre drums re- 

let Polyethylene film liners pred mil board shipping cartons and lti- 
\ f te, but vinyl and other plastics are wall bags. Foods, chemicals a1 her 

he f gs a specified for particular protective products use the liner to ad ge, 
‘ t | e barrier properties. The round-bottom plasti particularly dusty, sticky and itile 

‘ er [or drums is preferred for liquids liquid products Not only tter 

made HI t the more costly powdered and protection afforded, but 100% er) 

t if pregnate d pa raste products partic ularly wher« is assured and the problem ( in- 

t, creped in o1 product weights are heavy. Not only ng re-use containers is elimi: 

ecasiona s it said to give better protection for Since corrosion rarely occ th 
ith fibre or two ch products than does the less costly out the presence of moistur low 

Ae ung impreg flat liner, but in the case of liquid relative humidity must be m ned 

vax, resins, et the products it has opened the way for within the package. This will ent 

phalt, film or foil. Informa ackagers to consider lighterweight condensation of moisture ot rous 

eterences 1 this connecti eapel shipping containers. metal parts when changes in t era 

e Specification JAN-P-125 « Several varieties of cylindrical lin ture occur. Water-vaporproof iers 
lexible waterproof barrier m: ers are now available, from one which are utilized to enclose the 1 ged 

, JAN-P-117 for waterproof I i disk of polyethylene sealed to item in the form of bags, | or 

f and/or water-vaporproof the body of the liner to one which pouches. Closure is usually m- 

packagi b MIL-B-131A msists of a fibre disk, inserted be plished by heat sealing att en 

ter-vaporproof barrier material tween two layers of polyethylene, trapped air is exhausted by um 

Cushioning materials—basic types and structures 

Granular Corrugated, creped 
Matted fibre structur Cellular structures? materials or solid materials Det 

Cellulosic Animal origin Moderately (Highly Shredded rubber Corrugated Structural ber 
; Excelsior Curled hair resilient) resilient) Shredded plastics Single faced of the « inet 

Shredded Felt Cork Foamed rubber Ground cork Double faced Blocking or isolat 
paper Wool Wood Shredded and re- Popcorn Double wall ing structu 

Paper, pulp Foamed poly- bonded rubber Sawdust Creped cellulose Partition 
Maché Inorganic styrene Foamed vinyl Vermiculite wadding Platform 

Wood felt Glass Foamed pheno- Shredded and re- Paperboard Dividers 
Tula Metal lics bonded vinyl Fibreboard Springs 
Bagasse Asbestos Molded pulp Canvas slings 

Cotton Rubber structures Inflated plastic 
Jute | Plastic structures cushions 
Flax 

otraw 

° Als the chart “Pro fS Cushioning Material p. 675 
‘ types: f ut t fibres with semirigid bonding; fibres matted with rubber or similar elastomeric bonding 
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= 
suction. The materials used for water- 

: | J 

f barriers include lead and nrooi yapo! 

aluminum foils, paper or scrim backed 

laminated polyethylene, etc. 

De ants. When the volume of air 

nclosed in the relatively 

common prac tice to 

barrier 1S 

large t 1s use a 

to maintain the relative 
1 rn r 
} i or below approximately 

0% he amount of desiccant needed 

puted, taking into account the 

rate of the 

the bar- 
, + al 
f and the amount of dunnags 

apor transmission 

rier material, the area of 

: : 
Silica gel and montmorillon 

+} y ; . 
fit most COmmon products 

sed lehydrated packs Reference 

ite is contained 

MIL-D-3436 

Pa zing with desic 

ste d well-understood technique 

in mulitary speci 

ints 18s now a 

y the products now 

h wide ly 

tems 

radio equi] 

upment hard candy. 

Ve etable seeds ek 

(VCI 

n the protective- 

? 

) corrosion inhibitors 

lwo processes aré¢ 

ing VCI for packaging 

to materials es a coating 

rait paper, the other in- 

regnation of fibrous mate- 

papers should be placed as 
ll surfaces of the item as 

VCI packaging is primarily 

the 

and 

sig ror protection of iron 

ind parts care should be 

XeTC in its 

rer etals 

use to protect non- 

as well as nonmetallic 

surfac Ithough aluminum parts ap 

pear t protected by its use. 

Vol corrosion inhibitors derive 

rtain class of chemicals, the 

st iliar of which are dicyclo 

and sodium hexyl onium nitrite 

itrite rea. These chemicals give off 

1 Vay hat inhibits corrosion of fer- 

rous a ertain other metals 

Mil Specification MIL-P-3420 

19: rst recognized VCI, but set 

mit its use pending completion 
haustive tests. With its 1953 in- 

lusi 1 the Government's Qualified 

List the 

instructions and Navy Bu 
and issuance of 

Aeronautics Specifications 

VCI now is a full-fledged officially ac 
1ethod 

has spread rapidly through in- 
ustrial and military packaging and is 

ginning to appear in consumer 
aging. Today no packager ship- 

ping products or of ferrous parts 

ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

metals, subject to corrosion, can afford 

to overlook its possibilities 

Wherever it can be used, this sin 

ple method has proved far preferabl: 

to the old rust-prevention system ot 

dipping in oil or coating with greas 
then 

] pac kaging and, 

which required greaseproof 

upon unpackaging, a 

messy job of clean-up before the part 

Military 

convinced of | its 

could be used packaging 

authorities were 

value when Army Ordnance demon 

strated that a rifle coated with greas« 

required 2 hrs. and 45 min. for clean 

ing and re-assembly, while the sam« 

rifle in a VCI paper bag was ready 

for action in seven minutes 

A simple coating on kraft paper 

the most common form of VCI 

now greater convenience and 

are being provided for the ever-w 

ening industrial and consumer appli 
cations through the fabrication of such 

papers into bags, envelopes, die-cut 

folders, drum liners and carton liners 
Impregnated wadding and cushioning 
pads and envelopes are available. VCI 
chemicals in crystalline and powder 
form—the latter applicable by spray 

being used. 

one of th 

is chosen to ir 

ing—are increasingly 

Whether VCI or 

methods mentioned 

ther 

hibit corrosion, it is essential to follow 

established cleaning methods beforé 

packing the article to be protected 
None of these methods will remove 
rust and they are less effective when 
corrosion has developed in the article 

before packaging. Grease-resistant 
materials, such as laminated films and 

foils, wax-impregnated or -coated pa 
pers, glassine or other paper products 
either in sheet form or incorporated 
in interior unit containers, are gener 

ally used to retain light oils on pro 

tected parts 

Heavy-duty package for 15-lb 

magnetron tube utilizes two-section 

molded block of expanded polystyrene 

7. Safeguards against temperature 

extremes. The principles incorporate: 

in the prosaic thermos bottle are oft: 
embodied in protective packaging 

safeguard against extremes of te! 

perature. Materials used to s1 

the packaged item and create insu 
tion or dead air include built-up cor 

rugated fibreboard forms identified 
1 

Various trade names, macerate d new 

i 

nished in liner or bag form, glass-fil 

print between two paper facings it i 

materials, mineral-wool mats and pad 

id, for some of the larger articl 

various types of quilted pads. Lead 

aluminum foil, laminated to inner 

uter surfaces of othe packag 

media, are 

i reflector 

sometimes apple 

and thus reauce 

ible temperature changes. Pre 

pre heating of the entire | 

mediately befor | zing 

shipment or use of dry } t I 

ivs to i uze pl i 

Scientific approaches 

There are a number of | 

siderations in developing su 

tective packaging and a gre 

materials or combinations of mater 

to chor Se from See Protective | 

iging Techniques p. 670.) S 

naterial also is contained in s ny 

lications as railroad, Railway Expre 

Parcel Post and other carrier reg 

tions. The government specilicat 

issued under the JAN and MII 

helpful. Articl 

PACKAGING magazine 

are extremely 

MODERN 

similar trade publication 
tremely useful in keeping abreast 

Many ex elle 

ee , 
available \\ 

Package 

new developments 

brochures are 

Stern’s book, The 

ing Handbook 

by Board Products 

Chicago, Ill., 1949), | 

basic information on p ick iging fol 

Publishing
 ( 

1 
yrovides sé 

and methods 

However, these sources | 

large either set forth minimun 
: ' : 

quirements or desired end results 
} 

fundamental tend to 

proach to packaging problems. One 
ignore a 

the first and probably still best of the 

protecti 

Mind 

publications dealing with l 

aspects of packaging is R. D 

lin’s Dynamics of Packag 

ing. This paper, published 

Bell Telephone 

1 
approach to protec tive cushioning: 

A comprehensive listing of ’ 
literature ———— as a regular mthly feat 

MopDERN ACKAGING magazine 

System Techni 

Monograph 1369, develops a rational 

i ngineer 

‘which was publishe a 



Protective packaging techniques 
by Julius B. Kupersmit* 

T , t th istrument—of nu- through research, compilation of per- their proper operation will be affected 

electron miniaturiza formance statistics, analysis of data The earlier approach to pack iging 

1utomation, supersonic speeds and development of new principles emphasized making containers ag 

lar exciting frontiers—has ind a field of specialized knowledge strong as possible. Today, we know 

t about a growing field of spe Use of special measuring and re- that cushioning is the prime consider. 

tor kaging. This field is cording equipment, new testing ma- ition. For it is the cushioning that 

' shipment and preserva chinery for controlled experimenta supplies the critical protection. Then 

ts that require a high] tion, different or newly developed the shipping container choice is gen- 

tective packaging cushioning and container materials erally a routine matter depending for 

t embarks upon ind chemical, metallurgical and en- the most part on whether the dis 

tit f things may gineering analysis are now beginning tribution is by air, rail, motor ship 

t reliabilit | the ise of t pl miduce the kind of bridge that The fragility of an electron item 

electron tubes ; needed This new scientific ap cannot be determined with thx iked 

ti nd photographic in proach has already begun to produce eye. Only scientific measurem can 

f thei: mmponent results of suc h a st irtling and gratil' do this. With the 1 ipid recent wt! 

iabil ng nature that reliability of per of electronics in industry and th« Fed 

lueless formance can be almost 100% assured eral Government's increasing of 

re cost] We now know that even the most complex computing devices fo. both 

it best complicated instrument will be ready idministrative and military p SES 

ndu to perform anywhere and anytime the packaging field has beer ced 

h-button mil vith laboratory reliability, if the prob to develop along scientific li 

me more lem of packaging it is given the same Without accurate knowl the 

t ever that the gap scientific study, analysis and experi tendency would normally be vel 

hie nul irer of a fragile mentation that goes into assuring the cushion a fragile item and iste 

t and its quality of the pr duct itself. materials and increase bull sts 

bi lged For example, molded animal haii We can now measure fi the 

wert and foam rubber are not neutral and maximum energy a product ab 

t Korean War and they may react chemically with the sorb without destruction—t! use 

\ II al the need for product and damage it. Cold, too, may of an accelerometer and a ling 

eliabilit iffect the properties of some cushion scillograph. Once fragility ter 

I na t has bes ng materials and destroy their shock mined, we can ascertain t xact 

t] iwaratively recent ibsorbing quality. Cushioning con amount of cushioning neces 

1 of the last four years or so taining moisture can set up corrosion When a packaging proble pre- 

pacl ng specialists began to ind affect performance of equipment sented to the specialist in | iging 

he problem of ultra-proté The plating of component parts of ultra-fragile items. it goes fi the 

| ientific basis—that is nstruments may become oxidized by research and testing laborat« here 

New York mcompatible cushioning and thus 1 sample item gets a thoro con 

CARGO PACKERS, 

RTEST 

Fs . 

ae ers ee PHOTOS Cot 

Search for ultimates in protective cushioning is dramatically represented in these photos of a package dropped from the ait. 
1 7. 

lition of ntainer after absorbing shock of the fall. Right: undamaged equipment removed from crushed package. 
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mit* 

ted 

iging 

as 

now 

ider- 

that 

Chen 

gen- 

. tor 

dis 

analysis. Dummy samples 

be carefully constructed and 

a sample package and then placed in 

for reaction to shock. vibration, test« 

heat, cold, moisture, contamination, 

crushing, piercing, abrasion and pil- 
fer In addition to the now stand- 

ard climatic chambers and drop tests, 

the wkaging specialist can use 

equipment adapted from other fields 

high-speed motion-picture 

lighting 

Various graphic re- 

phy 

ind i h X ray 

gene! illy 

stroboscopic 

ord are used during 

sting processes to tell what is 

the package. The 

then carefully analy zed be 

inside 

rest re 

fore final decision is made 

| strate, here is the procedur: 

foll in developing a package for 

1 nagnetron, the vital element 

t r installation. Basically the 

ma n is constructed in the shape 

f t triangle. The vertical por 

glass tube containing an 

ult le component. The horizon 

tal 1 is of heavy, silver-plated 

it supports a delicate tun 

msm 

i blems were sixfold 

find a cushioning material 

1 not exidize silver plating 

find some means of cushion 

rnuld prevent any destruc- 

the 

the 

! ping” action caused by 

| st and weight of } ipe 

pac kage light 

bulk 

s possible, within the 

eep the 

} estrict its to as small 

limits 

a magnetron 

reate a package that would 

illo vy handling after leaving the 

line and prevent any in- 

tray lamage 

6 se cushioning and container 

nate that would alwavs be read 

diodes (top Mica condensers 

right) and resistors (right) after encapsula- 

(left), 

tion. Precess offers 70% savings. 
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\ 
ily available, even in an emergency 

Because a single mass objéct with 

a large surface area would correct any 

unbalance and eliminate any whip 
ping action, it was decided to square 

off the magnetron and form a “cube.” 

Although 

cushioning 

inexpensive animal-hair 

would 

the 

prevent 

was desirable, it 

exert a influence on 

product It 

the whipping action of the tube from 

corrosive 

also would not 

ausing damage. Therefore, to be able 

to use this material, it was decided 

cushioning of 

inert, blown foam polystyrene around 

the This 

isolated the product from the animal 

| bulk hair without adding weight or 

since the foam plastic is light and « 

to provide an inner 

magnetron. successfully 

be used in minimum thicknesses 

The 
, 

ig of molded 

1eeded around the entire cubed m ig 

amount of additional cushi 

rubberized animal hai: 

ietron was mathematically dete: 

nined, using appropriate physical 

formulas, and the package placed 

an ordinary corrugated paper carto1 

Che protective performance f tl 

entire packaging project was calc 

4-ft 

step in 

lated to sustain a drop 

The 

equal importance in 

the DI! ect I 

facilitating pre 

next 

duction of the package—was the stud 

yf the construction of the package t 

determine how to separate its various 

that they 

easily and efficiently assembled 

parts so could be most 

In testing the package an acceler 

of the 

was placed on the electron tube and 

the 

the cush- 

ometer barium-titanate type 

a lead brought out from accel 

erometer through holes in 

ioning and the outer container to a 

rhe 

was dropped on all six faces an 

pa kage 

1 h 

recording oscillograph 

ear 

shock Wave Was recorded 

Prior to each recording. a frequen 

Pneumatic package constructed of formed 

rigid vinyl cradle having a flexible vinyl pouch 

Oscillograph and accelerometer 

setup showing time calibrator for estal 

ng standard for shock frequency 

standard was photogray 1 

fi] } ) th t the Sri k \ S ul 

ilibrated against the standard. T] 

t could he determined | ther 

frequency of the shock 
f its harmonics were reson t 

f the magnetron’s de te 

nts It is mmportant ft em 

the fact that, although shock 

ot destrov an lecti t 

mpathetic vibration na 

ynponent and be just ! 

A translation of shock ay I 

\ much ene! De 4 D 

th ush ning a ] 

bein ransterred to the « 

li the tests o1 the magnetro! 

found that the cushioning tl 

uld be reduced substantially to 

duce a light, econ il package 

provide necessary satet nargins 

The rigid blown poly tvrene ft 

us¢ d as cushioning vas Tol id } 

a very significant characteri | 

naterial—used widel { 

decorations and in home insulat 

vas found particular); ettecti 

tests of extreme shock It ted exact 

as a satety fuse does in the event 

in electric short circuit, be 1S¢ t 

absorbed almost all th npact ener 

test d 

\ir under pressure provides cushion for the tube. sides | roves 

Three-foot 

done on 

concrete drop 

Six 



| standard being compressed under a 

This has sig 

whether a 

given time 

nificance in determining 

cushioned item can remain in storage 

load for a 

for an extended period without caus 

ing the cushion to give permanently 

Permanent set is undesirable when it 

creates free-moving space in the con 

ier that may lead to damage tall 

] Damping. This is the unreturnabk 

portion of the energy-absorbing prop 

erty of a cushion. A very soft material 

gives excellent damping performance 
because it dampens or smothers any 

shoe k 

cellulose wadding and similar mate 
impact Popcorn, vermiculite 

‘good job of absorbing a riaiSs ao a 

blown polystyrene foam creates a light a1 punch and their damping properties 

, , O magnetros ure therefore considered excellent. A 

pring, on the other hand, tends t 

ransmit shock or impact with littl 

t x to th diminution and is therefore said t 

j t An iuthough it recover, exhibit poor damping properties 

' 1}, existent. elim Density. This represents the weight 

the ! r for further use of the cushioning material per unit 

f uN the 1 luct volume, normally expressed in pounds 

+} { this tvpe of per cubic foot. It indicates the amount 

be replaced at small f weight added to a package for a 
enerally used as se given volume An inflatable cushion 

tect t} ushionin for example, adds very little weight in 

ra erv act relation to cube, for it is almost all 

ir. Molded foam rubber, by wav of 

Cushioning materials ntrast, is a “heavy” material and its 

rhe kag y er eer has a wid lensitv is rated as “high.” 

é f ite ind devices from Dusting. Materials such as excel 

hich t hoo Some of the im or, popcorn, shredded paper and the 

ne iterials are d ike not only tend to be messy during 

n ft mpanyving hai packing and unpacking but they als 

{ ¢ } ning Materials.’ rive off small y irticles that mav work 

ex ts f themselves into crevices and crit 
} | i | King surf es of the part that 

lod ickaged This characteristic ( 

Compre ’ et | >: +} ca ushioning naterial—the presence yt 

ert f iaterial ¢ minute parti les—is known as dust 

thickness aft General corrosit fect. Some i 

I Is re tw ] the pa tt be pa 

1 and induce corrosion. Wher 

duct with critical metal surfaces 

to be packaged it necessar to 

take this characteristic into account 

either select noncorrosive mate 

else shield the product from 

yntact with the material by means of 

polvethvlene bag or similar line 

Moisture abs This is the c: 

f the cushioning material to 

rption 

yacity 

soak up water vapor from its environ 

nent. This moisture may 
product with injurious effects 

Moisture content. Materials with 

high moisture content can transmit 

this moisture to the product packaged 

and this must be taken into account 

Fungus resistance. This is the prop- 
i material to resist the devel- 

Blown polystyrene foam pack used 

to square off irregular mass corrects un 

balanced weight and shape of product rty of 
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reach the 

mildew or 

plant growths. Materials 

treated to inhibit such plant growth 

Low-temperature performance. Mg. 

terials that tend to become stiff and 

brittle at low temperatures lose thei 

simila 
can be 

opment of mold, 

cushioning property. High-altitude ai: 

transport and shipment to Arctic r 

gions make this an important factor. 

It will be noted that the materials 

listed in the properties chart provide 

differing characteristics and the us 

of any material by itself or in com. 
bination with other materials is de. 

termined by the type of protectio; 

sought. The ratings given are based 

fundamentally on testing unde: static. 

rather than dynamic conditions. Test. 

device is pla free 

record 

Measuring 

fall, air-drop wooden containe 

agnitude of shock at mon mpact. 

Fibre-glass corner cushions placed in 
shipping container absorb handling shocks 

that otherwise might shatter electron tubes. 
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img 

b Properties of selected cushioning materials 
vrowth 

iT an , : : ; \ , f 

thei: , } f Damp Densit orchie , ; j ; , } 
© ar 

. Mf } 
tic re Sheet animal hair Must be 

vr —bonded rubber Slight Fair Average Slight 5 t Slight Ww treate { 

erial. . . 
Tials Molded animal hair 
vid ; : : 
VIE bonded rubber Slight Fait Average Slight Slight lligh I I 

use 

com Foam rubber, 
com- : i : ‘ iat ; 

: molded Slight Fair Hig Much Slight Hig! I I 
de 

ctio Blo inyl 
ased flex foam \f G 1 High Non SugHet V i 

tatic 
ri Blo invl 

ae) i . 1 17 ae \ \ ( ( 
flex sponges 1 (, l ti \ \ 

Infi e ¢ ushion 

wit med 

vin idles None ! 

For vinyl 

cra n 
: Tn. » 

sus] m ‘ € I i ¥ ‘ 

Spr \ one I I Not ay I N 

hI] ible 

( ngs None Fa Not apt N M ( 

He b A] st M 

raf piet I lent I N S I treat 

c Much Excellent Average Very | Mucl i H I 

Shr paper Much §_ Excellent Average Very hi Mucl H ~~ — 

Fo : Almost Excellent. Low Very hig! Non Slight ' 
mplete 

Iding Much Excellent Averag Muck N Slight Low Go i¢ 

act. 
PI s with M t . 

) bber Slight I A S t S . t 

I Slight I y A wor ‘ < ht S c ‘ ( 

m ctual loat troduced and a1 v I t f 8 

Id show considerable the first time in the field f J Despite ll the ent 

] iddition protection lensith transparent the « t f t 

~ t orrosion and add study more efficient! { il { ¢ ich 

| must be taken » con I ducts during thei I t | thresh 1 f ti t 

| See “Protective pping Another examplk t hie Ne t 
j MI p BRE f rmed cheet plastic pack me 1 ntinu ; wide ur ule f 

yped for bearings and othe I s ate i é 
New developments metal pieces. This type of package entation will enable us to mak« 

5 ped-up engineering, chemical protects against the corrosive actio timum use of these material 

I iging researc h and experi- of human hands and exposure t the We « xpect the new elect: 

me ion are now opening up en elements, vet it is fully visible for in to offer greater and greater challeng: 

tirely new possibilities in the choice spection purposes without necessitat to our ingenuity in the future, but 

| of cushioning materials. For example, ing opening the package and exposing ire now prepared for these challenges 

slastic shells with flexibl the product. With an impulse or hig] th the aid of research, engine T 

Ans t bsorb shock were recently in- frequency sealer, bearings an | nd widening 



Trends in industrial packaging 

uring the last 10 ve : indust | { t t I " Kag ind unsparent tilm bags are 

D*: kaging has grown to unprece fler supe protect umong the packug forms that offer 

% “ t ' Lh} 
| { 

‘ 

lented heights and has taken or f t ic also essential that the industrial msiderable promise. Some prelim 

Y heights tak tis al i 

scientific and exactir bearin wckage be properly engineers 1 for sarv work has taken place in vacuum 

’ Ciiuels hvlene for . 

than ever before wnnvenience in handling. The tremen ning polyethylene for motors, gears 

Industrial ick ne - the kind dous volume of material move d by in nd similar items. This development 

that seld f the retail ist ust be t ted swifth 1 be further tching. Polyester 

seiao ( I t S 

f: it l with tr t1 é economically and with a minimum ot film is taking on new iobs in lis. 

t | t \ he prot labor. It must al ) yvackaged to fit ] nackaging because of its st gth 

. +} matet > har lling cehuinp 1 various pI ttective properties This 

t} 
nd ont-of-plant distribution syst fil - used most advantageou tor 

Significant] if long i bac through which it must move t ‘ th sharp corners O1 edg that 

»blem | tf mal gement The i lusty il ick rel lso 1 ould tear weaker films 

tior Industrial packagi s tl eed f ' er identif The volatile corrosion im): oitors 

the last decade has becom the He knows | liminate the expensive trappi' ¢s ol 

ngit profes tit ft t vell as t Method II packaging ind off ng- 

Q ‘ 1 | if t 
g 

t} f r ect | f t+} wnuf + be ’ on prevention for rous 

tad Bald { bate I wn to th ' t f hy ft parts 4 simple coating on kraf iper 

» ont } f | "mer. M , ire thus ef still the most commonly us rm 

fected in recei wareho no «i VC] but greate! mvenien be- 

oO f t nost tant thins rir ind sell | nro} lentifi ‘fered through the fabr of 

t] strial 1 ig tit , er and above t leant f © naners into bags, envel lie- 

ly hett tect | bo] hing ¢ t folders iri Linets ton 

ract tT he bigg I | l I ipregnated wadd and 

: f ae ] ids and envel re 

r } 
} f thy ] 

el! s 
I 

} 
} 

| nal tor le t spra g—a ncr ye 

, 
k 

i } f tself 1 

1} ? 1 ] 

t ie tO 
Mola t} re 

1 

\ } I | ] ws. 
] ‘ ‘ irbovs ? , 

] } ' 

5 

! 

’ 

manent 

PHOTO COUBTEST 

New filling spout in polyethylene drum liners Protective coating applied by spray to m tal sheets eliminates 

ing j ing 

yrevents contact with airborne contaminants problem of scratches snd abrasions during storing, shipping 
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NOSTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC 

t nbination steel polyethy] 

ting stir—all in the inter 

wer freight rates. greater 

etter pri luct protection 

few users of drums who 

ng or considering using dis 

film liners of polyethylene, 

ther plastic—whenever it is 
: , % th luct to Keep tne prod t pure 

tree f contamination and 

i} 

ring until along came the 

lecting and sealing in cello 

nes all the parts for smal] 

mbl es—assuring the right 

ght number for the right 

lentifiable through the 

film.? Machines have been 

this kind of unit pack 

ll sort and collect, fill and 
t f parts 

be i far mo vel 

il for sh ng d ir 

tu y Coating wit! 

nd otk esins provide 

vist ind water-vapor 

h 1 1 aS wraps or 

bags rT ise liners 

be I notice ible trend 

se of flexible corrugated 

ips and as prefabri 

nd envelopes Lower 

fRoralty 
ot 

help and _ better i 

obt uning ex 

product 

ire reasons most fre quentlh 

this trend 

the most obvious trend of 

ping containers Is a swing 

ugated boxes for many 

»bs which previously were 

their 

construction 

beyond capability 

ivy) duty pro 

yethylene 

1953, p. 

w Status 

Shippers,”” Mopern Pacx- 
134, 

of the Film Liner,” Mop 

nit Packaged for the Assembly Line.’ 
ACKAGING, June, 1958, p. 126. 

rueTo 

Corrugated 

(left) is 

waste 

with 

beaker 

to form insulating, pad- 

mixed 

fluid in center 

ding bales at right 

High-speed 

ping, bundling or re 

inforcing machin 

over 700 

p to six thicknesses of boat 

necessary rigidity an 

In 

where fibreboard is replacing 

the opportunity for printing the 

gives the 

strength all places 

wood 

pr acticall, 

con- 

tainers to promote name and trade 

mark is a factor, showing growing 

of the “sell” of 

these containers among industrial and 

cognizance aspects 

shipping packagers 

Metal is once more freely availabl 
to the industrial and military packag 
ing engineer and this has led to much 

wider use of hermetically sealed metal 

cans and drums for corrosionproof 

long-term packaging of metal parts 

and assemblies, ranging from _ ball 

bearings to aircraft engines. Metal 

end fibre cans with a foil ply in the 

side wall also have gained consider- 

ible use as military barriers. The Ai 

Force is using metal cans and drums 

) package parachutes ind for long 

term storage of clothing items 

AS far as water-vapor barriers are 

concerned, for metal parts the flexible 

the 

iddition of polyethylene to the lami 

barrier materials—improved with 

ition—certainly have their adherents 

ind there has been a :evival of inter 

ests lately in plastic strip coating, in 

ving either a new and improved 

butyrate material or ethyl cellulose 

Industrial and shipping packagers 

ire also taking advantage of the prop 

erties of aluminum foil. Foil-laminated 

fibre drums have made their appeat 

ince on the West Coast, being used 

is single-trip containers for oils and 
greases. For domestic shipments of 
metal parts, a wrap of dead-folding 
aluminum foil, frequently trademarked 
by embossing, will provide grease- 
proofing and protection against corro 

sion 

Developments in metal drums in 
clude a new lighter gauge, designed to 
be used with a plastic-film liner, and 

CUURTESY PERMACEL TAPE CORP 

' OF il ‘ t} 

: . 
ucing for npanies such as Rol 

Haas some of the most b f 

taieeee eae beled ean 

ckaging field 

In line with the til 

proach to shipping packaging, ther 

has been great interest equat 

ushioning material See “Protect 

Shipping Materials,” p. 66f 

There is an incre ng t el 

ward pre-¢ ngineering of rugate 

industrial packs to fit the product 
part of the original product plant 

rather than 

“Here is the product; give us the 

kind of package for it.’ 

aving to the 

1 
certainty a mue The re 1S 

awareness in the last few vears of 

pearance factors in shipp ng p kag 

Examination of any mixe } 

todav will show few corrugated s} 

lacking a printed tr k 

e “sell” cop ae, * 

d three lor | time 

lid-< lor } cke und I ting 

corrugated has made great strides 

Pictorial effects ippro ching the detail 

once obtained only throu | 

halft mes” are now po sip 

Opportunities for the use 

matic mac! hivping packag uinery in s 
: 

ing have been limited, but progress 

made in stride with the greater 

of 

is now in use an 

“/- 
being 

awareness the challenges in thi 

fie d Thers 

case sealer to seal flaps 

1utomati 

of corrugated 

cartons big enough to handle major 

appliances such as washing machines 

Automatic 

ery for in-plant production of corru 

ide ra 

and refrigerators machin- 

gated cartons to a w nge of 

specified sizes to fit odd-sized ship- 
ments with a minimum of waste is 

now reported to be installed in many 
plants. 

sutiful, March 



Military Packaging 

, lie tit to this catew that Ww I up i uiitas 

, ’ , 
the r] ) est packaging ma warehouses in the form of package 

] It lat ely little purcl ised ) manutacturers who 

t il is urchased d uppl material and equipment to the 

G ment for use by Army, Navy or Air Force..But the De 

fF tl { I rS¢ Dept s particular ibout the 

palit f ti contamers ind other 

tems that go into its sup 

Transfer at sea »| \ 

l-known and well-equipped modert Rossford Ordnance Depot, 

wkagi tl | t Military Packaging Course 

by Clinton K. Royce 

] 
svstem, so it sees to it that basic 

procurements carrv detailed sp Cifiea- 

tions tor packaging 

Contractors who fail to ale: them. 

selves concerning these detailed pack. 

iging requirements in milita con- 

tracts prior to accepting such contraets 

continue to be the source of irritation 

to Government packaging adn inistra- 

tors. Failure to read “the fine pring’ 

vhen it relates to packaging can be 

costly to the contractor. The was a 

time when a plea of “misund: rstand- 

ing or one of “misinte rp: tation’ 

would be listened to sympat! tically 

but with more than 15 years © “living 

with the problem,” military cure 

1 nt oth ers iret no long vmpa 

thetic to misunderstandings 

Since most. military ts re 
j i rec f mitt ning 

I I t 1 and unit pa gy no 

lly encountered or ed ir 

ercial trade, be 1 read 

‘ ! l in vor ( —then 

re-read ft} e requiren ful] 

t issure omplete u ding 

K xact] vhat sibil 

t d the extent t \ 

b] ting vour befor 

l T If ey rvthing le url) 

stood o inv point s to be 

troversial as to inter 1, the 

tain that the ot roubl 

re cleared un be \ 

t ti mtract 

There ire seve! 1] ‘ nment 

iwkaging manuals, sta is and 

ye" ific itions which she ul mn the 

hands of contractors d business 

with the military service vese are 

readily ivailable, but sources 

vary and the methods btaining 

them differ. The joint milit services 

vackaging manual (und ing re 

is being written) 

“Preservation, Packaging a Packing 

of Military Supplies and Equipment,” 

in be obtained from the Supt. of 
Documents, U. S. Government Print 

ing Office, Washington 25, D. C., at 

$1.75 per copy. At the time you place 

your order, be sure to identify this 

manual by any one of the three service 

numbers assigned to it (ARMY-TM 

38-230: NAVY—NAVEXOS  P-938: 

\IR FORCE-—AFM 71-1). Also avail 
og my 

thle from the same source at 35 cents 

vision as this 
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Sturdy packs ar 
rations an other 

Mil S ’ 

\f \ rent iol 

MIL-STD-1 M 
MIL-1 f 

NM i 

\ 

| Si 

ge Y VV i 4 

‘ uN 

‘ , 
ut i 

! 

} 

cl 

1 

tics it} 

} ~ ’ 

thes peopl 

undi in this te 

helpful. And 

lidn't establish th 

1 re juired by 

ure there simp] to 

tractural requireme! ts are 

An | wav to receive basi ii 

military packaging tech 

nique to attend one of the two 

ours eing offered industry people. 

Container Laboratories, Inc., 1519 

AMOS 
CHICAGO, iLL. 

SUPERIOR CUSHIONING 
PADS & BLANKETS 

and save money, too! 
PROTEX pads and blankets give you the maximum interior 
cushioning protection obtainable and fit virtually any prod- 
uct or assortment you can name! The cost is substantially 
lower than most other forms of interior cushioning and take 
only a fraction of the time to pack. Avail yourself of this 
important money-saving clean method of packing. The pro- 
tection your products get is superb...resists all forms of 
shock and protects the finish of the product as well. Ease of 
packing, availability of ample supplies of packing material 
on hours notice are important too... you don’t have to order 
far in advance of production or store supplies all out of 
proportion to their rate of consumption. 

Consult uws— Present your packing problems to us for complete package 
engineering design and service by experts. We will show you 
how to improve package performance and save money too! 

WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE US 

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR CORPORATION 
1000 N. Halsted St., Chicago 22, Illinois 

NATIONWIDE SALES & DISTRIBUTION 
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THE IMPROVED PACKING for: 

The principal feature of all 
RONDO packs is the spring-clip 
action of its fluted partitions, 
which hold inserted items firmly yet 
gently in a cushion of air. This out- 
standing advance in packaging de- 
sign is serving manufacturers the 
world over. 

Typical items that can usually 
be better packed in RONDO are: 

drug and cosmetic vials, lipstick 
and cosmetic containers, medical 

ampuls, ointment tubes, supposito- 

ries, hypodermic needles, chemicals; 

also numerous electronic compo- 
nents, artists’ materials, oil and 

water color tubes, pastels, crayons, 
pens and similar objects, watches, 

carbide-tipped drills, tablets, 
wafers, etc. Our present facilities 

accommodate objects with diame- 

ters of 8 to 26 mm.—eventually 
larger. 

ADVANTAGES of the 

RONDO METHOD... 

e Protects objects exceptionally 

well against shock, 

e Eliminates usual need of 

added padding for safety, 

e Prevents loss through break- 

age, 

e Reduces shipping cost be- 

cause of lightness, 

e Cuts handling and packing 
time, 

e Uniform application through- 
out production, packing, ship- 

ping and storing. 

RONDO IS A PAPER 

PRODUCT, SOLD AT 

PAPER PRICES 

Submit your special packing 
problem for our suggested solu- 

tion. Illustrated brochure on re- 

quest. ae 
ne y 6 ng 4 
ws Fr ia ot y Peat . 

Pa Tee re 

RONDO PROCESS AND DESIGNS COVERED BY PATENTS IN ALL MAJOR COUNTRIES 

eA 

RECOGNIZED ALL OVER THE WORLD 

AMERICAN RONDO CORPORATION 
100M SANFORD ST., HAMDEN 14, CONN 

fria Ave, Los Angeles, Cal 
f 2 tch, 664 N. Michigan Ave., Chicag 

Connecticut Ave Washington 6 

D. C., offers in its School of Pack iging, 

a course in Management Aspects of 

Government Packaging Complete red 

formation, including class schedules 

for this five-day course may be ob. 

tained by contacting Container Lab. 

oratories Washington office. The 

Defense Dept., through the facilities 

of the Army’s Ordnance Pach iging 

Office at Rossford Ordnance Depot, 

Toledo, Ohio, offers a very ce plete 

four-week course in military ; ckag- 

ing the course is broken ir two 

phases, each for two weeks’ di ition) 

For complete information this 

course and a copy of a broch:.re de. 

scribing it in detail, communic with 

The Commandant, Joint  \iilitary 

Packaging School, Rossford Or ‘nance 

Depot, Toledo Ohio 

For some time the three VICES 

have been working under a sSign- 

ment by the Defense Dept areas 

t re sponsibility "as related pec 

fication modification and deve nent 

Under this arrangement, tl Army 

bee i i v ed res] for 

ecihcat devel ment heids 

t Hippmgy sack nd I wv 
Luners; responsibility for te) 

yment in the pack 

i fel b I ushi 

| et was as ned t A 

Force the Nav has be h 

sponsib] tO! similar the 

ley ke I en in WwW cI i i ( 

tainers. Industrial problem ncer 

specihcation requireme! n al 

f these areas should be n UW 

th th ppropriate s Corre 

spondence concerning the itaine! 

specifications which come u Army 

jurisdiction should be ad ed t 

the Office of the Deputy iief of 

Staff for Logistics, Dept. of Army, 

Pentagon, Washington 25, D. C. Cor- 

respondence concerning sp«« ification 

matters coming under the jurisdiction 

of the Air Force should be addressed 

to Headquarters, U. S. Air Force, 

Pentagon, Washington 25, D. C. Cor- 

respondence concerning specification 

matters under the cognizance of the 

Navy should be addressed to the Of- 
fice of Naval Material, Dept. of the 

Navy, Washington 25, D. ¢ 
In 1955, the services started hold- 

ing annual Joint Military-Industry 

Symposia on packaging and materials 

handling and these provide excellent 

means for industry people to confer 
with military packaging policy makers 
and administrators. These joint con- 

ferences are held each year in the fall 

and usually last three full days; they 
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istics combined with light weight 575 Madison Avenue + New York 22, N. Y. 
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Strapping is also used in the ass« 

of authorized special packages 
example, furniture is frequently 

iged with a base frame of 

double-face 

round and cap. 

corrugated-board rap- 

The assembled pack- 

ige is then strapped 

Palletizing oo 
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= i= oO canal wn unitizing. P 
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lets and skids. Unitizing is ess 
1 ’ 

bundling as discussed above t is 

7 1 a. 

nsidered here primary In- 

lling for mechanical handling 
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s fixed loads The sti y 3s 

readed through and wrapp¢ yund 

nchor plates. In turn, tl chor 

plates are securely nailed to « c 

vall posts or to the car flo 

Types of steel strapping 

Strapping is available in t or 

round types Flat steel strapping usu- 

lly is furnished in widths from \ to 2 

in. and in thicknesses from 0.010 to 

0.065 Punched and 

strapping with profiled cross section 
Round 

in. strapping 

is available for specific uses 

steel 

19% gauge to 8 gauge, and is not to 
strapping ranges in size from 

be considered as common wire, since 

in most cases it contains a high car- 
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COURTEST ACME stm co. 
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r 

avail 
} } ‘ 
DIe~€ 

wood | 

Bundling 5-gal. coffee cans with strap- 

ls handling. 

Sty r yping fur 

} metallic vat 

, 
I s st ippimng uso can 

for special ipplic tions 

Used in Packaging, p 

f st r) ] 

, 
n coils or cut lengths 

steel strapping. The most 

ety otf steel strapping is 

type which is tempered 

n with tensioning and 

For car doorway prot ( 

gis furnishe ad im 

: 1 
i to the carrying abulity 

xes and crates. It is sup- 

he softer tempers, either 

npune he d tor easv pens 

strap] ing cant 

, ' ’ 1 
nroduct identihcation and 

| deterrent to pilferage 1 

> with rolled edges or 

s and with heavy galvan 

serves as a permanent 

nt to increase the life of 

»OxeS and crates, such 

boxes; field boxes and tote 

crown of the profile o1 

strapping acts as a run- 

litate the movement of the 

The rolled-edge variety is 

| with edges turned under to 

ier to the strength and life of 
ner. Flat strapping is also 
with the extra-strength dou- 

reature. 

Embossed strapping with or with- 
out nail holes is primarily used on 

xes for domestic and export 
shipments. Heavy punched strapping 

and WHY 

JIFFY 
PADDED SHIPPING BAGS 

CUSHION © PROTECT from MOISTURE * INSULATE 
Used as EXTERIOR SHIPPER or INTERIOR CUSHIONING 

for Fragile or Non-Fragile Products 

You'll save up to 76% 

in packing time by using 

JIFFY BAGS in your 

operation 

Write today for these time saving, money 

saving, labor saving ideas showing HOW 

JIFFY PADDED SHIPPING 

BAGS are used in leading industries 

JIFFY MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

382 FLORENCE AVENUE e HILLSIDE, N. J. 



SOLVE YOUR 
PACKING PROBLEMS 

at Low Cost with 

ARTITION 
FOR PROTECTIVE 

PACKAGING 

WRITE, PHONE, WIRE for QUOTATIONS on YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

Peter Partition Corp. operates one of America’s 

largest plants devoted exclusively to the pro- 

duction of cardboard partitions. Because of our 

unexcelled facilities, we are equipped to fill 

orders FAST...QN TIME, and AS SPECIFIED — 

AT A PRICE THAT’S ALWAYS RIGHT! 

PETER PARTITION CORP. 
Manufacturers of Cardboard Partitions 

124 BOERUM PLACE BROOKLYN 1, N.Y. 
Telephone: TRiangle 5-4033 
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is furnished for wood containers car. 

rying loads of greater density. Short 
lengths of nail-on strapping are used 

to reinforce case and crate corners. 

Seals 

Joining together the ends of ten. 

sioned steel strapping to effect a 

sealed joint is accomplished by using 

i separate seal, by spot welding, by 
twist tying or by notching. 

There are many kinds of seals for 

use with all widths and thicknesses of 

strapping. They are of two general 

styles: the open type which snaps 

over the strapping and the closed 

type which is threaded on prior to 

tensioning. Seal types are sel 1 on 

the basis of strapping ay plicat ind 

tensioning and sealing tools u 

Tools and machines 

Tools ind accessories are ible 

r all types of strapping apy Ms 

They range from simple har Is te 

fully automatic strapping ma § 

Included are separate t ning 

ind sealing tools; combinat tools 

ombining tensioning,  s¢ nd 

utting functions in one t neu 

atic, hydraulic and el ten- 

oning tools semi-auton ind 

utomatic strapping mach hich 

bstitute power for human 

leliver measured tension 

Because of the scope of ing 

nplications, tensioning t have 

been designed with ver y in 

mind. Where strapping sit s in- 

lve limited operating s and 

gularly shaped packs, sj tools 

1\ ail ible ‘ 

Sealers used conju witl 

PUOTO COURTESY A. J. GERRARD 4 Co. 

Strap bander tensions strapping; makes 

and crimps its own seals. 
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these strap dispensers in- 

tools and 
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Barrier Experience is Combined 

TO PRODUCE 

BETTER BARRIER COMBINATIONS 
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MPS produces functional moterials for mak 
BAGS @ POUCHES @ LINERS © OVERWRAPS @ JACKET 

TUBES @ SHEETING @ RELEASES @ BACKING @ INSULAT 

and many other protective applications 
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0 
yiness 

aby lily 

Resistance 
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ng sont thing 
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ing 

ING 
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FIND OUT HOW 
PS Barrier Construction Experience can help s 

problems. Phone or write no obligation 

SIXTY-SIXTH ST. © CHICAGO 38 © PO. 7-8000 

_— : 

PLASTIC COATING + WAXING + OILING + LAMINATING + REINFORCING 

: He -S METH eacen co- 
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Shipping regulations 

i fie ommiuttee has issued t 

of regulations, the 

Freight Classification and the 

vO SeLs 

Consolidated 

mo} mort 

In packing for shipment by water. 

way freight, the same situation pre. 

vails. There is no one reference work 

hich covers all carriers and al] prod- 

ucts. Intercoastal shipments (between 

the Atlantic and Pacific via the Pang. 

1a Canal) are partly covered by the 

Western Classification of the 

details, Inter- 

at 80 

Fre ght 

\ARR. For 

istal Steamship Freight As 

write tl 

ecent Uniform Freight Classification 

vhich together cover railroad | 

ping regulations for the whol ol 

try The latter itemizes some 10.00 

mmmodities giving the type s oF « 
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New 
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the Post Office is that packaging spe 
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the manufacturer, who is best qt 

develope d D\ ications 
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for his pr duct. Once this is done, the 

partment will arrange meeti: 

with the manufacturer to work out 

test mailings, discuss the results and 

rrange further tests if the first were 

unsuccessful or inconclusive 

For shipments by Railway Express 
the Official Express Classification can 

be secured from the agency at 219 E. 

12 St.. New York. This classification 

covers the packing and shipment of 

ll kinds of products 

To 

the airlines have consolidated a single 

date neither Government nor 

body of regulations for shipping by 

air freight. But complete packing and 

fur- 

nished on request of the Shippers’ In 
formation Bureau, Air Cargo, Inc. 

shipping recommendations are 

Broad St., New York. Coasty e ship. 
nts in general follow intercoastal 

ctice. Inland water transport js 
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Ss est I iff 2 Seri d the 
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1] Agent D. T. Ja i6W 

Jackson Blvd., Chicago. 17 ‘reight 
ind Container Bu f the Loading 

AARR also publishes p con- 
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lected commodities wl an be 
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st ship 
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question of test shipments 

containers or package parts 

The simplest way to be sure your 
product is being packed legally. 

safely and economically is to have on 
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ipply to the commodity you mamt- 

facture, the type of container you are 

shipping it in and the kind of carrier 
+} t it will be shipping it. 
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freight car 
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how to rustproof 

cold rolled steel 

in shipment 

and storage 

Proved by actual test! Unwrapped steel rusted 
within a few hours. Identical steel wrapped in 
Ferro-Pak showed no signs of rust . . . even 
fter several months. Non-toxic chemical 

vapors from Ferro-Pak coat the steel with an 
nvisible film that makes it impossible for rust 
o get the slightest foothold 

Even under adverse conditions, such as out 
ide storing or shipping, Ferro-Pak provides 
omplete protection. It is waterproof, strong, 

How to rustproof biack plate— On this How to restproof a freight car— Ferro 
Pak is used to line sides of car and to light gauge, dry, uncoated steel, rust 

can start from a fingerprint. Ferro-Pak 
keeps black plate rust-free even when 
the humidity soars! 

iMerieave coils, transforming ordinary 
Weight car into huge rustproof package 

yet highly flexible and easy to handle. The 
chemical rust inhibitor is compatible with oil 
and stays effective for long periods even when 
the humidity soars. 
Whether you're a shipper or a bu 

steel, it will pay you to specify Fer 
wrapping wherever rust is a problem. For an 
interesting idea brochure on many uses for 

Ferro-Pak, write Cromwell Paper Company 
> 4809 South Whipple Street, Chicago 32, Illinois 

FERRO-PAK 

iver \ 

Y > O-t } 

by Cromwell 
For over 38 years 

‘Paper Engineers"’ for Stee/ 
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For MAXIMUM 

PROTECTION and 

ATTRACTIVENESS 

FLOSSINE 4% 

Products meet every re 

ent for complete protection of fragile 
x 

duct at the same time improving 
} inte ippearance of your package 
4 | } } f . } 

We have full facilines for cutting, dieing 

it nd emi ing to your specifications 

CELLULOSE WADDING 

GLASSINE 

WAVEE PARCHMENT 
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WAXED PAPERS 

EMBOSSED PAPERS 

CHOCOLATE DIVIDERS 

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

GEORGE H. SWEETNAM. INC. 

meds 

DECOPAD 

PADOCEL 

Write Dept. R for 

, 
and/or literature 

be le ML: 

DIE CUT LINERS 

PARTITIONS 

LAYER BOARDS 

ri ANT $7 ( 

samples to your specificati 

on the Sweetone proe 

BOATS AND TRAY ROLLS 

DISPOSABLE PAPER BIBS 

CANDY BOX PADDINGS 

tf 

AMBRIDGE, MAS®S 

BALS 
Or > 

BOST 
440 R 

Phone 

CHAR 
327 N 
Pho 



aque steer 

ideas in action 
some wrens 

ideas in action _ 

some ere / 

® / ideas in acti) 

woe ener i 

eens oven 
& - ideas in action a 

eome wren |’ 

a, ideas in a 

acme orem 

ideas in action | es ST ae 

mea = 7 ee 

ideas in action 

Jse your AIM”... many others do. 

or faster, safer, lower-cost packing and shipping 

An Acme Steel Idea may help you solve packing, handling or shipping problems 

Your Acme Idea Man can show how others have benefited when Acme Steel 

Strapping was used (1) to reinforce shipping containers; (2) to bale 

compressible materials; (3) to bundle multiples of an item into a single unit for 

manual handling; (4) to serve as a closure for containers of special design; 

(5) to palletize or unitize for handling by mechanical equipment; (6) to suspend, 

tie-down and support in interior packaging; (7) to brace lading for 

carload shipments 

Acme Idea Mlen may be reached at these locations: 

Get in touch with your Acme Idea Man at the nearest office, or write: Dept. MDES-117 

Acme Steel Products Division, Acme Steel Company, Chicago 27, Ill. 

ACME STEEL SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES 

BAL f YNWYD, Pa. CHICAGO 27, Illinois DETROIT 27, Michigan LOS ANGELES 58, Cal. SAN FRANCISCO7, Cal 
Or Avenue 13505 Perry Ave 14225 Schaefer Highway 4903 Pacific Blvd 750 Second Street 

P wk 4-6222 Phone: Interocean 8-950¢ Phone: Vermont 6-4500 Phone: Ludiow 8-1241 Phone: Garfield 1-7582 

BOST N 29, Mass. CINCINNATI 3, Ohio EAST POINT, Georgia NEW ORLEANS 12, La SEATTLE 4, Wash 
440 F rd Ave 1440 W. Eighth St 1200 Oakleigh Drive 860 St. Charles Ave 1025 Sixth Ave., Soutt 

Pho arleston 2-487 Phone: Garfield 1-2101 Phone: Poplar 7-9793 Phone: Canal 0886 Phone: Elliott 1102 

CHA ‘LOTTE, N Cc. CLIFTON, N. J. PITTSBURGH 22, Pa ST. LOUIS 5, Mo. 

327 N St 454 Allwood Rd 1320 Penn Avenue 111 South Bemiston Ave 
Pho vklin 5-1733 Phone: Gregory 1-4400 Phone: Grant 1-0226 Phone: Volunteer 1-623¢ 

ACME STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD. 

MONTREAL, Quebec TORONTO 13, Ontario VANCOUVER 12, B.C. WINNIPEG, Manitoba 
1025 Butler Street 743 Warden Ave 3696 Cornett Rd National Cartage Bidg 

Phone: Wellington 2-2101 Phone: Plymouth 7-3615 Phone: Hemlock 17-4494 Phone: Whitehall 2-6238 

ACME STEEL, S. A. Apartado No. 5304, Correos dei Este, Caracas, Venezuela 

EEF STEEL STRAPPING 
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How to figure 
APM Honeycomb Paper: FOR LARGE PARTS 

Contoured trays, bracing blocks, edge and corner protectors 

for furniture, appliances, batteries, motors, etc. Dollar for 

dollar and pound for pound, the best energy-absorbing 

material available (per government tests). Standard corner 

pads in stock 

your sales potential 

in the plastics field 

APM Moided Foam Styrene: FOR SMALL PARTS 

Complete package (patent pending), top and bottom pos 

tioning pads, shippable materials-handling trays—cust 

molded for bottles, tools, small electrical or mechon 

units, etc. Packaging labor costs reduced 75%. Resistant 

water and grease, non-rusting, non-tarnishing, non-dust 

APM molds such packages for some of the largest compa 

in the country, for civilian and military use 

APM Polyurethane: FOR VIBRATION DAMPENING 

Sheet stock, molded contours, die-cut or built-up shay } 

FREE protect electronic tubes, instruments, cameras, clocks 

40 page 

brochure 

Resistant to water and grease, non-rusting, non-tarni: 

non-dusting. Far cheaper than foam rubber or foam 

because APM has the country’s only complete polyur 

organization: molding to fabricating will help you 
- + * 

find answers to 
_ umole F , your questions Send for samples and literatur 

17 Decorative Packaginc | 

& MFG. CORP. | 
about sales Also see our ad in Section 

opportunities in 

the fast-growing 7 AMBASSADOR PLASTICS 
plastics field * 

© 312 W. Erie St., Chicago 
° 

° \ - 
° — 

COSTE SHSSSOSSESSHOHSSSESESESE cai 

the inside story of LOW COST WAY 
: } + America est growing indu TO MAKE FRIENDS 

ne of the most stin _— + AND INFLUENCE SAL: 5! , . >: 
1 det | ! 3 yt the plasti pncartellinch tee 

‘ ' ' eT Tye ? I hlishec | t 

e | ! h 

} late re ) tne ¢ nsumptit 

_ \lod { it prising} 
production of plastics materials, on the 

, ‘ juant MI ( 
é ro ng equipment requirements, 

i} t t h tories wl 
! ential are f growth. It lists hut 

of kinds of machines, accessories, ea He usIness reprint 
, + ’ 

chemi ; and intermediates, supplhes and I ! ut ust I | 

e er Ut tO? vi cn the field Is mal t } older r to rt] er interested <1 1} 

festing an ever-increasing appetite Whenev ou see editorial matter of ¢t 

You will find this handsome brochure Modern Plastics magazine or the Encycl 

} t { ] { S . ' , 
. ris istPated, 10) page . ISSU vhich vou can use in reprint form, im q 

ible addition to our DUSINeSS UbDrars tities of 200 copi or more write and quot ' 

, ‘ wint the wav to increased sules \ i pom n i oO increaset | will be furnished promptly 

x the industrial products or services that 

ir firm ipplies INDUSTRIAL MAGAZINE SERVICE 

Kor Vou! free CO} ol “The Plasties (n Affiliate of Breskin Publications 

Field,” simply address a note on vour com 575 Madison Avenu 

inv letterhead to Advertising Manage) New York 22, N, ¥ 

Modern Plastics, 575 Madison Avenue, New 

York 22, N. Y. ose 
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Che data herein are compiled from information furnished by the Com- 

panies referred to and the publisher, its officers, employees and 
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herein and do not accept any responsibility in connection therewith 
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DIRECTORY INDEX 

Alphabetical by Subject 

HOW TO USE THIS INDEX 

lo locate sources of supply of a particular item, (1) Consult the alphabetical subject index, 

starting immediately below, to find (2) the page on which suppliers of that item are listed. (3) 
For the complete address of any company listed in this directory, turn to the Alphabetical List 
of Companies and Addresses starting on page 779. 

a) 

Acetate Transparent Folding Car- 

Acetate Plastic Sheet (Rigid) ..... 

Acrylics, Plastic Molding Materials 

REO 6.60ttecckeesavetatiené 
Aerosol Containers (Cans, Indus- 

trial Cylinders, Glass Bottles). . 

Aerosol Filling (Contract Packag- 

Aerosol Pr ype ll ants {Propellants, 

DOES Sch ebb aeeekis condteeee 

Aerosol Loading Machines ....... 
Aerosol Valves (Valves, Aerosol). 

Air Pumps (For Suction & Pressure) 
Alkali-Proof Paper ..... 
Alus (Extruded) 

Aluminum Formed Containers 
\ pul 

Filling & Sealing Machines..... 

Aluminum Cans 

Printing Machines .....essceee 
Washing Machines 

Ampuls, Glass bees ee heewaee 

Anti-Blocking Compounds ........ 
Antique-Coated Paper (Decorative) 

Anti-clarnion BOGS... cccccesscces 

Ati- FOpRIn FONE cece cccccceees 
\pplicator Closures (Closures, Ap- 

plicator).......6. eeesesecoes 

lor on Bottles & Jars .. Applied ( 
Asphaltic Coatings ........eeee8. 

Associations, Trade & Educational 

Atomizer & Spray Closures ....... 

Attachments, Labeling (Machines). 

Automatic Check Weigher Scales .. 

Auxiliary Devices & Attachments.. 

3} 

bag 

Closures, Clamps & Rings ..... 

Flattening Machines........... 
PRET eeeeceeeesecee . 

Making Machines.......ccecee. 
Sewing Machines.........e++0¢ 

Stapling Machines...........+- 

Ties eee eeeeoeeeeeneeneeeeeeeneee 

Valving Machines ........0s0+: 
Bag or Envelope 

Closing & Sealing Machines.... 
Filling Machines ....cccccceces 
Making, Filling & Closing Ma- 
COs 6a 04.0050-42 6ébnbesed 

Opening RS wis daa e eam ot 

Bags (See also Envelopes) 
Bags 

Anti-Tarnish (Cloth & Cotton- 
LMG FORCE) 60 ccccnccvesces 

Duplex 
Glassine or Waxed 

Insulated (Containers, Insulated) 

690 

73 1 
717 
719 

697 

731 

718 

741 
721 

741 
710 

728 

731 

722 
701 

711 
"799 

710 

698 

700 

756 

698 

750 

739 

Bags (Cont’d) 

en ee RTT OT TTT 

Metal Foil 
Multiwall Heavy Duty.........-. 
Open Meh ou cccccccscctcseces 
Padded Shipping (Containers, In- 

sulated) 

Stocking Shape 
Textile (Bulk & Unit).........- 
Transparent Film (Plastic & 
COTINOMEE) cc ccececcescecess 

Window 

Band-Type Heat-Sealing Machines. 
Banding & Wire Strapping Machines 
Bands, Printed (Labels & Cut 

WEODS) o cccccccccocscccccccees 
Bands, Thermoplastic .......+.++. 

rE ee tr re 
Barrels 

Metal (Drums & Barrels, Metal).. 
NN raw Oke achidh nam ohe minnie kis 

Barriers (Liners, Bag, Barrel, Box, 
2 eee eee 

Baskets & Boxes, Fruit & Vege- 

Di chistes ag anes ntalennade eds 

Baskets & Platforms, Plastic..... 
Belt-Type Heat-Sealing Machines. . 
Blanking & Printing Fesinen tee. 

ting, _ Nato Stripping) ...... 
Blister-Pack Cards, Heat Sealers 

For 
Blister Packaging (Thermoforming 

Or ee NO kccccasscarens 

Bottle 

Capping Machines............. 
Carriers (Cartons). ...ccccccces 
Cleaning Machines (Air, Washing) 
(Paper) Making Machines....... 
Supplementary Closures 

Bottles 
EE ere 
Beer (Glass) 
Beverage (Glass) 
Glass 
I ee cic aak dO eid ikon 
ES EERE rte 

Miniature 
| SS rp eee 

Proprietary & Prescription 
Serum 
a POC CT ET CCETES 
Toilet, Perfume, Cosmetic ..... 

Bottles & Jars, Applied Color .... 
Bow-Making Machines ........... 
Box 

Collapsing Machines .......... 
Covers (Paper, Fancy)......... 
Doming Machines ............. 
Rc edidatense+henkennsaws 
Making Machines, Corrugated 

(Adjustable for Size)......... 
Making Machines (Folding) ..... 

744 
729 
743 
750 

700 

Box (Cont'd) 
Making Machines (Set-Up)...... 
Marking Machines ............ 
Staying Machines 

Box top PRORUIOS occ scicccdocsccs 
Box Window Applying Machines... 
Box Wrap Fabrics .......+++++. 
Boxboard 

Clay-Coated .....ccecescevcees 
Folding & Set-Up 
Laminated 
Metallic-Coated.........-++0-, 

Moistureproof & Greaseproof.... 
Thermoplastic ..ccsccccccceces 
Trays, Crimped & Pressed 

Boxes 

Corrugated, Shipping (Containers 
Fabric or Leatherette Covered . 
Fancy Wood ...sccccscccccses 
Folding (Cartons) ........... 
dusting ia scahenvas 
Metal, Covered (Fabric, Leather- 
a Es nla a toe pnknawanes 

PNOE DOD Se nkccacessenscicavs 
Metal, Lithographed & Embossed 
Metal Specialties (For Cosmet- 

PPD Veabah passes ce aeeendc 
Molded Plastic, Stock 
Nailed Wooden....scecscccceres 
Paper, Covered (Fabric, Leather- 

ette, Etc.)..... 
Paper Set-Up ROTEL ERE 
— Transparent (Containers, 

igid Transparent)......... ; 
Shipping (See Containers, Corru- 

gated; Containers, Shipping) 
Wirebound Wooden .........+++- 
Wood, Covered (Fabric, Leather- 

ette, Etc.) 

Boxes & Baskets, Fruit & Vege- 
CARES oc cccccconerssreedicovees 

Brass Type (Marking)..........+. 
Brush Applicator Giana 
Brushes, Marking & Stenciling .... 
Bundling Machines .........+..+- 
Butyrate Plastic Sheet (Rigid).... 
Butyrate Transparent Plastic Film. 

eeeeeee 

Cabinet Displays .........see005 
Can 

Capping Machines ........+++++ 
Carriers (Cartons).....- heeeser 
Closing Machines .........++++ 
Filling (Machines, Filling) ....- 
Labeling Machines ...+...+++++ 
Making Machines......... see 
Sealing Compounds.......++++: 
Sealing Machines .......+++++: 
Wrapping Machines .....+++++++ 

"Or 

728 

725 

728 
710 
698 
698 
744 

* 
7 
720 
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743 
759 
'44 
717 

744 
702 

697 

697 
697 
697 
697 
697 
ele] 
3 

725 

725 

728 

698 
698 

744 

79 
ie 

EX 

Cans 
Aerosol ..ccccccccccescseseces 
Closures For (See Closures, Met- 

al; Tamperproof; Closures, 
Pouring Spout Type) 

Extruded, Round (Aluminum, 
Pee SPER Tee ee Te Tre 

Fabric Covered ..cccccccccccss 
Fibre & Composite ............ 
Metal . 5 ccdepent sobs onssdooes 

Paper (For Bulk Ice C ream) er 

Plastic-Bodied.. sie 
Cap & Cover s ining Machines. — 
Cap (Paper) Making Machines ..... 
Capping Machines (Bottles, Cans; 
Pas -r, Foil, Plastic Containers) 

Capsule F illing Machines ........ 
Capsules 06d O6560680 60668050068 

Catboys cus eoeksseecaeter ane 
Carrier-Cartoning Machines... 
Carriers, Can & Bottle ........... 
Carton Handling Machines .. - 
Carton Marking Machines......... 
Cartoners (Machines, Carton Open- 

ing, Loading, Closing)......... 

Cartons 

Can & Bottle Carriers ......... 
Folding & Display ..........2.. 
Insulated (Containers, Insulated) 
Special Constructions For...... 
Transparent Folding........... 
Waxed & Paraffined .........¢. 

Case Han aioe Machines 
loading or Filling 660460000 00% 

PREMISE cic tcoces ded écaeeundes 

Sealing (Glue, Gummed Tape) 
ot) INBis ce eeeeeseesereasvnne 

Unloading ...eccecsccceeresers 

Case Liners (Liners, Bag, Barrel, 
Box, Case @ Dra} cs cccccscecs 

Casein-Coated Paper .......++0+. 
Cases, Insulated (Containers, In- 

Ce] Ath 

Ex BIG (cdnsinenss-00000eaer 
( apped TrayS....+eeesees 
Package Bosuinn TOPO socccces 
I SaPONE FA cacccccecance 

Cellophane & Paper Cutting Ma- 

Cellulose Acetate 
Plastic Molding Material ....... 
Plastic . Films ..... 

Cellulose Acetate Butyrate, Plastic 
Molding Material ...ccccccccces 

Cellulose Band Applying Mac shines 
Cellul OBIC BAGS scccccccccccvese 
Ceramic C ontainers (Pottery) eecee 
Ceramic Decorating .....seeseeee 

Check Weighers (Scales) ......++. 
Chests, See Boxes, Fancy Wood .. 

See Boxes, Fabric or Leatherette 
Covered .ccsccsvccccccccs 

Clamps & Rings (Closures, Bag) . 
Clasp ; edie CB cccccccccseccces 
Clay-Coated Boxboard .......0.++ 
Clay Containers (Pottery) . sees 
Cleaning Machines, Bottle 

Air, Washing ......ssseccesees 
Closing Machines, Can .......... 

Closing Machines, Carton........ 

Closing & Sealing Machines, Bag 
or Envelope 

Closure 

Liners. .ccccccccces 

Sealing Compounds.........+- 
Closeres 

RUMNUE cas Fike icscsscsesae 
Atomizer & Spray ..cccsccccces 
MOS ike ctabesseces 

WEN shicsoneachateksasneecs 
Cellulose Seals (Secondary C ~~ 
| ere Hae 

ee eeeeeeee 

728 

728 

729 

729 
729 

744 
750 

744 

729 

744 
729 

745 
750 

729 
730 

732 
731 
731 

731 

745 
745 
745 
745 
745 
745 

717 
746 
79 
79° 

759 

726 

Closures (Cont’d) 
Rs Per rt ere 
4 ie Coge-ae ou ee bee ¢0a0m 
Dropper..... VrITTr rrr r errr se 
Drum, Metal 
Glass (Applicator) ............ 
ME Pu uGd wavdiae ss -senemnee 
ae 
Metal (Tamperproof) ........... 
ke rer er errs 
Pail, Metal 
Paper, Foil 
Parenteral 
Plugs, Drum & Pail, Metal ..... 
Pouring Spout Type ........... 

Seale, Dram, Metal ....cccccece 
Seals, Pail, Metal 
Secondary Caps & Bands ...... 
3 Peer 

Supplementary (Bottle Applied) . 
WR 4 6 04662.6646008s 400008 
WE 6:0.00:40:06005.0500000066006 

Cloth & Cotton-Lined Paper Bags.. 
— Cotton-Lined Paper Enve- 

ee eee eee seer eaeeee 

, Plastics (Flexible) 

eee eee eeeaes 

clk  TUOS 660s cicvecine wes 
Clutch-Brakes (Auxiliary Devices 

& AMOCRMERIS) 2... ccciccsccee 
COMEGE FON 050 siccccccccccosecs 
Coated Paper 

Decorative, Protective.......+. 

Coating & Finishing, Custom (Lac- 
quers & Varnishes)..........-- 

Coating Machines (General, 
quer & Vamish, Wax & Hot Melt) . 

Coating Wax.....ccccccccccscees 
Coatings 

Aaphaltic ....cccceccsecsccccs 
Protective, Permanent (Bonding) 
Protective, Removable (Strip 

Type) .... 
Code Marking (Machines, Coding, 
aba Printing or Perforat- 

see eee ee eeee 

Colle sible Shipping Containers 
(Rubber) .. 0.0 cccccccccccccccs 

Collapsible Tube 
Crimping Machines ............ 
Filling & Sealing Machines 

Collapsible Tubes (Metal & Plas- 
tic) ..... 

Collating Machines ° rere 
Color Matching Equipment . eseeee 
Composite & Fibre Cans 
Composite, Wood & Plywood Crates 
Compounds 

Anti-Blocking .....ccccccccees 
CONE cceadacnsersactceceseces 
Heat Sealing .. ere rrer 
Laminating.. 

Comput ing Scales bao RAR Od Keo os 
Consultants, Engineering ........ 
Consultants, Package Design... 
Container-Board 

ee 

Fourdrinier Kraft Liner ........ 
NE BOE o x0069004.0400450000 

Containers 
Aerosol (Cans, Industrial Cylin- 

ders, Glass Bottles)......... 
Aluminum, Formed ...... sotenn 
Ceramic (Pottery) ...0.00cecees 
Clay (Pottery) seer eeeeseeaeene 

Corrugated & Solid Fibres... 
Corrugated & Solid Fibre with 

Wooden Frames.cesesesesscs 
Flexible (See Bags & Envelopes) 
Insulated (Bags, Cartons, Cases) 
Molded Plastic, Stock (Boxes).. 
Molded Pulpscsesesececesscces 
Paper 

Li uid-Holding seeeeseeereees 

Milk 
Nesting .cccscsccsseseseces 

Partitioned-Pack. .csseesceeese 

eeeseeeeseeeseeeeeteeee 
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736 
711 

739 
703 

711 

760 

746 

ia 

700 
700 

701 

746 

733 

746 
746 

738 

746 
74] 

728 
734 

701 
701 

704 
709 
755 
760 

762 

701 
701 

731 

739 

Containers conte 
Plywood occccscccscccccsesces 

PU ies toussacsseseeseces 
Rigid T ransparent Saveseseovers 
Shipping 

Rubber ..cccccccccccccccves 
Weatherproof Corrugated ..... 
Weatherproof Solid Fibre ..... 

VOMCET cccccccesccccccccccens 
Contract Pac haging potietdeahaas 
Controls 

Humidity .cccccscccccccsccece 
Registration .cccccccccccescce 
Web & Web Inspection ......... 

Converters of 
Films (Plastics & Cellophane).. 
Rigid Plastic Sheet .........: 

Conveyor Scales .....sceccessees 
Conveyors ccscccccccvccccscvces 

Convolute Tube Winding Machines. 
Contd, Biasthe ccsvcccccsccessesees 
Cores, Paper or Fibre .........0. 
Cork Sheets (Paper-Backed) ...... 

Corking Machines........ 
COSES .00% reer 
Corrugated Box Making “Mac hines 
Corrugated Paper 

Flexible, Wrapping & Packing .. 
For Window Trimming ..++-ee: 

Corrugated Shipping Boxes (Con- 
taiMErs) cecccccccccccesecccees 

Corrugated Roll Dispensers (Ma- 
chines) esesess 

Corrugated Platforms, Fluted (For 
ludividual Nesting) ....seesee> 

Corrugated & Solid Fibre Containers 
With Wooden Frames ..sesessees 

Corrugated Weatherproof Shipping 
Containers csseseccereseceeses 

Cosmetic Bottles cssecesresseece 
Cosmetic Boxes (Metal Specialties) 
Cotton Inserting Machines......++ 
Cotton-Lined Paper & Cloth 

Bags (Anti-Tarnish) .c..eseeees 
Envelopes ceccscccssesecceses 

Cotton Tape 
Counter Displays ote eee neee 

Counting Devices (Auxiliary De- 
vices & Attachments) esseresees 

Countin Machines (Filling By 
Count) occcccccccccccccccccese 

Counting & Packaging Machines, 
Tablet .ccccccccscccccccsccece 

Cover & Cap Lining Machines . 
Crates, Wood, Plywood & Con- 

POSILE coves eseecesoncescess 
Creasing, Printing & Blanking 

Presses. secccccccscccsccscess 
Crepe Paper wecccsccccesccccers 
Crimped & Pressed Trays ..... 
Crimping Machines, Collapsible le 

Tube secccccccvccscverececses 
Crimping, Seaming Machines, Fibre 

CAMS cccsceacesceccccessecess 
Crown Closures .secsseseceseses 
Cups (See also Trays, Crimped & 

ressed) 
Paper (Liquid-Holding) ........ 
Paper or Foil (Candy & Baking). 

Cushioning Materials ...eesseeess 
Custom Decorating on Glass, Plas- 

tics, Ceramics ceccocccces 
Custom Embossing ..ssscesescess 
Custom Finishing & Coating (Lac- 

quers & Tidiiiiiel<ocss seasons 
Custom Laminating...sssesevesss 

Custom Packaging (Contract Pack- 
a ging) SOHO ESHER HEHEHE EES 

Cut os (Labels & Cut Wraps) .. 

Cutting Devices (Also Perforating 
& Scoring) eeeeeeeeseeeeeseese 

Cutting Machines (Cellophane & 
Paper) scseccccesesevccsecvecs 

ee seeeseeseeees 
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Cutting, Printing & Blanking 
Presses wessees 

Cutting & Die Makine Rule ....... 
Cylinder Engraving, Rotogravure .. 
Cylinders, Aerosol! (Industrial). 
Cylinders (Printing Equipment) .. 

eeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Daubers (Closures, Applicator) 

Decalcomania 

LMDOIS. coconcesceceossscecees 

Decorated Foil cccccceccscoces ee 

Decorating on Plastics & 
Silk Screening, Print- 

Stamping, 

Glass, 

Ceramics 

ing, Etching, Hot 
Spraying) 

Decorative P 

Dehumidifiers (| 

Dehydrating Agents, 

Dehydrating Agents 

eoecccececcececee 

aper, Coated .....0.:. 

Auxiliary Devices). 

Desiccants, 
Designers (PROGRESS) cccceccecece 

vetectors, BROODS 0 0066 0s0ee cseons 

| evi ea 

inting 

Cutting, Perforating, S« 
Die Cutting Machines 
Die Making, Rule ..ssscscccesenss 
Die Making, Steel Rule (Machines) 

Dies, Paper Cutting ...ssseessees 

Dipping & Heating Tanks ........ 

Dispensers, Corrugated Roll (Ma- 

Lines! eee ee seeeesensesereees 

is pensers, Labels Ma nines ree 

Dispensers, Tape (Machines)..... 
Dispensing Counter Displays ..... 
Display Cartons, Folding ......e. 
lapiay Fabrice «cccecceccetecse 

play Mounting & Finishing 
Displays 

abinet.... 

{ unter... 

oor Stand 

Lithographed eee eeeesecersesess 

Metal, SRG? ccccoccccccceccere 
Mol led Plasti eee eeeeeeees 

MOCIOR ccceccccccccesecceeoses 

WITS cccccececsececsoescecseose 

Jistributors 

DEGENOIS. c ce cicocceceecenses 
Machinery & Equipment ..eeeses 

terials & Supplies ...seseees 

Doming Machines (Boxes) ....+00% 
Droppers, Applicator Closures .... 

Drum Closures, Metal...ceceesees 

NOE DIOR cc che hsbbdedese bows 
Drum Plugs & Seals, Metal ....... 

Drums & Barrels, Metal .........- 

Drums, Closures For (See Closures, 
Drum, Metal; Closures, Pouring 

Spout Type; Plugs, Drum, Metal; 
Seals, Drum, Metal) 

Drama, Fibre coccccccccccesccese 
Drums, Plywood ceseessesesevees 
Dry Filling Machines ...secseeees 
ry lry Products, 

(Contract Packaging) aa 
Dryers (Auxiliary Devices) ....... 
Duplex Bags ..... 

Filling & Packaging 

Blastic Ceed ccccccccccccece ° 
Electronic Heat Sealing Ma hines ° 
Embossed or Fancy Printed Paper. 
Embossed 

Poll sccvccccccccccccctccccece 
Glassine Paper .......+. 
Labels & Cut Wraps ...+.5. 
Metal Boxes ..ccccccccccces eee 
Seals on Paper, Foil, etc. ...+. 
Velour DAII ciscistsaccks 
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Désiccants ... 

746 

749 
729 

734 
730 
709 

759 

734 

Embossing, Custom esserecseesers 
Embossing Machines ....... 
Embossing Rollers 
Engineering Consultants ...se+s0+ 
a Equipment (Printing 

QUipment) wesesesesescceseces 
Engraving, Rotogravure Cylinder .. 
Envelope or Bag 

Closing & Sealing Machines .... 
Filling Machines ....eeeccseees 
Making, Filling & Closing Ma- 

ChimeS cacccescccseccces eees 
Opening Machines...ccescseeeee 

Envelope Making Machines ....... 
Envelopes (See also Bags) 

Clasp oe. 
Cloth & Cotton-Lined Paper.... 
Packaging (Opaque) sessseesees 

eeeeeeeeeeseee 

eeee ee eeeeeeeeees eee 

Packet® cecccccces eeeecece 

String & Button C on WE cccevese 
Transparent wescececccccccsecs 

Equipment 

Air PUMOS. ccccccece ecececces 
Color Matching ....+. eeeeee 
fngraving (Printing Equipme nt). , 
Syn sHaveneseneeeesoes 
WaPkIOs ccccccencccecccesesese 
Matesiate Handling cccccccecese 
Palletizing (Materials Handling) 
Printing sesesses TETURELERE ET 

Stencil-Making .....ee00. cecesce 
Pesting ccccccccecescceccscece 

Etching (Decorating on ©=Glass, 

Plastics & Ceramics). eeeeeeeer 

Ethyl Cellulose Plastic Sheet 
(Rigid) secccccccccccccccvesees 

Excelsior ... eocecceccoee ceccces 
Excelsior & Shredded i Paper ceoeee 
Expanded Plastics Sto; PETS seeees 

Extension Deliveries (Printing 

Equipment) sscececsvesscecess : 
Extruded Plastic Tubing .....e.+:. ° 
Extruded Plastic Vials ..... eeece 

Extruded Round Cans (Aluminum, 
Lead, Tim) cccccccecccesesoces 

Extrading Machines, Film ......+. 
Extruding & Treating Polyethylene 

FIM ceecececccesscessocesese 

| 

Fabric Covered 

CARS ecccescccccoccocsccosece 

Metal-, Paper- or Wood-Base 
Boxes secccccccccccscccccce 
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Paperboard (See Boxboard; Con- 

tainer-Board) 

Pape srboard Trays (C wr & 
Pre ~~ | POPUCCUTTETTLT TTT Toe e 

Poraffined Cartons ..-.eseeeecees 
Parchment Paper, Vegetable ...... 

Parenteral Closures ......0ese00. 
Partit ition Assembling Machine s 
Partition Slotting Machines (Corru- 

-d & Chip Board)......ee06. al 

Pa titi epee Pack Containers.....-. 

Partitions 
Pastes (Adhesives) .esccccsceces 
Perforating Devices (Also Cutting 

eee ee reer rene eee eee 

& Scoring) acovcscoecececvceses 
Perforators (Machines, Coding, 

Numbering, Printing or Perfora- 
tind) ccocccesceccescosoceccess 

Perfume Bottles ..ccccccccccccess 
Phenolic Plastic Molding Material . 
Photoengraving, Rubber Printing 

ite PatternS...eees 
es (For Box Tops) ......+.. 

eeeeeeere 

Jags, Transparent Film........ 
Baskets, Trays & Platforms.... 

ties eee ee ee eee eeeeene 

a Molded, Stock Trrere yf) 

les ( Two-Piece) ia. 

a) | 
sures (Molded)..ccccccccces 

itings (See Coatings) 

NGIDEE DURE 06 n6%006008 
ners (See Boxes, Molded 

ustic, Stock; For Boxes, 

n-Molded—see Molders, 

ynverters of 
lransparent Films, Plas- 

se Acetate... 

lose Acetate Butyrate 

thvle 
CNYICNES se 

tyrene & Polystyrene 

npounds .... 

forms & Basket * 
I ey’ gethag ae sen¢eee 

t (Rigid) 
\ CATS ceeocccccccecocoececces 

ALYTAte w.eccccessesecsecece 

Converters of ... 
thyl Cellulose 

Modified Styrene . 
Polyethylene .... 
PORMIIIIOER Gikksdadeoyscons 

Chermoforming, Custom ...... 
lhermoforming Machines ..... 
Vin vls 

eeeeeeeeeee 

eeeeeesesees 

eeeeereeene 

eereeeenrer 

ge 
lubes, Collapsible......eseee. 
| 
T 

eee ee eeeereeee 
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Tumblers, Molded ...csccecsece 
Widen ch .cétine chtseneeeneeeea 

Plastic-Bodied Cans ... eocccccce 

PIMGMOUMEND conc) sabensevsecaees 

Plastics, Decorating (Silk Screen- 
ng, Printing, Etching, Hot 

Stamping, MPGUI sccnceccece 
Plates ham, Equipment) ...... 
Plate » Rubber Printing ......... 
Ple it fo rms, Fluted Corrugated ..... 

atforms & Trays, Plastic ...... 
>] a & Metallizing Plastics ... 
>] 

Pliofilm Plastic Transparent Film. 
P] lugs, Metal (Drum & Pail) eeenee 
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PR nos nash bekenes Swed oe nan 
COMSINETS cccccccccoses renews 
CRUOE. ccccdscccessnceseososce 
Drums 

Polyester Transpare at 'p Saatie Film 

Polyethylene 

eeeeeeoee eeeee 

Extruding & Treating, Licensing 
PROCEBEES. coccccvcccccccces 

Plastic Molding Mate cial . 

Plastic Sheet (Rigid) .......... 
Plastic Transparent Film ...... 
Stoppers ccccccccecces 

Polyethylene-Coated Paper...... 
Polystyrene Plastic Molding Ma- 

terial .ccccvcccccccceccccoses 

Polystyrene Plastic Sheet (Rigid) . 
Polyvinyl] Alcohol Plastic Trans- 

parent Film ..cccccscccccscces 
Portable Conveyors ....cesceeees 
Pottery Containers ......eees000% 
Pouring Spout Type Closures ..... 
Power-Driven Conveyors ......... 
Prescription & Proprietary Bottles. 
Presses, Printing .......... 
Presses, Printing & Blanking (Ci ut- 

ting, Creasing, Stripping) ...... 

eoeeeeeeee 

Pressure Forming, Thermoplastic 
SMOSH. so ceacerscsersvceseoess 

Pressure-Packing, Aerosols (Con- 
act POckesiOe) éciccccccccoces 

Pressure-Sensitive Labels ....... 
Pressure-Sensitive Tape ......... 
Pressure-Sensitive Tape Applying 
eer eee Tee 

Pressure-Sensitive Tape Dis- 
PENSETS 20... cece sce eeeeees 

PRM POE .ass beccddercenecesis 
Printed Labels & Cut Wraps ere 
Printed String (Plain & Decorative). 
Printing Attachment For Tape 

DISPONSETB . occ cccsccccccccees 
Printing (Decorating on Glass, 

Plastics & Ceramics)........ ; 
Printing & Blanking Presses (Cut- 

ting, Creasing, Stripping) ; 
Printing Equipment............ 
Printing Ink 
Printing, Lacquering & Varnishing 

Machines for Tubes 
Printing Machines 
PUNE 6 oibkw diese sienee 
Case Handling 

Printing Plates, Rubber 
Printing Presses 
Printing Rollers 
Private Label Packaging (See 

tract Packaging) 
Propellants, Aerosol 
Proprietary & Prescription Bottles. 
Protective Coatings 

Permanent (Bonding) 
Removable (Strip Type) ...... 

Protective Papers (Paper, C oated, 
POPE 6b c0.00ee cccaccacens 

Protective Wadding 
Cushioning Materials .......... 
Formed Materials 
Sponge Rubber 

Pulp Containers (Molded) 
Pumps, Air (Equipment, Air Pumps) 
Pumps, Ink (Auxiliary Devices) ... 

R 

Registration Controls (Auxiliary 
Devices & Attachments) ....... 

Reinforced Tape .o.cccccceccoces 
Release Agents (Compounds, Anti- 

Blocking) 
Removable Protective Coatings 
SE TED Asin 6 04is'0.66.00,2005' 
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Resinous Coated Paper ...... 
Revenue Stamp Applying Machines. 
Rewinders (Slitters & Rewinders) 
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Ribbons & Ties 
Film, Plastic, Paper, Textile, 
Roa kek ek eke eteerires 

Rigid Plastic Sheet .....ceccesss 
Rigid Plastic Sheet, Converters of. 
Rigid Transparent Containers 
Rigid Transparent Fabricating 

chines 
Rod Applic ator Closures 

Roll Leaf, Stamping Foil 
Roll Leaf Stamping Machines 
Roll Type Labels for Shipping 

Rollers 
Embossing, 

Design ..... 
Rotary-Type eat-Ge aling Machines 

Rotogravure Cylinder Engraving. . 
Rotogravure Labels & Cut Wraps .. 
Rotogravure Mounting & Provir 

Machines 
Rotogra vure 
Rubber 

Design Rollers 

Printing, Rubber 

Printing Presses 

Printing Plates ...... 
Mounting & Proving Machin 

’ Rubber or Resin Dispersions 
COX) crcccsscecesece . 

Rubber Shipping Containers (‘ 
LONGEUAE) oc.5s v0.00 

Rubber, Spong 
ae 

Rubber Stoppers 
Rubber Type (Marking 
Rule, Cutting & Die Mak 

Sales Agents 

Containers ....... 
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Sample & Package Distribut 

Saran & Saran Modifications, | 
Transparent Film 

scales 

Automatic Check Weighers 

Conveyor! 

Freight, Express (Computit 
Over & Under We 

Scoring Devices 

Pertorat ing Ds 
Scoring Machine 

Sealing Con pounds 

SA ce cinnsae ean 

ee eee 

Heat 

Sealing 
Ampul . ; , 
Collapsible ‘Tube 

Sealing Machines, Can 
Sealing Machines, Case 

Glue rT 

Gummed T: ape 
Sealing Wax ...... Sra 

Seals 
Closures, Secondary . 
Drum, Metal 
Embossed on Paper, 
Pea; SOON os 002 0 

Seaming, Crimping Fibre Can, Me 
chines eas 

Seamless G elatin C ‘apsule s : ; 
Secondary Caps & Bands, Closures 

Ree 
Self-Sealing Pressure Sensitive 

Labels 
Tape 

Semi-Liquid Filling Ma hin es 

Semi-Rigid Plastic Vials 
Serum Bottles ... eet 
Set-Up & Folding Boxboard 

& Filling Mac hit 

Foil, « 

Set-Up Box Making Machines ..... 
Set-Up Paper Boxes ....... re 
Set-Up Transparent Boxes (Contain- 

ers, Rigid ausaeat Cree 
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Sewing Machines, Bag.. 
Sheet Cleaners ( Auxiliary De vice o) 

Sheet Feeding Machines ......... 
Sheet Metal Displays ...........- 
Sheet, Plastic (Rigid) veces euses 
Sheeting Machines .........+.++6. 
Shipping Containers 

(See Bags, Multiwall Heavy- 
Duty; Barrels, Wooden; Boxes, 
Nailed Wooden; Wirebound Wood- 
en; Carboys; Containers, Corru- 
gated & Solid Fibre; Insulated; 
Plywood; Shipping, Rubber; Ship- 

ping, Weatherproof Corrugated 

-Boxes); Shipping, Weather- 

proof Solid Fibre (V-Boxes); 
(rates, Wood & Pl yw vod: Drums, 

Fibre, Plywood; Drums & Bar- 
rels, Metal) 

Shipping, Engineering Consultants. 

Ohipping RMROU. cccces _ 

Shredded & Excelsior Paper 

Shredding Machines, P APE? ..cseces 

Shrouds (See Liners) 
Silk Screen Printing Equipment 

Silk Screened Labels & Cut Wraps 
Silk Screening (Decorating on Glass, 

2s & Ceramics).......00- 
skin-Packaging (Thermoforming of 

Plastic Sheet) errr. 

Slitters & Rewinders (Mac 

Solid Fibre & Corrugated ( 

With Wooden Frames 

Spiral Tube Winding 
spiral Wrapping Machines rer 

Rubber (Protective Wad- 

MRP eevee eeseeeeseseseseesen 

> yx . Filee. 

Spout yao rting Machines 

Atomizer Closures 

Sprayers (Auxiliary 

(Decorating on 

Plastic 8, 

Stacking Machines 
stamping Foil, Roll Le 

Stamping Machines, Ro 
Staples, Wire 

Plasti 

nines 

Ontainers 

Machines 

2 ponge 
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Spray & 

Devices) ..... 

opraying Glass, 

CONES ce cnkadeons 

Stapling Machines 

Bag Ad ta dead ie hee ae nee we 

Stapling Wire 
Stati 

Staying Machines, Box 
Staying Machines, Metal Edge 

Eliminators 

Steel Rule Diemaking Machines ... 
Steel Pails 

Steel Strapping 666000608 06006806 

Steel Type (Marking) 

Stencil Hoard bebbasedewesteawee 
NR nd aids ns eee e we ; 

Stencil-Making Equipment ....... 
Stenciling Brushes ...........s6. 

Stitching Machines 
Case 

Wire éoee 
Stitching Wire weeed 

Stock Labels..... 

Stock Molded Plastic Boxes . 
»cking Shape Bags 

heane FS ccccces 

Strapping, Steel 

String & Button ( ‘losure e Envelopes 
String, Printed (Plain & Decorative), 
Strip Type Protective Coatings 

Stripping Presses ..... 

Styrene Rigid Plasti 
OS ae 

Sheet (Mod- 

Tablet Counting & Packaging Me 

chines 
Tablet Forming Mac hines 
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Tags ...ee0- bon cosconcececeoes 
Tamperproof Metal Closures ...... 

Tanks, Heating & Dipping......++. 

Tape 
Applying Machines .esceseseese 
Cotton sescccscscccesesseseses 
Dispensers (Machines).......++ 
Gemaeed (Pista) . ccccccescecces 
ee NO og ica 6be deed ewsee 
Opening .ccscccccecccsccveees 
Pressure-Sensitive (Self- Se aling) 

Printers (Printing Equipment)... 
Reinforced .. 
WOtOPOS iste oc cccccccessece 

Tea Bag Machines 
Tear Strip (Tape) Applying M: achines 
Testing Equipment ........++e005 

Testing Laboratories .....+++++++ 
Textile Bags (Bulk & Unit)....... 

Textile Ribbons & Ties 
I _ rmoforming Machines (For P i is- 

» Sheet)... 
I Memes Ait p lastic 

ter, Skin-Packaging, 
Pressure Forming) ‘ 

Thermostats (Auxiliary Devices) .. 
Thermoplastic-Coated Boxboard.. 
Thermoplastic Labels & Bands 
Ties, Bag cccccccces 

Sheet (Blis- 

Vacuum & 

Tight Wrapping Machines ........ 
Tissue Paper (Plain & Fancy).... 
oiletry Bottles 
Trade Associations .........+++. 
Trademarked Paper... - 
Transfers, Decalcomania......... 

Transparent Containers’ (Fabri 
COREE) coccccccsesecevcscesess 

Transparent Envelopes ........+++ 
Transparent Film Bags .........- 
Transparent Films, Cellophane 

Transparent Films, Plastic 
NOD « dt ikke cnsdeesense cee 
Cellulose Acetate 

Pliofilm 

Polyester ........ 

PRO. 6 crcecnenee eden 
Polyvinyl Alcohol. ........++++. 
Saran & Saran Modifications .... 
0 OP Tee eer re re 
Pe, chee nnde eekhie oe 

Transparent Folding Cartons ..... 
Transparent Labels & Cut Wraps .. 

Trays 
Cellophane Overwrapped ....... 
Crimped & Pressed............ 
Platforms & Baskets (Plastic) .. 

Tube Crimping Machines (Collaps- 
SED TOON: cc ccctacccsecceees 

Tube Filling & Se —s Machines 
(C ollapsible TEE os n0eeetoee 

Tube Lacquering, Varnishing & 
Printing Machines........+.+++. 

Tube Winding Machines .......... 

Tubes 

Collapsible (Metal, Plastic) .... 
Molded Plastic 

Paper or F ibre coseenrees 
Plastic, Semi-Rigid (See Vials, 

Plastic; also Converters of 
Rigid Plastic Sheet) 

Tubing, Extruded Plastic 
Tubing, Glass .....eceeeeceeeees 
Tumblers 

Glass, Molded Plastix 

Tying Machines 

l'ypesetting & Lettering Machines. 

I 

Under & Over Weight Scales...... 
Unit Packaging Machines (Forming, 

Filling & Sealing) 
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Unloading Machines, Case Handling 
Unscrambling Machines .......... 
Urea Plastic Molding Material 

V 

Vaca CIOGRIOR. vos ccccteesens 
Vacuum Forming, Custom, Thermo- 

DIMGLIC TOS? oc cccvvccevesesss 
Vacuum Forming Machines (Thermo- 

POUMIED, n40:0:06 00> 50 68.064000 
a & Gas Packing Machines 
oe rrr ee 
Valving Machines , Bag. vaentaw iin 
Varnish & Lac quer Coating Ma- 

chines 
Varnish-Coated Paper 
Varnishes & Lacquers (C oatings, 

Protective, Bonding) 
Varnishing & Lacquering, Custom 
Varnishing, Lacquering & Printing 

Machines for Tubes 
Vegetable Parchment Paper ......, 
Velo OUP POGOF cc ccccvcccccsecccees 
v eneer Containers .....0++05+ 
Vials (Glass, Metal, Plastic - 

Vibrators, for Packing & Settling oe 
Vinyl Plastic Sheet (Rigid) 
Vinyl Plastic Transparent Film .. 
Vinyl-Nitrile Plastic Film ....... 
Viscous Filling Machines 
Volatile Corrosion Inhibiting Paper 

Volumetric Dry Filling Machines ., 

Wadding 
Cushioning Materials 
Rubber, Sponge 

Washing Machines 
Ampul eee ee ee ee 

Bottle Cleaning rer 

Water-Resistant L abels sees 
Water-Resistant Tape 
Waterproof Paper 
Water-Vapor Resistant Paper 
Wax, Coating, Laminating, Sealing. 

Wax & Hot-Melt Coating Machines 
Waxed or ee —— 
Waxed Pa 
Waxed & 

Web Controls (Ausiliery Devices) 
Web Inspection Controls 
Weighing & Filling Scales 
Wet Strength Paper ......+-+ee05: 
Winding Machines, Tube 
Window Applying Machines, Box 
Window Bags .....seeersereevees 
Wire Displays 
Wire Staples ....cccccves eseetes 
Wire, Stapling ........cecceecess 

Wire, Stitching ....cccccsccveses 

Wire Stitching Machines .......++. 
Wire Strapping Machines ..... 
Wirebound Wooden Boxes .....+-+> 

Wood 

Boxes, Covered (Fabric, Leather- 
SUIS, tC.) wc cccccccsecceress 
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Wooden Barrels .......cesccecees 
Wooden Boxes, Nailed .......+.++: 

Wooden Wirebound Boxes........-. 
Wrapping Machines .....-0.+++0+: 
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Wrapping Paper (Corru ated) seeers 
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Materials and Supplies Section 

ADHESIVES* 
Editorial information, Div. II] Sec. 8 

Adhesive Products Corp., New York 
Adhesive Products, Inc., Albany, Calif. 
Advance Coatings Co., 

lass. 

American Cyanamid Co., Plastics & 

Resins Div., New York 
American Latex Products Corp., Haw- 

thome, Calif. 
American Products 

Orleans, La. 

jer Chemical Co., Cincinnati 
Adhesives, Div. Interchemical 

Corp., Cambridge, Mass. 

Mfg. Co., New 

Arabol Mfg. Co., New York 
Armour Adhesive Division, Chicago 

@Bakelite Co., Div. Union Carbide Corp., 
New York 

Barrett Div., Allied Chemical & Dye 
Corp., New York 

Bartlett, F. P., & Co., Canton, Mass. 
Belding Corticelli Industries, New York 

Petroleum Co., Philadelphia 
Bond Adhesives Co., Jersey City, N. J. 
Borde New York 

}; Plastic & Chemical Co., 

e 

Carbona Products Corp., Long Island 

N. Y. 
Catalin Corp. of America, New York 

cago Gasket Co., Chicago 

Clark Stek-O Corp., Rochester, N. Y. 
Commercial Paste Co., Columbus, Ohio 

Peter, Corporations, Gowanda, 

Com Belt Adhesives, Council Bluffs, 

Dennis Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

Dow Corning Corp., Midland, Mich. 
Dreyfus, L. A., Co., Oak Tree, N. J. 

Dunn, Thomas W., Co., Ridgefield, N. J. 
@du Pont de Nemours, FE. I., & Co., Wil- 

mington, Del. 
Electro Technical Products, Div. Sun 
Chemical Corp., Nutley, N. J. 

Farrington Texol Corp., Walpole, Mass. 
Federal Adhesives Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Findley, F. G., Co., Milwaukee 

Fuller, H. B., Co., St. Paul, Minn. 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Chemical 

Akron, Ohio 
Gordon-Lacey Chemical 

Maspeth, N. Y. 
Imperial Chemical 

London, England 
Java Latex & Chemical Corp., New York 
Johns-Man ville, Dutch Brand Div., 

Chicago 

Jones-Dabney Co., Newark, N. J. 
Maas & Waldstein Co., Newark, N. J. 
Madison Glue Corp., New York 
Meahetten Paste & Glue Co., Brooklyn, 

Div., 

Products Co., 

Ltd., Industries 

Marblette Corp., Long Island City, N. Y. 
Midland Adhesive & Chemical Corp., 

Ferndale, Mich. 

*Adhesives are usually formulated for 
specialized applications. This is par- 
ticularly true of the newer resinous ad- 
hesives. The user should consult his 

supplier and give full information as to 
requirements and conditions of use. 
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Westminster, @Mystik Adhesive Products, Inc., Chicago 

@®Continental Can 
Div. Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

®@Dobeckmun Co., Cleveland 
Dura-Lee Corp., Kansas City, M 
Germain’s, Inc., Los Angeles 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., Adhesives 
& Coatings Div., Detroit 

@Monsanto Chemical Co., Plastics Div., 
Springfield, Mass. 

Morningstar, Nicol, Inc., New York 

@linland Wire Products Co., Chicage 
Kehr Products Co., Philadelphia 

National Casein Co., Chicago 
National Starch Products, Inc., New York 
Naugatuck Chemical, Div. U. S. Rubber 

Co., Naugatuck, Conn. 
Nicol, Malcolm, & Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 
Northern Adhesives, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

@Paisley Products, Inc., Div. Moming- 
star, Nicol, Inc., New York 

Philadelphia Quartz Co., Philadelphia 
Phoenix Products Co., Milwaukee 
Pierce & Stevens Chemical Corp., Buf- 

@Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee 
National Transparent Mfg. Co., 
Pak-Rite Flexible Packaging C: 

lyn, N. Y. 
Pexco Bag Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohi: 
Par Pak Co., Cleveland 
Phoenix Products Co., Milwaukee 

@Plas-Ties Co., Santa Ana, Calif 

Co., Shellmar-Betn 

Gerrard, A. J., & Co., Melrose Park, 

Maine Potato Bag Co., Caribou, Maine 

Ne os Y TK 

falo, N. Y. @Poly Plastic Products, Inc., Paters 
Polymer Industries, Inc., Springdale, ae A 

Conn. @Queen Transparent Specialties, C} 
St. Regis Paper Co., New York 

Shore Line Industries, In 
Conn. 

Stylecraft Packaging Servi 
lotte, N. C. 

e@Trescott Co., Fairport, N. Y¥ 
Visual Bag, Inc., New York 

York Tape Printers, Inc., York, | 

@Pyroxylin Products, Inc., Chicago 

Raffi & Swanson, Inc., Wilmington, Mass. 
Rubba, Inc., New York 

Rubber & Asbestos Corp., 
Ms 3s 

Schwartz Chemical Co., New York 

Simon Adhesive Products Corp., 
Island City, N. Y. 

Stein, Hall & Co., New York 
Swift & Co., Adhesive Products Depart- 

ment, Chicago 
Terrell Corp., Waltham, Mass. 

Testworth Laboratories, Inc., Addison, 
Il. 

U B S Chemical Corp., Cambridge, Mass 
@Union Carbide International Co., Div. 

Union Carbide Corp., New York 
Union Paste Co., Hyde Park, Mass. 

@United Shoe Machinery Corp., Boston 
United States Plywood Corp., New York 
Virginia Chemical Corp., Lynchburg, Va. 
Watson-Standard Co., Pittsburgh 

Williamson Adhesives, Inc., Skokie, III. B 
Wilross Products Co., Hawthorne, N. J Cc 

D 

E 

Bloomfield, 

Long 

BANDS, PRINTED 

BARRIERS 

(See Liners) 

BOXBOARD 

A. Clay-Coated 
° Folding & Set-up 

. Laminated Yorkshire Dyeware & Chemical { . 
. Metallic-Coated Leeds, England 

F. Thermoplastic-Coated AEROSOL PROPELLANTS ow 
\ (See Propellants, Aerosol) Editorial information, Div. II Se 

Div. Ill Sec. 9 

American 

Mich. (B, C, E) 
American Tag Co., Belleville, N 
Andre Paper Box San 

Calif. (C) 

Arundel Box & Coating Corp., 
Md. (D, E, F) 

AEROSOL VALVES 

(See Valves, Aerosol) 

APPLICATOR CLOSURES 

(See Closures, Applicator) Atlantic Carton Corp., Norwich, C« 

(B, E) 
@Berles Carton Co., Paterson, N } 

BAG TIES C, E) 
Editorial information, Div. Ill Sec. 10 Butterfield-Barry Co., Teterboro, N. J 

(A. & SD, FS) 
Blossom Mfg. Co., New York Cahill, J. D., Co., Haverhill, Mass 

Breetwor Bags, Div. I. N. Breetwor & C, By FP) 
Assoc., Los Angeles Canada Glazed Papers Lid., Sca 

Canton Containers, Inc., Canton, Ohio borough, Ont. (A, D, E, F) 
Central States Paper & Bag Co., St. @Central Fibre Products Co., Quincy, | 

Louis, Mo. (A, B, C) 
Chicago Printed String Co., Chicago Chesapeake Corp. of Virginia, West 
Cleveland Lathe & Machine Co., Cleve- Point, Va. (B) 

land @Cochran Foil Co., Louisville, Ky. (C, D 
Collier Mfg. Corp., Div. Warren Feather- Collison, Lee & Philippi, In: Cin- 

bone Co., Gainesville, Ga. cinnati (B, E) 

Addresses of companies listed appear on pp. 779-813 697 

(See Labels & Cut Wraps) 

. Moistureproof & Greaseproof 

Box Board Co., Grand Rapids, 

Baltimore, 



@Columbia Box Board Mills, Inc., Chat- 
ham, N. Y. (B, C, E) 

Consolidated Paper Cc Monroe, Mich. 

(A, B, C, BE) 

Consolidated Water Power & Paper Co., 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. (B, C) 

Container Corp. of America, 
A, B, C, E) 

Cornell Paperboard 
wauKee | ie B, ( ’ F 

cker, Burbank Papers, 
burg, Mass. (FE, F) 

Crossett Paper Mills, Crossett, Ark. (B) 

Chicage 

Products Co., Mil- 

Inc., Fitch- 

( wn Paper Board ( Philadelphia 

a. © 

ymtinental Can Co., Gair Boxboard & 

} riding Carton Di , New York { A, B, 

Ci ae oe 
John, & C Hemel Hemp- jickinson, 

Stead, Herts., Ey gland (A 

@Fast Texas Pulp & Paper Co., Silsbee, 

Texas (B 

@®bederal Paper Board | , Bogota, N. J. 

2 oc. Seo 

*s bre mal ray I | a 

Fra A, B,C, 
t ntk { i Ar r I t 

@b or range Paper ( Castleton-on- 
1s > N I (A, B 

Board & Cart ( M etow 

Y 7 ae 
an Paper ( New York (B) 

ague-Oprague is n, Mass B 

at Iding Box | Middletown 
b, ( } 

k er Alu iT ( i ( 

akia Calli, (A 8 

8) assite New York » & 

ur 1a Paper rr s \ Sa 

i i ist ( k 

e ister Board \ opecia Co 

) ster, Mass ( 

r lla at Brooklyn, N. Y ( 

r Indu é l innati (B 
( 

» Pa R » ‘ j 4. 

t , 

Ma ‘A I = . | 

B, ¢ 

’ Sim Bar | F M 

ae 3 { 

e\) wid La ( , Ba ek, Mi 

A RR | t 

Mankat Pa box » Mankat Mi 

r 

@\iara ( ! enasha, Wis. (B, | 
Mand p., Dayton, Ohio (B, C 

\ a k ( : } a th. N. J. 

\ on, B. F., M Minneapol 
BR. ¢ 

Yew | gia 1 \ ape Ose of 

i€ A Mass. (f 

N Haven Board & Cart ta. Fi 
ave Conn. (A, B 

Newark Paraffine Pape ( Newark 

\ T. ( i 

@Ohio Boxboar ar phic 4.B 
t 

r ara lla i ( Norwalk 

nn. (C) 

1 r Coating & ( € ing Uo Balt 

re Md k i 

aper Converting & |! shing ( Uh 

wo (A, F 

® is Coating ( { ke Mass. 

D 

iget Sound Pulp & Timber ( , Belling- 

um, Wash. (B) 

tex Leather Co., Leominster, Mass. 

FE, F) 

taisin, John T., Corp., San Francisco 

bie Eee F 

Rasmussen & Nilsson, A/S, Copenhagen, 

Denmark (B 
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Royal Paper Co., New York (C) 
Rupaco Paper Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. (A, 

B, C, D) 
St. Regis Paper Co., New York (B, C, 

D, E) 
Schmidt & Ault Paper Co., York, Pa. (B) 
Seott & McDonald, Inc., Boston (B) 

Seaman Paper Co., Evanston, II]. (B, C, 
D, E) 

Shopsin Paper Co., New York (C, D) 

Southern Special Products, Richmond, 
Va. (C, D, E, F) 

Specialty Converters, Inc., East Brain- 

tree, Mass. (C) 
Specialty Papers Co., Dayton, Ohio (D,E) 

Springfield Coated Paper Corp., Camden, 
N. J. (A, D, E) 

Standard Packaging Corp., New York (A, 
Dm. Sa 0 Os FD 

Stone Container Corp., Chicago (B, E) 
@Sutherland Paper Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

(A, B, C, E) 
@Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co., Kaukauna. 

Wis, (C, E, F) 
{ nger Paper Ge, New York ‘. EB) 

Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp., New York 

(A, B, C, E) 
@United Board & Carton Corp., New York 

ta, me tae 
United States Plywood Corp., New York 

(C) 

| pson Co., J ockport, > ws 

Valley Board Corp., Halltown, W. Va. (B) 
Waldorf Paper Products, St. Paul, Minn. 

(A, B, C, E) 
@Warren, S. D., Co., Boston (A) 

BRUSHES, MARKING & STENCILING 

Editorial information, Div. I Sec. 

Applicator Co., Brooklyn, Ss 

Craftint Mfg. Co., Cleveland 
Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., New York 

ingeg conan Industries, Inc., Her- 
rin, 

Easy Mark Ink Co., Lowell, Mass. 
Floquil Products, Inc., Cobleskill, N. Y. 
Ideal Stencil Machine Co., Belleville, 

Ill. 
Jet Mfg. Co., Boston 

@Krengel Mfg. Co., New York 
Marsh Stencil Machine Co., 

11}. 
Matthews, Jas. H., & Co., Pittsburgh 

Belleville, 

CAN SEALING COMPOUNDS 

K.ditorial information, Div. HI Sec. 12 

Dewev & Almy Chemical Co., Div. W. R. 
Grace & Co., Cambridge, Mass. 

@Pyroxylin Products, Inc., Chicago 

lerrell Corp., Waltham, Mass. 
Wilross Products Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 

CELLOPHANE 

(See Transparent Films, Cellophane) 

CLOSURE LINERS 
Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

AP Applicator Co., Pleasantville, N. Y. 

Aluminum Products Corp., Fulton, N. Y. 
Applicator Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

@Contour Extrusion Co., Mamaroneck, N.Y. 

Crown Cork & Seal Co., Crown & Closure 
Div., Baltimore, Md. 

814 nt in this issue; see Index, p. 

Electro Technical Products, Diy. Sun 
Chemical Corp., Nutley, N. J. 

Gutmann, Ferdinand, & Co., Brooklyn 

N. is a 
@H & R Industries, Nazareth, Pa. 
Henlopen Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Leeds Paper Products, Inc., Leeds 
Mass. ; 

Mid-West Bottle Cap Co., Belvidere, []}, 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., Irvington 
Div., Irvington, N. J. 

@Plastic Coating Corp., Holyoke, Mass, 
@PolySeal Corp., New York 

Protective Lining Corp., Brooklyn, N, Y, 
Standard Packaging Corp., New York 
Walsello Products, Inc., Paterson, N. J, 
West Co., Phoenixville, Pa. 
Whitehead & Hoag Co., Newark, N, J. 

CLOSURE SEALING COMPOUNDS 
Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

Dewey & Almy Chemical Co., Div. W, R, 
Grace & Co., Cambridge, Mass. 

@®du Pont de Nemours, FE. I., & Co., Wil- 
mington, Del. 

Philadelphia Quartz Co., Philadelphia 
®Pyroxylin Products, Inc., Chicago 
Special Glass Products Co., New York 
Virginia Chemical Corp., Lynchburg, Va, 

CLOSURES, APPLICATOR 

A. Atomizer & Spray 
B. Brush 
C. Dauber 
D. Dropper 
E. Glass 
F. Rod 

Editorial information, Div. If] Sec. 13 

AP Applicator Co., Pleasantville, N. Y 
(B, C, D, E, F) 

®Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, 
Ohio (D) 

Applicator Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
G. & &. F) 

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. (B, 
Cc. BD. g F) 

Braun, W., Co., Chicago (A, B) 

Colt’s Plastics Co., Hartford, Conn. (A, 
5. C,. @. &, F) 

Dab-O-Matic Corp., New York (C) 
@irno Products Co., Philadelphia (A, B. 

C, D, E, F) 

Evans-Crowder Co., So. Lyon, Mich. (A 
F lyndustries, Inc., New York (A, B) 

@Frank, Walter, Organization, Elmhurst, 

Ill. (B, C, D, F) 

Henlopen Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. (B, 
C, D, EB, F) 

Hydrawlik Co., Roselle, N. J. (A, D) 
®QOwens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio 

(B, C, D, E, F) 
®Pennsylvania Glass Products Co., Pitts- 

burgh (B, C, D, FE, F) 

PharmaP lastics, Inc., Baltimore, Md. (A, 
C, D) 

® Plax Corp., Hartford, Conn. (A, D) 
@Poly-Seal Corp., New York (B, D, F) 
®Precision Extruders, Div. Lamex Chemi- 

cal Corp., Manchester, N. H. (A, D) 
@Products Packaging, Inc., Cleveland (B) 
Schutz Bros., New York (C) 
Special Glass Products Co., New York 

(D, E, F) 
Stull Engraving Co., Garfield, N. J. (A,D) 
Terkelsen Machine Co., Boston (C, D) 
West Co., Phoenixville, Pa. (D) 

A, B, 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
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CLOSURES, BAG 

(Clamps & Rings) 
Editorial information, Div. IT] Sec. 10 

Breetwor Bags, Div. I. N. Breetwor & 

Assoc., Los Angeles 
Cleveland Lathe & Machine Co., Cleve- 

land 
CrystalX Corp., Lenni Mills, Pa. 

@Dobeckmun Co., Cleveland 
Durethene-Koppers Co., Chicago 
Kwik Lok Corp., Yakima, Wash. 
Pexco Bag Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio 

@Queen Transparent Specialties, Chicago 

Samson Plastic Products Co., Los 
Angeles 

Thimonnier & Cie., Lyon, France 
@Trescott Co., Fairport, i # 

Ullmann Bag Co., Detroit, Mich. 
Vac-Tie Fasteners, Inc., Elizabeth, N.J. 

CLOSURES, CELLULOSE SEALS 

(See Closures, Secondary Caps 
& Bands) 

CLOSURES, CROWN 
al information, Div. II] Sec. 13 

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 

Consolidated Cork Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Consolidated Fruit Jar Co. of New Jer- 
sé New Brunswick, N. J. 

Continental Can Co., Bond Crown & Cork 
liv., Wilmington, Del. 
wn Cork & Seal Co., Crown & Clo- 
ire Div., Baltimore, Md. 

Ferdinand, & Co., 

Cre 

Brooklyn, Cntmar yulmaun, 

Penn Cork & Closures, Inc., Brooklyn, 

CLOSURES, DRUM, METAL 

Editorial information, Div. V Sec. 18 

@American Flange & Mfg. Co., New York 
Bennett Industries, Inc., Peotone, [Il. 

Consolidated Fruit Jar Co. of New Jer- 
»y, New Brunswick, N. J. 

Drum Parts, Inc., Cleveland 
Inland Steel Container Corp., Chicago 
Rieke Metal Products Corp., Auburn, Ind. 
Sheet Metal Specialty Div., Follansbee 

Stee! Corp., Follansbee, W. Va. 
Standard Can Corp., Pittsburgh 

Thornton, F. C., Co., Cleveland 
Van lLeer, B., N.V., Amsterdam, Holland 

CLOSURES, GLASS 
torial information, Div. II Sec. 13 

Braun, W., Co., Chicago 

Carr-Lowrey Glass Co., Baltimore, Md. 
®irno Products Co., Philadelphia 
Henlopen Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

®Pennsylvania Glass Products Co., Pitts- 
burgh 

®Richford Corp., Oceanside, N. Y. 

CLOSURES, METAL 
Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

Aerosol Research Co., Forest Park, III. 
Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh 
Aluminum Products Corp., Fulton, N. Y. 

*American Flange & Mfg. Co., New York 
American Star Cork Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

@Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, 
Ohio 

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 
Art Tube Co., Irvington, N. J. 

@Ball Brothers Co., Muncie, Ind. 
Basca Mfg. Co., Indianapolis 
Bernardin Bottle Cap Co., Evansville, 

nd. 
Braun, W., Co., Chicago 
Consolidated Fruit Jar Co. of New Jer- 

sey, New Brunswick, N. J. 
Crown Cork & Seal Co., Crown & Clo- 

sure Div., Baltimore, Md. 
Dale, John, Ltd., London, England 
Emson Research, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. 

®Erno Products Co., Philadelphia 
Eyelet Specialty Co., Waterbury, Conn. 

@Frank, Walter, Organization, Elmhurst, 

Ill. 
Gutmann, Ferdinand, & Co., Brooklyn, 

@lHazel Atlas Glass Div., Continenta! Can 
Co., Wheeling, W. Va. 

Henlopen Mf Ce. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
®Inland Wire Pocdiucte Co., Chicago 
@Lusteroid Container Co., Maplewood, 

RM. Js 
Metal Closures Ltd., West Bromwich, 

Staffs., England 
Mid-West Bottle Cap Co., Belvidere, [ll. 

®@Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio 
@Pennsylvania Glass Products Co., Pitts- 

burgh 
Phoenix Metal Cap Co., Chicago 

@Richford Corp., Oceanside, N. Y. 
Rieke Metal Products Corp., Auburn, Ind. 
Scovill Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn. 
Seal-Spout Corp., Mountainside, N. J. 
Shore, R. W., Mfg. Co., Long Island City, 

a 
Sillcocks-Miller Co., Maplewood, N. J. 
Sterling Seal Co., Erie, be. 
Swan Metal Cap Co., Chicago 
Tinnerman Tw thoes Inc., Cleveland 
Trio Metal Cap Co., Chicago 
Upressit Products Corp., Danbury, Conn. 
Vac-Tie Fasteners, Inc., Elizabeth, N.J. 

Van Leer, B., N.V., Amsterdam, Holland 
West Co., Phoenixville, Pa. 
West Penn Mfg. & Supply Corp., Bracken- 

ridge, Pa. 

CLOSURES, METAL 

(Tamperproof) 

Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh 
@American Flange & Mfg. Co., New York 
@Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, 

Ohio 

@Arenco Machine Co., New York 
Art Tube Co., Irvington, N. J. 
Guardian Safety Seal Co., Chicago 
Gutmann, Feslteend, & Co., Brooklyn, 

Metal Closures Ltd., West Bromwich, 
. Staffs., England 
Mid-West Bottle Cap Co., Belvidere, Ill. 
Rieke Metal Products Corp., Auburn, Ind. 
Shore, R. W., Mfg. Co., Long Island City, 

Ne Be 
Upressit Products Corp., Danbury, Conn. 

Vac-Tie Fasteners, Inc., Elizabeth, N.J. 
Van Leer, B., N.V., Amsterdam, Holland 

West Co., Phoenixville, Pa. 

CLOSURES, MOLDED PLASTIC 

Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

Aerated Container Corp., Chicago 
Aerosol Research Co., Forest Park, Ill. 

Addresses of companies listed appear on pp. 779-813 

@American Flange & Mfg. Co., New York 
American Latex Products Corp., Haw- 

thorne, Calif. 
@Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, 

Ohio 
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 
Artcraft Paper Box Co., Los Angeles 
Associated Plastic Div., Commercial 

Plastics Co., Midland, Mich. 
@Auburn Plastics, Inc., Auburn, N. 
Bernard-Edward Co., Chicago 
Bernardin Bottle Cap Co., Evansville, 

Ind. 
Braun, W., Co., Chicago 
Buckeye Molding Co., Miamisburg, Ohio 

Burlington Molding Corp., Burlington, 
NE vt 

y 

Castle Plastics, Inc... New York 
Claremould Plastics Co., Newark, N. J. 

Colt’s Plastics Co., Hartford, Conn. 

Columbia Basin Plastics Co., Portland, 
Ore. 

Conart Co., Glen Head, N. Y. 
Connecticut Plastic Products Co., Water- 

bury, Conn. 
@C ontouw Extrusion ( Ov,» Mamaroneck 

CrystalX Corp., Lenni Mills, Pa 
Dale, John, Ltd.. London, Englan 

Delaware Barrel & Drum Co., Wi 
Del. 

@Erno Products Co., Philadelphia 
Eyelet Specialty Co., Waterbury, | 
Federal Tool Corp., Chicag 
Flyndustries, Inc., New York 
Formold Plastics, Inc., Blue Islar 

@Frank, Walter, Organization, | 
Ill. 

Guild Molders, Inc., Armonk. N. 

@H & R Industries, Nazareth, Pa. 
Henlopen Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. ¥ 
Hydrawlik Co., Roselle, N. J. 
Ideal Plastics Div., Ideal 17 

Hollis, N. Y. 
Jamison Plastic Corp., No. Bellmore 

oe 2 
Jupiter Plastics, Inc., 

Kaye Plastics Corp., 
Meas 

Lamex Chemical! Corp.. Manchester, N.|! 
Lumelite Corp., Pawling, N. Y 

@Lusteroid Container Co., 
ae 

@Mack Molding Co., Wayne, N. J 

Pittsfield, Ma 
New Brur sy 

Mar lew 

Maryland Plastics, Inc., Federa!s! 

Md. 
Massachusetts Plastic Corp., Lud! 

Mass. 
Metal Closures Ltd., West Bromw 

Staffs., England 
Mutual Plastic Co., South Gate 

Calif. 

Norton 
ie # 

@Owens-Illinois Glass Co., 

Parkway Plastic, Inc. 

a F 
@Peerless Tube Co., Bloomfield, N. J. 
@Pennsylvania Glass Products Co., Pitt 

burgh 
PharmaPlastics, Inc., Baltimore, Me 

Phoenix Metal Cap Co., Chicago 
Plas-Pacs Co., Chicago 

@Plax Corp., Hartford, Conn. 
@Poly-Seal Corp., New York 
Protective Lining Corp., Brooklyn, 

@Pyro Plastics Corp., Union, N. J. 
Rathbun Molding Corp., Salamanca, N.Y. 

@Richford Corp., Oceanside, N. Y. - 
Rieke Metal Products Corp., Auburn, Ind. 
Scott Plastics, Hartford, Conn. 

Silleocks-Miller Co., Maplewood, N. J 
Southern Plastics Co., Columbia, S. C. 
Stull Engraving Co., Garfield, N. J. 
Terkeisen Machine Co., Boston 
Upressit Products Corp., Danbury, Conn. 

Laboratories, In es I KI 

Toledo. Oh Lol 

New Market 

* 
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®0Owens-lllinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio V. C. A., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. 
West Co., Phoenixville, Pa. Watertown Mfg. Co., Watertown, Conn. 

West Co., Phoenixville, Pa. 

West Penn Oil Co. 
Western Coil & Electrical Co., Racine, 

Wis. CLOSURES, POURING SPOUT 

Wheaton Glass Co., Millville, N. J. TYPE 
Wheeling Stamping Co., Wheeling, W. Va. 

Wilpet Tool & Mfg. ¢ , Kearny, N. J 

@Wir Le A, H., In Chester, Pa. 

Warren, Pa. 

Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

@American Flange & Mfg. Co., New York 
Art Tube Co., Irvington, N. J. 
Buckeye Molding Co., Miamisburg, Ohio 
Claremould Plastics Co., Newark, N. J. 

CLOSURES, PAIL, METAL Columbia Basin Plastics Co., Portland, 
fitorial infor ition, Div. V Sec. 18 Ore. 

Consolidated Fruit Jar Co. of New Jer- 
- 

4 ; 

@ Amer in Flange & Mfg. Co., New Ye om sey, New Brunswick, 

t ett Industries, Inc., Peotone, | Delaware Barre! & Drum Co., Wilmington, 
Consolidate Fruit Jar Ce f New Jer- Del. 

sey, New Brunswick, N. J. @FErno Products Co., Philadelphia 
@Frn roducts ( , Philadelphia Guild Molders, Inc., Armonk, N. Y. 

iland Steel Cont uner Co., ( Henlopen Mfg. U.Oc Brooklyn, N. Y. 

®National Can Corp., Chicago Inland Steel Container Co., Chicago 
tieke Metal Products p., Auburt Kaye Plastics Corp., New Brunswick, 
Shore, R. W., Mfg. Co., Long Island City, N. J. 

N I @QOwens-lllinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio 

standard | yur eh @Plax Corp., Hartford, Conn. 
ornton ‘ sland @®Precision Extruders, Div. Lamex Chemi- 
erma rodu nc., Clevela cal Corp., Manchester, N. H. 

ressit Products Corp., Danbury, | Rieke Metal Products Corp., Auburn, Ind. 
Leer’s Vat abrieken N.V.,A Seal-Spout Corp., Mountainside, N. J. 

lar Shore, R. W., Mfg. Co., Long Island City, 
N. Y. 

Stull Engraving Co.. Garfield, N. J. 

CLOSURES, PAPER, FOIL Upressit Products Corp., Danbury, Conn. 

PLASTICS Van Leer, B., N V., Amsterdam, Holland 

(Flexible) 

CLOSURES, SECONDARY CAPS 
ry ogg —— & BANDS 

s Ya r Nochester ! ; : 

; Mi ( ’ ee Editorial information, Div. Ill Sec. 13 
is e indian apoiis 

BHemard-tdward \« Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh 

fraun, W., Co., Chicago @American Viscose Corp., Film Div., 
e p & Know Packa & Philadelphia 

lyoke, Mass Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 
ystalX Cor Lenni Mills, Pa Buckeye Molding Co., Miamisburg, Ohi 

xie Cup ¢ Fa I @Celon Co., Muscatine, lowa 

1era ade Mark New » @®Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass 

arttor I wtiord ‘ + @du Pont de Nemours, E. I., & Co., Wil 

mington, Del. 
t Ma @Erno Products Co., Philadelphia 

r \lu Falge Engineering Corp., Bethesda, Md. 
Kia lif @Owens-Illinois Glass ( O., Toledo, Ohio 

A ! ts { iladeiphia Protective Lining Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
a LS UD Cutting ‘ » New York Standard Pac kaging Corp., New York 

istries, in Cincinnals Whitehead & Hoag EMi« Newark, A. 

4  ] M 
r t ( BRuffa _N Y 

lid-West Bottle Ca Belvider 
Sauk ie Gin. Recenter CLOSURES, SECONDARY CAPS 

®Owens-lllinois Glass ‘ Toledo, | & BANDS 

} x i ustries I ) M (Foil) 

ntainer ( rp., cag : 

Platt Corp.. Baltimore. Md. Editorial information, Div. III Se 

@Plaxall, Inc., Long Island City, N L Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh 
rotective Lining Uorp., rook! ) 

Art Tube Co., Irvington, N. J. 

Basca Mfg. Co., Indianapolis 
@Erno Products Co., Philadelphia 

®Oueen lransparent Specialties, Chicag¢ 

@®Kevyvnolds MVetals ( Louisville, K 
9] ny } " ; ‘ tieke Metai Prod - I uburn, ina. . 7 M r- — A oP A rs General Trade Mark Co., New York 
Sealrig ,0., Div. ego Falls rp., ; , ‘ oom 
calrignt “hh ? 5s Gutmann, Ferdinand, & Co., Brooklyn, 
F ulte n ‘. Y r ' N. ¥ 

tandard Packays g r New York 
@Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee. 
@®Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville, Ky 

CLOSURES, PARENTERAL 

Pesneinierey seen eS CLOSURES, SUPPLEMENTARY 
\iuminum 0. Oo merica, itts burgh 

(Bottle Applied) 
Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

@Arenco Machine New York 
®Ermo Products Co., Philadelphia 

Gillon Co., Philadelphi 

Gutmann, Ferdinand, & », Brooklyr Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 
N.Y Art Tube Co., Irvington, N. J. 
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Columbia Basin Plastics Co., Portland, 
Ore. 

@Erno Products Co., Philadelphia 
@Frank,. Walter, Organization, Elmhurst, 

Nl. 
Gutmann, 

N. ¥. 
@®QOwens-Illinois Glass Co.. Toledo, Ohio 
@Pennsylvania Glass Products Co., Pitts. 

burgh 

Ferdinand, & Co., Brooklyn, 

CLOSURES, VACUUM 
Editorial information, Div. III Sec, 13 

@Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, 
Ohio 

@Ball Brothers Co., Muncie, Ind. 
Continental Plastics Corp., Chicago 
Crown Cork & Seal Co., Crown & Clo. 

sure Div., Baltimore, Md. 
@ mo Products Co., Philadelphia 
@Frank, Walter, Organization, 

Il. 
Gutmann, Ferdinand, & Co., 

infhurst, 

Brooklyn, 

@Hazel Atlas Glass Div., Continental Can 
Co., Wheeling, W. Va. 

Metal Closures Ltd., 
Staffs., England 

@®Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio 
White Cap Co., Chicago 

West Bro wich, 

CLOSURES, WOOD 
Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13, 

Div. V Sec. 18 

AP Applicator Co,. Pleasantville, N, Y., 
Bogert & Hopper, Inc., New York 
Estes, E. B., & Sons, Inc., New York 
Morgan Lumber 

Ohio 

Nussbaum Novelty Mfg. Co., Berne, Ind. 

Schutz Bros., New York 

Sterling Lumber & Supply Co., Chicago 

Sales Co., ¢ imbus, 

1 

COATINGS, ASPHALTIC 

Editorial information, Div. II § 

Acro Chemical Products Corp., Long 

Valley, N. J. 
Advance Coatings Co., Westminster, 

Mass. 
Barrett Div., Allied Chemical & Dye 

Corp., New York 

@Boler Petroleum Co., Philadelphia 

Borden Co., New York 
F lintkote Co., Los Angeles 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 
& Coatings Div., Detroit 

Pierce & Stevens Chemical Corp., Buf 
falo, N. Y. 

Virginia Chemical Corp., Lynchburg, Va. 

Zophar Mills, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Adhesives 

COATINGS, PROTECTIVE, 
PERMANENT 

(Bonding) 
Editorial information, Div. II Sec. 6 

Acheson Dispersed Pigments Co., Phile 
delphia 

Acro Chemical Products Corp., Long 

Valley, N. J. 
@Acrolite Products, Inc., West Orange, 

oP 
Adhesive Products Corp., New York 
Advanced Coatings Co., Westminster, 

Mass. 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 

Adhe 
Adva 

Ma 

MODE 
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rst, 
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} 
La- 
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American Products Mfg. Co., New Or- 

leans, La. 
Ander Chemical Co., Cincinnati 

@Bakelite Co., Div. Union Carbide Corp., 
New York 

Barrett Div., Allied Chemical & Dye 
Lorp., New York 

@Boler Petroleum Co., Philadelphia 

Borden Co., New York 

Bradley & Vrooman Co., Chicago 
Camotone, Inc., Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

@Crescent Ink & Color Co. of Pa., Phila- 

delphia 

Crocker, Bur bank Fitch- 

Mass. 

Papers, Inc., 

pur eg, 

Dennis Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Dewey & Almy Chemical Co., Div. W. R. 

Grace & Co., Cambridge, Mass. 
@du Pont de Nemours, E. I., & Co., Wil- 

nington, Del. 

Farrington Texol Corp., Walpole, Mass. 

Federal Adhesives Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
loquil Products, Inc., Cobleskill, N.Y 

Fuller, H. B., Co., St. Paul, Minn. 
Gard Industries, Inc., Wilmette, Ill. 

@Genera Printing Ink Co., Div. Sun 
1! Corp., Long Island City, 

\ Y 

B. F., Chemical Co., Cleve- 

Gordon-Lacey Chemical Products Co., 

Ma th, N. Y. 
@H & idustries, Nazareth, Pa. 

i etite Corp., Carlstadt, N. J. 
mical Corp., Printing Ink Div., 

v York 
lava Latex & Chemical Corp., New York 
Jones-Dabney Co., Newark, N. J. 
Krvlon, Inc., Norristown, Pa. 

Logo, Inc., Chicago 
Maas & Waldstein Co., Newark, N. J. 
Mantrose Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Marblette Corp., Long Island City, N. Y. 
Midland Adhesive & Chemical Corp., 

Ke laie, Mich. 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., Adhesives 

atings Div., Detroit 
National Starch Products, Inc., New York 
Naugatuck Chemical, Div. U. S. Rubber 

Naugatuck, Conn. 
N , Malcolm, & Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 

Pope & Gray, Inc., Clifton, N. J. 
@Pyr n Products, Inc., Chicago 

Raffi & Swanson, Inc., Wilmington, Mass. 
R n Co., Louisville, Ky. 

Rubba, Inc., New York 
Schwartz Chemical Co., New York 
Seal-Peel, Inc., Royal Oak, Mich. 

@Semet-Solvay Petrochemical Div., Allied 
mical & Dye Corp., New York 

Shel] Chemical Corp., New York 
Paper Co., New York 

Springfield Coated Paper Corp., Camden, 

Terrel] Corp., Waltham, Mass. 
Testworth Laboratories, Inc., Addison, 

I} 

Carbide International Co., Div. 
Union Carbide Corp., New York 

Virginia Chemical Corp.,; Lynchburg, Va. 
Watson-Standard Co., Pittsburgh 
Wil iamson Adhesives, Inc., Skokie, III. 

Wilross Preducts Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 

COATINGS, PROTECTIVE, 
REMOVABLE 
(Strip Type) 

litorial information, Div. V Sec. 19 

Adhesive Products Corp., New York 
Advance Coatings Co., Westminster, 

Mass. 

MODERN PACK AGING ENCY CLOPEDIA—1958 

®Mojonnier 

® Hanovia 

Bischoff Chemical Corp., Ivory ton, Conn. 
@Boler Petroleum Co., Philadelphia 
Borden Co., New York 
Bradley & Vrooman Co., Chicago 
Camotone, Inc., Mamaroneck, N. Y. 
Dennis Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Dewey & Almy Chemical Co., Div. W. R. 

Grace & Co., Cambridge, Mass. 
@du Pont de Nemours, E. I., & Co., Wil- 

mington, Del. 
Eronel Services, Inc., New Milford, 

Conn, 
Gard Industries, Inc., Wilmette, Ill. 
Gordon-Lacey Chemicai Products Co., 

Maspeth, N. Y. 
Java Latex & Chemical Corp., New York 
Jones-Dabney Co., Newark, N. J. 
Logo, Inc., Chicago 
Maas & Waldstein Co., Newark, N. J. 
Midland Adhesive & Chemical 

Ferndale, Mich. 
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., Adhesives 

& Coatings Div., Detroit 
ss New York 

Products, Inc., Chi- 

Corp., 

Morningstar, Nicol, Inc 
@Mystik Adhesive 

cago 

National Starch Products, Inc., New York 

Naugatuck Chemical, Div. U. S. 
Co., Naugatuck, Conn. 

Nicol, Malcolm, & Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 
@Paisley Products, Inc., Div. Morning- 

star, Nicol, Inc., New York 
®Pyroxylin Products, Inc., Chicago 
Rubba, Inc., New York 
Schwartz Chemical Co., New York 
Seal-Peel, Inc., Royal Oak, Mich. 

Terrell Corp., Waltham, Mass. 
Virginia Chemical Corp., Lynchburg, Va. 
Watson-Standard Co., Pittsburgh 
Williamson Adhesives, Inc., Skokie, Il]. 
Wilross Products Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 
Zophar Mills, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Rubber 

COMPOUNDS, ANTI-BLOCKING 

(Release Agents) 
Editorial information, Div. V Sec. 18 

Adhesive Products, Inc., 

Advance Coatings Co., 
Mass. 

Barco Chemical Products Co., Chicago 
Chicago Gasket Co., Chicago 
Dennis Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Dow Coming Corp., Midland, Mich. 

Federal Adhesives Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Goodrich, B. F., Chemical Co., Cleve- 

land 

Albany, Calif. 

Westminster, 

®Injection Molders Supply Co., Cleveland 
Jones-Dabney Co., Newark, N. J. 

Associates, Inc., Franklin 
Park, Ill. 

National Starch Products, Inc., New York 
Nelson, B. F., Mfg. Co., Minneapolis 

Nicol, Malcolm, & Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 
@Pyroxylin Products, Inc., Chicago 
Randal! Duster Corp., Briarcliff Manor, 

et 
Schwartz Chemical Co., New York 

Virginia Chemical Corp.. Lynchburg, Va. 
Williamson Adhesives, Inc., Skokie, II]. 

Wilross Products Co., Hawthorne, N. J. 

COMPOUNDS, GOLD 
(For Glass Decoration) 

Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

Chemical & Mfg. 
Newark, N. J. 

Co., East 

Addresses of companies listed appear on pt 

CONTAINER-BOARD 

A. Fourdrinier Kraft Liner 
B. Jute Liner 

Editorial information, Div. V Sec. 18 

American Box Board Co., Grand Rapids 

Mich. (B) 
Bowater Paper Corp., London, England 

A) 

Butterfield-Barry Co., Teterboro, N. J. 

(A, B) 
®Central Fibre Products Co., Quincy, II] 

(B) 
Chesapeake Corp. of Virginia, West 

Point, Va. (A) 
Collison, Lee & Philippi, Inc., 

cinnati (A, B) 

Consolidated Paper Co., Monroe, Mi 
(B) 

onsolidated Water Power & Paper 

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. (B 
Container Corp. of America, ( if 

B) 
continental Can Co., Gair Contai 

board & Kraft Paper Div., New York 
ornel] Paperboard Products \ 
waukee (B) 

Zellerbach Corp., San Fra 

~ 

.rown 

(A) 

@kast Texas Pulp & } 

Texas (A) 

@F ibreboard Paper Pr 

Francisco (A, B) 

F lintkote Co., Los Ar 

Gilman Paper Co., New Yor na 4 

Longview Fibre Co., | 

(A) 
Loroco Industries, Inc., Cincinnati (B 
Marinette & Menominee Box Co., Mar 

nette, Wis. (A) 

Mead Corp., Dayton, Ohio (A, B 
National Container Corp., New rk 

@Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., Forest 

Products Div., West Monroe, La. (A 
@Owens-Iilinois Glass Co., Toled 

(A) 

River Raisin Paper Co., Vi 
(B) 

St. Regis Paper Co., New York 

Seaman Paper Co., Evanston, Ill. 
Southern Special Products, R 

Va. (A) 
Standard Corrugated Case 

field, N. J. (A) 

Stone Container Corp., Chicago (B 
Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp., Ne 

(A) 

Upson Co., Lockport, N 

Waldorf Paper Products, St. Paul, M 
(B) 

@West Virginia Pulp & Paper 
York (A) 

Weston Paper & Mfg. Co., 

(B) 

CORES, PAPER OR FIBRE 

information, Div. If Se 

Div. V Sec 19 

kK ditorial 

AA AAAA-Ace Paper Box { 

Cambridge 
Mass. 

Paper tox Co. Can 

Chicago Mailing Tube Co., Chica 
Cin-Made Corp., Cincinnati 

@Cleveland Container Co., Cleveland 
Consolidated Box Co.. Tampa, F la. 
Consolidated Water Power & Paper 

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 
Cross Paper Products Corp., New York 

@Fibreboard Paper Products Corp., San 
Francisco 

Globe Container Co., San Carlos, Calif. 

779<813 



Indianapolis Paper Container Corp., 
Indianapolis 

Industrial Steel & 
bonne, Que. 

Longview Fibre Co., Longview, Wash. 
I I 

Ltd., Terre Fibre 

eroco Industries, Inc., Cincinnati 

Mead ( orp., Dayton, Uhio 

Mullery Paper Packages, Inc., St. Paul, 
Minn. 

National Paper Can & Tube Co., Mil- 

wauKcee 

ackard C.ontainer ( rp., Hob ken, N. J 

Penland Paper Converting Corp., 

Hanover, Pa. 

Platt Corp., Baltimore, Md. 

Portco Corp., 

@Production Metal Products Co., Chicago 

Juality Park Box Co., St. Paul, Minn. 

ueen City Paper Co., Cincinnati 
@®R. C. Can Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

Ritchie, W. ¢ & Co., Chicago 

Van ouver, M ash. 

Sefton Fibre Can Co., St. Louis, Mo 

Sonocc Products Co., Hartsville, S. C. 

Spenzer Container Corp., Greenville, Pa. 

tecker Paper Box Co., Detroit 

Stone Container Corp., Chicago 

Paper Tube , Washington, D.C. 

(Paper-Backed) 

t t formation, Di \ ) 

ge UCork Lancaster, Pa 

e) icts ( .= adelphia 

I Mig. ( tr klvn, N. Y 

rackaging Ne y kK 

CORKS 

Plain, Aluminum-, Molded-, 

or Wood-T op) 
formation, Liv His | 

Star ( k } »k \ y 

lg . an aster r 

{ x \ Lancaster i 

Nu ’ Ir 

1 

CUSHIONING MATERIALS 

A. Formed Materials 
B. Padding & Wadding 

, Div. VS 

y sdos _ g Mi‘ 

\ 

5 " 

4 } i M VAUKE 

4 ex lL.aw! 

~ \ 6 

e un Latex Pre t \ r lav 

ne, Calif. (A 
\ r & ( Bes Kat } } i 

\ ince, Oh) A, B 
Plastics ( : 

\ 

knell A k Paper 30x 

3 Or 4 

ksom & Le Michigan Cit i 

A, B) 

Burkart, F.,Mfg. Co., Div. Textror 

St. Louis, Mo. (A, B) 
| elotex Corp., Chi ago (| & B) 

Chippewa Paper Products Co., Chicago 
A) 

on-Serv Corp., Air-Pack Div., 
Park, Calif (A) 

@Cottonluxe Mfg. Co., New York-(B) 

lonterey 

CrystalX Corp., Lenni Mills, Pa. (A) 

Foam Pak, Inc., Philadelphia (A) 
@F rank, Walter, Organization, Elmhurst, 

Ill. (A) 
Gilman Brothers Co., Gilman, Conn. (B) 

Glo-Brite Produc ts, Inc ” Polyfoam 

Packers Div., Chicago (A) 
@ Jiffy Mfg. Co., Hillside, N. J. (B) 

Johns-Manville, Dutch Brand Div., Chi- 
cago (B) 

Keiding Paper Products Co., Milwaukee 
(A) 

Kendall Co., Kendall Mills Div., Wal- 
pole, Mass. (B) 

Keyes Fibre Co., Waterville, Maine (A) 
Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis. (B) 
Koppers Co., Chemical Div., Pittsburgh 

(B) 
Kresge Paper Box Co., Bethlehem, Pa. 

(A) 
L.O.F. Glass Fibers Co., Toledo, Ohio 

(A, B) 
Loomis Wadding Co., Hyde Park, Mass. 

(BR) 

, Cincinnati (B) Loroco Industries, Inc. 
Needham Heights, Ludlow Papers, Inc. 

Mass. (B) 
National Waterproof 

Beverly, N. J. (A) 
Nesbit Industries, Inc., Chicago (A) 
Nichols Paper Products Co., Green Bay, 

Wis. (B) 
@Owens-Illinois Glass { 

(A) 

Packaging Materials Corp., New York(B) 

Papers, Inc., 

Toledo, Ohio 

Paper Products Mfg. Co., Swarthmore, 
Pa. (B) 

Personal Products Corp., Milltown, N.J. 
(B) 

@Plaxall, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.(A) 
Propack, Inc., Brockton, Mass (A, B) 
R. & R. Paper Converting Co., Los An- 

geles (B) 

Rapid Ribbon Corp., Montrose, N. Y. (B) 
R an 4 r . f . 
aneo, é ‘ °° ama » * nn. @®Rondo, American Corp., Hamden or 

A) 

St 1; Plas Inc Breinig ille tandard lastics, inc., breinigsvill 

Pa. (A) 

Star Woolen Co., Cohoes, N. Y. (B) 
Stearns & Foster Co., Cincinnati (B) 
Stone Container Corp., Chicago (A) 

@Sto-Pa-Co Products, Chicago (B) 
@®Sweetnam, George H., Inc., Cambridge, 

Mass. (B) 
nion Wadding Co., Pawtucket, R. I. (B 

nited States Rubber Co., New York (A 

" 1 Conversion Co., St. Paul, Minn. (B 

DAUBERS 

(See Closures, Applicator) 

DECALCOMANIA TRANSFERS 

(See also Labels, Decalcomania) 
Editorial information, Div. IV Sec. 15, 16 

Aacon Industries, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y 
American Tag Co., Belleville, N. J. 
Austin, O., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Camotone, Inc., Mamaroneck, N. Y. 
Cellotape & Tag Printers, Palo Alto, 

Calif. 
Continental Decalcomania Co., Sparta, 

Mich. 

General Trade Mark Co., New York 
Goodren Products Corp., Englewood, 

_ F 
Ludlow Papers, Inc., Needham Heights, 

Mass. 

Meyercord Co., Chicago 
McCoy Label Co., San Francisco 

702 @Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Palm Brothers Decalcomania Co., Cin. 
cinnati 

Palm, Fechteler & Co., Weehawken, N.J, 
Phelps Mfg. Co., Terre Haute, Ind. 
Prentice Products Co., Fort Wayne, Ind, 
Printed Cellophane Tape Co., Los 

Angeles 
Process Displays, Inc., Milwaukee 
Schenker Co., Chicago 
Steck Co., Austin, Texas 
Talmadge Printing Co., New York 
Topflight Corp., York, Pa. 
United States Tape Corp., St. Louis, Mo. 
Whitehead & Hoag Co., Newark, N. J. 

DESICCANTS, DEHYDRATING 
AGENTS 

Editorial information, Div. V Sec. 19 

American Industrial Chemical Co., Diy 
Amerace Corp., Butler, N. J. 

Cooper, D. C., Co., Chicago 

Culligan, Inc., Desiccant Div., North- 
brook, III. 

Davison Chemical Co., Div. W. R. 
Grace & Co., Baltimore, Md. 

DriAire, Inc., So. Norwalk, Conn. 
Eagle Chemical Co., Chicago 
Falge Engineering Corp., Bethesda, Md. 
Filtrol Corp., Los Angeles 

ELASTIC CORD 

(For Mounting) 

Editorial information, Div. IV Sec. 17 

Dubelier Braid Co., New York 
Fastex, Inc., Cleveland 

Goodbar Mfg. Co., Div. Hargood Ribbon 
Co., New York 

Parfait Promotiona! Packaging Co., New 
York 

Rapid Ribbon Corp., Montrose, ! 

EXCELSIOR 

A. Paper, Cellophane 
B. Wood 

(See also Paper, Excelsior & 

Shredded) 

Editorial information, Div. V Sec. 19 

@ American Excelsior Corp., Chicago (A,B) 

American Industries Co., Div. American 

Shredded Paper Co., Dorchester, 
Mass. (A) 

@®American Viscose Corp., |} Div., 

Philadelphia (A) 

Crystal Tissue Co., Middletown, Ohio(A) 
KVP Co., Kalamazoo, Mich, (A 
Modern Transparent Mfg. Co., West 

Pittston, Pa. (A) 

Paterson Parchment Paper Co., Bristol, 
Pa. (A) 

Shadur Box Co., Milwaukee (A 

Shredded Paper Products Co., Baltimore, 
Md. (A) 

Smith, Howard, Paper Mills, Ltd., Mon 
treal, Que. (A) 

FABRICS 

(For Box Wraps, Linings & 
Displays) 

Editorial information, Div. IV Sec. 17 

Dura Bac, Inc., New York 
Farrington Texol Corp., Walpole, Mass. 
G & D Novelty Co., New York 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 

ei 4 

N 

FI 

I 

{ 

“a 

eA 

\ 

I 

Aluf 
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Ma 
A t 

Anors 

\ vey 
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Ca) 
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Br adi 

nD R 
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H 

MODE 



in wndall Co., Kendall Mills Div., Wal- Cello Bag Co., Seattle, Wash. (B) @Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., Minneapolis (A,B 

nole, Mass. Central Waxed Paper Co., Chicago (A, @Revere Copper & Brass, Inc., New York 

J. M th ram Fabric Corp., New York B) @®Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville K 
1otional Packaging Co., New @Chicago Carton Co., Chicago (B) (A, B) Partait ro 

id, Y ork @Cochran Foil Co., Louisville, Ky. (A, @Riege!] Paper Corp., New York (A 

os Rainbow Ribbons & Fabrics, Inc., New B) Rupaco Paper Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. (A 
Y ork @Continental Can Co., Shellmar-Betner St. Clair Specialty Mfg. Co., Pel 

Rapid Ribbon Corp., Montrose, N. Div., Mt. Vernon, Ohio (A) It. (B) 
.smuss & Nilson, A/S, Copenhagen, Converter Corp., Leominster, Mass, (A, Schmidt Lithograph Co., San Fran 

irk B) (B) . 
S sin Paper Co., New York @Crown Zellerbach Corp., Western-Waxide Seaman Paper Co., Evanston, Ill. (A, 

; Paper Co., New York Div., San Leandro, Calif. (A, B) Shopsin Paper Co., New York (A, B) 

Mo. ’ states Rubber Co., New York Daniels Mfg. Co., Rhinelander, Wis. (B) Southern Special Preducts Rict 
Vanetta Mills, Inc., New York Deerfield Glassine Co., Monroe Bridge, Va. (A, B) 

Mass. (A) Specialty Papers Co., Da 

Dejonge, Louis, & Co., New York (A, B) 
FIBROUS GLASS REINFORCEMENT it) 2... ae ae 

(For Papers é Tapes) @Dobeckmun Co., Cleveland (A, B) N Je | A,B 

9 . . > Electro Technic il Products, Div Sul stan Insulati ( 

1 information, Div. II Sec. Chemical Corp., Nutley, N. J. (A) ford, N. J. (A 

iss Fibe Ohi @F isher’s Foils Ltd . Wembley, Middx a Standard Pa kag ig { 

| New England (A, B) = 

; @®F oilcraft Printing Corp., Brooklyn, N. ¥ Star Aluminium Co., W 

th , wee | ee a A, B) England (A, B 
, +} . Fortifiber Corp., Southland Paper Con Stranahan Foil Co.,So. Hacke ack 

R. verting Co. Div., Los Angeles (A) A, B 
Fuller Label & Box Co., Div. Standar Stylecraft Packaging Ser 

FILMS Packaging Corp., Pittsburgh (A) lotte, N. C. (B) 
York (B Supreme Hibbon Co k c : T t Fil General Trade Mark { o., New I l orp. 

(360 ilms) Gift Wrappings, Inc., New York (A, B Unger Paper Co., New York (A 
Gomar Mfg. Co., Linden, N. J 4) Union Bag-Camp Paper Cor N 

Sy} Se Re (4) ®CULumme ’roducts oO ub < \ FLOCK ummed Product: arg OE a eye ee 
: Paper Co., Troy, ( 

rmation, Div. II Sec. 6, @H & R Industries, Nazareth, Pa A 
l 17 e., . ' . 1 . } tat P 
IV ec. 3 Hazen Paper Co., Holyoke, Mass © @United State ACK 

y House of Harley, Inc., New York (B) son, 

Hy-Sil Mfg. Co., Revere, Mass. (B 
Interstate Folding Box Co., Middl 

Ohio (A) 

3s Norwalk, Conn. Johnston | Mfg. ( , ! , \ —— “ 

\ Timber ( se l- > (A, B western ae / 

' Wa KVP Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. (A lena, Calif. ( 
n ( of R Paw. Aaiser minum & Che rp. Whit ue ‘ 

: Oakland, Calif. (A A,B 

Kehr Products Co., Philadelphia (A, | Wraptur I 
Kupfer Bros. Co., New York (A, B Wyn ) M 

e| ac hman-N vase]l Paper (_orp., New y rk LOWERS, ARTIFICIAL — iaaiiaes 
» Package Decoration) Ctcasties Cae Hin toe . Fa 

. Pes 

ition, Div. IV Sex 17 Laurel Process . New York 

Lehmann Print s 
» Mfe. Cx Ch Sen Fras . 

& Novelty N : : ; . ” ert r rates Rroo , \ \ mii > » rty Lamu . klyn, FOIL, METAL. PLAIN 

i 
Ne . ee! . : 

w York idiow Pape rs. In (a . 1 (Unsupported ) 

R hiv Har xd R r Mass. 4 . f 

Lustour Corp., St. Le s, M 
" Po sging ('¢ N A t . ‘ 

ft, : =o ai iLustreprint Corp., buifalo, \ y 

, Melrose Packaging, New York (A ¢ 

—P shes @Milpr nt, In Milw 2ukKeeE \ } @Alumis k : ! 

Vi va Wax Pa \ \ r 

FOIL @Morrill Press. Fulton, N. Y. (A atctaiell 

st A. Coated, Laminated, Etc. Narragansett hra 
B. Embossed, Printed & Decorated | ‘ucket, R. 1. (A, I 

Div. Il Se ation o” B I 

& f Corp tamfor ( I \ York | Pr N Y ork ' t 
é Yewark Para ffine a ‘ 

4 Cor rting Cory I N. J 1, B . 
. . 2 rchar Pape ( \f 4 7 

tT) ° 

luct , New York (A, B D) : 
: D y ’ . ; er . . 

I saikratt Corp. Attiebor iperboard Laminating \U<¢ «» VOrwalk ts Y 
5 ’ . / - -) t " MM 

Mass. (A Conn. (A, B tepublic fF ' 

: in Tag Co., Belleville, N. J. (B Papercraft Corp., Pittsburgh (A, B ury, Conn 

Anorgana G.m.b,H., Mt B Par Pak Co., Cleveland (B Reve opper é \ gana G.m.b,H., Munich, Germany (B uw ra O., Uieveland . ' 
> > n r { Mas 

irvey Corp., Chicago (A) Pickwick Papers, Inc., New York (A, B ®Reynolds Metals Co., | 

ry Adhesive Label Corp., Monrovia, Plastic Film Corp., Plainfield, Cor Seaman Paper Co., | 

lif. (A, B) ; {A} Shopsin Paper Co., New York 
' @ . , ' * " Y 

bas Mfg. Co., Indianapolis (A,B Pollock Paper Corp., Sub. ost Re Star Aluminiur ( *’ W 

ley & Gilbert Co., Louisville, Ky Paper Co., Dallas, Texas (B England 
Propack, Inc., Brockton, Mass. (A Stranahan Foil Co., So. Hackensack 

ne, In Mamaroneck, N. Y. (A Raisin, John T., Corp., San Francis¢ @Venesta Ltd., London, Engla 

(A, B Western Foil Co., Seattle, Wasi 

5 - _ : 
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GLASS, ROD & TUBING 
Editorial information, Div. III Sec. 13 

Brockway o., Brockway, Pa. 

Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y 

®Erno Products Co., Philadelphia 
®Owens-lllinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio 

@Penr Co., Pitts- 

Glass ( 

- 2 
isylvania Glass Products 

} 

burgh 

GLUE 

(See Adhesives) 

GOLD INKS 

(See Compounds, Gold) 

HEAT SEALING COMPOUNDS & 
SUPPLIES 

mation, Div 

~é 2 

( New 

We 
‘ 

e\ f \ 

(La Ma 

| R an 
{ Ne k 

( h 
v ‘ 

4 ¥y 
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INKS, MARKING & STENCIL 
torial information iv 

iv. TV Se 15 

I 1 & Die Works, Chi 

(ddressograph-Multigraph Corp., Cleve 

und 
American Marking Corp., Newark, N. J 
Braden-Sutphin Ink Co., Cleveland 

Craftint Mfg. Co., Cleveland 
@Crescent Ink & Color Co. of Pa., Phila- 

lelphia 
Cushman & 
liagraph-Bradley Industries, Inc., 

New York 

Herrin, 
Jenison Mfg. Co., 

Duo-Fast Corp. New Eastern 

Easy Mark Ink Co., Lowell, Mass. 
@F lint, Howard, Ink Co., Detroit 
Floquil Products, Inc., Cobleskill, N. Y. 

@General Printing Ink Co., Div. Sun 
Chemical Corp., Long Island City, 
A # 

Great Lakes Stamp & Mfg. Co., Chicago 

Ideal Stencil Machine Co., Belleville 

I) 

@lndustrial Marking Equipment Co., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y 

Jet Mfg. Rs@ee Boston 

@Krenge! Mfg. Co., New York 
Krylon, Inc., Norristown, Pa. 

@Markem Machine Co., Keene, N. H. 
Marsh Stencil Machine Co., Belleville 

Ill. 
| Matthews, Jas. . & Co., Pittsburgh 

National Rubber Star Works, New York 

@OlsenMark Corp., New York 

*Reynolds Ink, Inc., Cleveland 
Schwartz Chemical ( New York 
Speedry Products, Inc Richmond H 

so 
Sten-C-Labl, In 
lime-Saving Specialties, Minneapolis 

Whitehead & Hoag ( , Newark, N. J 

, St. Paul, Minn. 

Wilson, W. D., Printing Ink Co., Lon 
Island City, N. Y 

INKS, PRINTING 
A. Flexographic 

B. Fluorescent 

C. Gravure 

D. Letterpress 
E. Lithographic 

F. Special 
rial information, D 

\ son Dispersed Pigr 

Iphia (A, ¢ ) I 

*rinting Ink 
D. f } 

{ i Ss graph ] ( 

ey ee 
Advance Coatin rt 

Vv A f 

\ ican Marking ( N k, N 
\ BR 

inder 1emica \ 

C, D, E, F 
@Apex Ma ie { I 4 

A | 

@®Rensing Bros ney sa 

P ade [phia A, ( } t 

aden-Sutph Ink " 
E, F 

{ n, John P } . 

B, D, E, F 

Century Printing Ink ( Englew 
N. J. (D, E) 

Claremont Pigment Dispersior 

Roslyn Heights, N. Y. (A, B 
Converters Ink Co., Linden, N. J { 

Craftint Mfg. Co., Cleveland (F) 

@Crescent Ink & Color Co. of Pa., Phila- 

delphia (A, B, C, D, E) 
Davidson Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. (E) 

Easy Mark Ink Co., ll, Mass. (A, 
D, F) 

@Flint Howard, Ink Co. 
D, E) 

@Ceneral 

Lowe 

Detroit (A, C, 

Printing Ink Co., Div. Sun 
Chemical Corp., Long Island City, 

A. ¥.&& & €& BS. ¥F) 

Gotham Ink & Color Co., Long 
Ciey, NB. F. (A, G) 

Huber, J. M., Corp., Ink Div., Hillside, 

n 5. ch, & 

@ [Industrial Marking 

Brooklyn, N. Y. (A) 

Island 

Equipment Co., 

704 @Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

@interchemical Corp., Printing Ink Diy,, 
C. DB, Ba ee 

Newark, N. J. (C) 

Co., New York (A 

New York (A, B, 

Jones-Dabney Co., 
Levey, Fred’k. H., 

B, €, Db F) 

Logo, Inc., Chicago (F) 
@Markem Machine Co., Keene, N. H, (F) 
McCutcheon Bros. & Quality, Ine,, 

Philadelphia (B, D, E, F) 
Monarch Marking System Co., Dayton, 

Ohio (F) 

Monk, C. O., Inc., Baltimore, Md. (A, 

B, D, E) 

Pioneer Printing Ink Corp., Monroe, 
Mich. (D, E, F) 

Pope & Gray, Inc., Clifton, N. J. (D, 
Ee, F) 

Radiant Color Co., Oakland, Calif. (B) 
Raffi & Swanson, Inc., Wilmington 

Mass. (C) 

Roberts, Lewis, Inc., Newark, N. J. (A. 

BS. ¢, D, &,.F) 

Robertson Co., Louisville, Ky i 4 
Schwartz Chemical Co., New York (F) 

@Sinclair & Valentine Co., New York (A. 
B,C, Dy BF) 

Sleight & Hellmuth, Inc., Chicago (4 
B, D, E, F) ’ 

Switzer Br thers In ( A 

B, t, BD, E, 

Time-Saving Specialties, M apolis 
F) 

ri angle Ink & Cx ( ‘ NX ) 

F) 

Valley Printing Ink Corp 

Wis. (D, E,:I 
\ mn, W. D Prin i l 

LABELS & CUT WRAPS 

A. Embossed 
. Lithographed 
. Printed 
. Rotogravure 
. Silk Screened 

7™MOOD Transparent 

rial information, Di 

\AAA-A Paper Rox ( 
{ ) 

4 . e Ir 

ee 
Abt Industries, Inc., Br 

B, ( 

Ackermann, G. A. Printing 

Hl. (E, F) 
American Kleer-Vu Plast Mas 

peth, N. Y. (F) 

American Tag Co Belle, N 

(GC. Db, £, FF) 
Andersen, A. J., Co., Chicago 

Anderson, George W., Inc., Long Island 
City, N. Y. (D) 

Angell Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio (A, B, 

Archer Label Co., Los Angeles (A, C 
F) 

Arkadia Label Corp., New York (A 

Artcraft Paper Co., Angeles (A, 
B,C) 

Arundel Box & Coating Corp., Baltimore, 
Md. (C) 

Attleboro Printing & 
Attleboro, Mass. (A) 

Austin, O., Brooklyn, N. Y. (E, F) 

Avery Adhesive Label Corp., Monrovia, 

Calif. (A, C, E, F) 
Barger Box & Printing Corp., Elkhart, 

Ind. (C) 

Bartlett Label Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

{A, C) 

Los 

Embossing Co., 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 

@ Car 

MOD 



New York (I 

Milwaukee (( 
Products Co., 

.. mas Giles 

au Uraig Dickerson Co., Nashville 

Gintzler, J. H., Press, 
(B, ¢ 

Philadelphia (( Ticket Co., 

Products 

Globe 

Corp. L.,00 lren 

Buffalo, N. _# 

D) 

Englewood, 

National Label Co., 
National 

y ork is F) 

Nevins Co., Clifton 

Philadelphi: 

Transparent Mfg { 

1. (B, ¢ : 

Braun, W., Co., Chicago (EF Ns de 40, FP? New York Label & Box ( 
tre r Bags, Div. I. N treet Gra-Dear Press, Inc., Chicago (B, ¢ (B, C) 

is Los Angeles (C, fF Hartford City Paper Co., Hartford City, Nielsen Lithogray i Ce 
ith graph ne Lo Long | i Ind. (C) (B, D) 

N. Y. (A, B Heat Seal Label Corp., New York (B, ¢ Normandie Press, Inc., N 
& Ferrign Lithograph Heminway Corp., Waterbury, Conn. (C) Oak Printing Co., Clevelan 

j idelphia (B @Hollander, Allen, Co., New York (A Oberly & Newell, New York 
Los Angeles (I E, F) Outserts, Inc., Ne York (f 

. Label Co., Kalamazoo. Mich Hope Paper Co., Brooklyn, N. Y 3 Pacific Coast Foil ¢ 

I Hopp Plastics, New York (B, C, F 4, B, D 

I graphing | D 8) House of Harley, Inc., New York (A, B Pacific Label ( 
C, D, E) I 

P Box Co., Cambr @Howell, F. M., & Elmira, N. Y Package Pr S 

{ (A, B, C) (A, B, F 

e e & | New York (A Independent Lithograph ( San Frar Packaging P 

isco (B) Mo. (A, C) 

ss { » New York (( Industrial Lithographic ( N Yor Papercraft | P 
A e Cec San | (A. BB, &. Bi D 

Interstate Printing Co., St. | Me Para rt P 

® M ( yf , Conn (U) Neb. (( 

Jackmeyer | el ».» New York : Paterson Par t | 
| t Alt B, C, D) Pa. (B 

Kaumagraph C¢ Wilmington, Del. (A Peon Tathoerect 
3 ' ) } R) 

I Strir y Kehr Product tiladelphia (A, ¢ Philip} thograr 

D, F) (B) 
th ipl ( Ketterlinus Lithograpt Mi Phoen | ( 

) . 3 Primos, Pa. (B, ( Pickwi | , 

® { SP ima Keystone Printe« Spe ilties Pi tori a : , 

hio (D Scranton, Pa. (( i] 
New k (fT Airby-Cogeshali-Steinau (<¢ Milwauk Pie on 

4 San Br a Sa) @Plaxa 
Kirchheimer Br rs | Chica { A ) 

3 1 Wes \ Kittredge, R on ae Ge Chicago (BR, ¢ t k Pape 

| i ( i i K le ist Ny Lo P t it) Ore ( } a | il ry ‘ 

igo (f Krause Richard M., lz N Y » \ } +} | 

® i tra ngh M Pren e P t 
} as Par ( ~N » 4 

P} 
nte é 

} abe & Wrap; Kala- ‘hin ( tI 

* ar i 4, Printos \ 
us ron 1 Cutt ( New ¥ k 4 vadriet 

¢ York (A, B, C, Ne {ork B, ¢ jali 
Leake, i “(B) 

Laurel Procesa ¢ Naw Week (i ' 

IK I Lawson & Jone [ I Yy ~ 

' . a. % 7 ' 

Lehmann Printing & Lithographing 
San Francisco (A, B, } R 

Lewy, Morris L., & Co., New York ’ 

' { Libbie Printing ( Allston, M ’ se! \ 
I ord Baltimore Press, I: N Ye \ 

tA, &. G, DB 3 —* 
4 f rk Lustour Corp., St. Louis, M ’ Rev: 

Lutz & Scheinkmar New York (B n 

I BY a 2" phenome Co., Chicag , n a 
: } : N.Y E) , 

. M uscn, F. E., & Sons, Batavia, N. ¥ Mi . 

Ity ( (A), B, 
May, J. L., Co., New Y k (A Ros \ 

od ing Corp., Brook N.Y. McCowat-Mercer Press, It Jack @Rotogr re Pack 
: Penn. (FE, F 1] 1) 

: 1 Lithograph ( , Chicag McCoy Label Co., San Fra eR ] BE. N 

st. F ( 

} Box | Madison « McDonald Printing Co., Cincinnat c+ Cla : : 

1)) I]} 1) 

e Providence, R. I. (A, ¢ McGill Co., Minneapolis (B, C) St. Loui ithogr 

®} Valter, Organization, Elmhurst Meehan Tooker Co., New York (B Mo. (A, B, C)~ 
Cc 5 Michigan Lithographing Co., Gran Salem Label Co.. . 

‘ & Box Co., Div. Standard Rapids, Mich. (A, B, C) Samson Plast 
ing C Pittsburch (A, C, Miller Label Co., Tacoma, Wash. (( Angeles (C, I 

@Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee (A, B, D, E, F) Schenker Co.. Chicas 4 

’ r Printing & Embossing Co., New Milwaukee Label & Seal Co., Milwaukee Schmidt Lithogr Co., 
rk ( (C) (A. BG) 

ird & Carton Co., Middletown, Monarch Marking System Co., Dayton Schrom, Archie M { 
»(B. C) Ohio (C) 5, C, B) 

srooks, Inc., Springfield, Mass. ®Morrill Press, Fulton, N. Y. (C, D, } Security Lithograph ( 
Muirson Label Co., San Jose, Calif San Srancince (2) 

ra ade Mark Ce New York (A, (A, B, C) Shuman Labels, Chi 

@soabar Co Philade Iph Mutual Paper Box Corp., Chicago (¢ 
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Packaging ( 
i. ©. oa oe 

Stecher-Traung 
ns 3s th Oo 

LABELS, FOIL 

A. Foil 
B. Heavy Metal 

Lithogray Corp., 

ester, 

k Co., Austin, Texas (B, ( Editorial information, Div. IV Sec 
telg rwald, A. M., ( (.hicago \ a a 

slmadge Printing Co.. New York (A Aacon Industries, Inc., Brooklyn, 
rs 4 RR) 
B,C, BE) , i 

@Tomakian’ Leh _— D ve ee American Tag Co., Belleville, N. J. 

Andersen, A. J., Co., Chic ago ( A) 

Angeli Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio (A, I 

Arkadia Label Corp., New York (A, 
Attleboro Printing & Embossing 

Mason, F. 

(A, B) 
May, J. L., Co., New York (A, B) 

McCoy Label Co., San Francisco (A, RB) 

16 McDonald Printing Co., Cincinnati (A) 
Miller Label Co., Tacoma, Wash. (A) 

N.Y Miller & Miller, Inc., Atlanta, Ga. (A) 
®Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee (A) 
Milwaukee Label & Seal Co., 

(A) 

¢ ®Morrill Press, Fulton, N. Y. (A) 
New York Label & Box Corp.; New Y ork 

E., & Sons, Batavia, N. Y. 

Milwaukee 

3) 

3) 

‘ , Lo., (A) 

Attle boro, Mass. (A) Normandie Preas, Inc.. New York (A) 

ol ig & Lithograph ( nuay Amhacive Label Corp., Monrovia, @Qjiver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids a Calif. (A, B) Mich. (A) . 
Cor st. Louis Bartlett Label ( Kalamazoo, Mich. Pacific Coast Foil Co., San Francisco 

’ \ { Milk — ) = 
ty Plastic Bag ( . Chicago \{ L Bra ly, W. H., Co., Milwaukee (A) Pacific Label ¢ Gis Los Angeles (A, RB) 

1:7 cos 3 oon = : ol ‘ : ; 
\ David, Sons ( Cadillac La Kalamazoo, Mic! Package Products Co., Charlotte, N.C 

rooklyn, N. Y \ { (A ‘ (A) 
eat I a} e York (A : y . J ithograph ‘ ‘ @Cameo Die & i New TK i, Packaging Products, In¢ oe Kansa City, 

A, B, ( B) Mo. (A) ' Van Labe - tapids Cello B ag Co., Seattle Wash. 4 Pollock Paper ri orp., Sub St Regis > . z 
Mict @Chaspec Mfg. Co., Greenwich, Conn. (A) Paper Co., Dallas, Texas (A \ 

Rok Ni Consolidated Lithographing Corp., Carls Prentice Products Co., Fort Wavne 
) P ¢ , 

} N.Y. Ind. (A, B) 

A I N k 4 3 ui Can | S ae detec Printed Cellophane Tape | Los 
4 Of oon ( \ ' . : 

Mt. Vern Angeles (A) sal Me. Ba } { agit 
. — , am, Ma duality Lithographin At 

A (A 
P] 

nd Pri : eens Lithographing slan 
4 4) . ' phia (A City, N. Y A,B 

I \ kinson, John, & iais John 7 ( | 5a . 
stead. Herta » 4 r 

k @1) », Inc., New 7 K \ @Rap-In-Wax Paper Minnea \ 
a-Lee Corp., K is M \ Reyburn Mf Philadel 

; wn Tag & t I D s M s { K 
alif 4 4 

Kea . > rt la : rk 
Ni 4 - 

1 Label ¢ , \ 

ABELS, DECAL COMANIA h, Willi . \ 

\ @}; 2V Packagir 
ig-f tter ( ! \ ! 4 

. us 4 
xk x t a} V ‘ l : € { ~ 

a a P k ol 

1 * 
4 

SF oxon in Lal 3, ( \ 
© Walter t ta Aluminium { < 7 

England (A 

Label & DBD k Co., Austin, Texa A 

. S : erwald, A. M., ¢ 

Print Printis ‘ 
K oe kins i 3 

aa k Ne k \ 

Y ra, 

‘ ‘ Pr P re 1 
P F P . 

‘ in 1 
: : e t States Print | 

e : | { . Y K aaa 4 

t " ‘ 4 oe ar y N¢ } . I State : ( Ss 
7 th . f N 7 4 

4 : , \ tehea & { ‘ 

1 , La { p., New York A R 

” ltman P In Lor and ( ' I | : N ¥ 
| : iil i ’ 

f \ y \ R 

adeneie it Wilminctor. De A 

; Products Co., Philadelphia (A ; 
k san Prints EE ACY ( LABELS, PRESSURE-SENSITIVE 

S wntor P 4 . 
pte * (Self-Adhesive) 

4 f y geshall-St | 20K 

A Editorial information, Div. IV Sec. 16 
| Mot N \ , 7 

. a ime : » Aacon Industries, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
American Tag Co., Belleville, N. J 

Disy . La & W per K ‘ Andersen, A. J., Co., Chicago 
Mi] ‘ " ~~ 

ker Co., e oS, Ee \ Angell Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio 
! te A ‘ 

k ( Aus ! rp., Ne Y - oy Archer Label Co., Los Angeles 
{ , , 

ting Co., * “pom Pro seer thetge Bee es Arkadia Label Corp., New York 
York, | *hmann Frinting & Lithographing Attleboro Printing & Embossing (o., 

ted States Tape San Francisce : Attleboro, Mass. 
; > t , A 1 . rovi rv Printing ( n, Mas \ Avery Adhesive Label Corp., Monrovia, 

’ ad & 1 . —' Ha 107 i wl s Calif. 

r : ' ’ 4 

e, | I in Corp., St. Louis, M A,B Bartlett Label Co., Kalamazoo, Mic! 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 

Bracy, 
Cadill 

eCameo 
Camot 
Cellot: 

Cali 

Contin 

Mick 

Cowan 

eCrocke 

@Dennis 

Diamo 
aeit 

Dickin 

stea 

Dura-l! 
Eastm 

Cal: 

Ever 

uiln 

{ 

{ 

a 

‘ 

MODE 



Brady, W. H., Co., Milwaukee 
Cadillac Label Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

e@Cameo Die & Label Co., New York 
Camotone, Inc., Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

Cellotape & Tag Printers, Palo Alto, 
Calif. 

Continental Decalcomania Co., Sparta, 
Mic h. 

Cowan, Elton T., Co., New York 
e@Crocker, H. S., Co., San Bruno, Calif. 

@Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass. 
Diamond Printing & Label Corp., Phila- 

delphia 
Dickinson, John, & Ce. Heme] Hemp- 

stead, Herts., England 
Dura-Lee Corp., Kansas City, Mo. 

Eastman Tag & Label Co., Richmond, 

Calif. 

Ever Ready Label Corp., Belleville, 

N. J 
Fenton Label Co., Philadelphia 
Fleming-Potter Co., Peoria, Ill. 
Flexible Tape Co., Memphis, Tenn. 

@Foilcraft Printing Corp.,.Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Fox, J., Co., Providence, R. I. 

@F ox »., Providence, R. I. 
@Frank, Walter, Organization, Elmhurst, 

Full Label & Box Co., Div. Standard 
, ing Corp., Pittsburgh 

Gene Trade Mark Co., New York 
Gin |. H., Press, Buffalo, N. Y 
Gl ket Co., Philadelphia 
( Products Corp., Englewood, N.J. 

i ress, Inc., Chica 48) 

Mfg. Co., Industrial Tape Div., 
N tochelle, N. J. 

et Allen, Co., New York 

s, New York 
eH M., & Co., Elmira, N. Y. 

Lithograph Co., San Fran- 

rinting Co., St. Louis, M 
abel Corp., New York 

ess, Inc., Long Island City, 

ts Co., Philadelphia 

! Printed Spec ialties 

Pa. 

I hall-Steinau { O., Milwauk 

K RK. J., & Co., Chicag 

ek Products, Inc., Chicag« 

Kra hard M., Inc., New York 

l pe Co., Rochester, N. 

abel & Wrapper Co., Kala 

Mich i 

@La Corp., New York 
rinting & Lithographing Co., nse I 

apers, Inc., Needham Heights, 

M nsheimer Co,, Chicago 
Mark Inc., Kirkwood, Mo. 
Maso E., & Sons, Batavia, N. Y 
Ma L.., Co., New York 

McCowat-Mercer Press, Inc., Jackson, 

McCoy Label Co., San Francisco 

McDonald Printing Co., Cincinnati 
McGill Co., Minneapolis 
Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand 

Rar is, Mich. 

er Label Co., Tacoma, Wash. 
er & Miller, Inc., Atlanta, Ga. 

®Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee 
ee - Milwaukee Label & Seal Co., Milwaukee 
Monarch Marking System Co., Dayton, 

Dt 
5 
‘ew York Label & Box Corp., New York 

Normandie Press, Inc., New York 

Vak Printing Co., Cleveland 
Oberly & Newell, New York 

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, 
Mich, 
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@ Hollander, 

Pacific Label Co., Los Angeles 
Package Products Ces, Charlotte, N. 

Packaging Products, Inc., Kansas City, 
Mo. 

Paramount Paper Products Co., Omaha, 
Neb. 

Pollock Paper Corp., Sub. 
Paper Co., Dallas, Texas 

Prentice Products Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. 

se 

Pres-Sure-Stik Corp., New York 
Co., Printed 

Angeles 
Printon Corp., New York 

Cellophane Tape 

Quality Lithographing Co., Atlanta, Ga. 
Queens Lithographing Corp., Long is- 

land City, N. Y. 
Reyburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia 
Robinson Tag & Label Co., New York 

Roesch, Louis, Co., San Francisco 
@Rotogravure Packaging, Inc., 

Ill. 
Salem Label Co., Salem, Ohio 
Shuman Labels, Chicago 
Simon Adhesive 

Island City, N. Y. 
@Soabar Co., Philadelphia 
Staff Die Cutting Co., New Yo 

Addison 

rk 

Products Corp., 

Standard Packaging Corp., New Y« 
Steck Co., Austin, Texas 
Steigerwald, A. M., Co., Chic age 

Talmadge Printing Co., New York 

Topflight Corp., York, Pa. 
@ Tompkins’ Label Service, Philade 

TK 

Transparent Products Co., New York 
Unique Printed 

Haute, Ind. 

United States Tape Corp 

Products Co., 

Utility Plastic Bag Co., Chicag: 
Wheeler-Van Label! Co., Grar 

Mich. 

Whitehead & Hoag Co., Newar 
Wilton Printing Co., New 

Flushing, N. ¥4 ~ Wrapture, Inc., 
M . " 
Zuckerman, Joseph, Inc., 1 

LABELS, ROLL TY 

a 
K, 

York 

PE 

(For Shipping & Marking) 

Diamond Printing & Label Corp. 
delphia 

Dickinson, John, & Co., He 
stead, Herts., England 

Dura-Lee Corp., Kansas City, 

Eastman Tag & Label Co., 
Calif. 

Eureka Specialty Printing Co., 
Pa 

Ever Ready Label Corp., 
EP F 

Fenton Label Co., 
Flexible Tape Co., 

Editorial information, Div. 1V S 

American Tag Co., Belleville, N 
Avery Adhesive Label Corp., M 

Calif. 

Bartlett Label { » Kalamazoo, Vi 

Brady, W. H., ¢ Milwaukee 
Cellotape & Tag Printers, Pa 

Calif. 
@®Crocker, H. S., Co., San Bruno, 

@®Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, 

I ? 
De 

Philadelphia 
Me mphis, Tenn. 

ikers 

> 
t 

‘ 

=. 2 Louis, 

Regis 

\ 

api 

General Trade Mark Co., New York 
Gintzler, J. H., Press, Buffalo, N. 
Globe Ticket Co., Philadelphia 
Goodren Products 

N 
orp., 

Gra-Dear Press, Inc., Chicago 
Allen, Oe. New Y ork 

Engle 

Jackmeyer Label Corp., New York 
Kirby-Cogeshall-Steinau Co., Milwaukee 

@Kleen-Stik Products, Inc., Chicago 

4ddresses of compani 

ie \ 

\ I 

W 

Lambooy Label & Wrapper Co., Kala- 
mazoo, Mich. 

May, J. L., Co., New York 
McCoy Labe! Co., San Francisc: 
McDonald Printing Co., Cincinnati 
Monarch Marking System Co 

Ohio 
Nashua Corp., Nashua, N. H. 
New York Labe! & Box Corp., New York 

Normandie Press, Inc., New York 

Package Products Co., Charlotte, N.( 
Paramount Paper Products Co., Omaha 

Neb. 

°. Dayte nh, 

Pollock Paper Corp., Sub. St. Regi 
Paper Co., Dallas, Texas 

Printed Cellophane Tape Co., Los 

Angeles 
Reyburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia 

Robinson Tag & Label Co., New York 
Rose Hill Lithographers, New York 

@Rowell, E. N., Co., Batavia, N. Y. 
Salem Label! Co., Salem, Ohio 
Shuman Labels, Chicago 

@Soabar Co., Philadelphia 
Standard Packaging Corp., New ¥ 

Steigerwald, A. M., Co., Chicag 
Talmadge Printing Co., New York 

@Tompkins’ Label Serv l 
Toptlight Corp., York, Pa 

> ice hi ice, f 11a 

Unique Printed Products ¢ 
Haute, Ind. 

United States Tape Corp.,5St i 

Weber Marking ystems ] j 

A Machine \ \ddressing 

LABELS, SHIPPING 

rditorial intormati Div iV s 

Amer 2 I ag \ e B é ‘ 

Andersen, A. J., ( ; Ge g 

urtlett Label | , Kala \ 

grandau Craig Dickers n 
- 

id ic l.abe fh 

e ape & } 

Calif 

Cowan, F ' 

e!) n Mf 7: 

2 I I R F 

: 

lickinson } 

ad, herts r i 

a-lLee ( r Ka i y 

tastman ! | 

a a 

Eureka S 

) 

Re Be 
nt Lab ! Te | 2 

Kk ( ~_ v Y k 
ress. Buffal 

ica gt 

( New Y k 

a ( A KE) ra. 

af (orp New k 

Keystone Printed $ : 
ton, Pa 

Kirby-Cogeshall-Steinau { , Milwauke 

Kittredge, R. J., & , 
Lambooy Label & Wrapper k 

iZOO, M Cc 

May, 4 l e { Ney } x 

McCoy Labe] Co., San Fran 

Michigan Lithographing 
Rapids, Mich. 

Miller L abel ( Gos Tacoma, Was 

Milwaukee Label & Seal Co., Milwa 
Monarch Marking System ( 

Ohio 

National Label Co., Philadelph 
New York Label & Box New k 

Oak Printing Co., Cleveland 

74 71) 



I : ‘ i k 4 ( ) 

Paper Corp., Sub. 

Paper Co., Dallas, Texas 

rtland Label ortland, 
Juality Lithographing Co., 

Reyburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphi 

Robinson T , 

Mo. 

abel ( 

LABEL STOCK 

‘ ind, 

ality Lithographing Co., Atlar 

Lithographing Corp., 
wna t tv, N y 

“1 @Advertiseme 

»., Omaha, 

Atle 

& Label Co.. Ne 

ra. Oak Printing Co., 

(ire 

Long Is 

Rasmussen & Nilsson, A/S, 
Denmark 

Reyburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia 

t 

Aurora, 
@Rowell, E. N., Co., Batavia, N. Y. 
Salem Label Co., Salem, Ohio 
Schmidt Lithograph Co., San Francisc 
Schrom, Archie M., & Co., Chicago 
Shuman Labels, Chicago 

ot Regis 

Ure, 

anta, a. 

a Standard Packaging Corp., New York 
" Steigerwald, A. M., Co., 

Talmadge Printing Co., New York 
@ Tompkins’ Label Service, Philadelphia 
Unique Printed Products Co., Terre 

g Haute, Ind. 
Western Lithographic Co., Los 

@Westfield River Paper (¢ 
Mass 

Wheeler-Va 

Mix 

Chicago 

Angeles 
Russell, 

Rapids, Crand 

LABELS & BANDS, THERMO- 
PLASTIC 

) Tt } 

’ Kaltman Pr 

N. Y 
Kehr Products ( Philadelphia 

Kirby-Cogeshall-Steinau Co., Milwaukee 

Lambooy Label & Wrapper Co., Kala 
cra mazoo, Mich. 

®Marathon Corp., Menasha, 
waukee May, J. L., Co., New York 

McCoy Label Co., 
Miller Label Co., Tacoma, Wash. 

Miller & Miller, Inc., Atlanta, Ga. 
Lo., @Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee 

Milwaukee Label & Seal Co., Milwaukee 

Muirson Label Co., San Jose, Calif. 
National Label Co., Philadelphia 

Normandie Press, Inc., New York 

Cleveland 
Grand 

Wis 

) 

San Francisc«¢ 

@Oliver Rapids, 

Mich. 
Pacific Label Co., Los Angeles 

a Package Products Co., Charlotte, N. ¢ 

4 Paramount Paper Products Co., Om 
Neb. 

Penn Lithographing Co., Philadelphia 

Pollock Paper Corp., Sub. St. Regis 

Paper Co., Dallas, Texas 
Quality Lithographing Co., Atlanta, Ga. 

Queens Lithographing Corp., Long Is- 

land City, N. Y 

Machinery ( Ox, 

ana, 

ita, ra, 

nt in this index, p. 814 issue; see 

Copenhagen, Rapid Ribbon Corp., Montrose, N, Y, 

Rose Hill Lithographers, New York 
@Rotogravure Packaging, Inc., Addison 

Salem Label Co., Salem, Ohio 
Shuman Labels, Chicago 

@Soabar Co., Philadelphia 

Standard Packaging Corp., New York 
Steck Co., Austin, Texas 
Steigerwald, A. M., Co., Chicago 

@Tompkins’ Label Service, Philadelphia 
Unique Printed Products Co 

Haute, Ind. 
Utility Plastic Bag Co., Chicago 
Wheeler-Van Label Co., Grand Rapids 

Mich, d 

Whitehead & Hoag Co., Newark, N, J, 
Wilton Printing Co., New York 
Woollacott, Arthur, & Rappings, 

London, England 

Zuckerman, Joseph, In 

“> l'erte 

Ltd 

es Y nkers, N.Y 

LABELS, WATER-RESISTANT 
ditorial information, Div. LV Sec 14 1 

Aacon Industries, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y 
American l N. J Tag Co., Belleville, N 

Archer Label Co., Los Angeles 

New Yor 

Avery Adhesive Labe! Corp., Monrovia, 
ee 

Arkadia Labe! Cory 

Label ( »., Kalamazo 

Co., San Frar 
Co., Framingham, Mass, 

g & Label Cor; ‘ 

. ® Co., H 7 _ 

r ‘ ansas (1 

Ever Ready Label Corp., Bel », N 
tzhugh, William W., Inc., N« York 

Fuller Label & Box Co., Div. Standard 
Packaging Corp., Pittsbu 

Globe Ticket Co., Philadel} 
@ Hollanc Allen, Co., New York 

Independent Lithograph Co. in F 

Cis 

ackmeyer Label ¢ w Y 

Kaltman Press, In g ( 

N. Y 

K irby-Cogeshall-Steinau ( Vilwauk 

Lambooy Label & Wrapper Kala- 
azoo, Mich. 

Lehmann Printing & Lithographing Ce 
San Francisco 
idlow Papers, Inc., Needham Heights, 

Mass. 
Magill-Weinsheimer Co., Chicag 
McCoy Label Co., San Francis 
Monarch Marking System ( 

Ohio 

National Label Co., Philadelphia 

Oak Printing Co., Cleveland 
Pacific Label Co., Los Angeles 
Prentice Products Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Quality Lithographing Co., Atlanta, Ga. 

Queens Lithographing Corp., Long Is 
land City, N. Y. 

@®Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., Minneap« 
Rasmussen & Nilsson, A/S, Copenhagen, 

Denmark 
@Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville, Ky. 

Robinson Tag & Label Co., New York 

Dayton, 

lie 
11S 

@Rotogravure Packaging, Inc., Addison, 

Ill. 
Salem Label Co., Salem, Ohio 
Shuman Labels, Chicago 

@Soabar Co., Philadelphia 
ae New York Standard Packaging 

Steigerwald, A.M. Co., Chicago 
@Tompkins’ Label Service, Philadelphia 

Topflight Corp., York, Pa. 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
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Haut 

United 
Wheelet 

Mich. 

Whitene 

Wilton 



slossom Mfg. Co., New York 

reetwor Bags, Div. I. N. Bree 

rre Dewey & Almy Chemical Co., Div. W. R Bemis Bro. Bag Co., St. Louis, Mo 

Grace & Co,, Cambridge, Mass. I 

I 180n, United States T ape Corp., St. Louis, Mo. Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich. 
Wheeler-Var Label Co., Grand Rapids, @du Pont de Nemours, E. I., & Co., Wil- Assoc., Los Angeles 

Mic! mington, Del. COSECO, Los Angeles 
-" o., Newark, N. J Econo Products, Inc., Rochester, N. } Cadillac Products, Inc., Warren, 

Wilton Pr .» New York Federal Adhesives ( Orp., Brooklyn, N.Y. Canton Containers, Inc., Canto 

. Fuller, H. B., Co., St. Paul, Minn. Cello-Pack, Inc., Buffalo, N. ¥ 
Goodrich, B, Fas Chemica c-, « leve Celotex Corp., Chica 

. LACQUERS & VARNISHES land Central States Pape 

‘pala ea ; : Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Chemic: Louis, Mo 
ler See Coatings, Protective ) Div.. Alron, Ohio Cestimasteal 

Java Latex & Chemica! Corp., New York N.Y. 
@Cromwe!l Paper “— Jones-Dabney Co., Newark, N. J. { af 

id LAMINATING COMPOUNDS ; Pe Michie, Sitseen Melletiogl a 4 
pids, i. . Manhattan Paste & Glue 

nformation, Div. il Sec. 7, N. Y. U ,» San Leand i 

' bn ‘Cee. Mae Vow Midland Adhesive & Chemi ry Delaware Barrel & D Co., ¥ 
a ae ie Ferndale, Mich. De 

Ltd., ® ae . saree aeEncs ®Monsanto Chemical Co.,, lastics i i 

te : "Div. Union Carbide Cor, Springfield, Mass. ura-Lee Kans 
Nd ® ro i ea ne t* Morningstar, Nicol, inc., New York ipse 

: “9 oy gee - National Starch Products, In New tr 
~ sd ag “ee ? Naugatuck Chemical, Div. | 5. I é Y ork 

e : . Seiteads ete Co., Naugatuck, Conn. @| able 

, "Che. “s ') Y RP @Paisley Products, Inc., Di t N 
lf es ae ee Nicol. Inc... New York I x 

P ; nbridge, Mass om 4 > 
; “tiga no a Perma-Flex Indust t t 
I ’ ; - — Sing Ont. ( 

: OL. Miz ia @Pyroxylin Products, d 
ae Rubba, Inc., New York uF ape 

) — Seaman Paper Co., f | str . 
“ Stein, Hall & Ce Yew 

: es , estworth | ’ ¢ 

\ e| ati 

rx, 

sla y: \ 

e ‘ R 

\ ¥ 

~ < Neé | rk 

lawthorne LEATHER & LEATHERETTE 
° l » Div. Mor gstar Editorial informat : 

\ Y ork 

umotone, Inc., Mar 

elsea Mills Dis “ 
Y k 

e " 

s N ) 

k Cor 
5 org 

. u Mas d . 

3 4 New York 

Kupfer Bros. Co., New r 

e li : ; : Maharam Fabri rp., New 
s } Corp.. New York Narragansett Coat 

Lynchburg, Va tucket, R. | 

es, , okokie, Iil. New England Card 

, hawt rne, N field, Mass 

Brooklyn, N. ¥ Orchard Paper Co., St u 
Pickwick Papers, Inc., Ne Y ork 

@®Plastic Coating Corp., Holyoke 

Pyrotex Leather Co., Leominster, Va: % 
LATEX ae See ee Sees Se ‘ : Springfield Coated Paper yr : 

ber or Resin Dispersions) N 

Strauss, H. B., Co., New Y of i formation, Div. II Sec. 6, 
Unger Paper Co., New York 7 ~ 

3 ts ( P - nited States Plywood Cor \ r ° . 

Wyomissing Paper Products . — 
’ ts Uorp., New York Fabric Co., Readi ig, f n= 

Cyanamid Co., Plastics & 
: ns Div., New York 

, 4 un Latex Products Corp., Haw ieee tandard i 
e, Calif LINERS, BAG, BARREL, BOX Sev tensel 

@Ang Adhesives, Div. Interchemical CASE & DRUM Char 
er ave 8s Mass. ‘ se Editorial information, Div. V Sec. 3 m Mas ; k P o v. Union Carbide Corp., — 

‘ew York American Sisalkraft UCorp., r eThi : 

Bartlett, F. P., & Co., Canton, Mass. Mass. % 

Beiding Corticelli Industries, New York Ames Harris Neville Co., Sa ta . a 
Borden Co., New York Arkell Safety Bag Co., New York : 

Dennis Chemical Co., St. Louis, M Austin Industries, In: I Mas 

} 
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@Columbia Be 
ham, N. Y. 

Vanant Products, Inc., Tomah, Wis. 
Vizofilm Mfg. Corp., New York 

Continental Box Co., Houston, Texas (C) 

Continental Can Co., Gair Fibre Drum & 

West Carrollton Parchment Co., West 
Carrollton, Ohio Park, Cali 

Wraps, Inc., New York Consolidated 
Wrapture, Inc., Flushing, N. Y. Wisconsin 

LINERS, CLOSURE Corrugated 

(See Closure Liners) Crook Paper 
Mo. (B) 

MARKING TYPE Davidson, D. 
(C) 

(Brass, Rubber, Stee!) Dubaqee 
\ 

Editorial information, Div. I Sec. 3, 

Div. IV Sec. 15 (B) 

@Ackerman-G 

Acro Tool & Die 

.. New York 

Works, 

buld (.o 

Chicag« f —_— 

Con-Serv Com., Air-Pack Div., Monterey 

f. (C) 

Container ( 

Embry Container Corp., Louisville, Ky. 

i stes, k . Bis 

»x Board Mills, Inc., Chat- Treen Box Co., Philadelphia (C) 
(B) Upson Co., Lockport, N. Y. (B) 

Weldon Industries, Inc., Hoosick Faljs 
N. Y. (A) ‘ 

Williamsburg Millwork Corp., Willians. 
burg, Va. (C) 

Williford Mfg. Co., Memphis, Tenn. (C) 
Wood Pallet Co., New York (C) 
Yankie Lumber Co., Harriman, Tenn, (C) 

Water Power & Paper Co., 
Rapids, Wis. (B) 

Box Div., New York (B) 

Cozier Container Corp., Cleveland (B, C) 
Box Co., No. Kansas City, 

PAPER, ALKALI-PROOF 
H., Mfg. Co., Philadelphia Editorial information, Div. I] Sec, 6 

Crocker, Burbank Papers, Inc., 
burg, Mass. 

Crystal Tissue Co., Middletown, Ohio 

Fitchburg Paper Co., Fitchburg, Mass. 
& Sons, Inc., New York (C) KVP Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Corp., Jacksonville, Fla. ee Bros. Co., New York 

‘0., Dubuque, lowa Fitch. 

@Apex Machine Co., College Point, N. Y . Oxtord Paper f20.. New York 
AE Shine Equipment, “ae Sew Federal Container Corp., Minneapolis (B) Smith, Howard, Paper Mills, Ltd., Mont. 
‘ ’ : Fichte, Otto F., & Sons, Inc., Hollis, real, Que. 

Otteatel Marking Equipment Co Hrook- N. ¥. (C) SOrg Paper Co., Middletown, Oh 
-. we oN \ rise i Fitzhugh, Willian W., Inc., New York (B) St andard Insulation Co., East Rutherford. 
dite Ve comma na _ Angeles (B) a sisi i ey 

Sitcthan Markine Ca.. Keane, i. 2 ns ity Box Mig. Co., aterloo, wa “ag ! ar +» Russell, 

Matthews, Jas. H., & ( 
Wyomissing 

National Rubber Stamp Work ‘ Y rk General Box Co., Des Plaines, Ill. (C) Paper Products Div., Nan 
@®OlsenMark Corp., New York @Gibraltar Corrugated Paper Co., No. Ber row Fabric Co., Reading, Pa 

@Peerless Roll Leaf | City, N gea, N. J. (8) : 
} Rubber Encrav Co.. Hack ,. Grasty Pallet Corp., Orange, Va. (¢ 

é Hescules Box Co.. Columban, Ohio (B) PAPER, ANTI-TARNISH 
es Ironbound Box & Lumber Co., Hillside, Editorial information, Div. I] Sec. ¢ 

Fr 
es Box & Mill Div.. Buff N.Y. Champion-International Co., Lawrence. 

OPENING TAPE Lawrence Paper Co., Lawrence, Kar Mass. 
R) { hesape ixe Corp. of Virgi West 

For Cellophane Packages) [ ine, T. R.. & Sond, | ra N. ] Point, Va 
A.B, ( Crocker, Burbank Papers, In Fitch 

Magline, Inc., Pin ning, Mict A burg, Mass. 
e \ Main Brothers Box & imber ., Karnak, @Cromwell Paper Co., Chicago 

> — — Hl. (C) Crystal Tissue Co., Middletow 
“ary esr ge “arp ‘ Maness Mfg. Co., Brys City, N. ( Daubert Chemical Co., Chicag 

“Oh yt apne farinette & Menominee Box Marin- @Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass 
a — ette, Wis. (B, C) @Dexter, C. H., & Sons, Inc., Windsor 

lartin Bros. Container & Timber Prod- Locks, Conn. 
icts Corp., Toledo, Chio ( @Dobeckmun Co., Cleveland 

Mohawk Containers, Inc., New Hartford, Donald Art Co., Mamaroneck, N 
PACKAGE INSERTS & OUTSERTS N. Y. (B) Green Bay Tissue Mills, Gre Bay, 

torial informati di V Se @Mojonnier Associates, » Franklin Wis. 

Park, Ill. (A Heaphy, Charles F., Co., New York 
w York Morgan Lumber Sales { umbus, KVP Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

oh Mfg. ( Ihio (C) Kupfer Bros. Co., New York 
New National Pallet Corp., Pittsburgh (B, | Mosinee Paper Mills Co., Mosinee, Wis. 

son Co., Baltimore, Md. (C Narragansett Coated Paper ( Paw- 
Newell Lumber Co., Sandy Lake, Pa tucket, R. I. 

PADDING & WADDING A. B, C) Paterson Parchment Paper Co., Bristol, 
, a ke wy i Products { Narragansett, Pa. 

See Cushioning Materiais) R. LC @Riegel Paper Corp., New York 
irk Forest Products, Fayetteville, Seaman Paper Co., Evanston, !1! 
Ark. (C) Shopsin Paper Co., New York 

acking Mater 
PALLETS illet Sales ( 

( 

Howard, Paper Mills, Ltd. 

real, Que. 

ials Co., Detroit (B, ¢ 

Orp., New York ( A, U) 

Smith, Mont- 

A. Metal al ae Corp., Miami, Fia. (B) Sorg. Paper Co., Middletown, Ohio 
= i 4 Pennsylvania Box & Lumber Co., Willow Southern Special Products, Richmond, 

B. Paper or Fibre-Board Com. De. \ ps Ww . *r ve, a. a. ? 

hss ood Portco Corp., Vancouver, Wash. (( ®Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co., Kaukauna, 
Editorial informat Div. V Re-Bo Mfg. Co., New York (C) Wis. 

' ' t. Regis Container Corp., Sub. St. Regis Tobin-Howe Paper Box Co., Passaic, 
Ace Box ( Ven »» (U) Paper Co,, Cleveland (B) N. J. 

Acme Pallet Co., New York (A, | Schutz Bros., New York (C) United States Plywood Corp., New York 
Atlas Pallet & nbe Sales, inc., ol Seaman Paper Co., Evanston, Ill. (B, C) Western Foil Converters, Berkeley, 

cago (( ; Sheldon Wood Products, Toano, Va.(C) Calif. 
Binghamto yntainer »., Binghamtor Signode Steel Strapping Co., Chicago (B) @Westfield River Paper Co., Russell, 

N. Y. (B 

Box ( 

. . - Sonoco Produc 
o., Louisville, Ky. (B 

Bulldog Pallet Co., 
Celotex Corp., Chicago (B, C) Southern 

Boone 

Newark, alif (C) 

Spec 
@Central Fibre Products Co,, Quincy, Il Va. (B) 

(B) Specification 
Chippewa Paper Products Co., Chicago Corp., No. H 

R) Sterling Lumbe 
inch-‘Tite Corp., West Hartford, ‘ in C) 

C) Stone Containe 

710 @Advertisement in this issue; 

i f e rroaucts prs Yew PAPER, 

{ pper ‘7 aiis, Mass { 

f yosin Paper Co.. 

Southern Lumber & Mfg. Co., Ellijay, Ga. 

(For Window Trimming) 

ts Co., Hartsville, S.C. (B) Mass. 

Wyomissing Paper Products Div., Nar 

row Fabric Co., Reading, Pa. 
ial Products, Richmond, 

Packaging Engineering 

ollywood, Calif. (C) 
-r & Supply Co., Chicago 

PAPER, BOX COVERS 

(See Paper, Fancy Printed 
or Embossed) r Corp., Chicago (B) 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
. ’ 

see Index, p. 814 
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Falls, 

illiams. 

- (C) 

nn, (C 

PAPER, CLOTH-LINED 
Editorial information, Div. II Sec 

@Dexter, C. H., & Sons, Inc., Win 

Locks, Conn. 

Dickinsoa, John, & 

stead, Herts., England 
Fortifiber Corp., Southland Paper ( 

verting Co. Div., Los Angeles 

Kupler Bros. Co., New York 

| :herty Laminates, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Co., Hemel 

6 

Her 

Ludlow Papers, Inc., Needham Heights, 

Gift Wrappings, Inc., New York (B, D, F) 
Gomar Mfg. Co., Linden, N. J. (A, B, 

C, D, F) 
Hazen Paper Co., 

C. BD, BE, F) 
Hy-Sil Mfg. Co., Revere, Mass. 

isor Holyoke, Mass. (B, 

(D) 
np- 

Kehr Products Co., Philadelphia (B, D, 

on- F) 

Kupfer Bros. Co., New York (A, B, ( 

D, E, F) 
@Lachman-Novasel Paper ( 

York (A, B, C, D, E, F) 

orp., New 

ag ey Ludlow Papers, Inc., Needham Heights, 

Midd ex Products Corp., Cambridge, Mass. (A, D) 
Mass Mead Corp., Dayton, Ohio (A) 

Mons Waterproof Papers, Inc., Worces- Middlesex Preducts Corp., Cambri 
Mass Mass. (A, C, D, E) 

Neshua Nashua, N. H Mohawk Containers, In New Hartford 

Nat Waterproof Papers, In Bev- me 2. (A, B, F} 

v. J Narragansett Coated Paper Corp.. Paw- 

; mverting & Finishin tucket, R. I. (B, D, E, F) 
Nashua Corp., Nashua, N. H. (A, D 

: Paper , Milwaukee National Metal Edge Box Co., Bar- 

{ New York rington, N. J. (D, F) 

, Co., New York New England Card & Pape: 
vard, Paper Miils, Lt Mont- field, Mass. (A, C, D, | 

New York Foil Produ ts, New York 

Pr lich 1) 

rchard Paper Ce.. a vis, M 

s, | East B, D, E, F 
Oxford Paper Ce New Y k 

i f , New Pacific Coast Foi San | 

New Y rk B 

€ Pr " ape Converting r 

Rea Ch ago (A, B, D 

Pickwick Paper New k 

B. { D, | } 

PAPER, COATED, DECORATIVE ®Fiastic Coating Lorp., Holyor 
1sein-Coated Polaten Com., How Yoek (1 

Lacquer-Coated Pyrotex Leather , ster, M 
Mat- or Antique-Coated B,D 

D. Metallic-Coated (Plain & seas ’ 

Embossed) l i e, K 
Mica-Coated ( S > PR 

Varnish-Coated under, Wis. (I 
nior at 1) New Y k 3) 

hy. TV . oe Sak ih 
C.D 

° . ota Smith, Howard, Paper Mi I { 
r al, ne A Rf 1) f 

1ar ver \ Sout em specia Pp ~ R 

! V (A, D.-F 

New York (B, D Springfield Coat Pape Ca 
vers, Ine Irvington, N N. 1. (4.8. C.D. £1 

: Standard Packaging I . k 
nen L \ 4 B, D. } 

Unger Pape { Ne Y 

Container { bingnamt @l/nited Board t N b 
A; OF (B) 

n Mamaroneck. N. } B, @Warren, S. D., Co., Boston (A, D 

r Western Foil ( 1% ers i 

azed Papers Ltd., Scarborough Calif. (B. D 
3) i D, EK. F Whiting, i R., Cc : He kensa 

Cha m-International Co., ,awt € (A 3. C.D. FE: F 

, \ Wyomissing Paper Products Div., Na 
Cha mn Paper & Fibre Co., Hamilton ae, TE : “i . 

re row rapdric Lo Reading, Pa 

ey D, E, F) 
Mfg. Co., East Taunton, Mass 

rter Corp., Leominster, Mass. 

ker, Burbank Papers, Inc., Fit 
Mass. (A, C) 

@Crowr 

ide Div., San Leandro, Calif. (B) 

Daniels Mfg. Co., Rhinelander, Wis. (1 
Vejonge, Louis, & Co., New York 

o, &, BE, FF) 
e)) 

Dickinson, John, & Co., Hemel Hen 

Herts., England (D) 

frann Paper Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. (B 

stead, 
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ER, FLINT GLAZED 
Div. IT Sec. € 

PAP 
litorial information 

n Paper & Fibre Co., Hamilte n, 

(F) 

Zellerbach Corp., Western-Wax- 

(A. 

ennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass. 

PAPER, COATED, PROTECTIVE 

A. Hot Melts 
B. Lacquers 
C. Polyethylene 
D. Resinous 

Editorial information, Div. II Sec. 6, 

Div. V Sec. 19 

@Acme Backing 
(B, D) 

h- 

2) 

Corp., Stamford, Conn 

ip- 

® Bakelite Co., Div. Union Carbide Corp. 
New York (D) 

Bestpak, Inc., Natick, Mass. (D) 
Camotone, Inc., Mamaroneck, N. Y B 

C, D) 

Canada Glazed Papers Ltd., Scarborough, 
Ont. (A, B, C) 

Canada Paper Co., Montreal, Que. (¢ 
Central States Paper & Rag ( St 

Louis, Mo. (A) 

Cheslam Div., St. Regis Paper Co 
Yonkers, N. Y. (C) of 

@Continental Can Co., Shellmar-Betne 
Div., Mt. Vernon, Ohio (A, B, ( 

Crocker, Burbank Papers, In Fit 
burg, Mass. (C, D) 

@Crown Zellerbach Corp Western-Wa 

ide Div., San Leandro, Calif. (A 
( D 

leerfield Glass e Co Monrose R- 

Mass (U) 

lixie Wax Pape 1 

4 R. ¢ 
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®Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., Minneapolis (A 
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Paper Co., Sub. St. R 

®Riegel Paper Corp., New York (( 

American Sisalkraft Corp., Attleboro, Royal Paper Corp., New York (B 
) Mass. ‘C) St. Regis Paper Co., New York (¢ 

ro F ” 11 
14aTeSses mpante iitstea YT n i ‘y= j 
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Vewark i ie taf ' rh i ( 

N. j brookivn, N. 

Pacific Coast Foil Co., San Francis Minerva Wax Paper Co., 

Paperboard Laminating Corp., Norwalk, Newark Paraffi Yar 
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(For Window Trimming) 
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, itorial information, Div. IV Se 
My 

Bowater-Eburite Ltd., London, | 

Canada r , Montreal, Que. 
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} rial information, Div. II Sec. 6 

Div. IV Sec. 17 
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PAPER, FLINT GLAZED — Par , 

x] information, Div. II Sec. ¢ N. J Brooklyn, N. 

7 ~acific Coast Foil Co., San Frat 3 Minerva Wax Pape | i 

eChampi Paper & Fibre Co., Hamilton, Paperboard Laminating Corp., Norwalk, Newark Para e Pay 
Ok Conn. % 5 

sland Neiong Louis, & Co., New York Papercraft Corp., Pittsburgh eid | . 

; Py To} ‘ , Tan? Be Pickwick P Inc.. New Yor \ lickins John, & Co., Heme emp Pickwit apers, inc., New 1ork \ 

: Herts., England Plastic Film Corp., Plainfield, Conn Paper ( 

J ke Coated & Printed Paper Co., Printon Corp., New York Chica 

New York Raisin, John T., Corp., San Francis r n Cor N Y ork 

I Bros. Co., New York @Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., Minneapolis 
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« N isel Pape ' \ York @Revere ee & Brass, Inc.. New York er i \ 

roduct ( ive @Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville, Ky Panes . 
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Rupaco Paper Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y -cis Paper Cc . h 

apers, Inc., New Yor St. Clair Specialty Mfg. Co Bellw Seaman Pa et 4 
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, 5), Co., New York Fortifiber Corp., Southland Pape @ennison Mi rt 

k ° ‘ Paper Corp., New York verting Co. Div., Los An . Kins , f 
y i s 4 rp., -( ge, Ceneral Converting & Laminatin ste ie 

Oakland, Calif Eureka Specia 

i , Milwaukee General Waxed Papers, Inc., { : Pa 
Wax | Co., Minerva, Oh @®Hamersley Mfg. Co., Gart , N Genet G 
S€ Coated Paper Corp., Paw- Hartford City Paper Co., Hartford ¢ N. J 

ket. R.] Ind. Iman Papert w Yor) 
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Abend, Chester Joshua, As ates, 

New York 

Advertising Aides, New York 

Alko, Al, Pleasantville 
Allcolor Co., New York 

Arens, Egmont, New York 

Arnkurt Associate Engineers, New York 
Art Masters, New York 

Associated Industrial Designers, New 
Y ork 

Astarita Assoc iates, New York 

Banever, Gilbert, & Associates, New 

York 
Becker & Becker Associates, New York 

Berger, Alan, New York 
Bernhard, Lucian, Studio, New York 

SERVICES 

Bern! 

Beye 

Blun 
Braue 



VICE 

et EI A 

Berni, Alan, & Associates, New York 

Bever, Dick, New York 

sthal, Margaret M., New York 
r, Fred J., New York 

‘ » 
Sam, Associates, New ’ 

ion Frank, 
rthport 

tainer Laboratories, In« 

er, Don, Pound Ridge 
{ stors Art Service, New York 

s, Helen, & 

Associates, Inc., 
x 

., New York ’ 

New Assoc lates, 

Orvil, New 

un, Charles ( 

York 
Dee New York 

1a, James Andrew, New York 

skey, Donald, Associates, New York 

, Elizabeth M., New York 
Lambert, New York 

Frnst, New York 

Joseph B., Buffalo 

n, Martin J., Rye 
Reinhold C., Buffalo 

Karl, & Associates, New York 
- ea ' 
Frank, & Associates, In 

,erald, Assoc iates » New York 

iss, Alex, Atlantic Beach 
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Summon & nd®Ww Ou ) 

Sutnar-office, New York 
Tavor, Luba. New York 
Teague, Walter 

New York 

Teddy Studios, New York 

Timely Packaging Associates, 

York 
Van Rosen, Robert E., New York 

Von der 
Y ork 

Webster, Be njamin L., Woodstock 

Robert, Associate 

£ | Lancken & Lundquist 

Zeidman, 

York 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Franc 

Bra & Bracy, Clevelan 

Ellies, Dave, Columbus 

Smith-Scherr-McDermott, Ak 
Unger Co., Clevelar 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Plastic Inlays, Inc., Sur 

Printon Corp., New York 

mmit, IN. J. 

Dorwin, Associat 

POLYETHYLENE EXTRUDING 
& TREATING 

(Licensing Processes) 
) 

rma 

PRIVATE LABEL PACKAGING 

(See Contract Packaging) 

SAMPLE & PACKAGE 
DISTRIBUTION 

at 

iz. ( 

\ Packa 
i A ‘ \ 

* } : 
_ 1 

e } i 
} 

i 

1k 
} { 
t ik 

£ , 

a ( 

THERMOFORMING OF PLAS 

SHEET 

(Blisters, Skin-Packaging, V 

and Pressure Forming 

ALIFORNIA 

CONNECTICUT 

New Haven B 

] I 
ave 

Newhart Pr 

DELAWARE 

Nea \ e l Bauer, Robert E., Co., | 

Boren Industrial Designers, Abi 

( w York Koehler, Karl, Associates, 
Associat R burg 

La , Ha . A 
ri, ‘ ¢ ites N y k le 4 

7 N Y ork R ma Me 

ciat Ne . 

s K.. Mow You TENNESSEE 
N Y ork ee “ ; 

( th, New } : — . aa 

New York : ; 

vard Gustave, & TEXAS 
~ York ; 
N Yor Sus a I Ka 

| an & ( ' 

= oe WISCONSIN 

i l , N 1, Ralph, $ 

N Y K ir Richa Ma Wauk 

\ssociat N Y . = 1 \ 

: New Y 

N y k 

ae PHOTOENGRAVING, RUBBER 
New York PRINTING PLATE PATTERNS ®* 

V 1Ork Editorial information, Div. [V S 

\ New } Beck Engraving Co., Philac hia 
a New k Mos ype { rp., Waldw k \ 

Great Neck Northgrave Ltd., Toronto, Or 
New Y > I itia | gTravil A ri¢ 

Nev Y 7 ( aC 

” am, New York e | r & Dugas, | { a 

Assoc lates, In , New Y Rau Rubbe Ey grav K 

ates, New York N 

Flushing R Type Cor 4 

4 R., New York 

W., Studios, Inc., New 

PLATING & METALLIZING 
rts, Inc., So. Jamespor PLASTICS 

h al k om @ New lork ne . = 2 ie 1); _ C 

ry, Associate Ss, New Y k lai inftormation, Liv ii} 

eph, New York Chemicraft Corp., New York 

Co., New York Coating Products, Inc., Englew ,N 

George, New York Connecticut Plasti Produ 
ymour, Inc., New York Waterbury, Conn. 

Ken, Associates, Inc., New York Crystal Transparent Corp., Engl 
H. Associates, New York Cal 

tKLdwin i Woodside Evelet Snecialty ( — Waterbur y. 

" 1 undt, Peter, Associates, Gomar Mie. Co., Linden, N. J. 

- York Hastings & Co., Philadelphia 
Studio, New York Hy-Sil Mfg. Co., Revere, Mass. 

iwrence H., Jericho Morningstar Corp., Cambridge, Mass 

> er, Gilbert, New York @QOwens-lIllinois Glass Co., Toledo, O! 

an, Raymond, New York Permoore Corp., New York 
+ t 

Delaware Barre I 
ngtol 

teda ang ~~ 



GEORGIA MICHIGAN Levy, J., New York 
Lustra Cite Industries, Inc., Brooklyn 

@Plastic Artisans, Inc., Port Chester 
Plastic Enterprises, College Point 

@®Plaxall, Inc., Long Island City 
Queens Lithographing Corp., Long |s. 

( Mi (‘or : hiv Warre! } ath ( adillac Plast c & Chemis al ( Ou, De- 

yainesville troit 

- 
LLINOIS MINNESOTA 

eT Clitens Mankato Paper Box Co., Mankato land City 
a Mankato Plastic Co., Mankat St. Regis Paper Co., New York 

é x ig “~ . ‘ : 
. ; Cor rar , Mullery Paper Packages, Inc., St. Pau Schmitz, Henry A., Inc., Ballston Spa 

| 

Paice NEW JERSEY Shoe Form Co., Auburn . ‘ 

ee ale Steiner Plastics Mfg. Co., Glen Cove 

- ; ; a @Dyn Corp., Cliffside Park United States Rubber Co., New York 

ys — .* — — a Vacuum Forming Co., Asbury Vizuall Co., New York 
} ag } ark = Welded Plastics Corp., New York 

e = : » waee Emeloid Ro a" Hillside , Whyte Mfg. Coa. New York 

4 . Goodren | roducts Corp., Englewood Wrapture, Inc., Flushing 
@\usteroid Container Co., Maplew od 

NDIANA Monroe-Danford & Co., Lincoln Park 
Shasta Mfg. Co., Berkeley Height ONTO 
Silleocks-Miller Co., Maplewoo« Chem-Pack, Inc., Cincinnati 

{ ity Printing Co., Carlstadt Plastic Parts Corp., Maumee 

Whitehead & Hoag Co., Newark Vacuum Plastics Corp., Columbus 

N « 
NEW YORK 

PENNSYLVANIA 
4 { 

x i “ 

Contour Packaging Corp., Philadelphia 
ANd : i : CrystalX Corp., Lenni Mills 

\ ca I iastics ( rp., ivew I K . > , > } 
is Va u r Rochest Unit Packaging ( Phila hia 

Ma E., & Ass ate \ 

AN ! K RHODE ISLAND 

Pla Corp., Rego Park @Shaw-Randall ¢ Pawtucké 
7" u.. 

i \ , N 
Cx New York WASHINGTON 

. P las | B . as 
41)S5 } i Packa Va 

tal ‘ i 

Ca Ne y 

Fy ee 
D 5 WISCONSIN 

( ; 

} Nev k a 2. Milwauke 

} i k . { ali-S au { ’ 
! rl \ Y k 

' R | i t 

NEED MORE INFORMATION? 

I Buvers Dire ctor is compiete as a vear’s hard work 

the splendid cooperation of scores of supplying com- 

nies can make it. Nevertheless, there’s always the possi- 

lity that it doesn’t provide the answer to your particular 

rocurement problem. The difficulty may be simply a matter 

lifference in terminology, of improper listing, of acci- 
iomi 330n or Some such. 

Whatever the cause of the trouble, the solution is an eas) 

ne: k our Readers’ Service Department. Intimate famil- 

plus knowledge of where to irity with sources of supply 

< and whom to ask, enable Readers’ Service to give you 

ion you want fast. 

b f ty tree ervice Write pron é r visit 

READERS’ SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

MODERN PACKAGING 
Madison Avenue New York 22, N.Y 

4 Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 SERVICES 
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Directory of Trade Names 

le name The purpose of this listing is to enable a packaging buyer who knows an item only by its trac 

dentify the item and locate the company which produces it. Company addresses will be found in the 

Alphabetical List of Companies and Addresses starting on p. 779. The list is confined to pronounceabl 

d words, whether they be technically classed as trade names or trademarks. Specifically excluded 

ure: catalog-type combinations of letters and/or numerals, too numerous to list here (but which may 

lentified from our files upon inquiry), and trade names which are the same as company names 

e these may be identified from the alphabetical company list. All trade names listed here have bec 

represented to us as registered trade names or trademarks, but the inclusion or exclusion of any name 

} ld not be taken as evidence of its registration status. The publishers assume no responsibility 

TRA NAMI NATURE OR TYPE Ot COMPANY PRADE NAME NATURE OR TYPE Ol 

PRODUCT PRODUCT 

AA " Frank W. Wis Apache 

AA wist sisa ank W. W 
A-Pa 

i Z v Ta r s 
Apa 

wells, plate & paper Apafe r es F 

4 nine sures : rk Ay ’ 

A Filte 
r 

Aqua 
“ r ° 
i ack agi 4 a 

A 
i 

A 

aul a A Kescstttah 

—e : Aquatiex 

4 Ag ee 

A k s ks & Porter Ft “ 

. 
k 2 g Ink ro 

a 

. Aq « e 
Y 

st Arctic ¥ 
a a 

4 t A s 

- Arisato-F 

x MV 

e « % Ark 
nv MV 

Le x ; 

‘ A 
Arna 

4 ol x a 

2 é 
’ ak ears 
" Matthe acta 

. W < . Art Kraft 

' Artmo 

' 
‘ te Art-Woare ‘ 

- a Atlant 

Atlantikraft j . 
ale r Al s . 

P Auger-Mot 

Ca = Authorit 
“ Pa € s, Pp ack 

eral ‘ Autote 
Automec ‘ bins 

n t 4 s Pa * Autones k 

A : , k Safe a Auto-P ak 

* R : ternat l Pa g 

= is Autop e 
A ¥ s wn 7 bact 

Retain ¢ ) 
—- ee Avis 

t 2 k Cort 

A Rotogra k ( am Ink & ( dal 

A } pe F K VP ¢ 

A r Fi ‘ 

A st } ios 1 

A Metal : an 

A ‘ Ma g er \ 

A as - Amer j 

a Chemical Corp Bagmaste 

A yt ‘ or parat rown Engineer X g a 

An Iss Class containers Anchor Hocking Glass Cort Sagpak £ nga x 
Anc es Crown tyf Anchor Hocking Glass . ¥y; paper bags 

An v Metal vacuun sure Anchor Hocking Glass Cort Bagpake Bag tilling & sea 

Angus 5 s ai Duriay Bemis Bro. Bag 

A k rchemical Corp., Printing Bchowere Packing =e 

Ink Div. Balerap e 

. Flexogray nk General Printing Ink Co., Div. Bannerope er for ou P 

Sun Chemical Corp. ays 

A " gt nk Interchemical Corp., Printing Bontam R eve 1 at 

ink Div. Bardo! Rubber . . ~ 

A orsary } ting k General Printing Ink «» Dis 

Sun Chemical Corp. Baret Wore Metal ware 

An s t > & t Consolidated Bag & Foil Cort Bar-Grain rimped tt 

Barnacle Magne 
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TRADE NAME NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY 

PRODUCT 

Bor-Nun Aute Net weigher B. F. Gump Co 

ece 

Bo ay rrugated atainer as- Allied Plastics Co. 
tic baskets 

Beecon oncealed lug caps Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. 

Bear Brand Waxed paper Blake, Moffin & Towne 
Bear wine & cordage; paper Blake, Moffitt & Towne 

Beauty Matched ecorative ribbor Minnesota Mining & Mfg. ‘ 
Beauty Pak *ackaging Ee. W. Twitchell, c. 

K herloy r * weights Torsion Balance Co. 

Be xa ackag : Batchelder Engineering ( 
Beetle e a0 « x American Cyanamid Co., Plas- 

ids tics & Resins Div. 

4 r r aeq Beasley, French & ( 

; sure-sens > tapes Bebr-Marnning { 
oh kaging machines Bell Machine 

- *y E. W. Buschman ( 

+ ag drese ' Bemis Bro. Bag 
. : ea r Bemis Br jag ( 

er Div 

. liege] Paper Corp 
are Wax , 

4 ra 

t A ag 

r x Zz ‘ 

« \ 
1 

farat 

k 4 kag 

. 

4 x Vv 

2 

: Alla 

Mos : 

‘ 
Wax 4 

" : t . 
Brew M x 

gh tw x ‘ x Ma 

° , ~ Pa 

uk M . “ 

ake, Mi & . 
- kwa ass 
“anal ~ P rs, Ie 

. . i ackaging 
x > Zz aic a} 

k : alrig Co., - 
- . 

k gess fas g 

L ka Mi . 

‘~ ‘ 

“ wT aL P ’ ’ cts, in 

766 { resseé npanie sted 

TRADE NAME 

Colwire 
Campoc 

Campak 

Campbel! 

Wrappers 

Canco 

Canvalope 

Canyon 

Capella 

CoPem 

Cap-See 

Cearbion 

Cardinal 

Cargo-Pak 
Carpenter Lok- 

Rim 

Cascamite 

Dac 

Coscola 

emigur 

emrok 

eslene 

Chippoflex 
7. 
Christian Becker 

Uhromecote 

\romette 

hrom-O-L oc 

uckaway 
Cico (Series 

Circle 

‘ r¢ 0B 

Citroflex (Series 
cl ~lameo 
Clerophane 

Cla-She 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 
PRODUCT 

Staples, staplers 
Closure 

Closures, paper or plastic 

Wrapping machines 

Receptacles 

COMPANY 

California Wire Products Co, 
Cambridge Paper Box Co. 
Cambridge Paper Box Co. 
Hudsonm-Sharp Machine Co, 

Chemica) Corp. 
American Can ( 

Plastic-coated paper, bags & Kehr Products Co. 

pouches 

Leather 

Leather 

apping machinery 

Leonard Freedman & Sons 

Leonard Freedman & Sons 
Consolidated Packaging Me 

chinery Corp. 
Minnesota Mining & Mig. Co 
Sherman Paper Products Corp. 
Gaylord Container Corp., Diy 

Crown Zellerbach Co tp. 
Wax Warwick Wax Co., Seb. Sur 

Chemical Corp. 
se cushioning material Wood Conversion Co 

b e drums Virginia Barr Co 

Au a arking & printing tscho, In 

achines 
5 resin adhesive 

siv 

ge 

Resin glues, a " 8 

usein pa = 
a Aa ‘ . 

a ink 
slose wadding, pr 5 
s @ ateria 

ania pape w Papers 
ansparent ce uiose fin tish eliopha 

* pha & aper bag Masx Envel « 

a 2 ellulos i British Cellopha 

Ans arent xe tr ah (ei t a 

ag press, pack- K r Press 
AZ 2 aterials 

sparent glass eer ass 

: xtrusi A 1esila div., 

ra ar & 1 ‘ a 

wrappers etner D 

ase a sives Nat ul Sta 

y g & sckaging . an Br 
‘ 

ase adhes Na 2 a 

atme xb Nat Meta & 
se seals ‘ 

4 ~ r r N 

Rats nines g paper Riege — 

‘ g & ap g row rk & 

. x x a : row ‘ rx es 

Fe ‘ 2 2 wn Cork & Sea 

a tral S g 

( 

\ e wax are Wax 

sta ax Jare Wax ( e 

, & bris rd Riege ape 
‘ . : rsion Balas 

pr . 

x a Pape 

rative f Taps hn T. Rais r 

abels Paramount Paper I 

a e/a rile cop ( jyear Tire & R 

atices emical 

alr as . lichardson C 

( ster Packaging > 

rp., Sub. St. I ‘ 

‘ hester Pa ag Ss 

Cor Sab. St af 
( 

ta 2 n g pa s Mead Board Sales, 

Wa at ‘ Sutherland Paper 

art Marathon Corp. 

Me al inlaying eta Plastic Inlays, 

( ainers Dixie Cup Co 
. Keyes Fibre ( 

i pay Chippewa Paper Pr ~ 

s Torsion Balance 

Eyelet Specialty ‘ 

Closures, Inc. 
Decak ania transfers Continental Decalco ’ 

al handiing platforms Signode Steel Strapy 

ate pat r Champion-intern ationa 

Jags, sacks & xes re- Gaylord Container Corp., Div 

a DOXES Crown Zellerbach Corp 

Plasticizers 

leat sealing 1 ment 

Llassine paper 

Machine ay ated boar 

Brockway Glass Co. 

Chas. Pfizer & Co. 
Cleveland Lathe & Machine Co. 

Rhinelander Paper Co., Sul 
St. Regis Paper Co. 

Continental Paper Co. 

TRADE NAMES 

Machinery 4 



rRADE NAME 

- spr v 

3 

; 
; 

| 

| 

; 

ers 

sh-N-P ok 

s er-P ok 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 
PRODUCT 

NAMI COMPANY TRADI 

Paper bag with metal clasr ves Carrybag Co. Cure-Temete 

Machine clay-coated aper- mell Paperboard Products Cycope 

Dboara ( . 

Label & lining ; West Virginia Pulp & Paper ( Cylindoprinter 
abel & lining ¢ West Virginia Pul per ( Cyumee 

Strip-stamp adhesive National Starch Products, In 

Class containers Brockway Glass ( Cyme 
olix at Zz *reland ( 

a staple poe 

Wood pallet “ rp 

Tepe machines al Stencil Ma ‘ 
Metal tr n 5 k ( 

. * 

a Ss; ca , Mead-Atlanta 

g ink eral Pr ab 
ay a 

4 xie 

a : tt Rutgers, 

ipe¢ Tse Ma - 

spenser Package = 

. ex 

rs 

% lets ri . : 
res ssex 

ar ae - 

, k 

‘ 5 

ws 

s 

e r . 

gat ~ a ‘ 

. 

" A x ; 

rs Lif 

: ‘ . é 

i r ay 
Wax ‘ ark 

xogray . W , 
\f Pp 

x a P k 

ar } 4 ) -B 

se 
% Mas : : 

‘ Durehyde 
4 an Excels Durokreft 

al Mills, ! Durapak 
ato box artons, In 7 i 

Pak 
Absorbent s ake, Moffitt & . 

3 ed « e f , c « 

S} 7 Roard : 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 
PRODUCT 

fresh tomat 
g tesins 

g& p . 

is 

a 

e " 

4 

gra s 

COMPANY 

~Mas ~ 

ar 

& Nesins 

s an a 

& Ne 
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TRADE 

6b 

NAME NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY 

PRODUCT 

iral & convolutely wour © Products 

ores 

Laminated metal i & film Continental Can Co,, Shellmar 

pouches, bags, tubes; wrap- Betner Div. 

ping material 

Stee] conatructior Farrington Mig 

Molded fibre cores & sleeves Sonoco Products 

Plastic pipe & fittings Franklin Plastica, 

tho graph blanket protect- Davidson Cort 
@ powde 

tubber prodacts; ta . s-Manv ' ‘ 
s hiv 

at rir 2 ‘ rr i*k. | I ry 

vethylen Koppersa Co., Chemical D 

yetren ® pers , Chemical I 

. . ers em a 

ris-Se 

4 New Haven Board & . 

k sir & V 

M 

M 

k ‘ « ink 

Q 4 

v4 e 

" 

Mon 

k 

ta , 
N A 

: & t Ne 4 

‘ ai } 

2 a2 » Paper 
k 

graph k General Printing . 

su s] a 

, 4 Hocking Glass 

wra g " Na ‘ nta 

mpante ; 

TRADE NAME 

Farbec 

FasCal 
Fastick 
Fastweld 
Fendo! 

F ent-Onamel 

F ent-O-Seal 

Ferro-Glazed 

n erro-P ok 

F errotrap 

F rlOoce 

.F . 

st 

F 

5 ; 

Flex ’ 

+ - T 

Flexot 

Flexot 

Flexstror 

Pion Vas 

Flex-Vo 

F taglio 
Flintex 

Flint-glo 

Flint-Set 

Flint-Stant 

Flip-Close 

F lo-Moster 

Florafoil 

Floratape 

Flossine 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 
PRODUCT 

Water-resistant coated paper 

Self-adhesive products 

Gummed sealing tape 

Reinforced tape 

Paper; retards fo 

nold 

High gloss gummed labe! 

ast- ate paper 

r ntive paper 

t pipelin for 

ow ines 

r 1Z ox 

T ad, yarns & w 
ita 1a giass fil 

Box ar 

ateria 

ga ink 
12 ert a a & 

\ a mea 

k 

k 

x x 
: at 

" 

k 

k 

u e is king t ink 
4 1: 

‘ P 

ressure-sensitive labels 

COMPANY 

Nashua Corp. 
Avery Paper Co., Fasson Div. 

Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp 
Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp 
Riegel Paper Corp. 

Fenton Label Co. 

Fenton Label Co. 

Wyomissing Paper 

Div., Narrow Fabric ( 
1 

Paper 

Eriez Mfg. Co. 

Cromwe 

Sinclair & Valentine ( 

Owens-Corning Fiberglas 

ort 

MacAndrews & Forbes ( 

Continenta! Can Co., Gair Fibs 

Drum & Corrugated Box 

Marathon Corp 

ncla‘r & Valentine 

Processing f 

k es Fibre 

. Eng er 

erdinand a ‘ 

' " v. Natio 

R Pape 

Na 

. 

: 4 

i ka 

i 

\ king 

Pr 1 a k 

al P : 

K f ( 

’ r a ink 
. ° 

anda Packaging 
era Pa ; 

k D 

j & De 

Rieke Metal P 

My Adhesive Prod . 

Star Packag { 

loward nt Ink ¢ 

loward Flint Ink ( 
Howard Flint Ink 

Howard Flint Ink ( 

Bemis Bro. Bag ‘ 

ushman & Denison Mig 

M. H. Levine Co. 

Marathon Corp. 

wee H. Sweetnam, Inc. 

TRADE NAMES 
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rRA DE NAME 

Flowveyor 

F flex 

Foil Maste 

F We 
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F F 

F e 

st F s 
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NATURE OR TYPE OF 

PRODUCT 
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"TRADE NAME 

Glolux a 

Glorap Wr 

Glossec 

Glosset Print 

Glostone 

Glo-Tye z 

Glow-Cote 

, ste 

u-Shie 4 

Glu-Weld } 

flex 

Hinde 

Hi-Powr Mag 
Hispeed 

Hi-Speed 

Hi- Tork Mi 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 
PRODUCT 

g paper 

r zg ink 

& wra 

wax 2 

é 2 ear r 

COMPANY 
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PRADE NAMI NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY TRADE NAMI NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY 
PRODUCT PRODUCT 

solida ‘ “ Jay Cardboard, flexibles, lining e Salwen Paper Products Le & . Co Le s snde ‘ ‘ Jersey ape Riegel Paper Corp L« ‘ ral Sta . Jockey k General Printing Ink Co., 1D Lé aa ap-ia-Wax Pe 
Sun Chemica! Corp. L a . \ he . Joseph Devis Plestics ( L We Ketchnel Ras sls & : Lermer Plastics, In Le 

" Ple < Continental Can Co., Paper Lo riAire, | 
Container Div 

ox a w I , ‘ F ortifiber rp., South l 4 ; Paper Converting Co. D 
, Tex k . Fortifiber Corp South ler 

Paper Converting Cc ) 

j 4 Hamburger Mineralo]-Werke 
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K he ¥ a } re Box . 

; x k t iy m Paper & Mi 
Kote D is Cor: 

Kot Naugatuck Chemical, 
Ru bbe 

Nas a Fi p ‘ n 2 acka 
ne 

K andard Packag 
Krof 

Rox 7 \ s 

® fhote 
air & Vale 1¢ = K ' r Rieg Pap 

Krafts i; k paper We Virginia f : 
kt ¥. W £ L. G me ‘ t+ “ 

K re . slen- Bake Viv . : 
, ‘ 

‘ & n i¢ rr 
‘ 

4 K thermop - A can M 7. “ & . 
Kittie 

emical ( t 
K ekote ling ard x Champion Paper & F - 

‘ - M 
J 

‘ K 4 aper ( 
x 

! 
~ ‘ t abel ( 

. att adding 

Kwik Klamp A National Starch Prod ts : 
Kys Cushion Pak k f Keyes Fibre ( 
Kysflet Ml Keyes Fibre Co 

ick Kys-lte R -bearit Keyes Fibre Co Lock: 
Ky s-Kartons Mold egg containers Keyes Fibre ( . k Ky spad { packing device Keyes Fibre ( Loc-2 x " 9 Ky s-Poadflats F kaging for fragile articles Keves Fibre ( 
Ky s-P ak t king ays Keyes Fibre Co. ' 

fs ’ Kys-Wore Resir aring rot ar Keyes Fibre ( —e 

. MODE 0 pani r . TRADE NAMES 



NATURE OR TYPE OF 

PRODUCT 

rRADE NAME 

Label moisteners Labeior 

ORI Line of glueless labelers 

” te Labeling machine J 

sbel-Rite i juid prescript Dn »ntair ns tro 

el smiths Labels & seals M. 

eo! stik ¢ 

el-We a 

2 > Ame 

or c M 
A : 

aking 

pers h 

r: by 

x 4 ) 

a i 

at A 

x 

k 

k 

ne 

: p 

Pp 

tle W de eig 

: ‘ 
c ns 

U I sive 

ckera ated k 

~Oen Combination ! & kra k 

aper 

hk Collapsible aper e cream Federa 

~ Z i yethylene t k a“ e 
paper 

Loftee Cushioning material Union W 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA—1958 

New t 

New Jersey Mach 
Arn 

4 

COMPANY 

Better Packages 

Jersey Machine 

rRADE 

Lokobox 

Lok-A- Tray 

Lokrite 

Lok-Sesi 

Longfibre 

tres 

i er 

nN 

M 

na e 

om , 

uM 

M 5 

Mal Pok 

Ma 

Metheflex 
Methoce 

Midget 

Midlon 

Milam 

Mil-O-Casin 

Mil-O-File 

Mil-O-Seal 

NAMI 

? 

NATURE OR TYP# 

PRODUCT 

As 

ke ~ 

ain 

k 

b a 

4 + 

as 

; é ‘ 

OF COMPANY 



NAMI NATURE OR TYPI 

PRODUC 

OF COMPANY TRADE 

uv vop ak 
Nu-W 
Nylo 

eA 
The 

te 

W 

s 

7: 
F F 
Poxwax 
PayK cor 
Pe tane 

Peco 

Peek-A-Bo 

Peerless 

Peerless 

Penstean 
Perfaqueer 

Perfection 

Pertectior 

Perfecto-Pa 

Pertektur 

NAMI NATURE OR TYPE 

PRODUCT 

‘ ain 
, ar 

. k 

kaging ‘ 

ate ay t 

a rea 

Mail be 

Series , ape 

y ’ " 

f t 

OF COMPANY 

La ige Pa tox ( 

Wo Conve 

1 s ‘ 

: P 

Nax ape 

Fe ’ ‘ 

: 4 

rk 

M anto 4 

4 
} . . 

. 

k ' 

\ 

Y 

‘ 

" 

Pr 

anda 

vark ' 

ewark | ’ 

lock 

Pack 
r h 

, 
1? la ra 

nde | 

Malan Ir 

Ma < 

l on { 
: ( 

tlo s. { 

\ Enve ° 

sringfield Coate Paper rr 

Better Packages, Ir 

Visking ¢ Div. Unior ar 

bide } 

( J. Fox 

Pape Mar i] 

Mi t 

p & S 

TRADE NAMES 

TR 

Pert 

70 
ne 

0 

ytor 

eur 

neum: 

vuvYV rcket 

Phu-P, 

Polar-f 
Polar 1 

Polly-F 

Polly § 
Polly-\ 

Poly B 



PRADE NAMI NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY rRADE NAME NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY 

PRODUCT PRODUCT 

Perfo-Ro Separately connected wrappers Continental Can Shellma Polybond A dh v P 

orm; supporting ree] Betner Div Polybrand Adh es Polyme st 

Polyce! Kra ape Wes 

ert | s, In Polyco i 

am ne ake Bessae of indeatrial Chemica Poly-Cote Moisture pr 
Research Poly-Eth hy 

erme-Gris Non-remova ess sen- Avery Adhesive Label ( Polyflex 
Polyfoam Packers ame y r »- Br 

e 4 P abeliz " ' a ¢ PolyGrip 

ngs 
P yse k 

ack ‘a y sk 

Wax 

Pp Feiners 

, t tex 
ytt 

*¢ i tre 
é Mi y 

i 

n r ro te 

* r Porta-Packe 

] Portel vat 

a 2 r te tocke 

a Pla Pour P 

x a x 

kas Materia ene 
ack ng Mat 4 

ackag Mate ( t 
lock ¢ 

‘ tk raole 

»st 

restolene 

Preview 
r e s 

e f 
F + St 
F oat 

F opack 
Prospe 

“ f te cote 

Protector ite 

Te 

Tek-E 

‘ otek-Sor 

T ek 

Pr Tek-T s 

. Protex 

Protex 

, Protov 

’ Protewres 
n ! I 

Proxme!t 

ar T Prauned 
a t al D 

. Pa S 
” Prox-Pee Regis Pape ; 

Pulpok ar & R . 
Pulpex 

2a , Pul-Pex ‘ 

Ce Pa Mf ' 

i . > Puref ’ 

r paper € ( - 

p . rt - Pure-Lok 

ae Vorragated cus , Purcteste 
r tone tesin npr late : h Cor 

Pne totary Pneumatic Scale Corp. 
Dp . Pyrex * “ Pneumatror t we Pneumatic Scale Cor; Pp t Pocket P : yrotak 

E er iagraph-Bradley indu > 
ce af Pyroxcote 

Pod-Pak Pulp packir rays Keyes Fibre Cc 

F r-P ok Printed gun tal f unt Paper Products ( 
> , ' , 
Po Tag Heavy tag stock H Paper Cor 

P y-Pres flange fc ru Upressit Products Corr 

Polly Puff hioning materia Union Wadding C« Q-Board Ir 

Pe ven Upressit Products Cor; Quadnumatic 

P Pol oT Cadillac Products, In ator, pack 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA —1958 iddresses of companies listed appear on pp. 779- um 



Rez 

2 

Ri} 

e 

TRADI NAMI NATURE OR T 

PROD '¢ 

YPt 

I 

OF COMPANY PRADE NAME 

PRODUCT 

Ripeo Aqua-Wrap Wet strength su 

Ripco-Ce . 

Ripcomaster Tra aren 
at pat 

Rip-Open ott 

Ripplekraft Creped paper 

Ri pp-Ni pr Mr wal ags 

Rite-On ure-se t 

Rite Pa ra 
Rite-Price llophane T 

ane | 

Rite-Size Packa 

Rite-W nine n 

R Lift k 

Rot wrag i ack 

Rolag ter L 

1) Bo . 

wei gr ‘ 

erveyor i . 

~ Ink . 

R Or-Whee 9 

toc me 

7 . 

Rot ¢ 

k erse vy 

y te 

White , 

fe-Me 

fe-N y 

ate-T -Se 
fety Seals 

alvage Kraft i 

> jas 

Sav- Food Plastic food 

Saxmayer Twine tying . 

Sensis Negi so, Sco 

Sean-A-Wet Inspection 

Scotch Pre ure-sensit 

Scotchply leinforced plas 
Scott Weighing & fil 

Scrimtex eced krat 

Scriptite 

Seal te of 

Sealamatic fachine, cellu 

Sealdbins aps ible b 

12 ontainer 

Sealking Square paper cart 

" 1es 

Sealor H lca 

~- ’ 
ear on pr dm ; 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 

aper 

COMPANY 

Rhinelander Paper ( Sul 

St. Regis Paper ( 
Rhinelander Paper ( S 

St. Regis Paper Cx 
Rhinelander Paper ( Su 

St. Regis Paper Co. 

Chicago Printed String 

Ludlow Papers, Inc. 

is Br Bag { 

1sparent Products 

erland Paper ( 

Jobeckmur 

Colt’s Plast ( 
7a | if t 2 

rown- lerbach 
Lynch Cor 

Ih Cor 

S i Pane 

Ad ( ' 

Jetn 
entif r ( 

, Weight 
¢ anica a P 

ess R ea 

4%. Bus ‘ 

In-Wax Pap 
ar 

x I 

4. k 3 

er | 

hns Manv 

Be s Br Bag 

pt & An t ka 

’ 

Ma 
5 Mil) yack \ 

' P 1 , 
ex Pa 

ar 

Stecher-Traune | 

Gila 

f s & 

S. Bottle Ma 

s Packag 
eer? 

National Wax 

Minnesota Mining ‘ 

Chice Printed String ( 

Keyes Fibre Co 
Continental Can Co., Gair Box- 

oard& Folding Carte 
Keyes Fibre ( 

Burlington Molding r 

National Bundle 7 
Chase Bag Co. 

ye Lo. 

National Laboratorie & Mfg. 

Lorp 

Minnesota Mining & Mig. Co 

Minnesota Mining & Mig. ¢ 

U.S. Automatic Box Machinery 

Ce 

Mosinee Paper Mills Ce 5 

Monsanto Chemical Co., Plas- 
tics Div 

Phil loh Wwartz { 

Sealright Co., D Oswege 

Falls Com 

Sealright Co Di Jswego 

TRADE NAMES 

ci 
ater 

Sli¢ 

Smo 
¢ 
na 

MC 



TRADE NAME 

Seaiorite 

Seal us 

Seal-Strap 

eal-Tainer 

ealtite 

Secure Seals 

Seequal 

Selectrol 

Self-Seai 

Self-Spraying 

Self 

Se 
Sel mor 

Stick 

ery Troy 

e r Saber 

»graph 
otone 

t¢ 

ee e 

elfres 

Mork 

pe 

verstitching 

verstreak 
ver Supreme 

pak 

simplex 

plex 

sinvalastic 

nvoltex 

Sinvaluminum 

bisalkroft 

Sisal Tope 

Sketchorite 

ok yscraper 

Vee velope 

Slide-Off 

2moothies 

Snake Tope 

MC 

NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY 

PRODUCT 

Lithographic bianke ealing Davidson Corp 

powder 
Bread wraps Crown Zellerbach ( 

Tape eneral Gummed Products 
Polyethylene containers w Plastomatic Corp 

spap-on lids 
Paper bag sealing ma ne Consolidated Packaging 

hinery Cory 

Metal caps for glas ontair West Penn Mfg. & Supply 

Plastic tomato trays Gilbert Plastics, Inc 

Automatic checkweigher Exact Weight Scale Co 

Favelopes nited States Envelope ¢ 

rae self-pressur ize sprayon Proviacts, In 

Bands; labels & bags Phoenix Preducts Co 
Wrapping paper Rap-In-Wax P? Co 
Corrugated floor display ar Hinde & I 

Pressure-sens itive he & A.M. Steigerwa 

seals 

Containers Milprint, ir 

Reinforced wa afepack Mills t 

Paper cutters larris-Sey 

Scales xact Weight Scale 

Printing ink : 2] Printing Ink 
pn Chen al Cor 

Crinkled maltiwa hase Bag ( 

Wrapping paper el Paper Corp 

Metal collapsible effield Tube Corp 
Plastic film bag tinental Can { S 

Betuer D 

Double shell ¢ a r ching " 

Polyethylene ‘ \ enta S 

polyethylene Betner D 

material 

Laminated wra ne : 4 

Printed A r ‘ 

bags etne 

Transparent wr ent 1 

ng machines etne ) 

Laminated pr : 3 

tn 

Paper cushion ‘ 

Special foil 
P & tear gumme \ ' 

penser 
Cellophane & pap« M t ' ” 

Paper bag for shirt 2 Ag 

Polyethylene bag t s N 

Die cat envelor v 

Loader type truck k ang 

Plastic win . al States ‘ & 

Mesh bags ‘ . " 

Set-up box a ( I 

Pressure-sens . rd M ’ 

Varnished paper & ca ’ 2 

Laminated sarat la 

tions for cary ne 

Dispensing clos Fer ar 

Automatic wray zg ack 5 . a 

ing machines 

Wrapping & pack k & Smith : 
ment M mery & Che 

Electronic testin Inte ent I " 

Package binder Signode Steel St nf 

ap liner pape an Ins ' 

Metallized fils alet Specia 
Printing ink eneral Printing Ink 

San Chemical ( 
Paper shredders r strial Shre & 

Glassine wrar aniels Mfg ° 

Printing ink enera! Printing Ink 

Sun Chemical Cory 

White grocers Union Bag-Camp Paper 

Wire stitching Acme Steel Products 
Acme Steel 

Stitching wire Acme Steel Products 
Acme Stee! ( 

Silent chain dr Link-Belt ( 
Folding boxes Federal Paper Board { 

Specially designed machine Ketchpel Engineering ( 
Mailing tubes Ames Safety Envelope ( 
Gummed tape moistener Better Packages, In 
Printing ink Sinclair & Valentine ( 
Printing ink Sinclair & Valentine Co 

Printing ink Sinclair & Valentine ( 
Printing ink Sinclair & Valentine 
Wet-strength waterproof ve American Sisalkraft Corp 

Reinforced box closure tape American Sisalkraft 
Lithographic writing | 
Portable elevator 

over Paper record 

Davidson Corp 

Revolvator Co. 

Decal nameplates Palm Brothers De I 

Co. 
Plastic dome, track « es f Plastic Artisans, Ir 

cardboard back 
Meat casings 

Reinforced tape 

Tee-Pak, Inc 

Ludlow Papers, In 
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Snap On Ribbon Stretchable plast » Ra iR 

Snap-Open Easy opening | “a walt Cates Bie Fi 

bags 

Snap-Over Bags & pouches Milprint, Ie 

Snap-Socks 4egs with elast P Cas a - 

netne 

Ma Snap-Set nstant dry inks Sowerd Flin: Ih 

Snopvelope aper bag with pape eins Cilia tie 

Snip *N" Stitch ton print bags Fulton Bag & ( 

Sno-Mon a ated foil » crea Consolidate 

Sno-Rap stmas de r e Mester 

Sno-Seal Waxed sulphite etal Maa 

Snow Blast Paper cups n a . 

nm 

Snow cap r osse 0 x sdne \ 

Snug-P ok hrinkable ut - 

Sof-Rap { ioning n Nich , 

Solk a- Floc Fine — —_ 

k 

20! seal Ni ‘ ie 

Soplasco : 

Spark Jig i reer ate p 

4 

Sparkie Carbio : , ' 

Sparklekote sted r ‘ w Pa 

Sp ark!-Tex Cush t i le rey 

>porrow P ane 3 

Spede-P ac 

Spee-Dee \ ; 4 

Speed-Fio ' wit r 

Speed ’ 
Pan \ 

Speed King , = “ei ; 

Speed-Sofe la ‘ means “ 

Speed-Stitche 
wee | 

Speed wei gt wr & 

Spee Str rey tin ‘ ' 

Sphinx 
° 

Spillproof Pur oa 

Spiroto {otogra . nk i 

Spotorite . 

Spot-Seai se 

Spratainer A o . 

Spra- Tainer . ‘ : ’ 

Sprint ‘ k 

Squeaky -Kleen _ 

Stabil Sea ‘ ‘ . \ , 

tevond ber, gia “ g 

t em 

Stack Nes g & , 

tafiat 

tot pTaa xi 

‘ k 

stancap 

Standor ‘ 

Sea 

ftandrite 

stanpac 

2tanpak , e 

Stanpre 

Stonse 

ston Se ‘ \ \ 

St ap ak r 

t a v 

Stap ec ed pat an Po . 

Stap!-A-Motic hut at : ‘ . " , 

Staplecraft aplir wet > A : 

Staple-Fast Stitching wir eeadel t 

Starwax Microcrvst wa ~ " 

Staticator Stat e . 

Statikil Seas lin 

Statikleer Plast - moar 

Stay Clear t wit . M 

Staycor Gr € tw ame ad » Pap 

Stoyn-Les Treats x . ra we : 

Staype ape. gumme Seas 

7; ee 

Stoy Stuck ow 2 Fer a 

Steelkroft } Fibre Dre 

Steelstrap Steel strappiz hinie i : 

Stencil-Kover k k Re , 

idresses of compan isted ear on pp. 7706 

TRADE NAME NATURE OR TYP! OF COMPANY 

PRODUCT 



TRAD 

mM 

NAMI NATURE 

PRODUC 

OR TYPE 

I 

OF COMPANY 

Machinery 

kes & 

achinery 

nd-Atlanta 

e nia 

& Mi 

: Ferg 

ate 

Pr i 

x & 3 
as ‘ 

' 

a | 

at 

a r nt 

> he a 

sie Wa a 

, 4 Pp 

eland I 

Re P 

sshua ' 

2 . 
Mu Ass V 

neral P 

yar is a 

” s 

ank W. Winn 

er : Vis 

a%kes & Sm 

Machinery & 

m Waddin 

nikote 

sir & V 

S f mp 

PRADE NAME 

Table-Cable 

Tab-Seo! 

Tackmaster 

Tagsmiths 

Tagvertiser 

Tailgate 

Takk 
Tapemoker 

Tape-O-Matic 

Tape-O-Matic 

Tapeshooter 

Tape-Strap 

Targetape 
y arvic 

Tayper 

eor-Oft 

ectophane 
T 
r 

Teebone 

- 
Tek we 

elest 

empe 

od 

op 

Plas 

emp-R-Tape 

ensvul 

Tainer 

Tape 

Tenace 

T 

te 

enite Butyrate 

n-F 

ckom 

Acetote 

herr 

ron 

lex 

eter 

Tie-Tie 

Tievelope 

It-Bok 

Tintalith 

T 

Ti-Paks 

Tip-Top 
Tisurap 

Tite-Cap 

Titelok 

Tite-Lok 

Titeseal 

Tite-Top 

Top Mill 

Topside RO 
+ ouch & Flo 

Touchette 

Tragacine 

Trans-Box 

Tr anseen 

an stlex 

ear on pp a 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 
PRODUCT 

Continuous cable conveyor 

Capseal for drums & pails 
Pressure-sensitive film ad 

hesive 

Tags 

Combination tag & small parts 

envelope 

Folding boxes for cut flowers 

Static contro] systems 

Tape dispensing machine 

Taping machine 

Electronic control tape dis- 

peasers 

Gummed tape dispensers 

Tape, gummed, filament 

Pressure-sensitive tape 

Bituminous material 

Gummed tape dispenser 

Paper bag 

Transparent ce se fi 
Wrapping paper 

Laminated boxboar 

Dispensing box wit! ' 

pening 

lesiccant 

Plast bing 

‘ ninum f ‘ 
lass containers 

Press ure-sen sitive f 1 tape 

Aluminum foil dish 

Fiat otton tape 

ummed tape adhes 

Pla bi > ) 

*las no ir I 

P ast « 

VM lde 

I t : 

k r ase a 4 e er 

Paper ABE art a 

imitation athe 

a-mesh w er x € Ags 

Non-warp adhes t 

] iin by h a . 

r fat 

sea . 

he, hea ea i irk 

& attaching 

f € t e n 4 4 

\ é 

{ rugatea x ak 4 

nine 

? ‘ 

5 a ape & ‘ 

thylene 

A jing machine for polyvin 

leat impuise sling ’ ne 

f polyethylene 

lrequency SeAlIO a 

hine tor poly ny e 

ape 

Machine ounting, jing & 

npfinting 

Gift wrapping 

Paper bag for neckwea 

Cartot 

graphic ink 

Nire ag closure 
} ed sealing tar 

Interfolded & flat pack« axed 

Machines: screw capping, cap- 

sealing 

ht paper containers 

& 

lamination 

king 

( »phane to paper 

ak-tight box & 

Burlap bags 

over 

Aluminum bottle closures 

Purse dispensers for heavy 

iquids 

mtainer with applicator 

COMPANY 

E. W. ° 

American Flange & Mfg. ( 

Rubber & Asbestos Corp. 

Buschman Co 

A. M. Steigerwald Co. 

Tension Envelope Cory 

Federal Paper Board Cx 

Hewson Co 

Williamson Adhesives, 

Wagner Iron Works 
i] 

Better Packages, [nx 

Better Packages, Inc. 
Mid-States Gummed Paper 

Transparent Products Co. 
Chemix Barrett Div., Allied 

& Dye Corp 
Nashua Corp 
Cohoes Carrybag Co. 

British Cellophane Ltd. 

Towne Blake, Moffitt & 
United States Plywood Cor; 

Federal Paper Board Co. 

Davison 

W. R. Grace & Co. 

Minnesota Mining & Mig. ( 
Irvington Div. 

Sutherland Paper Co. 

Brockway ass Cx 

Connectict 

Sutherland | aper ( 

General 

tein, Hall & { 

Fas an Che al f 

In« 

bas an ' a Pr 

n 

Eastman Ch ul P 

I 

k es f re 

Leonard Freedman & & 

Parmacel Tape Corp. 

Farrington Texol Cor 

Farrington Texol Cory 

Leonard Freedman & 5 

Bemis Bro. Bag Co. 

Swift & Adk 
ts Der 

De M 

Atlantic Coff 

Soabar ( 

Ra z pt ( 

ntersta F u 
P Shae M h 

Stokes & S } S 

Machine & Che 7 

Sealr Co Div " 

Fa TT 

yntinental Can She ar 

Betner Div 
Thilmany Pulp & Pape 

himonnier & Cie 

er & Cie 

vonnier & Cis 

Thin er & Cie 

Mystik Adhesive P 
Pitney-Bowes, In 

Chicago Printed String 

Cohoes Carrybag Co. 

Sutherland Paper Co 
General Printing Ink ( iv 

Sun Chemical Corp. 

A. Kimball Co. 
Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp. 

Crown Zellerbach Corp 

ap Machine Co. 

Sutherland Paper Co. 
Oneida Paper Products, In 

Standard Packaging ( 
Federal Paper Board Co. 
Chase Beg Co. 

Aluminum Co. of America 

Richford Cory 

Unette ¢ or} 

Yorkshire Dyeware & Chemica 

Co 
Vichek Tool Co. 

Newark Paraffine Paper Co. 
Mining & Mfg.Co., 

Irvington Div 

Minnesota 

TRADE NAMES 

Chemical Co., Div 

PRA 

Un 

Up 
Up 

Ur 



rRADt 

M 

NAMI 

sperma 

ssveyor 

NATURE OR TYPE OF 

PRODUCT 

Envelopes 
Transparent sulphite paper 

apping papers 

ing material 
Gummed tape; paperboa 

paper products 

lrifluorochloroethyle pr 
-_ 

Reir pape : ’ 

Me ant s 

Flang ws & sea 

4 a ais & 

sé “DS 

, atainer 

ist as st 7 

‘ u 

uga 

arkir 

abe ap 
\ 

k 

ul " 

‘ “ ar 

xe 

' 1K 

Microcr alline wa 

xe 

printir 

Belt conveyor 

Collapsible tube, single 

Line of pressure-sensitive 

tapes 

elt conve < 

leavy duty steel strappin 

sioning & sealing tools 

amit films & foils 

i mack . 

bverhead cable convey 

Industrial adhesives 

Portable elevator 

Resins 

In-line machine, transfers pre 

uct between operations 

Laminating films 

‘ on 

A dvertis na 
Label! 

Containers of rd with 
, facings 

serv c yuipment 

ling boxes for baked g 

COMP ANY 

Arvey Cory 

Riegel Paper Cor 

Riegel Paper ( 

Ferguson Ma p 

Indiana 

Protexall Permanent 
Servi 

Me chanic Handling 

Ir 
Milprint, In« 

Stecher-Traung Lithograpt 
Corp. 

nitinental Can { he 
tetner Div 

amson { orp 

Fe Paper Board Co 

n 

Triangle r ( 

els Mi 

Plax Cor 

Standard Folding Tray 

! son Parchment Pape 

' 

V nic 

umes Thompson & ( 

¥. Buschman ( 

ts Te 

ape, Ir 

ted States I 
graph ce 

herman Pa I 

: , g ¢ 

& Vale ( 

\ 1 

( sted Pape 

i : ( 
Plot 

ita an ( 

( 

\ > x 

icts Dept 

Marath Con 
neral Print Ser ( 

al Printing k 

< Che al ( 

isiand Equipment ( 

Bareco Wax Co., Div. Pe 
Corr 

General Printing Ink 

Sun Chemical Corp 

Monsanto Chemical C« 

tics Div. 

Bradley Container Corp. 

American Can Cc 

"ak, Inc 
Gardner Board 

Tee-Pak, Inc 

& Cart 

Ketchpel Fagineering ( 
Conveyor Spex ialty { 

Sun Tube Corp 
United States Rubber ( 

isl and Equipment Corp. 

Acme Stee! Products Div 
Acme Steel Co. 

Protexall Permanent Pr 

SeT VICE 

Stokes & Smith Co., Su 

t 

Machinery & Chemical 
FE. W. Buschman Co. 

Union Paste Co 

Revolvator Co. 

American Cyanamid Co., 

tics & Resins Div. 
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PRADI 

Vacform 

Vacu flow 

Vocutop 

Vol 

Vapoglo 

ant 

Vapolitt 

Vaporin 

Vopor ‘rapper 

Voaposeo! 

Vaposet 

Vari-Speed 

Vari v 

Vega 
Velmot 
Velon 

Velva-Glo 
Velvet 

Car Velv-0-P ake 

Vel v-0-Sea! 
Vi bra-Flow 
Vibraglass 

4 

Vulcabeston 

Vulcabond 

Vu-Mor 

Vu-Plus 

Vallet Pak 

Varecal 

dare-Gold 

YV¥are-Platinum 

Ware Tone 

Warnercraft 

Washorite 

Waxcleen 

V¥ax-Fibre 

Naxfold 

Yoxgard 

Wax King 

Vaxtex 

Web-Aire 

Webril 

Wedg-Loc 

Weld-Bilt 

Plas- Yelded Wire 

Weldwood 

iddresses f compc 

NAME 

nie 

NATURE OR TYPE 

mm f 

nk 

. : 

- f 

elope a 

ar 

xed tra rat 

1 ar 

ta i ate 

allic-coate 

ated paper 
ing & set 

er & blank 

axe a 
, nder 

ables 

ishion : 

ox partitions 

rials har 

\dhesives 

s 

PRODUCT 



rRADE NAMI 

Tr) 

Wey 

NATURI 

PRODLE 

stveco x 

halehide rar 

heel-lt . 

nee! veyo 4 

OR TYPF OF COMPANY TRADE NAME 

I 

World 

VP ¢ Wotta 

M Equir Wrop-O-Matic 

Wily I & Mig Lepnyr 

Zer-O-Boxes 

-O-Foil 

la . I r Zer-O-Paks 

NATURE OR TYPE OF COMPANY 
PRODUCT 

Ma nes 2 g ose Economic Machinery Co., Div, 

panding Geo. J. Meyer Mfg. Co. 

Printing ink General Printing luk Co., Div 

San Chemical Corp. 
Packa g | Crompton & Knowles Packag- 

ing Corp. 

Packa achin Lyach Corp 

\ tior r par Cincinnati Industries, In 

P vk Sinclair & Valentine Co 

Waxed free x Safelon Flexible Packaging 
Corp 

5 aps Safelon Fiexible Packaging 

Cotp 

ix & : Safelon Flexible Packaging 

Corp. 

lreat arch nt free ze Safelon Flexible Packaging 

wr aps Corp. 

( ph ane ac k Safeloh Flexible Packag 

rging Corp. 

M asings Tee-Pak, Inc. 

f ting ink Sinclair & Valentine ( 
2 Milprint, Inc 

Package I Dobeckmun Co. 

Brapper wit wes Dobe ckmun Co 

Gotham Ink & Color 
& Bakelite Co., Div. Us 

bide Corp 

NEED MORE INFORMATION? 

.) j 
S uve ) 

| nie 1 t I 

" 
i ik¢ t ve 

hat { it es i 
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MODERN PACKAGING 

Annual Editorial Index 

Available 

(Index to \ 

September 1956 through August 1957) 

sxlume 30, 

You will find this extensively cross-refer- 

enced Cumulative Editorial Index a welcome 

time-saver in locating editorial material! that 

has appeared over a year’s span in regular 

monthly issues of Modern Packaging maga- 
You'll 

creases the value of vour file copies by pro- 

viding more detailed break- 

down of their contents than is given on the 

discover that the Index in- wine. 

a considerably 

‘‘Contents’’ page of the issues themselves. 

Fach basic listing by subject is alphabet- 

ically cross-referenced wherever such cross- 

listing is pertinent, by industry, by con- 

tainer tvpe and bv material. 

For vour free copy write to: 

READERS’ SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

MODERN PACKAGING 
575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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Alphabetical List 

of Companies and Addresses 

a 

,AAAAA-Ace Paper Box Co., 472 Broad- 
way, New York, 13, N. Y. 

\ ABA Cellophane Products Corp., 166 
Waverly Drive, Pasadena 2, Calif. 

\-B<C Packaging Machine Corp., Live 

Oak St., Tarpon Springs, Fla. 
4. J. & K. Company, Box #146, Col- 

hester, Conn. 

4 & M Tool & Die Co., Inc., Foster St., 
Southbridge, Mass. 

A-M-R Chemical Co., Inc., 985 E. 35th 

St., Brooklyn 10, N. Y. 
A-| Mounting & Finishing Co., Inc., 614 

W. 13]st St., New York 27, N. Y. 
A} Applicator Co., Memorial Plaza, 
Pleasantville, N. Y. 

Aacon Industries, Inc., 2303 Coney Is- 
land Ave., Brooklyn 23, N. Y. 

Abana Products, Inc., 2500 N. Pulaski 
oad, Chicago 39, Ill. 

Abbeon Supply Co., 179-15 Jamaica 

Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y. 
\bbott Plastic Machine Corp., 7124 N. 
Clark St., Chicago 45, Ill. 

Abend, Chester Joshua, 
11 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Able Engineering & Equipment, 250— 
10th Ave. S., Minneapolis 15, Minn. 

{bt Industries, Inc., Route 1, Branford, 
{ 

Associates, 

onn. 

Accurate Box Co., Inc., 260 Miller St.. 
Newark, N, J. 

Accurate Flannel Bag Co., 150 W. 22nd 
St., New York 11, N. Y. 

Accurate Molding Corp., 35-20—48th 
Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Accurate Packaging, Inc., 120 John St., 

Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 
Accurate Spool & Tube Co., Inc., 114 

Baltic St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Ace Box Co., 2950 Arkins Court, Denver 

5, Colo. 
®Ace Carton Corp., 5800 W. 5lst St.. Chi- 

cago 38, Ill. 

Ace Folding Box Corp., Middlebury, Ind. 
Ace-National Paper Box Co., 837 S. Cen- 

tral Ave., Los Angeles 21, Calif. 
®Ace Processing Equipment Co., 6823 S. 

Kenwood Ave., Chicago 37, Ill. 
Ace-pak, Inc., 7250 S. Chicago Ave., 
Chicago 19, Ill. 

Acheson Dispersed Pigments Co., 1805 
Morris Bldg., Broad & Chestnut Sts., 
Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

®Ackerman-Gould Co., 92-96 Bleeker St., 
New York 12, N. Y. 

Ackermann, G. A., Printing Co., 1320 S. 
54th Ave., Cicero 50, III. 

®Acme Backing Corp., Canal & Ludlow 

Sts., Stamford, Conn. 
Acme Cellophane Converting Corp., 1701 
. 8 aes: Ave., Los Angeles 21, 
a lif, 

Acme Folding Box Co., 200 Lynch St., 
St. Louis, 18, Mo. 

Acme Folding Box Co., Inc., 149 E. 25th 
St., New York 10, N. Y. 

®Acme Gravure Services, Inc., 1501 W. 
Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, III. 
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Acme Mounting & Die Cutting Co., 800 
Tennessee St., San Francisco 
Calif. 

Acme Packaging Service, 122 W. Kinzie 
St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

Acme Pallet Co., Inc 
New York 38, N. Y. 

Acme Paper Box Co.,800 Tennessee St.,\ 
San Francisco 7, Calif. 

Acme Paper Co., 950 Tennessee St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Acme Partition Co.. 

Pl., Newark, N. J. 
Acme Printing Ink Co., 1419-43 W. Car- 

roll Ave., an to: eas 

Acme Staple Co., 1643 Haddon Ave., 
Camden 3, N. J. 

@Acme Steel Products Div., Acme Steel 
Co., 135th St. & Perry Ave.. Chicago 
27, ii. 

Acorn Corrugated Box Co., 2268 S. Lum- 
ber St., Chicago 16, Ill. 

Acoustica Associates, Inc., Glenwood 
Landing, N. Y. 

Acro Chemical Products Corp., Cleave- 
land Industrial Center, Long Valley, 
N, J. 

Acro Tool & Die Works, 4554 Broadway, 
Chicago 40, Ill. 

@Acrolite Products, Inc., 106 Ashland 
Ave.. West Orange, N. J. 

Acryvin Corp. of America, 454 W. 99th 
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Action Bag & Envelope Co., Inc., 667 
Atkins Ave., Brooklyn 8, N. Y. 

Ad Art Statuary Co., 11406 Euclid Ave., 
Cleveland 6, Ohio 

Adams, Eugene C., Associates, 810 
Manchester St., Westchester, III. 

Adams, Raymond C., Displays, Div. A & 
P Corrugated Box Corp., 807 Statler 
Bldg., Boston 16, Mass. 

Adams, Theo., 111 W. Washington St., 
Chicago 2, Ill. 

Add-A-Handle Carton Co., 1065 Argyle 
St., Chicago 40, Ill. 

Addison Lithographic Corp., 2 Elton St., 
Rochester 7, N. Y. 

Addison-Semmes Corp., 
Ave., Racine, Wis. 

Addressograph-Multigraph Corp., 1200 
Babbitt Road, Cleveland 17, Ohio 

Adhesive Products Corp., 1660 Boone 
Ave., New York 60, N. Y. 

Adhesive Products, Inc., The, 520 East 
Shore Highway, Albany 10, Calif. 

Adhesive Tape Products Co., 160 Fifth 
Ave., New York 10, N. Y. 

Adhesives Manufacturers Assn. of Amer- 
ica, 441 Lexington Ave., New York, 

oS 
Adjustomatic Packaging Machine Co., 

1392 Niagara St., Buf alo 13, N Y. 
Adkins & Adkins, Sanford, Fla. 
Admat Co., P.O. Box K, Crichton Sta- 

tion, Mobile, Ala. 
Admiral Coated Products, Inc., 38 Ti! 

fany Pl., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 

Admiral Corp., Molded Products Div. 
P.O. Box 338, West Chicago, Ill. 

Ad-Pro, 514 Main St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

+» 15 Park Row, 

151-161 k abyan 

1800 Thurston 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Ad-Stik Co., 5850 Centre Ave., Pitts 

burgh 6, Pa. 
Ad-Vac Plastics Corp., 217 W. 10th St. 

Indianapolis 2, Ind. 
Advance Coatings Co., Depot Road, 

Westminster, Mass. 
Advance Molding Corp., 54 W. ‘ 

New York 10, N. Y. 
Advance Manufacturing Co., 5311 Metr 

politan Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y. 
Advance Mounting & Die Cutting ¢ 

Inc., 3611—14th Ave., Brooklyn 18, 

a Ee 
Advance Packaging Co., Inc., 8931 S. 

State St., Chicago 19, Ill. 

Advance Paper Box Co., 1900 W. 62nd 
St., Los Angeles 47, Calif. 

Advertising Aides, 112 E. 19th St., Ne 
Tee. 5, Bx Es 

Advertising Distributors of America, 
Inc., 400 Madison Ave., New York 17, 
N. Y. 

Advertising Metal Display Co., 4620 W. 

19th St., Chicago 50, Ill. 

Aerated Container Corp., 39 S. LaSalle 
St., Chicago 3, [Il. 

Aerocide Dispensers Ltd., Bethridge 
Rd., P.O. Box 9, Weston, Toro 
Canada 

Aeroil Products Co., Inc., 69 Wesle 
St., So. Hackensack, N. J. 

Aerol Co., Inc., 1731 Workman St, | 

Angeles 31, Calif. 

Aeropak, Inc., 3005 W. 47th St., Chicago 

32, Ill. 

Aerosol Corp. of the South, Arlington, 

Tenn. 

Aerosol Process Co., 212 Grove St., 

Bridgeport 5, Conn. 
Aerosol Research Co., 743 Circle Ave., 

Forest Park, Ill. 
Aerosol Techniques, Inc., 111 Silliman 

Ave., Bridgeport 5, Conn. 
Ahrend Associates, Inc., 

St., New York 19, N. Y. 
Aidlings, Inc., 1613 East New York Ave., 

Brooklyn 12, N. Y. 
Ainslie Co., The, E-304—2nd Ave., Spo- 

kane 3, Wash. 
Air Fixtures, Inc., 202 W. Main St., No 

Manchéster, Ind. 
Airlectron, Inc., 110 
New York 6, N. Y. 

Airosol Co., Inc., 525 N. 
desha, Kan. 

Air-Pack Corp., 344 W. Garvey Ave 

Monterey Park, Calif. 
Air-Perme-Ator Mfg. Co., 300 Preakness 

Ave., Paterson 2, N. J. 
Ajax Box Co., The, 2210 S. Union Ave., 

Chicago 16, Ill. 
Akers, Charles E., 600 W. Jackson Bivd., 

Chicago 6, Ill. 
Akron Equipment Co., The, 633 KE. Ex 

change St., Akron 9, Ohio 

Aladdin Products Co., 26-04 Boroug! 
Place, Woodside 77, N. Y 

Alclyde Engraving Co., Inc., 
merce St., Chatham, N. J. 

254 W. 5A4tl 

Washington St., 

Lith St., Neo- 

iy 

30 Con- suayjddng 40 
Alcott Associates, 291 Washington 5St., 

Islington, Mass. 

7-90) 



Al-Craft Display Co., 12 E. 18th St., 
New York 3, N. Y. 

Alden Plastic Corp., 1170 Broadway, 
New York 1, N. Y. 

Alderman Paper Box Corp., 31 Exchange 
St., Rochester 14, N. 

Aldine Paper Co., Inc., 
New York 17, N. : 

Alemite Div., Stewart-Warner Corp., 1826 
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill. 

Alford Cartons, Div. Continental Paper 
Co., Industrial Ave., Ridgefield Park, 

N. J. 
Algene Marking Ex Longe Co., 232 

Palisade Ave. , Garfield, as 

Alko, Al, Old Farm Road, P . isantville, 
N. Y 

53 5 Fifth Ave., 

Allbright-Nell Co., The, 5323 S. Western 
Blvd., Chic ago 9, Ill. 

Allcolor Co., Inc., 527 Fifth Ave., New 
York 17, N. Y. 

Alleraft Container orp., 405 Kingsland 
Ave., Harrison, . J. 

Allegheny Steel Band Co., P.O. Box 716, 

Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Allied Commodities Co., 5601 W. Lake 
t., Minneapolis 16, Minn. 

Allied Container Corp., 1715 Hyde Park 
Ave., Hyde Park 36, Mass. 

Allied Display Materials, Inc., 65 Mad 
son Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Allied Paper Bag Corp., Bayard & Car- 
roll Sts., Baltimore 29, Md, 

Allied Plastics Co., 6231 S. Manhattan 
Pl., Los Angeles 47, Calif. 

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., 1124 S. 70th 
t., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

Alpha Engineering & Machine Works, 
Inc., 800 W. Central Road, Mt. Pros- 
pect, Il. 

Alsten Co., The, 71] Jefferson Ave., Jer- 
sey City 6, N. J. 

Altair Machinery Corp., 
New York 13, N. Y. 

Alton Boxmakers, Inc., 
St. Louis 1, Mo. 

Alufoil Products Co., Inc., 15 Ferry St., 
New York 38, N. Y. 

Aluminum Assn., The, 420 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

55 Vandam St., 

812 Olive St., 

Lexington 

Aluminum Co. of America, 1501 Alcoa 

Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 
Aluminum Foil Packaging Co., 1800— 

33rd St., Fort Madison, lowa 

Aluminum Foils, Inc., 1100 
St., Jackson, Tenn, 

Aluminum Products Corp., 
St., Fulton, N. Y. 

Aluminum Rolling Mills, Ltd., Boulevard 
St. Laurent, Cap-de-la-Madeleine, 
Que., Canada 

Alvey Conveyor Mfg. Co., 
Road, St. Louis 24, Mo. 

Ambassador Plastics & Mfg. Corp., 308 
W. Erie St., Chicago 11, fii 

American Adhesive Mfg. Co., Inc., 13th 

St. & 3rd Ave., Brooklyn 15, N. Y. 
American Aerosol Corp., 689 Gordon St., 

Holland, Mich. 
American Agile Cor,., 5461 

Road, Maple Heights, Ohio 
American Aluninum Ware Co., 368 Jel- 

liff Ave., Newark 8, N. J. 

American Anode Div., The B. F. Good- 

rich Co., 60 Cherry St., Akron 8, Ohio 
; oe: an Asso¢ iates Mfg. Corp., Bridge 

, Deep River, Conn. 
himerteen Bag & Paper Corp., Water & 

South Sts., Philadelphia 47, Pa. 
American Basket Corp., 28 W. 27th St., 

New York I, N. Y. 
American Box Be. ard Co., 470 Market St., 

S.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich. 
American Box Co., The, 1914 W. Third 

St., Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Richmond 

551 W. Third 

9301 Olive St. 

Dunham 

780 

ohn nerican Excelsior Corp., 1000 N. 

@American Flange & Mig. 

American Can Co., 100 Park Ave., New 
York 17, N. Y. 

American Carton Wrapper Co., 540 N, 
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, Ill. 

American Cellubox Corp., 27-01 Bridge 
Plaza N,, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

American Chemical Society, 1155—16th 
st., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 

American Colortype Co., 1151 Roscoe 
St., Chicago 13, Ill. 

American Cooperage Co., 500 Washington 
Ave., Milltown, N. J. 

American Cordage & Paper Corp., 355— 
361 W. 36th St., New York 18, N. Y. 

American Cork Specialties Co., Inc., 
140 Junius St., Brooklyn 12, N. Y. 

American Corrugated Paper Products 
Corp., 213-227 W. 26th St., New York 

R, RY. 
American Cyanamid 

Resins Div., 30 
New York 20, N. Y. 

American Decalcomania Co., Inc., 4344 
W. Fifth Ave., Chicago 24, Ill. 
ay Die & Box Co,., 999 S. Logan 

, Denver 9, Colo. 

Co., Plastics & 
Rockefeller Plaza, 

Hal- 

sted St., Chicago 22, Ill. 
American Fabricated Products Co., 1420 

E. 20th St., Indianapolis 7, Ind. 

Co., Inc., 30 
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y. 

American Industrial Chemical Co., Div. 
Amerace Corp., Cooper Park, Butler, 

a P 
American Industries Co., Div. American 

Shredded Paper Co., 67 Vaughan Ave., 
Dorchester, Boston 21, Mass. 

American Instrument Co., Inc., 

Spring, Md. 
American Kleer-Vu Plastics, 

Grand Ave., Maspeth 78, N. 
American Lace Paper Co., 4425 N. Port 

Washington Road, tt enaiane 12, Wis. 
American Latex Fibre Corp., 500 Broad- 

way, Lawrence, Mass. 
American Latex Pr roducts Corp., 3341 W. 

El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 
American Machine & Foundry Co., 261 

Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

American Machine Works, Inc., 1320 
Clark St., Racine, Wis. 

American Management Assn., 
way, New York 36, N. Y. 

American Marketing Assn., 
Business, Indiana University, 
ington, Ind. 

American Marking Corp., 77 Lock St., 
Newark 1, N. J 

American Meat Institute, 59 E. Van Buren 
St., Chicago, III. 

American MerriLei Corp., 918 Halsey St., 
Brooklyn 33, N. Y. 

American Metal Products Co., Inc., Burr 

Court, Bridgeport 5, Conn. 
American Molding Powder & Chemical 

. dey 703 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn 6, 

Silver 

Inc., 53-06 
- 

1515 Broad- 

School of 
Bloom- 

Phd an National Bag & Burlap Co., 
“’ -, 343-349 Kent Ave., Brooklyn II, 

: 
Paced an Nickeloid Co., Second St., 

Peru, Ill. 
American Packaging Corp., The, 2177 

Scranton Road, Cleveland 13, Ohio 

American Pan Div., The, American Tool 
Pearl St., Cincin- @Anderson Bros. Mfg, Co., 1907 Kishwau- Works Cc., 720 E. 

nati 2, Ohio 
American Partition Co., 

St., Milwaukee 10, Wis. 
3043 N. 30th 

American Perforator Co., The, 625 W. 
Jackson Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill. 

American Plastic Products, 2907 S. Main 
St., Los Angeles 7, Calif. 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814, 

@Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., 20 

American Plastics Corp., 342 Madison 
Ave., New York 17, 

American Potash & Chemical Corp., 3030 
W. Sixth St., Los Angeles 54, Calif, 

American Products Mfg. Co., Inc., 8127- 
33 Oleander St., New Orleans 18, La, 

American Pulley Co., The, 4200 Wissa- 

hickon St., Philadelphia 29, Pa, 
American Pulp & Paper Mill Superintend- 

ents Assn., The, 327 S. LaSalle St., 
Chicago 4, Ill. 

American Rack Merchandisers Institute, 
Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, 
Ill. 

American Resin Corp., 3215 N. Sheffield 
St., Chicago 13, ht. 

American Resinous Chemicals Corp., 
103 Foster St., Peabody, Mass. 

American Roland Corp., 16 Hudson St., 
New York 13, N. Y 

@American Rondo Corp., 
Hamden, Conn. 

American Sealcone Cor 
Ave., New York 35, “Wy. 

American Seal-Kap Corp., 
Drive, Long Island City 1, 

American Sisalkraft Corp., 5 Starkey 
Ave., Attleboro, Mass. 

American Society for Testing Materials, 
1916 Race St,, Philadelphia 3, Pa, 

American Specialty Co., The, Jackson 
St., Amherst, Ohio 

American Standards Assn., Inc., 70 E. 
45th St., New York 17, N. Y. 

American Star Cork Co., Inc., 175 N, 
Ninth St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

Ainerican Tag Co., 151 Cortlandt St., 
Belleville 9, N J. 

American Tape Printer Co., 678 Sixth 
Ave., New York 10, N. Y. 

American Tool Works Co., The, Pearl & 

Eggleston Sts., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 
American Tri-State Paper Box Co.,808— 

17th Ave. N., Nashville 4, Tenn, 
®American Type Founders Co., Inc., 200 

Elmora Ave., Elizabeth, N. 
American Veneer Package Assn., Inc., 

12254 N. Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla, 
@American Viscose Corp., Film Div., 1617 

senneyivesia Blvd., Philadelphia 3, 

100 Sanford St., 

1911 Park 

en 

a 
American Wood Products Corp., Box 681, 

Marion, S. C. 
Ames Bag Co., 2350 Selma Ave., Selma, 

Ala. 

Ames Harris Neville Co., 2800—17th 
St., San Francisco 10, Calif, 

Ames Safety Envelope Co., 21 Vine St., 
Somerville 43, Mass. 

Amos Molded Plastics, S. Kyle St., Edin- 
burg, Ind. 

Ampoule Machine Co., 38-09—24th St, 
Long Island City 1, N. 

Ams, Max, Machine Co., Se ofield Ave., 
Bridgeport 5, Conn, 

®Amsco Packaging Machinery, Inc., 31-31 
—48th Ave., Long Island City 1, N.Y. 

20 Glass 

Ave., Lancaster, Ohio 
@Anchor Plastics Co., Inc., 36-36—36th 

St., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Anchor Steel & Conveyor Co., 6906 

Kingsley Ave., Dearborn, Mich. 
Ander Chemical Co., 630 Glendale-Mil- 

ford Road, Cincinnati 15, Ohio 
Andersen, Zz a 429 W. Superior 

St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

kee St., Rockford, Ill. 
Anderson, George W., Inc., 36-02—38th 

St., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Anderson, — Co., 461 W. 23rd St, 

New York 11, N. Y. 
Anderson, Ralph, ‘Studio, 310 Pine St., 

Green Bay, Wis. 

COMPANIES AND ADDRESSES 
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@Andrews, 

Anderson, R. P., Co., 2503 W. Mocking- 
bird Lane, Dallas 19, Texas 

Andmar Plastic Co., Inc., 30 Richmond 
St., Clifton, N. J. 

Andre Paper Box Co., 1950 First Ave., 

San Leandro 1, Calif, 
Andrews, O. B., Co., Sub. of Container 

Corp. of America, P. O. Box 431, 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 

P. L., Corp., 47 W. 
New York l, N. Y. 

Angell Manufacturing Co., 1071 E. Monu- 
ment Ave., Dayton 1, Ohio 

Angelus Sanitary Can Machine Co., 4900 
Pacific Blvd., Los Angeles 58, Calif. 

34th St., 

@Angier Adhesives, Div. Interchemical 

Corp., 120 Potter St., Cambridge 42, 
Mass. 

wr. raphic Process, Inc., 237 Main St., 
liffside Park, N. 

* anisoal Trap Co. of America, Front & 
Locust Sts., Lititz, Pa 

Anor gana G.m.b.H., Weinstrasse 3, Mu- 
nich 33, Germany 

Anthony & Anthony, 475 Fifth Ave., New 
York 17, N. ¥ 

Apex Cooperage Co., P.O. Box 1066, 

‘Joliet, Il. 
@Apex Machine Co., 14-13—-118th St., 

College Point 56, Ms. Es 
Apex Paper Box Corp., 311 W. Superior 

St., Chicago 10, Ill. 
App ator Co. 9 The . 187—] 3th a 

Brooklyn 15, N. Y. 
Applicolor, Inc., 1501 S. Laflin St., Chi- 

cago 8, ill. 

Applied Engineering Associates, 1952 
Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y. 

Arabol we. Co., 110 BE. 42nd St., New 

York 17, N. Y. 
Ars ave| C orp, 45 W. 34th St., New York 

arb etter Ribbon & Mfg. Co., 3816 Mont- 
rose Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. 

Arbib, Ric hard, Co. _inc., 80 W. 40th St., 
New i 18, N. Y. 

Archer Label Co., 783 Kohler St., Los 

Angeles 22, Calif. 
Arcon Leather Products Mfg. Co., 29 W. 

26th St, New York 10, i ¥ 

@Arenco Machine Co., Inc., 25 W. 43rd 
st., New York 36, N. Y. 

Arens, Egmont, 480 Lexington Ave. 

®Arrow Mfg. Co., 

wv 

New York Ris N. : 2 

Arkadia Label —- » 126 W. 
New York 11, N. Y. 

Arkell Safety Be bes Cac, 
New York 16, N. Y. 

Arkell & Smiths, Canajoharie, N. Y. 

Arlington Aluminum Co., 19011 W. 
son, Detroit 23, Mich. 

Arlington Box Co., Arlington, Ga. 

22nd St., 

10 E. 40th St, 

Davi- 

Premier Plastics Div., 
369 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y 

Armbrust Paper Tubes, Inc., 4351 
Roosevelt St.. Chicago 24, III. 

Armour Adhesive Div., 1355 W. 3lst St., 
Chicago 9, Ill. 

Ar; ~¢- & Co., C ushioning Products Div., 
- Benton Road, Alliance, Ohio 

Presa no Cork Co., W. Liberty 
Lancaster, Pa, 

Armetrong Laboratories, 42] LaGrange 
West Te 32, Mass. 

PR Co., Inc., The, 165 Swan St., 
falo 3, N. 7. 

Arnkurt Associate Engineers, 
7th St.y New York 16, N. Y. 

Arnold, Arnold F., 270 Park Ave. 
York, N. Y. 

Arrow Fastener Co., Inc., 1 Junius St., 
Brooklyn 12, N. Y. 

Inc., 
West New York, Me Je 

Arliss Co., Inc., 

W. 

Titns 

Buf- 

31 E. 

, Ne w 

567—52nd St., 
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Arrow Plastics Corp., 1 Mattimore St., 
Passaic, N. J. 

Art Decorating Co., 4201 Hudson Blvd., 
No. Bergen, N. J. 

Art Masters, 156 W. 
36, N. Y. 

Art Tube Co., eetine 500 Lyons Ave., Ir- 

vington ll, J. 
Artcote mei Inc., 

vington 11, N. 
Artcraft Paper Box Co., 8103 Beach St., 

Los Angeles 32, Calif 
Artistic Flower Cou, Inc., 

St., New York 10, N. Y. 
Artistic Paper Box Co., Inc., 134 Spring 

St., New York 12, N. Y. 

Artists, Inc., 705 Third Ave. S., 
apolis 2, Minn. 

Artmor Plastics Corp., 
Road, Cumberland, Md. 

Arundel Box & Coating Corp., | 
2677, Baltimore 15, Md. 

Arvey Corp., 3500 N. Kimball Ave., Chi- 
cago 18, Ill. 

44th St., New York 

390 Coit St, Ir- 

24 E. 2i1st 

Minne- 

1003 Oldtown 

».O. Box 

Ashtabula Corrugated Box Co., The, 
3714 Ann Ave., Ashtabula, Ohio 

Ashworth Bros., Inc., P.O. Box 278, 

Winchester, Va. 
—— Regulator Co., 240 E. Ontario 

Chicago 11, Ill. 
seneehana Bag & Apron Co., 

Belden Ave., Chicago 47, Ill. 
Associated Box Corp., 812 N. Cedar St., 
New Castle, Pa. 

Associated Brands, 

2650 W. 

Inc., 35 Claver 
Place, Brooklyn 38, N. Y. 

Associated Cooperage Industries of 
America, Inc., The, 408 Olive St., St. 
Louis 2, Mo. 

Associated Designers, 664 N. 
Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. 

Associated Folding Box Co., 240 Canal 
St., Lawrence, Mass. 

Associated Industrial Designers, 
Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 

Associated Machines, Inc., 203 N. C 
lumbus St., Lancaster, Ohio 

Michigan 

284 

Associated Plastic Div., Commercial 
Plastics Co., 400 E. Hines St., Mid- 
land, Mich. 

Assn. of American Railroads, Freight 
Claim Div., 59 E. Van Buren St., Chi- 
cago 5, Ill. 

Assn. of Creative Artists, Inc., 438 W. 
37th St., New York, N. Y. 

Astarita Associates, 145 E. 49th St., 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Aster Flower Co., 11 W. 37th St., New 

York 18, N. Y. 
Atco Boxes, Inc., 1331 Halsey St., 

Brooklyn 27, N. Y. 
Athol Paper Box Mfg. Co., Athol, Mass. 

Atlanta Film Converting Co., 1132 Pryor 
St. S.W., Atlanta, Ga. 

Atlantic Can Co., 300 Park Ave., 

wanna, N, J. 
Atlantic ‘Carton Corp., N. Main & Second 

Sts., Norwich, Conn. 
Atlantic Coffee ‘Bag Co., Inc. 

ciusko St., Brooklyn 16, N. Y. 
Atlantic Container Corp., 48-08—30th 

Place, Long Island City i, Ns. 
AtlanticGlass Co.,924 Greenmount Ave., 

Baltimore 2, Md. 
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Atlantic Gummed Paper Corp., | Main 
St., Brooklyn 2, N. Y. 

557 Belmont Ave., Atlantic Mfg. Co., 
Newark 8, N. J. 

Atlantic Paper Box Co., 
Boston 18, Mass. 

Atlantic Plastics, Inc., 60 Bonner St., 

Stamford, Conn. 

46 Waltham St., 

Atlantic Powdered Metals, Inc., 38 Park 
Row, New York 38, N. Y. 
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Bagcraft Corp. of America, 3838 W. 
t., Chicago 32, Ill. 

Bag-O-Matic Div., Century Engineering 

Co., Inc., 5837-39 S. Talman Ave., 
Chicago 29, Il. 

Bagphane Corp., College Point Cause- 
way, College Point, N. Y. 

Bagprint Machinery Corp.. Sub. Valley 
Iron Works Co., 401 f South Island 
Stes Appleton, Wis. 

Bailey, R. 7 & fis@us Inc., 

t., New York 36, N. Y. 
11 W. 42nd 

Baird, C. D., & Co., 2100 W. Pierce St., 
Milwaukee 46, Wis. 

@Bakelite Company, Div. Union Carbide 
Corp., 30 E. 42nd St., New York 17, 

N. Y. 
Baker, Herbert, 737 N. 

Chit iO 11, Ul. 

Baker-Raulang Co., Sub. Otis Elevator 

Co., 1250 W. 80th St., Cleveland, Ohio 

Jaldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp., 545 N. 
Third St., Hamilton, Ohio 

Michigan Ave., 

@all Brothers Co., Inc., 1509 Macedonia 
Ave., Muncie, Ind, 

Balster, Wilmer J., 3511 Sheffield Ave., 

Chicago 13, Ill. 
Baltimore Metal Products, Inc., 84 

Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

amberger 

Brooklyn 6, N. Y. 

Banever, Gilbert, & Ass , 10 Park 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

ka-Mango Design, Merchandise Mart 

Chicago 54, Ill. 

Barber Associates, Middle Beach, Madi- 

n, Conn, 

tarber-Greene Co., 400 N. Highland 
Aurora, ill. 

Ba Chemical Products ( 01-3 S 
idaile St, Ul ) il. 

tardes, A. G., Co., Inc., 437 N. Fifth 
St., Milwaukee 3, Wis. 

fareco Wax Co., Div. Petrolite Corp., 
124 S. Cheyenne St., Tulsa, Okla, 
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Bartlett Label Co., 2135 Portage St., 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Basca Mfg. Co., 2222 N. Olney St., Indi- 
anapolis 18, Ind. 

Basic Material Supply Co., Inc., 27 
Williar Stee New York .% N. Wa 

Batchelder Engineering Co., Inc., 125 
Main St., Springfield, Vt. 

Bates Mfg. ( On, The, 1) Vesey Stes New 

York, Re ¥e 

Batson, James A., 

1031 S. 27th St., On 

Kiectronics, Inc., 

taha, Neb. 

King Ave., Co- Battelle Institute, 505 

lumbus 1, Ohio 
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@Bell Machine Co., The, 

@Berles Carton ?- Inc.. 

Berman Bros., Inc., 1501 S. 

{3rd @Battle Creek Packaging Machines, Inc., 
Battle Creek, Mich. 

Bauer & Black, Div. of The Kendall Co., 
309 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill. 

Bauer, Litzy R., 153-30—-78th Ave., 

Flushing 67, N. Y. 
Bauer, Robert E., Co., 720 Bethlehem 

Pike, Whitemarsh Township, Flour- 

town, Pa, 

Bay Cities Paperbox Co., 
St., Oakland 6, Calif. 

Bay Displays, 15 California St., San 
Francisco 1], Calif. ; 
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Brooklyn 11, 
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Beaman Plastics, 1702 N. FE. Sandy 
Portland 14, Ore. 
French & Co., Inc., 110 E. 

3lst St., New York 16, N. Y. 
Beatty, Edward W., Studios, 900 

chandise Mart, Chicago 54, Ill. 
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a ll, Pa 
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Beck, Clifford A.. & Son, 482 
Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

Beck Engraving Co., Inc., 105 S, Seventh 

St., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 
Becker & Becker Assoc., 

New York 22, N. Y. 
Beggs & Graham, 200-208 Chancellor 

t., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 
Behr-Manning, 358 Howe St., Troy, Me. Ue 
Beier & Co., 409 S. Green St., Chicago 

7, Ill. 
Belding Corticelli Industries, 

way, New York 18, N. Y. 

West 

300 Park Ave., 

1407 Broaa- 

Bell Box Co., 468 West Broadway, New 

York 12, N. Y. 
Bell, Edwin, Cooperage Co., P. O. Box 

$281, Pittsburgh 3, Pa. 
53 Jackson Dr., 

Oshkosh, Wis. 
Bellamy, J. B., & Co., 2440 Th 

San Francisco 7, Calif. 

Bellen Co., 1923 W. Armitage Ave., 
Chicago 22, lll. 

Machinery Co., 315 Westport 

Kansas City 11, Mo. 
Bag Co., 408 Pine St., Box 

49, St. Louis 2, Mo. 
Bemiss-Jason Corp., Bay Road 

las, Redwood City, Calif. 

Bendix Printing Co., Inc., 480 Canal St., 

New York 13, N. Y. 

Benjamin, E. Burton, Assoc., 104 5S, 
Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, Ill. 

Ben-Mont Papers, Inc., Ben-Mont Ave. 
Bennington, Vt. 

Bennett Industries, Inc., 
Peotone, Ill. 
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@Bensing Bros. & Deeney Sales Co., 
3301 Hunting Park Ave., Philadelphia 
29, Pa. 

Berger, Alan, 67 Irving Place, New York 
. ® F 

Berger & Gorin, Inc., 151 W. 26th St, 
New York 1, N. Y. 

Berkander, George F., Inc., 89] Broad 
St., Providence 7, R. I. 

Berkowitz, Leon L., Co., 1317 Filbert 

St., Philadelphia 7, Pa 
86 Fifth Ave.. 

601 W. 26th St., 
Paterson 4, N. 

Beriin & Jones te. . " Inc., 

New York 1, N. Y. 
Laflin St., 

Chicago 8, Ill. 

see Index, p. 814 

Bermard-Edward Co., 5252 S. Kolmar 
Ave., Chicago 32, III. 

Bernardin Bottle Cap Co., Inc., 220] W, 
Maryland St., Evansville 12, Ind. 

Bernard’s Laboratories, 2619 Colerain 
Ave., Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

Bernhard, Lucian, Studio, 36 Central Park 
S., New York 19, N. Y. 

Bemi, Alan, & Associates, Inc., 590 
Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. 

Bertels Metal Ware Co., Inc., 685 Rutter 
Ave., _ ston, Pa. 

Best Paper Box Co., Inc., The, 2021-33 
W. Willow St., Chicago 47, Il. 

Bestcraft Products Co., Inc., 626 Broad- 
way, New York 12, N. Y. 

Best we Inc., Park Road, Natick, Mass, 
Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa. 
Better Packages, Inc., 252 Canal St., 

Shelton, Conn. 

Bettis, H., Co., Box 151, Zanesville, 
Ohio 

Bevan, William W., Co., Inc., 68 Vine 
t., Everett 49, Mass. 

Beyer, Dick, 511 Fifth Ave., New York 
7. is Be 

Bicknell & Fuller Paper Box Co., 50 
Chardon St., Boston 16, Mass. 

Bielefeld Studios, Inc., 35 E. 
Drive, Chicago 1, Ill. 

Big Joe Mfg. Co., Inc., 900 W. Jackson 
Blvd., Chicago 7, Hl. 

Bigelow-Garvey Lumber Co., 325 W. 
Huron St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

Bijur Lubricating Corp., 7 51 W. 
t., Rochelle Bark, N. 

Biltmore Box & Sedinaiek Products Co., 
99 S. Water Market, Chicago 8, III. 

Bin-Dicator Co., The, 13946 Kercheval 
Ave., Detroit 15, Mich. 

Biner-Ellison Machinery Co., 1101 N. 
Main St., Los Angeles 12, Calif. 

Bingham Bros. Co., 406 Pearl St., New 
Yous, &. Vi 

Binghamton Container Co., Inc., 28 Cran- 
dall St., Binghamton, N. Y. 

Birmingham Paper Co., 2110 S. Fifth 
Ave., Birmingham 3, Ala. 

Biro Asscc., 270 Park Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 

Bischo ff Chemical Corp., Main St., 
ton, Conn. 

Bishop, William, Co., 2449 N. Naomi St., 

Salen, Calif. 

Bisler, G. A., Inc., Fifth & Browne Sts., 
Philadelphia 23, Pa. 

@Bivans Corp., 2431 Dallas St., 
geles 31, Calif. 

@PBlack-Clawson Co., Dilts Div., 
First St., Fulton, N. Y. 

Black Products Co., 13513 Calumet Ave., 
Chicago 27, Ill. 

Blake, Moffitt & Towne, 599 Eighth St, 
San Francisco 19, Calif. 

Blank, Arthur, & Co., Inc., 38 Causeway 

St., Boston 14, Mass. 

Bleier, Milton A., Corp., 251 Fifth Ave., 

New York 16, N. Y. 
Bleyer, Alfred, & Co., Inc., 57-77—57th 

St., Maspeth 78, N. Y. 
Bliss, E. W., Co., 1375 Raff Road S.¥., 

Canton 10, Ohio 
Blocksom & Co., Fifth & Canal Sts., 

Michigan City, Ind. 

Blonder, Howard, & Assoc.. 8449 Gain- 
ford St., Downey, Calif. 

Bloomer Bros. Co., Newark, N. Y. 

Blossom Mfg. Co., 292 Fifth Ave., New 
York 1, N. Y. 

Blue Grass Cooperage Co., Highland 
Park, Louisville, Ky. 

Blum Folding Paper Box Co., Inc., Val 
ley Stream, N. 
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Rlumenthal, Margaret M., 10 W. 93rd St., 
New York 25, N. Y. 

Boas, M. G., & Son, 2636 Shields Ave., 

Chi ag ro 16, Ill. 

Bobst, f., & Fils, S. A., 

Switzerland 

Bodinson Manufacturing Co., 2401 Bay- 

shore Blvd., San Francisco 24, Calif. 
Rodolay, Ste shen, Inc., 77 Warehouse St., 

St vingtield 8, Mass. 
Bog vert & Hopper, Inc., 10] W. 

es Ww York is N. 7 

Rohn Lumber Products, Inc., 24660 Scho- 

a St., East Detroit, Mich. 

Bo ice Folding Box Co., 4234 Ogden St., 

*hiladelphia 4, Pa 

“a ler Petroleum Co., 

Ph ilade Iphia r A Pa. 

Bolta P roducts, Div. 

Lausanne 16, 

31st St., 

121 S. Broad St., 

The General Tire & 
Ru r Co., 70 Garden St., Lawrence, 

oa 

Bond Adhesives Co., Box 406 Main P.O., 

Jersey City 3, N. J. 

Bonded Scale &Machine Co., 16 Bellevue, 

Columbus 7, Ohio 

Ronder Glass & Closure Co., 37 Bogart 

Brooklyn 6, N. Y. 
Bonny Box Co., Inc., 202 E. 

New York 3, N. Y. 
Rox Co., Inc., 

Louisville 8, Ky. 
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York 17, N. Y. 
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Boston Envelope Co., 297 High St., Ded- 

na ass. 

wick Laboratories, Inc., 706 Bost- 
wick Ave., Bridgeport 5, Conn. 

Bourbon Cooperage Co., Box 186, Camp- 

bellsville, Ky. 

Bowater Paper Co., Inc., The, 250 Park 

, New York 17, N. Y. 
Bowater Paper Corp., The, Bowater 

Stratton St., London W.1, Eng- 

W i., Park Royal Road, 
Park Royal, London N.W. 10, England 

Morner Testing Laboratories, 
Inc., 141 Bruen St., Dayton ], Ohio 

Box Shop, Inc., The, 373 Lexington Ave., 
New Haven 13, Conn. 

Boxcraft Paper Box Co., 1207 
St., Oakland 7, Calif. 

1akers, Inc., 140 Norman St., 
Springfield, Mass. 

Bracamonte, R. M., & Co., 
San Francisco 5, Calif. 

Bracy & Bracy, 1030 Euclid Ave., 
land 15, Ohio 

Braden-Sutphin Ink Co., The, 3800 Ches- 

ter Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio 
Bradford Novelty Co., Inc., 760 Main St., 

Cambridge 52, Mass. 
@Bradford, W. J., Paper Co., 

land Ave., Chicago 9, tli. 

®@Bradley epee iates, Inc., 1650-1658 N. 
Damen Ave., Chicago 47, ill 

®Br — y Container Corp., Sub. 
Can Co., Maynard, Mass. 
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zine, Louisville 1, Ky. 
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-, Chicago 16, Ill. 
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Bradner Smith & Co., 333 S. Desplaines 

St., Chicago 6, Ill. 
Brady Conveyors Corp., 

ster St., Skokie, Ill. 
Brady, W. H., Co., 727 W. Glendale Ave., 

~~ blew Tase 9, Wis. 
Brainard Steel Div., Sharon Steel Corp., 

Griswold St., Warren, Ohio 

Brand, R. A., & Co., Ltd., 

Manchester, England 
Brand, Ruth, 1414 Millwood Lane, No. 

Merrick, N. Y. 
Brandau Craig Dickerson Co., 304 Tenth 

Ave. S., Nashville 3, Tenn. 
Brandwell Sales Corp., 40-42 E. 19th 

t., New York 3, N. Y 
Brauer, Fred J., Inc., 

New York 22, N. Y. 

Braun-Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc., 64-20 Ad- 
miral Ave., Middle Village 79, N. Y. 

Braun-Hobar Corp., 2526 N. 32nd St., 
Milwaukee 10, Wi 

—— _ ey oP 

gO 6, Tl. 

es ath ll, Dolman & Rogers, Ltd., Pen- 
nywell Road, Bristol 5, England 

Breetwor Bags, Div. I. N. Breetwor & 
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Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Bridgeport Brass Co., 30 Grand St., 

Bridgeport 2, Conn. 
Bridgeport Moulded Products, Inc., 75 

King’s Highway Cut Off, Fairfield, 

Conn. 
Bridgeport Paper Box Co., 304 Kossuth 

t., Bridgeport 1, Conn. 

Brilhart Plastics Corp., 

Road, Mineola, N. Y. 
Brilmayer, E. W., Laboratories, Inc., 

Fulton St., New York 38, N. Y. 
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Britel Products, Inc., 
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Brooks & Porter, Inc., 

New York 13, N. Y. 
@Brown Bag Filling Machine Co., 
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V. W., Mig. 

South Lyon, Mich. 
Wes Litles 

‘a 

401-03 F. 

Cc 
O., 

815-817 
7 10 6, lexas 

BE. Ce 

4A~12 Water 

Seventh St 

500 Sene 

The, 4497 
Cincinnati 32, Ohio 

Huyler St., 
Butterfield, T. F., 

Button Corp. 
t., Newark 3, N. 
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Dp pe 
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G., Silk Corp., 
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Ohio 

Wy ] } 

Co., 
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Inc., 

Naugatuck, Conn. 
of America, 
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Oli 
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Rushtor 

( 

28 Ryle Ave. 

*hiladel; hia 44, 

The, 982 Wal 

Inc. The : 

N. J. 

52 Rubber Ave 

49 Dickersor 



Cc 

C &M Manufacturing Co., 112 Point Si., 

Providence, R. I. 
CESCO (Columbia Engineering Service 

Co.), 4025 Sebastopol Road, Santa 
Rosa, Calif. 

COSECO, 1300 Santa Fe Ave., Los An- 
geles 21, Calif. 

CPS Mfg. Co., 5051 S. 
Chicago 9, II. 

Western Blvd., 

Cabot, Petra, Fifth Ave., New York, 
ms Be 

Cadillac Label Co., 221 W. Butler St., 

Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Cadilla Plasti & Chemical Co., 15111 

Second Ave., Detroit 3, Mich. 

Cadill Products, Inc., 7000 E. 15 

Mile Road, Warren, Mich. 
 & Co.. 680 KM. Harlem Ave.. 

Merrimack St., Cahill, J. D., Go., 191 

18212 Harwood 

nc., 565 Fifth Ave., 

ographing Co., 2100 

Ave., Detroit 24, Mich. 
j Instrument Co., In 3617 

Grand Central Terminal, New York 17 

The, 

rand River 

i ridwve 

" ridge Paper Box ( , 196 Broadway, 

{ ‘ br ive 39. Vass. 

Label Co., 

(mm s 

Machinery Co 
Ashland Ave., Chicago 

154 W. 14th St., 

240 N. 

St., Sout 3 

Campco, Div Produ ts 

Pes 2717 N. Normandy Ave., Chi 

ago 35, Ill. 

Manufacturers Institute, Inc., 

Shapiro Bldg., 1413 K St., N.W., Wash- 
neton 5. ei 

Foils Ltd., 1891 Eglinton 

E., Toronto, Ont., Canada 

Canada Glazed Papers Ltd., 2131 
rence Ave. E., ( 

Paper Co., 

Montreal! 1, Que 

3, Ih 
Chicago Molded 

{ ar 

Canads Ave., 

| aw 

Scarboro, Ont., Canada 

$0. McGill St., 
., Canada 

**Wholesale’’ I td., 2] \,anada Paper 

We llingt n St. W., Toronto 1, Ont., 

Canada 

Canadian Industries Ltd., P. O. Box 10, 

Montreal, Que., Canada 

Canadian Technical Tape Ltd., 455 Cote 

Vertu Road, Montreal 9, Que., Canade 

Canning Machinery & yo Assn., 
4630 Montgomery Ave., Washington 14, 

D. Ge 
Can-Pro Corp., 19 E. McWilliams St., 

Fond du Lac, Wis. 

Cans, Inc., 3217 W. 47th Place, Chicago 
32, Ill. 

Canton Containers, Inc., 
S. E., Canton 9, Ohio 

1101 Ninth St. 

784 

Cantor Press, Inc., 311 N. Desplaines 

St., Chicago 6, Il. 
Capital City Container Co., Inc., Tivoli 

st., Albany 4, N. Y 
Capitol Folding Paper Box Co., Inc., 

95-25 Borden Ave., Long Island City, 

Ns! me 
Capitol Packaging Co., 1441 Circle Ave., 

Forest Park, Ill. 

arbert Mfg. Co., Inc., 

Waltham 54, Mass. 

Carbona Products Co., 30-50 Greenpoint 

Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

144 Moody ot., 

Cardel! nterpr ses, l td., Queen E liza- 

beth Bivd. at Royal York Road, 

[oronto 14, Ont., Canada 

Cardinal Boxes, Inc., 410 N. Franklin 
St., Philadelphia 2a, Pa. 

Cardinal Flower & Novelty Ce., I7 E. 

19th St., New York 3, mm. Be 

‘ardinal Lithograph Co., 2875 W. Ninth 

St., Los Angeles 6, Calif. 
ardinal Mills, Inc., Pratt 
Cove, N. Y 

~ 

Oval, Glen 

Carey Press Corp., 406-426 W. 31st 5t., 
New Y ork a N. ) 

Cargo Packers, Inc., 88th St. & 73rd 

Ave., Glendale 27, N. 7: 

Carle & Montanari, Inc., 95 Temple Ave 

Hac kensac ® NX, - 

Carlee Plastics, Inc., 1653 E. Florence 

Ave., Los Angeles 1, Calif. 

Carlisle, A., & 645 Harrison St., 

an Fr Anc isco + ilif. 

Carlson, John P., Inc., 420 Carroll St 
Brooklyn 15, N. Y 

arlyle Container ( On, 624 Peca Ave., 

Charlotte 1, N. C. 

Carolina Paper Board Corp., Gardner 
Ave., Charlotte, N. C. 

Carpenter Container Corp., Lindenhurst, 

ee F 
Carrier Conveyor Corp., 211 N. Jackso 

St., Louisville, 2, Ky. 
Carr-Lowrey Glass Co., 2201 Klomar 

St., Baltimore 30, Md. 
Carry Pack Ltd., 9525 Irving Park 

Road, Schiller Park, Ill. 

Carter & Galantin of Illinois, Inc., 105 

W. Monroe St., Chicago 3, Ill. 

Carter, Joseph, 4855 W. Berenice Ave 

L_hicago Si. Ill. 

Carton Craftsmen, Inc., 813 N. Franklin 

St., Chicago 10, Il. 

Carton Label & Lithograph 00 

Broadway, San Francisco 11, Calif. 

Carton Service, Inc., Shelby, Ohio 
Casco Paper Box Co., 68 Cross St., 

Portland 3, Maine 
Casler, Arvid, 1174 Webster Lane, Des 

Plaines, Ill. 
Casselman, T. & E., Inc., 356 W. 18th 

St., New York ll, N. Y. 

Casting Masters, Inc., 2640 W. Wilcox 

St., Chicago 12, Ill. 
Castle Plastics, Inc., 141 E. 44th St., 

New York 17, N. Y. 

atalin Corp.of America, One Park Ave., 

New York 16, N. Y. 
Catty, H. D., Corp., 

New York 36, N. Y. 

Cayne, Albert H., Equipment Corp., 
Spring St., New Yor a fm! 2 

lee-Jay Extruders, Inc., 29 Denton 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 

@Celanese Corp. of America, 290 Ferry 

St., Newark 5, N. J. 
Cello Bag Co., 4550—38th Ave., S. W., 

Seattle 6, Wash. 
Ce llo-Masters, Inc., 1155 Randall Ave., 

New York 59, N. Y. 

Cello-Pack, Inc., 641 
Buffalo 6, N. Y. 

130 W. 42nd St., 

Ave., 

Bailey Ave., 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Cello Patkaging Co., 935 American §t, 
San Carlos, Calif, ; 

Cellophane Bag & Printing Corp., 754 
Lexington Ave., Brooklyn 21, N, ¥ 

Cellotape & Tag Printers, 3225 Ash St, 
Palo Alto, Calif. ; 

Cellu-Craft Products Corp., 1401 Fourth 
Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 

ee ae Corp., 50 Ave. L, Newark 
5. J 

Cellusuede Products, Inc., 
son St., Rockford, [1]. 

@Celon Co., The, P. O. Box 311, Musca 
tine, lowa 

Celotex Corp., The, 120 S. LaSalle St, 
Chicago 3, Ill. ; 

Celwa Products Co., 840 Broadway, New 

York 3, N. Y. 
Cenpro Corp., hie, 

Northfield, [1]. 
Center & Mfg. Co., Inc., 

Van Buren St., Chicago 12, Ili. 
Central Carton Co., The, 920 Summer St., 

Cincinnati 4, Ohio 
Central Design & Development Co., 65 

Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn 17, N. Y. 

@Central Fibre Products Co., 901 S. Front 
St., Quincy, Ill. 

516 N. Madi. 

1739 Harding Road, 

2706 W, Tool 

Central I ithograph Co., The, 113 St. 
Clair Ave., N.E., Cleveland 14, Ohic 

Central Ohio Paper Co., The 226 N, 
Fifth St., Columbus 16, Ohio 

Central Paper Box Co., 225 E. 

Lancaster, Pa. 
Central Paper Co., Menasha, Wis 

Grant St,, 

Central Paper Co., Inc., 2400 Lakeshore 
Drive, Muskegon, Mich. 

Central Plastic Corp., 123 Central St., 
Leominster, Mass. 

Central States Can Corp., The, 1801 
Harsh Ave., S. E., Massillon, Ohio 

Central States Paper & Bag Co., 5221 
Natural Bridge Ave., St. Louis 15, Mo. 

Central Supply Co., P. O. Box 797, Mil 
waukee 10, Wis. 

Central Waxed Paper Co.,5100 W. Roose- 
velt Road, Chicago 50, Ill. 

Central Wire Frame Co., 218 E. 26th St., 

New York 10, N. Y. 

Century Engineering Co., 5837S. Talman 
ot., Chicago 29, Tih. 

Century Printing Ink Co., 224 S. Van 
Brunt St., Englewood, N. 

Ceragraphic, Inc., 171 

Hackensack, N. J. 
Ceramic Decorating Co., 4651 Sheila St., 

Angeles 22, Calif. 
Chaffee Brothers Co., Main St., Oxford, 

Mass. 

Newman St, 

I OSs 

Chaffee, Ralph, & Co., 2360 Market St., 

San Francisco 14, Calif. 

Chain Belt Co., 4701 W. Greenfield Ave., 

Milwaukee 1, Wis. 
Chambers Storck Co., Inc., The, 751 N. 

Main St., Norwich, Conn. 

Champion Hag Co., 160 N. 
Chicago 7, Ill. 

Champion Container Co., 980 N, 
ware Ave., Philadelphia 23, Pa. 

Champion-International Co., 38 Prospect 
St., Lawrence, Mass. 

Loomis St., 

Dela- 

l 
Champion Paper & Fiber Co., The, 601 

»™ B” St., Hamilton, Ohio 
®Champlain Co., Inc., 88 Llewellyn Ave., 

Bloomfield, N. J. 
Chanal Plastics Corp., 63-20 Austin St., 

Rego Park 74, N. Y. 
Chandler Mfg. Co., Inc., The, 103 Old 

Colony Ave., East Taunton, Mass. 

Chandler & Price Co., The, 6000 Camegie 

Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio 
Chapman, Dave, 420 N. Michigan Ave., 

Chicago 11, Ill. 
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Chargar, Ruth, 299 Madison Ave., New @Chisholm-Ryder Co. of Pa., Blettner Coast Custom Filling Co., 1085 N. Ox- 

York 17, N. Y. Ave., Hanover, Pa. ford Ave., Los Angeles 29, Calif. 

Chase Bag Co., 309 W. Jackson Blvd., Cincinnati Box & Partition Co., The, 1110 Coated & Processed Paper Assn., 1002 

Chicago 6, Ill. Richmond St., Cincinnati 31, Ohio Union Trust Bldg., Providence 3,R, | 
Coates Board & Carton Co., Inc., 70 8 aT Corp., 47 E. 19th St., 

New York 3, N. Y. 
Chase Products Co., 20th & Gardner Rd., 

Cincinnati Industries, Inc., 316 Carthage 
Ave., Cincinnati 15, Ohio 

Cincinnati Molding Co., 2037 Florence 
.oating 

Garfield, N. J. 
101 W. Fore 

Outwater Lane, 
Products, Inc., 

Ave., Englewood, N. : 
Broadview, Ill. TByae { ‘ ' ! ‘ | 

@Chaspec Manufacturing Co., The, 342 W. Fg ec hay once ng one vee Cobden Chadwick, Ltd., Havelock S 

Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Conn. Ci ade ae Ohi we MOSS Ave., Oldham, Lancs., England 

Chelsea Mills Div., Novelty Bias Bind- Cincinnati 17, ates se uT ®Cochran F oil Co., Inc., 1430S. 13th St 

ing Co., 350 Fifth Ave., New York 1, Cities Service Oil Co., 60 Wall Tower, I ouisville 1. Ky. 

N. Y. _ New York 5, N. Y. Ee Cochrane Chemical Co., Llovd Roa 

Chem-Pack, Inc., 408 Blade Ave., Cin- City Cooperage Co., P. O. Box 69, Can- Matawan, N.' J. 

cinnati 16. Ohio ton, Ohio ; ‘ Codd Paper Co., Inc. .. 420 Lexis 

Chem-Products Corp., Silas Deane Hwy., Claremont Pigment Dispersion Corp., 39 Ave., New York 17 mn ¢ 

Rocky Hill, Conn. F Powerhouse Road, Roslyn Heights, Coddington, E. D., Mie Co.. 5024 N. 

Chemical Enterprises, 1131 W. Devon N. Y. : oe _ 37th St., Milwaukee 9, Wis, 
Ave., Chicago 40, III ®Claremont Waste Mig. Co., 169 Main St., Codie-Kay Co., Inc., 1139 San J 

Chemical Paper Mfg. Co., Foot of Jack- é Claremont, N. H. d q St., Los Angeles 15, Calif, 

son St., Holyoke, Mass. Claremould Plastics Co., 200 Wright St., Coe, Norman, 15 Alexander St., Prince 

Chemical & Pharmaceutical Industry Co., Newark 5, N. os: i ton, B. J. 
Inc., 90 West Broadway, New York 7, ®Clark- Aiken Ca.. The, 58 Springfield Coes Knife Co., 72 Coes St., Waorceste 

N. Y. Road, Lee, Mass. , Mass. 

Chemical & Power Products, Inc., 1] Clark Equipment Co., Buchanan, Mich. Cohoes Carrybag Co., Inc., Cohoe 
Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. Clark, George P., Co., 28 Canal St., N. Y. 

Chemical Products Service, Inc., Cliff Windsor Locks, Conn. rae Colgate, Wm. Homer, P. O. Box 50, We 

Road, Port Reading, N. J. Clark, J. L., Mfg. Co., 2300 Sixth St., Redding, Conn. 

Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Rockford, Ill. Collett Sproule Boxes, Ltd., 930 Warde 

Assn., Inc., 50 E. 41st St., New York, Clark Products, Inc., 825 W. Evergreen Ave., Scarborough, Ont., Canada 
N. Y. St.5 ww g 22, Ill. Collier Mfg . Corp., Div. Warren Feathe 

Chemicraft ae , 351 W. 35th St., New Clark Stek-O /_—“* 1631 Dewey Ave., bone Bien. Gainesville, Ga. 

Tork 1, Ni. %. Rochester 15, N : Collins, A. J., Mfg. Co. 340 N. List 

Chemi- a Je Corp., ‘ 3707 W a Harrison &. Clarke, Rene, 247 Park Ave., New York, Ave. , Chicago 14, Ill. 

Giicash, Ill. ; N. Collison, Lee & oe Inc., 640 

Chesapeake Corp. of Va., The, West ClarkPac, Inc., 414 Union Ave., West- Beechmont Ave., Cincinnati 30, O} 

Point, Va. L bury, N. Y. : : —- Envelope Co., Inc., 61 Java 

Cheslam Di~., St. Regis Paper Co., 684 Clarvan Corp., 250 N. Water St., Milwau- , Brooklyn me N. Y. 

Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers 2, N. Y. _kee 1, W a 7 ( oloaial Label C 36 W. 15th S ‘ 

Chess & Wymond Co., 42] W. Avery, Clay Printing Co., Inc., 900 Main Ave., York 11, N. Y. 

Louisville, Ky. . _NW., Hickory, N.C. @Colonial Moulded Plastics Co., | 
@Chester Packaging Products Corp., Sub. Clayton Corp., 4205 Forest Park Blvd., Wilkinsonville, Mass. 

St. Regis Paper ae 684 Nepperhan St. Louis 8, Mo. ; - Color Research Institute, 176 W. Ada 

Ave., Yonkers 2, N. C learc o Products Co., 165 W. 26th St., St., Chicago 3, Il. 

Chicago Cardboard Co, 1240 N. Homan _New York I, N, Y. : Colora Printing Inks, Inc., 23-12 
Ave., Chicago 53, Ill. -learprint, Inc., 3639 Dyre Ave., New Ave., Long Island City l, N. Y. 

Chicago Carton Co., 4200 S. Pulaski _ York 66, N. Y. _ Color-Craft Display Corp., 52-25 Barne 
Ave., Chicago 32, III. sleveland Aerosol Packaging Corp., 425 Ave., Long Island City 4, N. Y. 

Chicago Gasket Co., 1271 W. North Ave., Lakeside Ave., W., Cleveland 13, Colorcraft Products, Inc., 86 Willow St 

Chicago 22, Ill. Ohio Bridgeport 10, Conn. 

Chicago Mailing Tube Co., 327 N. Aber- @Cleveland Container Co. The , 6201 Bar- Colorcraft Screening Co., 9103-09 7 

deen, Chicago 7, Ill. berton Ave., Cleveland 2 , Ohio Ave., No. Bergen, N. J. 

Chicago Mill & Lumber Co., 33 S. Clark Cleveland Crane & Engineering Co., Colson Corp., The, Cedar & Pine S 

St., Chicago 3, IL The, Wickcliffe, Ohio Elyria, Ohio 

@Chicago Molded Products Corp., 1020 N. Cleveland Lathe & Machine Co., 5400 @Colton, Arthur, Co., 3400 bk. Lafaye 

Kolmar Ave., Chicago 51, th. Brookpark Road, Cleveland 29, Ohio Ave., Detroit 7, Mich. 

Chicago Paper Box Co., 732 N. Morgan Cleveland Vibrator Co., The, 2828 Clin- Colt’s Plastics Co., Inc., 150 Huyst 
Des Chicago 22, Il. ton Ave., W., Cleveland 13, Ohio Ave., Hartford, Conn. 

Chicago Paper Co., 801 S. Wells St., Chi- Clifton Hydraulic Press Co., Clifton, Columbia Basin Plastics Co., | S.W 

cago 7, Ill. N. J. Harbor Dr., Portland 1, Ore 

Chicago Printed String Co., 2300 Logan Clifton Paper Board Sales Co., 1 Acker- @Columbia Box Board Mills, Inc., | 

Blvd., Chicago fil. man Ave,, Clifton, N. J. ham, N. Y. 

Chicago Show Printing Co., 2635 N. Kil- Clifton Plastics Corp., 53 Orchard St., Columbia Can Co., 59-27—54t 
dare Ave., Chicago 39, Ill. _ Clifton, N. J. Maspeth 78, L. 1, N. Y. 

Chicopee Mills, Inc., 47 Worth St., New Climax Fibre Drum Co., Champion St., Columbia Paper Produ ts C rp., 2335 W 
York 11, N. Y. Carthage, N. Y. Franklin St., Baltimore Md i. 

Chiltern Paper Products Ltd., Belswains Climax Manufacturing Co., Castorland, Columbian Rope Co: 309 3 enesee 

Lake, Hemel Hempstead, England N.Y. , Auburn, N. Y. 
Chinkes, Sam, Assoc. 95 Park Terrace Clinch-Tite Corp., 10 N. Main St., West ( olumbus Coated Fabrics Corp., Sevent 

E. New Yeu a. a, & | Hartford, Conn. e & Grant Aves., Columbus 16, Ohio 

Chipman, Richmond Lane, Jr., 30-A N Clinwill Plastics, Inc., 701 Seneca St., Columbus Paper Box C Inc., 344-352 

Mountain Ave., Montclair N. J. ; Bafialo 10, N. Y. , _W. Town St., Columbus 22, Ohio 
. a pee ser Clogston Paper Box Co., The, 102 Hill Columbus Plastic Products, Inc., 162 
Chippewa Paper Products Co., Inc., 2425 St., New Haven 9, Conn. W. Mound St., Columbus 23, Ohio 

S. Rockwell St., Chicago 8, III. ®Clopay Corp., C lopay Square, Cincinnati Comet Envelope & Paper Co., Inc., 5! 

eC rig Plastics, Inc., 210 E. Columbia 14, Ohio 17th St., New York 3, N. Y. 

, Chippewa Falls, Wis. Closures, Inc., P. O. Box 711, Water- @Comet Industries, 9865 Franklin Ave 
Chirp Rodney, 185 N. Wabash Ave., bury, Conn. Franklin Park, Il. 

Chicago 1, Tl. Cloud Machine Co., 402 E. N. Water St., Comet Packaging & Paper Co., Inc., 43‘ 
Chisholm-Moore Hoist Div., Columbus 
McKinnon Chain Corp., Fremont Ave., 

Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Chisholm-Ryder Co., Inc., Drawer F, @C lybours Machine Corp., 

Bridge Station, Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

Chicago 11, Ill. 
Clover Plastic Contours, Inc 

St., East Norwalk, Conn. 

., 20 Fitch 

Avon- 6479 N. 

dale Ave., Chicago 31, Il. 

Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. ¥ 

Comly-Gillam Carton Corp., G & Ly- 

C 
coming Sts., Philadelphia 24, Pa. 
ommerce Oil Corp., 515 Madison Ave 
New York 22, N. Y. 
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,ommercial Corrugated Container Corp., 

236 W. 17th 3t.. York a Oe ea 

ommercial Handling Equipment Co., 

16244 James Couzens Hwy., Detroit 
21, Mich. 
ommercial Paste Co., The, 

New 

554 Buttles 

Ave., Columbus 8, Ohio 
ommercial Plastics & Supply Corp., 

630 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
ommonwealth Plastics Corp., 98 Adams 
St., Leominster, Mass. 
ymo Plastics, Inc., 1703 Keller Ave., 

Columbus, Ind. 

ompass Paper & Box Co., 1 

t., New York 12, N. Y. 
ona pac Corp., 120 E. 
York & N. a 

onart Ce., Inc., The, 240 Glen 

Road, Glen Head, N. Y. 

one ord Chemical Co., 80 f 

Moorestown, N. J. 

»5 Bleecker 

13th St., New 

Head 

. Second St., 

ndon, Frank, Ass x . Ine -_ kt aton’s 

Neck, Northport, N. Y. 
mngress Paper Box Co., 210 N. Wolcott 
Ave., Chicago 12, Il. 

an Co., The, 

Ohio 

mnecticut Chemical 

onneaut C 

Conneaut, 

Resear h ( orp., 

706 Bostwick Ave., Bridgeport 5 
Conn. 
onnecticut Chemicals (Canada), Ltd., 

Curity Ave. & Hollinger Rd., Toronto, 
Ont., Canada 
ynnecticut Hard Rubber Co., The, 407 
bast St., New Haven 9, Conn. 

onnecticut Plastic Products Co., Inc., 
70 W. Liberty St., Waterbury 20, Conn. 

onnolly, J. J., Inc., 457 W. 40th St., 
New York 18, N. Y. 
m—oerv orp., Air-Pack ma 344 W. 

varvey St., Monterey Park, Calif. 

isolidated Bag Corp., a8 Melv 

St., Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

olidated Box Co., Inc., 410 S. 

Packwood St., Tampa 6, F la. 

onsolidated Cork Corp., 4012 Second 
Ave., Brooklyn 32, N. Y. 

wolidated Fruit Jar Co. of New 

jersey, 62 Water St., New Hrunswick, 
| ‘ j 

idated Lithograph Di Somer- 

\ Ltd., L800 Parthenais St., 
Montreal 24, Que., Canada 

solidated L ith iphing Corp., Carle 

Place, L. 1., N. ¥. 

solidated Molded Products Cor; 

9 Cherry St., Scranton 2 

lidated Mounting & Finishing C« 

Inc., 516 W 4th St., 

me Be 

olidated Pac kag g Ma hinery U Wp.» 

1400 West Ave Bu » 2a, Be Fa 

solidated Paper _ Co., 6 Ver 

wt., Somerville $5, Mass 

msolidated Paper Co., Last | \ve 
Monr _ Mic nh 

ons olidated Paper ( , Inc., 170 N 
Ith St., Brooklyn ll, N. Y. 

msolidated Water Power & Paper Co., 

W isc onsin Rapids, Wis. 

ynstructions Industrielles de Precision, 
14 Ave. du Michel-Bizot, 

Paris l2e, France 
nsumer-Pak Machine Co., 

ond St., Pomona, Calif. 

onsumers Glass Co., Ltd., C 

General 

LLOOE. Sec- 

anada 

Cement Co. Bldg., Phillips Sq., Mont- 
real, Que., Canada 

‘ontainer Corp. of America, 38 S. Dear- 
born St., Chicago 3, Ill. 
ontainer Equipment Corp., 78-88 

Locust St., Bloomfield, N. J. 

ontainer Handling, Inc., 654 Westlake 
Ave., I Calif. | 

os Angeles, 

oe Rew E xtrusion C 10. 

@Advertisement in this issue; 

~ ontainer Laboratories, Inc., 45 E. 22nd 
St., New York 10, N. Y. 

Container Research Westport, 
Conn. 

-ontainer Stapling Corp., P. 
Herrin, Ill. 

-ontainers Machinery Co., 111 W. Wash- 
ington St., Chicago 2, Ill. 

-ontinental Bag Specialities Corp., 10 
Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N. J. 

ontinental Box Co.; Inc., P. O. 
1322, Houston 1, Texas 

continental Can Co., Inc., Bond Crown 

& Cork Div., 205 W. 14th St., Wilming- 
ton 99, Del. 

‘ontinental Can Co., 

Corp., 

0. Box 247, 

~ Box 

= 

= Inc., Gair Boxboard 
& Folding Carton Div., 530 Fifth Ave., 
New York 36, N. Y. 

Continental Can Co., Inc., Gair Con- 

tainerboard & Kraft Paper Div., 530 
Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y 

‘ontinental Can Co., Inc., Gair Fibre 

Drum & Corrugated Box Div., 530 Fifth 
Ave., New York 36, N. Y. 

‘ontinental Can Co., Inc., Hazel-Atlas 
Glass Div., 15th & Jacob Sts., Wheel- 
ing, W. Va. 

‘ontinental Can Co., Inc., Metal Opera- 
tions Group, 100 East 42nd St., New 
York 17, N. 

Continental 

~ 

- 

a 

? an 7. 

tainer Div., 349 Oraton St., Newark 4, 
is. Be 

®C ontinental Can Co., Inc., Plastic Con- 
tainer Div., 2930 N. Ashland Ave., 

Chicago 13, Ill. 
®Continental Can Co., Inc., Shellmar-Bet- 

ner Div., Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

Continental Decalcomania Co., 140 E. 
Averill St., Sparta, Mich. 

Continental Elastic Co., 
New Bedford, Mass. 

( a Extrusion Corp., 
Brooklyn 1, N. 

ae ‘illin 

t., Danville, Il. 

ontinental Folding Paper Box Co., Inc., 
Grand Ave., Ridgefield, N. J. 

90 Hatch St., 

30 Prince 

— Corp., 123 N. Hazel 

Continental Gin Co., 4500 Fifth Ave., S 

Birmingham 2, Ala. 
Continental Glass Co., 841 W. Cermak 

Road, Chicago 8, Ill. 
Continental Packaging & Processing, 

Inc., 1950 N. Ruby St., Melrose Park, 
Hl. 

Continental Paper Co., Industrial Ave., 
Ridgefield Park, N. J. 

Continental Paper Products Co., 1000 W 
Louisiana Ave., Denver 9, Colo. 
— Plastics Corp., 2934 W. Lake 

, Chicago 12, Ill. 
519 Fayette Ave., 

Mamaroneck, N. 

ontou Packaging C orp., Main & Cotton 
Sts., Philadelphia 27, Pa. 

‘ontract Packers, Inc., 2331—12th Ave., 

New York 27, N. Y. 
onverter Corp., 218 Willard St., 
inster, Mass. 

‘onverters Ink Co., 
Ave., Linden, N. J. 

‘onverters Machine Co., 
Ave., Greenwich, Conn, 

sonveyor Specialty Co., Inc., 33 
port Ave., No. Quincy 71, Mass. 

vonveyor Systems, Inc., 325 S. Califor- 
nia Ave., Chicage 12, Ill. 

convoy, Inc., 3440 Navarre Road, S.W., 
Canton 6, Ohio 

ooper Carton Corp., 4343 S. 
Ave., Chicago 9, Ill. 

D. C., Co., 
Chicago 5, Ill. 

“nN 

I ,eom —_ 

Elizabeth 1261 W. 

~~, 22 W. Putmmam 

New- 

=> 

~ 

~ 

Cooper, 1467 S. Michigan 
Ave., 

see Index, p. 814 

®Coryngton 

®Cosom Engineering Corp., 

Inc., Paper Con- @Cottonluxe Mfg. Co., 

Cooper Paper “Box Corp., 19 Hardwood 
, Buffalo 10, N. Y. 

Cooper, Peter, Corporations, Gowanda, 
N. 

Copeland gy Inc., 537 W. 53rd St., 
New York 19, Y. 

Cormack, Robert . 768 Ogden St., Den- 
ver, Colo. 

Com Belt Adhesives, 815——-22nd Ave., 
Council Bluffs, lowa 

Cornelius, Theodore, 
New York 38, N. Y. 

Cornell Paperboard Products Co., 1514 
E. Thomas Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

Corning Glass Works, Coming, N. Y. 

Coronet Products Corp., 114-116 N. 
Franklin St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

220 Broadway, 

Corro, Ltd,. 799 Washington St., New 
York 14, N. Y. 

Corro-Lith Corp., 44-35—-21st St., Long 
Island City 1, N. Y. 

Corson Mfg. Co., 20-24 Michigan St., 
Lockport, N. Y. 

Products Co., Div. 
1100 Adams St., 

Shoup- 

Owens, Inc., Hoboken, 
N. J 

6012 Wayzata 
Blvd., Minneapolis 16, Minn. 

Cotswold Fibres, Inc., 916 Eighth Ave., 
Columbus, Ga. 

781 E. 136th St., 
New York 54, N. Y. 

Cottrell Co., The, Mechanic St., Westerly, 
R. L. 

Coughlin Mfg. Co., 697-699 E. 132nd 
St., New York 54, N. Y. 

Couper, Don, Lower Shad Road, Pound 
Ridge, N. Y. 

Courtland Box Co., Inc., 596—15th 

Ave., Columbus, Ga. 
— Elton T., Co. “ Inc., 133 W. 19th 

» New York ll, 
Coy, " Disbrow & 2 = "Inc. 686 Green- 

wich St., New York 14, N. Y. 
Cozier Container Corp., 446 E. 

st., Cleveland 8, Ohio 

Cozzoli Machine Co., 401 E. 
Plainfield, N. 1 

‘raftint Mfg. Co., The, 1615 Collamer 
Ave., Cleveland 10, Ohio 

13lst 

Third St, 

— 

Craftsmen Machinery Co., 75 W. Dedham 

St., Boston 18, Mass. 
Craftsmen Press, 5241 E. Washington 

t., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 
Craig Systems, Inc., 90 Holten St., Dan- 

vers, Mass. 
Crandall Can Filler Machine Co., 1392 

Niagara St., Buffalo 13, N. Y. 
‘randall, Inc., 315 N. Euclid Ave., Oak 

Park, Ill. 
‘randon Paper Mills, Inc., Foot of 18th 

St., Fort Madison, lowa 

— 

a 

Crane, Susan, Gift Packaging, 1525 Edi- 
son St., Dallas, Texas : 

Crawford, E. A., Co., Box 126, Edge- 
wood Station, Providence 5, R. I. 

Crawford Engineering, Inc., 254 Aborn 
St., Providence 3, R. I. 

Crawford Industries, Inc., W. 

Darr St., Oil City, Pa. 
First at 

®@Crawford, John W., Co., 160 Varick St., 
New York 13, N. Y. 

Creative Moulded Products Co., 
Sixth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. 

Creators Art Service, 2 Columbus Circle, 
New York 19, N. Y. <a 

Crescent Box Corp., “‘E’’ St. & Erie 
Ave., Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

Crescent Box & Printing Co., 410 Wilson 
Ave., Tullahoma, Tenn. 

434 

Ashland @Crescent Ink & Color Co. of Pa., 464 . 
Fifth St., Philadelphia 23, Pa. 

Cresceat Paper Tube Co., Inc., 120 E. 
Fourth St., Covington, Ky. 
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iwood Crescent Truck Co., 1035 Willow St., Curtiss-Wright Corp., Plastics Div., 831 Davison Chemical Co., Div. W. R. Grace 

Lebanon, Pa. Central Ave., Carlstadt, N. J. & Co., 101 N. Charles _ -, Baltimore 

anda, — ee ae 50 Park Ave., New — Pack, Inc., 150 Fifth Ave., 3, Md. 
Yor hp Ie Xe awthorne, N. J Dawson, F. C., Engineering Co., 641 

rd St., Crocker, Burbank Papers, Inc., 545 West- Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co., Inc., 625 Washington St, Canton, Mass. 

minster St., Fitchburg, Mass. | Eighth Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Day Mfg. Co., Inc., 219 S. Crockett St., 

, Den- @Crocker, H.S., Co., Inc., 1000 San Mateo Custom-Made Paper Bag Co., Inc., 33rd Sherman, Texas 
Ave., San Bruno, Calif. St. & Skillman Ave., Line Island City Dayton Embossed Products Corp., 400 

Ave., e@Crompton & Knowles Packaging Corp., 1, R. Y, Linden Ave., de 3, Ohio 
Berkshire St., Holyoke, Mass. Custom Packaging, Inc., 136 Tichenor Dean, Charles C. S., 521 Fifth Ave., New 

iway, Crompton-Richmond Co., Inc., 1071 Ave. St., Newark 5, N. J. York 17, N. Y. 
: of The Americas, New York 18, N. Y. Custom-Pak, Inc., 5230 Eastern Ave., Dearborn ' Chemical Co., Merchandise 

1514 eCromwell Paper Co., The, 4801 S. Whip- Cincinnati 26, Ohio Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, Ill. 

is. ae —— a Ill 130 E Teatl Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 315 N. 12th St., DeBell & Richardson, Inc., Water St., 

A Croo aper Box Co., <. Tenth Milwaukee 1, Wis. Hazardville, Conn. 
6 N tg wage ref en Poe — - @Cylinders, Inc., Grenloch, N. J. Decal Plas-Stik Co., 5-33——48th Ave., 

Crook, William A., Co., Inc., 36 eas- Long Island City, N. Y. 

New ant St., Watertown 72, Mass. Dec- Art r sesnelar bo. Inc., 349 Cana 

Cross Paper Products Corp., 4377 Bronx Pl., New York 51, N. fF ; pics 

Long Blvd., a be «agg es Se Decorating Process, Inc., Div. Fuld 

Crossett aper Mills, Crossett, Ark. D Bros., 702 S. Wolfe St., Baltimore 31, 
St. Crowe Engineering Co., The, 1838 West- Md. 

, ern Ave., Cincinnati 14, Ohio Decotone Products Div., Fitchburg Pa- 

}oup- ‘rowell Carton Co.,820 Industrial Road, D & D Plastics, Inc., 7599 E. Nine Mile per Co., 193 Kimball St., Fitchburg, 

ken, Marshall, Mich. : Road, Van Dyke, Mich. Mass. 
Crowley, ay A & a W. Wis- Oa ee a. Corp., 15 W. 44th Ste, New wer d henge Co., Main és Mon- 

yzata consin icago ork 36 7 roe bridge, Mass. 

Crown Color & Design Corp., 152 E. 26th Dacam 7 , 401 Gardner Ave., Char- Deerfield Plastic s Co., Inc., 271 Main 

Ave., , New York 10, N. Y. lotte 1, N. C. St., So. Deerfield, Ma: iss. 

Cro vn Cork & Seal Co., Inc., Can Div., Dade, Any C., Inc., Old Country Road, de Florez Co., Inc., 116 E. 30th St., 

St. 9300 Ashton Road, Philadelphia 36, Mineola, L. L., ’ ; New York 16, N. Y. 

ne a a " . Dadman, Royal, & Associates, 1118 N. Deisroth, W. H., Co., Inc., 21st St. 

erly, ” the ne go pgs taney Ma Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md. es Park Ave., Philadelphia 40, 
Closure ee 37, Baltimore 3, a. 

32nd Md. Daffin Mfg. Co., Keller Ave. & Fruitville Deitz, S. J., Co., 9 E. Wesley St., So. 

© row! Re > ering & Sales Co., 421 Pike, Lancaster, Pa. Hackensack, i ae 

ound lill St., Harrison, N. J. Daher Co., Inc., 338 Pearl St., NewYork ejonge, Louis & Co., 233 Bi 
Crown G ass Corp., 600 W. Hubbard St., 38, N. Y. New York 7, N. Y. 

15th ago 10, Ill. Dairy Industries Supply Assn., Inc., 1145 Delamere & Williams Co., Ltd., 
Paper Board Co., Inc., Delaware —19th St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C. son St., Toronto, Ont., Canada 

19th Ave. & Tasker St., Philadelphia 48, wa Whipt fie” a Price teen Wikeingnen 99. De ‘ils 
: 

nicago 3, * 0 ’ I gto » Vel. 

een- Paper Box Corp., 210] Montcalm : ; Delaware Ribbon Mfrs., Inc., Seventh 

, St., Indianapolis 7, Ind. Dale, John, Ltd., Brunswick Park Rd., Somerset St., Philadelphia 33, Pa. 
“2 Crown Wire Mfg, Corp., Garden Pl., Edge- New Southgate, London, N.11,England DeLine, I. A., Paper Boxes, Inc., 10 

water, N. J. Dallas Label & Box Co., 1504 Munger S. Jason St., Denver 23, Colo. 
oe rown Zellerbach Corp., 343 Sansome on — Texas Dellenbarger Machine Co., Inc., 379 

’ Sen Francisco 19, Calif. almas, Ltd., Junior St., Leicester, West Broadway, New York 12, N. Y 

ae @Crown Zellerbach Corp., Gaylord Con- England Delmar Paper Box Co., The, 419 W. Fift 
= iner Corp. Div., 111 N. Fourth St., Danbury Square Box Co., The, 40 Elm- 3t., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

= St. Louis 2, Mo. wood Place, Danbury, Conn. @Delro Industries, Inc., 28 W. 

ry vn Zellerbach Corp., Western-Waxide Daniels Mfg. Co., 114 W. Kemp ote, New York, et F 

om , 2101 Williams St., San Leandro, gg seri get . @Delta Engineering Corp., 126 W. Emer: 
- lif, anis nstitute o ackaging, The, t., Melrose 76, Mass. 

= Cruver Mfg. Co., 2460 W. Jackson Blvd., bor gay ae 3B, Copenhagen, Denmark Delta Paper Box Co., 939 E. ( 
Chicago 12, Ill. apo astics, Inc., 90 Grove St., Stockton, Calif, 

392 Cruze, Charles, 2340 W. Third St., Los D ong ~ oo 4 — ' De Luxe Craft Mfg. Co., 1579 Milwauk 

Angeles 57, Calif. arby aper Co., -rovidence Road, Ave., Chicago 22, Ill. 

Jak Stal p aper Box Co., Inc., 153-9 W. Lansdowne, Pa. De Mattia Machine & Tool Co., Che 

27th St., New York 1, N. Y. Darr, Harold W., Associates, 5 FE. 22nd Road, Clifton, N. J. 

atk stal Tissue Co., The, Middletown ” — ny sy 4, Minn. Demuth Glass Works, Inc., P.O. Box 629 

Ohi ¥ = . aubert Chemical Co., 333 N. Michigan Parkersburg, W. Va. 

di- rystal Transparent Corp., 101 W. For- , Ave+» Chicago 1, Ill. __DeNina, James Andrew, Assoc., 
st Ave., Englewood, N. J. Davidson Corp., 29 Ryerson St., Brook- Fifth Ave., New York 34, N. Y. 

ge- Crystal Tube Corp., 6625 W. Diversey lyn 5, N. Y. Dennis Chemical Co., 2701 Papin St., 
wes, Chicago 35, Ill. , Davidson, D. H., Mfg. Co., 2007-11 St. Louis 3, Mo. 

oa CrystalX Corp., Ww. Te Washin ton Ave., Philadelphia 46, Pa. Dennis, Gordon W., 2572 Webster St. 
Mills. P a. . Davidson-Hansen Co., 9 E. 48th St, Palo Alto, Calif. 

$6, : : New York 17, N. Y. @Dennis Mfe. Cx 00 Howard St at ulligan, Inc., ain "ie, ™ ¢ ’ : ; nnison g Co., 300 Howard = 

- brook, 1] te, Destncent iv, Horm Davidson Products Co., 1166 Mercer St., Framingham, Mass, 
: se : Seattle 9, Wash. Den Co The, 2124 Livingston St 
ste, illom, W. F., 251 E. 35th St., New York , . nton Corp., The, 2124 Livingston St., 

16, N. Y. Davies, Harry, Molding Co., 1428 N. Oakland 6, Calif. 
134 Cummins-Chicago Corp., 4740 N. Re . Wells Chicago 10, Ill. Dependable Compressor & Machine Co. 

venswood, Chicago 40, Ill. avies, Helen, & Associates, 140 W. 157 W. 21st St.. New York 11, N. Y. 

le, Cupplee-Hesse Corp., 4175 Kingshigh- ,_>7*h Stes New York 19, N. Y. Derby Sealers, Inc., Derby, Conn, 
i N., St. Louis is Mo. , Davies, Henry es & Co., Inc., 479 Broad Design Associates, Ltd., 1 BE. 53rd St, 

rie Cupples, Samuel Envelope Co., Inc, Ste, Glen Rock, N. J. New York, N. Y. 
ie, Wenenen ea Seeshive 1, N. Y. mea te rages ale me 450 Schuy- Design Development Associates, 45 

= Curl er Ave., Arlington, N. J. Castle St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 
. hiledsichin 3 a N. Randolph St., nS Rew em — 1401 Wal- Design Dynamics, Inc., 221 N. LaSalle 

N. Cc P, “9 nut St., adelphia 2, Pa. St., Chicago 11, Ill. 

— Charlene, a 217 Fairwood Davis, Orvil, 18 E. 48th St., New York, Design Performance Laboratories, 101 

E C ~~ ” : se Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
ue a S., & Son, Inc., Sandy Hook, Davis, S. H., Paper Box Co., The, 1028 Design Research, Inc., 420 N. Michigan 

sOnN. W. Central Ave., Toledo 6, Ohio Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. 
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Designeers, 53 Orchard St., Manhasset, 

Designers for Industry, Inc., 4241 Fulton 
Parkway, Cleveland 9, Ohio 

Deskey, Donald, Associates, 
Ave., New York 20, N. Y 

Detecto Scales, Inc., 540 

Brooklyn 5, N. Y. 
—s Sulphite Pulp & Paper Co., 9125 

Jefferson Ave., Detroit 17, Mich. 
Ri Testing Laboratory, Inc., The, 

554 Bagley Ave., Detroit 26, Mich. 
DeVilbiss Co., The, 300 Phillips Ave., 

Toledo 1, Ohio 

Devon Products, 
New York 17 

Dewey & Almy c omic Co., Div. W. R. 
Grace & Co., 62 Whittemore Ave., Cam- 
bridge 40, th 

630 Fifth 

Park Ave., 

es 141 E. 44th St. 

@®Dexter, C. H., & Sons, Inc., Canal St., 
Windsor Locks, Conn. 

Dexter Folder Co., Div. Miehle-Gess- 

Dexter, Inc., 219 E. 44th St., New 
York, N. Y. 

Dexter Sulphite Pulp & Paper Co., How- 
land Ave., Dexter, N. Y 

Diagraph-Bradley Industries, Inc., P.O. 
Box 269, Herrin, III. 

Diamond Glass Co., First Ave., Royers- 

ford, Pa. 

Diamond Match Co., Molded Pulp-Food- 
» tainer Div., 122 FE. 42nd St., New York 

[7 He Ba 

Diamond Paper Box Co., 246 N. Dela- 
ware Ave., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 

@fiamond Plastic Box COs. 1215 Midvale 

Ave., S.W., Roanoke, Va. 
Diamond Printing & Label Corp., 1045 

Frankford Ave., Philadelphia 25, Pa. 
Diamond Straw & Machine Co., 615 W. 

13lst St., New York, N. Y. 

Diaphane Corp., 1934 Arch St., Philadel- 

phia 3, Pa. 

Dice, J. W., Co., 16 Highwood Ave., 

Ragiowees, N. J. 

Dickens, Robert Sidney, Inc., 
Court, Chicago 11, til. 
kinson, John, & Co., 

Mills, Hemel 
ind 

Diem & Wing Paper Co., Gilbert Ave 

Viaduct, Cincinnati 2, Ohio 
Diemolding Corp., 125 Rast 

istota, NX. Y 

likeman Laminating 

Ave., Clifton 1, N. J 

908 N. Ernst 

Ltd., 

Herts., 

Apsley 

lempstead, Eng- 

yach St., Can- 

Corp., 181 Sargeant 

Dill Manufacturing Co., The, 700 FE. 82nd 
St., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

@)})illon-Beck Mfg. ( 1227 Central Ave., 
——— N. J. 

Disbrow Mfg. Co., 181 S. 18th St., East 

Orange, N. J. 

i spens- A-I abel Devices, 203 Boggs 
Ave., Pittsburgh 11, Pa. 

lispensers, Inc., 947 E. 62nd St., Los 

Angeles 1, Calif. 

Display Finishing Co., Inc., 21-16—44th 

Road, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Display Guild, 85-09—57th Ave., Elm- 

hurst, L.I., N. Y. 
Dix, J. J., Inc., 211 W. 61st St., New 

York 23, N. Y. 

Container 

Davis Highway, 

Dixie Corp., 2000 Jefferson 

Richmond 3, Va. 
Dixie Cup Co., 24th & Dixie Ave., Easton, 

Pa. 
Dixie Wax Paper Co., 1300 S. Polk St 

Dallas 22, Texas 

DoAll Co., The, 254 N. 
Plaines, lil. 

@Dobeckmun Co., The, 
Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Dodge Cork Co., Inc., 

Sts., Lancaster, Pa. 

Laurel Ave., Des 

3301 Monroe Ave. 

Laure! & Manor 

Dodge, E. F., Paper Box Corp., 142 Wa- 
ter St., Leominster, Mass. 

Doherty, F. R., 2970 W. Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 2, Mich. 

Dolphin Jute Mills, 7 
son, N. J. 

Dominion Envelope Co., Ltd., 39 Green- 
belt Dr., Don Mills, Ont., Canada 

Dominion Glass Co., Ltd., 1111 Beaver 

Spruce St., Pater- 

Hall Hill, Montreal, Que., Canada 

Donahue, Ann, 5] W. Tenth St., New 

York 11, N. Y. 
Donald Art Go., Inc., 125 Spencer Place, 

# Mamaroneck, N. 
@Donrico, Inc., 438 W. 37th St., New York 

Re. 2 

Doran Brothers, Inc., 30 Shelter Rock 

Road, Danbury, Conn. 
Dorey Corrugated Paper Products, Inc., 

37 Main St., Scottsville, N. Y. 
Dorfman, A., Co., Inc., 57-59 W. 19th 

St., New York 11, N. Y. 

Dornbusch & Co., Kalanderstrasse 19-25, 
Krefeld 22, Germany 

Dorsey Display Corp., 480 Lexington 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

@Poughboy Industries, Inc., New Rich- 
mond, Wis. 

Douglas, Charles E., & Co., Ltd., 86 
Strand, London, W. C. 2, England 

Douglas Chemical Co.-*620 E. 16th St., 
No. Kansas City 16, Mo. 

Dove, J. B., & Sons, Inc., Willard & 

Collins Sts., Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

ring, Inc., 2706 

go 12, Ill. 
Mich. 

Doven Machine & Engine: 
W. Van Buren St., Chica 

Dow Chemical Co., The, Midland, 

Midland, Mich. 

Downingtown Paper Box Co., Boot Road 

& Chestnut St., Downingtown, Pa. 

Doyle, J. E., Co., The, 1220 W. 
St., Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Dralle, Elizabeth M., 20 W. 
New York 11, N. Y. 

Draper & Emerick, 164 Ridgewood Road, 
Pittsburgh 9, Pa. 

Dreyer, H. D., & Co., Inc., Aliceanna & 
Spring Sts., Baltimore 31, Md. 

Dow Corning Corp., 

Sixth 

Fighth St., 

Dreyfus, L. A., Co., 1 Park Ave., Oak 
Tree, N. J. 

Dreyfuss, Henry, 4 W. 58th St., New York, 
N. Y. 

DriAire, Inc., 132 S. Main St., So. Nor- 

walk, Conn. 
Driscoll, Frank H., Co., Inc., The, 22i8 

N. Liberty St., Winston-Salem, N. C. 
Driscoll, Martin, & Co., 610 S. Federal 

t., Chicago 5, Ill. 
Driver, Geo., & Son, Ltd., Abbeydale 

Road, Wembley, Middlesex, England 
Drug Package, Inc., 2419 N. 

Ave., St. Louis 6, Mo. 
Drum Equipment Corp., 947 Lehigh Ave., 

Union, N. J. 
Drum Parts, Inc., 

Cleveland 5, Ohio 

Dubelier Braid Co., 208 W. 
York 1, N. Y. 

DuBois Plastic Products, Inc., 
Florida St., Buffalo 8, N. Y. 

Dubuque Container Co., Dubuque, Iowa 
Dudley Machinery Corp., P.O. Box 143, 

Santa Clara, Calif. 

Glasgow 

10311 Meech Ave., 

27th St., New 

152-178 

Duff California Co., 100 Bush St., San 

Francisco 4, Calif. 
Dumatic Industries, 1443 N. 12th St. 

Philadelphia 22, Pa. 
@Dumont Enterprises, Inc., 168 S. Van 

Brunt St., Englewood, N. J. 
Dunbar, E. Helen, 530 FE. 88th St., New 

York, N. Y. 
Duncan Equipment Co., 506 Broadway, 

Seattle 22, Wash. 

788 @Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Dunmire Packaging Products Co., 49}} 
Mason St., South Gate, Calif. 

Dunn Paper Co., 218 Riverview, Port 
Huron, Mich. 

Dunn, Thomas W., Co. ‘ Inc., 
Terrace, Ridgefield, N  & 

Dunning, pI H., Corp., 1950 Post Road, 
Darien, Coan. 

Duo-Pak Containers Co., 
Ave., Sausalito, Calif. 

@du Pont de Nemours, E. I., 
Wilmington 98, Del. 

Dura Bac, Inc., 808 Broadway, New York 

9 Victoria 

141 Bulkley 

& Co., Inc 
bd 

eH 
Dura-Lee Corp., 908 Broadway, Kansas 

City 5, Mo. 
Durethene-Koppers Co., Inc., 7001 W, 

60th St., Chicago 38, Ill. 
Durez Plastics Div., Hooker Electro- 

chemice! Co., 277 Walck Road, No, 
Tonawanda, N. Y. 

Duro Envelope Co., 24 E. 
York 10, N. Y. 

®Dusenbery, John, Co., Inc., 271 Grove 
Ave., Verona, N. J. 

Dusseau, Lambert, 10 F. 
York 22, N. Y. 

Dwinell, Charles L., 200 Merchandise 
Mart Bldg., Kansas City 8, Mo. 

22nd St., New 

53rd St., New 

@Dyn Corp., 285 Palisade Ave., Cliffside 
Park, N. J. 

E 

Eagle Chemical Co., Inc., 20 W. Jackson 
Blvd., Chicago 4, II]. 

Eagle Machinery Co., Ltd., 465 Califor- 
nia St., San Francisco 4, Calif. 

Eagle Paper Box Mfg. Co., Inc., 1755 N. 
Monitor Ave., Chicago 39, III. 

Earlville Paper Box Co., Inc., Clyde St 

Earlville, N.Y. 
East Chicago Machine Too! Corp., 4801 

Railroad Ave., East Chicago, Ind. 
East Coast Paper Products Corp., 90 

Butler St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 
@®fast Texas Pulp & Paper Co., P.O. Box 

816, Silsbee, Texas 
Eastern Can Co., Inc., 649 Kent 

Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
Eastern Cellophane Co., 

t., Boston 10, Mass. 
Eastern Colortype Corp., Brighton Road, 

Clifton, N. J. 
Eastern Corrugated Container Corp., 227 

Clifton Blvd., Clfiton, N. J. 
Eastern Display & Carton Corp., 447 

Hickory St., Kearny, N. J. 
Eastern Duo-Fast Corp., 176 Avenue of 

The Americas, New York 13, N. Y. 

Eastern Seaboard eae Inc., 217 

Ave., 

137-139 Pearl 

Astor St., Newark 5, N. J. 
Eastern Vacuum Peeing Co., 611 Heck 

St., Asbury Park, N. J. 
Eastern Wooden Box Assn., 402 Barr 

Bldg., Washington 6, D. C. 
Eastman Chemical Products, Inc., Kings- 

port, Tenn. 
@ Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State St., Roch- 

ester 4, N. Y. 
Fastman Tag & Label Co., 3451 Collins 

Ave., Richmond 4, Calif. 
Easy Mark Ink Co., Crosby St. & Butler 

Ave., Lowell, Mass. 
Ebbert Engineering Co., 
mingham, Mich. 

Ebert Electronics Corp., 212-26 Jamaica 
Ave., Queens Village 28, N. Y. 

Eckland, Everett B., 141 W. Jackson 

Blvd., Chicago, III. 

Box 44, Bir- 
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Eclipse Plastic Industries, Inc,., Box 

430, Sarasota, Fla. 
Econo Products, Inc., 132 Humboldt St., 

Rochester 10, N. Y 
Eeonomic Machinery Co., Div. 

Meyer Mfg. Co., 60 Fremont St., 
Worcester 3, Mass. . 

Economy Cover Corp., 33 E. 

New York 16, N. Y. 

Economy Engineering Co., 4511 W. 

St., Chicago 24, Ill. 
Economy Novelty & Printing Co., 225 W. 

39th St., New York 18, N. Y. 
Ee y Paper Corp., The, 919 N. Michigan 

Ave., Chicago 11, Il. 
Edfin Packaging Machinery Corp., 306 

E. 123rd St., New York 35, N. Y. 
Edinger- Wyckoff, Inc., 1410 Spruce St., 

Strouds burg, Pa. 
Edlaw Packaging Co., Inc., 88-61—76th 

\ve., Glendale 27, N. : # 

Edw ards & Deutsch Lithographing Co., 
9390 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 16, III. 

Edwards Folding Box Co., 27 N. Sixth 
St., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 

Egan, Frank W., & Co., 34S. 

Road, Somerville, N. J. 
Ehrman, Ernst, 2] W. 56th St., 

y 

33rd St., 

Adamsville 

New York, 

Einso »n-Freeman Co., Inc., Starr & Borden 
4 , Long Island City 1, N. 

@Fkco- Al oa Containers, Inc., Whee sling, 

berta Crate & Box Co., 112 N. Second 

St., Dundee, Ill. 
Eldon Manufacturing Co., 1010 EF. 62nd 

St.. Los Angeles 1, Calif. 
Electric Eye Equipment Co., 1938 E. 

Fairchild St., Danville, I. 

Machine Parts, Inc., 204 La- 

yette St., New York 12, N. Y. 
ronic Processes Corp., of Califor- 

nia, 2190 Folsom St., San Francisco 
Calif. 

ronic Products Corp., 207 S. 
t., Chicago 7, Ill. 

ronic Wave Products, Inc., 15 E. 
t., New York 10, N. Y. 

Corp. of America, Photo- 
h Div., 1 Memorial Dr., Cambridge 

412, Mass. 

Flectro Technical Products, Div. Sun 
‘ical Corp., 113 E. Centre St.. 

Nutley 10, N. J. 

F lectronic 

Green 

ctronics 

New York Elgin Co., 171 Madison Ave., 
16, N. Y. 

Elgin Manufacturing Co., 200 Brook St., 

n, Ill. 
Elizabeth Carbide Die Co. 5423 Smith- 

field St., Me agg Pa. 

Elizabe bn Iron Works, Inc., Green Lane, 

Union, N. J. 
Elle ender, Raphael, 338 W. 72nd St., New 

York 23, N.Y. 

Ellies, Dave, 395 E. Broad St., Columbus 
15, Ohio 

lliott Manufacturing Co., 1735 Ventura 
St., Fresno, Calif. 

Ellis, C. H., Co., Inc., 134-140 S. Penn- 

sylvania St.. Indianapolis 4, Ind. 
George D., & Sons, Inc., American 

& Luzerne Sts., Philadelphia 40. Pa. 

Fllis Pa »erboard Products, Inc., Thomp- 
son's Point, Portland, Maine 

Elm Coated Fabrics Co., Inc., 261 Fifth 
Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Elm Pouce Co., Inc., The, 
St., New York ll, N.Y. 

El-Tronics, Inc., 1360 Suburban Station 

Bldg., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 
ger Parker Electric Co., The, 

- Clair Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio 
adie Container Corp., 646 W. Hill St., 

Louisville 8, Ky. 

Ellis, 

150 W. 22nd 
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Lake * 

Emeloid Co., Inc., The, 
Ave., Hillside 5, N. J. 

Emerson Plastics Corp., 
Ave., Bronx 61, 

Emery-Carpenter Container Co., 6035 W 
65th St., Chicago 38, Ill. 

Emet Plastics Corp., 3500 Park Ave., 
New York 56, N. Y. 

=a J. A., Sons, 
, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Empire Box Corp., Div. The Ohio Box- 
board Co., 17 E. Chestnut St., Chicago 

11, Il. 
Empire Box Inc., 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Empire Can Corp., 228 Ashford St., 

lyn 7, N. Y. 
Empire Specialty Envelope Co., Inc., 

123 Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn 2, N.Y. 
Emson Research, Inc., 118 Burr Court, 

Bridgeport 5, Conn. 
Endura Corp., 45 N. Fourth St., 

town, Pa. 

Engine Parts Mig. Co., The, Ronor Div., 
1360 W. Ninth St., Cleveland 13, Ohio 

cagees Design Co., 66-70 Beaver St., 
ew York 4, N. Y. 

Enterprise Paper Co., 435 N. 
Philadelphia 23, Pa. 

Enu-Matic Equipment Corp., 
nolia Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 

Envelope Manufacturers Assn. of Amer- 
ica, 521 Fifth Ave., New York 17, 
N.Y. 

Eppler, John Co., 
Baltimore 30, Md. 

ere Lithographing Co., 2000 California 
, Omaha, Neb. 

1239 Central 

1383 Seabury 

1941 E. Tetterly 

627 Whitehall St., S.W.. 

Brook- 

Ju aker- 

Fifth St., 

4630 Mag- 

1210 S. Sharp St., 

E soil Cooperage, 359 Frost St., Brook- 
lyn, . 

Equality Novelty Co., 104 W. 29th St., 
New York 1, N. Y. 

Equipment Menefec turing, Inc., 21550 
Hoover Road, Detroit 5, Mich. 

@Equitable Paper Bag Co., Inc., 45-50 

Van Dam St., Long Island City 1, N.Y. 
Erdco Engineering Corp., Official & 

Westgate Sts., Addison, III. 

Erie Resistor Corp., Plastics Div., 
W. 12th St. Erie, Pa. 

1345 

Eriez Manufacturing Co., 250 Magnet 
Drive, Erie, Pa. 

Ernest Paper Products, Inc., 2135 FE. 
Seventh Pl., Los Angeles 21, Calif. 

@Frno Products Co., 65 N. Second St., 

Philadelphia 6, Pa. 

Eronel Services, Inc., Rt 
Road, New Milford, 

= 
at Still River 

Conn. 
®@Frrich International Corp., 5 F. 35th St., 

New York 16, N. Y. 
Ertel Engineering Corp., 8- 

St., Kingston 14, N. Y. 

Erving Paper Mills, Erving, Mass. 

Box 149, 

14 N. Front 

Ess Instrument Co., Bergen- 

field, N. J. 
Essex Paper Box Mfg ~ , ee., 

297 Astor St., Ne wark 5 eA 

28 1i- 

Estes, E. B., & Sons, he Fifth Ave., 

New York 10, N. Y. 

Eston Chemicals, Inc., 3100 FE. 26th St., 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
Ettlinger, Louis, & Sons, 945 Richmond 

Ave., Staten Island 2, N. Y. 
Eureka Manufacturing Co., Inc., 144 W. 

Britannia St., Taunton, Mass. 

Eureka Paper Box Co., 401 E. Canal St., 

Williamsport, Pa. 

Eureka Paper Box Co., Inc., 1940 Tarle- 
ton St., a Angeles 11, Calif. 

Eureka Specialty Printing Co., 530 Elec- 
tric St., Scranton 9, Pa. 

Evans Chemetics, Inc., 
New York 17, Y ° 

250 E. 43rd St., 

@fxact 

Farrington Mfg. Co., 

Fastener Corp., 

Fastex, Inc., P.O. 

®Favorite Plastic Corp., 58 

Feder Industries, Inc., 514 W. 

Evans-Crowder Co., 390 S. Lafayette 
St., So. Lyon, Mich. 

Evene Research & Development Corp., 
250 E. 43rd St., New York 17, N.Y. 

Ever Ready Label Corp., 357 Cortlandt 
Belleville 9, N. 

prestale Preseurize d  Peodects, Inc., 
1101 Belt Line St., Cleveland 9, Ohio 

Everett Sales & Equipment Corp., 251 
Third Ave., New York 10, N. Y. 

Weight Scale Co., The, 538 F. 
Town St., Columbus, Ohio 

Excel Automatic Products, Inc., 
Ave., Newark 8, N. J 

Ex-Cell-O Corp., Pure-Pak Div., 
Oakman Blvd., Detroit 32, Mich. 

Excello Paper Products, 3351 Madison 
Road, Oakley, Cincinnati 9, Ohio 

Excelsior Plimptruck Co., 796 Atlanti: 

St., Stamford, Conn. 
Exeter Paper Co., Inc., 

St., Chicago 10, II}. 

59—1] 2th 

1200 

730 N. Franklin 

Export-Import Corp., P.O. Box 1446, 
Tianna l, Fla 

@kxtruded Plastics, Inc., New Canaan 
Ave., Norwalk, 

Extruders, Inc., 
Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 

Extrudo-Film Corp., 36-35—36th St., 
Long Island City 6, N. Y 

Conn. 

3232 W. Fl Segundo 

Eyelet Specialty Co., 50 State St., Water- 
bury, Conn. 

Eyrle Co., 1539 Folsom St., San Fran 

‘cisco 3, Calif. 

FE 

Fabra Case Corp., 837 State St., Spr 

field 9, Mass. 

Fab-Weld Corp., 3668 Richmond 
Philadelphia 34, Pa 

Factory Service Co., 4615 N. 2Ist St., 

Milwaukee 9, Wis. 

Fairbairn Tape & Label Co., Inc., 
Howard St., San Francisco 3, Calif 

Fairbanks Co., The, 393 Lafavette St., 
New York a eR 

F airchild’s, Inc., 4416 Eagle Rock 

Los Angeles 4l, Calif. 
Fairest, Morgan, Ltd., Carlisle St., Shef 

field 4, England 
Fairfield Barrel Co., Inc., 4000 Con 

merce Ave., Fairfield, Ala 
‘airfield Paper & Container Co., Balti 

more, Ohio 
Fairmont Glass Works, Inc., 1301 S. Key- 

stone Ave., Indianapolis 7, Ind. 
Fales, L. F., Machine Co., 1034 Fast 

St., Walpole, Mass. 
Falge Engineering Corp., 4733 Elm St., 

Bethesda 14, Md. 
Farquhar, A. B., Div., The Oliver Corp. 

142 N. Duke St., York, Pa. 
Farrell, Harry H., 9757 Longwood Dr 

Chicago 43, Ill. 
Industrial Center 

Needham Heights 94, Mass. 
Farrington Texol Corp., 2000 

Walpole, Mass. 

Main St., 

860 Fletcher St., Chi 
cago 14, Ill. 

Box 1759, Cleveland 

5, Ohio 
Clymer St., 

Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
Feather-Mark Products Co., 173 Water 

t., New York 38, N. Y. 

reaver, John H., Paper Co., 1150 F. 
Mermaid Lane, ‘Philadelphia 18, Pa. 

57th St., 

New York 19, N. Y. 
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Federal Adhesives Corp., 210 Wythe 
Ave., Brooklyn 11, N. 

Federal Carton Corp., 
Ave., No. Bergen, N. J. 

Federal Container Corp., 4390 Olson 
Hwy., Minneapolis 22, Minn. 

Federal Packaging Corp., 400 Madison 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

@Federal Paper Board Co., Inc., 24 River 
Road, Bogota, N. J. 

Federal Tin Co., Inc., Charles & Barre 
Sts., Baltimore 2, Md. 

Federal Tool Corp., 3600 W. Pratt Blvd., 
Chicago 45, Ill. 

Federico, Joseph B., 789 W. Ferry St., 
Buffalo 22, N. Y. 

Feldman Glass Co., The, 
St., New Haven, Conn. 

Felins Tying Machine Co., 3351 N. 35th 
St., Milwaukee 16, Wis. 

Fellows Gear Shaper Co., The, 78 River 
St., Springfield, Vt. 

Fenco, Inc., 125 N. Racine Ave., Chi- 
cago we Il. 

Fenster, I., & Sons, Inc., 50 Washington 
St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

Fenton Label Co., 506 Race St., Phila- 
delphia 6, Pa. 

Ferguson, Harry J., Co. 115 West Ave., 

Jenkintown, Pa. 
®Ferguson, J. L., Co., Route 52 at Re- 

public Ave., Joliet, Ill. 
Ferguson-Lander Box Co., 

St., Aurora, Ill. 
Ferguson Machine Corp. of Indiana, P.O. 

Box 5841, St. Louis 21, Mo. 

Martin J., 22 Purchase St., 

2001 Tonnelle 

261 Wolcott 

740 Prairie 

Ferguson, 

Rye, N. Y. 
Ferrill, Harve, & Co., 11 E. Walton Place, 

Chicago 11, Ill. 

Ferro Corp., Fiber Glass Div., 200 Woody- 

Tenn. 
110 

rest Ave., Nashville, 

Reinhold C., 
__ me A 

Companies, Inc., 

Ferster, Pearl St., 
Buffalo 

Fessenden Railroad 

Sq., Townsend, Mass. 

Fetter Steel Barrel Corp., 900 Hertel 
Ave., Buffalo 16, N. , # 

Fibre Box Assn., 224 S. Michigan Ave., 
17 

igo, Il. 

ibre Cord Ribbon Div., Kary-Safe Paper 

Bag Co., Inc., 755 E. 134th St., New 
York 55, > - 

Fibre Drum Co., 20 N. Wacker Drive, 
hicago 6, Ill. 

Drum Manufacturers Assn., P. O. 

Box 1328, Grand Central Station, New 
York ys Me he 

Fibre Partitions, Inc., 2300 S. Adams 

St., Peoria 2, Ill. 

®Fibreboard Paper Products. Corp., 475 
San Francisco 19, Calif. 

104-44— 

Brannan St., 

hte, Otto F., & Sons, Inc., 
200th St., Hollis 12, N. Y. 

Field, H., & Sons, 2339 S. LaSalle St., 

Chi ago 16, Ill. 

Fife Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 878 
Oklahoma City 1, Okla. 

Filler Machine Co., Inc., The, 10 Penn 
Ave., Philadelphia 11, Pa. 

@Film Div., Olin Mathieson Chemical 

Corp., 655 Madison Ave., New York 

$3. h. Y 
Filmotype Corp., 7500 McCormick Blvd., 

Skokie, Il. 
Fil-O-Matic Corp., 59 E. 

Chicago 5, Ill. 

Filpaco Industries, Inc., 2453 S. Michi- 
gan Ave.,Chicago 16, Ill. 

Filtrol Corp., 3250 E. Washington Blvd., 
Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

Findley, F. G., Co., The, 3033 W. Pem- 

berton Ave., Milwaukee 45, Wis. 

Van Buren St., 

790 

Fink, Karl, & Assoc., 515 Madison Ave., 
New York 22, N. Y. 

Finkelstein, A. D., 
Ave., Suffern, N. Y. 

Firestone Plastics Co., Firestone Blvd., 
Pottstown, Pa. 

Firestone Steel Products Div., Fireston 
Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio 

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., The, 1200 
Firestone Parkway, Akron 17, Ohio 

Fischbein, Dave, Co., 2720—30th Ave. 

S., Minneapolis 6, Minn. 
Fischer & Porter Co., 660 Warminster 

Road, Hatboro, Pa. 
Fischer-Wehmann Corp., 4916 Hudson 

Blvd., West New York, N. J. 
@Fisher’s Foils, Ltd., Exhibition Grounds, 

Wembley, Middlesex, England 
Fiss Bros., Inc., 28 W. Houston St., New 

York 12, N. Y. 
Fitchburg Paper 

Fitchburg, Mass. 
Fitler, Edwin H., Co., The, Devereaux 

& Milnor Sts., Philadelphia 24, Pa. 
Fitzhugh, William W., Inc., 200 Fifth 

Ave., New York 10, N. Y. 
Flambeau Plastics Corp., 501 Seventh 

St., Baraboo, Wis. 
Flash Manufacturin 

St., Newark 5, N. J. 
Flashfold Box Corp., 211 E. Wallace St., 

Fort Wayne 5, Ind. 
Flash-O-Graph Corp., 

New York 17, N. Y. 
Fleetwood Paper Co., 836 S. Federal 

St., Chicago 5, Ill. 
Fleishhacker Paper Box Co., 2701 Merced 

St., San pte ag Calif. 

Fleisig, A., Sons, Folding & Setup Paper 

Box Co., 472 Broadway, New York, 

N. ¥. 
Fleming-Potter Co., Inc., 1028 S. Adams 
es Peoria 2), ie 

Fleming & Sons, Inc., 
Drive, Dallas, Texas 

Fletcher, H. F., Co., 
Mass. 

& Co., 15 Wayne 

Co., 642 River St. 

Co., 169 Murray 

270 Park Ave., 

1100 Clarendon 

West Chelmsford, 

@Flex Products Corp., 231 Meadow Road, 
Rutherford, N. J. 

Flexible Package Co., 2627 S. 
Ave., Chicago 16, Il. 

Flexible Tape Co., 3262-64 Guernsey 
St., Memphis 12, Tenn. 

Flexigrip, Inc., 504 E. 74th St., Ne 
York, Y. a 

Flexline Products Co., 4143 Sheila St., 
Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

stewart 

Flexo Transparent, Inc., 693 Seneca 
St., Buffalo 10, N. Y. 

Flexoveyor Manufacturing Co., 1220 S. 
Acoma St., Denver 23, Colo. 

@F lint, Howard, Ink Co., 2546 Clark Ave., 
Detroit 9, Mich. 

Flintkote Co., The, 5500 S. 
St., Los Angeles 54, Calif. 

Flock Process Co., Inc., 375 Main Ave. 
Norwalk, Conn. 

Floquil Products, Inc., Cobleskill, N.Y. 

Florian, Gordon, 97 Argonne St., Bridge- 
port 4, Conn. 

Florida All-Bound Box Co., 
848, Auburndale, Fla. 

Flotepak Corp., 17141 James Couzens 
Hwy., Detroit 35, Mich. 

Flour City Box Mfg. Co., Inc., 540 Ans- 
borough St., Waterloo, Iowa 

Flour City Paper Box Co., 510 Plymouth 
Ave., ancapciia 11, Minn. 

Flower City Specialty Co., 158 Hollen- 
beck St., Rochester 1, N. Y. 

Fluid Chemical Co., Inc., 878 Mt. Pri 
pect Ave., Newark 4, N. J. 

Flyndustries, Inc., 14] E. 44th St., New 

York ae) We. Be 

Alameda 

P.O. Box 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 
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Foam King, Inc., 1816 Boston Rd., Bronx 
60, N. Y. 

Foam-Pak, Inc., 400 N. 12th St., Phil. 
adelphia 23, Pa. 

Fogg, Ezra D., Co., Inc., The, 1632 
itney Ave., Hamden 14, Conn. 

Foil Kraft Div., Kaiser Aluminum & 

Chemical Corp., 1345 S. Herbert St., 
Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

Foil Products Inc., 2218 N. Liberty St., 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 

®©Foilcraft Printing eH 3611—1 4th 
Ave., Brooklyn 18, N. Y. 

Folding Paper Box Assn. of America, 
222 ry sal St., Chicago 6, Ill.; 52] 
Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Fondiller, Robert, 33 W. 63rd St., New 
York 23, N. Y. 

Food Equipment & Supply, Inc., 210 
Mississippi St., San Francisco 7, Calif, 

3 Film, Inc., P.O. Box 258, Caldwell, 

@Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., Can- 

ning Machinery Div., 333 West Julian 
St., San Jose 8, Calif. 

®Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., Hud- 

son-Sharp Machine Co., Sub., 1207 
Main St., Green Bay, Wis. 

Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., Pack- 
ing Equipment Div., P.O. Box 552 
Riverside, Calif. 

®Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., Sim- 
plex Packaging Machinery Div., 534~— 

23rd Ave., Oakland 6, Calif. 

®Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., 
Stokes & Smith Co., Sub., 4942 Sum- 
merdale Ave., Philadelphia 24, Pa. 

Forbes Brothers Co., 810 Santa Fe Ave., 
Los Angeles 21, Calif. 

Forbes Lithograph Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 
513, Boston 2, Mass. 

Forbes Products Corp., 625 S. Goodman 
St., Rochester 20, N. Y. 

Force, Wm. A., & Co., Inc., 216 Nichols 
Ave., Brooklyn 8, N. Y. 

Ford, W. B., Design Corp., 1712 Guardian 
Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 

Fords (Finsbury) Ltd., Chantry Ave., 
Kempston, Beds., England 

Formold Plastics, Inc., 11957 Vince 
Ave., Blue Island, III. 

Formvac Corp., Div. Welding Engineers, 
inc., 601 W. 26th St., New York 1,N.Y, 

Forsberg Paper Box Co., 2107 Fordem 
Ave., Madison 1, Wis. 

Forsman, C.H., Co., 20-01 Pollitt Drive, 
Fairlawn, N. J. 

Fort Dearborn Lithograph Co., 6035 W. 
Grosse Point Road, Chicago 31, Ill. 

@Fort Orange Paper Co., Castleton-on- 
Hudson, N. Y. 

Fort Trumbull Paper Corp., The, 38 
Canal St., New Haven 3, Conn. 

Fort Wayne Corrugated Paper Co., 130 
E. Douglas Ave., Fort Wayne 1, Ind. 

Fortifiber Corp., Southland Paper Con- 
verting Co. Div., 4489 Bandini Blvd., 
Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

Foster, Alan, Associates, 75 W. 

St., New York, N. Y. 
Foster & Cross, Inc., 

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y 
Foster-Forbes Glass Co., 

St., Marion, Ind. 
Foster Grant Co., Inc., 289 N. Main St., 

Leominster, Mass. 
Foster, Robert, 14 Sutton Place, S., New 

York 22, N. Y 
Fountain Die Cutting Co., 

St.. New York 13, N. Y. 
Fownes Mfg. Co., Inc., Rochester, N. H. 
Fox, C. J., Co., The, 236 Aborn St., 

Providence 1, R. I. 

ies 
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109 Lexington 

E. Charles 
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Fox Hills Tool & Die, 5805 Marilyn 
Ave., Culver City, Calif. 

Fox, John P., Co., 1107 S. Mountain St., 
Monrovia, Calif. 

@Foxon Co., The, 235 W. Park St., Provi- 

dence 1, R. I. 
Franc-Graham Paper can, Inc., 104 W. 

17th St., New York 11, N. Y. 
Frank, J. P., & toe Inc., 1l E. 26th 

St., New York 10, 
Frank Plastics i. 2941 E. Warren 

St., Detroit 7, Mich. 
@Frank, Walter, Organization, Box 111, 

Elmhurst, Il. 

Frankel Associates, Inc., 56 W. 45th St., 
New York 36, N. Y. 

roan William, : oa 21 E. Superior 

, Chicago Il, 
Frankenberg onde Bi: 479 S. Ludlow 

, Columbus 15, Ohio 
Bee Proves W. P., & Associates, Inc., 

505 Elm St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

aes Folding Box Co., 1914 W. 14th 
, Chicago 8, Hl. 

Fresklye Folding Box _ » Inc., 53-01— 
74th St., Maspeth 78, N. Y. 

Frann Paper Corp., S61 E. 29th St., 
a 10, N. 

Fr Richard M., 19801 Pinecrest Dr., 
R. F. D. 4, Waukesha, Wis. 

Frasias & ‘Son, 20 Industrial West St., 
Allwood, Clifton, N. J. 

Freedman Die Cutters, Inc., 285 Lafa- 
yette St., New York 12, Me we 

Freedman, Leonard, & Sons, 1133 Broad- 

way, New York, 10, N. Y. 

sig nan, Nathaniel il., 1l E. 48th St., 
w York 17, N. Y. 

Free nan Paper Box Co., Inc., 264 Lee 
, Brooklyn 16, N. Y. 

French- 1-Bray Printing Co., The, Candler 
Ridg., Baltimore 2, Md. 

Fretz Box Co., Route 309, Souderton, Pa. 
@Freund Can ce. 4445 Cottage Grove 

Ave., Chicago 15, Ill, 
Frey, | Sales “eC ee 20 

B anford Place, Newark 2, N 
Friedel, J. F. , Paper Box Co., W. Second 

Ste, f ast Syracuse, Ne Sa 

ouis, 

Friedman Art Displays, 1151 Broadway, 
‘ York 1, N. 

Friend Box Co., 90 High St., Danvers, 
Mas 

Frohn, John C., 21 Chardon St., Boston, 

Frostad Engineering Co., 3037 S. Went- 
worth Ave., Milwaukee 

@Fry, George H., Co., 42 E. 
Mineola, N. Y. 

Fuld Bros., Inc., 702 S. Wolfe St., 
» 31, Md. 

Pall ‘+ Displays, Inc., 5-39—48th Ave., 
g Island City 1, N. 

Feller H. B., Co., 255 Eagle St., St. 

7, Wis. 
Second St., 

Balti- 

Paul 2, Minn. 

Fuller Label & Box Co., Div. Standard 
Packaging Corp., 500 Dargan St., 
Pittsburgh 24, Pa, 

Fulton Bag & Cotton Mills, 1400 Annun- 
ciation St., New Orleans 13, La. 

G 

G & D Novelty Co., Inc., 31 Bond St., 
New York 12, N. Y. 

G . T Manufacturing Co., Inc., 326 South 
» New Britain, Conn, 

G ant “Bert Crafts, Inc., 70 McLéan Ave. ° 

Yonkers 5, N. Y. *%. 
Gaecke, Ray, Advertising Associates, 

116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, Ill. 
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Gaetjens, Berger & Wirth, Inc., 35 York 
St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y. . 

Gale Dorothea Mechanisms, Inc., 39-39 
63rd St., Woodside, L. J., N. Y. 

Gambon, Thomas F., 1344 Kroeger Drive, 
St. Louis 21, Mo. 

Gamper Printing & Embossing Co., Inc., 
145 Hudson St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Gamse Lithographing Co., Inc., 7413 
Pulaski Hwy., Baltimore 6, 

Ganz Brothers, Inc., 52-54 New Bridge 
Road, Bergenfield, N. J. 

Gard Industries, Inc., 733 Green Bay 
Road, Wilmette, Ill. 

Gardner Board & Carton Co., The, 407 

Charles St., Middletown, Ohio 
Gardner-Brooks, Inc., 140 Wilbraham 

Ave., aoe ag 9, Mass. 
Gardner- amana, Inc. -, 47 Tiffany Place, 

Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 
—— Box Co. -» 2 Canal St., Passaic, 

Gates, N. - Co., 6845 Westfield Ave., 

Camden, N. J. 
Gates Paper Co., Ltd., The, 5955 S. 

Western Ave., Los Angeles 47, Calif. 
®Gaylord Container Corp., Div. Crown 

Zellerbach Corp., 111 N. Fourth St., 
St. Louis 2, Mo. 

Gayner Glass Works, Div. Star City Sales 
o., 32 West Broadway, Salem, N. J. 

Gaynes Engineering Co., 1642 West Ful- 
ton St., Chicago 12, Ill. 

Gebhart Folding Box Co., The, 

Dutoit St., Dayton 1, Ohio 
Gelatin Products Division, R. P. Scherer 

Corp., 9425 Grinnell Ave., Detroit 13, 

Mich. 
Gellman Manufacturing Co., 1700 First 

St., Rock Island, II]. 
Gemloid Corp., 78-01 

Elmhurst 73, N. Y. 

20 S. 

Queens Blvd., 

Gencasco, Inc., 1911 Park Ave., New 
York 35, N. Y. 

General Box Co., 1825 Miner St., Des 

Plaines, lil. 
General Cap & Container Corp., 50 

New York 7, N. Y. 
2444 Baldwin Road, 

Church St., 
General Carton Co., 

Cleveland 4, Ohio 
General Case Corp., 580 

New York 36, N. Y. 
@General Chemical Div., Allied Chemical 

& Dye Corp., 40 Rector St., New York 
6, N. Y. 

General Container Corp., 
Ave., Portland 2, Ore. 

General Converting & Laminating Corp., 
849—29th St., Oakland 8, Calif. 

@General Corrugated Machinery Co., Inc., 
141 W. Central Blvd., Palisades Park, 
Ry. Z. 

General Display Case Co., Inc., 63 
Greene St., New York 12, N. Y. 

General Electric Co., Apparatus Sales 
i 1 River Road, Schenectady lI, 

Y. 

Fifth Ave., 

8050 S.E. 13th 

Pct Electric Co., Chemical Materials 
Dept., 1 Plastics Ave., Pittsfield, 
Mass. 

General Fibre Co., 1723 Locust St., St. 
Louis 3, Mo. 

General Fibre Products, 73-33 Woodhaven 
Blvd., Brooklyn 27, N. Y. 

General Films, ole Covington, Ohio 
General Foods Corp., Carton & Container 

Div., E. Michigan & Grenville St., 
Battle Creek, Mich. 

General Gravure Service Co., 1413 Chest- 
nut Ave., Hillside, N. J. 

General Gummed Products, Inc., 
Stiles St., Linden, N. J. 

General Latex & Chemical Corp., 666 
Main St., Cambridge 39, Mass. 

531 N. 
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General Machinery Corp., 1831 N, 18th 
St., Sheboygan, Wis. 

General Mills, Inc., Research Labs., 
2010 E. Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis 
13, Minn. 

General Pack ing Equipment Co., P.O. 
Box 19031, Houston 24, Texas 

General Packa ing Service, — Mid- 
land Ave., ee Paramus, N N. 

General Paper Corp., 16 W iibieed St., 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

General Plastic Co., 959 Whittier St., 
New York 59, N. Y. 

General Plastics Corp., 165 Third Ave., 
Paterson 16, N. 

General Printed String Co., 2131 S. 
Fourth St., Milwaukee 7, Wis. 

®@General Printing Ink Co., Div. Sun Chem 
ical Corp., 10th St. & 44th Ave., 
Island City 1, N. Y. 

General Radio Co., 275 Massachusetts 

Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. 
General Roll Leaf Mfg. Co., 85-03——57th 

Ave., Elmhurst 73, N. Y. 
General Shippers Supply Co., 

Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, Ill. 
General Staple Co., 28 E. 22nd St., 

York 10, N. Y. 
General Tape Corp., First National Bank 

Bldg., St. Paul, 1, Minn. 
General Tire & Rubber Co., 

Pa. 

General Trade Mark C ~~ ., Inc., 123 Prince 
New York 12, N. Y 

General Waxed Papers, Inc., 
Canal St., Chicago 16, Ill. 

Georgia Crate & Basket Co.,Inc., Th 

asville, Ga. 

Long 

2500 N, 

New 

Jeannette, 

1700 5S. 

Georgia-Pacific Plywood Co., 600 N, 

Capitol Way, Olympia, Wash. 
Gerald Carton Co., 16 Court St., Brook- 

lyn 1, N. Y. 
Gerbereux, Dufft & Kinder, 

St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y 
Gereke-Allen Carton Co., 5101 Penross 

St., St. Louis 15, Mo. 
Gering Products, Inc., N. Seventh St., & 

Monroe Ave., Kenilworth, N. J. 
Germain’s, Inc., 6400 E,. Washington 

Blvd., Los Angeles 22, Calif. 
Gerow, Milo R., & Assoc.. P.O. Box 258, 

Caldwell, N. J. 
Gerrard, A. J., & Co., 1956 Haw 

Ave., Melrose Park, Ill. 
Gerrard Steel Strapping, Div. U. S. Stee 

Corp., 2915 W. 47th St., Chicage 

80 Richards 

thorne 

Gershen, Irvin J., 1877 Springfield Ave., 
Maplewood, N. J. 

Gesell, R., rie 200 W. Houston St., 

New "York 14, N. Y. 
Geuder, ~ sa Pa & Frey Co., 1500 W. 

St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 
@Geveke & Co,, Inc., 25 Broadway, New 

York 4, N. Y. 
Gianninoto, Frank, & Associates, Inc., 

133 E. 54th St.. New York 22, N. Y. 
@Gibbs Automatic Moulding Corp., 1106 

Fifth Ave., Henderson, Ky. 

Gibbs Bros. Cooperage Co., Overton St., 
Hot Springs, Ark. 

Gibbs-Brower Co., Inc., 10 Depot Plaza, 
White Plains, N. Y. 

@Gibraltar Corrugated Paper Co., Inc., 
8101 Tonnelle Ave., No. Bergen, N.J. 

Gifford-Wood Co., 1 Hudson Ave., Hud- 
son, N. Y. 

Gift Wrappings, Inc., 110 E. 129th St. 
New York, NY 

Gigante Paper Rox Corp., 789 Secaucus 
Road, Jersey City 7 7, N. l 

Gilbert Plastics, Inc., 1415 Chestnut 
Ave., Hillside, N. J. 

Gillon Co., Inc., The, 811 S. 53rd St., 
Philadelphia 43, Pa, 
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Gilman Brothers Co., The, Gilman, Conn. 
Gilman Paper Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New 

York 20, N. Y. 
Gilosa, Joseph A., 601 W. 

York 1, N. Y. 
Gilson, Channing Wallace, 2046 Hill- 

hurst Ave., Los Angeles 27, Calif. 
Gintzler, J. H., Press, 2665 Main St., 

Buffalo 14, N. Y. 

26th St., New 

@Cisholt Machine Co., 1351 E. Washington 
Ave., Madison 10, Wis. 

Gisriel, George L., 516 N. Charles St., 

Baltimore 1, Md. 
Gits Molding Corp., 

Chicago 44, Ill. 
Gittlin Os Co., 309 Sherman Ave., New- 
ark 5, N. 

Glass Geastines & Closure Co., 275 

Maujer St., Brooklyn 6, N. Y. 
Glass Container Minufacturers Institute, 

Inc., 99 Park Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 
Glass Contelasin Corp., 2135 “eae a 

Hayward, Calif. 
Glassine & Greaseproof Mfrs. Assn., 

122 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 
Glassips, Inc., 23 W. Susquehanna Ave., 

Towson 4, Md. 
Kenneth L., 319 Stark 

Webster Groves 19, Mo. 
eason Industries, 737 

Se oe, Calif, 

4600 W. Huron St., 

Glave, Court, 

Lairport St., El 

Glendale Package Machinery Corp., 88- 

6 61— ah Ave., Glendale 27, N. Y 
Glengarr *rocesses, Inc., Bay Shore, 

N. 7: 
rlenn Electric Heater Corp., 254 Canal 

St., New York 13, N. Y. 
Glenshaw Class Co., Inc., Route 8, 

Glenshaw, Pa, 

Globe Co., The, 4000 S, Princeton Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 

be Container Co., 900 Industrial Rd., 
San Carlos, Calif, 

,lobe Envelope Mig x Co., 6552 Santa 

Angeles 38, Calif. 
1070 Queen 

M ynica Blvd., Los 

be Envelopes Limited, 
St. E., Toronto 8, Ont., Canada 

»be Heat-Seal Preducia, Div. Codie- 
Kay, Inc., 1139 S. San Julian St., Los 

Angeles 15, Calif, 

»ybe — Corp., 2025 Kishwaukee 
, Rockford , ll. 

rlobe Manufac tt wing Co., 2009 Kinsey 
te» Philadelphia 24, Pa. 

@Clobe Paper Box Co., 14th St. & Damen 

Ave., Chicago 8, III. 

Globe Ticket Co., 112 N. 12th St., Phile 

lelphia 7, Pa. 
Glo-Brite Products, Inc., Polyfoam Pack- 

ers Div., 6415 N. California Ave., 

{ 

u 

& 

( 

Goldberg, 

Chicago 45, Ill. 

yloco Products Co., 91-31—12I1st St., 

Richmond Hill 18, N. Y. 
luetools, Inc., 1928 N. 

Indianapolis 2, Ind. 
lyco Products Co., 
Building, New York 1, 

Meridian St., 

Inc., Empire State 

Godfrey Conveyor Co., Inc., 13th St. at 
Lng Ave., Elkhart, ind. 

, Julius, Inc., 501 Fifth Ave., New 

aA +s Me Ee 

sold Leaf & Metallic Powders, Inc., 145 
Nassau St., New York 38, N. Y. 

Robert I., 284 Fifth 
N. ¥. 

Ave., 

New York 1, 
Golden Bear Mfg. Co., 4710 E. Washing 

Golden 

C 

Goldsholl, 

( 

“a 
‘ 92 

ton Blvd., Los Angeles 22, Calif. 
State Box Factory, 1200 E. 

Eighth St., Los Angeles 21, Calif. 
,oldman, Neal, Associates, Inc., 34 E. 
5lst St., New York 22, N. Y. 

Morton, 201 N. Wells St., 

Chicago 6, Ill. 
yomar Mfg. Co., Inc.. 

St., Linden, N. J. 

1501 W. Blancke 

& Lienesch, Inc., 29 Wayne 
Ave., Dayton 1, Ohio 

Goodbar Mfg. Co., Div. Hargood Ribbon 
yess Inc., 114 E. 32nd St., New York 
16, N. Y. 

Goodman, L. A., Mig. Co., 131-145 W. 

63rd St., Chicago 21, Ill. 
Goodman, Nyles, 27 W. Fulton Ave., 

Freeport, L. I., N. Y. 
Goodren Products Corp., 

St., Enghewood, N. 
Goodrich, B. F., Chemical €o.,: 3135 

Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio 
Goodrich, B. F., Co., The, 500 S. Main 

St., Akron, Ohio 
Goodrich, B. F., Co., The, Plastics Di- 

vision, Marietta, Ohio 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., The, Chem- 

ical Div., 1144 E. Market St., Akron 

16, Ohio 
@Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 

Pliofilm Div., 1144 E. 

Akron 16, Ohio 
Gordon Cartons, Inc.. 

Baltimore 30, Md. 
Gordon, L., & Son, Inc., 1050 S. 

St., Baltimore 30, Md. 
Gordon-Lacey Chemical 

Condert 

263 William 

Inc., The, 
Market St., 

1629 Warner St., 

Paca 

Products Co. 

Inc., 57 St., Maspeth 78, 
=F 

Gordon Plastic Products. Corp., 685 
Washington St., Lynn, Mass. 

Goss Printing Press Co., Div. Miehle- 
Goss-Dexter, Inc.. 5601 W. 31st St.. 

Chicago 50, Ill. 
Gotham Ink & Color Co., af acto Ave., 

Long Island City 1, N 
Gotham Plastics Corp., “20 E. 134th St., 

Bronx 51, N. Y. 
®Gottscho, Adolph, aa +, 6 Evans Ter- 

minal, Hillside a me J 
Gould, "Jerome, F., ae 200 Stewart 

Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. ¥. 
— Stephen, Paper Co., 205—10th 

St., Jersey City, N. J. 
W. R., & Co., Polymer Chemicals 

225 Allwood Road, Clifton, N.J. 
208 S. Jefferson 

Grac e, 

Div., 
Gra-Dear Press, Inc., 

St., Chicago 6, Ill. 
Grafflin Bag Co., Inc., 1407 Philpot St., 

Baltimore 24, Md, 
Grand-City Container Corp., 2001 

nelle Ave., No. Bergen, N. J. 
Graphic Calculator Co., 633 Plymouth 

Court, Chicago 5, Ill. 
Graphire Corp., 190 W. 

York 63, N. Y. 
Grasty Pallet Corp., Orange, Va. 
Grau, Russell, 412 W. Peachtree St. N.W., 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Gravure Cylinder Corp., 1422 Grand St., 

Hoboken, N. J. 
Graymills Corp., 

Chicago 13, Ill. 
Gray-Way Advertising Displays, 

3727 N. Palmer St., Milwaukee 
Gray Wire Specialty Co., The, 

39th St., Cleveland 14, Ohio 
Great American Plastics Co., Factory 

St., Nashua, N. H. 

Great Lakes Box Co., The, 7275 Went- 
worth St., Cleveland, Ohio 

Great Lakes Stamp & Mfg. Co., Inc., 
2500 W. Irving Park Road, Chicago 18, 

Ton- 

237th St., New 

3705 N, Lincoln Ave., 

ine., 
2, Wis. 

1761 E. 

Ill. 
Great Southern Box Co., Inc., Southport 

St., New Orleans 9, La. 
Great Western Paper Box Co., 2820 N. 

Ninth St., St. Louis 7, Mo. 
Green Bay Box Co., 831 Doblon St., 

Green Bay, Wis. 
Green Bay Tissue Mills, 614 Northern 

Bldg., Ponsian Bay, Wis. 
Green Brothers, Inc., 35 Valley St., East 

Providence 14, R. I. 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Green, Frank W., Coi, Point O’ View, 
East Longmeadow, Mass. 

Greene Packaging Service, 45 S. Lexing 
ton Ave., W waive Plains, N. Y. 

Greenfield Paper Box Co., 55-57 Pierce 
St., Greenfield, Mass. 

Greens pan Engraving Coe.; 
Ave., New York 1, N. 

Greenwood Packaging Sup ly a} 859. 
879 Summer Ave., Nowak 4; b2 

Greer, Ji’ W., Co., Main & ~ hic Sts., 
Wilmington, Mass. 

Gregstrom Corp., 14 Davis St., 
bridge 39, Mass. 

Greif Bros. Coo erage Corp., The, P. 0, 
Box 398, Lindenhurst, 

Greylock Paper Box Co. a 360 Columbus 
Av-., Pittsfield, Mass. 

©Griffin-Rutgers, Inc. a 2 SE 
New York 17, N. 

Grigoleit Co., The, 740 E. North St., 
catur, Ill. 

Grimes, Rose C., 
York 28, N. Y. 

Griswold Engineering Ltd., 146 Bates 
Road, Montreal, Que., Canada 

Grossman, Arthur, Associates, Inc., 803 

775 Sixth 

Cam 

42nd St,, 

De- 

1 Gracie Terrace, New 

Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, II], 
Grover, Frederic S., Associates, 42 

East Ave., Rochester 4, N. Y. 

@ Growers Container Corp., P. O. Box 
1211 Salinas, Calif. 

Gruber Display Co., 205 W. 19th St., 
New York 11, N. Y. 

Gruen, Robert, Associates, 509 Madison 
Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Gruen-Zepel, 445 W. 23rd St., New York 
11, N. v.’ 

Guardian Paper Co., 4246 Hollis St., 
Oakland 8, Calif. 

Guardian Safety Seal 
Plaza, Chicago 1, Ill. 

Guide Co., The, Broad & Court Sts., 
Canfield, Ohio 

Guild Molders, Inc., 
N.Y 

Co., Prudential 

Route 22, Armonk, 

Guilford Folding Box Co., The, Ashland 
Ave., & Haven St., Baltimore 5, Md. 

Guilliksen, W. M., Mfg. Co., Newton 
Lower Falls 62, Mass. 

Gummed Industries Assn., Inc., The, ll 

W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 
@Gummed Products Co., The, Sub. St. 

Regis Paper Co., 421 S. Union St., 
Troy, Ohio 

Gummed Tape & Devices Co., 1069-7] 

Rogers Ave., Brooklyn 26, N. Y. 

®Gump, B. F., Co., 1307 S. Cicero Ave., 

Chicago 50, Il. 
Gussow, Mel, Associates, 38 E. 

St., New York 22, N. Y. 
Gustin-Bacon Mfg. Co., 210 W. 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Gutmann, Ferdinand, & Co., 3611—14th 

Ave., Brooklyn 18, N. Y. 

50th 

10th St., 

H 

*“*HH” Manufacturers, 1140 West Broad- 
way, Long Beach 2, Calif. 

@H & R Industries, 344 E. 

Nazareth, Pa. 
Haas Laminator C 

New York 16, 
Hagopian, Vahan, 17 E. 

York 17, N. 
® Haida Engineering Co., 34-11 Vernon 

Blvd., Long Island City 6, N. Y. 
Haiss, George, Mfg. Co., Div. Pettibone 

Mulliken orp., *350 Fifth Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 

Walnut St., 

., 110 E. 31st St., 

New 49th St., 
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RESSES 

Hall, Frances re 2019 Briarwood 
Road, Charlotte 7, 

Hall, J. C., Co., The, Ae Sabin St., Paw- 

tucket, R. I. 
Hallam, Ben, Studio, 1600 Main St., Ra- 

cine, Wis. 

Halltown Paper Board Co., Halltown, 
W. Va. 

Halsell Brokerage Co., 3101, Walnut St., 
Denver 5. Colo. 

Hamachek, Frank, Machine Co., 97 Ellis 
St., Kewaunee, Wis. 

Hamburger Mineralol-Werke Ernst Jung 
G.m.b.H., Ballindamm 17, Hamburg, 
Germany 

Hamer Machine Co., 607 Marquette Ave., 
Minneapolis 2, Minn. 

@Hamersley Manufacturing Co., The, 
River Drive, Garfield, XJ 

Hamilton Caster & Mig. Got +» The, 1503 
Dixie Hwy., Hamilton, Ohio 

Hamilton Tool Co., The, Ninth & Hano- 
ver Sts., Hamilton, Ohio 

Hamlen, J. H., & Son, Inc., 2005 E. 17th 
, Little Rock, Ark. 

Ham omer I ithograph 5 , 425 Exchange 
, Rochester 8, N. Y 

nial Bag & Paper Co., Inc., Div. 
Euless Pulp & Paper ried “oe > Os 
Sox 430, Wellsburg, W. \ 

Hampden Glazed Paper & C “ard Co., 100 
Water St., Holyoke, Mass. 

ston Mfg. Co. , Industrial Tape Div., 

itl Cedar St., ” New Rochelle, N. Y. 

Hampton Products Co., Hester St., Port- 

, a. 

Roll Co., 1161 E. 

Los Angeles 1, Calif. 
Container Co., The, 

Emery Ave., Cleveland 11, Ohio 
Hannconn Machine Co., Inc., 180 Lafay- 

Florence St., 

1480] fank = 

ette St., New York 13, N. Y. 
Hanover Cordage Co., E. Chestnut St., 

ver, Pa. 
@Ha ia Chemical & Mfg. Co., 1 W. Cen- 

ral Ave., East Newark, N. J. 

@Hansella Machinery Corp., Grand & Ruby 
\ , Palisades Park, N. J. 

@Ha lla-Werke Albert Henkel A. G., 
Viersen, Dusseldorf, Germany 

Har Industries, Inc., Z0 Curtice St., 
Rochester Se - Y 

ey rd Mfg. , Inc., 125 Monitor St., 

lersey City 7. N. J. 
Partitions, Inc., 

t., Dundee, I]. 
Hardin Bag & Burlap Co., Inc., The, 

1054 Constance St., New Orleans 7, 

110 N. Second farcer 

Har kin Affiliates, Inc. ., 95 Madison Ave., 
New York 16, N. 

Harley Co, T he, 8701 Third Ave., 

Br ooklyn 9, N. , a 

Harley F arl, Inc., 28820 Mound Road, 

Center Line, Mich. 

Harmony House Press, 
New York 7, N. 

Harnischfeger Corp. -» 4400 W. National 

3 Park Place, 

\ve., Milwaukee 46, Wis. 
Harris-Seybold Co., 4510 E. 71st St., 
Cleveland 5, Ohio 

Harrison, Nealis, Ltd., Courtney St., 
Hull, Yorkshire, England 

~~ Moisture Gauges, * aan -, 126 Liberty 

é , New York 6, N, 
Be & Co., Inc., 16 *. 34th St., New 

York 16, N. 

meets City Paper Co., South Spring 

, Hartford City, Ind. 
tang Cngine & Machine Co., 1137 

Globe Ave., Mountainside, N. J. 
Hartung, A., & Co., Inc., 506-512 Race 

St., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 

MODERN PACKAGING ENC YCLOPEDIA—1958 

eet, Guy P., & Son Corp., 40 Spruce 
St., Leominster, Mass. 

Haslett Chute & Conveyor Co., Oaks, Pa. 

@Hassler, W. Scott, Associates, 2601 W. 
Peterson Ave., Chicago 45, IIl. 

Hastings & Co., Inc., 2314 Market St., 
Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

Hayes Adhesives Co., Inc., Union Blvd. 
& Brown Ave., St. Louis 15, Mo. 

@Hayssen Manufacturing Co., 1305 St. 
Clair Ave., Sheboygan, Wis, 

@Hazel-Atlas Glass 
Can Co., Inc., 
Wheeling, W. Va. 

Hazen Paper Co., 208 Race St., Holyoke, 

Mass. 
Heaphy, Charles F. 

New York 17, N. Y. 
Heat Seal Label Corp., 205 E. 43rd St., 

New York 17, N. Y. 

Heat Sealing Equipment Mfg. Co., 2104 
Superior Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio 

Hedeman Products, Inc., 117 Cutter Mill 
Road, Great Neck, N. Y. 

Hedu, Jon, Watertown, Conn. 
Hedwin Corp., 1600 Roland 

Ave., Baltimore 11, Md. 

Heekin Can Co., The, 429 New St., 
cinnati 2, Ohio 

Heidelberg Sales & Service, 73-45 
haven Blvd., Glendale 27, N. Y. 

@Heinrich, H. H., Co., 111 Eighth 
New York 11, N. Y. 

Heintz Manufacturing Co., Front St. & 
Olney Ave., Philadelphia 20, Pa. 

Helix Machine Co., 140 E. Second St., 

Mineola, N. Y. 
Heller Corp., The, 2135 Superior Ave., 

Cleveland 14, Ohio 
Heller & Usdan, Inc., 401 Washington 

St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Div., Continental 
15th & Jacob Sts., 

, 420 Lexington Ave., 
Y 

Heights 

C in- 

Wood- 

Ave., 

Helmold, J. F., & Bro., Inc., 1462 

Shakespeare Ave., Chicago 14, Ill. 
Help, Inc., 122 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 

10, 
Heminway Corp., 155 S. Leonard St., 

Waterbury, Conn. 

Jendershot Inks, Ltd., 240 Logan Ave., 
Toronto, Ont., Canada 

Henle Wax Paper Mfg. Co., Inc., 
Longfeliow Ave., New York 59, 

He *nlopen Mfg. Co., "178 C ook St., 

lyn 6, N. Y. 

Henry, ra. L., ( 
town, Wis. 

Henry & Wright Div., Emhart Mfg. Co., 
760 Windsor St., Hartford 1, Conn. 

Henry’s Paper Products Co. , 69 First St 
Pittsfield, ae 

1428 
eS 4 

Brook- 

o., P. O. Box 375 Water- 

Henschel, c.3 Mfg. Co., 229 W. Min- 
eral St., Mail aukee 4, Wis 

Herald Paper Box Co., “nt 375 West 
Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

Herald Press, Inc., The, 1930 Camden 

Road, Charlotte, N. C. 

Herbert Products, Inc., 74-32 Jamaica 

Ave., Woodhaven 21, N. Y. 
Hercules Box Co., The, 521 Marion 

Road, Columbus 7, Ohio 
Hercules Powder Co., Wilmington 99, 

Del. 

amen & Chemical Co., 822 S. 
, Manitowoc, Wis. 

Sher Corp., eae 
Road, Carlstadt, 

Herrmann, John G., c << The, 25 Stewart 

St., Floral Park, N.Y. 

Herz, Alexander, Co., Inc., 840 E. 
St., New York 54, N. Y. 

Herz Manufacturing Cor dey 
St., New York 54, N. 

Hess & Barker, 212 S. Darien St., Phila- 
delphia 7, Pa. 

14th 

Paterson Plank 

134th 

840 E. 134th 

@Aadvertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

®Hesser, Fr., Maschinenfabrik Aktienge- 
selischaft, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, 
Germany 

Hewitt-Robins, Inc., 
Road, Stamford, Conn. 

Hewson Co., Inc., The, 443 Broad St., 
Newark 2, N. J. 

Heywood Manufacturing Corp., 
Third St., Minneapolis 1, Minn. 

Heywood, R. Mag One Inc., 263 Ninth 
Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 

High Production Machine Co., Div. F. 
G. Staude Mfg. Co., Inc., 2675 Uni- 
versity Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 

666 Glenbrook 

420 N., 

eK Box Co., 501 Zschokke St 
lighland, Ill. 

Highland Printers, 1434 W. Colorado St., 
Pasadena 2, Calif. 

Hi-Land Paper Products Div., Grand Bag 
& Paper Co., Inc., 88 N. Highland 
Ave., Ossining, N. Y. 

Hill-Hentschel Co., 3928 Clayton 

St. Louis 10, Mo. 
Hill, Thomas, Engineering Co., (Hull), 

Ltd., The, 247/9 Beverly Road, Hull, 
Yorkshire, England 

Ave., 

Hills, A. . & Co., 260 S. 20th St., 
Newark 3, N. J. 

Hills, David Bennett, 581 Fifth Ave., 
New York 17 

Hilsher Paper Joa Co., 254 Schuyle: 
Ave., Kingston, Pa. 

Hinckley, M. C., Associates. 113 Ek. 

Washington Ave., Bridgeport 3, Conn. 

Hinde & Dauch, 407 Decatur St., San- 
dusky, Ohio 

Hines Pallet Co. = O. Box 549, Mount 

Airy, N.C. 
Hirzel, Charles K., 17 FE. 

tok E7,. RB. Bx 
Hi-Speed Checkweigher Co,, Inc., 605 

W. State St., Ithaca, N. Y. 
Hoague-Sprag sue Corp., 130 F astern Ave 

49th St., New 

Lynn, Mass. 
Hobbs Manufacturing Co., 26 Salisbury 

Ot., Worcester 5, Mass. 

Hobson Miller Paper Co., 280 Lafayette 

t., New York 12, N. Y. 
Hodges, Guy, 331 Madison Ave., New 

York 17, N.Y. 
@Hoerner Boxes, Inc., 600 Morgan St 

Keokuk, lowa 
Hofmann, Alfred, & Co 

West New York, N. J. 
Hofmann & Leavy, Inc., 826 

New York 3, N. Y. 

Holland Insulated Wire & Cable Works, 
Hamerstraat 10, Amsterdam, Holland 

@Hollander, Allen, Co.. 385 Gerard Ave., 
New York 51, N. Y. 

Hollinger Corp., 3834 S. 
Drive, Arlington 6, Va. 

Hollingshead, R. me Corp., Litho Can 

Div., 840 Cooper St., Camden, N. J. 

Hollis, Morton, 669 BoylstonSt., Boston 
16, Mass. 

Holmes Equipment Corp., 320-330 Vic- 
tory Ave., South San Francisco, Calif. 

» 635—59th St., 

Broadw ay, 

4 Mile Rur 

Holstein, Lee, Injection Molding, Inc., 
53 Orchard St., Clifton, N. J. 

Holweg Div., Conapac me orp., 120 E. 
13th St., New York 3, N. Y. 

Holyoke Card & . ‘Co., 9 Fisk 
Ave., Springfield 7, Mass. 

Holyoke Coated & Printed Paper Co., 
Inc., 8 Astor Place, New York 3, N.Y. 

Homer-Alden Co., 10 Maple Ave., No. 

Attleboro, Mass. 
Hooper, F. X., Co., Inc., Glenarm, Md. 

Hooper, J. R., Co., 9250 W. 39th St., 

Brookfield, iil. 
Hooven & Allison Co., The, 5 

nati Ave., Xenia, Ohio 

55 Cincin- 

793 



Ho Machine Co., 9400 State Road, 

Philadelphia 14, Pa, 
Hope Paper Box Co,, 10-12 Beach St. 

ovidence 8, R. I. 
Ho Paper Co. = Inc. +» 292 Ellery St., 
bein, 6, 

Hopp ota 460 W. 34th St., New 
York 1, N. Y. 

@Horix Manufacturing Co., Corliss Sta., 
Pittsburgh 4, Pa. 

Horne, E. C.,, Machinery Co., 1726 
Champa St., Denver 2, Colo. 

Horne Machinery Co., Inc., 1188 Har- 
rison St., San Francisco 16, Calif. 

Hornney & Co., 420 Lexington Ave., 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Hornung, Clarence P., 220 E. 46th St., 
New York, N. Y. 

House of Harley, 40th St., Inc., 15 E. 
New York 16, N. 4 

House of More, The, 2700—19th St., 

San Francisco 10, Calif. 
Howard Plastics, Inc., 1401 S. Main St., 

Council Bluffs, lowa 

Howe Scale Co., The, Rutland, Vt. 
@Howell, F. M., & Co., 7%95 Pennsyl- 

vania Ave., Elmira, N. Y. 
Howell Warehouses, Ltd., 222 Front St., 

E.., Toronto, Ont., Canada 
Hubbs, Charles F., & Co., 53-01—1I1th 

t., Long Island City l, N. Y. 
Huber, J. M., Corp., Ink Div., 1478 
Chestnut Ave., Hillside, N. J. 

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., 477 Madi- 

SOI Ave., New York 22, N, Za 

@®Hudson-Sharp Machine Co., Sub. Food 

Machinery & Chemical 
Main St.. Green Bay, Wis. 

Hughes & ‘Hoffman, 501 West Broadway, 

New York 12, N. Y. 

Hulbert Engineering Corp., 600 Western 
Ave., Watertown, Wis. 

Hull, A. E., Pottery Co., Crooksville, 
Ohio 

Humidial Co., 465 Mt. 

Colton, Calif. 

@Humitube Mfg. Co., 
Peoria 3, Il. 

Hummel, A. C., Co., 5349 Kennedy Ave., 

Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Hunt, Harry E., Co., Ltd., 126 Sinnott 

Road, Toronto, Ont., Canada 
Hunter-Wilson Distilling Co.,Oil City, 

Pa. 
Hurwich, = LOe, 2546 

keley 10, Calif. 
Huxtable, L. Garth, 46 E. 

You 23, N.Y. 

Hydraulic Press Mfg. Cc 
Mt. Gilead, Ohio 

Hydrawlik Co., 131 E. 

Roselle, N. J. 

Hydro-Chemie, Inc., 
Dreikoenigstrasse 21, 

land 
Hygrade Folding Box Corp., 92-00 
| Ave., Ozone Park 16, N. Y. 

Hy-Sil Mfg. Co., Revere 51, Mass. 
Hyster Co., 2902 N.E. Clackamas St., 

Portland 8, Ore. 

Corp., 1207 

Vernon Ave., 

113 N. Madison St., 

Tenth St., Ber- 

76th St., New 

, Marion Road, 

First Ave., 

**C laridenhof,”’ 

Zurich, Switzer- 

@!. D. ios ag A 150 Spring St., New 
York 12, N. Y. 

Ideal Gold Stamping Co., 990 Sixth Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 

Ideal Packa ings. Ltd., 1 Shrewsbury 
Road, London, N. W. 10, pee 

Ideal Packers, Inc., 196 West Broadway, 
New York 13, N. Y. 

Ideal Plastics Div., Idea] Toy Corp., 

184-10 Jamaica Ave., Hollis 7, N. 

Ideal Stencil Machine Co., 102 lowa 
Ave., Belleville, Ill. 

Ideal Stitcher Co., Div. W. R. Pabich 
Mfg. Co., 2855 N. Rockwell St., 
Clicago 18, Ill. 

Nlinois Container Co., 511 W. 47th 
Place, Chicago, III. 

Illinois Cooperage Mfg. Co., 44th Place 
& S. Justine St., Chicago ’9, Ill. 

Imco Container Corp., 75th & Cleveland 
Sts., Kansas City 30, Mo. 

Impact "Extrusions, Ltd., Browells Lane, 
eltham, Middlesex, England 

Impact-O-Graph Corp., The, 1900 Euclid 
Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio 

ingwrtes Adhesives Co., 55 N. Fourth 
St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

Imperial Box Co., Div. 
ills, 1740 N. 25th Ave., 

Park, Ill. 
— Chemica! Industries, Ltd., 

mperial Chemical House, Millbank, 
London, S.W. 1, England 

Imperial Molded Products Corp., 2925 W. 
larrison St., Chicago 12, Ill. 

Morris Paper 
Melrose 

— Paper Box . a 252 Newport: 

» Brooklyn 12, N. 
Improved Machinery, Inc., 

ashua, N. H. 
improved Mailing Case Co., 305 Broad- 

way, New York 7, N. Y. 
Independent Can Co., 934 S. 

Ave., Baltimore 24, Md. 

Independent Lithograph Co., 16th & Ala- 
bama St., San Francisco 3, Calif. 

Indianapolis Paper Container Corp., 217 
W. Tenth St., Indianapolis 2, Ind. 

Indianapolis Wire Bound Box Co., 1300 
Beecher St., Indianapolis 7, Ind. 

induction Heating ( om 181 Wythe Ave., 
Brooklyn 11, 

Industri Bag Poe Assn., The, 11 
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 

Industrial Container Corp., 50th St. & 
2nd Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Industrial Conveyor Corp., 1336 W. Ful- 
lerton Ave., Chicago 14, Ill. 

Industrial Electronics Co., Hanover St., 
Hanover, Mass. 

Industrial Equipment & Repair Co., 306 
E. 123rd St. New York 35, N. Y. 

Industrial Lithographic Co., Inc., 285 
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Burke St., 

Lakew ood 

®[ndustrial Marking Equipment Co., Inc., 
454 Baltic St., Brooklyn 17, N. Y. 

Industrial Mineral Fiber Institute, 441 
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Industrial Products (Speco) Limited, 

Boston Manor Road, Brentford, Middle- 
sex, England 

®industrial Raw Materials Corp., 575 Mad- 
ison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Industrial Research Engineering Co., 
3232 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Industrial Shredder & Cutter Co., 707 S. 

Ellsworth Ave., Salem, Ohio 
Industrial Stee] Container Co., 220 Eagle 

St., St. Paul 2, Minn. 
Industrial Steel & Fibre, Ltd., 17-19 St. 

Joseph St., Terrebonne, Que., Canada 
Industrial Tape Printers, Div. Industrial 

Equipment & Supply ag 6 West Penn 
Ave., Wernersville, P 

®@industrie-Werke Kerlaruhe Aktiengesell- 
schaft, Gartenstrasse 71, Karlsruhe, 
Germany 
ee Studios, 4 W. 40th St., Nes 

ork 18, N Fy A 
@Injection Molders rig Co., 3514 Lee 

oad, Cleveland 
Injection we Corp., 117 Fourth Ave., 

A New York 3, 
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Ink Corp. ~ America, 780 Wright Ave., 
Camden, N. J. 

@iniand Container Corp., 700 W. Morris 
St., Indianapolis 6, nd. 

Inland Folding Box Corp., 3434 S. La 
Salle St., Chicago 16, III. 

Inland Lithograph Co., 328 S. Jefferson 
St., Chicago 6, Ill. 

Inland Steel Container Co., 6532 S. Men- 
ard Ave., Chicago 38, Ill. 

@lniand Wire Products Co., 3947 S. Lowe 
Ave., Chicago 9, Ill. 

Inlander-Steindler Paper Co., 2700 N, 
Karlov Ave., Chicago 39, Ill. 

Inman Mfg. Co., Inc., 41-53 Guy Park 
Ave., Amsterdam, N. Y. 

Institute of Food Technologists, 176 W, 

Adams St., Chicago 3, I[ll.; Geneva, 
ie 

Institute of Paper Chemistry, The, 1043 
E. South River St., Appleton, Wis. 

@intaglio Service Corp., 305 E. 46th St., 
New York 17, N. Y. 

@Inta-Roto Machine Co., Inc., The, P.O, 
Box 454, Richmond 3, Va. 

@Interchemical Corp., Printing Ink ae 
67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. 

Intercontinental Dynamics Corp., ‘170 
Coolidge Ave., Englewood, N. j. 

Inter-Lakes Engineering Co., 4845 Belle- 
vue St., Detroit 7, Mich. 

International Banding Machine Div., Con- 
solidated Lithographing Corp., 1027 
Grand St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

International Conveyor & Washer Corp., 
652 E. Fort St., Detroit 26, Mich. 

International Cooperage Co., Box 518, 
Hyde Park Blvd., Niagara Falls, N.Y, 

@[nternational Filling Machine Corp., 
McKeever St., Petersburg, Va. 

International Folding Paper Box Co., 
Inc., 2029-——83rd St., No. Bergen, N.J. 

International Paper Box Machine Co., 
The, 315 Main Si., Nashua, N. 4. 

international Paper Co., Bagpak Div., 
20 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

International Processes, Inc., 624 S, 
Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, Ill. 

@lnternational Staple & Machine Co., 721 
E. Herrin St., Herrin, Ill. 

International Wax Refining Co., 99 E. 
Hawthorne Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 
a “< » 120 E. 56th St, 

New York 22, N. 
Interstate Sandy Products Co., 1228 

W. 12th St., Kansas City 5, Mo. 

Interstate Folding Box Co., The, Verity 
Parkway, Middletown, Ohio 

Interstate Printing Co., The, 3935 La- 
clede St., St. Louis 8, Mo. 

lron Works, Inc., 116 King St., Brooklyn 

Si, BY; 
Ironbound Box & Lumber Co., 42 Hoff- 

man Place, Hillside, N. J. 
Irwin Corp., 200 Fifth Ave., New York 

10, N.Y. 
@island Equipment Corp., 27-01 Bridge 

Plaza N, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
@lvers-Lee Co., 215 Central Ave. » Newark 

$, N. J. 
Ivorex Plastics, 116 Broad St., New York 

4, N. Y. 

J 

**J’? Chemical Works, 602 W. 37th St., 
New York 18, N. Y. 

@j. E. Plastics Mfg. 9 400 Nepper- 
han Ave., Yonkers, N 

@j. G. Machine Works, 452-458 W. 46th 
St., New York 36, N 
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Jackmeyer Label Corp., 855 Ave. of The 
Americas, New York 1, N. Y. 

Jackson, McStay, Co., 840 N. Michigan 
Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. 

Jackson Paper Box Co., 
Pearl St., Jackson, Mich. 

Jackson, Thomas, & Son, inc., 9th & 
Oley Sts., Reading, Pa. 

Jacobowitz, Charles S.,Corp., 3099 Main 
St., Buffalo 14, N. Y. 

Jacobs, K. W., Cooperage Co., 1907 W. 
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee 3, Wis. 

Jacobson, S. L., Mfg. Co., 1414 S. Wabash 
Ave., Chicago 5, Ill. 

Jacobsson, Edward Gustave, & Assoc., 
139 E. 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y. 

Jacoby-Narce Corp., 72 Spring St., New 
York 12, Ne. ¥. 

Jagenberg-Werke Akt-Ges., Himmel- 
geister Str. 107, maoneennts Germany 

Jamieson, Walter J., Corp., 140 N, Fitz- 
hugh St. Rochester 14, N. Y. 

Jontoen Plastic Corp., 1255 New Bridge 
oad, No. Bellmore, 5 » * 

Jarisch Paper Box Co.,Inc., 2-12 Chest- 
: St. — Adams, Mass. 

100-110 W. 

lastre ry Be +, 17 Clarendon St., Bos- 

ton 16, Mass. 
Latex & Chemical Corp., 1713 West 

Farms Road, New York 60, N. Y. 
350 Fifth Ave., New York , Norbert, 

N. Y. 
rk Paper Co., P.O. Box 152, Hew- 

» is. oe 
frey Mfg. Co., The, 

ibus 16, Ohio 

, Tinsley T., & Associates, 35 N. 
Raymond Ave., Pasadena 1, Calif. 

Stephen, & Co., 495 Manhattan 
Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 

Plastics, Inc., 889 Farmington 
, Kensington, Conn. 

Manufacturing Co., Inc., 288 
Ave., Boston 30, Mass. 

828 N. Fourth St., 

Hyde 
Park 
Pak, Inc., 859-879 Summer Ave., 

vark 4, N J. 
t Specialties Co,,941 N. Eastern Ave., 

Angeles 63, Calif. 
A. S., 505 Fifth Ave., New York Y 

@jiffy Manufacturing Co., 360 Florence 

., Hillside, N. J. 
Curt G., Inc., Clark St, 

ills, Wis. 
1a Western Mills Co., 22nd & Jef- 

ferson Sts., Chicago 16, Ill. 
at pact tn Dutch Brand Div., 

odlawn Ave., Chicago 19, Ill. 
Johns ss-Nigrelli Johns, 111 W. Jackson 

., Chicago 4, fll. 
As, Machine Works, Inc., 437 

Boulevard, East Paterson, N. J. 
Gordon, Co., 2517 Madison 

, Kansas City, Mo. 
Joh nson, Mary Russell, 

New York, N. Y. 

Johnson, Will S., 600 W. Jackson Blvd., 
Chicago 6, Ill. 

Johnsos-Coppock Co., 
Ave., Skokie, Ill. 

Johnston Foil Mfg. Co., 6106 S. Broad- 
way, St. Louis, 11, Mo. 

Johnstone Engineering & Machine Co., 
First Ave, & Gay St., Parkesburg, Pa. 

Jolley, Jerry, 2426 Buchanan St., San 
Francisco 15, Calif. 

Jomac, Inc., 6128 N. Woodstock St., 
P hiladelphia 38, Pa. 

Jones Box & Mill Division, 
ware Ave., Buffalo 2, N. Y. 

Jones, Charles E., & Associaies, Inc., 
189 W, Madison St., Chicago 2, Ill. 

Jones-Dabney Co., Rutherford & De- 
lancey Sts., Newark 5, N. 

Sheboygan 

7800 

Johnson, 

| Briony, 

266 W. 123rd St., 

Lawndale 8026 

340 Dela- 
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~ Kerstrom, Paul L. 

Jones, E. Willis, 44 E. 
Chicago 11, Il. 

Jones-Hamilton Co., 
Newark, Calif, 

Jones, Jesse, Box Corp., 318 W. Cum- 
berland St., Philadelphia 33, Pa. 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., Container 

Superior St., 

455 Wells Ave., 

Div., 405 Lexington Ave., New York 
ae A 

@Jones, R. A., & Co., Inc., 315 E. 15th 
St., Covington, Ky. 

Jonethis-Larson Advertising, 411 Fenton 
Bldg., Jamestown, N. Y. 

Jupiter Plastics, Inc., 103 
Ave., Pittsfield, Mass. 

Just Plastics, Inc., 256 W. 
New York 23, N. Y. 

Hawthorne 

65th St., 

K 

K.G.A., Inc., 10 E. 49th St., New York 
i. H..Y. 

KVP Co., The, Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Kabar Mfg. Corp., 1907 White Plains 
Road, New York 62, N. Y. 

Kage Co., 130 Hartford Road, Manches- 
ter, Conn. 

Kahlenberg Globe Equipment Co., 
Eleventh St., Sarasota, Fla. 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., 1924 
Broadway, Oakland 12, Calif. 

Kalamazoo Label Co., 321 W. 
St., Kalamazoo 12, Mich. 

Kalamazoo Paper Box Co., 
St., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Kalamazoo Paraffin Co., 
st., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Kaltman Press, Inc., 52-25 Barnett Ave., 
Long Island City 4, N. Y. 

Kamp, Bruce, Associates, 17 
t., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

Kanty, C. L., Paver t Box te 

ter St., Rochester 21, } - 
Kaplan Products & Te ra Inc., 180 

W. Randolph St., Chicago 1, Ill. 
Karp Co., The, 123 First St., Jersey City 

2. J -. 

1663 

Ranson 

385, S. Pitcher 

1801-21 Reed 

16 Spruce 

140 Car- 

Co., Inc., Spee-Dee 

Packaging Machinery Corp. Div., 1818 
W. 74th St., Chicago 36, fi 

Kartridg-Pak Machine Co., 435 W. Scott 
St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

Kary-Safe Paper Bag Co., Inc., 755 E. 

134th ‘St., New York 54, N. Y. 
Kaufman Hoag Co., 350 Fifth Ave., New 

Fork. i, N. TF. 

Kaumagraph Co., 14th & Poplar Sts., Wil- 
mington 99, Del. 

Kay, Inc., 142 E. 49th St., New York 17, 
Ny. ¥ 

Kaye Plastics Corp., P.O. Box 1149, 
New Brunswick, N. J. 

Kayton, Robert, Associates, 
St., New York 19, N. Y. 

Keck, Henry, Associates, 660 S. 
Oaks Ave., Pasadena 2, Calif. 

Keeny, J. R., Co., 214 Biltmore Road, 

Louisville 7, Ky. 
Kehlmann Printing Co., 

New York I, N. Y. 
Kehr Products Co., 401 N. 

Philadelphia 8, Pa. 
Keiding Paper Products Co., 4545 W. 

Woolworth Ave., Milwaukee 18, Wis. 
Kelley & Hueber, Inc., 4052 Haverford 

Ave., Philadelphia 2, Pa. 
Kellogg Container Div., U. S. Envelope 

Co., 21 Cypress St., Springfield 2, 
Mass. 

Kellogg, M. W., Co., The, P.O. Box 469, 
Jersey City 3, 

635 W. 54th 

Fair 

151 W. 25th St., 

Broad St., 

@Advertisement in this issue; 

Kemtek Corp., 206 Sylvan Ave., Newark 
4, N. 

Kendall Co., The Kendall 
West St., Walpole, Mass. 

Kendall Co., The, Polyken Sales Div., 
309 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 20, Ill. 

Kennedy Car Liner & Bag Co., Inc., Ho- 

dell St., Shelbyville, Ind. 
Kent, Percy, Bag Co., Inc., 

Road, Kansas City 25, Mo. 

Mills Div., 

5910 Winner 

Kent Plastics Corp., 1528 N. Fulton 
Ave., Evansville 10, Ind. 

Kent, S. Jay, 12 E. 46th St., New York 
R7, Paseo 

Keokuk Barrel Co., 30 N. Fifth St., Keo- 

kuk, lowa 
Keolyn Plastics, Inc., 2731 N. Pulaski 

Road, Chicago 39, ill. 
Kerr, Aiexander H., & Co., Inc., 3440 

Wilshire Blvd., Los Andeles 5, Calif. 
Kerr, Robert J., Chemicals, Inc., P. O 

Box 443, Park Ridge, I1l1. 
Kesco Mfg. Co., 5614 Blackstone Ave., 

Chicago 37, Ill. 

Ketcham, Howard, Inc., 10] Park Ave., 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Ketchpel Engineering Co., 1401 Palisade 

Ave., West Englewood, N. a 

Ketterlinus Lithographic Mfg. Co., W 
Mildred Ave., Primos, Pa. 

Keyes Fibre Lilies Upper College Ave. 

Waterville, Maine 
Keystone Box Co., P. O. 

Sharpsburg Sta., Pittsburgh 15, Pa. 
Keystone Cap Co., 10th & Blunsto: 

Columbia, Pa. 

Keystone Folding Box Co., 367- 
rona Ave., Newark 4, N. J. 

Keystone Packaging Service, 1012 Wa 
ington St., Easton, Pa. 

Keystone Paper Box C 

Keystone Printed Specialties 
ear St., Scranton 5, Pa. 

Kidde, Walter, & Co., Inc. 
St., Belle i Fy Ne Je 

@K idder “ame Co., Inc., 121 Broa 
Dover, N. H. 

Kieckhefer C 

Camden 1, N. J. 

ontainer Lo. 

@Kiefer, Karl, Machine Co., The 
Martin St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

Kieffer Paper Mills, Ewing, Ind. 
Kiernan-Hughes Co. » Ninth & Brunswick 

StS., Jersey City i Ma ee 

Kimball, A., Co., 444 Fourth Av 
York 16, N. Y. 

Kimball-Tyler Co., 201-301 S. Hav 
Baltimore , Md, 

Kis — C lark C orp., 128 N, ¢ ercia 
, Neenah, Wis. 

Kind\ed, MacLean & Co., Div. The Prog 
ress L ithographing Co, Ba )1—-22nd 

Long Is year City . * 
Kines Co., Inc., The, 15 ale St., Ne 

ham Heights 94, Mess, 
King-Casey, Inc * 30 Rockefeller Plaza 

New York Ma oe 

King, Charles E 29 e Co., 960 W. Chicago 

Ave., Chicago 22, Ill. 

King Sales & Engineering Co., 441 Fol- 
som St., San Francisco 5, Calif. 

Kingman, FE. B., Co., 96 Exchange St., 

Leominster, Mass. 
Kirby- Cogeshall- Steinau Co., Inc., 606 

&.. © lybourn St., Milwaukee 2, Wis. 
Kirchheimer Brothers Co., 429 W. Ohio 

St., Chicago 10, Ill. 
Kirk, F. J., Molding Co., Inc., 140 Brook 

St., Clinton, Mass, 

Kittredge, R. J., & Co., 

St., Chicago 7, Ill. 
Kiwi Coders Corp., 3804 N. 

Chicago 13, Ill. 
Klausner Cooperage Co., 5207 

Ave., Cleveland 4, Ohio 

14 N. Peoria 

Clark St., 

Grant 
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Klear-Form Pak, Inc., 611 Williams St., 
Baltimore 30, Md. 

Kleartone Transparent Products Co., 
Inc., 686 Main St., Westbury, N. Y. 

@K leen-Stik Products, Inc., 7300 W. Wil- 
son Ave., Chicago 31, Ill. 

Kleerwrap, Div. Creative Publishing & 
Packaging, Inc., 225 E. Hawley St., 
Mundelein, III. 

Klein, A., & Co., Inc., 113-119 W. 
St., New York 11, N. Y. 

Kleinhans, Herbert F., Associates, 122 
E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 

Kleist & Co., 2622 S.E. 25th Ave., Port- 
land 2, Ore. 

Kliklok Corp., 405 Lexington Ave., 
York 17, N. Y. 

Knickerbocker Co., 
ot., Jackson, Mich. 

@Knowlton, M. D., Co., 28 Industrial St., 
Rochester 14, N. Y. 

Knox Bros., Inc., 101 
York, N. Y. 

Knox Glass, Inc., Knox, Pa. 

Koch Convertograph Co., Inc.» 1405 W. 
Missouri St., Evansville 7, Ind. 

17th 

New 

The, 1000 l siberty 

Park Ave. New , 

Koch, Harold, Co., 23 E. 26th St., New 
York 10, N. Y. 

Koch, Karl Peter, 35 E. Wacker Drive, ™ 

Chicago 1, Ill 
Koehler, Karl, Blue Church Associates, 

Road, Coopersburg, Pa. 
Kogan, Belle, Associates, 145 EK. 35th 

St., New York 16, N. , 2 

Kolar Laboratories, Inc.,7475 N. Rogers 
Ave., Chicago 26, Ill. 

Koller Craft Plastic Products, Inc., Fen- 

Kolmar Laboratories, Inc., 224 N. Broad- 
vay, Milwaukee 2, Wis. 

Koons, F. S., 124 S., Washington St., 
Boyertown, Pa 

Koppel, E. Leonard, 284 Fifth Ave., 
New York 1, N. Y. 

Koppers Co., Inc., Chemical Div., Kop- 

ers Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

Korda Associates, 20 W. 46th St., New 
York 36, N 

Kordite Co., Div. Te 
Macedon, N. Y. 

Korn, ro. Co, 5 

xtron American, Inc., 

fenry Beekman St, 
New York 38, N. Y. 

kK wrnfeld, lerbert * 1578 Crossroads 

of The World, Hollywook 28, Calif. 

Koster, Louis, Associates, Freeport, 

Maine 
Kraft Bag Corp., 630 Fifth Ave., New 

York 20, N. Y. 
Kraft Corrugated Containers, Inc., 

f E. 22nd St., Bayonne, N. J. 
Kraft Paper Assn., Inc., 122 E. 42nd St., 

New York 17, N. Y. 

Kraissl Co., Inc., The, 

Ave., Hackensack, N. J. 
Krause, Frederick A., Associates, Inc., 

} Sixth St., Frenchtown, N. J. 
Krause, Richard M., Inc.. 52 E. 

New York 3, N. Y. 
Kreid! Chemico-Physical Co., 155 Wash- 

ington St., Newark 2, N. J} 
@Krenge! Mfg. Co., Inc., 227 

New York 7, N. Y. 

Kresge Paper Box Co,, Inc., 645 Main 

St., Bethlehem, Pa, 
Kress, F. J., Box Co., 

Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 
Kroeck Paper Box Co., 1701 W. Superior 

St., Chicago 22, Ill, 
Krylon, Inc., 18 W. Airy St., Norristown, 

a. 
Kupfer Bros. Co., 

York 3, N. Y. 

Kurhan Co., Inc., 261 Fifth 
York 16, N. Y. 

Foot 

299 Williams 

19th St., 

Fulton St., 

1—28th St., 

2 Astor Place, New 

Ave., New 

796 

@Labelette 

®L achman-Novase! 

@lLakso Co., Inc.. The, 47 

Kurnit-Geller Associates, Inc., 505 
Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Kuss, R. L., & Co., Inc., 739 W. Foulke 
St., Findlay, Ohio 

Kweller, Sam, 722 E. Washington Blvd., 
Los Angeles 21, Calif. 

Kwik Lok Corp., Box 

Wash, ° 

2098, Yakima, 

L 

L. A. Paper Box & Board Mills, 2615 E. 
12th St., Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

L. A. B. Corp., E. Onondaga St., Skane- 
ateles, N. Y. 

. & M Sales Co., 1414 S. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago 6, IIl. 

,.O.F. Glass Fibers Co., 1810 Madison 

Ave., Toledo 1, Ohio 
,abel Manufacturers National Assn., 

Inc., 1700 Eye St., N.W., Washington 
6, D. C. 

— 

Co., 2611 W. Leland Ave., 

Chicago 25, Ill. 
Labelon Tape Co., Inc., 450 Atlantic 

Ave., Rochester 9, N. Y. 
Label-Rite Co., Ltd., The, 21 Edgar 

Ave., Weston, Ont., Canada 
,abels & Decals, Inc., 4880 W. Grand 

Ave., Chicago 39, Ill. 
,a Boiteaux Co., Inc., The, 2985 Madi- 
son Road, Cin@innati 9, Ohio 

sabquip Corp., 4520 W. North Ave., Chi- 

cago 39, Ill. 
a —— S. A., 110 Blvd. Hauss- 

mann, Paris, France 
Paper Corp., 

Greene St., New York 12, N. Y. 

,ake River Terminals, Inc., 5005 S. Har- 
lem Ave., Berwyn, III. 
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Ashby State 
Road, Fitchburg, Mass. 

Lamarque, Abril, 207 E. 37th S&., New 
York 16, N. Y. 

Lamb Glass Co., The, Mount Vernon, 
Ohio 

Lambooy Label & Wrapper Co., 2129 

Portage St., Kalamazoo, Mich, 
Lamex Chemical Corp., One Sundial 

Ave., Manchester, N. H. 
Laminated Foil Manufacturers Assn., 

1002 Union Trust Bldg., Providence 
. KR. L 

Laminated Paper Products Co., 2665 
Jones St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 

,aminators, Inc., 243 Passaic St., New- 
ark 4, N. J. 

saminite Products Corp., 799 Washing- 
ton St., New York 14, N. Y. 

,amson Corp., Lamson St., Syracuse l, 

N. Y. 
,ancaster Paper Tube Mfg. Co., 834 Co- 
lumbia Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 

-andau Metal Products Corp., 2-62— 
5lst Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

vandell, Harper, & Associates, 1717 
Sansom St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

sandis, Ellis M., S. Eagle & Wyndmoor 
Roads, Havertown, Pa. 

,andor, Walter, & Associates, Design 
Bldg., Pier 5 North, San Francisco 11, 
Calif, 

,andowne, J.,Co., Inc., 561 Grand Ave., 
Brooklyn 38, N. Y. 

Landsberger Co., 550 Fifth Ave., New 
York 36, N. Y. 

Lane-Bender, Inc., 157 W. 57th St., New 
York 19, N. Y. 

Lange & Crist Box & Lumber Co., Inc., 

P.O. Box 2071, Clarksburg, W. Va. 

rr ee | 
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Langston, Samuel M., Co., 1930 S. Sixth 
St., Camden 4, N. J. 

Lansky Die Cutting Corp., 194 Greene 
St., New York 12, N. Y. 

Lanzit Corrugated Box .Co., 
Rockwell St., Chicago 8, Ill. 

Lanzit Printing Co., 1051 S. Grand View 
St., Los Angeles 6, Calif. 

Lapow, Harry, Assoc., 250 West 57th 
St., New York 19, N. Y. 

Larido Corp., 381 Fourth Ave., New York 
16, N. Y. 

Larkin & Glassman Associates, 27 
School St., Boston 8, Mass. 

Larsen, Ben, 2421 W. 21st St., Minneapo- 
lis 5, Minn, 

Larson Packaging Equipment Co., 6644 
Marquette Ave, ts Leads 9, Mo. 

Lassiter Corp., 350 Fifth Ave., 
York 1, N. Y 

Latchford-Marble Glass Co., Box 4707, 
Florence Branch, Los Angeles 1, Calif, 

Latham, Tyler, Jensen, 153 E. Huron 
St., Chicago 1], fll. 

Laufer, Thomas, & Associates, 5710 Ar- 
bor Vitae Place, Madison 5, Wis. 

Laurel Process Co., Inc., 601 W. 26th 
St., New York 1, N. Y. 

LaWall & Harrisson Research Labora- 
tories, 192] Walnut St., Philadelphia 
3, Pa. 

Lawless Bros. Container Corp., 51 Rob- 
inson St.. No. Tonawanda, N. Y. 

Lawrence Paper Co., Foot of New Hamp- 
hire St., Lawrence, Kan. 

Lawson Chemical Products Co., 5634 
Selmaraine Dr., Culver City, Calif, 

Lawson & Jones, Ltd., Clarence St, 
London, Ont., Canada 

Lawson & Lawson, Inc., 724 Seventh 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Lawson Packaging Corp., 241 William 
St., Englewood, N. J. 

Lea, David M., & Co., Inc., Hopkins 
Road, Richmond 12, Va. 

Lea Laboratories, Inc., 408 Blade Ave., 
Cincinnati 16, Ohio 

.ead Industries Assn., 60 E. 42nd St, 
New York 17, N. Y. 

,ea-Tek Studio, Lake Zurich, Ill. 

eavitt, S. Taylor, Associates, Inc., 21] 
Ef. Superior St., Chicago 11, Ill. 

,ebanon Paper Box Co., 10th & Willow 
Sts,, Lebanon, Pa. 

2445 §, 

New 

— 

— 

Lectromatic Devices, Inc., 3349 W. 
Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill. 

Lee & Henry Mfg. Co., 441-5 Minna St, 

San Francisco 3, Calif, 
,ee Machinery Corp., 28 W. 
New York 10, N. Y. 

,eedpak, Inc., 294 Fifth Ave., New York 

L, ee: 
,eeds Paper Products, Inc., 24 Audubon 
Road, Leeds, Mass. 

Lehmann Printing & Lithographing Co., 
300 Second St., San Francisco 7, Calif. 

Leigh, Carl, Associates, 53 W. Jackson 
Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill. 

Leiman Bros., Inc., 166 Christie St, 
Newark 5, N. J. 

Lemberger Paper Box Corp., 341-7 Reid 
Ave., Brooklyn 33, N. Y. 

Lembo Machine Works, Inc., 248 E. 17th 
St., Paterson 4, N. J. 

Lemmon & Snoap, 286 Bridge St., Grand 
Rapids 4, Mich. 

Lengsfield Bros., Inc., 1101 Tchoupi- 
toulas St., New Orleans 6, La. 

Leominster Board & Snecialty Co., 45 
Granite St., Leominster, Mass. 

Léominster Peper Box Co., Inc., 43 

Granite St., Leominster, Mass. 

LePage’s, Inc., 144 Essex 
Gloucesit, Mass. 

23rd St., 

—— 

Aves, 
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@l.ermer Plastics, Inc., 502 South Ave., 
Garwood, N. J. 

Lerner Machine Co., Ltd., The, Lea Val. 
ley Road, Ponders End, Middlesex, 

England 
Lescaze, William, 211 E. 48th St., New 

York, N. Y. 
Leshin, J., 565 Fifth Ave., New York 

17. B ¥ 
Lester Engineering Co., 2711 Church 

Ave., Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Le Sure Product Co., 1049 St. 
Ave., New York 55, N. Y. 

Lev-A-Lift Co., The, 277 
New York 7, te 

Levey, Fred’ k H., Co., Inc., 380 Madi- 
son Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Levey, Harold A., Laboratories, 8127-33 
Oleander St., New Orleans 18, La. 

Levin, Monte L.,501 Madison Ave., New 
York 22, N. Y. 

Levine, H., Cooperage Co., 
Los Angeles, Calif, 

Levine, M. H., Co., Inc., 28 W. 
New York 1, N 

- Levine, T. R., & Sons, 86-90 Court St., 

oe nN. 
is, John A., & Sons, Inc., 

Ay Rochester 6, N. 3s 
evy, mi 804 W. 180th St., New York 33, 

y 

Nicholas 

Broadway, 

5400 S, Soto, 

27th St., 

330 | yell 

vis, Ben, 414 Madison Ave., New 

rk 17, N. Y. 
, G. B., Co., 452 Montgomery St., 

Watertown, Wis. 
| s, Harold P., Newtown, Pa, 
Lewis, Jerome, 306 Albemarle Road, 

oklyn 18, N. Y. 
Inc., 678 Wal- Lewis-Sher ard Products, 

ut St., Riese py 3 Mass. 
Lewis, Stephen J., Engine qing Co., 215 

tler St., Brooklyn 17, ‘ 
Lewis Welding & Batata: Corp., 

The, 23000 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland 

17, Ohio 
Lewsyth Packaging Systems & Equip- 

ent, 11409 Chandler Blvd., 
rd, Calif. 
, Morris L., & Co., 350 Fifth Ave., 

New York 1, N. Y. 

ie Printing Co., The, 465 Cambridge 
Allston 34, Mass. 

Liberty Corrugated Container Corp., 47- 
40 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn 37, 
Ns Zs 

Liberty Cutting Die Co., 
New York, N. Y. 

iberty Glass Co., 
yulpa, Okla. 

Laminates, 47-40 Metropolitan 
, Brooklyn 37, N. Y. 

Liberty Paper Box Co., 400 W. 

a linn. 
siebs, L. A., Co., 
New Your 10, N. 

ift Trucks, Inc., 2425 Spring Grove 
Ave., Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

illy, Eli, & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 
sily- Tulip Cup Cor -, 122 E. 42nd St., 
New York 17, N. Y. 

-incoln Molded Plastics, Inc., 13 Mar- 

shall St., So. Norwalk, Conn. 
incoln Rug ease 85 Springdale Ave., 
Newark 7, N. 

No. Holly- 

65 Bleecker St., 

Lee & Oak Sts., Sa- 

Liberty 

Third St., 

Inc., 312 E. 23rd St. 
. P 

Lindley Box & Paper Co., Div. Morris 

Paper Mills, 1748 W. Second St., Mar- 
ion, Ind. 

Lindsay, John, 2475 W. 26th Ave., Den- 
ver ll, Colo, 

Lindsey Can Co., 136 S. Maple Ave., 
So. San Francisco, Calif. 

Lindstaedt Laboratories, 109. Fawn 
Drive, San Anselmo, Calif. 

Linear Products, Inc., 37 W. 20th St.. 
New York 11, N. Y. 
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@Lowe Paper Co., River St., 
N 

Linehan & Co., 2062 Irving Blvd., Dallas 
7, Texas 

Link-Belt Co., Prudential Plaza, Chi- 
cago 1, Ill. 

Lipp, A. J., Co., Inc., 305 
ew York 17, N. Y. 

Lippincott & Margulies, Inc., 430 Park 

Ave., New York 22, 
Liquid Carbonic oo gg The, 

Kedzie Ave., Chicago 23, lll. 
Liquipak Corp., 211 Woodworth Ave, 

Alma, Mich. 
Litho Can Corp., 

Camden 2, N. J. 
Lithographers’ Finishing Co., 635 W. 

54th St., New York 19, N. Y. 
Lithographers National Assn., Inc., 381 

Fourth Ave., New York 16, N 

E. 47th St., 

3100 5S. 

16th & Mickle Sts., 

Lithographic Technical Foundation, 
Inc., 131 E. 39th St., New York 16, 

Little, H. C., Burner Co., Inc., Pack- 
aging Div., Woodland Ave. & DuBois 

Sts., San Rafael, Calif. 
.ivingston & Co., Inc., 468 West Broad- 
way, New York 12, N. Y. 

,ockwood Folding Box Co., 2 

Third St., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 
.ock wood Grader Corp., Seventh & ‘‘S’’ 
Sts., Gering, Neb. — 

51-253 S. 

Lodes Aerosol Consultants, Inc., 730 
Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. 

Loeb Equipme: nt Supply Co., 819 W. Su- 
perior St., Chicago 22, il. 

Loederer, Richard A., 67 W. 67th Shee 
New York 23, N. Y. 

Loewy, Raymond, Associates, 488 Madi- 
son Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Logan Co., 201 Cabel St., Louisville ¢ 
Ky. 

,ogo, Inc., 12933 S. Stony 
Chicago 33, Ill. 
song & Co., Inc., 1225 Washington Blvd., 

Baltimore 30, Md. 
song Island Engraving Co., 
St., New York 10, N. Y. 

,ong Island Finishing Corp., 
48th Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

.ongview Fibre Co., Longview, Wash. 
,ongyear, William, Pratt Institute, Brook- 
lyn 5, N. Y. 

,oomis Wadding Co., Inc. 
st., Hyde Park, Mass, 

Island Ave., 

19 W. 2ist 

5-39— —_ 

~— 

River 1560 

Lord Baltimore Press, Inc., The, 477 
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Lorentz, Henry V., Co., 148 E. Virginia 
t., San Jose 12, Calif. 

Loroco Industries, Inc., 100 E. Benson 

St., Cincinnati 15, Ohio 
Los Angeles Paper Box & Board Mills, 

2615 E. 12th St., Los Angeles 23, 

Calif. 
Lotz, Abbott & Co. Ltd., 4 Vernon Piace, 

Southampton Row, London, W.C.1, 
England 

Louden, Lillian, 818 Olive St., St. Louis 

1, Mo. 
Louden Machinery Co., The, 607 Broad- 

way, Fairfield, lowa 
Louisville Cooperage Co., 

St., Louisville, Ky. 
Louisville Pottery Co., 228 E. 

St., Louisville 8, Ky. 

421 W. Avery 

Bloom 

Ridgefield, 

Lowery & Schwartz, 20 Vandam St., New 

York 13, N. Y. 
Loyal Press, 205 E. 43rd St., New York 

(Ae ee & 
Lo -Lange Box Co., 222 Russell Ave., 

St. Louis 4, Mo. 
Lucas Brokerage Co., 834 N. W. 

St., Oklahoma City 18, Okla. 
Lucas, Mildred, 369 Lexington Ave., 

New York 17, N. Y. 

34th 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Lucid Containers, 41 Great Jones St., 
New York 12, N. Y. 

Ludlow Mfg. & Sales Co., P.O, Rox 101, 
Needham Heights 94, Mass. 

Ludlow Papers, Inc., 145 Rosemary St., 
Needham Heights 94, Mass. 

Lull, Mary, Gift Wrap, 1365 York Ave. 
New York 21, N. Y. 

Lumelite Corp., Pawling, N. Y. 
Lurie & Lurie, 126 N. Union Ave 

cago 6, Ill. 

Lurie Plastics, Inc., 1913 
Colonial Heights, Va. 

@lL.usteroid Container Co., Inc., 10 W. 

», Chi- 

Boulevard 

Parker Ave., Maplewood, N. J. 
Lustig, Alvin, 132 E. 58th St., New York 

22 ie 

Lustour Corp., 10 S. Brentwood Blvd. 
St. Louis 5, Mo. 

Lustra Cite Industries, Inc. | Kent 
Ave., Brooklyn 11, N 

Lustreprint Corp., 932 Hertel Ave., Buf 
falo 16, N. Y. 

Lutz & Sheinkman, 421 Hudson St., 
York 11, N. Y. 

@Lynch Corp., 2304 Crystal St., Ander: 

Ind. 
Lynch-Robo Corp., Sub. Lynch Cory; 

Anderson, Ind. 
Lyon Metal Products, Inc., 17 Wont 

ery St., Aurora, II] 
Lyon-Raymond Corp., 143 M 

Greene, N. Y. | 
Lyttleton, Don, Packaging 

2502 Dunlavy St., Houston 6, Tex 

M 

M-H Standard Corp., 515 | 

Ave., Jersey City 4, N. J. 
M & R Manufacturing Co., 608 Man 

ter Road, Mansfield, Ohi 
Berry St., Brook ®VRM = Inc., 19] 

Like % 4 
Maas rn Waldstein Co. 

Hwy., Newark 4, N. I. 
Mac Sim Bar Paper Co., 43] Helen Ave 

Otsego, Mich. 

MacAndrews & Forbes ( Third & 
ferson Sts., Camden 4, N. J. 

Macbeth Daylighting Corp., New 

Mm. Ys 
MacDonald Mfg. Co., 

Baltimore, Mich. 
Machine O’Matic, Inc., 

Ave., Chicago 45, Ill. 
Machinery & Products Engineering Co., 

3650 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia 34, 

‘ Al ’ 2121 McCarter 

| f 

550 Green St., Ne 

2045 N. Hoyne 

, Ryerson Ave., Wayne, 
Pa 

e@Mack Molding Co. 
ae 

Maderite Paper Box Co., 95 Main St., 
Winsted, Conn. 

Madison Glue eH 200 W. 34th St., 

New York 1 Ff 
Magers, Cherie, P. 

ton, N. J. 
Magic City Bottle 

23rd St., Miami, 

O. Box 495, Prince 

& Supply, 1880 N.W. 

Fla. 
Magid-Robinson Co., Inc., 235 Fourt! 

Ave., New York 3, N. Y. 
Magill, D. G., 15 Tulip Drive, Great 

Neck, N. Y. 
Magill-Weiasheimer Co., 

Ave., Chicago 30, Ill. 
4545 W. Touhy 

Magline, Inc., 1957 Mercer St., Pincon- 
ning, Mich. 

Magnat Machinery & Pattern Corp., 
Leeds, Mass. 

Magnolia Carton Co., 536 First Nat’l 
Bank Bldg., Houston 1, Texas 
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Mahaffy Engineering Co., 10 Schuyler 
Ave., No. Arlington, N. J. 

Maharam Fabric Corp., 130 W. 46th St., 
New York 36, N. Y. 

Mailler Searles, Inc., 300 Seventh St., 
San Francisco 3, Calif. 

Main Bros. Box & Lumber Co., Karnak, 

Ill. 
Maine Machine Works, 1230 E. 

Los Angeles 59, Calif. 
Maine Potato Bag Co., Caribou, Maine 
Majikweld Corp., 1324 Boston Road, New 

109th St., 

York 56, N. Y. 

Malanco, Inc., 2200 W. 138th St., Blue 
Island, Ill. 

Manchester Boxes, Ltd., 100 Sterling 
Road, Toronto, Ont., Canada 

Manchester Paper Board & Paper Co., 

Inc., Richmond 24, Va. 
Mancuso Barrel & Box Co., Kenner, La. 
Maness Manufacturing Co., Bryson City, 

Me. Ge 

Mangan & Ecklanl, 

Chicago 4, Ill. 
141 W. Jackson Blvd. ; 

@Manhasset Machine Co., Inc., 255 FE 
Second St., Mineola, L. I., N. Y. 

Manhattan Paste 
Greenpoint Ave. 

& Glue Co., Inc., 425 

, Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 

Manhattan Storage & Warehouse Co., 801 
Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y. 

Manion Steel Barzel Co., Oil City, Ps 
Mankato Paper Box Co., 726 S. Front 

St., Mankato, Minn, 
Mankato Plastic Cx 

Mankato, Minn. 
Mansfield Paper Box & Novelty Co., 184 

Brooker Plac e, Mansfield, Ohio 

Mantes, T. R., Co., 236 Fremont St., San 

Francisco 5, Calif. 

Mantrose Crop., The, One Hanson Place, 

Brooklyn 17, N. Y 
Manufacturers Aid Co., 

Union City, N. J. 

Manufacturers Box Co., Inc., The, 305 
Railroad Ave., Bridgeport 4, Conn. 

Manufacturers Engineering & Equipment 
Corp., York Road & Sunset Lane, Hat- 
boro, Pa. 

Manufacturing Chemists’ Assn., Inc., 

1625 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. 
Marao Machinery Corp., 45 S. Broadway, 

Yonkers, N. Y. 
@Marathon Corp., Menasha, Wis. 

Marathon Service Co., Menasha, Wis. 

Marbek, Inc., 1200 Manhattan Ave. 
Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 

Marblette Corp., The, 37-31—30th St., 

Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Vardon, Son & Hall, Ltd., Caxton Works, 

Temple Gate, Bristol 1, England 

Varinette & Menominee Box Co., 11] 
Hosmer St., Marinette, Wis. 

Markandy, Inc., 145 Grand Ave., 
wood 22, Mo. 

Mark Specialty Co., 183 St. 

Rochester 4, Me Be 

@NMarkem Machine Co., 
Keene, Ll, N. H. 

Viarket Forge Co., 

19, Mass. 
Marketing Devices, Inc 

New York I, N. Y. 
Marking Device Assn,, 912 Chicago Ave., 

Evanston, Ill. 
Markley, Margery, 242 E. 

York 16, N. Y. 
Marks, Edward M., Co., 960 E. 

Los Angeles l, Calif. 

Marohn, _ prod 180 Riverside 
New York 24, N. Y. 

Marquardt Corp., 1500 S. Western Ave., 
Chica ‘o 8, hi. 

senee t & Co., Inc., 
New York 12, N. Y. 

, 730 S. Front St., 

315—34th St, 

Kirk- 

Paul St., 

150 Congress St., 

35 Garvey St., Everett 

-, 1170 Broadway, 

38th St., New 

6lst St, 

Drive, 

155 Spring St, 
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@®Maryland Glass Corp., 

Marsh Stencil Machine Co., 707 East B 
St., Belleville, Ill. 

Marshall Paper Tube Co., Marshal] St., 

Randolph, Mass. 
Marshville Box Co., P. 0. 

Marshville, N. C. 
Martin, Andrew M., Co., Westerly Road, 

Ossining, N. Y. 
Martin Brothers 

Products Corp., The, 
Toledo 1, Ohio 

Martin Paper Box © 1 Corp., 346 Carroll 
St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 

Martin, W. A. cee Whinmoor Court, 
Sandfield Park, Liverpool 12, England 

aye Molding Co., N. Olden & Sixth 
—— 8. Je 

testinal .,*Rogers Plastic Corp., 
West Nady Mass. 

Martling, W. Lockwood, Jr., 6 W. Ontario 
ne a 10, Ill. 
arve *harmacal .Co., 
New York 11, red 

Marvellum Co., The, 28 Appleton St., 
Holyoke, Mass. \ 

Marvil Package Co., 

Box 476, 

Container & Timber 
39 Blucher St., 

55 W. 16th 

Hebron, Md. 
2147-53 Wicomico 

St., Baltimore 30, Md. 
Maryland Paper Box Co., Leadenhall & 

Ostend Sts., Baltimore 30, Md. 
Maryland Plastics, Inc., Federalsburg, 

Md. 
Mason Box Co., The, 5 

Attleboro Falls, Mass. 
Mason Envelope Co., Inc., 

way, New York 12, N. 
Mason F. E., & Sons, 999 Franklin St., 

Batavia, N. Y. 

21 Mt. Hope St., 

536 Broad- 

Mason & Foster, 2711 Dauer St., Mid- 

land, Mich. 
Mason-Keller Corp., Harrison Ave., 

Roseland, N. J. 
Massachusetts Plastic Corp., Ludlow, 

Mass. 
Masta Displays, 230 W. 17th St., New 

York 11, N. Y. 
Master Addresser Co., 6500 W. Lake 

St., Minneapolis 16, Minn. 
Master Appliance Mfg. Co., Fourth & 

Ontario Sts., Racine, Wis. 
Master Cartons, Inc., 3134 N. San Ga- 

briel Blvd., San Gabriel, Calif. 

‘Master-Kraft Fixture Co., The, 2320 
Lipps Lane, Baltimore 23, Md. 

Master Package Corp., The, P.O. Box 
366, Owen, Wis. 

Master Packaging Inc., P.O. Box 5061, 

‘lampa 5, Fla. 
Master Paper Box Co., Inc., 1319 S. 

Michigan Ave., Chicage 5, Ill. 
Master Plastic Molding Corp., 1216 S. 

Vandeventer St., St. Louis 10, Mo. 
Mateer, G. Diehl, Co., Lincoln Highway, 

Strafford, Wayne, Pa. 

Mathews Conveyer Co., 

wood City 1, Pa 
—— Jas. H., 

, Pittsburgh 13, 
teins Paper 4 165 W. Berks St., 

Philadelphia 22 
Maurer, Sascha, Gaylordsville, Conn. 
Mautner Co., Inc., The, 580 Fifth Ave., 

New York 36, N. Y. 
Maxson Automatic Machinery Co., 98 

Granite St., Westerly, R. I. 
Maxwell Brothers, Inc., 2300 S. Morgan 

St., Chicago 8, Ill. 
May, J. L., Co., Inc., The, 111 W. 

St., New "York 11, N.Y. 
Mayflower Electronic Devices, Inc., 20 

dustrial Ave., Little Ferry, N. J. 

Mayhew, J. H., Co., The, 340 Highway 
#7, Excelsior, Minn. 

Tenth St., Ell- 

& oe , 3800 Forbes 

19th 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Maywood Glass Co., 4855 E. 52nd Place, 
os en 22, Calif, 

McCambridge Packaging Equipment Co,, 
4845 N. Paulina St., Chicago 40, ne 

McCandlish Lithograph Corp., Roberts 
Ave., & Stokley St., Philadelphia 29, 
Pa. 

McClintock Corp., The, 
St., Harrisburg, Pa. 

McClintock Manufacturing Co., 802 N. 
Whittier Blvd., Whittier, Calif. 

McCowat-Mercer Press, Inc., 202 River- 
side St., Jackson, Tenn. 

McCoy Label Co., Inc., 608 Commercial 
St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 

McCoy Paper Converters, Inc., 3rd & 

Huntingdon Sts., Philadelphia 33, Pa. 
McCutcheon Bros. & Qualtiy, Inc., 2653 

N. Reese St., Philadelphia 33, Pa. 
McDonald Printing Co., Inc., Arbor 

Place, Cincinnati 8, Ohio 

McGill Co., 501 Park Ave., Minneapolis 
15, Minn. 

McGuire & Co., 
land 1, Calif. 

McKay Chemical Co., Inc., 880 Pacific 
St., Brooklyn 38, N. Y. 

McKay-Davis Chemical Corp., 328 N, 
Westwood Ave., Toledo, Ohio 

McKenzie Service, Inc., 95 Morton St., 
New York, N.Y. 

McNeill Cooperage Co., Rahway, N. J. 
Mc Vaugh, William, Jr., 129 South Broad- 

way, Pendleton, Ind. 

1550 Vernon 

833—47th Ave., Oak- 

Mead-Atlanta Paper Co., 950 W. Mari- 
etta Road, Atlanta, Ga. 

Mead Board Sales, Inc., 3347 Madison 
Road, Cincinnati 9, Ohio 

Mead Corp., 118 W. First St., 

Ohio 
Mead Sales Co., The, 816 Public Ledger 

Bldg., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 
Mealey, R. J., Corp., 51 States St., San 

Francisco 14, Calif. 

Dayton 2, 

Mechanical Handling Systems, Inc., 4600 
Nancy Ave., Detroit 12, Mich. 

Meehan, J. E., Co., 3311 N. Cicero 
Ave., Chicago 4], III. 

Meehan Tooker Co., Inc., The, 170 Varick 
St., New York 13, N.Y. 

Mehl Mfg. Co., 2057 Reading Road, 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

Meisel Press Mfg. Co., 944 Dorchester 
Ave., Bosten 25, Mass. 

Mele Mfg. Co., 366 Fifth Ave., New York 

i! eB 
Melind, Louis, Co., 3524 N. Clark St., 

Chicago 13, Ill. 
Melker, A. R., Co., 

New York 17, N. Y. 
Melrose Packaging, 814 St. 

New York 56, N. Y. 
Mengel Co., The, Corrugated Box Div., 

Louisville 1, Ky. 
Mercer Paper Tube, Inc., 

Ave., Trenton 5, N. J. 
Merchandiser Press, Inc., 127 

Ave., New York 11, N. Y. 
Merchants Box Co., Dallastown, Pa. 

Merchants Chemical Co., The, 55 Days 

St., South Norwalk, Conn. 

110 E. 42nd St., 

Ann’s Ave., 

650 W. Ingham 

Seventh 

@Mercury Engineering Corp., 2100 N. Far- 
well Ave., Milwaukee 2, Wis. 

@Mercury Heat Sealing —— ment Co., 
2601-21 N. Howard St., P 
33, Pa. 

Mercury Industries, Inc., 365 Broadway, 

Hillsdale, N. J. 
Mercury Manufacturing Co., 4044 S. Hal- 

sted St., Chicago 9, Ill. 
Merendino/Greene & Assoc., Inc., 476 

S. Pasadena Ave., Pasadena 2, Calif. 
Merit Container Corp., 799 Washington 

S&., New York 14, f ‘ 
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Merit Displays Co., McLean Blvd., at 
FE. 26th St., Paterson 4, N. J. 

Merrick Transparent Container Co., 95- 

30-—150th St., Jamaica 4, N. Y. 
MerriJl Machinery Sales Co., 1745 N. 

Ashland Ave., Chicago 22, Ill. 
Metal Box Co., Ltd., The Langham, 

Portland Place, London W.1, England 
Metal Closures Ltd., Bromford Lane, 

i West Bromwich, Staffs., England 
f Metal Film Co., 200 Fifth Ave., New 

York 10, N. Y. 
Metal Industries, Inc., 1420 E. 20th St., 

Indianapolis 7, Ind. 
5 Metaline Products Co., Inc., 
¢ Feltus St., South Amboy, N. J. 

Metalite, Inc., 381 E. Main St., Meriden, 

Conn. 

Metaplast Process, Inc., 
St., Woodside 77, N. Y. 

Products Co., 11800 Bannister 
Road, Kansas City 33, Mo. 

Glass Co., 107 Westside 

Jersey City S, Wx 3 

Metropolitan Envelope Service, 42 E. 
3rd St., New York 10, N. Y. 
ropolitan Watch Material Importing 

, 200 W. 72nd St., New York, N.Y. 
zgar Conveyor Co., 412 Douglas St. 

N.W., Grand Rapids 4, Mich. 
g, William, 331 Madison Ave., New 

rk 17, N. Y. 
Mever-Clement, Inc., 315 N. Euclid Ave., 

Oak Park, Ill. 
er, Geo. J., Mfg. Co., Meyer & Du- 
re Sts., Cudahy, Wis. 

»yercord Co., The, 5323 W. Lake St., 
cago 44, Ill. 

i Valley Coated Paper Co., Frank- 

in, Ohio 
higan Carton Co., 79 E. Fountain St., 

ttle Creek, Mich. 
gan Collapsible Tube Co., 23150 

Schoenherr Road, East Detroit, Mich. 
higan Lithographing Co., 1 Carlton 

e., S.E., Grand Rapids 6, Mich. 
Michigan Paper Tube & Can Co., Flat 

Rock, Mich. 
{ Switch, Div. Minneapolis-Honey- 

ll Regulator Co., Chicago & Spring 

ts., Freeport, Ill. 
ron Plastics Corp., 640 Dean St., 

Brooklyn 38, eo # 

Mid-America Plastics, Inc., 2394 Canal 

Road, Cleveland 13, Ohio 
liddle West Display & Sales Co., 1635 
W. Melrose St., Chicago 13, III. 

liddlesex Paper Tube Co., Inc., 
Chelmsford St., Lowell, Mass. 

Middlesex Products Corp., 111 Putnam 
{ve., Cambridge 39, Mass. 
lland Adhesive & Chemical Corp., 

600 Goodrich St., Ferndale 20, Mich. 
idland Container Corp., 827 Koeln Ave., 
St. Louis 11, Mo. 

Mid-States Gummed Paper Co., 6850 S. 
Harlem Ave., Bedford Park, Ill. 

SA 8 

101 N. 

34-51—56th 

Metric 

Ave., 

345 

Mid-States Rubber Products, Inc., 221 

E. Maxwell Ave., Evansville, Ind. 
Mid-States Steel & Wire Co., Oak & 

College Sts., Crawfordsville, Ind. 
Midway Machine Co., 2324 University 

Ave., St. Paul 14, Minn. 
Mid-West Bottle Cap Co., 

Ave., Belvidere, III. 
Mid-West Waxed Paper Co., Fort Madi- 

son, lowa 
Midwest Foil Co., 

801 Fifth 

500 E. Main St., 
Louisville 2, Ky. 

eon Molding & Mfg. Co., Gurnee, 
ll. 

Midwest Plastic Products Co., 1801 
ag Road, Chicago Heights, III. 

Miehle Printing Press & Mfg. Co., 2011 
Hastings St., Chicago 8, Ill. 
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Milk Carton Quality Preforming Council, 
228 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 1, Ill. 

Miller, Arthur, Adhesives Co., 246 Fifth 
Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 

Miller Label Co., 4006 Pacific Ave., 
Tacoma |, Wash. 

Miller Mfg. Co., Inc., Richmond, Va. 
Miller & Miller, Inc., 136 Marietta St., 

N.W., Atlanta 1, Ga. 
Miller Paper Co., 80 Wooster St., New 

York 12, N. Y. 
Miller Printing Machinery Co., 

Reedsdale St., Pittsburgh 33, Pa. 
Miller-Robinson Co., 7007 Avalon St., 

Los Angeles 3, Calif. 
Miller, T. R., Mill Co., Inc., Brewton, 

1117 

Ala. 
@®Miller, Walter P., Co., Inc., 452 

Ave., Philadelphia 23, Pa. 
Miller Wrapping & Sealing Machine Co., 

18 S. Clinton St., Chicago 6, IIl. 
Millhiser Bag Co., Inc., 610 State St., 

Richmond 8, Va. 

York 

Mills, H. J., Inc., 149 Church St., Bris- 
tol, Conn. 

.Milpaco, Inc., 1065 N. Clinton Ave., 
Tochsenes eo ts 

@Milprint Inc., 4200 N. Holton St., Mil- 
waukee 1, Wis. 

Milton, George A., Can Co., Inc., 13] 
N. 14th St., Brooklyn,l1, N. Y. 

Milwaukee Industrial Designers, 744 N. 
Fourth St., Milwaukee 3, Wis. 

Milwaukee Label & Seal Co., 261 F. 

Erie St., Milwaukee 2, Wis. 
Minden Paper Gauge Co., 230 W. 4lst 

St., New York 36, N. Y. 
Minerva Wax Paper Co., Grant Blvd., 

Minerva, Ohio 
Minkow Sales & Service Corp., 741 E. 

Ninth St., New York 9, N. Y. 
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 

2753 Fourth Ave. S., Minneapolis 8, 

Minn. 
Minneapolis Sewing Machine Co., Inc., 

4865 N. Osseo Road, Minneapolis 12 

Minn. 
Minnesota Filler Co.,829 S.E. Ninth St., 

Minneapolis 14, Minn. 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 
Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn. 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. 

900 Bush 

Adhesives 

& Coatings Div., 411 Piquette Ave., 
Detroit 2, Mich. 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., Irvington 
Div., 6 Argyle Terr., Irvington 11, N.J. 

Miro Container Corp., 557 DeKalb Ave., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Mirro-Products Co., Tate St., High Point 

; a ee oe 
Miskella Infra-Red Co., The, FE. 

Grand Ave., Cleveland 4, Ohio 
Mitchell Paper Products Co., 350 Hoover 

Ave., Bloomfield, N. J. 

Model Box Co., 2400-2408 Penn 

Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 
Model Engraving Corp., 1422 Grand St., 

Hoboken, N. J. 
Model Printing Equipment Corp., 

Grand St., Hoboken, N. J. 
Modern Art Printing Co., Inc., 34-36— 

56th St., Woodside 77, N. Y. 
Modern Boxes, Inc., 4949 N. Pulaski 

Road, Chicago 30, II]. 
Modem Color Process Co., Inc., 693 

Portland Ave., Rochester 21, N. Y. 
Modern Containers, Inc., 4500 E. Dun- 

ham St., Los Angeles 23, Calif. 
Modern Containers, Ltd., P.O. Box 35. 

Station H, Toronto 13, Ont., Canada 
Modern Decorating Co., 155 Oxford St. 

Paterson, N. J. 
Modern Engraving & Machine Co., 1413 

Chestnut Ave., Hillside 5, N. J. 
Modern Equipment Co., P.O. Box 3596, 

Greenville, S. C. 

73rd & 

Ave., 

1422 
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Modern Equipment Co., Inc., 2011 Cum- 
ing St., Omaha 2, Neb. 

Modern Folding Carton Corp., 102 Kane 
St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 

Modem Packaging Co., Inc., 
Monroe Sts., Mt. Holly, N. J. 

White & 

Modern Paper Box Mfg. Co., 1147 N. 
Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Modern Plastic Machinery Corp., 15 

Union St., Lodi, N. J. 
Modern Plastics Corp., 489 N. Shors 

Drive, Benton Harbor, Mich. 
Modern Transparent Mfg. Co., Exeter & 

Ann Sts., West Pittston, Pa. 
Modglin Co., Inc., 3235 San Fernando 

Road, Los Angeles 65, Calif. 
Mohawk Containers, Inc.. Campion Road, 

New Hartford, N. Y. 

Mohlman, G. A., 110 Washington Place, 
New York 14, N. Y. 

®Mojonnier Associates, Inc., 9151] Fulle: 
ton Ave., Franklin Park, III. 

Mojonnier Dawson Co., 9151 Fullert 

Ave., Franklin Park, [Il. 
Mold-Craft, Inc., 100 N. Lake 

Washington, Wis. 

Molded Insulation Co., 335 FE. Pr 
Philadelphia 44, Pa. 

Molded Products Div., Admir 
P.O. Box 338, West Chi ago 

Molins Machine Co., Inc., 171 
Ave., Richmond 21, Va. 

Molitor Box Co., 500 W Flor 

Milwaukee 11, Wis. 
Monaplastics, Inc., Route 7, ¢ 

Conn. 
Monarch Marking System Co., Th 

S. Torrence St., Dayton 3, Ohio 
Monarch Plastic . 

Marshall St., Milwaukee, Wi 
Monk, C. O., Inc., 212 N. Bental 

Baltimore 23, Md. 
Monmouth- Container 

rison Ave., Matawan, N, J. 
Monogram of California, 

San Francisco 10, Calif. 
Monomelt Co., Inc., The, 1611 Polk St 

N.E., Minneapolis 13, Minn. 

@Mono-Sol Corp., 467 County Line R 
y, Ind. 

Monroe-Danford & Co., 

Lincoln Park, N. J. 
Monsanto Chemical Co.. 

St. Louis, Mo. 

@Monsanto Chemical Co., Plastics Di, 

Products ( 

Corp., The, 

2500—18t 

Car 

P.O. Drawer 

800 N. 12th St., 

812 Monsanto Ave.,- Springfield 
Mass. 

Moonglow Novelty Corp., 959 Wh 

St., New York 59, N. Y. 

Moore, George Arlington, 230 F. 48t 
St., New York 17, N. Y. 

1772 Moore, Kenneth J., & Co., } 
Ave., Chicago 26, Ill. 

Moore & Munger, 33 Rector St., 
York 6, N. Y. 

Morart Gravure Corp., 7 Bridge St., H 
yoke, Mass. 

Morgan Fairest Ltd., Carlisle St., Shef- 
field 4, Yorkshire, England 

Morgan Laminating & Foliating Co., 333 
Sixth Ave., New York 14, N. Y. 

Morgan Lumber Sales Co., 665 FE. 

St., Columbus 15, Ohio 
Morningstar Corp., The, 156 

Cambridge 42, Mass. 

‘ 

Broad 

Sixth a 

Morningstar, Nicol, Inc., 630 W. 5ist 

St., New York 19, N. Y. 
@Morrill Press, The, 215 Cayuga St., 

Fulton, N. Y. 

@Morris Paper Mills Div., Federal Paper 

Board Co., Inc., 7 S. Dearborn St., 
Chicago 3, Ill. 

Morse Decals, Inc., 1213 E. 

Los Angeles 21, Calif. 
14th St., 

799 



Moser Bag & Paper Co., 3050 E. 55th 
St., Cleveland 27, Ohio 

Mosinee Paper Mills Co., Mosinee, Wis. 
Moskowitz, Jack, Displays, 675 Hudson 

St., New York 14, N. Y. 
Moslo Machinery Co., 2443 

Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio 
Mosstype Corp., 150 Franklin Turnpike, 

Waldwick, N. J. 

Moto-Truc Co., The, 
Cleveland 3, Ohio 

Motson, J. Frank, Co., 
Pike, Flourtown, Pa. 

Mott Carton Co., 2222 

Louis 3, Mo. 
Motter’s George F., Sons, 132 S. Persh- 

ing Ave., York, Pa. 

Prospect 

1953 E. 59th St., 

1717 Bethlehem 

Eugenia St., St. 

Mount Joy Paper Box Co., Inc., 292 W. 

Main St., Mount Joy, Pa. 
Mountain Waterproof Papers, Inc., 10 

Kansas St., Worcester 10, Mass. 

Mousley, Geo. E., Inc., Quidnick St., 
West Warwick, R. I. 

Moyer & Pratt, Inc., Lyons Falls, N. Y. 
Mueller Can & Tube Co., 293 Como Ave., 

St. Paul 3, Minn. 

Muirson Label Co., In 435 Stockton 
Ave., San Jose 26, Calif. 

Mullen Container Corp., 1020 Rush St., 
Chicago 11, Ill. 

Mullery Paper Packages, Inc., 1050 
Kent St., St. Paul 3, Minn. 

Mulligan, James, Printing Co., 
Washington Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo. 

Multi Carton Co., Inc., 187 Liberty St., 

Springfield, Mass. 

1808 

Multi Color Graph Co., 186 Summit Ave., 

lersey City 4, i 

Multicolor Gravure Corp., 29 N. 

wece Floren e, Mass. 

Multi-Colortype Co., 4575 Eastern Ave., 

Cincinnati 26, Ohio 

Muitifold, Inc., 750 
Ohio 

MultiPak Corp., 8446 San 
Road, Sun Valley, Calif. 

The, 527 W. 

Maple 

Main St., Milf ord, 

Fernando 

ul Mu Z2ist St., ltistamp Co., 

Norfolk 1, Va 
Mundet Cork Corp., 7101 Tonnelle 

No. Bergen, N. J. 

Munising Paper Co., The, 135 S. LaSalle 

St., Chicago 3, III. 

The, 

Ave., 

lunson 

St., Cleveland 7, Ohio 
Murnane Paper Co., 1510 N. 

Ave., Chicago 5], Ill. 

Mutual Box Board Co., 1532 Erie St., 

Utica, N. Y 
Mutual Paper Box Corp., 

Chicago 7, Ill. 

Mutual Plastic Mold Co., 5141 Firestone 
Place, South Gate, Calif. 

Mvgatt, L. T., 135 FE. Plumstead 

Lansdowne, Pa. 
Myron Manufacturing Corp., 239 Fourth 

Ave., New York 3, N ae 

®iystik Adhesive Products, Inc., 
N. Kildare Ave., Chicago 39, III 

Bag Co., 1366 W. 117th 

Kostner 

1500 W. Harri- 

son St., 

Ay e., 

2635 

N 

®Nalbach, John R., Engineering Co., Inc., 
6139 W. Ogden Ave., Chicago 50, Ill. 

Nalle Plastics, Inc., 108-12 W. Second 
St., Austin 1, Texas 

Nalorac Packaging Corp., 
Ave., Irvington 11, N. J. 

Namco Machinery, Inc., 
St., Brooklyn 5, N. Y. 

Nanuet Valve Co., Inc., Route 59, Nanuet, 
Ne Fi 

657—15th 

54 Kosciusko 

800 

@National Folding Box Co. Div., 

Narragansett Coated Paper Corp., Paw- 
tucket, R. 1 ; 

Nash, Jim, Associates, Inc., 527 Madi- 
son Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Neshua Corp., 44 Franklin St., Nashua, 
8 

Nashua Paper 
Nashua, Nu. 

National Adhesives (Canada), Ltd., 371 
Wallace Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada 

National Assn. of Display Industries, 
203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago lL, Iil. 

National Assn. of Frozen Food Packers, 

1415 K St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 
National Assn. of Glue Manufacturers, 

Inc., 55 42nd St., New York 36, 
a ee 

National 
Inc., 
Re a 

National Assn. of Sanitary Milk Bottle 
Closure Mfrs., 1532 Philadelphia Na- 
tional Bank Bldg., Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

National Barrel & Drum Assn., Inc., 1145 
—19th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 

National Bread Wrapping Machine Co., 
W. Chestnut St., 
Viass. 

National 

Mich. 
@®National Can Corp., 

Chicago 32, Ill. 
National Canners Assn., 1133—20th St., 

N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 
National Casein Co., 601 W. 

Chicago 20, Ill. 
National Collapsible Tube Co., 

penter St., Providence 9, R. I. 
National Confectioners’ Assn., 221 N. 

LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 
National Consumer-Retailer Council 

inc., 1860 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
National Container Corp., 405 Lexington 

Ave.,New York 17, N. Y. 
National Distillers Products Corp., 

373, Memphis, Tenn. 
National Equipment Corp., 153-157 Cros- 

by St., New York 12, N. Y. 
National Fibre Can & Tube Assn., 27 

Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
National Flexible Packaging Assn., 850 

Euclid Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio 
National Foil Co., 913 Newark Ave. 

Elizabeth 3, N. J. y 

Box Co., 9 River St., 

Assn. Printing Ink Makers, 
1440 Broadway, New York 23, 

East I ongmeadow, 

Bundle Tyer Co., Blissfield, 

3217 W. 47th Place, 

80th St, 

4105 Cai- 

Box 

Federal 

Paper Board Co., Inc., 24 River Road, 
Bogota, N. J. 

National Food Distributors’ 

E. Ohio St., Chicago, Ill. 
National Forge & Ordnance Co. 

St., Irvine, Pa, 
National Instrument Co., 2701 Rockwood 

Ave., Baltimore 15, Md. 
National Label Co., 19th St., & Indiana 

Ave., Philadelphia 32, Pa. 
National Laboratories & Mfg. Corp., 233 

Chestnut St., Ridgewood, N. J. 
National Manufacturing Co., 2800 Mercier 

St., Kansas City 8, Mo. 
National Meat Canners Assn., 59 E. Van 

Buren St., Chicago, Ill. 
National Metal Edge Box Co., Barring- 

ton, N. J. 

Nationa! Paint, Varnish & Lacquer Assn., 
1500 Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Wash- 
ington, D. C. 

National Pallet Corp., 947 Oliver Build- 
ing, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

National Paper Box Manufacturers Assn., 

1101 Liberty Trust Bldg., Philadelphia 
7, Pa. 

National Paper Box Manufacturing Co., 
2824 N. Second St., Philadelphia 33, 

Pa, 

Assn., 100 

Front 
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National Paper Can & Tube Co., 401 §, 
Seventh St., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 

National Petro-Chemicals Corp., P. 0, 
Box 109, Tuscola, Ill. 

National Printing Ink Corp., 123 N, 
Sangamon St., Chicago 7, Ill. 

National-Reliable Box & Lumber Co,, 
161 Marsh St., Newark 5, N. J. 

@National Rubber Machinery Co., 47 W, 
Exchange St., Akron 8, Ohio 

National Rubber Stamp Works, 7 FE. 48th 
St., New York 17, N. Y. 

National Seal Corp., 316 W. 
Erie, Pa, 

National Spangle Corp., 307 W. 38th St., 
New York 1], N. Y. 

National Spray Can Filling Corp., 1238 
E. 14th St., Brooklyn 30, N. Y. 

National Starch Products, Inc., 270 Mad- 

ison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
National Steel Container Corp., 

Leclaire St., Chicago, Ill. 
National Tin Can Manufactory Co., Ine., 

134 W. Third St., New York 12, N. Y. 
National Transparent Mfg. Co., Inc., & 

W. 25th St., New York 10, N. Y. 
National Transparent Plastics Co., 5] 

Front St., Indian Orchard, Mass. 

National Vacuum Molding Corp., 923 Old 
Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 

National Vulcanized Fibre Co., Box 31], 
Wilmington 99, Del. 

National Waterproof Papers, Inc., P. 0. 
Box B, Beverly, N. J. 

National Wax Co., 1300 W. Division St,, 
Chicago 22, Ill. 

National Wholesale Druggists Assn., 330 
W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 

National Wooden Box Assn., Bar Bldg,, 
Washington 6, D. C. : 

National Wooden Box Assn., Pacific 
Div., 55 New Montgomery St., San 
Francisco 5, Calif. 

16th St, 

6700 S, 

National Wooden Pallet Manufacturers 

Assn., 609 Barr Bldg., Washington 6, 
D.C. 

Naugatuck Chemical, Div. U. S. Rubber 

Co., Elm St., Naugatuck, Conn, 
Nealis Harrison Ltd., Courtney St., Hull, 

England 
Nebel Paper Products Co., 1917 Liberty 

Life Building, Charlotte 2, N. C, 
Neher-Whitehead & Co., 2018 Washing- 

ton St., St. Louis, Mo. 

Nelke Sign Mfg. Co., Inc., 
St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Nelson, B. F., Mfg. Co., 401 N.E. Main 
St., Minneapolis 13, Minn. 

Nelson Co., The, 1015 Standard Oil 

Bldg., Baltimore 2, Md. 
Nelson, George, & Associates, 30 W. 

57th St., New York, N.Y. 
Nelson Label Machine Corp., 683 

Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. j. 
Neo Products Co., 2534-38 S. Kedzie 

Ave., Chicago 23, III. 
Neostyle, Inc., 2191 Cole Ave., Birming- 

ham, Mich. 
Nesbit Industries, Inc., 1823 Milwaukee 

Ave., Chicago 47, Ill. 
Nesbitt Associates, 48 W. 48th St., New 

York 36, N. Y. 
Neubauer, Robert G., Inc., 234 Greenfield 

St., Bridgeport 5, Conn. 
Neuman, J. John, Engineering & Mfg. 

Co., Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 
Neva-Clog Products, Inc., 506 Logan 

St., Bridgeport 1, Conn. ’ 
Nevins Co., The, 800 State Highway #3, 

Clifton, N. J. 
New England Card & Paper Co., Inc., 20 

Hanover St., Springfield 5, Mass. 

New England Container Co., Meadow 
St., Chicopee, Mass. 

115 Worth 
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@New Era Mfg, Co., 375 Eleventh Ave., 
Paterson 4, N. J. 

New Haven Board & Carton Co., 
259 East St., New Haven 8, Conn. 

New Jersey Cellophane Bag Co., 175 
Clinton Place, Newark 8, N. J. 

New Jersey Electronic Co. ae" Leonard 
ing e, Passaic, N. J. 

@New Jersey Machine Corp., 
Ave., Hoboken, N. J 

New Jersey Partition & Box Co.., Inc., 
5 Lexington St., Newark 5 

New Jersey Transparent Co., 

ton Place 9 Newark 8, N, 3 

New Wrinkle, Inc., 1771 Springfield St., 
Dayton 3, Ohio 

New York Corrugated Box Co., 175 

Greene St., New York 12, N. Y. 
New York Foil Products, 44 W. Houston 

~~ oe New York 12, _ # 

York Label & Box Corp., 27 
nth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 

New York Packaging Corp., 1223—39th 
, Brooklyn 18, N. Y. 

New York Plastics Corp., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

* New York Testing 
West St., New York 6, 

Newark Glassine Bag 
Ave., Newark 8, N. , 

Newark Paper Box Co., 216-228 High St., 

The, 

l6th St. & 

Willow 

175 Clin- 

5 Sev- 

640 Dean St, 

Laboratories, Inc., 47 
s. Ba 
Co., 50 Jelliff 

ark 2, N. J. 
a vark Paraffine a Co., 50 Jelliff 

Ave., Newark 8, as 

Newell Lumber a Pp, QO. Box 97, Sandy 

Lake, Pa. 
Newhart Products, Inc., 384 Bridgeport 

, Devon, Conn. 
@Newman-Green, Inc., 151 Interstate Road, 

Addison, I! a 

Newth-Morris Box Corp. of Te nn., Box 

2927, Milan, Tenn. 
Newton, Jack B., 60 Gramercy Park, Nos 

New York 10, N. a 

Niagara Box Co., Inc. 17-10 Willow 

St., Fair Lawn, N. J. 
Niagara Box Factory, Inc., 710-714 FE. 

13th St., New York 9, N, Y. 
Niagara Filter Corp., 3080 Main St., 

fal 14, ie Ee 

Niagara P ackaging Machinery 

Bul- 

Corp., 28 

St. Ar ary St. , Depew, N. ¥. 
Nichols Paper Products Co., 615 Willow 

St., Green Bay, Wis. 
Nickelsen, John, 155-17 Sanford Ave. 

Flushing 55, N Y. 

Nicol, Malcolm, & Co., 
Hawthorne, N. J. 

39 Utter Ave., 

Niedringhaus Metal Products Co., Steel 
Barrel Div., 5735 Natural Bridge Road, 
St. Louis 20, Mo. 

Nielsen Lithographing Co., The, 

Airport Road, Cincinnati 26, Ohio 
Nielsen, William R., 435 E. 79th St., 

New York 21, N. Y. 
@Niemand Bros., Inc., 37-01—35th Ave., 

Long Island City l, me F 
®@Niemand Industries, Inc., 2502 Taylors- 

ville Road, Statesville, N. C. 
Nimrow Cartons, Div. Nimrow Paper 

Products Co., Inc., 963 Newark Ave., 
Elizabeth, N. 

Nixon Nitration Works, Nixon, N. J. 
®Noble, F. H., & Co., 559 W. 59th St. 

Chicago 21, Ill. 
Norben, Inc., 1200 W. 28th St., Indian- 

apolis, Ind. 
Norco Manufacturing Co., 

St., New York, N. 
Nordic Plastics Co., Inc., 

Brooklyn 17, N. 
Nondteb Plaster Industri A/S, 15, Stru- 
enseegade, Copenhagen N, Denmark 

Norman-Buffett Display Industries, Inc., 
394 Atlantic Ave., Boston 10, Mass. 

4142 

392 Bleecker 

383 Douglas 
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Normandie Press, Inc., 350 W. Fourth 
St., New York 14, N. Y. 

Norris, James A., Co., 392 
t., New York 14, N. Y. 

Norristown Box Co., Markley St., Norris- 
town, Pa. 

North American Electric Co., 
Halsted St.. Chicago 8, Ill. 

North, Charles W., Studios, Inc., 381 
Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Northeastern Plastics, Inc., 215 A St., 

Boston 10, Mass. 
Northern Adhesives, Inc., 

Brooklyn 22, N. Y 
Northern Container 

St., Maspeth, N. Y. 
Northern Cooperage Co., 

Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn. 
Northern Electric Co., 5224 N. Kedzie 

“ve., Chicago 25, Ill. 
Northern Glass Co., 118 Sacramento St. 

San Francisco 11, Calif. 
Northern Industrial Chemical Co., 7 El- 

kins St., So. Boston 27, Mass. 
Northgrave Limited, 183 Bathurst St., 

Bleecker 

1715 S. 

83 Apollo St., 

Corp., 55-25—58th 

1821 University 

; 

Toronto, Ont., Canada 
Northland Bag Corp., 53 Schoo] St., 

Yonkers, N. Y. 
Northwestern Corrugated Box Co., 1821 

N.E. Marshall St., Minneapolis 18, 
Minn. 

Northwestern Glass Co., 5801 East Mar- 
ginal Way, Seattle 4, Wash. 

Northwestern Paper Box Co., 
ern Ave., Seattle 1, Wash. 

Norton Co., 1 New Bond St., 
6, Mass. 

Norton iy OR s, Inc., 
Loc kport, 

Norwalk “ae Box Co., The, Div. 
eral Carton Co., 50 Newton St., 
walk, Ohio 

Nosco Plastics, Inc., 
Novel Enterprise s, 410 

Brooklyn 15, A 
Nugent- Graham Studios, 

St , Chicago 10, Ill. 
Nussbaum Novelty Mauufacturing Co., 

269 S. Jefferson St., Serne, Ind. 
Nutting Truck & Caster Co., 1201 W. 

Division St., Fairbault, Minn. 
Nylco Products, Inc., 530 Main St., Clin- 

ton, Mass. 

3131 West- 

Worcester 

520 Mill St.. 

Gen- 

Nor- 

Box 269, Erie, Pa. 
Third Ave., 

Dearborn 415 N. 

0 
Oak Printing Co., The, 13200 Enterprise 

Ave., Cleveland 11, Ohio 

Oakwood Products Co., 
Rg. £ 

Obear-Nester Glass Co., 20th 

way, East St. Louis, Ill. 

Narragansett, 

& Broad- 

Oberly & Newell, 545 Pearl St., New 
York 7, BM. Y. 

O’Connor Paper Box Co., 1106 N. Mari- 
posa Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif. 

Ogle, R. W., & Co., 3440 Wilshire Blvd., 
Los Angeles 5, Calif. 

@0gden Manufacturing Co., 2500 W. Irv- 
ing Park Road, Chicago 18, Ill. 

Oh Gee Products, Inc., 1005 S. Fifth 
St., Minneapolis 4, se 

Ohio Bag Corp., 1400 E. I 
way, New York 52, N Y. 

@Ohio Boxboard Co., The, Industrial St., 
Rittman, Ohio 

Ohio Knife Co., The, Dreman Ave. & B. 

& O. KR., Cincinnati 23, Ohio 
Ohio Lithographing Co., Toledo, Ohio 
Ohio Packaging Co., 3486 E. 142nd St., 

Cleveland 20, Ohio 
Ohio Paper Products Co., The, 346— 

llth St., S.E., Massillon, Ohio 
aes E ment Laboratories, Inc., 600 

ark Elizabeth 4, N. j. 

Grant High- 
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Oker, Joseph, Sons Co., The, 420 Find- 
lay St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
= h, Inc., 2525 W. Moffat St., Chicag 

: Ti. 
eoid ‘Dominion Box Co., Inc., 

Ave., Charlotte, N. ( 
Old Empire, Inc., Mt. 

528 Turner 

Prospect & Verona 
Aves., Newark 4, N. J. 

Old English Printing & Labei Co., 1634 
Arch St., Philadelphia 3, Pa 

Oldmill Paper Products Corp, 33-02 
Skillman Ave., Long Island City I, 

N. Y. 
@Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.. Film 

Div., 655 Madison Ave., New York 
31. BBs 

@Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., Forest 
Products Div.. P. O. Box 488, West 
Monroe, La. 

Olive Can Co., 
Chicago 31, Ill. 

Oliver Corp., The, A. B. Far 

142 N. Duke St., York, Pa. 
@Oliver Machinery Co., 445 

N.W., Grand Rapids 4, Mich. 
Olofsson Corp., The, 2727 Ly 

Lansing 2, Mich. 
Olsen, Andrew P.,919 N. Michigan Ave. 

Chicago 11, Ill. 
Tinius, Testing Machine ( 

Easton Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 
@OlsenMark Corp., 124-132 White St 

New York 13, mY. 

Samuel, Mfg. Co., Ine 41 
Bloomingdale Ave. Chicago 47 ti. 

Olympic Plastics Co., Inc., 3471 S. La 
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif. 

O’Malley, M. J., Co., The, 220-224 
Franklin St., Springfield 1, Mass. 

4700 N. Oketo Ave., 

juhar Div., 

Sixth St, 

ms A 

Olsen, 

Olson, 

@Oneida Paper Products, Inc., 10 Clif- 
ton Blvd., Clifton, N. J. 

O’Neill, William, 11 E. 44th St., Ne 
York, Mc Be 

Oppa, E. r., Associates, 51 FE. 42nd St., 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Oppenheim Co., 55 W. 42nd St., 
York 36, N 

Opticase Co., The, 150 

Newark 7, N. J. 

Orangeville Mfg. C Orangeville, Pa. 
Orchard Paper Co., “3014 N. Union Blvd., 

St. Louis 15, Mo. 
Orkin Institute of Industrial Sanita 

713 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta, Ga. 
Ormsby, James W., Inc., 301 FE. 

New York 16, N. Y. 

Dickerson St., 

38th St. 

Osann, Dorrit, 10 Stamford Road, New 

Canaan, Conn. 
Otsego Falls Paper Mills, Div. Menash 

Otsego, Mich. 

Matzinger Road 
Wooden Ware Corp., 

Ottawa River Paper Co., 
Toledo, Ohio 

Otto, Carl, 745 Fifth Ave., New York, 

Mm. 
Outserts, Inc., 11 W. 42nd St., New York 

Mh. Ms. Te 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., 598 

Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 
@Owens-Illinois Glass Co., P. O. Box 

1035-36, Toledo 1, Ohio 
Owens Paper Box Co., P. O. Box 1577, 

Wichita 7, Kan. 
Oxford Paper Co., 230 Park Ave., New 

York 17, N. Y 
Oxy-Dry Sprayer Corp., 320 S. Marsh- 

field St., Chicago 12, Ill. 
Ozark Forest Products, U. S. Highway 

62 West, Fayetteville, Ark. 

P 

@PMC Industries, 293 Hudson St., Hack- 
ensack, N. 

P.N.R. Corp., 4500 Euclid Ave., Cleve- 
land 3, Ohio 
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Pabich, W. R., Mfg. Co., Inc. 2323 N. 
Knox Ave., Chicago 39, Ill. 

Pacific Can Co., 290 Division St., San 
Francisco 3, Calif. 

Pacific Coast Custom Filling Co., 1401 
E. 15th St., Los Angeles 21, Calif. 

Pacific Coast Foil Co., 500 Sansome 

St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 
Label Co., 1231 S. Main St., Los 

alif. 
Pacific 

Angeles 15, ¢ 

Pacific Paper Box Co., 2424 E. 12th St., 

Los Angeles 21, Calif, 
Pacific Paper Box Co., Inc., 2700 S.E. 

Ankeny St., Portland 20, Ore. 
Pacific Ports Industries, Inc., 10901 

Russett St., Oakland 3, Calif. 
Package Advertising Co., 230 Park Ave 

New York bas NX. , # 

@Package-All Products Co., 2048 W. North 

Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Package Consultants, Inc., 1060 Myrtle 

Ave., Brooklyn 6, N. Y. 
Package-Craft, Inc., 22 Morton St., Pat- 

erson 3, N. J. 

Package Designers Council, 33] Madi- 
son Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Package & Display Corp., 185 Wythe 
Ave., Brooklyn ll, N. Y. 

Package Engineering Co., 1951 Champa 
t., Denver 5, Colo. 

@Package Machinery Co., 
East Lon 

Materials I aboratories, In ° 

Chestnut St., 

gmeadow, Vass. 

Package 

461 Crescent Road, Hatboro, Pa. 
Package Products Co., Inc., 1930 Cam- 

1 Road, Charlotte 1, N. { 

ackage Supply Co., 135 E. Plumstead 

Ave., Lansd pwhe, Pa. 

’ackageers Co., 500 N. Dearbo S 
_hicage 10, Ul. 

ack ageneers, Box 364, Foster, Ohio 

Packaging Arts, Inc., Washington Ave. 
~ la [ rt N } # 

kagin ( De America, 4101 W. 

Park \ Ct igo 39, I 
Pack iging kan gi ie ering Co., 5333 No. 

Cahuenga Blvd., No, tl 

ickaging Films, Inc, 
New York 13, N. Y 

@®Packaging Industries Lim 

Pine Dee Montclair, N. 4a 

oilyw od, Calif. 

74 Grand St., 

Packaging Institute, Inc., 342 Madison 

Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
Packaging Machinery Mfrs. Institute, 

Inc., 60 ft $2nd St., Room 863, New 

York 17, N. Y. 
Packaging Materials Corp., 104 EF. 40th 

St., New York 16, NX. Y. 

Packaging Pioneers, Inc. Tuckahoe, 

N. ¥. 
Packaging Products, Inc., 111 W. Fifth 

St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 
@ Packaging Service Corp., 7602 5S. Green- 

wood Ave., Chicago 19, IIl. 

Pac ckaging Service, e, Div. of Summit Corp.. 
oplar St., Scranton 2, Pa. 

Packaging Unlimite d, 722 E. Washington 
Blvd., Los Angeles 21, Calif. 

Packard Container Corp., 226 Grand St., 
Hoboken, is me 

@Packer Machinery Corp., 
Brooklyn 15, N. Y. 

Packer’s Package, Inc., 108 E. 
tennial Ave., Muncie, Ind. 

Packets Products Corp., 88 Gerrish Ave., 

Chelsea 50, Mass. 

Packette Corp., 229 E. 
Milwaukee 2, Wis. 

Packing Material Co., Inc., 16232 James 

Couzens Hwy., Detroit 21, Mi 
Pack-It, 222 Pacific St., Newark 5, N. J. 
Packmasters, 1056 Home Ave., Akron 10, 

Ohio 
@Pack-Rite 

St . Milwaukee l, 

109-——14th St., 

Cen- 

Wisconsin Ave. 

Machines, 407 FE. 
Wis. 

Michigan 

802 @Advertisement in this issue; 

Paco Winders, Inc. 2207 Bridge St., 

Philadelphia 37, Pa. 
Pacon Macnines Corp., 

New York 17, N. Y. 
Pacon Products Corp., _ 

122 E. 42nd St., 

Macdougal 

Alley, New York II, 
Pac-U-Craft, 1947 Rat ad New York 

7 Be YY. 
Pad-Y-Wax Co., Inc., The, 25 Broadway, 

New York 4, N. Y. 

Paige, Richard E., Inc., 114 E. 32nd 
St., New York 16, N. Y. 

Painter, Teague & Petertil, 230 E. Ohio 
St., Chicago 1], Ill. 

@Paisley Products, Inc., Div. 
star, Nicol, Inc., 630 W. Sist St., 
York 19, N. Y. 

Paisley, T. J. Co., 

of Morning- 

Ne Ww 

State Road, Medina, 

Ohio 

Paket Corp., 9022 S. Baltimore Ave., 
Chicago 17, Ill. 

@Pak-Rapid, Inc., 18 Elizabeth St., West 

Conshohocken, Pa, 
Pak-Rite Flexible Packaging Co., 275 

Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 
122 E. 42nd St., New 

Green St., 
Pallet Sales Corp., 

York 17, N.Y. 
Palm Brothers Decalcomania Co., The, 

3703 Regent Ave., Cincinnati 12, Ohio 
Palm Container Corp., 3600 N.W. 59th 

St., Miami 47, Fla. 

Palm, Fechteler & Co., 
Weehawken, N. J. 

Palmer Associates, 51 Ek. 

Yous 37, Mu: t. 

85-89 Maple St. 

$2nd St., New 

Palmer-Bee Co., 1701 Poland Ave., De- 
troit 12, Mich. 

Palmer Supplies Co. of Florida, 211 E. 
Robinson Ave., Orlando, Fla. 

Palographia Co., The, 74 Lafayette St, 

New York 13, N. Y. 

Paltier Corp., The, 1701 Kentucky St., 
Michigan City, Ind. 

Panamerican Plastics, 
strong Ave., Dallas 5, 

Pan-American Supply Co., 11 
New York +, , 

Pannier Corp., The, 207 

Pittsburgh 12, Pa. 
Pantone Press, Inc., 

New York .. 8 

Paper Affiliates, Dept. Nalco, Inc., 203 

E. 18th St.,. New York 3, N. Y. 
Paper Bag Institute, Inc., The, 369 Lex 

ington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
Paper Can Association, 1532 Philadel 

Inc., 3400 

Texas 

Broadway, 

Arin- 

Sandusky St., 

461 Kighth Ave., 

phia Nat'l. Bank Bldg., Philadelphia 
pA Pa, 

Paper Center, Inc., The, 311 E. 47th St. 
New York 17, N . Y 

Paper Chemicals, Inc., 
Ave., Jamaica 3, N. Y. 
— C ity Mfg. Co., Inc., 

Holyoke, Mass. 
Peon Coating’ & Converting Co., Inc., 

611 William St., Baltimore 30, Md. 

Paper Converting & Finishing Co., 
N. Ada St., Chicago 7, Ill. 

Paper Converting Machine Co., 2300 S. 
Ashland Ave., Green Bay, Wis. 

Paper Cup & Container Institute, Inc. 
250 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Paper Machinery Corp., 3718 W. 
caster Ave., onl 9, Wis. 

®@Paper Machinery & Research, Inc., 1014 
ak St., Roselle, N. J. 

Paper Manufacturers Co., 9800 Bustle- 

168-70—-9 3rd 

624 Hampden 

118 

Lan- 

ton Ave., Philadelphia 15, Pa. 
Paper Package Co., 1036 N. Capitol 

Ave., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 
Paper Pail Assn., 111 Washington 

t., Chicago 2, Ill. 
Paper & Printing Quality Control, Inc 

1130 Hardscrabble Road, Chappaqua 
Me Us 

see Index, p. 814 

Paper Products 
Swarthmore, Pa. 

Pa _ Shipping Sack aoa Ro Assn., 
nc., 370 Lexington Ave., New York 
17, N. ¥. 

Paperboard Laminating Corp., 235 Maia 
St. Norwalk, Conn. 

Manufacturing (Co., 

Paperbox Corp., 950—63rd St., Oak- 
land 8, Calif. 

Papercraft Cor The, Paper Square, 
Piusbargh 6, Bh. 

Paperkraft Boxes, Inc., 2210 Temple 
St., Los Angeles 26, Calif. 

Papyrus Co., The, 50 Market St., 
worth, N. J 

Par Industries, Inc., 2193 E. 
Los Angeles 21, Calif. 

Par Pak Co., inc. -» The, 19930 Detroit 
Road, Clevelend 16, Ohio 

Paraffined Carton Assn., 111 W. Wash- 
ington St., Chicago 2, Ill. 

Paragon Hox Co., hg 
N.W., Atlanta 18, G 

Pe aragon Box Corp., 
Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

Paragon Molded Plastics, 
St., Seattle 1, Wash. 

Kenil- 

14th St., 

Trabert Ave., 

247 Willoughby St., 

1422 Seneca 

Paramount Manufacturing Co., 1615 F. 
Main St., Stockton 1, Calif. 

Paramount Packaging Corp., 3111 ¥W. 
Philadelphia 32, Pa. 

4401 N 

Allegheny Ave., 

Paramount Paper Products Co., 
23rd St., Omaha 10, Neb. 

Parfait Promotional Packaging Co., 220 
Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 

Parfait Sales, 1500 N. Ogden Ave., Chi- 
cago 10, Ill. 

Park, Helen, 
FOG. Me Es 

Park Plastics Co., 

Ave., Linden, N. J. 
Parke, Davis & Co., senee 

Ave. at the River, Detroit, Mich. 

Parkway Plastics, Inc., Stelton Road, 
New Market, N. J. 

Parsons, W. A., Co., Inc., 
Durham 1, Conn. 

®Parsons & Whittemore Graphic Corp., 
250 Park Ave., New York 17, N.Y 

Parzinger, Tommi, 44] Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 

Par-Way Custom Packaging, 5136 Fire- 
stone Place, South Cate, Calif. 

Paslode Co., 1325 W. Webster 
Chicago 14, IIl. 

Patent Plastics Products Corp., 736 

Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Patented Paper Packages, 505 
Miami Bldg., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

Paterson Parchment Paper Co., Bristol, 

Pa. 
Paton, Calvert & Co., Ltd.. Binns Road, 

Liverpool 13, Lancs., England 
Patron Transmission Co., Inc., 

Grand St., New York 13, N. Y. 
Paxton, Krueger & Assoc., Inc., 6 E. 

46th St., New York 17, N. Y. 
Peerless Confectionery 'E uipment Co., 

158 Greene St., New York 12, N. Y. 

Peerless Molded Plastics, Inc., Hamilton 

& Division Sts., Toledo 2, Ohio 
Peerless Packages, Inc., 2545 E. 79th 

St., Cleveland 4, Ohio 
Peerless Packers, Inc., 533 Greenwich 

St., New York 5, N. Y. 
Peerless Paper Box Co., Inc., 149 

Wooster St., New York 12, N. Y. 

®Peerless Roll Leaf Co., Inc., 4511 New 
York Ave., Union City, N- J. 

@®Peerless Tube Co., 58-76 Locust Ave., 
Bloomfield, N. J. 

Pelican Plastics, Inc., 422 E. Main St., 
Homer, La. 

1058 Second Ave., New 

104 E. Elizabeth 

Main St., 

Ave., 

Elm 
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Pell Paper Box Co., Water & Burgess 

Sts., Elizabeth City, N. C. 

Pemco Products Co., 152 W. 65th St., 
New York 23, N. Y. 

Penland Paper Converting Corp., 
Pine St., sasha Pa. 

Pen Mac Nye Co., The, 1056 Home Ave., 

Akron 10, Ohio 
Penn Bottle & Supply Co., 5619 Cherry 

St., Philadelphia 39, Pa. 
Penn-Central 6i1 Co., 2727 Roe Lane, 

Kansas City 3, Kan. 
Penn Cork & Closures, Inc., 11 

hattan Ave., Brooklyn 22, N. Y 
Penn Lithographing Co., 

Ave., Philadelphia 21, Pa. 
Penn Tape Savers, D St. at Luzerne, 

Philadelphia 24, Pa. 
Pennsylvania Box & Lumber Co., Ter- 

wood Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 
®Pennsylvania Glass Products Co., Inc., 

430 N. Craig St., Pittsburgh 13, Pa. 
Pennsylvania Plastic Co., 3231 Spring 

Garden Ave., Pittsburgh 12, Pa. 
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., Three Penn 

Center, Philadelphia 2, Pa. 
Penson, Tuttle & Harper, 228 N. 

Salle St., Chicago 1, Ill. 
Peoria Plastic Co., 215 Taylor Ave., 

East Peoria, Ill. 
Perfect Finishing Co., Inc., 200 Varick 

St., New York 14, N. Y. 

Perfection Packaging, Inc., 16-19 Mill 

t., Shelburn, Ind. 
Specialties Co., Inc., 

35th St., New York 1, N. Y. 
ins, B. F., & Sons, Inc., Chicopee 

St., Holyoke, Mass. 

| Machine Mfg. Co., Inc., 68 Jay St., 
ooklyn 1, N. Y. 

nacel Tape Corp., U.S. Highway #1, 
New Brunswick, N. J. 

310 

55 Man- 
, 

Ridge 

La- 

351 W. Perforated 

Perma-Flex Industries Ltd., 2710 St. 

Clair St. W., Toronto 9, Ont., Canada 

nanent Label Corp., 49 Ackerman 
Bloomfield, N. J. 

1 Wire Display Corp., 62 Greene 
t.. New York 12, N. Y. 

P O-Last Finishing Co., The, 205 
erry St., Waterbury, Conn. 

sre Co., 350 Fifth Ave., New 
York 1, N. ¥. 

Perry Envelope & Bag Co., Inc., 3639 
Dyre Ave., New York 66, N. Y. 

Metal Products Co., Inc., 
antic Ave., Brooklyn 16, N. Y. 
Plastics, Inc., 561 E. 18th St., 

Erie, Pa. 

rsonal Products Corp., 
Ave., Milltown, N. J. 

Peter Partition Corp., 124 Boerum Place, 
Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

Peters Chemical Mfg. Co., 
St., Melrose Park, [ll. 

®Peters Machinery Co., 4700 Ravenswood 

Ave., Chicago 40, IIl. 
Peters, Ralph E., Co., 420 Market St., 

San Francisco 11, Calif. 
Peterson Filling & Packaging Co., Hege- 

ler Lane, Danville, Ill. 

Petroleum Solvents, Corp., 331 Madison 

Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
Petroleum Specialties, Inc., 

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 
Petrolite Corp., Wax Division, 30 Broad 

St., New York 4, N. Y. 

Pexco Bag Mfg. Co., 32 S. Huron St., 
Toledo 4, Ohio 

Pfaudler Co., The, 
Rochester 3, N. Y. 

Pfingston Engineering Co., 2212 W. 71s! 
St., Chicago, III. 

®Pfizer, Charles, & Co., Inc., 630 Flush- 
ing Ave., Brooklyn 6, N.Y. 

Perry 1127 
At] 

Perry 

p, Van Liew 

3623 Lake 

205 FE. 

1000 West Ave., 
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Pharmacy Paper Box Co., Inc., 3401 W. 
Division St., Chicago 51, Il. 

PharmaPlastics, Inc., 205 S. Smallwood 

St., Baltimore 23, Md. 
Phelps Manufacturing Co., Inc., 914- 

920 N. 15th St., Terre Haute, Ind. 
Philadelphia Paper Co., 3000 Reed St., 

Philadelphia 46, Pa. 
Philadelphia Quartz Co., 1146P Public 

Ledger Bldg., Philadelphia 6, Pa. 
Philipp Lithographing Co., 1422 N. 

Fourth St., Milwaukee 12, Wis. 
Phillips Associates, 6003 Mark-t St., 
Oakland 8, Calif. 

®Phillips Chemical Co., Adams Bldg., 

Bartlesville, Okla. 
Phillips Paper Products, Inc., 125 Sec- 

ond St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 
Phillips, Thos., Co., The, 23 W. Ex- 

change St., Akron 8, Ohio 
Phin Sales Co., Ltd., 26 Lipton Ave., 

Toronto 6, Ont., Canada 
Phoenix Industries, Inc., Div. Mullen 

Container Corp., 1020 Rush St., Chi- 
cago LI, Ill. 

Phoenix Metal Cap Co., 2444 W. 16th 

St., Chicago 8, Ill. 
Phoenix Products Co., 4715 N. 27th 

St., Milwaukee 9, Wis. 
Phoenix Steel Container Co., Inc., 34 

Avenue A, Bayonue, N. J. 
Photo Process Screen Mfg. Co., 409 S. 

Eleventh St., Philadelphia 47, Pa. 
Photovolt Corp., 95 8 saad Ave., New 

York 16, N. Y. 
Picken, Mary Brooks, 11 E. 

New York, N. Y. 
Pickwick Papers, Inc., 33 Bethune St., 

New York 14, N. Y. 
Pictorial Paper Package Corp., 232 S. 

Lake St., Aurora, Ill. 
Piedmont Label Co., Inc., 311 W. Depot 

St., Bedford, Va. 
Pie-Pak Co., Inc., 

Hoboken, N. J. 
Pierce & Stevens Chemical Corp., 710 

Ohio St., Buffalo 3, N. Y. 
Pierce Wrapping Machine Co., 1100 FE. 

3lst St., LaGrange Park, Ill. 
Pierson Associates, Inc., 131 State St., 

Boston 9, Mass. 
Pilliod Cabinet Co., The, Swanton, Ohio 
Pineville Wood Products, Inc., P.O. 

Box 232, Pineville, La. 

Pioneer Can Co., Inc., 

Ave., Clifton, N. J. 
Pioneer Cooperage Co. of Illinois, 450 

N. Hoyne Ave., Chicago 12, Ill. 
Pioneer Folding Box Co., 165 Front St., 

Chicopee, Mass. 
Pioneer Mounting & Finishing Co., Inc., 

12-01—-34th Ave., Long Island City 
ae # 

Pioneer Printing Ink Corp., 1785 N. 
Telegraph Road, Monroe, Mich. 

Pioneer Valley Plastics Co., 11 Spring- 
field St., Chicopee, Mass. 

Pioneer Wire Stitcher Co., 
Ave., Merchantville 8, N. J. 

Piqua Paper Box Co., The, 616 Coving- 
ton Ave., Piqua, Ohio 

Pitkin, Lucius, Inc., 47 Fulton St., New 

York 38, N. Y. 
Pitney-Bowes, Inc., 69 Walnut St., Stam- 

ford, Conn. 
Pittsburgh Coke & Chemical Corp., Pitts- 

burgh, Pa. 
Pittsburgh Penn Oil Co., 36th St., & 

A.V.R.R., Pittsburgh 1, Pa. 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Fiber Glass 

Div., 1 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 
22, Pa. 

Plageman Enterprises, 
Willoughby, Ohio 

73rd St., 

1300 Hudson St., 

330 Highland 

6554 Park 

122 Sylvia St., 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Planned Sales Limited, 1067 Yonge St., 
Toronto, Ont., Canada 

Plas-Pacs Co., 3005 W. 

Chicago 12, Ill. 
Plastal Specialties Co., 116 W. Denny 

Way, Seattle 99, Wash. 
Plas-Tex Corp., The, 

Ave., Los Angeles 25, Calif. 
®Plastic Artisans, Inc., Dock St. & Martin 

Place, Port Chester, N. Y. 

Plastic Assembled Products Co., 
Watson St., Baltimore 31, Md. 

Plastic Box Co., 2500—18th St., San 
Francisco 10, Calif. 

@Plastic Coating Corp., The, 
St., Holyoke 1, Mass. 

Plastic 

Mass. 

Plastic Enterprises, 124—]14—-22nd Ave., 
College Point 56, ‘. Y. 

Carroll Ave., 

2525 Military 

1149 

38 .Winter 

Container Corp., West Warren, 

Plastic Film Corp., Community Ave., 

Plainfield, Conn. 
@Plastic Horizons, Inc., 2 F. Fifth St., 

Paterson, N. J. 
Plastic Industrial Products, Inc., 

Highland Ave., Somerville, 
Plastic Inlays, Inc., 282 

Summit, N. J. 
@Plastic Jewel Co., Inc., 366 Fifth Ave 

New York, N. Ze 

*lastic Manufacturers, Inc., 280 Fair- 
field Ave., Stamford, Conn. 

Plastic Molded Products Co., 

Pulaski Road, Chicago 30, ill. 
Plastic Packaging Co., 2035 W. Char 

ton St., Chicago 47, Ill. 
Plastic Packaging Corp., 345 Centr 

St., Leominster, Mass. 
Plastic Packaging Machinery Co., Inc., 

8823 Renton Ave., Seattle 18, 

Plastic Parts Corp., 2425 
Maumee, Ohio 

Plastic Products, Inc., 415 Lexingt 

Ave., New York 17, N. Y 
Plastic Products Manufacturer \ssI 

Inc., 1133 Broadway, New Yor 

Mass. 
Broad 

6044 N 

Wash. 

Ryan Road, 

Plasticite Corp., 327 Rider Ave 
York 51, N. Y. 

Plastics Engineering Co., 16 

Ave., Sheboygan, Wis. 
Plastics, Inc., 224 Ryan 

2, Minn. 
Plastics Research Foundation, 370 

Ave., Boston 15, 

Ave., St. Paul 

( 
MA 
Vass. monwealth 

@Plast-Ties Co., 624 Poinsettia 
Santa Ana, Calif. 

Plasti-Kote, Inc., 9801 Harvard Ave., 
Cleveland 5, Ohio 

Plasti-Pak Containers, Ltd., Plasti 

Ave., Toronto 14, Ont., Canada 
@Plastofilm, Inc., 916 W. Union Ave., 

Wheaton, Ill. 
Plastomatic Corp., King & Bridge Sts., 

Malvern, Pa. 
Plas-Tube Corp., 26 Fahey St., Spring 

dale, Conn. 
Platt Corp., 1415 Key Highway, Balti- 

more 30, Md. 
®Plax Corp., Box 1019, Hartford, Conn. . 

@Plaxall, Inc., 5-26—46th Ave., Li 

Island City 1, N. Y. 
Plicose Manufacturing Corp., 71 Box 

St., Brooklyn 22, N.Y. 
Plyfiber Container Corp., 650 South 

Ave., Garwood, N. J. 

@Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd., 77 New- 
ort Ave., Quincy 71, Mass. 

Pohlig Bros., Inc., 2419 E. 
St., Richmond 23, Va. 

Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute, 
Inc., 11 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 

Poland Brothers, Inc., 305 S. Sharp St., 

Baltimore 1, Md. 

Franklin 
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Poliner, William, 1300 Alicia Ave., 
West Englewood, N. J. 

Pollock Paper Corp., Sub. St. Regis 
Paper Co., 2236 Cockrell St., Dallas 
22, Texas 

Polo Plastics Co., 1718 N. 
Milwaukee 12, Wis. 

Poly Perm Printing, Inc., 64 W. 
St., New York 10, N. Y. 

@Poly Plastic Products, Inc., 2 Fourth 
Ave., Paterson 4, N. J. 

Polycraft Co., Ltd., 230 Guizot St. W., 
Montreal 11, Que., Canada 

Polyethylene Packagers Service, 746 S. 
Central Ave., Los Angeles 2', Calif. 

Polygon Products Co., 1432-1434 W. 

Lake St., Chicazo 7, Il. 
Industries, In 

First Dies 

23rd 

P| Polymer Springdale, 
Conn. 

@Poly-Seal Corp., The, 405 
Ave., New Y ork 17, NX. 7 

Ponten, Jean S., Co., 600 Sixteenth St., 
Oakland 12, Calif. 

Engraving & Electrotype Co., 

812 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 7, Ill. 
Pope & Gray, Inc., 17 Industrial West 

a Allwood, { lifton, NX. a. 

Popper & Sons, Inc., 300 Fourth Ave., 

New York 10, N. Y. 

ori Harry, Co., 425 East 79th St, 

New York 21, N. Y 

Port Huron Sulphite & Paper Co., Port 

Huron, Mich. 
Port Studios, 24 W. Ohio St., Chicago 

10, HL 
» Corp., Pape r & Plastic 

Lexington 

Pontiac 

| Div., Van- 
ouver, Wash. 

@Porter & Dugas, Inc., 626 S. 

Chicago 5, Ill. 

yrtland Label Co 

Portland 2, Ore. 

Portland Pap*r Box Co., 

son St., Portland 14, Ore. 
Sons, Inc., Metropolitan & 

Scott Aves., Brooklyn 37, N. Y. 

Herbert A., Inc., 31-11—20th Rd., 
Long Island City 5, N. Y. 

Post Machinery Co., 140 Elliott St., 
Jeverly, Mass. 

@Potdevin Machine Co., 
Teterboro, N. J. 

Potlatch Forests, Inc., 
Ave., Pomona, Calif. 

Potter Instrument Co., Inc., 115 Cutter 

Mill Road, Great Neck, N. Y. 
@Potter & Johnston Co., Sub. Pratt & 

Whitney Co., Inc., Pawtucket, R. I. 
Pottsville Box og +s Railroad & Water 

Sts., Pottsville, Pa. 

Clark St., 

-, 8213 S.E. 17th Ave., 

226 S.E. Madi- 

r sner, d:., 

2 Post, 

294 North St., 

1450 W. Holt 

Powell, Gerry, Associates, 522 Fifth 

Ave., New York 36, N. Y. 
Power Curve Conveyor Co., 2185 S. 

Jason St., Denver 23, Colo. 
Powers, Joseph, 146 E. 34th St., New 

York 16, N. Y. 

Powr-Pak, Inc., 643 North Ave., Bridge- 

port 6, Conn. 
®Precise Engineering Co., The, 430 W. 

Grant Place, Chicago 14, Ill. 
®Precision Extruders, Div. Lamex Chemi- 

cal Corp., One Sundial Ave., Man- 
pr mony H. 

Precision Paperbox Co., 424 S. Gladys 
Ave., San Gabriel, Calif. 

Precision Plastic Products, Inc., 628 

W. Lake St., Chicago 6, II. 

Precision Plastics Co., 4655 Stenton 
Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa. 

Precision Products Co., Inc., 252 E. 

16th St., Paterson, N. J. 
Precision Staple Corp., 3944 Fifth Ave. 

Sarasota, Fla. 

®Precision Valve Corp., 700 Nepperhan 
Ave., Yonkers 3, N. Y. 

Premier Bag Co., 700 Pennsylvania 
Ave., Lyndhurst, N. J. 

Premier Paper Box Co., 677 N. 

St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 
Premier Plastics Co., 905 Atlantic Ave., 

Brooklyn 38, N. Y. 
Premium Plastics, Inc., 2440 S. Indiana 

Ave., Chicago 16, III. 
Prentice Products Co., 

E., Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Prepac, Inc., 188 W. 230th St., New York 

63, N. Y. 
Presin Co., 5225 Wilshire 

Angeles 36, Calif. 
Presque Isle Paper Products, Inc., 2007 

Peninsula Dr., Erie, Pa. 
Press of H. N. Cornay, 500 Hagan St., 

New Orleans 19, La. 
Presstite Engineering Co., 3738 Chou- 

teau Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo. 
Pressure Aerosols Filling Co. 

Ravens Lane, Berkhamsted, 

England 
Pressure-Pack, Inc., 

Detroit 2, Mich. 
Pressure Sensitive Tape Council, 1201] 
Waukegan Rd., Glenview, III. 

Pres-Sure-Stik Corn., 327-35 E. 

St., New York 16, N. Y. 

Pressurform Container Corp., Baltimore 
Pike & Wallingford Road, Swarthmore, 
Pa. 

Point 

Lincoln Hwy. 

Blvd., Los 

Ltd., 
Herts., 

18550 Mack Ave., 

29th 

Prestige Press, Inc., 22 W. 19th St., 

New York 11, N. Y. 
Presto Plastic Products Co., Inc., 1] 

E. 26th St., New York 10, N. Y. 
Price Bros. Lithograph Co., P.O. Box 

444, Bridgeton, N. J. 
Prince Basket Co., Pittsburg, Texas 

@Print-A-Tube Co., 114 Essex &., Ko- 

chelle Park, N. J. 
Printed Cellophane Tape Co., 521 N. 

La Brea Ave., Los Angeles 36, Calif. 
Printed Plastics, Inc., 2636 S. Shields 

Ave., Chicago 16, III. 
Printed Products, Inc., 

Memphis, Tenn. 
Printers Finishing & Mfg. Co., Inc., 611 

William St., Baltimore 30, Md. 
Printing Industries Equipment, Inc., 135 

W. 20th St., New York 11, N. Y. 
Printing Machinery Co., The, 436 Com- 

mercial Sq., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 
Printloid, Inc., 93 Mercer St., New York 

i ts 
Printon Corp., 304 E. 23rd St., New York 

1. B35 
Private Brands, Inc., | 

Clifton, N. J. 

Process Displays, Inc., 

St., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 

455 Wagner PI., 

Pleasant Ave., 

717 S. Sixth 

Producers Exchange, Inc., 32 S. Huron 
St., Toledo 4, Ohio 

Product Engineering, 5747 Packagin 
Marilyn Ave., as City, Calif. 

Product Techniques, Inc., 214 N. Main 

St., Hudson, Ohio 

Production Aid, Inc., 1125 Old Shelby- 
ville Road, Middletown, Ky. 

Production Instrument Co., tio W. Jack- 
son Blvd., Chicago 6, IIL. 

®Production Metal Products Co., Inc., 

421 N. Sangamon St., Chicago, III. 

Products Filling & Packaging Co., 225 
W. Illinois St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

Products Manufacturing Corp., 135 
Stevens Ave., Little Falls, N. J. 

®Products Packaging, Inc., 6400 Herman 
Ave., Cleveland 2, Ohio 

Progress Lithographing Co., The, Sec- 

tion Rds & Penna. R. R., Cincinnati 
37, Ohio 

Progressive Electronics Co., Inc., 125 

Dayton Ave., Passaic, N. J. 

804 @Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Progressive Machine Co., 293 Hudson 
St., Hackensack, N. J. 

Prolon Plastics Div., Prophylactic Brush 
Co., Pine St., Florence, Mass. 

Propak, Inc., 125 Perkins Ave., 
ton 69, Mass. 

Proprietary Assn., 810—18th St., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 

Protective Coatings Corp., Atlas Pack- 
age & Container Corp. Div., 596 River 
Road, Clifton, N. J. 

Protective Lining Corp., 22 Woodhull 
St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 

Protective Packaging Corp., 
Ave., Newark 8, N. J. 

Protective Papers, Inc., Union, Ill. 

Protect-O-Pak Sales & Engineering Co., 
19501 Harper Ave., Detroit 36, Mich, 

Protexall Permanent Process Service, 
416 E. Ninth St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 

Puget Sound Paper Box Co., 707 Sno- 
qualmie St., Seattle 8, Wash. 

Puget Sound Pulp & Timber Co., Bell- 
ingham, Wash. 

Pull Packaging International, Inc., 1724 
W. Indiana Ave., Philadelphia 32, Pa. 

Pulp Reproduction Co., 3000 W. Clarke 
St., Milwaukee 45, Wis. 

Purdy Machinery Co. Ltd., 41-42 Prescot 

St., London, FE. 1, England 

Purinton Pottery Co., Box 183, Shippen- 
ville, Pa. 

Puritan Distributing Co., Aerosol Filling 
Div., 160 Washington St. N., Boston 
14, Mass. 

Puritan Packaging Corp., 2319 S. Sixth 
St., Columbus 7, Ohio 

Purton, Inc., 218 Lucas St., Sycamore, 
Ill. 

@Pyro Plastics Corp., Pyro Park, Union, 
Oe 2 

Pyrotex Leather Co., 287 Whitney St., 
Leominster, Mass. 

®Pyroxylin Products, Inc., 4851 S. St. 
Louis Ave., Chicago 32, Ill. 

Brock- 

75 Waverly 

Q 

Quadri-Color Co., First Ave. & 57th 
St., Brooklyn 20, N. Y. 

Quaker City Paper Box Co., Inc., 12th 
& Brown Sts., Philadelphia 23, Pa. 

Quaker Packaging Equipment Co., 193} 
Arch St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

Quality Lithographing Co., Inc., 110] 
Zonolite Road, N.E., Atlanta 6, Ga. 

Quality Packaging Supply Corp., 4 E. 
Forest Ave., Englewood, N. t. 

Quality Park Box Co., 2520 Como Ave., 
St. Panl 8, Minn. 

Quantacolor Co., Inc., The, 59 E. 54th 
St., New York 22, N. Y 

Quatrum Corp., 127 E. 
ago 28, Ill. 

Queen City Paper Co., The, 526 Broad- 
way, Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

Queen City Tulatex Corp., 
Burlington, Vt. 

®Queen Transparent Specialties, 46 37—~4! 

Fullerton Ave., Chicago 39, Ill. 
Queens Lithographing Corp., 52-25 Bar- 

nett Ave., Long Island City 4, N. Y. 
Quimby-Walstrom Paper Co., 25~29 lonia 

Ave., S.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich. 
Quincy Paper Box Co., 230 N. Maine 

St., Quincy, I}. 
Quinn, Don L., Co., The, 224 W. Kinzie 

St., Chicago 10, III. 

Quon-Quon Co., 1823 S. Hope St., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

115th St., Chi- 

Pine St., 
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eR. C. Can Co., 9430 Page Ave., St. 
Louis 14, Mo. 

RCS Tool Corp., 220 N, 

liet, Ill. 
R E B Trays, Inc., 720 Bethlehem Pike, 

Whitemarsh Township, Flourtown, Pa. 

R. & R. Paper Converting Co., 1412 E. 
62nd St., Los Angeles 1, Calif. 

Rabinowitz, J., & Sons, fac. 2 Hanson 

Place, Brooklyn 17, N. .” 
Racquette River P aper Co., 

N. Y. 
tadiant Color Co., 
land 7, Calif. 

Radiation Applications, Inc., 342 Madi- 
son Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Radio C —~ of America, Front & Cooper 
Sts., Camden 2, N, 

Radio Frequency I aboratories, Inc., 
Powerville Rd., Boonton, N. J. 

Radio Receptor Co., Inc., 251 W. 19th 
t., New York 11, N. Y. 

Raffi & Swanson, Inc., 100 Eames St. 
Wilmington, Mass, 

Raible, J. R., Co., The, 

Birmingham 9, Ala. 
Rainbow Packaging Co., Inc., 

102nd St., New York 29, N. Y. 
Rainbow Ribbons & Fabrics, Inc., 404 

E. 108th St., New York 20, N, Y. 
Raisin, John T., Corp., 1575 Bayshore 

Bivd., San Francisco 24, Calif. 
Ralston, W., & Co., Inc., W. 177th St. & 

larlem River, New York 53, N. Y. 
Ralston, W., & Co. (Canada) Ltd., 455 

Cote Vertu Road, Montreal 9, Que., 

nada 
Ranburn Co., Inc., The, 

St., Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Rand Avery-Gordon Taylor, Inc., 871 

nonwealth Ave., Boston 15, Mass. 
tand, Paul, Goodhill Road, RFD 2, 

‘ stport, Conn. 

tandall Duster Corp., P. O. Box 246, 
Briarcliff Manor, N. Y. 

Randolph Box & Label Co., 843 W. Van 
Buren St., Chicago 7, Ill. 

mane Iph Cooperage Co., 341 W. 43rd 
, Chicago, Ill. 

Randolph Paper Box Corp., 15th St. & 
Dit widdie Ave., Richmond 5, Va. 

Randolph Products Co., Twelfth St., 
( Narlatadi, ly 

Rapid Cutting Co., Inc., 90 Engert Ave. 
Br — Ae oP 

Rapid (¢ tie & Batten Limited, 384 Vitre 
Sti Montreal, Que., Canada 

Rapid ie sateen Co., Inc., 1720-24 
KE. Ohio St., Pittsburgh 12, Pa. 

Rapid Mounting & Finishing Co., 310 W. 
*olk St., Chicago 7, Ill. 

Rapid Ribbon Corp., Albany Post Road, 
Montrose, N, Y. 

Rapids-Standard Co., Inc., The, Rapistan 
Bldg., Grand Rapids 2, Mich. 

®Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., 150—26th Ave. 
S.E., Minneapolis 14, Minn. 

Rapp Packaging Div., Triangle Package 
Machinery Co., 5723 Ninth Ave., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

Rappaport, S., Inc., 155 Avenue D, New 
York 9, N, 

®Raritan Plastics Corp., 2 E. 
Paterson, N. J. 

Rasmussen & Nilsson A/S, 32, Solvgade 
Copenhagen, Denmark 

Rathbone, Hair & Ridgeway Box Co. 
1440 W. 21st Place, Chicago 8, Ill. 

Rathbun & Bird Co., Inc., The, 379 West 
Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

Rathbun Molding Corp., 290 Rochester 
St., Salamanca, N. Y 

Broadway, Jo- 

Potsdam, 

830 Isabella St., Oak- 

205 S. 32nd St. 

438 E. 

112 Killewald 

Fifth St., 
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@Revere Copper & Brass, Inc., 

Rau Rubber Engraving ke o., 260 Hudson 
St., Hackensack, N. 

Raymond Bag Corp., a Ohio 
Rayon Processing Co. of R. I., Inc., 1 

Moshassuck St.. Pawtucket, R. | 
Read, H. A. S., Inc., 119 Braintree St., 

Boston 34, Mass. 
Reading Corrugated Container Corp., 

Grace & Meade Sts., Reading, Pa. 
Reading Glazed Paper Corp., 319 N., 

River Road, Reading, Pa. 
Reading Paper Box Co., Reading, Pa. 

Reads, Ltd., Orrell House, Orrell Lane, 
Walton, Liverpool 9, England 

Re-Bo Manufacturing Co., 331 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

@®Redington, F. B., Co. 3000 St. 
Road, Bellwood, III. 

Reed Glass Co., Inc., 860 Maple St., 
Rochester 19, N. Y. 

Reed-Prentice Corp., 677 
Worcester 4, Mass. 

Reed Research Corp., Mill St., 

Madison 

Charles 

Cambridge St., 

Shelton, 

Conn. 

Reeves Brothers, Inc., 54 Worth St., New 
York 13, N. Y. 

Reeves P ulley Co., Div. Reliance Elec- 

og & Engineering Co., 1225 Seventh 
: Columbus, Ind. 

Reg g al Chemical Corp., 
Brooklyn a2, Ne Y 

Regal Plastic Co., 2800 E. 14th St. 
Kansas C ity 27, Mo. 

Regent Paper Box Co., Frankford & Tor- 
resdale Aves., Philadelphia 24, Pa. 

Regent Tube & Be ag Co., 39 E. 20th St., 
New York a ts Be 

Reich, Erich M. ,Inc., 
Elmhurst 73, N. Y. 

Reilly Tar & Chemical Corp., 1615 Mer- 
chant Bank Bldg.. Indianapolis 4, Ind. 

Reinecke & Fe CO 155 E. Ohio St:, 

Chicago 11, Ill. 
Reiner, George, 212 Fifth Ave., New 

York 10, N. Y. 
Reinhold-Gould, Inc., 535 Fifth Ave. 

New York 17, New York 
—s Paper Box Co., 1720 N. Fifth 

Philadelphia 22, Pa. 
nalienas Plastic & Chemical C orp., 10 

Kearney St., Paterson 2, N. J. 

Renois Tying Machines, Inc., 1016 E. 
31st St., La Grange Park, Ill. 

Republic Container Corp., 1561 Hudson 
Bivd.. Jersey City 5, N. J. 

Republic Foil & Metal Mills, Inc., 55 
Triangle St., Danbury, Conn. 

Republic Ribbon & Bow C ~ = aa 141 
W. 28th St., New York 1, 

Republic Steel Corp., lation Div., 
465 Walnut St., Niles, Ohio 

Resin Research, Inc., 452 Canal St., 
Manchester, N. H. 

115 Dobbin hes 

83-26 Vietor Ave., 

@Resina Automatic Machinery Co., Inc., 
572 Smith St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. 

Resistoflex Corp., Woodland Road, Rose- 

land, 
Retail Packaging Corp. 

St., Baltimore 1, Md. 
Reutlinger, R. M., & Associates, Inc., 

120 W. Second St., Dayton 2, Ohio 
230 Park 

305 S. Sharp 

Ave., New York 17, N Y. 
Revolvator Co., 8723 Tonnelle Ave., 

North Bergen, N. J. 4 
Rex Packaging Machine Co., Minna St., 

Sihnor, B ds 
Rex Specialty Bag Corp., 21-09 Borden 

Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Rexford Paper Co., 3100 W. Mill Road, 

Milwaukee 9, Wis. 
Reyburn Mfg. Co., Inc., The, 16th St. & 

Indiana Ave., Philadelphia 32, Pa. 

@Advertisement in this issue; 

@®Richards, J. A., Co., 

@Richford Corp., 

@Riege! Paper Corp., 

@Risdon 

Reynolds Chemical Products Co., Div. 
Reynolds Spring Co., 234 W. Cortland 

St., Jackson, Mich. 
Reynolds Ink, Inc., 4500 Euclid Ave. 

Cleveland 3, Ohio 
@®Reynolds Metals Co., 

Louisville l, Ky. 
Reynolds Metals Co., 

128, Grottoes, Va. 
Reynolds, Walter J., Co., 3839 S.W 

Multnomah Blvd., Portland 19, Ore. 
Rheem Mfg. Co., South Gate, Calif. 

2500 S. Third St., 

Plastics Div., Box 

@®Rhinelander Paper Co., Sub. St. Regis 
Paper Co. Rhinelander 

Wis. 
Rhoades Paper Box Co., Inc., 66 St. 

John Place, Springfield, Ohic 

Richard, Charles F., 37 Clyde Ave 
Buffalo 15, N. Y. 

Richards, Harper, 160 FE. Superior St. 

Chicago, Ill. 

, Davenport St., 

908 N. 

St., Kalamazoo, Mich, 
Richardson Co., The, 2695 Lake St. 

Melrose Park, fll. 

Richardson Scale Co., 668 Van Houten 

Ave., Clifton, N. J. 
Richardson Taylor-Globe Corp., 4501 v. 

Mitchell Ave., Cincinnati 32, Ohio 
3618 Onc eanside Roa 

Oceanside, N. Y. 
Richman, Mel, Inc., 2009 Chestnut St. 

Philadelphia 3, Pa. 
Richter, Frederic A., 5520 5S. Shor 

Drive, Chicago 37, Ill. 
260 Madison Av 

New York 16, N. Y. 
Rieke Metal Products Corp., W. Sevent 

St., Auburn, Ind. 
Ring Supply Co., 

burgh, Pa. 

Ringwood Chemical Corp., R 
Hi. 

Ripley Co., Inc. 
Conn, 

Manufacturing Co., Box 

Naugatuck, Conn. 
Ritchie, W. C., & Co., 8801 S. Baltimors 

Ave., Chicago 17, Ill. 
River Raisin Paper Co., 1109 EF. |} 

Ave., Monroe, Mich. 
Riverside-Alloy Metal Div., H. K. Porte 

439 Dwight St., Holyoke 

Oliver Block 

1 Factory St., 

town, 

Co., Inc. 
Mass. 

Robert Corp., 240 Canal St., Lawrence 
Mass. 

Roberts, Bud, 1385 Rollins Road, B 
lingame, Calif. 

Roberts Development Corp., 
Mass. 

Roberts, Lewis, Inc., 72 Union Si., 
ark 5, N. J 

Hanov er, 

New- 

Roberts Patent Filling Machine Co., 
Ltd., Deane Road, Bolton, Lancs. 

England 
Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Co., Young- 

wood, Pa, 
Robertson Co., 13th & 

Louisville ll, Ky. 
Robertson Paper Box Co., Inc., 

Conn. 
Robins, Seymour, Inc., 24 W. 45th St., 

New York 36, N. Y. 

Robinson, A. E., Co., The, 40 S. Clin- 
ton St., Chicago 6, Ill. 

Robinson Clay Product Co., The, 
State St., Akron 9, Ohio 

Robinson, E. S. & A., (Canada) Ltd., 69 
Laird Drive, Leaside, Toronto, Ont., 
Canada 

Kentucky Sts., 

Montville, 

65 W. 

Robinson Industries, Inc., Franklin Plas- 

tics Div., 315 Grant St,, Franklin, Pa. 

Robinson Laboratories, Inc., 1108 East- 
ern Ave., Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

see Index, p. 814 805 



Robinson Tag & Label Co., 460 W. 34th Hotoprint & Specialty Co., 2306 N. Knox St. Regis Paper a 150 East 42nd St,, Sel 
St., New York 1, N. Y. Ave., Chicago 39, Ill. New York 17, N. Y. ' 

Robinson Waxed Paper Co., Ltd., The, Roto-Type Corp., 38-32—54thSt., Wood- Sakier, Geor e, 340 E. 7lst St., New Sel 
Filwood Road, Fishponds, Bristol, side 77, N. York 22, N. ¥. -" 

England Roto Wrap Machine Corp., 241 William Sale Lithograph Co.,220 Washington St,, Scl 
Robles Transparent Products Corp., 316 St., Englewood, J. Buffalo 3 7. ; ‘ 

Hudson St., New York 13, N. Y. Round Tubes & tn Co., 806 N. Peoria Salem Label Co., Inc., 838 S. Lundy Sc] 

Rochester Folding Box Co., Boxart St., St., Chicago 22, Ill. Ave., Salem, Ohio ee 
Rochester 12, N. Y. Roura lron Works, Inc., 1401 Woodland Salmini, J. P., Co., Inc., 41 California Sc] 

Rock Manufacturing Co., 1779 Central St., Detroit 11, Mich. %., Bridgeport 8, rea | 
St., Stoughton, _ ae @Rowell, E. N., Co., Inc., Ellicott St., Salwasser Manufacturing Co., 19931 Ff, Sel 

Rockford Molded Products, Inc., 2230 Batavia, N. Y. Manning Ave., Reedley, Calif, a 
Kishwaukee St., Rockford, Ill. Rowland, E. W., Associates, 110 Wash- Salwen, ay Paper Products Corp.,' 245 Sc 

Rocky Mountain Steel Products, Inc., ington St., New York 6, N. Y. W. 67th St., New York 23, N. Y. . 

1360 Wall St., Los Angeles 15, Calif. @Royal Mfg. Co., Inc., 200 N. Granite St., Sample-Durick Co., Inc., P. O. Box 207, Se! 
Roda, Fratelli, S. A., Viganello, Lugano, Prescott, Ariz. Chicopee, Mass. pei 

Switzerland Royal Paper Corp., 210 Eleventh Ave., Sampson, Cornelius, & Associates, 722 
Roddis Plywood Corp., Marshfield, Wis. New York 1, N. Y. 7 gua St., San Francisco ll, Sc] 
Rodgers, George G., Co., Inc., 2401 Royal-Pioneer Paper Box Mfg. Co., Inc., Calif. att 

Third Ave., New York 51, N. Y. 1147 N, Fourth St., Philadelphia 23, Samson Plastic Products Co., 2444 W, Sc} 
Roesch, Louis, Co., 1886 Mission St., Pa, Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 18, a 

San Francisco 3, Calif. Royce Bag Mfg. Corp., 606 Bergen St., Calif. Sel 

Rogers Printing & Carton Co., 1540 Rus- Brooklyn 38, N. Y. Samuel, Berte, 14 Jones St., New York, 
sell St., Baltimore 30, Md. Royce, Stark & Co., 3727 N. Palmer St., N. Y eSc 

Rogers, V. F., 4320 Fox St., Denver 16, Milwaukee 12, Wis. Samuels Products, Inc., Broadway & ; 

Colo. Rubba, Inc., 1015 E. 173rd St., New York Commercial Square, Cincinnati 2, Ohio Sc} 

Rohde, Peggy Ann, 22 E. 60th St., New 60, N. 7 San Diego Paper Box Co., 1924 Adams j 
York 22, N. Y. Rubber & Asbestos C re Belleville Ave., San Diego, Calif. Se 

Rohm & Haas Co., Washington Square, Ave., Bloomfield, N. J. Sandee Mfg, Co., 5050 Foster Ave., Chi- oa 
Philadelphia 5, Pa. Ruberoid Co., The, = Fifth Ave., New cago 30, Ill. 

Roll Rack Co., 50 E. Myrtle Ave., York 36, N. Y. Sandusky Cooperage & Lumber Co., Div, Sc] 
Y ungstown *, Ohic Rubin, Jack, Box Co., 1910 Elston Ave., Greif Brothers Cooperage Corp., 3957 | 

R +r Engraving Co., 36-12—48th Ave., Chicago 22, Ill. _Park Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo. Se! 

Long Island City, N Y. Rubner, Gustave, Corp., 5925 Broadway Sandvik Steel, Inc., Steel Belt Conveyor 

Roll-on-Sealer Co., 653 Main St., Anti- | New York, N.Y. _ Div., 111 Eighth Ave., New York 1] S 
h, Ill. Rucker Co., The, 4700 San Pablo Ave., “eS se 3 ; 

K rint Prod ts rp., 2301 Wabansia Oakland 8, Calif. = Sandy Hill Iron & Brass Works, The, 27 Sc’ 
Ave., Chicago 47, Ill. Rudnick, Alexander, & Son, 476 Broome Alien St.. Hudson Falls, N. y. 

Ht e Pl stic pecté lties Co | ‘ - . , ¢ . . 

SS ; w me 4 + M: in : u wae R es a ong ep Y. ) } th St Sanford, H. Bias Associates, 343 Lexing- SC 
on a rt wr my 2 ey 100 S ford St u vr . N ‘— 62 ourtn Ot., ton Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

ee ee ee — es a cee 5 @Sanford, William B., Inc., 60] W. 26th Se 
lamden 14, Conn. Rutherford Machinery Co., Div. Sun S : _ 

yates we a1 : ; : : St., New York 1, N. Y. 
; lout Paper Mills, Inc., Napanoch, Chemical Corp., 10-10—44th Ave., . . “ , 

; , San Jose Paper Box Co., 1021 Richard S 
Me Be Long Island City 1, N. Y. 4 " . 

‘Lag : s Ave., Santa Clara, Calif. 
Corp., The, Div. The Engine Rway Synthetic Products Div., Reiss . 3 - : 

71, ‘ ; ” San Mateo Development Co., Inc., 1518 Se 
Parts Mig. Co., 1360 W. Ninth St, Mfe. Corp., 107 Fourth Ave., NewYork be - . gps 
Cleveland 13. Ohi 2 WN. Y N. Fourth St., San Jose, Calif. 

se Brothers (Gainsborough) Ltd., Sapal Societe Anonyme des Plieuses x 

Albion Works, Gainsborough, Lancs., Automatiques Lausanne, Ave. Dap- “ 
aad eon ples 54, Lausanne, Switzerland bli 

Rose, Gene, Co., Inc., 1637 S, Kilbourn Saphier, Michael, Associates, 18 E. & 

Ave., Chicago 23, Ill. S$ 48th St., New York 17, N. Y. 
Rose Hill Lithographers, 601 W. 26th Saranac Machine Co., 376 W. Main St., Sc 

St., New York 1, N. Y. , zs Benton Harbor, Mich. 
Rosebud Mfg. ¢ orp., 874 Broadway, New S-L-M Plastic s, 179 Avenel St., Avenel, Sauer Coopera e Co., 341 Goddard Road, & 

York 3. N. Y. N. Je i Wyandotte, Mich. 
Rosedale, T., 116 Broad St., New York S & S Corrugated Paper Machinery Co., Sauter, C. Albert, Co., Inc., Water & Se 

4, N. Y. Ine *y 160 N. Fourth ot., Brooklyn 11, Jackson Sts., Philadelphia 48, Pa. on 

tosen, Cele, Studio, 737 N. Michigan j N. Y. Sav-Way Sara Seal, Inc., 30 Emery St., Se, 
Ave., Chicago 11, IL Sackett, DeForest, & Associates, Pag Detroit 3, Mich. ; ; 

Rosenthal Bros. Cords & Tassels, Inc., 220 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III. Scale Specialties & Systems, Inc., Rose- Sc. 

47-05 Fifth St., Long Island City 1, Saco, Ken, 185 Madison Ave. .» New York land. N. J. ; | 
N. Y. 16, ° c.. 2 - ‘ . “ . 

@®Rosenthal Mfg. Co., 5033 N. Kedzie Sacramento Box & Lumber Co., 65th & @Sc andia Mfg. Co., 500 Belleville Turn on e i Ss . Cali pike, North Arlington, N. J. Ave., Chicago 25, Ill. R Sts. acramento 6, Calif. Se Mfc. C 102-106 Straight St c. 

Rosenthal Paper Co,, 200 Lynch St., St. Safelon F ‘lexible Pac kaging Corp. . 431— ges S No 4 Straight &., . 
Louis 18, Mo. 437 E. 77th St., New York 21, , 3 Schoen “hi » I Carb en 

Ross Container & Seal Co., 280 Broad- Safepack Mills Div. » The ~B idee T28s~ “a Brid ws pat Fotive nc., 49 Carbon ar 
way, New York 7, N. ¥ 500 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. Me vl nig ey aga | 

, ae 2 et : Schaefer Machine Co., Inc., 100 White Se. 
Ross, Gene, 148 E. 48th St., New York Sage Equipme nt Co., 30 Essex St., Buf- , 

"tg ; ’ St., Brooklyn 6, N. Y. 17, N. Y. falo 13, N. d Skill 

Ross & Roberts, Inc., 1299 W. Broad Sager Bros., 133 W. 24th St., New York Scheele, Edwin H., 53-30 Skillman ui 
sf Boren ay Teng i1.N. Y. _ Ave., Woodside 77, 'N. Y. ; Se: 

R nett! l ithograph Corp., 8511 lon- Saidel, Ww. R., & Cae, 294 Dogwood ot., a eee = 2301 Wabansia Ave., « | 

elle Ave., North bse, ren, N. J. Park Forest, Ill. S hi f - dj B C 801 W. Fay- et 

Roto Bag Machine Corp:, 130 E. 13th St. Clair Specialty Mfg. Co., 120 S. 25th "CUBE BOceing Box ee ee . 
5 prs “ ~ ette St., Syracuse 4, N.Y. Se: 

St.. New York 3, MS 4 Ave., Bellwood, Il. Schi ff . \ Hi 

Rotogravure Engineering Corp., 3490 St. Joe Paper Co., Houston Container — aapees we 2013 McCarter High- “_ 
Randolph St. gee Park, Calif. Div., P. O. Box 19006, Houston 24, . wave: ewark 4, N. J. vei 

@R otogravure Packaging, Inc., Church & Texas Schjeldahl, G. T., Co., Medical Arts . 

Morland Sts., Addison, Ill. St. Louis Lithographing Co., 6801 South Bldg., Northfield, Minn. cs 

@R otogravure Service Co., 6441 N. Ridge Broadway, St. Louis 11, Mo, Schladermundt, Peter, Assoc., 205 E. of 

Ave., Chicago 26, III. St. Regis Container Corp., Sub. St. Regis 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. sei 
Roto-Lith, Ltd., 30 W. 13th St., New Paper Co., 1235 Williamson Bldg., Schleicher, F. J., Paper Box Co., 1811 a 

York 11, N. Y. Cleveland 9, Ohio Chouteau Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo. ' 

806 @Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 COMPANIES AND ADDRESSES MO 
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Schmidt & Ault Paper Co., 423 King’s 
Mill Road, York, p 

Schmidt, Henry & Bro., Inc., 875 N. 
28th St., Philadelphia 30, Pa. 

Schmidt Lithograph Co., 461 
St., San Francisco 7, Calif. 

Schmitt, Charles J., Co., Inc., 25th & 
Indiana St., San Francisco 7, Calif. 

Schmitz, Henry A., Inc., 261 Milton Ave., 
Ballston Spa, N. 

Schmutz Mfg. Co., Inc. -» 1600 W. 
St., Louisville 3, Ky. 

Schneider, William & La Rue, 616 S. 
Ellwood Ave., Baltimore 24, Md. 

Schnellpressenfabrik AG Heidelberg. 17- 
21 Eppelheimerstrasse, Heidelberg, 
Germany 

Schnier, I. F., Co., Inc., 683 Bryant 

St., San Francisco 7, Calif. 

Schnur-Appel, 2165 Morris Ave., Union, 
N. J. 

Schoen, ae, 45 Gramercy Park N., 
New Y ork, 

@Schoettle, “Sak eo Co., Inc., 533 N. 
leventh St., Philadelphia 23, Pa. 

chooler Mfg. Co., 11325 San Fernando 
Road, San Femando, Calif. 

Schrader’s, A., Sons, Div. Scovill Mfg. 
Co., Inc., 470 Vanderbilt Ave., eaaie. 

lyn 38, N. Y. 
hroeder, Arthur, Paper Co., Inc., 420 
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Schroeder Machines Corp., New Court 
Ave., East Syracuse, N. Y. 

Schrom, Archie M., & Co., 461 E. 
St., Chicago 11, IL. 

Schulman, A., Inc., 790 E. 

Ave., Akron 10, Ohio 
chulman, Frank, Paper Co., 6 Astor 
Place, New York 3, N £ 

Schultz Engineering Corp., 190 Banker 
St., Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 

iman, Harold, Studio, 
St., Boston 16, Mass. 
husterman, William V., 
St., New York 1, N. Y. 

Bros., 152 Chambers St., New 

York 7, N. Y. 
hwartz Chemical Co., Inc., 326-328 
W. 70th St., New York 23, N. Y. 
hwarz, Norbert F., Studio, 49 E. Oak 
St., Chicago 11, Ill. 

S« rage Peter J., Inc., 1029 Newark 
Elizabeth, N. J. 

Sci wir Filter Co., 56A Rose St., New 
York 38, N. Y. 

Scott & McDonald, Inc., 108 F. 
St., Boston 18, Mese. 

Scott Plastics, 410 Windsor St., 
ford 5, Conn. 

Scovill Manufacturing Co., 99 Mill St., 
Waterbury 20, Conn. 

Scranton Corrugated Box Co., Inc., 301 

Green Ridge St., Scranton, Pa. 
Screenmasters, 128—32nd St., Brooklyn 

$2 N. Ys 
Sculptural Promotions, Inc., 441 Lex- 

ington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
Seaboard Manufacturing Laboratories, 

Inc., Water & Mifflin Sts., Philadel- 
phia 48, Pa. 

Seal Bag Co., Inc., 37 
Rochester 7, N. Y. 

Be 4 Label Institute, 370 Lexington 
» New York, N. Y. 

Sealed” Liquids Co. * 423-425 Barretto 
St., New York 59, N. Y. 

Sealine Mfg. Corp., yA W. 
Chicago, III. 

Seal-O-Matic Dispenser Corp., 
ray St., Newark 5, N. 

Seal-Peel, Inc., 775 Stephenson Hwy., 
Royal Oak 3, Mich. 

Sealright Co., Inc., Div. Oswego Falls 
Corp., 314 S. First St., Fulton, N.Y. 

Second 

Main 

2) 

Ohio 

Tallmadge 

t 
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140 W. 3ls re 
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pp 
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169 Mur. 
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@Semet-Solvay Petrochemical Div., 

Seal-Spout Corp., 230 Sheffield St., 
Mountainside, N. J. 

Seaman Box Co., Inc., 443 Greenwich 
St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Seaman Paper Co., 1236 Sherman Ave., 
Evanston, III. 

Seamless Rubber Co., F.O.S. Industrial 

Tape Div., New Haven 3, Conn. 
Seaquist Manufacturing Corp., First St., 

Cary, Ill. 
Sears, Merle, Paper Box Co., 1024 In- 

dustrial Ave., Danville, Ill. 
Seasongood Folding Box Co., The, N. 

State St., Harrison, Ohio 
Seattle Box Co., 401 Spokane St., 

tle 4, Wash. 
Security Carton Co., Crichton Station, 

Mobile, Ala. 

Seat- 

Security Lithograph Co., Label Div., 
200 Broadway, San oem ead o ll, 
Calif. 

Sefton Fibre Can Co., 3275 Big Bend 

Blvd., St. Louis 17, Mo. 
Selinka Ribbon Corp., 48 W. 25th St., 

New York, N. Y. 
Allied 

Chemical & Dye Corp., 40 Rector St., 
New York 6, N. Y. 

Sensory, Inc., Pleasantville Road, New 
Vernon, N. J. 

Sentinel Bag & Paper Co., Inc., 
36th St., Rshtien 7 as 5. 

Seri-Print, Inc., 205 Cherry St., Water- 

bury, Conn. 
Service Carton Co., 28 E. 29th St., 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Service Caster & Truck Corp., 500 N. 

Brownswood Ave., Albion, Mich. 
Service Folding Box Co., Inc., 28 E. 

29th St., Brooklyn 26, N. Y. 
Service Industries, 2103-07 E. Somerset 

St., Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

2719 — 

Service in Box Co., 309-315 N. 
Third St., St. Louis 2, Mo. 

Servon, Inc., ia Broad St., New York 4, 
ce - 

Seward Industries, Inc., 111 Hudson 

St., New York 13, N. Y. 
Seymour & Peck Co., 2341 W. 

lace, Blue Island, Ill. 

Shadur Box Co., 5110 N. 
waukee 9, Wis. 

Shamban, W. S., & Co., 11617 W. Jef- 

ferson Blvd., Culver City, Calif. 

Shampain, Citron, Clark, Inc., 43 York 

St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Shamrock Paper Co., 300 

St. Louis 18, Mo. 
Shannon, Alexander J., Co., The, 150 

Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Shannon Industries, Inc., Box 510, Glen 

Cove, N. Y. 
Shasta Manufacturing Co., 276 Snyder 

Ave., Berkeley Heights, N. J. 
Shaw, A. B..8 BR. C., $614 &. 

stone St., Chicago, Ill. 
Shaw, Frank, Co.,654 S. Westlake Ave., 

Los Angeles 57, Calif. 

Shaw Insulator Co., 160 Coit St., 

ton 1], N. J. 
Shaw Paper Box Co., 

tucket, R. I. 
Shawano Paper Mills, Shawano, Wis. 

Shawmut Waxed Paper Co., Railroad 
St., Holliston 2, Mass. 

@Shaw-Randall Co., 
Pawtucket, R. I. 

Shawray Printing Corp., 398 Broadway, 
New York, N. 4 

Shayn, John, Studio, 54 W. 

New York 36, N. Y. 
Sheboygan Paper Box Co., 716 Clara 

Ave., Sheboygan, Wis. 

135th 

35th St., Mil- 

Lynch St., 

Black- 

Irving- 

37 Sabin St., Paw- 

Inc., 39 Sabin St., 

46th St., 

Sheffield 

@Shoup-Owens, Inc., 

@Simco C o., The, 

@Advertisement in this issue; 

Sheet Metal Specialty Div., Follansbee 
Steel Corp., P.O. Box 567, Follansbee, 

. eo Th 
Tube Corp., The, 170 Broad 

St., New London, Conn. 

Shelby Paper Box Co., The, 4081 W. 
150th St., Cleveland 11, Ohio 

Sheldon Wood Products, Box 338, 
Va. 

Shell Chemical Corp 380 Madison 
Ave., New York 17 an . P 

Shelton Mfg. Co., 
Newark 5, N. J. 

Sheppard Envelope Co., 1 
Terrace, Worcester 4, Mass. 

Sherman Paper Products Corp., 156 Oak 
St., Newton Upper Falls 64, M iss. 

Shillington Box & Lumber Co., 200 Chou- 
teau Ave., St. Louis 2, ay 

Shoe Form Co., Inc., 26 Aurelius Ave., 
Auburn, N. Y. 

Shopsin Paper Co., 92 Vandam St., New 
New York 13, N. Y. 

Shore Line Industries, Inc., Railroad 
Ave., Clinton, Conn. 

Shore, R. W., Mfg. Co., Inc., 33-17— 
37th Ave., Long Island City 1, N.Y 

1100 Adams St. 

Toano, 

Inc., 591 Ferry St., 

Envelope 

Hoboken, N. i. 

Shredded Paper Products Co., 6-8 S. 

Schroeder St., Baltimore 2 3, Md. 

Shredmaster Cor The, 9 E. 40th St 
New York | \" as 

Shuford Mills. g hy , Highland Ave. N.F. 
& 15th St., Hickory, N. C. 

Shultz Folding Box Co., 1036 Arca 

Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo. 
Shuman Labels, 600 W. 

Chicago 6, Ill. 

Jackson Bly 

Shumann Equipment Co., 647 W. Ma 
nolia Ave., Louisville, Ky. 

Shuttleworth Carton Co., 474 We 
way, New York, N. Y. 

Shuttleworth Machinery Corp., Warren 

Ind. 
Sidney Paper Box Co., 700 FE. Main St 

Blanchester, Ohio 
Signode Steel Strapping Co., 26( \ 

Western Ave., Chicago 47, opal 

Silicone Paper > of America, In 
230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. 

Sill Industries, 187 Maple se Ave 
Maplewood, N. J. 

Sillcocks-Miller Co., The, 10 W. Parke 

Ave., Maplewood, N. i 
920 Walnut St., Lans 

dale, Pa. : 
Simkins Paper Box Mfg. Co., Second & 

Cambria Sts., Philadelphia 33, Pa. 
Simon Adhesive Products Corp., 35-02— 

48th Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Simonds Saw & Steel Co., 470 Main St., 
Fitc hburg, Mass. 

@®Simplex Packaging Machinery Div., Food 
Machinery & Chemical Corp., 534— 

23rd Ave., Oakland 6, Calif. 
Simplex Packaging Service, 387 

St., Oakland 9, Calif. 
Simplex Paper Box Corp., Janet & Mar- 

shall Aves., Lancaster, Pa. 
Simpliform Co., 2035 

St. Louis 3, Mo. 
Simpson & Doeller Co., The, 2827 EF. 

Preston St., Baltimore 13, Md. 

@Sinclair & Valentine Co., 611 W. 129t! 
St., New York 27, N. Y. 

= 40th 

Washington Ave., 

Singer, Lawrence H., 66 Briar Lane, 

Jericho, N. Y. 
Singer Sewing Machine Co., 149 Broad 

way, New York 6, N. Y. 
Siris, A. J., Industrial Corp., 780 F. 

134th St., New York 54, N. Y. 
Sisalkraft Co., The, 205 W. Wacker 

Drive, Chicago 6, Ill. 

see Index, p. 814 807 



Supply, Inc., 
Minneapolis 

Skarnes Engineering & 
2907 EK. Franklin Ave., 
6, Minn. 

Skill-Craft, Inc., 
Tallmadge, Ohio 

Sleight & Hellmuth, Inc., 
St., Chicago 7, Ill. 

Slick Products, P.O. Box 484, Madison 
Sq. Station, New York 10, N. Y. 

Folding Box Corp., 59 Halstead 

, Buffalo 12, N. Y. 

Simon, 1107 

363 Northeast Ave., 

900 S. Clinton 

Sloan 

Ave. 

Slobodkin, 
York 10, N. Y. 

Smith, Arthur E., 2 
New York 19, N. Y. 

@Smith, H. P., Paper Co., 

St., Chicago 38, [Il. 

Smith, Howard, Paper Mills 

Mc C ill St., Montreal 1, Que., 

Broadway, New 

Columbus Circle, 

5001 W. 66th 

Ltd., 407 
Canada 

Smith, J. Chris, 8285 Sunset Blvd., Los 

Angeles 48, Calif. 
Smith-Lustig Paper Box Mfg. Co., The, 

165 FE. 3lst St., Cleveland 15, Ohio 
Smith-McClintock Co., 520 N. Michigan 

Ave., Chicago 11, Tl. 

Smith, S. K., Co., The, 28 57 N. Western 

Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. 

Smith-Scherr-Mc Dermott-Designers, 47 S. 

Portage Path, Akron 3, Ohio 
Smith-Stewart Paper Products, Inc., 10 

Jay whee Brooklyn l, N.Y. 

Smith & Te pp sr, 737 Beach St., San 

Francisco Calif 

Smith & Winchester Mie Co., The, South 
Windham, Conn. 

Smithe, F. L., Machine Co., Inc., 645 

W. 44th tee New York 36, ee 

Smyth, H. M., Printing Co., 178 E. Ninth 

St., St. Paul 6, Minn. 
Snell, Foster D., Inc., 29 W. 15th St., 

New York 11, N. Y. 
Snyder & Black, 200 William St., New 

York, N. Y. 

Snyder, George H., Inc., 3645 N. Smed- 

ley St., Philadelphia 40, Pa. 

Snyder, Gilbert D., 254 W. 31st St., 

New York I, N. Y. 

@Soabar Co., 4219 Van Kirk St., Philadel- 
phia 24, Pa. 

Society of Industrial Packaging & Mate- 
rials Handling Engineers, 111 W. Jack- 
son Blvd., Chicago 4, Il. 

Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., 
The, 250 Park Ave., New York 17, 
ms Be 

Solbern Manufacturing Corp., 120-——13th 
St.. Brooklyn 15, N. Y. 

Solid Fibre Box Group, 1145 Nineteenth 
St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 

Solo Cup Co., Prudential Plaza, Chicago 

1, Il. 
Somerset Industrial 

derveer Parkway, Somerville, N. J. 
Sonneborn, L., Sons, Inc. 0 Fourth 

Ave., New York 10, N. Y. 

Sonoco Products Co., Hartsville, S. C. 
Sonorol Laboratories, 1910 Webster 

Ave., New York 57, N. Y. 
Sorg Paper Co., The, 901 

Ave., Middletown, Ohio 
Souhegan Mills, Inc., Wilton, N. H. 

South Bend Box Co., Div. General Build- 
ing Materials Corp., 227 West Broad- 

South Bend, 1 

Designs, a Van- 

Manchester 

way, 

Southern Advance Bag & Paper Co., Inc., 

38 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass. 

Box & Crate Assn., 402 
Bidg., Washington 6, D. C 

Southern California Plastic Co., 
Flower St., Glendale 1, Calif. 

Southern Crate & Veneer Co., 
Ca. 

Southern Gravure 
Floyd St., 

Southern Barr 

1805 

Macon, 

Service, Inc., 2823 S. 

Louisville, Ky. 

808 @Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 

Southern Lumber & Mfg. Co,, P.O. Box 
156A, Ellijay, Ga. 

Southern Paper Box Co., 201 Rock St., 

Little Rock, Ark. 
Southern Plastics Co., 408 Pendleton 

t., Columbia 1, S. C. 
Southern Printape Co., 44 Seventh St., 

N. St. Petersburg, Fla. 
sae ay: Special a 1510 Webster 

Richmond, V 
soanwae Paper + TO Co., 4489 

Bandini Blvd., Los Angeles 23, Calif. 
Southline Metal Products Co., 2115 Sa- 

bine St., Houston 10, Texas 
South port Manufacturing Co., 301 Natchez 

Bldg., New oe La. 
Southwick, C. , Jr., Hope, N 
Sovereign 

Square, 
Soyster, 

te ¢ 1 10-14 Wilse y 

Ridgewood, J. 
Huntley, & Assoc., 556 Com- 

mercial St., San Francisco Ll, Calif. 

Sparks Corp., The, Shurs Lane & Pechin 

St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Sparks, J. V., ¥ > P.O. 

mount, Calif. 

Spear Box Co., Inc., 

New York 1, N. Y 
Spec-Fab Co., Inc., 

Sts., Riverton, N. J 

Special Glass Products Co., 
St., New York he 2 

Specialty Automatic Machine Corp., 88 

Gerrish Ave., Chelsea 50, Mass. 

Box 367, Para- 

2970 Eleventh Ave., 

Cherry & Rowland 

10 W. 33rd 

Specialty Converters, Inc., Mill Lane, 

East Braintree 84, Mass. 
Specialty Paper Box Co., 6310 Avalon 

Blvd., Los Angeles 3, Calif. 

Specialty Papers Co., The, 802 Miam 
Chapel Rd., Dayton 8, Ohio 

Specification Packaging Engineering 
Corp., 6869 Tujunga Ave., No. Holly- 
wood, Calif. 

Spectrum Mfg. Co., Inc., 
Waterford, Cenn. 

@Spee-Dee Packaging Machinery Corp., 
Div. Paul L. Karstrom Co., Inc., 1818 

W. 74th., Chicago 36, Ill. 
Speed Products Co., Inc., 32-01 Queens 

Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Speed Wrap, Inc., 705-6 First National 

Bank Bldg., Denver 2, Colo. 

Speedmaster Packaging Corp., 

52nd St., New York 19, N. Y. 
Speedry Products, Inc., 91-31—12I1st 

St., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y. 
Speedways Conveyors, Inc., 202-08 

Rhode Island St., Buffalo 13, N. Y. 

Spencer Chemical Co., Dwight Building, 
Kansas City 5, Mo. 

Spenzer Container Corp., 
Greenville, Pa. 

Spielman Co., Inc., 161 Leverington Ave., 

Philadelphia 27, Pa. 
Spilman, Raymond, 120 E. 

York 22, N. Y. 
Spitzer Paper Box Co., 3051 Monroe St., 

Toledo 6, Ohio 

Sponge Rubber Products Co., 
ton, Conn. 

Dayton Road, 

500 W. 

Camp Reynolds, 

New 56th St., 

The, Shel- 

@Sprayon Products, Inc.,2075 E. 65th St., 
Cleveland 4, Ohio 

Springfield Coated Pape r Corp., Ninth & 
Bailey Sts., Camden 2, N. J. 

Sprout, Waldron & Co., Inc., Muncy, Pa. 
Sprowles & Allen, Inc., York & Jasper 

Sts., Philadelphia 25, Pa, 

Squeez-Easy Dispenser & Container 
Corp., P. O. Box 502, Salem, Ore. 

Squire-Cogswell Co., 4151 N. Kedzie 
Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. 

Srofe, Jesse, Carew Tower, Cincinnati 
2, Ohio 

Staff Die Cutting Co., 
New York 10, N,. Y. 

40 W. 22nd St., 

814 

@Standard-Knapp, 

Stahl, Gerald, Associates, 12 FE. 
St., New York 17, N. Y. 

Stahlhut, Henry J., 33 E. 39th St., New 
York, N. Y. 

Stalfort, John C., & Sons, Inc., 319 W, 
Pratt St., Baltimore 1, Md. 

Standard Bag Corp., 29- 10 Hunters Point 
Ave., Long Island City 1, N. 

Standard Box Co., 27th St., & A. Vv -RAR,, 
Pittsburgh 17, Pa. 

Standard Can Corp., P.( 
dale, Pittsburgh, 

Standard Cellulose & Novelty Co., Inc.,, 
784-48—129th St., Richmond Hill 15, 

46th 

). Box 68, Leets- 

mae 
Standard Collapsible Tube Co.. Box 271, 

Nochester, Pa. 
Standard Container, Inc 

Ave., Montclair, N. J. 

Standard Conveyor Co., 315 N.W. Second 
St., No. St. Paul 9, Minn, 

Standard Corrugated Case Corp., 686 
Grand Ave., Ridgefield, N. J. 

Standard Envelope Mfg. Co., 1600 E. 30th 
st., Cleveland 4, Ohio 

Standard Folding Trays Corp., 85th St. 
& 24th Ave., Jackson Heights, N, Y, 

Standard Insulation Co., 74 Paterson 

Ave.. East Rutherford, N. J. 
Div. Emhart Mfg. 

Main St., Portland, Conn. 

Standard: Packaging ~ op 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Standard Paper Box Corp., 3837 Broad- 
way Place, Los Angeles 41, Calif. 

Standard Paper Box Machine Co., Inc., 

476 Broome St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Standard Plastics, Inc., R D #1, Brein- 
igsville, Pa. 

Standard Process Corp., 2704 W. Roscoe 
St., Chicago 18, tlh. 

Standard Tool Co., 47 
Leominster, Mass. 

Standard Valve & Coupler Corp., 1114 
Ulysses St., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn, 

Stanford Engineering Co., P. O. Box 38, 
Salem, Ill. 

Stanley a peg Inc., 350 W. Fourth 
St., New York, ° 

Stanley Steel 
Stanley Works, 

Britain, Conn. 
Stanton Paper Box Co., Inc., 218 Liber- 

ty St., Oneida, N. Y. 
Staplex Co., The, 777 Fifth Ave., Brook- 

lyn 32, N. Y. 
Star Aluminium Co. Ltd., 

Wolverhampton, England 
Star Band Co., Inc., Broad & Commerce 

Sts., Portsmouth, Va. 

Star Case Co., The, 76 Madison Ave., 

New York 16, N. Y. 
Star Sample Card Co., 18-20 W. 

New York 10, N. Y. 
Star Stoneware Co., Crooksville, Ohio 

Star Woolen Co., Cohoes, N. Y. 
Statikil, Div. The J. E. Doyle Co., 1220 

W. Sixth St., Cleveland 13, Ohio 
Staude, E. G., Mfg. Co., Inc., 2675 Uni- 

versity Ave., St. Paul 14, Minn. 

Sta-Vis Oil Co., 220 Eagle St., St. Paul 
2, Minn. 

Sta-Warm Electric Co., 
St., Ravenna, Ohio 

Stearns & Foster Co., The, Lockland, 
Cincinnati 15, Ohio 

Stecher-Traung Lithograph Corp., 274 N. 
Goodman St., Rochester 7, x 

205 W. Ninth St., Austin 

, 484 Bloomfield 

Co,, 

551 Fifth 

Hamilton St., 

The 
New 

ek Div. of 
194 Lake St., 

» Penn Road, 

21st St., 

553 N. Chestnut 

Steck Co., The, 

61, Texas 
Stecker Paper Box Co., 9321 Michigan 

Ave., Detroit 10, Mich. 

Stee] Cooperage Div., The Serrick Corp., 
4801 Bellevue Ave., Detroit 7, Mich. 
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Stee] Parts Mfg. Co., Div. of Blackstone 
Mfg. Co., 4630 W. Harrison 'St., Chi- 
cago 44, Hl. 

Steel Shippin gay tong! Institute, Inc, aA 

600 Fi th : So » New York 20, N, 
Steel & Tin Products Co., President & 

Fawn Sts., Baltimore 2, Md. 
Steigerwald, A. M., Co., 910 W. Van 

Buren St., Chicago 7, iil. 
Stein Bros. ‘Paper Box Co., 2942 Carroll 

Ave., Chicago 12, Ill. 
Stein, Hall & Co., Inc., 285 Madison 

Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
Steiner Plastics Mfg. Co., Inc., 

Oval, Glen Cove, N. Y. 
Steinmetz, Christian, & Sons Co., 25th 

& Wood Sts., Wheeling, W. Va. 

Steinweiss, — 141 Cayuga Ave., At- 
lantic Beach, N. Y. 

Stemar Co., 35 E. 4 ker Drive, Chicago 

1, Ill. 
Sten-C-Labl, Inc., 2285 University Ave., 

St. Paul 14, Minn. 
Stensgaard, W. L., & Associates, Inc., 

346 N. Justine St., Chicago 7, Ill. 
Stephens-Adamson Mfg. Co., Ridgeway 

Ave. Aurora, Ill. 
Stereotype Equipment Co., 

Ave., Chicago 14, Ill. 
Sterling Lumber & Supply Co.. 

Halsted Sts Chicago 28, Ili. 
Sterling Molders, Inc., 27 7 Military Road, 
Bt iffalo 7, N. Y. 

Sterling Seal Co., 316 W. 
Pa 

Sterling Wasser Box Co., 221 W. Seventh 
iva *, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Stern, i. eS 3 | Kingsway, London, 

W.C.2, England 
Sternberger, Milton, Co., The, 455 Wag- 

ner St., Memphis 2, Tenn. 
Steven, William, Co., 2522 San Fernando 

Road, Los Angeles 65, Calif. 
Stevens, Brooks, Associates, 622 N. 
hae St.. Milwaukee 2, Wis. 

Stevens, é. E., Bros., Inc., Stevens 

B ldg., Baltimore 1, Md. 

Stevens-Nelson Paper Corp., 
, New York 16, N. Y. 

Stevens-Wiley Mfg. Co., Inc., The, 1601 
W. Glenwood Ave., Philadelphia 32, 
Pa. 

Stiles Conveyors & Transmissions, Inc., 
596 N.W. 54th St., Miami 37, Fla. 

Pratt 

2062 Elston 

11900 S. 

16th St., Erie, 

109 E. 31st 

— Seals Corp., 68 Main St., Tucka- 
» NeY¥. 

Stokes ’ Equipment Co., N.E. Corner 
School Lane & Wayne St., Philadel- 
phia 44, Pa. 

Stokes, F. J., Corp., 5500 Tabor Road, 
Philadelphia 20, Pa. 

Stokes Molded Products, Inc., Taylor & 
Webster Sts., Trenton 4, N. J. 

@®Stokes & Smith Co., Sub. Food Machin- 

ery & Chemical Corp., 4942 Summer- 
dale Ave., Philadelphia 24, Pa. 

Stone Container Corp., 4200 W. 42nd 
Place, Chicago 32, Ill. 

Stone & Forsythe Co., 67 Kingston St., 
Everett, Mass, 

Stone Paper Tube Co., 900 Franklin St., 
N.E., Geshingteo 17, D.C. 

Stone, Thomas & George M., Inc., 502 
Mulberry St., Newark 5, N. J. 

Stonington Paper Tube Co., Inc., Gate- 
house Road, Holyoke, Mass. 

@Sto-Pa-Co Products, 1461 W. Fullerton 
Ave., Chicago 14, III. 

Strachan & Henshaw Ltd., Chalks Road, 
Whitehall, Bristol 5, England 

Stranahan Foil Co., Inc., 100 Wesley St., 
So, Hackensack, N. J. 

sengt, John, Carton Co., Washington 
» Menasha, Wis. 
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Strange, John, Pail Co., Washington St., 
Menasha, Wis. 

Strauss, Golman & Goldman Co., 1841 
Levee St., Dallas, Texas 

Strauss, H. B., Co., 131 Water St., New 

York 3, N. Y. 
Streator Dependable Mfg. Co., 

Broadway, Streator, III. 

Streeter-Amet Co. 410] 
Ave., Chicago 13, III. 

Strobel Products Co.. Inc., 2412 W. Mar- 
ket St., Louisville 12, Ky. 

Strobridge Lithographing Co., Norwood 
Station, Cincinnati 12, Ohio 

Strong, Cobb & Co., Inc., 2654 Lisbon 
Road, Cleveland 4, Ohio 

Strouse, Adler Co., The, 
New Haven 7, Conn. 

Struthers, John, & Co. Ltd.. 558] Pare 
t., Town of Mt. Royal, Montreal 16, 

Que., Canada 

Stull Engraving Co., 221 
Garfield, N. J. 

Sturgis Cartons, Inc., 305 W. 
Sturgis, Mich. 

Stuyvesant Engineering Co., 107 
sant Ave., Lyndhurst, N. J. 

Stylecraft Packaging Service, Inc., 2900 
S. Griffith St., Charlotte 3, N. C. 

Stylecraft Paper Box Co., Inc., 341— 
39th St., Brooklyn 32, N. Y. 

Stylepak Box Corp., 1142 Wall St., Los 
Angeles 15, Calif 

410 West 

Ravenswood 

78 Olive St., 

Banta Ave., 

South St., 

Stuyve- 

Sulphite Paper Manufacturers Associ- 
ation, Inc., 122 E. 42nd St., New York 

17, N. Y 
Summit Container Co., 825 W. Evergreen 

St.- Chicago 22, IIl. 
Summon & Summon, 509 Madison Ave., 

New York 22, N. Y. 
Sun Oil Co., 1608 Walnut St., Philadel- 

phia 3, Pa. 
Sun Supply Co., Div. Sun Chemical Corp., 

10-10—44th Ave., Long Island City, 
Pe Pe F 

Sun Tube Corp. 181 Long Ave., 

§, N. J. 
Sun-Lac, Inc., 274 Lafayette St., 

ee 
Sunlight Chemica] Corp., 55 Pawtucket 

Ave., Rumford 16, R. I 
Sunway Fruit Products, Inc., 131 Simcoe 

St., Toronto 1, Ont., Canada 
Superior Displays, Inc., 1112 Boylston 

t., Boston 15, Mass. 
Superior Folding Box Co., 4170 Geral- 

dine Ave., St. Louis 15, Mo. 

Superior Machinery Corp., 125 
St., Bristol, R. I. 

Superior Marking Equipment Co., 1800 W. 
Leachate Ave., Chicago 13, Ill. 

Superior Paper Box Co., 625-9 W. 
tells 3 Philadelphia 22, Pa. 

Superior Paper Products Co., Sub, St. 
Regis Paper Co., Box 4449, Piits- 
burgh 5, Pa. 

Superior Paper Products Co., Inc., 655 

~_ Lincoln Ivd., Marion, Ind. 
erior Plastics, Inc., 410-430 N. Oak- 

a Blvd., Chicago 12, [il 
Superior Printing Ink Co., Inc., 295-309 

Lafayette Si., New York 12, N. Y. 
1112 Boylston 

Hillside, 

Ne wark 

Thames 

Superior Products Co., 
Er, Boston 15, Mass. 

Superior Tape Corp., 22 Romanelli Ave., 
BS. Hackensack, N. 

Supermatic Packaging Corp., 305 Third 
Ave., Newark 7, N. J. 

Supreme Displays, Inc., 520 W. 43rd St., 
New York 36, N. Y. 

Supreme Gem Paper & Twine Co.,555 W. 
23rd St., New York 11, N. Y. 

Supreme Ribbon a 149 Wooster St., 
ew York 12, N. 

@Sutherland Paper Co., 243 E. 

@Swanson, W. H., 

@Sweetnam, George H., ’ . 

Sure-Seal Corp., 2100 W. Fourth N., Salt 

Lake City, Utah 
Surface Chemicals, Inc., 1101 Thompson 

Ave., McKees Rocks, Pa. 
Paterson 

t., Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Sutnaroffice, 307 E. 37th St., 

16, N. Y. 
Sutphen, Frank J., Co.. 

Ave., Chicago 11, IIl. 
Swan Mac , Co.. 320 Fifth Ave., New 

York l, 
Swan or Cap Co., Inc., 108 N. 

ferson — Chicago vt Ill. 
& Co., 1220 Washington 

Ave., Wilmette, Ill. 
Swayze Folding Box Co., Inc., 111 Trey 

St., Canton, Pa. 
Sweeney I ithograph Co., Inc., 69 Acad 

emy St., Belleviile 9, N. 1. 

Inc., 286 Portland 

St., Cambridge 41, Mass. 
Swibold, Duane, Associates, 219 Atw 

St., Saginaw, Mich. 
Swift’ & Co., Adhesive Products Dent 

$115 Packers Ave., Chicago 9, Il. 

Swift, George W., Jr., Inc., 

Me. J 
Swift, M. & Sons, Inc., 10 Love Lane, 

Hartford 1, Conn. 
Swiss Industrial Co., 

Falls, Switzerland 

Switzer Brothers, Inc., 4732 St. Clair 
Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

Synthetasine Protective Coatings, Inc., 
600 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. 

Syntron Co., 251 Lexington Ave., Homer 

City, Pa. 
Synvar Corp., Wilmington 99, Del. 
Syracuse Ornamental Co., Inc., 581 S 

Clinton St., eh. ¥: 

New York 

664 N. Michigan 

Bordentown, 

Neuhausen Rhine 

Syracuse 

1 

TCF of Canada Ltd., 1015 Beaver Hal 

Hill, Montreal 1, Que., Canada 
@Taber Instrument Corp., 111 Soundry 

5 North Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Tablet & Ticket 0s T he, 1021 W. 

Adams St., Chicago 7, III. 
Tab-Ty Boxes, Inc., 2319 Bartlett St., 

Houston 6, Texas 
Taco West Corp., 525 N. Noble St., Chi- 

cago 22, Ill. 

Taffel Bros., Inc., 95 Madison Ave 
New York 16, N. Y. 

Taft-Peirce Mig. Co., — 32 Mechani 
Ave., ee ket, R. 

Teh, SiC. Ge, 25-27 S 
> Poet 6, ill. 

Talladega Box & Lumber Co., P. 0. Box 
51, Talladega, Ala. 

Talley’s Veneer & Crate Co., Adel, Ga. 
Talmadge Printing Co., 23 Ferry St., 

New York 38, N. Y. 
Talmalin Mig. Ca, 611 Broadway, New 

York 12, N. Y. 
Tammen & Denison, Inc., 650 S. 

st., Chicago 5, Ill. 
Tanglefoot Co., The, 314 Straight Ave., 

S.W., Grand Rapids 4, Mich. 
Tanzi, Aurelio, Corp., 430 Jefferson St., 

Brooklyn 37, N. Y. 
Tape, Inc., 1706 S. 

ay, Wis. 

7 Corp., 217 Astor St., Newark 

- acker Drive, 

Clark 

Broadway, Green 

Tapper, William, 30 South Broadway, 
onkers 2, N. Y. 

Taranger, E.,Inc., 1611 S.W. First Ave., 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 809 



Tarpey, Thomas, 1 Maple Crest Cowt, 

Louisville 6, Ky. 
Tarshis, N. L., Co., 1123 Broadway, 
New York 10, NY, 

l'art Cooperage Co., Box 3363, Jackson- 
ville, Fla. 

lavor, Luba, 1393 Sixth Ave., New York 

19, N. Y. 
Taylor Box Co., 298 Child St., Warren, 

ma Ee 

Taylor, Charles H., Maple Road, River- 
side, Conn, 

Taylor Fibre Co.. Norristown, Pa. 
Taylor-Reed Corp., The, 15 Crescent St., 
Glenbrook, Conn, 

Taylor, Stiles & Co., 207 Bridge St., 

Riegelsville, N. J. 
Thomas, & Sons, Hudson, Mass. 

eague, Walter Dorwin, Asact iates, 444 
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 
ech-Art Plastic s Co., Inc., Ridgedale 

Ave., Morrist< wn, Ma ds 

aylor, 

Technical Assn. of the 4 ng & Paper In- 
dustry, 155 E. 44th , New York 17, 

Me Ba 
Technical Tape Corp., W. 177th St. & 

Harlem River, New York 53, N. Y. 

echniglas, Adamston, N. J. 
Technopol Laboratories Litd., 212 St. 

John St., London, E.C.1, England 
ecpak, S. A., Torres Adalid 403 H-l, 
Mexico 12, D. F., Mexico 

22 E. 17th St. » New York eady Studios, 

yy My - 
eepack Spezialmaschinen-Gesellschaft 

i.b.H., Kevelaerer 19-23, 
Dusseldorf, Germany 
e-Pak, Inc., 3520 S. 

ago 9, Ill. 
Tele-Sonic Pac kaging Corp., 208 W. 

St., New York 1, N. Y. 
fell City Furniture c 0., Inc., 

Shore Drive, Chicago 11, III. 
mple Mfg. Co., P. O. Box 567, Dallas 

l, Texas 
Tennant, C., Sons & Co. of New York, 

100 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
ennessee Paper Mills, Inc., Manufac- 
turer’s Road, Chattonooga, Tenn. 

enney Engineering, Inc., 1090 Spring- 

field Road, Union, N. J. 
ension Envelope Corp., 19th & Camp- 
bell Sts., Kansas City 8, Mo. 

Tens olite Cc rp., The, No. Tarrytown, 
NBs 

Terkelsen Machine Co., 326 

ton 10, 
Terre Haute 

Points P. 

Strasse 

Morgan St., Chi- 

27th 

666 Lake 

A St., Bos- 

Mass. 
Cooperage, Inc., Twelve 

O. Box 8, Terre Haute, Ind. 
Terrell Corp., The, 19 Lane St., Wal- 

tham, Mass. 

@Testing Mac so Inc., 124 W. 64th St., 
New York 23, N. Y. 
stworth Pye eae Inc., Commer 
cial Road at Westgate, Addison, Ill. 

Tetra Pak Co., Inc., 155 Washington St., 

Newark 2, N. J. 
Textile Bag Manufacturers 
Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 

lextile Color Card Assn. of U. S., Inc., 
200 Madison Ave., New York, N. <3 

Textileather Corp., 607 Madison Ave., 
Toledo 3, Ohio 

Thatcher Glass Mfg. Co., Inc., 

Assn., 611 

El mira, 

a F 
Thayer, Henry, Co., 100 Inman St., Cam- 

bridge 39, Mass. 
Thayer Scale & Engineering Corp., 50 

Pembroke, Mass. 

Thermel, Inc., 9400 W. Robinson Road, 
Franklin Park, Ill. 

Thermomat Co., Inc., 

Trenton 8, N. J. 
@Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co., 

Road, Kaukauna, Wis. 

Thayer Park, 

300 Mapie Aw., 

Thilmany 

810 

Thimonnier & Cie., 79 rue de Bourgogne, 
Lyon, France 

Thomas, R. P., Co., Inc., 316 Westbury 
Ave., Carle Place, N. Y. 

Thomas Stationery Mfg. Co., Springfield, 
Ohio 

Thomas Truck & Caster Co., 68 Missis- 
sippi River, Keokuk, lowa 

Thomasson of Pa.,Inc., Ford & Washing- 
ton Sts., Norristown, Pa. 

Thompson Can Co.. 13401 Denton Drive, 
Dallas 34, Texas 

Thompson, Elmo, 4027 Faxon Ave., Mem- 
phis 17, Tenn. 

Thompson, James, & Co., Inc., 112-114 
Prince St., New York 12, N. Y 

Thompson, Ltd., 130 W. 42nd St., New 

York 36, N. Y. 
Thomson-National Press Co., 

Ave., Franklin, Mass. 
Thormac Packaging Corp., 2141 N. 

coln Ave., Chicago 14, III. 
Thornton, F. C., Co., 6116 Park Ave., 

Cleveland 5, Ohio 
Thorpe, F, M., Mfg. Rites 

Lamar, Mo. 
Thrisse] Engineering Co. Ltd., The, 

Easton Road, Bristol 5, England 
Thwing-Albert Instrument Co., Penn St. 

& Pulaski Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa 
Tickner, E. C., 58 Chatham Road, Short 

Hills, N. J. 
Tilbury Refining a 21 Dunham 

Place, Brooklyn 11, 
Tillery Container Co, * anno Wilson Ave., 

Kansas City 23, Mo. 
Timely Packaging Associates, 369 Lex- 

ington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Time-Saving Specialties, 2816 Dupont 
Ave., S., Minneapolis 8, Minn. 

Tinnerman Products, Inc., P. O. 
6688, Cleve land 1, Ohio 

Tipp Manufacturing Co., The, Fourth & 
Franklin St., Tipp City, Ohio 

Tipper Tie, Morris Ave., 

Union, N. J. 
Tite-Cap Machine Co., Inc., 

t., New York 38, N. Y. 
Tobin-Howe Paper Box Co., 211 Mt. 

Prospect Ave., Passaic, N. J. 
Todt, Fred, Co., 2021 S. Hill St, 

Angeles 7, Calif. 

Inc., Dean 

Lin- 

1801 Gulf St., 

Box 

Inc., 2165 

56A Rose 

I os 

Toilet Goods Assn.. Inc., 1270 Sixth 
Ave., New York, N. Y. ‘ 

Toledo Paper Box Co., The, 1116 True 

St., Toledo 7, Ohio 
® Toledo Scale Co., 1097 Telegraph Road, 

Toledo 1, Ohio 
@Tompkins’ Label 

Allegheny Aves., 
Topflight Corp., 

ork, Pa. 
Topper Packaging Co., 12900 Bradley 

Ave., Sylmar, Calif. 
Toronto Type Foundry Co., Ltd., 120 

Wellington St., W., Toronto, Ont., 

Canada 
Torsion Balance Co.. The, 

St., Clifton, N. J. 

Tower Container Corp., 1816 
Road, New York 60, N. Y. 

Tower Envelope Co., 1263 Virginia Ave., 
New York 72, N 

Townson, W. D., 
a +P 

Tracy, Kent & Co., Inc., 

Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 
Trans Flex Packagers, 40 Burnham Ave., 

Unionville, Conn. 

Transilwrap Co., 2814 W. Fullerton Ave., 
Chicago 47, Ill 

Trans-Packers, Inc., 122 Washington 
Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y. 

Transparent Fabricators, Inc., 220 Fifth 

Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Service, Frankford & 
Philadelphia 34, Pa. 
160 E. Ninth Ave., 

35 Monhegan 

Boston 

Lumber Co., Murphy, 

515 Madison 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

1323 Ran- Transparent Packaging Corp.. 
dall Ave., New York 59, N. 

Transparent Paper Ltd., Halifax House, 

51-5 Strand, London, W.C.2, England 
Transparent Plastics Container Co., 555 

W. 23rd St., New York 11, N. 
Transparent Products Co., Inc., 324 E, 

24th St., New York 10. 
Transparent Specialties Corp., 3828 FE, 

91st Si., Cleveland 5, Ohio 

Transparent Tube Co., 4431 W. Diversey 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Trapow, D., & Co. Ltd., 113 Regents 
Park Road, London, N.W.1, Engiand 

Trautmann, Bailey & Blampey, 13 
Laight St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Traver Investments, Inc., 1092 Bluff 
Road, Glencoe, III. 

Travers & Co.. 665 Atlantic Ave.. 
ton 11, Mass. 

Treen Box Co., Tioga & Memphis Sts,, 
Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

Trefolex, 151 Sherman Ave., New York 
ee me 

Trenton Folding Box Co., 106 Ewing 
3t., Trenton 5, N. J. 

@Trescott Co., Inc., The, 62 N. Main St., 
Fairport, N. Y. 

Triangle Container Corp., 1501 W. 15th 
5t., Chicago 8, Ill. 

Triangle Ink & Color Co., Inc., 

29th St., New York 16, N. Y. 
ee Package Machinery Co., 6633~ 

Diversey Ave., Chicago 35, Ill. 

Triangle Paper Bag Mfg. Co., The, 1301 
Madison Ave., Covington, Ky. 

Triangle Paper & Box ca oe 1501 W. 
3t., Chicago 8, Ill. 

Tri-Boro Carton Co., Inc., 85 Classon 

Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y. 
Trilsch, Oscar, Co., 150-25—18th Ave., 

Whitestone 57, N. Y. 
Trio Metal Cap Co., 317 N. Francisco 

Ave., Chicago 12, Il. 
Tri-Pak Machinery Service, 

1228, Harlingen 1, Texas 
Triplex Industries, Inc., 

Morgan, Riverdale 27, Ill. 

Tripp Tape, Inc., 1975 N. 
Melrose Park, Il. 

Tri-State Packers’ Assn., Inc., Masonic 
Bidg., Easton, Md. 

@Tri-State Plastic Molding Co., Inc., 
Fourth & Ingram Sts., Henderson, Ky, 

Tri-Wall Containers, Inc., 799 Washing- 
ton St., New York 14, N. Y. 

@Tronomatic Machine Mfg. Corp., 
Park Ave., New York 35, N. Y. 

Trophy Papers, Inc., Gatehouse Road, 
Ho lyoke, Mass. 

Trowbridge Conveyor Co., 85] Van Hou- 
ten Ave., Clifton, N. J. 

Trum, E. J.,Inc., 80 Richards St., 
lyn 31, N. Y. 

Truscon Steel Co., Pressed Steel Div.. 
6100 Truscon Ave., Cleveland 4, Ohio 

@Tube Manifold Corp., 415 Bryant St., 

North Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Tubed Chemicals Corp., 2 Pine St., East- 

hampton, Mass. 
@Tupper Corp., Woonsocket, R. I. 
Turner Brothers, 615 N. Main St., Wel- 

lington 1, Ohio 
Turner, J. S., White Metal Co., New 

Brunswick, N, J. ; 
Turret Seal Corp., 59 E. Van Buren St., 

Chicago 5, IIl. 
Twinkle Display & Mig. Co., 3400 Arm- 

strong Ave., Dallas 5, Texas 
Twinpak Limited, 6525 Somerled Ave., 

Montreal 29, Que., Canada 
Twitchell, E. W., Inc., 2801 N. Third 

Sis Philadelphia 33, Pa. 
Twombly, C. E., Ca 146 Mystic Ave-, 

Medford 5, Mass. 
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Tymatics, Inc., 2720 Sylvan Ave., Dallas 

12, Texas 

Ty ype & Press of Illinois, Rotary Press 

Div., oat N. Ravenswood Ave., Chi- 

cago 13, Ill. 

U 

UBS Chemical Corp., 491 
Cambridge 42, Mass. 

Ullman, Martin, 113 W. 57th St., 
York, 

Ullman, Sigmund, Co., Div. Sun Chemi- 
cal Corp., 10-10—44th Ave., Long 
Island City 1, N. Y. 

Ullmann Bag Co., 2461 W. Warren St., 
Detroit 8, Mich. 

Unette Corp., 26 Okner Parkway, Living- 
ston, ° 

Unex, Inc., Route 46 & 23rd Circle, Lit- 
tle Falls, N. J. 

Unger Co., The, 1273 W. Ninth St., 
Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Unger Paper Co., 211-215 W. 
New York 11, N. Y. 

Uni-Mark, Inc., 169 A St., 
Mass. 

Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp., 233 Broad- 
way, New York 7, N. Y. 

@Union Carbide International Co., Div. 

Union Carbide Corp., 30 E. 42nd St. 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Union Paste Co., 1605 Hyde Park Ave., 
Hyde Park 36, Mass. 

Union Plastic Films Co., 3518 S. Morgan 
St., Chicago, Ill. 

Union Printing Ink Co., The, 1033 S. 
High St.. Akron 11, Ohio 

Union Special Machine Co., 
Franklin St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

Union Specialty Co.,57 Main St., Bloom- 

ingdale, N. J. 
Union Standard Equipment Co., 318-322 

Lafayette St., New York 12, N. Y. 
Union Steel Products Co., Pine & Berrien 

Sts., Albion, Mich. 

Union Wadding Co., 125 Goff Ave., Paw- 
tucket, R. I. 

Unipack Corp., 314 W. Institute Pl., Chi- 
cago 10, Il. 

Unique Printed Products Co., Inc., 2222 
N. 13th St., Terre Haute, Ind. 

Unit-Packet Corp., 10 Burlington Ave., 
Wilmington, Mass. 

@United Board & Carton Corp., 2 Park 
Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

United Can Div., American Seal-Kap 
Corp., Box 42, age N.. Js 

United Carton Co., 727 N. Kedzie Ave., 

Chicago 12, Ill. 
United Comb & Novelty Co., Inc., 161 

Sixth St., Leominster, Mass. 
United Container Co., 56th & Lancaster 

Main St., 

New 

20th St., 

Boston 10, 

400 N. 

Ave., Philadelphia 31, Pa. 
United Elastic Corp., Easthampton, 

Mass, 
United Mfg. Co., The, 168 Birnie Ave., 

Springfield 7, Mass. 
United Mineral & Chemical Corp., 16 

Hudson St., New York 13, N. Y. 
United Packaging Co., Inc., 4511 Wayne 

Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa. 
United Paper Box Co., 460 Bryant St., 

San Francisco 7, Calif. 
United Paper Box Co., Inc., Water St., 

Holyoke, Mass. 
United Paper Box Corp., 727 N. Kedzie 

Ave., Chicago 12, Th. 
®United Shoe Machinery Corp., 140 Fed- 

eral St., Boston 7, Mass. 
®U.S. Automatic Box Machinery Co., 

Inc., 18 Arboretum Road, Roslindale, 
Boston 31, Mass. 
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United States Bag Co., 4604 Dodge St., 
Omaha 3, Neb. 

@U. S. Bottlers Machinery Co., 4015 N. 
Rockwell St., Chicago 18, Ill. 

U. S. Corrugated-Fibre sox Co., The, 

1409 Roosevelt Ave., Indianapolis 7, 
nd. 

U. S. Electrical Motors, Inc., 200 E. 
Slauson Ave., Los Angeles 54, Calif. 

@U. S. Engineering Co.. 40-24—22nd St., 
Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
— States Envelope Co., 21 Cypress 

, Springfield 2, Mass. 
U. . "Fibre & Plastics Corp., Union St., 

Stirling, N. J. 

U.S. Finishing & Mfg. Co., 775 W. Jack- 
son Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill. 

United States Gasket Co., 600 N. Tenth 
St., Camden 1, N. J. 

@U. S. Industria] Chemicals Co., Div. Na- 
tional Distillers Products Corp., 99 
Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

U. S. Menge] Plywoods, Inc., 1215 S. 
Seventh St., Louisville, Ky. 

United States Metered Container Corp., 

527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 
@United States Packaging Corp., 55 Cali- 

fornia Ave., Paterson 3, N. J. 
U. S. Plastic Molding Corp., Carlton St., 

Wallingford, Conn. 
United States Plywood Corp., 55 W. 44th 

St., New York 36, N. Y. 
®U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co., The, 

340 Beech g. Cincinnati 12, Ohio 
United States Radium Corp., Morristown, 

N. 3. 
United States Rubber Co., 1230 Avenue 

of the Americas, New York 20, N. Y. 
United States Stee] Co., Pittsburgh 30, 

Pa. 
United States Tape Corp., 690] Man- 

chester Ave., St. Louis 17, Mo. 

United States Testing Co., Inc., 1415 
Park Ave., Hoboken, N. J. 

United States Trademark Assn., 522 
Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. 

United Steel Barrel Co., 225 S. 15th St., 
Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

United Seliccow Co., P. QO. Box 348, 
Aurora, Ill. 

Unitronics, Inc., 472 Paul Ave., Fer- 
guson Station, St. Louis 21, Mo. 

Unity Stamp Co., Inc., 7 W. 30th St., 

New York 1, N. Y. 
Universal Corrugated Box Machinery 

Corp., 1233 W. St. George Ave., Lin- 
den, N 

Universal Foldin Box Co., Inc., Madi- 
son & Thirteenth Sts., Hoboken, N. J. 

Universal Glass Products Co., Parkers- 
burg, W. Va. 

Universal Jewelry Case Co., 165 Front 
St., Chicopee, Mass. 

Univial Corp., The, 

Rutherford, N 
Upressit Products Corp., Danbury, Conn. 
Upson Co., The, Stevens St., Lockport, 

ae 
Utica Box Co., Inc., 2150 Erie St., 

4, Ht. 
Utility Crate Co., 1985 E. 16th St., Los 

Angeles 21, Calif. 
Utility Plastic Bag Co., 1101 W. 38th 

St., Chicago 9, Ill. 
Utility Printing Co., 

Ave., Carlstadt, N. J. 

16 Glen Road, 

Utica 

484 Washington 

V 

Vv. C. A., Inc., 1720 Fairfield Ave., 

Bridgeport 5, Conn. 

Vac-Tie Fasteners, Inc., 1140 E. Jersey 
St., Elizabeth 4, N. 

@Venesta Ltd., 

@Advertisement in this issue; see Index, p. 814 

Vacu-Form Corp. of America, 426 Union 
Ave., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

Vacuum Metalizing Corp., 32-36 Green- 
point Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Vacuum Moldin ie. 123 Myrtle Ave., 
Boonton, N. 

Vacuum Plastics Corp., 1096 Scott St., 
Columbus 22, Ohio 

Valentine Process Corp., 60 W. 
St., Rochelle Park, N. J. 

Valley Board Corp., Halltown, W. Va. 
Valley Craft Products, Inc., 750 Jeffer- 

son St., Lake City, Minn. 
Valley Iron Works Co., E. 

St., Appleton, Wis. 
Valley-National Corp., 

Milldale, Conn. 
Valley Printing Ink Corp., 649 Cedar St., 

Green Bay, Wi 
Valpey Press, 

76, Mass. 
Van Buren Wrapping Machine Corp.. 750 

Grand St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
Van Cleef Bros., Inc. Div. Johns-Man- 

ville, 7800 S. Woodlawn Ave., Chicago, 

Ill. 
Van Der Muelen, G., & Zn., N. V., Prins 

Hendrikkade 173, Amsterdam-C., Hol- 

land 
Van Der Woerd, Bart, 

New York, N. Y. 
Van Dorn Iron Works Co., The, 2685 F. 

79th St., Cleveland 4, Ohio 

Van Leer, B., N.V., Stadhouderskade 6, 
Amsterdam-W., Holland 

Van Leer’s Vatenfabrieken, N.V., Stad- 
houderskade 6, Amsterdam-W., Holland 

Van Ness Bros., Inc., 104 Gray St., Pat- 
erson 3, N. J. 

Van Norman Molding Co., 4635 Cotta 
Grove Ave., Chicago 15, Ill. 
— Pell Chenic al & or Corp., 48 

. First St., New York 3, N. Y. 
ane Rosen, Robert E., 18 . 

New York 19, N, Y. 
Van Sciver, Parcher & Falk, 219 N 

Broad St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. 
Van Sweringen, Charles F., 405 State 

St., Hackensack, N. J. 
Van Vick Paper Box Co., 

St., Duluth 7, Minn. 

Van Waardt, Wm., ee Inc., 
St., New York 1, N. Y. 

Vanant Products, Inc., 501 Wi 
Tomah, Wis. 

Vanetta Mills, Inc., 1441 Broadway, New 
York 18, N. Y. 

Varigraph Co., Inc. 
Madison l, Wis. 

Passai 

South Island 

The, Clark 5St.. 

65 Clinton St., Malden 

30 Charleton St., 

56th St. 9 

4904 Oneota 

406 W. 31st 

lliams St. Z 

, 841 W. Lakeside St., 

Vassos, John, 54 W. 55th St., New York 
9, N.Y 

Ve-Alite Plastic Corp., 2700 Nostrand 
Ave., Brooklyn 10, N. Y. 

Veeder-Root, Inc., 70 Sargeant St., 

ford 2, Conn. 

Vegetable Parchment Mfrs. Assn., 
42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

Velvetone Co., 108 Davis St., San Fran- 

cisco 11, Calif. 
Velvetone Finishing Corp., 

Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Vintry House, Queen St. 

Place, London, E.C.4, England 
Veritone Co., The, 2701 N. Lehmann 

Court, Chicago 14, Ill. 
Vermillion, W. R., Co., Inc., 1413-1415 

Kansas Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 
Verner, B., & Co., Inc., 52 Duane St., 

New York 7 7, N. Y. 

Hart- 

122 E. 

10-40—46th 

Vernon Chemical & Mfg. Corp., 14 Fiske 
Place, Mt. Vernon, N. 

Versen, Kurt, 4 W. Sleceun Ave., Engle- 
wood, J. 

Vertex “ 120 Millroad, Montvale, N.J. 

81) 



Vertipile, Inc 
ell, Mass. 

@Vertrod Corp., 2037 
lyn 34, N. Y. 

Vickers-Armstrongs, Ltd., 
London, E.C.1, England 

Vickers, Charles D., & Co., 222 W. Ad- 
ams St., Chicago 6, III. 

Vickery Tape & Machine Co., Inc., 286 
Third St., Peru, Ind. 

Victor Metal Products Corp. 
Ark. 

Viking Engraving Corp., The, 1432 N. 

Grant Ave., Columbus 1, Ohio 
Viking Paper Co., Inc., 

New York 12, N. Y. 

Box Co., Inc *? 15] 

Mass. 

way, 

Vincent 
Wellesley, 

Vinyl-Weld Products Co., Inc., 
Ontario St., Chicago 10, Ill. 

Virginia Barrel Co., 178 Holland 
State n Island 3, N. Y. 

Virginia Chemical Corp., 

St., Lynchburg, Va. 
1920 Rose lane 

Virginia Laminating Co., P. O. Box 993, 
Ame lia, Va, 

Virk ype ( OTp.s, 11] 

field, N. J. 

Vis-A-Pac Co., Inc., The, 351 Pennsyl- 

vania Ave., Beverly, N. J. 
ViseGrip Products Ltd., Grand Bldgs., 

Trafalgar Sq., London, W.C.2, England 
Visible Package Sales Corp., 540 N. 

Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, Ill. 
Visking Co., Div. Union Carbide Corp. 
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